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Tnuiaud for the Harbinger.

14,

could apply

movements,

to his

fishy eyes, and his cheeks, speckled with
to the thousand little

red, and above all,

I.

white, stiff and pointed curls of the pro
fessorial wig) ; the maestro, I say, forced
heads as you please, the wisest and best to fall back upon the bench three limes
among you is — Bui I will not say who ; after having risen to depart, calm and im

"

Yes,

yes,

ladies,

young

toss your

for she is the only one of my class who
has any modesty, and I fear lest by nam
ing, I might make her immediataly lose
that rare virtue which I wish you all — "

passable as a shell-fish,

rocked and hard

ened by numberless tempests, made them
beg a long while before he would say

which of his scholars deserved the prais
et Spiritu es of which he was generally so miserly,
Sancto," chanted Coatanza, with an air of hut had just now shown himself so prodi
At last, yielding as if with regret,
effrontery.
gal.

" In

nomine Patris,

" Amen,"

NUMBER

1845.

The shell-fish, that is, the maestro, (and lap upon the floor.
maintain that no metaphor

better to his angular

Fru'M THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

REDUIRO AND COMPANY,
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TWO DOLLARS PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

a Filii,

petrified with
but a little

1.

Thus she remained,

astonishment,

not confused

frightened, and ended by get

ting up to see

if

some curious object or
person behind her, were
of herself, the cause of such

some ridiculous
not instead
noisy gaiety.

"

Consuelo," said the maestro, taking
her by the hand, without further explana
tion. " Comn, my good girl, and sing for
me th'e Salve Regina of Pergolese, which
you have been studying a fortnight and
Clorinda for a year."
Consuelo, without answering, without
testifying either fear, ur pride, or embar
rassment, followed the singing-master to

which his own malice had the organ, where reseating himself with an
provoked, he took the professor's baton, air of triumph, he played the accompani
iJ, »bisW h«i.»«ii<>j *e«t iitne,'UneS trsed, ment for his young scholar.
Then Con
"Naughty man." said.Clarinda. pouting
out her pretty lips, and tapping lightly it to separate and range in two lines, his suelo, with simplicity
and ease, raised
with the handle of her fan, the bony and undisciplined troop. Thon advancing with purely, under the high vaulted arches of
wrinkled fingers of the singing master, a solemn pace between this double row of tho Cathedral, the tones of the most beau
which rested, stretched out upon the mute frivolous heads, he placed himself at the tiful voice which had ever made them re
sang in chorus all the othei

to intrcaties

little girls.-

keys of the organ.
" It 's of no use

;"

said the old Profes-

She sang the Sahe Regina with
bottom of the organ gallery, in front of a sound.
little girl seated upon one of the steps. out a single fault of memory , without haz
She, with her elbows on her knees, her arding a sound which was not completely

the sang froid of a man who,
during forty years, had been for six hours fingers in her ears, that -her attention
a day the brunt ot' all the cajoleries and might not be distracted by the noise, stud
perversencsses of many generations of ied her lesson in a low voice in order to
girls. " It is ii.it less true," added he, put disturb no one, bent and folded upon her
tor, with

ting his spectacles lt.to the case, and his
•miff-box into his pocket, without raising
his eyes upon the bantering and scoffing

self like a little monkey ; he, solemn and

Costanza;

with one voice the young choristers, at
Then a sljout
first struck with surprise.
of universal Homeric laughter, i-aised a
flush of indignation and anger upon the

just, full, sustained or intentionally

bro

ken ; and following with an entirely pas
sive exactness the instructions which the
learned master had given her, rendering
with her powerful capabilities the intelli

triumphant, with leg advanced, and arm gent and just intentions of the good man,
outstretched, seemed like the shepherd she, with the inexperience and* careless
swarm, " that this wise, this docile, this Paris awarding the apple, not to the most ness of a child, did what science, practice,
studious, this attentive, this good child is beautiful, but to the most wise.
and enthusiasm would not have enabled
" Contueio ? The Spaniard ? " cried out an accomplished singer to have done : she
— not you, Miss Clohnda ; nor you, Miss
neither is 't you, Miss Zulietta ; and Rorina has no claim to those ti
tles, -and Micbela still less — "

"

Then you mean me," " No, it is I,"
" Not at all, he means me,''— " me," — majestic brow of the professor.
"me," — cry out, with their flute-like
The little Consuelo, whose stopped up
ami ear-piercing voices, a crowd of fifty ears had heard nothing of all this dialogue,

sang

" It is well, my
with perfection.
said the old master, always

daughter,"

" yuu have studied
sparing of his praises,
and
with attention,
you have sung with
The next time, you will re
conscience.
peat to me that cantata of Scarlati
have taught you."

I

which

" Si, Signer professore," answered Conblondes or brunettes, precipitating them and whose eyes wandered vacantly with
selves, like a flock of screaming sea-gulls out seeing, so much was she absorbed by suclo, " may 1 go now ' '
" Yes, my child.
Young ladies, tht
upon a poor shell-fish, left dry on the her work, was, for some instants insensi
i
is finished."
lesson
•toad by the ebbing of the tide.
last,
clamor.
At
ble to all this
perceiving
Consuelo placed in a liule basket, her
•'Entered according lo Act of Congress, in the attention of which she was the object,
the yt-kr IMS, by FIIAWCI. G. SHAW, in the she let her hands fall from her ears upon I sheets of music, her crayons, and her litCterKV office of th« District Court of Msw•tie fan of black paper, as inseparable »
I her knees, and her sheet of music from her j
erumttsv
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"She IM not handsome either," said
plaything of the Spanish as of the Vene
" She is as yellow as a pascal
tian woman, and which she almost never another.
used, though she had it always with her. taper, and her great eyes have no ex
Then she disappeared behind the pipes of pression, besides, she is always so badly
Decidedly she is ugly."
the organ, descended with the lightness of dressed.
" Poor girl ; that is all very untortunate
staircase which
"
leads to the church, knelt an mstant in for her, no money and no beauty !

Petersburg,

Constantinople,

or

Mexico,

or by some other route even

Archangel,

more direct, travelled

by the Bohemian*

alone.
however she wa• not except

Bohemian,

a mouse, the mysterious

by profession and figure of speech ; for by
race, she was neither Gipsy nor Indian,

Thus ended the panegyric of Conauelo,
passing through the centre nave, and as
she was going out, found near the basin and thus did they by pitying her, console
of holy water a handsome young noble themselves for having admired her while

was

man, who, smiling, held out the sprinkler she sang.
to her.
She took some of the water, and

She

no doubt

blood,

Moorish

in its origin, for she was tolera
bly brown, and her whole person had a
which

the wandering

announced nothing

Not that

races.

speak ill of those races.

If I

I

wish

of
to

had created

the character of Conauelo, -I do not asaert
that

I should

not have made her descend

a more ancient
had just held a rehearsal of from Israel, or even from

tro Porpora
race ; but she was formed from the rib of
his grand vespers in music, the perform
ance of which he was to direct on the fol-. Ishmael, everything in her organization
declared it.
never aaw her, for I am not
lowing Sunday, the day of the Assump

I

if remembering that some one was wait
ing for her, she hurried off and cleared" tion.
as

even in any manner.

of good Spanish

tranquillity

while looking straight in his face with the
II.
freedom of a little girl, who neither be
This happened at Venice about one
lieves, nor feels herself as yet to be a wo hundred years ago, in the Church of the
man, she mingled her sign of the cross Mendicanti, where the celebrated Maes
and her thanks in so pleasant a manner,
that the yonng lord laughed outright.
Consuelo laughed likewise, and suddenly,

nor Israelitish

The young choristers whom he had yet a hundred years old, but 1 have been
She
the floor of the church, the steps and the so roundly scolded were the children of told this, and cannot contradict it.

those scuole• where they were instructed had nut the feverish petulance interrupted
portico in a twinkling.
In the mean while the Professor return
at the expense of the state and afterwards by fits of a pathetic languor which distin
She had not the
ed his spectacles to the great pocket of his received a dowry, either for marriage or guishes the Zingarelle.•
curiosity, and the obstinate
insinuating
vest a second time, and addressing his si for the cloister, as said Jean-Jacques Rous
lent scholars : " Shame to you ! my fine seau, who admired their magnificent voi mendicity of an indigent Ebbrea.^ She was
young ladies," said he.
"That "little ces about that same time, in the same as calm as the waters of the lagunes, and

girl, the youngest among you, the latest church.
comer in my class, is the only one who can
•ing a solo properly ; and in the choruses,

Reader,

you no doubt

remem

ber only too well his details and a charm

ing episode in reference thereto, related
you may be committing by him in the eighth book of his Confes
I should be unwilling to transcribe
about her,
find her always as firm and sions.
true as a note of the harpsichord. — The here those admirable pages, after reading
reason is, that she has zeal, she has pa which, you certainly would not resolve
. i. ,.-,.,,. r .
tience, and moreover, what none of you upon taking up mine ,m-•1...
whatever follies

I

at the same time as active as the light gon
dolas which incessantly furrow its surface.

As she grew very fast and her mother
was very poor, her clothes were always
too short by a year, which gave to her long
legs of fourteen, accustomed to show
themselves in public, a sort of savage
. i !!*••••
and springing eait, the sight of
which caused both pleasure and pity.

If

are, she has conscience."

should do the same in your place, friend
I hope therefore, that you have her foot was small, ehe was so badly shod
reader.
On the
not the Confessions by you at this moment, Ihat you could not be sure of it.

ged !

and so go ou with my tale.

have and never will have, as many as you

" Ah ! there's his great word dischar
" cried Costanza, as soon as he had

All

these young persons were not equal
it only thirty-nine
gone?
times in the course of the lesson, and ly poor, and it is certain that notwith
would have fallen ill, had he not reached standing the great integrity of the admin
istration, some would enter, whom specu
the fortieth.

He had said

"

Great wonder that this Consuelo does lation, rather than necessity induced to
" She receive at the expense of the state, an
make progress ! " said Zulietta.
is so poor ! She thinks only of learning artist's education, and the means of an es
tablishment.
This is the reason why
something by which she can earn her
some allowed themselves to forget these
bread."
" They say her mother was a Bohemi holy laws of equality, by means of which
an," added Michelina, " and that the lit they had been permitted to sit stealthily
tle one has sung in the streets and on the upon the same bench with their poor sis
roads before coming here.
It is not to be ters. It likewise happened that all did
denied that sh'e has a beautiful voice ; but not fulfil the austere views entertained by
she has not a shadow of intelligence, poor the Republic respecting their future lot.
From time to time some one who had
child ! She learns by heart, she follows
this gratuitous education, re
with servili'y t'neteachings of the professor, profited by
nounced the dowry to seek elsewheie a
and then her good lungs do all the rest."
" If she had the best lungs in the world more brilliant fortune. The administra
tion perceiving this to be inevitable, had
and the grandest intelligence to boot,"
sometimes admitted to the course of mu
"
said the beautiful Clorinda,
would 'nt
sical lessons, the children of poor artists,
dispute those advantages with her, if I
whose wandering life did not permit a long
had to change my face for hers. — "
" You would 'nt lose much by the ex residence at Venice. Of this class was
the little Consuelo, bom in Spain, and ar
change, nevertheless," retorted Costanza,
riving thence in Italy, by the way of St.
who did not take much pains to recognise
• Schools.
the beauty of Clorinda.

I

other

hand,

waist

which

was bursting
and flexible

her figure,
confined in a
had become too small, and
at every seam, — was light
as a palm tree, but withouv

form, without roundness, and without any

The poor girl thought
nothing of this, accustomed as she was to
be called ape, monkey, and gipsy, by the

attractiveness.

blonde, white, and plump girls of the Adri
atic.
Her face, round, pallid, and insig
nificant, would have struck no one, if her
hair, short, thick

and pushed behind her

ears, and at the same time her manner, so
serious and indifferent to outward objects,
had not given her a singularity which was
Faces which do
by no means agreeable.
not please, lose more and more the power

Their owners, uninteresting
to others, become so to themselves and ac
of -pleasing.

quire a negligence of physiognomy which
Beauty observes,
repels more and more.
contemplates, and arranges herself as it
were in an imaginary mirror, which is
before her eyes.
continually
Ugliness
forgets herself and gives up all care. Still
there are two kinds of ugliness ; one
which

suffers and protests, without ceas-

Gipsy Girls.

t

Hebrew woman.
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They do not cause them to be felt,"

ing, against the general condemnation by

aid the Professor

habitual rage and envy ; the other, ingen
uous, careless, which goes on its way,
neither

remark,

nor provoking

avoiding

and gains the heart, even while

it offends

the eyes ; this was the ugliness of Consuelo.
Those generous persons who inter

icy

themselves

ne,

fresh

reat compass,

we

" At

dge remarkable.

they

would not have felt with a beauty : " Well,
my dear, you do have the look of a good

creature;"
although
meant;

and Consuelo

was

satisfied,

she was not ignorant that this

" You

have nothing more."

In the mean while the young and hand
some nobleman who had offered her the

them !

voices

and

do not want,

For
of

thank

least you have one that is admi-

"It

The young girl blushed
touching hers.
with vanity and passed on, giving him one
of those looks, which being a mixture ol
shame and audacity, express neither dig
nity, nor modesty.
As soon as they had all returned to the
interior of the Convent, the gallant patri
cian, crossing the nave and approaching

mag-

ave already

that she gave you

I

Then I called to mind what you
tad so often told me, in teaching me your

s ; and as she will probably be taken
rom you, at the first opportunity, by an
ngagement with some other theatre, you
about our school to see
ome prowling
we have not formed some other Corla whom you are ready to seize upon. —
truth, Count, acknowledge

'hat is the

felt how right you were."

And what did

I

tell you?

"

master again with an air of triumph.
" You used to tell ms," answered

"

'ount,

that

tho grand,

the
the

also

told you that there was

mlliant, the

the skilful,

difficult,

hat there was often reason for remarking
and praising those qualities.
Did not? '

" Without

secondary

I

doubt ; but

between

what do you understand by
hat, austere professor ? since when have
fou become the guardian father of these
ragile virtues?

" I

"

understand

as

I

should, Sir Count,

neither

talent,

which

these

qualities and the true manifcs

wantonness,

lights, from the sublime to the ridiculous,
from Allegri and Palostrina to Albinoni

any

who was descending from

more

served the Professor,

"

Why do you wish to know, Count
Zustiniani ?" answered the Professor, leav
ing the Church

"

with him.

In order to compliment

the patrician.

" For

tended, not only

you," repliec

a long time

I have

your vespers,

at

but even

your lessons; for you know how much
am dilettante of sacred music.
Well, this

is the first time that

I

I

have ever met with

in

my life."

"By
turned

the Professor,

of snuff

pinch

I

the Christ!

believe you!" re
a hugi
relishing

with complaisance

anc

dignity.

" Then

tial

tell me the name of the celes

creature

such ecstacies.

thrown

me intc

Notwithstanding

your se

who

Her name ? " insisted 'he Count.
"What name?" asked the roguisl

Professor.
'• Oh ! per

Dio Santo! that of the si
ren or rather of the archangel whom .

"

tiave just heard —
" And what do you wish

name, my lord

has

and your continual complaints, i
may be said that you have made you
school one of the best of all Italy ; you

verities

choruses are excellent, and your solo
very commendable ; but the music whic
you oblige them to execute is so grand
so austere, that young girls can rarel
cause all its beauties to be felt —

"

" Sir

So you refuse in your puritanism, to
give me the name of this girl, respecting
whom

I

why

keep it a secret from me?

"

I

I

can have no ulterior views, since

am entirely
other

if

ignorant

qualities

do with her
Porpo

do you

"

wish

sho

possesses
for

required

the

stage?"

" I do
" And

refuse absolutely."
you think

it?"

" Alas!

I

shall

not discover

you will discover it

your determination : but

Count?" replied

professor,

"

"

I

if

such is

shall do all in

to prevent you from carrying

my power
her off."

" Well,

have heard Pergo- ra, in a severe tone

lese's music sung in so perfect a manner
as regards the voice, it is certainly th
most beautiful

"

his hands

rubbing

am anxious
pervert and

to profane, from prayer to
from the altar to the foot

from sacred

gina?"

gallery

I

you

debase in your theatres, by obliging them
to sing music which is vulgar and in bad

and the barber Apollinil

the

for their virtue

nor for their fragility ; but

tation of genins, there is an abyss, sai(
slowly: — "By the you. Well, my dear master ! your song
body of Bacchus ! you will please to tel stress is alone on one side and all the res
me, rny dear master," cried he, " which are on the other."
of your pupils has just sung the Salve Rc"It is true and it is well said," ob

the Professor,

"

Is it not heart-rending, is ii not
taste.
the shameful to see Corilla, who began to un
am derstand grandly the serious art, descend

ieautiful in art, was the simple."

"I

re

do you

you destroy these poor crea-

ou corrupt,

"or their

the true,

what

ures."
"Indeed!

and am anxious

asked the

"

smiling,

are, and where is the harm?
" A very great harm, my lord Count,

livinc art, my dear master ; and for the

"

carried

lied the Count

"

I

You
formed.
Corilla away from

uted and great musicians

iat I have said the truth."
" And if it were so, dear master,"

She seized me by the heart, she
rew tears from my eyes, and by means so
imple, by effects so little labored, that at
irst
could not understand how it was

irst time

passed near him,
he gave her the holy water with his fin
gers, that he might have the pleasure ol

"

lading the question,
leasure ? ' '

at them all

Clorinda,

is

Tell me her name."
is true then," said the Professor,

ione.

with attention, and when the

the instrument

ificent, the sentiment perfect, the krowl

holy water, remained near the vase, until
he had seen pass one after the other, even
to the very last of the scolari.
He looked
most beautiful,

because

las! how rare and incomplete they are."

head with

which

"

od ! but for truly musical organizations,

ably endowed ;

familiarity

never feel

and powerful

ested themselves for her, regretted at first
that she was not pretty ; then changing
their minds, they said, taking hold of her
that

with sadness,

master,

to vanquished ; for
vined,

will tell you why, if you will be

I

I

you arc already half
have seen, I have di

have recognized

your mysterious

divinity."
" Yes, forsooth ?" said the master with
gin by telling me why you ask it with so
much earnestness."
•' Is not the desire to know,

a distrustful

and reserved air,

"

are you

to name very sure'"
" My eyes and my heart have revealed
and to seo the objects of our admiration a
her
to me ; I will give you a picture of
sentiment."
irresistible
and
truly
natural
But that is not your onli
"Yes!
motive ! allow me, my dear Count, to con
You are a great amateu
tradict you.
and good connoisseur in music, I know
but you are above all, proprietor of thi
You make i
Saint Samuel Theatre.
your glory even more than your interest
to draw thither the finest talents and th
Yo
most beautiful voices of all Italy.
know that we give good lessons ; that i
our school alone are severe studies prose

her to convince

you.
She is tall.
Sho
believe, the tallest of all your schol
ars ; she is white as the snow of Frioul,

is,

I

and rosy

as the horizon

at dawn

of a

beautiful

day ; she has golden hair, eyes
of azure, a lovely embonpoint and wears
finger a little ruby, which in
my hand, burnt me like the sparse
of a magic fire."
" Bravo !" cried Porpora
with a jeer
" In that case I haw
ing air,
nothing to
upon

her

grazing
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" Oh ! we can wait," said Consuelo,
fine, of a bright brown, somewhat cop
pered by the sun, rolled in a thousand with the cheerful calm of innocence.
The Count and the maestro diverted
tive ofiers, give her gold, diamonds and thick and short curls around his neck of
trinkets.
You will easily engage lir'r for alabaster. All his feature.! were of an themselves for some minutes with the can
conceal from you ; the name of that beau
Make to her your seduc

ty is Clorinda.

and perhaps she will re
Corilla ; since the public ot your
theatres now-a-days prefer beautiful shoul

incomparable perfection ; but there was dor and repartees of this young couple ;
in his eyes black as ink a somewhat over then, having given rendezvous to Anzole

ders to beautiful sounds, and bold glances
to high intelligence."

The boy rose quickly at the call of Zusti-

your company,
place

bold, which did not please the professor.

to, that he might let the professor hear his
voice the next day, they departed, leav

niani, threw all his shells into the lap of ing him to his grave occupations.
" What tip- you of that little girl?"
have deceived myself, my dear the little girl seated beside him, and
master?" said the Count, somewhat con while she, without being disconcerted', asked the p.ufes >rof Zustiniani.
" 1 had seen 1 T once before for an in
fused ; " is it possible that Clorinda is continued stringing them and interspers
•
only a vulgar beauty?"
ing Hide gold beaii , he approached and stant and think h
ugly enough to justify
" And if my siren,
' to
eyes of eigh
*ys,
my divinity,
my kissed the Count's hand according to the the axiom which
teen, every womai is a beauty.' "
archangel, as you are pleased to call her, custom of the country.

"

Can

I

were any thing but beautiful?"
the master with malice.

retoited

"If

she were deformed, I should be
seech you not to show her to me, for my
illusion would be too cruelly destroyed.

If

I

she were simply ugly,
might still
adore her, but I would not engage her for
the theatre ; because talent without beau

"

" He is truly a handsome boy," said the
That is good,' -eplied the professor,
professor, giving him a little tap on the "now then I can tell you, that* your di
" But he seems to be occupied vine songstress, your siren, your mysteri
cheek.
with amusements a mile too puerile for ous beauty, was Consuelo."
" She, that
dirty child? that lean black
his age ; for he is quite eighteen years
grass-hopper?

old is he not?"

"

Almost

Sior pro/esor," re
in the Venetian dialect;

nineteen,

plied Anzoleto
" but if I play with shells it is to help lit
ty is sometimes only a misfortune, a strug
gle, a torment for a woman.
What are tle Consuelo, who is making necklaces."
" Consuelo," said the master, approach
you looking at, master, and why do you
atop' thus?"
ing his pupil with the count and Anzole
"Here we are at the landing place of to, " I did not know that
you had a taste
the gondolas, and
lJo not see a single for finery."
•ne.
But you, Count, what are you gaz
" Oh ! they are not for me, signer pro
ing at so earnestly
fessor, '' answered Consuelo, half rising
am looking to see if that lad, seat
with precaution, that she might not drop
ed on the steps of the landing place, be
into the water, the shells which were
side that sorry little girl is not my prote'heaped up in her apron ; " they are to sell,
gc Anzoleto, the most intelligent and the
to buy rice and corn with."
handsomest of aJl our little plebeians.
" She is poor and supports her mother,"
Look at him, dear master, this interests
" Listen Consuelo : when
said Porpora.
you as well as me. That boy has the
ever you and your mother are in trouble,
finest tenor voice in all Venice ; he has a
you must come and tell me ; but
forbid
passionate taste for music and an incredi
your begging, do you understand?"
ble facility.
I have long wished to speak
" Oh ! you need not forbid her, Sior
to you about him and to ask you to give
answered
profesor,"
Anzoleto
pertly;
This one
him lessons.
really do de
"she would not do it; and besides I
to
maintain
the
success
of
pend upon
my
would not let her."
theatre, and in some years I hope to bl;
"You! but you have nothing," said
for my pains.
Hallo
well rewarded
the Count.
-Zoto ! come here my boy, that
may pre
" Nothing but your kindness, most il
sent you to the illustrious master Potlustrious signer;
but we go shares, the
pora."
little one and I."
Anzoleto withdrew his naked legs from
" Then she is your relation?"
the water, in which they had hung care
" No, she is a stranger, she is Consue
lessly, while he was occupied in boring

I

"I

I"

I

I

I

with a large needle some of those pretty
little shells which in Venice are poetical
ly named fiori di mare.• For all clothing,
he had on a pair of breeches very much
worn,

and a shirt, quite fine but sadly
through which you could see his
shoulders, white and modelled like those

torn,

In fact he
of a little antique Bacchus.
bad the Greek beauty of a young faun,

lo."

"

Consuelo ! what a queer name,"

said

"

impossible, maestro!"

She herself, my lord Count, would not
she make a most attractive prima donna ?"

The Count stopped, returped, examined
Consuelo

again

from

a

little

then clasping his hands with
that was sufficiently comic ;

distance,
a despair

"

" Just Heavens ! cried he, " how can
you make such mistakes, and pour the fire
of genius into heads so roughly wrought !"

" Then you renounce your wicked pro
ject?" said the professor.
" Certainly."
" Do you promise me?" added Por
pora.

"Oh!
the Count.

1 swear it to you,"

answered

To be Continued.

OF SYNTHESIS, OR THE UNITY OF

THE SCIENCES.
IN TROD V CTION.

At the outset of. a new publication, it is
a duty we owe to the public and to our
selves, frankly and fully to unfold the
principles we profess, and the end we
propose to attain ; such is the object of
this introduction.
So much has been written during late
years on the subject of SYNTHESIS, that
many people have now some difficulty in
comprehending precisely what is meant
by the term.
This is what happens inva
riably when we write volumes where a

the Count.

word was sufficient.

beautiful name, most illustrious,"
" it means consola
returned Anzuleto,

It is enough to refer to the grammati
cal sense of the term, to that which is

" A

tion."
" Well and good.
then, as it appears."

"
"

ascribed to it in various

She is your friend

She is my betrothed, Signer."
Already ? So these children even now
think of marriage ? "

special sciences,
for example ; for in order to
designate a more extensive problem there
is no nded that the acceptation of the word
chemistry,

When we employ it as a
be changed.
perfect Method, in relation to the actual
" We shall be married the day that you tendencies and
approaching' destinies of
in those creations of pagan statuary, of a
sign my engagement with the Theatre of Science, it indicates simply thit we must
dreamy melancholy and a mocking care
Saint Samuel, most illustrious."
proceed in regard to the whole of the sci
His hair, crisped though very
lessness.
" In that case, you will have to wait a ences as we do
with a
grammatically
« flower• "f the tea.
long while yet, my children."
phrase, or in chemistry with a body,
and his physiognomy presented the mix
indeed, but quite frequent

ture, singular
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di

Ac, Next,

proceeding
respect to these
sciences, as had been done in respect to

i

nothing to isolate, nothing to be the branches of which they are dependen
studied separately. But the chemist ought cies, hey are subdivided in their turn into
not to stop here any more than the scholar many sections thus, physics furnish Heat,
should stop at the analysis of
phrase. — Light, Electricity, Magnetism, so, botany
:

a

in

into its constituent elements, so that
stead of the one phrase he obtains
verb,
noun and an attribute, &c.
he studies

history and all its subdivisions,

speaking,

vide,

it,

it it,

A phrase is given to a scholar in gram
mar as a subject of study ; he examines
be analyzes
that ia, he decomposes

is

is

in

hydrogen must be placed
order to con
vert them into water.
There the analysis
finished.
There
nothing more to

in

when, having decomposed the phrase or
the body, we endeavor to reconstruct it,
that is to say, to make its Synthesis.

After having learned

a

o

;

;

;

the same thing

has taken place between

We must do, in respect to the whole of beginning to be linked together

in

;

and finally,
the/branches of each science
in our day, these branches themselves are
one.

science, what the child does in respect to
This labor
now going on
recent,
the element? of
greater part of still remains
chemist in around us
phrase or
has baen undertaken only
respect to the elements of water, viz., we to be done

a

particular departments, by particular
men, and no voice has yet been raised to

proclaim that what has been done by
become a few must be done by each and all of the
men of science
that along the route just
ONE, but in order to acquire opened all sciences and all men must pass.

tion, or hydrogen and oxygen
single body, water.
is

it
is

Science

:

;
a it

in

a

it
is

a

in

is

OF THE

a

:

is it

meant by the SYNTHESIS
SCIENCES.

the study
exactly the same way as the
scholar did with his phrase.
The phrase must cause all the sciences to become ONE
was not a simple thing
was composed SCIENCE, in the same way that the veib,
of many elements, — of
verb,
noun, noun and adjective become one proposi
and an a-ribute or adjective, &c.
In examing water we immediately perceive that
not
com
simple thing, but that

have been

of
peculiarities
each science tended towards each other

it

as the

facts

it
is

chemist,

Knowing this, we understand already
what

We have proceed

isolated

the different

connected

is

:

given to

phrase was just now given to \\ie child.
Let
be water, for instance
the study
now
water.
The chemist proceeds in

elements.

work of the sciences.
ed gradually

:
a

is

body

a

A

is

is

This
what
done by children
but
an example drawn from science will not
be less easily understood.

their true relations the elements isolated
by Analysis, in order to arrive at some
collective and unitary expression of these

;

Syn

it

grammatical

a

tions, and thus make
thesis.

in

furnished by the analysis, place
them in their true relations and propor

—

and simplicity.
Let us limit
themselves, we must study them in
however, to those which pre their relations, and this study must end in
cede, and conclude that Synthesis
an establishing the most intimate ties between
the most distant sections of the vast net
operation which consists in placing
clearness

a

is

ments

test elements — at facts — at individuals.

This has been gigantic labor of analysis.
But this labor done, an inverse process,
the complement of the preceding, must
intervene.
Having studied the elements

ourselves,

a

,

lyzed

is

actually the object
He has ana
occupied.
he must now make use of the ele

with which he

is

Such

proposition.

a

a

;

a

is

:

is

in

;

only

a

that is, he makes
accomplished part
Synthesis of water.
studying the elements o:
All this
simple to the last degree
which
phrase or proposition
composcc we might multiply examples to infinity,
he can have no other object than to lean
borrowed from all sciences and all arts
how to construct
phrase. or announce
and all would have the same degree of
his

in

has evidently
work

it,

is

;

in

;

a

a

what phrases are has been divided into natural families, and
made of, the scholar seeks to make them, the same with zoology, &c.
We proceed
these different parts
detail, and gets to and his anterior studies have no other end
in
similar manner in respect to the his
have an exact knowledge of each of them so the chemist having found what water torical sciences, and so, from divisions
taken separately.
Having done this, he
made of, he endeavors to produce
into subdivisions, we arrive at the minu

positive knowledge of
we must divide
into many.
As the proposition divided

This done, we know the relations of
gy.
Then, like the these sciences, and their relations known,
scholar, who, having studied in
general we make use of them, that is, we deduce
way, the properties of the verb and adjec the general expression in which all the
a

and the other oxygen.

the particular relations of these parts of
discourse effect in the phrase submitted

ist.

relations
submitted
mines

of these elements in the water
to his examination,

how

much

of oxygen

into

is

of oxygon and

its turn,

have properly

and these subdivisions

ceived the name of the Sciences.
were astronomy,

si

in

thesis of the sciences being the end, the
method must be Synthetic, — that is, the
men who connect and co-ordinate different

is

a

iranches has been subdivided

and how

:

proportions

divided

he deter

much of hydrogen
necessary to consti
then, these proportions being
tute water
under what circumstances
determined,
these known

Science,

sections wo have just named, each of its
re

physics, chemistry, zool

ogy, botany, and the anatomy and physiilogy of the two organized kingdoms,

Then we have psychology,

especially to one science, ought to be well
the others, keep an account cur
rent of their progress, and while laboring

skilled

They for his specialty,

properly

;

of hydro
gen and oxygen obtained by his analysis
of water, seeks to discover the particular
properties

crex-

Synthesis.
the vast departments of inquiry, ought in the first
of which place, to be connected and co-ordinated
among themselves, or, in other words, as
the three great sociated.
Each of them, though attached
in

the chemist, having

the general

word, we form

in all its simplicity,
problem towards the solution
advanced.
our age
Such,

is

to his examination,
studied

In

a

different terms revealed by analysis

a

tive obtained by his analysis, seeks what

lence
suffices to have an exact
yet
conception of this end, to learn the method
which will conduct us to it.
The Syn

have constantly
view
the object common to all specialties.
Un
til the present time, in defect of these
aims, no one has understood the charac
in

gases, one of which

The end having been defined by
no one, the means to be employed in at
have been passed over
taining
been.

it

composed of two
named hydrogen,

and oxygen separately, so we must study
separately physics, physiology, and noolo-

become connected with each other, as the
sections of which we speak have already

it,

a

happens

process, ho

ccexis't

SCIENCE as hydrogen and oxygen coexist
water.
As we have studied hydrogen

:

finds out that water

cortain

ments, these special sciences,

in

Thus,

analysis.

that by the use of

it

grammatical

makes

n

that is, he makes

analysis as the child

is is

chemical

a

a

studies them separately,

in

is

a

;

;

is

in

it,

it a

No one seems to have comprehended that
the divers sciences have existence
the
comwater what the scholar does in respect to jives us the verb, noun, &c., or as water sections of which each of them
the scholar divided gives us hydrogen and oxygen, so pdsed that they have divisions analogous
the elements of the phrase
to these, although of
Science divided will furnish us Physics,
superior degree,
isolates them and studies them separately,
and Noology.
and the chemist isolates his materiula and Physiology
These ele and that consequently their destiny
to
The chem
ist does in respect to the elements of the
posed of different elements.

ter of that science to the constitution

of
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which

all

have involuntarily

Thia Science,

which

contributed.

the special sciences, although at the mercy

will of their progress, to some vague enthusi-'

is SYNTHESIS,

not be a pastime in society, the occupation

asm for the Doctrine

which

is to govern

of men of leisure, but a social doctflne, a the Future Development of Society.

El

c«re of themselves, what subjects are la
studied by them, and in what manner
they are to be studied.

— The

SPECIAL SCI

ENCES, which are still the objects of study ;
and SYNTHESIS, which is the grand aim of

evated spirits in our day have attempted
icienti6c dogma, a rational and experi
mental formula of the relations of men to to establish the identity of Philosophy and all study ; the Constitution of Science, of
their follows, to Nature and to God : at Religion, which some regard as the two the rational and experimental doctrine cre
the same time a politics, a religion, and a unredncable forms of the human mind ; ated by man, whom the Church has elesocial order ; a doctrine determined by yet no one has thought of making Science vated, whom protestanism has emancipa
man himself, by modern man emancipated enter the lists, to demand of it what place ted, whom philosophy has taught ; — the
through

Christianity,

Church,

and who,

initiated

from the Church,

arising

the it occupied, whence it came and what is
This has taken place, be
its mission.

into

three centuries

now,

delivered

from

all tutelage, has run, without relaxation
and in every sense, the sorrowful
but
fruitful

and glorious

— course of

experi

ence.

cause virtually
we are wrong

there it no SCIENCE,

and

in using the term ; there
are only Sciences, by which we mean, the
few and scattered elements out of which
Science is to be constituted.

When phi

No one has yet marked out the real losophers themselves take this isolation as
end of science, and the result has been a definitive fact, is it surprising that the
that this end has fallen into contempt. — inlearned hardly dreams that Unity is yet
•
Even by philanthropists
themselves this to arise out of this multiplicity
end ie despised.
If you ask them the
true object of science, each one will as

to come.
Society we now know is tike a man.
In its outset it is under the tutelage of
the Church ; the moral education of igno
rant and rude men must 'be accomplished ;
but this is manifestly not the end ; for
their moral education can only teach them
to conduct

themselves honestly and hu
The his
manely in the business of life.

tory of the development of an individual,
But it is not with impunity that we have permits us to appreciate these things with
A child is reared in the Chris
despised the true value and destiny of the precision.
Sciences, since all the world knows that tian faith, but the knowledge and love of

sign the special end of the science which
he cultivates.
With the exception of a the very Philosophy which some are ac
few men of genius, who have caused their customed to invoke as a prophet and me
specialties to ascend from the mere de diator, has as yet arrived at no positive

of facts to researches into laws

doctrine which will he that of the Society

Christian
ject

principles

of his life.

Christian,

are not the whole ob

If

indoctrinated

he must perform

as a

the social du

It ties of a Christian, and take his proper
in regard to the Future.
of mere de rank and position.
It is the same with
he old errors.
Even the greater part of sire and aspiration.
Like Religion, it has Society.
The modern nations, once in
those whose inquiries are turned in the faith in a better state, it affirms that a bet structed as Christians, must discharge the
new way have been forced to enter it by ter state will come, and has a dim pre
functions of Christians,
but at the same

scription

convictions

and relations, almost all our savans pursue

remains in all the vagueness

the compulsion of Facts, unwillingly, fa
• and few
tally
among them think of ex
tending to other sciences the observations

sentiment of its nature ; yet it has nothing
In order to ar
more than presentiment.

time assume their true position, — therr
scientific position among the rest.

Socie

ty, we have said, is a collective man. Ils
which they have had occasion to make in leap over the space that separates Senti
infancy, the phase of sensation, 'was com
The zoologisl ment from Knowledge.
their own departments.
prised in the barbarous period, the Mid
studios the relations of Zoology and the
We shall not place ourselves at the dle Age was the epoch of its adolescence,
chemist those of Chemistry without mak
point of view either of the men of mere its youth continued from the time of Des
ing a single deduction from the progress of desire or the men of a dry reality, the cartes to the French Revolution.
By the
The Revolution it was proclaimed that the de
his specialty to that of other specialties. special savans and philosophers.
At times we see them quit the narrow lim Truth is neither here nor there ; neither velopment of this collective man was in a
its of their science in order to interrogate with those who strive to obliterate all sense completed, that he was developed
some

neighboring

science,

but they

do

in particular cases, without
thinking of erecting this process of inves
tigation into a principle : in a word, they
absolutely want general ideas.
this

merely

rive at a true notion of the Future it must

spontaneity

from

their

their minds tabula rasa;
who

excite

themselves

natures,

making

nor with

those

beyond measure,

as a body,

mind and soul,

that he had

thereafter a right to the free disposition of
his faculties, which was summed up in

giving the reins lo their imaginations and the words Liberty, Equality and Brother
to be sufficient unto them
He has been, during the Past, in
hood.
pretending
subservience to the Church for his reli
Aside from the positive wrong done to selves ; the first have dreamed of the Fu
science by this method of proceeding, it ture, and the latter expect to discover it gion, and to Monarchy for his politics.
broke with the
produces great indirect injury by leaving some day ! The business is, however, not When he afterwards
the public mind ignorant of ils true value

to invent the future but to deduce it from

Church

and Monarch

and destiny.

the experience of the Past and Present.

himself

at his own risks

Behold then in few words, the spiritual
Thus we see men who are ardently en
— yes, —
gaged in preparing the religious Future of inheritance of Modern Times,
society, cast the sciences, strictly Speak THE CHURCH, an open asylum to men
Au withdrawn by Christianity from the yoke
ing, into a profound forgetfulness.
thorized by the sayings and doings of Sa- of ancient fatality, where human brother
vam, to consider the actual relation of hood is taught, and where the moral per
the Sciences as one of their necessary fection of man is the chief concern, —
nothing more is expected from
them than a few useful and fragmentary
And when disposed to ac
improvements.
knowledge their competency to effect cer
conditions,

PROTESTANTISM,

not as a definitive doc

against the Church
it chooses to exercise tyranny
those whose morat development it

trine, but as a revolt
whenever
over

— PHILOSOPHY, telling
tain material amelioration in the details of has undertaken.
those who have at last arrived at some
life, they look lo some unknown intellec
and can take
tual power, to a philosophy distinct from degree of self-command,

he had to develope

and perils ; his
whole life became an observation ; and he
has experimented, not only in the matters

of science, but in every sphere of exist
ence.

Science has advanced with the
same steps by which, his whole life has
At this day he is an adult, by
advanced.
which term we mean to express, that he is
in political and religious affairs,

initiated

indued with political and religious knowl
edge, at once a savan, a reformer, a legis
lator, a king and a priest, and arrived at an
age when men form their establishment ; it
is time that he should set about preparing
his own.
But for a collective man, for a
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comb.
Certainly there is IPOX— some may
order ; and the moment think a rather liberal proportion of Amer
he engages in scientific Synthesis, is the ican wax ; more than was needed for the
same with that in which a Synthesis of honey of Hymettus, — also treasured in

nation to form an establishment is to found
an entire social

Vestiges of the Natural History of Crea
tion, Second Edition, from the third
London Eililion, greatly amended by the
Author, and an introduction by Rev.
GEORGE B. CHIEVER, D. D., New
York, Wiley and Putnam, 161 Broad
way, 1845. pp. xxviii. and 280.

all the ways of life becomes a question, so the hive. But the bees are there ; we
that the realization of a scientific Synthe
hear them hum ; sometimes it is the At
sis will coincide with that of Social Unity, tic bee, humming and stinging alternate
Our business in noticing this brilliant
of which it is only at intellectual expres ly, gathering honey from weed and flower, and popular book is not with the speculasion.
and stinging the cattle, the goats and the lions of its author, but with the introduc
These few words indicate sufficiently swine, that invade the academic grove. — tion of Dr. Cheever, to the second edi
the meaning we shall give in these pages Sometimes it is the Yankee Bee, buzzing tion.
Dr. Cheever is a Presbyterian
to Science, and hereafter we shall at once and stinging right and left, looking for clergyman of New York of some preten

sions to learning, but especially to rheto
honey where none is, and in disappoint
be seen that we are of the ment or in spite, striving
to tear the ric : he has also acquired an unenviable
flowers to pieces ; a petulant and ill-na notoriety by his zealous defence of that
number of those who have faith in a So
cial Future. We believe, in fact, that in tured Bee is this Yankee^ unlike any that most absurd of barbarous institutions,
place ourselves face to face with our read

It will

ers.

of certain transformations,
which it is not here our object to describe,

consequence

rational and experimental societies repos
ing on scientific bases, will be substituted
for the empirical and arbitrary societies
that comprise the Past ; we believe like
wise, that the principle of these societies
is now elaborating ; but attached as we are
to this Faith, while some minds Mill ask
by whom,

when

and how this principle

is to be promulgated,
fur such a question,

we have no place
since we see the

great work going forward in the induetrial, scientific and religious labors of this
epoch.

Plato against
Atheists ; or the tenth Book of the Dia
with Crition
accompanied
Laws,
logue
raf Notes ana,followed by Extended Dis
sertations on some of the Main Points of
the Platonic Philosophy and Theology,
especially as Compared with the Holy
Scriptures, by TAYLOR LEWIS, LL. D.,
Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature in the University in the city
of New York, &c. New York, 1845":
1 Volume 8vo. pp. xxiv. and 378.
years ago a young friend of ours,
from one of our New Eng

on graduating

land colleges,
what

asked of his Greek

Profes

was the best edition of Plato,

that he might undertake to study a little
" Read Plato " !

a so famous an author.
said

the

Plato!

astonished

You?

Professor ;

"read

Why, bless you!

there

are not ten men in the United States that
never saw a copy of
can read Plato !

I

Plato ; there is not such a thing

"

!

Such

liis sting than his honey.

of Creation are unchristian,
even atheistic.

immoral

and

One would

imagine that
so dangerous a work,

The tenth book of the apocryphal work instead of editing
on Laws is here reprinted, neatly and ac and sending its poison forth with his
It occupies about one half of name upon the title page, Dr. Cheever
curately.
each of the first eighty-three pages.
Be
would have used his utmost influence to
neath it are notes, exegetical, critical or prevent its publication at all, and would
philosophical,

and after it come the

"

ex

tended notes and dissertations,"

that fill

A

great va

up the rest of the volume.

riety of subjects is discussed ; a considera
ble acquaintance with Plato is made ap
parent ; the Athenian sage appears a lit

even have perished sooner than be so inti
therein.
The truth
mately implicated
doubtless is, that the publishers were wftling to pay handsomely for the use of his
name, the sight of which would reconv
mend the book to a class of purchasers

than he is commonly who could not otherwise be attracted ; —
thought to have been, and is made out to the " auri sacra fames," had more weight
have been quite a Christian in his way, — with the reverend Dr. lhan any impulse
/he at all events a school-master to help us to which has a
right to appear in canonicals.

Plato contra Athtos.

sor

In the present case,
eight close pages are devoted to
proving that the theories of the Vestiges
capital punishment.

twenty

tle more orthodox

REVIEW.

A few

Virgil has described. We find no descrip
tion of him in any of the books.
We
think him a little more remarkable for

in the

Professors

are

Christ.
Many passages of the Old Tes
tament and New Testament are explained,

Not ignorant however of the meanness of
such a transaction, he endeavors to mend
or at least quoted, and pithy paragraphs his conscience by abusing the book.
It is
are extracted from various works of Plato, this latter part of the affair to which ws
Some hard blows object.
Aristotle and others.
Dr. Cheever has a right to fu>
are dealt at opinions current in our time, nish his name to Messrs. Wiley anii Put
and a great many excellent things arc nam, or any other bookseller ;•', the mar
said which we rejoice at exceedingly. — ket price ; but beyond th'/s his preroga
Dr. Lewis loves and honors Ralph Cud- tives do not and mu'0t not extend.
A
worth, — who is worthy of more honor, it real introduction
p'iplaining in a fair and
seems to us, than the public bestow on his impartial mazier the doctrines of the au
Our author says now and thor, thp:ugh not quite necessary might
high desert.
then a savage thing of an ancient ; for be Iterated, hut a deliberate misinterpre
and of Aristotle
example of Heraclitus,
tation, bad enough even in an open Re
himself, whom he accuses of misrepresent
view, is absolutely nefarious when put
ing his illustrious contemporary.
Aristo forth in such a surreptitious manner. It
phanes is a "malignant buffoon."
But is a kind of literary lynching,
against
for modern absurdities hs. has no tolera
which we protest in the name of the
tion.
The Science of this age is reckon whole
The offender
Republic of letters.
ed wicked, and certainly it will scarcely
ought to be critically drawn and quarter
agree with

tlii

theology set forth or hint

and put in the pillory at
the very least.
We heartily recommend this work to
We do not thus strongly insist upon
know several Professors that have seen
Plato, and two or three clergyman, be the lovers of scholarship and philosophy, justice to this book because we agree
sides, that have read him, and hope il.,i.\- in spite of the unphilosophical
spirit and with its hypotheses, or have any partiali
Among many valuable
will also read the volume before MB. It the ill-nature so often shown by the au ty for them.
college

library

getting

rarer

than 'such

students.

We ed at in t^tis book.

ed, or branded

is a perfect Hive of Philosophy , as Socra thor. We hope it will find a large class truths, it contains most abundant error.
tes said somewhere abou't something. — of readers, whom it will induce to study Its author affords a remarkable example of
There are in it Bees- — Attic, Hebrew and Plato for themselves, — not taking him as the necessity of fixed principles as guides
In the absence
American bees ; though more of the lat a Master, but as a servant and Help in the study of Nature.
ter than is seemly in this age ; and honey er. — To such thia book will prove valua
also is there, for such as dare suck the ble.

of such principles,
cient speculation

modern as well as an
is, in spite of its Unita

THE

H.A

RBIN GE

R.

jpathy has been obliged to make its way
set up unsustained by the word of its apostle.
Men
and
guessing.
groping
fet it has accomplished wonders, and
their own petty opinions and prejudices
We
now work faster and stronger.
will
old
thus increase the

ry tendencies, full of uncertain, chaotic

as standards,

and

Against one thing
confusion of thought.
we seriously and kindly warn the author
of the " Introduction," that is, against
sacrilegious

his

laying

hand

the

upon

and feels the

iope every one who knows
mportance of the movement, whose pre
monitory symptoms begin to thrill and

shudder through the heart of society, will
man,
young
Hempel, and his weary but much needed

In this sphere of study the see that this enthusiastic

Scriptures.

general anarchy is far greater
For
in the Natural Sciences.

even than
want

of interpretation,

of

abor, are not left by the way-side.

even

fixed principles
pious men fall into most perilous errors,
which do more injury to the cause of re
ligion, than all the assaults of all the in

of the world till

fidels from the begining

POETRY.
For the Harbinger.

AUF

WTEDERSEHEN!

now.

Vanished forever is that starry hope
Which lit with such deep joy our youthful

Essays on Art ; translated from the Ger
GRAY
man of (iOetlin, by SAMUEL
Boston : Munrte & Co.
WARD.

thought;
[o that hlest dream why were we not up-

Labor! and the seed thou sowest,
Water wilh thy tears,
God is faithful, he will give theo
Answer to thy prayers.
Wait in hope ! Though yet no verdure,
Glad thy longing eyes,
Thou shall see the ripened harvest
Garner'd in the skies.
Labor! wait ! though midnight shadows,
Gather round thee here,
And the storm above thee lowering,
Fill thy heart with fear —
Wait in hope ! the morning dawueth,
When the night is gone,
And a peaceful rest awaits thee,
When thy work is done.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 14, 1845.
causht
could
ope
our
eyes
world,
or
ere
the
of
This is a beautiful little volume full of Out
Of modern civilization, Mi.' natural fruiu are,
others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
It On this sad hour ? Oh, why should we be contemptfor
the rich thoughts of a great mind.
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
taught
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
contains the following Essays : Introduc
That underneath the loving Heaven's cope, the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Belief is to come,and can only comefromtbe new
tion to the Propylasum ; TJpon the I/aoLove, deeper far than life, availeth naught ? implicationof Christianprinciple, of Universaljus
coon ; the Collector and his Friends ; Up
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
on Truth and Probability in works of Art ; But so farewell, farewell for this poor life,
D«. CHABKISo.
Sanctuary ; Simple Imitations
Rosalia's
These few, short, childish days for us so
of Nature,
Philostratus

Manner, Style ; Pictures oi
; Ancient and Modern ; Land

Aphorisms,
to Young Artists ; upon Dilettantism.
The latter essay is rather a sketch, or

a skeleton of an essay on the subject,
Yet it is full of in
than a finished work.
These Essays will not find a
struction.

We wish them

very wide public, perhaps.
audience though few."

Haltnemann's

J.

Works.
has undertaken

Hempel
Dr. Charles
to translate all the works of Hahnemann,
which are to be published by Wm. Radde,
The first volume, con
322 Broadway.
taining the great Theory of Chronic Dis
eases, is already issued, and it sufficiently
the entire capacity of Dr.
for the arduous task he has un
Few, even of Germans, can
dertaken.

Fiiter for us with purpose high
Calmly lo meet the inevitable strife.
And, not a doubt within our inniled hearts
Confront the powerless fate that us twain
parts.

For purer ever burns the eternal flame
Within our souls, making them ever one ;
Lonely and longing, yet not all alone,
Not ours to swerve from th.it immortal aim
Which up these mountain paths has urged us

on;
Though private hopes so withered seem and
gone.
Those shining, buds shall bloom, celestial
flowers ; —
God loses nothing of these lives of ours.

establishes
Hempel

bear the toil and study necessary to reac
Hahnemann in the original, on account o
the extreme involution of his style. Nev
er of nominatives or objectives thought he
words to him were but the cloud to bea:
the keen electricity of his idea, search
ing through bone and marrow to the heart
Hempel has cleared ul
of his subject.
all this obscurity, — has transmuted Hah
nemann's ideas into perspicuous
For this he
English.

sical

INTRODUCTORY

NOTICE.

In meeting our friends, for the first time,
&c.; Hints Ah bitter pain ! Nay, still my love, my wife !
in the columns of the Harbinger, we wish
and clear,

scape Painting;

"fit

drear,

At every step missing the hand most dear :—

and mu
deserves

much, but more is he to be thanked for
his deep appreciation of the author, his
entire and manifest devotion to the grea
Hitherto Hahne
ideas he is unfolding.
mann himself has been almost unknown
even to the disciples of his startling creed
the very religion of medicine, and Homce-

-THE

REWARD.
BY MRS. M. L. BAILEY.

THE DUTY

Every day hath toil and trouble,
Every heart hath care.
Meekly bear thine own full measure,
And thy brother's share.
Fear not, shrink not, though the burden,
Heavy to thee prove ,
God shall till thy mouth with gladnesi,
And Ihy heart with love.
Patiently enduring, ever
Let (hy spirit be
Bound, by links that cannot sever,
To Humanity.
Labor! wait! thy Master perish'd
Ere his task was done:
Count not lost, thy fleeting moment",
Life hath but begun.

to take them by the hand with cheerful
greetings, to express the earnest hope
that our intercourse may be as fruitful

of

good, as it will be frank and sincere, and
that we to-day may commence a commun
ion of spirit,

which
shall mutually aid
us in our progress towards the truth and
beauty, the possession of which is the ul
timate destiny of man.
selves to the aspiring
youth

We address our- .
and

free minded

of our country ; to those whom

long experience has taught the emptiness
and inspired with a

of past attainments

better hope ; to those who cherish a living
faith in the advancement of humanity,
whose inner life consists not in doubting,
questioning, and denying, but in believing ;
who, resolute to cast off conventional er
rors and prejudices, are hungering and
for positive truth; and who,

thirsting

with reliance on the fulfilment of the pro
phetic voice in the heart of man, and on
Providence of God, look
the Universal
forward to an order of society founded on
principles of justice and love, I

the divine

age of happiness, harmony, I
and of great glory to be realized on earth. .
We have attained, in our own minds, to
firm and clear convictions, in regard to the

to a future

problem of human destiny ; we believe
are now in operation, which

that principles

will produce as great a change on the face
of society, as that which caused beauty
and order to arise from the chaos of the
primitive creation by the movings of the
divine Spirit ; and to impart these oonvw
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and principles to the hearts of our tionary agitations,
readers, will 02 our leading purposs in the gressive reform.
lions

columns of this paper.
It will be, then, in the light of positive
ideas, not of fanciful conceptions, that we
shall

criticise

the current

literature,

far we may be in accordance with the pre
vailing standards of fashion or popular
opinion, speak our minds on the subjects
we shall discuss, with entire independence

of outward authority.

and pro

In Politics, it will b3 our object to pre
political

of the msasures of we shall have correspondents in our prin
of cipal cities, on whos3 taste and power of
Summaries
of communication we can rely.
By sympathy and conviction of intelligence under this head from Eu

judgment.

we are entirely democratic ; our faith in rope too, from countries where Art has
democracy is hardly inferior to our faith a home, will occasionally be offered to
in humanity ; but by democracy we do our readers.
Musical criticism is a thing
not undsrstand a slavish adherence to which has not hitherto existed in our

"

Instead
of the unmeaning
country.
regular nominations,"
nor that malig
nant mobocracy which would reduce to praise, and petty partial censure with
its own meanness all who aspire to nobler which all concerts are alike served up in

Our faith in the high destiny of man is
to allow us to cherish the ends than

stroy but reconstruct ; and

if

our readers

to find in these p^ges, the fierce
ebullitions of Jacobinical wrath, to be en

expect

in practice, and interpreted
in theory from the same humanitary and
universal point of view.
For this end,

parties, taking the principles
to all men as our standard

too profound

spirit of antagonism ; we would not de

be criticised

sent fair discussions

the Justice

political movements, the social phenomena
of the day ; and without inquiring how

but orderly
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exalting,

itself, but that benevolent,
and refining creed, which holds

the great object of government,
should be to secure the blessings of Lib
erty, Intelligence, and Good Order, to the

that

our newspapers, we would humbly hope
to contribute something, if only by our
sincerity and impartiality, toward a sound
and profitable criticism.

In Science, as far as the limits of a
We believe in the Rights weekly newspaper permit, we shall pre
with the virulence of invective whole people.
against the evils which we condemn, or to of Man, — best summed up. in the right to serve a record of the most important im
be stimulated with the sallies of personal a perfect development of his whole nature, provements and discoveries, considered
tertained

abuse, they will certainly be disappointed.
Those who wish to indulge a taste for

shall

such condiments,

as inconsistent

must look elsewhere for

physical,

We trust that ruffian ciples

its gratification.

intellectual,

oppose partial

and

moral, — and

or class

legislation,

with the fundamental prin
Institutions.
Yet

of Republican

with especial reference to their bearing
on the great object of all our labors, the
progressive well-being

The interests

of man.

of Social

Reform, will
be considered as paramount to all others,
if they be, we lay no claim to the title of proceed
in whatever is admitted into the pages of
the latter.
upon all parties, with the frankness and the Harbinger.
We shall suffer no at
We mean to discuss all questions of independence which our position fully en tachment to literature, no taste for ab
ables us to exsrcis3.
If our politicians stract discussion, no love of purely intel
public interest, with the utmost freedom,
take offence at what we shall say, the lectual theories, to
and with a single eye to the finding of the
seduce us from our
fault will bs thiir own, and our only devotion to the cause of
whole Truth, being well assured that the
the oppressed,
—
apology will be a little more severity.
the down-trodden, the insulted and in
whole Truth and the highest Good, are
Foreign politics, which are too much neg jured masses of our fellow men. Every
connected in indissoluble union.
But we
lected by the journals
of the country, pulsation of our being vibrates in sympa
have no desire wantonly to violate any
treated by us, in the thy with the wrongs of the
be regularly
toiling mil
convictions, nor to maintain will
cherished
form of well-digested reviews of the En lions, and every wise effort for their
what is new simply because it is new. —
French, and German press.
speedy enfranchisement
will find in us
It is our belief that there is much good, glish,
In Literature, besides elaborate notices resolute and indomitable advocates.
If
mingled with much error, in all the par
ties and sects both of the Church and of of new publications, with the aim to in any imagine from ths literary tone of the

and reformer are not convertible

terms ;—

the State, and it is the duty of all persons
who sincerely desire to aid in the progress

we

shall

take sides with no party, but
from time to time to remark

form and improve the taste of the public,
and not to gratify the cupidity of book
sellers, it is our wish to keep a faithful

preceding remarks, that we are indifferent
to the radical movement for the benefit

of the massss, which is the crowning glo
record of literary intelligence, noticing the ry of the nineteenth century, they will
but to try all and to hold fast that which most important works that are issued in soon discover their egregious mistake.
Europe and this country, and giving brieT To that movement, consecrated by religi
The time has come for politi
is good.
to break the sketches of the matter of those most gen ous principle, sustained by an awful sense
cians and philanthropists
erally interesting to the American reader. of justice, and cheered by the- brightest
restraints of a barren, one-sided sectari
anism, to assume some higher and broad
The Fine Arts too shall have due hon hopes of future good, all our powers, tal
of the human race, not to abandon them

selves blindly

to one particular

doctrine,

Music., the Art most ap
which will enable them to se or done them.
lect the good of all partial creeds, to com
preciable to the many, most associated
and most
bine it in a consistent and glorious whole.
with the hopes of Humanity,
is
Nor can this process degenerate into a flourishing
always where Humanity
meagre and barren Eclecticism, whenever most alive, we shall watch with almost
we take our stand on the broad and uni jealous love ; striving not only by criti

er ground,

versal principles, which the true science
of human nature unfolds.

With a deep reverence for the Past,
we shall

so to use its transmitted
as to lay in the Present, the

strive

cism of all

ents, and attainments

are devoted.

look for an audience

among

and educated circles, to which

We

the refined
the char

acter of our paper will win its way ; but
we shall also be rood by the swart and
sweaty artizan ; the laborer will find in

us another champion ; and many hearts,
perform
but also struggling with the secret hope which no
and philosophical essays on weight of care and toil can entirely sup
of the Art itself, and the press, will pour on us their benediction!

important

musical

ances, schools and publications,
by historical
the principles
creations of its master minds,

to keep it
treasures,
Our mot true to the standard of pure taste, true to
foundation of a better Future.
the passion of
to is, the elevation of the whole human the holy end for which
to man.
race, in mind, morals, and manners, and hearing harmonies was given
the
Architecture,
Sculpture,
Painting,
view
alone
our
are
in
the means, which
and all arts which seek the Good,
adapted to the accomplishment of this Drama,
by way of the Beautiful, will, we hope,
end, are not violent outhreaks and revolu

as we labor for the equal rights of

We engage in our enterprise,
with

faith

for our

in our cause, with

readers,

All.

then,

friendship

with an exulting
hope
ami with a deep conviction
which long years of experience have con
firmed, that every sincere endeavot for a
for Humanity,
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end will not fail to receive a Tyler said the same thing, yet it attractet The Americans have
clearly the best of the
from all that is greatest and ho no notice. The House of Representative;
argument, yet it is a case to be determin
In the wordy of asserted it a few years ago ; but nothing ed by logic and reading, rather than
liest in the universe.
by
Mr. Rush, when minister to gunpowder and bomb-shells.
which we was said.
the illustrious
Swedenborg,
We cannot
have selected for the motto of the Har England asserted it ; and it was met by believe, therefore, that a resort to force
Why then this sudden out will be made by either nation. There is
binger, "all things, at the present day, negociation.
stand provided and prepared, and await burst when Mr. Polk asserts it ? We wil nothing in the' position of things to de
The ship is in the harbor ; the tell the reader.
the light.
mand so desperate a remedy. A judicious
sails are swelling ; the east wind blows ;
Lord John Russell and the whigs woull umpire might easily decide the whole con
let us weigh anchor, and put forth to sea." like to get into power exceedingly, am test.
A little forbearance, a little calm
universal
blessing

take every occasion to pick i ness, the " wise and masterly inactivity "
in the policy of Sir Robert Peel
of which Mr. Calhoun has spoken, would
This Oregon Question was a good peg to speedily remove every difficulty and in
hang a patriotic demonstration on, and the fringe upon no important right.
therefore
flaw

THE OREGON QUESTION.

There never was a more ridiculous
piece of mummery performed than that in whigs availed themselves of the opportu
Before we close this article, however,
which Sir Robert Peel and Lord John nity.
Sir Robert, not to be outdone in let us
say that we have been shocked by
Russell recently took distinguished parts devotion for his country, — some say this
the indifference with which the .prospect
It is means for place, — outroared Sir John
in the British House of Commons.
of a war with England is regarded by
a common thing for the English to accuse — and that 's the whole of the matter !
many of the public press and the commu
—
we are sorry to say, not
the Americans,
Still this Oregon question is an unset nity. We should have supposed that the
without some reason often, — of bravado
tled
and

one,
may introduce difficulties in
boasting ; but on the occasion to to our
international relations.
It is wel
which we allude, the bluster was all on
therefore to keep an outline of the true
the other side.
Like a great deal else in state of the
case in our minds.
diplomacy, it was the sheerest piece of
First, the Americans claim the title to
theatrical effect.
the whole of the territory known as Ore
Mr. Polk when he came into office, said
gon, extending from the forty-second to the
that the right of the United States to the
fifty-fourth degree of North Latitude, anc
"
of
clear and indis
territory
Oregon was
covering both sides of the Columbia River.
The words cross the Atlantic,
putable."
Second, The English claim, not the ti
and scarcely reach the ears of the St.
tle to the territory, which they say is un
James legislators before they excite a tre
settled, but a right to the joint occupancy
mendous commotion in British patriotism.
of it until the title is properly determined.
Lord John Russell solemnly rises and de
The Americans rest their claim upon
mands whether the rights of England are
three distinct grounds ; first, the cession
to be tamely sacrificed, and then proceeds
by Spain in the Florida treaty, by which
to play upon the war feeling which exists
we acquire all the rights of Spain upon
among certain classes in every nation
the Northwestern coast, of which the ear
Thereupon Sir Robert Peel rises just as
ly Spanish navigators claim to have been
solemnly, and determined not to be out
the first discoverers ; second, on the pur
done in patriotic enthusiasm by his old
chase of Louisiana from France, and the
enemies the Whigs, pronounces the claims
settlement of the boundaries of that terri
of Mr. Polk an unheard of insolence, and
tory by the Treaty of Utrecht, which ex
says that he is determined to fight rather
tended on the North along the line of the
than yield a jot.
The steamer is delayed
forty-ninth degree of latitude to the Pacif
three days to carry this little scene to the
ic Ocean ; and third, the discovery of the
good people of the United States, and to
Columbia River by Capt. Gray of Boston ,
heighten its influence upon our nerves.
which, it is contended, confers a right of
Now we say that this was acting
domain over all the land watered by that
throughout,
got up for effect and not
river and its tributaries.
with any serious purpose of war.
That
To this argument the English authori
it may lead to war is possible, because
Ministers of State do not always see the ties oppose, that the professed discoveries
distant issue of their stately farces, but it of the Spanish navigators are involved in
did not primarily mean war.
We say so great doubt ; that Cook and Drake on the
for this reason, that the British legislators part of England, gavp authentic, accounts
and

have

known

for years back, that the
consider their claim to Oregon

of the coast quite as early as any other

voyagers ; that Capt. Gray went to the
clear and undisputed,"
and there was Columbia as the agent of a private com
nothing in the re-assertion of this claim pany, and never took possession in the
by Mr. Polk, in the simple and modest name of his government ; that the sub
way in which it was done, to arouse the jects of Great Britain were the first to oc
sudden jealousy and rage of the English cupy the ground actually, and maintain
Americans

"

Commons.
From the days
down to our own day, each
succession has asserted our
was never before thought
threaten

war.

Only

of Jefferson

themselves in a position to defend it.

Here we have the substance of what is
right ; yet it said on both sides.
It will be seen at a
necessary to glance that the dispute is of a nature, not
the other day Mr. to be settled by war, but by negotiation.
President

in

bare thought of the event would have
been met by a universal burst of indigna
tion and horror.
War is a state so full of

evil, so anti-democratic

in its tendency, so
fraught with injustice, rage, cruelty, and
rapine, and so fruitful in wide-spead and
lasting distress, that it can only be looked
upon as the greatest of curses.
It is a
curse to the commercial prosperity, to the
public honor, to the domestic peace, to
the moral feelings of the parties to it.
It
is a brutal and and barbarous resort, great
ly below the dignity of human nature, and
a disgrace even to civilization.

This nation, of all nations upon the
earth, should be the last to think of going
to war.
It professes a superior degree of
and refinement.
It boasts
greater advances in policy and the science
of government than the rest of the world.
intelligence

It is proud of institutions founded in jus
tice and designed to extend the benefits
of civil and religious liberty to every hu
man being.
The chief glory of such a
nation should be the establishment
of
friendly feelings, mutual sympathies, con
cord and good will.
Its brightest dis
tinction is not the triumph of its arms,
but of its aria ; not the enthronement of
force, but of moral power and right ; .not
the destruction of life and happiness, but
the security and elevation of the mass of
men. But war is opposed to all this. Its
first act is an invasion of human right, its
discipline is that of despotism, its inevita
ble effects are crime and wo.
There is
no democracy nor republicanism in war ;
t is a condition of unrelieved violence ;
an alternation of force and fraud, which
crushes free action and withers high, just,
and generous sentiments.
How hard
would it be for a people, accustomed to
the discipline of soldiers, to resolve itself
nto a nation of freemen !

And of all wan, a war with England
s the most to be deprecated.
The of
fences of that power, we admit, hare
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Her rapacity, her injustice,
been great.
her insolence are hard to be borne, but
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much treasure, and happiness

two great nations,

7

a

moment's

forbearance

may rec

Or would the enormity of oncile or remove.

We shall

CONSUELO,

occasion

could

—

heroine,

which means

to

Spanish

No

Consolation.

better describe

It

influence of the book.

BY GEORGE SAND.

hereafter

the peculiar
consoling to

the depths of every tried and weary soul.
clear
the As surely as you read, you are in

In our paper to-day commences
first English translation of this admirable

a

iniquity would provoke upon both nations
the severest and most protracted retribu
tions of Providence.

the name of -the
word

mass of

take

speak more at length of the book and its
author.
At present we can only sum up
" Consuelo " its name, and
its merits.
word,

the crime swell with the amount of suffer
ing inflicted, until the combined

is

it

good and evil, that so
may speak the
to be contemplated.
indeed, to see more wisely, convincingly, inspiringly, to
as them that are fallen.
equally illustrious

a

which

It

and that purest wisdom
sometimes comes from knowledge of both

sad sight

pioneers in the cause of enterprise, art,
of science and religion, fall to the plunder
nur and butchery of each other, for differences

Englishmen
recompense the wrong
own acts would bring down upon millions

of Americans?

reared not in the timid paths of outward

is

Would the murder of millions

tion?

the

innocence alone

from its inflic

spring

the loser.

that loftiest character

is

and moral

be

a

as would

feeling,

would

himself

way of Providence,

;

?

But spirit in which

It

and death.

can vengeance repay us for the loss of so

does so

is

unutterable wretchedness

it

nies, and reduce the mass of her popula
Considerations
of this kind, though
tion, already on the brink of starvation , to they cannot avert war, may teach us the

a

;

a

long generations with taxes and debt. It nations on to
future of glorious devel
we might return the injury ; we opments, be turned from its course or put
back for many dreary years
might destroy her ships, seize her colo
is true,

her way up to Ihi*
serene and heavenly elevation
Whoever
may have had to work
is

and load us for

order of civil existence . Shall their hopes
Shall
go out as dreams of the morning
the swelling stream which
bearing the

be so ungenerous as to tufn away front
book, out of any weak disgust for
such
the experiences through which the- anther

is

of improvement,

career

and are adjust
and habits to a better
?

desolate our coasts, stop our

commotions,

worth of mind and virtue
ing their relations

is

a power that can do us immense harm.
She can sweep our commerce from the
seas, arrest our industry, excite internal

;

;

a

is

is

Brute force
retiring before the energy reveals the divine power of character to
of enlightened intellect.
Over all classes shield itself from wrong, as well as to
the wickedness and misery of a conflict of men
rekindle in all hearts the faded prophecy'
spiritual illumination
spread
with her would be no less hard. She is ing they begin to recognize the superior of future harmony — who, we say, will

er and more loving mood.
Every sen
has been felt tence seems to have proceeded from a
long time
those who have read the original, to be very rare union of Wisdom and Love
indeed, such serenity and such mild warmth are
the master-piece of its author

with

with many the conviction
strong, that
is even the highest triumph of modern

;

It

a

a

it

;

is
a

;

,

;

a

perpetually

is is

In no work of fiction do

we find so high
character.
ness grown strong by purity

it It

of God.

a

a

;

child

gentle

;

beauty
renewed from the inward liv.

themselves

of government

and

society.

it
is

it
is

;

;

all

one which

on every

page

;

in

;

things

it
is

it

it

a

ences are making

while
expands the intellect and lifts
imagination to those clear calm heights
felt in the where we can feel
holy Providence in

shine in their

truest colors in this book,
as they only could do by the side of her.
Consuelo

an artist,
wondrous child
as loyal to nature, as she
con
scientious in art.
In her inspirations, in
her studies, in her public performances,

of song

is

to dawn

from
pure and lofty creation of genius
one as religious in its tone as
artistic
in its form
one which warms the heart,

of history, monarchs, states
men, artists, philosophers, poets, spiritual
mystics, coarser fanatics, and charlatans

personages

a

beginning

as to turn away

high, heavenly womanhood, a female
incarnation
of the Godlike.
Notable

is

is

better era

will be so ungenerous

upon the hearts of the people and upon
New influ
the councils of their rulers.
workings

her inspired singing in theatre and church
then a princess
and always, from first to
last, sublime as an artist,
woman, and

;

is

The world
aggrandizement.
to loftier notions of honor and

the struggle has been painful,
the triumph glorious.
And who

it
is

aims than

But let us not be slow to render

If

;

and holier

awakening

A

der of all Italy
of the Courts of Maria
Theresa, and of Frederic the Great, by

it
is

and England
where

;

States

a

and higher

glory.

at first

accepted

they should throw aside the savage spirit known.
There justice.
and practices of their ancestors.
are nobler conquests than those of the so too
national

lives for you too.

it

it

it

The United

have reached a point of elevation

sword,

"

poor Spanish Gipsy girl
gifted pupil in one of the music
conservatories of Venice under old Porpora, the master of Haydn
then the won
Coneuelo

could be yet its freest motions rounded with the
quarantine, before
innocence great
upon these shores, and in an grace of reverence
English dress, proceed to make itself through all experiences, too great for van
its greatness
known as widely as
must and will be ity or fear, and humble

suspicious

;

sort.

Consuelo

it

It

a

to put
off as long as
may.
at the best a wicked and desperate re

is

is

strive

"

it

is

times to be avoided.
becomes

sustained, that almost you are persua
has bodily existence, and that

ded

of mankind,
at all character or writings,
was but neces ing springs of beauty
genius sanc
Yet we believe
sary retribution, that this nobler and re tified by piety and justified by use
moral and intelligent people to deeming work should undergo its term of the very height of liberty and frankness,

condition

present

throws around

a

it

!

!

it

a

;

a

it

That
has not found fit
novel-writing.
the powerful dynasties of Europe, which
translation before was, doubtless, owing
only need the occasion to fall upon each
to prevailing
impressions of something
other with destructive fury.
What would
erratic and bizarre in the author's way of
be the result of this, no mind can conceive .
living, and to certain undeniable tone of
What battles, what carnage, what a sev
wild, defying freedom in her earlier
a
of
of
what
waste
domestic ties,
ering
an attitude of more than mod
writings
life, what ferocity of manners, what deg
est resistance to the conventions of ultraradation of feeling, what
disruption of
civilized society, the soul-killing, and en
order, what indescribable
panic, what
slaving bonds, under which woman es
would
agony not to be assuaged How
Her nobler aspira
pecially has pined
put back the peace of the world, arrest
tions struggled too proudly with false
the spread of liberal principles, and palsy
circumstances, to burn always with that
the democratic movement of the nations
pure arid gentle flame, which everywhere
Let those whose fancies delight in horrors,
wins love and confidence.
And her best
the
complete
picture.
admirers are ready to own, that, so far as
We do not believe, that war in the these charges have held good against her

from no other source.

char
you the sphere of an ideal person,
acter so truly conceived, and so thorough
ly

it,

mightier and more terrible con
vulsions.
It would drag into the strife,

For

work.

al

with the

stop

;

evil

is

the

concerned.
A contest
directly
between two powers, each holding such
extended relations,
would bring along

a

would

by

Nor

it

peopte
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;

is

;

is

;

is

a

it

It

a a

a

a

it

a

is

is

is
a

;

o

is

' o

is

(

a

is

;

a

,

;

a

it

a

it

is

It

in

is

a

is

a

a

is

!

it

;

is
a

it,

;

it

a

oi

!
)

al

is

;

is

a

is

It

a

;

it

;

if

;

o

is

is

It

is
a

in

is

it

of the day, ths Unitary tendencies, which Our concerts are attended more from
she is the ideal of that character. To her,
ashion,
may be, than from real love.
this piper, conceived in the spirit of Uni
which
the
Music ia tha ra.'dium through
of Progress, and calling itself Jur daughters are taught the piano as art
soul may with all delicacy, publish toihe ty and
pledged to notice, accomplishment, to make them "ladies,"
To glorify "The Harbinger,"
world its despest, inmost life.
and
by sympathy to rather than to inspire their womanhood
criticism
both
by
and
music, to proclaim its heavenly origm and
vith that Music which has been termed
Musical Movement
on, there
help
her
sense,
religious
is
its
mystic
power,
the feminine principle in the Universe."
to
are
trying
Our
people
this
country.
lost.
In it all thought of self is
mission.
Some
has bzzn discovered Yet there are fine beginnings.
Music is the meaning of her life ; music bscoms musical.
excellent societies in our cities are learnthat
neither
many,
of
the
satisfaction
to
hu
to
soul
her
all
is tlie outpouring of
great and perma
of psalms, nor the ng the love of what
manity, her highest rluty, her confession the dull solemnity
of
drums and fifes, nent, by their attempts to perform it; the
and
down
up
training
God,
her
of
acknowledgement
her
of faith,
sure
— nor the ear-tickling, foot-lifting, fiddling number of appreciating listeners
dedication of herself to holiest ends.
" for the millsingmg-schools
grow
tunes, innocent of all meaning
Here again, amid so many vain displays out of old
the outer musical
on " are unlocking
of heartless skill, the forms of art without except release from care and ceremony,
they have a soul,
sense
for all, that,
experiences
musical
the soul, in operas, and concerts, ami ca can be deemed true
need not be obstructed
"
of
the worth this channel to
idea
no
and
that
very
just
Con
Consuelo,''
is
she
thedral choirs,
the real virtuosos come from Europe to
solation, — a refreshing sunbeam of reality of Music in the scale of social influences
touch of their quality, having
and of individual pursuits, can properly give us
perhaps
is
shams.
It
amid cold glittering
discovered that Jonathan
their
turn
forms
of
three
these
be
upon
predicated
the primary end of this novel, to hold up
musical soul ;ias learned-how to spend money for museen that to
the Art.
an ideal of the Artist's character, espncialand finally, much excellent music
and (thanks
are thin sustenance
ly in Music, which is the art of this age ; these
printed here, which our young ladies
activity which
to the myriad-mindad
and to show how genuine Art flows only
— they learn the
both materi
(and young men, too
from, and leads always to, the Moral; exchanging all the products,
the "Battle of
in
lieu
of
and
study
of
all
the
nations,
piano),
and
spiritual,
how all inspiration, alike of Saint or Art
in which music
ist, must coma from devotion to the " first so preparing the way for all to become Prague," and other trash
masters dealt so long.
us
from
those
have
reached
tones
ONE
Good, first Fair."
Musical Move
This we have called
It is because the author not only has an foreign shores, where the Goddess
to be one of the
herself dwells, and inspires her ment for we believe
Harmony
idea,
but
of
this
intellectual apprehension
and
that her book Mozarts and Beethovens with great emo outward accompaniments, expressions
actually feels and lives
move
The char tions and great Art, to utter them in instrumentalities of the greatest
noble work of Art.
itself
all. Like strains that haunt all souls with never ment which ever yet engaged Humanity
acter of Consuelo inspires
Yes the of which this our Amsrica, the common
and aspirations.
the " Voice, which first to li{fht gave be dyiug hopes
destined
to
American
respect gathering place of all nations,
practical
begins
ing," she pervades with quickening pres
Whenever
the
as an Art, as
language of the to become the theatre.
ence, shaping and harmonizing the whole Music
deep whenever broad
people
soul, as part of the permanent revelation life of
ar
its
more
all
general
book, through
of God, and as one of the great divine and universal sentiments absorb and har
rangements, through all its shifting scenes
monize the petty egotisms and discords of
agencies by which Humanity even now,
and interacting of characters, down to the
whenever Humanity
at all
men
the fulfilment of its glori
on
toward
led
very choice of words, and slightest turn
was only as an spired with
consciousness of its great
Once
ous Destiny.
of every sentence. The style for graphic
whenever Love gives the tone
amusement, (more or less refined
Destiny
clearness, warmth, and musical flow,
to the feelings, the thoughts, anJ the
true but still as an amusement) or as
almost unrivalled.
hun
of an age
whenever
activity
mera church ceremony, that men though
To expect all this in any English ver
of
music.
beginning to be esteem dred Reforms, all springing from so deep
But our trans
sion would be too much.
source, all tend, in the very antagonism
And
whatsver moralisti
ed as Art.
by one eminently qualified for the
lation
of their one-sidedness, in the very big
may say against the German fashion
with
enthusiasm
both filled
work, who
" artist " and " artistical
otry of their earnestness, to one grand
using the term
for the beauty of the original, and who
thought and aim, the Unity of the race
to denote the highest accomplishments
and
its
purpose.
spirit
deeply appreciates
Movement,
man in his creative sphere,) we maintain in short, whenever there
The work with him
truly one of love.
then, too, as by
law of Correspondence,
taken up and pur
that when any thing
to our
We can with all confidence offer
new development of
true Artis there should be
sued in the spirit in which
readers as faithful, spirited, and graceful
always lives and works, that thing be the passion and the art of music.
book, which needs no other
version of
comes the most earnest, the most eleva gives out music, (such
movement) as
commendation but to be read.
Because
said the sphered planets do.
occupation
ting, the most religious
is

is

the natural language of Senti
capable, and the most pro Music
the language of Thought
ductive of permanent blessings to man ment. Speech
We arc beginning to roepoot the but underlying all articulate speech there
Under this title we shall pitch our tent K.u'l.
basis of pure Tone
for such influences as
just as every
occasionally, and devote
quiet corner of Art, to look to
to occupy, we do to Poetry, to Eloquence, to anj thought of the understanding
the field which this paper
prompted
which man

is

;

is
a

it

is

a

;

is

MUSICAL REVIEW.

;

a

doctrines, to theories and schemes of life,

in the musical

Among the hopeful movements sitions, except in

very limited degree

is

passing

It

laws and expedients, and
to artificial
the artist, or to educate the public taste effects no inward, but only outward union.
only when men are moved by some
by frequent hearings of the finest compo

notice.

world to claim its

no grea

our churches
no well
performances
endowed and thorough academies to train

Thought analyzes and in
cy to Unity.
sists upon distinctions, differences, indi
vidualities
gives birth to creeds and
it

We have no composers

;

sense.

a

it

is

;

a

number, yet
Mu
sical Department does exist and from
an appreciating, yet sincere and fearless
voice shall be heard whenever aught

in

room for us in every

Sentiment seeks analogies,
feeling.
by
constant tenden
resemblances, and has

;

if

it

is

principles

a

and discussion
both of thing that comes from the most religiou
recognition
and of performances in the depths of Man.
That
something
Be
beautiful Art of Music.
known when we have not the genius to create
there be not Musical as yet we are not, in the tru
then to our readers, that,

to

great sentiment, (and all great sentiment*
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ceived in a true spirit and with any prom
ising signs of talent, shall not be beneath

tinct, that better days shall
the real destiny of Man

is

are in some way forms of the cardinal
and highest principle of Love,) that they

united ; then only is our criticism.
become inwardly
However,
it is not so Hartaony,
there any society ; ar.d then society be much the composition, as the perfoimar.ee must yelJ
comes a living conscious whole, one body of music, which invites atteniion now. Attraction,
harmoniously compacted of many mem To guide public taste in its selection, to things are

even before it can get an organization.
alone will not content ; Tone,

that

Unity

and

and that the Law of Necessity

Law of
— of Liberty and Love. Theso

at length to the holier

now not only a faith, but verily
to the illustration of which,
Science
performance, and
above all to exhort the musician to a high
our way, amongst others
this paper,
senss of the dignity of his profession, these musical notices will be given. —
in their

in

;

artists

inspire

i
in a

The spirit of such a union is al
ready felt, and will demand a language,

bers.

come,

all its infinite shades of Modula

too, shall

:

and teach others to rsspect
be our aim in criticism.

t
e

a

;

it

it

through

it,

Three things we shall have in view
(I.)
the criticism of music as an Art; (2.) the
tion, Melody, and Harmony becomes in
as an expression of the
But Music, besides the impulse and the interpretation of
and (3.) the development
dispensable to the utterance of the full expression which
gives to the spirit of life of the age
For it would speak a universal lan the age, presents another claim to our at of its correapondence as
•oul.
Science with
alike tention.
We mean its exact scisntific other sciences, and especially with the
guage, which Asia and America
and analngy \vi.h the Science of tho coming Social Order, and
may comprehend, with no interpreter and correspondence
no dictionary but the heart, out of which laws of man's nature, with all the laws the transition through which we are pass
created universe, — shall ing towards it.
and to which proccedcth all music.
If it that govern
Speech

So much by way of introduction.
that Humanity is now on we not say, with the eternal ideas which
In
The scale of musi our next we hope to give some notices of
the verge, nay in the midst of a grand on are the soul of God
ward movement; that society is inspired, cal tones
only the scale of the human musical performances and publications.
not with dreams merely, but with most Passions, or motive springs of action, as
earnest, energetic strivings after the reali
THE INFIDELITY OF MODERN SOCIETY.
that scale
repeated in the sphere of
is

is

?

be true, then,

And Music, more
(strange, and sound and of the ear.
as may be the forms than any Science,
key to the knowl
that inspiration often takes,) then edge of ourselves, of Nature and of God

zation of a Divine

Order,

;

which

is
a

ultra, and conflicting

Few persons seem to be aware of the
utter want of faith in any high, spiritual
reality, which characterizes the thought,

to the detection of the same Law, the the feeling, the expression, the aims and
The men
same Music carried out in other forms, of purposes of modern society.
ion, if you will, and call fashion an ape ; plants, of planets, of colors, of geometri
and women of the present day are as far
still it is the ape of towctlung, and not nf cal figures, of comparative anatomy, and, removed from any thing like
sincere
a

there is great significance in this growing
interest now felt in music.
Call it fash

religious sense, as can be deemed possi
ble in a world, moistened with the blood

ed to the end ; for its sense and its appli
to
cations are quite infinite.
Enough

And farther than this, music
the key
to lliai Dirino Order of human society,

of martyrs, resounding with the songs of

state it here, that it is in this light mainly
that we propose to treat of Music, as the

which

It

we

have

here

never can be unfold

is

thought

is

finally, of the very passions, or spiritual
essential springs which animate all these.

This,

nothing.

after to unfold.

destined

yet to be, when these

prophets, and daily blessed with the munif
icence of the divine bounty.
They ma;

persecute the bold brother who dares to
long ages of painful, violent transition,
in these preparatory discords, shall be re call in question the creed in which they
is, in their
which all men are most nearly ONE ; the solved into the full accord of Unity and were suckled, outworn as
To notice and to trace oul these own minds
they may curl the lip in
language of those central fires, great Love.
heaven-born Passions of the soul, which analogies shall be our new and pleasant proud scorn sf the rude plebeian who de
nies that the chaff they deal in can ever be
task.
prompt to holy ties of Love, of Friend

of that deeper experience

;

it

language

;

We shall never say more than we owe made into the bread of life
they may
Could we only share the bless stalk in costly robjs through consecrated

to Music.

!

It

would
ing, as we would, with others
ing Unity with God ; and which impel be a worthy contribution to the great
Ever grateful let us
us to seek a type of his perfections, as work of the times.
well as of what our life should be, in the be to music, then, that, in times when

steadily invite and draw us on to everlast

harmonies of outward Nature.

We wish tliere seemed almost no sincerity, no faith,
Music both as one of the no earnestness when the religion of so
expressions, and as one of the inspiring ciety seemed its deadest manifestation
causes of the restless, but prophetic spirit when every thought of the Ideal was
of these times. Of course, then, we shall damped by the triumphant sneers and the
It experimental arguments of worldliness
not say much of mere musical trifles.

;

;

to consider

aisles, and thank God that they are not so
low and vulgar, as to wish the abatement

of any established usage but their inner
souls are as dead to that high, glorious
sense of the Infinite, in which consists' the
;

ship, of Family, of Social Order, which
through these blissful foretastes of union

essence of religion, as if they were kin
dred to the worm that fattens in the clode

of the valley.

They have no faith in the

(be it in the form called Secular,
or Sacred, be it song, or opera, or oratotfe, or orchestra), is the most religious
which,

We
outpouring of the composer's life.
feel that we shall do most good by speak
ing most of works of genius, even when

discordant note from
when by
nothing satisfied, and the whole frame being, which longs for the
work of society gave the lie to the voice great anthem, "loud as from
of the preacher and of the heart — ever out number, sweet as from
to
grateful let us be, those of us whom an uttering praise," that

of promise and fatal to self-respect

a

is deep and earnest ; which
seek to amuse ; but

is

which

not merely

a

does

;

music

;

shall be our business constantly to notice
and uphold for study, and for imitation,

is

;

power and majesty of disinterested love.
Devotion to the holiest aims they resolve
The passion for
when no doctrines, no philosophies, no into selfish purposes.
suffjrs from every
spheres open to young activity looked in Universal Unity, which
wounded
any way inspiring, but altogether barren vnriatiun of harmony, which
single human
sounds of the

numbers with
blessed voices
ascend from a

mits, we trust that humbler

efforts,

con

with

a

is

it,

;

early passion for music seized upon with redeemed earth, they are scarce acquain
much less can
power, that this idle boy's love, as the ted with even by name
they be made to cherish the slightest con
this wayward, impractic
the theme is old, and by measuring the elders called
new, not so much by their standard, as able enthusiasm, this besetting sin of in fidence in any purpose, however wise in
by the standard by which they measured dulgence, became our initiation into the its conception and skilful in its execution,
prompted by no lower motive
themselves.
And yet to far as time per great hopes of the Future, haunting us which
faith most irresistible though indis

than this master passion of the truly relig
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ious mind.

They have no faith in the in

spiration of the prophecies, or of the sou
They do not look for a new heaven and
new earth, in which
ness.

Good

enough

dwelleth
for

righteoui

them, as the

think, are the old heaven and the old earth
in which d welleth respectability.
So Ion
can have their "roast chicke

far this can or will be done, under

Nor
every joint and fibre of their body.
A
is this the hardest part of the case.

present isolated arrangements of society
is a problem, which it behooves the mass

saw or plane by

game of cards," like th
good lady who wondered people coul
take such an interest in the reform of Par

more for

so long as they can stand we
in the society of " their sort," while the

which

liament,

live, and be sent out of the world in tli
odor of sanctity

by pulpit

eloquence an

newspaper tribute when^hey die, ever
thing is well enough, and should be le
alone ; the world is the best of all possibl
worlds ; and wo to the wild visionary, th
poor fanatic, who has faith and who act
on his faith, that the kingdom of God
to come on earth, that a Divine Ordc
is to be realised in society, that the possi
bilities of human nature have not been ex
hausted yet in any of the habitations o

hand,

his labor,

than

actually
amount of value,

where all branches of industry contribute

goes to enrich the owner of the
machine, and to widen and make perma
nent the deep gulf which always divides

al stock, but of personal returns, the diffi
culty is at once set aside ; the great prob
lem of modern society is solved ; and a sure

work by mere manual
produces a far greater

strength,

considered as an appendage to the machine;
his best qualities are valued principal

efits, which are the natural fruit of labor,
him who does the work, but to him wh
is able to get others to work for him.

that it was all embodied in the New Yorl
Infidel Convention.
See it in the faith
lessness, the duplicity, the antagonism
the infernal competition,
the murderous

chinery on the working man is so Camilla
to all who have reflected on the subjce
with any attention, that it seems almos

When the common necessaries of life were
principally supplied by hand labor, a fair
days work would not only command a fair
days wages, but it was not difficult to find
good and suitable

employment ; and few

skilful workmen ever had to complain o)
having little to do, or of being obliged to
throw away their labor for prices scarce
sufficient to keep soul and body together.
But now that steam, and wind, and water,
are made to do the work of many hands,
now that so many of the common tools of
every handicraft are so perfected, as in fact
to give a man a half a dozen pair of hands

instead of one, the labor of every trade in
which machinery can be introduced takes
a far smaller number of persons, and the
remainder, who would naturally have been
engaged in the same business, being thus
thrown out of employment, crowd into
other occupations which are carried on in
the old mode, until every branch of labor
becomes overstocked, so that the best
workmen, in many cases, find it hard to

to the great purposes of social life, and
thus for the establishment of mutual kind

ly as they contribute to the pecuniary suc ness, perpetual peace, and pure harmony
cess of tlie establishment ; it is not expect
in all the relations of men.
ed that he will share in the mass of wealth
In this point of view, no one can be
which he is helping to create; and he surprised that we advocate so earnestly,
we possess, a
thus finds it impossible to obtain the ben and with all the ability

Friends, do you fear infidelity?
Look
for it in the right place.
Go not far from
your own houses to find it.
Think no

machinery is destined to exert on their
social condition,, unless prevented by wise
and vigorous measures on their part. —

to swell the amount not only of the gener

the rich and the poor.
The profits of the foundation laid for an enormous increase in
machinery go to the capitalist ; the oper the production of wealth, for its impartial
ative is becoming more nnd more to be distribution, for its immediate application

hut which

INFLUENCE OF MACHINERY. We beseech
our brother working men not to close their
eyes nor their understandings to the tre
mendous effect which the improvement o

the

and receives no each represented, and receive a just and
if he did the equitable share of the common product,

men.

warfare, with which the whole atmo
sphere of your daily society is recking.

as well as the man who owns it.

man, tending a circular saw or a planing of our intelligent working men seriously
In a true Asso
machine, though he finds it not so easy to to consider and dicuss.
get employment, as when he drove the ciation, where labor, capital, and skill are

as they

and their little

How

get a living, though they sweat and toil
till they feel the effects of over exertion in

in this case, are given

not t

This theory of the influence of ma

like a waste of words to dwell uron it
but the practical confirmation of it is no
so evident in this country, as it will be
various causes have conspired to postpon

practical trial of the benefits of systematic
We are convinced, not only

Association.

from a deep sense of the prevailing evils
of society, not only from theoretical dem
onstration resting on exact principles of
science, but from a pretty extensive expe
rience of the effects of social combination,
that the true remedy for our social ills is
to be found here, and that an experiment
iu lliio end, provided with sufficient means,
engaged in by competent persons, and
conducted with ordinary discretion, would

the evils which must inevitably come ; am terminate, not in disappointment or disas
for the full illustration of the subject, as ter, but in triumphant success.
seen in the daily life, in the dwelling
THE PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN.
This pa
douse, in the family circle of the operative
per, published by our esteemed friends of
we must look to the 'system in the rank
the Hopedale Community,
and always
festering ripeness of its operation among
breathing 'the spirit of a pure and expan
the feudal halls of industry in the old
sive philanthropy,
has recently made its
world.
But the nature of things cannot
appearance in a larger form, and with its
be changed, and tho'same catJse will pro
exterior in every way greatly improved,
duce the same effects here as elsewhc
[t is devoted to the prominent reforms of
Already our largest commercial cities, our
the day, including the reorganization of
prcat manufacturing
towns, show clearly
society on Christian principles, and dis
he fatal symptoms, which portend the
cusses them in a manner which cannot
Doming of the terrific pestilence.
;
But
ail to interest and enlighten all who are
yet, there is a deep current of vitality, the
ioping for a better future.
We have been
ed glow of health, in the mass of the
liligent readers of this little sheet, from
men
of this country, which will
working
ts commencement, and gladly express
nablc them to expel the deadly virus,
ur obligations to it.
it is not so
>eforeit is too late.
universal in its tendencies, as would be de
The remedy is to be found, not in op- manded
by a complete science of society,
osing the improvements in machinery ; t always takes a broad and
comprehensive
o yankee will ever do that ; not in deiew, is singularly free from all sectarian
laiming in the work shops, and at the corttleness, and defends the measures and
ers of the streets, about the hardness of
rinciplcs to which it it devoted, with a
lie times ; but in vigorous, combined ae
andor and sweetness of temper, worthy
on, in producing a union between capif the highest praise, in these days of vin1 and labor, and thus giving a direct inictive controversy.
We sincerely rejoice
erest in the machines, to the men who
nits success, as indicated by its improved
•ork them.
This union of interest must appearance, and give it our heartiest wish
e brought about.
The man who labors es for a wide circulation and increasing
ith the machine must share its
profits, usefulness.

If
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BUILD UP AND NOT DESTROY.

Let this

test be applied to all enterprises and pro
jects that are presented for our approval.
Be not deluded, Oh friends, with the vain

ing to human intelligence so powerful an in
strument of progress and development; the
beneficent results which will flow from this
great production of genius arc boundless.

sented a beautiful Banner of their own man
ufacture to the N. E. Workingmen's Associ
ation. The banner bore the noble motto of
the workingmen,

hope of benefit from any plans that are
destructive in their nature and vi

" Union (or the sake of power, and
It?" We rejoice to learn by letters from the
power to bless humanity."
South, that a deep interest in Association is
olent in their operation.
The universal
Miss Sarah Bagley, who headed the depspreading in many parts of that section of
nature, the kind and blessed mother of us the
We have been indebted to Mtation of laciics, made an appropriate and
country.
all, removes an evil by gently supplying friends in the State of Louisiana for
much very feeling address on presenting the ban
its place with good.
Silently does the substantial aid in the promotion of the cause, ner, to which the President responded, evi
warmth of Heaven creep over the brown and we trust that this all-embracing, pacific dently much affected.
merely

and frozen earth, sweetly do the gales of reform will enlist supporters in that quarter.
the South breathe upon the icy fabrics,
O" We would direct the attention of our
whose massy strength threatens to endure
scientific readers to the Article in another
forever ; and behold, we are in the bosom
part of this paper, 'on the Synthesis of the
of a new summer, we are surrounded
Sciences, by a distinguished member of the
with all green and shining things, and our
Associative school in France, from which
own spirit receives a fresh life with the
source our pigos will hereafter he enriched.
Fit emblem this of
regenerated earth.

is

is

is

a

tention in Boston, to a very great extent, and
that large classes are formed for the study of
this new and interesting subject. We trust
that its able teacher, Mr. Boyle, will contin
ue to receive the encouragement he so richly
merits. Of the nature of Phonography we
will endeavor to give an explanation in our
next number. Since the days of Cadmus or
Faustus, there has been no discovery afford

is

We are happy to hear that the science

is

yy

if Phonography is attracting the public at

a

;

complete and harmonic operation. This will
do more for the cause than any announce
ment of theories, however sound and elo
quent, or ten thousand abortive attempts, be
gun in enthusiasm and forsaken in despair.

it

hope that our friends in that vicinity will
concentrate their eflbrts on the Ohio Phalanx
and not attempt to multiply Associations,
which without abundant capital, and devoted
and experienced men, will almost to a cer
The true policy
tainty prove unsuccessful.
for all the friends of the Associative move
ment, is to combine their resources, and give
an example of a well-organized Phalanx, in

a

able description of the soil and general re
sources of the domain, and from all that we
have learned of its character, we believe
there are few localities at the West better
adapted for the purposes of an experimental
Association on a large scale. We sincerely

isi

Q_f We learn from a personal interview
with Mr. Thornburg, whose letter on the
Ohio Phalanx was alluded to in a recent
number of " The Phalanx," that the aflairs
of that Association wear a very promising
aspect, anil (hat there can be no reasonable
doubt of its success. He gives a very favoi-

is

That maketh not haste,
That taketh not rest,
Let each oue fulfil his God given best. "

a

" Like as a star,

is

dent as the central fires of the globe, re
volve in thy orbit with the peaceful
might of the planets ; be as strong and
as benignant too;

a

Oh man, filled with the spirit of heroic re
form ; let no impatience possess thee ; let
no haste disconcert thee ; with a soul ar

THE FRIENDS OF ASSOCIATION.

The members of the Clcrmont (Ohio) Pha
lanx have the sati.laction of announcing that
they have just p-ud off this year's instalment
due for their Domain, amounting to four
thousand five hundred and 'lve dollars, and
have also advanced nearly one thousand dol
lars on their next year's payment.
With
increased zeal and confidence we now look
Oj" We send this number of The Harbin
to
forward
certain success. To accomplish
ger to many persons who arc not subscribers. this, it is desirable that we have further ac
cessions of labor, skill and capital. We thereThose who may wish to become subscribers lore invite the friends
of industrial Associa
are requested to forward their names and the tion, (to whom it is not convenient to become
"
Resident
(osubsciibe
for Stock,
Members),
without
Our
terms are
in
money
delay.
the shares of which are $25 00 each. Me
variably in advance."
chanics and Manufacturers, as well as Frarners, are likewise wanted on the Domain as
(T_r The future numbers of The Harbinger Resident Members.
will be printed on paper of as good or even bet
To become a Resident Member, it is ne
ter quality than that of the present. It will he cessary that the applicant should subscribe
our aim to make the external appearance as and pay fur as large an amount of stock as
convenient, and the amount should be pro
well as the matter of this Journal, as far as
portioned to the number of the applicant's
of
the
cause
to
which
it is family. Persons should direct their applica
possible, worthy
tions (post paid) to the Secretary, stating,
devoted.
1. How many shares of stock they are
willing to subscribe and pay for, either in
reviewed,
be
Books
and
to
Pamphlets
HCr
if left with the Publishers, directed to the cash or such other property at a fair cash
valuation, as may prove available to the As
Editors of The Harbinger, will be suitably sociation.
noticed in our columns.
2. Their age, occupation, and general
hcaltb.
3. The number, age, &c., of their family,
FIRST ANNUAL. MEETINO OF THEN.
E. WORKING MEN'S ASSOCIATION.
The (if they have any).
4. At what time they wish to_comc upon
delegates from the various associations of the Domain.
men
of
New
England,
the Working
assem
If the Council like the terms offered, they
bled at the Trcmont Chapel, Boston, on will admit them conditionally, say from four
to
six monlhs ; if at the expiration of that
Wednesday, the 27th May, to take steps pre
time the parties arc mutually agreed, the ap
liminary to the formation of an Industrial plicant subscribes to the constitution, and is
Congress, a measure which previous con admitted to all the privileges of full member
ventions of the working men had decided on ship ; if not n^ri-ed, the applicant retires, he
on-Resident Member, the
holding, as a
as necessary to conduct with efficiency the : stock subscribed and
paid for, unless in debt
great reform movement in which they are to the Phalanx.
We will add here that our Domain
situ
engaged. The attendance at the meeting
ated in Clennont county, on the Ohio River,
was not numerous, but a number of Associ
about forty miles above Cincinnati.
The sit
ations were duly represented, and the busi uation
beautiful and healthy, entirely free
ness before it was satisfactorily transacted. from fever and ague, or any endemic diseas
Mr. Lewis W. Ryckman, the President of es. The soil rich, part of bottom land,
cleared and sowed with crops of wheat, oats,
the New England Workingmen's Association
corn, potatoes,hemp, vegetable gardens, &c.
presided. A resolution was adopted approv
We have also fine orchard coming on, com
ing of the appointment of a Committee by prising 1,000 fruit trees, presented by A. H.
There is also on the
the National Reform Convention recently ERNST, of Cincinnati.
moderate stock of cattle, hogs,
Domain
held in New York to draft a Constitution and
sheep and teams, with agricultural imple
mature measures for the consideration of ments;
steam saw, and grist mill, is in ope
also, shoe, brush, tin, and tailor's
the proposed Industrial Congress; and a ration
We
wish to start, also, as soon as
shops.
number of persons were added to that Com
possible, blacksmith's, cooper's, and wagon
mittee. The Committee was empowered to maker's shops, and to
organize as many other
call to its councils those persons who can aid kinds of manufactures as can be prosecuted
advantage,
to
and
to
labor as much
diversify
wisdom.
their
and
it with
judgment
It was also determined that the Conven as possible. A perfectly equitable system of
compensation tor labor
established, by
tion of Workingmen to form an Industrial which every man
graded according to hii
Congress shall be held in the City of New skill or tact, and every hour's labor
passed
York on the second Tuesday of October to his credit.
We last season made
dividend on our
next.
stock, of seven per cent, for seven months,
A deputation of Ladies from the " Ladies' being at the rate of twelve per cent per an
reason to think the dividend
Labor Reform Association" of Lowell, prc- num. There
a

the progress of truth and good in the
course of ages.
Take to heart the lesson,

TO
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our best ability to the removal of oppres
will not be much less for some years, the
sion and injustice among men, to the
aninunt paid to capital being one-fourth of the
of the enslaved,
product.
AKD POLITICAL PRO complete emancipation
TO
SOCIAL
DEVOTED
Persons wi<hine to join the Aisocia'inn,
to the promotion of genuine temperance,
GRESS,
if-ronveTonally,
are requested to vi-it u-i p
and to the elevation of the toiling and
nient ; or to write to the subscriber, post p.utl, PuliUshcil simultancovs'y ct jYe-w York and down-trodden masses to the inborn rights
at the Cincinnati Poit O.Tice, giving lull re
Boston, Ly the Brook Farm Phalanx.
of humanity.
plies to the queries proposed above, in regard
" All thing0, at the present duy, stand
In literature, the Harbinger will exer
to the qualifications lor membership.
cise a firm and impartial criticism, with
provided and prepared, and
GEO. SAMPSON, Sec'y.
await the light."
It will
out respect of persons or parties.
Clermont Phalanx, May 12. 1845.
a vehicle for the freest thought,
Under this title it is proposed to publish be made
and
not of random speculations;
a weekly newspaper, for the examination though
ASSOCIATION.
great questions in with a generous appreciation of the various
This movement lor the reorganizalinn of and discussion of the
literature, and the forms of truth and beauty, it will not fail
society according to the principles discovered sncial science, politics,
to expose such instances of false senti
and p.-opowd by CHARLES FOURIER, ap artsr which command the attention of all
taste, and erroneous
ment, perverted
and
elevation
of
An
association
the
the
increase.
believers
in
be
on
to
progress
pears
opinion, as may tend to vitiate the public
ofcnizensol Ohio, calling themselves •• The humanity.
mind, or degrade the individual character.
Integral Phalanx" have recently purchased
In pol'itics, the Harbinger will be demthe valuable property ol Mr. Ahner Enoch, ocr.ilic in its rir.ciples and tendencies ; Nor will the literary department of the
\
BulL'f county, in this
be limited to criticism alone.
near Middleiown,
cherishing the deepest interest in the ad Harbinger
Stale, known hy the name of Manchester
of the masses ; It will receive contributions from various
and
happiness
vancement
Mills, twenty-three miles north ol Cincinna
in pens, in different spheres of thought ; and
ti, on the Miami Canal. This property em warring against all exclusive privilege
and free from dogmatic delusiveness, will
arrangements,
political
braces about 900 acres of the most fertile legislation,
accept all that in any way indicates the
land in Ohio, or perhaps in the world ; 600 social customs ; and striving with the zeal
unity of Man with Man, with Nature,
acres of which lies in one body, and ii now of earnest conviction, to promote the tri
all true
Consequently,
in the highest stale of cultivation, according umph of the high democratic faith, which and with God.
to the usual mode of funning ; '.'•,.<acres in it is the chief mission of the nineteenth science, all poetry and arts, all sincere
wood and timber land. There are now in century to realize in society.
Our devo- j literature, all religion that is from the
operation on the place a large flouring mill, tion to the democratic principle will lead soul, all wise analyses of mind and char
cutter,
saw mill, lath lactory and shingle
us to take the ground of fearless and ab acter will come within its province.
propelled by water power, which is abun
We appeal for aid in our enterprise to
solute independence in regard to all polit
dantly sufficient to piopel every necessary
the earnest and hopeful
spirits in all
machinery that the company may choose in ical parties, whether professing attach
We appeal to all
classes of society.
put in operation. The properly i . estimated ment to that principle or hostility to it.
to be worth $75,000, hut was sold to the We know that fidelity to an idea can never who, suffering from a resistless discon
Phalanx lor $45,000. As Mr. Enoch i - hini- be measured by adherence to a name ; tent in the present order of things, with
M-li ,ni A --.! -i.it ii!n-1, and a devoted friend of and hence we shall criticise all parties with faith in man and trust in God, are striv
of universal
the cause, the terms ol sale were made slill
ing for the establishment
etiual ssverity ; thouirh we trust that the
more favorable to the Phalanx, by the sub sternness of truth will always be blended justice, harmony, and love.
We appeal
scription, on the part of Mr. Enoch, of $25,- with the
temperance of impartial candor. to the thoughtful, the aspiring, the gen
000 of purchase money, as capital stock ot
erous every where, who wish to see the
Eniire posses ion ol the Do- j With tolerance for all opinions, we have
the Phalanx.
reign of heavenly truth triumphantly sup
iuain is to be given to the Phalanx, as soon no patience with hypocrisy and pretence ;
as existing contracts of the p. op:ietor are least of all, with, that specious fraud, planting the infernal discords and false
which would make a glonoi:s
principle hoods, on which modern society is built,
completed.
It will for their sympathy, friendship, and prac
Arrangements are alrcedy made for the the apology for personal ends.
in the undertaking
vigorous prosecution nf the plans of the Pha
therefore be a leading object of the Har tical co-operation,
A press is to be esubli-hed on the binger to strip the disguise from the pre which we announce to day.
lanx.
Domain, devoted to the science of Industrial vailing parties, to show them in their
Among the leading contributors will be
Association generally, and the interests ol true light, to give them due honor, to Parke Godwin, W. H. Channing, Albert
Compe.
the Integral Phalanx particularly.
Brisbane, Osborne Maedaniel, and Horace
tender them our grateful reverence when
tent agents are appointed to lecture on the
ever we see them true to a noble princi- Greeley of New York, George Ripley,
science and receive auhsciipiion-* of stock
Charles A. Dana, John S. Dwight, L.
and membership ; and it is contemplated to i pie ; but at all times, and on every occa
W. Ryckman, and John Allen of Brook
erect, as soon as possible, one winy of a uni sion, to expose false professions, to hold
and duplicity to Farm, and Francis G. Shaw of West
tary edifice, large enough to accommodate up hollow-heartedness
to warn
the people ; Roxbury.
sixty-four families, more than one-half ol just indignation,
The Harbinger will be published in
which number are already in the Associa
against the demagogue who would caiole
tion.
them by honeyed" flatteries, no less than I New York by Burgess, Stringer, & Co.,
The system of Association contemplates against
and in Boston, by
the devotee of mammon who I ^°- 222 Broadway,
the union inio one body of three hundred would make them his slaves.
i Redding & Co., No. 8 State St.
families, or about 1830 persons of all ages and
The Harbinger will be devoted to
TERMS. -The price to subscribers will
both sexes, for the prosecution of all the In
the^
dustrial and Educational pursuits of life. — cause of a radical, organic social reform as I be $ 2,00 a year, or $ 1,00 for six months,
They are united on the joint-stock principle, essential to the highest development of payable invariably in advance Ten copies
every member young and old being a share man s nature, to the production of those wiu be suppiicd for $ l5 00.
Communiholder, to a greater or less amount. Thu elevated and beautiful forms of character j cationg
and remittances may be addressed
system of wages lor labor is discarded ; and of which he is capable and to the
to
the
in
New
publishers
York
and Bosdiffu-.j
instead of il, a dividend ol the profits is sion of happiness, excellence, and umver,' Edi,ora
ton or to the
of the Harbinger,"
awarded to each, in the ratio that each may sal harmony upon the earth.
The prinj Brook Farm West
Mass*
Roxbury
have contributed to one or more ol the pro
ciples of universal unity as taught by i
ductive powers, which are Labor, Capital,
The subscription lists of the Pha
Fourier,
their application to
Charles
in
and Skill.
Labor is to receive the largest
believe, are at the foundation lanx and Social Reformer are transferred
dividend, say seven-twelfths;
Capital the society, we
Subscribers to those
next, say three-twelfths; and Skill the lea.il, of all genuine social progress ; and it will to the Harbinger.
ever be our aim, to discuss and defend papers whose terms of subscription have
*ay two-twelfths.
are respectfully
requested to
without any sectarian expired,
The end aimed at hy the Ascocialionists i • these principles,
and forward
a magnificent one. Harmonic Ui;ny is sure bigotry, and in the catholic and compre- renew their subscriptions,
a
ly
lofty aspiration ; and if it can be attained j hensive spirit of their great discoverer. the advance payment, as directed above.
in this life, to the exclusion of the disco/as While we bow to no man as an authorita
WEST ROXBCRY, June 14, 1845.
and strife resulting frnrn selfish actions and live, infallible master, we revere the
ge
motives, then indeed, is a new era begun in
nius of Fourier too highly, not to accept,
our world ; and the aspiration of Christian
GENERAL AGENTS :
hearts shall be realized, and ihe will of the with joyful welcome, the light which he
Father •*be'doue on earth as it is in heaven." has shed on the most intricate problems of
destiny.
human
The social reform, of
So far as this is their aim, so far will they
have the best wishes of all good men, even whos3 advent the signs are every where
of those less sanguine than themselves in the visible, comprehends all others : and in
NO. 30 ANN STREET,
hope ol so happy a destiny. — Ohio State I laboring for its speedy acccmplishment,
Journal.
I we arc conscious that we are devoting
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He felt friendship for Consuelo ; and as as happy, as pure, as secret, and almost
he was of a country and people where as poetic as that of Paul and Virginia,
under the moss covered trees of the des
the passions rule more than the attach
ments, he knew not how to give to this ert.
Though they had a liberty the
friendship any other name than that of most absolute and the most dangerous,
Consuelo accepted this manner of no family, no vigilanf'and tender mothers
love.
speaking, after she had made to Anzole to form them to virtue, no devoted ser

" If you
the following observation.
because
it
is
you
call yourself my lover,
to

orphan, abandoned, and yet happy in the
wish to marry me?" he had answered:
present, and sanguine for the future ;
" Most certainly, if you are willing, we
he doubtless
like a love-child,
which
And thence
will
be married together."
that handsome boy of
was, Anzoleto,
Per
forth it was an understood thing.
nineteen, who passed all his days with
Anzoleto thought it a good joke,
haps
the little Consuelo, in the most complete
while Consuelo bolieved in it with the
liberty, upon the flag stones of Venice,
But it is certain
best faith in the world.
had long since had, as may well be im
that his young heart already experienced
of love.
his first experiences
agined,
those contradictory sentiments and compli
Initiated into the easy pleasures, which
cated emotions which agitate and disjoin
them
had more than once presented
the existence of men worn by dissipation.
selves to him, he would already have
Abanuoned to violent instincts, greedy
been worn out and perhaps corrupted,
of pleasures, loving only that which con
had he lived in our sombre climate and if
duced to his happiness, hating and flying
nature had endowed him with a less rich
artist
all that opposed his enjoyments,
in
But,
early
developed
organization.
even to the bones, that is, seeking and
life and destined to a long and powerful
feeling life with a frightful intensity, he
manhood, he had still his heart pure and
found that his mistresses imposed upon
By
his senses restrained by the will.
him the sufferings and dangers of pas
chance he had met with the little Span
sions which he himself did not feel pro
singing
ish girl before the Madonettes.f
Still he saw them from time
foundly.
canticles from pure devotion ; and he for
to time, recalled as he was by his desires,
voice,
his
had
of
exercising
the pleasure
but soon repelled by satiety or disgust.
sung with her to the stars during whole
And when this strange child had thus
met
had
then
upon
And
they
evenings.
expended without imagination and with
shell
of Lido, gathering
the sands
of his
out dignity the superabundance
fish, he for the purpose of eating, she to
life, he felt the necessity of a sweet so
And still
make chaplets and ornaments.
ciety, and of a chaste and serone expan
again they had met in the church, she
sion.
He might already have *aid with
praying to the good God with all her
Jean Jacques: " So true it is that what
heart, he looking at the beautiful ladies
attaches us most to women is loss liber
And in all these
with all his eyes.
tinism than a certain delight in living near
meetings, Consuelo had seemed to him
them." Then without understanding the
so
so
so
sweet,
gay,
so good,
obliging,
charm which attracted him towards Con
.that he had made himself her friend, her
suelo, not having as yet even the sense
without
knowing
inseparable companion,
of the beautiful, and not knowing wheth
as yet,
Anzoleto
why or wherefore.
er she was ugly or pretty, child himself
knew nothing of love in its higher forms.
enough to be amused with her by plays
* Entered according to Act of Congress, in beneath his age, man enough, scrupu
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the lously to respect her fourteen years, he
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa
led with her in public, upon the marbles,
chusetts.
the tiles, and the waves of Venice, a life
t Small images of the Virgin.

vant to search after them in the evening
and conduct them to the fold, not even a
dog
met

to warn them of danger,
they
with no sort of accident.
They
in an open boat,

sailed over the lagunes

at all hours and in all weathers,
oars and without

a pilot;

without

they wandered

over the wastes, without guide,

without

care of the rising
tide ; they sang before the chapels raised
under a vine at the corner of the streets,
without thinking of the late hour, and

compass and without

without

needing

any

till

bed

morning,

still
with the heat of the day. They
stopped before the Theatre of Pulcinella, and followed with a passionate atten
tion the fantastic drama of the beautiful
Corisando,
queen of the Marionettes,*
without
the absence of
remembering
breakfast and the little
of
probability
They gave themselves up to
supper.
the unbridled amusements of the Carni
than

other
warm

the

white

flag

stone

val ; having for all disguise and all orna
ment, he his vest turned inside out, and
she a great bow of old ribbons above her

They made sumptuous repasts up
balustrade of a bridge,
or the
steps of a palace with fruits of the sea,f
leaves of raw fennel, or rinds of citron.
ear.

on the

In fine, they led a joyous and free life,
without more perilous caresses or amor
than

ous sentiments,
one

age

would

by two virtuous

exchanged

and

one

sex.

have

been

children
Days,

of

years,

passed by, Anzoleto had other mistress
es ; Consuplo did not even know that
there could

be another love than that of

which she was the object.
a young

woman

without

She

became

feeling

herself

* Puppets.
t Diverge kinds of shell-nth, vrry large
and very cheap, of which the people of Ven
ice arc quite fond.

Four years had already
Ihe

Professor

passed since

a'nd the

Porpora

Count

ed but little

Anzoleto

at any rate

was

appear

and hardly had his piercing
those of the

/ustiniani had presented to each other eyes, etcalthily interogating

young

no more of the

thought

of sacred

singer

music ;

since

had equally

that time also the Professor

inas
forgotten the handsome Anzoleto,
much as he did not find him, after a first
endowed

examination,

ladies,

divined

which

rarely

young

man

that

secret

approbation

refused to so handsome

a

had

is

the Count

;

their little musicians, and since that time,

surprised at such power of tone, and such
a facility of vocalization, caused favorable
murmurs to be heard around them, than

any of the joy and hope inundated his whole being.
in a pupil ; Then also, for the first time in his life,

with

qualities,

which he required

primarily,

a nature of serious and patient

;

bestowed upon

him
long and profound
was as the seal placed upon
his brevet of celebrity.
On this memora
look, which

ble evening,

Anzoleto
had overpowered
his public, and most formidable enemy
for the beautiful

songstress

was queen,

not only upon the stage, but at the admin
istration and
the study of the Count
Zustiuiani.

had the amateurs,

hardly

with his beau

a

a

the other the hiss.

need not be asked

affected internally

jury, not

she was struck

his glance, full of fire, penetrated her,
and vanquished — overcome in her turn, sho

;

mystery,

not

public, holds in one

at last

in

without

career in which

ilous

whole
judge, but
and hand the palm and

It

scruple,
remorse.

ty

lungs,

it

experiencing any impa
tience, and without desiring any altera
tion in this intimacy,
cloud,
without
without

and launched

his audacity, his ambition,
and his deep chested ut« into that per
a

change, without

without

ment, inflated his

and himself, with

grow

if

her

in

saw

;

with her be

reserve

he

;

and

a

trothed ;

;

to more

obliged

it
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IV.
In the midst of the applauses,
mous and somewhat

extravagant,

unani
which

the voice and manner of the debutant had
called forth,

one solitary

hearer,

seated

upon the edge of his chair, his legs close
vulgarly
compre
together, and his hands motionless upon
even
and
felt
that
carried
hended
he
vulgarly
taught,
then
a
modesty
intelligence,
transported by his knees, after the style of the Egyptian
vulgar man
to the annihilation of the scholar before was not
Gods, remained mute as
Sphinx, and
his master, and lastly, a complete absence the necessity and the feeling of triumph,
until

then,

a

;

.a

Anzoleto,

those

he sang with

an energy,
which

an originality,

were

remarkable.

mysterious as

was the
hieroglyphic
and celebrated compo
While his gallant colleague,
it

to

anterior

" Never
was to give.
"
talk to me," said he,
of a scholar whose
brain is not under my will as a taljula

:

studies

a

of musical

learned professor

rasa, as virgin

true, his taste was not always pure, ser, Porpora.
Mellifoire, attributing to
nor his execution faultless in all parts of the professor
the piece
but he always knew how to himself, all the honor of Anzoleto's suc

upon which

I

can

is

rapture

;

wax

a

and

It

which he himself

I have not recover himself by strokes of boldness, cess, strutted before the ladies, and salu
time to spend a year in making him un by flashes of intelligence, and transports ted all the men with suppleness to thank
learn before begining to teach.
If you of enthusiasm. He missed the effects them even for their looks, the master of
make the first impression.

music remained there, his eyes fixed upon
give it to which the composer had arranged, but he
And not only so, but give it found others of which no one had thought, the floor, his brow contracted, his mouth
If it is too hard, neither the author who traced them, nor shut light, and as lost in reflections. —
to me of good quality.
the professor who interpreted them, nor When all the company, which had been
I cannot mark upon
too thin,
wish me to write upon a slate,

I

In any of the virtuosi who had rendered invited that evening, to great ball at the
This boldness seized and carried house of the dogaressa,• had departed
them.
with him all the world.
For one inno by degrees, and there remained only the
Anzoleto,

trial."

first

he recognized

a

if

at the

short, although

the extra

ordinary powers of the young
he declared to the Count with some hu

vation they pardoned him ten mistakes

;

break

it

shall

it
is

it,

if

me clear.

humility, at the end for one individual sentiment, ten rebel
that
of the first lesson, that his method was lions against method. So true
pupil already so far ad in art, the least flash of genius, the least
not fitted for
is

a

it,

mor and an ironical

be soaring towards new conquests, exercises
sufficient to ombarass and retard the nat more fascination upon men than all the
resources and all the lights of science
ural progress and the invincible develop
within the limits of the known.
ment of that magnificent organization.

vanced, and that any master would

proteje' to the
who from rouhdc to

cadence and from trilles to grupetti,
to the entire development of his

him

brilliant

qualities;

so well, that when he

had completed his twenty

with

some ladies, and

the principal artists abqutthe harpsichord,
Zustiniani approached the severe maestro.

" You

have frowned too much against
my dear professor,"
said

the moderns,

he,'" and your silence does not impose
You wish even to the end, to

upon me.

close your ears to this profane music, and
this new method which charm us.
Your
heart has opened notwithstanding
your
efforts, and your ears have drank in the

poison of seduction."
" Come, Sinr profisor," said the charm
Corilla in dialect, renewing with her
ing
young debutant, so completely
effaced
hers, that she felt
movement of rage. — ancient teacher the infantine manners of the
" you must grant me one favor."
But at the moment when Anzoleto, cov scuola,

ing, by

grand air, finely sung and vig
but the success of the

orously applauded

;

Mcllifiore,

Professor

No one perhaps understood the causes,
and no one escaped the effects of this en
Corilla had opened the meet
led thusiasm.

his

sent

a

Tha Count

warmest dilettanti

a

third year, he
was judged, by all who had heard him in
the Count's saloon, as capable of making
his de'but at Saint Samuel with great ered with praises and caresses, returned
to the harpsichord, where she was seated,
success in the highest parts.

vaunt hapless girl

!

A

"

"

cried the pro-

half laughing and resisting with
some remains of ill humor the caresses of
One evening, all the dilettanti nobility he said, bending towards her with a com
" What
his inconstant pupil.
there
and all the artists of any note who hap pound of submission and audacity: "And
henceforth
in
common
between
us? know
pened to be at Venice, were invited to you, queen of song, queen of beauty, have
Carry elsewhere your beautiful
you not.
attend at a fmal and decisive trial.
For you not one look of encouragement for
smiles and your perfidious warblings."
the first time
his life Anzoleto put off the poor unfortunate, who fears and
" See he softens," said Corilla,
seizing
his plebeian frock, curled and powdered adores you?"
one hand the arm of the debutant,
with
at
so
much
The
prima-donna, surprised
his beautiful
hair,

black

suit,

satin

buckles,

dressed

vest,

himself

and shoes

in

a

in

I

is

fossor,

with

boldness, looked closely at that beautiful
face which she had hardly deigned to per

while the other continued toying with the
ample white cravat of the professor. —

—

is

t

?

a

;

a

assumed
composed air, and
" Come here, Zoto,\ and bend your knee
for what vain and triumphant wo
glided on tip-toe to a harpsichord, where ceive
man
to
attention
to
an
would
deign
give
•The wife of the Doge, the chief magis
in the blaze of
hundred wax candles,
She did remark trate ot Venice.
and before two or three hundred persons, obscure and poor boy
Contraction of Jlntoleto,
which
the
he followed with his eyes the accompani
• Ut the tint note of the gamniut.
diminutive of Jlngela
Unzolo in dialect.
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abruptly upon his head, turned
and departed, withput

left

rising with

with

conviction

were,

Anzoleto

was

to think

appeared

while in fact, lhay

the first

of flattery, even be

self-to the language

much less before one

fore your superior,

I

profound emotion of joy, of pride,
anger, and of emulation, of which his
whole life must thereafter necessarily be

of love from Corilla!"
" And what does this flatterer mean to

He appeared solely
Gorilla and knew
so well how to persuade her of this,

returned she, darting at
say by that
him the most burning glance she could
dr;iw from her magazine of deviltries.

the

V

consequence.

pleasing

that she was very seriously

taken
Count

" That

with
Zusti-

have not that happiness,"

swered the young

niani

man,

"

but

an

had,

should bo proud enough to wish to dwell
the sky and the sea, like

only between
the stars.''

"

ested in the glory and renown of his thea
tre than in any thing else in the world

Or like the ntccali ?"* cried the song
into
laugh.

stress, bursting

:

Never debase your-

and deceitful words.

was asking myself," responded An
with much presence of mind,

"what palace of kings, or fairies could
be worthy of the proud mortal who should
of carry to
the remembrance of one look

him

was not very jealous of her, and
perhaps had his reasons for not troubling
Besides, he was more inter
her much.

honeyed

"

zoleto,

of them,

no "more
had excited

of crooked

to the women

at his trouble.

who

him at this first meeting.

and mean, as he ordinarily

there so extraordinary
said Corilla, laughing

a

moments.

which made him noble and grand, instead
seemed, "leave

in my question?"

of doubt and sadness for some

occupied

said the professor,
and speaking

a

" Boy,"

a vivacity

and as

stars.

I

pear before the public, bowed
of your anathema."

am with the weight

of the professor, yet 'they

what

it

:

to reiL\down as

" Well

I

I

if

I

have courage

I

shall

if

I

doubt

judgment
have not succeeded this evening,

der the beautiful

at the

;

duce you to revoke so cruel

a

ly

;

" nevertheless my on
desire for four years has been to in

to laugh

painful impression,

feeling

in

sigiior professor,"

and

retired on those nights when he did hot
sleep, either from choice or necessity, un

!

have bean very severe with me,
said Aozoleto, bending
before him with a modesty that had some

" You

a

extravagances
a

pets of fame."

it,

every one forced himself

what of mockery

sion of the miserable den into which he

so absorbed was he in the inward develop
should be ment of his enigmatic sentence.
Though

if you can obtain
more precious to you than all the trum

from him,

his back
any one,

it

child, and disarm his severity.

saluting

if
I

my
One word

a

yourself,

in

Humble

is

before the most learned professor of vocal
music in all Italy.

chance, one effort, one instant, has made
The ca
you rich, celebrated, insolent.
reer
opened, you have only to pursue
so far as your strength will support you.
Listen, then, for the first time, and for

more modern expres
art,
worship
sion, and one which the whole world did

you

;

a

a

I

I

;

have
see in your eyes as
for
sterile
felt in your chest, you have no worship
for the art, you have no faith in the great

a

his

hat

is is

;

I

;

a

of

?

if,

I

if,

is

by disgusting
mistress?"

him entirely,

with so fickle

In this perplexity, Anzoleto measured
Corilla, who was with his eye the staircase, which he could
alone with him in
recess of the balcony, still reascend, and he thought of making
" where do you live ?" Atthis unexpec his escape, when torches glanced from

" Anzoleto,"

said

Anzoleto

felt himself

grow

;

crushing

of

a

is

it

And the professor,

course

should, by my too easy triumph, cause
her to lose the influence she has over him,

arated.

You might, — red and pale, almost simultaneously
that for yourself alone.
—
too late, how could he avow to this wonderful
no,
but
could
have.
you
your destiny will be the
"
meteor, like that of —

I

a

a

in

pheasants on his table."
Towards one in the morning, they sep

masters, nor respect for grand creations
you love glory, nothing but glory, and ted question,
;

a

of

a

who likes to entertain, and who serves up
as he serves up
music on his Theatre,

for

under the portico, and the beautiful

Go

rilla, wrapped in her mantle of ermine,

and

opulent beauty, that he had hardly hearth
Even this answer would have
or roof!
been more easy to make, than the confes

These hinis are of proverbial simplicity,
and their awkwanlness
equivalent In the
sayinR* of Venice, to our— " light headed at
cock-chaffer."

a

you

is

from

—you have genius.
fire which will enkindle noth
Alas!
genius which will remain
ing grand,
have the sacred fire

a

bad counsel nor

I

have that which neither
can take

bad examples

a

have the qualities which
you
nor labor can give

*

neither teaching

the means of overcoming

;

;

for you

;

have likewise
them

is
a

:

;

;
a

ly

false and
you have a vulgar accent
Still, do not be discour
common style.
aged you have all these defects, but you

your own

a

;

whom we pardon for mincing what they
But you do not
know not how to sing.
you pronounce bad
know how to phrase

serve you that ill turn,

a

:

:

and facility

If

fault."
" Was that the motive for your curios
hundred years ago, has
sanse
not use
taste for the fair ity, signorat
In that case, my answer
quite different from
The Count was in fact
man
arts.
my home
very short, and very clear
taste as then understood, amateur, and on the steps of your palace."
" Go, then, and wait for me, on the
But the gratification of
nothing more.
this taste was the greatest affair of his staps of this in which we are," said Gor
life.
He liked to busy himself about the illa, lowering her voice " for Zustinia
public, and to have the public busied ni might well blame the indulgence with
to frequent the company of which
about him
listen to your nonsense."
fashion, to cause talk
In the first transport of his vanity, An
artists, to rule
of his theatre, of his luxury, of his affa zoleto stole away, and running down the
He had, in landing place of the palace, leapt upon
bility, of his magnificence.
one word, the ruling passion ofprovin- the prow of Gorilla's gondola, counting
To own and the seconds by the rapid beatings of his
cial great men, ostentation.
theatre was the best means of intoxicated heart.
But before she ap
direct
whole city. — peared upon the steps of the palace, many
satisfying ^nd diverting
He would have been still more happy, reflections passed through the active, and
could he have seated the whole republic ambitious brain of the debutant.
"Cor
When strangers asked pro illa
all powerful," said he to himself,
at his table.
" but
Zustiniani
fessor Porpora what Count
by the fact of pleasing her,
" He
man should displease the Count
or
was, he used to answer:
indeed,
;

a

You have only practice
you excite yourself at will
you know how to coo and to warble, as do
those genteel and coquettish young ladies
fundamentally.

"I

said she,
will
cept in metaphors,"
carry you in my gondola, though you may
go from, instead of towards your home.

a

is

a

it

sing badly, and you love bad music. You
know nothing, you have studied nothing

belongs

it
is

to
certain vulgar sentiment,
entirely Italian, and consequently passion
much discernment.
The
ate without

a

sound of your throat, upon
hair, upon
an instant of failure in your powers, upon
One lucky
caprice of your audience.

the last, perhaps, you are about to hear
bad way, you
You are in
the truth.

I

;

in

is ic

a

;

in

in

" Mock me, despise me," answered An
matters of
whose judgment you inwardly disdain. — not because he was mean
" like that, even better than to
he
was
fanat
but
because
money,
zoleto
really
But an hour since, you were there
This have you not think of me at all."
in what are called the fine arts.
fearful
that corner,
poor, unknown,
" Com3, since you will not answer ex
my opinion, an expression which
your whole future lot depended on
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In France, where so many political re
appeared on the first steps, in the midst if our first cantatrice could fall seriously
of a group of cavaliers, each desirous of in love with some one who would make forms have been tried and with such fruit
supporting her rounded elbow in the hol
low of his hand, and so assisting her to
descend, as is the custom at Venice.
said the prima-donna's

dolier to the undecided Anzoleto,

"

gon

residence in Ven

ice to those dreams of travel with

which

less or disastrous results, independent and
minds have become con
investigating

she now threatens me.
I can easily con vinced of their impotency, and have grad
sole myself for her infidelities ; but I could ually had their attention drawn to
deep
not replace either her voice, her talent or er reform, — to a reform in the social
a

" Well,"

her prefer a continued

what

Enter the gondola

you have permission, or follow
the bank and run, for the lord Count is

of the public whom she organization itself, instead of
the gov
ernment and administration.
The idea of
keeps captive at Saint Samuel."
social reformation
understand^; but who then can be
penetrating in con

with the signora."

the lover of this wanton princess!"

if

in

the enthusiasm

"I

is

quickly

a

are you doing there ?

sequence into nearly all the spheres of
The Count and his friend passed in re public life in Franco, — into the press,
of the gondola, without knowing what he view all those whom Corilla could have into, politics and legislative deliberations,
did. He had lost his senses. But scarce noticed and encouraged during the eve into the teachings of political economy,
In Paris two daily
ly was he there, that he imagined to ning. Anzoleto was absolutely the only and into literature.
the astonishment and indigna
himself
one of whom they did not think.
papers, La Democratie Pacifique, and La
To be Continued.

would experience,

that

MOVEMENT
in Favor of a Social Reformation
rope and this Country.

J. G.

BENNETT,

in Eu

ESQ.

It is with regret that I have read your
repeated criticisms of Association, and the
manner in which it 'has been confounded
with doctrines of a community of proper
ty, infidelity, &c. &c., with which it has
Your paper, with
nothing in common.

cause,

and re
edited

for the most part with great ability, and
advocating and pressing this great ques
tion upon the attention of the people.
In
the sphere of politics,

where naturally
less freedom exists, the fundamental part
only of the question, and that in the
shape of the organization

of labor and an

industrial reform has come up this, how
the true and practical commence
ever,

ment of social reform, and
exciting
must have preju
large circulation,
the attention of nearly the whole press of
diced a great many minds against
and France,
and already counts among its
desire through the same medium to advocates many of the leading minds of
its

I

fields.

are devoted to the

views,

;

His anguish was the more cruel,
it was prolonged more than five
The signora stopped in the
minutes.
She talked,
middle of the staircase.
laughed loudly with her retinue, and discaSsing a passage of music, repeated it
with full voice in many different styles.
Her voice, clear and vibrating, lost itself
among the palaces and cupolas of the ca
nal, as the crowing of a cock, awakened
before dawn, is lost in the silence of the
g6.

besides some weeklies

Rrformc,

it
is

should he enter the gondola with his mis
tress, on finding there his insolent prote'-

is

the Count

to the bottom

a

tion which

himself

it,

threw

Anzoleto

himself

no explain what Association
really is, its
aims, and the principles upon which
it

by the opening of the gondola, which was based.
Association aims at a social reforma
He had already
turned from the steps.
pushed the glass into its pane of black tion, — at a reform which shall go to the
velvet, and had passed one leg out-side, root of the evils that afflict the great
when the second rower of the prima don body of mankind, the rich as well as the
na, he whose place was on the poop, poor, and pffer some effectual means of

Anzoleto,

and he waited, but not without

some remains of a sorrowing

fear.

declares

four

columns

long

upon

the subject,

a

of ten years since, and
M. Ledru Roll in. member of the Cham
ber of Deputies, lately presented a peti

thing

unthought

tion,

covered

with

forty-one
thousand
for an inquest into

signatures,

trial in their nature than political, partic
ularly in this country, and that political
reforms can do little or nothing towards

the condition of the laboring classes, and
the state of labor, which was got up by

them.

remedying

Cor

illa amused herself by leading the Count
even to the prow of her gondola, on which

Association

nation.

French

these evils are far more social and indus

of

of the organization of labor.
are trifles, but they show that the

We believe that this movement in favor question
Social Reformation

true and just
one, called for by the suffering condition

praying

the friends
These

is
a

" as they are singing, it is a sign fer you
to keep close, and fear nothing."" I did not know their customs," thought

them.

eradicating

a

stooping down towards him, over the side
cabin, said in a low voice,

of the little

By the last arrivals of the
papers, we observed in the Jour
nal des Debats even, the principal conserv
ative paper of Paris and ministerial organ,

the

taking

is

able to restrain

resolved to drop into the water,

is

Anzoleto,
longer,

hold

strongly

of the

In political economy, Blanpublic mind.
who occupy
qui and Michel Chevalier,

:

a

is

it

is
a

Let us glance at the progress which
will occupy
and its condition
some of the come
nations of Christendom.
And this

making

for the next fifty years to

true

;

have been cured of that weakness

for the last fifty years, so the question of
Association and the Organization of labor,
it

" I

for some time.
I would give a good deal
• The iuperlative of good night.

agitated at the present time, far and wide,
among the civilized nations of the earth.

is

than

that?"

.'
'

are you no more jealous

of this faith that we explain the reason
"As the question of liberty," said he,
why this great problem
beginningJo be " has occupied the attention of the world

it
is

"And

tions of political economy.
M. Chevalier,
who has lately been elected member of

is

times, to attend her to her palace."

remarkable, and
new direction to the investiga

would the Chamber of Deputies, made in one of
its mercy, had his late courses, the following declaration,
at length decreed that man should emerge which sums up his views upon this great
from the long career of suffering through question, and which
prophecy as pro
which he has gone, and
the light found as
concise.
Providence,

reforms

are giving

it
is

how can you have such an idea t"

and other

and with a talent that

it
is
in

"And

returned Barberigo.
" Because she begged me a thousand

if

as they have, so many political, legislative,

to count
while Zustiniani
Barberigo : religious,
" well! I would bet my head, that she is seem as
not alone in her gondola."

should

in

trifling.
see Corilla?" said in the mean

in

"You

if

own fortune, by this impertinent

when the most advanced nations

undertake intelligently and with foresight,
Social Reform, after having gone through

a

with as much naturalness, and tranquillity,
as if she had not risked his life, and her

in

It

she remained standing, addressing to him of millions of our fellow ci^atures, by the two principal chairs devoted to this
many compliments offelicissima nolle• un sound reason, and by true charity and science in the Universities of Paris, dis
would seem,
til she had quitted the bank ; then she; justice.
the cuss the questions of Association and an
fact, as
came and seated herself by her new lover, time had arrived in the history of the race, Industrial
Reform with perfect freedom,

political reforms have
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allies and

ration

of this new

wrote

the

social

idea that

of Paris,

Mysteries

he

his first

ing, as she does, a high place in society,
and being celebrated for her genius, she
Another
has all Germany for her public.
author, Heinrich Heine, the

distinguished

Sterne of Germany,

has written

in

his

effort in this direction,

and its success, as peculiar manner upon the question, and
well as that of the Wandering Jew, in is arousing inquiry, and exciting thought.

which the ideas of Association, the or
ganization of labor, and a social reform,
are more fully developed,
show
how
broad a field the grand conceptions of a
more just and fortunate order of things
and a higher and happier destiny for man
on earth throws open to literature.
A
kind

and

heart

generous

beats in

the

The Germans

have never taken much

interest in the shallow
and the legislative
modern

liberal

reforms,

political

controversies

party

in

Europe.

and

cause of social

reformation,

of the human

the elevation

race.

a

it,

are

will be applied as the

which

preparing,

times ripen for it.

In another article
will explain some
thing of the principles on which associa
tion rests and its mechanism. — A. s.
.V. Y. Herald.
ADDRESS
to tlie Workingmen
of New England,
L. W. RVCKMAN, President ofllie New
England Workingmen's Association.
Fellow Citizens, and Brother Workiogmen

My position as President of the New
England Workingmen's Association, will
justify me in addressing its members and

profound instinct of the people has taught hopes for relief which they entertain, that
deeper was to be the principles upon which they must rely
sought for, — that far more thorough and for the amelioration of their condition, and
organic reforms must be undertaken to the efforts that must be made in order to
them that something

they will find, as they did,

reformation,

in their religious

We have not space to enter further into taking

an under

reformation,

of their

worthy

deep

sincerity
and their devoted en

the social movements

it,

in France, but the and philanthropy,
little which we have said, shows its mag
thusiasm, and they will move in
we
nitude, and that it is not based upon a believe, from what we have observed, and

idea, but upon one full of living from signs abroad, with the power
truth and justice, and which gains to its they have always shown when

a

visionary

cause the allegiance of minds of a practi
cal as well as a poetical character.

The materi

wide and efficient propagation

of the the fact that the privations, suffering, and
The oppressions which they endure, thai the

bosom of Eugene Sue, aad his pen and effect any really great and beneficial re
his intelligence
are hereafter gained to sults.
In this grand question of a social
the sacred

als of

by

some powerful

one of its noblest champions
is Euge'ne Sue.
It was under the inspi

have become its advocates.

:

found in France
advocates;

— several at
have been gained to
tempts at practical realization are making,
and devotion
and men of intelligence

;

and also

labors to this social movement,

Now in the sphere of literature.
In the latter,
comea the time for the study and discus
I will mention only the celebrated Bettina
sion of a Social Reform, as the continua
Arnim, known more in this country for
tion and completion of all past reforms, her correspondence
with Goethe, and
and its application in such ways as the certainly one of the most remarkable
women of the age.
She has lately writ
genius of different nations shall dictate.
In Literature this great problem has ten a work on the subject ; and occupy
insufficient.

yet

through

great many persons

I

great in

and although

States,

respects,

—

out the country,

which

truly

great, just and universal cause appealed
to their conscience and their sympathy.

insure the triumph of those principles,
bear the same relation to all workingmen,
will be sufficient apology for extending
a

the United
many

has spread quite rapidly

order,

a

the attention of the world, and arid a reform capable of effecting this
with an absorbing intensity for the last result.
In the sphere of philosophy, several
half century ; the results which they can
produce have been fully demonstrated in distinguished minds are devoting their

engaged

of New
England.
The instinctive love of justice which the
my address to all the workingmen

Creator has implanted in the human heart,
gradually
developed by eighteen centu
ries of teaching of the divine precepts of
Christianity, — the vast increase of the
power of producing

the means

of

human

development, support, and happiness, dis
Let us speak briefly of the progress of covered within a few years last past, —
In Germany, the people of which ap
preciate so well universal principles, this this social movement in one more nation, the great advances made in the diffusion
Here, where of just views of the relative rights and
new social movement is interesting the — -in the United States.
higher philosophic and literary minds on perfect freedom for the expression of opin
duties of governments and the governed,
the one hand, and

to some extent, the

leading industrialists,

or master workmen,

It

on the other.

is also beginning

cite the attention

to ex

of portions of the reli

and

the propagation

and

the

people

are intelligent

a

gious world.

of new ideas have been, and are preparing and precipi
tating a crisis, which will soon exhibit to
enough to comprehend new principles,
the view of the astonished world, the glo
the question of a Social Reform has been rious spectacle of a nation, — of THIS NA
direct and positive manner, TION, rising into the dignity of Republi
advocated in
ion,

exists,

of Asso
principle

of brotherhood, applied to the social af
the conflict of interests, fairs of man) upon a system of honorable
notwithstanding
the jealousies and rivalries
which the and attractive industry, upon unity of in
pathy

and

union

competition

exists

system

between

engenders,

them,

and

this

terests,

and the harmonious

action and

play of those springs of action implanted
of in man, called affections and passions,

sympathy and union do great honor to the
humane,

honest and social

character

is a- — has been advocated and proposed in
who see the place of the present order of things,
that free competition,
monopolized ma based upon opposite principles, upon the
and disassociation
isolation
of
chinery, and other principles of modern general

the German
rousing

people.

This

feeling

ths leaders in industry,

are sure to bring

the peo

tions

and regenerating

and laws,

thoroughly.
government

peacefully,

its constitu

firmly, and

Changing the protection of
from what
now is, (and

which can only be compared to the pro
tection

secured

pugilistic

to the combatants

ring, the fair play of

in

a

standing

where the seconds, bottle hold
up fight
ers, and lime-keepers,
watch
carefully
the progress of the contest, and when
they

behold

their

fellow

bruised, and exhausted,

man

beaten,

fall to the earth

;

based upon the great principles
ciation (which
the Christian

can virtue,

a

certain degree of sym

plan has been proposed for
new order of Society,

A

it

A

it.

effecting

;

and England.

and a definite

is

In Germany the separation between the
wages-classes or proletaries, and the em
ployers, is not so profound as in France

coolly hand over the profits of the brutal
and ferocious strife to the strongest, and

classes and families,

upon repugnant and declaring him the best man,) to the pro
kind and affectionate parent,
industry, upon the conflict of tection of
that exist in England, where the system all interests, social servitude, and the extending his guardianship equally over
has been longer at work, and they are discordant and perverted action of the all his children, using his utmost means
into

the

destitution

and pauperism

with deep interest to the question
of the elevation of the laboring classes,

looking

degrading

a

ple

passions and affections.

This idea of

a

industrialism,

combined or associative

to secure their happiness, by giving to all
and each the greatest advantages of edu
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cation their faculties would

receive ; and and social position based upon character,,

of the right to labor, and and not upon wealth or other accidental

the guarantee

its full proceeds to all engaged in useful

circumstances.
These

occupations.

Reforms,

my beloved fellow la

and virtue of the laboring class, by the
very wealth which the laborer has creat
ed, and which is wrung from him by the
system of monopoly, extortion, and ob

Yes, my fellow citizens, this crisis is borers, are now almost within your grasp ; struction, which under the name of law,

now rapidly approaching ; measures have
been taken to form a Constitution of Gov

the measures
ripened

for their

in the minds

of

attainment,

are those who get the advantage in the heart
iest struggle, would fain persuade us is

those who have

will embody the Princi devoted their lives, fortunes, and talents
to the solution of the great problem of
ples of Universal Philanthropy, Christian
A delegation has the elevation of the human race, by the
ity, and Democracy.
been appointed by the cooperative action substitution of love and justice as a basis
of the New York National Reform Con of Government, in the place of the pres
vention, and the New England Working- ent complicated, corrupt, oppressive, and
men's Association,
to meet on the sec subversive machinery of monopoly, force,
ernment, which

in October next, in the city

ond Tuesday

of New York
This delegation

The position to which

form movements which

now agitate the

and they will assemble to waive

country,

nance of Heaven.

that you may never feel, nor
on your account, feel the

posterity,
your

children

blush of shame tingling in your or their
cheeks, when reflecting that you, with
cold and heartless apathy, looked on while

and fraud.
the injustice

of the great cause of the elevation of the

will be composed of the laws condemn the working class, for
members of the various re bids the hope that, alone and unassisted,

distinguished

of wisdom, and the ordi
Let me also conjure
you, by your paternal sense of duty to

the perfection

you should achieve your own emancipa
This great reform has nevertheless,

tion.

the discussion of points upon which

human

race

was

appealing

to you

for

assistance.

By all the noble sentiments that have
stimulated the great and good, the brave
implore
and generous in every age,
you to rally to the rescue ! Agitate !

I

they originated and received its first impetus
differ, and to adopt such a Constitution as in your ranks, and must depend upon
will serve as ;i biusis of action for the at your support mainly for its success, and Agitate ! Agitate ! prepare to receive the
tainment of the ascendency of those prin
for the obtaining of your support, it will light; that guide in the glorious way to
ciples, upon which they all agree, and depend alone upon its reasonableness, its the achievement of the liberty and happiwhich

are

the

boasted inheritance

With your sup
and justice, its philanthropy.
port, and the aid of those heroic souls,

of the people of the United
birthright
States ; an inheritance which, up to the

who are burning to signalize themselves,
millions
present time, has been to them an empty by rescuing the down-trodden
name, but which will ere long become a from the grinding oppression of land and
blessing, an ample source of dignity and machinery monopolized, and capital dic
tating its own terms to the needy laborer,
happiness in actual possession.

The proposed Constitution

will point success must be, will be certain.

out clear, practical,
and legal mean*,
which will, through the ballot box, carry
into all
the benign .spirit of Christianity
and laws, and ultimate

our Constitutions

reforms,

in the following

He not discouraged,
citizens,

my beloved fellow

nor undervalue

the service you

piness, which

the Universal

formed, and destined

has

Father

his children

to at

tain and enjoy.
Let your first effort be for union, come
together, know each other, learn to feel
that however you may differ upon minor
points,

that your cardinal rights, inter
duties and cause are the

ests, sufferings,

Having united, you will find your

same.

selves possessed of power ; but ever re
member, that your union and your power

can perform for this great enterprise, be
cause you cannot do all that is required will depend upon your dignity of purpose,
to meet the exigencies of this time, so and will only be extensive and permanent
pregnant with great and glorious events. by devoting their action to the further

1. The repeal of all laws that directly
There is much that you can do. There ance of measures, which include the
or indirectly impede useful productive in
dustry, and the enactment of such laws | is much that you must do, in order that interests of every sphere of useful in
You can dustry.
as will Ivst promote the application of success may crown our efforts.
If you will form such an alliance with
human energies to the production of organize in all your election districts, and
Do
wealth ; thus rendering the sources of ascertain the names and the number of one another, success will be certain.
employment open and unlimited, and fill
ing the land with exhifustlcss abundance.

working

men. and agitate the question of not then delay, but let there be a nucleus
of an Industrial Union found in every

this great reform ; which is at once radi

hamlet, and rural
Above all, ward, town, village,
2. Eradicate the vices that spring from, cal, peaceful, and beneficent.
and are fostered hy idleness and luxury you can encourage your friends, by the district throughout the land, and let your
on the one hand, and from poverty, igno
pledge of your active support of the pro motto and your rallying cry be, UNION
rance and dependance on the other, thus posed measures ; you can cheer their FOR POWER, -AND POWER TO BLESS MANhearts, strengthen their confidence, and
banishing most of the causes of licentious
ness and intemperance.

increase their devotion to the achievement

3. Repeal all vindictive and sanguinary
punishments for crime, and restraining
those who are morally insane, upon the

of the great objects for which they are

humane principles
are physically

that we do those who

so.

4. Abolish all slavery, hy connecting
the obligation to cultivate, with the right
to own lam!.
5. Do AWAY WITH THE NECESSITY THAT
MOW EXISTS

for tariffs,

custom

houses,

contending.

6. Guarantoe
children,

HOUSEHOLD.

The following article is an Address de
Beloved follow citizens, let me appeal
livered about a year t\oo, at Ihe laying ol the
to you therefore, by the love you bear to corner stone of a structure then about to be
erected in one "I the most beautiful and pic
the human race, as members of that uni
turesque localities in Massachusetts. With
versal brotherhood, — by the just pride
out citing the details of the proprietor's plan,
of patriotism which burns within your the general purpose of the erection is suffi
j. A. s.
breasts, as citizens of this republic, — by ciently indicuted in the Address.
the love you bear to your mothers, wives,
and sisters, doomed to be, for the most

prisons, alms houses, lawyers, judges and part, dependant household drudges, or
police officers ; render war impossible, the slaves of a paltry and inadequate re
and armies and navies obsolete.

Fnr the Harbinger.

THE ISOLATED

muneration for excessive

toil, and too of

The laying of the foundations of pri
with ceremony and so
is an unusual occurrence.
So

vate residences
lemnity,
far as

I

am informed,

are confined

to edifices

such

ceremonies

designed

for a

of the seductive arts of general, common, or public use. They
as the profligate and pernicious idler, who were so confmed ; for — and may not a

to all men, women, and ten the victims

education

and employment,

matters of right, inherent and inalienable ; comes armed against the domestic peace striking

inference

be drawn

from

the
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fact? — the practice has now become
almost obsolete.
But in this difference,
in the neglect of all special and solemn
in the erection of their indi

observance

vidual habitations,

have not men

the primary

recognized

tacitly
relations of their

being, and acknowledged, though uncon
that their social constitutions
sciously,

tempt of man, forgetfulness of brother
hood, to some one of the manifold forms

necessity ; with

of selfishness, some personal idol, or, in
the highest and best, to a more subtle
and refined selfishness, — that love, which

or limited and temporary

out perceiving the reason in the nearer
fact, that they issue out of the central
laws of our being.
Is it not for this that we lay down the
and

foundations,

For our habitations

are at variance with their relations?
such ceremonies

and find their origin in some traditionary
or recent expediency, some local fitness,

invo

imply, dedicatipn,

build
in

up

the

their

all

their

architectural

modes of business,

worship ; all

special,

clusive purposes.

forms,

instruction,

or

and ex

peculiar,

around

and to fix it with a more earnegt impres
sion upon the successive generations \vho

They are symbols
of brotherhood ; and most fit is it that,
on such occasions, the blessing of the
Great Father of that brotherhood, should
be invoked ; that to Him first, every
edifice which recognizes,
in whatever
form,

occupy

that

in its forms, but es

unchanged,

commercial

by the progress
under which

civilization,

instinctively

where

it begins, at
feel, that such
because they

denials of the primary

stand as practical

truth relating to man.

To none of these purposes, — to no ob
ject of mere selfishness, — to none, whicfc
is not in harmony wivh universal iman, is
the house, whose
been laid,

corner

stone has now

In the deep, irre

destined.

pressible conviction, — which, what think
ing min, not wholly absorbed by selfish
has

ness,

sometimes

not

felt

pressing

upon his mind ; — that the pressent social system is a falsehood, at war
heavily

with man's true development,
som"thing,

better

and that
the

answering

if

wants

of man, is not to be ob

and asniratirns

tained, then is society a miserable failure,
and man's true hope is in Chaos come
again ; from such a conviction

of plan, of which

the

issued the
now

building

the menced is the first step towards

com

the com

To the earnest striving for a
Their true service and reign of brute force has yielded to the pletion.
more peaceful and dolorous empire of true society, a better and more authentic,
fraud.
In their highest nnd holiest pur social union, a truer equality, — to a no

meaning, above all forms, modes, special
ities, is to declare this quickening truth,
to preach it with ever new annunciation,

shall

modified

ism, only
sentially

ends

Men

monies and disfigurements,

solitari

ness, — that we do not summon

cation of the divine blessing, consecration,
us all benignant spirits of the heavens,
in the spirit of religious reverence, of the and of our race, to witness their conse
building to be erected, to the purposes cration ? Our dwellings
are now sym
for which it is intended.
The beginning bols, net of brotherhood, but of isolation.
and the completion of ths cathedral, the They utter not the harmonies but the
church, the capital, the town hall, are discords of Humanity.
They present
thus fitly solemnized ; because they are not the tokens of a true human society,
raised for the use of man as a social but of a society distracted, discordant,
They are not mad? to separate fragmentary, competitive.
being.
They speak
and isolate the individual, but to unite of hostility, sordid industry, selfish rival
and harmonize him with his follow man. ry, every one for himself.
In the lan
Each announces, obscurely and imper guage of the law they are called- castln.
in its own Well are they so called, built to hedge
fectly indeed, yet distinctly,
mode and degree, to all who will listen, in man from his kind, 'to protect him
the highest
fact of man, — the equal from the aggressions of his brother; —
brotherhood of all men.
This high fact fit emblems of a still subsisting feudal
underlies

and

home.

walls of edifices stand upon God's earth as dishar

and

silence

begins,

them.

universal

relation,

should

pose,

embrace

they

selfishness

only

somewhat

the family,

enlarged,

a bler,

scarcely

less intense, in which the lessons of self
ishness are

transmitted

from

generation

harmonious,

because

cooperative,

industry; — to the un
folding, in some degree, of the neglected

self-compensating

truth, on the true pcrcaption and applica

of humanity
depend, that society, in
But in some of their aspects, in their its just and hiph idea, is but one extend
wherein the welfare of
contrasts of splendor and squalidness, of ed' household,
to generation.
and isolated.

They are still exclusive

tion of which

the fortunes

must henceforth

palaces and hovels in near contiguity, of each and all is best promoted by tho
mutual truth, and
fidelity,
pomp towering in pride in friendliness,

ho architectural

tell of| helpfulness of each and all ; — to the ef
of social fort for a truer and higher culture ; — lo
conditions,
of the injustice
and op
Hospitality, to Charity, to Love ; to the
parent to their minds.
pression, that are committed by man up idea, in short, that the kingdom of God
Why have not men thought it also fit on his brother, — of the hireling defraud is to be on earth, as it is in heaven ; to
to signalize by solemn forms the begin
ed of his wages, of indolent luxury rev- these it is devoted nnd consecrated.
Let us not deem the idea, the hope,
nings and the finishings of their private cling in the spoils of unrequited labor, en
habitation? Is it a fantastic imagination,
forced by the stern necessities of want the effort, visionary, impossible to he re
that this is no chance result of fashion, and penury, — of the extortions of the alized.
Man's aspirations are truer ex
usurer, — of the legalized cheateries of ponents of tlie Possible, than his reason
tradition, custom, — but of ths infallible
intuitions
of man's mind ?
However trade, — the dishonest gains of specula ings and analogies. The Future is always
tion, — the groans of the slave of the greater than the Past, and must forever
grievously he may be distorted and cor
contain realities, of which history gives
rupted by the social falsehoods, which plantation, the ship, the^mine, the facto
solemnly

consecrated.

Men seem in this

to have recognized that fitness, though
the true reason may have been little ap

surround

and control his life, and set him

in antagonism and rivalry with his fellow

sight of mud-walled
the sad

and terrible

huts;

— they

contrasts

ry, the field, and wherever else cupidity
fattens upon

the

poor man's toil,

— and

no indications.

Those

realities

dreams, the visions of the

are the

Present,

tho

means, by which the cun
communinps of man with the Invisible,
The impossi
an ine ning are enabled to rise upon the oppres
the Future, the Possible.
eager and hostile competitions,
of the weak and bilities of one age, the schemes, for which
radicable fealing, that he stands in false sion and suffering
relation with them, — that he and they; simple.
their projectors are branded as visiona
were not created for opposition, but for
ries by their generation, arc the every
Men feel, by the force of their indeli
man ;

there

is ever

underlying

all his

the manifold

but for ble instincts, that it is not fit upon such day working tools, the household words
conjunction, — not for hostility,
For to of the succeeding age. The visionary
love, — that the true and only permanent edifices to call for a benediction.
relation between them is that of breth
what shall they be dedicated? to what and the schemer arc then inspired proph
ren and helpers.
This idsa has modified spirit consecrated ? If the thought were ets. It is time that all reasonable men
many of the customs and opinions of so- 1truly uttered,
ciety, which

we attempt to account for,

thoir

pride,

the answer would
luxury^ ostentation,

be, — to had learned this.
fb con

This project of my friend will be re
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tall brown woman
by few, who compre
gether by gates, which swung to and fro poor child, as
but those, who believe that the on soft moving hinges. The first of these swelled into large size, as she drew near,
the third and seizing her with skinny hands, heapalmighty and alone so not to chambers was of orange color

alone all-mighty
in human affairs.
the hope that ere long the dwellings
faithful
this

a

of indigo

are

a

far,

a

are mightier

;

with fit working,

a

if

;

the second of green.
In each ej on her shoulders
heavy burden, and
and with
whip of knotted thongs drove her
were wonderful pictures on the walls
In changing shadows as from some magic along as slave. Long and weary was
of lantern, danced together and chased each the way she wandered, until she grew

one, who understands that faith and hope,

;

dollar

;

hend

is it,

garded as visionary

will _arise irpon other over the floors. The child liked to tawny and thin as her savage mistress.
and picturesque hill, and run from room to room, and see the col At last she*fell, faint with thirst upon the
And then stooped over her a
light may here be shed upon umns and fissures reflected" in the water, rocks.

fellow-workers

beautiful

that a little

of human life, the builder which flowed through them from the foun beautiful boy, sad and pitiful, with gentle
Who will not bid tain. And ever as she ran and looked at eyes, who, scattering from an um,cool
him God speedI
still, deep voice whispered, drops upon her lips and forehead, mur
Begun in weakness and the water
" Stay not too long, dear child, or you mured, Sister, and she awoke. And
outward discouragement, may
go on in
will fall asleep and forget yourself. Come she was lying on the floor of the violet
strength and hope, until this noble emi
back before dark to the White Temple." chamber with her hand in the trickling
nence, which Nature,
as if creating
How
and the day was breaking.
palace for Art, has endowed with such And, indeed, the child found that when water
varied capabilities of embellishment by she waited till the twilight, the dancing gladly she heard again the deep voi)!e
" Dear child, come back to the
the hand of taste, shall present the vision shadows and the flashing colors so bewil
whisper,
embodied, the dream of benevolence per dered her with an' intoxicating
thither she
white
Running
temple."
delight,
the pathway

;

a

it

lo
!

a

proceeds to his work.

ny.

May

it

go on, until the realization

of the projector's

thuught, in graceful
and natural architectural forms, cultivated
and especially
give

it

landscapes,

man hearts, shall

in happy hu

fitting consecra

tion.
For the Harbinger.

their Summer

bathed and drank
thought was

and all day long, this
round

singing

her,

"Inno

she fly back to the fountain, and cence was the slave of Hatred in the
bathe and drink, Till the coolness and fresh desert of Self; but Forgiveness
set her
ness brought her to herself, and white free."
And in this thought of hatred
would

winged dreams pillowed her in peace.
Around and beyond these three rooms
were four others, with doors opening
both into the white temple of the foun
tain, and into the orange, green, and
indigo rooms, which also were connected
with

each

other

by

curious

passages

forgiven wasJborn the Angel Friendship.
A long time after this, when the child
had almost forgotten the ugly dream in
violet chamber, she remained after

the

twilight in the red room, gazing on the
multitude,
dark,

which

in long

onward

swept

in

files from the
procession,

till

Of they disappeared in the dark again. Each
winding
together in
labyrinth.
these four apartments the first was violet, rank had its banner
and in the centre
the fourth was red, and between them the was
splendid Oriflamme, beneath whose
second was blue, and the third yellow.
folds, and borne up on the willing arms of
a

at the Crownin

of

THE FOUNTAIN IN THE PALACE.
A Story laid to the Brook Farm Children

that she could scarcely raise her drowsy
lids, OD>lift her languid limbs.
Then

;

in

fected visibly on the solid earth,
pic
tures of living beauty and moral harmo

pyramid

the

in the dust

;

Ori
the

standard clashed

pressed over rank

of mangled

;

standard, rank

and on

a

with

bodies a
a

monstrous form stood brandishing
mace.
As the poor child gazed, horror struck at
the sight, a band of ruffians seized her as

They took her to their tents,
her serve them with fiery
drink.
And she listened to their tales,
until like them, she learned to flatter the
captive.

and

made

strong and tread on the weak, and outwit

At

queen.

with

the

walked

last they crowned her as

Then

it

the crafty.
their

was, that flushed

of power, she
alone to dream of glory.
And
consciousness

as she went, the drops of dew fell shaken
from the vines upon her hot brow, and
the dew on the grass and flowers as she
trode them down, bathed her feverish
feet

and with

the coolness

came meek

and gentler memories, like troops of chil
dren, singing " be like us, humble and

lowly, like us a child again." She woke
and the spray of the rippling water was on
her face and feet
bathe

in

i
!

;

suddenly

trampled

chief was overthrown,

Red-room,

it

But

passed.

flamme was

;

;

;

a

in

it,

they

;

I

;

in
a
;

a it

his noblest peers, was the Chief. Grand
was the order of this triumphal march,
as with even tread and stately gestures

a

A ;
by

I

is

is

a

a

a

is

in

a

Through each room too, and the passages
meet the young, face to face, because ran
stream from the fountain.
The
we are so veiled and masked with the child delighted to wander
here, so crowd
memories of past experience.
Yet the ed were the walls with pictures and the
good ;irr constantly pulling off their dis floors with images, so wonderful seemed
guises, and showing themselves in naked to her the stirring game, and so ever
truth.
The newly born
spirit are even fresh the pleasure of threading her way
more simple than the newly born in flesh
through the mazes.
Often she lingered
and goodness
perpetual youth.
so long, that she could scarce find her
dear friend of these children has just sug
way back by the water-courses to the
gested to mo the view of life as
pilgrim
fountain, and follow the voice which ever
" Tarry not too long, dear
series of transmigrations,
age through
whispered,
by saying that " the innocence of child
child, or you will fall asleep and lose
hood
ignorance, but the innocence of yourself.
Come back before dark to the
wisdom."
angels
will try to show white temple."
Twice indeed, she did
how this transmuting process goes on,
fall asleep, and had ugly dreams, as
the following tale to my young friends.
will now tell you.
A child once lived
palace, in the
Once in the violet room she stood
centre of which was a fountain.
The among the confused crowd of flitting
walla of the room where the waters rush
shapes, and saw them as crowned with
ed up into the air and light, from an ex- flowers
they playfully
tossed fruit to
haustless spring, were of white.
The each other from the laden branches, and
form of
was circular
and overhead, pelted one another with
All
ripe grapes.
dome of lattice-work, the wires was
through
scene of joy and kindness.
But
of which were like rays, the sun and moon
suddenly as the shadows fell, the garden
and stars shone, and the blue sky smiled. became a
desert the trees were blighted
The child used to bathe
the water and the boughs were bare and the
perishing
drink, and as she did so, fresli life flowed
multitude, with fierce eyes and frenzied
through her.
actions, tore from each other the halfFrom tlio white temple of the fountain,
grown fruit.
Wilder and wilder rose the
throe doors opened into three chambers,
conflict, until the air was dimmed with
ranged around
which were united to- clouds of
sand.
Then
seemed to the

;

We feel this difficulty in addressing chil
dren, that though often childish enough.
we are seldom childlike.
We do not

a

;

Queen, June 2.

and flying

she hastened

the Fountain,

from the

once more

to

which was flashing
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in the morning rays.
All that day and
for a long while after, the child heard the

a-dozen copies of the last number but one. ing Schiller's works.
We admire the
Who will write us a good article on Art ? simplicity
that sometimes is apparent
voice saying to her, — " Innocence was A. cannot.
B. has not time. . C. has.no in his Ballads and other poems ; we
captive to Ambition; but Humility set ability, and
am too busy with, othe/ concede joyfully that in some of the
her free."
And then in the child's heart things. — Such is the theme of many of qualities of a Historian he has few equals,

I

was born the Angel Reverence.

the letters.
Yet there is a certain litera but si ill, to imr mind, he is often inflated,
And now, dear 'children, shall I read ry conscientiousness observable in all or proud, stiff, and diseasedly gelf-conscious,
you my riddle, or will you guess it? Our most of the letters, a determination that and we think these unlucky qualities are
Nature

is the Palace ; its rooms are our

Passions

; the child is the Soul ; the foun

tain in the white temple is Love, forever
In our igno
flowing into us from God.
rant innocence, we are tempted to stray
too long amid pleasures, each good in its
season but bad in excess, till they lull us
to a drunken sleep ; though through God's

For still
mercy not the sleep of death.
Tiis waters of love refresh us, and recall
us to ourselves.

And still when

we

the deep voice of his goodness
says, come back, dear child, to the life-

awake,

fountain of love.
And out of our
bitter streams he distils the words of wis

giving

which are of power to renew
with angelic youth.

dom,

us

what was done at all should be done thor
and well.

elegantly attired, and elegantly in an even balance — we wish not to apol
working at numerous and beautiful things ; ogise for the selfishness we discover in his
writing -a ballad, or a critique, or compos character, nor to deny that we think him

Goethe,

At

ing Wilhelm Meister.

REVIEW.

quite prominent in the letters.

We wish some of our
Goethe was unquestionably a very won
ere they derful man. He was a master in numerous
young Poets, who "rhyme
wake, and print before term ends," would departments of art.
As an rttist in lan
learn and copy the pains-taking of both guage, perhaps few have surpassed him
This literary con since the time of Aristophanes.
The pro
Schiller and Goethe.
scientiousness
foundness of his remarks often startle the
is the most note-worthy
matter in the book.
Schiller and Goethe reader. But this is not the place to esti
did not publish to the woild mere phanta- mate either of these men.
We have no
syings of Poetry, but Poetry itself, bap sympathy with such as set up Goethe as
tized in their Hrlicon again and again — a god, or even as the beau-ideal of a man,
We have looked in vain for matter worthy and quite as little with the other party who
of transcription .
condemn him with no regard to the man
It is a curious picture which this sorres ners, customs, and temptations of his con
Let him be weighed
pondence presents. . At the one side is dition and his times.
oughly

Schiller, somewhat

the other, is

atrabilious

and dys

peptic in countenance, but busy and work
Correspondence betweenSchiller and Goetlte
— vainly es
from 1794 to 1805, translated by GEO. ing withal ; standing on stilts
H. CALVERT ; Vol. I. New York and saying to seem tall as his master. Be
London : Wiley & Putnam,. 1845.
tween the two circulates the Eilwagen,
Goethe and Schiller were editors of a conveying

now letters, now

"copy"

of no very remarkable value,
for several years. This volume contains
part of their correspondence relative to
that periodical.
The next volume, we
suppose, will contain the most valuable
part of the remainder of that correspon
dence.
The work is announced with a
great blowing of horns in the Preface.
The accomplished translator considers this

the Printer, now the wonderful

the trans'ator attacks the discourse of Mr.

vy,

for

better than most men of his condition

in

that country and at that time.

Schiller seems to cherish extravagant
expectations of elevating the character of
the nation, by introducing works of art;
while Goethe, with a sound, clear mind,
works

away

at his

problems

— making

Art its own end. The cheerfulness, activ
printed and stitched, and now a barrel of ity, and steadfast self-reliance of the latter,
biscuit, or a fish, — "a product of Nature appear the more beautiful when contrast
that must soon be consumed."
Far away ed with the idleness and morbid feeling of
in the back-ground arc the mountains of his distinguished friend.
and Switzerland,
and in the
We think this volume will not advance
Germany
centre is Germany itself, with its petty the reputation of either Poet in Amer
It will make silly young men and
courts and its petty grand-dukes, its petty ica.
princes and its numerous Hofmeisters, its maidens all the more silly to read this cor
" the richest epistolary treasure that the romantic maidens of either sex, its cilcu- respondence. They will fall in love with
literature contains." In these letters, he lating libraries, its literary public, and its the. solemn trifling and with Schiller's pe
terrible critics. — Nicolai and his troop dantic, airy, vague and indefinite expres
tell us, " we witness the relaxation of gi
servant
ants ; we can figure to ourselves what are there, and the libeller whom Schiller sions, and as Dr. Sangrado's
Pref could not get suppressed by the police. thought himself as wise as his master as
may be the sports of the gods."
After this announcement, Allegorical figures, such as Jealousy, En soon as he became as pale, so will this
ace, p. iv.

periodical,

Putnam,

before the Phi Beta Kappa So

ciety, last autumn, in which
represented

Goethe

was

as no better than he should

Hate,

and Malice

Periodical

occasionally

fly to hopeful class think themselves wiser than
Schiller, because their language is yet
more vague. Would that they might learn

and fro in all parts of the picture, with
their wings raising no little dust.

It

is not a favorable portrait

that this

book presents of either of these great po
ets.
Both may complain at this public

be.

from Goethe

and Schiller both,

to think

twice before they write, and many time*

before they print.
We have carefully looked over this
This correspondence was not exposure of such a correspondence. Many
wholly unknown to us before. But the things a man must do which he need not 77ie Philosophy
of Evil, snowing its Uses
Circumstances made it nec
translator will pardon us if we find it quite do in public.
and Unavoidable Necessity, by a series
tame and prosy.
It is the correspondence essary they should write, but what Fate
of familiar iUiatrations drawn from a
philosophical examination of the most
wrote on the iron leaf that such letters
between two editors of a literary journal.
startling evils of life ; interspersed with
In it they talk a good deal of matters of should be printed ! Schiller is evidently
moral, interesting and useful reflections,
—
—
of
the
the
man
learner,
at
to
us
:
no moment
all
What shall ap but the
young
drawn from the Book of the Laws of
Two volumes in one. Phil
Nature.
pear in the next number? — How does the correspondence, and we feel a continual
adelphia : G. B. Zieber & Co. 1845.
Telemachus will
? — What do
last number
think
that this
volume.

take

they

hope

aspiring

pp. 183.

of this article at Jena, or of that at Wei become a full grown man, under the guid
Our first thought in taking up this book
mar? What does Dr. Kauderfleisch think ance of his many-sided Mentor ; and then
of the Ballad ? What says Madame Von we hope he will walk more and strut less. was, that another poor fellow had got
Zahdarm, — the gnaedige Frau, — of our This pedantic stiffness and oratorical af beyond his depth, but this was an error.
'
The author is no where so indiscreet, or
poetry in general — Please send me half- fectation is what often disturbs us in read
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If all, who minis
so unfortunate ; he is safe not so it within their reach.
of the will, as of the ter in any way to the public taste, would
puisue the same enlightened and liberal
power.
Our philosopher offers sundry consola
policy, both public taste and they would
tions for the ills of life, which are certain .be the gainers in the end,_

rather

much from a lack

Every evil serves

ly worth considering.

A

few words of the series as a whole.

which he modulates from hie ground-tone
religious joy and earnestness;

of childlike,

and added to all this,

(rare

union !) an
perse

of the most penetrating,

intellect

and laborious sort, which gives
years to the making of huge dictionaries,
and commentaries on the Bible and the

vering

of the present aspects of society.
We are also not quite ready to admit

"Gems of German Song," — a faithful
It is indeed' a classics, without loss either to his human
every word of it!
So
They come from heart or his superhuman imagination.
string of "Gems."
the depths where they were a long time it is with his music, profound alike in
Much in
elaborating, as do all gems.
feeling and in science.
The praise of Melody is commonly
ward history, much deep experience has
first to deposite its essence slowly and se- given to the Italians, and of Harmony to
But in true music, in com
cretly in these veins of song; and then a the Germans.
smgle hour of inspiration
may bring positions worthy the name of Art, har
forth a song.
The fingers, wandering mony and melody are inseparable ; they
over the keys of an instrument, . may are but the musical reflection of those
chance to strike one out, to the musi
two opposite first principles, which com
cian's own surprise and great delight; bine every where to make life Unity and
but it was years, aye years composed of Variety ; and neither could exist without
" hours like years," in the creating. A the other. Harmony is the red-glowing
true song covers much experience ; is the mass of coals, and Melody the flickering
The
fruit of the best juices of the tree of life that lambent flames which it gives out.

that all that is comes from God, or is for

is deeply rooted.

a good purpose, he informs

us, —'let us

Even rogues
of nothing.
and thieves, — to whom he devotes a
" gath
chapter, — are of high use ; their
are the law of
erings and dispersings,"
life, an understanding, of which " reveals
We
the whole mystery of moral evil."
then complain

commend

this discovery

to philosophers

general, and trust our author will
throw a yet more intense light upon it.
in

" It is to the criminal propensities of
man," says he, " that we owe civiliza
tion." We do not agree with this view,
though it is far from heing a surprising
one, and is abundantly

by many

justified

title,

It

takes more than a German

have rich

songs

and elaborate

To ue it appears that there is fine musical sense, more than skill, or instrumental accompaniments, not a note
"
rather more evil extant than is necessary, quick perception, or ready powers of of which will bear to be omitted . With
the best.

to make a song.
These are
only the external, instrumental faculties;
the pump or well-wheel to bring up the
water : — but where are the living springs ?

them every melody or simple feeling plays
over a deep and strangely peopled back

We call it inspiration ; which only means
that a man is alive in the inmost centre

strumental

chastening hand of Providence, but from
us and around us.

of him, where he was first lit from God,

nations of the violin

and became man,

of Evil,"

we have to say, that its profound super
ficiality is relieved by an occasional touch

and the light proceeding thence, flow out
forcibly through all his faculties, refining
his senses, modulating his voice to all

pleter coloring and bolder contrasts of the
Orchestra, come to the aid of the simplest

of good sense which is quite refreshing,

grand

and that the author appears to have had
a really benevolent design in writing it.

ing what seems supernatural swiftness to preciate all
the motions of his understanding.
In music is by many rejected as being labor
this way were these pieces composed. ed, strange and incomprehensible, while
They fulfil the conditions of Song ; and they give the preference to the unqualified

or useful.

Slavery and stealing, poverty
and misery, are not essential to the wellbeing of either man or the universe.
is time for us to Understand
thousand

afflictions,

physical

It

that the ten
and spirit

ual, which we suffer, come, not from the
the disorder within

Before leaving the

"

Philosophy

MUSICAL REVIEW.
Gems of German Song.
Third Series.
Boston : Published by George P. Reed,
17 Tremont Row.
No. 1. On Mossy Bank reclining,
by
SCHUBERT.
2.
The Gallant Comrade, by KREUTZER.
3. Farewell, forever.
WEBER.
The Quail.
4.
BEETHOVEN.

Four more numbers of the most valuable
of song, which has ever been
They are songs
printed in this country.
for the few, but they will reach the ma
They came from the heart, and the
ny.
"Jim Crow" may
heart will answer.
library

combination,

utterance,

the warmth

and impart

the wealth which their deep

genius has developed out of in
music, the symmetrical

cacies of their

feeling

intri

Fugue, the fine -discrimi
Quartette,

the com*

that leaps out in a song.

Most

of us ihave not the musical culture,

the

with good models, to ap
this ; and hence, German

long familiarity

we call them "Gems,"

sweets

from such depths,

and languid genius of Italy.
But there
is that in them which will win their way

since they come
and are refined from

such subtlest essences.

Only gems are
Rills, or
songs are fluid.
breathings, were in some respects a better
fixed,

and

What is there, clear and durable
type.
as the diamond, yet pervading and gener
al as the

casing
melodies and airs.

air?

Nothing, except

of the still melodious,

but worn

to all hearts, and make them appreciated ;
their genuine feeling will be felt ; and all
the more for the science which

that feel

ing has warmed into life to do its bidding.
Love would not have created Wisdom,

if

Love could live alone.

And they are " German " songs ; such
This is the glory of the German music,
as are only born and sung in Germany ; that, having scaled the heights of Art, it
for where else is the life of men deep is still a child, true, warm-hearted, gen
enough, strong enough, and free enough? erous, and trusting.
In Germany at this
and that too in spite of the worst and very time, songs are born which haunt the
most petty forms of political tyranny.
soul as strangely, which associate them
The whole of German life is a triumph selves as readily and permanently with

sell faster to-day ; but then these songs
The truest lovers of of the

will always sell.

or gentle

and that

All

ground.
religious

mind

over what Robert
Owen our feelings, and seem as much a part of
most inferior circumstances. " the household treasures of humanity, a
Your German is always inspired with a breath from the " Remembered Home,"
of sentiment. Rough and rugged and beard as if they were of as antique and obscure

music may well feel a more than person
al obligation to Mr. Reed.
We are hap

might call

"

py to say, that the general character
the music which bears his name as pub

ed as ho is, he has a great loving heart,
that his only motive was and is himself beloved of all the muses.
not private profit, but also an ambition to The wildest freedom, the sweetest, sad
do well his part, an enthusiasm for music, dest tenderness, the strongest aspiration,
and public spirit enough to wish to show rising often to the most painful, bound

or

our people what good music is, and put

enough to give point and character to the

lisher,

shows

less longing : — these are the moods into

an origin
oldest
plicity,
art

as any old

Christian
with

to boot.
natural,

all

Scotch

the fullness

Of idiosyncracy,
they

songs,

or

chants ; the same sim

have

not

of modern
personal
more

than
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tasteless uniformity
of- the
bsoad and unitary feeling which they all
We weary of the bluest sky,
breathe.
otherwise

breeds no clouds.
The mystical
and marvellous which there is about them,

which

as about all German
and all German

and

music

poetry,

is nevertheless

life,

to nature and the times.

These

true

are not

This is not the reign of
In such a transition period
as this, amid the symptoms of such a
times.

prosaic

literal reason.

revolution

mighty

; when

and a miracle

surprise

If Beethoven's "

Still on thee, on thee yet
Adeline "
English The spirit of despondency is strong;
"False Rosalie" (or false English Ro Slill crowding cares unto thy lot belong;
Still must thotf strive' with outward ill and
salie) be substituted again for Matthis-

lated well.
should

on's

be

puflished,

may

even to the un

no

wrong,
Ai.ci

beautiful poem.

!ii»n\ awain regret.
No. S. is of the spirited, trumpet -tones
0, hurrtefl life of mine!
which best suit the battle hymns of the
"
It depicts the How few and far between" thy dreaming
Korner.
Patriot-poet,
hours!
swiftly mingling emotions of the thick of
How.shouldst (hou'turn aside to gather flow
battle, the ears full of the march and the
ers
shout, but the heart full of the falling

every day is a friend.

imaginative ; when through the yawning
cracks of the old black gigantic walls of
the Past, flashes ever and anon in dazzling
contrast, the light of the eternal Morning,

27

"

No. 3. is by Weber.

"

Farewell for

From la* i y-lund, when on thy human bowers
The sun forgets to shiue ?

My yearning, yearning heart !
Is this intense aspiring to be free
through almost all the compositions of the A happy or a mournful
thing lor liice ?
author of the wild Der Freyschiitz. For, 0! it hath but litile
harmony
"
Huntsman's Chorus,"
Spite of the gay
With earthly lot and part.
ever

is

sad

the

undertone

breathed

scaring away old forms of selfishness and and many a noble patriotic song, the sad
evil, like limping demons of darkness ; — ness predominates.
It is a soul attuned
in such an age, are not this music and this
marvellous
planation?

vein fast yielding
us an ex
Do we not see how prophetic

is all true music?

and that airs from the

Yes, there is pain in this
Most passionatelonging to o'crrcach the clay,
to harmony in melancholy contrast with This exile-thirst which stronger grows each
the actual Fate; but taking refuge in a
day
beautiful Faith ; witness the " Deruiere
To take the morning-wings nnd flee away
To realms of purer bliss.
Pensia," or "Last Waltz" as it is

coming Era are first felt by these finely called.
No. 4.
organized natures, creeping over all the

"

Quail

"

is a re

and ligions hymn of gratitude prompted by
as is his greater
even to the love of nature,
It is in the same
out ? But Pastoral Symphony.

of their soul, murmuring

harp-strings
whispering

Beethoven's

.such

themselves,

music, a riddle

which

no more of this,

they write
lest

it be thought

we

write an apology for German music !
We have now some twenty of these

F,

key, in

which

the general

is the key-note

of things

hum

of the

around

us.

And yet, not nil in vain !
Do not these cravings in the haunted breast
Whimper the soul, " Lo this is not your rest ?
A new existence, in a home more blest,
Is yours to gain ;"

A home of such deep peace
As eye ne'er saw, nor hath it entered e'er
Man's heart to dream ol that celestial sphere,

The Quail strikes in in the accord of the
They bear great names, as fifth, or C. It is worthy of note, that in Where God's own hand shall wipe away each
tear
Schubert, Weber, Kalliwoda, and Spohr, the natural scale of tones and colors, as
And bid all sorrows cease !
Fourier,
shown
the
by
great
analogist,
Mendelsohn Bartholdy, and among them,
Then strive, O, strive Ihou
behind them, in them all, Beethoven ! side by side with the scale of the Pas
To keep, amid lilt's weary, wearing din,
or
F,
to
the
fourth
sions,
corresponds
Schubert
we
cannot
the
of
Of
"gems."

pos

songs

and yet one of them is
more than we can exhaust in a life-time

sess too many,

He died very

bequeathing his
young,
whole soul in songs ; his music took no
filleil
other form ; that one inspiration

the' color of variety, of the " Al
Passion," wl:ich preserves the
general balance, by effecting wholesome
changes and saving from one-sided ex
green,

ternating

cess.

Let

Genius

— They will

and

Science

never

Polished and pure the immortal gem \*ilhin— •
So thou ere long that perfect rest shall win
Unrealized

below.

And now o'erwearied one,
With thy last waking thoughts give thanks to
Heaven

be disappointed who
That to earth's (oiling children He has given
phonies and oratorios are for the angelic listen to this German bird for the song of A holy pause from care, — that this seventh
"
How we are tempted to speak of our Yankee Quail, More Wet."
ears.
even
his " Ave Maria," his
his " Serenade,"
Findeth thy labors done.
him till he was called

" Fisher Maiden,"

away.

his

"

His sym

Nimmer,

quarrel.

das

glaub nor, erschtinen die Gaiter, ninuner
allein." (Never, believe me, appear the

But we must
Immortals, never alone.)
do justice to Schubert in a separate arti
Of the four numbers at the head of
cle.
this we would simply say :

No. 1. is in the most serene and gen
tle mood of Schubert, a childlike confes
sion of the pure blessedness of love, with
But
a moonlight accompaniment.
No moon in soft radiance streaming,
No silvery planet saw I ;

I

saw but the smile that was beaming,
So bright in my true love's eye.
It is the music, reader, and not the po

etry which we wish to recommend to you,
The words may
in most of these songs.
be better in this instance than in most.

But we have this one fault to find with
the " Gems," that the words are not al
ways translated from the German, and
when they are, they are not always trans

POETRY.
SATURDAY

NIGHT THOUGHTS.

BY MRS.

I. J.

EAMES.

The six days' nork is done.
The harsh realities, the rough turmoils.
The close consuming cares, the tasking toils
That hang around one's feet in cankering
coils —

Ask Him to lift thy heart
With all its human yearnings from the dust;
To strengthen thy weak soul, and fix its trust
Firmly on Him, — and with the perfect just
Give thee thy better part !

ADARMA!
BY CHARLES

A. DANA.

Oh loiterer, that dalliest with thy dreams,
Their weekly course is run.
Content to watch thyself in graceful ease,
While clang of steel burdens each passing
Sit thou in Sabbath peace ;
breeze,
Compose thy weary limbs in languor sweet;
And the broad air is radiant with its gleams ;
Fold thy tired hands, and rest thy faltering
And noble hearts, as noble hearts beseems,
feet—
Answer the worlds' great cry with earnest
O, gratefully this mortal frame will greet
deeds,
From care a short release.
Fulfilling thus their own most inward needs:
Is there no Spartan nerve in all thy frame
Wipe from thy dusty brow

"Careful and troubled about many things;"

That feels the summons to that solemn field?
house- work __robe And canst thou then its sacred honors yield,
And the high guerdon of Eternal fame,
which clings
For purple skies and wreaths of fading flowers.
So closely that the struggling spirit-wings
And the short lustre of these flitting hours ?
Hang heavily and low.

Unloose

the

cumbrous

THE HARBINGER.
SATURDAY,

We watched her breathing through the
night,
Her breathing soft and low,
As on her breast the wave of life,
Kept heaving to and fro.
So silently we aeemed to speak
So slowly moved about,
As we had lent her half our powers,
To eke her being out.
Our very hopes belied our fears,
Our Fearsour hopes belied;
We thought her dying when she slept,
And sleeping when she died.
For when the morn came dim and sad,
And chill wlth early showers,
Her quiet eyelids closed :— she had
Another morn than ours.

JUNE

is

for the

21, 1845.

Of moderncivilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
ambling spirit in trade, recklessadventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to rendereveryconditioninsecure.
Relief ia to come,and canonly comefrom the new
applicationof Christianprinciples,of Universalius
tice and Universal love, to nocial institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
I.'". CHANNtNO.

ANNIVERSARY WEEK

ful inventions,

commerce

making man

kind one in the exchange of natural good.
Rail-roads and steam-boats will soon con
and the

and islands

nect all continents

;

HOOD.

magnetic telegraph make of one language
and one thought, all People. ^The end

of the great Fraternity of Trade will be
gained, when men of various lands and

Is the Passover and Pentecost of Chris climates consult and labor together in the
tians united ; when the tribes come up to perfect cultivation of the whole globe, and
celebrate their deliverance, and to offer the equal diffusion of its benefits.
for the first fruits of the spirit.
But our Feast of Tabernacles is not yet
in season.
Not yet can we reap the har
vest of general well being.
We are in
the Exodus only, we are but the early
summer promise.
Indeed, it may be well
thanks

Meanwhile
Merchant

and the practice

conflict

of
of the

the preaching

however,

the Missionary

;

BY THOMAS

doing
Spirit of the race, the Merchant
of pro
Body. -By distribution
ducts and manufactures, of food and fab
rics, of instruments of industry and skil
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THE DEATH-BED.

is

98

and the heathen sav

age learns to his sorrow, that the gospel
of love means in its application, cannon

is

;

?

and craft.
How long shall Christian
THE LAST WISH.
to ask, is penitence ever strong enough Civilization wound with the hand, while
The wish of Mr. Wilson, the celebrated to save
When the indus
us from returning to the bondage blessing with the lips
Ornithologist, iu regard to his burial-place, is of
selfish strife I — in the wilderness of try and commerce of Christendom are one
beautifully expressed in the following lines ;
and
sin around us, can we find the " two with its prayers and professions
ID some wild forest shade,
proved
lambs " of innocence for a " wave offer when the faith of the Sabbath
" before the Lord?
Under some spreading oak or waving pine,
in the works of the week, then, and not
ing
Or old elm festooned with the budding vine,
These celebrations do surely teach us, till then will man, the earth round, be
Let me be laid.
however, that Christendom is on its Pil not only Christianized, but anointed with
the fulness of the spirit, — and so become
grimage to the promised land of UNIVER
In this dim lonely grot,
in deed and in truth, God's well-beloved
;
SAL
GOOD.
will
disturb
dust
Even
now
intrusive
Jehovah
my
us,
foot
gives
No
But o'er me songs of the wild birds shall burst, in our hopes and aspirations, " booths "
Cheering the spot.
to dwell in, — transient shelter from heat

it

is

is

is is

external

have for their
Christians

end, the bringing

of all

to the

that they
knowledge,
have one Lord, one faith, one baptism.
Among

these are the Bible Societies,

the

Ministerial Educa
tion Societies, the Tract-Distribution So
Home-Missions,

the

cieties, and prominent at the present day,
the Order of Jesuits on the Catholic side,
and the Christian
the Protestants.
ing

when

Alliance on the side of
We are fast approach

crisis, as we say,
judgment-time,
the great principles of Solidarity

Add the Roman,

dollars.

English, Methodist,
vian Missionary

Presbyterian,

labors

Mora

and how magni

unity

is

"

is

Protestanism

to learn that

be

not uni

formity," that the mode of the Creator
to diffuse one life in many

everywhere
forms,

related, mutually
harmoniously
and perfecting each other

completmg

;

thousand

ing will be union.
ginning

is

;

dollars

ficent becomes this design, as yet but in and Catholicism will learn, that the good
are priests, and that each
its infancy, of uniting the children of everywhere
sacrament.
We
men in the worship of One God and deed of usefulness
is
a

A band of faithful men
Met for God's worship in an upper room,
Or canopied by midnight's starry dome,
On hill-side or lone glen,
To hear the counsels of his holy word,
Pledged to each other and their common Lord.

thousand

and the debt of the Baptist Board of For
for
eign Missions of the United States
ty

A CHURCH.

in these

festivals, less superficial and
than missions, are those which

!

ain were one hundred

is

Singing a dirge to me.

then to be noticed

Anniversary

and Individuality, of Liberty and Law are
sublime end of reconciling our race The to meet each other face to face, for con
total receipts during the last-year, of the flict or for union. The signs of the times
Baptist Missionary Society of Great Brit are auspicious, that the end of this meet

;

Birds from the distant sea
Shall sometimes hither flock on snowy wings,
And soar above my dust in airy rings,

ing man into one Spirit again. What vast
expenditures of time and means for this

of All.
What the Missionary

Father

is

The gelden oriole shall flit around,
And waken wJth a mellow gust ot sound
The forest's solemn hush.

promoting, in
ja. higher sense than he
conscious of,
the religion of the nations.
He
bind

movements

a

it,

a

I.

And the shrill quail shall pipe her song of of Life. The missionary

The black bird and the thrush,

;

;

it
is

" servile labor " shall be therefore
filled with sectarian strife,
days, wherein no
lost in
done upon the roofs and in the streets of and the Unity of the Church
The Second class of
the City of Holiness, green with the signs universal schism.

But let the dewy rose,
of joy, — Christendom shall be brought in
The snow-drop and the violet, lend perfume
to the rest that remaineth for
and shall
Above the spot where, in my grassy tomb,
lead the whole race of man to the Sab
I take repose.
bath.
Year after year,
Missionary enterprises are the first,
Within the silver birch tree o'er me hung,
the outmost and and most superficial sign
The chirping wren shall rear her callow
of the reforming power at work in Christ
young,
endom.
Catholics and Protestants have
Shall build her dwelling near.
girdled the world with wires of commu
And at the purple dawn of day,
nication, which radiate as from
central
The lark shall chant a pealing song above,
focus of Love, words of Light and deeds
love,
When eve grows dim and gray.

is

II. Christendom
divided within
In time, around the temple self. Its worship and its work are di
and
in Zion, we shall praise the Lord for seven vorced its piety and charity differ
and storm.

a

Not amid charnel stones,
Or coffins dark and thick with ancient mould,
With tatteredpall, and fringe of cankered gold,
May rest my bones.

Son.

doing for the

shall all learn at last, that the true, tecumenical councils are the successive gen
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erations of our race reformed

in the im

common end is the renewal and reforma-

age of God, by .deeds of goodness ; and tion of man physically,
intellectually,
the voice of these councils is infallible.
morally, into the likeness of God; each
They have the traditions of the past, and depends upon and works together with
the prophecies of the future.
the other ; and their work cannot be ac

29
ed in white robes from head to foot, will

Then
Peace.
will the veil be put away forever, and
Love born ever anew in all hearts will be

be the Spirit of Universal

welcomed

as the Immanuel.

The encouraging sign in relation to both complished
Catholics

and Protestants

party rests its claim
usefulness

practical

as a test-proof.
criticism

is, that each

for respect, upon its
to nations and ages,

Hence

the

upon both sides.

boast and

Protestantism

claims the progress in Science,

in free in

stitutions and industry : Catholicism

holds

up in answer, the facts of modern scepti
and wide spreading

cism, of revolutions

Then Catholicism

poverty.

in turn boasts

till perfect justice is done to
the whole man.
But in this work as al
THE QUESTION OF SLAVERY.
ways, men think too much of the out
When Men undertake the reform of a
ward, too little of the inward; too much great evil, — of a wide spread and gigan
! of effects, too little of causes. There are tic evil, — which has had upon earth a
those, who would

by a steady kindness
the most deformed crim

inal.
why

do

men

seek

ces, and extravagant

in brutal

indulgen

excitements,

the joy

of its reverence and loyalty, of its happy which God gave with innocence?
Be
holidays, of its charities and sublime Art ; cause they are poor, oppressed with care
and Protestantism in reply, lays bare the and toil, bereft of social principles, and
callousness of bigots, the living death of refinements of life, and culture, and selfasceticism, the degradation of effeminate respect. But how in this liberal world are
luxury. Both are justified in contrast men thus divided from each other by castes,
with each other ; each has merits.
But founded on circumstances ; how are men
apart or together

they stand condemned

kept thus dull

of folly and feebleness, in that they have tame in spirit,
not reorganized social life and daily du
ties, so that all men may be " members
one of another," and the love of the
and act of life

in every relation

brother

be the evidence of the love of God.

There is not liberty in thought, because
\Ve

there is not love in spirit and in deed.

interests ?

in mind,

thus drudging,

thus coarse in tastes and

Because

the

soil

is stolen,

bought up, monopolized ; because its pro
ducts are unequally labored for, and more

enough

in feeling,

to the grand

There is cloudi- I eluding

ants have preferred sacrifice to mercy,
When shall
reversing the Lord's will.
we learn, that in proportion as good lent
us by God is diffused, he gives more and
ever more exhaustlessly ? When shall
we learn, that we must do the will, if we
would know of the doctrine ? The people
are learning,

if

priests

have

forgotten,

court

the

of the Israelites ; but the humane
of the age are the mini tering

of this evil, of all the forms under which
it exists, and the means of eradicating it
effectually and forever. The time has now
come for the entire eradication of Slavery
and Servitude, and the final extirpation of
this hideous ulcer which is still as it
ever has been, preying upon the vitals of
That means exist for attain
humanity.
ing this end, we must believe, if we have
faith in God and his providence, for Slavery
could only

exist upon earth (except dur
ing the period of the political and social
infancy of mankind, as an exception in

in the plan of Divine Government;
and
who will say that God rules the universe

and that the worlds are his
The old social dispensation of
carnage and slavery, of hate and injus
ditions and means of organizing
all men tice, which has now swayed with iron
into one, by a reconcilement of all their rule the destinies of Humanity for more
varieties of disposition, and of faculty. than five thousand years, is to come at
Finite beings united together in mutual length to an end ; a new social dispensa
tion of peace, liberty and justice is to
love, mutual teaching and cooperation,
make the only true image of the One take its place ; and both prophecy and the
Good, who is the Being of beings. The science of human destiny show us that
central Reform then is that which having this gigantic event in the career of the
for its one source the Love of God in Man, Race, falls about in the present period.
flows out in Universal good through so- In our belief, the numerous reforms which
cieties of men made one with each other, are now so widely and deeply agitating
to the Human Race as a living whole. the world, (the like of which has never
In future numbers the several Reform been seen before,) are the precursors of
this great movement, and the men enga
movements of the day will be considered,

Spirit commands to day, not
proselyting of children of hell under see
tarian banners, but prevention of sin in
the name of the All-Good.
III. And so we are led into the central
circle of Reforms. The Foreign Missions
are the Court of the Gentiles ; the secta and their relation to the great Unitary
Reform fully illustrated.
rian Associations of Catholics and Prot- and Universal
of Reforms is Universal
estants, each eager to point all eyes to The Reform
the altar, whence their faith sees rising Unity.
The Humane Reforms of the age are
the smoke of acceptable offering, are the

that

tion and oppression, can invent, it is deep
ly important that they have a clear view

shared ; because might has
unequally
made right, and man has made his brother human destiny and under the reign of
a slave.
Serfdom,
the making a man inverse Providence)
in virtue of a high
a beast of burden for his fellow-man,
is and universl principle, having its origin

central injustice, implying,
inall other injustice, for it denies
ness in mind, because there is coldness in j the very manhood of man.
Justice to the manhood of man is the
And there is coldness of pie
the heart.
central justice, from which flow the con
ty, because both Catholics and Protest

have not sympathy

have synthesis in faith.

dreary and blighting existence of five thou-

and years, scourging mankind with all
But how became he thus depraved? the torments, moral and physical, that
From licentiousness and inttmfcrance . But naked cupidity, furious ambition, usurpa
recall to himself,

the Levites

the ever-living,
God, by deeds of charity

worshipping

Reforms

and life-giving

Levites ; the sacrifice they offer is chari
Love of Man, Humanity, Kindness,
ty.

There will
on the altar of daily duties.
come a solemn day of At-one-ment, when
in the temple of an earth filled with beau

by despotism
slaves.

ged in these reforms are the implements
in the hands of Providence,
the first blows

in this

for striking

mighty

work, —

and religous work, at once
the cause of God and Humanity, — for
this sacred

up the false and rotten founda
tions of the old social edifice, a vastprisen-

breaking

house of indigence

and servitude,

and for

the first stones of the new palace
of liberty and justice, in which all the
laying

the feeling of blood relationship with our
kind, and of a higher fraternal bond in ty and joy, the gathered Nations shall de children of men shall dwell, in knowl
— a mansion of the
the spiritual adoption of our race by the sire to offer at once a sin-offering -and a edge and abundance,
One Universal

Father, is the inspiration

thank

offering,

—a

sin offering

for the

Father.

It is of the highest importance that the
men engaged in the various reforms that
it will be found offering for God's abounding willingness
And the High Priest who will now agitate the world so deeply, should
stand in relation to each other of greater to bless.
Their enter then into the Holy of Holies, clolh- have their views opened to universal
less nearness to the centre.

of this generation.
And these Reforms,

long ages of slavery,

and war ; a thank
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The abolition of universal servitude will to him or the descendants of him, who ob
tained the proprietorship of both by the
The capricious
power of the sword.
and most degrading tenure of individual
ing, and they who have commenced the ownership is replaced by a system of
work by an attack upon one branch of ser collective bondage, which offers some
vitude, — chattel slavery, — which stands chance of progress and the obtaining of
in such strong contrast with both Christi individual rights.
anity and democracy, have awakened a
What a dark and damning commentary
sentiment, which has vigor and life suffi
upon the intelligence of mankind, upon
cient in it to expand and be directed the development
of the sentiments of
We love and justice in the soul of humanity,
against Slavery under all its forms.
believe that the time has arrived or near and upon the social progress which has
ly so for the abolition movement to rise to been accomplished, that Slavery and Serf

be one great step in the onward progress
towards a higher Destiny, — towards the
new social Dispensation which is prepar

3d.

Slavery

a

is

it,

under

the

of beings,
following

heads.
1st.

or cliattel Slavery, the
of man as a mere implement or

Corporeal

ownership

is

It

be comprised

applied

to the back, that forces man to

society

social

and reign

over

hell?

Shall

And, of the

and souls that dwell in

obtuse intelligences,

without

any apparent
with

consciousness of its horrible reality,

to be said?

But leaving aside these considerations,
the abolition of
let us proclaim that

—

and
slavery
slavery and slavery
of capital, slavery of the soul and slavery
of the body, and the slavery of the soil in
universal

slavery,

— that humanity
which advanced

addition,
against
minds
level

their

world.

blows
not

or producing

classes,

and

and

sweep

from

the

he chains of the black

upon God's earth.

to the

for,

and

alone that are to be'

but the chains of all the slavet

broken,

" But,"

and to the eleva

cnlle

energetic
the anti-slavery movement should

This system
family.
entire enfranchisement

favorable

white

black slavery, chattel

slave of the South

tion of the industrial

and misery?

duplicity

ignorance,
we call

toil, but hunger gnawing at the stomach,
and the aspect of a suffering and destitute
is

bly of five hundred millions
may

proba

arrangements.
Now to what shall we compare

is

made to aspire after a higher and happier
destiny, and aroused to labor for it !

a

the existence

and the basis of

and its household

of the evil, be out looking, without praying for divine
light and order to detcend upon it, what

and by this consciousness

of Capital, or the servile
manner, our views upon these branches system
of hired labor. This system is a
of the subject; we have (Studied it some step in advance, and a modification of
what in its universality, and in connection serfdom, as serfdom is of slavery.
Under
with the other reform movements of the
no longer the slave of his fellowman
age, — links in the great chain of that man, but of capital, — no longer the slave
universal reform which is to usher in, of
hireling
permanent master, but
as we said, a new order of things on dependant, who must sell body and soul
earth.
The various forms of Slavery to temporary-masters that have the means
which have existed and still do exist upon of purchasing them.
not the lash
the earth, blighting

part of

and csFsntial

its system of industry

in its

an integral

forming

it

We shall present, in a brief and general

are interwoven

they

organization,

I

or their fundamen

whole

it,

to be fulfilled

tal causes, and lastly to seek for the means
of a complete and radical reform.

the earth

which
the abyss containing these mon
earth ! strous, impurities, heaving with poverty,

servitude.

zation for their origin

ciety that has as yet been established upon

is

universal

first condition

the most advanced so

called Civilization,

it

the

of the present social order,

characteristics

dom should still exist and be erect in the

To do this most advanced nations of the
is to When will the heart and the mind of
obtain a clear understanding of all the humanity awake to a sense of this awful
forms of Slavery ; then to search his condition of things, — to a clear conception
torically, and under the guiding light of a of the ocean of misery, injustice, and
knowledge of the laws of social organi
degradation, which sweeps over the world,
against

slavery under all its forms.
Most of these branches of slavery are

abolishing

is

labors

means can be found

to lay the axe at the root of this servitude,
means will be found at the same time of

it
a

its

If

of all the others.

in

and to direct

very.

It

its universality

Oth. Indigence, or passive indirict Sla
This branch lien a.t the foundation

man is

it belongs

a

this system,

it,

Under

its nations.

attached to the soil, and with

will be answered,

"

the un

too vast, and hence the object
becomes vague by its excessive universal

dertaking

is

out their

is

principles, and aim at carrying
work in all its universality.

;

80

a

a

;

piece of property by his fellow man, with and hence its great value over the other
the right of using and disposing of him as systems, although under the influence of ity
when we have accomplished
the
a machine or brute.
This branch of Sla
thick population, free or envious and abolition of one branch, we will take up
very took its rise in the dark period of antagonistic competition, and monopolized another; and besides,
country can only
human history, when the free races in the machinery or machinery in the hands of direct its efforts against the evils that exist
societies

were forced by an in
to pass from a non-

capitalists,
borers

is

primitive

crease of population

the condition

of the hired la within it.''
as that of
To this we will answer that we know
the importance of concentrating
efforts

in reality as wretched

throughout Europe during the
middle Ages, and still exists in several of

they were beasts of prey.
8th. Perpetual Monastic

sation.
Vows.

This attack against white slavery

as well as black,

is

universal

if

is

of

in

if

is

of

;

a

industrial to an industrial state.
By a slaves.
law of contact of extremes, this species
4th. Domestic Servitude,
branch of upon one definite object, and the necessity
of Slavery has been permitted to rise up the menial system of hired labor, which of positive and special reforms to arouse
in the Nation the most advanced by its po engenders distinctions in classes
nearly as the attention of large masscss, who cannot
litical liberty and general intelligence of great as those of slavery and serfdom.
be interested in aims too universal
yet
the people, in order to hold up to men some
5th. Slavery
Caste, like the degraded we believe — yes, we are convinced, that
gigantic wrong, some glaring evil that class of Pariahs of India.
the leaders in the abolition movement
This
in
could arouse them to a sense in one partic
many respects one of the most stagnant would embrace in their attacks, the two
ular, of the social falseness and subversion and degrading of all the
this
species of slavery kinds of slavery the most prevalent
that reigned, and lead them on by degrees that have ever existed.
country,—chattel slavery at the south, and
to a comprehension of them all.
6th. Sale and seclusion
Women in the slavery of capital, or the wages sys
2d. Slavery of the soil, or serfdom, a
Seraglios, common yet upon about one tem at the north, — black slavery and white
modification with some slight alterations,
half of the globe, and which
therefore slavery, — this extension would give them
of chattel Slavery ; it was the general well worthy to be taken into account.
immense additional power, and add that
state of servitude into which the slaves
7th. Military Conscriptions and Im universal justice to their aims, against
of antique civilization passed, after the pressments. Men
dragged to war, and set which neither selfishness, party spirit, nor
downfall of the Roman Empire : it was to
butchering their fellow creatures, as sectarianism, would dare to raise an accu
the more important,
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and behold

But

will be revealed to man at the same time,
to enfranchise all other classes of the
enslaved : the science of society teaches

ty

one soon

that it is the wisest policy, and the quick
est in results, to elevate the most advanced

higher interests of the state and of giving
the ascendancy to mental and moral pow

COMMERCE.
When Coleridge

of subjecting

the necessi

commercial

to the

of the oppressed to complete er rather than to money, he said what
liberty — to their destiny; for when the every body will admit in theory, but no
light of divine Justice has once shone in body ever conceives of in practice, at least
classes

is

in

its fulness at any point upon the globe, it nobody who lives
the blaze of modern
will be the signal for the universal en intelligence.
The supremacy of com
franchisement and elevation of the whole merce
so essentially the hincre of the
human race.
As regards extending its present civilization, that even those who
reform movement, a portion of the aboli
tion party has already advanced upon new

h-ive slight glimpses of its true character,
glimpses are sufficient, seeing

— and slight

more

forcible

not to be wondered at

learns

absurdity

declared
the

that

would be more exact.

the expression

promised redemption.

a

portion of crushed humanity which is the signal of
nearest an entire enfranchisement, — means

will be be acknowledged

where

every

with

indeed

;

humanity

overshadowed

a

pressed

that

in

civilization

no

The fault lies

astonishing.

not so much with the public as with econ
omists who, with
few magical words,
such as

"

a

— that

it
is

class?s,

laboring

is

means are once found to ele

:

if

vate the white

it,

because

31

balance of trade

"

and

"

laisscz

aikr,"

have fairly humbugged the world,
and endowed the most hideous of mon
a sort of captivating beauty.
Commerce, thus left to unbounded license,
sters with

its game of fraud with whole

has played

nations for its counters,

and at this mo

ment has more power than all the poten
tates in the world, from the Emperor of
Russia

down

wich Islands,

to the King

of the Sand
of Massa

or the legislature

it

a

it

is

apparently quite foreign to ils how
interwoven into the whole so chusetts.
direct aim ; it has taken up new measures cial texture, — regard its evils as having no
But not to speak of its sublimer achieve
and undertaken new reforms ; in fact, at remedy, like old age and death not to be ments, look for moment at its more mod
the anniversary held lately in Boston, by cured but to be endured.
On the other est operations and see how completely
the portion of the party at the head of hand the great mass of men have no con
has every interest of Society in its power.
ground,

;

is

a

which stands Mr. Garrison,
the slavery ception of this incubus which presses Do you wish to buy wine? who will
question appeared to us in their debates upon the vitals of society, and do not assure you that you buy wine and not
to be quite a secondary one : it- was a war suspect that they are daily sufferers from nefarious compound of unmentionable in
And just so of everything
upon the want of living love and Christ its caprices.
gredients.
ianity in the church, and in the Nation in
gen
In the abundant wisdom of modern else whatever can be adulterated

is

and so on
is

through the whole course of Commercial
Where adulteration
not
transactions.

it

is

possible some other lever quite as potent
But
not necessary
put in play.
minute dissection of Com
to go into
merce.

No one
altogether ignorant of
What with monopolies, adul
is

It

a

is

It

a

scene for this great work : it is to take I he so important
public function ought not
lead in the final operation of the universal to be exempt from the public control, but
enfranchisement of the masses : the child should be kept under the most jealous

of Europe, it has escaped its oppressive

sure to be adulterated,

commerce has erally

a

economists and legislators,

Now if they have ex been put under no restraint or supervis
tended their efforts so far, why not — and ion.
And yet what more needs to be
at once — take up the problem of univer
thus looked after?
merely
public
sal slavery, and stand forth, not as the agency for the transfer of commodities
citizens of one country but of the world, from the consumer to the producer.
declaring the Unity of the human race, creates nothing whatever, — adds nothing
and proclaim themselves the antagonists to the real wealth of the world, but
of this social hydra under all ils forms? simply the go-between of those who wish
The United States of America is the to sell and those who wish to buy. Now

is

general that seemed to be the prominent
point of attack.

the fact.

terations, periodical crises and bankrupcies, and fifty other instruments of the
same sort, Commerce, the agent, succeeds
those who commit the busi

in cheating

ness to its care, and fleeces producer and
We do not speak unadconsumer alike.

— grown

care

to fulfil its sacred function, the guarantees for the faithful performance
of the duties which are entrusted to them.

pioneer of its less favored brother

nations,

the social savior of the enslaved,

degraded and suffering
out the world !

millions

through

In Turkey, the Bashaw or governor col
lects taxes at his own pleasure,

and lets

false and pernicious system that we at
false system no mercy
tack, and to
a

prepared
social

is

and,

;

institutions,

it

Commercial
of the community.
We have been behind the
agents or merchants, should be under the aHvisedly.
up in freedom and independence, in the direct supervision of society, should be curtain and seen the secret working of
Observe that we say noth
the machine.
enjoyment of political liberty, and the limited in number like other public func
merely the
possession of popular intelligence, — it is tionaries, and should be compelled to give ing against individuals
and tyrannical

We are aware that
ought to be shown.
many good and admirable men are en

the public advantage take care of itself, gaged in commerce, many men, whom
Let its leading minds be worthy of its or rather takes care that there shall be no we respect and love. Still we are con

reform-movements

come to a clear view

of the whole extent, of the greatness and
of the work of this
comprehensiveness
Age and Nation, and execute it. As we
are speaking specially of Slavery, let the
Abolitionists,
we will add, elevate their

prevails in them.
tected
the

We are as little pro

cupidity as
the difference
peasant
robbed outright, and by main

against

individual

Turkish

that he
strength,

while we are operated upon by

more delicate and less tangible mechan

careful

from

and small

observation

commercial

A

cannot practice the honesty
This
he would.

of the Gospel even

aims to true
forth

lic, which has allowed itself to be plun

appeal

helped.

We say blindness,

be

must

assertion,

but we

to the inmost consciences of all
those of otrr readers who are acquainted
There
be not true.
with the matter,
it

could

but

broad and strong

if

commerce without

enquiring

it

once seriously

is

merchant
a

is

dered by irresponsible

it

tude and dependence under every form,
and let their banner be so broad that op

if

universality, and, standing
the champions of universal liberty,
direct their labors against slavery, servi

we

to believe that in com
merce, absolute and complete honesty, in
impossible.
honesty
tegral Christian
are constrained

as little re
The general good
We
spected in one case as in the other.
can only wonder at the blindness of the pub

ism.

of both large

transactions,

is

and

is is

caste,

;

of mammon,

let the leaders of the various

is

privilege,

a

agrandizement,

to bear the utmost testimony
against the inevitable effects of this false
From intimate acquaintance of
system.
many years with commercial life, and

strained

if

;

a

noble mission ; and as nothing is to be such thing as public advantage.
Our
hoped from politicians, statesmen, and all commercial relations are in
similar con
the slaves of individual ambition and self- dition
the same anarchichal
despotism

was truth and justice in that action of the
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Savior,' when he drove the merchants out nature and their attainment of happiness.
of the temple, telling them that they had This should be the aim of every political
Modern com movement.
made it a den of thieves.
Why talk so boisterously
merce wears a more decent coat perhaps, about the rights of man, 6 political dcbut underneath it is but little altered. elaimer, when you have no thought of
Whatever
exceptions we may find, all securing the most important of rights,
will admit that its constant tendency is to the right to labor and the right to educa
Is not this tion, for all who breathe. We have had
destroy individual integrity.
entfugh to condemn civilized commerce, a little too much of moonshine sentiment
and to incite us to substitute for it a sys
in politics, as well as elsewhere.
De
tem of guarantees and security, by re mocracy is a beautiful name, but if it do
moving commerce entirely from the grasp not bring up tlie majority to the level of
of individual selfishness?
The method the few, in respect of the means of ob
of doing this with security and advantage taining comfort and intelligence,
if it

1C? We are requested to state that the
friends of Industrial
Reform will cele
brate the Fourth of July
Mass, by a public collation,
dresses

at

Woburn,

at which ad

will be made by distinguished
of the movement. Tickets,

advocates

a gentleman
admitting
cents each.

and lady,

fifty

SUBSCRIBERS TO THE PHALANX.
The subscribers to the Phalanx who
have paid for six months in advance from
the commencement

of the paper, are re

that their term of
thousands to toil that ten may
subscription expires with the next num
lounge in splendid satiety, it is one of the
ber of the Harbinger.
Those who wish
most ridiculous of all farces.
We go for
to renew their subscription, are requested
THE FOURTH OF JULY.
democracy ; but not for a puny, lisping,
to forward the advance payment previous
Our high holiday the Fourth of July foppish democracy, which talks all day at
to the first of July.
IEft No names will
is close at hand.
How many unfledged the corner of the street about equality and
be continued on our list where payment
orators will make it the occasion to try human rights, but would shrink from soil
has not been made in advance.
This
their wings ! What lofty flights into the ing its dainty hand with useful labor; we
rule will be inflexibly observed.
empyrean ! What a quantity of sense go for a bone and muscle democracy, a
ICpFriends who propose to unite in
less babble about liberty,
progress, the fearless, hardy, athletic democracy, which
taking Ten copies for Fifteen
Dollars,
rights of man, and this great country. means every thing that it says, and which
" Words," friends, " words, words."— says that until society gets its work done, will please forward their subscriptions
without delay.
The high idea of our Fathers, which without the sacrifice of mind, morals,
was Hope in the Future, has becomo a manners, or happiness, upon the part of
to all, is known to us ; we shall hereafter

permit

spectfully

informed

take occasion to bring it forward.

We are so tickled wltli the the workman,

praises of the present that we leave un

it is society in an inverse
order, society, in fact upside down.

finished the work which they began. Con
tent with toasting their memory, we for

our day were

petrifaction.

If

the prevailing

political

SUBSCRIBERS TO THE SOCIAL

RE

FORMER.

The subscribers to the Social Reform
democracy of
we should er, who wish to receive the Harbinger,
It are requested to forward the advance pay
pretences.

an individual,

till have it indicted for false
equality and independence, are has promised what it never performs. ment, without delay, or it will be abso
Let the great purpose of The only remedy is for the aggrieved lutely necessary to discontinue their pa
shared hy all.
movement never be lost classes to bring every thing to the test of pers.
the American
Do ths measures which are pro
sight of, by those to whom it has been reality.
DJ= Subscribers will please to remember
unfolded, namely, the organization of hu claimed on the housetop, as essential to
that AFTER THE FIRST ot JULY, subscrip
man rights in social institutions.
The the salvation of the country, actually lead
tions cannot be remitted by the Postmast
noble motto on our flag " E Pluribus to -the elevation of its population, and its
ers free.
"
Unum
is but another expression of whole population ; very well ; give them
Universal Unity, which according to the your support ; if otherwise, be not duped ;
get that their hope is not realized,

practical
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Associative doctrine is to be realized on keep your eyes free from dust ; and let
earth. — We are happy to learn that in your determination ring in thunder tones Is published
simultaneously at NEW YORK
many places the Working-men
propose to throughout the land, that you will be and BOSTON, bj the Brook Farm Phalanx,
every
Saturday
Office in New
morning.
hold social gatherings, and thus celebrate content with nothing, which does not
York, BURGESS, STRINGER & Co., No. 222
the "great and good day."
We hope: bring to the masses the actual enjoyment Broadway ; and in Boston, REDDING & Co.,
their plan will be generally adopted, and of the benefits which are now monopolized No. 8 State Street.
by comparatively a few.
Lay aside all
that instead of listening to stale and ful
TERMS. Two Dollars a year, or One Dol
lar for six months, payable invariably ui ad
some panegyrics on liberty, which mean petty jealousies, all miserable bickerings
vance. Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
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for the interchange of sentiments and est and most holy object, which the mind
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awaken a noble enthusiasm.
Mass.
the peaceful revolution, which will make
Hr Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As
ID" Our readers will find in another part all the essential blessings of the social sociation
Clubs, and all person• wishing to
of this paper an address to the Working order as common as the universal light.
diffuse the principles defended in this paper,
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prosperous in external condition, however

drncc

rich

and projects.

in

material

wealth

and pleasures,

their

own

miserable

3.

contrivances

however superior in intellectual culture,
We rejoice that these views, though
to former ages in the history of the world, not generally appreciated, are beginning to
There
command the attention of powerful minds,
boasting at cherish within their bosom, a subtle poi
the present day, about the progress of so son, which is fatal to the true growth of from whose position and habits we should
ciety, the dignity of human nature, and humanity, and which contains the ele expect a train of thought of directly an

TENDENCIES OP MODERN CIVILIZA
TION.
is so much unwise

This could
the future glories of our race, that it is no ments of their destruction.
of persons are Wind be clearly demonstrated from theoretical

opposite character.

to the actual condition of the epoch which

litical high Churchism, its cast steel Con
servatism, contains an article on the sub

wonder the majority

but we need no further

principles,

proof

Blackwood's

The last number of

Magazine,

in spite of its po

It seems than is to be found in the facts of daily
passing through.
The tenden ject, which if first presented in a print like
to be the prevailing sentiment among those experience and observation.
who are not absolutely wedded to the cy of modern society, though it creates a our own would have been adduced as

we are now

past,

"

whose eyes are not in ttieir hind

head, but their forehead,"

that the high
est welfare of humanity is to be achieved
Ky itiM gradual progrooaion end-perfecting

of the present order of things.

They look

back on the continual advancement of sci
ence and the arts, the increase in the ap

of wealth by the perfection to another instance of the extravagance of
which the organization and machinery of reformers, and pointed out as of a bad and
industry has been carried, is to produce a dangerous tendency.
The doctrines of the
otato of unmitigated poverty, of physical article atluded to, moreover, are a digest
and moral wretchedness, of intellectual of the principles of one of the most en

superfluity

degradation, rnd of revolting crime, among
the great masses of the population, whose

lightened and candid historians of modern
times, M. Sismondi, — principles which his
studies in political economy, his intimate

parent decency and refinement of the pub happiness and elevation it is bound espe
lic manners, the wonderful trophies which cially to guarantee.
knowledge of the sources and develop
Let it not be supposed that we give ut ment of history, and his clear penetrating
have been won by genius and intellect for
the benefit of man ; and it is certainly not terance to this conviction in the spirit of intellect had forced upon his acceptance.
are sustain

We cannot do our readers a greater
service, than to condense in a summary

blended with all these glorious results of ed, or with a desire to act upon the preju
civilizati•m, and infer that a system which dices and passions of an excitable multi

manner some of the facts and reasonings
of this article ; and we beseech them to

very surprising that they should overlook
which is indissolubly
the radical evil,

has been productive
umphs

need only

of such signal

be continued

tri

without

antagonism

to the individuals

our present social institutions

by whom

tude. We speak not in a tone of defiance ; bear in mind that they are not the outhurst
we have no rankling misanthropy to get of unwashed fanaticism, but the clear con

in order to advance the hu

rid of; we have had far more than our

victions of one of the calmest and bright

man race to the fulfilment of the destiny

share of the brightest gifts which the so

est minds of the age.

obstruction

if

ciety of this day can bestow ; and

The inherent vice in the present consti
It is precisely as if a traveller, on sur could be so recreant to the highest senti tution of society, is the substitution of
veying the beauty and magnificence of ment of our nature as to think anything the love of wealth, for the love of man.

for which

it was created.

vegetation in a deadly tropical climate,
should be so impressed with the voluptu
ous grandeur of the spectacle, the deliciousnesd of the atmosphere, fragrant with
the perfume of a thousand poisonous
sweets, and the wild luxuriance

in which

nature had poured forth innumerable forms
of splendor, as to forget that every breath
of the balmiest air cami; laden with pesti
lence, and that a secret miasma was dif
fused on every side, which, lulling the un

we

was as it should be, so long as our perso
nal comforts

join with

were maintained, we might
those respectable persons, who,

though seeing the bleeding

figure

of hu

Humanity is made subordinate to money ;
riches are coveted not for the sake of ele
vating men ; but men an: valued accord
ing to their capacity to create riches. The

manity prostrate in the dust, pass by on fatal thirst for wealth, the application of
the other side with the most profound in all the powers of knowledge, and all the
difference to every thing but their own indi
resources of art, to this single object, is
vidual interests.

We speak with the calm

ness and the earnestness of undoubting
conviction ; we know that on this point we

the cause of the present degradation of so
many of the working classes, of the false
direction of political philosophy, and of
the spread of social evils, which will in

have the truth on our side, whatever may
conscious victim in deceitful dreams, was be our speculative errors ; and we would the end prove fatal to the existence of the
gradually filling his frame with the seeds that our humble words might arouse a British Empire, and indeed of all civilized
of certain death. This is the true paral nation sunk in apathy to the destiny which communities.
lel of the civilization of modern times.
The societies which it includes, however

awaits

them as well

as all

who
Political Economy, which in its legiti
Provi- mate function, should teach the art of or

others,

substitute for the law of Eternal
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riches.

According

only in the

the sum of national
to this science, in its

perverted state, an increase of production
is an addition
all nations

to national

are making

for the augmentation

wealth ; hence

strenuous

efforts

Of their agricultural

barons ;

territorial

when commerce cen

tres in the warehouses of a limited

num

manufactured

products.

the exorbitant

price

which

the condi

The profits of the ex

tion of hie gains.

porter and of the manufacturer, are no
princes ; when manufac
to a small body of doubt in part derived from the industry
companies, or individual master of the foreign nations to whom the goods

ber of merchant
turers

are confined

colossal

employers ; it U an unavoidable conse
is by no means in every quence that the great bulk of the people
case, an addition to national wealth ; on will be in a state of degradation and dis
and

a

enriched himself, by impover
nopoly of the soil causes landed property but he
to accumulate in the persons of a knot of ishing those who purchase his goods at
is

instruction

profits

is

and gives

means of augmenting

aa

merchant,

general rule, makes extravagant

Tftis in

crease however,

but they are too often

are sold

;

wealth,

The importing

state.

;

When wealth, whether capital or reve
ganizing society for the happiness of man,
is degraded into the vulgar handmaid of nue, runs into a few hands ; when the mo

who

employs,

earned

of the workmen

he

have been compelled

by

also at the expense

is

It

the contrary, it is often a useless and per tress. The splendor of the palace, wheth
competition or destitution tq,sell their la
nicious addition to national suffering.
If er the aristocracy be one of birth or of bor to him at a rate barely sufficient for
the supply of any article exceeds what money, will put out the fire on the poor the support of existence.
can ba consumed or disposed of to advan
the fataf and ruinous eftect of
man's hearth.
The reason is obvious.

a frightful

shirts ; and in her work-shops as many
thousands of naked backs ; the thing is,
to bring the shirts and the backs togeth

stock employed

other words,

the faces of the poor, to such

by grinding

extent, as to have enormously

and unjustly

increased

in the conducting

is

This

dustry.

the profits of the

of in

the condition of modern

Its fair and comely propor

civilization.

sprang.

common

a

of England, as Carlyle inti
mates, many thousands of superfluous

warehouses

of la

down the wages

bor, that is to say again

is

to say, by cutting

iri

inous loss.
Increase of production there
fore, is not in every case a sign of increas
ed national wealt'i ; there arc now in the

It

it

a

tage, it is a loss instead of a benefit. ^The These monstrous fortunes, like the huge wealth, thus accumulated in the hands of
few, at the expense of the great bulk of
producers get their labor for their pains ; reptiles which basked in the sunshine of
the consumers get primeval
they gain nothing;
creation, are the product of the industrious classes in a state, that
more than they require ; great part of the social chaos.
They have been made by tends to perpetuate and increase the dis
surplus is wasted or sent abroad at a ru
diminishing the cost of production, that is eased and perilous state from which itthat

saying,

money makes money, that poverty breeds
poverty, that every thing tends to make
the rich,

and the poor,

richer,

poorer.

This shows how universally the experi
ence of mankind has felt that capital, in
the long run, gives an overwhelming ad
vantage in the race for riches to the rich,
ere long
and that poverty as uniformly
numbers to
gives the vast superiority

it

The money-bag
as flowing

from an augmentation

mainly

of the riches of the individuals who com
This
a tremendous blunder.
pose it.
A gre:,t part of the riches obtained by in
state, so far from beinff an
addition to the national wealth,
posi

dividuals

in

to which

the

philosophy,

political economy of the
day. would reduce the states which stand
the prevailing

in

are of this

the wealth,

supposed to reside in that or
opinion as well as the public
to a groat extent,

public

funds,

controlled,

their decree

cons'tant distress among the
all the symptoms of pros

laboring

same to

cay in the country

great extent,

with the gains

perity

;

poor

in the cities, all the marks of de

bounded,
most

by

der

luxury the most un
with penury the
an overflow of wealth

side by side

which

pinching
cannot

class

of society

find

in one
employment,
mass of destitution,

that seeks in vain for work in another

;
a

the lawyer,

of the merchant, and the manufacturer.
when the The enormous amount of their profits

of the favorites of fortune.

originally cre

;

the opera-dancer,

fractional portion,
means of a decent and liberal subsistence blinds the world to their real nature.
are as common as the air and light of But, in fact, with some exceptions, they
Heaven,
instead of being the exclusive
are made at the expense of others in the
privilege

the condition,

;

a grasping

was

of the money-bag

;
a

nity ; and that is to be attained, only when
wealth is generally distributed among the
masses, instead of being monopolized by

Such
doctrines

what they take
taken from
description
others in the same community.
the
is

industry

It

their

of the commu

is

which

classes

;

all

wealth

ated.

at the summit
of modern civilization.
For this reason. Vast fortunes accumulated
the hands
made at The expense of others in the of few merchants and great proprietors;
same community
transference of all the respectability of course, with all

a

livelihood
to

that

where

tive deduction from it.

wealth is to be found, not in the excess of riches from one hand to another, not an
above the consumption em addition to their total amount.
Every
ployed in it, hut in the means of a com
body sees that the gains of the gamester,
fortable

a

a

nn increase of national wealth

represent

is

tute.

production

affords

;

wealth

;

ers have been greatly augmented at their
The real measure of national
expense.

of the possible. Thus as wealth 'accumulates in
country,
of the desti the capital or great cities of
destitution, poverty, and of conrse, crime
always and immorality, multiply aroand the seats
philosophers
the

a

or any other cause, it is a poor compensa
tion to say that the profits of the employ

capital
daily becoming more
difficult to the great bulk of men
ia,
in trade or commerce, at least wholly im

;

of foreign laborers,

without

is
a

. b»v, the immigration

of uniting old wealth with
new discovery.
To get on in the world
advantage

is
a

wasr-'s by thu introduction of machinery,
the employment of juvenile or female la-

expose

it

ry in consequence of the reduction of their

and

and giving its owner the

existing capital,

magnates to the recklessness

is

are reduced to mise

fabric,

;

If they

inter

a

to increase.

the most likely

any considerable

nal suffering, may at once upset the whole

It

IMIS, the most important,

external disaster,

is

of tlio misery o!' the working classes, and
the instability of society, in all the manu-.
f.icturing states of Europe.
A nation con
sists not only of masters but of workmen ;
not o.ily of consumers but producers.
The hitter class is by for the most numer-

is

It

philosophers, is tu be has no hold on the affections or interests
measured by the excess of the value of of the great majority of the population.
production over its cost. This is the most
liable to he overturned by the first
fatal of all errors, and the grand source shock of adverse fortune.
Any serious

k

sr the money-bag

is

;

a

;
It

a

It

in

er.
It is the maintenance of a due pro tions do not proceed from the muscular
portion between production and consump
vigor of health, but indicate the bloated
tion which forms the only real basis of luxuriance of disease.
We hear now and then of,
reposes on a the poor.
lasting national opulence.
foundation as unstable as the sand, which poor man raising himself by latent and
The wealth of a natiun, according to is encroached on by every tide
Is built IntlusU^ to fijtLuucl but in general he
thj Cliecmatists, as Sismondi calls them, on the colossal wealth of
does so by associating his skill with some
few
but
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in number the distinctions of rich and poor shall vir j courtesy, and here he was already loved
between the tually be done away in universal abun
for his youth, his beauty, and his new
" Now," said Anzulelo, to
two extremes ; and government, under dance, where there shall be no tempta- born glory.
the influence of popular institutions, yield- tione to crime, and no refuge for hypocrihimself, with that rapidity of perceptions

Middle

class daily diminishing

and declining

in importanca

ing to all the demands of the opulent j sy, and where the great interests of hu- j and conclusions which some wonderfully
class, because it gives money ; and deaf
to all the cries of the impoverished,

inanity

be- artificial

shall

be made paramount

distinctions

to the

The accident.

cause they can only ask for bread.

peasant fishermen

of Galilee, at the call

its degradation, without the obligation to of a divine voice, are prepared to leave
truth, at any sacrifice.
support its victims ? Are not the English all and fellow
factory children often practically in a worse They are inspired with a vital enthusi
servitude

than in the Eastern

harem ?

If

the men are not serfs of the soil, are they
not serfs of the cotton mill and the coal

asm, as wise as it is earnest ; they en
gage in their high calling without noise,
without bustle, without wrath or bitter

girl or ness, but with a quiet determination such
thrown out of as nothing but a holy truth can ever en

What trade can a factory

pit?

coal-mine

child take to,

if

The master cannot

employment?

flog
them, or bring them back by force to his

Mighty difference !

workshop.
starve

them

if

they

them to their mills by the invincible

of necessity.

gender; they are dustined to show the
age its character, and to prepare upon its

ter

bond

Thsy have the evils of sla

Can such
very without its advantages.
a state of things long continue?
We trust no one will be so short sight
ed as to assert that reasonings like the

temple worthy to be an offering from man
to his Creator ; and as sure us the planets

and

there remains

do not wish to receive the bit

ridiculous

But

triumph.

consequences
how

feared,

poor devil as

quickly

chosen.

to

make

of my
myself

I

am, by the queen
His part was
of all the hells in person."

He threw himself

into

a system of distrust, of jealousy, and of
bitterness, whose passionate coquetry as
All their ar
tonished the prima-donna.
dent and flippant

conversation

summed up as follows:
I know well
Anzolcto.

might

be
that

enough

you do not love me, that you never will
love me, and this is why I am sad and
constrained at your side.
And if I did love you !
Curilla.

I

Ant.

He can ruins, which they see but do not cause, a

leave it ; he chains

if I

feared,

The hope of such an order of society
name of slavery is indeed abolished in
those countries of Europe which take the is now calling forth from the decaying
lead in civilization, but is its reality done ranks of fashion and fortune, many of the
away, are not its evils present ? Have noblest spirits of the age, who, like the
we not retained its fetters, its restraints,

"

heads possess,

organized

of circumstance and no other way for me than to make myself

I

cause

be
despair entirely,
heaven into an

should

from

must fall

move in the harmony of 'Universal Law,

abyss, and lose you perhaps an hour after
having won you at the expense uf all my

lustrious

will the good that is in them gain an il
The great Providence
triumph.

future happiness.
And what makes you believe in
Cor.

which binds the world in its sweet accords

such inconstancy on my part?

will prosper their labors, and all obstruc
Anz. First my little merit, then all
above are applicable only to the Institu- tions in their path will be as transient as the ill that is spoken of you.
And who then speaks ill of me?
chaff before the wind.
Cor.
'tions of European society.
The civiliza
Anz. All the men, for all the men
tion of,Eurnpc and of the UniteH States
adore you.
are of one and the same stock.
They
Cor.
And if I were fool enough to
differ only as the early plant of spring
have an affection for you and to tell yon
differs from the mature product of the
CONSUELO."
so, you would repel me? —
In this country, we are not yet
autumn.
I'ROM THE H'.ENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
Anz. I don't know if I should have
ripe enough to have gone to seed, and hap
Transl iiu for the Harbinger.

MISCELLANY.

py for us it is, that the eyes of any por
tion of our countrymen are open to the

appalling evils which await the existing
societies of the present day, in season for
wise and efficient measures to escape the

V.
In the mean while, a violent struggle
agitated the soul of the happy lover, whom
the waves and the night were carrying in
their tranquil
shadows, bewildered
and

is the certain doom of palpitating by the side of the most cele
It is hardly too brated beauty of Venice.
On one hand,
much to sny that the loftiest hopes of hu
Anzoleto felt himself excited by
the^rdor
manity depend on those who perceive the of a desire which the joy of satisfied van
ruinous elements involved in our institu
ity rendered even more powerful ; but on
tions of antagonism and fraud, and who the other, the fear of being bantered, re
are laboring with a discreet energy, for jected, and traitorously accused before the
the establishment of social arrangements,
Count, came to cool his transports.
Pru
in union with tha nature of man and the dent and cunning as a true Venetian, he
In this country, we have had. not,
laws of God.
during six years aspired to the
new and peculiar advantages for such a stage, without having been well informed
work. We have all the vigor of full respecting the fanciful, and imperious wo
youth, not without something of the wis man, who.governed all its intrigues.
He
dom of experience. Above all, society here had every reason to believe that his em
is not so corrupt as to lead us to despair pire over her, would be of shoit duration
which

destruction
modern

a social

It

contains ample materials
which shall leave the

order

and

if he

had not withdrawn

himself

from

this dangerous honor, it was because, not

I

tain,

if I

" Well,"

said

Corilla,

make the experiment
Anzoleto,

" And I

answered
cause

I

joking.

I

had, it is cer

not see you again in all my

would

life.

civilization.

of a remedy.
for

strength enough to fly,

" I

through

believe that

I

wish

love you.

"

do not believe anything of
he.

''If

I remain,

to

curiosity.

it,"

it is be

understand very well that you are
At that play you c:inn»l frighten

me and will encourage me still less."
" You wish to make a trial of finesse,
as

I

think."

" Why
as I give

not? I am not very formidable,
you the means

of conquering

mo."

"How so?"
" That of chilling

me

with

fear, and

putting me to flight, in .saying seriously
what you have just said in jest.''
" You are a queer fellow ! and I see
that

I

must

bs

very

careful

with

you.

of the age far in the foreseeing it so near, he had been over You are one of those men who are not
back ground, and realize the hopes which come and carried away by surprise'. He had satisfied with "'Haling the perfume of a
effete civilization

the best men in fll'air best hours have
A social order
never ceased to cherish.
in

which

all

rights are re
is built on justice and

individual

spected, which
love instead of fraud and force, in which

thought to make himself tolerated

by his

rose, but wish to gather and put it under
1 annum.. not nave thought you so

glass.

* Entered according to Act of Congress, in
bold or so free at your age."
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
" And you drspise me for Ihat? "
Clerk's office of the OiMtrict Court of Ma»«" On the contrary you please me even
chusetts.
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me to

exposed

more

perils

troubles than they have procured

She held out her beautiful
kissed with

he

have

hand, which

"I

have freed

myself

passion.
from thai scrape,

not so badly,"

thought

he, as he ran

under

along

the

galleries which bordered the canaleto.

As he despaired of having opened for
him at this unseasonable hour the poor
lodging

to which

thought

of stretching

he usually

retired,

he

and what filthy,

me ad

It is time that tny fortune
should correspond to my success, and that

vantages.

I

had some sequins in my pocket to keep

itself suddenly

shows

the

in

shall

midst of Venice,

not two steps from the
and MimpttiOus edifices.

canals

great

Unfortunate

he,

to his meditations

silence

necessary

for from noon of day

Full of till night, the noise of children, of fowls
ill humor, he wandered at hazard through and of dogs, playing and crying together

up the part they make me play."
the

deserted streets, not daring

lest

he

which

should
anger

"If

the

check

and

fatigue

to stop

perspiration
had

excited.

this contracted

within

terminable
sembled

of the women, as

tittle-tattle

upon

the

encloture,

in

we

is

Anzoleto,

if

night

;

Good

meet again."

is

more.

the door

steps,

and the

with all this I don't get hoarse, songs of the mechanics in their work
first door step, to enjoy that angelic repose to-morrow the Signer Count will wish to shops will not leave him a moment of
He may still consider himself
which childhood and poverty alone can let his young prodigy be heard by some quiet.

tionally dirty the livery of his parasitical
luxury, spread out under their feet.
What would they tliink of a sleeper in
the open air, in silk stockings, in fine lin
en, in wristhands and neckbands of lace ?

from ev

establieh his barrack

il

il

who knows very well to the contrary : court, patient to recommence his dialogue
' Oh, if
diai-olo,* un
tedexo,
with rovocato,
you had only heard him yester
vain expended his eloquence
'Then he is not equal?' the til be has
day !'
'
other will answer.
Perhaps he is not gratis before the ragged children, happy
hear
in good health?'
'Or perhaps,' will spectators, who have no scruple
' he
farthing in their
ing and looking without
say a third,
fatigued himself yester
He is in fact very young to sing pockets.
day.
But at night when every thing has
several days in succession.
You will do
in

in the morning carefully
traversed
the steps of the landing place without
touching the rags of the young plebeian,
would insult his sleep, and perhaps inten

sous

Brighelle does not
the middle of the

or when

ery window,

a

who

bics until he has received

in

slightly dusty, was far from agreeing
with a complete black suit of the finest
cloth and the most elegant cut.
And be
sides the propriety ! The same boatmen

lucky when the improvisatore does not
come to shout his gnnneis and dithyrama

But fur the first time in his life, stupid aristocrat, who, if I hare the small
he found no flag stone clean enough to lie est frog in my throat in consequence of a
down upon.
Although the pavement of night without rest, without sleep, and
Venice is cleaner and whiter than that of without shelter, will pronounce that I
any other place in the world, this bed, have no voice ; and the Signor Ccrant,
know.

e

out on the

in

himself

well to wait till he is riper and stronger
before

you

push

him

on

the

stage.'

sunk into silence, and the peaceful
illumines

and

whitens

the flag

moon

stones,

is

;

a

by

And the Count will say: 'the devil! if this collection of houses of all ages,
he gets hoarse in singing a couple of airs, joined to each other without symmetry
cut
and without
sharp
pretension,
he is not what I want.' Then to be cer
At that moment Anzoleto regretted his tain that
I have strength and health, shadows, full of mysteries in their recess
good cloak of brown and red woolen,
es, and of instinctive grace in their unthey will he trying me every day, enough
well faded, well worn, but still two inch
disorder infinitely
to make mo lose my bruaili, nni] will tvinthness. presents
es thick, and proof against the unhealthy
All become beautiful under
break down my voice, in order to be sure picturesque.
fog which rises in the morning on the that I have
To the devil with the the rays of the moon the least architec
lungs.
waters of Venice.
It was about the last protection of great lords ! Ah ! how tural effect magnified and takes charac
of February ; and though at that time the soon shall
be able to free myself ter; the smallest balcony festooned with
sun is quite brilliant and warm in those
vine acquires the air of
Spanish ro
and strong in my renown, in the
from
climates, the nights are still very cold.
and
with
mance,
fills
your
imagination
favor of the public, and in the competition,
Then he thought of going into some of of the theatres, to confer a favor
adventures of the cloak and
when beautiful
the gondolas fastened to the bank, but
The limpid sky, in which, over
their saloons, and treat with sword.
singing
they were all locked up.
At last he them on an equal footing."
this sombre and angular frame, are bathed
found one the door of which yielded be
the pale cupolas of distant edifices, sheds
Chatting thus with himself, Anzoleto
fore him ; but on entering
details of the picture a
he struck reached one of those little
places, which dver the smallest
against the legs of the barcarolle who are
called corti at Venice, although they vague and harmonious color which leads
had retired there to sleep, and fell upon
to endless reveries.
are not courts, and although those collec
him.
"By the devil's body," cried out' tions of houses opening upon common
was
the Carte Minclli, near the
a great rough voice from the bottom of
place, correspond rather with what wo church San. Fantin, that Anzoleto found
that cavern, " who are you and what do
But the himself at the moment when the clocks
now-u-days call cite, at Paris.
"
you want?
were sending from one to the other the
arrangement of these pretended courts
that you,
Zanetto?" answered far from
A
being regular, elegant, and neat stroke of two hours past midnight.
Anzolpto,
the voice of the like our modern
recognizing
squares.
They are rath secret instinct had led him to the dwell
rondolier, who was usually quite kind to
person whose name and image
er little obscure places, sometimes having ing of
" Let mo lie down at
him.
themselvea
to him
your side no thoroughfare,
sometimes serving as had not presented
and get a nap under cover of your cabaHardly had he entered
since sun-set.
passage from one quarter to another
is

a

It

in

in

it,

a

a

I

is

is

you have on clothes mechanics or washerwomen who dry their
which Anzoleto would not have unless he clothes on
lines stretched across the path,
stole them.
Be off, be off, were you the an inconvenience which the
passer by en
Doge in person, I would not open my dures with great toleration, for
his right
bark to a man who has a fine coat to cif
way
rather tolerated than estab
walk about in, but not a corner in which ' lished.
Unfortunate
the poor artist re
to sleep."
duced to open the window of his study
"Hitherto," thought Anzoleto, "the upon these nooks, where proletary life,
protection and favors of Count Zustiniani ! with its rustic manners, noisy and some

;

of his name
saw

a

sweet voice

by the last syllables

and raising

light profile delineated

his

head

he

upon oue of

terraces of the enclos
An instant afterwards, the door of

the most wretched
ure.

the building

opened, and Consuelo

dress of calico,
an old
formerly

black

up in

her "form wrapped

silk mantilla,

done service

which

as finery

in

a

no!

when be heard

call him very softly
a

Satan,

the court,

*

"By

but little
inhabited
round
frequented,
about by persons of small fortune and
low condition, mostly
common people,
by

nette."
" And who are
" asked Zanetto.
yon?
" Anzoleto ; don't
you know me?"

;

a

"Is

had

for her

The lawyer, the German, and the devil.
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reached out

mother,

her

to him,

hand

while ehe placed a finger of the ether up
on his lips to recommend him to silence.

since in this portion of facts and inten
tions which remains mysterious, is the
entire cauao, the motive, the end, the se

master had employed, and after he had
them exactly, she thought of
them a long while and remained silent.
reported

" Consuelo," said Anzoleto, without
and on tiptoe, they mounted cret in fine of those great suits always so
Groping,
and dilapidated
wooden badly pleaded and always so badly judged, noticing her reverie, "
the winding
must acknowl
staircase which led even to the roof; and whatever may be the passion of the ora edge to you that the air is extremely
when they were seated on the terrace, tors and the coolness of the ludges.
Are you not afraid of taking cold '
fresh.

I

of

To return to Anzoleto, it is not neces Think, my beloved, that our future de
are sary to say what peccadillos he passed pends upon your voice even more than
on the over in silence, what ardent emotions be upon mine."
heard every night murmuring
" never catch cold," said she, " but
roofs, like mysterious breeses, or like the fore the public to related in his own man
they

began one

ings

interrupted

those long

whisper

which

kisses,

by

prattle of aerial spirits whirling by couples
in the mist about ttie odd, looking chimnic.s which., with their numberless red tur
bans, top all the houses of Venice.

"

" How,

my poor dear," said Aniolelo,

have you been waiting

for me all this

I

ner, or what smothered palpitations in the vim. who are so lightly clothed with your
In fact, I fine dress! — Here, wrap yourself up m
gondola he forgot to mention.
believe he did not speak of the gondola at my mantilla."

" What do you think I could do with
all, and that he referred to his flatteries of
the. caniatrice as adroit railcries by means this poor bit of «pen work taffety ?
of which he escaped, without irritating should like mudi better to be half an hour
her, from the perilous advances with which under cover in your chamber.''

I

time?"
" Didn't you tell me you would come she overwhelmed him.
" I am willing," -said Consuelo, "'out
Why, neither de
and give me an account of your evening ' sirous nor able to tell the whole truth of the
then we must not talk, for the neighbors
well, now tell me if you sung well, if matter, that is to say, the strength of the
would hear anil blame us. They are not
they

applauded

temptations which he had overcome with

you of your

malicious;

prudence and spirit of conduct, why, will

because they know
plaguing me about
very -well that you never enter my ehantbnr
You would do better to JO
at night.

engagement?"

" And

you, my good Consuelo," said
Anzoleto, struck all at once with remorse

you

ask,

dear reader,

did

this

scamp take the risk of awakening

young

the jea
ask me,

Do you
lousy of Consuelo?
on seeing the confidence and the sweet
Madame ? Tell me if you have not the
ness of the poor girl, " tell me if you habit of reciting to the lover,
should say,
were not impatient at my long absence ; the husband of your choice, all the hom
if you were not very tired of waiting for ages with which you have been surround

I

you were not very cold upon

if you thought of supper,
you are not angry with me for coming
in late ; if yon havfl been uneasy • if ymi

this terrace ;

if

"

Nothing

all the suitors

whom

you

and

" In
rising

of the kind," said she throw

ing her arms about his neck with candor.

" If I

said Consuelo

that case, come,"

"

will shut you up in my charu
will come back upon the terrace,
any body observes us, they will

all the rivals whom you
her, and
have sacrificed, not only before marriage,
so that
th,.
-,
hall yesterday, and
but einoe even at
see plainly that
this morning perhaps ! Now, Madame, if
have rejected,

have yet three hours

to shiver, see how my teeth chatter."

I

blamed met"

ed by others,

me till daylight,

I

if

and sleep at your own home."
" Impossible they would not open for

if

me so ;

without

love

see our

they

it,

have notified

I

if

pleasure,

they

!

if

I

gave

you,

;

you

I

have a satisfac
you are handsome, as
I bet my head that you

give no cause for scan

dal."

She did in fact conduct him to her cham

tion in believing,

in

a

;

it

was
large dilapidated room,
have been impatient it has not been act no otherwise than Anzoleto, not to ber
fresco on the
with you; if I am tired, if I have been increase your value, not to cause suf where the flowers painted
feel it no longer since you are fering to a jealous mind, not to make walls, reappeared here and there from un
cold,
second coat even thicker, and almost
here ; if I have had any supper, I don't more proud a heart already too much so der
A great square wooden
have blamed you, — of of your favors ; but because it is pleasant as much injured.
remember; if
mattress of sea weed and
have been to have near you one to whom you can bedstead, with
what should I blame you ? if
coverlid of spotted calico, very clean, but
uneasy, — why should I have been so?
relate those things, having all the while
thousand places with pieces
patched in
I am angry with you? never! "
an air of accomplishing a duty, of con
straw chair,
little table,
"You are an angel, you are!" said fessing, while you praise yourself to the of all colors,
"
old
Christ in filagree,
and
very
guitar,
her.
Ah ! my confessor.
Anzoleto,
But, madame, you never con
embracing
Consolation ! all other hearts are perfid
There is only the only riches left her by her mother a
fess more than almost all.

If

a

;

a

a

a

a

I

a

I

a

a

I

this look,

this nothing,

was

pre

such was the

furniture of the young artist, daughter

of

great master, and
pupil of
the beloved of a handsome adventurer.
Bohemian,

gondola, of which Anzoleto,
As there was but one chair, and the ta
happy to recall aloud in his memory the
of the evening forgot to ble was covered with music, there remain
intoxications
cisely

the

Anzoleto related all that had happened
Happily for the lit
to him, even his gallantries by the side of speak to Consuelo.
Corilla and especially the encouragements tle Spaniard, she knew not yet what jeal

ed only one seat for Anzoleto

that was

the bed, and he settled himself

he had received from' her.
Only he re
lated these things after a certain fashion,

ousy was : that black and bitter feeling
comes only to souls which have suffered

of the truth which no judicial inquest ev

severe oracle pronounced by her respected
master, the professor Porpora, upon the

upon

it

tive tongue.

smile,

the generosity to lend her

;

uniting to the pretty Venetian dialect the
bold and passionate metaphors of her na

little spinnet, and
great heap of wormeaten music which Professor Porpora had
;

has

a

what

a

a very little nothing of which you never
happened? what speak ; that is, the look, the smile which
harm have they been doing down there to provoked the impertinent declaration of
the son of my soul*" said Consuelo, whose presumption you complain.
This

'Alas!

a

ious and hard."

Hardly was he seat

without ceremony.

!

I

;

a

a

ed upon the edge, when fatigue overcame
great
much, and till then Consuelo had been as him, and he let his head fall upon
saying all which could not afflict Consue
pil
The cushion of wool which served for
lo, since, in fact and intention, he had happy in her love as she was good.
" Oh my dear little wife,
been faithful to her, and it was almost all only circumstance which made a deep low, saying
would give at this instant all the years
But there is a hundredth part impression on her was the flattering and
the truth.

fessed to hU lawyer,

and which no judg

ment has ever reached except by chance,

adored head of Anzoleto.
She made the
latter repeat the expressions which the

which remain to me of life, for an hour of
good sleep, and all the treasures
universe for
my legs.

a

no client has ever con

I

er elicited, which

of the

corner of this coverlid

over

have never been so cold as in
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that you may not have the fever," said val, the only vengeance in good taste, bat
want of Bleep gives me all the bhiver of a Consuelo, retiring.
quite as cruel in times, of ostentation as
" Good as God," repeated feebly Ao- assassination is in times of serious passion.
fever."
Conauelo hesitated an instant.
Orphan jsoleto, and he did not even perceive that He did not sleep, and before the boor at

these cursed clothes, and my distress from

and alone

in the world

at eighteen,

she

owed to God alone an account of her ac
tions.
Believing in the promise of Anzolelo as in the word of the Gospel, she did
not imagine herself threatened either with
his dislike or abandonment in yielding to

his betrothed

had

left him

alone.

She

which Porpora

commenced his music les

went indeed to say her prayers upon the sons at the conservatory of the indigent
ten-ace.
Then she returned to satisfy girls, he went to the auola di mendicanti,
herself that he was not more ill, and see
ing him sleep quietly, she contemplated
a long time with fixed attention, bis beau

in the hall of which the young pupila were
to assemble.

The position of the Count with respect
to the learned professor, had changed ma
But a sentiment of modesty tiful pale face, illuminated by the moon.
And then, not wishing to yield to sleep terially during past yea,rs.
Zustiniani
Anzoleto had never coruhatted or

Inn wishes.
which

corrupted in her, made her look
as somewh.it

request

upon his
She

gross.

proched him and touched his hand.

ap-

His

hand was in fact very cold and Anzoleto
taking that of Consuelo carried it to his

" You

forehead which was buruing.

ill,"

which

" well,

"

she, seized

said

silenced

all

with

are

a solicitude

herself, and remembering that the emo
tions of the evening had caused her to ne
gleet her work, ahe relighted her lamp,
seatod herself

before her little table, and

noted down an essay of composition which
maestro Porpora had requested for the fol

the supreme

lowing day.

upon

Good as God himself ! " murmured

master directed, and in acknowledgment,
him.

control

had been conferred

These

two

friends

lived

in as good understanding as
was possible, taking into view the intole-

thenceforth

other consideration?,

sleep an hour on this bed."
Anzoleto did not wait to be told twice.

was no longer the musical antagonist of
'
Porpora, but hi» associate, and, in some
manner, his chief.
He had made large
infts to the establishment which this able

VI.
The Count Zustiniani,

notwithstanding

ance of the Professor

for fashionable

mu

; — an intolerance
which,
however,
some sic
was compelled to soften itself in consider
stretching himself out on the mattress of new attachment*, of which Corilla clumsi
sea-weed.
Consuelo wrapped him up in ly enough pretended to be jealous, was ation of the encouragement given by the
her coverlid, and taking from a corner not however so insensible to the insolent Count, both by his personal care and his
some poor clothes which remained to her, caprices of his fickle mistress as he forced money, to the instruction and propagation
he,

his

philosophic

nonchalance

and

" Anzoleto,"

of serious music.
Besides, he had pro
said himself to appear. Good, weak, and friv
fulfilling olous, Zustiniani was dissipated only from duced upon the stage at Saint Samuel an
this maternal office. " this bed on which fashion and social position.
He could uot opera which the maestro had recently
she covered his feet.

she to him in a low voice, while

you are about to sleep, is that on which I prevent himself from suffering in the depths
slept with my mother the last years of of his heart, at the ingratitude with which
her life ; it is that on which I saw her die, this girl had repaid his generosity ; and
where
her in her winding
besides, although at that time (in Venice
wrapped

I

sheet, where

I

and weeping

watched

until

the

cime and took it away
Well ! now I am going
she made me promise
' Consuelo,' said she to

"

And

you did swear*

I

did swear !

"

My dear master,"

taking

him to one side,

said

"

you

Zustiniani,
must 'not

only decide upon permitting one of your
her body, praying as well as in Paris) it was to the last de pnpils to be carried off to the theatre, but
boat of the dead gree unbecoming to exhibit any signs of you must also point out to me her who
from me forever. jealousy, his Italian pride revolted at the appears to you most proper to replace
That cantatrice is fatigued, she
to tell you what ridiculous and miserable part which Cor Corilla.
at her last hour. illa made him play. Such being the MSB, loses her voice, her caprices ruin us, and
me, ' swear to me on the same evening when Anzoleto had the public will soon be tired of her. Tru

upon the Christ, that Anzoleto shall not shone at the Zustiniani palace, the Count af
ter having joked pleasantly with his friend
take my place in this bed until ho is mar
"
Barberigo upon the pranks of his mistress,
ried to yon before a priest.'

" And

composed.

"

But in letting you

as soon as he saw his halls empty and the
took his cloak and
tapers extinguished,

sleep here for the first time, it is not my
mother's place which I give you, it is my

sword, and in order to make a clean breast,

own."
" And yon,

lived.

hurried

to the

palace

in

which

Corilla

ly we must think of finding her a succedit(Pardon, dear reader; this wa

rice."*

said in Italian, and the Count did not make
a neologism.)
" I have not that which
you need," dri
ly replied Porpora.

"What, master!" cried the Count,
are you falling again into your black hu
mors'? Is it well, that after so many sac

will not
When satisfied that she was indeed
half rais alone, not being even yet easy, he entered rifices and so much devotion on my part,
" Ah ! into conversation in a low voice with the to encourage your musical labor; , yon re
ing himself by a violent effort.
I am a dastard ; I will go sleep in the barcarole who was replacing the prima- fuse me the least kindness when I request
counsel for
donna's gondola under the arch destined to your assistance and your
street."
" No," said Consnelo, pushing him that purpose. By means of a few sequins mine? "
" I have no longer such aright, Count,"
he induced him to speak, and was soon
back upon the cushion with a gentIe vio
'•
the professor : " and what I have
replied
lence ;
My convinced that he had not deceived him
you are ill and' I am not.
sleep at all?

"

poor

girl, you

said Anzoleto,

and self in supposing that Corilla had taken a told you is the truth, and spoken by a
But friend, and with the desire to oblige you.
companion with her in her gondola.
it was impossible for him to discover who [ have not in my singing school one pupil
that companion was : the gondolier did who can make Corilla's place good to you.
She knows too, that our love is as not know.
roe.
Although he had seen Anzo [ do not think more highly of her than she
virtuous since her death as it was during leto a hundred times about the theatre and deserves, but while declaring that the tal
ent of that girl has no solid value in my
her life.
She sees that at this moment, I the Zustiniani palace, he had not recog
am obliged to acknowledge that
neither do nor think any thing wrong. nized him in the dark, with his black dress eyes,
she possesses a savoir fairs, a method, a
May her soul rest in the Lord ! " Here and powdered hair.
This impenetrable mystery completed facility and an established communication
Consuelo made a great sign of the cross.
—
Anzoleto
"1 am the bad humor of the Count. He might with the feeling of the public, which canwas already asleep.
* Successor.
going to say my beads on the terrace, have consoled himself by ridiculing his ri

mother,

who

died

a good catholic

who is in heaven, sees us every hour.
She knows that you have kept the prom
ise which yon made to her not to abandon

I
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not be acquired

except by years of prac
another debutante would

39

eulogizing the young ladies with a man- you, you can then judge of her voice and
1
tice, and which
ner full of grace, and saying in a low the greatness of her talent."
not have for a long while."
" Your confidence gives mo a
voice to the professor —
can never
great
" That is true," said the Count, " but
think of doing any thing with these parro- mind to believe you.
You say then, that
we have farmed Corilla; we have seen
quets."
I have already heard her some time since.
her commence ; we have made the public
" If your most illustrious
"
lordship would I am not abb to remember —
accept her ; her beauty has caused three- deign to
•' In the church of the
permit me to say a word on the
Mendirrmii, on a
quarters of her success, mid you have cer
subject which so occupies you," softly day of general rehearsal, — the Salre 1'ctainly as charming persons in your school. articulated
Anzoleto
in the ear of the gina of Pergolese. "
You will not deny that, my master! — Count, as
they descended the staircase.
"Oh!
recollect," cried the Count;
Come, now, confess that Clorinda is the
"Speak," said the Count, "do you " H voice, an accent, an expression, which
"
most beautiful creature is the universe !
know of such a wonder as we wish ? "
wore remarkable.''
" But afflicted, mincing,
" Yes, Eccellenza.''
insupportable.
" And she was only fourteen, then,
It is true that the public may find these
"And to the bottom of what sea will Signor; she was a child."
ridiculous
grimaces charming;
but she
" Yes, but — it strikes me that she was
you go to fish for this fine pearl ? "
sings false, she has neither soul nor intel
" Even to the bottom of the class where not pretty."
It is true that the public has no
ligence.
" Not pretty, Eccellenza ? " said An
the malicious professor Porpora keeps her
more of these than of ears ; but she has
always hid when you review your femin
zoleto, taken all aback.
neither memory nor address, and could
" Wasn't she called? — Yes, it was a
ine battallion."
not even save herself from the fiasco * by
" What ! Is there in the smola a dia Spanish girl ; — a
queer name — "
the happy quackery which succeeds with
" Consuelo, my Lord."
mond whose lustre my eyes have never
so many." — In saying this, the professor
" That's it. You wanted to marry her
perceived?
If master Porpora has played
cast a look involuntarily
at Anzjleto,
me such a trick — "
thsn, and your loves made us laugh, the
who, thanks to his title of the Count's
" Illuslrissimo, the diamond of
professor and me. Consuelo ! it was she ;
which
favorite, and under pretext of wishing
speak does not form part of the scuola. the favorite of the piofessor;
a young
to speak with him, had slipped into the
It is a poor girl, who comes to sing only girl, very intelligent, but very ugly."
hall and remained at a little distance,
" Very ugly?'' repeated Anzoleto, stu
when they have ne2d of her, and, to whom
his ears wide open to the conversa
the professor gives private lessons from pefied.
tion.

"I

I

I

"

No matter," said the Count,

without

paying attention

charity,

and even more, from love of the

art."

to the spiteful malice of
" Then this poor girl must have
extra
cannot give up my idea.
ordinary
powers ; for the professor is not
It is a long while since I heard Clorinda.
Let us have her here with five or six oth easily satisfied, nor is he prodigal of his
time and hio labor. Can I have heard her
ers, the prettiest whom we can find.
Let
ever without knowing it? "
us see : Anzoleto," added he, laughing,
" Your Excellency heard
" you are sufficiently well equipped to as
her once, a
long while ago, and when she was only a
sume the grave air of a young professor.
Uo into the garden, address the most re child. Now she is a young woman grown,
markable of those young beauties, and tell strong, studious, learned as the professor,
them that we wish to see them here, the and so skilful that Corilla would be hissed
any day she should sing a phrase of three
Signer professor and myself."
the master;

"

I

syllables beside her on the stage."

" Why, yes, my boy. Then you are
still in love with her? "
" She is my friend, Illustriseimo."
"

Friend

weelheart,

"
"

Sister,
Then

I

means with us either sister or

—

which of the two ?

my master."
I can wiihont

"

paining you, say

think of her.

Your idea has nut
even common sense.
To replace Corilla,
we want an angel of beauty, and your
what

Consuelo, I recollect very well now,
more than ugly ; she is frightful."

U

The Count was accosted at that moment
by one of his friends,

who took him in
does she never sing in public ? another direction ; and he left the astoun
And then, indeed, might Jean Does not the professor make her sing ded Anzoleto repeating to himself with
ugliest.
some of the parts in the great Ves sighs— " she isfrightf'il!"
Jacques have cried out — "Sophia was
To be Cuotmued.
pers?"
one eyed ; Cattina was a cripple ! "
" Some time since, Eccellenza, the
This quid pro quo was taken in good
Anzoleto

obeyed ; but either from mal

ice or from ulterior views, he brought the

part, and after having well laughed in
their sleeves, they sent these damsels back
again, to give notice to such of their com
panions

as the professor mentioned.

charming

group

A

" And

professor had great pleasure in hearing
sing at the church ; but since the scolari
from jealousy and vengeance have threat

ened to have her driven from the gallery

if she reappeared there with them."
" She is then a girl of bad life ? "
"
of hair,"
Oh ! By the living God ! Eccellenza,

immediately came, with
the beautiful Clorinda in the midst.

"

What a magnificent head
said the Count in the ear of the professor,
as he saw pass near to him the superb
blond tresses of this last.

"There is a great deal more outside
than inside that head,'' replied the rude
censor, without troubling himself to lower
his voice.

After an hour of trial, the Count, able
to endure no longer, retired

disheartened,

* The literal meaning of
fiasco is flask, hut
it is used to signify an entire, a decided fail
ure, or refusal; as it in said in other langua
ges, " she has given him the basket," or some
other equivalent.

THE WORKING MAN'S

POET.

We take the tbllowing graphic description of
Ebenezer Elliott, from an interesting account
of a visit to James Montgomery, by the au
thor of the popular" Pen anil Ink Sketches,"
in '!,- Boston Atlas.

On our way back to his house, our
conversation turned on the poems of thy
she is as pure as the gate of heaven ! But
Corn Law Rhymer, of which Mr. Mont
she is poor and of low birth, as I am, Ec
gomery spoke in very high terms, but
cellenza, whom you nevertheless deign to deprecated
his violence
of language.
"
Would you like to see ELLIOTT?" ha
raise, even to yourself, by your goodness.
asked.
And those wicked harpies have threaten
" Much," said I.
" Well, he lives somo three miles from
ed the professor to complain to you ottlie
here, at Upperthorpe ; but he is to speak
infraction of the regulation which he com
mits, by introducing into the class a pupil to-night, at a Corn-Law meeting in Shef
field, and, if you like, after tea, we'll go
who does not form part of it."
and hear him, and Til introduce you to
" Where, then, can
tum."
hear this won
At the time specified, we set out, — the
der?"
place where the lecture wan to be deliver
" If your
lordship will give an order to ed was situated in one of the most dense
the professor, to make her sing before ly inhabited portions of the smoky town

I
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As we ncared the hall,
of Sheffield.
groups of dark looking, unwashed arti
sans were seen, proceeding in the same
direction as ourselves, — all of them en
gaged in deep and earnest conversation on
the then one great subject, the Corn Laws.
Strong men, as they hurried by, clench
ed their hands, and knitted their brows,
and ground their teeth, as they muttered
imprecations on those whom they consid
ered to be their oppressors.
Here we
would encounter a crowd of dusky forms,
around
man,
a
anxious
who
circling
pale,
was reading by the light of a gas lamp, a
" Northern Star,"
speech reported in the
or the last letter of Publicola,
in the
" Weekly Despatch " — and women, with
meagre children in their arms, — children
drugged to a deathlike sleep, by that
curse of the manufacturing
districts of
England, — laudanum, disguised as God
frey's cordial, were raising their shrill,
shrewish voices, and execrating the laws
which ground them to the dust, — and
there were fierce denunciations fvom mere
and treasonable
from
boys,
speeches
young men, — old men, with half paral
ysed energies, moaned and groaned, and
said they had never known such times —
all seemed gaunt and fierce, and ripe for
It was an audience of working
revolt.
men — of such as these, that Ebenezer
Elliott was to address that evening.
The lecturing hall was crammed with
the working classes, and as the orator of
the evening mounted the rostrum, a wild
burst of applause rung from every part
of the house. He bowed slightly, smiled
sternly, and took a seat, whilst a hymn,
which he had composed for the occasion,
was roared forth by hundreds of brazen
lunge.
Hi; was a man rather under than above
Like
what is termed the middle height.
the class from whence he sprung, and
which he was about to address, he was
dressed in working clothes, — clothes
plain even to coarseness. He had a high,
forehead, with
broad, very intellectual
rough ridges on the temples, from the
sides and summit of which, thick stubby
hair was brushed up, — streaks of grey
mingled with the coarse black hair, — his
eyebrows were dark and thick, and sha
ded two large, deeply set, glaring eyes,
which rolled every way, and seemed to
survey the whole of that vast assembly
His nasal organ was as if it
at a glance.
were grafted on his face ; the mouth was
thick Tipped, and the lines, from the an
gles of the nostrils to the corners of the
mouth, were deeply indented, — graven
A very blaek beard, lately shaven,
in.
made his chin and neck appear as if it
was covered with dots, and he had a
His figure was
thick, massive throat.
indicative of great muscular strength, and
his big horny fists seemed more fitted to
wield a sledge hammer than to flourish a
Looking at him, the most casual
pen.
observer would be impressed with the
idea that DO common man was before
him.
He rose amidst great cheering, and for
an hour and a half held that great audi
ence in entire subjection, by one of the
most powerful addresses I ever listened to.
With a terrible distinctness, he painted
the situation of the working man, — he
showed what he might have been, and
contrasted his possible and probable situ
ation with what it then was.
On the
heads of those who opposed Free Trade,
the Cora Law Rhymer poured out all the
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vials of his wrath, — but vigorous and
forcible as was his language, there was
no coarseness ; and frequently ovef the
landscape which he had painted with all
the wild force of a Spagnoletto or a Cara*
vaggio, he flung a gleam of sunshine,
which made the moral wilderness he had
created, to rejoice and blossom as the
rose.
And there were passages in his
that
speech of such extreme pathos,
strong men would bow down and weep,
—
like little children,
to these would suc
ceed such sledge-hammer
denunciations
that his hearers sat with compressed lips,
and glaring eyes, and resolute hearts.
When he sat down, after an appeal to
the justice of the Law Makers, the whole
audience burst forth into one loud cheer,
and those near the speaker gripped his
hand in fierce delight.
I never saw such
a scene, nor could I have conceived it
possible that one working man should
have so carried with him the passions and
feelings of an audience, consisting entirely of those of his own class.
MONTGOMERY introduced me to ELLI
OTT, and we all three walked to the house
of the former together.
How different
from the man on the platform, was the
man in the parlor.
No longer the fervid
orator, he was now the simple, placid
never, before or since, heard
poet ; and
from mortal lips such powerful and yet
pleasant criticisms on our literary men,
as I did that night from the lips of Elliott.
He spoke with great enthusiasm of Southey, whom he reverenced, despite his pol
itics, and whom he called his " great
master in the art of poetry."
He had
much reverence for Wordsworth ; but I
must not attempt to record the conversa
tion.
Suffice il to say, that after an
hour'a ohat, our party of three broke up ,
one of them, at least, not a little gratified
with the events of the evening.

I

THE FIVE POINTS.
BY N. P. WILLIS.
We do not intend to be over fastidious in
our selection of articles illustrative of the
We shall
fruits of our social institutions.
from time to time present such pieces as we
may meet with, ili.it are suited to a place in
a department which we might call Pictures
of Civilization.
The following article from a
pen which is always true in its descriptions
of nature, me appropriate to our purpose.

I presume you are interested in the one
portion of New York made classic by a
foreign pen, let me jot yon down a mem
or two from my first visit to Dickens'
Hole at the " Five Points," made one
evening with a distinguished party, under
charge of the Boz officer.
1 had had an idea that this celebrated
spot was on the eastern limit of the city,
at the end of one of the omnibus routes,
and was surprised to find that it was not
more than three minutes walk from Broad
way, and in full view from one of the
fashionable corners.
It lies, indeed, in a
lap between Broadway, and the Bowery,
in what was once a secluded valley of the
island of Manhattan, though to believe it
ever to have been green or clean, requires
a powerful effort of the imagination.
We
turned into Anthony street at half past
"
ten, passed
the Tombs," and took the
downward road, as did Orpheus and Dick
ens before ns.
It was a cold night, but
women stood at every door, with bare

heads and bare shoulders, most of them
with something to say, and by their atti
tudes, showing a complete insensibility to
In every thing they said they con*
ooldi
trived to bring in the word "(hilling."
There were few men to be seen, and
those whom we met skulked past as if
avoiding observation,— possibly ashamed
to be there, possibly shrinking from any
further acquaintance with officer Stevens,
though neither of these feelings seemed
to be shared by the females of the com
A little turn to the left brought
munity.
us up against what looked to me a blind,
tumble-down board fence, but the officer
pulled a latch and opened a .door, and a
He went
flight of steps was disclosed.
down first and threw open a door at the
bottom, letting up a blaze of light, and
we followed into the ennui subterranean
And really
Almack's of the Five Points.
It was
it looked very clean and cheerful.
a spacious room, with a low ceiling, ex
cessively
white-washed,
nicely sanded,
and well lit, and the black proprietor and
" (literally ful
his " ministering
spirits
filling their vocation behind a very tidy
bar) were well dressed and well man
nered *people, and received Mr. Stevens
and his friends with the politeness of
We were a little
grand chamberlains.
" the ladies
early for the fashionable hour,
not having arrived from the theatre;"
and proposing to look in again after mak
ing the round of the other resorts, we
crept up again to the street.
Our next dive was into a cellar crowded
with negroes, eating, drinking and danc
ing ; one very well made mulatto girl
playing I he castanets, and imitating Ellsler in what is called the cracover-again.
In their way, these people seemed cheer
We looked in
ful, dirty, and comfortable.
afterwards
at several drinking
places,
thronged with creatures who looked over
at the
their shoulders very significantly
officer — found one or two bar rooms kept
by women who had preserved the one vir
tue of neatness — (though in every clean
place the hostess seemed a terrible virago)
— and it was then proposed that we should
see some of the dormitories of this Alsatia.
And at this point must end all the cheerful
This is called " mur
ness of description.
dering alley," said our guide. We entered
between two high brick walls, with barely
room to pass, and by the light of the po
lice lantern we managed to make our way
up a broken and filthy staircase to the first
floor of a large building.
Under its one
roof the officer thought there usually slept
a thousand of these wretched outcasts. —
He knocked at a door on the left. It was
opened unwillingly by a woman who held
a dirty horse blanket over her breast, but
at the sight of the police lantern she
The
stepped back and let us pass in.
floor was covered with
human beings
asleep in their rags, and when called by
the officer to look in a low closet beyond,
we could hardly put our feet to the floor,
they lay so closely together, black and
white, inen, women and children.
The
doorless apartment beyond, of the size of
a kennel, was occupied by a woman and
her daughter's child, lying together on the
floor, and covered with rags, and cloths of
no distinguishable color, the rubbish of
bones and dirt only displaced by their
emaciated limbs.
The sight was too
to endure, but there was no
sickening
'egress without following close to the lan
tern.
Another door was opened to the
It disclosed a low and gloomy
right.
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I.

by

a

ft

apartment, perhaps eight feet square. things we loved, we have naturally had hearts.
Then there are Translations
Six or seven black women lay together to content ourselves with thoughts of the "rom the Minor German Poets, by C. T.
in a heap, all sleeping except the one
friends, and with passing but devouring
BROOKS, and
Poem on Nature and Art,
who opened the door.
Something stirred
W. W. STORY. Of these in order.
in a heap of rags, and one of the party, glances at the books which still invite us
For the present, we shall speak of
Meanwhile
removing a dirty piece of carpet with his oftener than we can follow.
It what joy to hear of them
cane, discovered a new-born child.
(the friends)
NUMBER
belonged to one of the.- sleepers in the

I

!

Francis & Co.

precious

from

of their own

books

;

them,

it
a

as well as for friendship's.
But the time
for speech came not
and any public

only

to introduce

us into the

heart of the great city, the writer intro
duces us also into another great world,
which
her own inward life
and lets
the two

;

We had long felt
duty
to review some of these, for truth's sake,
made we none.

Professing

is

;

their cheerful greeting as they lay about
our rooms, or circulated among our little
— yet answer
band of fellow workers

worlds

illustrate

one the other.

of genius even to
see things
only the mirror of
pure
Review which we might hail and wish to deep mind can report truly of the com

so far

colors,

had we

been

by these breezes of the Future

wafted

out of the course
packets,

in

may

;

In the spirit of the ideas
we are working out, we too shall
find some time to sing, at least to an
swer the true songs of others.
Now

and this she will continue to do,

for such

mind

is

we

ters;"

a

which

paper of our own
write, and yet not

a

But now we have

that

around

it.

is

party.

cease to build.

shadows,

which

mighty

shall be

real pleasure to break the
lence which has indeed weighed heavily
on us, and which must have looked most
cold

a

a

of all these regular to reproduce
This she has done,
city.
most of them,) by the confession of all readers, both in
organs of opinion and of this and
her earlier series of " Let

(war-frigates,

the time-serving

in

takes all the human

ity, all the sincerity, the faith, the buoy
ancy, the freedom, the spirituality,
the
Mrs. Child,
ideality, and the reality of
a

neath such

monest objects.

It

a

step aboard, seemed to us
foreign ship,
so long was
since we had sailed be

something

;

;

requires

and selfish

to those who

have not

ceased to send us their good word.
we shall

delight

name over

With

some of the

always reproducing all
All the lights and

the vigor and the fever of that
multitudinous

life, its shifting
of all sorts of shows,
phantasmagoria
some splendid, and some sordid, its start
ling contrasts, its wonders and its horrors,
its hells

of vice and deformity

crossed
by some redeeming forms of
sweet celestial spirits, its glittering
pa
rade of all the material productions of all
nevertheless

climes, its political mobs and its peaceful
conclaves of reformers, sleek conserva
by our friends, and of which we mean to tism and bearded come-outers, hard-faced
make
series of reviews.
Criticism villains and gleesome children —
not
books which

beautiful

have been sent us

is

I

I

a

Many times, in

received

The criticism of here mixture as grotesque and as fan
not the most severe, may tastic as the strange carvings
bristling all
No other tone can iver the cathedrals of the Middle Ages,
nevertheless be just.
have so good
right to criticize with — facts which realize the wildest dreams
admits of many tones.

a

a

T

I

have

Letters from New York.
Second Series.
By L. MARIA CHILD, Author of PhiloNew York.
C. S.
thra, 6(c. df-c.

They might be called Letters from
Fairy Land, or from the Spirit world.
writing, and songs of their own singing
Yet they are true to their title, and do
a'nd much have these refreshed us with give veritable impressions of New York.
tokens

friendship,

a

REVIEW.

we

utterance

to die out in the

si it

a

al

!

!

it,

I

labor,

Ideal

of strife

world

great
our

the

it

I

not

suffering

a

these details are disgusting,
and have
gone far enough when they have shown
those who have the common comforts of
life how inestimably, by comparison, they
are blest!
For one, I had never before
any adequate idea of poverty in cities.
did not dream that human beings, within
the reach of human aid, could be aban
doned to the wretchedness which
there
saw, and I have not described the half of
it, for the deKcacy of your readers would
not bear
even in description.
And all
these horrors of want and abandonment
lie almost within sound of your voice as
The officers
you pass in Broadway
sometimes make a descent, and carry off
swarms to Blackwell's Island — for all the
inhabitants of the Five Points are sup
posed to be criminal and vicious — but still
thousands are there, subjects for tears
and pity, starving like rats and dogs,
with the sensibilities of human beings
As we returned we heard screams and
fighting on every side, and the officers of
the watch were carrying off a party to
the lock-up house.
We descended once
more to the grand ball-room, and found
the dance going on very merrily.
Sever
very handsome mulatto women were in
"
few
the crowd, and
young men about
town," mixed up with the blacks; and
was picture of " amalgama
altogether
had never seen.
was
tion " such as
very glad to get out of the neighborhood,
am free to confess,
leaving behind me,
all discontent with my earthly allotment.
One gentleman, who was with us, left
behind him something of more value,
having been robbed at Almack's of his
few dollars, the
keys, pencil-case, and
wind
contents of two or three pockets.
up my "notes" with the hope that the
true picture
have drawn may touch
some moving spring of benevolence in
private societies, or in the Common Coun
cil, and something may be soon done to
alleviate the horrors of the Five Points.
it

nobly in the study and confes

continuing

But sion of Truth, and by faithful

It

experience

if

and had had an hour's

a

rags,

of the tender mercies of this world !

frankness.

of the most superstitious period of Art?
time, the season of Yet many call this writer fanciful.
Ac
expression, when all things that grow are cuse not her
rather accuse the city and

to

substantiate

ideas and hopes on which we were wont
to feed in our more literary days, when

what

slow

our sum

and we are prompted
we have been silently

to try
im

which shrinks

from vulgar curiosity, and
which could not be told at all unless this
same artistic fancy lent its beautiful veil

of parable to clothe
with
And first thy modest little volume of finds both heart and fancy
The difficulty in speaking
Poems, CRISTOPHER CRANCH, bard not
that
makes us think
widely famous, but loved, like choice book
it

bibing.

expression,

in

this very life could
seeking
been humbly

to tell

the long

it

this very labor and
while we have
give

;

a

as only

So too

is

such

;

ments

through

Of

her.

of such

a

mer mood

roots

months.

is

thousand difficulties,
with
but blessed with ten thousand encourage
battling

wintry

it

fed their

it

some measure fulfil the promise of man's
nature and the everlasting Order of God,

of the nineteenth century.
all these things which meet the sight
she
the honest penciller
while more
which only the heart can understand,
the civilization

;

a

a

While we have been absorbed in
practical work, laboring to found, mate clothed with foliage in open acknowledge
rially and morally, on one little spot of ment of the juices and aromas wherewith
Power has secretly
God's earth,
society which shall in the good life-giving

;

the summer

is

OUR FRIENDS.

It

FROM

is

BOOKS

too much.

in secluded

nooks, by those
has been to enter thy

touches

fhe

world

;

;

a

;

;

wild-flowers

whose privilege

;

of po

it

and conversation

It

every interest of the age.
of Faery, and the world of
Then there are LOWELL'S Fact Politics and Poetry Commerce and
etic friends kept up that very faith in us pure sphere.
the multiplication
daily feast, for which Religion
of wealth
which we are now striving to tarn into Conversations,
the
act while thus in one sense banished from we have rendered daily thanks in our through the multiplication of misery
books, and art,
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the and answers to his tones.

of them hereafter,

we shall

The prominent feature in Mrs. Child is
hopefulness.

She is a perpetual fountain

of joy, gushing up out of a sincere love
of God and man, a deep recognition of
the essential beauty of the soul, and a
most undaunted

faith in the speedy tri

of Truth and Beauty over the
wrongs and wretchedness of the Past ; a
umph

faith, which

is most industrious

to hunt

out and proclaim signs and confirmations,
•even in the darkest and most discouraging

of life.

corners
suffering

All

that

have

known

or pity, have much to thank her

for. She is a sportive prophetess, too
truly full of the bright future to put on
preaching airs ; a dancing sun
beam, and a most provoking refutation of
solemn

the gravely sceptical and worldly wise.
Some call her too enthusiastic.
It
might not do for you or me to write so ;
but it is simple truth for her; and en
thusiasm is truer, any day, than dullness
or indifference ; provided it be real en
thusiasm, and not a mere painful pro
longing of the tone, after the exaltation
has subsided.
To see a person all pos
sessed with one idea offends our taste ;
yet should we too by any chance become
possessed of the same, we should find
some

reason

musical,

in it.

The scientifically

the experienced

sometimes feel their

in music, may

musical

a

is

a

is

if

a

speak

I

we

know where to borrow texts.

in

Some of them
her on all these subjects.
are with us favorite topics, and should

a

genius, and keep her

is

hopeful

To do justice to
glowing pen in motion.
the book, we should compare notes with

a

her loving

?

; Social

private tragedies ;
these things, and a thousand more, occupy
and

Reorganization,

a

Intempe

and Poor-houses

it
is

rance ; Prisons

; Transcen

War ;

a

;

Slavery

if

;

a

doctrine of Correspondencies
dentalism

Bull ;

and the whole

I

and Ole

is

music

" But from the present state of tiiings men
are obviously passing into better order. The
restless and painful
transition
certainly
everything to hope from
one but there
would with the fresh green meadows.
ihe fact that the secrets of fraud and cunning
laid open, and that men are
Others, again, shrink from a certain .ire so universally
calling more and more loudly for something
want of delicacy
which they find in better lo supersede them. Not in vain did
giving such publicity to moods and ec- Fourier patiently investigate, for thirty years,
the causes of social evils nnd their remedy. —
stacies so intimate, and so above the com
Not in vain are communities starting up all
mon atmospheric
temperature.
They around us, varied in plan, but all born of one
feel that the personality is too prominent, idea. Do you say they will never be able to
realize their aspirations
Away with your
notwithstanding the nobleness always of scepticism
tell you that,
they all die,
the feeling and of the subject.
This we they will not perish without leaving the seed
on the hill
have felt, but do not condemn.
Better of great social truths scattered
sides and in the valleys; and the seed will
that faith, that trust in one's own feeling •p.ing up and wave in
golden harvest. —
and its right to a response, that power to Ciod does nol thus mock with false hopes the
beings He has made in his own image. —
have the feeling
when the world sits
He has taught us to pray that his kingdom
round you benumbed, that happy aban may come on earlh, as
in heaven; and
ful
donment, than any consciousness with lie will answer the prayer in glorious
filment."
which we may flatter ourselves of never
Like Fourier, too, she believes that the
The superlative
committing an excess.
mankind must be at
tone, it is true, soon wearies ; and few only redemption for
She reads
are the writers in whom it does not beget once material and spiritual.
miserable weakness.
We dread excess, prophecy in the accumulation of material
the boast of this nine
because we know that soreness and numb means, which
she sees in these fruits
ness naturally follow.
When traces of teenth century
social state
these consequences appear in any of these of civilization the seeds of
but bar
compared to which civilization
letters, shut the book.
We have heard many exclamations of barism.
" The New Year's show in Ihe windows
surprise at the resources which this writer
was exceedingly beautiful thh year The
possesses in her own temperament and shawls are of richer colors, the feathers more
delicately tinged, the jewelry, cutlery, and
fancy, seeing that she, in all trying cir
.crockery, are of more tasteful patterns.
cumstances, and shunning not the dark
look with interest on these continually pro
and lowly walks, can still contrive to cast gressive improvements, because they seem to
me
significant of more perfect state of soci
a colored halo over all.
Reader, this is
ety than we have yet known. The outward
no mere magic of fancy, though that is a
preparing itself tor the advancing idea of
talent which we willingly accord to her, the age, as bride adorns herself lor her hus
and in a high degree.
Wonder not that band."
The book
full of great faith
the
where she turns she still finds beauty in
the world : it is for the reason told above ; principle of Universal Unity, and of many
not
fully scien
it is because she loves the world, and all very clear glimpses,
Swedenborg's
who live in
and Him who
the life of tific comprehension of it.
We too, might say much of her pe doctrine of Correspondencies has coope
it.
rated with the natural tendencies of her
culiar
gift of Imagination,
which
we
esteem of
truly poetic and creative own mind, here, in very fruitful man
kind.
No one will deny the name of an ner. She regards nature, art, new de
velopments of mechanical power, always
artist to the author of " Philothea."
But what we wish more especially to in unity with the soul's great movement.
notice at this time,
the conviction which The quarrelling sects of Christianity are
blood distributed
these
letters,
that the present to her but the heart's
pervades
through the veins to be refined and re
state of society demands
radical change
The
and the eloquent confirmation which they turned again to the unitary heart.
various special reform movements quicken
lend to the doctrines of
social reorgan
and prepare the
the pulse of Humanity,
ization, and the science of Universal
in short with the passional calm of the
concert room, as much as that gay crowd

;

"

; Swedenborg

Future.

ions, and the cold conscious observations,

a

Home ;

Remem

it contrasts with the lamps and the fash

not for
hopeful and believing
soul like hers to mistake the signs of the

a

bered

"

because

is

like the

exquisite imagination,
Mesmerism

of most

and visions

sounds extravagant,

is

like the great Mam

Cave ; talcs

It

!

man's astonishment,

help it.

;

and its closeness ; the country
and its rambles ; the sights preserved for
the city

She says what

she feels ; and feels it because she cannot

is

is doing,

a

the Ole Bull ; but of one whose soul receives

over many roads
rushing
fanatically
which shall most surely meet in unity : —

moth

emotions?

;

of reform

genius

quite" infinite

is

of what

excites

Hers is not the position of a critic towards

a

many-sided

has been done ;
thought

imposing

imposing

is

of what

presence
more

Order ; below,

Social

impassible,

it,

conservative,

the

a

a Divine

science touching

blem of the union of divine with human, the
mediation between matter and spirit, by
which the former should becomeglorified and
godlike, and thus ascend unio the bosom of
the FATHER— this sacred gift
trampled un
der the feet of men, and changed into sting
ing serpent, which carries in loul slime over
the ro:ies of life."
is

strength of virtue to endure ; the prophe"- there not others in which the smallest
and the demonstrations of patch of stars above us, or of green grass

cies of love

It
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a

is

it

is

:

is

a

a

conscience
vexed by her oft resumed rhapsody about
Ole Bull ; the cause to them, however
radical, universal reform.
admirable, seems so inadequate to such Unity as discovered by Charles Fourier. hour of
" Christianity has degenerated into sectaan effect. But it is dangerous to con
Hear her speak of the perversion of the
now returning, through innu
ii-ui. and
demn an ecstacy in which we do riot for holy sentiment of Love in civilization
merable veins, lo be puriticd for healthy ar
the time sympathize.
"Alas, society like an inverted pyramid, terial action from the central heart. Yet had
Are there not
not run an earnest life, and been returned
moods in which Niagara ia dull to us, and Ihiil which should point to the heavens,
buried in the mud. The highest fact in through dogmas to be revivified, could there
and all the poetry about it stuff? and are mail's mysterious exutence, the
holiest em have been social body fit to receive the high

THE HARBINGER.
truths which will roll the world forward into
Its mlllenium ? Of what u«r, for instance,
would it be to preach pure, spiritual doctrines
concerning marriage, to a social organization
bated on Mahoinetanism ? Disorderly fts mciety uow appaara.ii is nevertheless Irnethat
the smallest fibre of the too in our social
frame Is in more harmonious relation to tinuniverse, than it would have been had we
not descended Irom nations possessing a
knowledge of Christianity.
"The same thing is true of fragmentary parlions of ChrUlianity.
Anti-slavery, temper
ance, and peace, may degenerate into sects,
and thus cease to promote growth, but the
fact, that they once circulated with a true
life, has prepared every Kbre of the social or
ganization for the appropriation of higher and
more universal truths. Thus does the world
grow from infancy to youth, and from youth
to manhood.
"And after manhood— what then comes to
society .' Must it reproduce itself through
another infancy and youth ? Or, being spir
itual in its essence, will it, like the son of
man, finally wear a spiritual body, to live
and move freely, in iurmony with the uni
verse .i "
On the subject of Correspondences
Analogies,

length ;

great

would

we

and probably

time to time hereafter.

shall

at

from

Music especially,

is to her a sort of universal
rather

and

quote

gladly

solvent, or

a common denominator,

to whose

terms she likes to reduce and measure all
facts, material or spiritual.

of the musical principle,
literal music as an art.
ger,

in speaking

music,

instruments

It

is the love

rather
Hence

than of
her dan

of the art, its actual
of
and performers,

La Phalange, Revue
XIV. Annf ire
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de la Science Sociale.
Serie in-8.
Tome

charge

it with impiety, with irreligion,
to Christianity : it is not

with opposition

Paris: Aux
less certain that the associative school in
Rue de
affirming the approaching union of Hu
manity, the advent upon earth of the king
We welcome the revival, under the
dom of God and his justice, in which all
"
above form, of the old
Phalange,''
good things will be given in abundance ;
which fought so well the early battle of
in devoting itself to the supreme and only
the cause of true progress in France.
end of the mission of Christ, in bringing, in
ler.

Janvier -FeVrier.

Dureaux
Be la Phalange.
Seine, 10. 1845. pp. 148.

It

appears

now

as a monthly

magazine

for the discussion of'the highest questions
in

social

science,

philosophy,

and the natural

theology,

politics,

sciences.

We

fine, to the world the social interpretation

of the Redemption and the sublime law
of COLLECTIVE SALVATION, which evi
dently contains the law of individual sal

recognize in its pages the powerful pens
vation ; it is not less certain that the as
which have commanded the respect even
sociative school, in these conditions, and
of those who were disposed to sneer at
in these terms, is essentially Christian.
the doctrines they advocated, — of those
It is certainly much more Christian than
who regard the Unity of Humanity as a
any of the existing churches, of each of
dream, and the integral elevation of man
which it has the right to demand, ' What
of heated imaginations.
as a figment
have you done with the trust committed
The present number contains — 1. Intro
to you t '
—
duction
system of operations of the
" At the same time that it is the ex
Associative
School.
2. Publication
of
of true Christianity, of the
pression
the MSS. of Fourier. 3. The Religious
Christianity of Jesus, the doctrine of
4. Uncertainty
of the Ex
Question.
Association is also the true consequence
5. The Peasants'
perimental Sciences.
of the postulates of modern Philosophy.
War.
6. Literary Notices.
7. PhaIt affirms as the essential destiny of
lansterian Documents.
Humanity and as the law of development,
The above articles are of a, profound that social order, more or less
vaguely
and admirable character, particularly the
foreseen and virtually invoked by Philo
Introduction, that oh the Religious Ques
sophy, in which all rights will be recog
tion, and that on the Uncertainty of the nized, all interests
provided for, all neces
Sciences.
In speaking of sities satisfied, all
Experimental
emancipations accom

the identity of the aim of the associative
plished, all oppressions destroyed, and
school with that of Christianity and of
" It liberty and justice universally realized."
Music, as a law, Philosophy, the Introduction says,
jective passional music.
The "Phalange" will contain the
does indeed
pervade all is proper here to remark, that this aim is regular publication of the MSS. of Fou-.
an element,
And there she has the heart of the very object of the doctrine preached RIER. This alone will give the work an
spheres.
But Music ultimated in an to men eighteen hundred years ago by interest to all students of the Law of
the truth.
Doubtless the Church has long
orchestra-score on- a violin, is not so pe Chnst
Progress, and all believers in the
applying to them observations which be
long to planetary and celestial, or to sub

Future
Yet not for the lost out of sight that supreme object of Humanity.
culiarly her sphere.
We have been permitted
world would we stop the train of her of the mission of Jesus ; struggling to read many of these MSS., and can
like assure our readers
One in the midst of social subversion,
beautiful and significant analogies.
that for strength,
in

the

doubted

long

It

Land.

desert,

Christianity

concerning

has

the

promised
has done more than doubt, it

and comprehensiveness,
we
know no other writings that can compare
They elevate the mind into
with them.
grandeur,

and despairing ever to
regions of thought which seemed im
' the
kingdom of God possible of access, and train it to
lay aside
and his justice,' it has banished God, his the narrow and one-sided mode of
think
and his justice,
out of this
kingdom,
ing which results from modem civiliza
world ; it has given to the doctrine of tion.
Redemption, and of the Salvation of Hu
In the religious discusssion which is
has despaired ;

realize here below

manity

only

a narrow,

inter

individual

pretation,
relating
exclusively
world ; which denies directly

to

this

commenced in this number, is laid, as we

believe, the basis of a complete recon
the pri
ciliation
between those disunited
and
and hostile sisters, Faith and Reason.
mary attribute of God, integrality
But
But the we have not space to speak of the Pha
of Providence.
universality
narrowness of faith and of intelligence
We commend it most
lange at length.
churches
which the different Christian
heartily to all scholars of a catholic spir
have manifested, proves only that Chris
to men of science, and to inquiring
tianity has required, like all other living and earnest persons of every character.
to grow They will find
its pages, the
thoughts
It is now no unfolding of which to their minds, will
longer shut up in the formulas of differing make eras
their lives.
orthodoxies ; it has penetrated the living
received by the editors
Subscriptions
soul of Humanity.
of the Harbinger,
Brook Farm, Mass.
to bear

to develope
its

itself,

fruits.

in

and

in

things, time

"

Of the doctrine

world

may say

what

of Association the Price
it pleases ; it may vance.

$
5

music.
"• Music is the soprano, the feminine prin
ciple, the heart of the universe. Because it
is the voice of Love, — because it is the high
est type, and aggregate expression of passion
al attraction, therefore it is infinite; therefore
it pervades all space, aod transcends all be
What the tone is
ing, like a divine influx,
to the word, what expression is to the form,
what affection is to the thought, whit the
heart is to the head, what intuition is to ar
gument, what insight is to policy, what re
ligion is to philosophy, what holiness is to he
roism, what moral influence is to power,
what woman is to man — is music to the uni
verse. Flexile, graceful, and free, it per
vades all things, and is limited by none. It
is not poetry, hut the toul of poetry ; it is not
mathematics, but it is 'in numbers, like har
monious proportions in cast iron ; it is not
painting, but it shines through colors, and
gives them their tone ; it is not dancing, but
it makei all gracefulness of motion ; it is not
architecture, but the stones take their places
in harmony with its voice, and stand in " pet
In the words of Benin*,—
rified music."
" Every art is the body of music, which It
the soul of every art ; and so in music, loo,
the soul of love, which also answers not for
its working ; for it is the contact of divine
with human.' "

Moses

it,

passage, which is all we can indulge in
contains a world of truth about

now,

00 per annum, payable

in ad
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FUTURE.

;

To Eternity.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

!

it

is

OLE BULL'S CONCERT.
We had just finished our notice of Mrs.
Child's Letters when,
most unex
by
a

;

;

i

is

is i.«

it,

hangs no bright Ideal glory,

No sweet enchantment, no renplenden

BY WILLIAM W. STORY.
power.
harsh, the sky
gray and dreary,
Yes, vanished are those hues whose light
There
no color in the outward world,
Elyslan
And
am sick at heart, and sad and weary,
Lured me along with fair deceitful ray
And all my golden wings of hope are
But in their stead remains the quiet vision
furled
That loves the common life of every day.
A thick numb pain upoo my brain weigh
Yes
here in common life, so we but woo
ing,
The air

Load the day with deeds of thought,
While
waits for thee
Then despatch
richly fraught,

a

But round

it

For the Harbinger.

THE

occupies the Future, whose fair story
once rehearsed in many
dreaming
hour,

It

POETRY.

it

It
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we learne'd that the

pected coincidence,

was in Boston.
Norwegian
We heard
With brave true heart, there
task di
him at the Melodeon on Saturday eve
vine
The audience was only moderate
Which gives the wand of power to those ning.
ing,
large, justifying tlie remark that Bosturn to bailie in youth's auroral dream.
who do
And opes the entrance into Beauty's tonians are never enthusiastic when an
Then throbbed the brave light heart that,
artist comes
second time
which proves
shrine.
lover,
like
that what enthusiasm there is,
more for
Not in the distant
Embraced the Future in its burning youth
our greatness planted,
novelties, for signs and wonders, than for
That longed its life's gre .it race-course to run
But in the present, lying at our feet
Art.
over,
The actual with the ideal
enchanted
His music on this occasion was all of
And win in rapturous heat the goal
When the soul dares the simple truth to
his own composing.
Only one piece had
Truth
greet.
" Polaeca OuerThen fancies, like the blooming clouds of True strength calm, forever onward moving, we heard before, his
is

;

ol

is

;

;

is

is

a

;

a

I

it,

ly

I

is
a

see the crowds before me stream,
Daily
And smiling at the false part men are play

risra," which left
of his

deeper impression on
perhaps, than any other piece
last year.
has
unity and

When man's whole nature

theme

which

;

a

a

It

is

a

if

it

a

the wild battle march

;

after which fol
lows the animated movement called " Polacra," whose long labyrinth of variations
we will not be so idle as to follow
the pen.

with

a

in

Of Ole Bull's compositions
general
we must say that we feel in them
want
;

of unity. They are full of genius full
of fire and force and tenderness wild as
his own

Norwegian

rocky

coasts,

and

full, too, of no
ble aspiration
while, in point of execu
tion, they add to
most perfect mastery of
the violin an admirable knowledge of or
northern

Superstitions

chestral

eflects (effects,
the way, but
poorly brought out by the limping, uncer
tain-, and untrained accompaniment of his

Should they pause, how soon they'd grow
Colorless and cold

hastily

Joy and Beauty,— where were they,

melodies;

the world stood still
Like the world, thy law obey,

waves of
rich deep harmony.
But he
equally abounds in wild, abrupt and aim-

If

And thy calling fill.
Love to Labor owes its health,
Will its willing powers
Industry slone
What we do

wealth,
ours.

He

assembled orchestra

that night.)
in original
and wonderful
and he floats them on the

abounds

starts, and flights and cadences,
which often do not so much embellish the
dea, as they do utterly defeat and scatter

And yet,
themselves separately,
as embellishments, nothing could be more
it.

in

round its

suddenly he awakes from his
meditation and with
sweep of the bow,
launches the whole orchestra again into
strength

;

IS

;

;

:

the rolling planets glow
Bright as burning gold

is is

jaded,
Hath no fair aureole glowing
brow;

All

;

;

O

boundless hope, thou hast not wholly faded,
But thy young glory does not glad me now
This toiling soul, by cares oppressed and

All things work and move
Work, or lose the power to will,
Lose the power to love.

were strong, and com
the great Source of

a

To struggle on till Art should be released.

They that work not, cannot pray,
Cannot feel the sun.
God
living, working still

to

himself

s

I

The weary load of hate and misery.
Then did swear in full and sweet affiance
To wed the beautiful and be its priest,
And strengthened by heroic self-reliance,

DAY.

BY J. S. DWIGHT.
Work, — and thou wilt bless the day,
Ere the' toil be done —

?

ing

WHILE IT

!

I

a

Thus through happy dream forever drifting,
My soul was nourished, till seemed to we
The heart of life, like some great giant, lift

WORK,

is

Falsehood shrunk back before its path ma
jestic,
And crime and sin, and all that keeps men
low,
And all the world became to Beauty plastic,
And Love in life's full sails was felt to blow.

his soul to see
mitting

;

For the Harbinger.

Then

by

is

;

With smile etherial evermore commands.

;

a a

it

That waxed until
overspread the earth,
And Truth, arousing like
hungry lion,
Shook its full mane, in new era's birth

all with his great purpose.
a thoughtful andante the violin
discourses to itself, as
the hero were
reviewing his purpose, communing with
inspiring

a

a

;

I

Each act in Love's

transfiguration stands,
Yes! from my heart shot forth hope's tender
And Order reigns, and never fading Beauty
scion,

through.

chords, he seems
prompt answering
hero at (he head of his army, on the eve
of
glorious moral conflict, inspired and

if

;

a

I

To Fear, and Hate, and Jealouey, and
And the fair Future swarmed with golden
Strife,
days;
Sceptres of air my longing hands were How may we hope harmonious vibrations
From the discordant, broken strings of life.
grasping,
And Faith commanded me and kept me The dim and distant Future haunts
my being
strong
With
rich music, swelling like the sea
The hands of mighty dreams my own were From myriad voices all in love
agreeing, —
clapping,
The holy anthem of humanity.
And
was pledged to do away the wrong
Through all of life there
no ugly duty,

traced

;

All passions shall unite to do it's will
though
thousand cares and pains
One law through all its forms shall be re
were near me,
flected,
was struggling in their dizzy maze,
And
One harmony its myriad notes distil.
There were the beckoning years that seemed
Tuned as our souls are unto false relations,
to cheer me,
Then

easily

The orchestral parts are rich and grand.
As they open with the drum-beat and

in

jected,

;

io Love sub

our mind,

a

rung.

is

And answering to the passion in me burning,
The bells of hope throughout all nature

a

By being rather than by acting grows
Born from the silent constancy of loving
The perfect power that only hath repose.
;

morning,

In hues aerial dipped, around me hung.
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beauty and the eloquence of simple

and sincere emotion.

When he improv

cise it from a single hearing.
and enjoyed

deeply.

We felt

it,

was calm, ma

— his

firmness of his will,

erable form unshaken

ven

majestic,

by the attacks

of

fit emblem of his ad
jestic, broad and ample in its flow and time and disease,
the melody which played upon the top of amantine inflexibility, — and his robust
the all-pervading roar of waters, was ex and cordial courtesy, which was extended
a

his own

is

;

we mistake not,

pained by this thing.
For he knows what art is ; and he knows

the

soul

It

musical

it

If

beautiful.
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It

it,

It

ised upon his violin without accompani
pressive of serene religious sentiment.
ment, and introduced a slow popular air, had less of the abrupt and wild, less of
there was perfect unity, and it went to the vaguely ambitious about
than any
That was re other piece.
was not brilliant, but fill
the heart of every one.

alike to friend and foe, forbade the feeling
which so often creeps over the heart, in
that
the presence of official dignitaries,
we are dealing with men whose affections

a

freshing and inspiring ; the other kept us ed the mind with deep repose.
The soli and sympathies are either dead, or drug
on tip-toe, first with admiration, then with tary tone of here and there an instrument,
ged to drowsy inaction.
the response of others, and the little flights
bewilderment, and then with weariness;
The career of General Jackson, accord
making due allowance however for the and passages of melody, that came and ingly, has been always regarded in
light
went like birds above the great descent of that was intensely personal. His friends,
Does it not waters, produced
very natural effect. — — and few men have had a more numer
was the mingling of all other objects ous or intimate circle of private friends,
seem as if he had exhausted the power of
his single instrument, and were striving and of all other sensations into
great besides those who shared his confidence
Effects so from political sympathy, — could scarce
after more, of which the materials are not on-flow of the falling lake.
in his hands ? His is the position of a so true, and which so disappoint vulgar ex find terms sufficiently expressive to do
lo-player, of a virtuoso, whose sphere is pectation by their very quietness, are justice to their admiration
while his op
orchestra.

;

t
li.
•

It

a

We say he suffers by it.

among the surest indications of genius.
was
pleasure to see our friend Mr.
a

prowess before great crowds, who are pam
pered to excess with feeding upon novel

It

of individual

that of exhibition

always

Schmidt,

again at the head of an orches

ponents on the other hand, have exhaust
ed the vocabulary

of scorn and indigna

tion, to give vent to the emotions of hos

a

restless,

dissipated.

fragmentary,

and without
dividualism

It is the intense in
repose.
of the age, as it affects the

Duffield,

much
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ity of

whirlwind, and, as they believed,
with its desolating effects.
The moment after the decease of such

a

necessarily

man, however,

is

It becomes Of the singing, by Mr.
Its creations are might be said in praise.
wildly aspiring,

which genius cannot thrive.

a

;

it

was
This is no fault of tra
ties and prodigies.
although
trying time for tility and rage, which could not but be
his ; but it is the tendency of the age. It him, chiefly owing to the novelty of the called forth, by one who so often invaded
is the form into which the musical genius music, and the short time allowed the the sphere of their private interests or
of the age is forced. It is a form in performers to become acquainted with it. cherished convictions, with the impetuos

an unfit time for adu

The atmosphere of
or reproach.
the grave must cool the fiery hostility of
lation

It is indeed a sad time
sphere of Music.
In such a restless period
for all artists.

if

is

•

SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1845.
the moat rancorous enemies, and temper
Of
modern civilization, the natural fruits are, the enthusiasm of the most passionate ad
of transition from an old exhausted life
contemptfor others1rights, fraud, oppression,
The aged hero sleeps in the
to an order of society that shall do more gamblingspirit in trade, recklessadventure,and mirers.
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
justice to man's wants, genius of all kinds the laborerand to rendereveryconditioninsecure. peaceful sepulchre of the Hermitage, and
Relief to come,and can only comefrom the new let
us approach his memory, with as
beats the air with random wing, like an applicationof Christianprinciplei,of Universal
Iustice
and Universal love, to social institutions, to much calmness and impartiality,
and
indi
as
an
Competition
eagle in a storm.
commerce,to business,to activelife.
excited or hasty step would disturb the
vidualism have done one good for art as
Da. CHAiutiNo.

(an

order in which Society itself shall be Mu
sic,)

alone

are privileged

to

entertain.

And this belief must be our apology for
any seeming
marks.

"

severity

in the above re

;

a

a

a

It

is

;

in

;

a

of the State

is

It

part of the machinery
his most fervent admirers

not be viewed as

there have been few public men more
deeply imbued with the democratic senti
easy
ment than Andrew Jackson.
to assume the badges and watchwords of

they are the passport to pop
democracy
pageant
occasioned by ular favor, to public office, to political influ
almost every aspect of affairs and
projects and deeds of the most pregnant ence,
under their protection the most craven apos
interest to the public, the bold, command
ing, high-hearted old man was never lost tates from the principles of liberty, the most
were unable to make of him
and under the excitement

;

order

high magistrate, the man was nev
he could
the functionary

;

the believers in a new Social

and

er absorbed

in

sphere. —

;

this

a

in

;

dissipated music

When Unity shall be the law of all soci
ety, there will be orchestras of genius.
This is a hope respecting music, which

a

only

expression and
and though brought before the ties, as a distinguished
uality
representative.
notice of the world, in the relations of
Since the time of Thomas Jefferson,
civilian,
soldier,
legislator,
politician,
a

The
the rest to mere accompaniment.
higher aspirations of artists can create

a

position ? On the contrary, each requires
to stand alone and prominent, and dwarfs

a

and merge

themselves in a common effort to bring out
the meaning and grandeur of a great com

in

to play to

hardly get two great players
to meet as equals,

gether,

;

Is
combined in a true Unitary Concert?
it not a strange anomaly that you can

We do not mean, in this place, to re
The time has at length come when this view the political history of General
His measures are now, more
celebrated name may be pronounced, with
Jackson.
out reference to the triumphs of
part of our public policy
party, or less
expe
rience will shed increasing light on their
or the transient political measures of
and we do not fear that they
No man so distinguished
the an character
day.
nals of our country, has been the object will fail of receiving the verdict which
of such deep and lasting enthusiasm, nor belongs to them, from the unbiassed judg
has any one called forth more fierce and ment of posterity.
our purpose, at present, to dwell,
His personal in
implacable antagonism.
fluence has never ceased to be of the most though in the most cursory manner, on
powerful character his public life was one some of the ideas, of which the late
President will be considered by all par
and inseparable from his peculiar individ
;

is wonderfully develop
ing the powers of the individual instru
When shall we have them all
ment.
this solo-playing

dust.

slumbering

ANDREW JACKSON.

a

for all things : they perfect and refine to
the highest pitch the elements which are
So in Music,
hereafter to form harmony.

He always seemed subtle enemies of human rights, have
We had nearly forgotten to speak of the sight of or forgotten.
to
be
the
It
not
be
to
upon
would
criti
spot, strong in the iron crept up into eminence, which they have
just
Niagara.''
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The strong j He was, however, ignorant of the true I it the principle which binds the Universe
disgraced.
conspicuously
sense of justice, llte burning instinct of principles of social science ; he had ap- in its sweet and strong embrace, namely,
equity, which is the source of all genu
ine democracy, is not the most common

parently not reflected deeply on the real

attraction

But away

and cooperation.

of prevailing- evils ; he attached with the hollow

source

pretence,

Which would

of political leaders, even of too much importance to political mea attack a principle in politics, while it
Do not'
those who would fortify their influence by | sures ; and not perceiving that the abuses clings to it every where else.
In the soul which he opposed were interwoven with j condemn one cluster of poisonous berries
an assumption of the name.
the very frame-work of modern society, while you are quaffing the juice of oth
of this veteran, however, we are persuad
ers from the same vine? as if it were the
ed that the sentiment of democracy was, he vainly hoped for their remedy in legis
attribute

if

we may so say, innate; it seemed an lative enactments, instead of integral re
Hence, his measures were the im
integral part of his nature ; no man could form.
doubt the strength or the sincerity of his mediate occasion of great inconvenience,

to the principle ; and if ho and in many instances, of deep distress.
made no loud professions of his democrat- , It was the mending of an old garment
!
ic faith, it was because he felt that it was with new cloth, — an operation which
attachment

nectar of gods.

The question forces itself upon our at
What actual results have been
gained to the cause of political equality
or social justice from the influence of

tention.

General Juckson ?

Hie triumph was
aggravates the difficulty which it
Whatever defects may be charged upon j is meant to correct. The genuine spirit of tion of the country ;
incontinences
his measures, whatever
rejoiced in it as a
equity, which We have no doubt animat
ed his endeavors, would have led him, cratic pretension ;
may bz pointed out in his career, whatev
best illustrated by the devotion of his lifo.

er features may be detected in his con
duct at war with the elevation of his
creed, no one can call in question his vilal

usually

ruins of the antique

faith in the democratic idea, and his earn

fice on the crumbling

structure, which he was ineffectually

was its necessary result.

ing to repair.

Jackson,
It has been objected to General
opponent of son's public character, that he first
He saw clearly tically established the principle that
monopoly and privilege.
that the inslitutions of this country were contests of party the spoils belong
find General

at all times, the unflinching

-even

would

the

of partiality

semblance

be an anomalous

feature

and that laws,

government;

the fruit of the collective

which

in our
were

wisdom of the

however expressed, should be ad
ministered with an exclusive \icw to the
nation,

general

good.

Hence his unceasing hos

tility to every thing like public favoritism,
to supporting the pretensions of the few
against the rights of the many, or to in
creasing by exclusive legislation tie subtle
power of the monicd interest, which is to

such a resolute leader, and the name of
democracy was crowned with honor in
many places where before it had been a

Jack

But if we look
hissing and a bye-word.
for any vital changes in the condition of

prac
in the

We see no weight
We believe that the principle is in sal spread of education, riches, and hap

tion.

accordance

perfoct

with

purposes of our prevailing

the

spirit

institutions

and piness among those who now bear the hea
of viest burdens of society, we shall assured-

General Jackson was
society. They are founded on the idea of I ly look in vain.
unlimited competition ; they encourage raised to power by the votes of the work

of this country ; with insignifi-

men to take advantage of each other in

ing-men

every way not forbidden

cant exceptions,

trary

rules ; they

scramble

by certain arbi

make life

for wealth

a perpetual
or power ; and, in

they were devoted to his

interests ; he held a place in their hearts
which few men have occupied ; they gath

the presence of this universal, fierce, and ered round him with enthusiastic alacrity
relentless antagonism, we certainly can as their chosen chief in the fierce contest
with monopoly and exclusiveness.
see no reason why one single principle.
But

of the the evils, under which they suffer, have

be guarded and not cherished in the coun

which

system, should be selected for s.uch bitter
vituperation, while the system itself, —

of his mind,
combined with an instinctive love of jus

to aristo

striv

sels of a republic.

The native penetration

death-blow

the oppressed, any guarantee for the ele
to the vation of the laborer to equality with the
in the objec employer, any preparation for the univer

designed for the common benefit of all ; victor.
that

as the salva

it gave the vantage
under the light of a profound science of! ground to equality in its great battle with
The enthusiasm of the masssociety, to devote his gigantic energy to | privilege.
a constructive reform, to erect a new edi cs was aroused by their confidence in

est conviction that the course he pursued

We accordingly

hailed

the friends of freedom

is the legitimate

product

by no means disappeared ; they have not
even diminished in magnitude ; they are
of such a daily on the increase. What degree of

the foul and haggard mother
tice, led him to perceive the grasping and brood of abominations, — should be cher- encroachment on popular rights he preinsatiable character of modern commerce ; ished with all the tenderness of love, and vented, it may not be easy to estimate ; but
he could not be blinded by the magnifi
protected from even the bioath of suspi- j certain it is, he has failed to establish the

ciou, as if her virgin innocence were too i prosperity of the masses on a solid founcence of its pretensions ; he waa insensi
It is dation. The accursed spirit of commerble to the sweetness of its promises, and the holy even to be called in question.
He saw that it was an outrageous procedure to attack the rial monopoly is still vigorous and active ;
splendor of its gold.
gradually tending to universal domination ; character of a man, because he adopts a large business is transacted on fictitious
that the feudal baron of the middle age principle in one of its applications, which
was succeeded by the money baron of the we are defending and acting on with all
our might in ten thousand others. Either
nineteenth century ; and that the encroach

is
capital ; the toil of the industrious
made the instrument of the crafty ; and

fierce, competitive selfishness, like Ishmael in the desert, is waging
war on
ments of this power must be resisted, or say that the principle of unlimited compe
the liberties of the country would be tition is false and infernal in itself; or every thing which does not bring money
It was al cease to raise an outcry against it when to its purse. The hero of the Hermitage
placed in the deepest peril.

of the first it is brought into the service of popular
For ourselves, we repudiate
every obstacle in the elections.
path of mercantile monopoly, to restrain with loathing and indignation the whole
and the influence of system of social competition.
We hold
the aggressions

ways

with

him a necessity

moment to throw

wealth combined

for private ends, and

if

he could not wholly destroy the gigantic
corporations which had been formed for

detestation on the

over

shadowing tree, which has
brought such woe into the world ; he saw
its character ; he lopped off single branch

it the most cunning invention of the devil es of its rank growth ; but he did not Icy
to cheat man out of his destiny.
We the axe to its root. This is a work that
would banish it from commerce, from i no political reforms alone can effect.
We

the sake of individual profits, to deprive trade, from industry, from all dealings
them as far as possible of the means of between man and man ; and substitute for
doing evil.

looked with instinctive
huge,

need an organic

change in the .structure

of society ; the substitution

of justice for
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fraud, of love for force, of the kingdom of and all, as they may please to favor us
for the reign of Satan.
Heaven
Men with, to make our paper the record not
must cease to bow down before the golden

only of scientific principles,

calf in the wilderness,

experience in Associative

and yield with glad

but of actual
life, and to be

come the medium of such discussion, in
This consummation can be brought about quiry, and intelligence,
as it may be
only by the establishment of unity of in thought desirable to bring before the pub
terests in all the relations of men. Society lic.
For this purpose let our brother As
must be made to revolve on a new pivot ; sociationists everywhere regard this Jour
nal as theirs, no less than it is our own.
and place the centre of harmony in uni
versal attraction.
With the great interest which is now
awakened in the principles of Associa
tion, there are numbers of persons in all
TO OUli FRIENDS IN ASSOCIATION.
parts of the country who are seeking for
We trust that our brothers of the differ light and truth on the subject ; many of
ent Associations in the United States will these are in private correspondence with

devotion to the Eternal laws of Providence.

not regard the Harbinger as the exclusive
Al
organ of the Brook Farm Phalanx.
though issued from its press, it is intend

us ; we hope they will be content

if

after we reply to their inquiries,

through

ed, that it should represent as far as pos

give a wider diffusion to the principles, for
which we so earnestly court examination.

sible, the interests

of the general move

ment which is now

spreading

with such

the medium

of the Harbinger,

here

and thus

cause ; but we hope also that we shall be paper, we should suppose that its spirited,
able to communicate equally interesting
earnest, and free hearted character, would
from other Associations

intelligence

which

It

may arouse them to re
flection on the subject, far more than the
denunciations of our Northern Abolition
publication.

ists, and when once their minds are led to
they may rejoice to find in the
doctrine of Association a safe and simple
inquiry,

for the evils of slavery, without
incurring the dangers which are now re
garded as the inevitable result of emanci
remedy

pation. — We perceive that an attempt hae
been made in certain quarters, to excite a
prejudice against the paper, from the fact
that its General Agent, Mr. William C.

Bell, is a professed infidel. We hope that
will not be established in
any court of conscience, for if the Edi
tors of a publication are to be made res
this doctrine

ponsible for the religious

of its publishers,

and moral error*

it would

be a

"

bur

a man that hopes for

den too heavy for

At Jeast, we trust that the re
admits of " limitation," and
that it does not extend to the morals of
the carriers, or news-boys, which it might
heaven."

Ity

We greatly regret to learn that the
Western Transcript, hitherto published at
accounts of the condition and prospects of Cincinnati by Dr. Brisbane, has been dis
that Phalanx, as we may think suited to continued for want of adequate support.
promote the advancement of the common From the specimens we have seen of that

encouraging progress throughout the land.
We shall from time to time present such

of such a

at the appearance

to be glad

have commanded an extensive

circulation

sponsibility

do with quite as much ju&tice in this case
And after all, perhaps •'•
as in the other.
that
Mr. William C. P,i;II
out
turn
may
may safely be trusted with settling the
accounts of a newspaper, without expos

with a ing its subscribers to the contagion of his
We have had several inter
almost infidelity.
from beginning to end, frank, cordial and views with Mr. Bell, have conversed with
Associationists,
which cannot exist, with honest, and free to a marvellous extent him freely on various subjects, as well 88
and though a
De
on the True American,
such power in any other relations.
from any thing like pretence or quackery.
voted to a grand, peaceful revolution ; at Why such a paper should have languish
genuine child of Kentucky, who carries

are laboring in union with us for the es
tablishment of the true order of society.
There is a bond between all true-hearted

once conservative

and radical ; aiming

at the West.

It

has been filled

great variety of matter,

readable

Queen City, whose
inhabitants are generally ready to patronize

to ed in the enlightened

do equal justice to the Past and the Fu
ture ; believing that the spirit of antago
nism is the direst curse of society ; rely
ing on the practical realization of the Di
vine Law, and not on any fancies or con
jectures ;

In
a good thing, we cannot imagine.
deed, we cannot but hope th*at it may yet
revive, and that its able Editor will hesi

and strong in the conviction
union is the true source of ing potatoes," rather than edit a paper
power, they are connected in a living devoted to the interests of humanity.
harmony such as can rarely be found be Still, whatever may be the result, we are
source of the highest

It will be to us a sure that we shall hear from Dr. Brisbane

Harbinger
menting

gratification

if

the

prove the means of ce
union more closely ; while

shall
this

we shall be deeply mortified, if it should
assume a less universal character, than

never

have dreamed that his orthodoxy was not
immaculate, if we had not been apprised
We hope the
of the fact in other ways.

True American will have a prosperous
tate before fulfilling the intention which he career, in spite of the conscientiousness
announces, " of ploughing corn and hoe-_ of its Editor, or the theology of its Agent.

that organized

tween man and man.

his heart in his hand, we should

again, for ho has too free and independent
a spirit, too much heart and conscience,
to hold his peace, in the midst of the great
evils

which

stulk

through

the land un

daunted, though not unrebuked.

the Journals devoted to the cause of As

SIGNS OF PROGRESS. — No age has been
wholly dead to the great hope which now
causes so many hearts to heat with new

There has always been a foreboding,
a dim presentiment, if nothing more, of a
high and true life hereafter to be realized

joy.

on earth.

A

noble

discontent

with the

present has been a constant omen to guide
the lover of universal harmony to fairer
scenes which future times would unfold to

CASSIVS M. CLAY AND WILLIAM C.
BELL. The first numbers of the " True all.
The visions of the Hebrew prophets are
promptly sustained in our course by the American," edited by that eloquent son
different Associations in whose behalf we of the West, Cassius M. Clay, are an filled with lofty anticipations of great good
sociation whose place it supplies.
We flatter ourselves that we shall be

nounced, though we have not yet had a
we have honored and sight of them. This paper, devoted to the
dear friends, men with whom it would be discussion of Slavery in a slaveholding
a privilege to labor in any cause ; in oth
State, and conducted with the rare talent

shall presume from time to time to speak.

In many of them

to be enjoyed by men ; they so lived in the
ideal harmony and blessedness, in the ad
vent of which they had no less confidence
than in the pervading Providence which

ers, a few members are only known to us for which the name of the Editor is a was their guiding star, that they often
by name ; but we hope to become better pledge, will be eagerly read every where, lost sight of intervening realities ; and
acquainted ; and that we may meet on will be received with cordial welcome and where can be found a more sublime
common ground in the columns of the bitter curses, — a fate which a true and description of the Divine Order of Society,
Harbinger.
We shall

always

such communications

be

glad

to

reeeive

living production, in this period of subver

than in those words,

sion, never escapes, and need not shun.

down

from our friends, one Our friends at ths South, however, ought

which

have floated

the stream of ages from the echo

of their

song?

The master

minds

of

other

nations have been faithful

to

the

vidual

benevolence

and that

is watchful,

to sustain the enterprise in

a
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manner be

hope ; it has been expressed charity has a thousand hearts and hands coming its great importance.
in varied forms, from the Grecian Plato to constantly in her service. Pitiful apology !
IRISH REPEAL.
the English More ; now it has been set When shall we learn that Society cannot
" Dear Liberty !" cries the Dublin
be relieved of the , solemn obligations
forth in the grave speculations of phil

is

enough to seek, at least, for

not in confused and unjust agglomeration.
But will the liberty the Nation so earn

In

word,

estly invokes,

arrangements, just as no real health can
be enjoyed in an atmosphere which embo

themselves, in the reform

to which they

and

of Ireland, teach all

but only
ter

is

the ignorant, and give every man the po
sition in society for which nature designs
not liberty,
does this
him?
Unless

it

dential, and preventive, instead of being
will take no rest until the individual, accidental, and only curative?
We shall recur to this subject again.
All inquiries into
true solution be found.
subordinate and partial reforms will at
WHAT DO YOU PROPOSE?
length be seen to concentrate upon this ;
and men will be convinced that no true
We have often been asked, What do
progress can be attained under false social the friends of Association
propose to

awake, which

clothe all the naked

feed all the hungry

modified form of oppression.

means to something bet
good as
means to
sometimes, too

That could hardly be

something worse.
reckoned

a

be made social, provi

is

not charity

it

shall

,

and mental, of all its children

it

How are social

moral

a

new force,

relations to be brought into harmony with
the nature of man? and a spirit is now

can se

physical,

Society

a

which
despise it ; but it cannot so easily be hud some method
dled out of sight; the question still cure the just education,
returns with

Is there not than two hands should be joined into one.
We believe in the unity of nations, but

of the crime.

philanthropy

a

or

is

disbelieve

We are not without sympathy
one nation ought no
with the repealers
another,
more to be absorbed and lost

dom!"

It

affect to

are both the evidence and the

come quickly

;

may

punishment

by

fact ; they

all over

it,

doubt the great problem of our
may shut their eyes to the

a

Men

?

day.

;

it

is without

" Come —
fiery enthusiasm,
— we are athirst for Free

Irishman's

!

few indi

in

of

ors, however praiseworthy,

the recompense
viduals.
Terrible too
embody the convictions thus deeply cher
the poisons that corrupt the
ished, in living, organic institutions, has
reaps
This whole social body, and break out in ulcers
been reserved for the present age.

Na

tion, at the close of an article full of an

;

by the endeav

!

which God imposes upon

a

osophy, and now has enkindled the holi
But 'the attempt to
est fires of poetry.

it,

same lofty

favorable change for Ireland,

poison.

;

it

•

but deadly

a

few which only opened to her peasantry the
are devoted.
Let us answer in
The words, — by the systematic organization peculiarly civilized and happy condition
interest which is now felt in the applica
of labor, to make
more efficient, pro of the manufacturing population in free,
tion of just principles to actual society, the ductive, and attractive
in this way, to enlightened, Christian England. Of liberty
harmonic union of a high and pure theory provide for the abundant gratification of which consists mainly in the right to

soms a secret,

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS
7

;

5

9

is

In the Social Monitor and Orphan's
published in the Christian City
of Boston, by the Misses Fellows, we no
tice constant advertisements of children to
be given away, or who want places. —
Advocate,

A. M., and 1-2
Leaves Brook Farm at
p. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica
Plains, and Roxbury.
Returning, leaves
of leading
wise, serene and beautiful Doolittle's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at
p.
If.,
.nut
1-2 A.
M. Sunil.iy excepled.
life, in accordance with the eternal laws of
N. K. GERRISH.
God and the highest aspirations of their
28,
June
1845.
This in modern society
own nature.
a

a true home for man, a tem

ple worthy of universal humanity.

2 !

;

ter structure,

too

much already.

better day is coming,, is near at hand. — equalities of external condition, which now
of the elements of make many aspects of society so hideous
society is to prepare the erection of a bet and to put all in possession of the means

This deep upheaving

has had something

starve, the world

in

with vigorous action that is now forming all the intellectual, moral, and physical
in many souls, we hail as a sure sign of wants of every member of the Associa
We know that a tion and thus to extirpate the dreadful
human advancement.

the exception and not the rule, among all
classes.
Are we not laboring for an end
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command the respect and Is published simultaneously at New York
the BROOK FARM PHALANX,
and Boston,
sympathy of every sincere philanthropist?
Office in New
every Saturday morning.
not worth while for the most cultiva
York, BURGESS, STRINGER & Co., No. 222
They are of all ages, from the infant, Is
Co.,
whose feeble cry has hardly claimed the ted and intelligent minds, at least to look Broadway mid in Boston, REDDING
N'i.
Slate Street.
care of parental affection, to those whose at
remedy which promises to eradi
TERMS. Two Dollars
year, or One Dol
labor might make it a tolerable bargain cate absolute poverty, do away with the lar for six months, payable invariably in ad
vance. Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
to "take" them.
temptations to crime, make the execu
bj

should

a

a

8

;

&.

it

which

and REMITTANCES
COMMUNICATIONS
should be addressed to the publishers in New
Boston,
the " Editors of the
or
to
and
York
Brook Farm, West Roxbury,
and thus bless the whole population?
Harbinger,"
But no religious fanaticism impels Amer This reform based upon the practical ap Mass.
O" Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As
ican mothers to cast their children upon plication of Christianity
to the arrange
sociation Clubs, .mil all persons wishing to
the cold and uncertain currents of the ments of society, under the guidance of an diffuse the principles defended in tin- paper,
world.
It is the terrible necessity of pov accurate and profound science. To doubt by forwarding FIFTEEN DOLLARS, will be
supplied with TEN COPIES.
or its final accomplish
erty or shame, that conquers the tender- its practicability
[p" Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
est of feelings, and makes even the hu ment, would be to call in question both Offices, No. 222
Broadway, New York, and
man mother abandon her young.
science and religion at once.
State Street, Boston, and by booksellers
No.
and periodical agents throughout the U. Stales.
Many of the children advertised, are
1-4 cents.
Price,
doubtless orphans.
This is yet worse, to
course
ID3 The proposal to institute
our minds.
The mdividual abandonment of Lectures on the Doctrine of Associa
GENERAL AGENTS.

We are told that Hindoo mothers com

tioner and constable useless functionaries,
diffuse inward

contentedness

and peace,

a

6

8

is

mit their children to the Ganges, to ensure
them the especial favor of their Divinities.

of children shows a degree of moral sub

TUTTLE AND DEXTER,
30 ANN STREET,

a

tion in the principal towns and cities of
version, inferior to that exhibited when a the Union meets with
favorable response,
whole community leaves the most sacred as far as we have heard any expression of

in

of its duties, to be casually and imperfect opinion.
Let our friends freely commu
It will perhaps be said nicate their views to the Central Commit
ly performed.
that there are Orphan Asylums, that indi
tee
New York, and use every endeavor

NEW YoRK.

HALIBURTON AND DUDLEY,
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vn.
It will appeu

to you very strange, bat
it is nevertheless very true, dear reader,
that Anzoleto

should never have had an
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Still every one knows, that from twelve
to fourteen,
meagre,
their

young

abashed,

features,

in

are generally

girls

in

with time.

in

and still led a somewhat

are made over, to use a vulgar expression
of the matrons ; and she who just before
seemed frightful,

reappears,

short labor of transformation,

if not
It

this
hand

also
opinion respecting the beauty or the ugli
been remarked, that it is not advantageous
ness of Consnelo.
Consuelo lived so iso
for the future beauty of a little girl to
lated, sci unknown a life in Venice, that
be pretty too early.
Consuelo
having
no one had ever thought to ascertain, if
received like others the benefit of ado
through this veil of forgetfulness and ob
lescence, people had ceased to say that
and goodness had
scurity, intelligence
she was ugly, and the fact is that she
ended by manifesting themselves under
was no longer so.
Only as she was
an agreeable form, or under an insignifi
neither Dauphine nor Infanta,• she had
cant one.
no courtiers about her to proclaim that
Porpora who had no sense remaining
the royal offspring grew handsome day
except for art, saw in her only the artist.
by .iay ; and as she had not the support of
Her neighbors in the Corte Minelli saw tender friends, anxious for her future lot,
her innocent love with Anzoleto without no
one took the trouble of saying to An
People are not fero
being scandalized.
zoleto : "Your betrothed will not make
They had
cious on this point at Venice.
Anzoleto
you blush before the world."
sometimes prophesied to her that she
had heard her called ugly at an age when
would be unhappy with that hoy, who had
this reproach had to him neither meaning
no position nor means of livelihood, and
nor importance ; and ever since people
had advised her rather to seek an estab no
longer said any thing either good or
lishment with some honest and peaceable bad
about Consuelo's face, he had for
But as she had always an
mechanic.
His vanity had
gotten to think of it.
swered, that being without family or posi taken
His dreams were
another flight.
tion herself, Anzoleto was perfectly fitted of the theatre and of
celebrity, and he
for her, and as for six years not a day had no time to
make a display of his con
had passed without their being seen to
quests, and besides the grosser part of
gether, never seeking for mystery and curiosity which enters into the desires of
never quarrelling, the neighbors had ended
I have
youth was satisfied with him.
by accustoming themselves to their free said that at
eighteen he had nothing more
No one had ever to
and indissoluble union.
learn.
At twenty-two he was almost
thought of paying court to the arnica T ol blase'; and at twenty-two as at eighteen,
Was it solely on account of his
Anzoleto.
attachment for Consuelo was as tran
the engagement which they supposed she
quil, spite of some chaste kisses, taken
had formed, or was it on account of her
without trouble and given without shame,
or was it rather because
wretchedness?
as it had been till then.
her person had never ezercised any at
In order not to be too much astonished
traction upon them t The last hypothesis
at this calmness and this virtue on the
is very probable.
part of a young man who certainly did
some,

at least

after

agreeable.

has

• Entered according to Act of Congress, in not pretend to those qualities elsewhere,
the year 1345, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the it must be observed that the great liberty
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa
in which our adolescents lived at the
chusetts.
• A French or Spanish Princess.
t Friend.

had been

by little restrained
Consuelo was nearly sixteen,
little

harmony

Towards fifteen they

their movements.

and

proportions,

without
their

commencement of this history,
modified,

4.

vagabond life,

eaving the conservatory all alone, to re
peat her lesson and eat her rice with
on the steps of the Piazotta,
Anzoleto
when her mother, worn out with fatigue,
ceased to sing in the evening at the door

of the cafe's, with a guitar in her hand
The
and a wooden bowl before her.
poor creature retired into one of the most
miserable lofts of the Corte Minelli, there
tediously to end her wretched life upon a
bed.
Then the good Consuelo,

truckle

not wishing
ly her

to leave her, changed entire

manner

hours in which

of living.
the professor

Except the
deigned to

give her a lesson, she worked either with
her needle or at counterpoint,
always
near the bed of that imperious

and des

pairing mother, who had cruelly maltreat
ed her in childhood, and now presented to
her the frightful

spectacle of a death-bed

without courage and without virtue.
Consuelo's filial piety and tranquil de
votion were never inconsistent for a sin
gle

moment.

Joys

of youth,

liberty,

wandering life, even love, all were sacri
ficed without regret and without hesita
tion.

Anzoleto complained bitterly, and
seeing that his reproaches were useless,
resolved to forget her and divert himself;
but this was
not

Anzoleto was
impossible.
so assiduous at labor as Consuelo ;

he took quickly
which

his

and badly the bad lessons

professor,

to earn the salary

promised by Zustiniani, gave him as badly
This was very lucky for
and as quickly.
Anzoleto, in whom the prodigality of na
ture repaired as well as possible the lost
time and the effects of bad teaching ; bi.t
there resulted many hours of idleness, in
which the friendly cheerful society of Con
suelo was horribly missed by him.
He
tried to throw

himself

into the passions

of his age and class ; he frequented the
wine shops, and gambled away with black
guards the little gratuities which the
Count Zustiniani
time to time.

bestowed upon him from

This life pleased him for

two or three weeks, at the end of which

last hearing, had plunged

into

Porpora

a
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out experiencing

for her the least passion,

of meditations and conjectures. and without being able to feel any for
his voice were sensibly affected ; that the This master did not know the secret of other women, so much did the sweetness
of her intimacy and tlie pleasure
was disorder, and that dis all those riches derived from Consuelo
living
far-niente•
Preserved since hating once severely scolded the near her seem preferable to all.
order was not hiff element.
Without understanding the high facul
from evil passions by well understood little girl for her intimacy with that great
love of self, he retired into solitude and good-for-nothing, he had never again seen ties of his companion, he had acquired
of

his health, and labyrinth

;

Re found thai his welfare,

before

him

in

company with
and whenever she saw him at

to overcome

loving

without

difficulties,

more of the importance

resistibly

to combat the obstacles and to

nimble as

a

if

Studious and persevering, living in music
as a bird in the air or a fish in the sea ; in the street,
thinking

young

vincible instinct which compels the germ
of a plant to pierce the bosom of the

Anzoleto,
distance

was with

Anzoleto

of her behind a column,
victory than would a child, but driven ir gondola.

penetrate the mysteries of art, by that in

wished

who

Consuelo,

together.

much to retain the professor's good gra
ces, took good care not to show herself

cat, she hid
or nestled

her,

herself

down in

a

then perceived that Consuelo was as ne
cessary to his talent as to his happiness.

them

a

tried to study ; but this solitude terrified
He
him with sadness and difficulties.

sufficient taste and discernment

to know

that she had more science and power than
any of the cantatrices at San Samuel, and
To his affection of
than Corilla herself.
habit, had been united the hope and almost
the certainty of an association of inter
ests, which would in time make their con
Consue
profitable and brilliant.
lo had seldom, the custom of thinking of
nection

These precautions were still continued the future.
was not among
Foresight
"when Consuelo became a sick nurse, and the occupations of her spirit.
She would
Anzoleto, no longer able to endure her still have cultivated music, without any

;

absence, feeling that life, hope, inspira
other end than that of following her vo
and the community of interests
earth, and to force its way towards the tion and even breath were failing him, cation
daylight, Consuelo had one of those rare returned to share in her sedentary life, which the practice of this art was to es
and happy organizations for which labor and to endure with her every evening, the tablish between her and her friend, had

an

idleness

apparent

they

labor; to more tender emotions.

still

their reverie is not vague, it is meditation.
When we see them act, we think they
are creating, while they are only manifest
creation.
You will say,
dear reader, that you have never known
any of these exceptional organizations.
I will answer, dearly beloved reader, that

ing a previous

accustomed

to receive

It

association of happiness and affection.
was therefore without consulting her, that
he had suddenly conceived the hope of

;

hastening the realization of their dreams

became and at the time that Zustiniani

She

the attentions

of pied in finding

successor

was occu
for Corilla,

who, notwithstanding his little Anzoleto, divining with
rare sagacity
vocation for the part of devotedness, be the condition of his patron's mind, had im
came accustomed on his side, to
sort of provised the proposition which he just
cheerful zeal and to a complaisant sweet
now made.
ness towards weakness and suffering.
But the ugliness of Consuelo, this ob
Anzoleto,

a

if

natures.

a wasting,

a

state,

a sickly this miserable woman lost the irritation
inaction were possible to such caused by suffering, and overcome by the
But they do not know it ; in piety of her daughter, felt her soul open

be a fatigue,

no other meaning to her, than that of an

,

would

and impatience of her dying
Some months before her death,

sourness
mother.

a

is a delight, a true repose, a necessary
normal state, and for which
inaction

Anzoleto had an equable temperament stacle so unexpected, strange and invinci
His persever ble,
have known only one, and perhaps I am and benevolent manners.
the Count were not deceived, had
older than you.
Why can I not say, ance in her behalf and Consuelo's, finally come to cast affright and consternation
that I have analysed on my own poor gained her heart, and at her last hour, over his soul.
So he retrod the path to
she made them swear never to leave each the Carte Minetti, pausing at every step,
brain, the divine mystery of this intellect
Anzoleto promised, and he even to picture to himself under
ual activity ! But alas ! friend reader, it other.
new light
a

if

I

I

you nor

it experienced at that solemn moment a sort the image of his friend, and repeating,
of serious tenderness which he had not with
point of interrogation
at every
word: "not pretty? very ugly? fright
in amusing before knowji.

who will

a

study

always,
always ; she persevered for hours
to overcome, either by free and capricious

herself

The dying woman rendered his obliga
" whe
tion more easy, by saying to him
ther she be your friend, your sister, your

ful?"

song or by musical reading, difficulties
which would have repelled Anzoleto if mistress, or your wife, since she knows
no other than you, and since she has
left to himself; and, without any premedi
never been willing to listen to any other,
tated design, without any idea of emula

VIII.

" What
the reason that you look
me so? " said Consuelo to him, on

at

is

neither

upon ourselves.
Consuelo worked

;

is

seeing

the riage.

Consuelo

without

of Consuelo, drinking

it in at its foreseeing the obstacles which the indefountain without understanding
and ap pendant and irreligious character of An
zoleto might offer to the project.
propriating without perceiving
Anzo
kept back by his laziness,
music
strange compound
a

had become

in

leto, otherwise

of learning

Thoughtless inaction.

''

is

which

Consuelo

order to be associated with the future

life of Anzoleto.

you think

" Yes,

am handsome?

"

love you."
During the two years .,
certainly, since
" But
that she had lived alone in her garret, he
you did not love me, what
"
had continued to see her every day, with
should you think of me?

if

and ignorance, of inspiration
and frivolity, of power and awkwardness,
of boldness and weakness, which at the

black spot in my brain, through
cannot see you."

" Mercy on us
You are ill, my
friend?"
" No, dear girl, be calm, and let us try
continued to work with her needle for
present subsistence, and to study music, to see clearly.
Tell me, Consuelo, do
Having become an orphan,

in

it, it,

genius

it

of mar

consecration
had sworn

I

with

a

of Spain and Italy. fore the religious

many years

"I

you crazy?"
replied she,
don't know what you mean."
" My God My God
believe
in
" have great
deed," cried Anzoleto.

I

during

never have seen you."

"Are

!

Imbued

it,

popular organizations

"It

!

in

ried along with him by that poetic and cre- swear
private, as we have already seen,
at\\e fantasia, which is experienced by the never to abandon herself to her lover be

"

I I

be realized or not, she made her

!

could

I

childish bursts of laughter, sometimes car

I

it

a

a

him enter her room and gaze at her in a
Then thinking to strange way without saying word .
tion, she compelled him to follow her, to do not abandon her."
One
useful and salutary would say that you had never seen me."
second her, to understand her, and to re give her daughter
reflecting whether
true, Consuelo," answered he,
ply to her, sometimes in the midst of counsel, without
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trouble, that

laugh

and all

eyes.

those details, of which he had before per

some or ugly*

ceived only a sort of ideal whole,

the gaze of her friend ; she blushed, her
heart beat with violence, and her eyes

I

" Listen,"

did not say that!

cried

Anzoleto,

since

I

handsome,

being ugly,

"

you

But as to

am not so either."
has

somebody

Certainly

who said so, Consuelo?

that

" First

affrighted

in

;

is

a

a

"

who

mother,

my

told

was

do troubled about my ugliness.

ly now, tell me ; answer me, are you by the tears, which he had caused for the
ugly ? "
and quickly restored to his
first time
" They have always told me so. Don't fraternal
feeling, he clasped Consuelo
"
you see that I am*
But, as she turned away her
his arms.
" No, 110, in truth I do not see it? "
face, instead of her fresh and calm cheek,
" In that case I am handsome enough, he kissed burning shoulder, which was
I am well satisfied."
neckerchief of coarse
badly hidden by
" There, at this moment, Consuelo, black lace.
when you look at me with so good, so
in
When the first flash of passion

I

not being

coquette

you
never

have of

would pass
her say that
that she had been even more ugly

ten heard
away

when she was a child, and many persons
who knew her, have told me that at twen
ty she was the handsomest girl in Bur
gos. You well know that when by chance
any one looked at her in the cafe's where
she used to sing, they said That woman
'

"

see very well," said she,

been

and do not wish to be ridiculous.

have come to tell me that you no longer
wish me for your friend."

"No, No!
"
not say

"

she smiling,

said

I

it,

:

"

that you are not

you know

must
you take such nonsense as serious,
have never
an ease your mind a little.

her,

upon
;

seized

I

"

an ugly person?
" Why not, since you love me ? "
" You are ugly then, Consuelo? Tru

anguish

great tears rolled down her cheeks
hiding her face in her hands

I

" I wish to .know if you would love me
if I were frightful."
" Perhaps I should not perceive it."
" You believe then, that one may love

lence, and she did not dare to break
inexpressible

"

ugly —

as he still kept si

last,

I

"

But what do yon care about that?

At

Anzoleto.

!

are

tle coquette

it is both the one and the turned aside, not able to endure those of

Besides every body says that you
handsome, and you know it well.

O
!

I believe

h

"

other.

a

time, Consuelo,

it because I am so, or because you
"
love me t

!

the handsomest."

" Is

" are

For the first you not more moved, more uneasy than
lit
see, Consuelo, you are
abashed, felt troubled at that? Ah

as it were in his thought.

I

than

quite surpris

it

you handsomer

said Anzoleto,

Look you,
just like that,

must have been handsome.'
my poor friend,

beauty

is

I find

"

" Why

ed at this entire absence of vanity,

:

but

veilud

as she finished wiping her tearful

;

" Yes,

"

forehead, those eyes, that form,

!

sis, which was not without

I

know?

you look at other men besides
me, do you know whether they are hand

a

I

51

!

How do

" When

"

;

"

;
it
is

am low-

from the arms of her friend with

If

am not

"

Consuelo,

will not leave each

we

shall be rich, and then you
Then you can be
will want for nothing.

sort of other

soon

it

:

!

Do not die," said Anzoleto,

follow

you are beautiful

!

I

;

ing her and supporting her in his arms
" you are beautiful, Consuelo,
am sure

"

do the

rest!"
" But all

this determines nothing for
the
the present, and we want to know
Count will find you handsome enough lo

if

"

I

;

I

spirited, it reanimates me. But I do not fear which she had never before experi
Your face, Consuelo, enced " but feel very ill
know your face.
seems to handsome at your ease."
" Well and good May God
I cannot be sure whether that is ugly or me that am going to die."

not."
" But what do yon care for that? once
again."
" I must know. Tell me if a handsome
"
man can love an ugly woman ? —
" You loved my poor mother well,
who was nothing but a spectre : And I,

to

obliged

wear myself out, can get plenty of 'sleep,
and do not suffer too much with hunger."

;

I

a

is

I

sad, it cheers me ; that when

knows?

who

I

it

is

I

I

I

or if it is the truth.
know velopment of youth,
causes a shock
know that it is hon which
your physiognomy,
violent and almost painful.
" do not know what
est and that it pleases me ; that when I
the matter
am angry, it calms me ; that when I am with me," said Consuelo, tearing herself
illusion,

I

is is

a

is

but for an instant:
natural, so loving an air, it seems to me stantaneously enkindled in
poor
powerful or when one
that you are handsomer than Corilla. But ganization, which has remained chaste as one
not yet handsome, and then directly
I wish to know if that is the effect of my infancy in the midst of the complete de one no longer so. Perhaps shall be,

A

is

:

'

I

I

it

It

!

it

!

In fact, Consuelo was beautiful at that appear on the stage."
" Plaguy Count
instantand though Anzoleto
was not
provided he does
"
in point of fact, he could not not make too much difficulty
certain of
"
"
settled that you arc not ugly."
O, how I loved her !
help saying so, because his heart felt
" No, am not ugly.
" And did you find her ugly? "
short time
vividly.
" But in fine," said Consuelo, all pale ago, heard the glass-blower, who lives
" No, and you? "
" I did not think about it. But to love and cast down in an instant, " why do you opposite, say to his wife
Do you know

I

love, do

without you,

I

for in fact

not?

I

I

love

so much

wish

to find me handsome to

that Consuelo

not bad looking?

is

—

She

has
day."
good figure, and when she laughs,
" Would you not wish to be so, dear she cheers your very heart and when
That

cannot live

cannot leave you.

:

you with

a

with love, Consuelo,

"
What do you think ? " Consuelo "
she sings, she looks quite pretty.'
" Yes, for you."
" And what did the glass-hlower's wife
"
answer?
"And for others?"
" She answered
" care very little."
What that to you,
"
mind your work
what right has
Here Consuelo, surprised, stopped, and
our future happiness depend stupid
And
and he, ed upon it? " Here Anzoleto, seeing the
married man to be looking at young
looked attentively at Anzoleto,
's

'

a

;

?

if

:

I

" Could it be any thing else ? "
" It might be friendship? "
" Yes, — it might be friendship — "

?

is love, is it not?

revery,

asked

uneasiness which lie caused his friend,
he related to her ingenuously all that had
or love for Consuelo ; if passed between the Count and him
and
for the first time,

felt friendship
the calmness of his senses,

if

if the

girls?'"

" Did she seem
" Quite so."

vexed

?

into a melancholy

himself positively,

;

falling

"

She felt that
"That's
good sign.
when he had repeated the expressions so
And be
far from flattering, which Zustiniani had her husband was not mistaken.
"
were the result of respect or of indiffer
used in speaking of her, the good Con
sides?
" And besides, the Countess Moncenience.
For the first time, he looked at suelo, who had been tranquilized little by
a

chastity

he so easily observed beside her,

the eyes of a young

with a spirit of analy

little,
the

as she thought
whole

matter,

she saw through
burst

into

loud

go, who gives me work, and who has alme, said last
always taken an interest
in

this young girl with
man, interrogating

a

which
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said

Santa

tens.

our

Cecilia.

Saint

I

Every time that

I

before

pray

that image,
cannot help
of this little one ; and then I

thinking

pray for her that she may not fall into
sin, and that she may never sing except
for the church.'"

" And

a

It

for

it

what she does, when they applaud her as
seen

ske

them

taking

3

hundred

off

her

mit

" No,
who gives me embroidery to
hare never scwi them," said
work for her ahars, said the other day to Anzoleto, whom this innocent and danger
one of the sisters : ' see now, if what I ous examination began to agitate eingutold you is not true ? Consmelo resembles larly, — and he fell again into silence,

I

Cfciara,

Corilla would burst with jealonsevery whit as striking as

strong,

me sy

covering with his glance, this young girl,
whom every look beautified and trans
formed to his eyes.
Perhaps it was not exactly true that
he had been blind till then : for perhaps
this was the first time that Consuelo

they would tesnr every thing te pieces."

" My

"

suelo,

dear Anzoleto," answered
should

not wish

Con

that Corrilla

should burst with jealousy for such jug
the public did applaud me
gleries, and
because

UBOW how

to mimic

her,

I

of

is

I

have

times,"
Superior

" Let

a comrade.

see your arms,"

"You

"And besides?"
" And besides, tie

of

is

cably like that

would be magnificent on the stage.
was not by any too
you

assure

should not wish ever to appear before

it

"

you will see.'

kissing for the first time the
hand which he had till then clasped ami

Anzoleto,

again."
" Then you will do still better? "
" hope so, or will have nothing to

I

She will be a handsome girl,

honpoint.

"

too," said

if

her ; she is of the nature of the phlcgmatics, who whiten on getting a tittle en-

you said so only in jest."

at Venice.

is charming

it

not have known

kand

I

should

" Your

I

I

by Bacchus !

beauty almost unknown

I

And what did the Doctor answer? "
Her answered : ' It is true, Madame,

it."
"Well, how will you do?"
" don't know yet."

do with

laid

I

"

"It

I

"

"

" I

;

white and well made she is ? '

ing her capable of
display which the
had never shown before him.
have a pretty small foot," said Con
not magnificent,"
suelo, to turn the conversation ; and she
Raid Consue
showed a true little Andalusian foot ; a lo, reseating herself; "and
hope that

you will have to show before the public."

if

week to Doctor Ancillo, who was with
her when I entered. ' See, Signer doctor,
how this Zitella • has grown, and how

went quickly

into their Church

is
a

I

is ;

it

a

it,

what did the Sister answer? " aside, without knowing
"Try."
that careless air
" The Sister answered : ' It is true, which only perfect regularity of features
" No for all this
dream, and be
mother;
it
is
fore
can
make
At
decided whether
urn ugly or
indeed
true.'
my
that instant,
And I
agreeable.
a

still troubled with
violent attack upon not, we must not make such fine projects.
and look
which is by a her heart, having again become natural Perhaps we are fools at this moment, and
Count
has said
that, as the Signor
great master, and which ig handsome, and confiding, but preserving an imper
rery handsome '. "
Consuelo
frightful.' "
ceptible embarrassment wliich was not
is

Cecilia,

'

ed at live Saint

And which resembles you ?

"A

"

" And

Anzoleto

gave

modesty felt

have

you

This last hypothesis
of coquetry, but that of
and understood, her com strength to withdraw.
had a transparent paleness, and

the awakening

very little."
never

tolJ

me

this?"
" I have not thought about it."
" Dear Consuelo, then you are
some? "
" I do 'lit think so ; but I am no

all

plexion

her eyes

pure and serene brightness,
certainly made her resemble the
Saint Cecilia of the nuns of Santa Chiara.
Anzoleto eould ne longer turn his eyes
a

"

IX.

which
hand

;

The sun had set the night
longer from her.
as they used to say I was.
At fell fast that great chamber, lighted on
any rate they do n't tell me so any long
and in that half
by one small window
er.
It is true that may be because they shade which added still more to Con;

ly

in

so ugly

At

this epoch of his life,

almost

un

one of the best

to biographers,

known

composers of Italy, and the greatest pro
fessor of vecal music of the eighteenth
the pupil of Scarlatti,

century,

the master

of Hasse,

returned

Anzoleto

;

they arc

fine pearls, and you show them all when

as that of other women considered beau
But he dared not give himself up

you Uugh."

tiful.

that case you must say something
to make me laugh when we arc before

to those

" In

the Count."

" You
lo?"

"

have maguifiemt

Uair, Cousue-

unworthy

of

her

wish to prolong it.

All of

"

sudden, Consuelo,

,

principal

works

in

canta
church

Saxony,•

likewise
Porpora

invited to London,

by

the

Count

had afterwards

of

been

where he had the glo

ry of maintaining for nine or ten years a
rivalry with Handel, the master of mas
whose

star

at that

period.

shoulders — ah ! very
Why do you hide

of

He there gave lessons in eioginer and
composition to the electoral princess of Sax
ony, who became afterwards in France Ihe
Grande Dauphinc, mother of Louis XVI,
of Louis XVIII and of Charles X.

only ask to see what
(Jirl.

lyric drama,

"Well!
Anzolcto,

manner somewhat
she were upon the stage.
that
magnificent!" cried

if

forced, as

in
a

ters,

is

I
~»

his best operas, his most beautiful
tas, and his

through the chamber, making great trag
gestures, and singing several passages

Consuelo!

them from me?

and that

Ospedaktto

ic

and your

of

He
period of his life had been brilliant.
had there written and brought forward

chest, a fine

have a full

a

waist,

beautiful,

directed, in that same city, the

Conservatory

Befriended
no longer

Sno took out her comb, and able to endure her embarrassment,
rose,
and making an effort over herself to re
hair, in which the sun glistened as in a store their cheerfulness, began to
march
you

formerly

on desti

He had nevertheless

Called to Vienna in 1728, he
Insensibly his emo music.
tion became more profound, and the fear had there secured, after some contests,
of losing its strange delights, made him the favor of the Emperor Charles VI.

let fall even to the floor, a torrent of black

" And

condition bordering

who inspired them.

As to that matter, yes! Do you wish

to see it?

temptations

in

V

"

dor of his transports,
Consuelo's beau
ty would have as much power over him

if

"

beautiful

Venice,

tution and despair.

overcome with surprise .'t see

paled

But the genius of Handel at last prevail•

teeth !

is not small ; but what

a

" It

a

by

mielo laughing, and taking a little piece tirely new impetuosity, and to this senti
of a broken mirror which served her as a ment wns united
flashes,
cold reflec
tion.
He wished to ascertain by the ar
ptt|rkr in which to look at herself.

a

in

a

a

a

of Farinelli, of Cafarelli, of
suelo's beauty, there seemed to float Mingotti, of Salimbini, of Hubert, (aurthink it might parn n*e now."
" Let us sec, Consuelo, look at me about her fluid of unseizable pleasures. named Porporino,) of Gabrielli, of Molword, the father of the most
well. You have the handsomest eyes in Anzoleto had for
moment the thought teni, in
of abandoning himself to the desires celebrated school of singing
the world, to start with."
his time,
" But my mouth is large," said Con- which were awakened in him with an en Nicohis Porpora, languished obscurely at
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my dear maestro,"

He

still

operas ;

wrote

hut

not get them represented without
much difficulty ; and the last, though com
posed at Venice, had been played at Lon

it did «ot succeed.

don, where

His ge

opinion ? Is Consuelo so extraordinary,
divine a being? "

so

had

which

received

deep

V

fortune

finished

the

upon whose

his character,

their

It

adroitly

and poisoning his old age.
that he died at Naples in
and desolaiiaa,
in the eightieth

misery

year of his age.

At

the

time

when

Count

Zustiniani,

for that "cantatrice, Porpora was the vic
tim of a violent attack of splenetic humor,
and his vexation was not always without

led

understand

him.to

that he

would be very sparing of Ha-sse, and de

if

Porpora

opera for Consuelo,
pupil

would compose an

of Gasparini

masters,

they

and of other
also

received

Segan

to three

essential

points,

by saying -Uu-i

To

2.

APPLICATION.

3. To POPULARIZATION.

These three

words

and complete

plicit

ex

are the most

formula of that vast

scientific movement which

our

drawing

epoch within its rapid current.
By Association, the sciences

will con

ONE SINGLE SCIENCE, a lli-W doc-

to .soften, stitute

dogma deduced a posteriori, froiu
and secretly to desire the de'but of his pu trine,
pil, as much as he had hitherto dreaded the experimental studies which have filled
a

of Carissimi,
excellent

overcome,

to which

at this era give rise, may

they tend
1. To ASSOCIATION.

the day on which the
a double

by expressing his thought in a style
which corresponded to it, that day would
be one of lyric triumph for San. Samuel,
aod the most beautiful of the Cojmt'.s

II.

considerations

will be expressed,

which

glory,

if they did love to sing at life.
music of Jomelli, of Lotti,
Porpora,

the

The different

covered her master with

foundation ; for
Venice

SCIENCES.

NUMBER

caprice he laid the blame of the sciences
He soon be reduced
admittance and success.

clared that,

foreseeing, -and almost desiring the depart
ure of Corilla, wished to find a successor

OF SYNTHESIS, OB THE UNITY OF THE

works as soon as-he had expelled Corilla,

work of treating his heart, embittering
is known

so fresh, so

Still the Count succeeded m raising the than .to know how to sing? "
To be Continued.
'depressed spirits of the master, by giving

wounds,

doned him more and more,

tried the last and finding

strong, so flexible, repeated many times
" You shall hear her," said Porpora to Anzoletu, who listened with emolicji
•" Alas
with a resigned air; •and ht repeated : and delight
why should any
" It is her destiny
be
more
required of a cantatrice
thing

from him hopes uf a serious leform in the
and glory might have re- choice ot the operas which were placed
•tored it ; but the ingratitude of Hisse, upon the repertory of his theatre.
He
of FarinelK and of Cafarelfi, who aban promised to banish from it all inferior
nius

with the care of her person, prepared in
she quick
haste her dress and her voice

is

vatory.
could

is that your

!

the direction of another conser

"

:

suffering,

to her. — " Whai-,

said he,

it ;

id a master attached

injured io purse, had returned to Ven
ice to resume without &ulat, hut not without

ly

ed, and Porpora, wounded in pride as well

M
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discernment, the buffi) music of
fearing to give through her fresh re the last three centuries.
Cocchi, of Buini, of Salvator Apollini, and pute to his rival.
By Application, they will emancipate
But as the Count ex
class
of other composers more or less indigen
pressed to him his doubts respecting the the working classes, by creating
ous, whose common and easy style flat appearence of Consuelo, he refused to let of material agents (machines) which will
tered the taste of mediocre spirits.
The him hear her in private and extempore. confer upon man the sovereignty of the
a

it,

without

able and
heart and

Porpora, closing his
his ears to the music of the

unhappy

"

do not say," answered. he to his ques
tions and entreaties, " that she
beau
is
a

please

The respect

lord and

of

and put him in posseseMn
natural laws and forces.

earth,

its

By Popularization, they will render the
of the two preceding facts

a girl so poorly clothed, and timid as

she must be, in presence of

a

no longer

I

could

his justly irritated master.

ty
;

operas of Hasse

advantages

child of the peo common to all men, and place each ii'
judge of your class,
condition to perform an active
ple, who has never been the object of the them in
least attention, must require some dress and honorable part in that collective labor,
robation even to the graceful composi- j and some preparation.
And besides, to the execution of which all of .us .are
called.
tions of Galloppi, and to the original fan
Consuelo
one of those whom the ex
To attain this end, to cause these ten
tasies of Chinzzetto, the popular compos
pression of genius exalte extraordinarily.
therefore

to crush them

a

moderns, sought

is

a

under the glory and authority of the an
cients.
He extended his too severe rep

dencies to be realized, the employment of
new method, the consequent and com
Let me arrange;
you do not
plement of that of Bacon and Descartes,
like her, you will leave 'her to me, and
For while indi
I
will find means to make good religieuse — becomes necessary.
found grace before him.
It was there of her, who will be the glory of the vidual and isolated efforts are sufficient to
fore coldly and sadly, that he received the school, in educating pupils under her di lay the foundations of the science of facts,
first overture* of Count Zustiniani,
re rection." Such was in fact the destiny only collective or associated efforts can
his unknown pupil, the poor which Porpora had hitherto dreamed of constitute the science of principles, which
specting
will be the crown of the whole experi
Consuelo, for whom nevertheless, tie de for Consuelo.
She must be seen and heard at thn same

to him

time.

sired both

When he saw his pupil again, he an
nounced to her that she was to be heard

talent so pure, and so strongly nourished
with the sacred manna of the old mas

I

if

leive that she would not be seen, and that
he hung down his head with a dis she should sing behind the grated gallery
heartened air, and replied to the Count ; of the organ, while tho Count attended

Take her then, that soill without stain.

that intelligence

without

spot, throw her

to the dogs and deliver her to wild beasts,
since such is the destiny of geniua in our

the alliance
sciences.

the servica in the church.

SECT.

Our .-•;.-i«ses are of recent -origin
three centuries will suffice to bring us to

for the first time

:

ments were discovered.

;

the actual

it of the pupil, by the value which so rig

occupied

it

CHAPTER I.

Tendency to Association,

that signor
and though he too was poor,
days." This sorrow at once serious and the noble master, he gave her some mon
comic, gave the Count an idea of the mer ey for that purpose.
Consuelo, amazed
and agitated,

SYN

The object of this Essay is to establish
the truth of each of the preceding propo
sitions.

Only he re

commended her to dress herself decently,
as she must afterwards be presented to

to the
is

A single name
appropriate
and judged by the Count.
But as she in
genuously confessed to him her fear of science of which we speak
being considered ugly, he made her be- THESIS.

ters,

"

in

:

But at the idea of seeing profaned, this

series and result
is

not lo know all her worth and all her merit.

mental

and fusion of all the particular

L

happiness and glory ; for he
was too experienced in his professorship,

a

In fine, no one could speak
except of Martini the elder, of
Durante, of Monte Verde, of Palestrina ;
do not know if even Marcello and Leo

a

er of Venice.

moment

when

their first

ele
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In die sixteenth century, man, emanci to enjoy themselves upon the lands which labor, because each person imposes upon
to ex himself his own task, and only goes
the yoke of authority by the they were now commissioned

the New World,

tifically

which Bacon
to discover.

sort,

some

in

come,

had

scien

Erudition was the highest
had
point to which human intelligence
The most advanced men of
attained.
the age gave editions of the ancients,
that,

annotated and corrected
books of their

masters.

lead him, whilst

The investigation, description, and clas he has in view, not the great object com
sification of the unknown riches of that mon to all these scattered labors, but the
mosr special object of his own peculiar work.
world, are justly regarded as
urgent labor.

All

was necessary that each

these

husbandmen,

disseminated

phenomenon, that each being, that their
their accidents, their
least peculiarities,

over the soil of science, which they were
appointed to redeem, occupied with facts

be accurately
should
details,
smallest
all their phases, and that each
according to the known
Below these, a of these should find their historian, or

apparently distinct, and remaining conse
quently without connection among them
selves, overlooked the great end of all

in

Before

where his predilections

plore.

a

from

received

insurrection,

DescarteB the mission of exploring

It

pated from
Protestant

The earth was divided their efforts, and took the facts which
laborers compiled the special observer.
t- they collected (that is, the materials of
texts which they had restored : while the in order that
might be examined
Yet as
each workman, finding a, place the work) for the work itself.
few men who devoted themselves to orig
ploiter)
inal researches by observation and exper
agreeable to his predilections, established science has need of particular facts, be
as himself there, that he might search and fore anything else, little inconvenience
iment, were exceptions as glorious,
of vulgar

;

(i

it

crowd

him

evident, that

is

it

an indifference to what was going on
was much
Indeed
among the others.
for
better that he should do so
it

it

it

devoting

;

sufficed
The new object result of the study itself; yet
he proposed, the virgin that the distribution should be made from
the point of view of their actual knowl
mine to which he invited their enterprise,
was the world of Phenomena, in which edge, in order that
might be appropriate
they might ascend, by observation, from to the wants of the moment.
induction to induction, to a knowledge of
Such as the distribution of natural
great glory and power.

of activity which

resulted from each laborer

self to his special function, and preserving

these laborers had known

that they were only preparing the mate
rials of the edifice, they would
have
brought to their task, less ardor
thusiasm than they did, under

and en

belief that

causes.
Bacon pro
general
phenomena appeared to be, must be the
But, do we
that Nature was the legitimate
distribution of the laborers.
domain of man ; he enumerated its riches ; not perceive, at the first glance into the

perfect

he traced a map of the unknown

labor merely assisted in the construction

t

is

regions natural world, that things arrange them
where man might found his empire ; he selves into distinct categories
What
deputed a class of special explorers to more obvious than the distinction between

matters, and in order

in

scientific

to cooperate

fully in the great labor which
lineated,

for

harvest;

is

his place, his furrow, his
an authority
each man

fruit

Bacon

de

he must apply his mind accord

Bacon

opened

new

route

;

hausted,

a

ing to the principles of the True Method.
Thus, when the ancients were ex
when the earth trembled under the weight

vast edifice,

they

have come to think

would

doubtless

only of that edifice

itself,

it,

'

bodies?

there not a very marked separation
tween the three kingdoms?
Is any thing
more manifest than the secondary divi
sions of each of these kingdoms

of

selves wholly to the observation
would

have studied

of facts,
them only so far as

Now, they confirmed their dreams, or might
the very least of serve as materials in the impracticable
them, not only deserves to be studied, structures which they had imagined. —
vast field of study
but furnishes
each Thus the glorious
future of Science,

each of these divisions,

a

Each student will
special investigators.
seek what
most agreeable to himself.

whose general principles must be vigor
ously deduced from facts exactly known,
would have been compromised.
was

The same circumstances

better,

requires

particular

and

exploration

pel men
one

everywhere im
the same direction, and each

looks

classifies

out,

describes,

names,

and

It

each one was to find

and inanimate

and

;

men

:

<

All

Who

it

it,

and Descartes in his turn, proclaimed who
was to be done.
was to do
and how

into animate

definitive

?

he had ob

a

of facts which

harvest

served or gathered by experiment.
Bacon announced what there was to do,

engaged

work.
If they had been pre
with the thought that their
occupied

have attempted to
they would
make a plan of
each one of them ac
Is cording to his particular
and
notion,
be thereafter, instead of surrendering them

is

the

material phenomena and those which re
late to the mind
Is not Nature divided

in

each of them ; and he drew up catalogues,
the inventor might store away

in which

they

a

most

in
a

claimed

the

were

a

Bacon

if

This repartition of laborers
clear it.
must doubtless rest upon an exact classi
arose to say that a new work was to be fication of the things to be explored,
accomplished, in which men would acquire whilst this classification could only be the
they were rare.
Erudition became exhausted.

therefore,

we repeat, that scien
believe that the whole
problem of science was contained within

tific

men should

This immense labor of their own horizon, because

facts.

it

;

a

Descartes sum
spiritual authority,
moned all men to the free use of their

if

had not
that as a whole frightens been probable, that in due time some pow
investigation,
the boldest imaginations
this project of erful voice would be lifted up, to recall
scientific abilities.
making an inventory of all the things them to the great end of all. science, the
Both by Bacon and Descartes was the that exist in the world, — of going in facts themselves, in the course of their
individual reason urged to study phenom
would have shown more
pursuit of them through distant voyages, development,

of

of the amid the dust of libraries, at the bottom
of the seas, on the summits of moun
tains, in the bowels of the earth
of
hostile, raising vain questions of preemi
uniting them in collections, of analyzing
to the prescriptions

opened, and the problem distinctly stated.
At their call, all those who had before
been engaged in editing, correcting, and

them minutely in the laboratory and the
them in books, as
cabinet, describing

and more the intimate

relations in which
they stood to each other, and drawn their

discoverers

into

When

the same train.

facts are classified, their relations become
manifest,
differences,

and with their
so that

those

relations
who

their

impose

name, or characteristic
upon themselves the task of studying
facts are necessarily led to the study of
may always be recognized
of distributing them into classes which their relations.
They continue to de
signing

to each

by which

a

as
may, we find that after
the scientific career of man was

this

it

Be
them,

connect

it

nence, were in reality, intimately
ed with each other.

;

true method, and these great men, whose
disciples have been always more or less

;

ena according

is

;

give an exact expression of their relations scribe facts, but they describe them by
or value — this gigantic enterprise still their analogies rather than by their dif
commenting
upon the chef d'ccuvres of terrifies no body, because no constraint ferences.
This
the case with many
antiquity,' abandoned that ungrateful task, presides over the distribution of scientific eminent men at this day, who are the

ATHENMM GALLERY -ALLSTON'S

great things ; an

BELSHAZZAR.

to gladden

in this way too we may explain how
it happens, that the labors of some o

We gladly insert the following commun
cation from > valued correspondent, himse
those who say that they are opposed to not wholly a stranger to the practice of Art
the Philosophy of Science, contribute to His criticisms upon Allston's great pictur
are certainly entitled to consideration, har
the establishment of that very Philosophy
Such is the actual position of the Sci monizing as they do, with the sincere impres
ences ; — the point to which they have been sion of many of that great Artist's mos
Ju« devout admirers. If he sees faults, he alw
brought by differential researches.
shows the causes from which they mat
in proportion as facts have been multi
have sprung, and shows them to be such an
plied, we have seen the chasms which
by such fatality involved iu the very natur
separated them filled ; in proportion
of the circumstances under which the pic
each particular
fact has been better lure
was painted, that they detract not in th
known, we have found that it possessed
least from the just fame of our beloved anc
numerous relations with other facts from departed priest of the Beautiful.
If an}
which we had supposed it was absolutely thing, we might quarrel with our critica
distinct ; every new discovery has over
friend, for approaching this great and sacred
thrown some barrier, closed some ditch, theme through to incongruous and grotesqui
or established new ties between isolated a portico of overflowing raillery at inferio

An

with the sunshine of

on

the dustiness 'oT Toil.

hour stolen from

There we spent an hour, amused by the
foolish remarks of some of the spectators
which we accidentally overheard, bored
to death by tin- tedious and arrogant pro
lixity of others, and then returned, great
troubled at the exceeding mediocrity of
most of the new pictures.
Even Ihe few
good pictures were overshadowed

by the

multitudes of vapid and unnatural produc
tions, and seemed to rebuke

the

vulgar

companions among which they were des
tined to stand.
One or two heads by

Hoit, two pictures by Edmonds, the por
trait of Amos Lawrence, by Harding,
the best picture of Harding'*
(which
we over saw,)
and

very

a

of science
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is

of a school

destined to accomplish

ARDINGER.

ly

representative*

H

a

THE

by Durand,

landscape

well painted

miniature

by

Staigg, were the. best pictures that we
noticed. There were also two or three pic

subjects. But so, it seems, he bad to ap
proach it ; and let him be judge of what he tures, which,
escaping from mediocrity,
saw. Plainly, it is with no irreverence lha
had so far outstepped the boundaries of
equally taken place in regard to whole
he speaks of Allston, and with no disposition
series of facts : they have been brought
probability, that from, their very badness
to dwell upon the faulty side, qr with skepti
together, they have been made to unite.
they were good. In two of them, the aim
cal pleasure annihilate the pious enlhusiasn
It has been the same with the different
of the artist had been to be .sublime.; .and
of any one, about a work which had ac
sections of every science, and then with
perhaps he would have succeeded, Trad 'he
quired a certain, sanctity of age before ;
the sciences themselves ; and thus it has
was only
not .taken one *tep beyond.
was seen.
come to pass, that while it has been sup
He criiicizes the picture, and not the one step, and we for one are most willing
in view of the amusement that
posed that the only way of arriving at a iainter; ind the plan even more than the to forgive
individuals.

And that which

in regard

to individual

has taken
facts,

has

it,

It

place

is

a

a

a

is

is

a

is

f

if

is

!

it

It

it,

is

t

of particular things, was to iicture. Yet, would that he had said more o
has given us. One t>f the pictures to
knowledge
learn in what respect they differed from
No. 31, — Nathan rehe positive beauty, of the characteristic style which we refer,
other things, it has been perceived that, of that which is truly Allston in
in
and not lroving David, — by Hewins.
even for the sake of getting at this JM r- jink i-, solely of what was beyond the power vain that we attempt to describe
or critFur cise it.
It absolutely beggars alt descrip
particular
knowledge of things, it was of Allston, or iu another iphere than his
David's attitude and expression re
important to study the relations in which •urselves, we venerate the name of Allston, tion.
and we could not, without deep emotion stand sembles that of the Jumping Jack, when
they stood to such and such a thing, or
Jefore any work of his. Whatever he has
he string
His board-like drasuch and such a phenomenon.
Scientific
pulled.
ouched glows with the deepness of his soul.
eries suggest new plans of torture, and
men, then, have been directed quite natu
his plans are overhis Ibrms-are wiong,
are worthy companions of the Inquisitionrally, towards an inquiry into the relations
tudied, indeterminate because of the very
—
carved pumpjoot, and his face
like
of things,
an inquiry which they at first
and
of
his
of
aspiration
;reatness
severity
cin pressed in
from
undertook with considerable vagueness,
mangle.
Judging
self-criticism, yet there
in the very
Nathan must be the brother of
until it has been at last boldly proclaimed,
power iis color,
ght and color of hU picture always
Cinderella, who has never had the power
in many departments of research, that
li.it draws you to him,
something hallowed

This
as the light by which we see, and the air •efore of rising from the ash-hole.
was so with " Belshazzar's will also account for the unnaturalness of
we breathe.
of
shape and gesture, for how could the
'east"
A melancholy monument
i-k unfinished, because impossible and yet xjor creature be expected to be graceful
ing the whole of which they are but
beautiful and sublime one. All the soul
persuasive, after being shut up for cenparts, — the organism of which they are
there and you feel the great uries in so uncomfortable
Allston
Some
place.
but the agents.
tind in its trials, in its sketches, as well as in
in the distance, constitute
himney-pots
Were we to attempt to support these
ts most complete successes. This picture,
ie landscape, and all very fine. We ungeneral observations by precise examples,
.-••are persuaded, never could have been
erstand that they are Greek chimneywe should be lost in the multitude of
nished. The painter died of it.
rats, and the idea of placing them behind
Yet, as it is absolutely ne
illustrations.
most affecting tragedy, as great as any of the
Cinderella's brother, struck ns as- being
cessary to make choice of a few of these,
(Edipus kind, to think of him struggling so
ery felicitous.
we shall glance at three or four of the
ong with the Fate, striving to burst the
Another of these pictures
porcosmological sciences, — for instance, at Minds of his peculiar nature, and compass
V. C.
Rupe, of Dr.
bot
physics, chemistry, crystalography,
he Impossible to him. The picture may rait by
mith, standing with great dexterity on
This shall be done ave been doomed to be failure nevertheany, and anatomy.
inclined plane, over an air-bole, which
hi the following section.
writes the history of Allston as no
ess
their chief business is to seek relations,

is

a

r

is
a

is
a

It

a

;

f

is

a

;

it
is

It

not merely now, for the sake of knowing
individual facts, but for the sake of know

it

n

;

a

J.

He balances himself by touchraperics.)
a skull, at
ng a table, on which there
we may judge from the erecthich,

friend,

illy alarmed, although

hair, he
he

is

ess of each particular

is

the other day with

a

Pictures

if

For the Harbinger.
sauntered into the Athenaeum Gallery

is

urst the moulds of mortal art, in its most
oving thought to fill them.

a

lows open the skirts of his frock.
(We
as
uppose he stands over an air-hole,
tat supposition will alone explain the

f I

GOOD. Several of the papers are re
commending a concerted effort, when the
new postage law goes into effect, to ban
ish the old Spanish shillings and sixpen
ces from circulation , by putting them on a
par with our own dimes and half-dimes.
We go in for this, and think that some
change of this kind is very desirable.

completed work could do, and reveals in him
greatness greater than his works ever
soul which
were, or could have been,

dread-

a Doctor.
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themselves

to

havs

and have ac

customed themselves always to sit naked
We
with their hair knotted up behind.
understand that they did not come over in
the Cambria, as has been currently re

com

conception
;

bines and fuses the whole

one portion

bears relation to every other portion

;

distinct

One

and

of one design.
When the interest has failed, and the con
ception become dim, from lapse of time,
and though th'e faults will

them, so that the rest shall

harmonize

a

if

a

a

a

is
it

;

in

it
it a

is

;

it
is

The point of time selected for the rep
resentation,

Before the arrival of the prophet,
the wonder and doubt which blanched the
cheek of the king, and "troubled his
ces?

thoughts, until the joints of his loins were
loosed, and his knees smote one against
it

if

What

then, would be the natural effect of such
an announcement under such circumstan

it
is a

most to death.
Tennyson has also muti
lated greatly several of his poems, by sub
In
sequent alteration and remodelling.
all these cases, by excessive pruning o.
drawn

redundancy, the life and sap
the poem.
All the leaves

from

are plucked
that

if

a

height and value of his room, and of his
back-ground.

have gathered round him, starting from
their seats.
The vain endeavors of the

killed some of his after they ha( soothsayers to interpret the writing, would
Leigh Hunt lias only have created more agitation and sus
published.
When Daniel arrived, the scene
lately wounded his Story of Rimini, al pense.

is

is

!

is

It

;

elevating the perspective
level of the fore-ground, he diminishes the

Southey

fancied

turn to some which are more congenial
higher and truer spirit
and wrought in
the ex
The principal object of interest

evident that

cramped by it, and that the
does not warrant the increase

is

it

been long

But to leave this class of pictures, am

the canvass

ject of interest, — the magnet of the scene.
and vapidity.
Every poet who ever un The king would have been the secondary
dertook to remodel his writings after a and recollected object. The guests would

the draped figures of Raphael and Michae
not in a man's back, or in
Angtflo.

find it.

picture was first painted,

for seven years before
an infallible recipe for dullness

position

lapse of years, has spoiled them. Rogers
kilfed his poems before he published them

cannot so inform the face with expression
as to shape the ideal there, will neve

great the improvement might have been,
had the idea suggested itself when the

he do another,"
would have communicated
com
self to the whole company.
The hand
pub
writing would have been the central ob

essentia
Does he think that nakedness
If he do, let him look a
to grandeur

a woman's breast that we look for the ex
pression of high intellect, or passion, or fo
And he who
ideal truth but in the face.

completed.

will not be easy to menc in flaming characters on the wall.

lished,

searches after the absolute.'

never

company, the awful sentence, emblazoned

be apparent,

are no great admirers of his portraits, bu
surely they are infinitely better and truer

"

was

picture

the eye and mind become critical, but lose

viously painted picture, confuse,
not ruin it. The old rule, to keep

than these

the

The last great change was in the height
of the foreground figures
and however

creative power

affecting, or interesting, or
recedes from
in proportion as
We
truth and simplicity.
experience,
more

that

necessity
happened

when the prophet first re
veals to the king, in the presence of the
baffled soothsayers,
and the assembled

With all its faults, a picture paintec
that artists at once, will be
whole, a unity, which,
But to be serious why
will thus step aside from the simple anc in all probability, any after alteration wil'
Besides,
change in one particu
natural, and flounder on in such abortive mar.
change in all, and the artist
and ludicrous attempts at the ideal? Can lar induces
he attempt to meddle with
pre
Mr. Pratt suppose that his painting be will,
sublime,

after

for other alterations, and thus

back-ground
by the same life as of size.
By

ported.

comes

single alteration drew

is

is

in

hardened

warmed

thus to our east all tend to the expression

They may, nevertheless,

winds.

every re-version, anew picture was made,
and the old idea departed from.
Every

which else never would have been found.
One part
another.

it ;

ried off by the influenza
they expose themselves

If

manifest that Allston's idea
parts.
shifts from time to time, and that with

is

and that they will be surely car
or lung fever, ii

country,

is
it

;

ture so as to harmonize the new with the

is

in this

clothes

all this, how

in color,

principal interest of the picture, nor inten
sify tHe action:

is

be ad

people
part of the

Besides

even to patch an old pic

it

— parts which

and delicate

it
is

more

it,

wear

it would

to them, that

;

is

expression,

in

connections,

to suggest

is

mpossible

old.
The smoke and haze of time give
never had while fresh,
breathe of all the graces
qualities which
But these parts are and
of Allston's pencil.
they are artificially given, every
occasional, and neither appertain to the day increases the difference between the
ous

what

respectable
visable

mind.

same

the

is
it

There are un

failure.

questionably very fine parts, full of senti
ment and beauty, — low in tone, harmoni

we remember rightly.

is evidently

uc-

Estimating

This
The first thought that strikes one is, that
Mrs. Malaprop called the picture
desultory and disconnected
" an allegory on the banks of the Nile."
no unity.
There
its parts.
This
But unfortunately, the allegory, from liv must necessarily be the case with every
painted in the mode in
ing too near the Nile, has washed out all picture which
well known that this picture
her color by excessive bathing, and after which
Every work of art must be
all has soiled her skin quite badly with was painted.
the mud which is indigenous to that re finished in one heat, while yet the idea
In the
the mind.
We are not very well acquainted lies warm and living
gion.
with the Allegory family; we generally glow of composition, graces attend the
cut them ; but we think that if they have pencil, and effects occur to the mind,
her hand,

Alls-

is

if

ton's color and style, that one who

the case with

is

floating in mid air, and the other occupied
intently in doing nothing, with a book in

in such a quiet mood,

his aims shift.

8d peculiarly

quainted only with his first efforts, would
seems to us, as not recognize his last to be the product of

estimate.

whole, to be

place to

his style alters

different

This

It

some other dim nakednesses

in painting

and give

for such

if

Another of the pictures which claimed
our pecnHar interest, was No. — , Poetry
and Painting, by H. C. Pratt.
This pic
ture consists of two naked persons with
their hair tied up ; one of them engaged

and calmer

in

of coat,

to subside,

eeling

t

all the disguises
and profession '

through

pantaloons,

and

the real fact shone out to truer

how suddenly
him

of an artist,

was first exhibited,

changes

a

glances

But sufficient time has now elaps

irst.

ed since

His
as he begun it.
his mind become*

he same powers

utmi'ut was therefore to be expected at conception

a

soul-piercing

ng

Disap-

it

and thought? of a man before the intuitive,

hopes.

by great

this be so

so in paintNo great artist ever ends life with

;

But, gra

it himself.

heavens, how bare are all the acts

cious

jeen heralded

it

he does not know

of having

Mrs under the disadvantage

a

do we believe that he was born

and bred in a circus, and we dare swear

the great picture of the Feast of naturalness, effort, death.
This picture la- n poetry, hOvjr much irtore
by AUston.

a

neither

ibition,

Jelshazzar,

it

Now we for one, did not know that Dr.
Smith ever was frightened by a skull,

'

56

off, in the vain expectation

nothing

but flowers

will show the fairer.

remain,

thej

The result is, un

would hayfe changed, and his clear read
ing of the sentence would have altered
that mysterious

wonder into an appalling
A new, yet stag

and startling certainty.

gering impulse would have been given to
the minds of all present.
Among the
guests,

all would

and confusion,

have been excitement

and eager inquiry,

ling with horror.

ming

The king would have

but

more simple,

and have considered
sentation
since

down

not satisfactory.

as greatly more
any more finished repre
would have been.
this be

than

affecting
true,

If

pity that Allston did not know

by pumicing
poor Belshazzar
little more, he would have render1

tion and sympathy would have been with
Belshazzar,
and her pride would have

to us to be

Fronr the Bible narrative, it seems evident
that the guests were all aware of the ap

been subdued by his fearful

great fault

a
is

to be deeply affecting.
The
passion and interest seem to be assumed
for the moment, and not to be spontaneous
Besides this, the different parts

and real.

do not unite and tend to one central

Art

tistic effect.

ture in arrangement
stands continually

overloads and dwarfs

the pic

ture, and shuts up the distances, so that

The

the figures seem to cram the hall.
there

is

;
!

over na

and grouping, and
the way.
Again,

does-not seem to be well

the architecture
chosen.

predominant

of the picture

|

idea,

but the picture consists of fragments arbi
trarily placed together, to produce an ar

light, too, serves to diminish

|

Its
too

dramatic

I

it

is

in

it

it

it

is

intensity.

it

&c., and his lords actors: or rather,
would have been,
been finished.
As
were astonisted."
Then " the queen, had
now stands,
by reason of the words of the king and his the left shoulder and arm are too long in
lords," comes in and advises the Send consequence of the raising of the head,
the
But although they saw without a corresponding alteration
ing for Daniel.
the hand-writing,
The action of the
they did not see the height of the shoulder.
hand that wrote, and their conscience did right arm and hand
also very bad.
not lead them to appropriate it.
This The hand should not be clenched, but
was, as stated in the descriptive catalogue, open, as
originally was, before Stuart
the idea of Allston also.
Let us see then suggested that the clenching of the hand
With
whether the idea
would give energy to the figure.
expressed in the pic
ture.
In the first place, there are no due deference, Allston was right and StuThe prophet" should be the
lords which are prominent at all.
The art wrong.
principal company consists of some old type of calm heroism, to contrast well
Jews and some young damsels and some with the distorting fear of the king; for
the more violent the prophet's action, the
no confusion, no over
slaves.
There
would be in opposition to the king's
less
whelming central interest, and no intensi
confined to action, and the force and truth of buth
The action
ty of action.
was greatly troubled,

of

want

is

is

"

seems

evident that

in

have been to

whole,

the intensity

very little opposi

contrast of chiar-oscuro. .
The hand-writing
luminous, not daz
tion and violent

is

agitated

a

and were greatly

and

this also was the opinion of Allston.

It

rather

press him to her heart, and thus to shield
by
for the " king cried aloud, to bring in the him from the danger in such
terrible
and when they came in and moment, than to brave the hand-writing.
astrologers,"
Daniel's figure
could not read the writing, Belshazzar
the best among the main
parition,

then, as

failure,

;

would

it,

her impulse

and

agony,

The picture,

it a
is

ness the rest of the company were free,
that distinguishes his emotion from theirs.

There

is

too great fierceness in her face
for the occasion, and as a wife, her atten

ed him still more effective.

was meant for him, from which conscious

part of Belshaziar that the denunciation

been haunted

It

on the

the consciousness

have

of the "blasted king,"

image

is

was

it
is

It

is

is

it

is

al

would alone have remained
wife,
represented as Belshazzar's
serene.
Here would have been three though she has been generally considered
points ef contrast, — agitation and violent as his mother, and
spoken of in the
excitement ; powerless-suffering ; and the Bible as the queen, in contradistinction to
his wives,)
more successful, because
stupor of conflicting emotions, and calm
ness.

the

by

it

The figure of the queen, (who

should.

affirmed, that several

persons

it
is
a

prophet
steady and

imaginative

a

The

inevitable.

the action so as to express what we claim

it,

but

definite,

We have heard

the face alone could not have commanded
is it

been deadened by the certainty of his fate,
and in terror of somewhat, vague and in

it
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zling, and a diffused light fills the hall.
The idea required violent action, and the

;

is

is

it

is

light suggests repose and contemplation.
The light
similar to that employed by
Allston in all his pictures that we have
figures would therefore be sacrificed by seen, except the "Gil Bias," and the
the main group in the foreground, consist
" Spalatro and Schedoni," to which the
ing of the king, Daniel, the queen, and the Stuart's idea. Allston intended to restore
—
are
it.
The figures of the soothsayers
of chiar-oscufo lend
strong opposition
the group in the middle dis
Chaldeans
The their greatest effect. Such a scene as the
tance being almost wholly disconnected grotesque, unnatural, and ludicrous.
very little interest
This principal group
re

seem exceedingly un
Belshazzar's Feast would have been much
and take no part in the great more effective with
Rembrandtish light.
Some turn
A different picture of such
going on.
and
arranged as tragedy which
subject
moved from the table
some was not, however, to be expected from
the figures were rather playing the their backs to the hand-writing,
The subject requires
style
scene on
they look down on the floor, and very few are Allston.
theatre-stage, than as
In and vigor which Allston has never ex
The king, who sits looking toward the principal group.
were really living it.
concerned

a

is

is

is

company generally

a

a

It

has been said that the
stage-start.
were
picture was not to be criticised as
true only in
modified
finished, but this

of interest, the less would be their agita

characteristic

a

not

Vehement

of his mind.

and excessive passion, and in

tensity of feeling are not within the prov
Its best and chosen
ince of his genius.
field

that of sentiment,

sweetness

and

His best pictures are emotional

serenity.

and not passionate, whose object

is

is

It

if

as
passion sons are vigorously rurfning up and down
was numbed by fear, no dread of some the distant steps, leading to the image.
thing vaguely horrible about to occur, no This seems rather improper, since the
further the figures are from the centre
gnawing of remorse and conscience.

donment of self, no torpidity,

which

is

is

fainting, and the spectators in the galle

ry are in eager agitation, and several per

is

is

;

starting aside, and staring at the wall but
no pathos in his attitude, no aban
there

;

is

a

of

is

large golden chair, on the side left of proportion, however, as the figures are hibited in any picture, (except, perhaps,
in the stereotyped attitude removed from the main group, the action in the Spalatro and Schedoni, which
one figure at the distant table more limited and less complicated,) and
increases
He
stage-king, stricken with fear.

the picture,

is

on

a

a

a

if

if

;

in

the scene.

a

and taking

therefrom,

beau

were

most

lost in the

Dear friend,
day.
thou well knowest that

summer's

good spirit now

a

in

rene as

!

from the centre in

focussed, until

it
is

it

it

distributed
is

equally

con
which love was
his gentle heart,
stant guest, and into which no harsh
thought ever intruded, and which was se
a

by Michael Angelo and Se
bastian del Peombo, in which the passion

ever would have been made, and which
distance.
the design only that we here criticize
;

it
is

who

of Lazarus,
is

is

a

single figure in the fore-ground, except
The at
In one or two slight particulars.
as good and as visi
titude of the king
ble as

those

a

is

it

if

The gentle and pen
ty and not power.
deeply interested, ought to be nearest to sive Beatrice, the tender and sympathetic
The picture has been once fin the main actors, and the feeling would be Rosalie, the shepherd boy forever piping
sense.
ished, and this was the exact attitude of diminished proportionally to distance and a song forever new, the hazy Spanish
Compare the treatment of this maiden, the etherial landscapes in which
the king, as approved by the artist, who relation.
only intended to enlarge, but not to alter picture, in this respect, with the Raising the poetry of nature breathes, are after
Besides,

tion.
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I

these words

of thy great and the public (la say nothing of £6 head

have spoken

picture are spoken not in haste, nor irrev
erently, not for want of love and appreci
ation, but because the truth is greater than

all, and commands all.
To leave this harsh task and turn to
the pleasant office of findiug beauties.
The group in the middle distance be
hind the soothsayers., is independently of
any reference to the picture, exceedingly
The fair, delicate maiden,

beautiful.

with her shady face and banded hair ; the
old, grave, bearded Jews ; the slave with
the glittering emerald in his vest, that
••Jew
might kiss or Infidel adore." The
bended figures and those outspread hands,
of low transparent tone, are all beautiful
and harmonious in color.

There are other pictures here of Allswhich have the charm of his best
The subdued tone of the
compositions.
wide eyed Isnac of York, on whose ex
ton's

quisitely painted hand a diamond sparkles,
it is pleasant again to see, " dedes repetita
So also the simple truth of the
Portrait of West, in whichuhe head is the
sole object, contrasts well with the many
portraits in which the dress is the chief

placebit."

thing,

and the face the least important.

So, too, the Alpine scenery, with its steel
blue mountain and its whispering
pine,
removes the spectator to its own solitude,
and fills him with its deep repose.

REVIEW.
Journal of an African Cruiser ; compris
ing Sketches of the Canaries, the Cape
de Verds, Liberia, Madeira, Sierra Le
one, and oilier placet of interest on the
West Coast of Africa.
By an Officer
of the U. S. Navy. Edited by NA
THANIEL HAWTHORNE.
New York and
London : Wiley and Putnam.
1845.
pp. 179.
Amongst

the host of worthless and stu

pid things which

are daily spawned from
the press, it is more than consolatory to
meet a book by a gentleman, of sane
good health and spirits, and few
The author of the Journal is
prejudices.
plainly a man whose acquaintance one

mind,

might

reckon

himself

fortunate

to make

under any circumstances, — doubly fortu
nate to make so pleasantly as in these

money for every (lave recaptured,. and the
increased chance of promotion to vacancies
caused by death) Is a strong inducement to
But, however benevolent may
vigilance.
he the motives that ioflueace Ihe action ol
Great Britain, in reference to the slave-trade,
there Is the grossest cruelty and injustice in
cairying out her views. Attempt:) are now
being made to transport the rescued slaves
in great numbers to the British West India
islands, at the expense of government. It is
boldly recommended, by men of high stand
ing i• England, to carry them all thither at
once. The effect of such a measure, gloss it
over as you may, would be to increase the
black labor of the British islands, by just so
much as is deducted from the number of
slaves, intended for the Spanish or Brazilian
possessions. " The sure cure for the slavetrade," says Mr. Laird, " is in our own hands.
It lies in producing cheaper commodities by
free labor, in our own colonies." And, to
accomplish Ibis desirable end, England will
seize upon the liberated Africans and land
them in her West India islands, with the al
ternative of adding their toil to the amount of
her colonial labor, or of perishing by starva
tion. How much better will their condition
be, as apprentices in Trinidad or Jamaica,
than as slaves in Cuba ? Infinitely
more
wretched ! English philanthropy cuts a very
suspicious figure, when not content with neg
lecting the welfare of those whom she under
takes to protect, she thus attempts to make
them subservient to national aggrandizement.
The fate of the rescued slaves is scarcely bet
ter than that of the crews of the captured
slave-vessels. The latter are landed on the
nearest point of the African coast, where
death by starvation or fever almost certainly
awaits them.
"I am desirous to put the best construction
posible on the conduct, as well of nations as
of individuals, and neverto entertain that cold
scepticism which explains away all generos
ity and philanthropy on motives of selfish pol
icy. But it is difficult to give unlimited faith
to the ardent and disinterested desire profess
ed by England, to put a period to the slavetrade. If sincere, why does she not, as she
readily might, induce Spain, Portugal, and
Brazil, to declare the traffic piratical .l And
again, why is not her own strength so direct
ed as to give the trade a death-blow at once .There are but two places between Sierra Le
one and Accra, a distance of one thousand
miles, whence slaves are exported. One is
Gallinas; the other New Sesters. The Eng
lish keep a cruiser oft each of these rivers. —
Slavers run in, take their cargoes of human
flesh and blood, and push off. If the cruiser
can capture the vessels, the captors receive
£5 per head for the slaves on board, and the
government has more " emigrants " tor its
West India possessions. Now, were the
cruisers to anchor at the mouths of these two
rivers, the slavers would be prevented from
putting to sea with their cargoes, and the
trade at those places be inevitably stopped.—
But, in this case, where would be the headmoney and the emigrants?
Among other remarkable things seen in

Africa the author mentions the ants. He
He gives us a variety of valuable infor says, so great is their voracity they
mation about Liberia and the African would have made nothing of his journal,

pages.

Coast generally, and the trade there car
ried on, for which we commend our read
ers to the book itself.

Liberia he regards

as a much more hopeful

colony than is

generally supposed. — He has no faith in
the methods now used for the suppress
ion of the slave

trade, nor any depth of
for the philanthropy of Eng
land in this behalf.
" The English cruisers are doubtless very
active in the pursuit of vessels engaged in
this traffic. The approbation of government
admiration

or even of a sermon.
experience,
statement,

We can easily from
first part of this
but as to the second, it is,
credit the

with all respect, rather tough.

Even the

digestive powers of ants, cannot be capa
ble of such unheard of achievements.

The same ants, it appears, are also in
other respects quite remarkable.
• At the present
day, when the commu
nity-principle is attracting so much attention,
it would seem to be seriously worth while
for the Fourierites to observe both the social

economy and the modes of architecture of
these African ants. Providence may, if it
see tit, make the instincts of the lower orders
of creation a medium of divine revelations
to the human race : and, at all events, the
aforesaid Fourierites might stumble upon
hints in an ant-hill, for the convenient ar
rangement of those edifices, which, if I mis
take not, they have christened Phalans
teries."

We take leave in behalf of both Fou
rier and ourselves
word

" Fourierite,"

to protest against the
in this passage. We

follow no man's authority and accept no
man's name as a designation for the doc
trines of which we are humble

disciples

But if we must have a

and defenders.

nickname we hope at least to be consult
ed respecting
ciently

it.

"

disagreeable,

FoUriertsf
though

"

is suffi

it may be

submitted to, but, whether from prejudice
or true instinct we cannot say, " Fouri-

erite" excites in us a kind of intellectual
nausea which is at least not agreeable.

The following

remarks are full of good

sense.
" Before

quitting the coast, I must not
forget that our cr'uising-ground has a classical
claim upon the imagination, as bring the
very sameover which Robinson Crusoe made
two or three of his voyages. That famous
navigator sailed all along the African shore,
between Cape de Verd and the Equator,
trading for ivory, for gold dust, and especially
for slaves, with as little compunction as Pe
dro Blanco himself. It is remarkable that
De Foe, a man of most severe and delicate
conscience, should have made his hero a
slave-dealer, and should display a perfect
insensibility to any thing culpable in the
traffic. Morality has taken a great step in
advance, since that day ; or, at least, it has
thrown a strong light on one spot, with per
haps a corresponding shadow on some other.
The next age may sh\ft the illumination,
and ihow us sins at great as that of the
slave trade, but which now enter into the
daily practice of men claiming to be jutt
and arise."

We trust that now the author of the
Journal has broken the ice, the public
may hear from him again.

POETRY.
THE FATHER-LAND.
BY JAMES HI ssK.LI. LOWELL.
Where is the true man's father-land .
Is it where he by chance is born ?
I). iih not the yearning spirit scorn

In such scant borders to be spanned ?
O, yes ! his father-land must be
As the blue heaven, wide and free !

Is it alone where freedom is,
Where God is God and man is man ?
Doth he not claim a broader span
For the soul's love of home than this ?
O, yes ! hi- father-land must be

As the blue heaven wide .mil free !
Wher'er a human heart doth wear
Joy's myrtle-wreath, or sorrow's gyves,
Where'er a human spirit strives
After a life more pure and fair.
There is the true man's birth place grand,
His is a world- wide father-land !
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Where'er a single slave doth pine,
Where'er one man may help another,—
Thank God for such a birth-right brothThai spot of earth is thine and mine ! [er,
There U the true man'i birth place grand,

Hit U a world- wide father-land!
Penn. Freeman.
ON ENTERING

A WOOD.

Here let busy turmoil ceaie,
Every sound here echoes peace ;
Whispering winds that murmur here,
Gently dry the falling tear,
Soothing while they wake the heart,
Bidding earth-born care depart.
Here the spirit walks abroad,
Here the soul communes with God.
Sacred silence of the wood!
Let no thoughts on thee intrude,
Save what may the notes prolong
Of all Nature's Sabbath song.
Penn. Freeman.

WARFARE.
BT J. O. WHITTIBK.

THE MORAL

WHEN Freedom, on her natal day,
Within her war-rocked cradle lay,
An iron race around her stood.
Baptized her infant brow in blood,

written

We will, however,

at the time.

try to freshen our recollections.

The best Concerts

flights,

Was man for beast, and blood for wine !
Our fathers to their graves have gone ;
Their strife is past — their triumph won :
But sterner trials wait the race
Which rises in their honored place,—
A MORAL WARFARE with the crime

The explanation given in the
which supposes this work to
perfection of the tell the story of Orpheus and Eurydice,

highest in the character of the music, as Programme,
well as in the singular

does not satisfy us ; and yet, having heard
are those of the Philharmonic
Of these, there is a series of it but once, we feel at a loss to find an in
Society.
It tir ur five every winter, at long intervals.
terpretation which would dp it justice.
The subscription by the-season, is, we be
The overture " Zum Marcher, von der
lieve, $ 10, with the privilege of a few schonen Melusine <vby Mendelsohn, was
additional tickets to each subscriber. — surpassingiy
rich ; so were the Fantasia
execution,

This of course, renders it difficult for nonsubscribing persons to attend any of them.
By the kindness of friends, we were fa
vored with an occasional ticket.

At

the first of these, there was a glori

second.

It was performed with great spirit.
ning.
It was very refreshing to hear the good
old healthy music of this master, after

about

things

him,

and

joyous

as the

morning

notices we can give must necessarily lack
the

fullness

and

vividness

of remarks

Mr. Timm, and Weber's overture to ObeHm the genius of
ron, by the orchestra.
Beethoven

so carried

us away,

that we

The Italian Opera company deserve
great praise for bringing forward so many
fine operas, and so well.
With the ex

Lammer

La

and above all,
This opera seems to us

moor, Cenerentola,

Semiramide.

one of Rossini's most golden victories.

—

He has shown the rare brilliancy and
wealth of his genius here, in a high de
There is an oriental magnificence
gree.

There was other good music at this and passion, a luxuriance about all the
An overture of Spohr, and a melodies and harmonies, vocal and instru

concert.

concertino on the clarinet,

which was ex

The

ceedingly

beautiful.

Groenevelt,

is a master on this instrument,

far surpassing

At

performer,

any we have ever heard.

another Philharmonic

Concert,

we

is perfectly captivating. —
Such an opera were enough alone to make
a composer famous.

mental, which

The principal parts in these operas were
well sustained.
The prima donnas were

Borghese and Pico ; Antognini and PerC minor Symphony,
Beethoven's
It was long since ozzi as tenors, Valtelina the basso, and
very well performed.
We will not
we heard it in Boston, and it came to us Thomasi a rich barytone.
had

as fresh and grand as

if beard

for the first

more so, — for a great work
like this, needs to be heard many times

— nay,

to speak of these artists,
as we presume an account of their merits
and deficiences may be gathered from the
stop, however,

We will merely express our
journals.
need of the combination in one, of the tal
There are no
here, so much has already been said, and ents of acting and singing.
wealth

and

beauty

Of its surpassing
we need not speak

so much better than any thing we can say

of it.

At the next Concert was given the Sinfonia Eroica, which we were not fortunate

But this loss was part
ly made up by hearing at their last Con
For the Harbinger.
cert, the seventh Symphony of this great
YORK.
IN
NEW
MUSIC
How different from the C mi
master.
There we listen to all
In New York, during the past winter and nor Symphony.
spring, we have had abundance of good the struggles, and perplexities of our na
music of all classes, but as our concert and ture, the consciousness of inward weak
ness, and of outward embarrassments, the
opera tickets were by no means so numer
ous as those which drop in the paths of paralyzing doubt and timidity, and it is not
till the last, that we can see the athlete
the Editors, our account of the perform
pretend to any thing like
Besides, now that so long
completeness.
a space has elapsed since we drank at any
of the higher banquets of harmony, what

by Hum
on the piano, by

Zauberhorn,"

having fed so long on Bellini and the other ception of Bellini's II Pirala, which great
So cheerful and hale he is, like ly disappointed us, we have had great sat
a stalwart farmer going forth whistling, isfaction in these operas.
Among the
into his green fields, contented with all best we remember I'Puritani, Lucia di

to be fully appreciated.

ances cannot

Oberon's

Italians.

So let it be ! In God's own might
We gird ua for the coming tight,
And strong in Him whose cause is ours
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"

mel performed admirably

of Haydn, we think the seemed to leave these behind us as lesser
This was the flower of the eve lights in the distance.

time,

We grasp the weapons He has given,
The Light, and Truth, and love of Heaven !

from

ous symphony

And folly of an evil time.

In conflict with unholy powers,

and gazes with eagle eyes upon

we have, by far the the Bun.

lark. If he has not the deep
yearnings of Beethoven, yet he has none
And through the storm which round her of the enervating, soul-dissolving sadness
We can trust ever in his
of the Italians.
*wept,
Their constant ward and watching kept.
strength and manliness.
Then where quiet herds repose,
The roar of baleful battle rose,
And brethren of a common tongue
To mortal strife as tigers sprung,
And every gift on Freedom's shrine

he mounts upwards, in beautiful, victorious

enough to hear.

actors or actresses in the opera company,
who rank above mediocrity.

We do not remember any other music,
during the past season, that has impressed
us much.
Ole Bull, we heard, with unmixed de
light, but every body has heard him, and
too much, perhaps, has already been said
about him.

Moreover

er than of musicians

it is of music rath
that we intended to

speak.

The other evening, we heard a new
of great merit, M. Huber.
His performance was admirable ; but since
burst his fetters, and breath freely , and go we listened to Knoop, we are rather dis
Htre, we posed to require a good deal of this in
forth rejoicing in his strength,
have the man, not only free and strong at strument.
M. Huber shows much feel
He com
the very outset, like a Hercules, victori
ing and skill as a composer.
violoncellist

ous even in his cradle, but he becomes a poses not only for the violoncello,
winged, radiant God, he spurns the earth, the piano forte, and for the voice.

but for

A song
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of his we particularly liked, — it was mueicn» Schiller's Sehnsucht — "Ach ans die
ses Thales Grunden." 'We believe M.
Huber has not yet appeared before the
When he does, may success at
public.
C. P. C.
tend him.
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whose contemplated action, if carried eut
OF CRIMINALS.
with the zeal and efficiency which ita im
in
number,
notice
a
former
an
in
[We gave
article on Anniversary Week, that we should portant object deserves, will leave little to
take up Ihe various Reforms of (lie age, and be desired in regard to the Reform of
This Society proposes to
consider (Item from the Unitary point of view, Criminals.
BEFORM

We begin to-dny with the extreme of these visit persons detained for trial, ascertain
Reforms, — that which seeks the restoration the causes of their arrest, the character
of Criminals.]
and degree of their guilt, their circum

The animated discussion which has lor stances, their need of witnesses, bail, ad
The object is to se
in relation to the vice, counsel, &c.
cure full justice to every one committed
two great American systems of governing
Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
for trial, and to give them the assurance
the N. York and the Penn
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a Penitentiaries,

SATURDAY,

JULY

years been in progress,

5, 1845.

gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefromthe new
applicationof Christianprincipies,of Universaiius
tice and Universal love, to social Institutions, to
commerce,to business,,to activelife.

LAST NOTICE.
Those persons who subscribed to

"

PHALANX

for six months

" THE

from

the

of that paper, have re

'commencement

sylvania,

came to a crisis

at the last an

nual meeting of the Massachusetts
This is well.
Discipline Society.
system

Prison

tried;

has been thoroughly

Each
their

respective benefits and dangers are known
by sufficient experience ; statistics on both
sides are ample and ready at hand ; Eu
up its judgment ; we in

rope is making

the United States, owe it to the world and
to record our calm, deliber

to ourselves

that they are not outcasts, friendless and

Great good may be, and haa
despised.
already been done, in some cases, by ex
posing acts of oppression ; and especially
in others, by saving the young, and pro
curing guardians for them instead of put

In the second place,
ting them in prison.
the Society takes oversight of prisons, —
visits them, Inspects their discipline, brings
good influences to bear upon the crimin

Naturally enough, als, aids the keepers, officers and Chaplain
of each school have been in their efforts to reform the prisoners,
bers of the Harbinger, in lieu of the
provides libraries, teachers, &c. : aiming
positive and dogmatic ; petulant in criti
Phalanx, to make up the twenty-six cism, suspicious, severe. But there is in all cases to raise hope, penitence, selfIn
numbers to which they were entitled. honor, sincerity, humanity, good sense, respect, and plans for a better life.
And the time has fully the third place, the Society promises aid,
This number of the Harbinger
is also on both sides.
come for reconciliation and co-labor.
The counsel, and all possible encouragement
sent to them, with a notice on the wrapper
ceived the first,

second, and third .num

that

of subscription

their

term

has ex

We earnestly hope that they will

pired.

ate, impartial verdict.

the partizans

plan adopted, at the meeting referred to,
of appointing a committee to investigate
and compare the two systems, was wise

to released convicts, who bring testimo
nials of good behavior, and who manifest a
desire to reform.
They have already es
tablished an asylum in New York for dis

keep their names on our books by renew

and right ; and it is not over-confidence

ing

to predict that the Report prepared by charged female convicts, and have found
such men, as Messrs. Sumner and Hawes, places for many men, who are doing well.
Dwight andBigelow, Edmonds and Mann, In this way, they are carrying on the

immediately,

subscriptions

and continuing

their

It

needs,

to the Harbinger.

and surely should receive the prompt and

&c., will be decisive in its array of facts same work of brotherly-kindness, in which
the well known John Augustus of Boston,
liberal support of all the friends of Asso and conclusions.
has labored so faithfully and successfully.
Meanwhile, we may hazard tha conjec
It is on a
ciation in the United States.
The mere formation of such a Society
ture, that the result arrived at by this Com
firm footing, and will be published regu
mittee, will not differ widely from the posi
is an evidence of the change in public
larly every week, but as an efficient advo tion taken with such good
temper and judi sentiment toward the Criminal.
The de
it ciousness by Judge Edmonds at the close of sire now is general, to restore the aban
cate of the doctrines of Association,
extensive

circulation.

repeat, let our friends

everywhere,

should

We

have

an

the debate.

Qualified

by deep interest in

doned to their friends and to society, pu
fitted for usefulness.

prison reform, by long experience, by saga
city and decision, this gentleman honored

rified, strengthened,

the State he represented on that occasion,

their

The next step will be to save them from
first debasement.
The prevention
them at once, and let all who take an
by the dignified and courteous manner in of crime is the only true humanity.
Do
interest in our movement, aid in obtaining which he explained the stand that New justice to cliildren, and when they become
York is now inclining to assume
The men and women, they will do no injustice
subscribers to the Harbinger.
whose subscriptions

have expired, renew

The subscribers to the Social Reformer,
the Har

as well i<sthe persons to whom

binger has been sent as a specimen, who
desire

to receive

it in future,

please to favor us immediately

scale,

of prison

reform

their

and on a large
in the United

States and in Christendom,

New York is

now

Pennsylvania

a mediator

between

will also and Massachusetts,
with

there are merits

and says

Editors of exchange papers to the Pha
lanx, New York, who have not changed
to that of Harbinger,

to it.

to a human being!

—

Meanwhile,

let us for a few moments

consider what modes of conduct the ideal

"Friends! of Love
Au sons.

commands toward

injurious

per

and in the Philadelphia systems.
One thought, — far in advance, to be
We have tried thoroughly the former, we sure, of such a state of the world as we are
have watched carefully the latter; and living in, yet no wise visionary, but every

we

are ready, confessing

our own mis

which is expected

to draw

way simple, — is this :
Society, when rightly organized,

will

orable efforts,

now to advise you as all leave the evil to punish themselves, by selfmen, to blend both the Solitary and the exclusion from ail useful and happy occu
Silent modes of Discipline in prisons."
pations.
New York has added to her reputation
To explain this thoroughly; Society

The lovers of the stage,
OMNIBUS!
will find in another column a notice of an and given renewed proof of her earnest
largely.

JUSTICE

How much that word implies !

and defects in the

Brook take, while taking just pride in our hon

Farm, Mass., will oblige us by attending

establishment

to others.

burn

subscriptions.

the direction

prime mover, practically

ness in prison

winter, by

reforms,

during the last
the formation of a Society,

rightly organized, will own the land, di
vide productive labor in such a manner as
to give full exercise to the peculiar pow

THE HARBINGER.
ers of each individual,

and secure exact

of profits according to each
one's kind and degree of usefulness. The
most loving, wise, and efficient, will be
then necessarily rewarded, while the sel
fish, foolish, indolent, will suffer a self-in
flicted penalty.
The extremely injurious
will forfeit right to labor and profit, and
still more, .his claim to respect, sympathy
and cooperation.
He will feel himself

distribution

excluded by an inevitable,

inexorable

law

61

Rudeness, vulgarity,
plore his keeper for the privilege of work. I return to society.
" O, give me something to do?" will deceit, evil speaking, &c., forfeit this

of conversing with his kind.
prayer, as for a priceless boon. privilege
Let work be given as a favor, as a privi He may not injure others by the noble
Tools and gift of language.
The beauty, and the
lege, as a sign of confidence.
materials are entrusted to him by society. solemn obligations of the faculty of speech,
The are thus revealed to him.
Society expects they will be used.
8. Add to this simple, natural system
only return his fellow men ask is, that he
Work, hard work, thus of discipline, by a process of preferment
should do good.
for the good, and of forfeiture for the bad,
becomes a reward for returning good char

be his

the

which

is graduated

pacity

and

which

entirely

be by rewards to the good ; and penalties

will be the forfeiture
always

exactly

of these rewards,
by the selfish

graduated

and by the inevitable action
of opinion and sympathy around him.

man himself,

An approximation

to this at once natu

mode of treating
the selfish or the evil, may be made even

ral, humane, and divine

state of society,

now, in this disorganized
when we shut

persons

doing injury.

Let the process be sketch

in by force, from

ed.

acter.

It

of human nature from his kind, just so far privilege is abused by indolence, or vio
as he himself is unkind.
Then will be lence, or carelessness.
fulfilled the sentence of condemnation,!
4. For a lime, mere occupation in soli
"Cast ye the unprofitable servant intoI tude may be given. Then the prisoner,
outer darkness".
The punishment thus having earned comforts, may receive them,
will be not forcible imprisonment, but in and so feel by experience, that labor and
exclusion.
Government
will its profits are meant to be instruments of
voluntary

can be withheld

whenever

refinement and pleasure. If these comforts
are abused, let them be withheld.
But

to the character,

of the prisoner,

need

removes

force, one further

the necessity

institution

beyond

ca
and

of
the

prison-walls, and the Ideal of Prison Re
form is complete.
This institution is a
House of Retreat, where a person may re
main,

himself

supporting

by

work sup

plied by society, unlil a suitable situation
is procured, and where he may have ac
cess to books, lectures, and means of in

happiness cannot be enjoyed alone.
Thus,
5. And now the longing Jor society tellectual and moral improvement.
will become insupportable.
O, for the while waiting for the chances of useful
ness and honor, he will feel how rich a
sight of a human face, the sound of a hu

He
will return to tjie world a reformed man.
In the previous sketch nothing has been
let him be visited by those who will
know how to respect him, however fallen, said of allowing wages for the work of
and by a just expression of confidence, prisoners, from the profits of their labor,
to awaken hope for himself.
Let good over and above the cost of supporting
man voice, the light of a smile on the lips

and from the eyes of a fellow-man

good life is, how mean a selfish one.

! Then

1. Let the prisoner be made clearly to words be said, good thoughts planted ; in them, because this question is generally
understand and feel, that the reason why struction given, little by little.
And at considered an open one. There can, how
he is confined is, that he may not do hurt, last, books, as constant, though silent ever, be little doubt, that after just deduc
and may be fitted to do good; that punish
He will learn tion from the expense of keeping up the
companions, be given.
ment is not arbitrary, but necessary, and thus to appreciate the wonderful
law of I prison, and for the price of raw materials
that society feels toward him regret, and life, by which we are refreshed and re- and the waste and wear of tools, the sur
a desire for his return.
The Judge, Ju renewed from one another's love and plus rightly belongs to the prisoner. —
ry, and Keeper, may take this position of thoughts.
Let him be encouraged, too, There can be as little doubt, either, that
guarding

society and of guarding

the bad to write

too, from harming themselves by .inflicting
injury on others.
2. Let the extreme punishment be,solita

out his own experience,

and to a feeling of self-respect, of hope and hon
or, will accompany the consciousness that

communicate what he knows of the temp
tations and necessities of life.
This will

he returns to society not as a beggar,
produce compassion for others tried as but with means, however small, earned
ry confinement, with the barest necessar he has been, fallen like himself.
If sul honestly by his own exertions. Thus the
ies for existence.
The injurious person len or insolent, he is left a few days to possession of property becomes a pledge
and sign of usefulness.
forfeits his claim to the benefits of the himself alone.
toil of the community.
He has violated
common
well - being
of Society,

the

common-ieea///i.

on the be introduced

Let him by lively reflection,

a living member ol society,
giving and receiving social influences, set
near are social ties, how all important and ting and imitating example, a man among
existence.

how

be made to comprehend

close

feel himself

and

of social

And in this state, let there be no
sympathy, how vital therefore, are truth, keeper with whips.
They will be unne
and honesty, and peace, and kindness in all cessary.
The penalty for misconduct is
Let him be taught by this ex simple.
relations.
Any violation of rules forfeits
He returns to
perience how dependent man is on man ; the working in society.
and how just it is that man should return his solitary toil.
Though silent, he is in
a school of manners, of morals.
good to society for the good which socie
Let the degree of this penal
7. A position, expressive of confidence
ty confers.
indispensable

ty be exactly

is

the

influence

graduated to the offence.

3. Beginning from this
ishment of solitary
privation

extreme

confinement

of comforts,

step of discipline
Idleness

every

with

pun
de

succeeding

may be made a reward.

in solitude,

utter

inaction,

use-

lessness, is the most dreadful of penalties.
Presently

WHAT DO THE WORKINGMEN WANT?

There are some plain, practical things
into groups of workmen.
He has a right only to This will be a great favor, once more to which the Working-men want, and which,

has no just claim

and therefore

5. Thus prepared by reawakened hu
by sympathy rekindled, let him

manity,

the wretched

sufferer

will im

men.

in him, a higher privilege may be given,
as soon as he proves his sincere desire

could they obtain them, would

secure to

them more real benefit and happiness than
all the feverish strife, the vapory specula
tion, the abstract controversies,
the po
litical and sectarian discussions, and even
the philanthropic efforts, which now occu
py so large a portion of the public atten
tion.
These measures are two in number, and
it is remarkable

that our leading states

men, many of whom are proclaimed to be
men of
covered

"

profound genius," have not dis
them ; it is equally remarkable

kindly, pure, true, honest.
The restriction of silence may be removed.
He passes into workshops where conver

that they have not been perceived by the
leaders of the various reform movements,

sation is permitted,

into social abuses.

to he useful,

and into the school,

The first thing
Thus is ho prepared to classes want, is

where mind can exchange

ly with mind.

who have gone deeply, at least in feeling,

thoughts

free

which

the

Working-
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of the producing
We will state here in general
of Labor
manner that the Organization
should be the work of the State and not
or individuals, — always
leads of companies

the

of individual

source

and

national

pros

men in society, who should be the friends

of the people, to abandon the laboring
classes,

perity and power.
Labor is the origin

and influential

educated

intelligent,

and even to cooperate with

the

of all wealth, the cupidity which draws from them the fruit
sole creator of whatever is necessary to of their labor, and sinks them in depen
physical
of his

faction

existence,

— to

material

wants,

the satis
without

which neither personal freedom nor moral
development is possible.
This great department of human ac

" State,"

Will of

the collective

we understand

— their

the People,

Power, guided by their collective
The State represents the
Conscience.
united

and consequently, its action must
manifestation of the collective Will of

People,

dence and destitution.

The Workingmen

we speak of the

should clearly under

be

stand that the evils and abuses which op the People.
The Government of this country has
press and crush them to the earth, are
been organized by the collective Will and
tlte present false and un
caused solely
as
Conscience of the People, and
natural system
Labor, and that there
by

man's

animated by selfishness, nor by the town
not strong enough. When
ship, which

it is

is the basis of society, and the

LABOR

connected with

disadvantages

n

in

fourths

it

three

compose

of the population.

it,

hy

who

ing-classes,

the elevation

ure for

classes.

is

good ORGANIZATION OF LABOR. The producing classes in proportion to the
present false and unorganized system of crease of national wealth.
And lastly,
its repugnance, its dis
Industry is the fundamental cause of the
honoring influence, and by all the other
majority of evils which oppress the work

A

a
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It is subjected to, and governed by those
who possess the credit and capital of so
ciety, and is controlled by individual will

nate and the down-trodden
say that

for the unfortu

We cannot

among the leaders of politi

We find in them
general
for the aggrandisement of the
by fierce and envious nation, coupled with the desire of individ
competition, which is neither more nor ual elevation.
But this feeling can be sat
less than a wild warfare of cupidity and isfied by an increase of territory, the ac
selfishness.
of works of internal im
complishment
It is monotonous and ill-requited, and it provement, or by bullying a rival nation.
overwhelms with excessive toil those en
this system of Labor, somewhat
ambition

by those

— that

who are the

it,

is, by capitalists and
who thus hold in their hands

employers,
even the right of the toiling multitudes

to

existence.

vice and crime

under

hundred forms.

By its envious rivalry and unnatural

it

the People, that justice,

and

industrial

People
Collective

secured

to

the

operation

of

the

Rights

through

the

Conscience and

Will.

;

of

it

occupy our most serious

the most

of the increase of poverty among the will be urged

attention, and

us as the primary

it

form,

by

anoma

Will

right and equity must be established in

THE PEOPLE,

TO SECURE TO THE PEOPLE

THEIR INDUSTRIAL

This

RIGHTS.

the great practical

Reform to

which they should now devote themselves,

;

is

a

it

duce

it,
it

important practical one
that can engage the minds of men, will

ly

By its unjust division of profits, giving
the fruit of labor to those who do not pro
presents the monstrous

science and

and which they can effect in
peaceful
Let
and the Organization of Labor
for when manner through the ballot box.
they have freed the slaves and elevated them achieve this reform and they will
them to the condition of hired laborers, — secure to themselves the means of their
Prosperity and social Elevation.
the serfs of capital and want, — they can

gives rise to hatreds and not leave them there, as they will be
jealousies in society, divides the working- obliged to do, unless
better system of
men among themselves, weakens them, Labor
established than that which now
and renders them an easy prey to the exists.
masters of Industry.
This vital question of an Industrial Re
competition,

experience of this country proves that
nni.it be organized
the collective Con

;

?

in

misery,

a

,

is

it
is

gender

and these two combined, en

depart

and the

has caused the

want slaves to take command of
present desultory and incoherent system, their armies, to sit
their Legislative
the principal cause of the greatest halls, or to be their magistrates.
scourge that oppresses the masses, — of
Abolitionists should also look carefully
the parent of to the question of an Industrial Reform
poverty, which, in turn,
ignorance

as important
as Government,

is

in form, which

By these abuses and evils, and by the
and the waste of efforts
and talents which take place under the would

misapplication

Now Industry
ment of society

meas

The second thing which the Workingis, AN EQUITABLE DIVISION or

men want,

PROFITS, guaranteeing to every person, —
man, woman and child, — the fruit of his
or her Labor and Skill.

Let this princi
ple of evident Justice be established in
the industrial
affairs of society, and

it

masters of

to the

and

is

not guaranteed,)

the modified

its right

injustice

of

working classes, (to whom

and

if

is

It

advantages of mental culture.
from, or given
withheld

foot,

The two fundamental industrial Rights
of man are first the Right to Labor, or
three great orders of slavery that have the guarantee of regular employment to
existed on earth, — chattel slavery, feudal all who desire to work and Second, the
the Producer to the profits
Eight
hit
bondage or slavery of the soil, and sla
labor;
the
former
equivalent to the
of
If
this
view
be
very
capital.
denied,
we would simply ask whether men would right to existence, and the latter to the
want slaves, serfs, and hired menials to right to freedom.
The motto then which the Workingwork for them,
Industry were dignified
and made the means of attaining honors, men should inscribe upon their banner is,
THE ORGANIZATION OF LABOR BY THE
fortune, and social position, as
should
be
not no more than they COLLECTIVE WILL AND CONSCIENCE or
Certainly

It

them from

is

it,

— debarring

in

gaged

a

cal parties.

under

disorder reign.

a

and caprice.
It is regulated

the case

trampled

it

love and commiseration
it
is

from poverty and fear of starvation.

and genuine

it,

sincere, conscientious,

Will

or caprice, as
Industry, where rights are

through the individual

a

find

Will, — not

of the collective

operation

is

if

tion of the people, they should labor for
But, alas, where do we
its realization.

polititica)

by

a

they are in

desire for the eleva

in

forced upon the La
prosecuted by them

sincere

of

classes, and

understand this truth, and
spired by

secures

order,

maintains

rights to all, and establishes justice in the
relations of men through the
political

is

is compulsory,

and benevo

is

It

boring

cooperation

Politicians and statesmen should

lence.

?

tion.

universal justice,

a

man who works with his own hands never
gets rich,) nor is it an avenue to an hon
orable position in society ; it is the badge
of servitude, the sign of a menial condi

It

a

A

a

is

of

tivity, which forms the whole foundation
can
and equitable in its action as
of human existence and happiness, is led in no escape from them but in
reform in right
Labor.
new system of Industry must be, having the counteracting influence of
the rudest and most miserable condition.
false system of Labor and other false
Labor
It is rclrignant, degrading and dishon be discovered and established.
of society to contend with.
orable : it is no avenue to fortune, (for the miat be organized, and upon principles of institutions

will spread abundance and the means
of education and refinement among all
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its members, produce equilibrium in the tion has, in the present age, been more pow
lu the English language, there are
of riches, prevent the mon erfully and universally felt, and has devel about forty sounds, which are represented
strous contrast that now exists between oped itself
greater number of minds or rather misrepresented, by twenty six
enormous wealth on one side and squalid than at any former period, so the truth of letters.
Twenty six letters cannot repre
poverty on the other, and check that most the phonetic principle has also been more sent forty sounds, the consequence of
insatiable thirst for gain, which is foster
deeply impressed on the minds of men, which is, that the same letter has to be
used for various sounds, and to add to the
ed to frenzy under the present order of and has received
more frequent devel
things, and which is corrupting the very opment.
Many persons, moved by the confusion, various combinations of letters
heart and life of society, making money ideas of Association,
and of Phonetic are used for the same sounds, and the
a

in
a

distribution

and

temple,

a

to systems, and give them both
practical
But all have failed until Fou
application.
rier, by an analysis of the passions of the

PHONOGRAPHY.
Our attention has been been directed to
this subject

lately, but long enough

very

Writing, have attempted to reduce them same combinations

of

made

soul,

human

Association

science, and Pitman, by an analysis of the

various

for

sounds,

while at the same time, the letters
sometimes

sounded

and

are

sometimes

not.

For instance, the letter a
pronounced
one way in fate, another in fat, another
is

its

exchange

universal cupidity its rule of action.

a

the

its God,

in

fall,

another

in farce,

and in

other

at the present time,

Among

a

is

It

is

Phonography,

ply

it

true principles, but Mr. Pitman has the
immortal honor, of being the first to ap
by adopting a natural

successfully,

A

pleted.

ence, with
views of

very

it

from this design, and

was never com

interesting

correspond

young lady who opposed his
reform of English orthography,

a

does of almost all

a

ciple of writing, as

it

a

is

Mr. Isaac Pitman, of Bath-, England. — English orthography, and with the direct
for which hia mind was so re
not the only discoverer simplicity
Mr. Pitman
of the principle of Phonetic Writing, markable, perceiving that the cause of the
was the
gross falseness of orthography,
com
but to him- we are indebted for
plete and perfectly philosophical system imperfection of the alphabet, undertook to
of representation of the sounds of the reform the present system of orthography,
human voice, in speech.
History affords by inventing a new and more perfect al
But pressing duties, in the stirphabet.
many examples of an instinctive percep
ing times in which he lived, called him off
tion of the truth of the phonetic prin

of language. — from pedantic pride in knowing well how
Although the phonetic principle has been to spell according to false orthography,
will be found in his biography.
recognized in all ages, and partially adopt
a

system of representation

understood, and devel

oped, as to be of little practical

elevated above the Hiero

as

a

the Ideologic,

principles,

—

and the Symbolic

means of

representing

This may appear

thought and speech.

Pitman

has gone beyond all others who

have conceived

the idea of phonetic

rep
and classifying
all the sounds of the voice, as heard in
resentation,

by analyzing

speech, and giving to them natural repre
sentatives, both

for writing and printing.

(a

through the whole language, and are mul
tiplied infinitely, by ridiculous anomalies
in the use of every letter

the alphabet.

No wonder that
should be said, "the
only rules of the English language are
its exceptions," and that such
mass of
can scarcely ever be con
foreigners, and that children
have to waste the best part of their time,
in learning to read, write, and spell, their

contradictions
quered

native tongue.
Mr. Pitman has given us the means of
demolishing
falsehood at

this mighty
fabric of
blow, and we look forward

all

with the greatest satisfaction to the spee
dy downfall of Babel, and the erection of
the temple, of truth in its stead.

For writing, Mr. Pitman has adopted
the simplest geometrical signs, —
sign
for every sound, —
lieu of our complex
script characters, by which means, we are
enabled to write six times as expeditiousas we can by the present method of

writing, and in
concise,

simple

style that
and beautiful.

at once

All,

and

a

being scarcely

value

;

has been so little

glyphic,

it

ed by some of the most ancient nations,

These absurdi
plain, whey, &c.
ties in the simplest words, are so obvious
that they need no comment.
They run
lane,

a

in praise

it
a

no language

a

practical
of and have attempted to give
will appear extravagant application, we may mention the name of
and no estimate of its importance to man that preeminently common sense philoso
He, in com
kind, exaggerated.
pher, Benjamin Franklin.
the art of writing ac mon with hundreds and thousands of oth
Phonography
an invention of ers, observed the ridiculous absurdity of
cording to sound.
when

fident,

through, though, hiccough, and lough,
We have the same sound in the
lake.)
different combinations rain, rein, reign,

is

principle,

in

ceived the idea of the phonetic

sounds in the words cough, tough, plough,

it

have con

in

both in this

a

persons,

and in Europe, who

a

the many

by

we are con

approaches, however,

rapidly

perhaps,

The time country

merely.

ly

we might,

pass for enthusiasts,

it

has still other sounds.
The
sounds of the human voice, has given to words
ough, has seven different
foundation. — combination
Phonetics
philosophical

it,

to interest us in it deeply.
If we should
express fully , our views in relation to

is'

is

The great principle of phonetic writing more than the rapidity of the best sys
bold and unfounded statement, by those and
attained, whilst
printing is, that one simple sign or tem of stenography,
who have not examined critically into the character shall
represent one the writing
invariably
perfectly legible, more legi
the blessings of

have been enjoying
netic representation,
man alphabet.

a

pho

in the present or Ro

and elementary sound, and that
one sound shall invariably be represented
The violation of this prin
by one sign.

simple

ble in fact, than our old long hand
to
the most practiced eye.
Thought can be
is

subject, and who may suppose that they

a

it

of learning
and mastering foreign mind, of mighty and beneficent results!
the
Mr. Pitman has been engaged
consists
the
overcoming
it

the difficulty

of false orthogra

and perfecting of his system
of phonetic writing and printing, now some
dissemination

true system of representa
tion, to learn to read and write,
the sim

seven or

plest and easiest thing

which

phy.

With

in

languages,
barbarous absurdities

in

write,

the world.

eight

years,

has made and

and the progress
making,

is

And, as the truth of Associa

ies

is

ways, in the languages of different nations,
in all ages.

and

Even

it

in various

All

TRUTH.
read

is

been manifested

in this age of magnificent discover
stands preeminent.
What
grand
to perspective
opens to the speculative

languages, rendering the whole written
and printed language,
ONE GREAT UN

in

,

a

Like the idea of Association, which in
atl times, has presented itself in some form
or other, as an expression of the true order
of human societies, the idea of phonetic
system of representation of human speech

a

exposed.

has likewise

it

is

is

It

conveyed to paper almost as swiftly as
nevertheless true, as ciple,
the fundamental error which leads flashes through the brain, and as the tor
all will acknowledge, when they see the to the confusion and monstrous absurdi
rent of eloquence flows from the orator's
imperfection of our alphabet, and the false ties that exist in the
orthography of the lips, every word can be arrested and pre
ness of English orthography thoroughly
Wonderful and glorious art!
English, and more or less, of all other served.

very
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also forbids the neighbors who are weak enough to be
in
lieve that there are various things
it

organized

this

but

not

perceived by many sincere souls, who still
vital faith in
England, and that during the year 1844, we are assured, cherish
sentiment, and in the
more than two hundred thousand letters the democratic
thousand

Phonographers

in

a

than twenty

bers nearly or quite a thousand
and studying

their at

with an ar

it

to

tention
dent

members.

classes of men are turning
it,

All

Four monthly

enthusiasm.

num

maga

between

and privilege

equality

Those
lake sides strongly for the former.
who are laboring for harmony must bide
Mean
not yet.
The day
their time.
while let them recognize and welcome
is

have been formed, and one already

combat

action, which

in thought

whether

every symptom,

has

a

in Phonography passed through the Eng
lish Post Office.
Corresponding societies

favorable

bearing

can yet be made.

which improvements
Beware,

yet

wise man

Sneer

not so

All

the humbugs are not adver
tized in the newspapers, and do not ap«
loudly!

under

pear

"

the

hold

and

high

world

patronage

of vagrant

are not fewer that

Those

professors."

seats in the
by the most re

honorable

and are followed

The Phil
spectable members of society.
istines bowe.l before their God Dagon,

or

not

on

there

he was

that

knowing

no Dagon to which

sham:

is

as now

a

;

giving or receiving of menial services
at war with the whole system of labor

!

:

it

but

slavery no doubt

that is, of have the completes( knowledge of what
forbids
proper, and who look down upon their

justice,

O

mands favor as soon as it is explained.
is estimated that there are already more

It

universal

and

is

and com

absolute

;

of its truth,

mind

ces every

The true idea of democracy,

is

great, but not at all astonishing, when
It is a com
the subject is understood.
mon sense practical thing, which convin

is

64

you also pay

We say these few words, reverL'nce, nay, may you not unconscious
be of that family yourselves?
of all controversy, as a reply to
Let no man mock at those who are now
has been introduced into the queries of our too friendly critic in
Phonography
some humbugs are
and then taken in
this country very recently by Messrs. the jS'ew York Tribune of last Saturday.
transient, others are permanent, — there
Andrews and Boyle, of Boston, and the
in

zines are published
the Phonographic
and Phonotypic characters.*

ly

the great work.

;

instead

deluders

and deluded

;

arc also

let our

wiseacres stand in fear, lest both are em
bodied in their own persons.

The Lowell
AN INGENIOVS LOCK.
Journal says that Mr. Aldridge, Superintendant of the Lowell Lock Company, has

" which,
lately made
padlock,
efforts have been made for the
number of persons^
night by
have not been able to discover a

although
last fort
yet they
keyhole.''

It

is

is

It

in

a

has been very great.
We
that in every state of the

a

EXPLOSION.
The Fourier
HARMLESS
A*socia'nn at Bateg'-MilK Ontario County,
was
about
which
year ago, has
organized
understand
exploded. No lives were lost. No blame
Union these gentlemen have correspond
attached to the Caplain or hands. The Asents
the most of whom socUlion was called the "Ontario Union."
Phonography,
was formed under the most Haltering aus
are persons who have taught themselves
pices. The Brethren of the Phalanx adopt
with the aid of elementary works, so sim
ed this wild system of Social economy and
this beau per led equality, in Ihe full belief that its
ple and easy of acquirement
would meet thpir most
tiful system of writing.
Messrs.
An practical workingsand
prove to all mankind
sanguine hopes,
drews and Boyle have taught and are that Ihe present organization of Civilized So
The expeiiment
ciety
essenlially
wrong.
Ex
teaching large classes in Boston.
has filled utter
has been tried one year.
hibitions which they have given of the
"
"
dissolved, and the
Union
ly. The
of
their
at
the
Tremont
progress
pupils,
Brethren will sneak back into the old track,
may he, but surely wiser men
Temple, have been very conclusive tests ashamed,
than they were before. The lesson is hard
of the merits of Phonography.
Highly one, — one which we trust few will be com
their pelled io leurn. — Albany Citizen.
respectable audiences expressed
the science

a

their efforts to spread

success attending

;

applause, the greatest pleasure at the ex
Before Christopher
Columbus discov
of the principles,
and the ered America, many wise men reckoned
planations
practical illustrations which they saw and his theory quite ridiculous
had journal

of in

writing be entirely superseded.

without compass or provi
sions, he might, as far as fallible human
reason can judge, have reached the bot

it

it

ICr" In our remarks on the character of tom, some time before arriving at the
General Jackson in the last Harbinger, new world, and the Albany Citizen, had
been then alive, would probably, with
we took
for granted, that his life and
measures
consistency

present examples of in

might
with

the

high

democratic

the most amusing gravity and confidence,
have assured its neighbors, that there was

with the most no western continent after all, with the
of his soul.
So much benevolent and friendly hope, that few ol
must be forgiven to the imperfections of them might be compelled to learn so hard
lesson, as Columbus had just received.
human nature.
Nor has the time arrived
The Boston Evening Transcript no
in the progress of society, when we can
tices the failure of the same Association,
expect
complete harmony between the
faith, which he cherished

a

a

fervent convictions

a

*

And the first number of
handsome
quarto newspaper printed in the Phonogra
phic characters, by the Anastatic process, has
just been received by the stcamer Caledo
nia.

some

reflections

that

been remarkable

which

are rather

paper

having generally
for common sense.

There

large

class

of

persons who flatter themselves that they
cannot be deceived, and who regard with
out of
contemptuous unbelief whatever
the course of their own ideas.
They are
shrewd

men,

men

of experience,

2 !

7
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is

in

it,

and struggle for
to remove every ob
stacle in the way of its fulfilment, to wait
hope for its triumphant
realization.

with

surprizing,

is
a

is

it,

The most
highest ideas and actual life.
we can do now
to aim after
to toil

5

b)

in foolish impatience he had set sail
rnw-boat,

&

If

a

method

laborious

;

the old

tounding satire.

8

and
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phy,

in those days, he would

full measure of their

6

long, before every man, woman and child,
will be made acquainted with Phonogra

a

it

will not be have received

a

ists been extant

We earnestly hope that

i

heard.

9

by

a

it

is
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that 1 feel afraid of appearing ;i her side,

duct her to the church,

before the Count."

fore the spinnet,

with

5.

he found her be
dress and hair as

" You may be easy, the Count has on every Sunday, and practising her trial
" What," cried he, " your hair
seen her ; but he has heard her too."
piece.
" And did she sing badly?"
not dressed ! not yet ready ! It is almost
" As she always sings."
time, what are you thinking of, Consue

CONSUELO."
FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
Translatedfor the Harbinger.

"

X.
On the eve of the solemn day,

REDDING AND COMPANY,
No. 8 STATE STREET, BOSTON.

TWO DOLLARS PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

Anzole-

to found "Consuelo's door bolted, and after

Ah ! my friend, these rivalries spoil

the heart.

A

little

while

ago

if

Clorin-

da, who is a good girl, notwithstanding

lo?"
" My friend,"

answered she resolutely,

my hair is dressed,

I

am ready,

I

am

I wish to go as I am. Those
waiting on the stairs almost a quarter of her vanity, had suffered fiasco before a tranquil.
"a:i hour, he was at last admitted to see judge, I should have been sorry to the fine robes do not suit me.
You like
This
his friend arrayed in her holiday costume bottom of my heart, I should have shared my black hair better than powder.
which she had wished to try before him. her trouble and her humiliation.
And waist does not impede my breathing. —
She had on a pretty dress of large flower
ed chintz, a neckerchief of lace, and pow
der in her hair.

She looked so changed

thus, that Anzoleto remained for some in

I have made
now I find myself rejoicing at it!
To Do not contradict me.
I have asked God to in
strive, to envy, to seek to injure mutual
up my mind.
ly, and all that for a man whom we do spire me and my mother to watch over
God has inspired me to
not love, whom we do not even know.
my conduct.

I

not knowing
whether feel myself horribly sad, my dear love,
and it seems to me that I am as much
she had gained or lost by the transforma
The doubt which Consuelo read in frightened by the idea of succeeding as
tion.
It seems to me that
his eyes was to her like the stroke of a by that of failing.
uncertain,

stants

"I

"Ah!

there," cried she,
see that you do not like me so. To whom

poignard.
shall

I

appear tolerable,

if

he who loves

me experiences nothing agreeable on look
"
ing at me !

" Wait a little," answered Anzole
to, " in the first place 1 am struck with

our happiness
that tomorrow

is coming

to a close and

after the trial,

whatever

may be the result, I shall return to this
poor chamber, another person from what

I

have hitherto lived in

it."

be modest and simple.
My mother hai
been to see me in my dreams and she said
what she has always said to me : ' try to
sing well, Providence will do the rest.'
I saw her take my fine dress, my laces
and my ribbons, and arrange them in the
wardrobe;

and then she put my black
frock and my mantilla of white muslin on
the chair at the side of my bed. As soon

Two great tears rolled down Consue as I woke, I shut up my costume as she
had done in the dream, and I put on tha
lo's cheeks.
" What ! are you going to cry now ? " black frock and mantilla, and I am ready.
your beautiful figure in that long waist
"Do you think of what I feel encouraged since I have renounced
and by your distinguished air under those said Anzoleto.
You support grandly the large you are doing ' You will dull your eyes the idea of pleasing by means of which I
laces.
But I regret the and swell up your lids. Your eyes, Con- do not know how to use. Now, hear my
folds of your dress.
loss of your black hair, at least I think suelo! dont spoil your eyes, which are voice, every thing depends on that you
know." She sounded a note.
so. But that is the costume of the peo the most beautiful part of you."
" Just heavens ! we are lost," cried
"Or the least ugly," said she, wiping
ple and to morrow you must be a lady."
" And why must I be a lady 7 As for away her tears. " Come, when we give Anzoleto ; " your voice is husky and your
You cried last evening,
me, I hate this powder in which even the ourselves up to the world, we have no eyes are red.

I tell

I longer any right to weep."
most beautiful look insipid and old.
Her friend tried to console her, but she
have an artificial appearance under these
don't like my was bitterly sad all the rest of the day ;
furbelows;
in a word,
looks and I see that you are of the same and in the evening, as soon as she was

you we are lost, that you are foolish to
dress yourself in mourning on a holyday ;

been this morning at the alone, she carefully brushed out the pow
rehearsal and saw Cloryida who also was der, combed and smoothed her hair of eb
She was so ony, tried on a little dress of black silk
trying on a new dress.

ful dress, while

I

opinion.

I have

Consuelo ;

here's a fine business !

that brings bad luck and makes you ugly.
Now quick ; quick ; put on your beauti
rouge.

smart, so fearless, so handsome, (0! she still fresh, which she usually wore on
Thereupon
must be happy, and you need not look Sundays, and recovered confidence on re tween them.
Then tal. Trouble
twice at her to be sure of her beauty,) cognising herself in her mirror.
she prayed with fervor, thought of her
• Entered according to Act of Congress, in
mother, was melted to tears, and cried
the year 1845, by FRANCIS O. SHAW, in the
When Anzoleto came
Clerk's office of the District Court of Mass* herself to sleep.
to seek her the next day in order to Con
chusetts.

I

go and buy you some

You are as pale as a spectre."
arose a brisk
Anzoleto

discussion be

was a little bru

again entered into the soul

of the poor girl, and her tears flowed
afresh.

Anzoleto

was irritated still more,

and in the midst of the debate, the hour
struck,

the fatal

hour,

a quarter before
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oath.

tin' star of the morning,

which

ness.

"

than

more pale and trembling

Consuelo,

which

Courage, my daughter,"

said the pro

"

required afl the respect due to the
holy place to prevent the numerous dilet
tanti and the crowd which filled the church,
from liri'tikuirT out into fanatic applauses,

The
you are as
they had been at the theatre.
going to sing the music of a great master, Count had not patience enough to wait

sees itself fessor to her in a low voice,

in the bosom of the lagunes, looked for

if

with an energetic

heaven

cursed

and profound,
grave, mysterious,
commanded respect and tender

thing

It

two, just time enough to run tothechuich
Anzoleto
and reach there out of breath.

the last time into her little broken mirror ; and that master is there to hear you."
" Who, Marcello t " said Consuelo, see
then turning, she threw herself impetu

"

for the end of the service before going to
his enthusi

the organ loft and expressing

O my ing the professor spread ont upon his desk asm to Porpora and Consuflo. And dur
" Yes, Marcel ing the chanting of the officiating priests,
friend," cried she, " do not scold me, do the Psalms of Marcello.
" Sing as she was obliged to go to the Count's gal
not curse me . On the contrary embrace me lo," answered the professor.
strongly,, to drive from my cheek this livid you usually do, nothing more, nothing lery, in order to receive the praises and
She found him
the thanks of MarcelTo.
May your kiss be as the fire less, and it will be well."
paleness.
In fact, Marcello, then in the last year still so overcome by emotion that he could
from the altar, upon the lips of Isaiah,
" My daughter," said he
and may God not punish us for having of his life, had come to revisit Venice, his hardly speak.
to her
broken voice, " receive the
doubted of his assistance."
country, whose glory he was, as compo
He had thanks and the blessings of
Then she threw her mantilla quickly
ser, as writer, and as magistrate.
dying man.
who Thou hast
one instant made me forget
npon her head, took the music in her been full of courtesy for Porpora,
hand, and dragging her dispirited lover had requested him to hear his school, and years of mortal suffering.
K seems to
after her, ran to the Mendicant!,
where arranged for him the surprise of causing me that
miracle has been wrought upon
into

Anroleto's

arms.

a

in

a

in
a

ously

the moment.
As soon as the first words ed, child, and may thy happiness in this
of this grand and free song shone before world be equal to thy merits.
have'

before

I

did not know that the

upon, her and did nat lose one of ber mo
tions.

only of God and of Marcello, who placed
himself in her thought as an interpreter
between her and those splendid heavens

on arriving,
hid
her face in her hands and began to pray

said she at the bottom of her heart,
knowcst

that

I

of which

God,"

"

What more beautiful

glory.

thou

me above my rivals in order to abase them.
I do not wish to give

;

all
but

inferior to thee.

reserved to thee to make the world hear
what the world

la

II

to the world and to profane arts,
in order to abandon thy love and to lose

AH' universe annunzia

make

has never heard,

and to

bowed her head, almost bent one knee to
and not able to utter

word,

carried to her lips the hand of the illus
trious dying man
but as she raised her
self, she let fall upon Anzoleto a look
w,hich seemed to say, " Ingrate, 'thou

Del grwide Iddio
gloria
fumamento lucido

myself

they are infinitely

the floor,

"1 cieli tmmensi narrano*

Thou knoweat that

Quanto sieno mirabile
opere."
Delia MM deslra

didst not divine me

"

le

Tbsu know-

myself in the paths of vice.

theme

fact, and what more grand idea.

do not ask thee to raise

Cuzzoni,

;

"My

devotion.

Rnmanina,

!

a fervent

Faustina,

feel what no nan has ever felt."
Consuelo overpowered, and as
were,
she was about to celebrate the crushed under this magnificent eulogium,
in

her

features ; for she knelt
with

thought

;

But he could not as yet distinguish

and even Anaokto, she

rivals,

heard

the greatest singers of the universe

is

,

galtory of the Count was so situated as to her eyes, she felt herself transported into
look less into the ehurch than into the organ another world.
Forgetting the Count
toft, that he already had his eyes fixed Zusliniai.
the malevolent glances of her

It

Consuelo

by

it,

/

:

in

it

already arranged and the professor

the sound

the angels above sing
No piece could have been more appropri
like thee,
hope to quit the earth in order
ate to the state of religious exaltation in to enjoy an eternity of the delight which
which the soul of that noble girl was at thou hast made me know.
Be thou bless

his gallery ; and Consuelo mounted to
that of the organ, where the choirs were
tusrte&k.

If

of thy voice.

a

who had given him rendezvous

and that this incessant, horrible pain

has been driven away forever

I

Count,

me

;

in the first place to be song by Consuelo,
who was a perfect mistress of
his mag
Cieli Immensi Nerrrano.
nificent psalm

assembled to hear

it

had already

the crowd

Anzole
the beautiful music of Porpora.
to, more dead than alive, went to join the

A

est that pride does not inflate my soul, and
that it is in order to live with him whom

divine fire illumiued

the sacred

darted from her great
my mother permitted me to love, never to black eyes, while she filled the vault with
separate myself from him, to ensure his that unequalled voice and with thoae vic
enjoyment and happiness, that I ask thee
to sustain me, and to ennoble my voice

XI.

her cheeks, and

flame

in

torious, pure, and truly grand accents,
which can proceed only from
great
telligence united to
great heart.
After

During the remainder of the service,
Consuelo

an energy and re
displayed
sources which answered all the objections,
that Count Zustirtiani might possibly still
have made.

shall

sing thy

a

I

Theresa,

Saint

is

It

Con

depressed,

so overcome -by

and

bling

fatigue

!

!

in

is

and

had been wrought

is

girl, just now so pallid

is

that young

solely by his hands contract
Her broad forehead seemed to ed upon the railing -of the gallery, he
fear !
•wim in a celestial fluid, a soft languor fell back suffocated upon his seat, ready
•till bathed the delicate and noble outlines to faint, and aa
were, drunk with joy

it

legs,

small passions

*

of her generous and serene features. Her and pride.
calm countenance indicated none of those
"
which

seek for and covet

ordinary success.. Ther-c was in her some- j

The hcavebs declare the glory of God,
And the firmament nhoweth hit handi
work," tQ.

who knows

how to sing does not fatigue
and Conauelo sang with as little
effort and labor as others breathe.
The
herself,

full to/ies of her voice were
above the hundred voices 'of her

clear and
heard

companions
singers

not that sh'e screamed

without

soul

or

breath

as 44
but be

cause her tones were of an irreproachable
purity and her accent of
perfect clear
ness.

Besides,

she felt

even the slightest
which

and understood

intention

she expressed.

She

of the music
alone,

in

«

Saint

music, the
poetry, she
" As to Anzoleto, who
faith personified
had risen and was supported on his trem

lous transformation

She

a

Saint Cecilia,
suelo

;

the uneasy and impatient spectators of the
But what a miracu
neighboring gallery.

!

is

;

a

a

when

a

She conducted, sustained
and animated the choirs, taking each part
praises."
few sentences,
torrent of by turns and thus showing the prodigious,
listening to
When the first strains of the orchestra delicious tears bunt from the eyes of Mar- extent and various qualities of her voice,
called Consuelo to her place, ahe rose cello.
The Count not able to conquer his as well as the inexhaustible strength of
slowly, the mantilla fell back upon her emotion cried ou( '* By all the blood of her lungs, or to speak more properly,
shoulders and her face appeared at last to Christ, that woman
beautiful
the perfection of her science;
for she

and my thoughts
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was

Wofd,

a

musician

and

a master

among all that troop of vulgar compre
hensions, of fresh voices and of plastic

wills.
and

her quiet air, that ugly puss whom she respecting in her .heart the illustrious lord
of pretended to despise, reputed thenceforth who adopted her with Anzoleto, and in
and while the chants lasted, im- the sole musician and the only beauty of enjoying ingenuously a party of pleasure

She

without

power,

place on the left of the the least effected by the brilliant triumph
Count ; but when she saw that rag of a of the day, did not permit her to believe
Consoelo, with her little black frock and such designs possible.
She persisted in

pected to take

filled

therefore

ostentation

instinctively

her sphere

poaed

which the school, seated between the Count and in which she suspected no evil.
naturally her domination
was felt to be necessary.
So much calmness and good faith sur
After they had Marcello, she became ugly with anger,
ceased, the choristers were secretly morti
ugly 83 Consuelo never had been, ugly as prised the Count, so, far as to make him
fied and provoked by it ; and those who, Venus in person would become, if anima
uncertain whether it was the joyous aban
feeling themselves about to fail, had by a ted by a low and wicked sentiment.
An
implored her zoleto examined her attentively, and tri
assistance, appropriated to themselves the umphing in his victory, seated himself
look asked and as it were

praises which were bestowed upon the next her and showered upon her mocking
school of Porpora as a whole.
At these flatteries, which she had not spirit enough
praises, the master smiled without saying to understand and which quickly consoled
m word, but he looked at Consuelo, and her.
She imagined that she avenged
Anzoleto understood him well.
herself on her rival by fixing the attention

After the grace and benediction, the of her betrothed, and she spared nothing
choristers partook of a collation, which to intoxicate him with her charms.
Bat
tke Count
had ordered to be served she was so shallow, and the lover of Con
in one of the parlors of the convent. suelo had so much art, that this unequal
The grating separated two tables in the strife covered her with ridicule.
shape of a half moon, placed opposite to
fount Zustiniani in talking with Con

donment of a soul without

resistance, or

of perfect innocence.
At
however, a girl understands
eighteen,
pretty well in Italy, or I should say, un
the stupidity

derstood, especially a hundred

years agu,

Every pro
with a friend like Anzoleto.
bability in fact wan in favor of the Count's
And yet, every time that he took
hopes.
the hand of his proteg& or that he ex
tended his arm to clasp her waist, an in
definable fear suddenly arrested him, and
he experienced a sentiment of uncertain
ty and almost of respect which he could

not understand.
each other ; an opening, measured by the suelo, was astonished to find in her as
also found Consnelo very
Barberigo
size of an immense dish, had been ar much tact, good sense and charm in con attractive in her simplicity,
and would
ranged in the middle of the grating to versation as he had found talent and wittingly have raised pretensions of the
pass the plates, which the Count himself power in the church.
Although she was same nature as those of the Count, if he
presented with much grace to the princi
entirely free from coquetry, she had in
pal religieuses and the scholars.
These her manner a cheerful frankness and con
last dressed like beguines • came by doz fiding good nature, which inspired an in
ens to seat themselves alternately at the describable, sudden and irresistible sym
vacant places in the interior of the clois
When the collation was finished,
pathy.

The Superior seated close to the he invited her to enjoy the cool of the
grate was on the right of the Count who evening in his gondola with his friends.
was in the^uter hall.
But on the left of Marcello was excused on account of the
Zustiniani, a place remained empty.
Mar- poor state of his health.
But Porpora,

ter.

Porpora, the curate of the pariah, the Count Barberigo, and several other
Anzo
the piineipal priests who had officiated at patricians accepted the invitation.
the ceremony, some dilettanti patrioians leto was admitted.
Consuelo, who felt
and lay administrators of the seuola ; and somewhat troubled at the iilea of being
cello,

in his
lastly the handsome Anzoleto,
black dress and with sword by his side,
oiled

the

table

of the seculars.

The

alone with so many men, in a low voice
requested the Connt to be pleased to in
vite Clorinda; and Zustiniani, who did

had not considered it quite delicate on his
part not to counteract the projects of his
"To every lord every honor,''
friend.
said he, seeing the eyes of Zustiniani
swim in an atmosphere of voluptuous in
toxication.
and bye."

" My turn will come bye
In the mean-while as young

Barberigo was not much accustomed to
look at the stars while m the company of
women, he asked himself

by what right

that scamp of an Anzoleto

engrossed the
and approaching her, he
endeavored to make the young tenor un
blonde Clorinda,

derstand that his

proper part would be
rather to take the oar than in pay court to
the damsel.
Anzoleto was not sufficient

young singers were usually very anima
not understand Anzolcto's badinage with ly well educated, spite bis marvellous
ted on such occasions ; the pleasure of the poor girl, was not displeased to see penetration, to comprehend at the first
Besides
he had a pride which
the feast, that of conversing with the him occupied with some other than his word.
men, the desire of pleasing or at least of betrothed.
This noble Count, thanks to bordered upon insolence with the patri

of his character, thanks to cians. He detested them cordially, and
his suppleness with them was only deceit
his good figure, to hie wealth, to his the
the lunch was sad and restrained.
The atre and also to the easy manners of the filled with inward contempt.
Barberigo
reason was, that the Count's project had country and the times, did not lack a fair seeing that he took a pleasure in oppos
transpired, ( what secret could float around share of self-conceit.
Animated
by the ing him, thought of a cruel revenge.
being noticed,

gave them great vivacity
But on this day

the frivolity

and freedom of speech.

a convent without penetrating by some good Greek wine and by musical enthusi
It is strange," said he aloud to Clorin
and that every one of those asm, impatient to revenge himself on bis da, "to think of the success of your
crevice')
he imagined nothing friend Consuelo ! where will she stop to
Gorilla,
young girls had secretly flattered herself
she was to be presented by Porpora to was more natural than to make suit to day?
Not content with exciting such an
succeed Corilla.

The professor himself
had had the malice to encourage the illu

Consuelo ; and seating himself next her enthusiasm in a)> the city by the beauty
in the gondola, while he had so arranged of her staging, there she is turning tbe
the rest that the other couple of young head of our poor Count, to judge by the
He will he-erazy for
people were at the opposite extremity, be fire of hi* glances

sions of some among them, either to in
duce them to ring Maroello'a music bet
ter before him, or to avenge himself, by began to fix his eyes upon hi* new prey,
their future vexation, for all they had in a most significant manner.
The good
caused him to suffer during the lesson*. Coneuelo understood1 nothing of it what
What is certain is, that Clorinda, who soever. Her candor a>u loyalty would
did not belong to the conservatory, had have refused to suppose that the protect
made a grand toilet for that day, and ex- or of her friend could have such wicked
* Aa order lrf nun*.
designs ; but her habitual modesty, not in

tier

if

ha is not so already, and then the

prospects of madame Cortrta will be com
pletely ruined."
"(i(.' there is nothing to fear on that

score!" replied Clorinda,
" Consueto is

air,

Anzoleto

here ;

with a sultan
entirely n ken up with.
she is his betrothed.
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caused the success of your illustrious pu
They have been in love with each other pora says on the principles of the Neapo
" You pil, Farinelli?"
litan school," resumed the Count,
" I condemn them only in the church,"
will come and repeat it to -me, it interests
I
" I approve of them
me much,"
replied the mae*tro.
"
" especially when the eyes
I perceive it does, Excellenza," an on the stage ; but I wish them to be kept
ed Barberigo,
1 don't know for how many years."
" don't know how many years of love
may be forgotten in a twinkling," return

of Zustiniani

are those which

Do you
beautiful Clorinda?"
dart.

fatal

shoot the
so too,

not think

did not long endure this ban

Anzoleto

A

thousand serpents had already
Until then he had had
entered his heart.
nor fear of any guch
neither suspicion
thing ; he had blindly given himself up to
tering.

the joy of seeing his friend's triumph; —
and it was as much to give a countenance
to his transports, as to enjoy a refinement

swered

Aifzoleto,

furious,

and

ready to in their place,

forget himself.
" Well ! why do'you not go?" said the
innocent Consuelo, astonished at his hes
itation.

"I

You
am going, signor Count.
I am your servant," and be

I

do
pro
wish them to be of

and especially

I

scribe their abuse.

a pure taste, discreet, ingenious, elegant,
and in their modulations, appropriate not
only to the subject

which is treated, but

represented, to the
passion expressed, and to the situation in
with a light bound, the seat which that person may be. Nymphs and
cleared,
which separated her from her old master, shepherdesses may warble like birds, or
shall see that

also to the personage

could detain her, she had

fore the Count

and placed herself close beside him.
The Count seeing that his affairs were

give

to their accents, like the

a cadence

murmur of fountains ; but Medea and Di

of vanity, that he had amused himself for not very far advanced with her, judged it do can only sob or roar, like a wounded
"Anzoleto,"
lioness.
The coquette may load her light
two hours in mocking the victim of this necessary to dissimulate.
the ear of his cavatinas with capricious and far sought
and
pulling
said
he
smiling,
After
some
badinage
intoxicating; day.
" here my ven ornaments. Corilla excels in this style :
exchanged with Barberigo, he pretended protege' rather hardly,

It has not gone
geance shall be bounded.
1 will like
Porpora was maintaining in the middle of nearly so far as your crime.
the bark with others of the company ; and wise refrain from comparing the pleasure
little by little from a place of entertaining your mistress, honorably,
withdrawing
to feel an interest in the discussion which

which he had no further desire to dispute,

a quarter of an hour,

be stole along in the darkness to the prow.
From the first attempt he made to inter

persons,
tete-a-tete

rupt the tetc-a-te!e of the Count, with his

gondola."

he saw clearly that Zustiniani
little liked this diversion ; for he answered

lently agitated,

betrothed,

with

emotions, grand passions, she remains be
low her mark ;
herself;

in vain does she agitate
her voice

in vain does she swell

in presence of ten and her bosom ;

that which

with

but when 'she wishes to express profound

mine,

you

enjoyed
in a well closed

"Signor Count," cried
" I protest

vio

Anzoleto,

upon my hon

a misplaced embellish
ment, an absurd cadenza, comes to change

suddenly,

into a ridiculous

sublimity

which

parody, the
to reach.

she expected

You have all heard Faustina Bordoni, now
In certain parts appro
Madame Hasse.

priate to her brilliant qualities, she had no
him coldly and even drily.
At last, after or.".
" Your honor! where is it?" returned rival. But when Cuzzoni came, with her
some idle questions badly received, he was
advised to go and hear the profound and the Count, " is it in your left ear ?" and pure and deep sentiment, and gave voice
to sadness, to prayer or to tenderness, the
wise things which the great Porpora was at the same time he threatened the unfor
tunate ear witli a lesson similar to that its tears which she drew from you, effacedsaying respecting counterpoint.

" The

great Porpora is not my master,"
replied Anzoleto, in a playful tone, which
concealed his inward rage as well as pos
sible : " he is Consuelo's, and if it should
dear and well beloved lord

please your

ship," added he in a low voice, bending
towards the Count with an insinuating
fondling manner,

"

and

that my poor Consue-

lo should take no other lessons, than those
Dear and well beloved Zoto," replied

deep malice,

"I

ear;" and
" Your

added :

attribute

you

your protege',"

so little

replied Anzoleto,

ing his presence of mind,

"

tact

to

recover

as not to know

that he never would have committed such

to say in
towards him, he

leaning

must have re

ceived from you, lessons of virtue

lavished upon your senses.

It

had

is because

there is the talent of matter, and the ge
nius of soul ; that which amuses and

taught them to my pupils as useful acces
I am almost ready to repent it when

sories,

suelo.

XII.

have a word
betrothed

ory of all the wonder which Faustina

a piece of stupidity."
that which moves ; that which astonish
" Committed or not," dryly replied the es, and that which transports. I know
Count, " it is the most indifferent thing very well that * tours deforce, are now in
in the world for me, at this moment." — favor; but as regards myself, if I have

with a carressing air, full of

the Count,
your

" Do

And he went to seat himself near Con

of her old professor."

"

in an instant, from your hearts, the mem

fellow had received.

The musical dissertation was continued
even to the saloon of the Zustiniani

palace,
where they entered about midnight, to par
take of chocolate and sherbets.
From the

I see the larger number abuse them, and
sacrifice the necessary to the superfluous,
the lasting impression upon their audience
to cries of surprise, and the applauses of a

pleasure."
No one could <jembat this conclusion,
made any pretensions to give her others, technicalities of art, they had passed to eternally true in all the arts, and which
I should have the right to try, at least for style, to ideas, to form, ancient and mod will always be applied to their various
Still,
ern, lastly to expression and thence to ar manifestations by elevated souls.
one evening."
Anzoleto felt chilled from head to foot. tists, and to their different manners of the Count who was curious to know how

will make

" Will

But if I

her invulnerable.

your gracious

which

lordship

deign to feeling and

expression.

Porpora

spoke

feverish and momentary

Consuelo

would sing profane music, pre

with admiration, of his master Scarlati, tended to contradict a. little the austerity
explain?" said he in a smothered voice.
" That will be quickly done, my gra the first who had impressed a pathetic of Porpora's principles ; but seeing that
cious friend," replied the Count, with a character
upon religious
compositions. the modest girl, instead of refuting his
But there he stopped, and was unwilling heresies, constantly turned her eyes to
clear voice, " gondola for gondola."
Anzoleto

was terrified at seeing that the

Count had discovered his tete-a-tete with

Curilla.

That

foolish

and

insolent

had boasted of it to Zustiniani,

girl

in a terri

bly violent quarrel they had had together.
The guilty one in vain pretended aston
ishment.

"Go,

then, and hear what Por

that sacred music should encroach upon wards her old master, as if to ask him to
the domain of profane by permitting to reply victoriously, he took the part of at
itself embellishments, graces, and caden tacking herself directly, and asked her if

zas.

"

she knew
Do

zoleto

how

to sing

upon the

stage

you, then, Signor," said An
to him, " condemn those graces

with as much truth and purity, as in the

ornaments, which still

*Trick« of strength.

and difficult

have

church.
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"

I

do not believe,"

"

humility,

sweet

replied she, with a the disastrous

that 1 can find there

the same inspiration,

and

I

fear

such tender

might produce, the pro
shall be fessor put on his spectacles, placed his

I

worth much less."

" This

effect which

encouragement

in the final fugue, commencing
ascending

I

tain that you will be sufficiently inspired
by the presence of an ardent and curious

I

confess,) to
(somewhat spoiled
condescend to study those brilliant diffi
culties of which it shows itself every day
public,

it by four

it afterwards
in the slrctto by all the parts t
trills, repeated

directly in front of his pupil and infinitely
began to beat [time upon the end of the You have this evening been pleading
in order to give the true against the abuse of embellishments and
harpsichord,
measure to the accompaniment.
They then you ordered me to make them.
chair

and delicate reply re
assures me," said the Count, "
am cer
modest

of good taste

gave him a divertisement

I

had chosen a brilliant, wild and difficult

have made too many, in order to prove to
air from a comic opera of Galuppi's. the you that I likewise can be extravagant,
Diavolessa,*

in order to take mmiediately
«o that in which

the style most opposite

of which
cused."

I

willing to be ac

am quite

" I tell you that you are the devil,"
Consuelo had triumphed in the morning.
" Now sing us some
The young girl had such a prodigious fa returned Porpora.
full of meaning.
cility that she had attained while amusing thing human, and sing as you understand
can no longer be
"Study!" cried Anzoleto. with a herself and almost withouf study, the fac
for
see well that
ulty of performing with her supple and your master."
proud disdain.
" Yes, without doubt, study," returned powerful voice, all the tours
" You will always be my respected
deforce then

more greedy."

time had made her repeat them before
neglect

on the stage."

sufficient

will see what

she

knows."

" If

I

were not afraid of her being fa
" said the Count, whose
tigued —
eyes
already sparkled with impatience

and de

:

I

to overload the extravagant air of la Diavokssa with a multitude of embellishments

turned

hers naively

were

so skilful

in their modulations, of a character so en
as if to receive his orders.
In fact," said he, " as she does not get ergetic, so infernal, and mingled in the
tired with so little, and as we have here midst of their most impetuous gaiety with
that a shudder of
we can accents so mournful,
a small and select company,
examine her talent in all its aspects. terror pervaded the enthusiasm of the au
Come, Signer Count, choose an air, and dience, and Porpora, rising all of a sud
" It is
den, cried out with a loud voice.
accompany her yourself upon the harpsi

"

you who are the devil in person."
chord."
" The emotion which her voice and
Consuelo finished her air with a crescmdodiforza which excited cries of admira
presence cause me," replied Zustiniani,
" would make me strike false notes. tion, while she reseated herself upon her
"
chair with a burst of laughter.
Why not you, my master?
" Wicked girl ! " said Porpora to her,
" I wish to see her sing," said Porpo

"

for between

ourselves,

I

have al

Porpora became pale, stammered some
words and deposited
paternal kiss upon

lected old age and unhappy

These embellishments

towards

Porpora,

ra,

the poison of pride and of ingratitude."

but he left
the forehead of his pupil
tear
and Cor&uelo, who did not
there
and graces till then considered impossible,
and which she improvised as quietly as if dare wipe
off, felt slowly dry upon her
she had noted and studied them with forehead that cold and bitter tear of neg
care.

sire.
Consticlo

I

I

for the rudeness he had just exhibited to
wards her, Consuelo had the roguishness

"

you have played

me a trick

which de

felt therefore
were,

profound

She

genius.

emotion and as

terror, which eclipsed

religious

gaiety and extinguished all her
An'
fancy for the rest of the evening.
hour after, when they had expended about
all

her

her and upon her all the formulas of ad
miration,

and rapture,

surprise,

being able to draw

they asked for

choly,

without

her from her melan
specimen of her

grand air of
Jomelli in the opera of Didone abandonata; never had she felt more the necessi
she
ty of breathing forth her sadness
dramatic talent.

She sang

;

you

airs of the whole

a

and

they

;

repertory,

difficult

O, my master

a

ed, the most

tion for ten years

to them

if

Anzoleto,

" My lord, she
vivacity.
make her sing the most highly embellish
great

or attention

it

cried

But he had 'never given

owe my bread and my instruc

to say that you have formed only ingrates
with know what his astonishing pupil could may God deprive me on the instant of my
To avenge herself love and my voice,
lies ! effect in this style.
carry in my heart
time

a

"Thou liest!"

;"

him, in order to be sure that she did not you that
them.

she,

cried

master,"

herself upon his neck and emto
bracinghim almost to suffocation
it
is

not

well-beloved

throwing

!

I do

consider myself as yet able to rival the il
lustrious singers who have appeared up

and

a

of exercise,

kind

known.
Porpora had advised her to prac
tice these exercises, and from time to

:

at this

may have practised some

a

I

;

with her accustomed sweetness.

Although

what

with a smile

I

"

said Porpora,

a

Consuelo

"

it,

Study !

it

"

was sublime

in pathos, in simplicity, in
grandeur, and even more beautiful in face
a

I

seating himself at the harp

I could teach you anything and you nings she was no longer
saint
she
woman con
have taken my lessons from hypocrisy ; was even more, she was
The Count, his friend
perhaps to steal from me 'the secrets of sumed by love.
believe even
Anzoleto, and
composition and of teaching, in order to Barberigo,

me too much,

surpass me in every thing, and make me the old Porpora himself, almost lost their
was suffocated with
Clorinda
senses.
pass afterwards for an old pedant."

see that

I

must accompany

her,"

sichord.

" You will

intimidate

my master," said Consuelo

"

to Porpora.

Timidity belongs only to folly," an

swered

the

master.

"

Whoever

feels

"

My master,"

replied

Consuelo,

" I

have done no more than imitate your mal
ice towards the Emperor

Charles.

Have

with .a true love for you not often told me that adventure?
If you tremble, How his Imperial Majesty did not like
his art, can fear nothing.
you have nothing but vanity ; if you lose trills and had forbidden you to introduce
himself

penetrated

your powers, you have only factitious
ones ; and if it be so, I am ready to say
first of all ; Consuelo is good for noth

a solitary one intp your oratorio, and how,
respected his com
scrupulously
mands even to the end of the work, you

having

despair.
announced

himself

about

* The

Consuelo,

to whom

;

the

that on the morrow,

Count
her en

gagement should be drawn up and sign
ed, begged of him to promise her a second
favor, and to engage his word to her nCter the manner of the ancient chevaliers,
referred. He
without knowing to what
did so and the company separated, over
powered by that delicious emotion, which
is

"

ing!
And without concerning

a

a

I

" I

said Anzoleto,

since

it

it is for

me also, that the trial is to be made."

;'

Come, rise, my daughter,

eyes.

fe

You have mocked me. than she had been at the church.
Her
ways listened without thinking to look at serves hanging.
slight
must know how she holds herself, You have hidden from me half your stu complexion was animated by
It is a long while ver, her eyes shot forth gloomy light
what she does with her mouth and her dies and your powers.
her.

caused by great events and imposed by

great geniuses.
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to imitate the example of the politicians,
by first defining our position.

new states may soon follow, more condu
and clear views.
cive to kindly'affections,

unless

that,

to be groundless,

they

they are

insuperable.

I

it

Where this idea originated, of mingling
should
in a heterogeneous mass, or why
am entirely unable to ac
be entertained,
count.
could not,

come from

think, hate
it,

I

know of no one
for
any of our number
or any thing
who has ever entertained
approximating to it.
could not have been derived from Mr.
Brisbane's
the

book, for he expressly teaches
In proof of this,
beg

contrary.

I

;

it

it
is

The subject upon which I propose to been showered in such profusion, upon
offer a few remarks, this evening, is the what was supposed to be our plan, we
" Family Sphere." Before proceeding
are content to let
pass for what
to do this, however, it may not be amiss worth
hoping, at the same time, that

acknowledge,

I

in

it

for our advantage to
Some members of the New Jerusalem amination) find
Church made an attempt, about two yearn
since, to establish an Association near Boston,
devel
For friendly counsel and aid,
but failed in the effort for want of pecuniary oping principles, or in avoiding difficulties
means. At one of their meeting* to consid and dangers, we hold ourselves ready to
er the subject, the following paper, among
reciprocate in the bonds of brotherly love.
others, was read.
In regard to the ridicule which has

free 'to

can be shown

;

ourselves responsible for those parts of his
system only, which we, after careful ex

It

fot the Harbmgen
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leave to read two or three short extracts

is

:

I

Thus much am authorized to say, in from his work, which will show, briefly,
views, and ridiculous notions are afloat behalf of ray associates, as well as my
the view he takes upon this point
with regard to our objects, intentions, and self.
"Association will, in the mode of liv
wishes : and I have been asked why we
ing, avoid all confused mingling of per
For what follows, no one but myself
We *re aware that many erroneous

in

a

g

is

a

in

a

It

I

in
a

in

It

a

if

it

a

state, that for the genius and energy of ing, and performing uses.
If we enter
Fourier, we entertain
high degree of into them in the spirit of the new Church,
respect-.
the reward will be sure.
If we enter in
For forty years he labored with patience to them in any other spirit, the reward,
and perseverance, in developing his theo
though of ;tri opposite kind, will be as
ry and the details of hie system, and
sure.
would be strange indeed,
mind of his
Objections are often made to Associa
cast and experience, had not developed tion on the
ground that i-he family sphere
much ithat we can turn to good account.
will be destroyed.
te supposed that the
We are, therefore, Fourierists, so far
of persons and of families
individuality
as we can find materials
his system will be
common mass.
merged
•adapted to our wants; and we consider
These are serious objections, and am

is

;

it

a

hi

in in

al

a

I

have thought proper to affirm this, to
the facilities thus
rich reward
reap
because some have appeared to regard us afforded, of
loving and serving our neigh
as endorsi
the rual or supposed absurd
bor aa ourselves?
ities of Fourier.
la the arrangement of the household,
iSuch
we beg leave to and
responsibility
the division of labor,
most admir
disavow.
due to justice, however, to able
opportunity will be afforded of serv-

in

in bringing to light facts and er, that greater care and circumspection
which have
bearing upon the will be required, in order that the laws of
knowledge and happiness of mankind.
spiritual brotherhood may not be violated.
In matters connected with Association,
But while these restraints are imposed
we pin our faith to no man's sleeve.
upon the natural man, may we not expect
mediums

principles,

it

;

so many

to each oth

in

bringing

persona into nearer relations

it

fully expect that

in

L::

I

Fulton,
Newton,
Copernicus,
lmrni:iun, and others, who have been

Galileo,

analyzed

in

Fourier, we

Mr.

Channing,

also,

in

and beareth all things.
hope, moreover, that none will offer
themselves, who have not weighed the

and a man of whole subject seriously,
and
science ; standing upon the same plane as their own feeling? searchingly.
I

that

;

upon

easy to be entreated,

" The mode of living
Association will,
as we see, guarantee perfect freedom of
choice
and individual liberty, instead of
being restricted, will be greatly extended.
So far from there being any confused
minglings, forced" contacts, or monotonous
uniformity, that variety will exist which
will allow of the nicest discriminations
and selections, according to tastes and
Persons can dine
feelings.
public or
the small
private, — at the large tables,
rooms adjoining, or with lheir families in
their own apartments.
They can dine
one day with one set of friends, another
with
another
set; they can invite or
day
be invited, and enjoy the privacy of do
mestic life, or the sociability of public life,
precisely as may suit their tastes and in
clinations, and this liberty will exist for
all without exceptions."
p. 27.
" The mechanism of Association will,
every respect, be adapted to man, and
secure to him the fullest libery.
They
who lore privacy, can dine in their owe
apartments
they who love sociability, at
the public tables
they who wish the ex
clusive company of friends,
the small
and with changes and
dining rooms
ternations as the feelings may prompt.
no legitimate taste or desire,
There
whether temporary or permanent, that
cannot be satisfied
and all these advan
tages will be enjoyed without the care,
trouble,
and
the
the expense of the isolat
ed household.
And a* is in the mode
of living, so
in the selection of pur
suits and occupations,
the choice of
all
pleasures and social, relations, and
things else in every sphere of life." p.
28.
;

is

With regard ta Charles
regard him as a philosopher

dependent

Success

I

doctrines of the New Church.

those evils.

it

must be acknowledged,
not only in theory, but in practice, in or regeneralioo from
der that residence in Association may be will be entirely
even tolerable.
And for these we look charity which
for no authority but to the Word, and the and which hopeth
al brotherhood,

;

am in the full belief that all who en

ter, will carry with them the evils of the
in
natural man, and that our only hope

;

We all believe that the laws of spiritu

I

I

principle.

I

the religious

am

is

truly prosperous,

there

that

is

is

If

when he enters an Association.
can be are any such,
can only say,
that is not based upon not of the number.

We believe that no Association

is

is

I

(f

siderable extent, yet to be developed.
It 10 join,
so, they will soon scat
this
becomes us to proceed cautiously,
and ter to the four winds of heaven.
We need all the light that
step by step.
hope no one will deceive himself by
can be reflected into our path, from all the idea that the Millennium
to arrive

It

moment, to the question, " With what
swer is, that the principles and details of motives should we enter Association? "
an Association,
for receivers of the doc
We are often told, that none but the
trines of the New Church, are to a con
poor, the indolent, and the lazy, will wish

sources whence light can be obtained.

sons on the one hand, and monotonous
will secure to
uniformity on the other
every person perfect liberty, and the
choice of the privacy of domestic life and
the sociability of public life, with changes
from one to the other, as the feelings may
dictate." p. 26.
" will, perhaps, be supposed, that the
inhabitants of an Association will all eat
a
This
together at one common table.
Association
will avoid
great mistake.
will
any such monotony or sameness
combine variety with order and refinement,
and will establish as great
diversity in
its domestic and social arrangements, as
there are diversities of tastes and inclina
tions in men, so as to open the broadest
field to individual liberty and the freedom
of choice." p. 26.

;

for

attention,

in

in any way responsible.
will now ask your

a

a Declaration, set
ting forth our principles and ideas, in or
der that they may be set right.
My an

I

do not come out with

the

January
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spected, and practised upon, in Associa
tion, than they have ever been out of it.

This will result from the very necessity
of the case. We are not very apt to turn
We should endeavor to reach, and our attention to the correction of evils,

tions.

help others to reach, that state described until the circumstances of our condition
in the Word, which represents every one are such as to present them distinctly to
as resting under his own vine and fig tree, view.
To suppose that we cannot, or
Does

supply these wants of the soul '. Does
it cherish and hold sacred the purity and
oneness of the family sphere?
I think
not.
So far from
this want
one of
the crying evils of our present social
is

are only
really,

probity,
things re

In an isolated condition,

port, shall

In so doing,

I

family?

shall have refer

to the point, of who will
best with the family sphere.

The main point will be, to cherish
wiH
humble and teachable disposition.
be well for us

who have lived

harmonize

and who,
in

it

;

Most

t

tion

not.

assuredly

I

have con

versed with several heads of families

who

it

house large

enough

often brought

tliat there

»«

for two families,

is

Is such the case in our present condi

pose."
The common remark

is

a

family sphere,

whereas

requires the space
with many Christians
»'f thirty years, to effect the same pur
it

'

congenial

will thus form

and who

relationships,

up as an objection to living

in Association.

This objection cannot weigh much, as
seems to me, unless

we assume that

the evils of the natural man cannot be re

of strained, and the opposite goods and
upon truths reign in their stead.
If this so, will be useless indeed,
them, or compelled them to take up their
do not' take
of the city, to make the attempt. But
residence in the outskirts
view of our spiritual con
where they would be far removed from so desponding
but because the
cither

necessities

imposed

a

I

is

condition

it

in itself,

I
a

it

apartments,

are to have

have that trust in trie mercy
to feel

Providence,

over-ruling

of an

that

he

will so elevate our affections, as that we
may go through our household,
duties, in order and harmony-.

and other

i

it

Does

It

does rrat fell within my province to
treat upon the economies of Association,
this duty devolves upon another,
necessarily follow from this fact, that the
formalities and proprieties of life are to canirot, however, retrain from adverting
From to one point, which has 'considerable
be dispensed with, and laid aside

to reside under the same roof?

we are hearing every day, this ap weight upon my niind.
estimated -that
building *if 'brick,
would
pears to be taken for granted.
seem as though persons suppose, thataa like the plan, with spacious "and well ven
tilated apartmetils, *s* every convenience
soon as we come together in an .Associa
tion, we mingle together in one common for tsvcrfty fasrfies, would cost, twenty

So far from this,

of life,

civilities,

dollars

a

more

the farm

farm of two hun

acres would cost, say teu

fully expect that thousand dollars

and proprieties
will be even more studied, re

the courtesies,

thousand dollars.
dred and fifty

and about ten thousand

would

be required to stock

for use, making

a

day.

A

and thus, all distinctions give way
to be the order of the

to chaos, which

is

what

;

against iteelf, can stand.

that,

the quiet and privacy of home continually
disturbed because, forsooth, they happen

with this sphere should be in freedom, in
This mass
that freedom which is of affection.
sphere cannot even approach perfection,
unless it is surrounded by congenial spiriia ; for no house or sphere, divided

for granted,

number of families with their own sepaate and distinct

dition.

;

that every thing connected

those

It

pared to go forth with renovated energy,
It is essen
into the various uses of life.

with

,

is

and pre

association

j

Its individuality

and invigorated,

and

?

dis

intercourse

they so much love.
Must we take

It

Any society which

sphere, whether proceeding from one in
dividual, or many, must be able to with
It must have its time
draw within itself.

tial, moreover,

world

according

They will er all as one, and each as all

family.

a

with each head of

be left entirely free to choose persons,
or
upon the principle of consanguinities

I

to

regards this principle as its basis, cannot
fail to end in discomfort, if not in chaos.
There are times and occasions when every

thus refreshed

of the Gentiles,

good life in this

to Swedenborg,
are
then selec} rooms with reference to my "
one night, initiated into choirs, or into
convenience and wants.
So
will be the company of spirits who speak togeth

is

most unqualifiedly,

the inviolability of the domestic or family
The very constitution of our na
sphere.

of quiet and repose.

we can have some of the

and pliability

simplicity

ence, mainly,

their

ture requires it.

seem to point in this direc

man, would
tion.

a

who be

upon me for sup
compose the members of my

as charity

and conduct,

;

determine, first,

lives

Every motive which can ope
rate upon the mind of the New Church

It

naturally

sides those dependent

late their

if

I

shall

sequently as families." Hence it follows,
that it is the duty of all heads of families,
to so shape their outward circumstances,

I

men are not

dictates.

a

own case as an example.
Suppose that
determine to go into an Association,

agree with me in this opinion.
Many have been in the habit of taking
was agreeable
boarders, not because

and protected.
hold, therefore,

being

is
in

if

calculated to cherish, develope,
and give efficiency to it.
. To illustrate this point,
will use my

sphere,

All
and also charity and love.
lating to mutual love, are in the heavens
con
or relationships,
as consanguinities

as that the internal maybe best nourished

of

instead

professedly,

of the New Church,

it

"

these

apt to think much of their relation to
their neighbor. This comes when brought

it

to Swedenborg,

according

overcome

to assume that we

condition.
am, therefore,
witii others.
prepared to into intimate association
show, that Association, upon the plan we Then they begin lo study their duties,
propose, so far from destroying the family and
them, to so regu
the church

I

"

to

struggle

evils successfully,

I

fy,

not,

shall

of society

the present condition

is

where none shall molest or make afraid.

I

"

Neither does the practical experiment
thus far show, what so many have dread
ed, a tendency to the loosening of family
ties.
On the contrary, some, at least, of
these Associationists think, that husbands
and wives become more relying, more
courteous, less arbitrary and selfish; thai
they learn to set a more watchful guard
upon the weaknesses of temper, which so
often encroach fittte by little, to overgrow
the Edens of first love with the briars of
discontent, and thus keep alive, rather
And
than lose, the romance of affection.
in regard to children, as the Association
takes somewhat the attitude of critic of
their faults, the parent becomes rather the
confidant, and trustful fosterer of their
virtues, and fills the place to which instinct
on both sides prompts, of bosom friend.
In the narrow accommodations and imper
fect arrangements of order, as yet pos
sessed by these Associations,
however,
no fair test can be made. If thus far they
have experienced no disadvantageous ef
fects upon the family circle, but rather the
contrary, they may well cherish a hope,
that Families United, will retain all that it
is now most sacied and beautiful in this
relation, and superadd a cheerfulness, a
variety of stimulants to heart and head, a
candor and frank courtesy, habits of selftrust and reverence, not easily secured in
the small groups allied by blood. Certain
ly, one would anticipate, that the enlarged
sphere of intimate relationships would of
fer inducements to kindness, maks de
mands upon sympathy and self-sacrifice,
and weave countless ties between young
and old, in every way favorable to gentle
And our
manners and disinterestedness.
friends of these Associations declare, that
this anticipation is practically fulfilled."
p. 381.
4•Families, in an internal sense, signi

It should be the effort of every commu
nity, more especially a New Church com
munity, to so understand their social du
ties as to perceive and respect these rela

it,

uses this lang

I

uage: —

is

" Present,"

'number of the

total capital

Society is not a community, but an
aggregation,"
says D'Israeli, in his late
novel entitled " Sybil, or the Two Na
tions," and he says truly.
If we open
our eyes, and scan closely the social elem ints around us, we are everywhere
struck with the fact, that at present, the
foundation stones, the pillars, and the
roof of the social edifice, are but the
concretions of Self, held together by the
cement of Interest ; that tlie many labor
for the few, and that the few care for the
many at best only as they care for the
wheels, shafts and belts of their factories,
to procure the greatest amount of income
from the least outlay.
Exceptions there
may be to this, but an observation of sev
eral years has compelled us, even against
our will, to admit the general existence
of such a state of things, and we there
fore are unable to deny the assertion, that
society, as at present constituted, is but an
aegregation of self interests, and not a
community of hum:m interests.
For the
great social thought now is, the heaping
of
more physical wealth ; and
together

is

in

it

it is
;

it

in

in

is

in

;

;

a

a

is

E

a

is

We believe that this state of things
ought not to be
that now in our ap
parent prosperity,
the day has come
when experiments in social organization,
similar to those which are now going on
this country with respect to government,
should be made that we should attempt
practically in social life to realize the no
lle motto of the nation
Plurilna Unum, many united
one, the interest ot
each, the interests of all.
And until this
result
attained, labor will never fill its'
true place.
At present
evidently
somewhat at
discount.
Supporting by
the strength of its own right hand the
whole
social edifice,
and
whipt
spurned from the door of the building,
which but for
would never have had
" local habitation
or
name."

LETTER FROM BROADWAY.
To THE HARBINGER

What of all this flashing surge, — this
never-ceasing whirl of crash and clamor,
with which the great car of life rolls on,
— that tells aught but its own
paltry story

?

ASSOCIATION.

"

What veins of golden light, darting beneath
the troubled surface, herald the yet unris;n day
Truly, looked at from this point,
our great, splendid, glorious, magnificent
but
desert and
Broadway,
solitude.

You shall struggle

a

to

it

to know, to understand,

;

"

will, and to do."

a

each man

it

and their pursuits.
In short,
it will be an attempt to live a life of hea
ven upon earth.
If successful, it will be
completing the circle of life, which is for

creations,

is

of labor and

Ihat it will be easy to provide for
overseeing them in their studies, their re

is

Such will be the division
duty,

?

The moral benefits of the change to
our children can hardly be estimated.
It
will give them all the advantages of city
association, without the contaminating in
fluences of the streets.

their shadows before them, and
many
other tokens of equal significance.
We
therefore view with feelings of great re
spect, the efforts that are now making for
the elevation and association of Labor.
That there will be many failures we
doubt not, for there are numerous causes
active existence to prevent present suc
cess, but of ultimate success we feel en
tire confidence.
And when that shall
will be no greater departure
come,
from the present form of society, than
that we now live in
from the feudal
form which preceded
for
will be
but the application to labor of the same
which
are now applied
principles
to
wealth.
People are now organized into
towns, counties, states, &c., for the pur
poses of education, government, the ad
ministration
of justice, the building of
A step further in the same
bridges, &c.
direction will be taken, and instead of
individual proprietors, will be substituted
common proprietorship,
where all will
be joint owners for the good of each,
and not the old feudal plan, where one
man owned all things for his own aggran
dizement.
Then will be seen what the
word community truly defines, that
which the common good
the supreme
Such communities will be under
good.
the guidance and control of wise and
Just
laws whether they will be those of Fou
rier, or others that may be discovered,
we know not but to succeed they must
be based upon Truth and Justice, in all
the relations that man can sustain, social
and individual. When such communities
shall become the established order of so
ciety, then man may know
daily life
what
meant by "loving his neighbor
as himself."
And when that day shall
appear, the present war of competitive
labor will cease, and the rapacities of
trade that now exist will be unknown
for then, and not till then, will "the
kingdoms of this world become the king
doms of our Lord and of his Christ."
To all who may be interested in this
subject we recommend the Harbinger,
paper published at Brook
Farm,"near
Boston, by the members of an Associa
tion, in practical operation.
We have
been much pleased with
thus far and
doubt not that the able men who conduct
will make
one of the most valuable
papers of its class.— Fall River News.
;

give freshness and life to existence.

The great social problem of our time,
to be, the organization and ennobling of
Labor.
This, we believe to be, in the
order of Divine Providence,
one of the
great objects of the mission of the Unit
ed States, and hence in the selection of
its motto, the events of the future threw

it,

It will give time for
those studies and recreations .which serve
tn soften and purify the mind, and which

ri

all cause for that corroding care and anxi
to moral and intellect

ety, so prejudicial
ual improvement.

is

Association may be less by one half than
whatit is in isolated households, with great
This will remove
economy in the city.

it

It will be shown you in the course ol
the evening, that the expense of living in

is

farm, and stock combined, in Association.

is

thousand

dollars, or double the amount of dwelling,

by

This would

in

each.

require an investment of eighty

it

four thousand dollars

a

thousand

have supposed it a moderate
to estimate the average at

;

calculation

I

;

to seven or eight

three

dollars.

in

would occu

it

from

they

They would probably vary in cost

a

pyI

it

houses merely, which

is

what amount

a

lies to reside in the city,

of investment would be required for the

is

Now supposing the same twenty fami

is

most every thing we should require in
the way of agriculture and gardening, to
eay nothing of a surplus to send to market.

in the struggle to gather
every thing
sacrificed that stands in the way.
comfort, home, the associations
Health,
of childhood, the neighborly intercourse
of years, peace of mind, all are prostrat
ed before this implacable demon.
Such
its result in the old world, and such
are its tendencies here, so far as our pe
culiar circumstances
will permit their
consummation.
Men who were but yes
side
by side, who were
terday laboring'
with us, and of us, become by marriage,
or death, or luck in business, or some
other accident, possessed of extensile
fortune, and at once
barrier, impenetra
ble as adamant,
raised up between
them and those by whose minds and mus
cles all they have was created.
And to
create that fortune, the homes of many
arc comparatively
bare and cheerless,
their food impure, their clothing imper
few houses may be erected
fect, that
and furnished in styles of splendor and
magnificence, and their inmates revel in
all the luxury that heaps of earth-wealth
can ever command.
These two opposite conditions of life,
for any thing we can now see, must exist
so long as the present principles of trade
and labor are predominent in the social
mind.
The interest of the laborer and
employei, the buyer and seller, are not
one now, for each tries to get all he can,
and to give as little.
return as possible^.
Hence the slavery of the South, the dis
tressed condition of the seamstresses in
the cities, the increase of cellar tene
ments in New England, the huddling to
gether of many families in small apart
ments, the long hours of labor, and the
dependent population which
beginning
to appear in our manufacturing
towns.
How can be otherwise.
The same ele
ments which have produced such fearful
results in Europe, must inevitably prove
destructive
here, (although
from our
wide extent of territory, and comparative
scattered population, they will not
pen so rapidly,) unless new principles of
social life be introduced amongst us. So
long as each person acts for himself
alone, so long must the bitter fruit of
selfishness be reaped
And
Society.
so long as the relation of employer and
but little more elevated, in
employed,
one respect, than that of owner and ma
chine, working them only when profita
ble, and then at the least possible cost,
and dispensing with their labor when un
profitable, practically recognising no right
in the laborer but that of starvation, so
long shall we continueMo follow in the
paths which have led the working classes
of the old world to so much suffering,
misery and degradation.

ly

be

in

For this in

supplied with
houses, rooms for schools, social meet
ings, and a farm sufficient to produce al
we should

vestment

a

of forty thousand dollars.

it,

THE HARBINGER.

and fight your way
from the broad Battery, filled with shameess women, whom society has driven in-

THE HARBINGER.
the trampers !

to vice, simply because it has driven them
from itself, when it was less pure than

— you
they, and they must go somewhere,
shall go from the Battery through the
gilded and flaunting throng of the West

sion of sights, to make
boldly taking

be

you melancholy.

lowed its own tail, one was struck dumb,
with the
thrilled through and* through,

lead in the great

music,

— "the wild

shriek of the solitary

honored, and cavalry trumpet, mingled with the dead
procession ; Covetousness
beats of the muffled drums, treading upon
the Miser worshipped ; Vulgarity in rib
bons and flounces, and pretty modesty in each other like smothered echoes," as it
and men whose is phrased by the Tribune paragraphist.
foul rags ; philosophers
brains hold electric communion with the Yes, this music was the great fact of the

It was scientific to a very high de
hats, day.
— warm, fresh, gushing with elo
way through gree,
— it spoke the yet un
the crowd, and trying to hide their patch quent sentiment,
ed coats by dodging about between the formed aspirations of the national heart.
whose We are a musical people ; we are to be a
millionaires,
legs of lofty-striding
people ; our
bank account is as fat as themselves ; — music and beauty-creating
under rusty

skies, poorly sheltered
and fearfully

their

edging

these are frequent but barren sights, and
shall get nothing to tell
begin to fear

I

I

you about from the whole of this
Broadway.

—A

few days ago,

I

mighty

made one of three

Church spire, two

it is to cherish

all forms

of

the

and to develope the Fine Arts
to a point of perfection, in the closer un
ion of critical excellence with nnexhaustBeautiful,

ed inspiration,

never

yet

seen on

this

Tales, by EDGAR A. Pol. New York :
Wiley and Putnam, 161 Broadway,
1845. pp. 228.

We have here the second Number of
Wiley and Putnam's Library of

Messrs.

American

Books,

of which

earth.

the first was

noticed in last week's

Harbinger.
By what strange means the present vol

ume finds its way into a library of Ameri
can Books we are not informed, and we

In this
suppose have no right to inquire.
land of unbounded freedom every man
name his child
Frank
Benjamin
lin or Thomas Jefferson, without any pos
sibility of redress on the part of those in

can

jured worthies.

Mr. Poe might properly

have divided

his book into two parts, one of Tales, the
other, of Philosophical
Sketches.
In the
Tales a peculiar order of genius is appa
rent.

It

might be called

the intense or

To this there is one exception

in
which the author lays off the tragic man
tle and gives his humor an airing.
But
der.

In the new dispensation of things
that is coming upon the world, this is our that is intense also ;
Music, the sound made by the have a specimen.
hundred and portion.
"
and waving harmonious motion of the spheres, the

or four thousand curious gazers at a man
standing on the main truck of the new

Trinity

destiny

REVIEW.

but rather

portunity of a little self-glorification.
In this never-ending procession, howev
er, which, like the Greek serpent, swal

tide, and find nothing
Ignorance

would

delight that the
man had died, and thus granted the op

found there,

the sea of fashion is at high
but a rapid succes

when

Side,

No mourning
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— our

readers shall

At Chalk-Farm, the next morning,
it feels I shot off his nose, — and then called up
its living frame the joy of on my friends.
throughout
baby's Jumping-Jack, which goes by pull
' Bete!' said the first.
is also
ing a string like a tail,) over the largest, conscious symmetry and beauty,
' Fool ! ' said the second.
We are yet
' Dolt ! ' said the third.
most magnificent, and most costly church the language of this people.
' Ass ! ' said the fourth.
Isn't this something to be less than three quarters of a single century
in the Union.
' Ninny ! ' said the fifth.
— less than the age of a single man,
But my unlucky genius just old,
proud of?
' Noodle ! ' said
the sixth.
—
amateurs and
we
are
and
already
yet
Lom
down
me
to
look
' Be off! ' said the
at this moment led
seventh.
our
is
and
Music,
already
in
connaisseurs
bard, and Rector, and Thames, and Albany
At all this I felt mortified and so called
leading Theatre filled with hushed and upon my father."
streets, and they were so squalid and fil

eighty feet from the ground,
his arms (they looked like those of my

thy, so full of ragged and loathsome pau
pers, black washerwomen, white beggars
that calling,)
(the blacks never follow
starved children, and drunkards, that I set
myself at once to cyphering how many of
wretches could be made
made to respect themselves,
and therefore to be proud of being virtuous
and good, with the surplus of the Two
Hundred and Fifty thousand dollars which
these miserable

comfortable,

this church

cost,

after using

enough

to

have built an edifice fit to be embellished
by the meekness and piety, and the other
Christian
worship

graces
there.

of those who were to
From this I turned to en

vy the dead who
beneath

sleep so grandly

solemnly

those

women in Thames

Street!

and

old
ghost-like
trees and grave-stones : they had not to
trouble themselves about the poor Irish

A

I

saw five miles
few days after this,
of Broadway and the Bowery closely
" mourners," — they had the
packed with
audacity to get themselves published in
the newspapers as mourners, — at the fu
wished that
neral of General Jackson.

I

like thee, O Teufelsdro'ck !

I

murmur

of the

universe,

as

audiences, to decide upon the
But the full glory of the book is not
merits of new operas, and to give curren- seen in its
wit, which is merely by-play
cy or condemnation to new prima donnas! and alternation.
When we come to " the
the
on
better,
too
;
And we do this well,
general burst of terrific grandeur," which
whole, than would be done in Europe, al
makes our countenances " cadaverously
though the transplantation of full-grown wan " with "
an intensity of intolerable
foreigners, with full-grown Parisian and awe," as " a flood
of intense rays rolls
Continental prejudices among us, serious
throughout and bathes the whole in ghast
ly embarasses the process.
ly and inappropriate splendor," we begin
This would be the place for me to write to be
"oppressed by an excess of nerv
of our French troupe, if there were excel ous
" but when we have fairly
agitation ;
lence enough in them to merit it ; but heard the " one
long, loud, and continu
truly, they are a sad failure. I can scarce ous scream, utterly anomalous and inhu
ly remember a true, honest, firm, sound- man, — a howl, — a wailing shriek, half
Calve'
hearted note yet issued by them.
of horror and half of triumph, such as
has been too much over-praised, and is
might have arisen out of hell, conjointly
cold
is
Her voice
completely spoiled.
from the throats of the damned in their
and metallic, her intonation never exactly
agony, and of the demons that exult in
correct, although always very nearly so, the damnation," we can't
help saying to
and her action exaggerated French paste ourselves, — we now
say it to the public,
Of the others, there is nothing to that Mr. Foe's Tales are
board.
absolutely over
be said in mitigation of sentence, save in
whelming.
respect to Madame Stephen Coeuriot, who
They remind us of the blue lights, the
is a sweet, lovable woman, and lets her blood and thunder, and corked
eyebrows'
voice escape in a pretty silver flood, right of that boast of modern dramatic achieve
from her breast and throat.
ments, the melo-drama. — One more spec-

breathless

could but

An hour's industry will do more to be
suppress evil humors,
get cheerfulness,
pageant-makers, seen through the scarlet and retrieve your affairs, than a month's
coats altd gold lacings, into the hearts of moaning.
have seen through

the clothes

of these

" From that chamber, and from that
fled aghast.
The storm was
mansion,
still abroad in all it.i wrath as I found

I
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Sud
denly there shot along the path a wild
light, and I turned to see whence a gleam
so unusual could have issued ; fur the
vast house and its shadows were alone
The radiance was that of
behind* me.
the full, setting, and blood-red moon
which now shone tividly through that
fissure, of which
once barely-discernible
I have before spoken, as extending from
the roof of the building, in a zig-zag diWhile I gazed, this
rection, to the base.
fissure rapidly widened, there came a
fierce breath of the whirlwind, the entire
orb of the satellite burst at once upon my
sight, my brain reeled as saw the migh
ty walls rushing asunder, — there was a
long tumultuous shouting sound like the
voice of a thousand waters — and the deep
and dank tarn at my feet closed sullenly
and silently over the fragments of the
House of Usher.

myself crossing the old causeway.

I

If our

readers can get through

this pas
sage unmoved they have a most remark
able degree of insensibility.
We had
some thought of introducing

to them Mr.

Foe's Black Cat, " with red, extended
mouth, and eye of fire," but in mercy we
forbear.
We fear that they would be

"

overpowered by an intense sentiment ol

horror" which might interfere with their
attention to their business. —
proper
Among what

might

be called

the Phi

losophic Sketches is one named Mesmeric
Revelation,

which we have before seen in

the newspapers.
We give the leader a
touch of this philosophy, of which the
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POETRY.
EVERYWHERE THOU !
FVofci the German, by

J.

S. DWIOHT.

When the dark walla of night,
Drearie.it Head of night,

Round me f feel,
Then I am not alone,
Thinking of thee, mine own;
Thoughts of thy love alone

SATURDAY,

Still is my soul with thee ;
Ah ! in the spot where we
Parted so tenderly,
There it still stays.
Thou look'st in day's bright dawn ;
Thou, when the day is gone,
Smil'st to me now ;
Thou iu the nun's warm glow,
Thou in the brook's full flow,
Thou when the winds do blow,
Everywhere

Thou !

Wak'st me in song of bird ;
And, be thy name but heard,
Lull'st me to rest.
Thou, O beloved child,
Image so high and mild,
Into my heart hast smiled,
Ueirest and best !

18, 1645,

Of moderncivilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, recklessadventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall lending to impoverish
the laborerand to rendereveryconditioninsecure.
Relief Is to come,and«an only comefrom the new
applicationof Christianprinciples,of UniversalJus
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
Da. CHAWIHNG.

Love torments heal.
Though from a foreign strand
Far back to boyhood's land
Longing I gaze,

JULY

ODD FELLOWSHIP.

It

is some twenty years since the Inde

pendent Order of Odd Fellows was intro
For' a
duced into the United States,
great length of time it existed in obscu
rity, but within the last five years it has
come into notice and has spread rapidly

It

over the whole Union.
among

its members

estimable

citizens,

extend still further.
bration

in Boston,

now

numbers

ef our most
and seems likely to
many

At

the recent cele

representatives

present from all parts of the country,

were
and

were counted by thousands.
Since the commencement of this rapid
the Order has of course been re

growth,

It has
garded with- no little jealousy.
been attacked by the honest minded, who
beholding it in one aspect alone, saw in
its secrecy

only the means ot «ti illegal

power, and in its ceremonies and badges
nothing but mummery and nonsense ; as

A LOVER'S WISHES.
manner is quite equal to the matter.
well as by the narrow and bigoted, who
" The multitudinous conglomeration oi Trarw.atcd from a Swabian popular
*ong are always hostile to whatsoever does not
rare matter into nebulte, planets, suns,
O, were I but yon little spring,
square with
their own miserable pre
•and other bodies which are neither nebu
To thee would I refreshment bring, —
judices.
la;, suns, nor planets, is for the sole pur
Cool Waters bliss !
pose of supplying pabulum for the idio
At present, it is useless to treat the
If thou didst stoop thy mouth to me,
syncrasy of the organs of an infinity of
Order with either contempt or ridicule.
But for the necessity
I'd raise iny waves in love to thee,
rudimental beings.
It embodies too large an amount of moral
of the rudimental, prior to the ultimate
Soft as a kiss.
and intellectual power to be sneered at
life, there would have been nobodies such
O, were I but yon little rose,
as these.
Each of these is tenanted by a
with wisdom even by those who consider
The sweetest perfumes I'd enclose,—
distinct variety of organic, rudimental,
it as useless or dangerous.
It is much
In all, the organs
creatures.
thinking
Perfumes Tor thee !
more politic, seeing how wide an influence
vary with the features of the place ten
I would not turn aside my head,
it has and will probably continue to have,
anted. At death, or metamorphosis, these
Nor offer thee a thorn instead —
creatures, enjoying the ultimate life, —
to treat it calmly, and fairly, and with
If
thou
wouldst
me.
gather
—
and cognizant of all se
immortality,
some respect.
crets but the one, act all things and pass
O. were I but yon little bird,
To us, whose especial office it is to
every where by mere volition : indwell
At dawning should my voice be heard,—
ing, not the stars, which to us seem the
watch every thing that bears upon the
For thee alnne !
sole palpabilities, and for the accommoda
movement of society, not with the scru
Upon thy hand I'd softly sit,
tion of which we blindly deem space cre
tiny of lifeless critics, so much as with
And sing iny most melodious fit,
ated, — but that SPACE itself, — that in
the faith and hope that belong to tho
With sweetest tone.
finity of which the truly substantive vastness swallows
up the star-shadows, —
heralds of better times, such an institu
blotting them out as non-entities from the
Be thou like the first Apostles —
tion is the object of deep interest.
We
perception of angels."
Be thou like heroic Paul ;
have accordingly taken pains to inform
But we spend too much time upon this
If a free thought seeks expression,
ourselves .as to the real character of the
book.
Its tales are clumsily contrived,
Speak it boldly !— speak it all !
Order, and are convinced that it is abun
unnatural, and every way in bad taste.
Face thine enemies— accusers ;
dantly deserving of the favor with which
There is still a kind of power in them ; it
Scorn the prison, rack, or rod !
it has been received.
is the power of disease ; there is no health
And, ifthou hast TRUTH to utter,
It claims, and with justice, to be a be
about them ; they are like the vagaries
Speak ! and leave the rest to God.
nevolent institution, but its benevolence
ef an opium eater. " An excited and
Gatlagher.
is better than any we have ever seen
highly distempered ideality throws a sul
phurous lustre over all."
The philoso Knowest thou yesterday, its aim and reason? ommended in the newspapers.
It is the

phy of the book is of a similar character.
.Nothing is more ridiculous than
claim to personal property in ideas.

the

Workestthou well to-day for worthy things.'
Then calmly wait the morrow's hidden sea
son,
And fear not thou what hap soe'er it brings.

tenevolence of mutual guarantees.
Its
Charity is collective and not individual.
The peculiar feature of the Order is the
more extended application of the principle
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of Mutual

Insurance^ already found so
efficacious a protection against losses by
fire.
Upon this principle the fraternity
of Odd Fellows is founded. By intro

cisely

the part of which

informed

well

of life, each member is assured against

the shell, useful in the present condition
of society : it is what it contains that they
consider as of essential value.
They

illness

look forward to a period when

ducing it more intimately into the relations
and misfortune ; in consideration

"

Friend

of a certain fee or premium, he is entitled ship, Love, and Truth," will not need
to support and care during illness, just as the protection of a special brotherhood ;
in case of fire a member of a mutual in
they have faith that " going down the
surance company is entitled to have his stream of time, these principles may be
losses made good.

hands

upon a thousand

ancient

usages

of the brotherhood make the and institutions, with no gentler word
least account.
They regard it as only than "Apage Salanas!" upon their lips,
members

disseminated

and wider,

wider

until

all

Of course all persons cannot be ad men shall dwell together in unity."
mitted indiscriminately into an institution
The regalia and badges of Odd Fel
which assumes such responsibilities.
It lowship may be objected to ; we are not
would be unwise as well as useless, to particularly
desirous to defend them.
extend such guarantees to those who The passion for show is one, however,
are not able to fulfil the necessary con
which cannot always be criticized with

with zeal against the false quite as much
as love for the true, ardent in their hearts ;
bent more upon destroying the shrines of
Belial than raising altars to the Lord ;
there should

have arisen

from

another

quarter of the moral compass, a fraternity
embodying positive, constructive princi

ples, — principles too which are to form
the future basis of the whole organiza
tion of society.

Providence

more agencies

than

has always
one in its service.

While the keen winds of autumn desolate
the woods, and whirl far and wide

the

leaves which

in summer were the glory
of tire forest, Nature prepares peacefully

of ours and in silence, the germs of the future
So in the bosom of society,
foliage.
own end, and is thus, for any practical very next day have found them making rotten with the hostility of castes and
purpose, not benevolence at all.
Nor speeches at the presentation of a banner ! interests, and the embittered and height
does any such benevolence enter into the
We are convinced that the polity of the ened vices of the past, and blind with
design of the Order.
It is not indis Order, namely, " Social tJuarantees and ignorance and prejudice, have put forth,
ditions.

Unlimited

nevolence

criminate

and injudicious

is always

sure

be

to defeat its

safety ; we have heard

treat it with

no little

friends

contempt,

and the

at which

it aims, but Collective Cttarity," is destined at no
of social guaran-. distant period to predominate in society.
tees. These necesnrily presuppose cer
We are sure that a much more extended
tain conditions and duties.
To be ad application of it is already possible. It
charity

simply

a certain

mitted

into

kind

the Order,

good

character,

good health, good conduct, and payment
of the regular dues are required.

The guarantees of support and assist
ance are, so to say, the material form or
body, of

the

Within this

Fraternity.

body exists the soul, — a beautiful

must soon, we should
to Odd

apparent

suppose,

become

Fellows that

greater

their reach than they
have yet attained, and that their bond of
union can be made still firmer and brighter.

If

their guarantees could be made to in
clude the education of children and con

corpo
and a manly sense of stant employment for industry, they would
brotherhood which is the natural result leave little to be desired.
They might
of common interests and of the care for also apply the same method to their com
which

the constitu

of the Order enjoins. It is worth
one's while to hear the tone in which

tion

one Odd

mercial
the

purchase
with

the im

approaches its crisis.

God grant a happy

issue to the effort !

THE COLLECTIVE UNITY,
Or the Organization

of the Township.

By the Collective Unity, we understand
the primary element, the first germ of
Society,

called

in the Savage

Horde, in the Patriarchal
or patriarchal

family,

state the

state, the Clan,

and in Civilization

By combining for by different names in different countries ;

transactions.

wholesale,

and almost unknown,

forms of the organization which
it is about to assume.
The transition

benefits are within

rate friendship,

each other's welfare

unnoticed
perfect

of necessary
proper

articles

security

at in the United

for the

States

the

the township ;
or borough ;

in

in
and honest management of the France, the commune ; in Germany, the
business, they might obtain all kirfds of Dorf.
We choose the term Collective
goods without the profits of retail dealers. Unity, because Collective implies that it

Fellow addresses another. — careful

England,

parish

There is 'i genial sincerity in the
"brother" which the ordinary pronun
ciation of the word is not familiar with, A village of two or three hundred fami
is composed of a large number of indi
lies might thus supply themselves at viduals, and Unity that it is the first
and which in these days of smooth hy
pocrisy and hostile selfishness, has a wholesale prices and make a handsome element or integer of Society, or the
saving in the course of a year, besides Slate, in the same manner as the indi
peculiar value.
The secrecy of the Order is brought as dispensing with a large amount of labor vidual is the first element or integer of the
It ought to be which is of no positive service to the township or village.
an objection against it.
We have chosen a
It needs no great amount new name, because a general term is ne
remembered that it exists in the midst of community.
indeed, to perceive that cessary for our purpose.
We cannot
a world whose spirit and institutions are of reflection
of a character quite opposite to its own. there is no department of society in which call the horde a township, nor the town
Some adequate means of preserving the the methods from which Odd Fellows
ship a horde ; we need a name that will
and all
Order from imposition and of keeping derive signal advantages cannot be em apply in barbarism, civilization,
alive the " esprit de corps,0 so essential ployed.
other forms of society.
For
It is this very extension of the princi
God created the individual, or the first
to its efficiency must be employed.
ples of Guaranteeism which we contend unity of the species, male and female, —
this purpose secret signs are incomparably
The man and woman
And it is in view of man and woman.
the safest as well as the most convenient. for in this Journal.
Besides, any institution which builds only it that we regard the Order of Odd united, considered as one, form the pri
on one motive, cannot attain to a very Fellows as a remarkable instrument of mary unity, or simplest element of the
great

degree

of power

or

usefulness.

of secrecy, the
Order would lose much of its general
attractiveness, even with many of those
who would hardly admit the fact.
But
lie mystery of Odd Fellowship is pre
Without

the

prestige

Providence

in

the

transition

through

which this country is beginning to pass.
It is worthy of note, too, that while re
formers of all degrees are preparing

the

way for the coming of the New Dispen
sation, laying resolute and often fierce

collective

unity,

as the collective

unity

element of the State.
The second unity is the family, composed
of the male, the female, and their off
forms the simplest

spring.

Neither of these, however, forms

a collective

or integral Unity.

The Col
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enough

development,

ments is the prevailing
sentiment,

and this

social

affection ; predominant or general social affection
with

together

the

of all the necessity of defence against other hordes,
of is the principal bond of union.
In
man, and for the establishment of In dustry, in its various branches of agri
&c., does not
manufactures,
dustry, the Arts and Sciences, and the culture,
exist ; consequently man's physical wants,
forms of moral and social life.
The single individual, or the single and his love of material comfort and re
family, living isolatedly and without union finement, (without which no high intel
and just

action,

interests,

satisfaction
and

capacities,

and association

with

affections

other individuals

or lectual

is possible,)

development

cannot

—

the passional key-note — to use technical
with
the liberty and equal
expression
a

for

it

to offer a sphere

:

lective Unity must be numerous

ity of the horde
ment,

are lost,

inequality,

and govern
and

dependence

ser

vitude, take their place.

The patriarchal
the horde,

a

76

family or clan is, like
mere collection of individuals,

associated,

falsely

to each

and standing

or hostile relations.

other in uncongenial

and

pacities

have,

if

and developed,

attractions

of industry,

for

their
ca

numerous

of uncultivated

in the brutality
that

all

the

and

higher

nature,
delicate

more

it

suffering, and servitude,
true — towards their destiny.

privation,

As our

affections are entirely crushed.

remarks

it

couple

be cultivated

is

It

use. . The single
souls

is

that in
cannot develope their natures, be satisfied.
has but one merit, which
The arts, sciences, and
begins to be developed, and
satisfy a tithe of their wants, nor bring a means of education are entirely unknown ; Industry
hundredth part of their capacities into the savage is so sunk in ignorance and mankind commence their career — through
families,

to some

have run

future article
length we will leave to
the examination of the organization of the
Collective Unity in the Barbarian and the

viduals

Savage horde or Patriarchal

the

have all been rous and Civilized

societies, are unknown.

The Col

The absence of Industry renders artifi
lective Unities of these Societies have not cial distinctions of property unnecessary
been, however, true unions, offering a con the soil
not monopolized — concentrated
genial sphere for the life of man, and the in the hands of the few, and shut out
growth and exercise of his moral and from the great majority
the forests,
material powers — but mere aggregations
prairies, and streams, are open to all, and
of families confusedly and incoherently all have the perfect right of appropriating
The true plan ur Iheirtruita, their game, or their fish. Thus
brought together.
organization for the Collective Unity is the fundamental right of man — the right to
not known to the world ; the discovery the soil — exists
the Savage state, while

based

this

necessity.

in

;

is

;

upon

of it is the greatest and most important
problem which can now occupy the at
tention of statesmen and men of science.

in the Civilized

is

of this problem, has no masters or tyrants,

the

superficial

within

observer ;

itself a solution

it

contains

of the whole

question of human society, and the des

The reform for
tiny of man on earth.
which we are laboring, is the practical

degraded

no

classes,

odious and unnatural

distinctions.

Lib

is

false

than

the

This

clan.

will probably not be admitted so readily
in the order of things that the in
habitants of each society should cling to
the customs, laws, and institutions of the

social

form

which

they

have

been

The Savage, with his low
wan
moral development, his habit of

brought up.

dering and idle life,
ed to the horde,

attach

tenaciously

man,

as the Patriarchal

inhabitant

The
of civilization,

nurtured in individualism,

and in the mean

reared in petty feuds,
civilizee,

or

to the clan.

of commerce and industry, filled
with distrust of those whose interests are
strifes

opposed to his own,
toms,

usages,

clings

to the cus

and laws of his peculiar

•Collective Unity.
To him there appears
to be. nothing objectionable in its isolated
households and its separation of families,
so favorable to that spirit of individualism
and selfishness which draws
trates every thing within

and concen

itself

its false
coarse and savage system of commerce, furnishing such ad
liberty, growing out of the absence of mirable facilities for trick and fraud and
Industry and all the higher uses of Life.
its oppressive modes of
overreaching

erty exists, but

;

It is one too, far more intricate

and profound than would be supposed by

no privileged or
castes or other

less

hardly

it
is
a

solved it.

:

a

to the investigation

is

it

state,
violated and
trampled under foot.
As the sentiment of friendship
the
We said discovery, but that is made: a predominant social affection of the horde,
kind of wild equality reigns
nan of genius who devoted forty years
there are

township

;

with

show

of the

a

of Society
earth,

and servitude,

misery and degradation which they entail
that have upon the laboring classes in the Barba

we shall

;

the

upon

slavery

conse

is

existed

quence,

and as

is

their happiness?
The five orders

to perform

societies, when

that in the latter, the organization

in

ments of the soul and body, and secure

menials

Civilized

it
is

require

a

the manifold

it,

to satisfy

the arts and sci

a

In the savage horde, which is the
of the
ences, and for infinitely varied social rudest of all the organizations
relations, for which they alone cannot at Collective Unity, some evils are avoided
all provide.
Is it not evident then that which are to be found in societies more
the integral individual — the man and the advanced.
As there is no Industry, no
woman — must associate with other indi
necessity exists for slaves, serfs, or hired
branches

The Patriarchal society succeeds the industry which enable those who have
Savage, and the clan or patriarchal family capital to take advantage of the laboring
the next form in order of the Collective
masses, who have none, and to live and

is

a

on the earth — in the Savage, the Patri
archal, the Barbarian, and the Civilized.
In the Savage state the Collective

Unity is a mere aggregation of couples,
living in wigwams or huts. The senti
ment of friendship in its lower develop

rounded by dependents and servants, who
partly from fear, and partly from necessity

;

a

;

"

;

where

of which

strive

isolatedly

and

to obtain even
for

themselves,

heaven
leaving

those of other sects to sink into perdition
the world to come with the same in

difference that they leave them to sink
clannish spirit, attach themselves to into poverty and misery in this.
and obey him.
The parental sentiment,
We shall endeavor to show the civilized
with its authority and discipline,
takes Collective Unity in its true light, and in
and

the place of the friendship which reigned
in the savage horde, and becomes the

such

a

that have existed

its political parties and feuds,
to the victors belong the spoils "
its different sects
religion, the members
society

a

in four of the societies

system of law, which af
few an opportunity of fattening
upon the moral carrion or discords of
fords

in

;

evils against which so many vented.
political
More organization
and order
reform parties are directing their efforts, become necessary
discipline,
govern
as well as for many others which are not ment, and distinctions, are established,
yet known to be evils.
and
kind of mild paternal despotism
Let us now proceed to examine briefly arises. A petty chief or lord with privi
the organization of the Collective
Unity leged connections,
at the head, sur

grow rich upon the profits of their toil
its unnatural

in

;

is

of it,

is

realization of the true Collective Unity.
This work appears to us so important, Unity.
In
the
Industry — which
because we know that it is the commence
all human progress —
ground-work
ment of all reforms, and the only com begins to be exercised
flocks are reared
plete remedy for the various social and and some branches of manufactures in

light

that we trust that they who
the sentiments of' justice

have preserved
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and the love of man in their souls will
unite earnestly in laboring for its reform.
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life, of the exhaustion of al social relations, and all the
facts of life,
the old popular themes, of the failure of for those
young choirs, but corresponded.
all the modern improvements so far as When
society shall be harmony
when
THE FLORAL PROCESSION IN BOSTON. concerns the realization of any thing that joy shall
quicken all its business and its
can
be called Life; and of an aspiration
On the Fourth of July, one half of Bos
when every character shall
worship
;

a

mon civilized

grow
after something more like reality and na by its own
God-given law, unfolding its
It is a return -in some degree to whole individuality into
perfect unity, so
the customs of a more poetic age.
There that each shall be member of the Collec
may be more or less of sentimentality in tive Man
when interests shall not inter
of weak sighing after the romantic fere with duties, nor
necessities with love
middle ages, after the traits of nature and of when
badges, and emblems, and mar
universal Humanity which undiscriminashalled ranks, shall express true facts of
ting Protestantism swept away along with every-day life and
character
when cor
Catholic monstrosities.
There may be porate enthusiasm shall perform its march
those who idly dream of bringing back the es and its
dances, not
the midst of
past.
But that the present does not suf gaping, foreign,
crowd
unsympathizing
fice,
'confessed by all those balloons of
city,, which
the market-place of
which fill the air, in which so many seek selfish
competition, but around and be
to ride above the earth for a little while, neath the
architectural splendors of the
at least
and quite as much
confess
Unitary home, where every thing inspires
ed
the very sulkiness of those who do
unitary thought, and every looker on
not own
jart of the festival — theu
and who would fain frown in
there will be
novation down.
found that the sou floral processions, as naturally as there
cannot live without beauty, without hap will be love and laughter, as
beautiful as
py bonds of union, without corporate en the fields and skies, which
witness the
;

ton parades up and down in processione,
for the other half to look at. It is a would-

;

;

;

o

description of it would be a poem.
It any wisdom. They see that the virtue
is a travelling garden, a perfect moving the rising generation requires some posi
forest of flowers, temples, altars, banners, live sustenance, and not mere negative
regulation

and

a

of full harmony

pomp

were

;

in the Phalanxes
parade

as

if

But

heaven.

a

when an aspiration,
mere feeling after
nature and truth, creates what we have
just seen, will
not be natural and true,
that in harmony, the outward life of men
shall all be allegorical of the in ward
Will
not the harmony of characters, cemented
by love, made possible by unity of inter
?

A

gathering of the flowers.
We have heard much ridicule of Fou
rier's visions about fe"tes and processions

it

is

It

;

if

is

The spectacle in itself, by its mere ization, do not after all nourish the heaM
beauty, justifies itself, being as it is by do not make men free, united, and
happy.
far the most beautiful
first felt, of course, hy those who
sort of parade This
which a city at the present day can show. attempt to educate youth
they havl

sort of alle

is

a

is

Among these, is the Floral Procession of thusiasm, without outward expression an
the children of the Warren-Street Chapel, emblematic representation of the heart'
which, from small beginnings, has grown first Faith and Love.
found tha
to be a cardinal feature in the day's so thriving Commerce, that cheap and
popu
lar Government, that progress of Civili
lemnities.

crosses, anchors, and every

is

a

is
it

;

It

any thing that looks or sounds or acts like
an all-pervading,
sentiment.
all-uniting
The whole looks unmeaning enough. —
Yet there are indications here and there
of a quite beautiful and hopeful tendency.

it,

by dint of music and
make it out that it too
has got something to celebrate. There is
great stir, but small warmth ; and hardly
society,

would

by

company,

marches,

is

as one would think, ought to furnish en
thusiasm enough.
The city tries hard to
look glad.
Each great or little party,

in

the way of it ; a great calling to mind of
patriotic themes and demonstrations, such

it,

be-merry spectacle ; and that is all.
Not
much enthusiasm of any kind, but a great
expression of a desire that there might be
some ; a great putting of themselves in

a

ture.

;

that the soul must be fed, not ests, continually burst forth, or rather flow
preached to; that love must be forth, in
religion of the Fine Arts, in
written in flowers;
the whole upborne inspired, not merely talked about
that festivals as earnest as the duties which
by little children, whose hearts should be motive must be found in the present
for them, in processions which shall
as fresh, whose souls as pure, as those realization of life, and not in proposed be nothing less than
worship?
emblems of purity and love.
And all examples; in real ends or attractions,
One more reflection.
Boston was full
this in the midst of a crowded city, on an and not in foreign imaginary ends or of processions.
But among them all we
occasion almost grown obsolete and vul
conventions.
They feel, too, that the scarcely saw beautiful face, or look of
gar, amid so many other bustling, empty very soul of life, and love, and liberty,
real enthusiastic joy. Here were the denceremonies, and all the vaporing and glo
Joy that that
the one only natural and zens of the common-place paths of life,
a

merely

is

little.

it to think and to say all manner of fine
In this view, the procession of the little
about it.
To us it had a Florists made the graver solemnities of

peculiar significance

which we shall

en

the day look boyish.

It

moral things

was by far the

deavor to explain.

of

;

hundred little struggling aspirations
after outward harmony.
We could not
a

help thinking

how much more beautiful

this procession would have been,

all the

if

origin, the first example being set by Sun
day Schools and Institutions of charity,
are to us so many symptoms of a general
confession of the barrenness of our com

a

it

it

if

most real thing we saw. The idea which
These little feasts of Beauty which are prompted it, the aspiration,
nothing
becoming so common in Boston, and more, was enough to make
interesting.
which are mostly of a somewhat religious Yet, after all,
was but
one
fragment

while the gentle and the refined
it

sat at the lordly win
dows to behold them.
Surely,
should
ie just the other way.
The select and
-i ni

and accomplished should lead
the festal choirs and processions of

Or rather, there should be an
nd as speedily as possible to this state
which the great multitude
things,

society.

re doomed to poverty of purse and mind,
a homeliness of person, and to ignorance
all but the poorest arts of amusement.
These are my brothers," one might exlaim, as he passed through the crowd of

ull, uninteresting, vacant-looking people,
created in God's image
and yet no
meaning in their faces, no majesty in their
tep.
They are all dressed up in festal
;

be but

the

as an

in

it

ened features,

a

and co'rrect existence, and relax its hard

if

ic fact, amid the swarming unreal ghosts.
We leave it to the crowd who witnessed

up and down,

1
1
I,

;

;

Here was one touch of and beautiful occasions
to revive an en
Nature amid so much artificial life ; one thusiasm for something like the merry
sweet breath of hope amid the noisy glori
days of old England
to drive some color
fications of the past ; one refreshing poet into the pale cheeks of our merely formal

exhibition,

of the poor, the plain,

parading

and the beautiful

i

;

own eloquence.

the children

toil-worn

f

Here were Youth and Summer true thing in this world
that that alone
modestly putting in their claim, an4 steal keeps the live coals together, which oth
ing many hearts away from political and erwise would smoulder away in isolation.
other vanities.
Here was some of God's Hence these efforts to multiply festivals
rification.

' f

,

is

a

a

fit

;

gorical figure, with devices and texts, all

garments,

and go out into one another's
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presence, as if for Bome sort of commun
ion ; and what one thing do they have in
commont

The 'Glorious

by the "way ; all true and resolute hearts
will unite in order to adopt practical meas

spirits

; fje more tmivef-

the more surely will

Fourth?' — ures, as soon as a well digested system of they provoke the nosfi'lify, however dis
reform is matured, and offered for their guised, of those who *«e4 to convert every

a day's leisure to medi
tate upon them, and dress up on the
strength of it t processions and fire-works
and brotherhood of man and Independ

Then, and not till
adoption and support.
then, will the true reformer give his final
answer ; then will he examine the whole

The independent ones are hardly
seen out on this people's day ; they have
their own private pleasures, on this day,

plan ; and if in all its parts it commands
the approbation of the most tender con
science ; if ft shows the way clearly where

free institutions?

attacks of such

sal are our purposes,

ence?

and on every other day ; they have been by, the inherent rights, the personal inde
successful in the infernal scramble after pendence of each citizen, may be estab
wealth, which makes all these brothers lished upon an imperishable basis, with
enemies, these freemen slaves ; they live
in the houses which the unsuccessful have

out

causing

one

in

throb

painful

any

movement into a vehicle

lot their own sel

Be not deceived by these
wolves in sheeps slothing. Letthem not
sow the seeds of disunion among the suf
fering sons of labor , let u>strengthen each
other in the faith that the day of real free
fish ambition.

dom is about to dawn ; let us gather to
gether to salute the rising beams of the
sun of. Liberty ; let us unite ; let us join
hands in fraternal union, and no longer

virtuous heart; if the plan of Reform is shall we be doomed to grope in the dark ;
" all our rights will be defined, demanded, es
been compelled to build for them ; and conservative,
carefully
preserving
the people may talk glory, and see fire
of good that we have inherited and prov tablished, and enjoyed.
works once a year."
ed," thoroughly purging away the dross

MEANS AND MEASURESBJ" We cannot refrain from saying a few
Words respecting modes, measures, and,
meant, in carrying on our warfare, which has
given rise to some apparent conflictions and
differences in our
Our friends at
" Brook Farm," andranks..
some others, are in fa
vor of introducing strong measures, while
others doubtless equally interested are not
prepared for such entirely new and decided
Kteps. For our own part, we see no good
reason why (his sHaukl create disunion in
the N. England Workingjuen's Association.
There are many belonging le this Associa
tion, who are willing to adopt individually
the measures proposed by our Fourier friends,
but are unwilling to adopt them as a N. Eng
land Association. The reason is very obvi
ous— we then should cut ourselves loose from
many good and honest workiogroel), who are
willing (o go with us as fast as they can see
and understand. Now let as rightly under
stand each other, and keep in view the great
object we wish to attain ; and all disunion
among our true friends, will vanish. Let
the Associations, throughout the various
towns, act as primary schools, for the recep
tion of pupils who are receiving the lirst ru
diments in this labor reform. Let these sev
eral primary schools act in conjunction with
the high school, or N. England Association,
where we can all meet, receive, and impart
still higher lessons In our reform. In this
way let our system of education in harmony
go on, from our town Associations, to the
N. England Association — and from thence to
" and
the " Industrial Congress ;
while we,
through this gradual process, educate the
for
a
working community
better state of so
ciety — while we are agitating the various
speedy and partial ameliorations; beginning
at the incipient stages of our glorious reform,
taking servitude's victims, and pointing them
on to a brighter day ; let our Inends ol social
science and philosophy, continue to perfect
their system ol human elevation, and receive
all who are prepared for so high a stand.—
Brothers, there exists no sound reason for dteunion ; our cause is one ; our aim one ; our
principles are harmonious. Then let us la
bor together in our various capacities, like
true friends and christians, until the noble
structure of free lahor and " equal rights"
shall he reared; and the victims of avarice
and unjust degrading toil redeemed, and re
instated into their native manhood.

of monopoly, fraud, and oppression, while
it preserves the pure gold of peace and
justice, — if such a plan is offered, it will

BRITISH MERCY.

"A

portion of the highland proprietors have
commenced the process of dealing their es
be accepted, but if the plan proposed by tates of the poor peasantry. In one case
the Convention of Oct. 2, 1845, shall not ninety glen-men have be«B ejected. One of
the accounts says — 'The air of universal
in every point, answer this description, let
dejection over the sad silent groups' of
it be promptly rejected.
women and children, silting beside their lit
outside their liuis, was
Our friend of the Voice, will no doubt tle bits of furniture
"
really infectious.'
agree that measures, not so strong in their
Some time about 1815, we believe, it
principles of justice and wisdom as to be
perfectly irresistible, can never accomplish
the great work that we have in hand,

was substantially

decided by the courts of

of
Farm the Scottish highlands was in the lords or
friends" may be said to be in favor of chiefs of the several clans, and that the
and

in

this

view

the

"

England, that the fee or proprietorship

Brook

clansmen holding no deeds or leases from
been to their lords-, were but tena.at3-at-will, ainl
awake the working men to thought ; they consequently liable to ejectment.
One OT more removals of clans took
have warred against nothing so much as
strong measures.

Thus

far

their

efforts have

against a cold and heartless apathy ; they

under

place

this

decision,

but,

though

in the conducted with much attention to the
masses', while suffering under the weight comfort of the sufferers, houses being
They have built and land given them in other places,
of a daily increasing harden.

only

fear

a contented

ignorance

put on their moral and intellectual armor so much odium and outcry was excited
in behalf of the down trodden millions ;— against the proprietors that no. forcible
and rejoice in every evidence of their sen
sibility, in every movement however mis

ejectments of the kind have, we believe
taken place for some years.
The Eng

directed for relief, knowing that investiga

lish nation may have become

tion must ultimately

tomed

lead to truth.

to the continued

so accus

and incalculable

" The Brook Farm friends" have cho sufferings of peasants and laborers as to
sen their part ; their work lies before them ; look with stelid indifference upo» any.
they are the advocates of a Reform at once trifling addkion to the enormous amount,
Radical,

Conservative,

and Constructive.

They will propose no measures that can
compromise the peace and order of so
ciety ; they would preserve all that is of
real worth; they aim by good only, to
supplant
laws, in

existing

evils,

until

principle

and

practice,

all

our

repre

sent Justice under the invariable direction
of Love.
We hope, however, that our friend of
the Voice of Industry, will not suffer the
carping, which will arise from time to time

or the pecuniary advantages to be reaped
from such measures may he sufficiently
that
great to more than counterbalance
odium which may be incurred,

but at any

rate the work has again begun.

From the above notice received by the
more of

Caledonia,' we see that numbers

beiuc*, having the same name
their lords are to be driven away

human
with

from their homes and east upon the ten

of the civilized world, to
Those highland
The above extract from the Voice of against the movement, and its most eleva farms are fitted for nothing but mm, deer
Industry, devoted to the advocacy of in ted advocates, by those who condemn it or sheep. The deer may contribute to
dustrial
the amusement of their owner, the sheep
reform, a paper recently com
merely because they find no opportunity
No
menced at Fitchburg, Mass., is full of to make capital for their vanity in its ii>his profit, but tbe men to neither.
good sense and is worthy of all accepta
to pass with him for the matter if in olden lime their ancestors did
progress,
tion.
There cannot be any just cause for voice of the working men of New Eng win and hold the land for bis ; no matter
the champions of human rights, to fall out land,
We must not expect to escape the if their title to what they occupied. w*%
der mercies

make room for sheep.
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as valid and a• strong in equity as his, ing, of caution, of advice to those who by
needed, the their grasping avarice, their unjust laws,
strong arm of the law has a longer reach have brought millions of their fellow sub
their services are no longer
and a truer stroke
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ing pressure of excessive toil, or to gife

others that freedom ; but by the clearest
and calmest conviction, that the preeent
to that of organization of labor is the curse of soci

than theirs, and with

jects into a condition, similar
to the wretched woman and her companion•.

ety ; that no class of men can do justice
Not a word of comfort or of hope to the to their nature in the actual condition of
We often hear much of the charity and suffering in vice and crime.
And these industry ; and that until an integral rrbenevolence of the powerful and wealthy pictures of misery and wretchedness, and liiini is accomplished, the idea of human
brotherhood is a monstrous fiction, the di
throughout England, of their desire and their consequent vice and crime, are paint
vine spirit of Christianity
attempts to ameliorate the condition of ed by one who commences with —
inapplicable to
• It is wonderful what improvements have the daily business of life, and the highest
those who are dependent upon them ; and
tlic

power

comes

the

determination

clear them from the land.

D'Tsraeli

•ays that the rising

taken place in clocks and watches during the hopes
last half century ; how accurately the es

generation

which

havo

caused

the

human

of landlords of the aristocracy are awak capements are constructed, how delicately heart to thrill in the prospect of a glori
no better than effeminate
ening to a sense of their own duties and the springs are formed, how easily the wheels ous future,
move, and what good lime they keep. After
dreams.
Our brother working men may
the rights of the people ; and it may be
all, society is but a clock, a very complicated
true ; but it must be so only in a limited piece of mechanism ; and it, too, has under wish us to speak to them more directly,
Were it so to any extent, such gone in many countries, the same improve to take part in their controversies, and to
degree.
ments that have taken place in Ihe little
flatter their vanity; but we can do no
as that we have copied
a paragraph
licking machines that we put in our pockets,
would be accompanied and received by an or those greater indicators of our progress such thing; they will yet know who
outhurst of indignation which could not towards eternity, that we hang upon our their true friends are ; and enough is it
walh."
for us to urge upon the souls of all that
be restrained and would not be silenced.
MEN'S
MOVEMENT. read our words those living truths which
THK WORKING
Be it known

TEACHING NOT EDUCATION.

that this movement contains

the germ of a peaceful revolution, which
" N'«w what education had that poor boy
will come, not in violence and bloodshed,
received. The people of Ihe neighboring
destructiveness, but,
village would have mid a very good one; not in rude, wanton
for there was what is called s charity school like the strong influences of Heaven,
in the neighborhood, where he had been with a
genial, creative power, that will
taught to read .HI.I write, and to cast ac
counts. But this was teaching, not educa manifest itself in new organic forms of
tion. O, fatal mistake ! when will English
We
graceful and majestic proportions.
men learu to discriminate between the two ?
are devoted to this cause, from the fact
His education had been at home,— . in that
miserable hut, — by that wretched woman,— that we believe it the commencement of
by her companions in vice and crime ! a constructive reform, which is to bless
What had all the teaching he had received
The relations of
human family.
at school done for him, but placed weapons all the
in the hand of wickedness ? Had education labor must be adlusted, before we can
formed any part of the system of the school even approach to the enjoyment of a new,
where he was instructed, — bad he been
The work of the
harmonic society.
taught how best to use Ibe gills that were
imparted, — had he been inured to regulate world is now its burden ; the laborer is
the iiiMni that was stored,— had he been the victim ; he drudges in comparative
habituated to drsw just conclusions from all
be read, instead of merely beiug taught to degradation that others may be snrfieted
read, that would have been in some degree in rank abundance ; there is no justice,
education, and it might have corrected, to a
no' "sign of salvation," in such an ar
certam point, the darker schooling he re
rangement ; and all classes would be un
ceived at home. Well might the great phi
The
losopher, who, in some things, most grossly speakably benefited by a change.
misused the knowledge he possessed, pro
order
in
the
rela
new
of
a
introduction
is power"; but
nounce that "knowledge
alas ! he forgot to add that it is power for tions of industry would create a new earth,
child had been would reveal a new Heaven, and cause a
That
poor
or
evil.
good
taught that which to him might have been
to the Infinite
either a blessing or a bane ; but all his real holier worship to ascend
Therefore it is, that
education had been for evil; and there he Father of Good.
•toad, corrupted to the hearts' core," —
we press this subject in season, and, as
Smuggler, by G. P. S. Janet.
many no doubt think, out of season, —
And this is all the moral of the book, of that we welcome every token of returning
the last production of England's most life, in regard to it,— that we deem no
In a country reform effective while this great work re
Toluminous novel writer.
as mains unaccomplished, — and that we de
he- describes may be found, and where vote ourselves to practical labor for Asso
almost millions are reduced by the action ciation, believing that in this method the
where

thousands

of such habitations

of the laws, to the condition of that woman
Net a word of the means of rendering
that home more comfortable, more health

'

complete emancipation of humanity.

THE VOICE
well

OF INDUSTRY.

A

neat,

well

conducted .paper this,
and as stated in another column, devoted
printed,

to the cause of industrial

reform.

Give

us your hand, brother ; lilt up your VOICE
with strength, send it far and wide, let it
be sweet and earnest, at the same time ;
sincere,

deep, true, then will it wake up
souls ; and find an answering

slumbering

echo every where.

,

. •Our thanks

are due to the friends

who have aided us in bringing the Har
binger before the public, and in procuring
a list of subscribers, which will enable us
to work

for it with cheerful

We have now a circulation

confidence.

of over one

thousand, and new names coming in eve
It will be our endeavor to give
our subscribers a paper worthy of the

ry day.

cause to which

it is devoted, and without

making any pretensions, we feel that we
have resources at command, which will
enable us to satisfy all reasonable expect
ations. — We must also express our grat
at the friendly
welcome with
which we have been received by the con

ification

ductors of the newspaper press in general.
the courtesies
which
reciprocate

We

have been extended to us, — we shall

al

ways rejoice to meet our contemporaries,
with a cordial spirit, — and, we trust the
honest freedom, with which we shall not

problem will receive its solution.
we do not address ourselves to work
if we may be fail to express our own views, as well as.
ing men exclusively,
thought an interloper into their guilds criticise the views of others which we
fearful

If

and that boy.

can never be sincerely uttered in vain,
and which will in due time work out the

ful, more salutary to body and soul, .no and a stranger to their livery, it is be
Its influences may in some degree be cause we know that this reform concerns
counteracted by the tdvcation of chartty the whole of humanity, not a part, or a
schools, which, hardly one in hundreds fraction.
We advocate it on universal
can attend, and which limit their teaching principles.
We are not prompted by a
to reading, writing, and casting accounts ! merely benevolent wish to benefit the labor
Not a word in the whole book of warn er, to be freed ourselves from the grind

may have occasion to controvert, will con
tinue to make us more friends than ene

We do not think it needful to
abuse a man because we find him not yet
in possession of truths which we deem,

mies.

important, and which we hope one day to,
find hirn receiving.
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There are 500 young ftcacb trees in tha
ed would be the result of a more com
OF JULY "AT WOBURN.
nursery ; 200 apple trees io tlie 0|j orchard,
of plete examination, we welcome the intel
The Working Men's Celebration
Tniit killed this year.}
views, which he sets forth with
Live Stock. — 45 cows, 12 horses, 6 yoke
the fourth of July at Woburn, was well ligent

THE FOURTH

such modesty and candor, and shall re of oxen, 25 head of young cattle.
From the above hasty sketch, (for I cannot
to hear from him again on the same find lime to speak of thi* flourishing Asso
joice
More than one thousand persons were on
ciation as I should,) it will be seen that it
the ground during the day, a large por subject.
stands firm. The members live together,
Boston, Low
tion of whom were ladies.
under all (he disadvantages of a new move
TRUMBULL PHALANX.
ment, in perfect harmony ; and what is grat
ell, and a number of the towns in New
MR. FOSTER— I have just returned from ifying, Mr. Van Amringe is there, cheering
England, where the working men have
a visit to the Trumbull Phalanx, and I can them on in the great cause by his eloquence,
organized to carry out a great industrial
not but express my astonishment at the con and setting them an example of devotion to
— J. D. T. — Pitttand social reform Inovement, were well dition in which I found the Association. I the good of humanity.
burg Spirit of the Ag,t.
The interest must be deep had never heard much of this Phalanx, and
represented.
what little had been said, gave me uo very
in the cause, that could draw so many Favorableopinion of either location or people,
1C? We are authorized to slate that the
persons together on this day, when the and in consequence I went there somewhat translation of Fourier's writings is in pro
them.
1 was pleased,
prejudiced against
attractions elsewhere are so strong and
however, to find that they have a beautiful gress, and that it will probably be ready
It is an encouraging sign, and romantic Domain, a rich soil, with all for
numerous.
publication in the course of the present
the natural and artiticial advantages they can
that the working men of New England
of the
desire. The Domain consists of 1100 acres summer. George Ripley, President
to perceive the need of
are beginning
in all. The total cost of the Real Estate Brook Farm Phalanx, and A. Brisbane,
liberty,
something more than political
property of the Phalanx is $ 18,428 ; on who is at present there, are engaged
when this day, consecrated to freedom, is which they have paid $8,239, leaving a
debt of $ 10.189. The payments are re on it.
selected for the purpose of discussion markably easy; on the principal, 1,000 dol
lars are to be paid in September next, and
and inquiry as to the subject.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The meeting was held in a pleasant the same sum in April 1S46, and $ 1,133 in
Those subscribers who have not taken
April 1847, and the same sum annually
grove near the rail-road ; it was organ
thereafter. They apprehend no difficulty in
a receipt for the advance payment of the
meeting their engagements. Should they
ized at about 11 A. M. by the appoint
even fail in making the first payments, they Harbinger,
may -consider the forwarding
ment of Mr. Totman of Woburn, as
will be indulged by their creditor. From
President, and a number of persons be this it will be seen that the pecuniary condi of the paper a sufficient acknowledge

attended and passed off very

pleasantly.

longing to Boston, Lowell and other pla tion of the Trumbull Phafanx is encouraging. ment of payment, as we keep no names
The Phalanx has fee simple liiies to many
as Vice Presidents,
the names of tracts of land, and a house in Warren, with
on our subscription list, but of persons

ces,

whom we did not obtain.

The procedings were opened by prayer,
which was followed by a song appropriate
by the Messrs.

to the occasion,

Read.

The chairman then introduced Mr. L. W.
of Brook Farm, President of
Ryckman,
the N. E. Working Men's Association,
who gave a lucid exposition of the nature

of

the objects for which

government,
instituted,

and

was

the

principles

it
on

which it should be established. He show
ed that the negative basis of our Govern
ment, (which only steps in as an arbiter
between individuals, but holds itself aloof
from the industrial operations of the coun
try,) should be changed to a positive bas
is, which would secure all the blessings
we now enjoy, from political liberty, and
at the same time, give to the laboring

of social independence
which now they do not

classes a guaranty
and comfort,
possess.
Mr. Ryckman

was followed

by Messrs.

White, Seaver, Campbell, Dana, Wright,
Brisbane and others, all showing various
aspects of the fact, that the present rela
tions of labor and capital are injurious to
both of those interests, and especially to
labor.

After a collation

in the afternoon,

the

company adjourned, highly gratified with
the proceedings of the day.

DJ» We take pleasure in inserting in
the Harbinger of to-day, an article from
the Fall River Weekly News, entitled
Association.
not express

Although the writer does

the entire confidence in the
system of Fourier, which we are peisuad

which they will secure capitalists who choose
to invest money for the purpose of establish
ing some branches of manufacturing.
There are about 250 people on the Domain
at present, and weekly arrivals of new
members. The greater portion of them are
able bodied men, who are industrious and
devoted to the cause in which they are en
gaged. The ladies perform their duties in
this pioneer movement in a manner deserv
ing great praise.
The educational department of the Pha
lanx is well organized. The children from
eight to fourteen attend a Manual labor
school, which is now in successful operation.
The advantages of association are realized
in the boarding department. The price per
week for men, women and children, is not
more than forty cents.
•They soon expect to manufacture all their
own clothing. Carders, cloth-dressers, wea
vers, be., are now at work. These branch
es will be a source of profit to the Asso
ciation.
A good flouring mill with two run of stone
is now in operation, which more than sup
plies the bread stuffs. They expect shortly
to have four run of stone, when this branch
will be of immense profit to the Association.
The mill draws the custom of the neighbor
hood for a number of miles around.
Two saw mills are now in operation,
which cut 600,000 feet per year, worth at
least $3,000.
The lumber is principally
sent to Akron.
A ahingle machine, now in operation, will
yield a revenue of 3,000 or 4,000 dollars
per annum.
Machinery for making wooden bowls has
been erected, which will also yield a reve
nue of about 3,000 dollars.
An Ashery will yield, the present season,
about $ 500. The Blacksmiths, Shoemakers,
and other branches are doing well.
A wagon shop is in progress ef erection,
and a tan yard will be sunk, and a house
built, the second story of which is intended
for a shoe shop.
Crops. — 30 acres of wheat, 50 acres of
oats, 70 acres of corn, 12 acres of potatoes, 5
acres of English Turnips, 10 acres of buck
wheat, 5 acres of garden truck, 1 1-2 acres
of broom corn.

who have paid in advance
our invariable

according

tn

terms.

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS !
Leaves Brook Farm at 7 A. M., and 2 1-2
p. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica
Plains, and Roxbury.
Returning^ leaves
Doolittle's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at
p.
9 1-2 A. M., and 5
M. Sunday excepted.
N. R. GERRISH.

June 28, 1845.
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en.

MISCELLANY.
THE INS AND THE OUTS.
Why

are you

Associationists

so

busy always and only with the outward.
You seem to be a humane and generous
eet of people, but you are always scratch

What can you ac
in this way t Have the central
life right, and all will be right.
Make
men to be good, they will then do good.
ing on the surface.

complish

A. I

bathe my whole body every morn

I

ing, because

find that when the skin is

in healthy action, all the organs are aided
in the vigorous discharge of their func
tions.

Industry

and enjoyment

are the

In them all
skin, so to speak, of Society.
affections' ultimate.
social and spiritual
And if you will pardon the allusion, Soci
ety just now seems suffering
neous disease.

And

I

from cuta

19,

NUMBER
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doubt not also, that a perfect

S.

to God for its own

your

Society is delightful

For the Harbinger.

S.
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6.

Yet you seem very mechanical in
processes of groups and series, &c.
Very mechanical is the growth of

as ripe fruit is to us.
A.
Very well : But you do not yet an a tree branching into boughs, with angu
swer my objections.
You still make the lar points, and the leaves raying off from
outward precede the inward, reversing their stema, and the fibres of the wood
and the arrangement of the sap-vessels.
God's law of progress.
The Very mechanical, the arrangement of the
A. Pardon another illustration.
Spiritual life of a man doubtless precedes bones of the head and trunk and limbs of
the animal life ; and the animal life is but a man, of the overlaying muscles and the
Yet do permeating blood-vessels. How very like
accessory to the spiritual life.
but observe the process of Nature. Slow
a machine is a wax automaton ; is not
ly from a minute germ developes the em man's body a yet more perfect machine '
You. have
S. Ah! ha! my friend.
bryo, the child, till it is born ; slowly it
is nourished and grows ; and proportion
The difference between
caught yourself.
ately to its mature symmetric vigor un the wax automaton and the man is, that
fold the affections and {acuities
Derange one is 'a mere putting together of dead
the circulations,
paralyze the limbs, pb- matter, the other is the growth of living
worth,

S.

struct in any way or degree the functions,
matter.
One is mechanism, the other or
and just so far you check the growth of ganization.
The difference between them
the Spirit.
The social relations of the is Life. How full of untold wonders is
Race, of a Nation, of a Community

are the living body, which

the Body, of which the Faith and Char

np Mannikin can

represent.

acter are the Spirit.
Slowly with every
A. And ah ! ha ! again my friend. I
come first in order, and are improvement in customs, inventions, and answer Society u always living, and you
Now external order must arts, legislation unfolds to consciousness cannot get it to seem dead even, much
all important.
follow and be derived from internal order. the idea and love of a People until sud less to keep dead, in order to try mechan

S.

Yes ! But you think outward ar

rangements

And just in the degree in
which social order in all interests of life
expresses the intrinsic Spirit of that Peo
ple, does that spirit itself unfold.
S. Still, according to your own ad
mission, the Love and Idea of a Nation
must precede the industry and laws of
that People, and the Spirit is the cause
and condition of the growth of the body.
A. Unquestionably ! Did you sup

true.

illustration.

But let me answer by

I

gathered

a ripe

apple just now, beautiful to the eye, and
It derived
savory to the taste and smell.
its juice of course, from the central ves
sels entering from the tree ; but mean

while it had been working up this juice
with sunlight and warmth by marvellous
And again this
processes of its own.
And yet
fruit was only a seed vessel.
the very sweetness of the juices, as made
over again in that ripe fruit, had aided
the full development of the virtues of the
seed.
More than that, the fruit had a

pose, that we Associationists

are so stu

with it. Its life is the
And
Love of God in Man, is Humanity.
the question between two forms of Socie
ty is only this, will you, like the Indians,
make it flat headed, or like the Chinese,

ical experiments

make it club-footed by compression, or
let it grow in symmetry ? Depend upon
brother, justice, and charity, and selflove even, in all their varied forms are
and gearing, but living
And there are infinite wonders

not cog-wheels

Spirit.

even in the most deformed Societies

how

divinely formed Society.
pid as to expect an effect without a cause, infinite in
an existence without a suA-stance. Your
S. Still with all deference, you seem
You on your side do by these arbitrary Associations to be the
oversight is Love.
a

A. Most
another

grows up

to maturity.

:

denly it is born as a Nation.

it,

It

And the former is important only as re
lated to the latter.

The
not perceive that the mode of the Spirit' 's swathers aud bandagers of Society.
and beauty for itself.
So
result of your movement must be distor
say, development is ly expressing itself outward
tion.
Society a a seed vessel of souls ; its life is ly; and that just in the degree of the ful
from God's spirit ; but under the sun of ness of that outward expression does the
A. Let Futurity be our judge. Mean
Divine Providence in nature it moulds Spirit gain experience, or find itself out, while understand, that we are acting from

I

virtue

forms ; and learn to confirm its own principles if the living principle of Love, by methods
good, or reform them if had, and so grow. of Justice, and so are seeking to aid the
Growing Society.
of
It grows Organization
cial relations, will be the fitness of the The Spirit cannot grow alone.
And again understand us, that in organ
souls inclosed in it to be planted in heav
by Re- Action.

this love into sweet

and beautiful

to the perfection of the so

a

and according
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izing Associations, we assert that we are
merely stripping off the hurtful compress

disappeared.
from

expel

It did not take long to of the rait Whole of physical phenom
this species of du ena.•

science

If

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
during the
and leaving Hu alism which served for its base ; for it
any
of
the
first
few
present
century,
years
and
cold
that
heat
discovered,
was
soon
and
its
limbs
use
manity to expand and
one had called for a general formula of
lungs freely, in the fresh air and sun were only different degrees of intensity in
In regard to the second the chemical phenomena of animals and
the same cause.
shine.
We are nearer together then than one of the examples we have cited, it vegetables, no chemist would have been
times,

es of barbarous

S.

In fact, the
may be remarked, that the supposed dif able to answer the call.
question would have been singularly pre
ferences in the phenomena were consecra
ted by different names ; some accepting mature ; for at that epoch, on one side,
gion.
A. As surely as God liveth ! There is the term conductibility, others that of ra analysis had not yet learned what part the
To diation. They were studied apart and numerous elements of mineral chemistry
but One Life, it is the Holy Spirit.
These laws were re played in organic chemistry, and on the
day, as at the Creation, the Being of be reduced to laws.
other side, no more was known of the part
ings must breathe into our dust the breath garded as different in the two orders of

I

feared.

The Soul of Society you think
Reli

is Love and Faith, in other words,

of life, or our Associations cannot be phenomena, although now the second are played in general physiology, by those
living souls. What is the Progress of ascertained to be only a particular condi compound materials (maticrcs compotees)
But tion or case of the first. And finally, the still more numerous, which were every
Humanity but a Divine Incarnation.

then remember there must be a Body and differences which were believed to meet
a beautiful one, or God cannot incarnate in radiant heat, have all ceased to exist,

day discovered in the tissues and liquids
of vegetables and animals. The number

of these substances seemed inexhaustible ;
himself; the Rule is " from the Soul since the labors of Delaroche.
These instances, as pertinent as they it appeared impossible to examine any
Body ; then into that body ever more Soul,
until

Man

One

becomes

with

the

All-

Good."

more favorable to organic part whatever, without discover
others that ing new ones : so that it might have been
naturally
supposed, for a long time at
might have been taken from other divis
ions of Physics : indeed, Electricity and least, that the very progress of science
Magnetism will sustain our position in a would be an obstacle to every generaliza
are, are not, however,

our

OF SYNTHESIS, OR THE UNITY OF THE
SCIENCES.

NUMBER
SECT.
PHYSICS.
was divided

many

than

numerous

tion. The majority of chemists employed
Electricity themselves in the research and analysis of
As
was universally regarded as an isolated vegetable and mineral substances.
subject, having no points of contact with in every other science, -this direction of
It hap
other branches of Physics, and to be par labor led to excesses, to abuses.
way still more decisive.
Before Galvani and Volta,

2.

In former
into

III.

thesis

times,

Physics

classes

of phe

nomena, such as Weight, Heat, Electric

studied by itself.
pened more than once that they described
ticularly
According
to the notions of those times, it was as as distinct what were but different states of
investigators, and even at this day, there far removed from Magnetism as it was the same substance ; but, as in every other
are numbers of scientific men, who devote from the other parts of science.
Well, science also, this direction produced the

ity, Magnetism, Acoustics, and Optics.
Each of these classes possessed its special

themselves exclusively to the study, some to-day, Electricity and Magnetism consti
of Heat, and others of Electricity, &c. tute one and the same section of science.

But in doing so, they propose a different
end to themselves than that contemplated
by their predecessors.

All

the phenomena of magnetic polarity,
attraction and repulsion, enter into the do

happiest results.

It came to pass, when

were sufficiently
that certain chemists thought
that they would compare them with each
other, and then, a most unexpected fact,
these organic

analyses

multiplied,

main of electricity,
Magnetism, by com
In order to be precise on this point, let munication and influence, is the only of admirable simplicity, was brought to
us limit the field of our remarks.
Let us exception ; 'but there is every reason for light: it was perceived that the innumer
confine ourselves to four of the divisions believing that this will soon enter into able substances furnished by vegetables
we have just named : let us take Heat, the general
theory, to which all the and animals were all composed of the
other magnetic phenomena are now sub same simple bodies, and that four alone of
Electricity, Magnetism, and Optics.

At their origin, (and this origin is very
recent,) each of these divisions was cul

these simple bodies were sufficient to form

jected.

Of the four divisions that 'we selected the whole ; so that when we wish to ar
tivated in complete independence of the at the outset, we have seen that two of rive at a general expression, at a formula
other, by particular observers and ex them have melted into each other, so of the chemical phenomena of organized
Their sole business was that there remain, in reality, only three. bodies, in respect to mineral chemistry,
perimentalists.
the description of facts.
Every fact was What are the relations of these to each we may make an abstraction of the im
described, and science had almost as ma other 1.
mense majority of its numerous simple
ny sections as there were phenomena.
We know that at one time they were bodies, in order to consider only four.
Thus, in respect of Heat, the phenomena considered absolutely distinct.
The problem was, as we see, considera
But now
of temperature were supposed to proceed the three form a series perfectly anala- bly simplified : the chemist now knew of
from two altogether different causes, as if gous.
There is not an important fact in
there existed two opposite things, one of one which has not its corresponding fact
cold, and the other in the other two.
Every new discovery
Then the propagation of this establishes new connections between them,
heat, in the mass of a body, and its prop
and from this moment, it is impossible to
agation in space, were held to be two dis get an exact knowledge of one, without
tinct orders of phenomena, having no re being profoundly versed in all three.
lation to each other; while again, they
Yet this great movement towards Uni
which

produced

warmth.

considered

radiated

heat as quite differ

ent, according to the source from which
it came, — whether it came from the sun
or from terrestrial fires.
But as Phys
ics has advanced, these distinctions

ty, is not confined

to the vast divisions

with which we are engaged.

Acoustics

and Weight take part in it ; and already
more than

haVe man has

one

distinguished

undertaken

scientific

vo give a Theory

what materials organic substances are
formed ; he knew that these generating
bodies, were in a small number, the same
in all substances ; and that it was only
necessary to combine them in certain pro
portions or doses, to give birth to all
these substances.
ic chemistry

The relations of organ

to inorganized

known : he had then merely

matter were
to turn

his

• Among these, we must rite anof tbe first
rank, Mr. Lame, whose beautiful memoir,
read to the Parto Academy of Science*, has
not attracted all Ihr attention h deserves.

THE
attention to the innumerable substances o:
organic chemistry.
But, just as it had been discovered that
n small number of simple bodies made up
all organic substances, so it was discover
ed that a small number of organic sub

H
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not less surprising.
At one time, Botany
furnished organic chemistry an infinite,
delineated, it appeared that between the number of substances each of which re
types which had been primitively believed quired a special study.
the
Properties

But when a certain number of these diffe

rent parts had been collected, described and

to be distinct, there existed transitions, so most diverse, the most opposite and hos
that if we placed in a continuous series, tile were met with ; deleterious substan
all the forms under which these different ces and nutritions sugars, perfumes and

stances made up the phenomena of gen
eral physiology ; organic chemistry bor organs presented themselves, (whether we
rowed four elements from rude matter ; observed their successive states in the
borrowed ten or twelve spe
physiology
cies of vegetable and animal substances
from organic chemistry.
CBYSTALM)ORAFHY.

It

is known

that

poisons, — every one of which was de
scribed by itself, and regarded as a fact

course of the development of the plant,
whether we studied them in many differ
ent plants, or whether we took account

exactly

of the modifications which accidental cir

differing

completely isolated from all others, until
disclosed that they were all
composed of the same elements,

Chemistry

only, in reality,

in the relative

forms of crystals are very cumstances impressed upon them,) it be
considerable in number.
Not only are came absolutely impossible to distinguish
the different species of bodies, crystalizing
one from the other; a leaf from a petal,

proportions of these elements.
So Botany, like other sciences, made

in particular forms, very numerous, but
each of these species, BO far from crystalising under the same form, may crystalize in a multitude of different modes, —
whence the thousands of different polyhe
drons.
Until the time of Hauy, research
was limited to the mere description of

dividual

the geometrical

or from a stamen, or from a pistil, Sic.,
and vice versa. Thus, in following out
the development
that a petal,
and

which

would

the

would after a time

that,

of a multitude of in

facts, has come to recognize that
vegetable is reduced to a cellule

of a plant, it was seen chemically

itself in a quite

present
form,

up in the beginning,

composed of four elements ;
to the mode of aggrega

according

tion of these cellules, according to tins
with the relative proportions of the chemical ele

characteristic

be adorned

ments, we have such and such a tissue,
richest colors, &c., would begin by hav
ing the color of a leaf. It was seen, also, or such and such a substance, &c. ; and
dispensable labor, since these forms are in comparing different plants, that parts that, according to the disposition of these
the essential characters of the minerals of the corolla and calyx possessed all the tissues, we have such and such an organ.
these ; an immense and tedious,

but in

which present them.
Hauy gave an en
tirely new direction to the study.
Before
him, differences had been described, — he

The history of this sci
of the leaf. Certain cases
ANATOMY.
of irregular production, or monstrosity ac ence and that of Botany, are, so to speak,
characteristics

observed, showed the transfor

cidentally

mation into actual leaves of all the organs
Having undertak
the primitive form of of the flower, — the calyx, the corolla,

established analogies.
en

to

determine

he succeeded in indicating, for
the greater number among them, a solid
such as that added to itself, in three di
crystals,

mensions,

and according

to certain laws,

it produces the real form of the crystal,
with all its changes and modifications.
to Mr. Beaudent,

According

bors deserve to be mentioned

whose

la

after those

the stamens, the pistils, and even the ov
ules.*

Finally, cultivation

strated

this

organs,

transformation

and in particular,

has demon

of vegetable
the beautiful

grafted upon each other.
comparative,

was at first deicriptive, then
and finally, it has become

philosophical:

that is to say, it has under

Anatomy

taken to unite all the elements of the or
ganization,

in the same expression.
or physiological
anatomy

Descriptive,

flowers which in- gives the exact topography of every being
establish that stamens may be and of all its parts. It ia employed exclu
sively in giving a precise account of the
changed into petals.
From the whole of these observations it existence of every creature, the forms of
results, that the leaves, corollas, stamens, their organs, their relative disposition,
phenomena of double

contestibly

of Hauy, all the forms of crystals may
their dimensions, their physical character,'
to six well defined groups, pistils, &c., are not, as it was formerly
than that, all the polyhe
supposed, essentially different organs, but in fact, all the conditions of their being,
and further
drons of each of these groups may be simply different forms of one and the same which have been scrupulously noted ; all
be reduced

deduced

rigorously

After announcing

from a single form.
such a result, we have

otgan, and thus, that there is in Botany
which according to the

only one organ,

it assumes, becomes either a leaf,
BOTANY.
We do not mean to speak or a petal, or a stamen, &c.
The anatomical study of these parts,
here of Botany, in the strict sense of the
term, although that science would fur not only confirms this conclusion,
but
nish us many brilliant illustrations,
At
be even extends the field of analogy.
nothing more to say on this head.

brm

are described, delineated and named, and
certain men consecrate

their

whole lives

to the study of the anatomy of a single
animal.

the first glance at vegetable tissues, we

Comparative anatomy proposes to bring
together the various forms which the differ
ent organs assume, according as they are
found in this or that animal.
It takes,

are led to separate one from the other in

for instance, the skeleton,

the same manner as we before separated
he organs first reviewed ; but the obser

parts of the skeleton, say the ftmur, and
it compares the different forms of the fe

.•Science was at first engaged, and right
vation of a larger number of instances
ly so, with the description of the different shows, that all these tissues are composed
It distinguished the n the same way, namely, of cellules, and
organs of plants.
roots, the trunks, the leaves, the thorns,
.hat their variety results singly from the
the tendrils ; — then the organs of efflo different arrangement of the same cellules.

mur in quadrupeds, reptiles, birds, and
fishes. It is no longer the organization

are already well
is the anatomy and physiolo
of vegetables that we have now in

cause

these examples

known.
gy

It

view.-

rescence, the peduncles,
calyxes,

the corollas,

the bracteas, the
the stamens, the

the styles, &c.
The different
kinds of these parts, being regarded as

ovaries,
distinct,

were classified and named ; and

we heard, for instance, that there were
oval leaves, digital leaves, serrated leaves,
&c. , and monopetalous corollas, polypewlous corollas, Sic.

or the different

of individuals which is described, but the
elements of animality, of which it desires
to trace the history.
This process, in ef

fect, confesses that there are resemblan
Thus the whole elementary organization
of the vegetable has been reduced to a ces, a certain sort of solidarity between
the individuals which descriptive anato
cellule.

In the same way, the study of vegeta
te chemistry has conducted to results

my separates and studies only individualAnd when this new direction is giv
y.

* A fort ol' this kind has been observed by en to the study, it inevitably conducts us
Hr. Achilla Richard, in a Capucin flower. to a view of the Whole of universal orNouve.ui
We find an .cconot of it in his
ind Anatomy- becomes Philoganization
•Jements de Botaniqne, &c. : 6th edition,!9
Paris.
jsophical.

-
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Philosophical
rectly

from

the latter

Anatomy
Comparative

spring•

as di

does from Descriptive.

not with his head bare,

as a man who

as bids farewell to his guests, but with cloak

Anatomy'

The on shoulder, sword in one hand and hat
An in the other, as one who is about to pur

fundamental portion of Philosophical
atomy, its discovery, is, that the animal

kingdom forms a whole, or ensemble; that
the different groups into which it is divi
ded are soKdaire, or mutually connected,

like parts with a whole, being con-formed
to the same plan ; that these groups
mre only different degrees in the realiza

sue some nocturnal adventure.
Anzoleto

felt

such an access of fury

that he was tempted to bury

in his ribs

and sharp knife which a Vene
tian man of the people always has hidden

" Because he asked me/'
" Do yon not gneu the reMOB
"
wished to know t

"Apparently to have me carried home."
" Do you believe that that is all ? Do
yon believe that he will not eome to see

youT"

" Come

the thin

in some secret pocket
hope, Madame,"

of his dress.

said the Count

"

I

What folly ! IB
That would

to see me?

such a miserable lodging ?
be an excew of politeness

I do not

which

to Con

wfcy Iw

on hi*

part

at all desire."

vated, is the same thing

as to study the

enter

development of a single

individual,

completed perfection ; that this individual
and the whole kingdom (regne) are two
analagous

or parallel

consequently,
collective

beings ;

the animal

individual,

and that

kingdom

is

!

dialogue

cannot understand what you mean

I

her, accepted, thanked, and yielding her
pretty rounded elbow to the hand of the
Count, jumped into the gondola without

Then a mute, but energetic

a ceremony.

of which the differ

?

?

Truly

commenced

dear Anzoleto,

this evening,

and

I

confiding, and imag
ining nothing of what was passing around
always

con

very strange that yon talk to me
do not under
about such things which

sider

I

to his

it."

Consuelo,

it

the first moment of his formation

from

;

development of a single fact ; that to stu
dy the anatomy of a whole kingdom, from

it,

the most inferior member to the most ele

" Yon do well not to desire
Consnesuelo in a firm tone, "that you will not
for an excess of shame might result
give me the affront of refusing my gon lo
"
dola to carry you home, nor the pain of to you from such excess of honor
" Shame
and why shame to me
not accepting the support of my arm to

tion of one and the same idea, or of the

stand, instead of expressing the joy which
yon feel at the unhoped for and incredible
success of one day.

"

between the Count

Unhoped for, indeed,"

replied Anzo

The Count had one foot leto bitterly.

and Anzoleto.

regions of the body in an adult individual,
and to the transitory states of the individ

on the bank, one on the bark, and with
his eyes he measured Anzoleto, who, up

this

ual in the process of development.

right upon the last step of the flight,

so, you

measured him also, but with a savage air,
his hand hidden in his breast and grasp

You looked at me with such impassioned

ing the handle of his knife.

much in seeing

I!
!

in

it

I

1

lot appears uncertain and joyless."
" And now, you wish that should be
is

It

by our future prospects
indeed that they are no longer
but assuredly there
uncertain
nothing
"
cheering in them for me

I

exhilarated

is

possible

!

do you want more

It

what

?

" Why,

now hardly
week since you made
your de'but at the Count's and you had an
enthusiastic success."
success with the Count has been
by

" My

totally eclipsed

your's, my dear.

That

you know very well."
it

certainly hope not.
Besides
so, we cannot be jealous of each

if

"

were

other."
This ingenuous language, uttered with
an accent of tenderness and truth, which
was irresistible,

restored calm to the soul

of Anzoleto.

"
you are right," said he, clasping
his betrothed in his arms, " we cannot be
jealous of each other
ceive -each other."

;

for we cannot de

But at the moment when he pronounc
ed these last words, he remembered with
remorse his commencement of an intrigue
came suddenly into
with Corilla, and
punishment,
Consuelo,

would not fail to reveal
whenever

he considered

hi*

it

his mind that the Count, to complete

to

hi?

by

I

But for some minutes past, you are as
strange and gloomy as you are sometimes
when we want bread, or when our future

it

Anzoleto

enjoyed my happiness so
reflected
your race

her.
hopes even slightly encouraged
He relapsed into
gloomy revery and
a

this rapid and silent scene was, that the two
rivals observed each other without hurry
had lived so
ing on either side an imminent catastro
completely in her, that he had forgotten
The Count had no other intention
phe.
But when the Count in dismishimself.
than that of torturing his rival by an ap
missing them, had announced the engage
parent irresolution , and he did it leisure
ment of his betrothed without saying a
ly, although he saw very well and under
word of his own, he remarked the cold
stood still better the action of Anzoleto,
ness with which he had been treated by
On his side, An
ready to poniard him.
the
last
few
him, during
hours: and the
zoleto had the resolution to wait with
fear of having lost his favor, poisoned all
out betraying himself outwardly, until it
his joy. He had for a moment the thought
might please the Count to finish his fero
of leaving Consuelo upon the staircase on
cious pleasantry, or to give up his life.
the arm of Porpora, and of running to
This lasted two minutes, which seemed
throw himself at the feet of his protector,
to him an age, but which the Count en
but as he hated him at that instant, it must
dured with a stoical disdain ; after which
fee said in his praise that he resisted the
he made a profound reverence to Consue
temptation of humiliating himself before
lo and turning towards his protege', — "
him.
permit you also," said he, " to enter my
As he took leave of Porpora, and pre
gondola ; hereafter you will know how a
pared to ran along the canal with Congentleman conducts himself."
And he
tuelo, the Count's gondolier stopped him
stepped back in order to give Anzoleto
and *aid that by the orders of his master,
room to pass into the bark.
Then he
the gondola was in waiting to carry home
ordered the gondoliers to row towards
A cold sweat
the Signora Consuelo.
the Corte Minelli, and^remained upright
bunt out upon his forehead. — " The Sig
upon the back, immovable as a statue.
nora is accustomed to travel upon her
He seemed to wait firmly for some new
feet," replied he with violence. — "She
display of a murderous intention on the
IB much obliged to the Count for his civil
part of his humiliated rival.
"
ities —
" How did the Count know where you
" By what
rtght do you refuse for
lived ? " was the first word addressed by
"
said the Count, who was just beher ?
Anzoleto to bis friend, when they lost
bjnd him. Anzoleto turned and saw him,
sight of the Zustiniani palace.
* Entered according to Act of Congress, in
" Because I told him," returned Con
Ibe year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
suelo.
Clerk', office of the District Court of Massa" And why did you-tell him? "
ehu•clt•.

While Consuelo was bearing away all

these triumphs,

and

.
a

movement towards the bark and the Count
What was most Venetian in

was lost.

eyes,

;

XIII.

while they applauded me
were more intoxicated than

is

Translatedfor the Harbinger.

One further

I

FROM THE FRENCH OF .GEORGESAND.

seemed to me that at vespers and

evening,

0
!

CONSUELO."

"

It

ent groups are analogous to the different

Consuelo also became pensive.
" Why," said she to him, after a mo

THE HARBINGER.

What evil then hava

I

and which

you announce,

already feel,

This cover since you experience them? "
and repeated to the Count.
" In fact, Consuelo, did you think
ing of siik and velvet is very thin, and

Let me go up with you into your
he to her

said

chamber,"

when

they

of

On

I

I

I

hearing

to likewise

his friend speak, Anzole
his courage and

recovered

She exercised
great pow
the Count be a his serenity.
er over him, and every day he discovered
a

of the stage
other existence before her —

" And

noble old man and an unhappy

That poor girl has al

ways dreamed

bad been left on the hank at the entrance

who

if

*m resolved on

it,

"

man of his word.

but

child."

"

engaged?

;

"

having Clorinda

I

these palace barcarolles have ears four
times as large and deep as our public gon-

do not yet under

know

that with yon,
shall have
you lore me,
strength enough not to fall into a hatred
of the human race, as has my old master,

you think

"

she has no in her

firmness of character

tude of intention

that the Count

will he wanted

in

be overheard

should

I

fear lost our words

done,

to suffer the sorrows which

at this moment by

and provided

a

na with us
Stop, let as talk no more in this gon
" 1 onco again,
i> a low voice,

?

"

dola," said Aosoleto,

stand them

;

I

It!"

am not discouraged
your black thoughts.

is
a

" do you say that we can- rinda? Have
not obtained from the
not deceive each other? Certainly, it is a Count, without his knowledge and with
grert Watii ; but how came you to think out his being able to] refuse, the promise
that she shall be engaged as s•conda don
of
•MM** *ilc*cc,

which

and recti

supplied

all that

The terrors which

himself.

had lighted her lamp and drawn her cur
tains, seeing him gloomy, and as it were

not obtain for her admission for any thing
would at least,
more than lereera donna,

Count should find you so superior to me,
that he will consider me unworthy to ap

lost in his thoughts, she clasped the neck
" How un

be an admission,

if
I

it

a

not

"

"

yon not imagine?

Christ and on the soul of my mother."
" And on our love? "

effusion.

;

I

gagement,

he said not

Why did you
mine.
was so strange?"

word to me of

not

notice

what

"

The thought did not come into my
head, that he could possibly wish to en
gage me without you. Does he not know

replied she, delighted at hav that nothing could induce me to do k,
ing drawn him out of his anxious state of that we are betrothed, that we love each
"
mind.
have hitherto had always be other
Have you not told him so posi
fore my eyes, and shall always have en tively? "
•• have told him so . but
graved upon my soul, the image of my
perhaps he
noble" master Porpora.
Often have there thinks
flatter myself, Consuelo."

I

falsehood."

fine, when he announced to you your en

!

happi

it

;

a

I

bursting into
and embracing her with his old

" Yes,"

" believe you, Consuelo for would
be the first time in your life that you ev
" And

expected he would have asked
duet.
He seemed to have for

I

our love and our eternal

You? " said Anzoleto,

laugh

brotherly

ness."

er told

us for

I

" On

a

on my

it

I

"0!

and that is, lest the

He
pear before the public at your side.
did not make me sing this evening,

I

?

I I

it,

"

morning and every evening."
do swear
to you,

"

one fear," said he,

You do though

Consuelo.

this stupid creature, in ac

! on my soul ! "
prima donna ?"
" Swear, that you do not guess ! Swear
" What do care for her ingratitude
on the soul of your mother and on No matter,
know very well already
your Christ to which you pray every about ingratitude and ingrates."

" No

doubted a bemg so

pure and so calm, that he assigned other
motives for his agitation. — " have but

He did not
cepting your benefits, and although she gotten even my existence.
Do ought to feel herself too happy to be third even notice that in accompanying you,
In
or fourth, will never forgive you for being played the harpsichord very prettily.

Consuelo?

do not know,

and

he was

I

"You

are a saint,

f i- that

so ashamed of having

a

is the matter with you?

" You

him anew,

al

happy and inquiet you seem to me this
" said she to him sadly. " What
evening!

of an hour's conversation with her
when she questioned

a

commencement of existence."

a

a

djbut in the career,

of her betrothed in her arms :

a

jealousy had inspired in him were disper
quarter
sed from his recollection after

is

of the OtrteMineOL
discharge Rosalba, who knows something,
" You know that it is contrary to our for Clorinda, who knows nothing? "
" Rosalba will follow the fortunes of
custom and agreement," replied she.
"O! do not refuse me," cried Anzo. her sister Corilla; and as for Clorinda,
leto, " you will arouse fury and despair we will give her lessons, we will teach
in my soul."
her to make the most of her voice, which
The public will be indulgent
Terrified by his accent and words, Conpretty.
suelo did not dare refuse ; and when she to so handsome girl. Beside*,
should

I

" In that case will speak of my love
now will you explain to me — ?" escaped from him before me, words of
Perhaps
will explain nothing.
will tell him, so that
deep and bitter feeling which he thought for you, Anzoleto
but they he cannot doubt it.
But you deceive
shall soon be obliged to make myself un me incapable of understanding
derstood. — Ah! when that time shall sank far down into my heart and there yourself, my friend; the Count did not
He
man think
come, you will already have but too well they will always remain.
necessary to speak to you of your
Woe woe to us both who has suffered mueh and whom sorrow engagement, because
a thing arrang
understood me.
now consumes.
By himself, by his sadness, ed, concluded, since the day that you sung
on the day when you know what
suffer!"
by his concentrated indignation, by the at his house with so much success."
" my God, by what horrible calami sayings which he has uttered before me,
"But not signed! and yours will be
Alas
he has taught me that artists are more signed to-morrow
be told you so."
ty are we then threatened
" Do you believe will sign first?
know not what dangerous and more wicked than you
then under the stroke of
that the public
no you have done well to warn me. My
curse that we are obliged again to enter think, my dear angel
that
name shall be written only below yours."
this poor chamber, where we never until frivolous, forgetful, cruel, unjust
"
" Do you swear
cross heavy to bear, and
now, had any secret from each other
great career
went glory
Yes, kn?w all
crown of thorns
"O! fie? Are you going again to
Something told me truly, when
should re-enter that; and
have thought of
so often, make me swear
out this morning, that
thing yon know so
What can
that
and have reflected so much upon
well?
with death m my soul.
Truly you do not love ma this
;

I

is

!

I

a is

I

?

it

a

is

why

I

also the reassn

1

;

evening, or you wish to make me suffer
for you seem to believe that
do not lore

you."

At this thought Consnelo's ayes fill
ed, and she sat down with
little pout
a

I

that

is

of Clo- triumph

;

from the humiliation

not perience. That
why you have rot seen
Have
me too much intoxicated to-day by my

I

I

not differed

could

feel strong enough not to be much aston
ished, and not to allow myself to he dis
shall myself have be ex
mayed when

I

iung the very best that

!

Have
?

I

not driven away from

!

;

I
t

a

1

'

Have

me every thought of pride

it T

!

I

I

a

!

is
a

;

it

I

I

it

have done not to enjoy so beautiful
day
not prayed to God sincerely and
Have
ardently

O

;

is

it

!

?

O

I

!

it

it

is
a

;

I

1

"

ing air which made her charming. —

" Ii
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violent passion for this little sister hither

thought

that we were old enongh to be married,

to so peacefully loved.
He was one of and though
those men who are enthusiastic only for obstacles of

imagine for an

had never considered

I

I

could

instant that the Count would triumph over
a soul so pure and a love so perfect * Is

what

desired and disputed

applauded,

made

which yon speck,

the
hwl

1

and a blockhead,"

" How

it

Anzoleto.

is

I am a fool

feet

my duty to leave that decision to

bis your prudence and must
The joy of feeling
say! (o your
for
saw very wril that yofl
sight that Consuelo is not game for him ; possession the object of so many desires inspiration
and would he have been generous enough which he had seen excited and gushing were in no hurry to call me yonr wife,
others.

I

I

;

by

in

enough to see at first

he not experienced

him unbrid

in

forth about her, awakened
led' passion;

and for the first time,

bore you no grudge on that ac
You had so often said, that be

and

I

this evening to allow me to enter the gon
dola in his stead, if he did not know that

count.

Con

if

it

I

it

a

by

in

his arms. — fore marrying, we ought to be sure of
by her side he would only have played the suelo was really in danger
'
No ! no '. " Be my love, be my wife," cried he at the lot of our future family,
part of a ridiculous coxcomb
securing
" Be mine some resources for ourselves.
my lot is assured, my position impregna
My moth
last in
smothered voice.
Let Consuelo please him, let him entirely and forever."
ble.
reasonable.
er said so too, and
think
" When you please," replied Consue Therefore, every thing considered,
love her, let him make suit ro her, all
that will only serve to advance my for
Both onr engage
would be too soon.
lo, with an angelic smile, " to-morrow
ments with the theatre

you wish."

O

?

I

Do we require to
we not very happy?
be bound by an oath in order to love and
depend upon each other?"
pure

and

with

me like

it

I

neck.

by a hundred

slave

forever,

You
cubits,

counting

from this day."

;

with

when

I

reseated herself

know,

cantatrices.

We

secret,

would

be such

delicate

I

in

I

I

late an oath made to God

had not thought of all that," said

Coniuelo.

" Well,

what were you talk
'

'

it

it

I

I

hands of my

between

the

do not
dying mother.
care much for what the patrician ladies,
whose

talk

reputation.

sometimes hear, call
am of

quence in the world

too

little

their
conse

to attach my honor

to the greater or less degree of chastity
people may choose to suppose in me but
;

"

the

I

us and where there only needs the pres

It

a

it

and

ing about just now? why, wicked one,
who was moreover excited by the kind
when
of did you say to me Be my wife
apotheosis from which she descended and you knew that
was not yet possible?
which displayed her to him under
new
was not
who spoke of
first, Anzo
aspect, felt at last all the delirium of
leto!
have often thought
Although
a

I

require some
we were married in

a

was so beautiful, fatigue and
the emotions of the day had diffused over
her so delicious
languor, that Anzoleto,

!

we should

full of hu. ence of one old gossip to acquaint
and ingenuous feeling, whole
parish within an hour."
devotion

have
age manners of wandering artists,
not guessed, alas the badly hidden se
crets of my poor mother, without knowing

that which, moreover, every girl of the
But
people knows very well at my age.
could not bring myself to believe, An
We cannot run to
mysterious affair.
San. Samuel where all the world knows zoleto, that you would tempt me to vio

days to prepare

I

man tenderness,

gain
to our

make my honor to consist in keeping
make
my promises, in the same way as

I

that Spanish

therefore

have not

of Europe

have not been
with people of all kinds,
so well acquainted with the free and sav

I

it,

In expressing her love with freedom,
with simplicity, and mingling with
as

and

comprehend you very well.
travelled over three quarters

I

I

marriage

must

them to consent

on

I

is a great deal worse than if you had ac
cused me of some baseness.
But I will
will say : * Lord, for
pray for you and
give him as I forgive him.' "

time to induce

a

sorrows.

child,

be an affectation

my part not to confess to you that now

does not like married

if

such

;

and

it

doubts

You have wanted faith toward God ; that

would

I

Count, as

I

one for us two, was alone sufficient to in

Consuelo

and
long while
wished to draw from her

a

is

I

out even giving them notice.
Your old
master does not like me too well, and the

ever,

silent

You consider me too much of
deed, and

a

if

I

the fear of being separated from me and
of seeing divided a life which can be but
such

Anzoleto

" you are child,
fresh caresses, she repulsed him gently.
very child
anguish,
we cannot be married so from one day to "Listen," said she to him, "we must
another without its being known
for 'the explain and must understand each other.

I do not deserve all these fine words," Count and Porpora whose protection
to his embraces ; still so necessary to us, would be very
replied she, yielding
" and as for your distractions, I excuse
much irritated,
we took such
deter
for
see well that mination without consulting them, with
comprehend them.

fuse

remained

;

"

not understand

burn,

who had risen impetuously,
confused and trembling.

Consuelo,

was

She

Consuelo," cried Anzoleto

suffer,

of theatre."

not ugly?"

"0!

do

die at your feet,
and you talk to me of priest, of dress, and

love.

;

Place

you

T

am your

my

You know of nothing

child.

!

I

and

upon

boy, so as to be sure that

naughty

a

your pretty foot
are greater than

Break

a

I

smile upon such a brute as
am ?
you fan upon my face, Consuelo.

love yon as one may love
woman, and you listen to me and answer

but friendship,

in

it

!

is

I

with indigna
a

That
ready have lost its freshness.
So, when my moth
bad sign, they say.
before you to adore you, as I ought to er came in the dream and took
away
have done the moment I was alone with from me to replace
the wardrobe,
left it this morn
you in this chamber '
she knew very well what she was doing,
ing scolding you. Yes ! yes ! I ought poor soul
So all
to-morrow,
ready
not to have entered it again except upon at the rising of the sun, we will swear
my knees ! How can you still love and fidelity to each other.
You waited,

tion.
••Alas!

a

would

I

this which

cold !'' cried the young Span

iard stupefied, and coloring

should be obliged to

Anzoleto

I

wear to the church

" Me

me

cried

sort of rage.

I

my friend should decide to marry

one of these days,

cold!"

how

a

;

wedding dress

how calm you are, how

Consuelo,

and

!

I

I

a

more money to buy

"

not have any

is
a al

0 my saint ! 0 my
my beauty!
dutooles$a!
0 ray queen!" cried he,
"pardon me for having thought of my
own affairs instead of prostrating myself

shall

I

"O

said to myself,

was making

it

I

time and which for several hours jealousy
had repressed in him.

when

it

it

is

I

think, my friend,

if

gave himself up to the passionate enthu
siasm, which he experienced for the first

most be signed,

We must even have se
So we
cured the favor of the public.
will talk about
again after our debuts.
my God!
Why do you turn pale?
Are
why do you clench your hands so
must they not?

is

it

exposing
will soon know more

O

to obtain

without

a

how

"To-morrow! and why to-morrow?"
" You are right,
Consuelo
herself.
past midnight,
than I do in s<ch matters. She is strong, we can be married to-day.
As soon as
she is prudent.
The pretensions of the
day light, we will go and find the
dear Count will contribute to my profit priest.
We have neither of us any rela
and my glory."
tions and the ceremony will not require
And completely abjuring his doubts, he long preparations.
have my chintz
threw himself at the feet of his friend and dress which
have not yet worn.
Only
every thing she wants

I

for she will know

tune;
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I

a

I

;

a

I

it

is

1

I

of

"

I

'to consist in knowing

Consuelo

in all things.

prodigy

You have not much experience, notwith
standing all your success with women,
dear Zustiniani,

if

" Say that carry so much ardor into
how to keep
am not so good a catholic as I my amusements that
spare no expense
should like to he, I have had so little to prolong them.
more than
But this
'
cannot have such
think,
is,
religious instruction
desire
passion.
vours

yours.

is
a

87

you do not see in all

in all the words,

creature

so strangely

lhe movements,

in

have never seen

a

is

it

a

is

conduct and such beau

is

rules

a

all
as pure
tiful maxims of virtue as those young beautiful as this Consuelo; she
the looks of this girl, that she
like
girls of the scnola, brought up in the lamp which pales from time to time, but as the crystal in the bosom of the rock."
" You transport me with joy?"
cloister and instructed from morning to which
at the moment when
seems
But I practice about to be extinguished, throws forth
night in divine science.
"Take care! that
folly, prejudice!
beautiful

do not consid

poets say, are eclipsed by

coming more passionate with our years.
do not count the kisses which I give
you, but I know that we have not diso

"

I

not dis

with a sigh, week her
little weight of
white collar, that dress half poor and half ousy, the
devout, that head so pale, calm, without just, and
said

that little

"

frock

reads

of
pettish,
overseer
for

un
the

is

is

!

Happy Zustini

from
my

re

ani who hold

his

of that growing
" Why am not assured of the happi

heart,

in

choose,"

herself

who

tediousness
unfaithful

manners,

your handa the destinies
ambition !"

I

"God,

arms.

her chain, the torments of jeal

and that

Easy!" cried Anzoleto, pressing her
with fervor to his breast; "easy! I
knew that you were cold."
by her genius for song
plied she, disengaging

master may make her feel the

Barberigo

black

so easy brilliancy
frank

as much as you

you love Consuelo, you must have her
in order that before a

married to-morrow,

at first sight, those simple and handsome Anzoleto will be all that
yesterday be
that astonishing absence observed him sufficiently
of coquetry, how all that
transformed tween Consuelo and Clorinda to be able
and becomes divine, when she
inspired to prophecy her wrongs and her suffer

her to satisfy an impatience

to be restrained."

"Cold,

If

I

obey

I will

it."

;

beyed my mother, and that

"Ah!"

as our

that the stars,

so vivid,

splendor

a

I

can.

;

I

ings.

Follow

my

advice,

and

friend,

The bond of
you will soon thank me.
marriage
easily broken among people
and you know that
of that condition
;

know and as

is

I

as

er that our love becomes impure by be

I

is

if I love you."
but an ardent
ness which you envy me!
am on the with those women, love
excited only by obsta
Well then throw yourself into his contrary terrified at finding in her none of fancy which
bosom," said Anzoleto with vexation; those feminine passions with which
am cles."
" for mine is not so well assured a refuge acquainted and which are so easy to put " You drive me to despair," replied the
and I fly for fear I should become im in play.' Would you believe, friend, that Count,
feel that yon are
"and yet
pious."
this girl has remained an enigma for me, right."
He ran towards the door, thinking that after
Unfortunately for Zustiniani's projects,
whole day of examination and in
knows

a

I

I

is

"

Consuelo,

been able to spection?
seems to me, from her tran- this dialogue had an auditor, upon whom
however quility and my stupidity, that
syl
they did not count, and who lost not
am
After quitting Consuelo, Anzoleto,
trifling, without endeavoring to caim him, ready so distracted about her as not to see lable.
would be eager to detain him.
She did clearly,"
again siezed with jealousy, had come to
'•
in fact make an impetuous movement to
Certainly,
you are more distracted prowl about the palace of his protector,
rush towards him ; then she restrained than need be, since you are blind.
in order to be sure that he was not arrang
herself, saw him go out, ran also to the whom hope does not trouble,
can tell ing one of those abductions, so much the
had never

a

I

I,

I

al

It

who

part in the midst of a quarrel,

you do not un

you in three words what

;

is

;

;

if

it,

it

if

the comparisons

ing.

she must make between

you and him will soon cool her love."
" But he
handsome as Apollo, the
is

XIV.

fashion in those days, and whose impuni
almost guaranteed to the patri

ty was
cians.

He could hear

nothing

further;

began to mount ob
liquely above the roofs of the palaces, cast
his shadow more and more clearly upon
for the moon, which

the pavement, and the two young lords,
thereby the presence of man

perceiving

a

door, put her hand upon the latch to open

it and recall him. But recollecting her derstand.
a flower of inno
Consuelo
self by a superhuman effort, she drew cence she loves the little Anzoleto
she
the bolt; and overcome by a struggle
will love him still for several days and
which was too violent for her, fell in a
you oppose this attachment of child
new strength.
dead faint upon the floor, where she hood, you will give
remained without motion until the morn
But
you do not appear to care for

under the balcony,

retired

and shut the

window.

It

girl who has eyes."

un
poor, and you are rich
and you are all powerful," re
he

;

" But

a

to be despised with
is

towards two o'clock in the
Barberigo,
morning, on the balcony of his palace, in
the dark and silent night.

a

is

a

" I confess to you that i am distracted little scamp. He has magnificent voice
Anzoleto stole away, and went to re
Corilla was flect at leisure upon what he had just
ly in love with her," said about that and he will be successful.
was enough to teach him what
same time Count Zustiniani to his friend quite crazy about him. He
not rival heard.
known,
" The important point
is to advise me to be careful not turned Barberigo.
to know whether he
her lover or her
to become so," replied the young and
" and I submit, for friend. In the first case Consuelo will be
brilliant Barberigo ;
in the second
your rights have preference over mine. disabused all the sooner
is

is

" That

to expect and to profit by Barberigo's
He slept
virtuous counsels to his friend.
barely two hours towards morning, and

The door
then ran to the Corte Minelli.
was still bolted, but through the cracks of
that badly closed barrier, he saw Consue
upon her bed,
asleep, with the paleness and immobility
of death. The freshness of the morning'

can torments."
goodness to give me notice, and
" Then
then attempt to make myself heard?"

she had thrown

a

if

,

;

Corilla should succeed in recap there will be
struggle, an uncertainty
turing you in her nets, you will have the in her feelings which will prolong your

I

I

I

had drawn
must desire that which

fear

libertine,

pense* and BO gnat follies."

morals of such people

audacious,

fiery

'"

her from her fainting fit, and
herself upon the couch,

without having strength

to undress.

He

remained some instants contemplating her
But
with an anxiety full of remorse.

soon impatient and terrified at that lethar
gic sleep, so contrary to the wakeful hab
and then the its of his friend, with his knife, he softly
crack, through which he could
enlarged
is
a

!

amusement which leads one into such ex

:

a

is

I

I

is

if

it,

" Do not think of
you love me. horribly, that which overpowers me with
Corilla has never been to me more than rage even to think of! What
your
an amusement. — see by your face that opinionl"
" believe they are not lovers."
yon are laughing at me."
" No, but think that rather
" But that
serious
the boy
impossible

I

lo, still dressed, stretched

a

Still,

THE HARBINGER.
"Thanks, my fine lords,"
para the blade and push back the bolt. resolutions:
He did not succeed in doing this without said he to himself; " you have given me
some noise ; but Consuelo, overcome with a lesson of morals after your style, by
Then which the little scamp will know how to
fatigue, was not awakened by it.
he entered, reclosed the door, went and profit neither more nor less than a rou£ of
knelt down at the head of her bed, where
he remained until

she opened her eyes.

On finding him there, Consuelo's first im
pulse was a cry of ioy ; but immediately
withdrawing
thrown

the

arms which

she

around his neck, she recoiled

had
with

a movement of affright.

Since possession quench
your own class.
es love, since the rights of marriage bring

beat violently,

but his face was calm and

The Count did in fact enlet upon tiptoe, taking a curious pleasureimpenetrable.

in surprising his protege', and felicitating
himself on the appearance* of misery,
which he considered the best possible con

dition to favor his plan of corruption.
engagement al
satiety and disgust, we shall know how to He brought Consnelo's
preserve pure, that flame which you think ready signed by himself, and did not think
We shall that with such a passport, he should re
will so easily be extinguished.
know how to abstain from jealousy,

from

and even from the joys of love.

infidelity

ceive a very austere

But at

welcome.

the first aspect of that strange sanctuary,
where an adorable girl, slept the sleep of

" Then you fear me now, and instead Illustrious and profound Barberigo, your
of embracing, you wish to fly from me !" prophecies give advice, and it is good to angels, under the eye of her respectful or
said he with sadness.

"

O !

I

am cruelly

punished for my fault ! Forgive me, Consuelo, and see if you ought to mistrust
your

friend.

I

have

been here

a long

hour looking at you asleep.
O ! forgive
me, my sister; it is the first and the last
lime in your life, that you shall have rea

go to your

school !"
thus, Anzoleto,

In thinking

satisfied lover,
overcome

by the fatigue of an almost sleepless night,
slumbered in his turn, his head in his
hands, and his elbows

on the table.

poor Zustiniani

tenance, entangled

himself

lost coun

in his cloak,

which he carried draped opon his shoulder
with a conquering air, and made three

But steps, all cross wise, between the table and
the bed, without knowing whom to ad

his slumbers were light ; and the sun be
ginning

if

to decline,

he roused himself to dress.

Anzoleto

was revenged

for the

The fires of scene of the previous night, at the en
trance of the gondola.
Never more will I offend the holiness of the sunset, penetrating through the win
" My lord and master !" cried he raw
our love by unworthy passion.
Leave me, dow, reflected a magnificent purple light
drive mo away, if I depart from my oath. upon the old bed and the beautiful sleep
ing himself at last as if surprised by an
See, here, upon your virgin couch, upon er.
She had made with her mantilla of unexpected visit, " I will awake my be
"
your poor mother's bed of death, I swear white muslin, a curtain attached to the trothed.
" No," replied the Count, already re
to respect you, as I have respected you feet of the filagree crucifix, which was
up to this day, and not even to ask you nailed to the wall above her head. — covered from his confusion and pretending
for a single kiss, if you so require, until This light veil fell with grace about her to turn his back upon him for the sake of
the priest has blessed us.
Are you satis form so supple and admirable in its pro looking at Consuelo more leisurely, " I
fied, dear and holy Consuelo?"
am too happy to see her thus.
I forbid
portions, and in that rosy half light, droop
Consuelo answered only by pressing the ing like a flower at the approach of eve your waking her."
" Yes, yes, look at her well," thought
blonde head of the Venetian , against her ning, her shoulders inundated by her beau
heart, and bathing it with her tears. tiful dark hair upon her white and clear Anzoleto, " It is all I ask."
This effusion solaced her ; and soon after skin, her hands joined upon her breast
Consuelo did not wake ; and the Count,
falling back upon her hard little pillow, like a saint of white marble upon a tomb, lowering his voice and assuming a gra
" I confess to you," said she, " that I am she was so chaste and so divine, that An cious and serene
aspect, expressed his ad
" You were
annihilated, for I have not been able to zoleto cried out in his heart : "Ah ! Count miration without restraint.
close an eye the whole night, we part
Zustiniani ! why can you not see her at right, Zoto," said he with an easy air; —
" Consuelo is the first singer of
ed on such terms."
this instant, and me by her side, the jeal
Italy, and
" Sleep, Consuelo, sleep, my dear an ous and prudent guardian of a treasure I was wrong to doubt her being the most
beautiful woman in the universe."
gel," replied Anzoleto; " recall to your which you will covet in vain !"
" Your lordship thought her frightful,
mind that night, when you permitted me
At that momenta little noise was heard
to sleep on your bed, while you prayed without,
and Anzoleto
Anzoleto,
the nevertheless?"
mali
recognized
replied
and worked at this little table.
It is now plashing of the water at the foot of the ciously.
" And no doubt you have accused me,
my turn to guard and protect your slum
building in which was the chamber of
bers, sleep again, my child ; I will look Consuelo.
But I in
Very rarely did gondolas land to her, of all my rudeness?
over your music and read it quite low, at this poor Corte Minelli; besides, a de tend to make her pardon
by so com
while you sleep an hour or two.
Nobody mon kept the divining powers of Anzole plete an amende-honorable, that you will
will think of us until the evening, if at all to wide awake.
He climbed upon achair no longer be able to injure me by recalling
to-day.
Sleep, then, and prove to me by and reached a small opening made near my sins."
this confidence that you forgive and be the ceiling, upon that side of the house
"Injure you, my dear lord! ah! how
even
had the inclination
lieve in me."
which was washed by the waters of the could
Consuelo moved a little.
Consuelo replied by a blissful smile.
"Let us leave
He distinctly saw the Count
Canaletto.
He kissed her forehead and installed him Zustiniani issue from his bark and question her to wake without too much surprise,
self before the little table, while she en the half naked children, who were play and clear off that table so that can there
He was undecided if unfold and read the instrument of her en
joyed a refreshing slumber, intermingled
ing on the bank.
Here," said he, when Anzo
with the sweetest dreams.
he should awaken his friend, or keep the gagement.
Anzoleto had lived too long in a state door bolted.
But during the ten minutes leto had obeyed his order, " you may run
of calmness and innocence with this young which the Count lost in asking and search your eyes over this paper, while waiting
girl, to make it difficult for him, after one ing for Consuelo's garret, he had time to for her to open hen."
" An engagement before the trial of the
day of agitation, to resume his accustomed compose himself to a devilish sang-froid,
But that
In
this
fact,
dlbuta
fraternal
magnificent, my no
.style.
affection was, and to go and partly open the door, so that
•o to speak, the normal condition of his one might enter without obstacle and with ble patron
And the debuts immediate
soul.
Besides,
before Corrilla's engagement has ex
what he had heard the out noise ; then •he reseated himself be
your

brother.

see

Consuelo

still slept.

night, under Zuetimani's bal
was of a nature to strengthen his

proceeding

fore the little

cony,

tended to

table, took a pen and pre

be writing notes.

His

heart

'

pired?"
" That does not trouble me.

There

is

ly'

!

!

is

I

I

I,

if

it,

son to blame and to repel

THE HARBINGER.
refuse without reading," said she to him, " you
Ugly or handsome,
And, besides, must can do no less to prove your gratitude
But if Corilla excites cabals?"
will not be en and your confidence in your benefactor."
tell you frankly, that
Anzoleto did read in
We will put her under the leads,•. if gaged
not en
twinkling, bomy betrothed here,
ceived me.

your prodigalities.

she cabals."

wish for no other theatre
gaged also.
and no other public than his.
We cannot

I

I

name,

the same conditions

without glory,
as for an illustrious

cantatrice, adored by the public?"

" The new cantatrice will be more so,
and if the conditions of the old do not sat

married

blunt

declaration

lo," said he, " you are

rather stunned

the Count, but he recovered himself quick

" You

admirable creature,

"

but perceive
markable,

"

that his talent, although
to yours —

very inferior

re

"

made

her fate is in her own

a

wedding dress."
re-arranged

She put on her
her hair, and bound

phrase brilliant

full voice
singing
in power and freshness.

The Count, by excess of courtesy, had
chosen to wait with Anzoleto on the stair

She thought him further off and
learning your intimacy, Porpora cried out, case.
Now am no longer astonished at cer almost fell into his arms. But disengag
tain qualities which he possesses, and ing herself quickly, she took his hand and
to her lips, after the custom of
which
could not reconcile with so many carried

I

it

I

'

had heard all this in a half
When she had rubbed her eyes
and assured herself that it was not a dream,
she slipped to the side of the bed, with
out thinking much of the strangeness of
Consuelo

sleep.

a

if

it,

gave him," replied the Count smiling.
" Do not deny
beautiful Consuelo.
On

she, as soon as she
have the means to

ed down the stairs,
a

is

a

I

"

hands."

"I

I

chintz,

I

buy

personal affront.
know that he
your pupil, much
more than that of the professor whom

little toilette.

" Decidedly," said
was alone, "
shall

she had received

lo was awake :

Come both

it,

he

have her salary doubled.

pends upon herself," said he, raising his
voice a little, for he perceived that Consu-

strange girl, an

truth.

are right, Consuelo," replied ing the contract and offering his hand to
who accepted
but at the
never was my intention to sepa Consuelo,
rate you.
Zoto will make his de'but at same time requested him to go and wait
the same time with you, only we cannot with Anzoleto in his gondola while she
ly.

isfy her, she has only to say the word and
de

The

Consue

of you and dine with me," added he, tear

do not believe that, my lord," repli
ed Consuelo quickly, coloring up, as

Everything

"

intend to bo Count read over his shoulder.

because we

"

This

and signature
minute.

in

debutante without

be separated,

the reading

were the affair of half

a

lordship."
" Yes, Zoto," replied the Count, in a
stiff tone, " we are just so ; wliat we wish
for, we wish in spite of all obstacles."
" And the conditions of the engage
ment are the same as for Corilla ? For a

fore signing

in

your

a

troubles

;

I

a

is

if

Santo ! nothing

is

Dio

it

"

:

"
"

I

a forfeit of a. thousand sequins with Coril
la ; we will pay it ; no great matter !"

with the respect of an inferi

the country,

Many thanks to the Signor profes
sor," said Anzoleto with
forced laugh.
" He will come round, the
good and

or who does not wish to forget her proper
then turning, she threw herself
distance

genuous confidence to join in the conver

dear master,"

a

"

said Consuelo gaily.

"

Be

:

faults.'"

her situation, gathered up her hair, with
out caring for its disorder, wrapped her
self m her mantilla, and came with an in

upon the neck of her betrothed, and joy
leaped into the gondola,

ous and playful

without waiting for the ceremonious es
sides, the public will give him the lie."
" this is too
" The good and dear master the best cort of her somewhat mortified protector.
Signor Count," said she,
much goodness, but I shall not have the judge and the first connoisseur on the
To be Continued.
I do not earth, as regards singing," replied the
impertinence to profit by it.
" Anzoleto will still
"ASSOCIATION EXPLODED."
The Cou
wish to sign this engagement, without Count.
profit by
rier announces for the second time that
having tried my powers before the public ; your lessons and he will do well.
But
the "Ohio Phalanx" has
downit would not be delicate on my part.
I repeat that we cannot fix the basis of his how truly, we know not broken
and its heart
may displease, I may suffer fiasco, be hiss
before having tested the rejoiced
assurances from the Phisburg
engagement,
ed. Though might be hoarse, troubled, feeling of .the public towards him.
Let Gazette, that the Trumbull County Pha
lanx, another attempt to realize Industri
or very ugly on that day, your word would him therefore make his de'but and we
Association
in Ohio,
so burthened
be pledged, you would be too proud to will satisfy him according to justice and with
debt (mainly incurred for its land)
withdraw
and too proud to take ad our good will, on which he ought to that
will soon be compelled to break
All this may be true, though we
up.
vantage of it."
rely."
" Ugly on that day, Consuelo !" cried
" Let him make his de'but then and so doubt it. Whereupon the Courier proceeds to remind its readers that the Sylthe Count, looking at her with inflamed will I," returned Consuelo; " we are at vania
(Pa.) and Ontario Union experi
Here, see yourself the orders of the Signor Count.
eyes; "ugly, you?
But ments have failed, and thence moralizes,
on the absurdity and im
a-la-Courier,
as you are now," added he, taking her by no contract, no signature before trial,
possibility of Association.
This sort of
the hand and leading her before her mir
am determined."
little over two
" If you are adorable in this cos
" You are not satisfied with the condi argument was current,
ror.
centuries back, with respect to the Colo
tume, what will you be, covered with pre tions which
Well, nization of what are now the United
propose, Consnelo?
cious stones and irradiated by the splendor dictate them yourself; here, take the pen, States
and forty years ago with regard
to the Steamboat.
did not daunt the
of your triumph?"
erase, add my signature
at the foot."
Fathers, nor stifle the genius of
Pilgrim
The Count's impertinence made AnzoConsuelo took the pen. Anzoleto grew Fulton we hear not its
triumph now.
But the cheer pale and the Count who observed him,
leto almost grind his teeth.
As the Courier never hears of any
ful indifference with which Consuelo re
at
Association
unless
attempt
his satisfaction bit the end of his lace
report
ed to be
trouble, we may be allowed
ceived his insipid compliments, immediate
band which he had twisted between his
to inform
there are at this moment
that
calmed him.
Consuelo made
fingers.
great '^ upon at least thirty such attempts in
" My lord," said she,
progress,
pushing aside the the contract, and wrote upon the blank in nine different States, from Massachu
piece of glass which he brought near her which remained above the signature of setts to Wisconsin,
and there are 'doubt
" Anzoleto and Consuelo will less others of which we have no knowl
face, " be careful not to break the remains the Count
Not one of them or ever has been
edge.
of my mirror
have never had any other engage themselves on such conditions as
commenced under circumstances
which
and value that, because
has never deshall please the Count Zustiniani to im have induced or could induce
scientific
to predict its success, ex
pose after their debuts, which shall take Associationist
Horrible cells, close under the roof of the
as
bare possibility.
Every one
place the coming month at the theatre of cept
prisons in Venice, where convict• were exwithin our knowledge
has commenced
poied to all the heat of summer, and all the San. Samuel." -She signed rapidly, and without
tithe of the means necessary to
" Sign ensure
cold of winter.
passed the pen to her lover.
success, wanting
almost every

sation.

by

;

is

I

is

"

is

it

It

a

a

it

it

a

*

I

;

I

is

:

a

ly

it in

it
is

in

,

;

is

;

;

I

a

I

I

it,
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well as with the knowledge and judgment
In the collection of his

of a real artist.

he has drawn not only from his
experience and from the

materials,

own extensive
jest European

sources, but has had the

assistance of the most eminent

Pomolo-

There are names
lisls in this country.
in the list of gentlemen whose aid he ac

fruits which in themselves
the

against

that

,-

Almost our sad hearts despair
Thinking bow God's well beloved
Must with pain and sorrow cope,—
Gloomy clouds all round us move.
Pierced by no clear shining hope.
Then the blessed Lord bends down,
And his love draws very near.
On us longing to be gone,
Holy angels minister, —
Bringing life and strength again,
Courage that can ne'er be moved.
not in vain,
And our prayer
the Beloved.
For the Rest

of no

to silence
with

most obstinate assertions,

his

of the pears named in Mr.
No one whose
Catalogue.

some

is

earth is accursed and the mother
•"mi thing.
If any man believes that so
cial harmony is impossible, we will agree

TO THE MEMORY

OF THOMAS

HOOD.

The following lines by Mr. Simmons, in
Blackwood, for this mouth, will be read with
universal interest: —

could refuse to assent to the most glow

Take back into thy bosom, Earth,
Thi* joyous May-eyed morrow,
kind.
The.gentlest child that ever Mirth
Gave to be retired by Sorrow.
—
hall green, half gold,
Tlie Stranger in Lowell. Boston: Waite, 'Tis hard while rays
Through vernal bowers are burning.
1845. pp. 156.
Peirce and Company.
And streams their diamond mirrors hold
Most sincerely do we tender to this lit
To Summer's face returning —
tle volume the welcome which the au To
say, We're thankful that His sleep
thor, JOHN G. WHITTIER, so gracefully
Shall never more be lighter,
"
—
welcome in
the In whose sweet tongued companionship
bespeaks for
full
hearts of his personal friends."
Stream, bower, and beam grew brighter!

of the Future of Man

is

It

a

it,

is

a

a

gentle yet deep humanity, — the sen
timent of
poet who sees the better as
pect of all things, and
guided ever by

of

an instinctive

faith that wisdom and mag

Bi^ all the more intensely true,
His raul gave out each feature
Of elemental Love— each hue
And grace of golden Nature,

of their ends. The deeper still beneath all
Lurked the keen jags of Anguish
by the philosophy of
not far removed from
sense of right

and

cases,
displays
free from prejudices, and

in particular

mind singularly

heart alive to every kindly feeling. Lov
ing the beauty of the outward world, and
a

it

most vividly in his clear Sax
reproducing
on sentences,
gushing sympathy with
Man, lights up all the pictures of the au

thor; he regards the glories of Nature
only as the proper environment of the hu
man form, and reckons no landscape com
plete

without

the life of the human af

fections.

As we read, we marked many passa

its were too narrow

of them.

to print

even

a

ges to be extracted, but long before we
had finished, we discovered that our lim
tithe

We commend the volume to

our friends, confident, that whatever
nor error* of opinion

mi

may contain, they

The more the laurels clasped bis brow,
Their poison made
languish.
that like the Nightingale
Seemed
Of his own mournful singing,
The tenderer would his song prevail
While most the thorn was stinging.
So never to the Desert worn
Did fount bring freshness deeper,
Than that hi» placid rest this morn
Hai brought the shrouded sleeper.
That rest may lap his weary head
Where charnels choke the city.
Or where, 'mid woodlands, by his bed.
The wren shall wake its ditty
But near or far, while evening's star
Is dear to hearts regretting,
;

it

distinct

it

wrong

Unity,

a

it; with

is

enlightened

Universal

a

If not

it

nanimity cannot quite fail

;

ing anticipations

it

In philosophy there is no native land bu
Truth.

FROM NOVALIS.
When in anxious, troubled hours,
Heavy griefs our spirits hear,
And, as faint our wonted powen,

the

The French Princess, who, in a time Downing's
famine, wondered why people would soul such flavors had ever approached,

atarve, declaring that she would eat plain
beef, or even btead rather than starve,
was not up to this touch of the Courier.
Why, right here in this City of NewYork to-day, there are many thousands
of human beings, anxious, eager for work
on any terms which will yield them a
bare subsistence, and unable to find it.
Many thousands more are hard at work,
for wages
to midnight,
from morning
which barely keep the breath of life in
There
children.
them and their helpless
are very many families of six to eight
persons, of whom all that are able, work
whenever thsy can get work,
faithfully
whose entire weekly income is less than
three dollars on the average, out of which
they must pay a City rent and City prices
for their food, clothing and medicine.
Man 1 if you have no heart, have at least
sufficient respect for others' feelings, not
to heap insult on human misery by your
cant about industry and economy ! Give
work to do,
the poor a real Education,
and fair wages for doing it — secure these
to all who need them — and you will
have done just what the Associationists
are arduously struggling for, under the
fire of your deadly enmity and incessant
If you know or can
misrepresentations.
devise any better way than their's, of se
curing the great end they aim at — op
—
portunity and a just recompense to all
just go to work and promote it in your
own way — they will not oppose nor ma
lign you for differing from them, but bid
But if you will do noth
you God speed.
ing to remove the mass of human misery
which Want of Employment and of just
Reward occasion, you ought at least not
to hinder those who are trying to do
something, in the best way they know ;
nor should you insult the misfortunes o
the destitute by commending to them that
' industry' which they have no opportuni
ty to practice. — N. Y. Tribune.

For tin.-Haibinier.

are argument

doctrine

of

HYMN.

knowledges, which bring before us gold
and purple recollections,
visions of

enough

friend*

POETRY.

en

a

of

J.

This is by far the most valuable contriiution to its special branch of Horticul
ture that America has produced.
Mr.
Downing speaks with the enthusiasm as

the personal

ol

We trust the failures which have already
occurred will prove sufficient to open the
eyes of all to the futility of the scheme.
That Ihe leaders of the project, who have
invested whatever of capital, reputation or
character they po.we.ised,in it, should give it
over, is scarcely as yet to be expected.
They will doubtless charge the unquestioned
failures that have occurred to accident or
defective arrangements; hut the number of
their dupes must daily decrease with each
guccessive explosion : and men will gradual
ly but snrely become convinced that upcnt
industry, honesty, and economy, and not up
on any new mechanical arrangements, must
they depend for success in life."

Tlie Fruits and Fruit Tren of Amtrira,
DOWNING.
New York and
by A.
1845.
London : Wiley and Putnam,
pp. 594.

among

the author.

it

The Courier winds up as follows :

"

reckoned

it

peated.

will feel that they too have a claim to be

REVIEW.

Around that spot admiring Thought
Shall hover unforgettin g.
this sentient, seething world
after all, ideal,
Or in the Immaterial furled
Alone resides the real.
And

if

thing, and weighed down with a heavy
We
mortgage on the land it occupies,
believe there has been no single instance
of failura which would not have besn
averted if th.3 enterprise could have been
commenced on a decent piece of land,
Yut it has all along bsen pro
paid for.
claimed by the advocates of the system
that a capital of $ 100,000 is indispensable
to ensure success and that commence
ments with little or nothing can only suc
ceed through a combination of energy,
and good
fitness, endurance
capacity,
fortune, which can very rarely be real
Every
ized and must not be counted on.
beginning has been made in the face of
a hundred times re
such declarations,

R.

Ii,
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PftkVD One, tlnre'i »«il for thee this hour
ThWiRh Ihy loved Eire's dominions,

Bathed it each liny trumpet-flower)
And droopud Ariel'* pinions (
Even Puck, dejected, leaves bit swing,
To plan with fbitd endeavor,
What pretty buds and dews shall keep
Thy pillow bright for ever.
And higher, if less happy, tribes—
The race of earthly Childhood,
Shall miss thy Whims of frolic wit,
That In the summer wild-wood,

Or by the Christmas hearth, were hailed
And hoarded as a treasure
Of uodeca yin g merriment
And ever-changing pleasure.
Thing* from thy lavish humor flung,
Profuse as scents are flying
This kindling morn, when blooms are born
As fast as blooms are dying.
Sublimer Art owned thy control,
The minstrel's mightiest magic,
With wdnesa to subdue the soul,
Or thrill it with the Tragic.
How, listening Aram's fearful dream,
We aee beneath the willow,
That dreadful THIICO, or watch him steal,
Guilt-lighted, to hit pillow.
Now roaming in the ancient groves,
We watch the wooodman felling
The funeral Elm, while through its bought
The ghostly wind comes knelling.

Dear Worshipper of Dian't face,
In solitary places
Shalt thou no more deal, as of yore,
To meet her white embraces .'
Is there no purple in the rose
Henceforward to thy rennet i
For thee have dawn and daylight's close
Lost their sweet influences .'
No!— by the mental light untamed
Thou took'st to Death's dark portal,
The joy of the wide universe

Is now to thee immortal !
How fierce contrasts the city's roar
With thy new conquered Quiet!
This stunning hell of wheels that pour
With princes to their riot—
Loud clash the crowds — the very clouds
With thunder-noise are shaken,
While pale, and mute, and cold, afar
Thou liest, men-forsaken.
Hot Life reeks on, nor recks that One,
— The playful, human-hearted —
Who lent its clay lest earthinest,
Is just from earth departed.

With itt longing, its blest pain,
And itt deathless memory

Of the hope, — ah, why in vain ?
That thy great heart might beat forme;—
Ask it not, — Love fixed so high,
Though unrequited, cannot die,
In my soul such love hath root,
And the world shall have the fruit.

it.
But the Pledge was neg
after all, in its action.
Negative
movements are good as a protest and first

exterminate
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Of mod-rn civilization, thr natural fruits we,
Cont>mptfir iiih T-' rights, fraud, rpprenaion,a
f.imhl DCspirit in trade, r-ckl iss adv^ntnr-,and
commTchi convulsionsall tending to impoverish
thr U borerand to rendsr evry conditioninsecure.
R"li"f ic,to come,and can only com*from the new
applicationof Chri«t!nnprinciple, rf Universalius
tice and Universal loVe, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,lo active if-,
Da. CHANWtno.

defence against evil.
They are a break
water and dyke to shut out the sea's in
cursions.
But they need to be followed
by positive movements to reclaim
the
waste sands, and fill up the quagmires.
So in addition to the Pledge of total ab
stinence,

we

now

begin

sides,

mutual

obligations

having

learned

by painful

to see on all

of assistance
THE TEMPERANCE REFORM.
among those reclaimed from intempe
Nicholas has imprisoned the advocates rance. The Washingtonian Societies, the
of Temperance
in Poland,
because he Orders of Sons of Temperance,
of the
found that breaking the chains of a bru
Rechabites, &c., are most promising in
talizing lust awakened desires for univer
dications, that a new sentiment of broth
sal liberty.
The instinct of tyrants is in erhood is spreading among those, who,
fallible.

Despotism is best supported by

of effeminacy

habits

experience

to

with pity each other's degradation, now long to

alternating

drudging toil in the people.
In so far as secure each other's progress.
Beautiful
man is degraded, he loses consciousness is every movement which aids to substi
of bis rights, and, therefore, courage to tute benevolence for indifference, cooper
exercise them.

A

drunken nation makes

ation for isolation.

The winter of barren

passive slaves ; a temperate nation must
have self-respect, and dignity.
And in

individualism,

confirmation of this view, it
been said, that Father Mathew

ened streams and opening buds announce,
that a warmer' sun of love is bringing a

has 'well
with

bis

quite necessary, doubtless,
in -its season, is passing away ; and loos

of social sympathy.
The
state of society is where a pub

and medals, and benedictions,
has done more to set Ireland free, than

spring-time

O'Connell with hia monster meetings for
The latter may fail in his at
Repeal.
" bring back Parliament to Col
tempts to
lege Green," but the former has already
made tens of thousands of Ireland's poor

lic conscience surrounds

pledges,

est children

self-governors.
Intemper
ance is a servitude, not only to universal
appetite, but to the Capitalist, (shall we
call him?) who, having money enough
nr credit enough, to hire a rum-bole and

healthful

and upholds ev

And these movements in the
Temperance Reform, are evidences of the
ery man.

wide awakening feeling, that every man
It was
is guardian of every fellow man.
Cain who asked — " Am
my brother's
" It is to us all, that God, look
keeper?

I

ing on our brethren, sunk
tomb of drunkenness,
blood cries

in the living

declares

—"

their

unto me from the ground."

stock it with decanters

and glasses, sells tWe are all verily guilty together.
red, or yellow, to his guests,
Something effective has actually been
with hospitable deference to their taste. done to check the transmission of the

" blue,"

ruin

Never did a feudal lord in his castle wield
so unsparing

a power, as does tlie dramseller from his counter.
The baron rent

Custom of intemperance.
The uext gen
eration will not see, as the last did, drunk

ards praying at the funeral of drunkard's ;
ed soil and hut, and took in payment from sots on the bench passing sentence on
his serf, a portion of the corn and fruit, fellow sots.
The christening, the mar
fowls

from the poultry-yard,

from the barn.

and calves

riage,

the death-bed,

But the keeper of the tion, and the citizens'

the parish
ball,

ordina

the church's

fast, and the nation's holyday, will not
it, and rival each other in their display of va
bring him all the profits ; pawning clothes riously colored decanters, — ironically call
Our children will not hold
and tools, even, to enrich their master. ed cordials.
The baron, in wrath against a rebellious it to be an insult to toast each other in
villain, might sometimes brand him, or cold water, and will not feel guilty of

bar-room sends out his bond-men to hunt
for

work where

put out his eyes:
Though thou say'st thou lov'st me not,
And although thou bids't me blot
From my heart and from my brain,
AH this consciousness of Ihee,

91

habitually

they

can find

the bar-room

keeper

meanness by not sending a guest tipsy to
Custom is changing ; and the ques

stamps upon the full front .of bed.

his most willing slave, the bloated imprint tion now is, how can we permanently
of his ownership, and daily makes him keep the ground that has been gained!
blind, and deaf, and helpless, and then how prevent the return of future ages to
from
casts him out like 'a dead dog in the gut
the brutal modes of excitement,
The Temperance Pledge wan truly which their ancestors have suffered so
ter.
much.
a Declaration of Independence.
Doubtless, something will be accom
A new era is opening in the Temper

The Pledge was well as plished, if communities generally can be
a sign of a grand united effort to cast nil' led to withhold all licences. Strange, in
universal vice.
The evil was so common deed, that sophistry can so blind the public
that it demanded a common struggle to mind, as to make any one doubt whether,
ance Reform.
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we have, a ic, half grown, puny creatures, called men nature of most kinds of labor.
A slight
maker. — and women-, of whom earth is full !
effort of mind is required to gain skill in a
and vender of .What wonder that such morbid abortions branch of industry ; but afterwards, there

when we puniah the criminal,

right to punish
Strange,

that the maker

intoxicating
rights

the criminal
should

drinks

are infringed,

feel that

by preventing

his
him

are tempted to kindle within their slug
follows but a series of repeated experience .
gish systems some sparkles of genial life, No new lessons are learned, no new voli
tions made. Nature, gently, by her living
by transient exhiliration !
Next to a state of half-health, may prev laws, would stimulate the mind to ever-

himself by manufacturing
to support.
Cer
tainly, if any body of men on earth de- alent habits of life be spoken of, as a pre
Foul
nerve to be put in penitentiaries, they disposing cause of intemperance.
from enriching

paupers for the State

are those who can quietly, systematically,

miasms from dirty

M

and ill-lighted

business for
regular
life, fill their money drawers with coin,
a respectable,

which they know must cost the agony of
wives, the hunger of children, and the
remorse and ruin of once upright breth
If any body of men should have
ren.
justly laid at their door the sin of arming
the ruffian's hand, of goading to frenzy
the lusts of the licentious, of aggravating
every bad passion of every bad man, civ
the earth round, they

ilized and savage,
are the distillers

and wholesale

dealers in ardent spirits.
no such faithful

and retail

food,

streets, ill-ventilated,

houses,

deficient

absence of baths, irregular
alternate feverishness

producing

Overwork

and tor

stimulation.
come next

and idleness

the enumeration

and fresh

discoveries,

in

Is it wonderful,

same petty details.

that

escape from their noisy
work-shop of life, on to the high grounds
of fancy and wit ' Exciting drinks seem
men so gladly

of the physical causes of to set free their prisoned

talents,

open

wide prospects, and break up the plodding
Sad is it to
of the crowd of common thoughts.

Incessant,

intemperance.

inventions,

which bring serene delight.
But routine
baffles tho powers of thought; attention

and bad flags amidst unvarying toil ; and reason is
hours, dizzied by a perpetual recurrence of the

por, which all but force the sufferers from
these abuses to periodical

fresh

monotonous

drudgery, produces an exhaustion
muscular and nervous system, for which

be obliged to confess, that in our present

the natural cure is some powerful excitant.

modes of labor, multitudes find their only

The

sense of weariness

The devil has which follows

excessive

and weakness
labor,

is almost

And blame for the drunk
recruiting sergeants. — insufferable.
it is a violation of a enness so common among the working

And yet, forsooth,

hours of anything like a poetic or ideal
state of mind, when met to talk with boon
companions.

And this brings

np to view

a third

freeman's prerogative, that he should not classes of all countries,
It is the
may fairly be mental cause of intemperance.
be permitted to deal out by the glass or referred back to the task-masters, who want of constant, free intercourse with
Conversation is one of the
the cargo, the waters of death called compel this violation of natural laws, by other minds.
whose philters the repugnant toil they impose.
most delicious stimulants which life af
Aqua Vita! Poisoners,
are instantly fatal to the body, shall he
A new mind opened to us, is
Closely connected with this cause, is fords.
hung ; but genteel, rich, Christian poison
ers, whose drugs, slowly for years cor
rode

at once soul and body,

and make

It

the last which can now he mentioned

is the want of sufficient rest and relaxa
tion.

How much that word He-creation

better than

Our own familiar

a novel.

thoughts reflected from another's experi
ence, seem to gain anew gloss and bright

in deformities, and means ! Can we not learn from the ob ness.
Images and echoes multiply the
fiendish in deeds, shall be honored ' Ver servation of children, what a surplus of charm of sights and sounds.
But how
ily, such gross absurdity would disgrace bodily vigor joy can give? Had men more little opportunity, life, as now arranged,
Bedlam!
Society will at last open its play, they would bo too full from within allows for habitual intercourse of mind
their victim disgusting

Untaught, dull from drudg
eyes to the duty of taking care that not an of animal spirits ever to feel the need of with mind.
ery, prejudiced and proud men meet in
offood or drink is vended, which is external excitement.
God's Elixir of Life is wondrously com society, oppressed with false shame and
injurious to health. No man ever receiv

article

ed from God, or Nature,

or his Race, the

right to turn the elements given for man's
To vitiate thus
blessing, into his curse.
the products of earth, is a monstrous
wrong. The Grape is a child of the Sun,
It is an
given originally for man's good.
outrage upon the Creator, to degrade it
to purposes of lust.
But no change in the License Laws,
no prohibitory statutes, will alone avail
permanently,

If we

to

prevent

intemperance.

pounded of sunlight,

and pure air and wa
ter ; of the perfume of flowers, of music,

taciturn habits.

Drink breaks down the

barriers,

them to an intellectual

and the continual

change of hours and
We drive each other to quaff
the fiery fountain which bubbles up from
hell, by robbing one another of the exhaustless animal joy, which our Creator
would pour upon us from all living and
To drink to fullness of
moving things.

level, and quickens self-confidence,

seasons.

disarming

the nectar which
intoxicated

Nature

with health.

criticism.

while

Men filled with facts

and suggestions, have a conscious wealth
of mind ; it is a delight to them ; and they
feel small temptation to seek the feverish
visions of intemperance, which mock their
fellows with a show of
They drink too often of living

less cultivated

distils, is to be thought.
Drunkenness

brings

is springs to be deceived by a mirage.
3. Among the moral causes of Intemper

would thoroughly cure this evil, we
Let us, then,
must remove its causes.

the exact opposite of this.

a short space, consider the Radical
Causes and the Radical Cure of Intemper

How many a woman has
perance, may be placed first, the want of happy homes.
The been led to drown the degrading conscious
habits of observation and reflection.

for

ate*.

The view though condensed, shall

S. Among the mental causes of Intem

active brain sends forth along

the nerves

of motion, a constant,

im
invigorating
I. The causes of Intemperance are of pulse, and gathers up from the sensitive
three kinds, Physical, Mental, and Moral. nerves ever-varying impressions. Hut a dull
Let us regard each in turn.
brain makes the body heavy and inelastic.

be comprehensive.

I. Among

the physical causes may be An uneasy sense of latent mental power
mentioned first, a weak, unstrung, and makes the uncultivated
man struggle
feeble organization, which, wanting the against the brutal lethargy which he finds
stimulus of warm blood, of a free circula

creeping

over him.

ance, come first, that most prolific one, un

ness, that she has given her life to one
unworthy of her, in the delirium of intox
ication !
heartless

and despair in
Disappointment
marriage are too intolerable.

And how many a man is driven to the
club or the hotel, by the sneer, and the
scowl, and petty usurpations, of a wife !

The dreariness of a home, where indiffer
He delights in the ence or hate are the Penates, may well

tion, and of quick transmissions of nervous

quickening

energy, predisposes the individual to de
sire artificial excitements.
What pity

lants for the moment produce.
with this
connected
Closely

may We well feel for the flabby, lymphat

a tecond may be found in the mechanical

of. his thoughts,

which stimu

account for, though

they cannot excuse,

a resort to temporary

cause,

self-fprgetfulness.
Deprived of the most longed-for sources
of constant excitement in reciprocated
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love, how easy is the surrender to a tran
sient joy.

When home, too, is merely

Destroy the harmony and rel

citements.

ative proportion of these natural pleasures,

the place, as it too often is, among the and you prepare the way for unnatural
And this thought, that the only
poor, where the weary partners come to excesses.
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2. The funds collected by the weekly
and monthly subscriptions of these socie
ties may be turned to the objects of erect

ing buildings or procuring
apartments,
pour out upon each other, or upon their sure way of preventing men from degen where there may be libraries and reading
children, the hoarded spleen of the day, erating into the brutal, is by keeping them rooms, galleries of curiosities, and inven
and to aggravate by recriminations, care erect, in the full exercise of the human tions ; and in which lectures may be giv
and anxiety already too oppressive, how faculties, introduces us at once to the sec en at due seasons, and classes formed for
tempting seems the careless revelry of the ond branch of our subject.
II. The Radical Cure for Intemperance
gin-shop and bar-room.
A second, and a very common moral will be found only by organizing social

source of intemperance, is the want of pure
and ennobling

amusement.

public

Even

the savage shows

in his passion for fes
tive meetings, how strong is our instinct
to seek social pleasures amidst a multi
tude.

The civilized

man manifests

this

life ; —
1.

study.

In such a building,

assembly rooms,

where

may be also

the

families

members may gather for innocent

of

recrea

Music, panoramic shows, exhibi
tions of pictures, &c., may suitably be in

tion.

That

labors,

nor exhausting

neither

may alternate

monotonous
with

each terchanged with more festive scenes.
3. Much may be done by all friends of

other, amidst beautiful scenes and health

ful influences, and be suitably relieved by Temperance, by improving the style of
manly games and graceful processions ;— arranging our towns, and of building our

The mere presence
2. That intelligent and instructive inter
houses.
What barbarism it is to heap
tendency yet more.
of a crowd, gathered to behold a specta course may accompany and pervade both people in together like brutes in their
cle, is a powerful

Even pigs love fresh air and clean

industry and amusement, converting the
field and work-shop, the feast and draw
them together, nor how wanting in genius ing-room,
into the High School, which
and grace are the people.
But most of Providence designed them to be ; and —
our public gatherings are of a kind that
3. That the free action of all social af

stalls !

bow trifling is the occasion that summons

straw.

leave a feeling of vacuity.
The show fections, in due proportion and relation,
and treat are poor. It is no wonder, then, may be secured amidst a Family of many
that artificial stimulants are brought in to Families, united in one desire to make So

without exception : and ornamental shrub
Why do
bery and shade trees in front.

waken

selves into city, town, and ward Horticul

excitement, no matter

an enthusiasm,

itself cannot give.

which

the scene

There is a rude ad

ciety a fit tabernacle

for indwelling

God.

But our cities are built apparent
ly on the faith of the proverb, " that chil
There should be
dren-fatten on dirt.''
free room for gardens behind all houses,

not our Temperance

In other words, we can cure this vice of tural Societies?

Societies form them

But why, above all, do

dress to the senses in our amusements,
rather than a delicate appeal to the imag

Intemperance,

the radical

not all friends of cold water manifest their

ination and taste, and through them to the
We jostle each
judgment and heart.
other in selfish scramble, because unac

LEM or LIFE is TO MAKE LIFE PERFECT.

virtues, by arranging plans for public and
private baths *

There is so lit

customed to refined joy.

tle in the modes of the meeting to call out
courtesy and high bred disinterestedness,

only by curing

vices from which

it issues.

Tur PROB

gence.

you prevent the exhausting, degrading,
some stupifying labor, which now drives so many
'
But truth commands us, in
feeble approximations can be made to the to the bottle
prevention of intemperance, even in exist
closing, now to say to our brother reform
Eden lost, to Eden found again, is man's
pilgrimage.

Meanwhile,

however,

cause.

when that brother dies, why should they

object of our rapid
•survey has been to hint this most obvious
yet frequently forgotten truth, that as our

not manifest fraternal
friendly

nature is complex, so the causes of one seem

mutual obligation,

Indeed, the whole

as well as internal

With nothing less can our nature be con
4. We suggest to friends of Temper
tent. In no other way, except by Integral
Goodness,
can evil be exiled.
From ance one pregnant question : How will

ia of selfish indul
The fit accompaniment of our
And with a few plain, prac
And it need ex ing society.
holy-days is the booth.
cite no surprise, that at the end of a day tical suggestions upon this point, these
of pleasure, the heels of many are lighter remarks shall conclude.
1. The system of mutual guarantees
than their heads.
The last among the many moral caus which has already commenced in several
es of intemperance, which can now be of the Tempeiance
associations may be
If Sons of Tem
spoken of, is the prevalence of arbitrary extended indefinitely.
Whole classes labor perance and Rechabites can aid each
social distinctions.
through life under an irritating sense of other in sickness, why should they not
degradation, which constantly undermines still more give aid in health, to ward off
self-respect, and prepares the way for that pressure of anxiety and toil, which
But space permits only so constantly induces sickness ? If they
low indulgence.
the suggestion of this widely operating can be guardians of a brother's family,
that the chief thought

faith in its external

brother

lives,

interest while the

and unite their families in

" Do you not se«
ers of Temperance,
how universal is the problem of preserv
ing men pure and healthful in body?

Temperance

in one thing

gence.

demands tem

You must prevent

perance in all things.
excess by producing

harmonious

indul

And this can be done only by so

uniting men in all the business, interests,
and pleasures of life, as to make them
habitually conscious that they are living
members of a Social Body, whose soul is
Divine Love."
SOCIAL

MOVEMENTS

We love Germany
we had been

IN GERMANY.
hardly

cradled

upon

less than
the

if

Rhine.

of We love her sons ; — their sturdy honor,
so their generous enthusiasm, their chivalric
ing vice are complex. The vice itself is fast through our communities by means reverence, their bravery, their tenderness,
not simple, but compound. That which we of the Temperance and Odd Fellow Soci
their deep free hearts and indefatigable
call Intemperance is the hideous result of eties, must, if sincere, reform the whole heads.
Germany belongs to the whole
intercourse ?

This

which

feeling
is spreading

multiplied and varied transgressions of the tree of social relations, break down the world.
Leibnitz and Kant, Herder and
divine laws, depriving us of the natural barriers
of caste, exalt distinctions of Jean Paul, and all her host of scholars
joys, which God has eternally and abso character above those of circumstance, and thinkers arc not the special property
lutely

connected with

men the excitements

obedience.
which

intended should stimulate

Deny

our Creator

our whole na

ture, and just so far you open temptations
to the discovery and use of artificial ex

and make the essence of good manners
consist in their manliness.

of brotherhood each hour grow stronger.
to vice will proportionately
Temptation
disappear.

They are
Their " Vaterland"

of any nation or any territory.

May the bonds our's and all men's.

is broader than the horizon which bounds
their birth places.
Their native country,
so to say, their Germany, extends into
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their Teutonic

regions, where
cents are unknown.
wide

More

ac

subtle

and

the Society.

es"

The words " lower class

The Society was
rejected.
called the " Union formntua) aid and im
were

rapid than the winds that blow from their
famous mountains, their Thoughts have provement."
wherever a mind could

travelled

on the

them ;

farthest

shores

receive
torches

have been the teachers and friends

ed.

At

any rate we may be sure that

In its rules the tendency of the ideas thus planted, will sooner or later
And indeed, as we
society to ascend into the next stage be bear abundant fruit.
learn from a more recent number of the
yond civilization, — called guaranteeism,

into the night, reply to appears in a striking manner.
quick-shooting
For the improvement of the material con
the clear beacon-fire that they have kin
However imperfect their wisdom, dition of its members, the Union contem
dled.
they

cution of the undertaking, and what hs»
been its ultimate fate we are nut inform*

plates,

—

for

Arrangements

diminishing

the opposi
notwithstanding
the discuision of

Schnellpost,

tion of the government,
those questions
which
the

commanding

are

everywhere

of the most

attention

of every man who has longed to know the effects of misfortunes by means of advanced minds, is carried on with vigor,
The men most
the end and significance of life, and to funds for mutual aid, hospitals, &c. 2. Ar especially in Westphalia.
penetrate beneath the outer husks of rangements to ensure food and homes to active in it, are the educated classes. Ac
without labor.

those who are temporarily

things.

to

cording

Bremen

the

Gazette

from

la

which

the account of the Schnellpost

4. Arrangements
where all is movement, and ideas seem to borers and employers.
rush into deeds, we are something more by which the individual can attain inde

taken,

many

In these times and in our America, 3. Provisions

between

for mediation

is

and erroneous views

crude

with the truth which is at
These time will remedy.
Meanwhile we know that Germany is not
or rather what is thinking purchase of land and buildings to be rent
Germany,
there.
What verdict does the Civiliza ed on reasonable terms to laborers, &c. unconscious of the mission of the age
tion of this nineteenth century, with its 5. Arrangements for an economical and and is not likely to be silent respecting it.
The movement in Cologne, — the only
its Commercial
FeudalizaPauperism,
comfortable mode of life, for example,
what is doing

to know

than curious

in

pendence,

such

as Saving's Banks,

the

are mingled

the bottom.

common kitchens and dining halls, the one which has a directly practical ten
as erection of spacious and wholesome dwel
dency, contains, as we said above, the
most of our German friends are?
Under lings, the purchase of the necessaries of germs of that order uf society, which
what forms does the New World, of life at wholesale, and distribution of them lies between complete association of all
tion, and its false Democracies,
from

those

weariless

which no simple-hearted
without

some

receive

abstractionists,

man

presentimant,

is now

dawn

u|;on

them?
Which of the present commands
of Humanity are they receiving and lay
ing to heart?
We have long been aware that the doc
trines of Universal Unity were not with

at cost, especially

at retail

6. Arrangements

ducts of labor immediately
wish

for

them,

in the winter.

fur supplying

the pro
to those who

for example,

permanent

halls of industry, in which manufactured
articles can be exposed for sale, like pro

interests and all classes, and the unfortu
This ten
nate state called civilization.
though our
appears universally,
eloquent declaimers upon social progress,
of which they know about as much as
dency

they do of the -man in the moon, never
By this means the take any notice of it. Technically speak
out zealous apostles in Germany.
Good laborer will be protected from specula
ing, we call this coming order of society,
books upon various branches of social tors and forestallers,
Its distinguishing feature
and can expect a Guaranteeism.
is the application of the principle of mu
science have been published, and some of more just compensation for his exertions,
the most respectable journals have given
their testimony to the weight of the facts
and arguments of which

school

makes

the Associative

We have too abun

use.

dant rumors that Communism,

of intellectual

natural

— the most
— finds

reactions,

adherents and even occasions

numerous

alarm to the authorities.

For some months we have had lying in
our portfolio,

more exact intelligence

to some of these matters, waiting

as

We presume
presented to our readers.
thus in fact not new, it will

extracted

"

interest

to them.

from that excellent

journal

It

is

no better
Jesuitism.

A

than

hypocrisy

the power of capital, for example, funds to

universal

and

— imperfectly

developed

mutual

insurance,

and in this

be loaned upon work done, establishments

way produces union, peace, security, and
for the provision both of materials and real benevolence, instead of the discord,
tools, the union of single laborers for a strife, uncertainty and selfishness, which
are the soul and very heart's-blood
of
common purpose, &c.

" Culture,"

For
whereby
course

the

means.

the beneficent
between

Union

adopts

1. Arrangements

men of

effect of inter
all

classes

ment,

such

as trade -schools,

We consider all steps to

civilization.

such a state of things wherever
taken, as advances towards the sublime
wards

of and happy

society, and all professions, can be produ
the ced 2. Arrangements for direct improve

of New York.
It seems that not far from the first of
last November, the King of Prussia took
the lead in the formation of a "Central
Society for the benefit of the lower class
es." For this society and for the Ber
lin philanthropists generally, the corres
pondent of the Schnellpost has no rever
ence whatever.
He says their benevo
lence

tual guarantees,

is

Deutsche Schnellpost,"

Protestant

than is possible under the present relations

" Union," to the
7. Arrangements
which will indeed in the Cologne
of things.
It
make it possible for the workman, without various relations of life and business.
property, to support the competition with makes of society a grand fraternity for

to be the following

that though

not be without

visions in the market.

and also

af
for instruction
higher trade-schools
ter the age in which trades ate usually
begun to be practised ; together with
for the development of peculiar
talents and for education in special trades
and branches ; conversations and lectures

schools

of the race, and ac

destiny

shall take every occasion to ad

cordingly

vocate them to the best of our
Such institutions

lanx, and the other associations formed in
this country are, be it understood, at pre
Bnt
sent only attempts at Guaranteeism.
It is the terri
this is only a transition.
tory through

which,

for want of means,

we are compelled to pass.

Were it in our power to apply more
the laws of harmonic Society,

models

upon useful subjects, collections of books,
and tools ; reading rooms, the

completely

discriminating of useful writings, Sir.

and to establish true Association,

The formation of this Society naturally

ability.

as the Brook Farm Pha

termediate

process

might,

this in

we are con
by the light

meeting was held at Cologne on the excited great interest not only in Cologne,
for the formation of but throughout the whole province.
So
an auxiliary society.
Here the influence cial equality, the right of all to Labor, and
which presided at Berlin was subordinate,
the duty of Society to furnish it to every
and at the first stage of the proceedings a one, became common words.
The gov

vinced,

warm discussion arose as to the name of ernment

gress of man, than all the imperfect means

10th of November

interfered to prevent the prose

be spared.

of SCIENCE,

Guided

we might

now

proceed

to

realize in human Society the forms of Di
vine order, and setting them in practice,
before the world,

do more for the pro
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mon types.
Among the many purposes debted to him for much chemical informa
now in use can effect in a century. Mean
tion :
in fact, for suggesting to him the
while we shall not cease to reiterate to to which the process is applicable, the meansand,
which, by being carried out wiih un
may he mentioned : The re wearied assiduity, have terminated In pros
the world the truths that through Divine following
pective good.
Providence
have been revealed, and to production of scarce printed books, with

hail with unspeakable joy, every wave
and. every breeze which seem to bear
Humanity towards that Life for which it
While like the great Ger
was created.
man Poet, we would fain extend our arms
so as to embrace the countless millions of
our

brethren,

is,

there

thank

God !

a

faith in the Providence whereby all things
are corrected,

which

never fails in our

We KNOW that the Children of
the Infinite Father shall at last, errors
hearts.

and sins

retrieved

forgiven,

— dwell

in

the beatified
unity together throughout
earth, and enjoy the fullness of the bless
ings which have been prepared for them
from the foundation

of the world.

ANASTATIC PRINTING.
This recent invention bids fair to pro

if not a great rev
the business of publishing. —
before us a handsome quarto

duce important results,
olution

in

We have

newspaper, printed by this process at Ips
wich, England.
It is called the IPSWICH
PaoNO-pREss.
This London Art, Union,
and other English journals, have present
ed specimens of this new mode of print
ing, but the Phono- press we are informed,
is the first

regular publication ever made
by the Anastatic process.
Viewed in ano
ther light, this is an interesting paper, be

ing, as it its name indicates, a Phonetic
or a production of the beauti
ful art of writing and printing by sound,
of which we gave a notice in a former
We received this paper from
number.
Messrs. Andrews and Boyle, teachers of
Phonography, in Boston, to whom it came
The account con
by the last steamer.
tained in it of the method of Anastatic
Printing, has been transcribed from a true,

newspaper,

into

our false orthography,
and so we
present it to our readers.
" The ink used for the writing or drawing
to be printed, must be of a greasy nature
The paper on which the wriling has b*en
made U then sponged at the back with dilu
ted oilric acid; it is next placed with the
wriling downwards upon a plate of zinc which
is laid upon the press and passed under a roll
er. The pressure causes the acid to come
into perfect contact, and the result is, that
the line in acted upon by the acid, in every
other part, except where it is touched by the
oily ink. The writing is thus transferred to
the plate which now presents a slightly raissrl surface. Gum water is then rubbed over
the plate, and afterwards « solution of phos
phorus applied, which have the effect of pre
venting the ink, which is afterwards used,
from adhering to the parts, intended to re
main white when printed. The printing ieffecled in the same way as by types, except
that the pressure is given by a roller."
Our border is executed with pen and

ink, as well as the Phonography, but the
letter-press part of the Dictionary (which
has been commenced in the Phono-press,)
if transferred from an impression in com

out the cost of setting up type, reprinting
further editions of the literature of the

W. H. CHANNING ON ASSOCIATION.

Rev. WM. H. CHANNING yesterday de
day, from a reserved copy, after the type
is broken up, including an easy mode of livered his closing Address previous to
his annual Summer vacation — in which
making corrections and additions.; and to
he briefly re-stated the conclusions arrived
the
type at in his two last discourses, and showed
printing illustrated publications,
between those
existing
being set up in the ordinary manner, and the connexion
embellished by pen or pencil sketches, or conclusions and the broader view of the
same question he was now about to take.
by wood cuts from foreign or other pub
In fact, there is but one question — the
lications, placed in blank spaces and trans
struggle between Capital and Labor ; and
ferred to the metal plates at the same time ; it is the mutual and inseparable interest
of the capitalist of the North and the
and this with such rapidity that the illus
of the South to ci operate in
tration of any interesting event may be Slaveholder
there and
black
Slavery
perpetuating
published in a few hours after its occur
white Serfhood here.
He shewed most
rence.
the actual
clearly and most eloquently
Artists, decorators, engineers, authors condition of white serfs in England, and
condition in
and lawyers may multiply copies of their their rapidly approaching
this country, to be even in many respects
productions, [we hope the lawyers wont worse and more appalling
than that of
avail themselves of the art.
Eds. H.] the Slaves at the South.
He dwelt most
on the strange fact that the
without the cost and risk of setting up powerfully
Slave Power — which is of all things the
type.
deadliest and most bitter enemy of free
Phonographic
reports of sermons and dom, equality and all the great rights of
speeches may be furnished to various Humanity — -should look for its most rflipanics, at a considerable distance, and at cient and constant support to that party
It is a
a little cost, in a short space of time, after which calls itself the Democratic.
paradox whose equal is not to be found in
delivery.
the history of the world ; and yet it is no
From the same paper, we have copied toriously true. Pregnant and startling
an account of another new and valuable extracts were made from the declaration*
of Pickens. McDuffie, Calhoun, and other
invention.
" At a recent meeting of the Ipswich Phil- leading Slaveholders, in which they un
took the ground that in all
rvophical Society, specimens relating to Mr. qualifiedly
societies the capitalist
Frrdeiick Ransom's important patents, were well-established
laid before its members, and a desciiplion ever had and always must otcn the labor
given of th? process employed in the forma er, whether white or black, and that the
tion of artificial s'ones. Tli •specimens were institution of Slavery, standing as it doet
numerous, and gave ample evidence of the in place
of a titled nnd privileged nobility,
accomplishment of the Herculean task of is the safest foundation and surest guar
making stones, which, when contrasted with
antee for free institutions !
the natural productions, the approximation
The great questions of production and
was in some rases so great, as to render it
the increase
overproduction,
difficult to nay which was the best. This re distribution,
sulted from the materials brine absolutely of pauperism and crime, the accumulation
the same in both instances; and the success of all wealth in the hands of the capital
has arisen from copying nature and following ists, the degradation and brutalization of
in her fool-steps. Silex, the best of materials, the laboring classes, the inevitable ten
i« used as the great ami chief ingredient, and dency of the present course of things,
is dissolved by soda, in a high pressure boiler. were then briefly . but most powerfully
The soluble silicate of soda makes a thick reviewed, — the clear and devout earnest
silicious paste, which is the cementing pow ness of the man
seeming to shed an elec
er and bond of union : this is worked up with
tric glare upon the bare skeleton of
sand, or with pieces of gr.mite, or with par
ticles of bur sione . and forms, according to Society as he traced out as with the point
the varying proportions and quantities of the of his finger its horrible and monstrous
In the course of his re
respective materials, articles of different tex misproportions.
tures and qualities, from the coarse sand marks he alluded to the article conden
stones to the most compact slabs of slate and sing Sismondi's views of political econo-.
marble. The silicious paste envelops and my, in the May number of Blackwood, —
very firmly binds the materials, so as to allow an article which has already been noticed
them, in their moist state, to be moulded into
and copied from in our columns — and re
any form or cast, so as to take any impression, commended its
sad and ap
profound,
however delicate ; and the subservient ap
truths to especial attention.
He
plication of heat, in a stove or ki(n, sets and palling
hardens the mass, by vitrifying the eilicious contended that the same spirit and the
paste; thus uniting, by an indissoluble bond, same destiny is at work throughout the
the materials employed. Some ornamental civilized world — the total subversion of
slabs, images, and figures, with coarse sand Man and the destruction of his simplest
stones applicable to common purposes, and and most fundamental rights, the right to
much harder and superior to bricks, were the soil and the right to the product of
exhibited.
" The members present were much grati his labor. In Great Britain, which is to
be regarded as the matured example of
fied, and felt a pleasure in congratulating
what this spirit will inevitably produce
Mr. Ransom on the successful results of his
labors, which redound so much to his credit elsewhere, these rights are already in a
The Cotton lord*
and to that of his native town. It is only do state of subversion.
ing justice to Mr. H. B. Webster, the talent I and the Land lords monopolize all the soil
j
And it
ed Secretary of the Ipswich Philosophical So and all the labor of that people.
ciety, to state thit Mr. Ransom it much in is fast becoming so in this country too.
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We congratulate ourselves on the minute cue mankind from his horrible depravity
divisions and ownerships of our soil ; and and wretchedness, and preserve our mighty
A Babel from swift destruction. — Tribune.
yet this is a most dangerous fallacy.
majority of all the land in our State is
covered by bond and mortgage, and these
A VISITbund.-,and mortgages, are all in the hands
We reached Maysville in the morning.
of a few capitalists and companies, and
It is a city of about three thousand inhab
the farmer is liable at any time to be
itants, lying on the banks of the Ohio
swept from his farm by foreclosure and
and growing fast.
The water being very
himself and his wife and children turned
As to the une low, several steamers were aground with
paupers upon the world.
in a few miles above the city.
After
qual division of capital and the Serfhood
took passage for Cincinnati.
of labor, he referred to two or three strik breakfast,
A few miles below Maysville, on the
The master -workman,
ing instances.
Ohio side of the river, there is a small
proprietor or capitalist owns the labor of
The Society set
Fourier Association.
his journeymen — the more expert and
acres,
skillful can alone find employment, while tled upon an estate of six hundred
but on account of many falling back who
the inferior workmen are forced to bring
had signed for shares, they have been
themselves in competition with each oth
to sell all but two hundred acres,
er and to put their labor up at auction to obliged
Our families, too, On this farm they have established a saw
the highest bidder.
mill, flouring and other mills, and though
who inhabit their splendid mansions and
luxurious parlors — are not their servants, battling with the difficulties of infancy, I
that they
their slaves, confined below, out of day believe from what I could learn
light, fed on the remains of the master's will succeed. It is becoming, or will soon
become, in my opinion, a serious question
table — suffocated in smoke or frozen in
whether some such form of social life, is
garrets?
not the only hope of a temporal salvation
Thesethings, which are only beginning
Every body admits the ne
as it were to show themselves in this for the poor.
and even beauty of Association
country, have already reached a full and cessity
another from the
rank maturity in Great Britain.
There, for the protection of one
hand of the robber, the knife of the as
since the full development of the commer
more glaring and occa
cial spirit, which was at first beneficial in sassin, and the
; but they seem
its action by its reflective stimulus upon sional evils of all kinds
and thus making the laboring never to have thought that these are the
industry,
—
that man desires the
men feel their own value and importance least of evils
— crime and pauperism have increased hands of kind, true friends to protect him
self against Poverty,
and
Misfortune,
and are increasing to a frightful extent ;
Want, which drive so many to
and, although abstractly the British na grinding
robbers, to prey
tion boast that they are free, yet these become assassins and
their fellows often for scanty bread.
rights — the rights by which producers upon
enemies,
can alone prolong even their existence These are the fiercest common
the greatest curses of all societies ; and
without the consent of others — are not
some bond or union that will relieve men
theirs : they have not the right to labor
from these, will at once strangle the grim
nor the right to possess the fruits of their
labor.
They are degraded, miserable, fiends that all are willing to guatd against.
The poor man has little to fear from the
starving slaves, paupers and criminals.
but without some
Such has been the result of boasted civili thief or the assassin,
hand to minister to his imperious
zation with them !— such will and must be gentle
wants, he is just the person to become
the result of the present system every
In God's name, what does a
with railroad either.
where ! We are rushing
man want of that society, which only
speed towards a horrible abyss, and there
aims at evils which never beset him ?
is nothing in the present tendency of things
have ever thought it the essence of Chris
to change or retard our course.
and sorrow
What, then, is the remedy ? Since it tianity to assist the destitute
One of the two commandments
ing.
is proved that when men's interests and
"
upon which it is declared
hang the law
their duty to their race conflict, duty is
and the prophets " is " to love your neigh
yielded to interest — since the law of love
bor as yourself!"
The great Master,
is powerless, when brought in contact
eating with publicans and sinners, which
with selfishness — the only remedy that re
many of his professed followers would scorn
mains is, to make interest and love com
to do now, condescended to make it his
patible ; to establish a brotherhood of love
chief business to sympathise with and
and equality, whereby the interests and
This help the distressed. How can that com
happiness of all will be promoted.
mandment be followed, or the works of
can only be done by elevating Labor from
the
imitated,
Master
as society now
its present abject condition of Serfhood,
exists ?
Answer, ye God's-men and
and making it the joint recipient of its joint
is the great bar World's-men, since ye approve the ex
Individualism
product.
Without examining
ample of Christ!
rier to Progress, which must be broken
minutely, or knowing the rules of these
and Man induced to labor as a Whole, for
new societies, I believe them worthy at
and redemption of that
the elevation
Whole, before any-true reform can begin. least a generous trial, and aiming at a
The doctrine of Association is termed vis great, good, and I hope, feasible end.
c. D. s. — Ibid.
Truly yours,
ionary :— most truly is it a vision — a bright
and glorious vision, like the sun at noon
day ! Wo to bun who sees not this vis
POVERTY.
It is not necessary to reca
ion — who shuts up his heart and will not pitulate the horrors I have witnessed in
understand!
God rules the universe by the
It is said that
regions of poverty.
the law of love — shall Man hope to accom
the eras of pestilence and famine are
plish his destiny by the law of selfishness passed, but so will not those say who
and hate ? They who proclaim the truths have visited the dwellings of th*
opera
of Association, will hereafter bo regarded tives of our great
manufacturing towns,
the prophets of a better time — as the when the markets arc
glutted, and the
ministers of that faith which alone can res mills and manufactories are closed.
Pes

I

I

u

tilence still rages fiercely as ever, in t!ie
form of typhus, engendered by warn.
ID
the mission I have called myself to,
have stood upon the mud floor, over the
corpse of the mother and the nerw born
child — both the victims of want.
I have
seen a man (God's image) stretched on
straw, wrapped only in a mat, resign his
breath, from starvation, in the prime of
have entered, on a sultry sumage.
i HIT'S night, a small house, situate on
the banks of a common sewer, wherein
one hundred and twenty-seven human be
ings, of both sexes and all ages, were
indiscriminately crowded. T have been in
the pestilential hovels of our great manu
facturing cities, where life was corrupted
in every possible mode, from the malaria
of the sewer to the poison of the gin-bot
tle.
I have been in sheds of the peasant,
worse than the hovel of the Russian,
where eight squalid, dirty, boorish crea
tures were to be kept alive by eight shil
lings per week irregularly
paid. I have
seen the humanities of life desecrated in
have seen the father snatch
every way.
the bread from his child, and the mother
offer the gin-bottle for the breast.
have
seen too, generous sacrifices and tender
considerations, to which the boasted chiv
alries of Sydney and Edward were child
ish ostentation.
I have found wrong so
exalted, and right so debased, — I have
seen and known of so much misery, that
the faith in good has shivered within me.
— Douglass Jerrolfs Mvgazine.

I

I

I

I

The Illinois Legislature have incorpo
rated the Willamantic Brass band ! with
the privilege of issuing notes of course.

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS !
Leaves Brook Farm at 7 A. M., and 2 1-2
p. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica
Plains, and Roxbury.
Returning, leaves
Donlittle's, Clty Tavern, Brattle Street, at
9 1-2 A. M., and 5 p. M. Sunday excepled.
N. R. GERRISH.
June 28, 1845.
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"

ity shall be endowed with
power from
on high," and nerved with Omnipotence.

hearty

approval, and shall command all
the compass of my limited

faith in the Divine

Order which

is

;

a

ii^

;

I

I

" Word made flesh,"
greatly rejoice in the work you have
(Divine Truth in
Your letter, inclosing the Circular of the science of Association,) will now, as begun and am fully persuaded that the
Committee, was then, expose the institutions of civilized effort will be sustained by many, very
the Central Executive
this morning received, and I hasten to say society to all the calamities which befel many willing hearts and able hands.
reply, first, that the plan of PROPAGA those of the Jews, even to swift destruc
The arrangements for the future conduct
TION therein disclosed meets my most tion — while on the other hand,
living of the "Harbinger," also afford much plea
now

presented to the world, for its redemption

means.

and salvation from the diabolical

pe
To inform you of the means, in
cuniary point of view, of one who, from
the earliest dawn of reason has questioned
the correctness of the Social State which

and infernal

a

the aid within

strifes

We shall strain every nerve to ex
tend its circulation in this quarter. Indeed

sure.

hatreds

your letter and circular has inspired us with
and joyous hope and confidence that the day
into the of our redemption draws nigh, and that

of competition

will lead directly
of Peace, and into the regenerated earth will ere long re
the possession of all the joys and bless sound in full chorus, with the " Song of
antagonism,

,

kingdom of the Prince

Moses and the Lamb."

Your brother in the bond of Unity.

is

of the great and mighty
voice of Truth now reverberating through
out the length and breadth of this land,
The Son
and the whole civilized world
!

the thunder-tones

sinking
and

It by

revives the sink

speedily regenerated race,

because uf the numerous

exceedingly

imperfect

partial

attempts

is

a

in

the word

reserve for them

better condition
the future. —

is

that

a

no less clearly set forth in
in

Prophecy,

is

It

ly

set forth, and oft repeated

of God.

large share

most solemn

in

" For

I

the needy shall not always be forgotten,
the expectation of the poor shall not per
ish forever."
rejoice in this prophecy,
and long and pray for that happy period
to come, when its actual fulfillment
light

shall

of the long

up -the countenances

neglected, and broken-hearted

poor, with

gratitude, joy, and gladness.

The poor expect relief from

never-

ceasing toil, and corroding anxiety
they
expect to be allowed the privilege of en

at joying the

;

a

Committee.

ing hopes of

of the fruits of their labor,

common

bounties

of Provi

are springing up on dence, bestowed as
reward of their in
every hand, only to meet the mortifica
email pit
Instead of having
dustry.
tion and distress of failure from
want tance doled out to them, merely suffi
of the necessary and indispensable means, cient to sustain animal life, they expect
both spiritual and material — " Devoted enough to afford them the means of en
Association,

which

a

hears not

ecutive

Ex

the Central

live by extorting from them

a

death, which

of the plan proposed

the

a

ral and spiritual

feel in contemplating the benefits which
must result from the efficient prosecution

EDITORS, — The great truth
poor and needy are neglected
and forgotten by the rich and proud, who
MESSRS.

that

:

is

,

ity, have inherited also that awful apathy
of soul and indifference of mind, which
most of the possessors of this world's
of
goods now manifest for the well-being
Awful, indeed,
their fellow creatures.
the apathy and indifference of that mo

cannot express to you the satisfaction

I

I

in

any way been pos
inherited wealth, or
should, in all probabil
sessed of riches,

I

I

;

is

I

I

a

it
is

is
a

is

a

it
is

is

I

;

it

;

I

it

;

and material, so abun
and who, ings, both spiritual
he found existing around him
dantly promised in the Eternal Word.
to
the
as
been
satisfied
for years past, has
am content with
is, that
Therefore
absolute falsity of that state would be
for
given to rejoice that
poverty
to
have
learned
work.
an unoecessary
" name written in heaven," along
my
utterly impossible for any
know that
with that innumerable host of hopeful,
course
one, whose mind has taken such
faithful workers, who have labored for
of inquiry, to stoop to the immoral and
the -elevation of the race in limes past
so
the
which
present
irreligious practices
and present.
cial order makes necessary to the acquisi
Although my means of contributing to
the
certain
Poverty
wealth.
tion of
the grand work you propose are thus lim
lot, then, of all such persons, while they
There
ited, still something can be done.
remain under the present order of isola
small band of believers in this city
ted, antagonistic interests, excepting only
and vicinity, each of whom will add his
those who may have inherited or be
" mite," so that,
sum may
hoped,
—
among which excep
queathed wealth,
be raised not altogether unworthy your
do
Nor
regret
classed.
not
am
tions
acceptance.
for, had
my present lot
that poverty

Most timely, joying the comforts and conveniences of
Man, in this His Spiritual Advent to Men, Science, Capital."
" opening the eyes of the then, this plan set on foot, which
to life.
A great change
going on in this
blind, unstopping the ears of the deaf, teach and gently lead the infantile ener
social reform.
place in relation to
and raising the dead," spiritually, as, gies of the human soul, which are to in
crease until the great body of human
few months, and
have been here but
during his advent in the flesh, eighteen
a

I

a

is

is

is

is

of

our earth,
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limited, them are Disciples, (members of what is are as incredulous upon the subject of so
a number of generally called the Campbellite Church). cial equality, as those of former time»
were upon that of political equality. —
our best laborers and mechanics, and I Next in number are the Universalists.
These sceptics cannot believe that man in
find that there is an intense longing after They have also among them, some Meth

my

but

is somewhat

acquaintance

I

have conversed

with

There is much capable of necessary exertion, without
in re the stimulus of antagonistical ambition.
The Strife is, in their opinion, a necessary
ligious matters they thus differ.
physical, intellectual and moral, can be balance of money yet to be paid by them, stimulus.
The reformation which your paper ad
developed in due proportion, — and to is to be met by instalments, running over
the vigor of manhood.
a period of many years, so that the terms vocates, must precede the Christianization
The great and capital er
1 have some facts on hand connected are easy. If they had the fifteen hundred of the world.

a social condition

more

odists and Presbyterians.

with

congenial

the spirit of universal justice, and benev
olence, — a state wherein their nature,

harmony among them,

— although

with the factory system as it is carried on dollars which I have mentioned, my firm ror, that there must be sameness to se
in this place, which, if you desire, I will conviction is, they could discharge all the cure harmony, must be exploded.
What
furnish you at some future time.
other liabilities from the avails of their we regard as discordant elements in so
Heaven bless you in your labor of love
and mercy.

I

wish you to send me the first Number

of the

"

In
industrial operations.
of their location, there is
a large extent of country to the East,
North and West, which must deal at
machine

and

consequence

" if

Harbinger

I

as

possible,

wish to have the volume entire.

Yours in the bonds of love.
On the

24th

of June last, the Ohio
The reason is plenty and excellent.

the want of Funds.

Since

the former

they had obtained

dissolution,

advantage to the Phalanx.

Their soil is very good : drinking

again dissolved.

no acces

sion of numbers or capital, worth

In Pittsburgh

water

Thousands

organiza

and harmonious.

and scores of thousands in the

present day are disgusted,

hope of escaping this side the grave from
such revolting scenes.
Could such men
but see one ray of hope, could

they see

in its proper
feeling on their beloved Christianity
; and yet very dress, operating in the spirit of- universal

there is much

the subject of Association

few persons, who have means, are willing

consid

a proper

tion will be, concordant

and sickened
their mills, or go a very great distance to at the scenes of fraud and force by which
This is the millions are oppressed, who have no
arrive at other water powers.
an immense

Phalanx

ciety, may, and with

love,

and

charity,

would

they

become

auxiliaries
in the work of re
The members I presume will now to embark in it. The time has not come powerful
form.
Mechanics
here
at
this
have,
for
them.
They all I believe, retain their
disperse.
The cry that the church is in danger,
times; I ought
sentiments hi favor of Association ; but period, busy and profitable
ering.

rather to say, such mechanics as are con

they have not the means to go on.

I

Re

have been again in the Western

serve lecturing.

Among

other places,

cerned

I The

lectured at Ravenna, about the middle of

June, to the Annual
Universaliats.

I think

State Convention

in building

or furnishing

houses.

tian union, for names, and forms, and
creeds ; and that the state is in danger,
from an attempt to control men by attrac

city is fast arising from its ruins.

Truly and respectfully

arising from a fear, that love and charity
is to be substituted as the bond of Chris

yours.

of

tive rather than repulsive influences, must

that body of Chris

Enclosed you will find two dollars, for
cease to excite alarm, when these things
tians will, before long, generally embrace your " Harbinger." I have received, and
There is a growing feeling read with pleasure and profit, your three are understood.
Association.
These reflections are produced by a
in the Western
Reserve in favor of the numbers, and desire it continued to me.
consideration of the subject of yonr pa
cause.
The style, spirit, and morals of your pa
The Trumbull Phalanx, near the town per meet my approbation.
I see in it per, and penned in haste, which you will
I trust, excuse. I am but little acquaint
of \Varren Ohio, numbers about two hun Christianity, as distinguished from secta
ed with the writings and movements of
have
elev
dred and fifty persons.
They
rianism, the elements of a system which
the reformers, but I find many things said
en hundred and twenty-two acres of land, aims at government by the influence of
them in harmony with my own views,
by
however
covered
with
timber.
mostly
the Christian virtues, instead of the hea
They have two water powers on the Ea then vices. Many great men, whose dis and I have high hopes that much good
will flow from their philanthropic labors.
gle Creek, and one grist mill, two saw tinction secured them a hearing through
Yours respectfully.
mills, one
an excellent
turning

cutter,

vhingle
machine.

machine,

and a first

out Christendom,

have been fully sensible

of the power of love to rule the passions
and and subdue the wicked propensities of

rate carding

Also, they are erecting

have by this time, in a considerable state

mankind, but the counter influences,

the

of advance, an Ashery and a Tannery. necessity for degrading, servile, repulsive
They did not obtain all their lands or toil, has engendered the malignant pas
farms from one person ; but neighboring sions, and choked the growth of virtue.
farmers put in farms : hence they are
In the present order of society, the
able to give security on unincumbered strength of our attachments to the circle,
real estate, worth, I think, at least three or sect, or country of our choice, is de
thousand dollars, to secure a loan of fif pendent, in a great measure, upon our
teen hundred dollars,

if

any person would

accommodate them with that sum.
an amount of additional

capital,

Such
would,

aversion to an antagonist circle, interest,
sect, or country.

of patriotism,

and

1 am poor,
Association,

but
and

I

I

am a fast friend of
will give you all the

assistance in my power.

I

have to work

hard as the hardest for my daily bread,
and I am willing to work.
I long to be
Some
engaged in practical Association.
times I am almost in an agony to see with
what disadvantage people, and hard labor
ing people too, have to get along through
this toilsome life ; the drudgery
they

We deplore the decay have to undergo, — the poor compensa
thousands

look

to a tion they get . then to see how blind they

are to their own sad condition ; it seems
Their total liabilities are about eleven tive of that virtue.
to me sometimes, that they have a kind of
thousand dollars.
They have invested or
The intelligent everywhere are forced self-willed blindness, that is determined
in my opinion,

guarantee

their success.

foreign war as the only effectual restora

I mean that to admit that there are great, and radical
paid about eight thousand.
eleven thousand dollars is the unpaid bal defects in the present social organiza
ance against
them.
Their crops are tion, but they believe them to flow from
They arc industrious.

Most

of the unalterable laws of our nature.

not to see their condition,

and when,

if

they do see it, they will not acknowledge
it. O ! what infatuation the present state

They of society

has

brought

mankind

into.

THE HARBINGER,
There is no relief from this thraldom, this quite other ends and to quite other means drank his health and that of his bride in a
Without a glass of wine, and saw them depart with
serfdom, this Egyptian bondage, this de for the attaining of them.
a fatherly blessing.
Time passed away,
grading condition of soAety, in which man substratum of sou!, no scheme oven for
j and the Dr. had almost forgotten the cirhas no rest, no real rest, day nor night, the bettering of the body will last long. cumstance of the
wedding, when one day
j
With that foundation, all the forces of a cart was. seen to stop before his door,
hut in Association, as set forth by Charles
Fourier. No day passes but I have occa Nature make strong league together to and a man began to unload and deposit in
his house a whole cargo of oranges and
sion to refer to the advantages of Associ keep its timbers from rotting.
Such a
The Dr. had not ordered the
lemons.
ation over the present isolated state of scheme must be entered into -reverently
fruit, and he forthwith proceeded to stop
But this form of society will and Godwardly, and by men of some sort the process of delivery.
society.
The man affirm
make rapid progress, when once an As
of divinity about them, whether of pa ed that all was right ; but when the Dr.
persisted that there must be a mistake,
the man asked him if he remembered
having married such a co.uple at such a
time.
The question renewed the good
Doctor's
and he at onee
recollection,
FARMERS' NOONING.
knew that the honest tar himself stood
"
BY EDWAKD H. COOOINS.
It is all ripht," said the
before him.
told you if iny wife proved
The harvesting hours have come once more. sailor.
And though hard be our labor, we've toiled good for any thing, I woiild not forget
She has proved as gcod a sLp
your fee.
before,
as ever put out on the s-a of matrimony.
And scythe and rske we'll merrily wield,
You may as well take the cargo, and save
Till shorn of its green is the harvest lield.
your thanks for the sailor's wife."

sociation can be commenced and carried tience, humility, faith, love, charily
on agreeably to the plan laid down, but creative and constructive faculty.
our people are in such haste to realize the
that

hopes,

without

the proper materials

ble

together

for this no

and so cause a complete
is very much to be re

building,
which

failure,

they

rush

golden

gretted and should be discouraged

I

where.

every
am too much in haste ui write,

but accept my good wishes.

"

say,

Go

— You

ahead,"

—I

can only

must

pros

per.

I do not wonder at your enthusiasm
in regard to Association.
I have not had
yet a sufficient opportunity to study it as
as such

thoroughly

a system

requires,

I am acquainted with its
they come nearer to my ideas

as far as

but,

revelations,

and

"I

A deluge of heat the sun pours down,
And sweat-drops roll from our temples brown ;
There isatpresANCIENT FURNITURE.
Yet are we as free from the chains of care
sent a great rage in some parts of the
As the breeze that floats to our bosoms bare.
country for collecting specimens of ancient
In Providence, if we may judije
furniture.
And here we are taking our noontide rest,
As the -mi shapes his course towards the from the statements of the Journal, the
The Journal thus sat
glowing west,
fever runs high.
The shadows fall cool, and on fluttering wing
The gay bobolink 'gins his carol to sing.

of social reorganization than any other
Old Simon is taking a nap at his ease
that I am acquainted with.

I

believe

I

that

good knowledge

have

a sufficiently

of the mere external de

velopments of Association,
it were, of the doctrine,

the body, as
but

I

make any decisive judgment,
examine well into its mystical

before

I

wish

to

and spirit

which, constitute the soul,

ual bearings,

Where he thought that no urchin would come
to tease ;
But his features are twisted about m queer,
That be surely must feel that straw in hl>ear.
And Lizzie is tripping it down the lane, —
Her basket is filled with good cheer again;
With a day-dawn cheek, and a soft blue eye,

And silken hair, she Is hastening nigh.
the fairest bodily propor
tions must be torpid and waste away by a To the shadowing wood near by she'll go
To the spring where the spotted lillies grow ;
slow rot, like an idle hulk.
One thing I am sure of, and that is, She'll gracefully bend o'er its flowery brink.
without

that

if

which,

of association is to And bring us away a cooling drink.

the experiment

be fairly tried,
setts.

it must be in Massachu

Nowhere

else in the world,

I

be

So cheerily passes the Farmer's Noonday ;
From his fields anxious care is driven away;

lieve, can so many true spirits be gather
Princes might envy hii peaceful lot,
, the trial has failed, as Or barter their crowns for the joys of his cot.
In
auy one might have foretold without any

ed.

of being a prophet.
There was not a single philosophic mind,

claim to the praise

nay, not a philosophic
the

experimenters.

I

Fourier,

suspect,

idea even, among

They
as the

looked

upon

Messiah

of

bread buttered on both sides, and of rest
earned, as it never can be, without

labor.

They saw no further than the mere husk
of Fourier's doctrine, and as a necessary
consequence,
ed from

the only harvest they reap
was one of
experiment

their

I

husks, and those too of a bitterish sort,
fancy.

No system of reform

can suc

ceed when its idea rises no higher than to
of the condition of the

au amelioration

human larder, and when its apostles may
enough be defined as a society

correctly

for giving

regular

and tin-kitchens

employment to spits
in reduced circumstances.

The reorganization

of society

looks

to

irizes this freak in the popular taste :

" As may readily he supposed, there is
a great variety in the antique furniture,
which has thus been seized upon and made
to renew its age, and great difference in
the degree of antiquity claimed for differ
ent articles ; but fashion, which regulates
everything, for a long time held the May
flower furniture in the highest estimation,
the
and it is almost beyond calculating
number of chairs, and t;ible8, and sofa.*,
•' that came over in the Mayflowet,"
which are scattered through the houses of
our city.
Nobody, with any pretensions
to fashion, but has at least a chest of
drawers that came over in the pilgrim
vessel ; and it requires a bolder man than
we are, to express any douht of their
in presence of their fair
genuineness,
We know it is generally
possessors.
supposed that the Mayflower was a small
vessel.
Nothing could be a greater mis
was at least a fleet.
take : the Mayflower
There are chairs enough in Providence,
that came over in that vessel, to load a
But everything has its day.
seventy-four.
The Mayflower furniture is beginning to
be rather common ; and Roger Williams'
furniture is at present most in demand.
An ingenious mechanic, who has made a
great deal of Mayflower furniture, informs
us that articles warranted to have been in
the family of Roger Williams are deci
He has made
dedly preferred at present.
four chairs aud one table of this latter de
scription, and he did us the honor to ask
our opinion upon cutting down a fourfoot bedstead — rather an umbrella article
— into the first bedstead that Roger Wil
his landing at
liams slept upon alter
We suggested that it would
Whatchcer.
hardly "do," at present; but he says
we have no idea of the enlightened inter
est which the ladies take m every thing
antique, and he feels quite certain that he
could sell it at a handsome price, espe
cially if he adds a little carving to one cor
ner, and breaks off the top of one of tha

The
THE SAILOR AND HIS BRIDE.
Boston Transcript tells a good story, in
which a venerable and lamented pastor of
a Baptist church aud an honest Jack Tar
and his wife, were the principal actors.
The sailor with his chosen partner went
to the house of Dr.
to be married,
and were accordingly " made one," with
all the solemnity proper to the occasion.
At the conclusion of the service, Jack
told the Dr. that he understood that sev
enty-five cents was the lawful fee, but
that as he hadn't a brass cent to bless
himself with, he should dufer payment to
a more convenient opportunity,
adding a
promise that he would honestly pay the
minister, with one proviso, — that if his
wife proved to bo a good woman and a
true help meet, he should reward him
" splicing," but if she
generously foi the
turned out " to be good for nothing," the
minister .would not hear from him again.
Dr.
was so much pleased with the
'
straightforward manner of the tar, that he posts.
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Thus what the Count experienced for
,er astonished and tormented him strangeThere were in that man of the
y.

MISCELLANY.
CONSUELO.*
FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
Translatedfor the Harbinger.

XV.

knows nothing of all these thing*,
which can teach me nothing of them."
This security *of judgment and th»

which

Zus
world some fibres of an artist which had rravity of examination so surprised
to
not yet vibrated and which she made to tiniani that he did not dare address
him
and
he
asked
another
question
ier
But
tremble with unknown movements.
a
his revelation could not penetrate suffi self with consternation what hold such
a
of
have
upon
he
could
spirit
ae
gallant
ciently deep into the soul of the patrician

The Count seeing that Consuelo was
insensible to the attractions of gain, tried
to make him comprehend the impotence
to put in play the springs of vanity, and
and poverty of those means of seduction

that class.

The appearance of the two debutants
a was prepared with all the tricks usual on
At first Zustiniani thought
fused them.
This was a source of
woman entirely different from her whom such occasions.
that she comprehended his secret inten
difference and continual -discussion be
ic ha'd been able to corrupt.
tions : but soon he percieved that in her
He had patience, and reeolved to try tween the Count and Porpora, between
it was only a sort of rustic pride and that
The old master
He carried her Consuelo and her lover.
the effects of emulation.
she did not wish to receive any recom
to his box at the theatre, in order that and his strong pupil blamed the charla
pense before she had earned it by labor
announcements
he might see Corilla's success and that am- tanism of those pompous
ing for the prosperity of his theatre.
little methods
jition might be awakened in her. But the and of those villainous
Still he made her accept a complete dress
in im
result of this attempt was very different which we have so much surpassed
of white satin, by telling her that she
At Venice, in
Consuelo left pertinence and bad faith.
from what he anticipated.
could not decently appear in his saloon in
had no great part
the theatre, cold, silent, fatigued, and not those days, the journals
her chintz frock and that he required her,
People did not work so
moved by the noise or the applause. in such matters.
from consideration for him, to quit the
of an
Corilla had appeared to her to want solid underetandingly in the composition
She submitted
costume of the people.
of the pro
power of good audience ; they were ignorant
talent, noble feeling,
and yielded her fine form to the fashiona
She felt herself competent to sit found resources of catch-words, of the ro
stamp.
ble semstresses who turned it to good
and
bulletins,
mancing of biographical
in judgment upon her talent, factitious
account and did not spare the stuffs.
called
machines
even
of
the
powerful
forced, and already ruined at its fountain,
Thus transformed after two days into a
ar
She clappers.. There were strong parties,
by a life of disorder and egotism.
fine lady, compelled likewise to accept a
were
arranged
but
all
these
;
cabals
dent
clapped with an impassive air, uttered a
string of pearls which the Count present
and operated solely by the
few words of measured approbation, and in coteries,
ed as payment for the evening when she
a
ingenuously infatuated
of
public
power
a
vain
of
comedy
disdained playing the
sang before him and his friends, she was
with some, and sincerely opposed to oth
generous enthusiasm for a rival, whom
still handsome ; if not as became her
For ers. Art was not always the moving
she could neither fear nor admire.
style of beauty, such as she was obligee
Little and great passions, for
believed
her power.
one moment the Count
to be in order that vulgar eyes eoulc
to talent, came then, as
troubled by a secret jealousy, if not ol eign to art and
her.
But this result was
comprehend
But
battle in the temple.
the talent, at least of the success of tho now, to do
obtained.
At firs
never completely
they were less skillful in concealing
donna.
prima
sight, Consuelo neither struck nor dazzlei
" This success is nothing
to that these causes of discord and in placing
She was always pale, anc
any one.
to the account of a severe dilettant
which you will obtain," said he to her; them
her studious and modest habits took from "
ism.
It was in fact the same vulgar hu
let it give you only a presentiment ol
her look that continued brilliancy which
foundation, with a surface less com
the triumphs which await you, if you are man
ia acquired by the eyes of women whose
what you have been be plicated by civilization.
The founda before the public
only thought is to shine.
conducted such affairs as a
Zustiniani
hope you are not affrighted
fore us.
tion of her character, as well as of her
rather
than as director of a
lord,
great
by what you see?"
was serious and reflective
physiognomy,
" No, Signor Count," replied Consue theatre. His ostentation was a more
You could see her eating, talking of in
" this public does not af powerful lever than the cupidity of ordin
lo, smiling,
different matters, being politely wearie(
It was in the saloons
I
think of the advantages ary speculators.
fright me;
amidst the vulgar stupidities of a life in
his public and warmed
he
that
prepared
from
the
be
drawn
part
which might
that she
the world, without imagining
His
success of his representations.
which Corilla fills in a brilliant manner, the
But when the smile o
was handsome.
therefore were neither low nor
methods
can
be
effects
other
pro
which
but in
a cheerfulness which allied itself easily
mean; but he introduced into them all
duced that she does not perceive."
to this serenity of soul, passed over he:
" What, you do not think of the pub the puerility of his self-love, the activity
features, you began to find her agreeable
of his gallant passions, and the clever
lic?"
And then when she was more animated
" No : think of the score, of the in gossip of good company. He went on
when she became highly interested in
piece by piece, with a good
tentions of the composer, of the spirit ol demolishing,
outward action, when she was moved
of art, the edifice recently raised by
the part, of the orchestra which has its deal
when she was excited, when she enteree
his own hands to the glory of Corilla.
good qualities and its defects, the first ol
upon the manifestation of her inwan
the world saw very well that he
which must be taken advantage of, anc All
sentiment and into the exercise of he
to build up another glory ; and as
wished
the other must be covered by surpassing
pos
hidden power, she became radiant with
listen to they attributed to him the complete
one's self in certain places.
wonder which he
all the fires of genius and of love ; it was
of
the
session
pretended
satis
not
always
the choruses, which are
another dream ; you were enchanted, im
to produce, poor Consuelo did not
and which need a more severe di wished
will,
anc factory
at
her
annihilated
the sentiments of the Count
passioned,
even
imagine
which
in
the
examine
passages
rection ;
without her even being conscious of the
already all Venice said,
while
her,
for
it is necessary to exert all one's powers,
with Corilla, he was about
mystery of her power.
that
disgusted
must
which
they
in
consequently those
a new mistress in her'
* Entered according to Act of Conpresa, in be favored.
You see, Signor Count, to bring forward
" Grand mystifica
Many added,
place.
(he year 1845, by FBANCIS G. SHAW, in the that
to
think
things
many
have a great
Cterk'g office ol the District Court of Massa
and
great damage for
for
his
tion
public
of the public,
about, before thinking
chusetts.

offered her jewels

and dresses:

she re

he wished

which

to employ

towards

I

I

I

I

I
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his theatre! for his favorite is a little the victory was brilliant, decisive, incon
her faithful partisans were pleased to rep
Nevertheless she received him
street singer who knows nothing, and has testable.
resent.
was far from sharing his with a very cheerful air and tapping him
Anzoleto
nothing but a beautiful voice and a passa
on the cheek ; " Ah ! Ah !
ble face."
friend's repugnance to secondary means. maliciously
Thence arose cabals for Corilla, who, His success was by no means so well as is it you, little cheat?" said she to him,
on her side, went about playing the part sured.
In the first place the Count was making at the same time a cign to her

of a sacrificed rival, and invoked her nu not so ardent about it; then the tenor servant to retire and close the door ; " do
merous cortege of admirers, in order that whom he was to succeed, was a talent of you come again to entertain me with

they and their friends might do justice to the first order, whom he could not flatter
the insolent pretensions of the Zingarella
himself easily to efface from the memory
Thence

(little gipsy.)

of

also cabals in fa

of his audience.

It is true that every

your nonsense, and do you flatter yourself
you can make- me believe, that you are
not the most traitorous of all dealers in

at the Count's small talk, and the most intriguing of all
in the duetts, set aspirants after glory ? You are a master
tranged or disputed by Gorilla, or indeed him off admirably and that, pressed for coxcomb, my friend, if you thought to
on the part of husbands who hoped that a ward and sustained by the magnetic influ
reduce me to despair by your sudden de
certain group of Venetian Don Juans ence of her genius, superior to his own, sertion, after such tender declarations;
vor

on the part of women,

Consuelo,

whose lovers and husbands had been es

evening
house;

he

also

sang

that Consnelo,

might be attracted by the debutante rath
he often raised himself to a great height. and you have been a master block-head to
er than by their wives, or still further on Then he was greatly
applauded and make yourself desired : for I forgot you
the part of lovers refused or deceived by highly
But after the sur entirely after waiting twenty four hours."
encouraged.
Gorilla and who wished to be avenged by prize which his beautiful voice excited at
"Twenty four hours! that is im
replied Anzoleto, kissing Coril
" Oh !
arm.
la's heavy and powerful
mtaica, they were divided between the the imperfections of the debutant and he if I believed
should be very proud
approval of the serious masters, such as himself felt them with terror.
had deceived
know well that
That was but
Porpora, Marcello, Gomelli &c., who an the time to work with new ardor, but in myself into believing you when you said
nounced with the debut of an excellent vain did Consuelo exhort him to it, and tome — "
the tnutnph of another.

the first hearing, especially

after Consue

mense,"

di lo had revealed herself, they felt strongly

I

I

if

I

;

it,

who feared being obliged to return to itations and intrigues, he was preoccu
scores long since neglected and to serious pied with so many cares and miserable
labor ; all those attached to the theatre, anxieties,
that there remained to him
who foresaw the reforms always result
neither time nor courage for study.
ing from a notable change in the compa
In the midst of these perplexities,
ny ; in fine even to the scene-shifters, to foreseeing that the strongest opposition
the tire-women of the actresses and the to his success would proceed from Coril

or against

for

the de'hut ; and it

that the Count

longer and did not trouble himself about
her in any manner, he resolved to go and
visit her in order to render her favorable

of the new administration

very gaily and with a philosophic irony
the abandonment and vengeance of Zustin-

Pietro Grimaldi,
peaceably

who had just succeeded

to his

predecessor

the Doge

Luigi Pisani.
Consuelo

was affected and highly

an

noyed by these delays and these mean
nesses attached to her new career.
She
could have wished to appear immediately
without any other preparation than that

to him.

if

I

;

I

impudence

to

to come

not in good taste to abstain from
prostrating one's self before those who
are in favor and to bring one's heart and

"

devotion to those who —
" Finish to those who are in disgrace
is

very generous and very humane on
And
your part, my illustrious friend."
saw her no Corilla threw herself back upon her pillow

may truly be said that it occupied more
attention in the republic than the doings

of the Doge

the

of black satin, uttering piercing shouts of
laughter,

which were somewhat forced.

Although the disgraced prima donna

He had heard that she took was no longer in her first freshness,

iani ; that she had received

brilliant

pro

posals from the Italian opera at Paris, and
that, while waiting the check of her rival,

al

either

la, knowing

you

by

hair dresser of the figurantes, all was in
movement in the Saint Samuel theatre,

gives

day?"
" Is

:

self in so many proceedings, visits, solic

It

The musicians of the orchestra,

person.

would advise
said,
"That which
and
you had
you to forget likewise
come to see me, you would have found
But what
my door closed against you.

it

musician, the return of good traditions give him rendezvous every morning at
and of good scores ; and the dislike of the Corte Minelli, where she insisted up
the secondary composers, whose easy on remaining, in spite of the prayers of the
works Corilla had always preferred and Count, who wished to establish her more
who saw themselves threatened in her conveniently.
Anzoleto entangled him

.'

As regards the veritable dilettanti

no
the brightness of noon was
means favorable to her, and the concen
trated troubles of the latter days, had some
though

what enervated the features of her beauti

ful face, flourishing in embonpoint, Anzo
which she seemed certain of, she laughed leto, who had never before been so close
at the illusions of the in a tele'-a-te'te with so fine and so famous
immoderately
He thought that a woman, felt himself moved in those re
Count and his friends.

with prudence and falsities he might dis gions of his soul, to which Consuelo was
of her own powers and the study of the arm this formidable enemy ; and being not willing to descend, and from which
new piece.
She understood nothing of dressed and perfumed in his best style, he had voluntarily banished her pure im
a

co
sions, they require the advances of
Anzoleto deprecated the badm
quette.

But the Count, who saw the palaces silent.

a

dispense with.
more nearly

Men corrupted before their years
he penetrated to her apartments, on an age.
virtuous and
afternoon, at the hour when the habit of may still feel friendship for
but to excite their pas
the siesta renders visits infrequent and artless woman
;

intrigues which ap
peared to her more dangerous than useful
and which she felt she could very well
the secrets of the trade and

XVI.

who wished to be envied and not scoffed
at for his imaginary happiness with her,
He
spared no pains to secure partisans.

He found Corilla alone, in an exquisite

age of Corilla, by the manifestation of
love which he had intended to feign,

a

all those thousand

it

but he made her sing

and score of Consuelo

;

say
but

ap
wo

her security on the men, so coldly provoking as was Corilla.
not quite so deep as When she saw that the young tenor was

and inward dissatisfaction badly seconded light made him think
his designs;

a

it
is

a

I

boudoir, still drowsy in her chaise longue, but which he began really to feel.
made her come every day to his house and in one of the most voluptuous dislia- love, for want of more proper name
word to
and presented her to all the aristocracy of bilks as they were called in those days ;
profaning so beautiful
to the attraction exercised by
city and country.
Consuelo's
modesty but the change in her features by day ply
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" You

manner.

ing glance, "that am right in mistrust
for at this moment you deceive
ing you

I

moved, she softened and bantered

;

n-.illy

him in a more friendly

IV

is
it

she or
some one here,
pleased me, a whole evening, I confess,"
•' Neither one nor the other," cried he,
" but at bottom do not esteem
his own eyes
know that yon are ambitious, con trying to justify himself
vou.

I

said she,

;

I

efforts of the Count to make her pleasing
to his friends, the obligingness of those
same friends who exaggerate her merit,

to your

ought to restore calm

Ah

still

better

!

" That

she has never

the bitterness of yours who report calum
of nies to anger and afflict you, while they

the Count."

That

which

feel

am not jealous

!

that night in my gon

is

played the jealous,

dola; you behaved like a despot.

never was.

I

I

I I

" am not her lover,
sequently false and ready for all ports of
Y"u no love for her for
could not trust you.

infidelities.

;

in

I

girl, insolent pretensions
The
entertained.

this poor little

are soul, by proving

you

your

beautiful

unassailable

glory

I

;

I

it
is

I

I

I

I

of our patricians ; but you de

gallantries

in

;

it,

such are the
and you come and your rival trembling
jealous even to denying
discover
you
or divertedI
many causes of the prejudices
here to be cured
am so astonished, so
and with which
ceived me, wicked boy ! you were in love thanks."
" am not jealous,
hardly know how to go
and to stupefied, that
repeat
with another, and you have never ceased
—
not vexation that makes to work to attack them."
being so, and you are about to marry
prove to you
" Yon know but too well, honeyed
will tell you that the Count
me speak,
whom ! — Oh ! I know very well, my ri

would have refreshed me, after the stupid

at him
am that she tongue," said Corilla, looking
no more her lover than
the debutante, Zustiniaand that with
child as she
voluptuous tenderness, still min
virtuous like
ni's new mistress.
Shame to us two, to
listen to your
the only one culpable gled with suspicion
us three, to us four!" added she excited Count Zustiniani
sweet words, but my reason still tells me
in spite of herself, and pulling her hand towards you."
a

I

So

"

hissed

can have the Zingarella

to

fear you.

would

I

"

away from Anzoleto.

"I

;

is

a

is
; ;

I

is is

val, my enemy,

that

wager

this

I

I

ed you, even so far as to fly from your
me fall, destroy me,
Make

The blood mounted into Anzoleto's face presence.

— ."

it

a

then without talent?

has

"

fine voice,

cently at the church

and sings de
but she can know

nothing of the stage

and as for the pow
is

is

I

is

a

?

!

could

I

and how

enemy

your

wish

alas! they do then
you shall hear her, no

to ruin her*

ble Corilla, you will be moved by

gerous of enemies."

"

impudence."
"O! the poor girl!

a

of lovers or the most dan

most amiable

gen

erous pity, and you will encourage her,
instead of having her hissed, as you said

'

I

if

a

ever dare to place myself in such
posi
tion, even
were not overpowered by just now in jest.''
" Either you deceive me, or my friends
Have you any enemies,
your charms
Can
be that you have have much deceived me with regard to
divine Corillat

her

You attribute

to

!

a

a

:

!

should

know

better

I

should not do you the
what you are and
injustice to be affrighted by any rivalry,
were

" Do

even of
not

Faustina

believe

that

or a Molteni."

I

it

name with

out terror, and who does not utter
respect

who

a

a

poor child,

does not hear your illustrious

self without

Is that to be your friend,

dlbut.

a

crime on the part of

t

the thrc.shhold of her boudoir by a penetra-

and who asks noth

ing better than to make

Ah those persons
terrified
for you
cannot love you much, as they appreciate
had the happiness
you so little

I if
I

a

it

" You
not sure of having accused justly.
•ee well," said she, detaining him upon

possess some powers,
a

not that she loved him,

was one manner of aveng
ing herself upon Consuelo, whom she was

rival
they have been terrified at seeing
terrified by
child
rise up against you
!

a

Count into

her."
" Your friends have allowed themselves
In their indiscreet zeal,
to be deceived.

0
!

He remained

a

a

t

;

She

" She

by

!

I

and compre

fear you, for you are the

state of sorrowful vexation.
He wishes to drive you away, he wishes
to put an end to his Bufferings.
He
Corilla burned with a desire to render meets with
little girl, who appears to

but because

the public adore.

I

would give much to know

hend you . but

undecided, horribly humiliated and unhap
py at the part he had undertaken.
him unfaithful

"

where

was indignant.
He got up to any here in Venice, where you are known
But what would he gain ex and where you have always reigned wilhgo away.
cite still more the anger of this woman, out
rival?
love quarrel throws the
he came to calm.

which

" cried Corilla, which Heaven has given her."
Serpent that you are
"She
afraidI
was told on the
have you sucked the poison of
rare
contrary that she was gifted with
flattery which your lips and eyes distill
"

"

Anzoleto

whom

the wonders

Since when have you been tormented
the crotchets of that old foolt "

it

your future wife

Provided

me!

against

all

am not ers she ought to display there, she
so
here in secret, you tell me that
will accept the public paralysed by fear, that there
odious to you,
strong
likelihood of her losing the few resources
mark of your anger."

I,

is

it

?

I

;

I

is

what
wished to know — You love
her; and when shall you marry her?"
" shall never marry her."
" Then you go shares
You are cer
tainly very high in the 'Count's good
graces."
" For the love of heaven, Madame, let
us talk no more of the Count, nor of any
other person but you and me."
" Well, be so," said Corilla. " So
likewise at this hour, my ex-lover and

close the career

I

these outrages heaped upon
the being whom he revered above all.
" Ah you are incensed at my supposi
tions," replied Corilla, " that
right, that
!

on hearing

tic lessons, and he, for one gammut pro
perly vocalized, declares her preferable to

I

one still more."

in others,

in the art of sing
little pupil be very attentive to
ing, let
his ravings, very submissive to his pedan

;

I

the Count opposed it, per
And
present, every body knows he should grow under your protection.
wishes it.
They even say that he has here am the object of your dislike and
who have loved and respect
good reason to be impatient and the little your hatred,

At

of all originality

and of all innovation

;

flattered myself for a whole evening, that
you took some interest in me, and that

Because

haps.

'

I

Alas

you

and fatal dream

delicious

Enemy

say.

a

have not married her?"

have had

then you
Do you know Porpora
his oddities, his manias, one might

is

I

is

I

the reason

so severe,

loudly."

!

"

loved her, what

sing with
to your an

done, unfortunate

am, to displease

"

it

I

that

I

you still love the ger.
and are to marry her."
that

if

" And

victim

And what have

words and reservations,
Zingarulla,

who

have her hissed,
also must fall,

I I

half her,

proclaims

Consuelo' know

!

with

I

am not to be satisfied

I,

If you

it

I

"

!

der my dJbut
and need appear at the same time with

?

can you nut guess
ever again t"
we think of

who

to mine, since Porpora,

retract."

you wish then to hin
must
for you know that

Madame,

a

it,

terwards,

or

quickly

" Alas,

!

Accept

I

saw you for the first time, and not trouble

yourself about my doings before that ter
rible moment.
As to what happened af

a

I

is

a

I

is

divinely beautiful, though
Cruel," said he, trying to repossess without afflicting you* You shall be in Consuelo
himself of that dimpled hand ; " you ought 'my box, and you shall hiss her, and on have been told the contrary, and that she
certain character opposed
to comprehend what passed in me, when coming out you shall be my only lover. has merit of

have

been
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It is of that pub
lence of the envious.
Amoleto lic only that you ought to think, and I see
never injured mine, I have never troubled knew how to render rare and wished for with sorrow that you do not think of it at
But when I think by her. He made her believe that the nil."
myself about them'
" Be easy, dear Consuelita," replied
that they wish to brave me and to make Count was still in love with her, notwith
" Your mistake is in believing in a
me suffer — "
standing his anger, and secretly jealous, he.
" Do you wish me to bring the little while boasting of the contrary. " If he public both impartial and enlightened.
frightened.

the

linious.;

neither jealous nor ma-

of others

success

having

to your feet?
If she had dared,
she would already have come to ask your

Consuelo

advice and your assistance !

fear of losing the pleasure of his society,

which

under

various

pretexts

I

should discover the happiness which

en

Those

who

know

any

thing

are hardly

joy with you," said he to her, " there ever sincere, and those who are sincere

But she is would be an end to my debuts and per know so little, that a little boldness
haps of my career ; for I know by his enough to dazzle and to win them."

is

so timid a child ! and then they had ca

They had said to coolness, since the day when you had the

lumniated you to her.

her also that you were cruel, vindictive,

imprudence

and that you expected to make her fall."

"Did

Then

they say that?

I

under

for

I

have not believed

never shall

I

it an instant,

()! no, Madame,

believe it.

you do not understand."

In speaking thus,
black eyes sparkle,

Anzoleto

made his

and bent his knee be

fore Corilla with an expression

of incom

parable languor and love.
Corilla was not devoid of malice

that he would
his hate

stand why you are here." .
••No
Madame, you do not understand ;

handsomest

would

have been

with being deceived.
She thought also that she had nothing to

on that score, and swore by all the gods
he had never been more than a
brother

to that young

was

much

materially

assurance

into

girl, as he said
true,

he

his

denials,

put

so
that

was overcome.
At
jealousy
last the great day approached and the ca
bal which she had prepared was destroy

Corilla's

ed.

by little, after having tasted with him the
pleasures of vengeance, she became at

worked in an opposite direction, persuad
ed that the timid, and inexperienced Con

those of possession.
week after this first interview, she was
to him

A

crazy

about

by

him,

and threatened

every

minute to betray the secret of their in
timacy by jealousies and terrible trans
Anzoleto, in love with her also,
ports.

On

her

own

account,

suelo would fall of herself,

she rather

and that An

zoleto would feel pleased with her for not
Besides,
having contributed to her fall.
he had had the talent to embroil

her al

ready with her firmest champions,

by pre

tending to be jealous of their assiduities,

after a certain fashion, (without becoming and compelling her to dismiss them some
unfaithful to Consuelo in his heart,) was what rudely.
While he thus worked in the dark to
very much terrified by the too rapid and
success of his enterprise.
Still he flattered himself that he could

too complete

her long enough to answer his
purpose, that is to say, to hinder her from
injuring his de'but and the success of Con
overrule

suelo.

He displayed

with her a con

hopes of the woman whom
pressed to his heart, the crafty
Venetian
played another part with the
the

destroy

he daily
Count

and

Consuelo.

He

boasted

to

them that by adroit intrigues, interested
visits, and bold faced falsehoods, he had

and possessed the art of disarmed the most formidable enemy of
The Count, frivolous and
expressing falsehood with an appearance their triumph.
He knew how to somewhat gossipping, was infinitely amus
of diabolical, truth.
summate ability,

enchain her, to persuade, her, to subdue ed by the tales of his
her ; and he succeeded in making her love was gratified at
believe that what he loved above all in a Anzoleto attributed to
woman was generosity, sweetness, and a of their rupture, and

protege'.

His self-

the regret

which

Corilla on account

he encouraged the
sense of right ; and he traced for her art young man to cowardly perfidies, with
fully the part she was to play before the that cruel levity which enters so much into
public with Consuelo, if she did not wish the relations of the theatre and of gallan
to be despised and hated by him.
He try.
knew how to be severe with tenderness ; ed :
and concealing
pretended
goodness.

threats

under praise,

"

Consuelo was astonished and affect

you would
he she to Anzoleto,

do much better

" to

practice

"

said

with your
You think

her an angel of voice and to etudy your part.
Poor Corilla had played all you have done a great deal in disarming

to consider

Hold

upward thy
should'st thou,

proud way!

Oh, why

Whose iron arm hath made the mighty world

A rrjhu of beauty, and subdued the -wave.

of Anzoleto for O'er desert vales and mountain heights un
When he justified himself
furled

young man she had ever seen. She could
not resist his honeyed words , and little

tached

THE LABORER.
BY R. S. 8. ANDROSS.
A \ ! stand erect ! nor bend thy knee, nor bow,
But speak thine own free thoughts, and with
an eye
Bold as an eagle's, cleaving the bright -.kv,

fear from the sentiments

what

the

with

had consoled

vanity was pleased,

often placed a thick bandage over her eyes
and made her fall into the most palpable
Besides, she had a taste for gal
snares.
was

I

delighted to know that Anzoleto was un
faithful to his betrothed.
But Corilla's

the debutante.
and

pursue me eternally

he knew that

then stood ; the Count

that

Anzoleto

if

To be Continued.

for you,

love

yon."
This was not very likely as matters

penetration ; but as it happens to women
excessively in love with themselves, vanity

lantry.

to betray my

parts in her boudoir except this one, and the enemy.
But one refined note, one
this she had always played badly upon properly felt inflection, would do much
the stage.
Still she submitted, in the more with an impartial public than the si

The Hag of Hope, why nhould'st thou, like a
skive,
Ciioge to the nod of Pride, and bend thee low,
Even on the soil thy hand halh taught to
bloom
As a fair garden ; wherefore should'st thou so
Bow down, and shut thy soul an in a tomb ?
Oh, stand erect ! throw fetter off and ban,
And speak thine own Treethoughts— thou art
a MAN !
U. S. Journal.
EMIGRATION.
Our excellent
corres
asks — " Is it
pondent from Indianapolis
not wonderful,
when
people are well
settled here, that they should emigrate to
li is.
Oregon?" aud wo add, anywhere!
Yet, considering all things, by no means
unaccountable or singular.
We had a friend, near the city, well
settled in every respect.
He had cleared
up a farm ; and had within it every means
of comfort, and was surrounded with
for a M'Adamized
every convenience;
road passed by it, and the church and
school house, where he nnd his might
worship, and the children be educated,
were in sight.
Yet, while thus situated,
he took it into his head to move to Rock
River, Illinois, where tho nearest mill
was five miles distant, the post office
some fifteen miles off, and where there
were few of the comforts of life, 01 the
conveniences of civilization
"Where
fore do yon go," said we to him, as he
came to bid us good bye, — " wherefore
do you, at your age, part from old friends,
and all the richer
of life?''
" Oh," replied he, "blessings
I am tired of doing
nothing ; I want the stir and excitement
of a new settlement ; I long to be in the
woods, and to see the country around mo
fill up and grow." And these, or a simi
lar class of feelings, induce very many of
our young and middle aged r.itizn s to
leave us, when doing well, and even afirr
they had secured a competence.' — O'mt/inati Gazette.

WHAT THE NORTH DOES FOR THE
SOUTH.
The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle,
makes the following
amusing summary
of the means which the North furnished
to the South.
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" They build our houses, they adorn
them with every comfort and convenience
of which we have ever conjectured. They
educate our children, and cover our nakadness from head tn foot, with hats and
shoes, coats and shirts ; we eat their
flour, cheese, butter, apples, codfish, po
tatoes, pickles, pork and onions ; we feed
our cattle with their hay, drive their
horses in their harness and their carriages
with their whips ; we walk with their
sticks, ride on their saddles, write on
their paper, wash with their soap, scrub
with their brushes,
their
sweep with
brooms, milk in their pails, cook in their
pots, strike with their hammers, blow
with their bellows, cut with their axes,
sow with
their seed, reap with their
hooks, pull with their leather, whitewash
with their lime, paint with, their paint,
march by their tunes, read by their lights,
drink their Congress
water and rum,
smoke their cisrars, — and last and best
of all these blessings, we marry their
pretty girls, who make the best of wives."

fit to wear,"

have anything

"always

in such

dressed

— they

are take the place of our beloved Hood.

old-fashioned

clothes, that they are ashamed to be seen,"

— they

This
will create a new interest in this
country, in behalf of England's suffering,
work

I

weep, they scold, until the poor, starving, stealing pauper-criminals, and
meek husband, with his second-hand hat hope, will not be without some effect in
and fustian

trowsers,

"

shuffles off to the rousing

drink away care," and the toward
wife proceeds to hunt up a good bargain, here.
to

groggery

in calico, for herself

A

new

singer

public

attention to the tendency

a similar

condition,

these

The Broadway Journal, after a suspen
and soul
her appearance : sion of a week, begins its languid and
of fashion, who bloodless existence once more, having lost
of music, and de one of its editors, — " Harry Franco,'i —

lady-patronesses
know nothing in reality
test true genius in woman, as it makes
their deficiences more glaring in the strong
light of contrast, vote the new candidate

"vulgar," "without style,"
— and there is an end

though why an editor,
cover-

Men

I

could never dis

make such bitter

in choosing their

made

capriciously

or

ruined ; fortunes

spent in most useless, absurd,
tively vulgar,
ing of a fan

extravagance

— by

— in

an arrogant

and posi
the flirt

and heart

of scorching,
has been more
the day, than
men

gathered
about an omnibus, deserted of its passen
It was nothing — only a poor beast
gers.

driven literally to death in the broiling sun
shine, and lying down gladly on the red-

less coterie, for the most part destitute of hot pavements to "die with harness on
If we could put the cruel
or character, and who his back."

talent, education,

women

and have as many
cliques and factions, as many rival claim
ants to the Honor of the moat extravagant
dress, as Tamma

Hall in the distribution of
the honors and rewards of mass meetings
and torch-light processions.
Their course
ny or National

ruin to their husbands in
is generally
property, and to their sons and daughters
in character
fluence

and morals ; while their in

is mote pernicious

than that

of

the great moral sores that fester around
the heart
always

of society.
Such a class has
in England, where it is

existed

made almost magnificent by its extent,
power, and usurped wealth ; but here it
is only mean and contemptible, and yet

autumn, and the pied phantasm of her be broken, thousands of men and wives,
dying woods ; — but the true barometer of who now live a quarrelsome, miserable
the changing seasons is the fashionable life, leading to dissipation
on the one
side of Broadway.
There are three or hand, and prostitution on the other, would
four thousand women in New York, more once more be happy. As it is, the honest
or less, who shape the whole aspect of man who earns by his labor a decent
social life in the Metropolis ; who appear competence for his family, finds his do
in new French millinery on a certain day, mestic happiness cruelly sacrificed to the
(the 16th of March,) and lo ! it is Spring ! goddess of Fashion and Dress.
O, what
who a few weeks afterward suddenly dis abroad, deep, all-pervading curse is this!
appear, and it is Summer! — everybody how productive of every evil, every social
has "gone out of town." By and by they calamity !
are seen again, and behold, they have
— was told to-day, that Burgess and
three flounces on their dresses instead of Stringer are about publishing in numbers,
two ; and straightway ten or fifteen thou
Douglass Jerrold's "St. Giles and St.

I

" ; one of the most powerful works
of fiction of the dav. Jerrold is both a

James

THE MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH.

It

is now almost certain that within a
few months the Magnetic
Telegraph,
which is literally material Thought and
flics as swift, absolutely
annihilating
space and running in advance of time,
will be extended to all the great Cities in
the Union — so that a net-work of nerves
of iron wire, strung with lightning, will
ramify from the brain, New-York, to the
distant limbs and members, — to the At
lantic sea-board towns, to Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati, Louisville, Nashville, St. Lou
is and New-Orleans, — and that every
commercial, political, or social event trans
piring at either of these poinls, will be
known at the very instant it happens, in
all ! When the Message of the President
is read to Congress at Washington, the
citizens of Cincinnati,
New-Orleans
and
St. Louis will follow
word by word
and line by line
and the editors there
will have the Message, together with
their own leaders and commentaries,
spread before their readers .thousands of
miles from the Capitol, while the Speak
er
chew of tobacco and turn
taking
ing up his wristhands, previous to putting
the question of adjournment.
The sales
of stocks in Wall-street will be regularly
reported as they transpire, in all these
cities, and the capitalist on the banks of
the Mississippi
may stop as he goes to
dinner to see how his 'fancies' have fluc
tuated since yesterday's Second Board.
On the arrival of foreign advices at New
York or Boston the Cotton-broker
at
Charleston, Mobile and New-Orleans
will
be informed of the state of the market in
Liverpool, before our own citizens have
had time to get an extra Tribune into
their fingers.
If man run over by an
and dangerously
omnibus in Broadway
wounded, his wife in Louisville can be
informed of the accident before he has re
it,

are regular politicians,

hat or the highest-price

for a trip or two !

;

In fact, these fashionable

poor.

owners and drivers into the vacant traces,

is

manage to keep their ascendancy simply
their impudence — a means always
successful over the vain and weak-minded
by

You tolk of the changes of the seasons
— the fresh green of spring — the golden its dominion is one of the
greatest curses
glow of summer — the purple ripeness of that afflicts society.
If its power could

sand other women arc in despair because
thsir husbands don't earn monry as easi-

broiling weather.

a

THE II.1RB1NGEB :

not lady-like,"

mistakes

professions !

a

LETTER FROM BROADWAY.

— NO. II.

"

is

GRATIFYING COMPLIMENT.
the following in the New York corres
pondence of the New Haven Courier :
" I understand that quite a scene was
enacted in the Tribune office this fore
noon.
The assistant editors and com
positors in the office, feeling grateful for
the elegance and comfort with which Mr.
McElrath, the ' fiscal partner,' has fitted
up their various apartments, have pre
sented him. with a fine painting, by the
celebrated Flemish
master, Teniers. —
Quite a mass meeting- of the compositors
was held, and G. G. Foster, Esq., the
city editor, made a speech, which was
received wil.h tremendous applause by the
multitude.
He concluded by reading a
letter which accompanied
the picture,
expressive of the ' grateful acknowledg
ment of those personal good offices which,
from the high minded principal, make the
subordinate ambitious in
self-respecting
respect ID the whole, of which he is proud
to form a part.'
This little incident, by
the way, is characteristic of the friendly
spirit existing between all branches of
labor in the Tribune office.
The compli
ment was richly deserved by Mr. McEl'
'
ratli. — Mirror.

for favor,

so manifest

— body

makes

We have had a week
Nothing
of her. The would-be fashionables, of common, in the middle of
We find course, follow suit. Thus are reputations to see a little group of

A

To

wit and a philosopher, with broad and en*
j ly as their "above Bleecker" neighbors.
To be sure, they arc comfortably, and lightened human sympathies, and .all tho
even elegantly clad; but they "never elements of good within him.
He must
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a
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j

news and gossip, will now be revived and
hurled with Cyclopian force against an
Civilization.
The true
ready tottering
Synthesis of Science as
Unity will be
and the inter
discussed and discovered
ests and ends of Physics, Physiology and
one, yet infi
Noology — embracing
all the in
nitely diversified individuality,
terests, the progress and the destiny of
Humanity — will form the "leaders"
and the "articles" of the Daily Press.
Thus the deeper thoughts and capacities
of the world will at length be aroused,
and the Press, become the arena of all
great ideas and discussions, upon which
hinge the centuries that are to bring us
Paradise and the Future, will gradually
lift the Public Mind to its own high stand
ard. — Tribune.

REVIEW.

;

come as showers
they went their
magazine,

July,

and breezes in
round

in manuscript
serene

ministering

or

influences

to all of any kindred spirit with the au
thor, and opening very sweet communion

They are not

with his scattered friends.
flowers
from

thai

If

fade.

terrestrial

they

meadows

were culled

if

;

;

they do
smell of the pine and the wild-rose and
the water-lily
if they reflect the great
winged shadows widening over the wav
and the stars dancing
ripples of the fountain

;

on the

if

ing grain,
splashing

echo murmuring

winds

medley orchestra

of bird-warblings,

like

natural,

the
and

general hum, and are so far
the field-flowers of
day;
a

all nature's

they

and waters,

yet not the less are they fed by the sun
and the dews of the spiritual sphere of
which these are the correspondence, and

It

their roots are planted in the depths of inner
life, like the " Soul-Flower," of which
he sings in one of them. • (See page 21.)
will bo inferred that these poems are
a

full of love of nature, and spirituality.
We must dwell
little upon these quali
Mr. Cranch's
Good

bounding
py

no

trifling

health,

roving

abandonment,

senses, in short

no sent

away

childlike qualities
a

life.

love of nature

weakness,

it

imental

is

ties.

of

has, a

curiosity,

hap

quick
all

discriminating
that makes up the

But
goes deeper.
The breath which makes his harp-strings
vibrate
the Unity of nature
not mere
the superficial unity of the parts with
one another, but the unity of nature and
the soul.
The key to every unity lies in
the living Passion, in the soul of man.
That key he grasps by
poet's instinct,
delight.

it

physical

;

is

lover's feeling,

not by

a

a

by

if

it

a

II.

NO.

Most of these poems had refreshed us
with their separate fragrance, before they
were gathered into one bouquet.
Wel

a

a

is

is

in

FROM OUR FRIENDS.
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Poems, by CHRISTOPHER PEARSE CRANCH.
Philadelphia: Carey and Hart, 1844.
12mo. pp. 116.

ly

!

is

it

thus deprived of
their character as A'euispapers — no second
editions with Sales of Stocks and Review
of the Market, for country circulation —
no commercial department, in fact, at all,
as
dead waste of time
would only be
and paper — no " Important and Thrilling
News from Bunglown " to be displayed
Six Line Pica, and pushed off in extras
and by pigeon expresses — what must they
do?
Die they (or at least the best of
— decrease their circulation,
them) cannot
they will not, for that would raise the
price, and this
against the tendency of
things, which
every where toward easy
acquisition of comforts and necessaries.
The people have got over their ignorance,
their lethargy — their chrysalite stupidity
and darkness — and they must anil will
have newspapers.
They could as well
dispense with sermons and schoolmasters.
What then are the newspapers to do?
Why — the necessity for filling their col
umns wilh gossip and horrible accidents
and unmeaning acres of disjointed inci
dents, being done away with, the whole
class of mere newspapers will either go
out of existence withont saying
word,
or submit to a total and awkward change
of character;
while the philosophical.
Press, which knows and feels the momen
tous changes that are going on beneath
the surface of Society, and keeps itself
within the mighty current of Progress,
will feel its thousand hands untied and
self let loose to discuss at length and leis
ure, the vast questions which are begin
ning to present themselves like gigantic
the mist
and distorted statues through
that still shrouds the Future.
The fear
ful and dissolving criticisms upon the hor
rible abuses and corruptions of Society
and the results of the present Social sys
tem, which ten or
dozen years ago, fell
dead from the columns of Le Globe upon
world not then prepared to read or un
derstand, or be interested
aught but
in

a

The Journals being

a

is

it,

if

is
a

it
!

and may make shift to live, by moderate
charges and faithful performances of ser
vices.
But the most important and thoroughly
result of the Telegraph
revolutionary
This will
will be upon the Daily Press.
inevitably lose its character as the rapid
and indispensable carrier of commercial,
For this
political and other intelligence.
wilL become
purpose the Newspapers
emphatically useless.
Anticipated at ev
ery point by the lightning wings of the
Telegraph,
they can only deal in local
'items' or abstract speculations.
Their
power to create sensations, even in elec
tion campaigns, will be greatly lessened,
as the infallible Telegraph will contradict
their falsehoods as fast as they can pub
lish them — correct their Munchausen re
turns before the ink
dry in which they
are written, and in short lay bare the ac
tual state of the field at every point to
every point at once so that fraud and
deception will be next to impossible, and
The moment the
useless.
altogether
votes are counted, for instance, on the
Presidential ticket, in New- York, Penn
sylvania, Virginia, Ohio and three or four
of the Southern States (for the Presiden
to be held every where on
tial election
the same day, hereafter,) the final result
will be instantaneously known through
out the Union, and weeks of doubt, hope,
We
apprehension and agony prevented.
think the Telegraph- Office in New-York,
in November, 1848, will be rather incon
veniently crowded

a

if,

a

;

it

a

by

covered his senses, and may continue her
solicitous inquiries every five minutes un
til he is fairly taken to the Hospital and
If a treacher
pronounced out of danger.
ous villain seduces his friend's wife and
escapes, with as much of her husband's
property as they can easily carry, or if a
bank is robbed or a forgery committed —
the fact is instantaneously communicated
to every part of the Union, and, the cul
prits may hope in vain to escape recogni
tion and detection.
In short, all the
services in conveying intelli
ordinary
gence at present performed by the news
course of mail, — or
papers in regular
perhaps on extraordinary occasions pushed
through a few hours in advance by expen
sive and uncertain private expresses, —
will be completely usurped by the Tele
will do the business in
graph, which
perfect ease and quiet — no puffing, no
blowing, no foundering of express-horses,
no exploding of locomotives — no break
ing of necks nor running off Railroad
tracks — and not a single second of time
between the event and the
intervening
universal diffusion of the intelligence.
Here is certainly a most important and
extensive revolution foreshadowed — and
the shadow falls clearly from one simple
and palpable fact.
What will be some
of the consequences of these changes in
the method and time of transmitting in
telligence ?
First, The Post-Office Department will
be despoiled of at least one-half iis lettercarrying business ; as full that number of
letters are written by business men and
others for the purpose of conveying intel
ligence to distant points in the shortest
Well —
possible space of time.
the use of
simple cypher, this' intelli
gence can be sent at once by Telegraph,
three, - five, ten and twelve days in ad
vance of tlie mail, what need will there
In
be for sending
through the post?
fact, the whole body of our commercial
which
forms
so
impor
correspondence,
tant an item in the Post-Office Department
business, will be transferred at once and
and
completely to the Telegraph-Office
the Mail will become
still tolerably
convenient but antiquated and dyspeptic
institution — invalided in the public ser
vice and therefore maintained by charity
at the public
expense — employed by
sighing swains and sentimental misses to
effect exchanges of porcelain vows and
doggerel verses, which — the ones broken
and the others lame — will go jogging
and jingling along, on rickety railroads
and dilapidated Steamboats.
The next thing to be affected by the
and
will be the Railroad
Telegraph
Probably twoSteamboat Companies.
thirds, and we think three-quarters or
seven-eighths, of the travel in first-class
Cars or in the cabins of Steamboats,
strictly on business, undertaken because
and at an ex
there
necessity for
pense which the travelers would gladly
Now, then,'— how much of this
avoid.
business can be transacted by means of
which
agents
the Telegraph, through
and principals,
planters and consignees,
producers and manufacturers,
capitalists
and lawyers, can converse with as much
ease and secrecy as
they were face to
face?
Why, of course, nearly the whole
of
and thus will melt away
large
portion of the receipts of our Railroad and
Steamboat
But they will
monopolies.
still be wanted for the conveyance of
and
emigrant*
the transportation of freight,

105
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In nature he communes with From the world's tasteless springs he turns;
His ronl with thirst diviner burns,
aye of the Divine

the reflex of his soul,
Soul

in whose image it was created ; for
it is to the pure original of that image,
not to the dwarfed,
faded, blackened

sive ; and temperament

Him we will seek, and none but him,
Whose inward sense hath not grown dim ;
Whose soul is steeped in Nature's tinct,
copy in the human soul, that nature al
And to the Universal linked ;
ways speaks ; she hails the freshest, tru
Who loves the beauteous Infinite
est, inmost part of us, and bids that feel With deep and ever new delight,
And
carrieth where'er he goes,
itself, and grow and be strong.
Every
The inborn sweetness of the rose,
where else in vain doth the soul look for The
perfume as of Paradise ;
a full response to its best instincts.
In The talisman above all price ;
The
optic
glass that wins from far
the faces of men, in all institutions,
in
The meaning of (he utmost star;
the limitations of creeds and systems, in The key that opes the
golden doors
Where earth and heaven have piled their
the tendencies of society, in the exam
stores ;
ples and the confessions of the experi
The magic ring — the enchanter's wand, —
enced, it meets flat contradiction, or poor The title-deed (o Wonder-land;
But in nature it finds the actual, The wisdom that o'erlooketh sense,
pity.
The clairvoyance of Innocence.
the outward attuned to its own music, a
" These rich possessions if he own,
ready sympathy and confirmation for its
He shall be ours, and he alone."
convictions, an answer to its expectations,
a plain confession of her own kindred
The spirituality of our poet is of the
origin

with them, which proves them still, contemplative sort ; breathings,

tiue.

rations,

rather

than

active

is destiny,

and

We find no fault with it.
Were there not these still mirrors to re
flect the beauty of the heavens to us, it
from God.

And nursed upon the lap of Truth,
Wins once again the gift of youth.

aspi

enthusiasm.

might be lost to eyes so seldom lifted up
wards as those of most men in this bust
ling sphere of selfish uses, not to say of
And as to strength, may there

vanities.

not be as much

in resisting

superficial

what may be truly
called temptations to action, when the ac
tion yielded to would be no true integral
impulses,

acting

in avoiding

of the whole man, in waiting

for

one's hour to come, strong in the faith in
the inward

monitions

of God, instead of

consenting,

as nearly

all do, to do out

what they have not even begun to
And after all, serenity is
do inwardly?

wardly

strength ; — no wonder that the artive
wills, who must needs move every thing,

of it.
Let it be confessed, however, that our
poet is of the class in whom Beauty is

complain

All that
first and strength secondary.
to ness to all moral discord, a constant tend we have said is best summed up and the
whom every unity is a commanding con ency to converse with the essences and difference solved in Fourier's 'happy clas
science.
Be it known, too, that he is an souls of things
the outward sification of youths into two corporations,
through
This is the source of his delight.

woos nature as a lover,

as an artist,

artist.
He has left safer
walks for the uncertainties,
studies,

He There is in it a most delicate sensitive

slow rewards of art, of a painter of land
scenery

and back

ground of his songs he knows how to
May he realize his as
put on canvass.
piration , and may Art in him contribute
to the

initiation

of man into

Universal

Unity !
Where the love of nature is such a
(and it can be,) with a poet,
he may well presume from her pulpit to

deep religion

(•short the utilitarians
the

" Field-Notes."

"Little

To the former belong two
Bands."
thirds of the boys and one third of the
ence, rather than to grapple with the girls, and their attraction and their sphere
wrong and boldly reestablish the right. is the performance of all repulsive and
The fine perceptions of a deep pure love, most arduous tasks, the very fanaticism,
To the latter
the genial glow of a refined humanity,
so to speak, of industry.
the generosity, the candor, the humble belong two thirds of the girls, and the
more feminine, ideal, and poetic of the
confidence of a self-cherished
youthfulness, and at the same time a quiet manli
boys, and their sphere is that of taste and
ness, — these are qualities most genuine beauty. -The former seek the Beautiful
and unmistakable throughout his poetry. by way of the Good ; the latter seek the
These
There is an almost feminine grace and Good by way of the Beautiful.
delicacy in his thoughts, as becomes the two orders of mind shall recognize and
From this you respect each other in a true society,
organization of an artist.

the long waitings
and the dis
of an aspirant after the

The hazy

and

form, to shrink

the patient

appointments
scapes.

called ths." Little Hordes"

professional

in such

terms as

So have we, walk

from the outward when it

is false and wrong, and to yield the mind
up passively to every pure sweet influ

would

not expect

great

energy,

strong

whereas

now their quarrel

runs through

of will, or the kind of el every sphere of life.
We have said enough, we believe, to
oquence which excites the will in others.
ing out his wild, rapturous, taunting There is nothing in him which could by indicate the general tone and quality of
strains, like showers of glittering dia any possibility tyrannize over others. You this very modnst volume of very genuine
For any critical or profound an
monds, as if to reproach us with our feel that here is a gentle nature, a good poetry.
Nei
sincere true brother, who had rather sit alysis of it we have not room.
studied, tame, unbirdlike, songless life :
ing in the meadows, had the saucy bobo
link come circling round our head, fling

But for him whose cloudy looks

Are bent on law or ledger-books,

Prisoned among the heated bricks,
The slave of traffic, toil, and tricks ;
For him who worshippeth alone
Beneath the drowsy preacher's drone,
Where creed and text like fetters cling
XTPODthe spirit's struggling wing ;
For him whom Fashion's laws have tamed,
Till the sweet heavens are nigh ashamed
To lead him from his poisoned food
Into their healthy solitude :
Such as these we leave behind,
Blind companions of the blind.
Liide know they of the balm,
And the beauty, wise and calm.
Treasured up at Nature's breast,
For the sick heart that needeth rest.
He who in childlike love halli quaffed
Of her sweet mother-milk one draught,
Hath drunk immortal drops as bright
As those which (tales of old recite)
Untasted fell one starry night
From the fair bowm of heaven's queen,
Sprinkling the sky with milky iheeo :

determinations

silent hours and days than impose the in
fluence of his speech, and who would
suffer
rather

all

the consequences

than

take 'the lead

of inaction,

ther do we think it at all necessary to en
ter into any discussion of the poet's phi
losophy,

wherever others are passive enough to let
them.
He would rather court the shade,

than claim regard.
"To be and not to
" is so much the faith of these po
seem

to talk

of the systems psycho
whose

influence

may be traced, in here a line

and there

as some do logical

or

theological,

a line, or which even for the time being

There
may have inspired a whole poem.
is that in a poet which is deeper than all

ems, that it might

peradventure pass to systems, and which fears not to trust
and unconsciously
become beauty, freedom, and truth from whatso
The blue sky and white
liable to this version : to feel and not to ever source.

the

extreme

do; were it not that a consciousness

of clouds

which

yon

see in the water

are

this very danger is clearly enough inti
not the water ; yet the water is not so
mated in some of them.
Indeed a sober jealous of its own position as to be un
earnest spirit of self-examination
marks willing to wear their colors ; nay, it loves
the

progress

of the poet's mind from

childhood into wisdom,
date affixed

to many

if

you consult the
of these verses.

The temperament of the poetry

is pas

and mirrors

all

things

which

mate course of Providence

by

legiti

are found op

Therefore
posite to its surface.
Mr. Cranch wrote poems in the "

when

Dial,"
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to Mr. Emer

and dedicated his volume
son,

and wrote

somewhat

in

the
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We like parted drops of rain
Swelling till they meet and run,
Shall be all absorbed again,
Melting, flowing into one."

tone,

and German periodicals,

original articles,
communicated and selected accounts of ex

it

it

if

in

is

a

in

periments, improved processes and discov
which has been called transcendental, he
eries
did, we presume, a very sincere thing,
Agriculture, new implements, &o.
We trust our readers will appreciate
We cannot name publication in which
and which he probably will never be
our good purpose, and coincide with us
so great an amount of valuable matter
ashamed of.
He wrote from his own
taste,
onr paper should borrow
We
presented on such moderate terms.
he welcomed, accepted, and
experience;
somewhat
hereafter from this volume.
admired what spoke to hut experience in
hope its circulation will be equal to its
with
now
warmest
We take leave of
merits, for
cannot be read without
others, he was willing to be identified
wishes for the author's future perseve
with them so far as color, tone, and lan
pleasure and improvement, and we will

which

A

:

The Farmer's Library and Monthly Jour
nal
No.
July, 1845. We are surprised that any reputable pub
Agriculture.
Edited by JOHN S. SKINNER.
New lisher should attach his name to such a
York Greeley and McElrath, Tribune mass of disgusting garbage.
We can
8vo.
Buildings.
pp. 64.
only account for
by supposing that Mr.
There
ample room for this new agri
without having
Marsh must have issued
cultural Journal, without interfering with read it.
Any man who could knowingly
it

culation,

put such

deserves

than any merely
flict upon him.

a

and deliberately

book into cir

severer punishment

critical tribunal can in

binds town and country

The present Journal

a

together.

established on

:

which

A

of

a

perior strength

is

to forego the appearance of su
which onesidedness so of

afforded

:

is

or
Hrart Unmasked. A Tale
Domestic Life.
By ANNA COIA
MOWATT,
author of " Fashion "
"
The
Fortune Hunter," &c.
Comedy;
Philadelphia G. B. Zieber and Com
1845.
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Take for instance the one we are about
The word
Greek,
ENOSIS.
and
and signifies the " making into one," the the claims of its widely-circulated
And
this appears most valuable contemporary, the Ameri
tendency to unity.
We have regarded
to dwell too much upon one side, and to can Agriculturist.
lean to that falsely called doctrine of ab this last named work from the commence
ment of its publication, as an honor to the
sorption, the loftier Pantheism, which
edited, and of great
so much the religion of poeto, you may city in which
see how carefully he shrunk from any available utility to the practical farmer, —
new link in the chain
weak onesidedness, and even generously thus forming
to extract

a

little gems of poetry
have yet been mined in America.

the most perfect

We had laid this book aside as alto
gether unfit to be spoken of, until we saw
favorably noticed in one or two papers.

it

you may

us some of

The Bustle.
Philosophical and Moral
Boeton
Bela Marsh, No. 85
Poem.
Cornhill, 1845.

I.

or whatever
has given

of

it,

choose to call

The " Library " will be supplied by
Redding and Co. in Boston, free of postage.

:

we are prepared to say that Mr. Cranch's
Transcendentalism,

cheerfully warrant every subscriber that
he will , never complain of not getting
even more than the worth of his money.

it

a

;

it

it

;

rance in paths which have opened so
doubtless,
guage went, well knowing,
with a hope
before him
encouragingly
that it was better to seem to imitate a
that an increasing
demand for
will
few original and great examples, than to
not let this volume be so scarce in bookish
as
imitate Mr. Monotonous Every-body,
has been with the hope, too,
places as
For in socie
every body else does.
that the artist will not lead the poet off
ty imitation is so universal, that only the
from doing greater and better things than
are called imitators ; just as
original
these.
But of this we have
pledge
wines are so universally adulterated, that
happily just received, and which will be
one
would
the
article
any
reject
genuine
found by reference to.uur poetic column.
As it is,
should he happen to taste it.

chroniclers

ti

in

friendly circles, into the ocean of print,
of and there sometimes succeed in making
intelligent readers, who are in any way as. great
splashing as fish of much more
Most numerous
connected with the varied and extensive respectable dimensions.
and least tolerable among these are the
interests of agriculture.
This number
quite attractive in its writers of romances, whom the modem
external appearance, while the abundance system of cheap publication arms with a
and variety of its contents afford a rich fearful facility of inflicting themselves up
on the public.
feast to the numerous and daily increas
They are thus enabled to
send their inane progeny into the world
ing class of readers, who regard the cul
tivation of the soil, both as the noblest almost without limitation as to their num
most interesting sub ber, and to gratify to the utmost the nvl-practical art, and
to its management,

"ENOSIS.

will

we are sure that

be worthy

the attention

is

;

a

is

deeper than all speech,
THOUGHT
Feeling deeper than all thought
Souls to souls can never teach
What unto themselves was taught.

always

it

;

;

very liberal scale, and in the hands of its
accomplished Editor, who brings a wide

it

We reckon
our duty as impartial
of the phenomena of litera
with men ture, occasionally
great familiarity
to take note of the
and experience,
world," "Outworld;" "Silence
" " Color and Light " " Beau and with affairs, and an ardent enthusi smaller fry which venture out of the shal
Speech
low waters of manuscripts handed about
asm for the advancement of cultivation,
ty and Truth."

ten gives, by considering merely the
as "Intles of several of his poems;

;

;

We are spirits clad in veils
Man by man was never seen
All our deep communing fails
To remove the shadowy screen.

a

a

;

;

Heart to heart was never known
Mind with mind did never meet
We are columns left alone,
Of temple once complete.

ancholy appetite which they have them
ject for scientific investigation.
The selves created. Mrs. Mowatt belongs to
The plan of this work embraces
Without taste,
intended this class of writers.
Farmers' Library, in which

social company
What
But
babbling summer stream
What our wise philosophy
But the glancing of
dream

agriculture,

including

those

which

by

their cost or the language in which they
are written, are out of the reach of men

Only when our souls are fed
By the Fount which gave them birth,
And by inspiration led,
Which they never drew from earth,

the plow.

These

a

sufficient

sense

tiful, she modifies the vapidity of her nar
rative

by the most

Into

mess of insipid

ardent

condiments.

sentimentality

she

it,
is

a

due proportion of seductions and
will be accompanied by explanatory notes flings
from the Editor, on all those points which suicides, and the nauseous mixture, with
out either wit or wisdom to palliate
may be obscure to the inexperienced
swallowed with no slight satisfaction by
2. The Monthly Journal of Ag
reader.
which will comprise selections the admiring world.
not an insignificant
from the highest class of British, French,

riculture,

is

;

;

Only when the sun of love
Melts the scattered stars of thought
Only when we live above
What the dim-eyed wwld hath taught

who live by following

talent, without

without

either of the great, the good, or the beau

It

?

a

the best standard treatises on

a

to publish

.'

a is

ie

it
is

1.

Like the stars that gem the sky,
Far (part, though seeming near,
In our light we scattered lie;
thus but starlight here.
All

fact that pub
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Ushers can find their account in sending
That is
out works of this character.

When, in calm trust, the pure and tranquilhearted

Lay down to die.

not a very admirable state of so

certainly

of
ciety in which such representations
And on thy ear my words of weak condoling
" Domestic Life," can be conceived, still
Must vainly Tall :
they can be a The funeral bell which in thy heart is tolling
We fear it must be
Sounds over all !
source of profit.
confessed, that' the morals as well as the
I will not mock thee with the poor world's
mind of society at large are considerably
less admirable,

in which

stultified.
Time works Wonders : a Comedy in five
By DOUGLAS JERROLD, Boston :
Acts.
Saxton and Kelt. 1845, pp. 66.

common
And heartless phrase,
Nor wrong the memory of a sainted woman
With idle praise.

We are sorry to speak with severity of With silence only as their benediction,
God's angels come
any thing from the pen of Douglas Jerrold.
estly

A

man who raises his voice earn

and

magnanimously

in

behalf

of

Where, in the shadow of a great affliction,
The soul sits dumb!

Humanity, commands thereby our most Yet, would I
say what thy own heart ap-

tender

literary

towards

indulgence

weaknesses

merely

any

into which

he may

Nor is the play now in
happen to fall.
our hands altogether without token of the

proveth :
Our Father's will.
Calling to Him the dear one whom He loveth,

So tender was thy shining.
So blessed were thy beams ;
Rare golden threads ran twining
Amid my dreami:
From hours of pain and pleasure,
From beauty and from truth,
I might have snatched a treasure
Of fadeless youth.

A

spell was lying on me :
The wheat sprang up with tarei :
The world pressed down upon me
Its weary cares.

I saw the diamond sparkling
Where in the ore it lay,
Compelled to leave it darkling
And haste away.
Knowing I might have risen
To a horizon higher,

I

lay within my prison,
Quenching desire.

Is mercy still.
deeper impulses which give their color to
Jerrold's best productions, but as a work Not upon thee or thine the solemn angel
Hath evil wrought:
of art, it is on a level with modern dram
—
Its plot has -no Her funeral anthem is a glad evangel,
atic literature generally.
The good die not !
invention, its dialogue no spirit, and its

So oft, through all my dreaming,
Life seems so very tame,—
It almost is mere seeming,

But this, to our
characters no point.
mind, is almost a necessity in a play writ
ten for the stage in its present condition.

The amaranthine flower
Again I see.

The drama is dead, utterly defunct,

its

mission ended, its account closed, and its
temple, the theatre, given over to monkeys
All attempts to revive it
and magicians.
are as futile and foolish as attempts to
sail around

the North Pole.

They are

attempts at what is, in the nature of the
This whole subject
case, impracticable.
however, merits more extended and careful
We shall take an early occa

discussion.

sion to express our views fully upon it.

POETRY.
For the Harbinger.
TO MY FRIEND.

On the Death of hit Sister.*
BY JOHN G. WHITTIEH.
Thine Is a grief, the depth of which another
May never know,

Yet o'er the waters, O my stricken brother
To thee

I

I

wholly
What He hath given ;
They live on Earth, in thought and deed, as
truly

As in His Heaven.
And she is with thee. In thy path of trial
She walketh yet,
Still with the baptism of thy self-denial
Her locks are wet.
then, my brother ! Lo, the fields o
harvest
Lie white in view !
She lives and loves thee, and the God thou
servest
To both is true.
Up,

Thrust in thy sickle ! — England's toll-worn
peasants
And she thou mourn'st, a pure and holy
presence,
Shall glean beside !

AMESBURY, 12th 7th mo.
For the Harbinger.

lean my heart unto thee — sadly folding
Thy hand in mine, —

never knew, like thee, the dear departed,
I stood not by

* Sophia Sturge, sister of Joseph Sturge, ol
Birmingham, the President of the British
Complete Suffrage Association,died on the 6th
of 6th mo. last. She was the colleague
counsellor and ever ready help-mate of her
brother in all his vast designs of beneficence
The Birmingham Pilot says of her, " never
perhaps were the active and passive virtues
of the human character more harmoniously
and beautifully blended, than in this excel
lent woman."

A GLIMPSE OF LIGHT.

If

And all bright-winged fancies,
And all sweet thrills of love,
And thoughts with bold advances
Dart from above.
C. P. C.
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thou hast not forsaken
heart that once was thine,
Come touch my soul and waken,

A

O muse divine,
Thoughts of more deep seclusion,
Words of more glowing wings
Than came amid the intrusion

Of outward things.
Too long, too long, I've wandered
From thy sweet image far ;
Thy gleams of light have squandered,
O heavenly star I

JULY

19, 184S.

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefromthe new
applicationof Christianprinciples,of Universalius
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
DR. CHAIUVINO.
ASSOCIATION

Thy call abide ;

go.

With even the weakness of my soul upholding
The strength of thine.

I

God calls our loved ones, but we lose not

The poets flame.
But in this sweet still hour
My better faith Bows freo :

IN THE WEST.

-THE

INTEGRAL PHALANX.
We have received the first number of a
entitled " The Ploughshare
and Pruning Hook," which the "Inte
" propose to publish semi
gral Phalanx
monthly, at the rate of one dollar per
The following extract from the
year.
"Editor's Introductory" will show the
general spirit and purpose of this new la
borer in the broad field of Association.
" We design to show you the Destiny of
new paper,

Man, by unfolding an Order of Society,
which is, and from the beginning was pre
pared for him ; wherein he may enjoy per
fect peace and rest, at the same time that he
is in the highest possible activity of all his
faculties of body and mind ; and that, in this
Order, he will be brought into Unity with
Nature, in all his works of Art and Industry,
— into Unity with universal Man, in true
Society, — and into Unity with GOD, in true
Religion.
" We are enabled to do this by means of
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discoveries made in the science of Universal
Unity, made known to the world through the
labors and researches of Charles Fourier, of
To this bold discoverer in the re
France.
gions of Science were made known the Laws
of Universal Order : that those laws are a
Unit, and are, therefore, one and the same
in each and every sphere of Movement :
that the laws of organization, of planetary
worlds, and of the movement of entire sys
tems of worlds, are one and the same with
those of the least atom, plant, and insect, in
the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms
of Nature : that they are also the laws of
Social organization and movement ; and that
thus, by Universal Analogy in the operation
of the Divine Laws, is discoverable a Divine
Order of Society, destined for Man from that
primeval morn of creation, when
' The Morning Stars pang together,
And the sons of Gojl shouted for joy ' —

be attained.

A

new Association
any rational

of for

rare combination

tunate circumstances

can be established,

hope of prosperity.

with

Abun

dance of capital, a favorable

location, sci

skill are all

practical

indispensable ; but still more indispensa
men and women,
ble, are true-hearted

of the sacredness, the
of the movement, — perceiv
ing in it the only hope of social regenera
convinced

religiousness

tion and human progress,

— ready

and re

joicing to make any personal sacrifice for
the good of the cause, — filled with an
enthusiastic

faith

and

zeal, and

at the

same time, aware of the material

condi

the discovery and application of which laws tions that are essential to success, — firm,
is, of course, our high privilege and duty."
even to a.n iron persistency, in attachment
The present number, if issued as a spe to their main principles, and exercising
cimen, and
vigor

if followed

up with the same

and earnestness,

hibited,

that are here ex

we cannot entertain a doubt of its

efficiency
vindication

and success.

It

the blandest tolerance in case of all minor
differences, — with a resolute devotion to
productive

opens with a unattractive,

of Fourier's religious

industry,
which

though

at present

can be called

forth

of laboring for
ples, and quotes for this purpose from his universal ends, and in accordance with
reply to the Gazette de France, — an able divine laws.
For this reason, we have
and interesting
article which was first never encouraged a disposition to rush
published in this country, in the New prematurely into Association.
We have
York Phalanx. In this essay, the coinci
never given much favor to the wishes of
dence between the principles of Fourier individuals who clearly sought to engage
and the doctrines of Christianity is clearly in the work for personal ends ; nor have
pointed out ; and full justice is done to we desired the celebrity which our move
the deep religious
foundation

spirit,

which

of his system.

princi

only by the consciousness

is at the ment might

gain by a multitude

We do not meant but ill-judged

will

be seen

from

the

state

following

must exist, before a ment:

entific knowledge,

deeply
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of well-

attempts at practical

" To say that our prospects are not good,
would be to say what we do not believe ; or
to say that the Phalanx, so far, is not com
posed of the right kind of materials, would
be to affect a false modesty we desire not to
possess. One reason why our material? are
superior is, that young Phalanxes, generally,
are known to be in doubtful, difficult circum
stances, and therefore, the inducement to
rush into such movements merely from the
pressure of the evils of Civilization, without
a full convincement of the good of Associa
tion, is not so great as it was. We are com
posed of men whose reflective organs, par
ticularly that of ' caution,' seem to he largely
developed. We believe in moving slowly,
cautiously, safely ; giving our Phalanx time
to grow well, that permanence may be the
result. The members already enrolled on
the books of the Phalanx, are, in their indi
vidual capacities, the owners of property to
an amount exceeding one hundred thousand
dollart, clear of all incumbrances ; and they
are all persons of industrial energy and skill,
fully capable of compelling the elements of
earth, air, and water, to yield them abundant
contributions for that HARMONIC I'M i v,
with which their xouls are deeply inspired.
•' fn view of all these
advantages, we can,
with full confidence, invite the accession of
numbers and capital, and assure them of a
safe investment in the Integral Phalanx."
We shall look

with

"

pearance of the
ing Hook,"

interest

Ploughshare

and hope that it may tend to

unite the friends of Association
understanding
SOCIAL

for the ap
and Prun
in mutual

and true harmony.

POLITICAL SCIENCE.

AND

Those who have been especially con
cerned in social and political matters, have
not conceived that they could be brought

however, that any statements, organization.
forcible and just as they might be, would
The reasons presented for the estab
arouse the attention of our popular religi lishment of' the Integral Phalanx are to into the sphere of positive science, or that
ous bodies to the doctrine of Association ; our minds quite conclusive, and we feel unvarying principles and methods of so
the great work of applying the principles
great confidence that its affairs will be cial and political organization, could be
suppose,

of Christianity to the relations of society , is managed with the wisdom and fidelity
entrusted only to those high hearts, which which will insure success.
We ear
are aspiring after a purer manifestation of nestly desire to witness a fair and full ex
in the West.
religion, than the present church affords ; periment of Association
and they who believe that our existing in
are in accordance with the spir

stitutions

we have never wavered

in

attempt to em

one successful

body the principles

of Association,

guarantee

the complete

movement

in

the

the

United

triumph
States.

convic
would

been used often

enough,

had no meaning,

except

but they

have

by courtesy. —
Politics has been per

The physical advantages which are there Like metaphysics,
enjoyed, are far too great to be lost. mitted to be called a science, just as ev
With the fertility of the soil, the ease ery strolling lecturer on this or that sub

it of Christ, can scarcely be made to com
prehend the power of the religious feeling with which it is cultivated, the abundance
which prompted Fourier to search out the of water power, and the comparative
material conditions of a divine order and mildness of the climate, a very few years
of judicious and energetic industry would
harmony upon earth.
Among other interesting articles, we place an Association in the West, in pos
find one on Association, on Concentration
session of immense material resources ;
of Action, on the Columbian Phalanx, on they could not fail to accumulate wealth
the Integral
Phalanx, besides several rapidly ; they could live in a great meas
short notices, which, taken as a whole,
ure within themselves, without being com
make up a paper of more than ordinary pelled to sustain embarrassing relations
attractiveness.
We trust the numerous with civilization ; and with the requisite
readers of the Harbinger in the West will moral qualities, and scientific knowledge,
be led also to patronize this native growth the great problem of social harmony would
of their own soil.
approximate, at least, towards a solution.
In regard to the views expressed in We trust this will be done by the Integral
the article on Concentration of Action, Phalanx.
And to insure this, our friends
tion that

The words "So
" Political Science," bar*

discovered and applied.
cial Science,"

in Ohio should not be eager to encourage
new experiments, but to concentrate their
capital

and talent,

as far as possible, on

of the that Association, which bids fair to ac
But complish the work proposed. The advan

the conditions of success are not easy to tages possessed by the Integral

Phalanx

ject, dubs himself as

" Professor,"

without

because no one cares to deny
his claim to the title.
opposition,

It is nevertheless, somewhat astoniBhing, that the most important of human in
terests, should thus be consigned to chance
and that a systematic in

and expediency,
quiry

into the true laws of Society,

not been undertaken.

has

Thought has been

in other departments; the
mind has gone successfully
into the remotest, and most inaccessible
busy enough
adventurous

But society, its first and near
est concern, has been overlooked, and suf
regions.

fered to get on as it might.
Its guidance
lias been committed to expediency, and
mere empiricism,

and accordingly

come to a pass, where those excellent

it has
con

ductors, are in some doubt, as to what is to
ic done.
sorts.

Doubtless

we

have had wise

leaders of all
The world is largely their debtor.

statesmen,

and

admirable
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no

a monied feudalism ; look at ness and depth of our movement, to )o«k

Their error has been, that they have trust

civilization,

ed in 'their own wisdom and ingenuity,

your three millions of slaves ; look at your
states and corrupt general
repudiating

and

have invented laws and constitutions them
selves, instead of seeking

for that code,

government,

and at least be silent 1

upon it with respect and fear, and to
watch it as a significant symptom among
The the varied phenomena of the age. This

A uni is all that could be wished for just now.
in the soul, which will versal system of demagogue ism, gaining We would arouse inquiry, induce atten
produce public order and private happiness its base ends by bribery, by lying and un tion to the astounding facts which illus
and security, without armies or gaols, or blushing intrigue ! What a spectacle is trate the character of our social institu
which the Divinity has established, which

success of republican institutions.

has its foundation

any of the poor machinery
are so wretchedly

by which we

one of our presidential

What tions, and thus lay a firm foundation for
We have been much struck
progress.
what limitless falsehood, what unbounded with the prevailing tone of the newspaper

tricks,

protected.

what devices,

elections !

what foul slanders,

But the time rapidly approaches, when
not be so managed.
Already corruption !

men will

and
One can hardly remember it press in regard to the Harbinger,
becoming sick and despairing. — would fain interpret it as an unconscious
their leaders sadly at fault.
And then our republicanism, our boasted testimony to the importance of our cause.
Considering
We came forward without pretension.
the present state of the world, one can equal rights, and high sounding democra
We had no external claims to public at
hardly help asking how it happens, that cy ! What empty words ! Republican
We were not in
tention or confidence.
it has not before suspected itself to be on ism consists in the supremacy of the pri

they begin to make demands, which

the wrong

track,

put

and endeavored to dis

cover some better and safer method of pro

without

vate over the public interest,

equal rights

monopolies, and de
in its coach and four, with

resides in chartered

the interest of any religious sect, or polit
ical party, or partial reform movement.

We have spoken on every subject thai we
Now, however, this endeavor mocracy lolls
ceeding.
liveried menials to attend upon its lazy have touched on, with the most perfect
cannot be delayed.
Neither the stupidi
We have
And if we turn from our own freedom and independence.
ty and selfishness of politicians, nor the pride.
blindness of philosophers can any more country, to those where civilization and truckled to no prejudice, courted no man's
We speak warmly.
The civilized polity have existed longest and
of the masses every where is had their extremest success, the case is
our justification.
When the great ma infinitely worse.
No man with his eyes half open, can
jority of human beings are plunged in deg
be endured.

.condition

radation
more

favor, flattered no existing abuse, feared
no evil consequences from transparent
sincerity
soft,

of expression,

silken

phrases

and dealt in no

to smooth over the

harshness of honest truth ; yet we have
and misery, growing constantly hesitate to admit that society is universal
and those who are at ly in a rather unhealthy state, and needs been met with a courteous welcome every

intolerable,

the head of affairs,

either overlook the
facts entirely, or at best know no pallia
tive for these evils, it is not a time for

where, and in some instances with an en

to be amended.

will

is

is

in a

prevented,

enervated
bedy
We make this assertion from personal petty individualism
Look at knowledge of facts, as well as from infer and mind
greedy of gain, lustful of
ences to be drawn
tions of public

from manifold

sentiment.

his
pleasure, contemptible in selfishness
mechanism, his morality mum
Not for these
at one mery, his God an idol.

indica

The tone of religion

superficial, flippant remark, which
made into a machine ; look at your cities time, was very common, is now seldom
overflowing with vice and wretchedness ; heard.
The ridicule which attends all

look at your system of commercial swind

new discoveries,

;

your gaols and poor houses ; look at your
manufactories and mechanics' shops, where
labor is cheated of its rights, and man

from the stirrup-iron

vile ends was human nature so magnifi

The spirit
finely
cently endowed.
But
de
to touched, and for fine issues.
is

unless it is

a

and

;

States,

produce the same result.
Talk of national prosperity !

trines of Association, has now taken pos to degrade man
once there were giants
dwarfed, muti
session of many of the soundest and most on the earth
now man
base,
absorbed in
vigorous minds among our thinking men. lated, monstrous
;

The causes which

the most to bring England
where she is, are busy here in the United

;

ed as that of England.
have done

foam and scum which have been brought corrupt and effeminate civilization,
as
are passing away ; and a speak out here with reviving power.
deep, calm, healthy interest in the doc The whole tendency of modern society

to the surface,

;

season, will fall into a condition as wretch

;

the very heart, and unless we look to it in

is

It

it

it

it,

In the words of our motto, "Relief can thusiastic greeting, which shows that our
only come from the the application of words fall upon hearts not dead to the
complimentary phrases, or soft dilutions Christian principles," but this application social corruption in which they live, nor
of the truth.
It is rather our duty to must be scientific, and not empirical, or ar to the hope of a future, in which the devil
speak boldly out and call things by their bitrary, else it will be no better than no shall no longer reign in the likeness of a
This Science of Chris God.
application at all.
Brothers ! we return your saluta
right names.
When we have in our hand the remedy tian principles it is the especial aim of this tions. We are laboring for a common
for the disease, it will not do to treat the journal to publish and defend, and we in end, we are seeking the same truth, we
vite to it, the most serious and unpreju
shall yet meet in the truest relations of
quacks, by whom the patient is surround
ed, with any useless civility, or to delude diced attention of all friends of their coun
harmony.
thsm with the notion that they are skilful try and their race.
THE TRUE AMERICAN.
Since our last
We care not for the loud
practitioners.
PROGRESS OF THE CAUSE.
The Asso notice of this paper, we have seen one or
proclamations of national prosperity, and
ciative movement in the United States, is two numbers of
the success of republican
institutions,
though, by reason of
which garnish the manifestos of governors in a more encouraging condition, at the some adverse circumstance, we have fail
and form the climax of official rhetoric. — present moment, than it has ever been, ed of receiving them regularly as issued.
Grant that this nation is not so badly off since the idea of a true social destiny, as
We admire the noble, intrepid spirit
as France or England ; grant that with us taught by Charles Fourier, was first an which
displays, the masculine vigor of
the laboring population is not reduced to nounced to the attention of the public. its style, and the burning eloquence with
starvation, and that human misery has not The primary effervescence which is al which
sets forth principles of immortal
reached its limits : what then?
ways produced by the agitation of new truth.
grateful to be assured that
The country is not any the less sick to ideas, we may now trust is well over ; the there are such souls in the midst of our

ling and periodical

basing

slowly

the

bankruptcy, bringing the steam-boat, has about subsided. Men
and surely on the last scourge of are beginning to appreciate the earnest

social

true

organization

development

has crippled

of man.

Great
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are so rare that when they do dence, has not got on much for some time
appear in flitting vision on the grand pan past, while the physical sciences have
orama of the ages, our first instinct is tn been setting up the most magnificent tro
We shall be told that
regard their advent as a violation of the phies everywhere.

table had been spread, the. whole
length of the hall, and partook of
most
abundant and excellent dinner, in which
the hospitable sisters of the Phalanx had

With joy and
owing to the greater difficulty of met
orderly course of nature.
reverence, then, we hail the expression of aphysical investigations, but we beg leave

most satisfactorily
proved their faith in
their works.
Good cold water was the

the meth

only beverage, thanks to the temperance
of the members.
A few toasts and short

is

if

start

MANY

where has
in

and greatness in Cassius M. Clay's Amer
ican ; may it not falsify the hopes which

a

—"

UNITED IN ONE.

Unum,"

watch -word,

our

National
such fulness

the Associations,

ID" We

notice the candid and friendly
in a recent num

on Association

—

pitched

which are seeking by

fore there was

All
for All? Who

system of United Interest to enable

then so well

never was

of meaning us terously cleared

to work for Each and Each
remarks

pluribus

ty was gratified by a summons to the hayfield. Every rake and fork were in requi
sition
merrier group never raked and

help leading us astray.

versal love.

it has awakened.

And now once again, the afternoon being
somewhat advanced, the demand for varie

wrong

which

guides

man, and to introduce

the holy era of harmony, justice, and uni
We see the germs of truth

speeches seasoned the feast.

cannot

on

fitted by their

a

which defy

institutions

and follow

roads,

we

;
a

and humiliate

to the dust

places,

;

crumbling

to cessible

it

the
God

down

true

E

to bring

nature,

duty,

is

It

their

of their

conscious

name,

and

meadow more dex

was not long be
demand that the Right

it

of to question this assertion.

;

reforms

We od of our philosophers which
at fault.
present day are calling forth.
difficult to reach even the most ac
need nothing but men, men worthy of the
the

a

the

It

which

manfulness,

true

is

it
is

a

where

a

souls

to Labor should be honored by fresh work,
which the chief of the group lamented he

hope

could

not

at the moment

and effort, to commemorate our national

close

the

festivities

faith,

To

gratify.

the

young
people
dance, which was prolonged

I

The" Order of Services," to apply the
by its fruits ; but this test can
to the seedling : give to common name to the spontaneous and al
that the benefit of free air, a genial sun, most unpremeditated conduct of the occa
combined Work,
and all the blessed influences of the sky ; sion, very felicitously
and in hope and religious patience, wait Tlunght, and Social Pleasures, and so ful
is known

of

a

good and well-

spent day.

Ilj°

As sonn as the moisture was off the
The article in another column, on
group went down to the beautiful
Telegraph by G. G. Foster, grass,
and the
one of the Editors of the New York Tri meadows to spread the hay
bune, and we are most happy 'to add, a right good will, quickness, and thorough
regular contributor to the Harbinger, will ness, with which they completed their
be read with interest. The results which task, certainly illustrated the attractive
Mr. Foster anticipates from the use of ness of combined industry. Others mean

a

;

a

the Magnetic

while were gathering for the dinner, the
vegetables, of which, by the consent of
will be full of the whole neighborhood, they have the
The time is com supply unsurpassed in early maturity and
pregnant suggestions.
ing, and such inventions as that of Pro excellence, and still others were busy in
the various branches of domestic labor.
fessor Morse do more than announce

a

all believers

'

it,

To

'

Telegraph are not at all ex

a

the Magnetic

aggerated or improbable.
in Universal Unity they

making,

all contribute

and children

to this

near the house,

great

intellectual

phi

Soul,

if

of the Human

upon the subject

walnut

books

are to be taken as evi

I

'

grove

semicircle

of

the cool shade.

Here addresses were given by W. H.
(''banning and Horace Greelcy, illusUatthe
the position, that Association
truly consistent embodiment in practice,

they are, and have not ing

long been falling behind their less ambi
The phi
tious brethren in the career.

at

is

whether

called

being

of

is

We suggest also to all doctors and stu
dents of what

losophy

where

seats had been arranged

end.

losophy,

assembled in

are universal

tlte professed principles
After some hour and

our Nation.

a nf

ly

ences and their applications

come in,

hand, the bell sounded, and men, women,
a

The im
thetic as members of one body.
mense advances which the Natural Sci

And now, the guests from New York
and the country around having
and the hour for the meeting

in a

when all the nations and tribes that make
up Humanity, shall be united and sympa

the

company

adjourned

half thus spent,
to

the House,

'

filled the conditions

for its slow developement.

a

not be applied

a

yet moet

:

true, indeed, that the tree

a

was this simple, unpretending,
effective celebration.

It is

al results.

a

aims and purposes, rather than by its actu

and eight young men,
the
Projector
lodged with us last night, and left here
this morning en route to Prairie Du Chien.
They go to-day to Fond Du Lac, where
learn they spend to-morrow (the Sab
with Gov. Dodge.
bath,)
They have
chartered for the transportation of them
selves and baggage, from Milwaukie to
Prarie Du Chien, two wagons; one with
steel springs and box, like your city furni
ture wagons, the other
common lumber
Several others are expected to
wagon.
join them at Galena and at other points,
and at Prairie Du Chien arrangements
are made to supply them all with Indian
ponies, and outfits for the prosecution of
their journey westward.
The party seem to be in the finest
spirits, — have each of them
coarse
broad-brimmed straw hat, and with the
exception of the Hero, guns of various
calibre, with all the implements of sports
men, and long-legged boots, India Rubber
coats, blankets, &c., according to their
The beards of the boys
various tastes.
are now of
little more than
week's
growth, and they are bound not to shave
until they get back.'
Thus far their road has been lined with
plenty of comfortable public houses but
to-day they expect to strike fire and cook
their first meal from game, &c. that they
was greatly
may find along the road.
amused to hear the remarks of different
woods mongers,' who have been here
for years, — have travelled and tented for
mouths, and who are at home in the wild
est parts, — as they examined the equip
ments of the party.
One of these was
good-natured son of
Emerald Isle,' who was one of the
the
very first of those who forced themselves
as far West as this, — who had tented
months, and lived upon fish and game
with salt, even from the other side of the
borders of civilization.
great
The examination afforded Pat
deal of merriment.
He looked upon the
'

may be confidently said, that there were
few
any meetings throughout our land,
more earnest, rational and happy, than

'

At pres
ent, and probably for a long time to come,
men must judge of Association
by its

if

tended to illustrate and embody.

'

;

it

a

'

;

a

;

in

?

in
a

formed
ber of The Montreal Pilot, by the Editor birth-day, as Associationists
So felt the members of the North Amer till midnight.
And so ended this truly
of that paper. He may be assured that
this spirit they call
cheerful and friendly Holy-day.
whatever favorable impressions he has re ican Phalanx and
ceived from any of the very imperfect at ed
meeting on their domain for the
Watertoton, Jeff. Co., Wisconsin.
that he 4th. The day was splendidly bright and
tempts- at practical Association
THE GREAT RAILROAD EXPLORATIOX,
the attendance was as large as
has witnessed in this country, there is no fresh
&c. Our little town has been honored
enabled
one which as yet does any thing like jus their present accommodations
with visit from the Whitney Exploring
and without boasting,
tice to the principles, which they are in them to receive
The party, consisting of
Expedition.'
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' with an air of
'
company and their
traps
conscious superiority Unit could be equalled
' look ' of a company of old
only by the
'salts' at a 'fresh,' just getting on hi?
' sea
legs.'
After a very minute survey, Pat turned
on his heel, — thrust his hands low down
in his pockets, — and giving a very know
ing nod, his whole appearance indicating
a better knowledge of " pioneering " than
of the English language, he broke forth,
'ill niver do, this. They'll niver go
far, faith, these big bugs.
They'll not
camp down mor'n two or three times,
and that'll be an end of their e.rpIosion"
— (exploring.)
As is the case with every
stranger, the party were greatly aston
ished at the appearance of Watertown.
It is situated in the interior, about fifty
miles from Milwaukie, upon Rock River.
Two years ago there was only about a
dozen of buildings here of every kind.
Now there are above one hundred and
Some sixty will be erected the
thirty.
There are here, a
present summer.
large fine flouring mill, two hotels, two
'
four stores, and mechanical
saw-mills,
and other operations in the same propor
tion.
There is scarce a residence here
that has not at least two families in it.
It is really startling to see what a tide
of emigration is pouring in and through
this place.
From five to fifteen loads of
emigrants pass here daily, who are push
ing to every part of the Territory.
passed a -few days since, a short dis
tance from this place, a larm of two hun
dred acres, with more than one hundred
•acres of crops on the ground, altogether
looking as well as any farm I ever saw.
Its owner landed in this Territory about
four years ago, with but twelve and a half
cents-in his pocket.
He has paid all by
hard labor.
There are scores of similar
instances in this immediate vicinity.
The
thousands of poor in your city need not
be poor if they will come here and work.

"It

I

Yours,

H. W. P.
N. Y. Tribune.

found was hard, — it was almost impossi
ble to abandon them. In this emergency,
lie
he resolved to appeal to chance.
wrote two letters, — in the one he accept
ed the hand of the lady, in the other re
fused it.
He then put them into a hat,
and called his servant.
" Take one of these letters," said he,
" and carry it to the chateau de
."

" Which, sir?"
" Which you please."

The servant chose a letter. The Count
burnt the other without opening it.
A distance often leagues separated the
two chateaux.
The domestic must be
hours ; twenty-four
absent twenty-four
hours must elapse before the Count can
know his fate. His situation is anything
but agreeable, — he knows not during
twenty-four hours, whether he is a mar
ried man or a single one, — whether ho
has still the power to dispose' of himself,
or whether he is not already disposed of.
The domestic returned, he had carried
the letter of acceptation, and Count de
M. is, even at this time, the happiest
husband in that part of the country. —
French Paper.
INDIRECT Loss or PROPERTY DY WAR.
War not only demands for its support
vast sums of money, but dries up the
main sources of a nation's wealth.
Its
victims are mostly men in the vigor of
life.
It cripples almost every species of
business
It cuts the sinews of enterprise
in every department of gainful industry.
Fields lie untilled ; factories stand still;

the shop and the counting-room are de
serted ; vessels rot at the wharves ; every
kind of trade is interrupted or deranged ;
immense maa•ea of 'capitat are withdrawn
from use ; the entire energies of a nation
are turned into the channel of war, and
its resources overwhelmed in this mighty
vortex of ruin.

THE WORKING MEN OF N. ENGLAND.
Were it not that we believe the time

Stringer,

and Co., are not a little annoyed

by the shoal of papers that are poured in
upon them, and we trust, O brother edi
tors, who offend in this way, you will at
once take care to have this wrong

set

right.
1C? All communications for the Har
binger, as well as all letters on business,
" Editors
may be directed as above, to the

of the Harbinger," BROOK FARM, West
Roxbury,

Mass.

IE? We are sorry to find that some of
our Boston subscribers fail to receive their
through the Post -Of
Your papers have all been regular
ly sent, and are now lying in the Boston
papers seasonably

fice.

Office, as we have ascertained by person
al inspection. Inquire particularly for the
Harbinger,

and you will be served.

1D= Our thanks are due to the friends
who have favored us with their communi

We are proud to number among
Our contributors some of our best 'Ameri

cations.

We shall be happy to hear
can poets.
from the distant advocates of the Associ
ative movement, and to give extracts from
their

correspondence,

as in the present

number.
IQ= In our next number, we shall dis
in our
cuss the subject of Licentiousness
Cities, and the Means of its Cure.
We
have no faith in the idea, that this horri
ble ulcer which is eating out the very vi
tals of society, is to be passed over in dec
orous silence.
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must come sooner or later, when the
MARRIED BY CHANCE.
The Count de
of New England will be Is published simultaneously at New York
M. lived in a state of single and indepen workingmen
1,1-1,
,M. bj the BROOK FARM PHALANX,
dent blessedness.
He was yet young, compelled to open their eyes to their true and 1
very rich, and was surrounded by every
thing which could give enjoyment to life,
— except a wife.
He had frequently
thought of becoming a husband, but had
always declared off before the knot was
Once, however, he found himself
tied.
very nearly committing the folly of mat
A young person, the daughter
rimony.
of one of his friends, pleased him, — her
fortune pleased him, not less perhaps than
her person and accomplishments,
and
there were other reasons of convenience,
&c, to justify the union. The Count,
who had so frequently made the first step
towards matrimony,
but as frequently
drew back, had not yet decided upon the
course he should adopt in this case, — he
had promised the friends of the lady re
peatedly, but had made no outward "sign
of performance.
His future mother-inlaw, knowing his weakness in this re
resolved
to
spect,
bring matters to a ter
mination, and therefore demanded of the
Count whether he would, or would not
marry her daughter, and requested an
immediate reply.
The Count found him
self in great embarrassment.
At this
moment his fears and hesitation returned
with more force than ever, — he trembled
at the consequences.
To give up his
cherished
habits of bachelorhood,
he

condition, we should utterly despair that every Saturday morning.
Office in New
they would ever throw off the apathy York, BURGESS, STRINGER & Co., No. 222
which at present chains them, and awake Broadway ; and in Huston, KEDDING & Co.,
I
a,- Street.
to the defence of their rights.
So little No. 8 Si.
TERMS. Two Dollars a year, or One Dol
interest is felt, or at least manifested by
them, so few appear to care for anything lar for •\\ months, payable invariably iu ad
further than simply obtaining a few cents vance. Ten copies tor Fifteen Dollars.
and REMITTANCES
COMMUNICATIONS
more per day for their labor, it is dis
iu New
The time will come when should be addressedto the publishers
heartening.
Boston,
and
or
York
to
the " Editors of the
the evils now gathering, will burst upon
Brook Farm, West Roxbury,
the astonished workingmen in tremendous Harbinger,"
Mass.
fury, and when their unwilling eyes will
O" Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As
open to the fact of their true position,
sociation Clubs, fmd all persons wishing to
and when they shall also discover the sad
diffuse the principles defended in this paper,
mistakes which their supinerl€sa..an'd in
by forwarding FIFTEEN HOLLARS, will be
difference have caused them to commit. supplied with TEN COPIES.
Heaven grant it may not be amid the
Uj" Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
horrors of a civil revolution and blood '.— Offices, No. 222 Broadway, New York, and
No. 8 State Street, Boston, and by booksellers
and periodical agent* throughout the U. States.
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every thing, and poisoning eve
ry thing with their presence ; with these
he held fierce, uncompromising
war ;
sometimes with heavy and sober weapon,
blighting
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found means to miss hit pocket, and he
lived and wrought on in absolute poverty,
while contending daily and hourly with
an exhausting
disease,
and agonizing

hurled with admirable aim against the which he
felt was dragging him resisthead of his enemy, but more frequently lessly to the grave, with his great tasks
which have spiritual relations with the with the lighter but not less effective all unfinished, his bright destiny unfulfill
This is an armor of satire and wholesome mirth . For ed. Can there be imagined a greater
destiny of the living, weep.
all- important fact, which it is a matter of twenty long and dreary years, while his misery than this ? Docs it not almost con
life tfnd death for our souls to know, so frame was racked with the sharpest pangs jure up the picture of the chained Titan,

When a true, good man dies, the angels

newing our certainty of the Divine World,

of disease, and his brain distracted by the upon whose vitals " Heaven's winged
cares and curses of poverty, his pen was hound " fed constantly ? Alas ! how bit-

and

an ever-flowing,

that wo may be ever and perpetually
its

for

sympathy

our

mortal

re
one.

an ever-sparkling

foun

But the mere, simple fact, — which is all tain of cheerful thoughts, noble aspira
we need, — has been so overlaid and tions, frolicsome humor, and contagious
by maudlin

poets and

gaiety ; every thing that could expand the
writers of epitaphs, obituaries, and other withered heart of the poor, and lighten
inanities, that one, to get the real good of the burden of labor.
Wherever
there
be-commonplaced

it,

must forget

that lie has ever seen it

Yes, yes, — the angels weep
when a good man dies, — let us never
forget that. They weep, not for him, now
glorious like themselves, and united to the
before.

symmetrical group from which his soul
was a dismembered fragment, — but for
us who remain with so much more steril
and coldness, and heartlessness, in

was suffering, hunger, misery, there came
the gentle soul of Tom Hood, exuding
the golden nectar of sympathy. But most
of all did he groan in spirit over the op
and

pressions

horrors

path of Woman.
Woman,

labor,

distorted by sleepless

the world, and so much less of life and the
light of love to resist its darksome horrors,

days,

ning
ning
was

how deformed

with

nights and foodless

was ever arrayed

destiny

have been,

when even in the record of his last days,
kept by the hand of idolizing

affection,

his great agony at the un-

we read that

of his work on earth, wrung
from his lips the oft-repeated exclama
tion, ' O, I cannot die ! I cannot die ! ' It
fulfillment

was

pains of dissolution from
he shrank ; these he had calmly

not the

which

endured

hour,

the

by

year, without

and month,

a murmur.

incompleteness,

and

But it was the

the mutilation

he mast leave the intellectual

in which
fabric he

was sent to build, — it was the thought
this half-constructed
temple was

that

in

the angelic

alone to mark his passage across the field

whiph

are hers by

the gift of God, and of which a miserable,

of time.
But in the forty-first

a barbarous,

years came the irresistible

hues and lineaments,

a degraded,

society could alone
to heart to despoil her.

and brutalized

even have had

the

he yielded

of his painful
mandate, and

back his gentle spirit to God.

Nor could even her And now it begins to be discovered that
He fearful fall, when, tortured by despair, and he was, not merely a very popular author,
driven hy the whip of hunger, and want, but perhaps the greatest of living authors.
a Wit, only because wit is the light
of love, — the sweet summer light she yielded to glittering temptation, daunt Beside his suddenly-expanded fame, our
The surpassing Bulwers and I 'Israelis dwarf themselves
which hurts not, — and, because he his dauntless sympathy.
all full, — brain, heart, and soul, — tenderness and pity that poured itself out to pigmies.
Strange as it is, yet true it

Hood

a man for all the world

was

love, to twine
was

the

or how attenuated and

ity,

Yes, — when
and cheer us on our way.
a strong, good man dies, all the Heavens
weep for those who are left behind.

beset

To his exquisite spirit,

no matter

unhealthful

which

ter must this cruel

ignorance,
which

around.

his infantile wiles and graces,
he unconsciously

won your

His capacity for loving was only

heart.
limited
them

hearts

He astounded with his innocent

of love.
with

their

by
all.

the Hnman

From

the

brilliant

flashes

of his pen came most musical thunder ;
angry, growling, and deep, but
pure, and clear, and joyous as a bird. In
of keen shafts,
all his swift throwing
never wounded he any man's or woman's
Evils, abuses, corruptions, — the
bosom.
shadows which (talk

the world,

Thames,

filled

dragged

from the

of
Last Barons, and Roman

also is, that the pretentious cavalcade

all his heart, and Zanonis,

and

was ever ready to flow forth at the slight-,

Tribunes,

est sound of woe.

and Young Dukes,

and philosophic

During his life, although every body quisite characters,

Race ; he loved

never

gigantic

over the poor suicide,
wintry

drank

in every word

that fell from

his

exploits

highwaymen,
and other most ex

to whose

and experiences,

wonderful

the Literature

as eagerly as the flowers drink of the Age devoted many large and im
tfie silver dew, and felt both heart posing volumes, for which the writers
and brain well nourished thereby, yet he were knighted and sent to Parliament,
was never profitably popular to himself. feasted, feted, and fooled to the top of
pen,
in

True, his "Comic Almanac," and his their bent, — are now overtopped and
" Whims and Oddities " had a " tremen outshadowed by an humble maker of
"
of
dous run ,
but the proceeds somehow Comic Almanacs, — *. manufacturer

THE HA RUING Efi.
THE

SONG

mere writer of
such as

OF THE SHIRT.

With fingers weary and worn,
With eyelids heavy and red ;
A woman sat in unwomanly rags,
Plying her needle and ihn.ul. —
Stitch ! stitch ! stitch !
In poverty, hunger, aiul dirt,
And still with a voice of dolorous pitch,
"
She sang the " Song of the Shirt !
••Work ! work f work '.
While the cock is crowing aloof!
And work, work, work,
Till the stars shim: through the roof!
It's O! to he a slave
Along with the barbarous Turk,
Where woman has never a soul to save,
If this is Christian work !

There's living roses on the bash,
And bio?siim.son the tree
Stoop where thou wilt, thy careless liani!
Some random Imd will mett
Thou canst not tread, but thou wilt find,
The daisy at thy feet,

With fingers weary and worn,
With eyelids heavy and rod,
A woman sat in unwomanly rags,
Plying her ncedlrr and threid,—
Stitch ! stitch ! stitch !
In poverty, hunger, and dirt,
And slid v.itli a voice of dolorous pitch !
Would that its tone could reach the Rich!
"
She sung this " Song of the Shirt:

'Tis like the birthday of the world,
When earth was born in bloom
made of many dyes,
The Hfjhl
all perfume.
of
the
immense
popular
The air
But the secret
buds. :md white and blue, —
crimson
There's
ity of this man, and the wide-spread la
The very rani'^ow show'rs
while
that
is,
death
his
ment that follows
Have tinned to blossoms where they fell,
And sown the earth wilh flowers.
other popular writers of England, write
;

—a

;

and quiditics,

common metre vcrsicles,

;

quips

is is
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to the world as it is, — trim all their charto the
icters, speeches, and incidents

I

in in
a

I

:

It
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a

ly

it
;

it

a

;

a

is

by

a

a

a

a

a

is

a

a

it

a

;

it
;

ly

;

in

;

a

I

I

'.

is

:

a

a

'

'

is

!

;

a

;

a

;

a it,

.

:

a

a

;

There's kiry tulips in the East,
The garden of the sun
The very streams reflect the hue?,
rcnent system, and the classes who are
And blossom as they run.
t present alone permitted to read or sit Morft opens like
crimson rose,
Still wcl with pearly showers;
upon authors ; Hood wrote
n judgment
Then, lady, leave the silken thread
heart of
and struggling
o the mighty
Thou twines* into flowers!
" Work, work, work,
This
homely
Humanity.
of
ngland,
Till the hrain begins to swim;
" The
We close our brief and imperfect notice
Song of the Shirt," as well as
Work, work, work,
tribute to Hood's memory, by Mrs.
touched a cancer, with
Till the eyes are heavy and dim!
Bridge of Sighs,"
Scam, and gusset, and band.
C.
Hall
S.
lile»hose roots lay coiled around the
Band, and gusset, and scam,
. And, after he was laid in his
starving,
trings of working, slaving,
Till over the buttons 1 fall asleep,
another and
the bells tolled on
And sew them on in a dream !
half grave
England, and a thrill ran through
another passed away, — names highly hon
5hucldcr, half extacy, mingled with con
" O ! men, with sisters dear !
ored in Art, — Calcott, Smirke, Phillips,
O ! men, with mothers and wives!
sciousness and
prophetic hope that, now the gentle and highly
gifted Duncan
It is not linen you 're wearing out
he core of the disease had been probed, and now one whose name has long been
But human creatures' lives !
household word, but whose death has
remedies must and would be discovered.
Stitch, Stich, Slilch,
for months, nay, for
In poverty, hunger and dirt,
fainting been anticipated
A.nd BO they must and will
ycars_the noble poet— yet strange to
Sewing at once, with a double thread,
while,
although
on
trust
icarts, hope on,
to say, better known as the annual "jest
A shroud as well as a shirt.
Truly, the man
his er" — THOMAS HOOD!
already sleeps in death, yet
" But why do I talk of death ?
furnished abundant
name become sacred to you and yours, who, year after year,
That phantom of grisly bone,
food for mirth, and yet could imagine
with that of stalwart Carlyle, and the
I hardly fear his terrible shape,
The Plea of the Midsummer Fairies,"
It seems so like my own, —
Corn-Law Rhymer.
The Dream of Eugene Aram," and
It seems so like my own,
"
We of course, have not even attempted depict such realities as The Song of
Because of the fasts I keep,
critique Shirt," and "The Bridge of Sighs,"
0 ! God '. that bread should be so dear,
to furnish either a biography or
been formed in no common
And flesh and blood so cheap !
our only purpose has been to must have
of Hood
" home !"
gone
He, too,
mould
" Work, work, work,
record the thoughts we have of the man,
met him
the first time
remember
My labor never Hags;
of his mission here on earth, and of the was at one of the pleasant soirees of the
Anil what are its wages ? A bed of straw,
turned
for
moment
painter Martin
way in which, so far as he was permit
A crust ol bread, — and rags.
— disappoint
To others we away, — as many have done,
That shattered roof, — and this naked floor, ted, he has fulfilled it.
repose, was
ed, for the countenance,
A table, — a broken chair, —
leave the more difficult, and perhaps far of
than of mirth
rather
melancholy
And a wall so black, I sometimes think
and
combining
perfecting
task
of
iigher
there was something calm, even to so
My shadow is falling there !
lemnity, in the upper portion of the face,
his personal and literary history, willing
" Work, work, work !
which, in public, was seldom relieved by
confessing our own incapacity to per
From weary chime to chime,
the eloquent play of the mouth, or the
Work, work, work,
but to none do we yield in the
form
occasional sparkle of the observant eye
for
ciime.
As pii-oucrs work
deep love we bear the glorious memory of and
was
general remark among his
Band, and gusset, and seam,
Thomas Hood.
acquaintances, that he was too quiet for
Scam, and gusset, and band,
There are many wit"the world."
wit, less of
Till the heart it sick, and brain benumbed
Had Hood been less of
society, who
watchers to be found
As well as the weary hand.
been
recog
philanthropist, he would have
man, unless,
nothing
think there
" Work, work, work !
nised as one of the most exquisite of En
sounding-board, he makes
great
like
In the dull December light,
In addition to the two pie noise at
small touch, — who consider
glish Poets.
Anil work, work, work,
an
"au
unless
ces to which we have already alluded, and themselves aggrieved,
When the weather is warm and bright,—
book, and
thor" open at once like
While underneath the eaves
popu
acquired
which instantaneously
speak as he writes; this vulgar notion,
The brooding swallows cling,
any single po like others of the same stamp, creeps into
larity scarcely realized
As if to show me their sunny backs,
so consider
em, long or short, of the century, there good society, or that which
And twit me with the spring.
have seen both Hook and Hood
ed, and
are the " Dream of Eugene Aram," —
" O ! but to breathe the breath
set," as a pointer sets a partridge, by
and "The
most wildly powerful poem
01 the cowslip and primrose sweet —
persons who glitter in evanescent light,
—
With the sky above my head,
Plea of the Midsummer Fairies,"
simply by repealing what such men have
And the grass beneath my feet ;
Mr. Hook, perhaps, liked this ce
worthy remembrancer of Tilania and Obc- said.
For only one short hour,
ron, and their exquisite court of Shaks- lebrity, — this setting and staring, this
To fuel as I used to feel,
lion hunt, — so different from the heartUcforc I knew the woes of want,
And the following,
periaa exhalations.
Mr.
And the walk that costs a meal.
worship paid to veritable greatness.
old
English
an
which we rescue from
Hood did not: he was too sensitive, too
" Oh ! but for one short hour!
appeared anonymous
the dislike to being
magazine, where
refined, to endure
" man who was funny,"
A respite, however brief!
many years ago, seems to us to be pos pointed at as the
No blessed leisure for Love, or Hope,
crowd, where there
out of
sessed of the very Spirit of Poetry and kept him
But only time for Grief;
were always numbers who really hotiorA little weeping would ease my heart,
Nature
ed his genius, and loved him for his gen
But in the briny bed
was only
tle and domestic virtues.
O ludy, leave thy silken thread
My tears must stop for every drop
among his friends that his playful fancy
And flow cry tapeslrie
Hinders needle und thread."
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flourished, or that he yielded to its influ
" so
ence ; although, strictly speaking,
cial " in all his feelings, he never sought
to stimulate hia wit by the false poison of
draughts of wine ; nor was he ever more
cheerful than when at his own fireside he
enjoyed the companionship of his dear
and devoted wife.
He was playful as a
child; and his imagination,
pure as
bright, frolicked with nature, whom he
loved too well ever to outrage or insult
And yet
by slight or misrepresentation.
he wae City born, and City bred, — born
in the unpoetic district of " the Poultry ;"
though born as it were, to letters, for his
father was a bookseller ; and the son
was remarkable for great vivacity of spir
its, and prone to astonish good citizens,
guests at his father's, no less than his
when at school,
fellow-pupils
by the
shrewdness and brilliancy of his observa
tions upon topics of which it was thought
he knew nothing.
He finished his edu
cation at Camberwell ; and even at that
early age being in very precarious health,
was advised to try the effects of a sea
The sea
voyage upon his constitution.
suited him not.
I can well imagine its
turbulence, — its fitfulness, — its
boiling
glittering brightness, and its fearful storms,
finding no sympathy in the gentle bosom
of the author of " The Plea of the Mid
summer Fairies."
He passed some years, on his return,
with relatives in " Bonny Dundee;" and,
a great talent for drawing,
manifesting
was apprenticed to his uncle, Mr. Robert
Sands, an engraver.
But he trifled with
the pencil, while he labored with the
pen ; his future destiny was pointed out
And what rare
by the light of genius.
talents did he not possess, blended with
the gentleness
and kindliness
of the
sweetest of poetic temperaments ; how
full his sympathies ! how honest his
heart ; how great and true in all things !
Although his existence was a long dis
ease rather than a life, he was free from
all bitterness and harshness of spirit,
for the sufferings of
intensely
feeling
others ; he was in every way unselfish ;
prone to the very last to turn his own sad
sufferings into iests, and forcing those
who wept over his agony, fierce as it was,
(until the last dull sleep, which continued
from the Tuesday to the Saturday of his
death,) to smile at the wittiness of his
as they did with a
conceits, mingling
touching consciousness of his situation,
and the solemn belief in that HEREAFTER
which, in all faith and humility, we be
lieve, to the full extent of knowledge, he
now enjoys.
But what a sad picture, and by no
means a solitary one, Ho the last months
" The
of this GREAT MAN'S life display!
Song of a Shirt" was knocking at every
heart in Great Britain, while its author
was panting for breath, and trying to en
list the forces of his friends in the launch
of the Magazine that still bears his name.
And his friends stood by him : they gath
ered willingly beneath the banner, which,
had it been raised by a atrong arm, instead
of one trembling with pain and the unstea
diness of departed health, would have bat
tled the breeze nobly, and waved for
years triumphantly above, — as a shelter
to — his home.
A little longer, and the
difficulties of his position increased ; one
" PEnvoi "
illness succeeded another, and
to the end of each " periodical labor," in
duced the mingling smiles and tears of
his admirers,
He wrote wit while prop

ped by pillows ; and the chapters of a
novel, doomed to remain like his life, a
great fragment, were produced between
the intervals and beatings of heart dis
ease.
Alas! what those endure who \trritt
for bread ! But it is all over with him
now : the gold has been refined and the
crucible is broken ; the toilworn body has
been bowed in death that the soul might
escape into life; the mortal cerements
have been burst ; the winged child is
borne into the true life ; the life of eter
nity ! Those who love him best rejoice
at his release from labor ; never remuner
ated in proportion to the pleasure it gave,
never in a way at all commensurate with
the enormous profit it produced ; seldom,
of by those whose
perhaps,
thought
hearts it opened.
Latterly his dear
friends had been agonized by his terrible
"
I cannot die,- — I cannot die!"
lament,
such friends were thankful
to lay him,
on the 10th of May, in a calm grave at
It will not, we are sure,
Kensall-green.
be long before a monument is raised to
his memory ; and there are hearts enough
in Er.gland to remember that his widow
and two children have but the hundred a
year to subsist on, — bestowed by Sir
Peel,
Robert
whose letter,
in words
which did him honor, conveyed the re
quest that he might be permitted to make
the personal acquaintance of one whose
works he had long admired and apprecia
ted.
In this generous wish and hope he
was destined to be disappointed, — but
Honor and glory to a great statesman
with a good heart ! Such men are wor
thy almoners of genius !

THE ANARCHY OF LABOR.
The Cflvritr of Monday has an Edito
rial on the subject of Association so dif
ferent in tone and temper from those
usually appearing in that paper, that we
feel impelled to (rive it respectful and
cainest attention, though an extraordina
ry pressure on our columns for some days
past and to come will compel us to study
brevity.
The Courier disclaims any intention of
insullting' the destitute, by 'counseling
them to study industry and economy.
We accept the Courier's disclaimer, and
then ask it to look at these facts :
Our City of New- York is now enjoying
an unusual degree of thrift and prosper
ity, growing and expanding on all sides,
increasing in population, in business, and
in wealth.
Her Working Classes are
probably as well employed as ever before,
and far better than they can hope to be
Their
through any five years to come.
labor, thanks to our excellent Tariff, is
not to any considerable extent exposed to
Our
Foreign competition.
depressing
Prisons are so organized as very slightly
to interfere with our honest Mechanic la
bor.
A rapid yet continual increase of
buildings, ships, &c. gives employment
to carpenters, masons, joiners, laborers,
extent.
And
&c. to an extraordinary
yet, it is our deliberate estimate, the re
sult of much inquiry, that the average
earnings of those who live by simple la
bor in our City, — embracing at least twothirds of our Population, — scarcely if at
all, exceed one dollar per week for each
On this pit
person subsisting thereon.
tance, and very much less than this in
many thousands of instances, three hun
dred thousand persons within sight of
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Trinity steeple, must pay City rents and
City prices for food, buy their clothing,

and obtain such medical attendance, reli
gious consolation,
mental culture, and
means of enjoyment as they have.
Is
this the condition which God intended for
the mass of human beings ?
— The Courier says :

"We think (he Tribune is greatly mista
ken in its allr dgrd facts ; nothing like the
suffering it so graphically depicta exists
among us : wages are higher now, — so con
tractors tell us, — than they have been for
mouths or years, and very few who really
wish work, go without it. The matter, at
all events, even it founded in truth, is great
ly over-wrought with a view to effect," &.c.
We wish our cotemporary had extend
ed its inquiries
to other classes beside
'contractors,'
who, though very worthy
men, doubtless, are not so likely to know
whether the wages of working men ard
the demand for their labor are adequate
to their comfortable subsistence as the
laborers themselves would be.
We do
hope the Courier will pursue this inquiry
much farther, and favor us with the re
sults in a more specific and tangible
It is doubtless true that the ag
shape.
gregate demand for labor in our City is
very good just now, — unusually so, that
many receive better wages as Well as
steadier employment than they formerly
This, then, is a time exceedingly
did.
favorable to the Courier's position.
But
what is the actual condition of the labor
AVe have not
ing mass of our citizens?
all the facts necessary to show this before
—
us,
we wish we had, and will thank
some member of each trade or avocation
to send us a clear statement of the condi
tion of his own craft, — how many, as
near as may be, are employed, and how
many as near as may be, are vainly seek
ing work, — what is the highest, what the
lowest, and what the average weekly
earnings of workmen therein, — how these
compare with the prices formerly paid,
&c. &c. Let us have the whole truth.
Meantime let us slate a few of the facts
within our own knowledge :
1. There is hardly a day in which we
do not receive applications from printers
and others, entreating work on any terms
which will keep starvation at bay.
The
facts within our possession Warrant the
estimate, that there are at no time lees
than twenty thousand persons vainly seek
ing work in this city.
2. We are assured by the President of
the Journeymen
Shoemakers'
Associa
tion, that the wages of his fellow crafts
men in our city, have fallen lower and
lower, until now the great mass of them
work at rates which will hardly keep soul
and body together, — not averaging over
There are a few,
five dollars a week.
employed on nice custom work, who do
better, but the above is true of the great
majority.
3. In our own trade (Printing,) the av
erage earnings of the journeymen of our
city, including those who do not work
because they cannot get work, must fall
short of $ 6 per week, or $ 300 per an
num.
4. The regular pay of Day Laborers in
our city is, if we mistake not, $ 1 per
Rainy days, severe cold weather,
day.
It would be
&c, are of course excluded.
a liberal estimate to say that the willing
four days per
laborer has employment
Out of
week, and earns $'200 per year.
this he has to pay rent, buy food, fuel,
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2. Adequate Employment at all times
clothing, medicine, &c, for his family,
there never could be a
often including six or seven children too In Association,
season when any should be idle became
young to labor.
5. There are probably fifty thousand they could not obtain work.
The capital
women in our city dependent on their ist, the cunning or skilful workman, would
One half of have larger annual dividends ; but the
own efforts for subsistence.
these are engaged as Teachers, House mere worker would always have work,
Servants, &c, and so can live while they either in doors or out, according to the
have employment.
The other half are season, and would be sure of the just re
employed as Seamstresses, Book-Folders, ward of his labor.
Added to these, the laborer would have
in Manufactures, &c, at wages averaging
in Association
less than two dollars per week. Thou
3. Immense Economies, not otherwise
sands cannot by steady industry earn a
dollar and a halfyer week.
On this they attainable.
His rent and fuel would cost
him little, and the farmer, the manufac
barely exist while they have employ
ment ; and when that fails they must turer, the mechanic, blacksmith, &c. &c.
Hundreds are annu
would exchange their products directly,
starve or do worse.
ally driven to infamy and ruin by absolute and without the intervention of traders.
The Working Classes of this City are
destitution.
6. Though the ignorant and simple now paying twice as much for their pro
fare worst, the capable and educated suff visions as those who produce them receive
Hundreds of young men crowd for the same.
er also.
All the immense differ
in here from the country, sanguine of ence will in Association be saved to Pro
finding employment as clerks, artisans, ductive Industry.
&c. spend their last dollar in fruitless
4. Labor will be rendered vastly more
efforts, or are cheated out of it by fraud
effective by Association.
The time now
ulent Intelligence
Offices, or mock em wasted by the farmer in running to the
and
have
to
borrow
or
the
ployers,
blacksmith, the shoemaker, the
beg the store,
means of getting home again.
We have doctor, &c. £c. will be saved ; steam or
in our eye an excellent young man, na water will always supply any amount of
tive here, just graduated at College with power and save manual effort ; there will
honor and esteem, most capable and wor
always be a force on hand for an extra
thy, and having a strong family interest, effort in any department of industry that
who has for three months vainly and may need it ; while no time need be lost
steadily sought any reputable means of by reason of inclement weather.
The
gaining a livelihood.
death of the father or mother would not
7. To an observing eye, Anarchy is deprive the children of a home, nor of
written all over our Industry and modes their accustomed spheres of industry or
of life. Four times as many persons as education.
Such are a few of the imme
are really needed, are engaged at three diate, palpable advantages of Industrial
times the needful cost in supplying fami
Association.
lies with Milk, Fruits, Vegetables, Gro
The Courier says, in reference to our
remark, that no perfect Association has
ceries, &c. and in the various depart
ments of Retail Trade.
All these must yet been commenced, or can be without a
live by their business, and the sum of capital of $ 100,000, that " poor people
their subsistence and profits ia of course could do very well on such a capital with
tax on Productive
an indirect
out Association. — How many " poor peo
Labor.
Ten times as many persons as are needful, ple?"'
And if they could do so securely
are employed in conveying passengers on any plan, paying the capitalist a fair
and their baggage to and from steam interest on his investment, it is a pity the
boats, &c ; so that while they obtain a means are not forthcoming.
We will be
the public pay three times less tenacious of Association, if any other
bare living,
what they should for the service.
can
means
be
And
devised to secure to all the
measurably so through all departments of poor, a thorough Education,
opportunity
human effort.
to labor, and the just recompense of such
Such are some of the Social Evils Labor.
which Association
The sum of $ 100,000 is what we deem
proposes to remedy,
by substituting accordant for discordant necessary to purchase the land, erect the
interests and efforts.
It aims to increase dwellings, &c. provide the best of all
the reward of Productive Labor, by taking needful implements for 2,000 persons or
away or diminishing the occasion for non 400 families,
being about an average
It does not rail at township.
productive avocations.
We presume there is no town
the lawyer,
the doctor, the grocer, the ship of 2,000 inhabitants, of which the
retailer of any kind ; yet it aims to dis the present valuation is not far more than
pense with their vocations and place them $ 100,000.
This sum is intended to se
and all men in better positions than they cure to so many human beings, the am
now occupy.
Association proposes to de plest opportuities for Education, Industry,
monstrate the practicability of a better Subsistence, &c, in perpetuity, with an
Township or Municipality than those now nual interest to the capitalist, and to the
existing, — a union of Capital, Labor, and laborer every facility to acquire wealth
Skill in a joint stock partnership, secur as well as knowledge and skill. In our
ing constant employment and just reward present Society, property worth $ 100,000
to all.
By the system of Association,
often fails to give employment and subsis
when perfectly carried into effect, it is tence to a dozen human beings, and
rarely
believed
that
these Rights will be secures it to five hundred, — never with
firmly
any assurance of permanency.
secured to all mankind, viz:
1. A thorough Education, Intellectual
The object of this suggested capital of
and Physical, whereby each person, male $ 100.000 is, of course, to form a model
or female, shall be instructed in many Association, and demonstrate the
practica
different branches of Industry, so as not bility of the system.
That accomplished,
to be dependent on one only.
Now the capitalists will not hesitate to advance cap
great majority can only earn a living in •ital to purchase lands, &c. for future As
one way, and thousands are suffered to ' sociations, holding the property in fee, or
grow up in ignorance of any way.
on mortgage, so as to be secure against

any considerable log*, until aI1 wfa need
or desire it, shall be permanently and com
fortably located on the soil, and enabled
to earn an ample livelihood, withuut so
liciting from time to time, opportunity to
work. At present, while our Cities are
crowded, the earth is not one-fourth tilled
at all, and that which is, is not quite halftilled.
This State alone, under a new
affords
Industry,
system of Associated
ample room for twenty times its present
The laborers now anxiously
population.
seeking work and famishing for want of
it in Cities, are all needed to subdue, cul
tivate and beautify the earth, and will be
demanded there, if the chasm between
Capital and Labor can any how be bridged.
The Courier says : in Association the
capitalists will only pay the laborer in
cash or products a certain sum, as now.
Not so. The laborer will pay the Capi
talist so much, annually, as interest on,
or dividend to Capital; and, while he pays
this,
he is thoroughly
independent.
Quite a difference.
The Courier says it has no plan for the
relief of the destitute, but the old plan :
This is
Industy, Honesty, and Economy.
very good so far as it goes ; but we still
think preaching Industry to the thousands
who can find nothing to do, is heaping in
sult on misfortune, while a Lecture on
Economy to the hodmen, who can but earn
five dollars a week, to support his wife
and seven children ; the seamstress, who
can at best make but six shirts a week, at
twenty cents each ; the widow, who sup
ports three ragged children, on the profits
of an apple stand, yielding her from one
to two shillings profit a day ; is rather a
Give the poor a
superfluous performance.
practical Education in childhood, and Em
ployment afterward ; teach them how to do
something, and secure them something to
do, that they can live by, and then if they
won't work, there is no more to be said.
But since the natural right, of all men to
the Land, as a field for employment, and
a source of subsistence, has, in the pro
gress of Civilization, been cut off, we in
sist that the Right to Labor should be
and respected.
acknowledged
Society
has no right to starve an able and willing
man to death, nor even into the Poor
House.— N. Y. Tribune.

THE MARRIAGE.
Bind the whlte orange flowers in her hair;
Soft be their shadow, soft and somewhat
pale,
For they are omens. Many anxious years

Are on the wreath that bends the bridal
The

veil.
maiden leaves her childhood and her
home,

All that the past has known of happy hours
Perhaps her happiest ones. Well may there
be
A Taintwan color on those orange flowers,
For they are pale as hope, and hope as pale
With earnest watching over future years ;
With all the promise oftheir loveliness,
The bride and morning bathe their wreath
with tears.
O, my friend ! we ought not to be anx
ious what the many will say of us, but
what the One will say, that" hath know
both good and evil,
ledge concerning
namely, Truth.

CONSUELO.*

reacted

FKOM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

talents,

on her

and

it
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was re

marked at the theatre, that she played pa
thetic parts with more nature and sensi

had thinned
face,

his voice and disfigured

his

was but little

regretted by an un
and the fair sex, who

grateful public;
But as her character and the very hear more frequently with their eyes than
Anzoleto's jealousy of the Count, had essence of her nature were, so to speak, with their ears, were charmed to see, in
violent and pain
required
place of that great red faced man,
youth
slept amidst the distraction occasioned him broken, as
rose, blond as
by the thirst of success and the love of ful internal crisis to produce this meta of twenty four, fresh as
TraasUted forth* Harbinger.

XVII.

vigilant

defender.

in the struggle,

a

malicious joy, by others
by her own innocence, she still by some with
with
serious
terror,
that she was losing
the
bold
escaped from
attempts of ZustiniHer voice became weaker
ani and kept him at a distance, precisely her powers.
The brilliant caprices of her
by the little attention she paid to them. every day.
Preserved

the end of a fortnight, this Venetian
roue' had discovered that she had as yet

were betrayed by
improvisation
short
ness of breath and by uncertain intonations.
a

At

Bianco,

true

crespo,

bad had

Phidias

sou of the

a

made as

hand in

if

Phoebus,

lagunea

:

or

e

moral

it

a more

grassotto.*

He was too much agitated to sing his
first air well

;

her physical strength
failed
was daily perceived,
and

Happily, Consuelo had no need morphosis,

Corilla.

of

it,
a

a

a

a

it

bility.

his fine

but his magnificent voice,
some new and happy

points,

strokes, were

sufficient to secure

to him

the prepossession of the women and of the

The debutant had great powers,
none of those worldly passions which lead The displeasure and terror she felt on per natives.
he was applauded with
great promise
and he spared no pains to ceiving this, completed the work of weak
and at the representation three rounds, and recalled twice upon the
But as, even ening her
bring them into existence.
de'but, she stage, after having retired
behind the
in this respect, he was no further advanced which preceded Consuelo
the custom in Italy, and at
than on the first day, he did not wish to sang so false and missed so many striking scenes, as
ruin liis hopes by too much eagerness. passages, that her friends applauded her Venice more than elsewhere.
This success restored his courage and
Anzoleto had thwarted him by constant feebly, and were soon reduced to the
lence of consternation by the murmurs of when he reappeared with Ipermnestra, he
watching,
perhaps spite would have in
her opposers.
But the whole ef
was no longer afraid.
duced him to hurry matters; but Anzole
At last the great day arrived, and the fect of this scene was for Consuelo they
to left him a free field, and Consuelo mis
AH he had to do was to theatre was crowded almost to suffocation. saw, they heard nobody but her. They
trusted nothing.
Corilla, clothed in black, pale, agitated, said to each other: "There she is; yes,
make himself agreeable, and wait until he
became necessary.
There was therefore more dead than alive, divided between the that she!" "Who?" "The Spaniard?"
fear of seeing her lover fall, and that of
Yes, the debutante, Varnante del Zustino kind of delicate attentions, of refined
is

's

;

;

to corruption,

'

is

;

;

si

If

soul bent

of her young

Adonis.

was, indeed, the wanton Venus, smitten

by the beautiful hunter, and for the first
time humbled and fearful before a favored
mortal.
virtues

She condescended
which

were

not

even to feign

in her,

which,

she did not even affect without
feeling a sort of voluptuous and sweet ten
that idolatry with
derness : so true is

however,

nor of an innovator,

neither

of
of

classic

severe ancient,

modern.
stranger.

was the unknown

work of

To escape the cabals, which

his own name,
name, would
among

nor of an audacious

rival

or

any other

not have
compositors,

failed

celebrated
to excite

Porpora,

de

siring above all, the success of his pupil,
had proposed, and put
study, the score

Consuelo entered gravely and coldly.
She looked around upon the audience, re
ceived the salutes of applauses

from her

a

reverence free from hu
protectors, with
mility and from coquetry, and uttered her
in
a

recitative
voice so firm, with an ac
cent so grand, and a security go victori
ous, that at the first phrase, cries of ad

Corilla, casting

a

!

miration arose from all parts of the house.
" Ah the traitor has deceived me," cried
terrible glance at Anzo
at that instant,

from raising his eyes towards her, with
smile, and throwing

badly disguised

a

leto, who could not refrain,

her

into tears.

Consuelo

sang

a

self to the bottom of the box, she burst
few

more

Then the voice of old Lolti was

bars.

heard saying in his corner
un portento."*

—"

Amice mi-

ei, queslo

She sang her grand
was interrupted
core

recalled

air of de'but, and

ten times

they cried en
her seven times upon the
were roars of enthusiasm.
;

yoke

a

It

the

in

under

neither

It

and imperious

and her irritable

himself upon his legs.
The opera was the production,
a

She
tion take place in herself likewise.
loved with ardor, if not with nobleness ;

a

triumph,) Corilla

niani."*

e

a

in

a

a

Consuelo

!

which

please her.

there
stage
In fine, the fury of Venetian
;

placed her
he did not contrive to seeing her rival triumph,
at the back of her little dark box on
received all these self
All the ban and arriere ban
idolatries and persisted in attributing them the stage.
to the elegant and liberal manners of the of the aristocracy and beauty of Venice
to the passionate dilettantism displayed their flowers and jewels in
Patriciate,
semicircle.
The pclitstriple glittering
and natural goodness of her protector.
mailres filled up the wings, and, as was
She experienced for him a true friendship,
then the custom,
The
part of the stage.
a holy gratitude ; and he, happy and
Dogaressa showed herself in front of the
troubled at this reliance of a pure soul, be
curtain, with all the grand dignitaries of
gan to be terrified at the sentiment he
the republic.
Porpora directed the or
would inspire, when he should at length
chestra
person, and Count Zustiniani
the
ice.
to
break
wish
waited at the door of Consuelo's box, un
While he gave himself up with fear,
til she had finished dressing; while Anzo
and not without pleasure, to a sentiment
leto, arrayed as an ancient warrior, with all
altogether new to him, (consoling himself
the queer coquetry of the age, almost
for his ill success with the
somewhat
fainted behind the scenes, and swallowed
opinion entertained by all Venice, of his
great goblet of Cyprus wine to steady
felt a sort of transforma
gallantries,

dilettantism

itself in all its impetuosity at
" Why
once transporting and ridiculous.
do they cry out so?" said Consuelo, en

displayed

tering

the

wing

only

to be called

out

is
a

t t

*

a

;

a

it,

a

of Ipermnestra, the lyric de'but of young again by the vociferations of the pit, " one
German, who had not in Italy, nor in any would say they wished to stone me."
drawn from self to be directed towards
other part of the world, either enemies or From that moment, they thought only
another, elevates and ennobles at times,
partisans, and who was named quite plain
secondarily of Anzoleto.
They treated
those souls which are least susceptible of
Gluck.
him well, because they were in
Mr.
mood
Christopher
ly,
grandeur and devotion.
When Anzoleto appeared on the scene, for satisfaction but the indulgent coldness
The emotion which she experienced,
murmur of admiration ran through the with which they allowed to pass, the deEntered according to Act of Congress, in house.
The tenor, to whom he succeed
* White, curly and fleshy.
SHAW,
in
the
1845,
the year
by FRANCIS G.
ed, an admirable singer, who had made the
/:i-i iiiimi - mistress.
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa
My friends, this
mistake of delaying his retreat until age
prodigy.
chusetts.
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without
portions of his singing,
him immoderately at those in
which he retrieved himself, proved to him,
that if his person did please the women,

fective

passed after the Venetian

consoling

terious

the expansive

vociferous

and

majority,

the

and

style, in a mys

half-voice,

rapid

de'but ant was

seen to run

when

quickly

ped under

in a handkerchief,

they

the masculine public, held him cheap and imagined some little quarrel ; and the hair
reserved their tempests of excitement, for dresser, who was called to re-arrange the
the prima donna.
Among all those who curls of the Greek prince and to plaster

the plate of Anzoleto,

a little

billet from Corilla, which he read by stealth
and which ran thus:

his box, with come

across the wing to regain
his face hidden

yet,

and

search

"If

you
see me immediately,

do not

I

will

you out and make a scene, were

you at the end of the world ; were you in
the arms of your thrice cursed Consuelo."

Anzoleto pretended to be seized with a fit
of coughing, and went out to write this
answer with a pencil on a piece of ruled
ventured a murmer, and the truth is, there of choristers
were not three who offered any resistance orous cat had struck her claws into the paper which he tore from a roll of music
" Come if you will ;
to the current, and the invincible necessi
The said hair-dresser in the anti-chamber.
face of the hero.
understood this kind of wounds, and was my knife is always ready and with it my
ty of applauding the wonder of the day.
The score had the greatest success, al by no means a novice in such adventures contempt and my hate." The despot
The aneedote made the knew well that with a nature like hers,
though it was not listened to, and nobody of the theatre.
It was an round of the stage, leaped, I know not fear was the only check, threats the only
thought of the music itself.
But, spite of
entirely Italian music, graceful, somewhat how, over the foot lights, spread itself expedient of the moment.

had come with hostile intentions,

not one over his wound,

reported to all the band
and hangers on, that an am

pathetic, and one which did not prophecy, from the orchestra to the balconies, and
they say, the author of Alcestia and of Or- thence to the boxes, whence it redescendThere was not a sufficiency of ed, somewhat magnified on its route, even
fheu3.
striking beauties to shock the audience. to Ihe lowest recesses of the pit. The
After the first act, the German maestro connection of Anzoleto with Corilla was
was called before the curtain with the d&butant, the debutante, and even Clorinda,
who, thanks to the protection of Consnelo,
had snuffled through the second part with a
mealy voice and a common accent, but
whose

beautiful

arms had

disarmed

the

world : Rosalba, whom she replaced, was
very meagre.

At

the interlude, Anzoleto,

ed Corilla stealthily,

who watch

and perceived her in

creasing agitation, thought it best to visit
her in her box, in order to prevent some
As soon as she saw him,
explosion.
she flew at him like

a tigress, and dealt

him two or three vigorous buffets, the last
of which terminated in so hooked a man
ner as to draw

several

and leave a mark,

which

paint could not afterwards

drops of blood,
red and white
conceal.

The

maltreated tenor put a stop to these sallies,
by a heavy blow of his

Corilla.
He found that unfortunate girl in a state
To convulsions had suc
still unknown; but some persons had seen worthy of pity.
him earnest about Clorinda, and the com ceeded torrents of tears ; she was seated
mon report was, that the seconda donni, at her window, dishevelled ; her eyes black
jealous of the prima donna, had destroyed and blue from her sobbing ; and her dress
an eye and broken out three teeth of the which she had rent in her rage, fell in
She dis
shreds over her panting bosom.
handsomest of all tenors.
This was very heart-rending to some, missed her sister and maid ; and spite of
(of the ladies, I should say,) and a deli her condition, a ray of joy animated her
cious little piece of scandal for the larger
number.
They asked each other if the
representation

would be suspended,

if

the

old tenor Stefanini would appear to finish
the part, with a roll of music in his hand.
The curtain was raised, and all was for
gotten when they saw Consuelo

reappear,

as calm and sublime as at the commence

Although

ment.

her

part was not

ex

tragic, she made it so by the
power of her acting and the expression
She drew tears, and
of her singing.
tremely

fist, in the pit of when the tenor again came on, his slight
her stomach, which made the cantatrice scratch only excited a smile.
But still
fall half suffocated, into the arms of her this ridiculous incident prevented his suc

sister Rosalba.

"

Infamous,

ffiardo!''1 murmured

"

traitor, bugshe, with a stifled

you and your Consuelo shall per
ish by my hand alone."
you have the ill luck to make one

voice ;

"If

step, one gesture, any trouble whatever
this evening, I will poniard you in the
face of all Venice," replied Anzoleto,
and with

shut teeth,

making

fore her eyes, his faithful

glisten

be

knite, which he

could dart with all the dexterity
of the lagunes.

" He

palp

as brilliant as it might
and all the honors of the

cess from being
have

been ;

evening

with

remained

Consuelo,

who

again recalled and applauded with
frenzy at the end.
After the opera they went to sup at the
Zustiniani
palace, and Anzoleto
forgot
was

Corilla, whom he had shut up in her box,
and who was obliged to break the door in

Owing to the tumult
of a man which in the interior of a theatre always

would do it as soon as say it,"
murmured the terrified Rosalba, " Be qui

himself, he was gloomy and absent du
ring the feast ; and as soon as they rose
from the table he stole away and ran to

order to get out.

succeeds so brilliant

a representation,

her

countenance
she

whom

on

near

finding

feared

never

her,

him

to see again.

But Anzoleto understood her too well to
try to console her. He knew well that
at the first appearance of pity or repent
ance, he should
and

kened

see her fury again awa

breathing

vengeance.

He

chose to persevere in his part of inflexible
harshness ; and although he was touched
by her despair, he overwhelmed
the most cruel
that

reproaches,

her with

and declared

he had come to bid her an etemal

He brought her to throw her
self at his feet, to drag herself upon her
farewell.

knees even to the door, and to implore his
forgiveness in the anguish of mortal suf
fering.

When he had thus broken and
to allow himself

debased her, he feigned

to be softened ; and overcome
and

I

seeing

by pride

know not what fiery emotion, at
this woman

so

beautiful

and so

haughty, roll before him in the dust like
a penitent Magdalen, he yielded to her
transports and plunged her into fresh in
toxications.
But in familiarising himself
with this subdued lioness, he did not for
get for a moment that it was a ferocious

But on the beast, and he maintained even to the end,
next day this broken door, coinciding with the attitude of an offended master who
et ; let us go, we are in danger of death the scratch received by Anzoleto,
The dawn began to break,
put some forgives.
here."
persons upon the track of the intrigue he when this woman, humbled and debased,
" Yes, that you are, and do not forgot
had till then concealed so carefully.
resting her arms of marble upon the bal
it," replied Anzoleto; and retiring, he
Hardly was he seated at the sumptuous cony wet with the cold morning dew, and
closed the box door with violence and fas banquet given by the Count in honor of
veiling her face under her long black
tened them in with a double turn of the Consuelo, and while all the Abbe's of Ve
hair, began to complain in a soft and ca
key.
netian literature were retailing
to the ressing voice, of the tortures which her
Although this tragi-comic
scene had trioinphatrice sonnets and madrigals im love made her experience.
" Well ! yes," said she to him, " I am
I I.ijr.
provised from the
before, a valet
retreat was not

perceived.

day

slip
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bear

it

to see my glory of ten build up his triumph
But no
has
in an instant by a new only hastened his fall, and
am the in
power which rises, and before which a strument of
rival who puts her foot
"
and cruel public sacrifice me upon both our heads
forgetful
cannot

years

!

'

a

I

eclipsed

her

travels,

shame

and

will travel with you

if,

had been sacrificed

my fall had helped to

;

ambition,
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in

at least

nothingness

living by her

receipts, sharing her opulence, and shield
ing yourself under her renown, you drag
at her side
pale and miserable
existence, do you know what will be your
title with the public?
Who,' they will
along

a

to his

If

I

myself:

if

I

it so,

I

you absolutely wil1 have
am worse than that, I am envious.

'

if

jeatous ; and

'

" What do you mean to say, insen
without care and without respect. When
have known the glory of triumph sate t" returned Anzoleto;
do not ask on seeing you,
that handsome
and the humiliation of a fall, you will not comprehend you."
young man we perceive behind her?

I,

she always will sing, better than

alas

is

:

"You
"
he

cover

'

as the stormy

the

sky.

eastern

are foolish, dear Corilla,"
Consuelo

replied
not so formidable as

is

after she had sung, as,

became dark

which

tell

I

I

and, must

in

you have pictured her to-day
your ex
As for me,
have
you? better than you, a thousand times, cited imagination.
Ah do you not see told you am not her lover.
my dear Anzoleto.
certainly
that the woman will crush you and that shall never be her husband, and
will
better than all the world,

I

I

I

abandoned
being
by all my friends,
driven from my throne, and seeing another
idol ascend upon it before my eyes ? And

first air excited,

Anzoleto
elouds

less than

or the lover

,

If

due new lovers, charm a new people.
all that were true, think you that any
thing in the world could console me for

you not seen the coldness of the public
to the enthusiasm which yoxir

succeed

!

and superb
new countries, sub

riches,

visit

it

'.

success,

I shall

!

vanities,
hopes ;

Nothing,' wil! be the answer,

the husband
nothing
of the divine cantatrice.' "

;

" You ought to comprehend me, never
and so austere towards
yourself as you now are towards me, I theless you ought at least to comprehend
»m still powerful, yuu say ; loaded with what has happened this evening.
Have
be so exacting

'

'

'
is

"I

you

;

I

I

;

is

is

a

this disgrace, the first of my life, the only she has already crushed you at the com not live like
poor-spirited bird under the
one of all my career, it is inflicted upon mencement of your career?
Let her
You do not shndow of her broad wings.
me before your eyes ; what do I say ? it sec that your beauty
There are -both air and
eclipsed by her take her flight.
is inflicted by you ; it is the work of my ugliness
for she
ugly, maintain
but space in the sky for all those whom a
lover, of the first man whom I have idol
know that ugly women who please, powerful
flight raises above the earth.

have so wished.

offended,
and

I

suspicious,

was

restrained
you

myself;

commanded

I

lieve

I

;

over the sea?

truce

drives

me

Come,

the

:

vagaries

day

Adieu, till to-morrow.
wherever you are beside her, you will be from your side.
effaced and pass unnoticed1
You do not If you wish me to return, resume that

was

know that to be developed and commence

sweetness

me to be

its flight, theatrical talent requires praises
and success, as much as the child who

charmed

you sincere, and
have believed
in you ; I had rage and death in my soul, comes into the world, requires air to live
have smiled ; and grow
you told me to smile, and
that the least rivalry absorbs
was furious and despairing, you ordered
part of the life to which the artist as
;

I

I

cormorant
to these

a

I

ordered me to be tranquil,

you

have

Anzoleto,

Here, look at that sparrow
does he not
fly as well over th" canal as the heaviest

and that patience
me and

which

which have

become

your
beauty so much better than the cries and
ravines of jealousy.''
Anzoleto, absolbed nevertheless

in

who

is

ized, whom I have madly loved ! You excite more furious passions and more
still say that I am false and wicked ; that violent attachments in men than the most
I have affected before you a hypocritical perfect beauties of the earth. You do
grandeur, a lying generosity;
it is you not see that she
idolized, and that

blaeV

sufficient

to paralyze

I

:

a

and the nearer
came crazed, and my tortures ought to me for
month
break your heart, you trample me under proached the day of her triumph,
your feet, and would abandon me in the more my voice became extinguished,

under

"

head,

his

destiny decrees
shall attain his ends,

ap

that the Count

the

the same to me whether

I

I

it

I

as he

thumped the pillow with his fist to seltle

the

And
mire into whicli you have plunged me ! more
felt myself decaying.
O, Anzoleto ! you have a heart of brass. hardly believed that triumph possible
have seen
and as for me, I am as small a matter as What will
be now, when

to any

he,

said

is

has been

fearing,

" After all,"

person.

left

il

I

and whom you wished to prevent me from

it

ment becomes

this punish
be
intolerable, — when

This was

palace.

care he had never before

it

— when

courage deserts me,

leaving the Zufctinian

if

and assume a courage which 1 by my sad example
solely the apprehen
maintain ?
And when this sion of this rival whom
did not know,

happens sooner

or later."

it !

not

1

could

:

not mine,

a

!

it

is

a

is

in

a

it

thoughts, retired to his lodging, and
was
me to keep silence, and I have been pires, and that
bed and ready to go
formidable rivalry
a not until he was
silent.
What could I do more than im vacuum produced about us,
death which to sleep that he asked himself who could
You may see clearly have accompanied Consuelo home on her
pose upon mysdf a character which was pierces our soul

XVIII.

me, strike

me, abuse me, since such

is

any stage, because

1

in

I

?

awokr, he felt re
When Anzoleto
Do you
the sand of the seashore, which allows certain, brilliant, unatlackable
can never again appear in awaken also the jealousy which Count
itself to be tormented and whirled about know that
had inspired.
A thousand
Ah ! scold Venice, and perhaps not
Italy upon Zustiniani
hy the ever-moving waves.
shall be discouraged,

conflicting

sentiments

divided

his

soul.

struck with

impotence

perience in thinking 'of your future lot, of urge

but

see

re

:

with

it,

! lost without

You do not know
it,

imagine

avenged

dear Anzoleto
1

trieve.

it
;

zoleto,

You are lost, An

to

and

;

despair,

in

his

ambition,

disappointed

he called
al

ruin

you

I

should

should

you will have
you follow

ready

was in public

opinion,

henceforth

celebrated

be woman

say to you
appear only once

in Venice,

say to no success in Venice

it
;

at

rejoice

your

instead of which

you do not more with her

I

your own happiness.

you

and

should

I I

you say,

are lost

I

having lived

;

ex

but you

Then the humiliation
You are dead before his own failure.
were as wicked as of being supplanted in reality, as he

if

I

if

you have

that which

am lost

Anzoleto.

;

"

me

if

arms about him,

made me suffer is nothing to what

Alas

likewise,

;

continued

!

friend,"

my

1

listen,

!

"But

she with more softness, and twining her

I

;

in

trembling,

?

And First, that other jealousy which Corilla
him of Consuclo's
genius
who knows where this recollection will had excited
This penetrated deeper into
and success.
where the name and pre
the bad opinion you have of me, judge of not reach me
rival will not his bosom in proportion as he compared
the immensity of my love, since I suffer sence of this victorious
the triumph of his betrothed with what,
come to pursue me and put me to flight?
all this, and ask still to suffer it."

the necessity of your strength ; but pity
me at the bottom of your soul ; and by

her

powerful,

with
and

he yesterday flattered
two jealousies

bosom, and he did

himself

alllove

whose sole and sovereign

These

that

he was.

contended

in

his

not know to which to
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If I

tion, of the lies and reproaches with
yield in order to extinguish the other. side you as I do beside Consuelo.
He had to choose between two courses : should have the fancy to follow you to which he had filled his life and his con
Consuelo from the Trance, you have given me a good warn- science.
either to withdraw
He found Consuelo in her black dress,
ng."
Count and from Venice, and seek for
These words which escaped from An before her table, as serene and as holy in
her elsewhere, or to abandon
her to his rival, and go far away to try zoleto were a ray of light to Corilla. her attitude and in her look as he had alShe ran to him with the
alone the chances of success which she She saw that she had hit the mark was seen her.
In more nearly than she yet hoped ; for the ame confidence as usual, and asked him
no longer counter-balance.
would

tune with

this uncertainty,

which became more and

of quitting

thought

Venice

had already

vith

anxiety,

but without

and

reproach

As without mistrust, respecting the employuent of the time passed away from her.
cover his calmness by the side of his true soon as she conceived the hope of draw
instead of going

more perplexing,

taken

to re

shape

her lover's

in

mind.

her, she spared nothing to
have been suffering," replied he with
She
make the project pleasing to him.
he deep depression caused by his inward
" This blow which
gave
fuel to the fire by demonstrating to him, humbled herself as much as possible, and lumiliation.
scene, and
more forcibly than before, all the disad placed herself below her rival with a myself on the head against
" No one is a boundless modesty. She even resigned of which
showed you the mark, in sayvantages of his position.
was nothing, occasioned nevertheng
prophet in his own country," said she to herself to say that she was not a suffi
She added

it

I

a

I

to Corilla.

I

himself

storm by returning

'

ing him with

anew into the

friend, he plunged

nobles like

even imaginary,

'It

conferred

on

saying

as moreover

it,

she had no trouble

artists,)

Anzoleto

and had never deceived him
perceived
self as to Consuelo's immense superiority
him.

in persuading

him

to that one.

and Anzoleto

any body

knew

that

there was

of

al

seriously,

a

my poor Anzoleto ; your charming face
must have struck all the passers by, be
fore

thought

loop-hole always open
though he kept
by which he could escape from the en

:

career before you.
How can you expec
to fascinate people who have seen you

her

made by

"

have suffered and you still suffer?"
No, rest has done me good. Think
no more of it, and tell me how you man
aged to return all alone last night?"
" All alone Oh no, the Count brought
me home in his gondola."

"Ah, was sure of it!" cried Anzo
" And with
Corilla, seeing that there remained in leto with
strange accent.
him
ground of uncertainty, persuaded out doubt, — he must have said fine things

gagement on occasion.

I

presented

you

wound

a

I

You have lived too much out of doors

kissing

rival

"0

the

a

this one;

it

;

is \ who protected him ; I first per Their partnership and their flight were
ceived his talent ; I recommended him to almost determined upon at this interview

keep my bed all the morning.''
my God!" said Consuelo,
;

when

(and God knows that the
to boast of all their benefits

one can say

!

lags upon the public square ; where every

it,

I

a

I

him; " and it is already a bad sphere for ciently great singer nor handsome enough ess such concussion of the brain that
And was obliged to leave the Zustiniani pal
you, this city in which you were born, to excite transports in the public.
have had to
where all the world has seen you run in as this was more true than she thought ace for fear of fainting, and

him strongly to continue his debuts, flat to you in that te'te-a-te'te?"
" What could he have said that he has
gondolas, to gain a few tering him with the hope of better suc
but not already said
hundred times before
pence, in singing to them some stanzas of cess in the other representations
or domg their errands to earn very certain, at bottom, that these unfor
Tasso,
He spoils me and would
the world?
;

a

on their

rowing

your supper !

Consuelo, ugly and leading
life, is here a foreign wonder.

tunate attempts would

;

I

if

disgust him com make me vain,
were not on
pletely both with Venice and Consuelo.
Besides, we were
guard against it.
On leaving his mistress, he went to te'te-a-te'te
She is besides a Spaniard ; she has not
my good master was
An invincible need ol kind enough to accompany me. Oh
the Venetian accent.
Her pronunciation, visit his friend.

a retired

which is beautiful, though somewhat

sin

seeing her urged him thither imperiously.

my
not
also
the

excellent friend."

!

a

?

It

" What master what excellent friend?"
was the first time that he had ended
gular, would still please them were it
detestable : it is something of which their and begun
without
her
day
receiving
said Anzoleto reassured and already ab
ears are not tired.
Your beauty made chaste kiss upon his forehead.
But as, sent.
" Why, Porpora
three-quarters of the little success you after what had passed with Corilla, he
Now what are you

in music.
Ah! to strive with me, there
nesded great talent and science in Stefanini,

Saverino,

and

I

impossible that such
could have been with

libertine

as he,

her at night in a

much resembled

the poor child's

Consuelo

mock

me,

my
it

;

do not

mine was so dim that

failure."

pale with surprise.
her remarkable firmness,
Notwithstanding
Still, this idea brought a she had not had sufficient sang-froid to ap
cumbing."
cold sweat upon his face at the thought
preciate the difference between the applau
the certainty of Consuelo's remorse ant ses which she and her lover had received.
te'te-a-te'te, without

became

suc

despair almost

broke his heart, and he There
in this kind of ovations,
trou
quickened his pace, expecting to find her ble of which the most experienced artist
drowned
tears.
Still an inward voice cannot divest himself, and which often
more powerful than all the others, told produces an illusion in some, sufficient to
him that so sudden and shameful

a fal

all those who have was impossible for so pure and noble

appeared with me upon the stage."
" In that case, dear Corilla, I should
run the same risk in showing myself be

"Mine! Ah!

beautiful friend

a

and by the vexa

being

and

he slackened

his

pace

of himself, of the odiousness
his conduct, of the selfishness of hia ambi
thinking

the support of
of success. But
instead of exaggerating the love of her

cause

them to mistake

clique

for the clamors

audience, Consuelo
so frightful

noise,

a

cates by her grace and the illusion of her
sex, all those men who are not connoisseurs

the opportunity

a

terest them when a woman contends with
you ? a woman who overpowers not only
the serious dilettanti, but who also intoxi

ted

tion occasioned by my absence, and

a

"Important on the contrary in the eyes
of women, but trifling in those of men.
With the first, you will reign in the sa
loons ; without the last, you will fail on
the stage. And how can you expect to in

is

last, this trilling advantage."

in a

I

o

the eye, and which

ought not to furgive in all my life, con
tributed not a little to deprive me of this

"I

it
is

you gave me under

scratch which

a

Say that the beautiful

;

"

would have blushed at his versatility, he thinking about?"
strove to persuade himself that he went
dear Consuelo,
of
am thinking,
to seek in her the certainty of her un your yesterday's triumph, and you, are
faithfulness and the complete undeceiving you thinking of it?"
" Less than of your's,
of his love. " Without doubt," said he
swear to
to himself, "the Count must have profit- you."

in

In the last, they

by

act.

were already accustomed to it.''

;

had in the first

had been terrified by
had

hardly

under

THE HARBINGER.

palace : they were kind ; where you were strong,

name.

cess

old

head may whiten peaceably under
their shade.
You, who feel yourself in
vincible,

are inaccessible to fear.

first leap you raise yourself
est round of the ladder
who

have no legs,

for

At

!"

"I

have

lived

long

by your

enough

favor."
" But it is not money that

and blame those
their

dizziness.

I

If

me

engage

for

the

refer to.

second

and

third

parts.."

" He has no other primo •uomoat hand.
That is not very charitable, Consuelo, but
And besides, your ar For a long while he has relied and de
decidedly unjust.
Besides he is all jn
gument is not applicable to me ; you say pended upon you.
You said he would be op
that we should despise the approval of your favor.

In

whole

slightest

"Ah!

erably?"
" No, for it was not so.

That

indeed?

to my

well!

very

many thanks, signor Count."
" What do you mean by that?

wed

"

derstand

and when

knew

the success

you had at the Count's, the first time you
"
She sighed and remained for an instant sang in his saloon,
thought —
" That the people of the world knew
silent, then she said, embracing him : —

I

trouble.

know,

you

study between
But this is not

the time

to make

re

proaches ; it is, on the contrary, the time
Come, let us take only
to repair all.

no more than the vulgar public?

"

would
and

thought

that

your

be more striking
has been so,

good

"

qualities

than your faults

;

do not

it

you

you had been willing to
the rehearsals, as I said?

I

If

it

" Those which

must learn.

the
for

At the end of the first act, they knew you

That
something prodigious for the end.
something was not in you. Your emotion
was expended, and your voice had no lon
You felt this,

ger the same freshness.
the audience

seems to me, with

one as well as with the other."

felt

and remain

likewise,

ed cold to your great surprise, when you
The
considered yourself most pathetic.
reason was, that at the moment they did
not see the artist inspired by passion, but
the actor striving

"

for success."

And how then do the others

"

cried

Anzoleto, stamping his foot. " Have
not
heard them all, all who have been ap
plauded at Venice during the last ten

Did not old

Stefanini

scream

And yet
they applauded him with transport."
when

his

"It

voice

failed

him?

true, and
have not understood
how the people could be deceived.
With
out doubt they recollected the time when
he had more power, and did not wish to
hurt his feelings in his old age."

" And Corilla,

too, that idol whom you
force her posi

did not she

overthrow,
tions, did

not

she

make

efforts

were painful to see and to hear?
in good

excited

her to the skies?

"

often told me that the public did not un

I

eyes,

fixing upon her his great
hollowed
and
by fatigue

;

black

I

I

I

" Nothing. Only Consuelo, you were
You were
The very wrong not to hinder my de'buts,
neither above nor below yourself.
emotion which you experienced hardly at until my faults, which you were so well
Besides it acquainted with, were corrected by better
all diminished your powers.
For you knew my faults,
was quickly dissipated, and those things studies.
which you know well, you rendered repeat."
"Have
wanted frankness?
Have
well."
"And those which I do not know? " not often warned you? But you have
said Anzoleto,

you

but they did not
and knew you by heart
know that that was all, and so expected

is

l)id you not see that I was detest
able •' Did you not hear that I sang mis

him

At

searched

upon the scene.

opportunity,

an effect and all your effects were alike.

It

I

am horribly

self?

invite

the

of your powers almost on

extent
entrance

your

was

faith when

they

"

because

which

was she
raised

considered

her

methods factitious,

her effects detestable,
as well as her singing, void

her playing

of taste and grandeur,

that

presented

so tranquilly

upon the stage, per
suaded like you, that the public knew not
myself

much about

"

"Ah

!

I

shall

is

that

And can you not see when
dissatisfied with my
ding."

or

development,

hurry to show your fine

voice and the facility which you possess
certain respects, you exhibited
the

it,

I

having done well?

the

in

Far from that,
the public, when we have our own ; but posed to our marriage.
and often asks me years?
have it not, that inward testimony of he seems to wish

if

T
or

you forced both the one and the other

he does engage me at a small salary,
to the high- 1that is of little consequence ; but he will
the

gradation,
summary.

;

has an illustrious

oppressed,

He has gathered so many laurels that his

You were not penetrated by the
of your part as whole.
You
learnt
You saw in
by fragments.
succession of pieces more or less
only
brilliant.
You did not seize either the
sentiment

I

and

are

tion.

!

at the Zustiniani

which

I

sang

' whoever is penetrated with a true love
they did you justice."
" But, in the mean while, I shall have
of his art can fear nothing ' — "
" You and your Porpora,"
a miserable engagement."
interrupted
" The Count is magnificent in all things
Anzoleto, with temper, " can very easily
satisfy yourselves with these fine max
and does not spare money.
Besides has
ims.
Nothing is so easy as to philoso
he not offered me more than enough to
phize on the evils of life, when you know maintain us both in opulence? "
" That's it! I shall live by your suc
only the goods.
Porpora, although poor

effects,

I

I

time

dramatic

the work of the will, rather than of emo

it

"I

sustained

a

my good qualities."
" But which will quickly perceive your
with being too greedy of glory, and with
attaching too much value to the favor of progress."
" Who knows?
the world.
have always told you,"
If they take an aver
said she to him, "you prefer the results sion to me? "
" They have proved to you the con
of art to art itself.
When you do your
best, when you feel that you have done trary."
well, it seems to me that a little more or
"So? Then you think they have
less of approbation can neither add to nor been indulgent to me? "
" Well, yes, they have been, my friend.
diminish
Re
your inward satisfaction.
collect what Porpora said to me the first In those places where you were weak,

often,

you very

;

es me by my defects much more than by

him sweetly

it

him nor conquer

have told

I

not persuade

What

too much boldness, and not enough prepa
an energy more feverish than
ration

a

she could

his sadness, she reproached

"

what are

"

my faults?

;

" And 1 play to-morrow ! I continue
She scolded him ingenuously for his re
of fortune ; and seeing that to appear before an audience which judg

quirements

"

several turns in the chamber,

;

be the work of some months

•at most."

it

to her over Anzoleto.

awarded

a

ference

" It will

the pre

Blood it and could not distinguish

"

it."

said Anzoleto with adeep sigh,

there you put your finger upon
wound, poor Consuelo."
" How
that, my well beloved ?"

my

•

is

It

is
a

It

a

I

I if

a day, and you shall see how

it

hours

is is

" In fact " thought Anzoleto " she says
We
that, do you ask me?
"How
could put off my de'buts,—
truly, and
The pub
tenor deceived ourselves, Consuelo.
run the risk of seeing
soon we will triumph over the obstacles But then
The heart teaches what
which oppose you."
called into my place who would not yield lic does know.
" Will it then be the work of one to me."
great child,
ignorance conceals.
" Let us see," said he, after making who needs amusement and emotion.
day?"
two
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it
:

But beside you,

I

her.

j

with,

only

it

rent excitement

bore upon the anti-

it

I

that

the Preface,

which has appeared with

had at in the last year or two,
after

sang

was eclipsed.

in several parts

of the State of New York, a subject,
seems to us, of more serious
worthy as
it

I I

I

time

should

It

;

is

is

the first

If

be hissed.

had made my de'but after her,
have had a complete success, as
the Count's,

the present,

we have got through

effaced, buried.

and she would

reappear

and this

all destructive

operations

whether

doubtless laws which

the

There are

the state, or society.

church,

act unequally

upon

different classes, but the legal violation of
the rights of the one party, confers upon
to attack those of the oth

no authority

er.

A

false

of land cannot be

tenure

amended by refusal to pay the rent, or by
tarring and feathering the officers of the

Public order must be preserved

law.
that

;

it

it

she

— until

courage for them all,

You appear, and Corilla by unflinching resolution.
We were at
Let her tracted to by the announcement made in

wanted breath.
lost

and

she sang false

week, although

last

that we have un

though indeed we have not had

dertaken,

in

book of Mr. Cooper's

but show

compares
something better and then
Corilla could charm
and understands.

is

contented with what they give

it

it,

122

the first and most essential thing

has yet received.

could have

is

it

de

"

Chainbearer;

what

it

"

to be called the

it
?

;

been so grossly

is

how

it

it

it
a

:

a

It

it

will be so. attention than

always

it

of all.
mis
If we understand Mr. Cooper's preface
But on the other hand, what shall we
The public had taste for tinsel.
one of three nov say to the growing
dissatisfaction with
took paste for precious stones
was aright, " Satanstoe,"
fine dia els which he designs to give the world these, so to say, feudal tenures of land?
dazzled by it.
You show
Is
to
does not understand upon this subject
the next in the series Is no account to be taken of
mond, and already
ought to be so, and

be smothered by the strong hand as com

It

will rejoice in we are not ing solely from " the great enemy of the
race"? This
Our agra
informed.
amonds, and holds them at their true val
impossible.
This
As
work of Art, " Satanstoe " can rian friends have too true
ue.
my misfortune, Consuelo, to
principle be
can no longer

endure false di

title the third

betrothed, and answered

if

than to sing like her.

the first of obstacles, for whomso

ever has not the love of

it

united with per

severance.

uations

a

and hair-breadth

escapes, which
days we learned by heart,

in our earlier

out of Lionel Lincoln, the Pioneers,

and

the Red Rover, are here with slight mod
ifications served up again.
We entreat

have faith that such rarac ai:cs may exist,
in our petition, to invent some
thing new, and to allow the old machine

— to join

is

a

serious matter to re
Cooper's

books for

in Westchester

County,

the hero,

to show

—

the large

a

but belonged to

Cooper's,

which

no concoction of Mr.
neck of land

the birth-place of
in what manner

estates, which are the immedi

ate cause of the anti-rent outhreaks, came
forth
obtain

the trouble

owners.

and expense

them, and the small

It

into the hands of their

it

of

:

has become

view Mr. Fennimore

sets

cost to

returns

that

a

a

two reasons. In the first place, the nu
for
long time they made upon the origi
merous and successful applications of the nal outlay.
little declamation
Saving
law of libel which that gentleman has in the preface, we find hardly any thing
made to sundry editors, whose manners that touches directly upon the question,
not

the

European

perfection,
a

had

which Mr. Cooper cherishes

for

profound

but by commumunities, in joint stock proprietorship.
By

conflict

between

the wealthy

and those

who are not so entirely done away.
In a
of interests, furnishes
word, Association

of this question,

the solution
becoming

more

daily

question

Let

threatening.

and the

tenant be associated, united, and we shall
hear no more
or of hatred

of oppression on one side
and violence on the other

We both parties will find their advantage in
ry to remain unused for
period.
should like to see his talent for dramatic the combination.
But while their inter

name by the way,

Satanstoe, or the Littfepage Manuscripts,
the Culony.
Tale
By J. FENNIMORF. COOPER, author of " Miles Wallingford," " Path-Finder," etc. 2vols.
New York
Burgess,
and
Stringer,
1845.
Co. 222 Broadway.

be held not by individuals,

Mr. Cooper, and ask his admirers — we the interests of the Land-holder

The purpose of " Satanstoe,"

REVIEW.
a

through

description, which
really good, employ
ed upon novel materials though we fear
that we shall never be so gratified.

END OF VOLUME I.

It

appear

summarily

The truth is, that land should

disposed of.

out Mr. Cooper's Romances.
The same this means, and by this only, the rights
hero and heroine, the same dangerous sit of individuals can be secured, and the old

is

is

it

by

She had good faith
in this, having never been retarded
any
difficulty, and not knowing that labor

disguises,

is

ly

by

smiles and caresses.
She pretend
ed that he would surpass her,
he would
only take pains, and raised his courage by
persuading him that nothing was easier

under various

neath their errors to be thus

;

in these re

to what she considered soft flatteries, on

self

the

ests are dis-sociated

and apart from each
other, the quarrel will only be perpetua
ted, whatever modifications
may as
sume.
The Fireside Library of Popular Reading.
Natalia and Oilier Tales. Boston
Jor
dan and Wiley, 121 Washington
St.
1645. pp. 96.
:

contained

She placed them to the credit

of the love of her

ornament

contains

stereotyped characters and incidents which

did not understand all the bit

terness and truth
flections.

very brilliant

Literature.

a

Consuelo

to American

it

the bottom of the ocean."

not be reckoned

We have here in

a

from

neat form two or

three tales that have long been familiar
us, among

them that delicate

Fouque,

Aslauga's Knight.

ternoon,

in

a

Venetian
pearl

a

I

am, beside

It

forward,

brought
as

a

been

glass-ware,

a

have

a

is

is

ceived.

rail-road

to

fantasy of

For an af

car or steamboat,

no pleasanter book could be put into one's
pocket.

POETRY.

nor any very lucid conception of the prin
that underlie the controversy
on

ciples

For the Harbinger,

both sides.

a

a

A

perpet

a

are

it

admiration,

a

We cannot suppress
doubt
TO
PINE TREE.
ual terror to all venturous critics, and in as to whether
will have
very wide
BY JAMES R. LOWELL.
the second place, the later productions of effect upon the public sentiment, or check
Far away on Katahdin thmi tmverest,
our " American
Walter Scott," are so to any remarkable extent the " deep in
Purple-blue with the distance, and vast;
unspeakably dull, that only the most om road of the great enemy of our race," — Like
cloud o'er the lowlands thou lowerest
and unwavering

a

in

it

though
has been forgotten
by the public, we have failed
every

;

a

is

doubtless retains quite clear re

In the storm, like

prophet o'ermaddened,
Thou singest and tossestthy branches
or with their lawless invasion of the rights
Thy heart with the terror
gladdened,
of property.
We favor no illegal or rev
Thou i", .-hoiiest the dread avalanches,
we are opposed to
olutionary measures
When whole mountains swoop vale- ward.
;

a

publisher
collections,

That hangs poised on lull in the blast,
To iU fall leaning awful.
a

and senseless appetite can suc
by which we presume Mr. Cooper means
them.
For our own part we the Devil.
confess that since
desperate attempt at
We have no sympathy either with the
the "Monikins,"
book of which the rebellious movements of the anti-renters,
nivorous

ceed with

THE HARBINGER.

about

which

talk

been

feast.

to

talent

profitable

of instruction

about ; music

and which to interpret

it,

is simply to recall.
If we could only tell
what it is to us after we have heard

And then plunge down the muffled abysses felt
In the quiet of midnight.
of

and deeply entered

into the spirit

we should

not only know that our
was not fanciful or arbitra

It

and select,

MUSICAL REVIEW.

a

thing

Performance,

something.

If

execution,

some
too,

is

it

since, that indeed were

member

was an era when Beet
is
it

hoven wrote his symphony, so, too,
when kindred spirits enough among per
forming artists can be brought together,
and can really get inspired

in

elements.

We had the Quartettes and Trios, with

with the thing

piano accompaniments, of Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven, Spohr, Kalliwoda, &c. These
great

writers

choice

have entrusted

their

form of art.

ideas to this

most

The

Quartette of the foar stringed instruments
of the violin family
to the full orches
tra, what
to

most perfect outline engraving
the charm
always

painting,

trinsic, in the idea itself,
original

and the perfect

of the form thereto.

correspondence

sin or weakness

No

in that can es

for all orchestral coloring,
cape detection
all borrowed aid of external accompani
ments are wanting.
There stands the
music in its naked beauty or deformity.
If the theme spring from a genuine inspi

so as to bring
out in
way that the
be developed
composer himself would be as delighted ration of true feeling,
to hear, as an Orpheus to meet his lost and treated in both scientific and instru

it

if

Eurydice

conformity with the laws of art,
you have the highest pleasure which mu
not once in the composer's life, so that he sic can give, you quaff the very essence
coincidences

so seldom do these providential
come
perhaps sometimes

mental

hoven's

Symphonies,

Handel's Oratorio

a

it

of the thing
live cordial
goes like
The most note-worthy features in the through all your veins and nerves, and
music of Boston last winter were (1) the the electric feeling roused in you lights
Chamber Concerts of the Harvard Musi up the Aladdin's lamp of the imagination,
cal Association
into infinite or
(2) the Concerts of the and you may expand
Boston Academy, whose staple was Beet
The grand exteri
chestras for yourself.
never fairly hears his own.

it

Thy loving eye from me !
Within one temple kneeling,
One Hope its home revealing.
One Blessedness both feeling
One Heaven for me and thee !

we re

not on

grand for great halls, nor
must its sphere be disturbed by the pres
ence of incongruous and unsympathizing

;

Give me thy hand, and giving,
Brother ! for brethren striving.
Turn not while thou art living

or when

of"

as usual

;

There sundered hearts united, —
There all that buds shall bloom.

first,

a

Lost joys to Man belonging
Beckon him to his home ;
There Faith no more benighted,
There Love to Love, joy-plighted,

we heard

at all

through us,

since the music

scale sufficiently

:

Responsive to our longing,

In the great Future thronging,

when

describe

only

which trembled

it

AFTER NOVALI8.

analyze,

it

LES ATTRACTIONS SONT PROPORT10NELLES AUX DESTINES.

only

the emotion

which will
In the nature

again.

of the case, the audience must be small

;

For the Harhtngcr.

could

it

16, 1845.

;

July

!

Elmwood,

call for

always

is

;

The wild storm makes his l.iii in thy branches,
thinking of when he transfused himself
And thence preys on the continent under;
in
the fluid heat of creation into some de
Like a lion, crouched close on his haunches,
terminate and indissoluble
form of sym
There awaiteth his leap the fierce thunder,
but if we
phony, sonata, or oratorio
Growling low with impatience.

listen

;

meant or was

composer

for the

of some hun

taste was truly formed for

is

a

what

inquire

was exercised

The result was most successful

ers.

it

is

interpretation
ry, but we should by the very act, be led
into a very deep and inexhaustible study
On thy subjects, that send a proud murmur
of
our own passional existence.
ve
who
towerest
sachem,
thee,
to
their
to
Up
sometimes misleads, to
ry well, though
From thy bleak throne to heaven.

Thou alone know'st the grandeur of summer.
Gazing down on thy broad seas of forest,

us

and edification

an dred and fifty of the best musical

is forced to become

criticism

humble interpreter,

On this occasion, the best musical
among

it,

think

the performers, have had the rare privi
lege to enjoy with them their exquisite

is

which it is always
and

have

things

heard

Quartett
and perhaps some
three or four who could feel entirely with
have been assembled,

is

Some

opportunities.

way, the elements of

private

to

the most

;
a

have had

and every

almost unknown

Now and then,

our people.

it

Bostonians

their share, of late years, of these golden

in Germany

thing

a

they more than other influences in propor
tion to their depth.

was

where,

in

alone, but

they

the real musicians

a

to all

accompaniment

— not

experience;

it,

And thee mantling with silence.
Thou alone know'st the splendor of winter
'Mid thy snow-silvered, hushed precipices,
Hearing crags of green ice groan and splinter

your

it,

Spite of winter, thou keep'st thy green glory,
Lusty father of Titans past number ;
The snowflakes alone make thee hoary,
Nestling close to thy branches in slumber

will play invisible

of musical pleasures, the purest and fav
orite form of musical communion, among
a

If you
Thou dost sing of wild billows in motion,
away from it ; it follows you.
he longs to be swung 'raid their booming have heard Beethoven, Handel,
Mozart,
— heard them, that is, as they would bo
In the tents of the Arabs of Ocean,
Whose finned isles are their cattle.
heard, — every deep vibration of your life
after will be somewhat to their tune ; they
For the storm snatches thee for his lyre,
Till

With mad hand crashing melody frantic,
While he pours forth his mighty desire
To leap down on the eager Atlantic
Whose arms stretch to his playmate.

in

in

hearer which he is sure to hear from sic of that form which may be called the
If quintessence of music. The instrumental
again and again, as long as he lives.
you have seen Niagara, you never can go "Quartette," the most refined and intimate

a

To the lumberer, asleep 'neath thy glooming,

the

music,

a

When his people to battle are pouring
From the city beneath him.

real progress
The performance of great
musical taste.
For the
our city,
master-pieces first time
truly musical and
acknowledged
of art, wakes something in the soul of the constant audience assembled to enjoy mu
of.

speak

a

In the calm, theu o'erstretchest the valleys
With thine arms, us if blessings imploring,
Like on old king led forth from his palace,

123

and (3)

or environment

does not so expand

and

a

It

a

I.

a

Sampson," by the fill the soul as the inmost naked presence
Handel and Haydn Society.
There may of majesty divine.
MUSIC IN BOSTON DURING THE LAST have been more of the same high order,
This we felt most especially on hearing
WINTER.
which we were not fortunate enough to the miraculous quartetts of Mozart.
The
We will take up one at time.
Of the host of ephemeral concerts by know.
very soul and life of the man were there
THE CHAMBER CONCERTS OF THE audibly present to us. Mozart, moret han
which gay crowds were refreshed or bor
This any one, gives us, so to speak, the naked
ed during the winter evenings, no mention HARVARD MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.
While you hear, you are
would be seasonable.
But there are al was series of eight Concerts, of which soul of music.
ways some things in a Boston musical the music consisted almost wholly of the in the celestial world, disembodied, or
marks with only sound for
body, which one
season, which it is never too late to Quartette of stringed instruments.
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would suppose to have been the case with
Surely, no terrestrial
the composer.

triumphs
brightening

iu

art,

which are like

tears

into joys of most rapturous,

dweller ever had so fine an organization : inspired visions of a. coming Era, which
the material envelope which separated him shall consummate the Unity of all things.
As for Universal Friendship, the pure,
from the iworld of spirits, was the thin
nest possible,
Others

and even that transparent.

have had qualities

have written
one ever lived

unlimited,

the

sentiment,

humanitary

the
hailing
and grand choruses of Handel,
not ; but no advent of the Son of Man in his " Mes

not his,

what he could

more fully and entirely in
it as the one native ele

music, breathing
ment.

siah," are the culminating

expression

no soul knoweth the riches and the depths.
know what .Music is, distinguished

We think
here

he never

in his true

played

sphere

so well

as Poetry,

versal humanity ; (2) Love, which, com
pleting our half-soul by union with ano
ther, makes us capable of love universal ;
(3) Paternity, or the Family tie ; and (4)
what Fourier calls Ambition, spite of the
world's vile inversion of that holy pas
sion, which draws us ever upward, to find
in divine, eternal order that delight which
alone can preserve the permanence of all
the others ; which reverences all things and
persons in their place, confounds no ever
lasting and true distinctions,

and is ambi
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsions all tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christian principles,of Universal lus
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.

it would be difficult

in most cases to de

termine, how far crime

was the cause or

the effect of drunkenness

and lust.

So

does excess in one way, tend

necessarily

to produce irregularity of life in all ways.
In fact, these debasements are but con

tal organs, would

we comprehend its na

Yet it is a good rule in moral as

ture.

in physical pathology, to study symptoms,
and, so far as possible, to relieve symp
The cure of crime, however, will
toms.

of removing the bad influences which lead
to unmanliness
the

positive

; but second and chiefly,

course

of securing oppor
We must drain

tunities for upright action.

off impurities

breeding

miasm, and let in

fresh air and sunlight.
We have seen in a former

number the

complex nature of Intemperance,

and have

considered briefly the changes in all modes

of life, which the Temperance
it is to be made thorough,

if

Reform,

involves.

Licentiousness
is a yet more complex
vice ; and the process of eradicating it is
more difficult.
Let us
proportionably
take a comprehensive, though necessarily
a rapid view of the whole subject.

I. And first, in regard to the extent and
degree of malignity of this social disease
among ourselves, there prevail two en

tirely opposite opinions.
The one party
boast of the purity of our nation ; the
high regard for woman ; the dignity and
self-dependence of our women ; the sim

plicity of manners ; the influence of reli
gion ; the strength of home ties, &c.
The other party assert, that our dangers
are peculiarly

great; that our over-confi
and the consequent unreserve of
intercourse ; the absence, among us, of
time-hallowed customs of established lim
dence,

its in the courtesies of life, of rank, caste
and form ; the rapid transmission of in
fluences by our imitativeness ; the gener
al level of intelligence, which breaks down
the

barriers

circumstances

between

those

; our habitual

love of excitement,
MORAL

have been
and licentious ; though

as be found to need first, the negative course

among kindred

Mr. Lange's accompaniments
Painting, spirits.
&c., a little communion with Mozart will upon the piano were justly the theme of
universal praise.
We have had among
help you more than the profoundest dis
tinctions of Aesthetic philosophy.
us pianists, perhaps, who were greater
On one of the evenings, the feast was proficients in the difficult wonders of the
wholly of the three most royal wines : new school ; but for the rendering of the
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven. Haydn, sun great classic compositions with feeling,
ny and genial ; Mozart, tender, mystical, force and truth, to say nothing of all the
and sad ; Beethoven,
minor elegancies of a finely finished style,
strong, inspiring,
proud and tender at once, full of new we never have had his equal.
Especial
longings, born of new triumphs.
There ly to the works of Beethoven we have
are four great branches from the primal never heard such jnstice done.
Every
unitary Fount of Love ; four cardinal af note told full of meaning ; and that pecu
fective passions in man's nature ; the liar characteristic of Beethoven's
move
four Social passions in every man, which ment, that grand, continual, undulating
suffer not his soul to detach itself and swell, the sound subsiding
and again
crumble away, as it were, from the Soul growing to the loudest climax of univer
of souls, but hold it fast in living unity sal accord, was clearly appreciated and
and glowing correspondence
with the brought out in his whole performance.
We shall take another occasion to
source and with all thatare derived thence.
These are, (1) Friendship, or the senti speak of the spirit and purposes of the
Association, under whose auspices these
ment of Humanity, which draws us to per
Concerts were conducted.
sons, one or more, only as representatives
Of the Acad
of Man as a whole, and finally, as we learn emy, and Beethoven's Symphonies, next.
to embrace so much, to the love of uni
from other spheres,

of criminals

majority

both intemperate

of comitant symptoms of one disease ; and
we must look beneath the skin to the vi

what is uppermost in all his music.
We have here barely room to thank

while his person
Consequently,
ality is so very distinct, while there is so the four artists by whose excellent per
much confession of the private heart in formance
this
memorable
music was
all his melodies, they at the same time brought out. Mr. Herwig led the Quar
transport you into an element of which tette with great spirit, taste and feeling.

To

large

differing

in

restlessness,

and passion for travel

REFORM.

ling, make our communities liable, above
tious only to find its place, that it may
The reform of criminals is a sign that those of all other people, to the insinua
feel the whole harmony of which it is an society is awakening to a new sense of ting temptations of licentiousness.
Then,
humble, though indispensable inote, not the true relations between men, and to a
for selfish distinction for distinction's sake. new conviction, that love is the only jus
How strikingly these great composers il tice, even to the base.
lustrate three of those passions.
The Temperance Reform is a higher
Mozart

again, as to facts, there are very different
estimates ; and data from which to form
an accurate judgment,
by.

are not easily come

According to one party, we are im

sign of social regeneration ; because it is proving ; according to the other, we are
a an effort, partial, indeed, yet eainest, to rapidly retrograding.
home-like
actuality is in his strains, a prevent crime, by removing one class of
The truth is, that in this department of
child -like innocence and trust.
While temptations.
life as in all others, the war between
Beethoven
is the aspiring Promethean
The Moral Reform merits like praise, Ormuzd and Ahriman, which is so fierce
certainly

sphere

is Love.

of calm,

Haydn

pure,

plays in the

domestic joys:

spirit, struggling

as being designed to remove another class

at every point throughout this generation,
is waging

duing

of temptations.
Statistics of all prisons

for release from monot
ony and falseness, sick of the actual, sub
every

sincere

sadness

by

heroic

show,

that a tioned

with a zeal and energy propor

to the importance

of the victory.
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it

is
a

a

is

on the one side quite
new conviction ing, — that use big words
about the
of the dignity of chasteness, and of the " rights of freemen " as long as you will,
in the physio
sacredness of marriage,
still
simple judgment of common

sense as well as of sound conscience, that
and above all, an entirely no man can possibly have lite right to
unexampled unanimity in the claims of poison, and therefore that society has no
woman to full justice.
But on the other right to license him to poison.
Its duty
little doubt that not only
hand, there
to prevent him utterly.
If he chooses

in

brutal

and branding

iron

it
is

and convict garbs and stigmas of disgrace
are ever on earth deserved,
by the
fiends

human shape, who
the holiest relations of life.

thus abuse

But two other sayings in regard
proposed

licentiousness,

deserve

to the

penalties
more con
discloses a

increasing in an
our cities
but what

is

;

alarming

to do so, he must assume the responsibil

far more

ity and bear the consequences.

the

are

in our societies.

that
more

or

reason,

legislators

is

their truth

It

hideous corruption

for

In rela

though

a

is

said (1) " No effective laws will ever be
passed against crimes of this character,

is

;

upon

of legal

imposition

sideration,

prostitution
in

their merely

the pillory

is

of the times

If

stincts.

works and much of the literature

logical

ratio

victims to gratify

in

by

it,

The relations between Man and Woman vice, we greatly need some skilful sati
are the very citadel of society ; and the rist's aid to dispel prevalent sophistries.
will The public seem fairly insane upon the
angels and devils who possess
easily command all outposts.
One of the populaf delusions in
subject.
An observer cannot but see, that there regard to license laws we exposed
say

majority of the
less criminals

a

is

" S\ich laws if passed
that licentiousness
significant,
tion to Licentiousness,
still more aston themselves.
begin
(2)
to show itself in forms among us, ishing
will
be
dead
letter,
because the persona
Professional
delusion
prevails.
which indicate that this corruption has gentlemen, visiting splendidly furnished who should execute them, magistrates,
strongly entrenched itself in the manners houses of ill-fame, hospitably opened by lawyers, constables are accessories and
a

of the various trades,

their daughters with, are indignant

words were slanders.

at the

violation of right, implied by the proposal
a

it
a

;

is

it

said, live in this way
and their com of making
penal offence to keep
panions are engaged as seamstresses, as brothel.
Doubtless the owners of such
domestics, or in some of the branches of houses too are " sympathizers."
A re
mechanic labor.
The French Grisette ceiver of stolen goods in a dark shop in

has already entered among us to Centre street shall be sent to the Tombs
few suspect.
As to the
receiver of stolen women, entrapped
increase of assignations among the so- into these glittering hells on whose doors

;

relation to which

is

called higher classes,

so many reports are rife, charity certainly
would not "believe all things."
But to leave the confessedly uncertain

" Thou

written

shalt

in

a

degree which

in

a

system

nowise go out,"

shall receive the thanks of the rich mer

in

the very offences they are
participants
called upon to punish." Would thatsuch

We cannot hope then to have any ef
for the restraint of
centiousness, till the moral sentiment of
ficient legislation
the people

li

is

Many journeymen

elegantly dressed women, who have gained
fortunes to retire upon, and to educate

is

few

men and women, whose plan of life
not
to marry, but to form chance connections.

changed.

Still let every effort be made to have
the highest penalties decreed against all
falsehood,
in

There are not

wttole classes.

a

of

ning

treachery,

violence,

brutality,

the treatment of women by men, or

of

men by women, when such cases occur.
If legal penalties are of any worth, as an

!

chants, distinguished members of the bar, expression of social conscience, let them
clerks, students, dandies, who throng her be directed chiefly against abuses of per
details of this disgusting subject, let us saloons.
what idiots we are.
Bah
Are sons. Persons surely are not of second
All efforls thus
sum up such evidence as exists, by say
human beings not worth as much as old ary interest to property.
a

undoubtedly

reaction

of ancient

the

the next place,
II. Let us then,
glance at the proposed plans for removing
this evil, which, whether
increasing,
stationary, or retrograde among our native

Very well

;

in

sins

than men.

man

foully uses
No
her.

The women except the poor creatures whose
self abandonment, give them
this vice by profession

classes.

kinds

selves up bodily,
moved.

where the heart

Even prostitutes

often

un

exhibit

signs of longing for devotBut men, by the thousands,

i

most touching
ed love.

of like beasts of prey, absolutely
!

certain

a

;

And

fondness to degrade

hunt for

and loudest from those

who feel most aggrieved, in having their
with by
pleasant indulgences interfered
suspicions of society and
And unquestionably one great

the awakened

of friends.

evil has accompanied this reform, espe
Into
has been carried on.
cially as
many an innocent heart, simple, ignorant
pure, has the startling knowledge of ex
garment foul
isting evils been cast, like
a

mal,

;

against

such indiscretion,

Wo
an abominable and contemptible lie.
men are far more affectionate, far less ani
woman's

A word or two as to each.
peals.
1. On this subject of legal restraints,
directed

is

!

a

probable suc

the second
legal restraints and penalties
by the force of moral convictions and ap

when

So far, so good.
pews before them.
let the pul
let helpless innocent young Let the press be unmuzzled
fulminate.
pit
But
as
all
means
be
men
protected by
There has been much outcry against
general statement the above assertion

with

the

plague

into

a

at exterminating

listed, pledged to advocate on physiologi

all such les of mock delicacy, and are learning to
parties." apply right names to bad deeds, in the
let penalties, when this can ears of the offenders slumbering in their

is

first aims

plans are of two

hold

presses are en

be shown to be true, fall on both parties.

a

These

meetings

Furthermore,

it
is

jecture at least as to their
cess.

annual public

there are two consenting

poison plant.

population, will certainly be augmented
by every ship load of returning travellers
con
and of emigrants, and let us form

are formed all over the land, which

;

generation

j

if

new

grounds, the
heart of cal, social and religious
cause of purity
preachers of many de
women are as nominations have cast off the filmy shack

heart of stone for

is

tuousness,

an attempt to awaken

;

exchanges

in

for auch

with the opium

acteristic

of moral conviction of the magnitude of the
direction.
Societies
Is evil and to give

up rankly,

will be flesh?
of volup
said in answer, "
It
we do not unite to kill the great libertines as men, and

the next

made drunk

ready

years,

in

and

springing
was

is

;

crop

the soul

for

manufacturer

a

are already

because

for the last few

a

years,

wholesale

counterfeit promises go unscathed.
there any dealer in false pretences so per
fidious, as he who deals
pretended affec
tion? any swindler so base, as he who

The poppy seed of light novels, scattered
broad cast over our land

the

it

are timely.

enlisted,

let

a

so many are now

to the penitentiary

bad bills
and

it

thin, are so no longer; and therefore that
the attempts at moral reform, in which

is

if

;

primness
and Quaker times

a

from

is

will aid too the
Shall Soci to shape legislation
coin, furniture and clothes?
Puritan ety protect one and not the other? And growth of humane moral feeling.
2.
This brings us to the second class
that the American
so again as regards penalties on seduc
&c., shall we consign of plans now advocated for the removal
pure in their days of sim
tion, adultery,
people, even
Their common char
the mere passer of of licentiousness.
plicity and poverty, when population was the counterfeiter,
that there

ing,

healthy

house.
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of vice vitiate the imagination, branch of justice is this : to reverse the families, showing the virus in diverse dieYet this evil is popular estimate of men, and to pronounce eases. Our hope is in a nobler, healthier,
the heart.

Images

and thence

to the social state.

incidental apparently

It is the Divine

Law, that moral, like
shall

disease,

physical

We are made sick

be contagious.

together,

we

must

an abandoned man to befar more degraded,
more dangerous, more despicable, than an

A

abandoned woman.
could

and

pass

auch a law

men must this great movement of reform
of begin. Now, in college, in counting rooms,

Knowledge of manners to-morrow, in every town in the
" How ? " By simply not taking
But when evil Union.
exists, the only tool with which to exter
the arm of corrupt men in the street or
minate it is knowledge.
Let the expo ball room, not shaking hands with them,
sure of the vice then, which now, masked and avoiding scrupulously all contact with
is bad,

and rouged,

and stealthily

goes mincing

our social

through

It will

bad.

very

circles, be complete.

cause less injury than

"

believe

"

making

A

that there is no such vice.

them whatever,
civilities

by not recognizing
with

except

full-blooded generation.

Senate of Women

enforce

become healthy together.
evil

strong, more nervous, more
From our young

more firmly

the

their

most

distant

coldness ; by never inviting them to their
houses, and by leaving the rooms which

simple ones are now kept pure by they enter ; by setting the mark of their
their ignorance ; but alas, more simple contempt upon them, in a word, •— " How
ones are lost by their ignorance.
Away can a matron," we may well ask, "dare
few

houses, they are each oth
er's corrupters, — the older initiating the
Why not reverBe the
younger into vice.
in boarding

process ? Let it be pronounced unmanly,
The
as it surely is, to give way to lust.
old Germans knew no disgrace more damn
ing to a young man than loss of chasteThere should be a holy feeling of

ness.

in man as in woman.

virginity

Surely

the reality

is as sacred in the one sex as

the other.

So great an evil as popular
demands great remedial

licentiousness

with concealments.
Let not the hurt of to allow a licentious man to speak to a measures.
And would that we could see
of our people be slightly daughter or to any ynung protege' ? " So hosts of our youth in the professions, and
healed.
Let there be no crying of peace, far as regards men, the Senate may prac trades, in commercial ranks, and agricul

the daughter

peace, where there is no peace.
Only tically say, " A man who is false to one
be it understood, that mere exposure and woman shall be odious to all women ; —
protest will not cure the evil.
false once, false always."
Meanwhile
two modes of calling into
But then in relation to women they

full expression

the moral

" I might honor a lady
who should walk side by side with a de

of may go further.

convictions

community
may be used.
They
would prove more effective than those

the

more commonly employed.
1. In every city and town let there
be in some form or other, varying accord

tural labors, in city and country, pledged
This would be the commence
to purity.
ment of Reform

subject

ionable profligate,"

of Women,

once,

and Moral Reform

enforce laws of manners, and declare who to her house, to her very room even, a
is, and who is not worthy of confidence. girl who, finding herself unredressed in
We are prepared for all the uproar about her wrongs, took somewhat summarily
gossip, and mischief makers, and scandal justice into her own hands, every gener

as the Causes

approved

truly sisterly deed. It was wise as it
In was womanly so to treat a fallen daughter
all our communities there either are or of Eve, and it had its great reward in the
are not already Laws of Manners preva salvation of the poor victim of despair.
lent.
Where there are no such laws, the Let all women treat their abandoned sis
bad will of course be unrestrained : the ters with like compassion, and give their
good

friends, listen

are

never

one moment.

gainers

by

Where there are such laws,

inaction.

scorn to the workers of thpir ruin.

are would

they

either

one year

to the full, the

Senate

"

at a gnat and

If they

simple act of justice,
show a moral Reform

but do this

accidental,
arbitrary,
capricious,
or deliberate and wise.
Usually, they
are of the former description, and verify

swallowing a camel."

wreathed smiles

"

hope to see this vice eradicated, so long

of it which pervade our
To this subject of
the Causes and Cures of Licentiousness
civilized life remain.

we shall in some future number recur.

NEW SYMPTOMS IN FASHIONABLE LIT
ERATURE.
There is a necessity for all that man
thinks.

Once read well

the tendencies

of the age, once comprehend

the move

ment which bears us all on, as the earth
does, without
it will

not

our seeming to move, and
hard to predict what

be

at least what tone of thought,
will soon creep into all the productions,
men could lend aid to this artistic or speculative, of the minds which

would

2.

But

We exclude

to the rich voluptuary.

to unite

Laws against Licentious
ness to support them, we should still not
with

thoughts,

that few men dream of.

of Women in enforcing purity.
a The Temperance Reform gives a hint as
woman with a ragged dress, but admit to the mode.
Why should not young
men without even a rag of reputation. men bind themselves together by a PLEDGE
We are supercilious to the poor, honest OF CHASTITY.
Of course " men about
laborer ; we are all " becks and nods and town " would simply sneer at the green
straining

and Senates

Societies,

the

tion will awaken.
Good

and Presses,

and Young Puritans,

strongly,

ous man- in the community

to confess,

frankly

that even were Preachers,

said a preacher

head.

But truth commands us in closing this
head of the

graded prostitute through crowded Broad
way ; but I should be tempted to despise
a lady who could walk there with a fash

and the degree of and his words were words of soberness.
social intimacy prevailing, a SENATE OF When one of the truest, warmest, purest
WOMEN, who shall practically enact and hearted women in this country received

&c. &c., which such a sugges

fountain

vate the race.

ing to the population

mongers,

at the

One. truly chaste generation would reno

fool who

could

such a project.

propose

are the most removed from popular

sym

pathies by position or fashion, or by their
own originality or eccentricity.
All must
take the color of the times at last.

How
it is to hear the breath of the
new Era stealing in like a deep under
strange

tone through

the music that was set to a

it,

Let us in the name of decency be a little But they do injustice even to the memo wholly different key, through the thoughts
more select in our society.
We have ries of their own early days. In all our of the most conservative and sceptical.
never too much of the only genuine cities there might be formed a corps of In their very resistance to
they adopt
best,

the reverence

the true

intellect.

nobles

for the really

of character

the

and and

bravest,
in every

manliest,
way

most

most

honorable,

high

minded

its language, subject their own old maxims
to new definitions,

Now women are, and from their very corruption, would link hands in a sacred its influence.
nature

and

find

themselves

wholly changed by
Nothing can resist light,

young men, who, seeing the tendencies to before they know

it

aristocracy,

is

it

must be, the legislators and the crusade against licentiousness in all its when
once gets in.
in the world of manners. — forms.
The
This
true now.
eminently
Their laws are too often capricious ; let
Effeminacy is in various ways eating main body of all the literature wears the
them be just.
And one sadly neglected up our people. Subtle taints run through conservative uniform, and formally arrays
executive
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social

ministers

chiefly

and confirm and bend to an op
erative centre many vague, half-doubting
hopes, and thus in no small measure has

mistakes,

ten the reign of Peace and Justice on the

There are but two alternatives

earth.

for that most wealthy and intelligent na
tions : either the establishment
of just
relations between the laborer and the
the organization
of industry,
which involves the science of every thing

employer,

pertaining

to the social life of man ; or a

revolution

so fierce, so like a whirlwind,

that men shall
in

forget their very nature
and shall lose out of sight all traces

of anything like order, or the possibility
of order, and rush to an extreme as far
beneath

as our present civilization

is

it

a-

of the dark ages.
Which
of
the two will be chosen?
Can
There

and triumph, but of overwhelming
reli
gious reverence which almost wept over

are passages of great pathos contrasting
the lot of the many and that of the few

ished

might be supposed

bove the

barbarism

any heart not practically

atheist doubt

I

as

it,

progress, inasmuch ential, have risen to support the cause of
to the tastes of the helpless ; till the reign of Victoria
bids fair to claim a moro hallowed glory
are opposed to
those whose interests
than that which encircled the " Colden
Yet there is scarcely a book or Age " of Elizabeth.
change.
The Feeble are
I have
a journal, whose pages are not in some calling on tho Strong &c
way witnesses to the great fact of the chosen the Prince of Wales as my illus
tration, because the innocence of his age,
dissolution of the old, and the preparation
the hopes that hallow his birth, and the
The Ge hereditary loyalty which clings to the
of another and a truer Order.
has contrived to get a throne, concur in enabling men of all
nius of Reform
note in somewhere, and to temper the parties, and of every grade in society, to
If not his presence, contemplate such a type, not only with
style of all of them.
out envy or bitterness, but with one com
the shadow of his presence is upon them mon
fueling of earnest good will."
all.
As a poem, it is marked by great deli
Such was our feeling while looking
cacy and purity, both of sentiment and
over lately several new English books,
expression, a fine sensibility to beauty of
from authors whose names have been Nature and of Art, a
good deal of poetic
hitherto
associated with whatever was
fancy, but more of observation and sym
aristocratic and fashionable in their coun
pathy in the sphere of the every day re
try ,— a feeling, not only of confirmation lations and emotions of mankind.

itself against

listeners

in

the beer-house

as be

snuffed the gales of Revolution from afar.
" It works," said Prospero watching his

;

is

;

a

Mr. D'Israeli also has written
novel,
" Sybil or the two na
its own faltering faith, thus again to meet in
England, with which we shall occa which he calls
" the awful shadow of an Unseen Pow
But it is tions." By the two nations are meant
sionally adorn our columns.
the rich and the poor of England, " be
er," which broods over the mind and con not so much the
poetry, as it is the moral
"
tween whom there
an"
science of the nations.
Es geht
no intercourse and
significance of the book, which claims at
no sympathy
said Teufelsdroeckh
who are as ignorant of
to the gaping aston
tention here.
It comes from a
who
lady
to have all the preju

each

other's

ings, as

habits, thoughts,
they were dwellers

and feel

is

it

a

;

in

"
has reference to his Royal High
ness the Prince of Wales. * * * * * The
Child of the Islands was chosen, not as
the theme of a Birthday Ode, or Address
of Congratulation, but as tho most com
plete existing type of a peculiar class,
— a class born into a world of very vari
ous destinies, with all the certainty hu
man prospects can give, of enjoying the
blessings of this life, without incurring
I desired to con
any of its privations.
trast that brightness with the shadow that
lies beyond and around.
In the brief
space of time since this poem was com
menced, there has been great evidence of
increasing attention to the sufferings, and
to the endurance, of the lower classes.
Much has been said, — and something
has been done.
Inquiries have been insti
tuted ; measures of relief have been
passed; voice after voice, and spirit after
spirit, among the noblc-hcarted and influ

protectors of the
mences finely, but crumbles to pieces be
poor and oppressed millions of their coun
fore you get beyond the middle, without
trymen ; and if they do not evade the re
the expectations
had raised,
of this, but are earnestly answering
sponsibility
and without arriving at results to justify
asking the question what can we do to
the introduction of some of the principal
discharge so high and difficult a duty ;
of the best discus
then indeed there is hope that they will characters, and some
sions which make
seem so hopeful at
be willing to learn, that they will lend a
the outset.
does however hint at some
candid mind to the examination of state
which
fashionable and aristo
things,
ments which profess to contain, not mere
cratic novelist would hardly be expected
ly ingenious expedients, but the very sci
to have thought about, still less to speak
ence of the Divine Order of Society, a
of freely in any tone but condemnation.
science which explains the past and the
Two of the principal characters are, the
present, and can with some certainty
Chartist, the other an asiociationone
count the elements and determine the
ist; whether
disciple of Fourier does
forms of that harmony into which the
not appear, though he edits
paper
present is to be resolved ; a science,
" Phalanx"
but he
which
called
which, without failing to recognize a prov
has got so far as to declare that he " pre
idential necessity in all the phases of so
" and
fers association to gregariousness
ciety which thus far have succeeded one
" no ci mmunity
Engbnrt,
that
there
•
another. '
'-till save many prn^t' -al
makes

it

the

It

says

century),

nineteenth

a

statistical

the

the fact, namely, of poverty increasing
tci/h the national wealth.
His plot com

a

she

in

rywhere

a

by copious

Preface

legislative wisdom, (which he might have
called the grand result of civilization eve

is

her

most decided in its

of every English adminis
tration since the Revolution
of 1688, and
in showing up the grand result of all their

is

poem

In

which,

although

a

notes.

position,

clear,

condemnation

I

poem are sustained

occupying
them the only

abounds, are, separately taken, admira
But the end of the book
not so

ble.

is

Of true Social Science there is not a
The first is a Poem entitled the " Child gleam in the whole book.
It has nothing
of the Islands," by the Honorable Mrs. newer than kindness and charity to
sug
—
Norton, honorable indeed to her heart gest. Still a true sentiment is the surest
It is an elaborate forerunner of true ideas and measures.
and understanding.
production, of five long Cantos in Spen
If the English nobility have begun to feel;
serian stanza, one of the elegantly prin
if they are so candid as to confess the
ted volumes of the day, and filled from wrong there is ; if they have awakened
first to last with the wrongs of the peo to the consciousness that they are
provi
The all too faithful portraits of the dentially
ple.
the

it

alluded to we will mention two.

it

;

;

a

a

;

in

if

different
dices of high life, and is a noble confes
zones, or inhabitants of different planets
sion of the great social fact, or rather the
different breeding,
Yes, it great social lie. Here is the sentiment of who are formed by
spells from behind the scene.
works ! say the hopeful and prophetic
different food
are ordered
Humanity escaped from conventional fet are fed by
different manners, and are not govern
by
hearts which,
prompted
by irresistible
and
ters,
boldly telling the proud and
ed by the same laws."
The work has
persuasion, have been laboring to. con
powerful of the wrong which they have
all the writer's brilliant qualities
the
vince the world what and where Human
to
As
to
ideas
of
a
-better
got
right.
any
characters, the descriptions of quiet na
ity is, in the first place, and then what and organization of society, or of any reform
ture or of startling events, the historical
its destiny
not in atory measures
hereafter,
whither
beyond mere individual
Of the books sympathy and justice, she sets forth none. and" philosophical reflections with which
another world, but here.
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but only aggregation, under circumstances
which make it rather a dissociating, than
lie even sees the
an uniting principle."
evils of the isolated household.
drawn into conversation
Accidentally
the hero

with these two men Egremont,

of the tale, who is a younger son of a
noble house, of a free and generous na
ture, and just commencing his career in

"

finds all at once

Parliament,

a change

He
come o'er the color of his dream."
cultivates their acquaintance, to which he
SYBIL,
is drawn by a double attraction.
the daughter of the Chartist, a beautiful
spirit whose whole soul is bound up in
the thought of restoring the old religion
and the rights of the people, so that she
seems an impersonation of the purest idea

of cathedral worship and of universal hu
the

takes captive

manity,

and

romantic

The
politician.
character of the father of Sybil is indeed
That of the other never
almost sublime.
young

warm-hearted

to light.

satisfactorily

comes quite

Nor

do the doctrines, which he is represented
as so busily

In fact the

propagating.

book disappoints you ; fine auroral glim
but followed
by no sun-rise.
merings,

The associationist hints, but never devel
The great popular move
ops his idea.
ment on which

the story

pivots, brings

nothing to pass but a few small combina
tions for literature or pleasure among fac
tory operatives, a few mass meetings and
riots, but develops

no symptoms of crys-

into any constructive and organ
The young member waxes
form.

talization

ized
eloquent in Parliament about the rights of
than
the people, but gets no farther
" Young England," which we suppose

all to be the result and crowning
achievement of Mr. D'Israeli.
So
And what is " Young England?"

after

far as we

can

men

young

of

it is a party

learn,

who

rank,

of

conceiving

themselves to be of the pure blood of the
oldest nobility, charge all the evils of the
and misery of the
of an up
They la

times, all the poverty

upon the influence
of commerce.
nobility

multitudes
start

ment the revolutions

which

the last two

did really

govern.

their

complaints
which has risen

N G

ER.

They are constant in ! weighing and judging the administrator*
the public weal; at their sentimental
the third power of
"
' Puscyism," sighing for the cathedrals

about

the throne
and monasteries of a by-gone age, and
the great mon'y power, their visionary attempts to call back the
'
whose independence, whose power to hold Past ; they are still a hopeful omen to
I;
Young Eng
the monarchy in check on the one hand, the minds of humanity.
land," whether it be a fact or only an ab
and the laboring classes in poverty and
straction, whether it be sincere or time
degradation on the other, has been, ac serving, is nevertheless a proof of the
which is growing upon all
cording to them, the principal result of conviction
the boasted Revolution of 1688, a result minds, that the present order of society
has exhausted its good uses, and that the
only confirmed and carried farther out by
only question is whether it shall be Cha
There os or Combined Order next.
all the subsequent Reform Bills.
is much in this, no doubt.
They see the ' We hope the next wave from the lite
true meaning of liberty, or at least that it rary ocean will roll still farther up the
; and that the next new novel
means something more than the liberty to beach
will not only preach the need of virtue
starve, the liberty to produce by unabated
and of charily among the powerful class
toil, wealth which is all taken by the few,
es, but also of action and of organiza
and "not enriches them," shirts which
classes ; of a combined
never clothe the laborer's back, but lie tion amongst all
movement ind an attempt to realize a
piled up by thousands in warehouses, to
; that the new Social
serve the speculations of the great lords Combined Order
of commerce.
In a word they regret the Science and visions of the life of man
of
old political Feudalism,
in view of the when he shall have realized the Unity
Man, will open mines of untold wealth to
increase of this more terrible Commercial
Feudalism.
They think that kings that the imagination of the novelist, the poet,
We have had the
and the painter.
govern, and a church respected, with a
of political econo
well fed and happy population, are better frightful consequences
unfolded
than political rights coupled with poverty. my and Laissez faire powerfully
In the novel of D'Israeli,
There is something in this so far as it by Carlyle.
We do not fully understand all there is not only evidence of an awake
goes.
in a young and influential
the catch words of this party, which re ning virtue
cur so much in their books and speeches, class, but glimpses of something like rad
ideas, hints of s an
constructive
such as " Dutch Finance," "Venetian ically
Oligarchy," " mortgaging of the nation organization needed which shall be some
In Eugene
al industry," &c.
But we suppose the thing more than gregarious.
amount of it is that since William of Sue, we have still more definite allu
was called over to take the sions to industrial association, while the
Orange
throne, England has been governed by plan of his last story is wholly inspired by
or Associative
way of
traders, bankers, and stock-jobbers ; that the Phalansterian
Polite literature is twice bless
her prosperity has been souplu in the thinking.
ed when it takes this tone ; it both gives
blind multiplication of wealth by whatso
If it speaks so much
ever means, absorbing more and more of and it receives.
the living energy which ought to control more significantly to the earnest hearts of
and enjoy that wealth, into the condition the people, it acquires more power to
of mere machines to produce it for the speak by that very effort. The strong
few ; that the Turkey merchant,
the est, most original, most imaginative, and
West Indian planter, the Nabob of the most real novels of the day are those
East India Company, the loan monger which have caught the inspiration of
coming events, and are content to " let
after the revolution, and now the manu
facturer, have controlled the policy of the the dead past bury its dead." What
country in turn ; that all public measures may we not hope of that poet or novelist
whose high mission it shall be to embody
have been managed by an invisible minis
try of some dozen or twenty political ma- in his fiction the future harmonies of at
tractive Industry, of the Unitary Home,
nceuvrers behind the throne, usurping
power alike from the throne and from the of Integral Education, and of Industrial
Surely until
people, who may well be likened to (he in place of war-like armies?
oligarchy which Napoleon overthrew in now Imaginative Genius has scarcely had
Venice : and that the expenses of war a theme, an object, or a hope, that was at
and the national debt by which these all adequate to call out the slumbering
money monarchs keep their power, has energies of Genius.
up between

and the people;

virtually mortgaged the whole industry
of the population, diverting it from its
legitimate end, which is their own sup
Present," they look wistfully back to
port, to these more abstract political pur
the good old times when England had its poses, to the payment of the interest of
" three thousand monasteries, and chan this vast debt.
It is certainly encouraging that any
tries and chapels, and great hospitals;
portion of the younger aristocracy should
all of them fair buildings, many of them
" when " the mo so far have opened their eyes to the true
of exquisite beauty ;
state of things, and become ashamed of
nastics were easy landlords, their rents the empty, frivolous, selfish and absolute
Such
very low," their protection and charity ly vulgar life of the favored class.
an attempt to revivify the spirit of old
over all the poor, " their revenue expend
England, to inspire with loftier aims and
ed among those whose labor had pro
a purer and broader sentiment of humani
duced
when too the safety of the ty the souls of the rising generation, is
cottage found its best guarantee in the noble, and we can not doubt its sincerity.
However just the satire which has been
untouched supremacy of the throne, when
pointed at their affectations, at the " white
monarchy was something more than a waistcoats,''
and the " dandy novelist,"
name, and government was that which and the unfledged politician
oracularly
centuries

have

wrought

state ; and, like Carlyle

it;"

in

in his

church

"

and

Past and
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MISCELLANY.
CONSUELO."
FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

I.
Encouraged by the frankness of Consuelo and by the perfidy of Corilla, who still
urged him to appear again before the pub
went to work with ardor;

and at the second representation of Ipermnestfa, sang his first act with

much more

The audience appreciated this.
purity.
But, as Consuelo's success increased in
he was not satisfied with

proportion,

NUMBER

9, 1845.

9.

she was

She
giving me good advice.
acted from instinct and succeeded herself.
But whence can she have the experience

seeing her,) but with a veritable terror.
He felt the domination of that being, who
in public crushed him with all her gran

to teach, me to overcome a reluctant pub
In following her directions, I lose

deur, and

in

private

reassumed

at her

liking, the possession of his confidence
my advantages, and they do not give me and his will.
During his agitation, he
credit for the improvement in my manner. had not strength to conceal from Corilla
Let us try ! I will return to my first how much he was attached to his noble
boldness.
Did 1 not prove, in my ilrlmi betrothed, and what empire she still had
Thereat,
Corilla
at the Count's, that I could dazzle even over his convictions.
those whom I could not persuade ? Did conceived a bitter spite, which she had the
not old Porpora tell me that I had strokes art to conceal ; she condoled with him,
of genius?
confessed him ; and when she knew the
Courage, then, let this audi
ence feel my strokes and be subdued by secret of his jealousy, she struck a great
blow, in privately giving the Count no
my genius."
He made great efforts, accomplished tice of her own intimacy with Anzoleto ;
prodigies in the second act, and was lis thinking it certain that the Count would
tened to with surprise.
Some clapped, not lose so good an opportunity of inform
others imposed silence to the applauses. ing the object of his desires, and so ren
The public at large inquired if that was dering Anzoleto's return impossible.
lic ?

Translatedfor the Harbinger.

lic, Anzoleto

REDDING AND COMPANY,
No. 8 STATE STREET, BOSTON

PUBLISHED BY THE BROOK FARM PHALANX.

his

and began to feel himself demo
ralized by this new proof of his inferi
From that moment, every thing
ority.

own,

wore a sinister aspect to his eyes.
It
seemed to him that they did not listen to sublime or detestable.
him, that the nearest spectators murmured
Yet a little more boldness, and perhaps
humiliating observations respecting him, Anzoleto would have carried the day.

at seeing a whole

Surprised

in the solitude

of her garret,

day pass
Consuelo

became uneasy ; and on the morrow of
and that the benevolent amateurs, who But this check troubled him to such a de yet another day of fruitless expectation,
encouraged him in the wings, appeared to gree, that he lost his recollection, and and mortal anguish, just at nightfall, she
All their praises had for him a failed shamefully in the remainder of his wrapped herself in a thick cloak, (for the
pity him.
double meaning, of which he applied the part.
celebrated cantatrice was no longer pro
Corilla, whom he went to consult
worst.
At the third representation, he had re tected from evil tongues, by her insignifi
in her box during the interlude, affected a covered his courage, and being resolved cance,) and ran to the dwelling which
frightened

if

air and asked him

he were

not ill.

" Why ?"
" Because

said he impatiently.
your voice is husky to-day,

and you seem depressed.

Dear Anzoleto,

cheer up ; exhibit your powers which have
been

paralyzed

by

fear

or

discourage

ment."
" Did I not sing my first air well?"
" Not nearly so well as you did the
I was so troubled at it in
first time.
heart, as to be almost

" But

they

ill."

less."
'•Alas! — no matter;
destroy the illusion.
clear your voice."

"

me,

applauded

Go

Consuelo," thought

I

neverthe

to pursue his own course, without
ing to Consuelo's
strangest

listen

caprices, the most impertinent
O shame ! two or three

extravagancies.
hisses broke
ceived

those

the silence
desperate

which

had re

attempts.

had occupied for some weeks;
than his former

better lodging

one, which the Count
in one of the numerous

had assigned him
houses he owned

She did not find him there and

in the city.

The learnt that he seldom passed the night at

good and generous public, silenced the
hisses and began to clap ; but there was
no possibility

Anzoleto

advice, he hazarded the a much

of deceiving one's self res

pecting this benevolence for the individual,
and this censure for the artist.
Anzoleto

home.

This circumstance did not enlighten her
as to his unfaithfulness.

She

knew

his

habits of vagabondism, and thought that
not being able to accustom himself to such

tore his dress on reentering his box, and a sumptuous abode, he had returned to
She was about
hardly was the piece finished, when he some of his old haunts.
to take the risk of searching for him, when
ran to shut himself up with Corilla, a vic

am wrong to tim to the most violent rage, and deter turning to repass the door, she found her
on, only try to mined to flee with her to the ends of the self face to face with master Porpora.
" Consuelo," said he to her in a low
earth.
he, " believed
Three days passed without his seeing voice, " it is useless to conceal your face

Consuelo.
She inspired him not with ha
* Entered according to Act of Congress, io
tred, nor with coolness, (at the bottom of
SHAW,
1845,
the year
in the
by FRANCIS G.
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa his soul tormented by remorse, he still
chusetts.
cherished her, and suffered mortally at not

from

me ;

I

have heard your voice and
What are you doing

cannot be mistaken.

here, at this hour, my child ; and what do
you seek in this house i
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I

a

let me leave

the impure Corilla.

is

a

it

I

ly

I

" My mother herself made us
than the artist. it."
" And you came this
man,
speak of
evening
bestowed

her

of it, and the
certain of what

man who tells you so,

;

I

mand you,

" Well,

a

I

prove your injustice, and the faith of my
for you deceive yourself unworthi
lover
and wish me to be deceived with you

Go on then, executioner

as you are

fol

low, and do not fear you."
Porpora took her at the word, and seiz
ing her wrist in his nervous hand, strong

promise

as
clasp of iron, he led her to the house
in which he lived, where, having traversed
all the corridors and mounted all the stair

" Who has told you so? "
inhabited, the palace of Corilla, dark from
" Would Corilla ever allow him to " — top to bottom, excepting one solitary win
" Corilla what
there in common dow, which was lighted and open in front
of the black and silent fagade of the de
between him and Corilla? "
" We are but two steps from the serted mansion.
appeared from that
It

!

O

!

will go," said Consuelo

violent re
recovering her strength, by
" will go with you, to
action of love.

Anzoleto unworthy of my
He, my only friend, my protector,
Ah! you do not know how dwelling of that girl.
my brother?

love

it."

require

yes!

to seek cases, he reached with her an upper ter
the man who neither will nor can be your race, whence could be distinguished, over
a lower house which was completely un
husband "

t

he says."
'•
my God

profit by, to

is

woman.

unworthy
is

is

That woman has wrongly
love, that man

I

a

I

I

as

would

?

betrothed

speak to you as
a man,
speak to yon

a

more in your

Now,

the villian

a

and you

for,

bring you again under the yoke of false
com
You shall come with me
hood.

!

I I

I
is

I

let him say the word,
will be the one or the other."

I

I

am not his mistress."

" But

;

I

;

ask

;

I

a

I

;

"I

have thus far made to you
forcibly,
enough of vain objections and very use
have talked to you
less prohibitions.
saw nothing
as an artist to an artist.

day, not an hour,'' replied
" for when
tone

this hour has passed,
may not find
another opportunity to place the truth be
and the day which you
fore your eyes

I

if

!

I

is

" That lover
cursed.
Porpora firmly.
He will be your torment and your shame therein
You are the only being whom
have esteemed for ten years.
you do not abjure him on the instant."
You
" Dear master," returned she with
must not perish, no, you must not."
" But, my friend, am not in danger.
sad and caressing air, " you have told me
so very often but
have vainly tried to Think you that
lie, when
swear to
You hate that poor child. you, by all that
obey you.
sacred, that
have re
You do not know him, and
am certain spected the oath made at the death bed of
that your prejudices will be overcome."
my mother?
Anzoleto respects
like
" Consuelo," replied the maestro more wise.
am not yet his wife, consequent

inflexible

for such an

!

you throw yourself blindly into the depths
of the abyss.
will not let you fall

answered

he with an

I

it,"

am not prepared

infliction."
" No not

I

;

I

exact

in him

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

do not ask

I

I

it,

"

If you cannot walk,
will drag you. If you fall, will carry
still strong
yon! Ah! old Porpora
when the fire of divine anger burns in his
heart."
"Mercy! mercy!" cried Consuelo,
" Let me still doubt —
paler than death.
Gire me one day, only one day to believe

I

you," added she, trying to withdraw her
" you
poor girl ; we must have a talk ; and since arm from that of the professor,
will
kill
me."
last,
at
determine upon opening your
you
" wish to kill your fatal passion, and
heart to me, I must also open mine to you.
Give me your arm, we will converse in by the truth
wish to restore you to life,"
walking. Listen, Consuelo, and be deep replied he, pressing the young girl's arm
ly penetrated with what I am about to say to his generous and indignant bosom. "
to you.
You can not, you ought not, be know that am rough, Consuelo.
know
the wife of that young man.
I forbid you, that cannot be otherwise and on that
in the name of the living God, who has account
have put off, as long as possible,
given me the feelings of a father towards the blow which
am about to inflict upon
you."
had hoped that you would open
you.
" O my master !'' replied she with sad your eyes, that you would understand
ness, " ask of me the sacrifice of my life, what was passing around you.
But in
but not that of my love."
stead of being enlightened by experience,
his

ging

I

— Ah

I

to close my

O

have resolved

Consne-

Therefore,

I

!

Anzoleto,

ears and my heart.

said the professor, shrug
" Come with me,
shoulders.

;

" He ill?"

ill."

vivify by the

cannot

lo, let there be no weakness between us.
mean that you
Come to this palace.
shall surprise your lover in the arms of

!

think he must be

since

derbolt,

ly

I

my master

at the theatre.

the day before yesterday

been

have

must operate upon othen, and
must enlighten by the glare of the thanwarmth of the sun.

in you as in God,
But in whatever concerns

customed to believe

since

!

have not seen Anzoleto

I

I

anxious.

Be careful of what you say," replied
am ac
stifled voice, "

Consuelo with

But such as

crisis.

I

"

know that you blame my attachment for
I could not tell you a lie. I am

him ; but

this

made,

I

I

and more humane friend to sustain yon in

1

"I

ardors with which you inspire him, and
am searching for my betrothed,"
replied Consuelo, taking her old master's that he thinks only of making the most
" And do not know why I should out of you, while he satisfies elsewhere,
arm.
I his shameful passions."
blush to confess it to my beat friend.

I
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a

a

!

!

I

I

;

it

if

could be seen from no di
You sought your window, as
for
jutting balcony prevented
he has helped me, and how he has re betrothed, let us look for him there. rection
have been in the Have you the courage? "
spected me ever since
anything being distinguished from below.
" No no a thousand times, no !" re On level, there was nothing, and above,
must tell you."
And Consue
world!
lo related the whole history of her life plied Consuelo, tottering in her walk and only the roof of the house which Porpora
and of her love, which made but one and supporting herself against the wall. — inhabited, which did not front in such a

"

thes,

in

houses

that he

of debauchery,

the

in

a

stars, to flee frum his fellow men, and to
dream over

his sacred or

dramatic

sub

Chance had thus revealed to him
jects.
the secret of Anzoleto's loves, and Con

and petrified

suelo had

a

;

the refuse of all

women of Venice,

love.

the only good which can be per
formed by
heart dried up by misfortune
am sorry,
by suffering.
my poor girl, that you have not a gentler

I

ommon

is

is

it

;

baste and so pure,

That

and kindness,
to those

I

must speak the truth

I

nates by my tenderness
is

the little knowledge
worth
possesses, and the little he
not the less true, that this lover,
ba
is

know that he owes
e

I

it,

:

I

a

It

I

a

I

Porpora was moved but not shaken.
'• In all this," said he, " can see

I

;

Leave me some life, my master
do not way as to look into the palace of the canBut Corilla did not know, that
kill me before
have lived.
tell you tatrice.
in an angle of that roof, was
only that you kill me."
ledge
" must needs be that you drink this worked in lead, sort of niche the open
your innocence, your fidelity, your virtue.
see well the need he had of cup," replied the inexorable old man
As to him,
"I air, whither, behind large stack ofchimyour society, and of your teachings, to fill here the part of destiny.
Having nies, the maestro, with an artist's caprice,
which, whatever you may think of
came every evening, to look upon the
made only ingrates and therefore unfortu
the same history.

only to look

which he pointed

in the direction

out, to see her lover in
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& voluptuous
She

with her rival.

tetf-a-tiite

immediately, and Porin the fear of some dizziness

turned away

pora, who,

of despair, held her with a superhuman
strength, reconducted her to a lower story,
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" You

never will comprehend them, He deceives, he humiliates you, while
but you will verify them every hour of you strive to excuse him.
Moreover,
You will know that a man do not wish to inspire you with hatred
your life.
may be jealous of the advantages of a and resentment ; but with calmness and

I

woman, when that man is an artist full of
led her to his study, the door and vanity ; and that a lover may hate the
windows of which, he shut, in order to success of her he loves, when the theatre
envelop in mystery, the explosion he an is the atmosphere in which they live.
and

indifference.
carries
never

with

The character of that man
the actions of his life,

it

can you change

him.

Make

up

your mind and think of yourself."

" Of myself! that is of myself alone ?
The reason is, an actor is not a man,
he is a woman.
He lives only of myself without love and without
II.
upon diseased vanity ; he thinks only of hope ! "
But there was no explosion.
Consue- satisfying his vanity ; he works only to
"Think of the divine art, Consuelo,
lo remained silent and as it were stunned. intoxicate
himself
with vanity.
The would you dare to say you love that sole
"
Porpora addressed her.
She did not an beauty of a woman does him an injury.
ly for the sake of Anzoleto?
" I have loved art for its own sake
swer, and made him a sign not to speak to The talent of a woman effaces or disputes
ticipated.

Consuelo,

her ; then she rose, went and drank, by
great goblets, a large flagon of iced wa
ter which was standing upon the harpsi
chord, made several turns through the
chamber, and returning,
seated herself
face to face with her master, without ut
tering a word.

A woman is his rival, or rath likewise ; I have never separated in my
er he is a woman's rival ; he has all the thought those two inseparable things ; my
littlenesses, all the caprices, all the exac
life and that of Anzoleto.
do not see
his own.

I

of a coquette. how there can remain any power in me
Such is the character of most of the men to love any thing, when the necessary
attached to the theatre.
There are grand half of my life shall be taken away."
" Anzoleto was for you only an idea,
exceptions; but they are so rare, so meri
torious, that we ought to prostrate our
You will
and that idea gave you life.
tions, all the ridiculousness

The austere old man did not comprethe depth of her suffering. — selves before them, and do them more replace him by another idea more grand,
"Well," said he, " did I deceive you? honor than to the most learned men of more pure, more vivifying. Your soul,
And now what do you think of doing? "
science.
Anzoleto is not an exception.
your genius, your being in fine, will no
A mournful shiver agitated the statue, Among the vain, he is one of the most longer be at the mercy of a fragile and
and after having passed her hand over vain ; this is all the secret of his con deceitful form ; you will contemplate the
her forehead : —
think of doing noth
duct."
sublime ideal freed from this terrestrial
" But what an incomprehensible ven veil ; you will soar into heaven and will
ing," said she, " before I can understand
what has happened to me? "
geance ; what poor and inefficacious live in a holy marriage with God him
" And what remains to be understood?'' means? How can Corilla
compensate self."
"All! for I understand nothing; and him for his failure before the public ? If " Do you mean to say that I will be
you see me occupied in searching for the he had frankly told me his sufferings, — come a religieuse, as you formerly advised
prehend

"I

cause of my misfortune without
any thing which can explain it.
evil have 1 done to Anzoleto

finding

that he loves

me no longer ? What fault have
mitted to make me contemptible

(ah ! there needed but one word for that,)

What I should have understood him, perhaps ;

I

com
in his

I myself,

at any rate,
have

I

would

I

should have pitied him ;
to make

retired

room

for

him."
" The characteristic

me?"
" No, you would thereby limit the ex
ercise of your genius to one branch and
Whatever you do
you must embrace all.
and wherever you are, on the stage as in

of envious souls is the cloister, you may be a saint, a ce
see to hate others in proportion to the happi
lestial virgin, the betrothed of the holy
And ideal."
nothing there which gives me the key to ness of which they deprive them.
" What you say presents a sublime
O ! It is an inconceivable
this mystery.
the characteristic of love, alas ! is it not
to detest in the beloved object, those meaning, surrounded by mysterious fig
prodigy ! My mother believed in the pow

eyes ? You cannot tell me, since
who read my own conscience,

can

While
er of philters : this Corilla, can she be a pleasures which we do not furnish.
"
your lover abhors the public which covers

magician?

"

"

child !

Poor

"

said

maestro,

the

a magician at work
here, but her name is vanity ; there is in
deed a poison, but it is called Envy.
there

is indeed

you with plory, do you not hate the rival
"
who intoxicates him with pleasure?

" You

there say

something

which

is

ures.
Let me retire, my master, I need
time to recollect and to know myself."

"You have said the word, Consuelo,
Hitherto
you do neod to know yourself.
you have not known your true self, in

circulated

your soul and your future
very profound, my master, and upon which surrendering
I wish to reflect."
life to a being who is your inferior in eve
' It is
You have not known your
something true. — At the same ry respect.
time that Anzoleto hates you for your destiny, in not seeing that you were born
success on the stage, you hate him for without equal, and therefore without an

to.

his pleasures

Corilla may have poured it out, but it
was not she who moulded that soul so fit
ted to receive

it.

The venom already

in the impure veins of Anzole
One dose more made him a traitor,

instead of cheat that he was ; unfaithful
instead of ungrateful, that he had always
been."

" What

"The

vanity, what envy?

vanity

"

of surpassing all others,

the vanity of surpassing

you, rage at be

ing surpassed by you."
" Is that credible ? Can a man be jeal
ous of the advantages of a woman ? Can
a lover hate the success of her he loves?

" It

in the boudoir of Corilla."

You re

associate possible in this world.

I wish
quire solitude, absolute liberty.
and you make me see that it would be for you, neither husband, nor lover, nor
mean and shameful to hate my rival. family, nor passions, nor ties of any kind.
I

is not so.

There remains

could not hate him,

the pleasure with
him, and of which

then

which she intoxicates

I

But

It

is thus that I have always

conceived

your existence and comprehended
On the day that you
character.

your

give
yourself to a mortal, you lose your divin
Ah ! if Mingotti and Molteni, my
tary crime, then Anzoleto is not so guilty ity.
illustrious pupils, my powerful creations,
because he hates my triumph."
" You are very ready to interpret mat had been willing to believe me, they
cannot think without

why ?

I

know

not.

If

shuddering.

it be an involun

then there are many things which I do ters so as to excuse his conduct and his
not know, and which I cannot compre
sentiments. No, Anzoleto is not innocent

earth.

hend."

vanity blinds her, vain desires agitate her,

and respectable

as you are in suffering.

would

have lived

without

rivals

on the

But woman is weak and curious ;
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What have
carries her away.
they gained from the satisfaction of this
restlessness ? storms, fatigue, the loss

caprice

or alteration

Will

of their genius.

you

flies

the shadow

which

you

cast upon

covered by a shower of flowers, she was
to stoop in order to pick op a

He places his fate in the hands of obliged

him.

a less formidable

woman, whom

also he crown

" Ah

of laurel.

! the savage, fe

will betray, when he has no more need of rocious wild beasts ! " murmured she, as
she reentered the wing.
her."

Consuelot will
" My beauty, said the old singer to her,
Consuelo became pale and pressed both
you not have an ambition superior to all
" you suffer
the false goods of this life? Will you not her hands upon her heart ready to break. as he led her by the hand,
but
these
added he,
;
much
little
with
things,"
she
had
flattered
herself
of
vain
desires
Perhaps
all
the
to
wish
extinguish
your heart in order to seize the most the hope of bringing Anzoleto back, by presenting a wreath of flowers which he
" are a marvel
which has ever been gently reproaching him for his fault and had picked up for her,
beautiful crown
not be more than they,

"
granted as a glory to genius 1
Porpora spoke a long while,

You
offering to suspend her own debuts. This lous specific for all our miseries.
an news was as the stroke of a dagger, and will accustom yourself to them, and a time
cannot the thought of never again seeing him will come when you will feel your suffer

with

I

energy and an eloquence which
translate. Consuelo listened to him, with

master,"
but

I

"

you are great,
am not sufficiently so to comprehend
she,

answered

It seems to me that you outrage
human nature in proscribing her most no
ble passions. It seems to me that you sti
you.

which

fle the instincts

God himself

has

given us, in order to make a sort of deifi
cation of a monstrous and antihuman ego
tism.
better

I

Perhaps

if I

should

I

be his ruin.

will strive to become so ; this is what

— " Ah

cannot,

rush headlong into it ;

I

I

I

! it is an ug

will not let him bed of flowers which had been gathered

I will

restrain him,

will make him understand his true inte

if

The
agitated in the depths of her heart.
great and austere artist accompanied her
indoctrin

ating, but not able to convince her. He
did her much good nevertheless, by open
ing to her thought a vast field of pro

and thrown

The tire-woman

the sofa.

pell-mell upon
went out to

re
call a physician.
Count Zustiniani
Come with me, my dear mained for some instants alone by the
side of his beautiful cantatrice, pale and
master, do not let us abandon him thus.
" would abandon you and forever," broken like the beautiful jasmines which
rests,

it be true that he can comprehend

—

I

Corilla!
your

Ah!

Bohemian

Saint

Cecilia,

of reanimating her by his caresses. But
to his first kiss was odious to the pure lips
She roused herself to re
instincts. of Consuelo.
mistrust

origin, and endeavor

stifle its blind and vagabond
Come let us go : they are waiting for you
to rehearse. In spite of yourself, you will
have a certain pleasure this evening in
singing

with

a

master

like

Stefanini.

You will see a learned, modest, and gen
the crime of Anzoleto was buried as a par erous artist."
He led her to the Theatre, and there
ticular fact, serving for a painful but sol
emn introduction to infinite reveries. She for the first time, she felt all the horror of
found and serious meditations,

on the stage,

At that moment of
cried Porpora indignant, " if you were to strewed her couch.
1 commit such a meanness. What, beseech trouble and intoxication, Zustiniani lost his
that wretch, dispute his possession with a reason, and yielded to the foolish desire

I

can promise you."
She retired, tranquil in appearance, but

even to her home, continually

alized by her mind.

nothing else.

understand you
:

were more of a Christian

ing and fatigue on those days only that
they forget to crown you."
" Oh how vain and little they are ! "
ly dream," cried she, " must go and
Returned to
find him and let him explain this vision. thought the poor Consuelo.
He must not follow that woman , it would her box, she fainted away literally upon a
whom she had so loved, could not be re

her head bent and her eyes fixed upon
the floor.
When he had said all.— " My

in which

passed long hours in praying, weeping,
and reflecting ; and tlien fell asleep with
the consciousness of her virtue, and hope
in a God willing to teach and to save.

an artist's life, chained to the requirements

pel him as

if it

had been the bite of a ser

" Ah ! far from me," said she,
pent.
excited in a sort of delirium ; " far from
me all love, all caresses, and all sweet
words ! no love ! no husband ! no lover !
no family for me ! my master has said it !
liberty, the ideal, solitude, glory!" and
she burst into such an agony of lears that
the Count, terrified, threw himself upon

of the public, condemned to stifle her own his knees before her, and strove to calm
But he could say nothing healing
feelings, and repress her own emotions in her.
order to obey the feelings

and flatter the

On the next day Porpora came to an
nounce to her that there would be a re

emotions of others.

all this means, and who consents without

filled her breast and were vented in a forced

to that

wounded

soul,

and his passion,

This rehearsal, then which at that moment had reached its
the dressing, and the performance of the highest paroxysm, expressed itself in
hearsal of Ipcrmnestra for Stefanini, who evening were a horrible suffering to her. spite of him. He understood but too well
was to take Anzoleto's part.
This latter Anzoleto did not show himself. The day in her the despair of the betrayed lover.
was ill, kept his bud, and complained of a after the morrow, she had to appear in He gave expression to the enthusiasm of
loss of voice.
a hopeful one.
Consuelo appeared to
Consuelo's first movement an opera buffa of Galuppi : Arcifanfano
This farce had been chosen hear him and withdrew her hand from his
was to run to his lodging for the purpose re dci matti.
" Save yourself that to please Stefanini, who was an excellent with a vacant smile, which the Count
of nursing him.
trouble," said the professor ; " he is per comic actor. Consuelo must needs exert took for a slight encouragement.
Some men full of tact and penetration
fectly well ; the physician of the theatre herself to make those laugh whom she had
She was brilliant,
in the world, are absurd in such enter
has ascertained thai, and he will go this before made weep.
evening to Corilla's without doubt.
But charming, jocose to the last degree, with prises. The physician arrived and ad
Count Zustiniani, who understands what death in her soul. Two or three times sobs ministered a calming remedy in the style
regret that he should suspend his gaiety, frightful to be seen by any one who
When she re
de'buts, has forbidden the physician to could have understood it.
much

unmask the pretence, and has requested
thc good Stefanini to retum to the stage

turned to her box, she fell into convulsions.

The public wished her to come forth again,

Consuelo was
which they called drops.
then enveloped in her mantle and carried
to her gondola.

The Count entered with

her, supporting her in his arms, and al
ways talking of his love, even with a cer

that they might applaud her; she tarried tain eloquence, which it seemed to him
At the end of a
and they made a horrible uproar ; they were must carry conviction.
my God, what does Anzoleto
mean to do ? Is he so much discouraged as ready to break up the benches, to scale quarter of an hour, obtaining no response,
Siefanini, who went to seek he implored a word, a look.
the barrier.
to quit the stage ? "
" To what then shall I answer? " said
" Yes, the stage of San Samuel. In her, found her half dressed, her hair in
for a few days."

"But

a month

he will leave for France

Corilla.

Does

that

surprise

you ?

with

disorder, pale as a spectre ; she allowed

Consuelo to him, rousing herself as it were

He herself to be led upon the stage, and there from a dream , "

I

have heard nothing."
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accustomed to the gondola of the Signor her,

Count."
" The Signor Count
occur, and that this wounded soul would be
more accessible at the moment than after

then Anzoleto,

•reflection and the counsellings of reason.
He therefore spoke again, and found the

make me his mistress?

same

dear, that

only a sort of instinctive
repelling

preoccupation,
earnestness in

his arms and his

lips, which

knew

wished

intention

of de

He wished to make this latter ree'n-

to la

ter with

him upon the stage, and could

it

of detaching himself from her
at a moment when his success was about
discreetly beat
" Ah you knew that and that was the to depend upon her entirely. This bold
time you chose to abandon me? "
and mean plan was nevertheless formed
was not to hinder
a

same

the arranged

her, of remaining her betrothed,
her friend, and not breaking with Coril

you, my
retreat."

not think

?

the

"

with

ceiving

— You

that the Count

I

silence,

"And

?

thought that no better opportunity

''.

though at first discouraged,
could

Zusliuiaru,
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" Have
not done well, and are you in his thought, and he treated Consuelo
When the gondo not satisfied with your lot
the energy of anger.
The Count like one of those madonnas, whose pro
la reached the landing place, he strove to
magnificent lover, and the poor fallen tection the Italian women implore in the
retain Consuelo yet an instant in order to debutant could not have contended with hour of repentance, and whose faces they
though it had not

is
a

?

I

could not be mistaken,

!

Out,
say
having
regret for you.
But know beforehand that you can make
your de'but at Venice, and re-appear at vulsive laughter, not comprehending
San Samuel with Corilla
never again distress of that soul in delirium,

is an age ; but I must submit, if you per
mit me to hope that at least your friend

ZOngara goes then to play the great lady
at Zustiniani's villa, on the banks of the a long

in a strange tone, as she Brenta
That will be a beautiful
" hut do ence and am rejoiced at it."
placed her foot upon the bank :
" my mother " saidConsnelo,
not follow me," said she, making an im

exist
turn

perious gesture to thrust him back into
the interior of the gondola: "otherwise

on her knees beside

you will have no reason to hope."
had restored
Shame and indignation

a

!

O

I

?

replied Consuelo

it,

proached to take his friend in his arms,
But she arose of her
and to raise her.
self,

and repelling

with

him

force, she threw him

—"

towards

a

savage

the door,

thought

of atrocious

selfishness,

" my project will succeed she
the Count's love
the job
half
done." Overcome by fatigue, he slept
late, and in the afternoon he went to see
knows

"Grand

stretching

out her arms

gone

"

"

cheated us all, the little
Porpora

and he had discovered

mid

with

a smile,

which brought a torrent of tears over her
" What do you think of our

it,

!

will do you no good to hunt
said Corilla with
There was in this resolution, a malicious laugh and
look of triumph.
stage.
" She embarked for Palestrina with the
homage rendered to the purity and pride
He knew that she was in break of day, and
now far from
of Consuelo.
Zustiniani, who
capable of assenting to an equivocal po here on the main land.
beloved and was de
sition, and of accepting a protection which thought himself
furious; he
There was still ceived,
in bed with tl.e
would make her blush.
But he sent Porpora to me short
in his culpable and corrupted soul, an im fever.
movable faith in the innocence of this time since to ask me to sing this evening
who
very tired of the
young girl, whom he expected to find as and Stefanini,
her from the

for her

in Venice,"

end

by becoming

accus

;

—"

ani, and thus to withdraw

T

" You have seemed to me already
well accustomed to the boudoir of Co
rilla."
" And as for you, find you also well

chaste, as faithful,

as devoted, as he had

left her some days before.

stage and

But how can pleasures

we reconcile this religious feeling towards

very

impatient to go and enjoy the

of retreat

dcEtrous

in

his

chateau,

is

we shall

tomed

word

a

think Consuelo," replied he, with a

" that we have
bitter smile and dry eyes,
but
had some pains in subscribing to
that

saying

is

"

She was

is

" I

mask.

is

happiness?

gone without

is

cheeks.

has

a

features

she,

for the Imperial theatre, where
to produce his new opera."

"Gone!

!

her

cried

Consuelo

all: this was' to to me " cried Anzoleto, rushing towards

" We are very happy, are we not, An- tell her that he was threatened in her the door.
" Oh
aoleto?" said she in a harsh voice, and honor by the amorous projects of Zustinicontracting

"

Gone
and with whom, great God!
"
and to what country
" To Vienna, whither Porpora has sent
her to await his own coming.
She

He had not felt strength enough separate
from her,

news!"

Corilla.

engaged

dle course to conciliate

other.

and

himself to return on the

said he,

was moreover the best he could conceive.
a

who had heard her, had al
Anzoleto,
When the blueready lighted the lamp.
ish light fell upon their disfigured fea
tures, they were afraid, each of the

it a

!

I

!

!

:

" I thank crying to him
Out of my room, out
ly with him to her chamber ;
to all
you, Anzoleto ; you have good reason to of my heart, out of my memory
"
adieu
am truly joyous; O ! eternity, adieu
congratulate me ;
Anzoleto had come to find her with
entirely joyous."

vexed, promising

morrow, and flattering himself that he
" After all,"
would be more fortunate.

a

con

and the

with her face bu

a

" I

upon the staircase

herself

sardonic laugh as she ascended the stairs.. the terrible sobs which he could hear
"You are very joyous, Consuelo!" rending Consuelo's bosom. Remorse
heavy blow upon his, and he ap
said to her in the darkness, a voice which struck
almost struck her to the earth.

time

bank, waiting for her to recall him
He
even ventured to knock, and implore her
forgiveness through the door. But
deep

silence reigned in that chamber, whose
threshold he was never more to pass with
He retired, confused and
had served as Consuelo.

ing towards her bed and throwing

ried in the covering which
winding sheet for the Zingara.
her strength ; but a nervous, feverish
Anzoleto was frightened and penetrat
strength, which found voice in a frightful ed by this energetic movement, and by

gratulate you on your gaiety."
" Ah ! yes ! "replied she, forcibly seiz
ing Anzoleto's arm, and mounting rapid

and drive

him away with contempt, his respect for
her returned with fear, and he wandered

!

O ! yes, yes ! there is room for hope,"

the

is

"

raise herself above his insults

of your mother

a

ship— "

he

of my mother tread thought he had come too late, and rage
But when he saw her
call
the seized upon him.
boards, they

the daughter

O! that those ignoble
stage."
" The daughter

dear Consuelo,

the

is ;

shall

"To-morrow,

part, he began to fear lest he had lost too
much time in maturing his project. When
he saw her enter the gondola of the
Count and approach with a burst of con

a

out evasion."

by

;

I

yes, — to-morrow

be sullied

:

I am. To-morrow,
will reply to you with

the trouble in which

should

?

from

seems as

!

understood perfectly.
me this night to reflect, to recover

should justify myself,

not deserve that
and

is

I

it

I

have not heard

O ! yes !
have
ask you: to allow

When he saw her so brilliant and ap
parently so gay at the theatre in her comic

!

I

am ;

!

I

I understand.

mous man.

I

well, but

excuse the weak con

veil in the hour of sin.

you are an infa
Out of this house
you do

:

dition in which

"

"

was right

if I
I

a cold sweetness,

imagine?

Porpora

:

"

I

him,

Ah ! signer Count," replied she, with

a

"

it

obtain from her a more encouraging word.

to have you resume your
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they tell me, but takes me longer than the
determine lo reappear deep and earnest discussion of the practi
Eloquent truths rest for even now never go about among
As for me, I cability of Association.
in Ipermnestra.
am going to the rehearsal : they are and fitly spoken, came to me between the the poor, and see in what utter sqnalidnes*
and villanous of poverty they live,
what filthy and disYou can, if you do not waves of omnibus-rattle
waiting for me.
not this something? gusting odors they breathe, and how un
believe me, take a turn through the city, cigar-smoke!
comfortably, how miserably they eat and
marked perva
In fact,
begin to note
and convince yourself of the truth."

I

does

seem to me as

sometimes

a

sleep, — without wishing for the power of
converting all things into their realities,

new

actually

and thus restoring

the world

BY WILLIAM IT I. I. EN BRYANT.
O stream, forever fresh and full,
That gleamest through the plain !
For thee the punctual spriog returos,
To steep thy banks with rain;
And when thy latest blossom* die

extant.

were again about to be performed.
great fire
Since my last we have had

the blazing City, as tall house after house

It

sublime

and awful spectacle,

choking crowd, and fell hissing into the
water for miles down the Bay. When

and the mer
their

sympa

1

lavish

community

a

Half

and

ruins,

hundred

a

the

ied beneath

its keen
saw the flame darting
tongues into the still grey air of the cold
was two miles off in Broadway
dawn,
went towards the scene,
seem
and as

first

sufferers.
upon the unfortunate
score of human skeletons lie bur

thies

;

has been consumed,

I I

tic.,
cantile

;

is

a

a

it

been deprived of
bed to sleep on, or the few -poor clothes ed like walking right into the perspective
Gradually the stillness and
Well, let us do the rich men of picture.
they had.
the First Ward
very beauty of the canvass began to quicken
ample justice
laggard fireman hurried
aristocratic and very wealthy.
Fifty of into reality, as
have

poor families

for

thousand

the relief of these

hundred

by with his coat upon his arm, or
zy watchman wakened

dollars

apiece.

as times go

This

nap to gaze with
now

and es

street

;

the

a

a

liberal,

it

twenty

it
is

III.
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drow-

from his morning

And
lack-lustre eyes.
rapidly thickened with
the anxious faces of friends stop
considered that these people
pecially, when
was "
moment to tell me that
poor burnt-out wretches have helped to ped
"
inev
fire,"
the
whole
must
City
enrich their employers, by working for terrific
families

was surely

:

The dust alone remains.
Gtaham't Magazine.

men contributed

leading

dollars

a

its

a

a

Thy parent fountains shrink away,
And close their crystal veins,
And where thy glittering waters ran,

NO.

was

What do you think? fell crashing to the ground, and rousing
New York.
worth
of Silks, Teas, whole clouds of fiery dust, which rained
Five millions
Wines, Furs, French Plate Glass, &c. flakes of flame over the infuriate and

0 Stream of Life ! the violet springs
But once beside thy bed ;
But one brief .summer on thy path
The dews of heaven Are shed.

-

harmo

in

In autumn's chilly showers,
The winter fountains gush for thee,
Till May brings back the flowers.

LETTER FROM BROADWAY.

that universal

is, after all, the only real fact

ny which

had been divinely breathed upon anew,
some great and glorioua miracle
and as
a

SONG.

To

spirit.

if

To be Continued.

creative

a

upon the Persian carpet of the courtezan.

sion of all common things, .with
and

if

"

you
have gained your point, but you tear my
And he fell in a swoon
life from me."

It

Ah ! fury ! " cried Anzoleto,

;

"

a

Is

in

;

to-morrow

I

it

Therefore

de'buts.

is
a

I have the greatest pleasure in assur one sixth or one tenth their fair propor itably go," and other commonplaces of
ing you that the HARBINGER is received tion of the income of society, all their terror, and the crackling roar of the con
with great and increasing favor in New miserable lives.
flagration, the shouts of the engineers,
York, that its circle of readers (and I
This fire
pregnant subject of re the murmur of the frightened throng,
hope subscribers, although this does not flection, and presents some thoughts on filled ear and brain, while the eye drank
always follow directly,) is weekly widen
the architecture of cities, worthy to be in gigantic shapes of sublime and fearful
a

ing and deepening ; for it is beginning to discussed by
far abler pen than mine. devastation.
The picture had become
its way among different strata of To me
has appeared, ever since child
reality.
population from its own, which is a most hood, that the subject of architecture and
But the strangest, the most picturesque,
desirable object.
The plan of the paper building in cities,
less understood and and by much the mournfullest
scene of
has evidently been well chosen ; adapted more distorted from the true idea of har
any, was that on the Battery, by moon
admirably lo the important part it has to mony and symmetry, than almost any light the next evening. In the broad line
is

it

make

;

is
a

I

At the theatre,
hotels, on
steamboats, in the picture-gallery,
every
where, — common-place
conversation

is

in

ciety.

a

a

and worse ventilat
caded with beds, and broken bottles, and
ed tenements which the wealthy landlord disjointed tables, and creaking cradles,
erects for the poverty-cursed tenant, — and whom the last few hours had driven from
which he must take or have none, as all their dens like rats from their holes, and
houses are alike whose rents are within left houseless and homeless, and yet very
his

means

the filthy

and inconvenient

workshops

of many trades

cent,

and costly edifices,

airy

impertinence

little

the magnifi

;

;

in

;

in

in
a

had

been

in

saw these weary

faint lips moved gratefully in the fresh
breeze, from the dancing water,
and
whose eyes seemed to be dimly inquiring
their destiny of the golden moon, gushing
down through the cool musical branches,
doubted
these poor creatures had not
gained by the exchange of home for this
calm bivouac beneath the starry night.

I

;

a

a

Nay, as

women sitting
in which and woe-begone
upon
peddles law and justice to their heels, weeping desolately over their
the grandness and extent of pale, wan, and sickly children,
whose

ignorance
often interrupted by
discursive discus
our pauper-houses and hospitals
the su
sion of some topic in the Harbinger
and perlative quality and expensiveness of the
thus are the people becoming gradually
churches, every where erected
honor of
familiarized to the presence of that which " the meek and
lowly Jesus;" the vastthey will at last have the courage to ex
ness of our public prisons
all these gro
amine.
Last night
heard
fanhiona- tesque yet painful contrasts
city archi
hly dressed man and woman, on their tecture, have
made me heart-sick.
Yet
way to the Alhumra, rngaprd
most one gets bravely over such squeamishness,
1

worse off than they

their best.

I

it

This
great point gained
and already
see the good effects of this
state of things in the conversations of lit
erary circles, and even in fashionable so
cates.

the poor, ill-provided,

if

it,

the Harbinger very widely
general perusal, among the better in
formed of those who dislike, or are indif
ferent to the peculiar doctrines
advo
to

a

recommends

else
see about me.
The tall, of that glorious promenade, where the
dark, and gloomy edifices and streets into dead smoke of the smothered conflagra
which merchants all cram themselves to tion kept up
never-ceasing war with
save a little space, which might easily be the fresh sea-breeze, crouched
thousand
overcome by means of transportation
people, men, women, and children, barri
thing

;

and times

;

characters

I

and to the

:

play,

among which it is to be played.
The ab
solute dearth of every thing in periodical
literature with any life or freshness in
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rent, justice, in the intercourse of nations,
while the internal affairs of life are in all
Bob-o-Hnk,
Merrily rings the fluttering
WfaoK trilling song *bove the meadow their ramifications, established upon the
right of conquest. Why shall not the

THE BOB-0-LINK.

The eager air speeds tremulous to drink
laws, which create motives in all men to
The bubbling sweetness of the liquid notesi obtain from all their fellow citizens, by
Whose silver cadences d• rise and tiuk,
cunning, or any force not expressly for
Shift, glide, and shiver, like the trembling
bidden by the law, all their lands, houses,
motes
also
goods, wares, and merchandize,
In the full gush of sunset ; one might think
stimulate nations to foreign conquest and
Some puii-nt cbaxiu had turned the auroral
warlike aggression I
Same
The Moral Reform Society and its
Of the night-kltxlling North to harmony
are engaged in a noble attempt,
auxiliaries
That in one gurgling rush of sweetness came
are entirely unable to stem the head
Mocking the ear as once it mocked the eye, but
long tide of depravity, which is the natu
With varying beauties twinkling fitfully.
ral result of the false and corrupting re
Low hovering in the air his song he sings
lation that exists between capital and
As if he shook it from his trembling wings.
The Herald of Freedom.
For the Harbinger.

We are

manner of degradation.

every

monopolized land and ma
with all the social horrors that

invaded

by

chinery,

at this time, and which arc

afflict Europe

We are not

sure to follow in their train.

only invaded, but subjugated by the com
mon law, and other state mechanism, de

Britain, which have no

rived from Great

positive power except to do wrong, and
All
only a negative power to do right.
these invaders of the Democratic principle
and
by the judicious
use of the taxing power,

can be conquered
constitutional

applied to check monopolies and secure
an independent sphere of labor to each
citizen, and a full and complete education
to each child.

There is wisdom, there is virtue, there
Idler to spread the al is philanthropy enough in the reformers
to infamy in the presence of of the present day, if they will come

labor ; continually

the power

increasing

of the luxurious
lurements

together in a loving and liberal spirit, te
devise a peaceful, and thorough plan of
The evils that afflict society have been band of Reformers, are also earnest in national, state, county, and town, reform.
criticise*l by the progressive spirit of the their endeavors to evade the evils of the Therefore, brethren in the cause of huage, and organized efforts have been made age, and by constructing a township upon man progress, do not fail to attend the
on the second
for their correction.
principles of scientific justice, they hope meeting for that great object,
Every prominent abuse of the human to lead the way to a brighter future for Tuesday in Ocleber next.

UNION

OF ALL REFORMERS,

FOR ONE

GREAT REFORM.

faculties,
oppressive
prevails,

half-starved and squalid industrials.
Associationists,

vice, every
every prevailing
and degrading
relation that
has caused the friends of hu

a

increasing

rapidly

Humanity.

The National

Reformers,

For the Harbinger.

who contend

for the freedom of the public

THE SCEPTICISM OF THE AGE.

lands, are

FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
manity to array themselves in bands, for also striving for the right, and with most
the purpose of resisting, and if possible of heroic energy ; and if right gave might,
In the age in which we live, the ele
some one or more of the they would have all the power their prin
ments of a new social and religious unity
eradicating,
are floating, scattered throughout a great
evils that disgrace our age and country, ciples demand.
and these bands have been justly entitled
Still none of these reforms has any conflict of efforts and wishes, the object
other rational hope of complete success,
except by and through the union of all
tion of reformers, whose principles tend these reforms, in one grand, constructive,
system, by conservative, and radical movement.
to perfecting our political
Reformers.

Party is an organiza

The Democratic

securing

to

citizen

each

amount of individual

greatest
but

independence,

ih \y have made but little
cause their leaders,

the

progress, be

corrupted

by

place
found

There are several
social

polity,

which

principles

even they did not arrive

of our hope which

are universally

ac

cepted as maxims of government, which
touch the heart of each of these questions.

Any one of these political

of which is just begining to be under
stood, and the links of connection to be
forged by some superior spirits only ; and

maxims,

if

at once at the

now sustains

faith has passed through

Their

them.

a thousand

tri
als ; it has escaped a thousand dangers ,
it has surmounted a thousand sufferings ;

soon cure

it has been opposed by all the elements
of dissolution in which it had its birth ;

all the ills for which these several classes
of reforms are seeking a remedy ; as for

and even now, combatted and repelled by
the egotism, the corruption, and the cu

heroic with attacks upon chattel example,
The feudal tenures of
Tenures of Land.
slavery, has not succeeded, because those
engaged in it have not perceived that it land were granted to the landholders for
was only one of the many modes of op such considerations as would be the best
pression that the productive laborer has guarantee for the cultivation of the land

pidity of the times, it undergoes a kind
of martyrdom, and issues slowly from the
bosom of the ruins which strive to bury

Were
and the support of the cultivator.
the same considerations exacted now, we

obliged to struggle with such trials, how
much more must beings of a humbler
condition and a more common stamp have

and power,
that their

almost

have
interests

were

always
hostile

to the

principles of their constituents.
The Abolition movement, sincere,

ar

carried

into full

effect, would

dent,

to endure,

which

every

where

condemn

him to ignorance and want.

The Temperance reformers have done should never hear a human being complain
much real good, but they find a constant for want of employment, nor a people
tendency to reaction, from the great in complaining of scarcity or high prices.
ducements to accumulate wealth by a
It is an accepted maxim,
Taxation.
to society ; from the too that to repel invasion, the government
frequent profligacy of the rich, and from has the right to draw the last grain of
the despair of the weak, who fail in the corn, the last dollar in money, and the
universal conflict of interests, and from last drop of blood in the nation.
Now

traffic injurious

the merely animal
lot of the mass.

education

that is the

we, the people of these United States,
are invaded by powers foreign to the prin

it.

If

great

the
souls

great

and

intelligences

of the century

have

the
been

doubted and trembled in passing through
this era of atheism and despair?
When

we have heard raised above this

hell of waitings

and of curses, the great

voices of our sceptically
ligiously
eaubriand,
sions

sceptical
Byron,

religious,

or re

poets, Goethe, Chat
Mickiewicz ; expres
and sublime, of the

so powerful
dread, the ennui, and the sorrow

with

The Peace Societies are built upon a ciples of our social compact, namely ; we which this generation is stricken, have
noble foundation of justice and philan
are invaded by countless hordes of men and we not with reason attributed to our
thropy, but must not expect success in women, whose destiny, under the present selves the right of breathing forth our
want, vice, and wail also ; and of crying, as did the dis
establishing permanent peace, or its pa system, is ignorance,
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" Lord ! Lord ! we per belief; for each of us holds a place, how
ciples of Jesus :
ish !"
How many of us have taken the ever small it may be, in the history of
pen to tell of the deep wounds our souls the age.
will enregister in
Posterity
have received, and to reproach contempo
rary humanity with not having built for
we could find a ref

us an ark in which

uge from the tempest.
Above us, do we not

find examples
among those poets, who, from the energy
of their genius, seem more in unison

deed only the great names, but the shout
we have raised will not fall back into the

mance?

Did not Dumas draw in his An

a beautiful

and great soul in des

Did not Joseph Delorme breathe
forth a song of desolation ? Did not Barpair?

bier cast a sombre glance over this world,
which appeared to him only through the
terrors of the hell of Dante > And we,
inexperienced

artists, who follow in their

footsteps, have we not been fed upon the
bitter manna which they have spread up
on the desert of mankind?
Were not
our first essays plaintive chants?
Have
we not tried to tune our timid lyre to the
pitch of their

brilliant one? How many
of us, I repeat, have answered to them
from afar by a chorus of groans?
We were so many that we could not
be numbered.
And many among us who
have again become attached to the life of
the age, many others,
in

countenance

who

or sincere

pretended

have found

convictions,

or a consolation,

now

a

look

back and are terrified to see that so few
so few months perhaps, divide
them from their age of doubt, their time
years,

of affliction.
to the poetic expression

According
one

mained

faithful
around

which

of

at least, has re

to his religious

doubled

we have all
pests,

who

us,

among

sorrow,

the cape of Tem
the storm

had so

long kept us wandering and half wreck
ed ; we have all entered the Pacific
ocean, in the resignation of mature age ;
a few, sweeping along with full sails,
filled with hope and strength ; the great
er number,

panting and powerless, from
Well ! what
having suffered too much.
ever be the Pharos which has lighted us,
which

the port

whatever

shall we

shelter,

has given

us

have the bad faith to

deny our fatigues,

our reverses and our

imminent danger of shipwreck?

Shall a

self love, the dream of a false

puerile

greatness, make us wish to efface the re
'
of the
membrance of the terrors we
cries we uttered in our tormenio !
we,

I

ought

think

not.

to ba sincerely
new

doctrines,

The

higher

and loyally
the

more

Can

For myself,

we attempt it.

our

claim

converted to
ought

we

to

confess the truth, and allow to others the
right
rors.

of judging our past doubts and er
It is solely on this condition that

they can know and appreciate our actual

To Merctiantt, Manufacturers and othert
on the Calamities of Trade:

The vicissitudes attendant on trade have
of eternal night ; it will have essentially aided in enforcing the claims
and advantages of Agriculture upon the
awakened the echoes ; it will have excit
attention of the business community gen
ed controversies ; it will have impelled
silence

erally, upon the Manufacturer, Mechanic,
and Merchant,
and " professional man," as
" natural born "
upon the
Farmer him
self.
Singular as it may seem to the unre
flecting, the statistics of our cities and
towns will prove that the operations of
doubt and despair are severe maladies, the trading world are subjected to more
which the human race must undergo to than lottery-like uncertainty, for where
as, in lotteries there may be not " two
accomplish its religious progress.
Doubt
blanks to a prize," there is a still larger
is a sacred, imprescriptible right of the
proportion of disaster resulting to persons
human conscience, which examines, to whose fortunes are embarked in trade.
The history of the trading community,
adopt or to reject its belief.
Despair is
in almost any given district, conclusively
the fatal crisis, the fearful paroxysm.
proves the startling fact that full three
But, O my God ! that despair is a great
quarters (aye, even a larger portion) of
It
is
the
most
ardent
thing.
appeal of merchants and manufacturers are driven
the soul towards thee ; it is the most un from their stores with shattered fortunes
impeachable evidence of thy existence in and mind depressed ; aggravated by the
reflection that in prosperity they had neg
us, of thy love for us, since we cannot
lected to make suitable provision of agri
lose the certainty of that existence and cultural
property and knowledge, which
the feeling of that love, without falling would have provided a comfortable home
at once into a frightful night, full of ter stead, at least, for their declining years ;
thus guarding their families from being
ror and mortal anguish.
thrown upon the cold charity of the world,
do not hesitate to believe, that the or from
having recourse for a wretched
Divinity has a paternal solicitude for and precarious livelihood to some revolt
ing
employment.
those, who, far from denying Him in the
Though Farming holds out no decoy
intoxication of vice, weep for Him in the
ing hopes of large fortunes to be speedily
horror of solitude ; and if he veil himself realised, it
furnishes,
if pursued with
forever from the eyes of those who dis economy and industry, in the first place a
cuss him with a cold arrogance, he is ve certain shelter, with unfailing means of
ry near to reveal himself to those who comfort and independence to those who
apply their intellect as well as diligence
seek him in tears.
in cultivating the soil ; and in what branch
In the strange and magnificent poem of of industry can intellect be more advan
the Dziady, the Conrade of Mickiewicz tageously employed for promoting indi
is sustaihed by angels, at the very mo vidual happiness and national welfare?
Far be it from our thoughts, in any
ment when he rolls in the dust, cursing wise
to undervalue the importance of
God who abandons him: and Byron's mercantile and
manufacturing pursuits ;
too
highly do we esteem them, as promo^
Manfred refuses to the spirit of evil that
ters
of
civilization and indispensable pur
soul which the demon has so long tor
chasers and consumers of the surplus
tured, but which escapes him at the hour
fruits of Agricultural industry itself. The
of death.
Merchant and Manufacturer,
when just
This beautiful prayer must have been and liberal, as well as intelligent and en
be
classed
among the no
breathed by Barry Cornwall's heart, while terprising, may
itling at his quiet tire-side, looking in the blest of our race ; for doubly honored
face of his sweet wife, and rocking the cradle should they be, who, daily beset with the
of his " golden-tressed Adelaide."
multitudinous
allurements of the world,
and exposed to its most unexpected and
•TOUCH US GENTLY, TIME.'
trying vicissitudes, yet, in spite of all
BY BARRY CORNWALL.
these, pursue the course of honor triumph
Touch us gently, Time :
antly through life.
But surely a reason
Let as glide adown the stream
able degree of attention to Agriculture
and Horticulture ; attention in
Gently, — as we sometimes glide
storing the
mind with valuable information on the
Through a quiet dream !
theory and practice of arts which lie at
Humble voyagers are we,
the bottom of all earthly pursuits.
Sure
Husband, wife, and children three ,
ly, surely, such attention cannot injurious
One is lost,— an angel fled
ly interfere with assiduous devotion to
To the azure overhead !
commercial and other industrial pursuits,
but, on the contrary, afford, by diversity)
Touch us gently, Time :
that occasional recreation which gives
We've not proud and soaring wings ;
power to prosecute them more vigorously.
Our ambition, Our content,
The history of the whole trading com
Lies in little things.
munity speaks volumes of admonition on
Humble voyagers are we
the importance of making for your fami
lies, in days of prosperous adventure,
O'er life's dim unsnunded sea,
some certain substantial terrqfirma provis
Seeking only some calm clime,
ion, however small, for your families.
Touch us gently, gentle time !
intolerant

spirits

to stifle

its burst,

generous intelligences to soften its bitter
with the hardy spirit of the age? Did ness ; it will, in a word, have produced
not Hugo inscribe " Necessity " upon all the good and evil which were its
the frontispiece of his most beautiful ro Providential
mission
to produce;
for
thony

CLAIMS OF AGRICULTURE UPON THE
BUSINESS COMMUNITY.

I
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Even amid the turmoil with which we are
surrounded in these large cities, the fol
lowing startling assertions, made recently
in public discourse by a distinguished cit
izen of New England, will scarcely fail
to force their way to the anxious atten
tion of every prudent business man. We
respectfully wish it to be borne in mind,
that it will be one of the leading objects
of the FARMERS' LIBRARY, to aid in at
tracting the attention of such men toward
the pleasures and advantages of rural pur
suits, and to inculcate on all such the
propriety of securing (while fortune en
ables them honestly to secure,) a com
fortable little farm, however small, for
" the family," where the trader, unfortu
nate in business, as a large portion of them
sooner or later become, may spend the
evening of his life, with the comforting
reflection that, while he could justly do
he had the prudence and intelligence to
homestead, beyond the reach of
provide
fraud or accident at home, or the disasters
of the sea. For such men, as well as for
those whose only business now
Agri
culture, we design the " FARMERS' LI
BRARY," and flatter ourselves that we
may look to the trading community, to
the prosperous Manufacturer, and the for
tunate Mechanic, for such
share of pa
tronage as will indicate that the comforts
and amusements of Agriculture and Hor
ticulture are daily appreciated in the in
tervals of business
and that they agree
with us in the opinion, that nothing can
be more expedient than to provide
snug
farm as retreat for wives and children,
when driven from the city by enfeebled
health, declining business, or, otherwise,
total bankruptcy, — until circumstances
lead him to occupy
himself,
may af
ford an honorable field of industry and in
son, who
tellectual employment for
might otherwise be wasting his life and
or may be rented at a
energies in town
To ei
good tenant.
saving interest to
"
FARMERS' LIBRARY,
ther of these, the
Agriculture,'"'
and Monthly Journal
might be turned over, to excite in the one a
fondness for agricultural science and lite
rature, and so practically instruct the ten
ant as to secure certain improvement
his property and easy payment of his
rent.
Let those who have not carefully re
fleeted on these matters, now maturely
consider the statements made by Gen
Lecture delivered before
DEARBORN,
the Massachusetts Agricultural Society
While contrasting Agricultural and Mer
cantile pursuits, he remarked that men
should instil into their sons love
gri
He declared that he would pre
culture.
fer
cottage in the country, with five
acres of ground, to the most splendii
palace that could be erected in the city,
he must depend upon the success of mer
He then went 01
chandize to support it.
to say, "that having been some fiftee:
Boston,
the Custom-house,
years
was surprised to find, at the close of hi
term, an entire new set of men doing bu
This induced him to loof
siness there.
into the subject, and he ascertained, afte
much time and research, that ninety-seve
out of every hundred who obtained thei
livelihood by buying and selling, failed
or died insolvent.
He then submitted hi
calculation to an old merchant of grea
in ever
experience, who confirmed
particular.
" The statement made by General Deai
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" that was inys an intelligent observer,
DR. BUCHANAN THE NEUROLOGIST.
with much care, and
uced to examine
New York, July 26, 1845.
found
true.
then called
egret to say
[ion friend of mine, great antiquarian,
To
THE HARBINGER:
entleman always referred to in all matters
elating to the city of Boston, and he told me
The following article, about Dr. Bu
iat in the year 1SOO,he took memorandum
chanan and his wonderful
discoveries,
every person on long wharf, and that in
40, (which
as long as merchant enntin- has been sent to me, marked, in the
es business,) only live in one hundred re- " South Western
Farmer," Raymond,
ained. They had all in that lime either
then Mississippi, the editor of which paper has
ailed or died destitute of property.
ent to
very intelligent director of the gotten hold, somehow, away down there
nion Bank
very strong bank) he told me in the cane-brake, of some capital ideas
iat the bank commenced business in 1798,
can do so much
iat there was then but one other h.tnk ui and don't know how
>oston,the Massachusetts Bank, and that the rood with
any other way, as by sendank was so overrun with business, that the
to you.
do this for two reasons
ng
lerks and officers were obliged to work unirst, to bear testimony to the talent, intwelve o'clock at night, and all Sundays
Ml they had occasion to look back year or egrity, and truly noble character of Dr.
wo ago, and they found that of the one thouswell known to me;
nd accounts which were open wlth them in Buchanan, who
arting, only six remained; they had in the and, next, to show how far and how deep
orty years either aUfailed or died dettitute
he new thoughts which are bursting forth
Houses whose paper passed
property.
the heart of humanity, already begin
without question, had all gone down in that
" Raymond, Missis
like death, and to glow and burn.
me. Bankruptcy, said he,
Imost as certain they fall single and alone,
little metropolis of cotton plant
sippi,"
no oscape
nd are thus forgotten, but there
rom it, and he
fortunate man vrho fails ations, surrounded by negro slaves and
Another friend told me that he had irutal task-masters, whose streets echo
ccasion to look through the Probate Office
more frequently to the crack of the negro
years since, and he was surprised that
ver ninety percent, of all the estates settled whip, the cry of the lacerated victim, the
here, were insolvent. And within
few vacant laugh of the midnight carousal, or
lays, have gone hack to the incorporation
street brawl, than to
have
list of the the pistol-shot of
four banks in Boston.
ireciors since they started. This is, how- any more humanizing sounds, has a Press
:ver, very unfair way of testing the rule,
winking,
which dares to talk without
or bank directors arc the most substantial
" Neurology, Mesmerism, Swedenmen in the community. In the old bank, about
iver one-third had tailed in forty years, and borgianism, Socialism " — where are we
n the new bank
much larger proportion,
about to happen
and what
going
am sorry to present you with so gloomy
But ought to tell you, that this good,
iicture, and trust you will instil into your
<ons,as Gen. Dearborn recommends,
love honest Editor
sorely bestead in his per
agriculture, lor, in mercantile pursuits,
ilous course. The same paper from which
HpaH
hey will fail to a
certainty."
take the extract
send you, contains an
Are the business men of New York.
Baltimore,
appeal to his delmquent subooribers to pay
Washington,
Philadelphia,
Richmond, Charleston, Savannah, New up
portion of their dues, and thus save
Orleans, Louisville, Cincinnati, St. Lou- him from
"sacrificing
home which he
s, more prudent, sagacious or successful
And whether had purchased for the shelter of his fami
han those of Boston?
ly," — which, however, he ready to do
they are or not, the foregoing extraordi
nary facts indicate the propriety with
Good fellow
brave
they won't pay
which we invoke the business communi- fellow
for truly,
may God reward you
to bestow more attention upon Agri
have fallen on an evil place, for the
culture, for recreation in the season of you
creed as your's
promulgation of such
prosperity, and for sure refuge in adver
must be.
sity.
r.
The Farmers' Library and Monthly
"THE NKW SCIENCE or NEUROLOGY.
Journal of Agriculture, (consisting each
number of not less than 100 pages,) of The founder of this new science, Dr. Jos.
herewith pre R. Buchanan, of Louisville, Kentucky,
which the first number
has recently delivered in our village, near
sented to the public, was established part
dozen lectures three of them public,
with
view to supplying Merchants
and the remainder to a private class of
and Manufacturers,
as well as Farmers
Having been
with every species of information con some fifteen gentlemen.
nected with the culture and management well acquainted with Dr. Buchanan per
and
still longer
sonally some five years,
and under
of Farms and Gardens
was to
fellow inquirer after Truth,
proper sense of the liberality with which as
a
matter
of
unaffected
to hail his
joy
well-meant enterprises of this sort are us
arrival in our midst.
sustained by all enlightened communities
" Many of our readers are desirous to
we confidently
reasonable
anticipate
possible, with the history of
share of that patronage, which will ena keep up,
ble us to extend our usefulness in the the remarkable phenomena now exhibited
the scientific world; and although
broad field upon which we have entered.
would not be proper, in such
journal as
— Farmers' Library.
ours, to give even an outline of Neurolobattle-field from which no gy, yet we feel that we should bo unjus
Science
we passed over these lectures in
He that tifiable
one comes off without a wound.
A brief notice shall,
fears being wounded ought never to enter perfect silence.
no then, be given.
hit,
and he that cries when he
derived from
"The term Neurology
brave man.
two words, signifying the science of the
In the history of systems, the hour of Nerves, or Nerve Science. While defin
ing, we will mention, moreover, that An
often the hour of fall.
triumph
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thropology means the science of Man, or
Nature ; in other words, Man
Human
Science: and that Psychology means the
science of Spirit, or Soul Science.
" The connection, as discovered by Dr.
B., between the brain and every part of
the system, through the instrumentality
of the nerves, ie of such a nature, that
each function of the human body is found
to have a portion of the brain correspond
ing to that function ; and, moreover, that
by exciting any given organ upon the
cranium of an impressible subject, a de
velopment of the function corresponding
thereto, will be produced.
To explain :
By exciting the organs about the eye
brow, the perceptive faculties are invig
orated in their action ; by exciting the
posterior organs, the passions are aroused ;
and, by exciting certain of the lateral or
gans, sickness of the stomach, relaxation
of the system, and even perspiration can
be produced at will.
Some of these ex
periments, when made upon highly im
pressible subjects, are truly astonishing.
" To some minds, these discoveries may
seem to be totally unconnected with prac
tical life ; but we regard them as possess
ing a high degree of importance. Indeed,
it seems to us that every new discovered
truth has its bearing, in a thousand ways,
upon all other truths.
" It will certainly be for the benefit of
the producers of wealth, the great toiling
millions, to discover as early as possible,
a Synthesis of Science.
In other words,
it is desirable — nay, it is to be longed
for by every philanthropic bosom, — that
some unitary principle should be evolved,
whereby all the elements of human knowl
edge, which now seem diverse, may be
united into one, — that all the fragments of
truth, which now seem antagonistic, may
become harmonized.
The labors of the
most learned and the most philanthropic
men of the day havc ouch an cud in view.
To gain that end, a thick wilderness, ap
palling to common minds, must be trav
ersed, — must be worked through, — must
be felled, and grubbed up, and overcome,
sufficiently at least, for a foot path.
The
shortest and surest path, yet suggested by
science, is the one in which Dr. Buchanan
is now toiling, as a pioneer, to mark out.
The old maxim " Know Thyself," lies at
the foundation of all his labors; and, in
his efforts to become acquainted with
himself, with his race, with the whole
structure of man, in all his aspects, he
has discovered a clue to the howling wil
derness, a key to the intricate labyrinth of
Human Nature, whereby the elements,
which analysis had separated, may be re
duced to one in Synthesis.
A hundred
years ago, one of the most remarkable men
of earth declared that Man was a Type
of Creation.
The science of man, then —
that is, Anthropology — does necessarily
include all science.
" The light which
Neurology throws
upon Anthropology, in each of its ramifi
cations, is cheering ; hut we have been
most struck with its bearing upon Psy
A few streaks of the dawning
chology.
light, in regard to this branch, were clear
ly beheld by our class, — an earnest of the
rising orb, which cannot long be delayed
in its glorious career.

" We

are aware that many of our read
ers object to all such speculations as these,
and regard us as a visionary enthusiast ;
but, willing as we are to please, we can
not stifle our deep convictions, in order to
keep on good terms with the doubters.

Science
day, in

presents herself, at the present
phases which appal the timid.
Neurology, Mesmerism, Swedenborgism,
Socialism, — all these are before the pub
lic, — personified in the light of brilliant
intellects, whose shining cannot be hid.
No man, by shutting his eyes, can shut
off the effulgence which is now beaming
from those luminaries.
" Be thou a spirit of health, » * * * *
Be thy intents wicked or charitable,
Thou corn'st in such a questionable shape,
That I will speak to thee."

"

Such subjects are worthy of investiga
tion by inquiring minds, — if it be for no
other purpose than to refute the preten
sions of their advocates, where those pre
tensions are untenable.
" There are some among our readers who
will weigh these remarks, and who will
be solicitous to investigate the science of
To all such we recommend
Neurology.
Dr. Buchanan's work on the subject,
which may be expected to appear in a
N.
year or more."

REVIEW.
the German
of Heinrick
By PARKE GODWIN. Part
New York : Wiley and Putnam,

Tales from
Zschokke.

I.

161 Broadway.

1845.

leper,

we sometimes

surdity of the whole

think

that the ab

business is greater

even than its moral depravity.
Of his
ideas upon these matters our author gives
some expression in the " Fool of the
Nineteenth

Century," from which admi
give an extract in

rable story we shall
our next paper.

The translation is flowing and graceful,
and

does

full

justice

to the

From the Editor's Preface

these words : —

we

original.
extract

" Zschokke, it has been remarked, was
greatly troubled with religious misgivings.
He tried to read and reason them down ;
he found a temporary support in the phi
losophy of Kant ; but it was all in vain.
Only after he had engaged earnestly in
patriotic exertion ; only after he gave
himself to deeds of active benevolence, —
did these distressing feelings leave him,
and the gospel of Christ reveal itself to
his mind as truth Divine.
He passed
from the dark and tempestuous abyss, on
which he had floated, up into the serene
heaven of a living Faith, not through the
narrow gateway of a wretched Logic, but
along the broad and beautiful road of ac
tual Work.
When he ceased to wrestle
with the grim spectres of the imagination,
and addressed himself with true manly
earnestness, to the great business of life.
he found peace."

We shall not forget our first acquaint
writer.
We
ance with this delightful
We trust that the public will display
had been wearying our brain with Fichte
and Schelling and the mystic Novalis, so just an appreciation of these tales, as
when by chance we fell upon a large to make the publication of the " Complete
volume of Zschokke.
The relief was Collection," promised by the Editor, a
We can assure our
We were brought to na matter of course.
unspeakable.
ture and life once more.
The human friends that this volume is only a small
affections, which we had lust sight of, draft upon the treasures of the author.
We ap
again assumed their just value.
prehended that we were not machines for
thought and imagination merely, but that
it is " the human heart by which we

Prose

and

Part I.

Verse.
By THOMAS HOOD.
New York : Wiley and Put

nam, 161 Broadway.

1845.

We are happy to see the works of oar
From that time, Zschokke has
been one of our prime favorites.
Among beloved and departed friend, — for our
all writers of tales we know no one who friend he was, though we knew him only
surpasses him in elevation and delicacy through his writings, — in this neat and
of sentiment, depth of feeling, or truth convenient form.
of perception.
The present volume contains " The
He writes from the
heart, — not the heart of a sentimental Pugsley Papers," " The Dream of Eu
several short pieces in
dreamer, — not the superficial, moonlight gene Aram,"
" Literary Reminis
aspiration after the " unfathomable some Prose and Verse,
"
what
"Miss Kilmansegg and her
which is reckoned to be such cences,"
" and concludes with three
great things in some regions, but from Precious Leg
the heart of a man, who has red blood or four exquisite little poems.
These
and not white.
In him the human pas pieces are of various degrees of merit,
sions are real ; he is a man of genuine but with all the faults criticism might
feelings, and his words do not fail to touch find with some of them, they give evidence
He has withal of the man ; his wit, his exhaustless
these chords in others.
live."

a most gay humor which throws one humanity, his gentle scom for all mean
oftentimes into the healthiest laughter.
ness, the sweet poesy that had a perpet
His satire too has never a touch of per ual abode in his soul, and the power
sonal spite, though it hits fairly the mark
at which it is directed.
Zschokke
rent

is not insensible to the inhe

ridiculousness

of many

things in
of its more

that at will fills the mind of every reader
with the awe and chill of tragedy without
that

vulgar

sensation

of horror

inferior mechanical artists produce.

which

We

life, to say nothing
positive faults.
And indeed for our own

hope that the publication here commenced
may be followed up, until we sball have a

sense of the

reprint of all of Hood's works, at least all
We shall
that belong properly to him.
hereafter make extracts from this volume.

civilized
part,

profound

as is our

terrible vices which
its train, making

civilization

Christendom

brings in
one great
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T&e Partgnage of Mora, or Life in Daltcarlta. ByFREDERiKA BREMER. Trans
New
lated by WILLIAM HOWITT.
York : Harper and Brothers, 82 Cliff
Boston, for sale by Redding
Street.
and Co., 6 State Street.

"Neighbors"

With Miss Bremer's

a

new luminary rose in our literary horizon,
and all will remember

the universal

isfaction

it was

with

which

the books

with

Compared

sat

received.

that covered

our tables, this admiration was hardly
After the gas-lights and
exaggerated.
trumpery of Bulwer, and the machinecreations of James, any glimpses of honest
nature and healthy

of a welcome.
were
looked

sentiment

Faults

were sure

enough

there

in the book, but they were over
almost by common consent; our

For the Harbinger.

THE SECRET.
FltOM THE

GERMAN

Or 3EIDL.

There lay the maiden I had loved
Upon her bier she lay,
Near her, with bitterest anguish moved,

I sat the night away.
Her eyes were closed, her hands were cold,

Her warm heart was a stone,
Gone was the life from her sweet lips,
Her cheeks fresh glow was gone.
Then in the dim, uncertain light,
In order solemnly,
A band, in robes nf flowing white,
Moving I seemed to see ;

About her mouth, now shut in death,
A prayer-like smile arose,

the same quarter, and can now perhaps
speak more impartially concerning them. Such as a Sabbath morning's breath
Of this latest comer it is to be said, that Might fling upon a rose.
it is in no wise astonishing.
It gives us One instant, — kneeling at her side, —
the same picture of domestic life, with Could it be possible!
of characters Some word of sense unknown, my bride,
reprints, slightly varied,

Miss Bremer has already more than once As a last dear farewell.
introduced us to.
The same quiet vir Somewhat from yonder world to me

tues, the same extravagant eccentricities,
and the same atmosphere of overstrained
which have appeared in
sentimentality,
her former writings, are here again pro
duced upon the stage.

Miss Bremer's

notions of life, though
than those which most

perhaps wider
people are blessed with, are not the most
She is, let it be said,

generous possible.

with all her truth and delicacy, essentially
She does not understand that

a cii-iliz'r.

social

there are new and unknown

terri

has yet to con
Humanity
quer, and that civilization is only its tem
porary halting place, and a pitiful one
tories

which

Could her spiritual

into the bargain.

eye

be opened to behold the Destiny of Man
on Ear tli, her books would be written in
strain.

a higher

She

would

then have

of laboring

the satisfaction

directly for
and we should be

the progress of society,
spared the weak

speculations

into which

In holy (rust had brought,
That from the bier's dark canopy
Her new-oped eye had caught, —

" 0 nay " I cried, " by all our love,
Tell me how is it there,
For, save to truer joys above,
Thee hence, death shall not bear."
She answered neither yea nor nay,
She that kept naught from me,
Still, like an angel, there she lay,
After a victory.
O passing all astonishment
Is heaven, pure and fair ;
In kindness was her silence meant, —
Patience ! she waits me there.

RUTH.
BY THOMAS HOOD.
She stood breast high amid the corn,
Clasped by the golden light of morn.
Like the sweetheart uf the Sun,
Who many a glowing kiss had won.

often betray her.

On her cheek an autumn flush
Deeply ripened ; — such a blush

Pen and Ink Sketches, by a Cosmopolitan ;
to which is added Chatlerton, a Ro
mance of Literary Life.
Boston :
Wm. Hayden and Thomas M. Brewer,
Atlas Office. 1845.

Round her eyes her tresses fell ;
Which were blackest none could tell ;
But long lashes veiled a light

her

tendencies,

mystical

These

agreeable

all readers
miliar,

are

compliance

sketches, with which

reprinted

with

so

In the midst of brown was born,

of the Boston

They contain
interesting

unguided,

in

the

a variety

information

Atlas are fa
book

public

form,

demand.

of curious
with

in

regard

and
to

English literati, derived mainly from the
knowledge of the author.
To

personal

commend them is unnecessary.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

POETRY.

They were the angels that had dwelt
pleasure in our new Scandinavian friends Long time around her heart ;
would not permit more than one aspect of In Heaven they sought the soul they felt
Was of themselves a part.
their character to be recognized.

We have since had many visitors from
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Like red poppies grown with corn.

That had else been all too bright.

And her hat, with shady brim,
Made her tressy forehead dim ; —
Thus she stood amid the stocks,
Praising God with sweetest looks : —
Sure, I said, heaven did not mean,
Where I reap thou shouldst but glean,
Lay thy sheaf adowa and come,
Share my harvest and my bome.

MUSIC IN BOSTON DURING THE LAST
WINTER.
2.
MY

CONCERTS OF THE BOSTON ACADE
OF Music.

Of these the principal
as we have said, was the sym
of Beethoven.
One of these

feature,
phonies

constituted
were,
while

the solid part, the meat, as it

of each

entertainment ;
night's
for dressings there was the usual

variety of fanciful and taking overtures,
in which of course Auber came in for a
large share, with those popular children of
his, '/.nnitin, and L'Estoqcue and the rest.
Nor was there wanting " milk for babes"
in the shape of occasional solos, songs,
and some simple vocal pieces admirably
choir of
performed by a well-balanced
about a hundred
the

"

Musical

We say

under the con

voices,

duct of Mr. Webb,

who style themselves

Education

Society."

The
of this choir, should not pass
without notice.
Although it chose a ve
ry humble range in respect of the compo
there
sitions which it brought forward,
was that in its execution of the simplest
admirably

performed.

introduction

things which revealed for the first time,
we fancy, to many the miraculous power
there is in perfect proportion and mutual

It was truly con
cooperation of parts.
certed music, in a higher degree than has
been heard before among us. It was in
deed an experience to hear that Jubilate

of Beethoven so well sung. There was
a most rare ensemble and a perfect blend
ing

among the voices ; the sound flowed

forth as one, and

seemed all-pervading
the slowly lifted wind among pine
groves, as it feels its way from leaf to
leaf, testing the responsive quality of
like

each,

till the ever-growing,

lime low

deep, sub
murmur becomes universal, and

The coopera
they are all found true.
tion here was so complete that the me
chanical effort effected its own delivery
into a higher sphere of freedom, where
mechanical
is forgotten ;
every thing
each separate voice became transfigured
with the whole; and what they essayed
together coolly surprised themselves and
all with a miraculous
birth of spiritual
beauty, an emotion in which all souls

To have taken part in
rose and blended.
so rare a success must, we think, have
been a great

thing

for each one of the

For though

they seemed
but average men and women, yet by this
experience of succeeding in a common
performers.

attempt to realize a unity with one anoth
er by the creation of beauty for the mo
ment, all must have been refined and ele
vated, have felt that they had set foot
each of them within

the circle of a new

element, and that their

lives had risen a

degree in moral pitch.

To do a thing
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Undoubtedly, the time of this overture
I* rapid.
But there are limits to all
An object may fly past you so
of things.

O ! for a performance

We were disappointed ; the public
the end is beauty, is
nothing less than a positive revelation to course, were disappointed, who depended
all concerned in it. We trust this choir, on the performance wholly for their con
with their own success, will ception of the piece. What a night-mare
inspired

cess, and where

swiftly that yon will not tee

nor

is

of it.

It

worthy

suc

;

a form of music.

dividual effort ; but such a collective

it

well is to learn something, even in an in

the ear less subject to such limitation.
is
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said that the rate of the different kinds

it gave one, to sit amid a dead, indifferent of musical movement has become acceler
May we not look to them one day for the multitude, when music so intense, so deep, ated uniformly, and still tends constantly
that which was once Allegretto
Masses? or are so grand, so crowded with the hurry and to gain
production of Mozart's
together

do

and

things.

greater

;

hold

DOW Andante, &c.
of life, wan actually being
Hurry, we know,
the tendency of the times in all things
Why was it? Because the
of any public production and public ac orchestra did not understand it ; had not and why not, too, of measured time, in
of the treasures which attained to anything more than a mechan music?
But whatever the bustle here
knowledgement
it is sweet agony to know and not to ical execution of it, each playing his part below, the stars keep on their quiet round,
for himself, without feeling all the other and the Gods lose not their serenity. Art
share with all '
We waited with trembling expectation parts ; and chiefly because it was played
the Olympus of this work-day world
"
for Beethoven's Overture to " Egmont
This is the common its great master-spirits are stately and
altogether too fast.
to begin ; so powerful a hold had it ac mistake with all our orchestras, especial
self-poised, and independent of the whirl.
quired upon us in a mere piano-forte ar ly when they undertake Beethoven.
It Caricature them not by making them
double quick time of your
rangement, that to hear it announced for is true that the expression, the sentiment of march to
a full orchestra was like hearing that the the Egmont overture, is rapid, fearfully and restlessness.
friend had arrived, whose great soul you fatally rapid, like the tragedy of Macbeth.
Besides the feverish spirit of the age,
had long owned and loved through let
It allows the mind no pause, but rushes there
another reason why the musical
foretastes of our private
still to be disappointed

the passion
performed!

of Solo-playing.

have

their own

the

fast, by starting
on a steeple-chase,
fast as you can, and all

by playing

instruments

Beethoven's!

helter

sense

come out together.

place and time when such tiiings could
be facts ; it colors your bright, every-day

skelter,

the swift fatality, the grotesque contrasts
tragedy and uproarous mirth,

of breathless

est difficulties,

if

their aim

to

and bring out hitherto un

;

it is an awkward

it,

business at best ; the the public taste has been so long pamper
that now men go to concerts
thought of the awkwardness fills them, ed by
instead of the great conception of the with set purpose to be dazzled and as
Not so does Ae put energy tounded, and not for any deep enjoyment,
composer.

down to the sombre back
and fire into his piece ; not by such obvi
ground which befits the stern apparitions ous, simplistic methods, (pardon a phrase
that are to play before it ; it sends the of Fourier,) does he create in the hearer's
tremulous heart-beat, the vague involun
mind the sense of rapidity ; but by a sub
tary apprehension through all your nerves, tler and deeper art ; by an appeal to feel
till you arc prepared for scenes in which ings, by quickening thought, — not fiddle-

All the
the very air quaked with fear.
all the love, the wild commotion,

way

their study to master the great

they do get known capacities in their instruments.
through it without breaking rank and file, The music must be written accordingly
Even

consciousness

terror,

astonish

or lasting

influence.

The piano, for in

stance, must do the impossible, and rep
resent
whole orchestra, speak through

This cannot be
done by simultaneous strokes with one pair
of hands the natural recourse
to light
all its octaves at once.

— by a judicious poetic ning-like rapidity of successive strokes
development of his theme.
The swiftest swift runs, arpeggios, and tremolos, by
time in music may check all motion of the taxing execution to the utmost, leave the
hearer's imagination ; as the hardest blow
car eo little space betwixt note and note,

bows and elbows,

;

An overture in the strict
of the word ; for it opens the
gloomy page of history which follows in
the play ; it is a condensation of all that
is to follow ; it transports you to the

all

is

and how thoroughly

the

"Virtuosos"

;

What a perfect overture ! this rapidity

how truly Egmont,

gaining.

keeps

is

fashion

is

chronometer
it

bued with it.

It is a very natural
mistake to think to represent

to its consummation.
and childish

;

could not but be grand, howev
performed, to one already im

a

It

;

ters.

er poorly

It

is

t
h.

;

is

readings

;

musical

is is

these exquisite

great breadth of tone results which
you would scarce suppose one instrument
capable of.
But in the orchestra, and in

duced

and anticipated

Nature.

arts as these

music,

and thus become

intro

duce you ; effects your complete deliver
ance from the tyrannizing presence of ac

is

the ease and dignity of good delivery ; and bodily.
Certainly,
respectis due to great
yet how swift the bloody drama sweeps classical compositions
and when they
you away, in its arms of Fate, to its close. come upon the stage, they should come
Depend upon
Beethoven, too, will bear to give law and not to receive
for are

is
a

;

a

a

tual things about you; steeps you, as it
tempo moderate enough, even in his
were, in the atmosphere of the play, and dizziest " raptus," to allow our dull,
phy
then it is the fault of the poet if you lose sical ears and nerves to catch the full
This is the true sound of his mighty chords and weigh
any of his poetry.
function of an Overture.
And in this them one by one, ere they have flown by
Beethoven has succeeded as no other forever.
His masses are too great to sac
could.
He has actually translated the rifice any of the grandeur of their move
whole play into that short piece of mu ment to
quickness that does not quick
sic ; he had felt it till it became assimilat
en there
certain repose about great
ed with his own essence, till it became things which will not let
itself be run
fluid again, and he could create it anew in away with.

it
;

you from

would

they not greater than all we have now?
Is not Beethoven the source whence many
an arrowy mountain stream, like Liszt,
shining mill-fall, like Thaiberg, and many
jet-d'eau of Ole Bull's
and Paganini's, to say nothing of number
less canals, derive their waters
Let them
and many

rush to glory as they will
but when they
lead us to their spring, their master, we
would see
well up calmly, strongly, as
its own force impels, as

would

if

distract

Art

?

into which

the spaces need not to be imi
tated in fresco perspective, as in some of
our churches, because they stand there

;

all that could

the world

ally exist

it

within you.

before

a

memory

thoughts.

pass

no occasion for such

there, great effects require
not to be represented, because they actu

;

drama

his mind the speed of a race-horse or a whirl
Music enacts the wind.
No one would think of reading
It drowns out of Macbeth any faster than is consistent with

they

great choirs, there

a

and

poem may be written in slow,
stately verse, which shall impart to the

,

eyes

wilh

emotions

A

a

the hearer before

in this wonderful

that

;

how to ing

it

has known

;

Goethe

it,

which

a

of the Duke of Alva into the Nether
lands in the times of Philip II, are repro

or thumping of the instrument may
utterly fail of power.
There is a secret
about these effects which Art can only
learn by reverent and patient study of

with

form a living picture of the dread entrance

they
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were not. Why must the grand old masters
be whipped into unnatural speed by the
fiddle-bow of every modern concert-mas
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in kind, though more exalted in degree anxious observation of life.
Children are
and more broad in its scope, than the plan social, they love to herd with each other;
suggested under the last head, in relation

to the Pledge of Chastity.
We need uni
of a versally to be born anew upon the subject

it is well

do so.
But they
like to have, a leading

they should

ter, and made to serve an end for which

need, and they

they never wrote, the gratification
public before which they would not have of the SACREDNKSS OF BECOMING PARENTS.
We need to be made universally and ha
condescended to appear ? — But this epi
sode has cost us another postponement of bitually to feel, as the very few scarcely

mind among them, to quicken their imagations, to suggest plans, to save them

ever now feel, that the transmission

the Symphonies.
PUBLICATIONS.

REED'S

We have re

Boston, the first five numbers of
Italiennes,"

"

Melodies

for Flute and Piano, by Wm.

The series will comprise twelve.
Lovers of the flute, who want something

Forde.

short, not difficult, and yet more effective

sible function of earthly life.
A race of
parents thus inspired with a holy love,
could not leave to their offspring the legacy

of a predisposition to licentiousness.

conscience, as it were.

and a

The sportiveness

of of children

existence is the most solemn and respon
ceived from G. P. Reed, 17 Tremont Row,

from tedium, and to be an arbiter

is heightened, not impaired,.
y the presence of one older, if the person
s sympathetic and genial. Society should
ii • so organized, that children may have a

Dand of Mentors,
frequently
changed,
among them, who may see that the beausuch a iful privacy which Nature has thrown
But

how can we train and discipline
race of parents in our corrupt society?
Must we not withdraw from life as it now

around

the sexual relations, may never
even by allusion, be violated.
Let vs
How can it
of treserve children innocent.

than many a labored string of variations,
s, in order to make this fountain-head
will do well to try them. The arrange
urity a possible attainment ? We need ie done in existing communities ? It i•
ments of Forde are favorites with flute- Associations of men and women, chaste mockery even to suggest it.
3. A third series of causes of licen
They are always faithful and in as the Catholic celibates in spirit, yet
players.
Tn the present case, the without asceticism ; whose first care shall tiousness, is to be found in the modes of
good taste.
themes are well selected, and the few em
ife of the young adult population, who
ie universal Health, Temperance, Purity.
are learning trades and living out at ser3. The second cause of licentiousness,
bellishments or variations in which he
iee. Think for a moment of the undeni
modestly indulges, are chaste and in good or rather, the second series of causes, is
be found in our modes of neglecting able fact, that in all our cities and towns,
keeping, and flow naturally and graceful
In the house, in the school, in verywhere, indeed, except on the farms,
ly out of the spirit of the piece. They children.
make excellent

parlor

where

music,

no

great virtuosity is sought.
" Three Rondos," by Louis Kufferath,

.he work-shop,
'ther.

children now corrupt each

Even the children of the rich and

and even there to some degree, there are
whole classes, to be numbered by the

refined, pour into each other's minds and thousand and million, who, at the very
easy and fingered, of a very graceful and iearts obscenities of word and example, season of life when the blood is warmest,
pleasing character, for young performers, which sow the missletoe on the most the fancy most lively, the principles weak,
have also waited too long for a notice.

They are he will strong, and experience slight, sre
in knowledge, and hear and sent away from home and all the natural
repeat what they should be strangers to. restraints of life, to take care of them
Think of the host of apprentices,
And how is it with the children of the selves.
mor, huddled and heaped in crowded poorly housed, uncomfortably
boarded,

towering

and noble natures.

iremature
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dwellings, with foulness of speech and
Of modern civilization, the natural fruits ore, conduct, poisoning the very air they
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, recklessadventure,and jreathe?
What possibility is there for
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
Again, in the intercourse o)
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure. delicacy?
Belief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
the school, of the play
applicationof Christianprinciples,of UniversalIus the street, of
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to ground, and the party, how much is curi
commerce,to business,to activelife.
Da. CHANGING. osity whetted, and imagination fired by
innuendoes, scandal, tittle tattle.
MORAL

III.

REFORM.

NO.

II.

1. The first cause of licentious

ness is to be found in a vicious organiza
tion, derived from parents of low appetites
and of defective intellect and affection.

if one will
passing

in

with no place of retreat, scarcely, and no
elder friends to advise ; working hard all
day, needing amusement at night ; slight
having few mental
ments, &c., who crowd our cities.

ly educated,

Think
of the equal host of young seamstresses,
milliners,

book-folders,

Lastly, domestics, shop-tenders,

but open his eyes to what is
are
places where children

incite

fancy

workers,

who come from

the country to town, to earn a living.
Is
it strange, that at the pleasure-gardens,
at balls, private and public, at religious

brought together to labor, in large manu
or in the smaller branches of meetings,

too, alas ! such young people
trade, he cannot but see how, as society should form acquaintance, commence in
is now constructed, the fresh simplicity ol timacies, carry on flirtations, first playful
factories,

This subject can but be touched upon.
But James P. Greaves told the simple youth is blighted by promiscuous contact ol then serious, and be swept away in a
truth, when he said once to a lady, with those of different ages and of both sexes. vortex of excitement, to find themselves
more good sense, certainly,
than good
taste, " Madam, reform must begin in the
The Shakers are teach
marriage-bed."
ers of lessons on this point, which all may
Were there more Virgin
hearken to.

In many a work-shop

in our cities,

the stranded and wrecked ?

Add the consideration, that exhausting
playfulness of children opens the
pathway to an ever-deepening career 01 labors make amusements necessary ; that
Allusion is enough on so the absence of mental culture on both
degradation.

very

It is only wonderfu' sides, naturally produces frivolousness ;
a theme.
that parents are so blind to the perils o: that the hours of going to and coming
be fewer Mary Magdalens among the their children, when the very scars o from places of work, from church, &c.,
Tens of thousands of chil their own wounds in the thickets of youth facilitates clandestine meetings ; and fin
daughters.
dren now inherit monstrous and morbii
ful temptation, are scarcely healed.
ally, that poverty and small gains, and
Marys among the mothers,

painful

there wouh

The race
parents.
There is but one cure for these prolific
of man universally is degenerate, in thi sources of vice. It may be found in obey
" Children should never
excess of sexual appetite.
Unchastity i ing this maxim :

desires from impure

not confined

to brothels ; it enters ou

homes.

The cure must be something resemblini

day or night, playing or working, at horn
or abroad, be left without a guardian.'

This rule is the result of most patient an

generally, uncertain prospects, aggravates
is always
too
the recklessness which
strong in youth, — and certainly, we may
well be surprised, not that there is so
much, but that there is so little, licentious
ness.
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There is a peculiar temptation to Amer
ican youth, too, in the universal passion
for dress, and respectable appearance,
which our love of equality and social lev
elling

Many a girl has sold
she might be decked out

stimulates.

so pnt away that abominable form of le
galized prostitution.
(2) Just in the de
gree, again, in which you bring young

— by the trust and confidence reposed in
every man and woman , — by the sentiment
of loyalty, kept ever fresh, — by the pride

people intimately together, in work, study
and amusement, so that each one may

n preserving the corporate honor invio,ate, — and by the constant incentive to
worthy, disinterested deeds, that all will
je turned away from courses at once dis

watch the other's development, and all
that
garments which her scanty wages may understand thoroughly their respec
tive capacities and tendencies, do you
would not allow her to buy.
One last consideration is, that from the make uncongenial connections improbable.
congregating of so many young operatives (3) Just in the degree in which you unite

herself,
with

honest and disgraceful.

How easy would it be for an Areociationist, when insulted with the foul sug
husbands and wives, in all the scenes and gestions, which the penny-a-liners of the
in all branches, in our cities, large class
press concoct in their impure imaginations,
es of girls are liable to be thrown out of times of business, culture, and recreation,
back the taunt upon our existing
employment by every change in the mar do you increase the likelihood of their re to throw
Alone, poor, tempted, idle, igno maining one in heart and mind, every day communities. To a New-Yorker it would
kets.

deniable statistics,

the condition of that

Metropolis."
too sad for such re
But the subject
With Association begins
criminations.
new world of purity and holy affection,
of bright romance, of honor, courtesy,
Christian,

Commercial
is

This will be con
purity pervade them.
ces many into irregular indulgence.
Now for all these temptations there is sidered by many a heresy ; the truly en
It is such an arrangement lightened will receive it as an axiom.
but one cure.

is ;

a

it,

" neighbor, de
rant, hove easily they are lured into vice. linked more closely, as mutual educators certainly be easy to say,
construct,
could
never
you
Young men, too, without employment in and mutual guardians.
(4) Finally, and pend upon
just in the degree in which nor for week hold together, an Associa
which to act off their surplus vigor and chiefly,
Woman is made the chief in marriage re tion in which every eighth adult woman
spirits, almost inevitably contract dissipa
and yet such by un
lations and marriage arrangements, will shall be a prostitute
Irregular occupation introdu
ted habits.

as shall keep the young at MARRIAGE is WOMAN'S WORLD, to rule,
home under the constant influence of wise to glorify ; it is a world she must redeem.
elders , with high examples round them ; The world over, where man has regulated
amid incitements to intellectual effort and marriage, woman has been debased ; and and generous devotedness.
Mo
pure amusements, by her fall man has ruined himself.
noble action ; with
a

of Society,

and exalting games, always

with

toil ; under the atmos

pheric pressure of a pure public con
science m the community ; and finally,

with some prospect of honorable prefer
Young men, young
ment clearly open.
women,

so guarded

and upheld,

would

dern society is marked by no tendency so
as the progressive elevation

characteristic

of woman.
tion,

Secure

her rights

to educa

TRADING AMD FARMING.
Under the head of Miscellany, we have
" Farmers'
copied an article from the

Library," (the work recently established
by Greeley and McElrath, under the edi
and over marriage first of all, and torial care of John S. Skinner, and noticed

free industry, pecuniary
indepen
dence, and lastly, legislation over man
ners,

we shall

not be far from

Pure, holy gained.
net cast themselves away.
Association
marriage would hover before them, on

Paradise

Re

in

late

agriculture

Harbinger,) on the claims of
upon the business community.
may induce many of our

will secure these four most We hope that

it

alternating

a

strengthening

readers to subscribe for the " Library,"
To conclude, then, we would say to although they may not be personally en
our Moral Reformers, we see no sure gaged in agricultural
for we
4. We have but a word to say, in rela
pursuits
tion to a fourth cause of licentiousness ; way of effecting the great change in man can assure them that they will find in this
we mean uncongenial marriages ; because ners, which you are aiming at, except by work abundance of matter which cannot
Social Reorganization,
on the basis ol fail to interest every inhabitant of the city
the discussion of this subject of Marriage
Association,
we are who has ever lived
But this is plain. United Interests.
the country, or
opens so wide a field.
who hopes to retire from the turmoils of
Marriages are now too often mercenary, confident, will utterly exterminate Licen
And again, as life is tiousness. And nothing else will. Many business to the freedom and quiet of life
hasty, ill-sorted.
There
charm to almost
farm.
now arranged, husbands and wives are people have imagined, to be sure, that the on
separated necessarily for the great part result would be an increase of this evil. every healthy mind in those descriptions
of the day ; their occupations, companions, But a single word will disabuse them.
of rural affairs, which awaken recollec
In Society, as now constructed, it is tions of childhood passed
the presence
interests, tastes, amusements, are differ
ent ; and of course, year by year, the perfectly easy for men and women, mar of nature, which bring before us the green
tone of their minds becomes more unhar- ried and single, to carry on illicit connec valleys and fair hill-sides, the pleasant
tions, year in yeai out, with inviolate se blossoms of spring, and the wealth of the
monious, to say the least ; more discord
Let any one look through his crecy. And just in the degree of the in yellow harvest
we seem to live over
ant, rather.
crease of population, does the facility for again
circle of acquaintances and answer, wheth
life that has departed
and we
er genuine unions, where heart, mind, and clandestine intercourse increase.
IB it long to be able to end our days in the
deeds are in concert between husband and possible to keep up in a large city, an midst of scenes from which our young
wife, are not the exceptions in married oversight of each other, which a person ol hearts gained strength and joy, as we
life? What wonder, then, that unfaith- even moderate cunning cannot avoid? -Sv- tasted the morning freshness with each
This charm
fnlness occurs ? Nay ! is it not wonder
found
an
cresy, the possibility of doing deeds of new day.
darkness in by-places, is the grand tempt eminent degree
the writings of Mr.
ful that it is so rare ?
Skinner, whenever he treats of country
This only can we now say, in relation er in our isolated modes of life.
Now in any truly organized Associa
he seems to tread his native
to the cure of this most fatal, tragic, and
pursuits
disastrous cause of licentiousness.
(1) tion, every one must be more or less un soil with bounding step, and to win new
Just in the degree in which you organize der the eye of the whole community.
life from its touch.
But it is not chiefly in the way of re
We hardly need bespeak the attention
society in such a way as to secure for ev
ery woman and every man pecuniary in straint that organized action produces self- of our readers to the views which he pre
Rather is it by the sents on the risks and uncertainties of
dependence, you destroy the temptation command and purity.
The facts which he ad
to mercenary motives in marrying ; and constant suggestion of generous motives, mercantile life.
is
a

in

;

important and desirable results.

in

;

in

in

is

;

a

;

as a vision

a

their path of self-improvement,
of Eden,
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duces are of the moat startling character.
We have every reason to believe that

They will
they are substantially correct.
find proof and illustration in the experi
ence of every one who is conversant with

if they ap
plied their ingenuity to turnmg a straight
furrow or cutting a clean swarth, instead
the true laws of their being,
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Let us know the worst.

So

long as the

of antagonism is made
the basis of labor and of trade, there can

accursed principle

of trying to circumvent their neighbor in
no healthy and pleasant relations in
This principle makes the city a
the game of buying cheap and selling either.
the business world, even if he should not dear.
But there ia another side to the Babel, and the country a prison ; it ren
It must be confessed after all ders both the exchange and the farm de
they picture.
perceive the inferences to which
lead.
But what a commentary do they that life on the isolated farm, is not, so testable ; it covers with its pestilent
present on the existing arrangements of magnificent, by many degrees, as it is slime every fair and beautiful place on
civilization ! What a biting satire on the wasted to be, by amateurs, poets, and earth ; and is gradually killing the souls
life led by the men who claim to lead the gentlemen editors of agricultural journals.
of men in all the pursuits of modern so

Nor is the land, at present, a sure avenue ciety.
Do you not see that the princi
While we agree then with the respect
Not many
ple of antagonism, which ia made the to wealth, or peace of mind.
life-blood of business bears the curse of farmers are easy in their pecuniary affairs ; ed Editor of the " Library " in his views
You labor like slaves hey find money the hardest thing in the of the tendency of mercantile pursuits,
God on its face?
world !

in a cotton

field

for

the attainment

of world to raise ; they are crippled for want we cannot believe with him that the pur
of capital ; they load themselves with suits of agriculture provide the means of

wealth ; you toil day and night without
respite for this end ; you lie down with
dreams of a shrewd bargain in your brain,
and the morning

lashes you up to new

efforts in your craft ; your youthful cheek
has lost its bloom before the time ; your
hair is gray from anxiety, not age ; your
face is haggard with the sharp wrinkles
of thought ; the worship of the almighty

lead to improvidence and
despair ; and thus their whole life becomes

escaping from the evil.

one of excessive toil, wearing exposures,
perpetual anxiety, and hopeless slavery

interwoven

debts which

onism,

and fraud

force,

with all the business relations

but your ledger ; you have set your heart trous influences of the competition which
on making money, and this vile lust has is the life of business ; they suffer in

warning us in every way

soul,

poisoned

your

nature,

frozen

your

blood,

and set a mark,

common with all classes in society, with
out knowing

the cause of the evil ; they

than that of Cain, on your fore
are stung to death before they are aware
head, your language, your walk in the of the insidious venom which is poured
street, the tones of your voice, the very into their vitals from the poisoned weapons
This, O of social antagonism.
touch of your clammy hand.
worse

unmitigated son of Mammon,

is thy por

We need not go far at any time to
see who it is like.
The original may be
seen in Wall Street or State Street when
And
ever you choose to look for him.
what is the gain of thus selling the soul
to the devil?
Why, the being cheated
out of the wretched price which was
Not even the
offered as an equivalent.
acquisition of wealth is secured to those
who are most devoted to the game of
The hard earn
mercantile antagonism.
ings of the laborer are wrung from his
grasp ; all the benefits of a wise and just

trait.

mea

ruin,
of the material condi
This is the case too with which God must visit the rash contions of living.
A remo
often with those who have been familiar temner of his inviolable laws.
to the attainment

val from crowded

your

antag

are thoroughly

of the present day. No half-way
sures will remove the impending

with agricultural
from their childhood
dollar is seen in every line and feature of pursuits.
No practical skill, no fruits of
your countenance ; you take no pleasure shrewdness and experience, no vigorous
in social intercourse ; you read no book industry, can save them from the disas

petrified

Isolation,

streets to sweet fields

will not renovate the diseased system.
We should only change the place, but

A

keep the pain.

merciful Providence

is

that we are in

He sends upon us pecu

false relations.

niary distress, awful convulsions

in com

mercial affairs, sickness of body and sick
ness of soul,
tiety

blended

a tormenting sense of sa
with a tormenting sense

of want,

in order to show
have departed from the fair

us that

we

and smooth

retire from the city, without experience,
without skill, without habits of labor, and

man.

he has made the foot of
It is all too true, as we confess

when

saying

without capital, in order to retrieve their
shattered fortunes by the profits of farm

morning, with knees bended on velvet
cushions, in an atmosphere breathing per
fumes, and our dainty fingers glittering

The case is still worse with those who

In the great majority of instances
we are persuaded the experiment would
end in deeper disappointment, in more
ing.

If they have become
hopeless ruin.
imbued with a taste for the manners and

paths for which

our

prayers

each Sunday

with diamond rings, " we have erred and
from his ways like lost sheep ;

strayed

we have followed the devices and desires

of our own hearts ; and there is no health
We must then return to the
habits of the city, they will find it a matter in ns."
of no small difficulty to adopt the fashions Lord, on whose ordinances we have tram
If they have " loved to pled ; we must organize our social rela
of the country.

sit at good men's feasts, and live where
are lost ; and the great mass bells do knoll to church," they will expe
of adventurers in the mercenary fight, rience a gloom and loneliness in the soli

tions, in solemn reverence before his law ;

pursuit

of love must move upon our
of strife ; and then a creation of
harmonious proportions will take the place
of our present discordant chaos ; the bliss
of heaven will descend on earth ; the
morning stars will sing together, and all
the sons of God will shout for joy ; while
the Lord will look upon every thing
which he has made, and behold, it will

affords a solace which cannot be found in before they were grown ; and dreadful
the dusty marts of the city.
Far better pecuniary embarassment will be the in

following

distribution

who have lived by preying on others,
become themselves the prey of the strongeat or luckiest ; and general disappoint
ment and wretchedness are the inevitable
effects.
Our

friend

Skinner

recommends

the

tary farm-house, which will grow
and more intolerable every day.
sameness of rural

more

The

life will wear deeply

upon their spirits ; they will leam that
land will not produce, except by constant
toil ; dependent on hired labor, they will

his spirit
waters

of agriculture as the remedy of be duped and vexed by their help in the
This, no doubt, is a wise sug worst way ; weeds and worms will de be very good.
the evil.
The cultivation of the land stroy the crops, on which they counted
gestion.

would
men

if

it be for multitudes of our young

they preferred the sinewy toils ol
the farmer, to the effeminate calling ol
trader.
They would be happier,
wiser, more manful, more in unison with

the

KJ" The

Boston

Emancipator

has the

just tribute to the poetical arti
G. Whittier, which appeared in

cle of J.
We are not fond of taking so dark a our paper of the 26th ult. :
But
" LAMENT FOR SOPHIA STURGE. The
view of any of the affairs of life.
with our eyes open, we cannot but see whole compass of literature does not con
the truth.
Nor must we shrink from it. tain a nobler or more deserved Funeral
evitable result.
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" almighty
heartless competition for the
" What wonder that the " dollar
dollar !
" should growl like so many huniunters
rry wolves, when Reform seeks to take
so potent a Devil by the horn ! This in
cident is one of the faintest illustrations
of the " tender morciee " of civilization,
/ould we look beneath the veil which
tiides the social and moral world of our
large cities, the filth, corruption, misery
and wrong which we should behold, would
the most obtuse conservative
frighten
But, — nil desperandum !— Boston
alive.

Lament than the following, written on the thus harmonizing the individual with the
decease of one of the best of women, by general interest?
We imagine that Mr.
a poet of a kindred spirit, whose heart
is pregnant with a
Adam's
proposition
i,•IIr through
, .•11<
,-M'1,;I", out
j 1II;;•II his
P11
,
Hl.i verse
.
J speak
('SHI soul
I •OlOV'
.
and
.
Who can fail to reverence the religious I broader meaning than its author
faith and discipline in which such minds I aware, and that an attentive and imparare trained to such excellence, however 1tial reflection upon it might lead to con"
may vary from his own pre- clugion8l which have not yet entered the
j
possessions
minds of our leaders, political and philo
The Editor of the Emancipator is re
We fear that when questions
sophical.
quested to give credit to the Harbinger
of serious and permanent importance,
for the poem, which act of courtesy and
like that Mr. Adams brings forward, are
justice was omitted, we presume inadver
presented, not a few who make great
tently.
figures in public affairs, will most wisely
ID" We publish in another column a preserve a very profound silence.

-

Investigator.

There is a solutionsto this problem, a
solution which answers all its conditions.
pears to suppose that action through the It. is found in the science of Association,
ballot-box may, provided different classes which teaches the natural method of har
communication

"

from a valued

of reformers."

union

friend on a

The writer ap

ol
can be brought to move in monizing in unity all the interests
concert, establiah'a state of general justice, society, and which preserving the individ
abundance and happiness.
His ideas are uality of each person, giving him even a
not very distinctly presented, but so fur greater degree of freedom than belongs

of reformers

" hunting
to what Mr. Adams calls the
as we apprehend them, they do not alto
We do not state," combines him with all the other
gether satisfy our judgment.
doubt that valuable improvements may members of Society, as completely as the
and must be made in the laws, in propor
tion to the progress of intelligence, but

different

muscles

are

combined

in

the

human body.

we cannot anticipate

through any efforts
a very speedy or very extensive ameliora

K7" One of our correspondents, whose
tion of them.
With regard to a union of etter appeared in the Harbinger of the
reformers, nothing would give us more 26th ult., stated that the Ohio Phalanx

If

satisfaction.
one grand

they can be combined in
which shall have

movement,

iad dissolved, and that the members were
This, we learn, is
eaving the Domain.

A SUMMER IN THE OLDEN TIME. — Our
eye, says the Boston Traveller, has just
fallen upon an account of New England
Summers, written two hundred years ago,
by one who appears to have been a close
observer of" times and seasons."
" The Summers be hot and dry, there
I have known
being seldom any rains.
it six or seven weeks before one shower
hath moistened the plowman's labor ; yet
the harvest hath been very good, the In
dian corn requiring more heat than wet.
In former times the rain came seldom, but
his
drops
continuing
violently,
very
(which were great and many) sometimes
—
somehours together,
bur-and-twenty
imes eight-and-forty — which watered the
ground for a long time after ; but of late
he seasons be much altered, the rain
coming much oftener, but moderately.
dare be bold to affirm it, that I saw not
so much rain, raw colds and misty fogs
n four years in these New England parts,
as was in Old England in the space of
bur months the past winter."

I

SALE,

Mr. Grant, the former President,
FOR
but the body of the mem
In West Roxbury, two Lots of Land in
vicinity of Brook Farm, conthe
immediate
The difficulty has been
licentiousness, and poverty, we shall in bers remain.
aininf;, one sixty, and the other thirty acres.
We
trust
that
the
Asso
want
of
means.
deed feel that the day of our redemption
Inquire of WILLIAM PALMER, near the
We trust that the plan of ciation will withstand this difficulty, anil premises.
draws nigh.
1845.
August
reform which our friend speaks of, will persevere in laying the foundation of a
look to the protection of all the rights, future Phalanx.
for its object the extirpation of the social
of war, slavery, intemperance,

not so.

las withdrawn,

9,

causes

attraction

KJ"

Our

an article

attention
in

has been drawn to

Review for

the American

" Soci
by John Quincy Adams, on
ety and Civilization."
Among
many
things which to us seem altogether erro

July,

neous, and which result from the want ol
fixed

principles

erable

of investigation,

ex- president

great problem

declares

of legislation

the ven

that

"

the

is, so to or

ganize the civil government of a commun

ity, that in the operation of human insti
tutions

upon social action, self-love am
social may be the same." We accep'
this statement as true, as far as it goes,
and inquire what legislator has a solution
of the problem, or even a notion of its
real nature ! Who knows

the method of

2 !

7

9

5

N. R. GERR1SH.
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and do its work by the power of resistless

June 28, 1845.

;

It

tions.

in the laws or in political rela
must be social in its operation,

a few days since, on hearing a distressed
wife and mother report the success of her
He is nearly blind,
husband for labor.
and consequently unable to work at his
He
trade, which is that of a cap-maker.
applied to the White Lead Factory for
having seen an advertise
employment,
ment for workmen at that establishment —
" We would employ you if you were an
Irishman," was the reply of the overseer.
" Why not employ me, being an Ameri
" he asked. " Because you cannot
can?
stand the labor ; it will kill you in a
We use up an Irishman a month!"
week.
was the reply.
The manufacture of white
lead has become a lucrative and extensive
business in Boston, and its deadly influ
ence upon the health of the operatives
who perform certain portions of the labor,
has become notorious.
The colic, so
deadly and so prevalent among the
mines of the West, as some assert,
reproduced here in the most aggravated
form
while the deleterious gases in
haled, destroy or sap the very fountains
of physical vigor and sanity, " use up an
Irishman a month!"
What
blighting
influence must be shed upon the nobles
features of the human character by this

8

alterations

TION.

We were most painfully
impressed
with a sense of the benefits of civilization,

IT

8

than any

act more directly and efficiently

A. M., and 1-2
Leaves Brook Farm at
p. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica
Plains, and Roxbury.
leaves
Returning,
Doolittle's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at
p.
1-2 A. M., and
M. Sunday excepted.

li•

sane thinking men under its banner.
But to this end it must, to our minds,
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ARCHITECTURE.
FROM THE FRENCH OF VICTOR CONSIDERANT.

CHAPTER FIRST
CONSIDERATIONS ON THE CHAtVOES IN ARCHITECTURE.
There are for buildings, as for Societies, meth
ods adapted to each Social Period.
CH. FOURIER.
SOCIAL

SECTION

bow and arrow,

with which he reaches

his prey in the middle of the forests ; his

ers of birds,

the only

of his

the immense edifice, a^ it stands there in

such the de

dented with angles and squares, embroid
ered, pierced with loop-holes, fragile, so

ornaments

Such is the construction,
coration :
od

are

All

norous, and trembling to the wind, dull
and heavy in its mass, and squarely seat
In this state of ed on its base. And above all this, the

the characters

of the peri

The hut

you

there.

tells

the

whole Life of the savage.
feebleness and infancy, humanity leaves towers miraculously
placed in the air,
no trace of its passage, its foot makes no aboyo -*ha aiwoophere of men. inhabiting
mark upon the soii ; ft does not change a ou^rior spnere, from whence issue,
the aspect of the places in which it has

resided.

their internai constitution, or rather they
are the faithful reflex thereof ; they char

flocks

acterize it with marvellous exactness.
We might lay this down as a principle,

Ars.b, you figure

and establish it a priori ; but here we are

tent.

So complete

to yourself

his horse,

Transport yourself, first, into the bos
om of a horde of savages ; examine the
kraal of a black tribe established upon
the banks of a river in Africa, or the wtgwams of a horde of Red Skins in the prai
ries of the great

Savannahs

and virgin

There no culture,
forests of America.
no industry, no landed property : careless
ness and liberty form the salient charac

brations heard far around,
ing

the faithful

Lord.

to the

and summon
worship

of the

This Cathedral,

Theocracy

it is the powerful
wiuen has taken its form and

put on its robe of granite ; this cathedral,
nas its foot upon the houses of
the man of men and its head in the heavens, is made

ence, that when you pronounce the word,
the desert,

like voices from heaven, the voices of the
bells, -with melancholy and prolonged vi

is the correspond

which

for the celebration of the mysteries of a
in a religion of terror and of love, of paradise
cabin, and this ar and of hell, as the hut of branches is
his camel and his

The gross Laplander

winters

going to give a sensible demonstration of smoky subterraneous
it, by a rapid glance at tin; variations and chitecture also is in harmony with his hab
ral art in the different social periods

shoot boldly up to heaven, like sky-rock
ets of stone ; the thousand sculptures, ho
ly and satanic ; the thousand figures, an

offensive weapons, the tomahawk, jave
lin, and scalping knife, and the sculls of gelic and grotesque ; virgins and mon
the enemies whom he has slain, compose, sters ; cherubims and unclean animals ;
with the skins of quadrupeds, and feath
ambiguous creatures, — bristling all over

SAINT MARTIW.
The roving Arab bears his house upon
Architectural arrangements vary with a camel's back, always ready, in his wan
the nature and form of the societies of dering life, to pitch his tent where he
They reflect finds a gunning spring and pasture for his
which they are the image,

movements ot architectu

10.

Fishing, hunting, and fighting, are the shadows of the naves, where cross ca
only elements upon which the activity of priciously
contours.—
their marvellous
the savage develops itself.
So the bones There are the thousand little columns
of fishes, which serve him for hooks, the which group themselves together and

Do not all the ideas which they apply dai

veniences, do they not each bear the charac
ter of the idea to which they owe tlieir birth ?
Is not a book the sign of a plan which man
has formed to collect his ideas as it were in
one body ? Is not a carriage the sign of a
plan which man has formed for the rapid
transportation of himself without tatipic .' IK
Dot a house the sign of a plan which man has
formed to procure for himself a commodious
life, uuder shelter from bad wenIher ?

NUMBER

1845.

16,

abode.

I.

ly to their wants, their pleasures, their con

the successive

REDDING AND COMPANY,
No. 8 STATE STREET, BOSTON.

PUBLISHED BY THE BROOK FARM PHALANX.

its and his manners.

Then come the thick and battlemented
towers of the feudal seignior, with heavy,
massive walla, like his own warrior's cui

made for the man of the Cape or the Floridas, the tent for the man of the desert,
and the smoky cellar for the man of the

Polai regions.
la ika hut, humanity

-tlcepa itR first
upon the summit of sleep, and makes its first experiment of
which it grasps with its founda life; then, wb»n force and intelligence

rass ; the strong-hold
a rock,

begin to come to it, it labors in the cabin,
with its claws : and below this towering it makes war from the strong castle, it
commands the prays, hopes, trembles, and becomes in
manor., which proudly
tions of stone and mortar, as a kite would

country round, rise from the earth about
the slope of the hill, like so many mole

Now see how the hills, the miserable cabins of the vassals,
period.
of man is in conformity with the humble sandal to its giant foot.
Then there is the Cathedral of the mid
It is nothing but a
these characters.
frail construction of earth, of moss, and dle age, powerful and mysterious assem
branches, which he puts up without trou
blage of massiveness and of lightness, at

spired in the temple and the cathedral.
Art follows man step by step in his
initiations

: its plastic

power

ters of this

successive

habitation

gives sensible forms to all the progressive
conquests which the intelligence and ac

ble and abandons without

regret, when

ever the chase or war command the set
tlement to move.

once imposing and graceful, airy and se
vere ; the cathedral which springs its

tivity of man acquire over nature.
sets its seal upon these conquests.
Matter

Art

is inert, the mind alone is ac

The mind moulds and petrifies
The thought gives the form.
sharp and brilliant ogives in the great matter.
tive.
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sums

up society

consequently

which

itself: — Architecture

II.

condition,

writes history.

So, do you wish to know and to appre
ciate the civilization

in which

denunciation

which

you

hear

a fatality,

imposed upon man

if,

Architecture

to every

made of evil, by that great word Necessi
ty, ye who affirm that evil is a natural

writes history.
SECTION

principle is bad and sub
Ye who reply to every criticism,

that the social
versive.

we live?

1

;

t

is

?

!

then

When at evening

here
by the very essence of things, say
as elsewhere the evil has its source in
false social combination, or in that over

the sky so warm and col
ored, in the pure waters, in the soft and
hazy

in

distance,

the sweet

When you return
with

evening,

hack

from all this

health

with life in your
come

perfumes?
the
jn

so luxurious,

into

breathe their foul

in your body, and
and when you
your fetid cities, and
soul,

air, their deadly

mata, then do you not comprehend

mias
it
?

all the others,

up

— What

you return from these beautiful fields, do
the vegetation
you not comprehend

And when you see dying around you
your little children and your young girls
a neces
of seventeen, you say " Evil
is

the pivotal art ; it is the art which sums

citude

sity, the earth
is for Eril,

given over to Evil, Man
the will
God." — Tho

of

Architecture

engendered, that the cause from which it
is derives the reason of its being, in short

a

whole.

in

,

an architectural

and harmonized

verted human thought, not to comprehend
this great voice, so full of maternal soli

it
in

their

be coordinated

they

ture

:

tural order.

And since the effect is foul, deleterious,
sovereign.
Sculp
ture, Painting, Music, and even Poetry, deadly to man, observe that the grand
cannot produce their grand effects except and primordial cause from which it was
around

SIGN, in short

this mihow good and helpful
and how has human thought per-

in

all the others group, like

which

not

it
is is

around
vassals

on the wrong road
thou art not in thy
law, thou art not in thy deitiny;" —
is
O it
!

Man, both the individual and the race, phitic exhalation, misery and uncleanpaints himself, like God, in his works ; ness.
This great foul fact is a necessity,
and hence it is that there is an intimate
relation, a perfect correspondence between since it is a reality, and whatever is, is
But observe, it is a necessity of
the state of Art amongst any people, and fated.
the state of its manners and customs, in a your society which has realized this fact ;
it is an expression of the human combina
word, between Art and social life.
Now the art which gives to man his tions which have produced it, and not an
dwelling, is the first of all arts, that absolute necessity springing from the na

'.
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!

O

t

!

is

in

!
!

— silence silence, for
Mount the belfry of the village, or the ruling Necessity of which
you speak, will of God
high towers of Notre-Dame de Paris.
that Necessity which
your unique, you blaspheme God
First a spectacle of disorder strikes your impious, idiotic, bestial reply? —
Did God make Paris, — or did men —
:

is

!

!

:

forms ; roofs raised and low
ered with every possible inclination ; ga
ble ends naked, cold, pierced with here
and there a grated opening ; tangled en

a

grotesque

Paris
There
Behold
Answer
This poisonous atmosphere in which ag
All those windows, all those doorways,
glomerations of humanity are swarming,
a fact of nature, or
fact of man? all those openings, are so many mouths
from the divine hand, or only from that ask for air to breathe — and above
Is

is
it it

eyes : Walls overreaching,
chok
ing, jostling one another in a thousand
your

no
all that you may see, when there
an air that conceals malady wind, an atmosphere of lead, dull and of
Say,
closures ; constructions of every age and and the germs of death,
dirty blueish grey, composed of all the
such an air
every fashion, which mask and 'deprive that you breathe when you roam over the exhalations of that great filthy sink. —
each other of air, of view,
and of meadows, the woods, the glades of the That atmosphere
the crown which the
is

a

is
it

is
it

is

mere human hands?

is

;

it

forest, the banks of the rivers, and the great capital wears upon its head —
cities, and Paris especially, are borders of the sea? when
you walk in that atmosphere that Paris draws its
sad spectacles to any one who has the through the tall waving grass-fields, as breath
underneath there
stifles. — Pa
idea of order and of harmony, to any one they sparkle in the morning with the ris,
an immense laboratory of putre
Who thinks of the social anarchy which is pearls and diamonds of the dew, as they faction, where misery, pestilence and dis
represented in relief, with such crude fi raise the thousand heads of the flowers ease labor in concert, where neither air
light.

rain, to winds, rats, insects ; and
from the bottom to the top, from the cel
lar to the leads, all is dilapidation, me-

is
a

a

is

;

erts and torrid

darity

that.

—

have already

forgotten

all

because

;

not

:

it

Think of the cholera, think of the soli
of evil in Paris
Paris under its
man, neglecting the task assigned to him, atmosphere of pestilence, Paris under its
and governing badly his domain, suffers mantle of death.
himself to be encroached upon where he
London too has been like Paris
and
and all the putrid habi
ought to create and command
And are St. Petersburg
not these great sores of nature an attesta
tations of men, cities and villages, but
tion of disorder,
punishment merited by especially the great cities. —
man,
revelation of his social deviation,
Was
God who made the cholera, en
an index set up by the side of his danger
those filthy marshes, by which
gendered
ous route to warn him of the precipice, — man, the helpless manager, earth's lazy
powerful voice, the voice of woe, the sovereign, suffers the most beautiful re
only voice by which nature can speak to gions of his domain to be invaded as by
man when he loses the true path of hia
this cholera setting out
great cancer
destiny, and which cries incessantly in his from India to make the tour of the world,
ears: "Thou art going astray, thou art and write upon the globe, in letters of
zones,

;

a

the

but the rich

;

thousand of these inhabitants live with
out air or light, in deep, slimy, sombre
courts, in moist cellars, in garrets open to

cent races, unclean species, has not man
the power to vanquish and destroy them?
and if there arc fetid marshes, sterile des

in

upon each other, raising
half-a dozen low, squat stories one
above another : Moreover, six hundred

trated into the dens of the poorest class
es, gave accounts to make you shudder

it

houses crowd
their

the creation malefi

a

There are in Paris a million of men,
women, and unhappy children, who are
cooped up in a narrow circle, where the

there are

?

world !

And

is

So, thanks to the absence of ensemble,
of Karmonlr, of aicliiicuiuiiil fuieihuught
and adaptation of parts, see how man is
lodged in the capital of the civilized

to him.
in

neys, which portray still better the inco
herence and the isolation which reign
there.

children,
thousand perfumed voices, — six die before the end of the year.
that God has placed man on
The physicians who visited the houses,
favorable
earth, that nature
propitious and good in the time of the cholera, and who pene

you with

a

tallic lightning-rods,
with their iron wea
ther vanes, with their innumerable chim

bad

and per

a

armed with their me

if

together,

a

huddled

which form for them so rich and beautiful nor sun can penetrate.
Paris,
an ornament, as they exhale beneath the spot, where the plants dwindle
sun, a thousand sweet breaths, and say to ish, where out of seven little

a

by this shapeless mass, this con
fused intrenchment
of houses, covered
with their angular roofs, sloping, broken,

delity,

it

it

is ;

it

Great
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Those who yesterday overthrew
traced across human sophers.
with dead bodies, the word tyranny, — having praised the blessedness
of freedom with their lips, and abused its
: solidarity of nations, soli
darity of continents, solidarity of human sweets in their lives, — on the morrow
races — Solidarity !
voluntarily return to servitude.
So among these barbarians, there is
Was it God, or men who made the
thousand

leagues,

populations
SOLIDARITY

cholera !

A
inequality in all things.
portion of the people, consisting of a few

the greatest

Was it God who made Paris, London,
St. Petersburg, Madrid ? — Was it God,
or men ?
No : permanent misery, and periodic

families, possess every comfort and unlimted wealth,

and riot in excess ; but the

The weak are only safe through the mu
tual envy of the strong.
But when the
strong throw aside their jealousies, they
make war upon the weaker states on the
most trivial

pretences,

them

them, — the Fathers of the country or he
roes, — since such vain surnames are ev

ery where, and especially among barbari
esteemed.
But, as often as

are poor, and mostly dependent
upon the favor of the great.
Thus, too,

ans, much

part of the inhabitants live in the darkness
of ignorance.
The nobility and priests

these

not only

ment of oppression

majority

and divide

Hence they cause
among themselves.
the title of the Righteous to be added to

pestilence, and poisoned atmospheres, are
the work of men : God never made those certain individuals
God made the cloud of gold in
the heavens, the wild thyme in the mea
dows, and the bird in the woods ; the
things.

flower

FROM

and the lily of the

in the fields,

valleys.

their

To be Continued.

"

the lower classes in any land, making use
are in possession of the of their proper discernment, resist the
treasures of knowledge, but the greater preposterous claims of the higher classes,

tolerate

eyes,

such ignorance

before

because it conduces

but

to

princes and nobles put aside their
own contests, and unite in the establish
upon the old founda

tions, always, of course, in a disinterested

manner.
Such a man is always looked
heir own advantage, they keep the multi
tude in the debasement to which they are upon by barbarians, as holy, since they
believe that kings and the disposition of
already doomed by their poverty and in

CIVILIZATION.
ZSCHOCKE'S FOOL OF THE NINE
'
TEENTH CENTURY."

it is, that the rabble of caste, are ordained by God himself.
Of the public disbursements, that for
of their
Fragment from the Voyage of Young brefathers in all usages and arrangements
the maintenance of the court is the great
Pythias to Tlivk. (From tlte Greek.)
relating to the mind, while only in affairs est, and next to that is the expense of the
But I tell you the truth, my of corporeal gratification are they inclined army, which, even in peace, is enormous.
friend, as incredible as it may appear. to variety.
Still, they approve any nov For the instruction of the people, for ag
Consider, that in the rough country of the elty, be it right or wrong, if it brings riculture and all that concerns the happi
North, Nature itself repels men by its them money or household distinction. ness of men, the least is given.
In most
ungenial rigor, and forces them to resort For gold and ardent spirits among barba
of the countries of Thule, where the
to many contrivances
able.

dolence.
every

to render life endur

These we do not need in our coun

try, where Nature is bountiful to mortals,
so that we live both winter and summer
in the open air, procuring
what is useful to the

without

trouble,

prolonging
But those,

and

Hence

nation

love the traditions

rians, prevail over custom, honor and the
fear of God.

working classes have the greatest number
of duties and the fewest rights, they must

Thule,

satisfy the needs and cravings of the body

Among

the

inhabitants

of

and so much of it as politic, by paying all the taxes.
As far as their religion is concerned,
they may have had in former times, has
been taken away from them by the force they all affirm that it is one and the same,
They are govern and all boast that their dogmas have one
or fraud of the great.
freedom is unknown,

who
pleasure of existence.
But their modes of
half the year groan under the severity of ed by kings, who give themselves out as and the same author.
the sons of God, and the kings and their worship are manifold, as well as their
winter, must consider how they may cre
ate within their heated houses an artificial satraps are governed as much by mis
the person of the
opinions concerning
And since Nature repulses, and tresses and sweethearts as by their coun founder of their religion.
On this ac
summer.
turns

them

more

driven

upon
than

themselves,
we,

they

to occupy

are sellors.
their

minds with vain dreams, beautiful schemes

which they never prosecute, and the in
vestigation

-of

whatever

is

remarkable.

castes,

The people are divided into count, the different sects hate each other
as in India or Egypt.
To the with the most perfect hatred. They per

first class belong the king and his chil
secute and scorn each other.
Among the
To the second belong the so whole of them, there is to be found much
dren alone.
called

children,

whose

Nobles,

worthiness,

without

superstition,

which the priests encourage.

Of the Divine Majesty they have the most

By this means, they are full of knowledge

regard to their

and learned in all things which serve for

the best offices in the army and state, as unworthy notions, for they ascribe to him
What even human vices. And when kings
well as around the altars of God.
is incredible to us, is an old custom lead their people to war with each other,

or happiness ; and they write
great books about matters that we do not
care for, and the names of which are hard
instruction

ly known to us. Indeed, for that purpose
they institute schools and colleges.
But the weather, in the northerly

among

these

own

barbarians,

for

choose

rank

or

the priests are appointed

on both sides,

of than all other to call upon the Supreme Being to destroy
After a battle has been
kinds of merit.
In the third class are the enemy.
ranged inferior officers, mechanics, mer
fought, they thank the Almighty Govern
birth

is more thought

parts of the world, is so ordered, that heat chants, common soldiers, artists, learned or, that he has devoted their adversaries
In the fourth to destruction.
and cold, day and night, pass from one men, and ordinary priests.
Their books of history hardly de
extreme to the other, without any middle class are servants or slaves, who can be
state that is tolerable to the soul or body. sold or given away like other cattle. serve to be read; for they contain, com

For in summer they suffer under as great With some people, who have partly
a heat, as they do in winter under deadly thrown off their primitive rudeness, the
cold ; one half of the year the day is fourth and last class is wanting ; there
are some, also, where good princes, who
eighteen hours long, and the other hal
only six.

No less unsettled and dissolute

are the minds of men,

— as changeable

have become

as their nobility,

sensible

of thought

or

The
wars, and acts of violence.
names of useful inventors and benefactors

sions,

of are not reported, but the names of devasta
the ting generals are elevated above all others,
from as if they were the benefactors of the hu

of the power

make no laws but with

They lack all steadfastness concurrence of a senate, selected
From year to the several classes of inhabitants.
purpose.
The kings, in the country of Thule,
year they have new fashions in dress, new
live in perpetual enmity with each other.
chools of poetry, and new sects of philo

the weather.

monly, no account of the nation, only of
the kings and their advisers, — of succes

man race.

The histories of these people,

also,

inasmuch

from

ours,

as their

are hard

manners

ditt'er

to be understood.
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For with them, there is not at all times,
nor at any particular

time

nnder

all cir

cumstances, the same conception of honor
or virtue.

In the higher classes, inconti

nence, adohery,

dissipation,

the abuse of power,

gaming, and

are deemed praise

worthy, or appear as amiable weaknesses,
which in the lower classes are punished,

stitute
prohibit

cnMont-houees,

innumerable

an exchange

and Care that yon

if

of merchandize ; her, and

shall not find 3 trace

by ehaa«e yon should

of

meet

that they may punish and improve fallible with her some day, I hope that your im
men, they shut them up together in a age will be effaced from her heart and
public
corrupt

prison,

where

each other

they

I

reciprocally
memory as fully as
vices, and accomplish it."

desire and work to

with new

from which they return
accomplished
rogues to society ; to cherish the health

From Porpora, Anzoleto went to the
Minelli.
He found Censuelo'*

Corte

with death and the of their bodies, they subvert the order of
Against fraud and theft, the living ; some are awake during the night,
law has ordained its severest penalties ; and sleep away the day; while ethers
but if a great man cheats the government destroy the energy of their bodies by hot

rials of his labor, was a worker in glass,
long since installed in the mansion, and

by his ingenuity, and enriches himself at drinks and spices, which they buy in
the cost of his prince, he is frequently ad large amounts in the Indies, so that hard

gaiety.

as vices and crimes,

chamber

dungeon.

occupant; and encumbered with the mate*

ly a poor household is to be found which
satisfies itself with the products of its own
fields of flocks, without adding thereto
The members of the higher classes require the drinks of Arabia, the spices of the In
no other honor than that of birth, to merit dies, and the fishes of the most distant
vanced to higher honors, or dismissed
with a pension. As it is in respect to vir
tue and vice, so it is in regard to honor.

preference ; but the lower classes can sel
dom, by means of the highest

virtue, at

CONSUELO/
FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

a single

III.

of chance.

annihilated

by

abusive

word.

TranslatedTorthe Harbinger.

to a new

his workshop

who transferred

with much

"Ah! ha! it is you, my boy," said
he to the yonng tenor, " you have eome
shall do
to see me in my new shop -

I

very well here, and my wife is very glad
that she can lodge all the children below.

What are you looking

seas.

of these favorites
But the honor which consists
in the accident of birth, can also easily be
tain the respectability

surrendered

already

suelina

forget

any

Did ConLook, my

for?

thing?

child,
search, it will not incommode
me."
"Where have they put her furniture?"
said

Anzoleto,

troubled

quite

and torn

Still more odd, however, is the mode of
The most embarrassed respecting the with anguish at the bottom of his heart,
He who has vio part he had to
on not finding any vestige of Consuelo
redeeming that honor.
play, after Consuelo's
lated the honor of another, and he by
After hav in this place consecrated to the purest
flight, was Count Zustiniani.
of his past life.
Trliom it has been lost, meet in arms after
ing allowed it to be said, and given rea enjoyments
" The furniture is below in the court;
a prescribed form, like two lunatics, and son to all Venice to believe
that the won
seek to wound each other.
As soon as a derful debutante was his mistress, how she made a present of it to mother Aga
wound or death is brought
The old woman
about, no could he
tha, and she did well.
explain in a manner flattering to
matter to which of the two, they believe his
self-love, the fact that, at the first word is poor, and will make a little money out
O, Consuelo always had a good
sincerely that their honor is again re of declaration,
she had abruptly, and of it.
heart.
She has not left a cent of debt in
stored.
mysteriously withdrawn herself from his
the Corte, and she made a little present to
Above all things else, these barbari
desires and his hopes?
Many

thought,
that, jealous of his treasure, he had hid
are
of
altogether greedy
They
den her in one of his country houses.
gain, and to that end, risk both life and But when they heard Porpora, with that
virtue.
It is among their singularities, austere frankness which was never in
that they are excited to astonishment or consistent, say that he had advised his
laughter, if one works for another without pupil to go and wait for him in Germany,
a remuneration, or sacrifices his property there was
nothing more to be done than
for the benefit of the commonwealth.
to search for the motives of so strange a
They talk a great deal of noble senti resolution.
The Count indeed, to throw
conduct, but them off the
ments and magnanimous
track, pretended to show
these are only seen, except to be derided, neither vexation nor
surprise ; but his
on the stage.
Yet the inhabitants of disappointment
betrayed itself in spite of
Thule quite resemble the actors, since him, and
they ceased to attribute to him
they have great dexterity in the art of that good fortune on which he
had been
making anything appear other than it is. so much congratulated.
The greater
No one speaks freely to another what he part of the truth became clear
to all the
thinks.
For that reason, they call the world ; that is, the
infidelity of Anzoleto,
knowledge of men the most difficult art, the rivalry of Corilla and the
despair of
and prudence the highest wisdom.
the poor Spaniard, whom they pitied and
Meanwhile,
they cannot dissemble so sincerely regretted. Anzoleto'sfirstmoveans have one common and universal char

acteristic.

much that
ness shall

their knavery or
not be detected.

awkward

was very queer, her going off so in the
middle of the night and without telling
any one ! Master Porpora
came this
morning

to arrange

all

her

like the execution

was

affairs;

of a will.

it

It

gave pain to all the neighbors ; but they
themselves at last with the

consoled

thought that she is no doubt going to live
in a fine palace on the Canalazzo,• now
that she is rich and a great lady ! As
for

me,

make

a

worked
wedding

I

had always

fortune
so hard !

with

said

she would

her

voice,

And when

be, Anzoleto ?

I

will

she
the

hope that you
will buy something of me to make pres
ents to all the young girls of the quar

ter."
" Yes, yes," replied Anzoleto
absently.

ment had been to run to Porpora ; but he He fled with death in his soul, and saw
" Cease to interro in the court all the gossips of the place
gate me, ambitious young man without making an auction of the bed and table of
heart and without faith," the indignant Consuelo ; that bed on which he had
master had replied to him, "you never seen her sleep, that table at which he

For since repulsed him sternly:

they live in perpetual contradiction

to hu

man reason, teaching one thing and doing
another, feeling one thing and saying

another, and often choosing the most re merited the affection of that noble girl,
pugnant means for the accomplishment of and you shall never know from me what
their ends, their unskilfulness
is made has become of her.
I will take every
manifest.

every body when she went away.
She
her only her crucifix.
But it

took with

In order to encourage agricul-

had seen her work.

ready nothing

"

Oh, my God! al
left of her!" cried he in-

.-oluntarily, wringing his hands.
He felt
tempted to go and poniard Corilla.
After three days he reappeared on the

* Entered according to Act of
turc, they burden the farmer with hcaviCongress, in
est taxes and the greatest contempt; to
stage with Corilla.
They were both out• Great canal.
stimulate intercourse and trade, they in- i chuseiu.
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ngeausly hissed, and the curtain had to attempts to draw a primo Urnno to Venice
lowered without finishing the piece. at so advanced a season, when all the
A Hiulrio was f«irums, and Gorilla impass engagements are already made with the
"This is what your protection pro principal theatres in Europe, the Count
ible.
cures me," said he in a menacing tone, as made up his mind and accepted him for
The his champion in the struggle which was
soon as he was alone with her.
ba
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pleased them, in protecting all who hum
bled themselves before their power.
Dur
ing that season, thanks to them, the pub

lic applauded the works of the decline,
and forgot that true and grand

music had

prevailed in Venice.

formerly

In the midst of his success and his
prima donna answered him with much going on between the public and the ad
tranquillity: "You are affected by very ministration of his theatre. That theatre prosperity, (for the Count had given him
little, my poor child ; it is easily seen had too brilliant a reputation to lose it a very advantageous engagement,) Anzo
that you know little of the public and with such or such an individual.
Noth leto was overwhelmed with a profound
have never borne the brunt

I

ces.

was

so

well

I did

check of this evening, that
take
and

the pains of going

if I

of

its capri
for

prepared

the

I

melancholy

not even The ladies

over my part ; met as usual.

did not tell you what must hap

it was because

disgust

the boxes

were let for the season.

held

of

and bent under the weight

ing like that could overcome fixed habits.

All

a

It was pitiful to

happiness.

there and see him drag himself to the rehearsals,
main
hanging on the arm of the triumphant
for some time, Corilla, pale, languishing, beautiful as an

their levees

The true dilettanti

tained their dissatisfaction

well but they were too few in number to be angel, ridiculous in foppishness, wearied
Besides they ended by being like a man who is adored, crushed and
you would not have had courage enough cared for.
to enter upon the scene with the certain
tired of their own animosity, and one fine destroyed under the laurels and myrtles
Now you must evening, Corilla having sung with power, he had so easily and so largely gathered.
ty of being hissed.
know what you have to expect. The was unanimously
Even at the performances, when upon the
recalled.
She re-ap
next time we shall
be treated even peared, drawing with her Anzoleto, who scene with his fiery misress, he yielded to
Three, four, six, eight repre had not been called for, and who seemed the necessity of protesting against her
worse.
sentations perhaps will pass thus; but to yield to a gentle violence with a mod by his superb attitude and his imperti
While she devoured him
during these storms an opposition will est and fearful air. He received his nent languor.
manifest itself in our favor.
Were we share of the applauses and was recalled with her eyes, he seemed, by his looks,
the most stupid blockheads in the world, the next day.
In fine, before a month to say to the public ; " Do not think that
On the con
the spirit of contradiction and independ
had passed, Consuelo was forgotten, like I respond to so much love.
ence would excite for us partizans, who the lightning which traverses a summer trary whoever will deliver me from
Corilla excited enthusiasm as be will do me great service."
would become more and more zealous. sky.
The fact was, that Anzoleto, spoiled and
There are so many people who think to fore, and perhaps merited it more ; for
corrupted by Corilla, turned against her
aggrandize themselves by abusing others, emulation had given her more earnest
that there are not wanting those who ness, and love sometimes inspired her the instincts of selfishness and ingratitude
knew

very

a

it,

pen,

; the charm which

hitherto

has

you down will be removed.
You will breathe an atmosphere of en

weighed

couragements and sweet
will restore your power.

praises

which

Remember the

effect which you produced at Zustiniani's
the first time you were beard there.

You had not time to consolidate your con
quest ; a more brilliant star came too

without its attraction for a portion of the
somewhat to re
Zustiniani,
spectators.

lieve his mind after his very deep disap
pointment, had made her his mistress,
covered her with jewels,

and pushed her
hoping to make her
succeed Corilla, who was definitively en
gaged at Paris for the coming season.
in the first

parts,

which

the

in hi»

was true

:

and pure in its essence the indestructible
love which, in spite of his vices, he cher
He could divert hi»
ished for Consuelo.

a

;

attention from it, thanks to his natural fri
but he could not cure himself of
volity
it, and that love came back upon him like
torture, in the midst of
remorse, like

Unfaithful
his most culpable disorders.
thousand gallant in
to Corilla, given to
trigues, one day with Clorinda, to avenge
himself in secret on the Count, another
with some illustrious beauty of high rank,
and the third with the dirtiest of the figu
passing from the mysterious bou
doir to insolent orgies, and from the furies
of Corilla to the careless debaucheries of

rantes

the table,

seemed as

if

Anzoleto

I

remained

a

God,

There

heart but one sentiment

it

it

thank

world.

;

Clorinda also developed
depend upon ourselves, was the object.
to subdue the audience and her powers upon the stage, that is to say,
predict to her heavy beauty and the loose nonchal
remain masters of them.
not
dear ance of an unexampled stupidity,
moment,
that
for
success
great
you

will

then,

to him against

which she suggested
whole

a

Aa to
think to do BO likewise by protecting with a more feeling expression.
them.
After a dozen trials, during' Anzoleto, though he had not overcome
which the theatre will be a field of battle his defects, he had succeeded in display
They
qualities.
between the hisses and the applauses, the ing his incontestable
opposers will be fatigued, the refractory had become accustomed to the first and
will look sour, and we shall enter upon a admired the last. His charming person
new phase.
That portion of the public fascinated the women ; he was much
which has sustained us, without well sought after for the saloons, the more so
knowing why, will hear us quite coldly ; because Corilla's jealousy increased the
it will be for us like a new de'but, and piquancy of the coquetry of which he

he had assumed

the task of stifling in himself all recollec
But in the midst of this
tion of the past.

disorder,
spectre seemed to dog his
drawn sighs escaped from
to
and
nothing
deep
which
she
had
from
steps
soon to eclipse you ; but that star has al petition,
fear, either at present or in the future ; his breast, when in the middle of the
lowed itself to fall below the horizon,
of
and you must be prepared to ascend with she even took a malicious pleasure in night, with the boisterous companions
his pleasures, he passed in his gondola
bringing out that coldly impudent incapa
me into the empyrean.''
the Corte
Every thing happened as Corilla had city, which recoiled before nothing. along the dark buildings of
In truth, the two lovers had These two creatures lived therefore in Minelli. Corilla, for long time subdued
predicted.
and led, as are all
to pay dearly, during some days, foi the good understanding and governed the ad by his bad treatment,
They put into mean souls, to love only in proportion to
loss the public had sustained in the per ministration imperiously.
But their constancy in the index every serious score, and reveng the contempt and outrages she received,
son of Consuelo.
be tired of this fatal pas
braving the tempest wearied out an an ed themselves upon Porpora by refusing began at last to
She had flattered herself that she
ger which was too excessive to be lasting. his operas, to accept and bring forward sion.
They could conquer and enchain that savage in
The Count encouraged Corilla's efforts. those of his most unworthy rivals.
She had worked for that
As to Anzoleto, after having made vain agreed together in injuring all who dis dependence.
a

;

a

Corilla saw without vexation this com
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a violent earnestness, and she nor Count, and gondola for gondola!" This strange conduct had inspired fheir
When Then abandoning his victims to their fate, sovereign with suspicions of an finderevery thing to it.
But Count
she recognized the impossibility of ever as well as Clorinda to her stupor and the standing with her enemies.
hristian, having had the honor to enter
succeeding, she began to hate him, and to consequences of the adventure, he gained

end with

had sacrificed

One the opposite bank by swimming, took his tain the Empress at his chateau, had
search for distractions and revenge.
night, when Anzoleto was wandering in course through the dark and tortuous made to her excuses concerning the con
streets, entered his lodging, changed his duct of his son with which she appeared
his gondola about Venice with Clorinda,
another gondola, clothes in a twinkling, gathered together
lantern gave notice of all the money he had, went out, threw
He paid himself into the first shallop which was
rendezvous.

he saw file off rapidly,

to be satisfied.

whose extinguished

of Maria

some clandestine

little attention to it ; but Clorinda who, in
her fear of being discovered, was always
said to him :

on the lookout,
more slowly.

I recognize

"In 'that

It

" Let

is the Count's

getting under way, and steering towards
Trieste, he snapped his fingers, in token

us go of triumph,

as he saw the clock-towers

gondola ; and domes of Venice sink beneath the
waves in the dawn of the morning.

the gondolier."
cnse we will go more quick

Radolstadt,

" I wish to rejoin
replied Anzoleto ;
him, and to know with what infidelity he

IV.

with

nothing

the interview
the

Count

had transpired.

of

A

reigned in the sanctuary
devout and beneficent family,

strange mystery

of that

which for ten years, no neighbor had vis
ited with frequency ; whom no business,
pleasure,
draw

ly,"

Respecting

Theresa

largely

no

political

out of their
and without

affairs

domain ;

could

who

murmuring,

paid

all the

In the westerly ramification of the Car subsidies of the war, showing no agita
tion in the midst of dangers and pnblic
pathian mountains which separates Bohe
repays yours this night."
" No, no, let us return !" cried Clorin mia from Bavaria and which takes in misfortunes ; who, in fine, did not seem
da. " His eye is so piercing and his ear those countries, the name of Boehmer- to live the same life as the other nobles,
so quick !

him!"
"Row!

Let us be careful not to annoy Wald (Forest of Bohemia),

I say"

a hundred

there was,

years since, a very vast

" Giant's

and who were mistrusted,

old could

though no one

recall of their outward

acts, other

Castle," than good actions and noble proceedings.
barcarole ! " I wish to overtake that bark in consequence of I know not what tra Not knowing to what to attribute this
dition.
which you see before us."
Although it had from afar the cold and retired life, people accused the
Notwithstanding Clorinda's prayers and appearance of an ancient fortress, it was Rudolstadts sometimes of avarice, some
terror, this was the work but of an in nothing more than a country seat, orna times of misanthropy ; but as, at every
The two barks grazed each other mented in the interior according to the instant, their conduct gave the lie to
slant.
and Anzoleto heard a half stifled burst o: style of Louis XIV, which was already these imputations, they were reduced to
superannuated at that epoch, but always accuse them of too much apathy and non
laughter come from the other gondola
" Well and good," said he, " this is fair sumptuous and noble. The feudal archi chalance. It was said that Count Chris
tian had not been willing to expose the
play : it is Corilla who is taking the air tecture had also undergone happy modifi
with the Signer Count." In speaking cations in those parts of the edifice occu life of his son, sole inheritor of his name,
thus Anzoleto leaped to the bow of his pied by the lords of Rudolstadt, masters in those disastrous wars, and that the
gondola, took the oar from the hands of of that rich domain.
Empress had accepted, in lieu of his mil
This family, of Bohemian origin, had itary services, a sum of money sufficient
the other
the barcarole, and following
ly large to equip a regiment of hussars.
gondola rapidly, overtook it and grazed it Germanized its name on abjuring the Re
anew, and whether he had heard his formation, at the most tragic epoch of the Those noble ladies who had marriagea
A noble and valiant ble daughters, said that the Count had
name in the midst of Corilla's bursts of thirty years war.
protestant, had acted with much wisdom ; but when they
laughter, or whether a fit of craziness had ancestor, an inflexible
cried

Anzoleto

to his

" Dear
seized upon him, he said aloud :
Olorinda, you are without contradiction
the most beautiful

and the most beloved

of all women."

" w;is saying as much to Corilla,"
immediately replied the Count, coming out
of his cabinette, and advancing towards

I

" and now
the other bark with great ease ;
that our promenades are finished on both
sides, we can make an exchange

as be

tween people of good faith, who traffic in
merchandize of equal value."
" The Signor Count does justice to my

loyalty,"
tone.

"I

replied Anzoleto in the same
am about, if he please to permit

it, to offer him my arm, in order that he
may come and take his property wherever
he can find it."

The Count reached out his arm to rest
upon

Anzoleto's,

intention,

mocking

with

I

know

not what

and contemptuous

to

wards him and their common mistresses.

manor-house

called

been massacred on the mountain near his understood the resolution which Christian
chateau by a fanatic soldiery.
His widow , seemed to manifest of marrying his son
who was of a Saxon family, saved the within his own family,
by making him
fortune and lives of her young children, espouse the daughter of Baron Frederick,
by proclaiming herself a catholic, and con his brother;
when they knew that the
fiding
olstadt

the education of the heirs of Rud
to Jesuits.

tions, Bohemia
ed, the Austrian

After two genera

being mute and oppress

young baroness Amelia had left the con
vent in which she had been educated at
Pragpe, to inhabit Giant's Castle thence

power definitively con forth, in company with her cousin, those
the glory and sufferings of the noble ladies declared
unanimously, that
Reformation forgotten, at least in appear
the family of Rudolstadt was a pack of
ance, the lords of Rudolstadt
silently wolves, each more unsociable, and more
practised the Christian virtues, professed savage than the other.
Some incorrup
the Romish faith, and lived upon their es tible servitors, and some devoted friends
tate with a sumptuous simplicity, as good alone, knew the secret of the
family and
aristocrats and faithful servants of Maria kept it faithfully.
Theresa.
They had heretofore given
This noble family was assembled one
proofs of their bravery in the service of evening around a table loaded with a
pro
the emperor Charles
VI. But people fusion of game and those substantial
were astonished that the last of this illus
meats with which our ancestors were still
trious and valiant race, the young Albert, nourished
at that epoch in Sclavonic
only son of Count Christian of Rudolstadt,
countries, in spite of the refinements
had not taken arms in the war of succes which the court of Louis XV. had intro
firmed,

But the tenor, devoured by hatred, and
transported by profound rage, leaped with sion which had just ended, and that he duced into the aristocratic habits of a
all his weight upon the gondola of the had reached the age of thirty, without large part of Europe.
An immense
Count and mad.' it upset, crying with a having known or sought any other dis stove, in which burnt whole oaks, warm
"
Woman for woman, Sig tinction than that of his birth and fortune. ed the vast and dark hall.
savage voice :
Count Christ
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tad finished reciting in a bud voice
the B&iedeci*e, to which the other mem

bers of the family had listened standing.
Numerous attendants, all old and grave,

in the costume of the country,

with large
trousers and long moustaches,
pressed gently around their revered mas
ters.
The chaplain of the chateau was
Mamaluke

seated on the right of the Count, and his
niece, the baroness Amelia on his left,
the side of the iicart, as he affected to say

with an austere and paternal gallantry.
The baron Frederick, his brother, whom

15t

in it something frightful and solemn for
the others, as if each of his gestures were
a presage, and each of his words a judg

may possibly
morrow's

have

bad weather

for to

hunt."

Albert smiled with a strange air, and
all again became gloomy.
to whomsoever was not initiated with the
But five minutes had hardly elapsed,
secrets of the household, as soon as he when a terrible gust of wind shook the
ment.

From a peculiarity,

inexplicable

opened his mouth,

glass of the

ways

several times by fits, while lashing up the
waters of the ditch, as with a whip, and
was lost in the recesses of the mountain,

which happened al
once in the twenty-four hours, all
the looks of the relatives and servants
were
found

directed

towards

solicitude,

him ; and a pro
and tender

a mournful

anxiety,

could be seen in all their faces,

immense

roared

windows,

with a groan so piercing and so plaintive,
that all their faces paled, excepting that

however that of the young of Albert's, who smiled again with the
Amelia, who did not always receive his same indefinable expression as the first
cause he was only sixty, seated himself sayings without a mixture of impatience time.
" There is at this moment," said he,
in front.
The canoness Wenceslawa of and mockery, and who, alone dared to
he always called

Rudolstadt,
sexagenarian,

his young

brother,

excepting

be

his elder sister, a respectable
afflicted with an enormous

respond to them with a familiarity, which
or cheerful, accord
ing to her disposition at the moment.

was either disdainful

hump, and frightfully thin, placed herself
at one end of the table, and Count Albert,
This young girl, blonde, somewhat
son of Count
Christian,
betrothed
to high in color, bright and well made, was
Amelia, the last of the Rudolstadts, came, a little pearl of beauty ; and when her
pale, and gloomy, to install himself at maid lold her so, to console her for her
the other end, opposite his noble aunt.
ennui: "Alas! " replied she, " I am a

Of

all these silent

persons, Albert was
the least disposed, and the least
accustomed to impart animation to the

certainly

pearl

enclosed

in my sorrowful

family,

like an oyster,

of which this horrible
Giants Castle is the shell."
This is say

"

a soul whom the

storm drives towards

You will do well, Sir chaplain, to

us.

pray for those who travel among our rug
ged

mountains,

under the stroke

"I

pray at all hours, and from the bot

soul," replied the trembling
for those who journey in the
rough paths of life, under the tempest of
human passions."
tom of my

"

chaplain,

"Do

not answer

him,

The chaplain was so devoted to ing enough to show the reader what a said Amelia, without

others.

his masters, and so respectful towards the petulent bird was shut up in that pitiless
chief of the family, that he hardly opened cage.
his mouth, except when requested by a
On that evening, the silence which
look from Count Christian, and the latter weighed upon the family, especially dur
was of so peaceable and reflective a na ing the first course,
(for the two old lords,
ture, that he almost never experienced the canoness and the chaplain had a so
the necessity of seeking in others for a lidity and regularity of appetite, which

of the

tempest."

Sir chaplain,"

paying

attention to

the looks and signs, which, on all sides,
requested her not to continue the conver
sation ;

"you

know

very

well that my

cousin takes pleasure in tormenting
ers, by talking to them in riddles.
for me,

I

oth

As

do not care to discover the solu

tions of his enigmas."

Count Albert appeared to pay no more
attention to the disdain of his cousin, than
less
" What horrible weather," said he with she had affected to bestow upon his sin
profound, and a temperament more active ;
but his spirit was not a particle more ani
a deep sigh.
He put his elbow into
gular discourse.
As kind and benevolent as his
mated.
Each looked at the other with surprise ; his plate, which was almost always empty
elder brother, he had less intelligence and for if the weather had become dark and and clear before him, and looked fixedly
at any season of the year,)
was interrupted by Count Albert.

diversion from his own thoughts.
Baron Frederick had a character

inward

never failed

His devotion was of menacing during the hour they had all at the damasked cloth, whose embellish
His only passion been within the chateau, and the heavy ments and rosaces he seemed to count,
In that pursuit he passed oak onutters had been closed, no one although he was absorbed in a kind of

enthusiasm.

habit and acquiescence.
was the chase.

A profound calm ecstatic dream.
all his days, returning every evening, not could perceive it.
To be Continued.
fatigued, for he had a body of iron, but reigned without as well as within, and
He nothing announced that a tempest was
heated, out of breath, and hungry.
ate for

drank

ten,

for

thirty,

diverted

REVIEW.

about to break forth.

Still no one pretended to contradict Al
how his dog Saphyr had pushed the hare, bert, and Amelia alone contented herself A System of Latin Versification, in a
series of Pro gre.tsire Exercises, including
how his bitch Panthere had tracked the with shrugging her shoulders, while the
Specimens of Ti-aialatinn from German
wolf, how his falcon Attila had made his play of forks and the clashing of the dish
and English Poetry into Latin Verse,
himself

a little at the dessert by relating

flight ;

and

him

when

they

had listened

with an inexhaustible

patience,

to es, slowly changed by the servants, re
commenced after a moment of interruption

he

slumbered gently beside the fire in a great
arm chair of black leather, until his
daughter

gave him

notice

that his hour

and anxiety.

" Do
you not hear the wind unchained
among the firs of the Boehmer-wald and

the voices of the torrent which rise, even
The canoness was the most talkative of to us ?" resumed Albert in a louder voice,
the family.
She might even pass for a and with a fixed look directed to his fath-

for going to bed had struck.

babbler ; since at least twice a week she
discussed with

the chaplain for a quarter

of an hour, the genealogy of the Bohe
mian, Hungarian, and Saxon families,
which she had at her tongue's end, from
that of the king's to that of the lowest
gentleman.

As

to Count

Albert, his exterior

had

lite use

of

Scltools and

Colleges.

By CHARLES AN THOU, LL. D., Pro
fessor of the Greek and Latin Lan
New
guages in Columbia
College,
York, and Rector of the Grammar
New
York
:
School.
Harper and
82 Cliff Street.
Brothers,
1845. pp.

327.

We have here the latest born of the
are
series of books which
The avowed to owe their paternity to Dr.

i,

numerous

Count Christian
parson,

for

who

replied

usually

nothing.

conciliated

all,

re

Anthon,

or as Homer

says, boast that he

Dr. Anthon is certainly
marked, without raising his eyes from the is their father.
As far as numbers
piece of venison he was cutting with an a prolific gentleman.
athletic hand, as he would have cut a go his literary offspring present a striking

"In fact, the wind
was in a rainy quarter at sunset, and we

quarter of granite : —

They appear with true
While a real scholar
Yankee velocity.

phenomenon.
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which

variegated

We hear of his learning, but of what
digging for their foundations.
that he ia about to do this or that, and called his logic and his rhetoric.
we will not withhold

and admirable works of Dr. Anthon, with
as the

with

a

a

in

of the Dictionary."

leisure

acquaintance

They give minute information

" As

the

is

;

it

;

if

it,

is

if

;

it

a

is

it
is

a

It

;

if

it

regards the general question re
On all booksellers'
specting the possible existence in former
subject will permit.
need only be
shelves it stands ready ; it is puffed days of a gigantic race,
observed, that,
their structure be sup
and
thanks
sold irresistably,
unanimously,
posed to have been similar to that of the
to the sure machinery of the publishers,
rest of our species, they must have been
and great is the profit to the Messrs. mere creatures of imagination
they
could not have existed.
found that
Harper, and to Dr. Anthon, at least.
the bones of the human body are invaria
Meanwhile,
amidst the general accla
bly hollow, and consequently well calcu
mations that greet the successive Avatars
lated to resist external violence.
Had
of the "great American Philologist," they been solid, they would have proved
burden for man to bear.
But
critics are not altogether wanting, who too heavy
admirably well
hold other opinions concerning his labors ; this hollowness, while
fitted for the purpose which has just been
grave reviewers are bold enough to utter mentioned, and likewise subserves
many
doubts as to the immensity and accuracy other important ends in the animal econ
not by any means well adapted
of his learning ; even booksellers in pub omy,
heavy superincumbent
lic advertisements, have charged him with for supporting
on the contrary,
renders the
weight
both grand and petty literary larceny;
the
bone weaker in this respect than
and in private circles of scholars there is latter had been solid.
The inference
a singular unanimity of opinion, which,
from all this
Man never
very plain.
was intended by his Maker for a gigantic
should Dr. Anthon be made aware of
being, since his limbs could not, in that
would add little to the serene complacency
event, have supported him
and,
giants
with which he seems to be, as
ever
did exist, they must necessarily
were,
have
overshadowed and rejoiced forever.
been crushed by their own weight.
Or, had their bones been made solid, the
Nevertheless,
the work
ceases not.
of their limbs would have been so
weight
The patient toils of European scholars
enormous, that these lofty beings must
furnish abundant materials, — granaries have remained as immovable as statues."
where all the world may be supplied
We do not intend any minute or ex
who shall deny to Dr. Anthon
"the tended criticism of Dr. Anthon's pro

where

they ought to give only references,

and

of passages that should be
left as exercises for the student.
They
translations

put leading strings into his hands when
needs to have the path pointed

he only

to him,

out

he has

and

not yet

him

inform

of

what

In

to know.

desired

this way the edge of the intellectual

ap

dulled, curiosity and interest are
petite
not excited, and the habits of self depend
ence and concentration,
cessary to

so absolutely

ne

scholar, are not formed.

Dr. Anthon has one quality which we
fear many of our professed scholars are
more familiar with by hearsay than by
experience, — he

industrious

his voca

While they give no outward signs of
While they lounge in
activity, he works.
the delights of elegant literature, he

tion.

is

or their

our readers, though many of them are no and cowardly scholars, other text books
doubt familiar with it.
It from the ar than those of Dr. Anthon must be put
ticle " Gigantes," in the "Classical to their hands.

delving

in his

while they seem
and labor

study

content with their attainments,
not to leave monuments
some

way

or

behind them, he

keeping the
In
name of scholarship alive.
word,
when we look for the
he does something
in

other

a

laudations

editors,

Of these sound learning.
If we wonld not have
race of emasculated, enervated, indolent,

one specimen from

;

such

exposed, but we
as necessary to the cause of

in

papers announce that the Harpers have
issued another of those profound, learned,

regard

;

all the news

have

we

is

behold some fine morning

and

genesis

We do not speak clearly and undeniably

is

are still

men

we are not only de
sense of justice, that their
true character should be

is

other

firmament,

sirous, from

a

while

thon's

is

building

?

his

it
is

would yet be working in the collection of the larger streams that come from other
Who that has read his Horace
his materials, Dr. Anthon has the labor sources.
He puts on the roof of has not laughed aloud at the inanity with
accomplished.

it
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evidences of what they are doing, they
are not easily to be found.
They criti

it

is

a

It

is

a

It

is

it

it

;

in

is

in

a

!
j

is

a

it

it

it
is

a

it in
is

it
;

it
is

It

it

is

a

is

is

It

It

is

it

it
is

It

is

a

is

is

is

is

a

is

!

;

is

is

cise his performances, but where are the
right of appropriation?"
His subordi ductions.
For such a criticism we have better ones which they ought to give us
nates ply their task of translating and neither the space nor the materials, nor instead?
His Classical Dictionary
a
copying
the presses of the Messrs.
our Journal the proper medium.
We disgrace to literature, but
the best in
Harper groan without rest, as one after merely wish to incite the legitimate guar
the English Language
His Horace
another, the " school and college classics"
dians of the territory on which he preys,
hardly fit to put into the hands of
are ushered into the world.
To be sure, to its defence. Our purpose
at our
simply, student, — but what better one
not much
said of the German or other in plain words, to say that Dr. Anthon
command? and so of others of his books.
commentator, whose learning and labor
humbug.
time for
searching After all, criticism alone cannot remove
form the staple of the book.
As far as and scorching criticism of the several the evil we complain of. Give us books
we know, his name
not always men books that bear his name.
should be which shall of themselves force Dr. An
tioned.
Nay,
sometimes not easy to conducted as was the criticism of Heyne's
thon's into obscurity; nothing less can bo
find
even hinted at. But what of that? Homer for
Several scholars, completely effectual.
example.
sufficient honor to him that literal whom circumstances have made
must be confessed that American
particu
translations of whole pages of his writing larly familiar with different
at best
matter of sound
books of Dr. scholarship
are thought worthy to be adopted by Dr. Anthon's, should make
Superfi
commoi cause. quite as much as of substance.
Anthon.
Moreover, truth belongs to no We know half
written all over
we are dab
dozen gentlemen who cial,
individual.
mine,
yours, wher
We have men of
might together so demolish this cobweb blers and dilettanti.
ever
can be found.
Beside
men are reputation that not even those feudal lords respectable attainments no doubt, but
insignificant, and men's names ridiculous;
of bookselling, the Harpers, could force there are fifty Germans, nay five thou
let them be forgotten.
his editions of the classics upon the pub sand, who might put us all in their pock
Sometimes Dr. Anthon appears in his lic.
We call upon them to do
as
ets. If we are to have classical litera
own proper person, which
impossible duty.
We urge
also upon the larger ture at all, let us really have it.
to mistake for any other.
Whether he Reviews, whose office
to keep the time for us to cease living upon the
manifest himself in learning, in logic, or fair field of
literature, and of classical crumbs that fall from rich men's tables.
rhetoric, there cannot be
doubt that literature especially, free from such Yan
We have spoken with some severity of
he.
In his Horace for instance, in kee invasions as Dr. Anthon
we do not, however, think
makes upon Dr. Anthon
his Classical Dictionary, in almost any of it.
We are not only weary of the
He
that he especially deserves severity.
his works, the little rivulets which flow cessant
puffs which, as matter of course,
by no means singular in his modes of
from him are always distinguishable from salute
every new luminary
Falseness, duplicity, glitter
Dr. An- proceeding.
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without gold, show without reality are to each new city where we sojourn, our
be found in other places also.
Trade on American friends and acquaintances seem
to know something of each other, and to
borrowed capital, dealing in counterfeit
belong to the same set in society.
The
wares are by no means new inventions.
territorial extent and political independ
They are practised throughout society. ence of the different States of the Union
In politics, in religion, in commerce, in remind the traveller rather of the distinct
nations of Europe
than of the different
social life, they have long been employed.
counties of a single kingdom like Eng
Dr. Anthon merely extends their use to land ; but the
population has spread so
classical literature.
It would be well for fast from certain centres, especially from
New England, and the facilities of com
those who criticise him to inquire wheth
er other things which they have not hith munication by railway and steam-boat are
so great, and are always improving
so
erto suspected are not liable to a similar
that the twenty-six republics of
rapidly,
condemnation.
1842, having a population of seventeen
are more united, and belong
millions,
Travels in North America, by CHARLES more thoroughly to one nation, than did
LYELL, Esq.
F. R. S, Author of the thirteen States in 1776, when their
" Principles of
numbers were only three millions.
In
Geology." Two Vol
New \ork : Wiley and spite of the continued decline of the fed
umes in One.
eral authority, and the occasional conflict
Putnam,
pp. 251, 221.
of commercial interests between the North
These volumes, although written with and the South, and the violent
passions
immediate reference
to the science, in excited by the anti-slavery movement, the
which their author holds so eminent a old colonial prejudices have been soften
rank, will be found to contain no small ing down from year to year, the English
language, laws, and literature, have per
amount of matter that will interest the vaded more and more the Dutch,
German,
Professor Lyell had am and French settlements, and the danger
general reader.
ple opportunities for observation while in of the dismemberment of the confederacy
appears to all reflecting politicians less
this country ; his scientific
reputation
imminent now than formerly.
" I dined with Mr. Astor, now far ad
gave him free access to the best circles of
and,
without
in
the vanced in years, whose name is well
society];
taking part
Ircontroversies with which
every foreign known to the readers of Washington
He informed me that
traveller is beset as he journeys
from ving's 'Astoria.'
he was about to found a large public li
place to place, he had his eye open wher
brary in New York, which I rejoice to
ever he went, and seems to have made up hear, as the scientific men and naturalists
his mind on the various subjects which of this country can rarely afford to pur
attracted his attention, with more than chase expensive European works with
I often regretted,
numerous illustrations.
The tone
ordinary fairness and candor.
during my short residence here, that the
of his book is that of a well-bred gentle (own of Albany, 150 miles distant, is des
man, free from vulgar prejudices, too fa tined, because it is the capital, to possess
the splendid collection of minerals, rocks,
miliar with the world to be easily sur
and fossils obtained during the late gov
and
inter
new
with
appearances,
prised
ernment survey.
The surveyors are now
on employed in arranging these treasures in
the facts and impressions,
preting
which he had occasion to pass judgment, a museum, which would have been far
and more frequently consulted
in the light of a liberal and catholic spirit. more useful
if placed in the midst of this wealthy me
His views of the society and institutions tropolis, having a population of 300,000
of this country are certainly highly favor souls. Foreigners, indeed, who have on
able ; more so, no doubt, than exact jus ly visited New York for commercial pur
that all the inhabi
tice would warrant ; and we cannot but poses, may imagine
tants are exclusively engrossed with trade
feel, from time to time, that his habit
and money making ; but there is a college
ual courtesy and unwillingness to give of here, and many large and flourishing lit
I re
erary and scientific institutions.
fence have led him to put the best construc
ceived numerous invitations to deliver lec
tion on many ill-omened facts.
tures on geology, but had scarcely time
As a fair specimen of the author's gen to finish one short course, when I was re
eral style and manner, we quote the fol
minded, by the breaking up of winter,
that T could resume my operations in the
lowing description.
" We spent several weeks at New York, field.
" It was now the second week of April,
and soon found ourselves at home in the
'
'
society of persons, to some of whom, we and already the willows on the Battery
were putting forth their yellowish-green
had letters of introduction from near rel
atives in England, and others whom we leaves.
The air was as warm as in an
had met at distant places in the course of English summer, although a few days be
citizens fore the ground had been covered with
So many American
our tour.
Such sudden changes are trying
migrate from north to south for the sake snow.
of mild winters, or attendance on Con to many constitutions ; and we were told
gress, or the supreme courts of law at that if we staid a second year in the Unit
Washington, or congregate in large wa ed States, we should feel the influence of
tering places during the summer, or have the climate, and begin to lose that fresh
children
or brothers settled in the Far ness of colour which marks the newly-ar
The greater sallowWest ; everywhere there is so much in rived Englishman.
between ness of complexion here is attributed to
tercourse, personal, epistolary,
scientific
and literary men in remote the want of humidity in the air ; and we
states, who have often received their uni
ought to congratulate ourselves that there
versity education far from home, that in is no lack of that ingredient in the at
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mosphere of Great Britain.
We con
tinue to be surprised at the clearness of
the skies, and the number of fine days
and bright star-light nights, on this side
of the Atlantic." — Vol. I. pp. 192-194.

Hunt's Merchants'

and Com
Magazine
mercial Review, August 1845.

The patronage enjoyed by this very
ably conducted periodical is alike honorable
to the character of the Magazine, and the
of our mercantile community.
It contains a vast amount of commercial,

intelligence
statistical,

and financial

bodied in a quite
we might

look

information,

em

shape, which
for in other quarters in
readable

In addition to the usual comple
ment of mercantile articles, the present
number contains a valuable memoir of
Joseph Peabody, a man well-known and
vain.

greatly respected in Massachusetts,

as one

of the most eminent and successful mer
chants in that State.
There are besides
several literary notices of recent works,
written rather in a friendly than a critical
spirit, hut presenting a fair monthly rec
ord of current
Although
publications.
this Magazine

is devoted to the interests

of commerce, it is not the blind apologist
of the present system of trade, but per
ceives and defends the great improvement
that would Result from a more systematic

Here is a spec
organization of business.
imen of the freedom and truth with which
it comments on existing abuses.
" The evils arising from want of organi

zation appear most evidently, when ne con
sider this great principle of modern society —
freedom in the direction of industry.
We
have adopted the tree trade principle in its
fullest extent. We sty, leave trade and in
dustry to regulate themselves. We say to
'
government, ' Laissez Jairc — let us alone.
These things will regulate themselves. La
bor will go where it is wanted. Let tho
career be laid open to talent. Competition
will develop energy.
Interest nill be the
safest guide in deciding the direction of in
dustry."
But is this so ? It might be so, provided
man was a being of reason, and calm calcu
lation, only, with no passions to blind his
judgment. We make laws to prevent truck
men from beating their horses unmercifully.
Why so? — it is decidedly the interest of a
man not to abuse his horse ; why not leave
it to that ? Because we know that anger
and brutish obstinacy are often stronger than
interest ; and something more is needed to
protect the poor beast from ill treatment,
than the calculating reason of his mauler.
So, undoubtedly it is for the interest of the
southern planter to treat his slaves well, and
not overwork them. But this, we know,
docs not always protect them from his ca
price, violence, and blind love of present
gnin. Just so as regards industry. Some
departments of industry are crowded, and
others comparatively neglected. We have,
for example, in New York, about one thous
Does any one suppose that
and lawyers.
these are all needed to do the legal business
of the place ? A fifth or a tenth part of the
number would be sufficient. The profession
is chosen by young men, not because law
yers are needed, but because it is a profes
sion attractive to an ambitious spirit. A
lawyer is a gentleman — has influence in
society, and has the best opportunity for
j political distinction. But, as some five hun[dred of the number are not wanted, they
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must be unproductive and unemployed. Yet
all inn-; be supported, and live expensively,
Consequently, the little
like gentlemen.
work which they do must he pnid in fees
disproportioned to its actual value, and many
of them are compelled by their situation to
promote lawsuits, and make themselves busi
ness; and it becomes the interest of the
whole body to increase, instead ot diminish
ing, the expense and the amount of litiga
tion."

POETRY.
For the Harbinger.
TO THE MOON.
Gentle moon, so sad and tender,
Filling with thy silvery splendor
All the airy dome,

Half from out that darkness turning,
With a smile of patient yearning,
Pence to heaven thou givest.
First in pale green twilight hiding,
One faint star beside thee gliding.
Gleams thy cimetar ;
Then when long the stars have waited,
That thou risest and belated,
Burning red as war, —

No companion to thee given —
Friendless through the open heaven,
Suffering yet serene,
Thou into my heart art looking,
Every evil thought rebuking,
By thy placid mien.
By the road-side as I wander.
Many a silent dream I ponder,
Many a vision dear ;
While so friendly and abiding,
Through the passing tree-tops gliding,
Thou art ever near.

I

dream bow many a mortal,
Passing through night's silver portal
Linking day to day,
To thy spell, so mild and tender,
All their inmost souls surrender,
Then

All

their sorrows say.

and

criticism,

gave

us

which

no

have the presumption

The

orchestra

to sup

out here in the

What is the re
been criti

have

have acquired some

true sense of the meaning

of these inexhaustible

and grandeur

creations

of ge

has been elevated ; Beetho

nius ; taste
ven is really

known

to many ; and some

of the symphonies have been studied and
repeated till the orchestra have really
got to feel them, and cooperate as one in
An enthusiasm
the production of them.
has been generated both in the performer
and in the hearer, at the expense, it may
be, of some lame

Clearer, purer, higher.

which

July 17, 1845.

neither

and

could

awkward
have

trials,

afibrded

to

forego.
it was beginning at the
was many
years in advance of our musical culture ;
that we should be prepared for him as
Some thought

MUSICAL REVIEW.

-

and of

cized ; but hundreds

The dark earth on which it sbineth
With ethereal fire,
So around the shadowy real
Hovers there a light ideal,

Whispering doth creep.

Dark, austere, and light denying,
In the cold earth-shadow lying.
Half thy life thou grievest ;

sult?

As thy silvery light refineth

Silencs in the valley sleepeth,
Silence every hill-top stecpe'.h,
And the targe trees sleep,
Saving when the light wind lifting
Through the hovering leaflets sifting,

a

ing the public taste by a high standard,
and creating a demand for the works of
the great masters, they took the risk of

pose could be brought
most masterly manner.

my soul is like the ocean,
yearning with a deep emotion,
Tremulous as a leaf.

chose

course ; for the sake of educat

one would

All

And the dank mist trails.

The Academy

gainers.

generous

failure

Full of love and grief;

And the dewy grass-blade glimmers,

ably

studies, so to speak, of works

Memories of the past come o'er me,
Dreamy shadows pass before me,

Misty wreaths of light thou pourest
O'er the dusk and shadowy forest,
And the sloping vales ;
In thy smile the river shimmers,

Living meteors;

Floweretl. feeling's secret blossom
That in day doth close.

With a magic spell.

Turning from the stars white gleaming
To the dark earth 'neath thee dreaming,
From thy azure home, —

And a ceaseless silvery ringing,
From the shrill cicadae singing,
Through the still air stirs.

That which loveth, that which mourneth
Find in thee repose ;
In the night's most ample bosom

Night ! so dim and so mysterious,
Night! so solemn and so serious,
From thy vastness swell
Wondrous tones that haunt my spirit,
And to shadowy regions bear it,

BY W. W. STORY.

Fire-flies glance along the meadow,
Lightning through the clinging shadow

The
Wounded hearts, whose grief thou healest, ii 1anI meaning of the composition,
And from out their sorrow stealest
musicians grow by the study of it; tbeir
All its pain and ache ;
[iower increases with the magnitude of
Hearts the bliss of love possessing,
It
the task upon which they engage.
That within thy silent blessing
On
can hurt no one to try Beethoven.
Love's wild thirsting slake.
the contrary hundreds have felt, by this
Yes, to thee each spirit lurneth —
experiment, that they have been unspeak

wrong

MUSIC IN BOSTON DUEING THE LAST

WINTER— NO- m.

end ; that Beethoven

the world

was prepared

for him by first

or THE BOSTON ACADEMY acquainting ourselves with the less pro
We come now to the main found and difficult music which preceded
OF Music.
achievement of the Academy, which was him.
Ah ! if we only might be so pre
the production of several of Beethoven's
pared!
They were great masters who
We had already had in for paved the way for Beethoven ; from
symphonies.
Bach to Haydn there was a line of influ
mer winters, the First, the Fifth (in C mi
nor,) the Second, the Sixth or Pastoral,
ences enriching the soil from which such
and the Seventh.
These, with the excep
a genius was to spring.
But if we did
tion of the Pastorale, were revived, with not have Beethoven, would it be Bach
the addition of the Eighth, thus forming a and Haydn that would be given us to
goodly moiety of the immortal nine.
prepare ourselves withal?
Any thing
This was a bold undertaking
for a but that ; the most modern of the mod
New England city, and, considering all erns, all the opera trash of the day, all
one.
To criticize the dazzling superficialities of solo-play
things, a successful
CONCERTS

these

performances by the standard iii
orchestras would be ungener

European
ous.

We have no sympathy with those

"for effect," —
be given us ; and we might
hear them forever, and never be the wiser,
ers, and those who write
these would

to be attempt
though the mere physical sense of music
do it perfectly ; and the mere mechanical power of exe
who have so little faith in the intrinsic cution might be somewhat
sharpened.
power of Beethoven's music, or in the The truth is, Beethoven's is the music of

who would

ed, because

forbid

a thing

we cannot

of a musical soul to receive it this age ; it gives voice to the imprisoned
and deeply, even from an im soul and aspiration of this age.
Spiritu
perfect and approximate execution of it ally and essentially, it can be better com

capacity

inwardly

by an orchestra,

that they would

these to us invaluable

deny us

opportunities.

To

prehended
Boston

by

now,

unmusical
than

Americans

it could

in

Vienna
It was prophetic of
in

say the least, they are better than nothing.

when it was born.

An oft-repeated performance by an indif
ferent orchestra will, if they persevere
in the right spirit, bring out more and
more of the true features, of the pro-

the great world-movement that now stirs
so many hearts.
The understanding of
it is not a matter of mere musical refine
ment , the question only is : are our souls

THE HARBINGER.

us, by the performance and subsequent
frequent repetition by the Academy or
chestra, of one of his greatest and most
characteristic works, the Symphony in

From this dates the history of
in Boston.
How this seized
upon us, how it grew upon us, how it be
came a living bond of union between au
C minor.

Beethoven

dience and performers, an initiation into
a deeper life, how in spite of imperfect
means and execution, the life and soul of
it did contrive to get out and inspire the
souls of all,

which

reacted on the per

formance, till absolutely it was performed
well, — all this should be told, and taken
as the true starting
ing to the other
stopping,

therefore,

chestra at this
take

point before proceed
symphonies.

advantage

Without

to criticize

late day, we will

of the

long

the or
rather
summer

hours, when there is a suspension of con
certs, to recall at leisure the impressions
left by that grand music.
And we take
the liberty

to transfer to these columns

some thoughts to which we gave expres

it,
it it

It

is

is

a

a

;

it

is

?

'

a

a

it

it

a

;

us !

it

to tell

was at last secured to

a

for he indeed had something

That opportunity

in

full scope; —

;

great works

in

himself

it

to some of his
he allowed

a

which

It

listen to some of his fuller utterances of
himself,

;

made us

more of the man, and to

Il

there are no words,

long to know

is

for which

by if
it

on the dark, heav
waves below ; — all that,

yearning

It

ing,

It

they shed glimmerings

;

less yearning, compelling the very stars
above to answer in sweetest melodies, as

in

as about some vast unutter

able wrong, appealing to us, like a por
trait whose eye is on every one who en
ters the room ; and above all, that bound

is

itself under this rude manner ; that earn
est pleading,

is
a

notea, which only made more af
fecting the tremulous melodies of a heart
all melting with love, vainly disguising

if

strong

in

sphere of being.
Those
wondrous chords, each an electric shock ;
that impetuous, nervous, almost angry
accent; that defiant dashing out of the

a

could only find room in another

a vaster

'

if they

and

it

ed the breart with emotions which seemed
as

a

de

it

with

it

made him shudder

It touched new springs, and swell

is

which

light.

a

too,

a

waltz, of Beethoven played in its true
It affected his mind as no music
spirit.
before had done, and opened a new world
to him, — a new world within himself,

if

ly

It was an era in the life of every child
who loved music, the first time he hap
pened to hear any thing, were it only a

Before we proceed, we would say some
thing of the practice of interpreting music
into words.
For certainly it is quackery
to pretend to have found the k'ey or story
to a symphony, so that it must suggest
just that or nothing, to one prepared to
near with the understanding.
We have
been told that Haydn always had some
little romance or idyl in his mind when he
composed a symphony ; and we have fre
quently had music interpreted to us, al
most note by note, by some ingenious and
But the truth is, no
imaginative listener.
interpretation can suggest so much, that
the music shall not suggest more ; and
such limitations of its meaning may sadly
interfere with a simple, free and deep re
ception of its power and beauty.
How
can we hear the right key, if we have
been warned to look for another ? And
then again, music in its very nature is the
language of something which words can
not tell ; yes of something which thought
cannot comprehend in its narrow, rigid
moulds.
It begins where speech leaves
off. When we have fairly entered its el
ement, it alone is all sufficing ; it explains
itself, but it transcends speech and all this
defining whim of the understanding. The
charm and perfection of music is, that it
sets you free, that it delivers you from
thought, from care, from all too individu
al aim or consciousness, and bids your heing melt and blend with its all-permeating
sentiment.
You listen and are transport
ed. It has not addressed your thoughts ;
it has not spread a picture before your
eye ; but it has changed your state ; it
has warmed out into living, glowing real
ity, the dim mysterious inner world in
you, and made it the thrilling element in
which all the conscious phenomena of your
more outward momentary being float.
In
a great piece of music, you see, you ima
gine almost every thing ; it wakes a thou
sand different trains of thought with equal
reason, it suggests a thousand scenes. In
no two hearers' minds does it light up
One ima
just the same phantasmagoria.
gines this, another that ; and each is right,
if he does not impose his interpretation
upon the rest.
Music is more or less suggestive to dif
The thoughts it awakens
ferent hearers.
in each certainly help them to speak to
each other of what they have heard, to
compare notes, and recall passages, and
telegraph mutually the joy they had in
it by these poor signs.
But then these
thoughts, however decidedly suggested,
were not the music ; these the grca.t ocean
tossed up to each of us upon its surface,
and these we could rescue and identify ;
but what do these tell of its great bound
less roar, and swell, of its unfathomable
depths?
And yet it is natural, it is almost inev
itable, hearing music, to associate with it
some more or less distinct train of ideas ;
and especially, if it have the unity and
loirical consecutiveness of a symphony,
which is the evolving of a whole harmo
nious multifarious world out of one sim
ple theme, one is tempted to trace a con
nected story, or allegory all through it. It
is easy, if the principal theme awakes any
definite emotion or idea, to use this as a
key to all the mysteries which follow,
and to recognise some new phase of its

;

study what it loves ; and we apprehend it
is our destiny in this age and in this land
to love Beethoven,

cessary cautions on the general subject of
musical interpretation :

history in each successive musical treat
ment. All this is well. Only this must be
borne in mind : that our story i•, after all,
not precisely an interpretation, but only
an allegorical illustration
of the music.
We can only say, " it seems to sing of
this or that ; it is as
I saw such scenes
and splendors passing before me."
Ear
nestly and significantly the mystic tones
appeal to us ; but never can we render
back in any intelligible
statement the
whole which they Jiave suggested ; never
can we feel that we have understood it
all ; always the sense thereof deepens, the
more the music takes possession of us ;
and for every mood we bring to
an
swers something.
To every hearer
im
•
parts
separate, private revelation. Tru
its sense
infinite.
kindles up our
imagination to invent those little fictions,
poems, or pictures, by which we illus
trate
to ourselves, and coin its vague
ness into some stamp of definiteness —
so does the purling of
brook whisper
fairy tales to
poet dreaming by its mar
this the whole account
gin — but then
of the stream of waters, or the stream of
harmonies
have they not both something
more to say
and
this anything more
than one of the countless stories which
The most that can
they have in store
be done is, to weave a story or an inter
pretation which shall be entirely in the
spirit of the music, and harmonize with
so that the one shall predispose the
mind for the other.
With the inventor,
therefore,
his story be good one, be
in the spirit of the music,
shows that
the music has indeed deeply wrought up
on him, even to the prompting of crea
tive activity
his own mind.
With oth
er hearers, to whom he offers his fiction
will, if not very good, prove
as a key,
an obstacle and a hindrance, interfering
with that perfect freedom with which the
soul hears music
but
be
true alle
the music, the
gory, inspired really
music having had more part in
than
his own idiosyncracy or idle, accidental
thoughts, then the exercise of tracing
fancied resemblance will bring
through
them nearer to the music, and cause them
to hear
more closely, while
will not
preclude any suggestions which
may
make individually to each of their minds.
This
the true work of interpretation
the only true way
which music may be
translated into thought.
must be a
work of genuine poetic creation.
What
moved the composer to make
sympho
ny, moves the interpreter to make
po
em out of one and the same spirit, they
create in their several ways
and there
will be spiritual correspondence between
the two products, so that the impression
of the one will not disturb, but only illus
trate that of the other.
the office of
the imagination to give form and figure to
invisible felt realities.
moulds its re
divine essence into an im
cognition of
embodies
age, as of Jove or Apollo.
the vagut (which speaks directly only to
faith or sentiment within us,) in a form
and
appreciable to thought and sense
no interpretation, but
this embodyment
only
type and suggestion of the unut
Just the same relation
terable essence.
must these interpretations hold to music.
They are but parables, which hint of
something more, namely the music. And
too
music, —
parable, and hints of
what cannot be uttered.
After this we trust we shall not be
the
understood to profess too much
it,

Bo, it sion a few years ago, touching the Sym
phony in C minor, prefaced by some ne

;

If

ready fat the Btiul that is in it ?

is the very music for our education ; it
will open our ears for ui through our
soul*; it will inspire us, since it came
from that which in the depths of our
hearts most interests us. The child will
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a

a
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!
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a

;
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a

;

a

is It
is

a

:

a

;

;

a
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!

!

;
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is

it

is

The subject is announced with startling
distinctness at the outset, in three short
emphatic repetitions of one note falling
upon the third below, which is held out
some time ; and then the same phrase
This
echoed, only one degree lower.
grotesque and almost absurd passage,
coming in so abruptly, like a mere freak
or idle dallying with sounds, fills the mind
with a strange uncertainty, as it does the
ear ; for as yet the note is wanting, which
determines the key of the piece.
Still
more is this vague apprehension increased,
when on the ground-tone of C minor this
little phrase, once boldly struck, as if by
itself in rapid, soft
chance, multiplies
which chase each other
reiterations,
round from voice to voice throughout the
whole band, first climbing the heights of
the trebles, then again down darting
through the unfathomable abyss of bass.
It is as if a fearful secret, some truth of
mightiest moment, startled the stillness
where we were securely walking, and the
heavens, and the earth, and hell, were
sending back the sound thereof from all
" deep calling unto deep," and
quarters,
What is it?
yet no word of explanation.
What can all this mean ? What a world
of earnest, strange, portentous voices we
set ringing round our heads, when we
chanced to stumble upon that seemingly
unmeaning phrase of the three notes !
Strange and unendurable suspense, dread
ing we know not what ! Comes there no
sign of hope ? Yes, — when the burst of
mingling echoes has once spent itself,
there is a moment's pause, and then the
distant mellow horns take up the three
notes in a higher strain, and fall into
another key, the warm and confident E
flat major, — and on this basis the countertheme is introduced, a strain of sweetest
love and promise, an unlocking
of the
springs of good affection in the soul, as
if to drown all doubt. How vain ! for
still the ground trembles ; and even now
those three dread notes are never silenced ;
they only sink down into the bass, and
there, all too audible, though deep and
muffled, shake away at the foundations,
and contradict the upper melodies.
These
are the themes.

is

it,
is

And now has the difficulty been looked
in the face.
Soon must the solution
come.
Man's struggle with destiny,
could he understand
nothing but his
want of harmony with himself.
He has
great lesson to learn
he must renounce.
The Fate he dreads
only the moral
.aw, — the law he does not love, — in
terrible disguise.
He must renounce and
be content to be faithful to himself,
obey
and not ask for the reward, which
in
Heaven's keeping.
This victory once
gained over himself, and Fate and his
will now are one voice. So sings the
andante, stately and grave, yet full of
tenderness, like the chorus in an old
Greek Tragedy, chanting the moral of
the piece,
the intervals of the action,
:

is

is

Beethoven, explaining the time of those
first three notes one day to a friend, said :
" So knocks Fate at the door." It is the
dread necessity of the Actual, the limita
tion which meets us on all sides.
It is
long before the aspiring genius of man
will recognize it to be a necessity. In
vain do generous hopes and proud resolves
intoxicate
for a time, and banish the
spectre from their charmed circle.
In
vain does man's genius come to his aid
with
glorious
promises and sense of
In vain the rising of the indom
power.
itable will, the calling on a latent immor
tal energy within.
In vain the hours of
poesy and -love ; the discovery so often,
in the highest action of the mind, of an
infinite relationship.
All this is ours,
and real.
But so too is that vague,
shadowy foe ; that thing which men call
Fate.
It lurks in the commonest expe
riences of life ; the child finds it in his
}lay ; strike your foot against any stone
iy the wayside, and the whole world
rings to it.
Many times we meet
many times are baffled, ere we feel

one and the same power hemming us in
on all sides.
Vex yourself to madness
with the strange problem, wrestle with
the enemy till you are thrown down in
sensible
with returning consciousness,
quietly and slyly he steals upon you from
behind again, — for so we may interpret
those passages of the music, where, after
all the forces of the orchestra have spent
themselves in
long, furious burst, there
and the
pause as of exhaustion,
theme sets in again in
low tone from a
On every side the
single instrument.
In our thinkings
problem challenges us.
and in our strivings,
cuts short the con
clusion.
In the sweetest and securest
love-passages, in the mil of the rose, still
lurks, as in that sweet horn melody in
the counterlhemc.
life — this
And such
perpetual alarming pressure of
vague
this struggle with
power from without
we know not what
sweetened and re
lieved, however, by many
melody of
love and hope
stern, mysterious demands
last
us, like
sounding deep within
trump, while mingled strains of love and
hope and pity flow forth to blend the sharp
quick calls into a more human melody,
around them, like
winding
gracefully
beautiful innocence, flinging herself around
the neck of the stern avenger to intercede
for the condemned.
in vain to de
scribe how all this
worked up in the
The
second division of the allegro.
whole movement seems to represent the
genius of man in conflict with necessity.
— man pleading and wrestling with the
rise up against
iron limitations
which
him, chafing with his half-fledged
im
mortal wings against the bars of the
Actual. Many details of beauty might
be singled out but who cares to see
single figure cut out from its relative po
sition in
great painting, say the " Last
Judgment" of Michael Angelo?
Once
the struggling
forces seem exhausted,
and the whole orchestra rocks and pants
arid groans, while the conflict renews
itself
fits
and when the theme swells
up again into
long, loud crash upon the
dominant,
dies away in an earnest,
prayer-like cadenza from the oboe alone,
in which you seem to hear the Good Ge
nius entreating:
"Now, kind heaven,
grant that this may be the last " and
you hope to hear
pass out into the clear
and tranquil, perfect key of
In
major.
vain
still the minor third
the conflict
renewed.
Necessity prevails, and man
must own
and be reconciled.
There
peace even
tliat.
To this consumma
tion the musical conflict perseveres
after
sweet streaming forth of all the blended
the
wind-instruments,
last sounding out
of the mysterious three notes
with the
consent of the whole orchestra.

in

"I

the contradiction be
the Actual, occupied
and drove him to his
did with him.
Such
question.

a

...

great life struggle,
tween the Ideal and
the soul of an artist,
art for a solution, it
is the Symphony in

;

which
interpretation
we are about to give of the Symphony
It may be a very fan
in C minor.
interpreta
ciful or a very superficial
tion, but yet one which it will admit
of.
Since it took form in our mind, we
have heard various other interpretations
suggested by one and the other, outward
ly so unlike, as to make it seem an arbi
But upon near
trary piece of business.
er examination, it was found that all these
little dramas had a common key-note, and
were but so many different fables, setting
To one it seemed to
forth one truth.
preach resolution, moral heroism ; and
the answering themas in the first move
ment were two voices, one, as of 'one de
sponding on the eve of some vast «ndertaking, the other, exhorting and encoura
ging ; and the acme of the whole was in
An
the triumphant march of the finale.
other calls it the " Sceptic in the honest
Ano
and successful search for truth."*
ther, " Genius struggling with Nature for
And another, thinking all
expression."
these too little and too definite, seems
to hear, in its yearning, pleading, wild,
" innume
upheaving ocean of harmonies,
rable spirits demand the crisis of their ex
Who does not see that here is
istence."
at the bottom after all, one theme: the
great life-struggle, to each one modified
by his own experience ; to one presenting
itself in superficial, special incidents, to
another generalized into a war of princi
We all heard
ples, a great lifo-tragedy.
and felt it in those depths of our being
where we are one ; but as soon as we be
gan to speak, the confusion of tongues
arose.
And now to these various testi
monies we will add our own, and describe
the symphony as it impressed ourselves.
The truest account of it would be the im
pressions which it made upon the greatest
possible number of independent hearers,
carefully collated.
Beethoven had just reached the period
of ripe manhood when he wrote it ; that
is to say, he was about thirty-seven ;
when all his tendencies were confirmed,
when he had outgrown extraneous influ
ences, and put all himself into his works.
Imagine a man haunted, and drawn away
from life's actual sympathies, by severe
and tyrannizing
ideals, filled with a high
sense of art, with convictions of truth
and beauty, which no one else could un
derstand, and which led him to say,
when he met a sympathizing spirit in the
" When I lift my eyes I
young Bettine :
must sigh, for that which I behQld is
against my creed ; and I must despise the
world, because it knows not that music is
a higher revelation than science or philo
have no friend — I
sophy."
must live all to myself; yet I know that
God is nearer to me than to others, in my
art." Imagine, too, a heart formed for
the tenderest love, but for a love so great
and earnest, that there were found none
worthy of it (he had been disappointed
in his affections.)
Add to this, that al
ready he was two-thirds
deaf, and shut
out from the world, and, in his childlike
want of worldly tact, subjected to the
management of his " evil principle," his
two crafty
and selfish brothers, who
taught him the habit of suspicion ; — and
we see that the pressure of circumstances
lay heavily here upon a soul of the
greatest promise ; and that, if ever the
* See Hach's Musical
Magazine, where
this idea is traced out in a most ingenious and
satisfactory manner through all the modula
tions of the music.

i

brief and sketchy

it
is it,
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1

:

and celebrating the dignity and beauty of pressed him, by action as ideal, and prove tain the whole moral of the symphony we
" Would you
the law.
It seems to be a lyric exposi that, with all that Hamlet had, his also! have been reviewing)
tion, both of the appalling difficulties and was the strength which Hamlet had not. know the true principle on which the arts
he dallies may be won
to bow to their immuof the absolute beauty of the principle Playfully and capriciously
of self-sacrifice, the terrors and the splen awhile in the Scherzo, as if with sense of able terms to lay all passion and vexaHow wisely do the abundant riches, with the light-hearted
ion Of spirit prostrate at their feet, and
dors of the cross.
approach the divine presence with a
wanly and yet tender tones of the violon consciousness of having solved the riddle,
nind to calm and so void of littleness, aa
cello discourse ! With what sober cer yet earnest as before, starling and stop
be ready to receive the dictates of Fantainty the theme is taken up and varied ping suddenly, resolving and musing by
by the earnest, reedy sounds of the bas turns, in a fever of preparation, yet sure asy and the revelations of Truth."
He only waits the
soon !
How it is insisted and insisted of what is coming.
upon with a heavenly authority, as if it breeze ; it is already rising ; the sails
and bidding us flutter about in all directions, until the
were an angel speaking,
moreover listen to the starry spheres, main current of the air shall fill them and
and to all the winds, and woods, and wa
decide the course.
It is all a sort of loose
SATURDAY, AUGUST 16, 1845.
ters, and satisfy ourselves that the whole sketching as in preparation for the glori
heavens and earth are full of confirma
ous utterance in art which he has in mind,
Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
ontempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
tion, that deep calleth unto deep, and the but which has not quite yet taken form.
'ambling spirit in trade, reckleaaadventure,and
In How the basses labor and tug in broken
stars sing together of this truth also.
nmmerciaiconvulsionsali tending to impoverish
that strange passage, where there is a efforts ; though baffled oft, they carry the he Inborn-and to render everycondition insecure,
ielief to come,and can oniy comefrom (he new
monotonous rustling for some bars, alter
point at last, for there is abundant ipplicationof Christianprinciples,of Universal
lusnately in the violins and the basses, and strength, and the thing is fated, only
ire and Universal love, to social institutions, to
which seems to have no meaning, save to wait the fulness of time ! Hark ! has ommerce,to business,to activeiife.
The
effect as much novelty as possible, and not the happy moment arrived ?
carry our thoughts far away from all that spell of inspiration is upon him, — a mys
THE COLLECTIVE UNITY. NO. 11.
has gone before, yet how strangely steals terious murmur comes from the depths of
in, in a remote mysterious key, the same the orchestra, — then a light tilting move
Four distinct societies have existed on
theme! as much as to say: " If
take ment of the upper melodies, as if ready
Barhe earth
the Savage, Patriarchal,
the wings of the morning and dwell in to break away, — a swinging to and fro
societies
Civilized.
AH
the
larian,
and
the uttermost parts of the sea, even there of the good ship, with her sails all set
There are and filled, while only one rope holds her which now exist, or of which history has
shall thy voice reach me."
to the land : it snaps ! and away she preserved
passages of deepest grief and desponden
clear record, may be classed
It is the march, under one of these heads, or are mixtures
cy heard ever and anon in the pauses of shoots triumphantly.
Finale,
which bursts forth
the discourse ; the bitter price is weigh
the magnificent
of two or more of them, as in the instance
ed ; and the prayer involuntarily escapes : in the key of C major, in the full noonday
" let the cup pass from me." But the blaze of light, and carries with it such a of China, which
compound of the Pa
sufferings are but for the present time ; swarming, crowding wealth of melodies triarchal, Barbarian, and Civilized mech
the safety and beauty of the principle
and harmonies, and moves with such a anisms.
One Society often preserves
shines out high over all ; the truth is glo- mighty onsweep, that all things open
of another,
some of the characteristics
its
wake.
on
in
All
are
before
confidence.
and
swept
lified ; the soul is full of
this
greater
appear
and
mingling
gives
the
with
energy
in
and
grander
religious
again,
Again
this is, as it could only be,
the
repeated
and richer harmony the theme
ance of variety than is, in reality,
key of A fiat major.
And since allusion has been made to thoughts innumerable keep crowding out, case. The southern portion of the United
never
impulse
the old Greek drama, in which Fate al as if the uncontainable
for example, has retained slavery,
the composer States,
could exhaust itself; as
ways plays principal part, I may trace
an institution of the Barbarian
which
out
the
thought
never
could
mighty
get
is
some fancied analogy between what
which fired his soul. Again and again society, and has engrafted
upon the civ
thus far described of the symphony, and
he ilized social mechanism
the closing chord reiterated, as
gives a pecu
an idea once suggested to me concerning
" of ^Eschylus. In the stamped upon the ground from very im
the " Eumenides
liar character to the social organization of
as
he could not consent to
first scene of that drama we have Orestes patience,
civilized, be
the South
yet the South
unsaid.
so
much
leave
and
stop
of
pursued by the Furies into the temple
no
the
of
its
be
the
institutions
all
cause
impression
this
majority
And
Apollo. The Furies sleep while he pros
Beethoven always leaves upon us long to the civilized social order.
We
trates himself before the statue of the which
A boundless
more, more!
that there
What is this but man forgetting
call the institution of Slavery " Barbari
god.
to pronounce the unutterable, to
his daily persecutors, the tormenting cares striving
that socie
took its rise
the sentiment of an," because
of the Actual, while he gives himself up embrace the infinite,
did not exist in the Savage or Pa
ty.
his music and the hearer, spell-bound
all
of
genius.)
to his genius? (Apollo, god
follow the heaven-storming Titan, triarchal states, which precede Barbarism.
Genius in its glowing hour rises above all must
as far as his strength holds out.
Every social institution or arrangement
earthly troubles ; but not effectually, not
And here
may add words which BetIt is a struggle, — and we
permanently.
name of the society that
tine reports Beethoven to have said to must bear the
have the music of it in the allegro move
in words, he gave
Military conscriptions and
birth.
If
he did not say
her.
consult
Mi
sends
him
to
Apollo
ment.
in his music
despotism, which are two other character
Genius cannot save a man ; he certainly did repeatedly
nerva.
" The mind, "said he, " would embrace istics of the Barbarian order, are retained
And would not the
has need of wisdom.
andante, if it could be translated and con all thoughts, both high and low, and em in the European civilization, while they
gealed into permanent marble, rise before body them into one stream of sensations,
are not in that of this country, and slavery
us, pure, and calm, and lofty, in terrible all sprung from simple melody, and with
out the aid of its charms doomed to die in has been abolished in Europe, while
goddess of Wisdom
beauty, MINERVA!
the unity, which lives retained among us.
oblivion.
This
The abandonment of
and of heroic Will.
What can be said of the wonderful mu in my symphonies, — numberless stream the weak and feeble, of the sick and old,
sic of the Scherzo, which comes next, — lets meandering on in endless variety of —
of the Savage state,
a characteristic
and shape, but all diverging into one common
reckless strength,
such impetuous,
an unavoidable necessity, and
an in where
feel that there
Thus
yet such weakest tenderness, — such rest bed.
lessness, and yet such sure and steady definite something, an eternal, an infinite therefore excusable, — found in both the
look upon
and although
our
preparation and progress towards the ac to be attained
European and American civilizations
foretaste of success, ye
my works with
me of the whole, the glorious Triumphal
disgraceful asy
houses, which give
poor
child, to be
cannot help wishing, like
March! It would seem as if the wisdom,
lum to only the smallest part of the desti
which has been sung, were now to be em gin my task anew, at the very momen
reform of
tute, can scarcely be called
bodied in some glorious deed ; as if the when my thundering appeal to my hear
artist were gathering up his strength to ers seems to have forced my musical this characteristic.
creed upon them, and thus to have ex
crowd all the lesson of his life, resolutely,
A detailed description of these societies
hausted the insatiable cravings of my soul
into one soul-satisfying,
complete revela
would en
"
be very important, as
would
tion of art ; with a Titan's strength to after the beau ideal.'
" And again he said (what seems to con - large the views of men on social progress,
cast off the weight of the ideal which op
is

:
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what systems

man

societies,

is

repugnant ; plement by whitih to conquer Matter, and

horribly

of society have passed away, and that the there are no facilities

for performing
to its will, and which, as such,
subject
and machinery, and
the foundation of human elevation,— it

enable them to see clearly

it,
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a

is

is

it

is

present one, which they suppose to be no tools, implements,
without system or organization. — both are enslaved, made the mere play
true in its organization, and eternal in its
duration, is also to have an end, and give The earth
imperfectly tilled by the things and tools of material passions on
few necessary the one hand, and subversive ambition
merest brutal toil, and
place to higher and happier ones.

We said that men believe in the perma articles manufactured by the most painful
In such
condition of things
nency of tho present social order ; but a labor.
free popu
vague and indefinite idea of the advent of utterly impossible to induce
and for this reason
a better state of things on earth, of a so lation to engage in

and selfishness on the other.

and exercised to but

small extent in the pa
triarchal, and that through craft, cunning,

ferocity,

most hideous and infernal society that
In the Barbarian society, an entire
can exist under anycircumstanr.es, — the change takes place
population increases
armies are organized, the
Barbarian, in which the laboring classes immensely,
who compose the majority of the male means of constraint, force and oppression,

the earth, are secured.
In this society, the

;

is

and yet, in this wild chaos, this subver
sion of the moral world, a gigantic work
the masses are accus
accomplished

It stim and a kind of semi-servitude, which
es
out life and positive conviction.
A clear view of the tablished by the leaders, who have to re
ulates to no action.
is

and brutality

tyranny,

;

seems to run mad with

humanity

cupidity,

•

current with many minds, but it is as yet
in a state of infantine formlessness, with

ered,

avoided in the savage state,

entirely

a

to be

is beginning

transformation,

cial

it
is

it,

a

a

it
is

Under this state of things, when all the
of love and justice are snvoth-

principles

;

tomed to labor, and forced to go through
In this painful
progressive development of human socie sort to numerous indirect modes to attain their first apprenticeship.
ties, and of the extreme imperfection and their ends, as they have no armies, no initiation, man begins to domineer over
falseness of the present one, called civili jails and gibbets to compel the mass to nature, and the means of sustaining large
bodies of men in nations, and of peopling
zation, which is but one degree above the work.

are

enslaved,

ed to toil by the lash and other corporeal

of

bondage,

becoming

among

"

progressive

minds,"

as they are called, and point out a clear
path for those to march in, who have the

;

collective poverty
few generations, as as
and
consequence,
and ignorance, and the patriarchal en
empires extend, the majority of the popu
lation
in slavery.
Thus the masses campment, with its tents pitched where
In
good, disappear.
pass from a state of rude independence the pasturage
and liberty, which they enjoyed
the their place arise the Barbarian town and
is

the vague

is now

say, possessing complete individual inde
pendence, but without Industry, and sunk
a

dispel

thai

up

in

fashionable

would

grow

in
a

subject

their children

The

is

this

sentimentalizing

punishments

in

cattle, and military despotism,
or brute force is the law, — a clear view

sold like

unity

in

of mankind,

collective

new character.

savage horde, with its huts or wigwams
of bark or skins, where man lives an idle,
listless life, each his own sovereign, so to

who compose half are fully established.
The prisoners ta
bought and ken in war are made slaves, and are forc

and the women

sex,

takes an entirely

city, built of solid brick and stone, plant
ed firmly on the earth, well walled and

Every social system appears in a posi
tive and definite form in its collective uni

erned by religious

it
is

fortified,

a

is

it

for
true so
impossible to organize
ciety, and elevate man to his destiny,
without Industry, and industry being re

ion over Nature,

not destined to last, and

continues

only during the reign of the
and Civilized societies
their
;

Barbarian

it

however,

is

a

time to prevail among mankind.
In the Barbarian society, Woman also,

but a

to create Industry, that is, all
branches of agriculture and manufactures.
These two societies being the periods of
function

the initiation and apprenticeship of Human
are the most miserable

ity in Industry,

that can exist on the earth during the
But when this
made the property of man, whole career of mankind.
Thus the great preparatory work
and consigned to
accomplished,
seraglio.
true order of society can be estab
fomale principle, the principle of affection, then
is

enslaved,

a

the developments of Industry, that great
est and most important element of so
cial organization, which gives man domin

is

it

great fall as regards the happiness and the
This fall,
independence of the mass.

a

commence

a

of

in the

unity

means of human

progress.
During the "times of the curse,'' or reign
of inverse Providence, which comprise the

is

power, false glory, &c.
In the Barbarian society

love

social

many respects,
unities, the savage and patriarchal,

action, or motive powers in the soul,) is are satanic, and in their nature opposed
Ambition, in its subversive developments to the laws of divine Providence, have for
selfish

—

great progress, in
upon the two preceding

society,

is

be

Barbarian

a

a

monstrous

to be called into existence.

the primary

a

should

ces, beginning
Such

Its means of action are brute force and few first ages of the existence of Human
military despotism.
ity on earth, ages of ignorance and weak
The passion on which it is based, (by ness, the principles of justice are invert
the passions we understand the springs of ed, and societies and institutions which

usurpation,

and mili

the ment, laws, education, the arts and scien
is

— in

in Civiliza

fall like slavery and servi
glancing at the Barbarian Collective Unity. anomaly that
The two fundamental characteristics of tude, and the degradation of thousands,

of injustice,

superstition

for
gov

it

It

order by the lash,
ties of the savage and patriarchal socie tion, by want and starvation.
will appear, no doubt,
ties ; we will continue the subject by

1. The slavery of the laboring classes.
9. The slavery of woman.

rulers,

tary despotism, industry widely prosecu
ted, but individual
independence gone,

is

Barbarian

it

on by some means of constraint,

archal clan, which are the collective uni

are

and palaces

pulsive in the extreme, when not rightly slavery introduced, order established, —
not in the Barbarian
forced or constrained,
organized, as
true, — and
and Civilized societies,
must be carried the elements of Society, such as govern-

all must study it in order clearly to un
In a previous article, we ex
derstand it.
amined the Savage horde and the Patri

the Barbarian social mechanism,

temples

and military

I

ty, that is, concretes itself in the immedi
ate relations of men ; and it is there that

with

the priesthood

a

is
a

will and the energy needful for real pro savage society, into a state of slavery,
We shall do this hereafter, if we and are subjected to the most repulsive
gress.
Here
find time and space, for we have the ma toil.
gigantic fall, and yet
the means of great subsequent progress,
terials and guides for the work.

of tenderness, of delicate enthusiasm, the lished.

The elements can then be rightly

which feeds and clothes

try

in

the early commencement

of hu

ture, which

furnishes

Mind

with

an im

be dignified and rendered

attractive

;

poetic and celestial principle in fine, and organized.
Industry, for example, pos
him, and enfranchises him from mate- Industry, the great practical and useful sessing all facilities wherewith to be pro
rial dependance, and without which no element of society, the element which secuted, with machinery to execute the
ulterior progress is possible.
But Indus liberates man from tlio tyranny of na more difficult and heavier branches, can

jus
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The truth is, — and we take no credit
for uncommon sincerity in the avowal —
all our attempts at practical Association

ment of all his rights, accompanied
riches and intelligence.

are the result of a clear perception of the
actual evils of society, of the wish to keep
our hands unsoiled with its pestilent cor
ruptions, and of
generous but vague

loons,
not the highest destiny of man
better condition of things,
they long for
on our earth, is to where abundance of supply shall be com
the

;

a

mony that is to reign
rest ; and it should not surprise

us that a mensurate with the sense of want, where
discord and op no cunning monopoly
shall hoard the

period of social injustice,
pression, should exist as the forerunner

hope that an enterprise
and honest

pure

conceived

with a

purpose will not fail of

the means of success, rather than of sys
in private recep
tematic plan, furnished with all the means
the necessities of the and appliances, which
the opinion of
a

form

and Civilization

foundation on which the future social har

a

is

;

in

installed
our great churches, in our
commercial marts, in our fashionable sa
is

Barbarism

with

,

tiee and liberty can be introduced into all the injustice, the oppressions which pre
of society, and man can be vail everywhere
they are conscious that
the worship
of Mammon which
elevated to independence and the enjoy
now
the relations

bounties of the Universe

of periods of social justice,

in

liberty, and tacles, and leave
for it is a universal law that a brief great masses unfurnished and uncared for
the founders of the Associative
School,
period of discord precedes a long period where labor shall be so arranged as to be are indispensable to a complete experi
of harmony in all careers and existences ; attractive, and leisure for mental cultiva
ment for the testing of its principles and
a brief phasis of infancy, a long phasis of tion secured to all and where the combin
methods.
No man was more averse to
;

;

unity,

is

We ed advantages of the social state shall be rash and precipitate measures than Fou
maturity, strength and knowledge.
see this illustrated in the life of man, and made to contribute to the development,
rier himself.
He sternly opposed all
of every living thing about us, and it ap the expansion, and the consequent happi practical endeavors for the establishment
plies equally to the social career of the ness of every individual.
There
until the requisite men
scarce of Associations,
human race.

The false and discordant

human soul, however linitified by ex
cess of toil, or enervated by the frivolities

hood, the commencement of its life on this

than now

a

societies that have existed, up to the pres

He wish

and means were at command.

a

a

ed to enlighten the intellect in regard to
ent time, on the earth, form the period of of fashion, which does not respond to the the true doctrines of social harmony, to
its social infancy and ignorance, and the wish for an order of society, guaranteeing
inspire the heart with
lively trust in the
six or seven thousand years that have elaps to all
of Divine
more liberal share of wealth, of benignity
and universality
ed since its creation, constitute its child
of elegance, and refinement, Providence, and to explain the scientific
education,
falls to the lot of the most method by which the great problem of
the destiny of man on earth was to be
pampered favorites of civilization.
When the doctrines of Association are solved, rather than to awaken
complete and undeveloped state, to one of
prema
full development and perfection.
Long presented to minds alive to the glaring ture enthusiasm, which might lead to
a

globe, its ascending transition from an in

no crude and ill-concerted
en
al

epochs of poverty, fraud, oppression, and thusiasm, as capable of effecting an
most instantaneous regeneration in social
carnage, like those already passed through.
The law of transition and progressive de affairs. They welcome them as divine

gust which

attend extensive

and dis

enterprises,

undertaken with inadequate resources for
their accomplishment.
In his view, no

is

of
speedy tri
to the obstacles

should be made, except
with ample capital secured from the out
set
sufficient number of persons to af
ford the variety of character, which
;

and

a

;

they are eager to commencement
experiment
a

a

:

velopment teaches us the contrary, and and everlasting truths
practical
assures us, that they are to be periods of give them
universal peace and liberty, of justice, flushed with the hope
umph, they are blind
abundance, and social harmony.

measures, and ter

the disappointment

minate only

in

with

before us : they

is

it

defects of the existing order,
peri
are not to be wonder that they are received

ages await mankind ; great historic
ods are

which every new enterprise is destined to essential to harmony
and a well-chosen
encounter.
domain, provided with large and con
;

Mankind are prepared, society is pre
pared, to enter upon the epoch of social
unity and harmony, — the true, natural,

is

it

But
by no means certain that this venient edifices, complete apparatus for
glowing enthusiasm, these strong and sin the different branches of industry, gar
cere convictions are combined with the dens, pleasure-grounds, and orchards in a
state of high maturity
and thus pre
of the present imperfect societies by the practical energy, which goes forward
establishment of a true social order in their spite of opposition, or the good sense and pared, the believers in the Combined Or
Let us hasten the advent of this sound discretion, which knows how to der as the order of God would have the
place.
;

in

and organic social condition of Humanity.
What is now wanting is a transformation

it,

glorious epoch ; let us labor for the great make use of given resources to the best power to organize attractive industry, re
social Reformation which is to usher it in ; advantage, and even to convert occasions alize the vast economies of Association,
aud of discouragement into means of progress. and institute the external conditions for
the times are more than ripe for
true interior

for

divine seren

work.

earth.

;

together for personal and selfish motives,
hoping to get their bread buttered on both

Without waiting for this gradual prepa
chosen band of men and women
have commenced the work of Associa
tion in different parts of the United
States.
They have entered this field of
labor, under the influence of an impulse,
which to them was sacred as the voice of
God.
In conscientious obedience to their
convictions of truth and justice, they

to escape the evils

sides, and to live in social

have

determined

OF ASSOCIATION.

ive faculty

cannot be denied that most of the As

destitute of the construct

and not called to the arduous

new social
order.
of creating
With such materials, we should not be

It

in

;

task

this country have been com

a

THE COMMENCEMENT

;

ration,

the movement

sociations

sphere in

a

but at present, without

is

ment;

a

it

ic

It

Let them arise and be about it.

too much of the surprised at any difficulties which may be
with which new enter met with by young Associations.
The
still worse, when men have come
portion of case
prises are often taken up by

menced with

something

is

velocity,

a

rail-road

our sanguine and adventurous community.
not at all surpris
This fact, however,
ing.

Men are glad

They feel deeply the inequality,

and physical

to

lay

aside

every

luxury, with less toil than would be ne- weight imposed by the unnatural arrange
cessary to keep soul and body together, ments of modern society, to make straight
paths for their feet, and thus to prepare
the common walks of life.

I i
'n

which the present order of society inflicts
on the large majority of our active popu
lation.

harmony,

a

ity of soul, for the orderly development
of the whole nature of man, and his in
troduction into the kingdom of God on

it
is

the political ignorance and littleness,
Hence, they are not fitted to be pioneers
the selfishness and apathy of the leaders of they are fine, generous, hopeful, harmon
wants
the world only, that prevent it.
characters,
may be, admirably adapt
new leaders to do the glorious and sacred ed to Association in its higher develop
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is

the Phalanx

;

learning honest and useful
cision by the pervading common sense ol themselves,
and the law written on thd trades, BO as to become producers in As
sociation.
A wise resolution."
on their prospect of ultimate success. heart, the great and holy law of attraction,
They will triumph in the achievement of would supersede all others. .-But for thin
not yet.
their enterprise, though no outward pros blessed condition the time
WISCONSIN PHALANX.
The readers of

for the reign of universal equity, concord,
No doubt resls
and integrity on earth.

a visional arrangements in our power.
And
no Constitution,
recognizing the princi

ples of distributive justice and the laws
the of universal unity, will be altogether de

We do not feel ourselves

code

for

as every written

the government

of

a

called on to criticize

Phalanx

in

a

must necessarily be imperfect, of the na
ture of
compromise, adapted to special
exigencies, and taking its character
al

a great measure, from the local or person
circumstances of the Association
for

with

a sufficient

the harmonious

a

is

it

which
intended.
In
complete and
orderly arrangement of groups and series,
with attractive industry fully organized,
variety of character for
development

of the pri

inherent passions of our nature,
and a corresponding abundance of mate
rial icsources, we conceive that few writ
mary,

;

ten laws would be necessary
every thing
would be regulated with spontaneous pre

a

a

;

in

a

. FOR

SALE,

9,

In West Roxbury, two Lots of Land in
the immediate vicinity of Brook Farm, con
taining, one sixty, and the other thirty acres.
Inquire of WILLIAM PALMER, near the
premises.
1845.
August

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

5

2

7

Leaves Brook Farm at
A. M., and 1-2
p. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica
CI.IMI-, and Roxbury.
leaves
Returning,
Doolittle's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at
1-2 A. M., and p. M. Sunday ezcepted.
N. R. GERR1SH.
June 28, 1845.
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C7 " My dear Doctor," said youth
ful evangelic to an old divine, "is there
any difference between puseyism and
"Yes, sir," was the an
puppyism ?"
swer,
Puppyism comes from (formatism,
but Puseyism from ca/echism."

O" Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As
sociation Clubs, and all persons wishing to
diffuse the principles defended in this paper,
by forwarding FIFTEEN DOLLARS, will be
supplied with TEN COPIES.
O- Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
Offices, No. 222 Broadway, New York, and
State Street, Boston, a*ndby booksellers
No.
and periodical agentsthroughout the U. States.
Price,
1-4 cents.
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to the present condition

it,

entific principles
of Association.

Here

another encouraging fact.

"

Three attorneys-at-law have left that
profession, and joined the Integral Pha
lanx — not, as they say, that they could
not make living,
they would stick at
and do their share of the dirty work, but
because, by doing so they must sacrifice
their consciences, as the practice of the
law,
but stealing
many instances,
under another name.
They are elevating

it

is an elaborate doc

;
6

It

ument, exhibiting the fruits of deep reflec
tion, and aiming at the application of sci

'.

which have been supposed to

instrument,

be rather obscure.

If

GENERAL

AGENTS.

TUTTLE AND DEXTER,
30 ANN STREET,

NEW YORK.

IIALIBURTON AND DUDLEY,
12 STATE

STREET,

BOSTON.

B. URNER, CINCINNATI.

is

PROGRESS AT THE WEST.
We have received the second number
of "The Ploughshare and Pruninghook," the organ of the Integral Phalanx,
recently established in the vicinity of Cin
Besides a variety of interesting
cinnati.
articles on the subject of Association,
this number contains the "Pledges and
Rules "of the Integral Phalanx, together
with an explanation of some parts of the

a

in its maturity,
are by no means qualified for the arduous
labors and sacrifices of pioneers.

;

ever fitted for Association

I

desire to engage in the attempts now in
operation, and also deter many from pro
posing themselves as members, who how

a

might prevent some personal dis
on the part of those who

a

think,

appointment,

1

between the life

which will be enjoyed when a complete
Phalanx shall be established, and the life
which must be led by those who are la
in its preparation.
boring
This, we

"
reported all through the country,
and currently within thirty miles of the
location, that the company have disband
ed and broken up
that those who remain
are in
constant state of discontent and
bickering, owing to want of food and
Now, sir, having visit
comforts of life.
ed this spot, and viewed for mysel)^ can
this
safely say, that in no one thing
In .fact, only one family has left,
true.
and
supposed that they can't stay
while five families are now here,
away
and on their way here, from Beverly, Mor
gan county, all of good, substantial char
As good state of harmony exists
acter.
in the Phalanx as could possibly be ex
state.
On Satur
pected in so incipient
day last, having the required number of
families, (thirty-two,) they went into an
and all feel, that
inceptive organization
at no time have the prospects been as fair
as at this moment.
In proof of this,
need only be stated, that they are about
$4,000 ahead of their payments, and no
interest due till Spring, with no other
debts they are not able to meet.
They
have 137 acres of wheat, and 13 of rye,
all of a most excellent quality, decidedly
the best that
have seen this year
not
more than 10 or 15 acres at all injured.
They calculate, on part of
to get 25
bushels to the acre.
They have 150
acres of corn, much better than the corn
100 acres
generally in Franklin county
of oats, all of the largest kind
15 acres
of potatoes, in the most flourishing condi
tion
acres of beans
acres or vines
besides forty acres of pumpkins
(won't
acre of sweet pota
they have pies!)
10,000 cabbage plants, and ate pre
toes
acres, of turnips
paring ground for
acres of buckwheat
acres of flax, and
10 acres of garden.
had the pleasure
of taking dinner with them to-day, at the
furnished
table,
as
public
comfortably as
we generally find.
They have provisions
to supply three times
enough growing
their number, and they are calculating on
large increase this season.
They are
fully satisfied of the validity of their
deed, which they are soon to secure."
; 5
5

engaging

in Association,

the Columbian

to

I

We trust the distinction will never be
of by those who contemplate

lost sight

regard

a

will hereafter

in

Phalanx.

; it

pinnacles

halls,

;
4

whose glittering
salute the skies.

and spacious

We find in this number an encouraging
statement

;

the free

will

and experience

a

in

tejoice

time

;

amid the dust, and confusion, and discom
fort of a new structure ; but others will

while

fective,

suggest the necessary improvements.

;
5

in tears,

if

They are laboring, with

and often perhaps,

is

enter

a

may

is

land.

promised

toil surely,

others

is

that

desert,

in

the

8

preparing

8

but

true and happy life for those who shall
come after them.
They are traversing

9

living in Association,

good many journals have received their
first intimation that an attempt at Associ
ated Industry had been made in Wiscon
sin from
paragraph which started in
the Green Bay
Republican,
importing
that the Wisconsin Phalanx had got into
quarrel, the President had resigned,
&c. and the whole affair was about
Since that paragraph ap
breaking up.
peared, wo have received two letters from
the Phalanx,
very far from
proving
true.
One of them received yesterday
says,
"P.
the
you see an article
Green
Bay Republican respecting" us,
as
all wind."
you need not notice
Tribune.

a

perity for many years should cheer their Years may be required, before we shall
But they are engaged in a work see the first red streaks of its dawning.
which all cannot share.
They are not Meanwhile, we must make the wisest pro

efforts.
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You have looked at the capital, you
at Paris, Paris especially,
for it is the capital of capitals, the heart
of Civilization, its centre of activity, of
power, and of glory.
have looked

See how Civilization

lodges man in his

in his centre of activity, power,
and glory.
Go into the country, and you
will there see what Civilization has known
capital,

to do.

how

I

do not call

those

fresh,

which

are scattered

the country
houses

coquettish-looking

Paris, like

around

tufts of flowers over a heap of mud : you
must

see Champagne

they

come,

mow

and Picardy, the

So much

away

there

11.

at the pitiful songs of the blind, with the la
mentable complaints of mendicants.
On

for the interior ; as for the

outside you know it well enough :
Streets full of mud, of filth, of black
and stagnant water.
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either side, it can create nothing

but sel

fishness and immorality,

for misery

and

opulence both have their

immorality

and

When you are on a their selfishness.
O, no, no ! In our villages, in our cit
man is not
ies, in our great capitals,

road, and you find it beginning to grow
dirty, you know that you are approaching

a village ; and -when you are in the midst

lodged:

for

I

call the rag-picker

a man,

of these groups of hovels, these liabita- who rummages by night, his lantern in his
lions, then you find the street positively
hand, and seeks ltis living in a heap of
frightful and disgusting.
rubbish which he stirs with his hook, — I
For all these low thatched cottages call him and his numerous brothers in
which have charmed our poets and our misery a man, as well as him of the cha
And the lodg
moralists,
you see sometimes a single teau and the money-bag.
house, rising elegant and fresh.
It is the ing of a man I call a healthy, commodi
country-house of some rich merchant, or ous, suitable and elegant habitation.
of some ci-devant seignior, who regrets
And why is man not lodged ? Always
the chateau of his ancestors, the earl's the same reply to this question and to
coronet which its proud donjon bore upon
its head, and the double fosses, whose

why is he hungry ? whyishecold?
why is he deprived of education, and in all
things miserable and destitute ? Always,

others:

BresseaniNivernais, Sologne, Limousin, waters drudging serfs used to beat by
&c., and see them near you. night, in those good old times, lest the we answer in one way : There are stones
There you will see rooms which are both croaking of the frogs should disturb the in the quarries, wood in the forests, iron
kitchen, dining-room, and sleeping-cham
sleep of the noble lady of the manor. in the bosom of the earth ; the soil refuses
Bretaigne,

ber, for

father,

mother,

children,

every

is more, they serve for

body;

and what

cellar

and granary ; sometimes for barn
The daylight enters
yard.

One house for a hundred miserable cabins ! not to produce when you sow ; arts, scien
Such is the city, such the village.
ces, intelligence and force are there ; it is

How well our incoherent society depicts
itself there in its works !
In our cities, dilapidated hovels, black,
apertures ; the air

and poultry

by low and narrow
passes under doors and shrunken sashes ; hideous, mephitic, huddled together in
it whistles through cracked and blackened close groups, crouch at the feet of the pala
glasses, when there are glasses, mark ces, and the cathedral. They creep around
you,

— for

there are whole

provinces

in

which the use of glass is scarcely known.

It

on occasions,

is lighted,

— commonly
floor, — ah! yes,

by a greasy,
by the fire.

the

monuments

which

Civilization

has

sown here and there, as we see in a neglect
ed garden, snails with their impure slime

not the power that is wanting ; the useful
effect of labor must be increased by a co
ordination of labors ; the quantity of labor
must be augmented by creating industrial
attraction ; we must organize, we must
we must realize Association,
organize!
must pass out of Incoherence into Harmo
ny ! That is what we must think of, and
not occupy ourselves with political strug
with party contests, with quarrels

crawling over the branches of a lilac-tree
the floor! the in flower. — The coupling of luxury and
Then the
floor ' it is the uneven and humid earth . misery is the complement of the picture.
has a few palaces, and
Here and there are puddles, — you step in
Civilization
them, — children of the lowest age are myriads of paltry hovels, as it has rags

the Township ?

have seen, for the masses, and robes of gold and silk
Side by side with
for its favored few.
myself, the ducks seek food there !
O ! how riiicii'iii is disease in all these the embroidered livery of the stockjobber,
it displays the coarse serge of its proleta
places ! How it kills men there, or crip

undergoes the same transformation^with
the states of society : there might be cu
rious studios upon this subject, especially

smoky

lamp,

crawling about in them.

I

gles,

about place. — What have all these evil
chimeras in common with the discovery
and trial of the societary

organization

of

You have seen that the abode of man

If it if we were to extend our investigations
at great expense a over Art in general : for Art, as we have al
scrofula, and know not what more, there sumptuous opera-house, where it caresses ready begun to establish , has reflected with
spread themselves with ravenous delight ! with delicious harmonies the ears of its idle marvellous exactness the particular char
How evil sows the seeds of evil in rich dilettanti, it salutes you also in the mid acters, the successive movements, the va
ples them, or covers them with

infirmities!

soil !

How rheumatisms,

I

shameful
scurvy,

How the plague and the cholera,

ries and the wounds of its paupers.
builds

and maintains

dle of its streets and public

squares with

ried and manifold phenomena, which have
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themselves

manifested

All

iu

the

different

of the life of different peoples.

phases

the conceptions which have appeared
all the ideas

in the bosom of humanity,

which have come to light, all the faiths

Barbarians

in this

our

Civilization

en

grafted upon Barbarism ?

is commanded by the grand religions
theocratic structure.

The barrack and the prison, the cafe"
That Civilization
cottrmg afterward*,
and the theatre, the tavern and the gin- tries to introduce external regularity, and
shop, have they not each their particular slowly and laboriously bring into line tbe

which have passed over this earth, have expression ? Has not each construction
had power, like the symbolical lyre of an age ? does it not bear upon its front the

of honses in the confuted
or barbaneta mode, which is (till the mode
of almost all our villages, and of the great
agglomerations

certificate of its birth? — The variations
of military architecture, from the pali er part of the quarters of our great cities.
Guaranteeism, coming next, would no
sade of trunks of trees, to the bastioned
of temples, on the marbles of sanctuaries front of Vauban and of Carmontaigne, longer confine itself, like Civilization, to
this system of architectural guarantees in
and theatres;
they have animated bas- doubled with half-moon and contra-guards,

Orpheus, to move rocks and forests ; they
hare
put on monumental forms, they
have encrusted themselves on the fronts

reliefs and statues ; they have harmonized
colors upon the canvas and upon the walls

with deep fosses, with ramparts even with
you faithfully all the per

the earth, tell

of edifices ; they have changed and mould fections and all the changes introduced
ed in a thousand ways, the form of the into the art of war by successive inven
habitation of man ; they have impressed tions.
themselves upon his arms, his utensils,
Finally, in our age of industrialism,
and even upon his draperies and clothes : and of mercantilism, have we not con
for all nations and all epochs have their structions of an industrial and mercantile
particular
plastic combinations,
distinct character in abundance ? The square, dull,
from one another, dependent upon their bald, regular aspect of those manufacto
manners,

their

habits,

life, and corresponding

their

intellectual

to their

peculiar

sociality.

ries where
their

This correspondence is so intimate, that revealer?
we might restore the histo

ry of an epoch, of which every tradition
was extinct and every text had perished,
we only had vestiges enough of the

if

people

go

to condense

data,

one might

do for a people,
what Cuvier knew how to do, by moans

shops, some miserable,

others sparkling
and gilded, do they lie? do they not give,
chapter by chapter, the whole theory of

has only his hands to live by is there put
upon rations as to air and light, by the

of fragments of their skeletons, for those capitalist, who has built this great box
species of animala which disappeared long of pigeon holes into which are crowded
ago from the surface of the globe, and of fiAy poor, half-starved families, and where
which, nevertheless, he has described the the health of men, their very lives and
manners and habits with exact
For all is united in the social
as in nature : and if matter every

instincts,
ness.
world,

lungs, are discounted ?
If one should wish to push these con
siderations farther and descend even into

itself to the power of the individual life, he might remark that the
the form everywhere reflects the shop of an artist, the cabinet of a writer,
thought, so, too, always thought tends to i of a lawyer, of a financier, &c., have
pass into art, to materialize itself, to re their particular and special arrangements,
where

mind,

lends

if

produce itself externally in forms.
Made
from this point of view, an integral histo
ry of Art would be an admirable archaeo
logical monument in which all the Past
would dwell, and which would bid revive

which characterize those different profes
In fact we every day draw ap

sions.

proximate conclusions about the charac
ter of a person from the apartment which

he occupies, or we make a minute and
to our eyes generations extinct, and ages detailed description of that in order
to
which have rolled away ; it would be an convey to others the
knowledge which
immense panorama of the development of we have of his character.
humanity

upon the globe, and of its suc

cessive revolutions.
One might push this appreciation of
correspondencies even to details of singu
lar minuteness, even to approximations
by hundredths and by thousandths, if 1

ness, and the internal and external agreeableness of human habitations.

I

shall not speak here of the architect
any more than of

ure of Gnaranteeism,
that of the

Period.

Seventh

Readers,

who are curious to know its principal el
ements, will find a detailed plan of a city

transformed under that system, in the Extroduction of
machines, is it not clearly a the first volume of the Traitc de F Associ
It is a curious study.
Our streets lined with showy ation.

anarchical and false commerce? And the
monuments of that epoch, of its architec
dwelling houses built by speculators in
ture, public and private, of its painting ; the great cities, do they not indicate by
in a word, of the general forms under their low ceilings, and their narrow win
which Art there manifested itself.
With dows close together, that the man who
such

to the composite mode, and speculate con
cerning the convenience, the healthful-

sweat and their toils,

into human

undoubtedly,

our

the simple mode, regarding the external
It would elevate the guarantees

only.

These are subjects for long and inter
labors.
Here my only end has
beeu to prove and make it clear that there

esting

is no escape from this logical conclusion :
That llie sodal evolution which will con
duct man into the HARMONIC
bring us

PALACES,

PERIODS icill

where CIVILIZATION

has only known hotc to build its
or MUD.

HOUSES

Civilization
is depicted in its ant-hills,
where here and there rise some few mon
uments scattered pell-mell among the hov
els ; it is depicted in its cities and its vil
lages, where are found every genus, spe
cies, and variety of foulness and deformity.
— Let Association come ! Let Harmony
begin her reign ! and Harmony will mir
ror herself

in her resplendent

Phalanste

ries !
Do you not see how, already, whenever
there has been in the world a concentra
tion of wills, whether
about
brought
through love, through fear, or through
terror, this concentration of wills has al
ways translated itself by a monument pro
portioned to its power?
Feudalism gave
the strong castle ; royalty the pyramids of

Egypt and the palace ; religion the an
tique temple and the cathedral. Now that

But we need not spend more lime in there is no more power, no union and con
of this idea, that every centration of wills, there is nothing built

the development

form corresponds to a thought, but houses ; O ! pardon me ! I forgot ;
in the works of man or in the they du build prisons now, very solid, very
of God. Enough to lay it down thick, very vast, very well chained and

material
whether
works

1here in the form of a .general thesis, as
may be pardoned the expression.
Do! a thing proved, to wit :
we not find its correlative sense in the j
That man on passing from the savage
in the kitchen, the saloon, and nomadic life to the life
dining-hall,
of the barba
the sleeping-chamber of the civilizce, as rous
period which fixes him to the soil,
well as in the hut of the Savage, the tent
quits the hut and the tent, to enter into
of the Arab, the cabin of our peasants, the
cabin, overlooked by the massive abode
the hovels of our proletaries, who arc still
of the military despot, which, in its turn,

bolted : the handsomest edifice of modern
London is a prison !

At

all events, no one can help recog
work is neces

nizing that the individual
sarily mean, diminutive,
union and

concentration

narrow, and that

of wills alone,

can give any grand results.
This truth
is written everywhere.
You meet it in

*m
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Vhe kotel-de-Kilie,

which

is distinguished

among houses, because it was the princi
ple of the Commune which built it ; in
the theatre,

which

corresponds to a love

in the people for a common pleasure, as
the church is the expression of a common
religious
munity

The monastic com

thought.

land to

has made every Christian

bristle with convents ; the university

has

built colleges ; the government, palaces of
justice,

ministeries,

prefectures,

arsenals,

prisons ; it has erected around a thousand
military posts thick and high enclosures

of stone, baslioned and redoubled.
You see that Civilization, poor as it is
in means, gives grandeur and regularity
to it* architecture every lime that it pro
duces an organization

of any sort.

When the molecules are scattered in a
they deposite them
selves here and there, and are precipitat
troubled

medium,

Ye whose " confidence " is gold,
False, rapacious, crafty, bold,
Who the laborer's hire wnhold,
Who the fruits of toil deny,
Who the starving poor distress,
Who the weak, the old, oppress,
Tremble ! they shall have redress,

Lo! (heir groans are heard on high!
Tremble ! tremble ! well ye may,
Godless tyrants of a day,
Trampling on your fellow-cljy !
Trampling human hearts to dust !
Vengeance is the Lord's ! beware !
He will list the poor man's prayer,
Raise the crushed, and chase despair !
Tyrants, woe ! THE LORD is JUST !
For the Ilnrbinger.

ESSAYS, BY T. PARSONS.
We have not read the above book, writ
ten by an influential

member of the Bos

of the New Jerusalem

; but
When they are able to
ed in a powder.
in a eulogistic notice, we have seen the
approach and join each other in a medi
following extract :
um favorable to affinities, they place them
" The success, prosperity, and happi
with one another
selves in juxtaposition
ness of the wicked, often stand in mourn
and naturally combine into crystals. — So, ful contrast with the sorrows and painful
The
now scattered, labors of those who would be pood.
when the individualities
world often gives to the one its honor,
shall unite under the happy and powerful
power, and homage; and to the other,
and shall group
principle of Association,
How
poverty, depression and contempt.
themselves together freely by their sym
easily are these things now explained.
—
—
he alone knows,
what
pathetic poles, when the village shall he- God knows,
He knows
come a Phalanx, then the houses and cab manner of man each one is.
whether ill-success, and pain, and sorrow,
ins will become Phalansteries !
will check self-love, and turn the thoughts
To be Continued.
from earth to heaven, and vivify religious
wishes, and bring forth true humility ;
A WARNING CRY.
and if this will be the effect of sorrow and
But
disappointment, they are permitted.
BY MISS SHERIDAN CARET.
where they would only exasperate, and
—
Toiling from the morning gray
anger and despair would mingle in the
Toiling, toiling through the day,
heart, like the fire and hail which ran to
Till the spirit faints away.
gether along the ground of Egypt, then
success and prosperity are given instead.
Bound, in triple iron bound !
For God does not willingly afflict, and
By the taper's famished light,
Often, too,
chastisement may improve.
Toiling, toiling through the night,
it happens, that they who cannot he made
Till the dim and aching sight
with their own cooperating consent good,
Sees but shadows gathering round —
may yet be restrained from deeper evil by
affliction and various suffering ; and then
Till the lip's warm hue is gone,
it comes to them from the same mercy
wan,
is
worn
and
the
brow
Till
which gladly drops the oil of gladness up
Till the pitying sun looks on
on all who in their happiness remember
him, and can therefore be led to heaven
Gasping slaves in stupor cast ;
Yet none mayby the paths of peace.
Toiling through the hours o( pain,
hope that all their ways will be pleasant
Taxing hand, and heart, and brain,
ness, and all their paths peace. Our nat
Bread, — and scarcely bread, — to gain !
ural pronenoss to love self und the world,
Shall this, shall this ever last?
more than \vo love God and his will, beI ing universal, it may be said, that none
Shall the spoiler seize by stealth
can he prepared for heaven without pass
Youth, and hope, and strength, and health ! j
ing through the dark vallies where afflic
Nature's dowry, nature's wealth.
tions dwells.
" But nothing of this is or can be at
Shall they, shall they ever be,
i
The providnnce of
Youth and hope, an April beam
any time accidental.
God never remits its care, never abates its
Strength, delusion ? health, a dream ?
love, never changes its purpose, and its
Age, — a fearful, ghastly theme,
wisdom never fails."
Pain, and grief, and penury ?
Now we have no desire nor inclination
Thou who scest! Thou who nearest!
discussions. —
to engage in theological
Thou the mourner's heart who cheerest!
Embracing, as our movement does, indi
Thou who, veiled in clouds, appearest
viduals of all faiths, sects and opinions,
Swift, and terrible, and strong !
we are convinced that God'ti true church
Unto Thee, with stony eye,
i is to unite in its worship and fold, all the
Bloodless cheek, and boding cry,
children of men ; that it is to embody the
Doomed to toil, and toil, — or DIE.
" ' fundamental truths of every creed and ev
Want appealeth, " Lord, how lung ?
ton Society
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ery

science ;

and that,

shall have become

when

mankind

one in object

and in
purpose, the church will likewise be one
and universal.
But in this unity we do
not look for uniformity ; far fiom it. Uni
would

formity

be monotony,

deadness,

We look for variety of doctrine
in unity of faith and worship.
But while deprecating theological dis

death.

cussions, we consider it our duty to notice
doctrines of an injurious tendency, wheth
er in

works

theological

such

we believe, may
the above extract.

or others,

be deduced

and
from

To the general reader, it revives and
that the Provi
dence of God is special and individual to
wards all members of the human race,
holds forth the doctrine

even in their outward social relations

and

positions. We believe this has done more
to produce scepticism and infidelity, and
to make men doubt the existence of a God

of love and mercy, than any other which
has been advanced.

We would notice in passing, that this
doctrine
those

is more

who

frequently applied by
have good reason to esteem

themselves specially favored under its op
than by those unfortunates for

eration,

whose consolation

it has been employed.

Now we do not doubt, that God, in his
infinite

mercy,

individual

has so ordered,

in consequence

that the

not suffer eternally

soul shall

of the temptations, dan

gers, and misfortunes of the peculiar po
sition in which it is placed, and that His
Providence

is such as to enable each to

secure its salvation,

as of itself, whatever

may be its situation in this world.
(This
may perhaps, be strictly the inward thought
of the writer, though his words authorize
and will generally receive the interpretation
But we cannot attrib
we affix to them.)
ute to the all-loving and all merciful God,
who wills the happiness of all His crea
tures, those evils and miseries which are
caused by the action of mankind,
their

whom,

lie

has left free to provide for
outward condition, and that of the

as a whole,
individuals

of the race.

This, be it re

membered, is a necessity of free-will, and
without it. free-will could not exist. The
evils under which we suffer, and to which
the words of the extract refer, are social
evils, and may be prevented by the appli
cation of science to oar social relations;
God

not having

of the
of the instruments

left us ignorant

means, nor destitute

with which to perform so necessary a work.
These essays are intended to set forth

of the New Church, and to
to the study of
Now we, indi
works.
Swedenborg's

the truths

serve as a stepping-stone

vidual! v, believe the doctrines taught by
' Swedenborg to be true, and in accordance
; with the scientific truths discovered by
But we also believe that Swe
: Fourier.
denborg's writings have a universal

bear-
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ing, which is not appreciated by many of the desert, or waging everlasting warfare
with all influences about him. — Ezch.
those who receive his doctrines, — not, in
deed, from any fault of their own, but
For the Harbinger.
because of the simplistic individualism in
SOCIAL REFORM.
to which all churches and societies are

We wish to draw the atten

now fallen.

The proposition is, thai the new
osophy would remove those stimuli wbicb
are necessary to keep the mass around in

It is true, that associated industry
will dispel all personal anxiety about pres

action.

Four or five years ago, the doctrines of ent and future subsistence, by Securing to
every individual all the elements of intellec-

tion of our brethren of the New Church Social Reform, as advocated by the Har
to this point, especially with reference to binger, were, for the first time, exhibited
the social sufferings of our race, and we
the doctrines promul
gated by Swedenborg, in all their corres
pondences, strictly and scientifically.

ask them to apply

al and physical enjoyment, for which the
to the writer, through the columns of the present system is totally inadequate.
It is
" Tribune." He paid some attention to true, that it will banish avarice from the
them at the time ; but while
the

professors

Let us always bear in mind, that the with those elevated
human

or,

philosophy
senti
philanthropic

fraud,

vice,

and crime.

But it is also

true, that it will, in time, secure to each

happiness of mankind, he could not view
of whom we, the their system ae sound in theory, or expe
race, are members. dient in practice. He was well convinced

opment, and make every one a thorough
ly educated, wise, and virtuous being.

we would

ments, which

Humanity,
dowed with free-will,

of the
That the miseries we suffer, are occasion
ed by the Lust of Evils, not in individuals
That the internal can
but in Humanity.
not be purified from the lust of evils, so
individuals

heart, which is the most powerful of present
and the most fruitful source of

stimuli,

are so indispensable to the

rather say,
is before God as one man, en

race,

he credited

of this new

long as evils exist in the external man,
That evils in the
because they obstruct.
external man, cannot be removed by God,
except by mean? of man.
Let our brethren receive this and other

that

man was not as intellectual

all the means of menial and moral devel

as he Is it true, that man must be tortured with

should be , nor as happy as he might be, and anxiety about his future livelihood, to
But though he con preserve his activity ? Is it true that he
was destined to be.
sidered the many evils which afflict hu
must drag out a miserable existence, in
manity, as originating in theoretical and slavish toil, to defend himself from degra
Is it true, that he must be made
practical error, yet he regarded the pres dation?
ent system of society as fully adequate to a mere eating, working, and sleeping ma
No,
the wants of man, and the means of pro chine, to save him from indolence?

Let not human nature be
no, no !
of time, to remove the social wrongs of thus abused. Let not humanity be thus
sality, and they will not long remain ab which we justly complain.
The writer, degraded. Let it be published from the
sent from their true post, which is that upon a more thorough investigation of the castle to the cottage, from the palace to
of the advance guard of Humanity.
subject, has since become convinced that the low built cabin, that man was not
born to be a slave, was not designed to
the fundamental principles of Social Re
OUR SOCIAL SYSTEM.
Might we but form, are based in truth, as taught in the toil and sweat from morn till night,
live to see even the corner-stone laid of a
great volumes of Nature and Revelation ; through life, for a mere subsistence.
right Christian Society ! What now be
True, he has a physical flfime that must
we but sons of Ishmael 1 Of a huge that the present social system is radically
majority 'tis the anxious, everlasting cry, false, and productive of more injury than be exercised in procuring 'food and rai
"How shall we exist?" Not, "How benefit ; and that a complete reorganiza ment, but this is not all of which he can
we achieve tliu noblest good?"
shall
He has within him a portion of
tion of society must take place, before boast.
Not, " How shull we unfold most com
man can fulfil his destiny, develope his the Divine nature, mind, which is susAnd
pletely the godlike within us?"
can it be God's unrepealable ordinance whole being, and attain that sublime and sceptible of such development as to com
that the great mass of those bearing His beautiful condition of intelligence, purity, prehend all science and understand Ihe
impress shall drudge through their life- and happiness, which all creation bespeak causes of things ; a spirit, that with in
term to supply their meanest wants, per
for his enjoyment. The reason upon which ward purity can hold sweet and love
shrouded in intel
gress now in use, sufficient, in due course

truths of the New Church in their univer

petually overtasked,
Spir
lectual night, uncognizant of the marvels the writer based his opposition to this ly communion with the Eternal
of wisdom and beauty testifying His pre new philosophy was, that it would almost it of all good as he whispers in the
"
sence in our world, unparticipant of a joy
glows in the stars, blossoms in
entirely strip man of his individuality by breeze,
above the beasts that perish ? Must war,
it into the much-talked -of Unity the trees," and speaks through all crea
merging
and
must
famine,
crime,
and pestilence,
From this sublime and beautiful
and vice, and sickness, and remorse, still of the Race ; and thus, by taking away all tion.
hound this poor life of man through the personal responsibility for the elements of attribute springs all human happiness,
whole of its quick-finished circle?
Must subsistence, would remove the
strongest and the more it is cultivated, the more
the gallows yet pollute, and the prison
incentive to universal activity, and conse
exquisite ure our enjoyments.
Must the
gloom, and the brothel curse, and the
" rot un
mad-house shadow the green breast of quently, induce a state of apathy and stu mind of the mass continue to
"
earth ? Wo for our wisdom, that to la
? It must, under the present sys
pidity, that would peril the dignity of used
bor, the first great ordinance of Heaven, human nature.
Were this course of rea tem, which enables the few to engross the
we have discovered no better instigation
sound, all would admit it as amply means of education, which should belong
than the insufferable goad of starvation ! soning
Wo for a social system, wherein the indi sufficient to overthrow the theory in ques to the many ; but it will not under that
vidual and the general good stand irre
tion : for what could be more disastrous more perfect organization, which treats
concilably opponent ! Without prevalent than personal indifference and inactivity,
mind as the divine attribute of man, makes
sickness the physician must famish.
But
which lead to indolence and consequent its full development the true end of his
for quarrel and litigation,
the lawyer's
existence, and furnishes ample time and
hearth-fire must go out.
On the existence degradation ?
"
"
of war's
butcher work
the soldier's
Though the writer considers opposition means to each for this development.
The monopolist grows to Social Reform, founded upon this ar What philanthropic heart does not pant
hopes are based.
fat on the scarcity that makes others lean.
The builder and an associated host are gument, little creditable to a sound judg for this glorious condition, this social uni
lighted to wealth by the conflagration that ment, yet many base their hostility on ty and harmony, this brotherhood of in
lays half a city in ashes.
Every where the same ground ; and as it is deemed the terests, this abolition of avarice and vice,
the same disunity prevails, and the pre
" Love thy neighbor as thyself," is strongest position which can be taken by this mental dignity, and this spiritual
cept,
Will there not then be sufour opponents, permit him to indulge in a beauty?
practically nullified by the very motive
Ask the lover of science
powerb of our social existence.
The true ' few considerations, which are thought a I ficient stimuli?
man can remain such only by fleeing into ' sufficient and palpable answer.
what yields him all his substantial plea-
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ftttre, and incites him to an activity which
he cannot resist.
No ; Social Reform

1C5

the pleasures of his meal, would have ex
perienced some ill humor

if

it had been

if to

withdraw

Albert rested, "

from

I

the table on

which

cannot comprehend the

will not induce apathy and indolence, but possible for his benevolent good nature to insufferable amusement you find in fright
will remove man from all avarice and be inconsistent even for a moment. He ening me every time you are pleased to
temptation to baseness, and will create a contented himself with sighing deeply, open your lips."
" Would to Heaven, dear Amelia,"
pure and lofty energy and seal to press when a frightful clap of thunder occurring
onward and upward

to intellectual

digni

ty, moral purity, and spiritual sublimity.
Then, man will "eeeGod," because he
will be "pure in heart;" he will wor
ship Him because he will know Him as
he is, and he will commune with Him, be
cause he will be euaWcd to approach His
spiritual presence.
L. A. H.
Cincinnati,

July,

1845.

THE SKY-LARK.
BY JAMES HOOO.
Bird ul the wilderness,
Blithsome and eumberless,
Light be thy matin o'er moorland and lea !
Emblem o( happiness !
Bless'd is thy swelling-place !
O to abide in the desert with th.ee!
Wild is thy lay and loud,
Far in the downy cloud ;
Love gives it energy, love gave it birth ;
Where, on the dewy wing,
Where art thou journeying ?

Thy lay is in heaven, thy love is on earth.
O'er fell and fountain sheen,
O'er moor and mountain green,
O'er the red streamer that heralds the day ;
Over the cloudlet dim,
Over the rainbow's rim
Musical cherub, hie, hie thce away !
Then when the gloaming comes,
Low in the heather-blooms,
Sweet will thy welcome and bed of love be;
Emblem of happiness !
Bless'd is thy dwelling-place !
O to abide in the desert with Ihee !

CONSUELO."
FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
Translatedfor the Harbinger.
furious tempest raged during supper,
always lasted two hours, neither

which

more nor less, even on fast days, which

"No,

the moment.

"It

is done!"•

said the Baron,

a compassionate

dressing

"Yes!

smile

ad

to the

at his misfortune.

poor squire, dismayed

uncle, you are

right!"

cried

Albert with a loud voice and rising, " it
is done.
The Hussite is cast down ; the
The spring will
lightning consumes it.
no longer make its foliage green again."
" What do you mean to say, my son? "

"

stein?

"

f

Yes, my father,

which

still covered

their sides at that epoch,

produced rever
berations and echoes too well known to
the

inhabitants

of the chateau to allow

them to be much moved by sucli an inci

bert.

it is very

father,

my

speak to you,"

" The

overthrown,

replied

seriously
Count

row you can send the woodmen
up ;

I

Al

oak of the sione of terror is
split into pieces, and tomor
to cut it

shall

plant a cypress in its place,
call it no longer the Hussite,

and shall

but the Penitent ; and the stone of terror,

speak of the great
oak, on whose branches we hung, the oth

the care of judging the actions of men."
" The sad images have disappeared,

er week,

my

"

Monks.

" He

more than twenty

Augustine

takes centuries for weeks, now !

said the

canoncss

"

in a low voice, mak

" If it

father ;

with
which

those

they

return

instruments

into

nothing,

of punishment

the breath of the tempest and the
have just cast down into

fire of heaven

I see, in place of the skeletons
hung from the branches, flowers
loudly, and addressing her nephew, " that and spirits, swayed by zephyrs upon the
you have seen in your dream, a thing twigs of a new plant. In place of the dark
which has really happened or which will being who every night re-lighted the fune

ing a great sign of the cross.
true my dear child,'' added

be the dust.

she more

which

shortly happen, (as in fact this singular
chance has often occured in your imagi
nation,) it will be no great loss, that

which

ral pyre

I

see a spirit, all celestial white,
over my head and over

hovers

The storm diminishes, my dear
yours.
The danger is passed, the trav
ugly half dried oak, which as well as the parents.
rock it shades, recalls to us such fatal ellers are sheltered; my soul is at peace.
The time of expiation approaches its end.
I feel myself new born."
" May you speak the truth, O my bchappy
"
!loved
son!" replied old Christian in an
her
little
I
exercising
should
tongue,
thank the storm for having freed us from •agitated voice, and with an accent of deep

historic remembrances."

" For

my part," said Amelia quickly,
to find at last an opportunity of

that

horrible

gallows,

whose

branches ! tenderness ;

look like bones, and whose trunk, covered

"

the phantoms

may you be delivered from
which distract your soul.

seems always to May God grant me this favor, and restore
never could pass beneath to my dear Albert, the repose, the hope,
its shade in the evening, without shudder land the light of faith!"
Before tlie old man had finished these
ing at the breath of the wind which rat
tled among its foliage, like the sighs of a affectionate words, Albert had gently in

with a reddish

I

moss,

observed, but which dying person, and then recommending
religiously
never freed the Count from the yoke of my soul to God, while I quickened my
custom, as sacred to him as were the or pace and turned my head away."
"Amelia," returned the young Count,
dinances of the Romish Church.
Storms
the immense forests

I

away these sad images, and trust to God

I

were

were too frequent in those mountains, and

that

it is a long while since you ought to have
called that the stone of expiation."
" Enough ! enough! my son," said the
asked old Christian
sadly;" do you
" Drive
old man with extreme anguish.
speak of the great oak of the Schrecken-

sweat blood.

V.

A

at the entremets, so deranged the carving said old Christian gently, " that it were
squire as to make him miss the joint of a an amusement for your cousin to say such
wild boar's ham which he was opening at things!"

who for the first time perhaps for many
days, had heard with attention the words
of his cousin, " you did well not to remain
under the Hussite as
hours and nights.

I

have done, whole

clined himself upon the table, and seemed
to fall suddenly into a peaceful slumber.

" What

docs that mean now ?" said the
" there he
young baroness to her father ;
has gone to sloop upon the table? truly,
that is very polite."
"This sudden and deep sleep," said
the chaplain,
looking earnestly at the

You would then have young man, " is a favorable crisis,

seen and heard things which would have

makes me anticipate,

for some time

and
at

frozen you with terror, and the remem least, a happy change in his situation."
Still the extraordinary
agitation
" Let no one speak to him," slid Count
brance
of which would never liave been
which Count Albert manifested communi
" or try to draw him from his
Christian,
effaced
from
your mind.
cated itself involuntarily to the rest of the
" Hold your tongue," cried the young sleep."
;
and
the
Baron, troubled amidst
family
" O Lord most merciful '." said the canbaroness, starting up from her chair, as
dent.

• Entered according to Act of Congress, in
" may
oness earnestly, clasping her hands,
• " What is done cannot be undone."
the year 1S45, by FRANCIS G.SHAW, in the
realized, and
be
constant
prediction
his
Clerk's office of llie District Court of Massa
t Schreckenstein, (stone of terror) ; ma
chusetts.
ny places in those countries bear this name. may the day on which he enters his thir
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the head of the house-servants,

tieth year, be that of his decided restora

Hanz,

tion !

tered shortly after, bearing a great letter,
which he presented to Count Christian

" Amen,"

en

order will not arrive for two
The Signor Corner, his worthy

that this
months.

spouse, and my generous pupil, wishes to
Then he carry me with her to Vienna, where, in
the God of mercy ; and retired to await the orders of his master her opinion, my career will be mote for
while giving him thanks for the nourish in the next hall ; Christian opened the let tunate. Without believing in a better

" Let

feeling.
hearts towards

with
chaplain
raise our

the

added

much

us all

without

saying

a single

word.

I

ment we have partaken, let us beseech
him to grant us the deliverance of this no

ter and having cast his eyes upon the sig
nature, presented the paper to the young

anxious as

ble child, the object of all oursolicitude."
They rose to say thanks, and each re

baroness, with the request that she would

ice, where

Old Christian

prayed

with

so

"

and well

I

kinds.

to her benevolent

yield

Amelia, with curiosity and haste, deceptions,

read it.

mained standing several minutes, engaged drew a taper near to her and read aloud
in inward prayer for the last of the Rud- as follows :
olstadts.

future,

I

I

and reverses of all

affronts,

long to revisit

I

I

have known

noble Germany,

happiest and
sweetest days, and the venerable friends
where

my

Your lordship well
one of the first
of this old
places in the recollections

much fervor, that two large tears rolled
down his shrivelled cheeks.
The old

Count,

man had just given order to his faithful
to carry his son into his apart

or to ask of me a service, and by so do

heart, bruised, but not chilled,

ing to confer

have filled with

servants
ment,

when

Bavon

Frederic, who

had

Illustrious

" Your

beloved

lord

upon me one even greater

been ingeniously
searching in his brain than all those which I have received from
for some act of devotion, by which he you, and of which my heart cherishes ant
could contribute to the well-being of his preserves the remembrance.
Notwith
dear nephew, said to his elder with an standing my desire to execute your reverec
air of child-like

satisfaction :

good idea, brother.
in the solitude

If

of his apartment,

midst of his digestion,
some dark

" I

thoughts,

have a orders,

your son awakes
in the

whom

knows
excellency has done me the hon

I

could hardly have hoped to fine
such a person as you asked for, so quickly
and conveniently
as I wished.
But fa

he may have still vorable circumstances
have coincided in
the consequence of an unforeseen manner with your lordship's

ugly dreams. Let him be carried into desires. I hasten to send you a young
the saloon, and placed in my great arm person who fulfils in part the required
chair.
It is the best in the house to sleep conditions.
Still she does not fulfil them
in.
He will be better there than in his all. Therefore I send her only tempora

offers,

am to quit ungrateful Ven
have experienced nothing but

left there.

that you occupy

a profound

gratitude.
lord, that

illustrious

which you
affection and

an eternal

I

It is

to you, then,

recommend

and

confide my adopted daughter, requesting
of you for her, hospitality, protection,
and benediction.
She will strive to repiy
goodness by her zeal in making
herself useful and agreeable to the young
baroness.
In three months at most,

your

I

will come to receive her, and to present
to you in her place an instructress who
will be able to contract a longer engage
ment with your illustrious family.
Look

ing forward to the fortunate day when
he will find at rily and to give to your illustrious
and I shall press in my hands the hand of the
least a good fire to enliven his looks, and amiable niece the opportunity of waiting
best of men, I presume to subscribe my
friendly faces to cheer his heart."
without too much impatience, for a more self, with respect and pride, the most
" You are right, my brother," replied complete result of
my researches and of humble of the servants, and the most de
Christian : " they may carry him to the my endeavors.
voted of the friends of your Excellenbed ; and when

he wakes,

and lay him upon the great sofa."
is very bad to sleep extended after
supper," cried the baron. " Believe me,

saloon

" It

brother,

I

know

that

from

Hn must have my arm-chair.
sire,

experience.

Yes ! I de

some sort my adopted daughter : she will
be, as requested by the amiable baroness
Amelia, at the same time, an obliging and

sor of vocal music.

graceful companion, and a capable teacher
in music.
She has not, on the other

understood that to refuse his

hand that education which you demand in
a governess.
She speaks several langua

arm-chair."
brother's

za, chiarissima,

that he should have my

absolutely,

Christian

" The person who will have the honor
to hand you this letter is my pupil, and in

offer would cause him real pain.

The young Count was accordingly install
ed in the leathern chair of the old hunter,
without
the change in any
perceiving
manner, so near was his sleep to a state

stimatusima,

illustrissima,
NICOLAS PORPORA,

4~c.*

"

Chapel master, composer and profes

"Venice, the —17 — ."

Amelia jumped with joy on finishing this
letter, while the old count repeated seve
ral times tenderly:
"Worthy Porpora,

ges quite easily, but probably does not excellent friend, respectable man ? "
" Certainly, certainly," said the Canunderstand
them correctly
enough to
teach them.
oness Wenceslawa,
She understands music thor
divided between the
oughly, and sings remarkably well.
You fear of seeing the customs of the family

of lethargy.
The baron seated himsrlf will be satisfied with her talent, her voice
quite joyful and proud upon another chair, and conduct.
You will not be less so
warming his legs before a fire worthy of with the sweetness and dignity
of her
ancient times, and smiling with an air of character, and your
lordships may admit
triumph every time the chaplain m;tde the her to your intimacy, without
fearing ever
remark, that this sleep of Count Albert's to see her commit an
impropriety, or give
must have a happy result.
The good evidence of an improper sentiment.
She
man had promised himself that he would desires to be free in the
measure of her
sacrifice his siesta as well as his arm-chair,
duties towards your noble niece, and to
and unite with the rest of the family in receive no
In a word, it is neither
salary.
the young Count ; but in a a (!nrnna nor a srrrnnt whom I send to
watching
quarter of ;m hour, he had become so ac the amiable baroness, but a
companion and
customed to his new seat, that he hrgnn a friend, as she did
me the honor to re
to snore in such a tone as lo cover the quest, in the
gracious postscript annexed
last rumblings of the thunder, which were by her beautiful
hand to your Excellency's
gradually lost in the distance.
letter.
The noise of the great hell of the chat
The Signer Corner appointed to the
eau (which was rung only on cxtraordiembassy in Austria, awaits the order for
'
nary visits,) was suddenly heard ; and old his
But it is almost certain
departure.

deranged by the arrival of a stranger, and
the desire of exercising nobly the duties
of hospitality ; " we must receive her
well, treat her well.
je ennnyed here —

"

—I
"

hope she will not

But uncle, where is my future friend,

"

my precious mistress?
rareness, without

cried the young
heeding the reflections

" Without doubt she must
soon in person ' — I shall expect

of her aunt.
arrive

icr so impatiently — ."
Count Christian
to the old

rang.

servant,

"

" Hanz,"

said

by whom

was

this letter given you? "
" By a lady, my lord and master."

"Then

Amelia.

she is already

" Where '

where

here!

?"

"

cried

* Most noble, most esteemed, most illus
trious Excellency.
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" IH her post-chaise,
the draw-bridge,"

at the entrance of j

" And you have left her to catch cold
at the gate of the chateau, instead of
bringing her directly to the saloon ? "
" Yes. madam baroness, I took the let
ter ; I forbade the postillion to clear his
foot from the stirrup or to quit hold of his

I

reins.

had the bridge

raised

behind

me, and I delivered the letter to my lord
and master,"

"

But it is absurd, unpardonable,

to

guests who come to visit us, wait
thus ID the cold, — one would think we
make

On reading the answer of Porpora,
was so transported that she instantly
provised a new image of his pupil,

167

im

the barrassment,

adopted daughter of the professor, young
and Venetian above all, that is to say, in
the ideas of Amelia, made expressly for
her, in her style and likeness.
She

was

therefore

when,

somewhat

tolerably well, but the Itabit
of which he had lost,) added to his em

she had known

discon

and he could

only stammer

some words which Consuelo hardly heard,
and which she took for the unknown and
language of the shades.
Amelia who had intended to throw her
self upon her neck, in order to become
mysterious

instead of the frolicksome

familiar with her at once, found nothing
child all coulcur de rose, of whom she had to say, as often happens by contagion, to
already dreamed, she saw a pale young j the boldest natures, when the timidity of
certed

person, melancholy

and much depressed.

another seems ready to recoil before their

For to the deep affliction with which her advances.

Consuelo was introduced into the great
poor heart was overwhelmed, and to the
were in a fortress, and that all who ap fatigue of a long and rapid journey, a hall where they had supped. The Count,
proached were enemies ! Run, Hanz ! painful and almost fatal impression had divided between the wish of doing her

run!"

Hara remained motionless

j been added in the soul of Consuclo, in
as a statue. ; the midst of those vast forests of firs,

His

honor, and the fear of exhibiting

before

her his son, plunged in a lethargic
stopped irresolute ; and Consuelo,

sleep,

trem
eyes only expressed regret at not be- I beaten by the wind, in the bosom of that
ing able to obey his young mistress : but , dismal night traversed by lightnings, and bling all over, feeling her knees giving
a cannon ball passing over his head would especially at the aspect of that gloomy way under her, sank into the first chair
not have changed by a line the impassible chateau, over which the bowlings of the which she found near.
attitude in which he awaited the sovereign
orders of his old master.

"

The faithful

baron's pack, and the glare of the torches
borne by the servants, spead something
What a contrast with the
truly sinister.

" Uncle,"

said

Amelia, who

stood the old Count's

under

embarrassment,

" I

think we had better receive the Signora
Hanz knows only his
Tt is warmer than in the great sa
duty and his orders, my dear child," said •firmamenlo lucido of Marccllo, the harmo- here.
Count Christian at last, with a slowness I nious silence of the nishts of Venice, the loon, and she must be chilled by the stor
which made the baroness' blood boil. confiding liberty of her life, passed in the my wind which is so cold in our moun
" Now, Hanz, you may go and have the bosom of love and of joyous poesy '. tains. I am sorry to see her so overcome
Let When the carriage had slowly cleared ' by fatigue, and am sure that she has more
gate opened and the bridge lowered.
which resounded dully need of a good supper and a good sleep
every body go with torches and receive the drawhridge,
Is it not so,
She is welcome."
underneath the hoofs of the horses, and i than of all our ceremonies.
the traveller.
Hanz did not testify the least surprize the portcullis fell with a horrible grating my dear Signora?" added she, gaining
courage enough to press softly in her pret
entering the hell of Dante/ and seized ty dimpled hand, poor Consuelo 's nerve
est relatives and the surest friends, were with terror, she recommended her soul to less arm.
The sound of that fresh voice, whicU
never admitted without precautions and God.
Her countenance was therefore quite pronounced Italian with a very pleasant
The canoness went to give or
delays.
Amelia agitated when she presented herself be German roughness, reassured Consuelo.
ders for the stranger's supper.

at having to introduce an unknown person
at once into that house, to which the near

wished

to run to the draw-bridge;

her uncle desiring

but

to show respect to his

guest by going in person to meet her, of
her his arm ; and the impetuous

fered

little baroness was obliged to walk slowly
and majestically to the porch, on the first
steps of which a post-chaise had already
deposited the wandering

and fugitive Con

suelo.

VI.
During the three months which

behind her, it seemed to her that she was

fore her hosts ; and that of Count

Chris

tian striking her suddenly ; in that long
wan face, worn by age and care, and that

her eyes, hitherto veiled by
fear, upon the pretty face of the young
baroness, and that interchange of glances
between them broke the ice at once.
She raised

tall person, so thin and stiff under his an
tique costume, she thought she saw the The traveller understood immediately that
spectre of a chatelain of the middle ages ; this was her pupil, and that such a pretty
She
and taking all about her for a vision, she head did not belong to a phantom.

stifling at the same time a cry replied to the pressure of her hand, ac
knowledged that she was stupefied by the
of terror.
The old Count attributing her paleness noise of the carriage, and much frighten
recoiled,

She yielded herself to
ed by the storm.
to the numbness occasion
ed by riding and the fatigue of the jour all the attentions which Amelia wished to
ney, offered her his arm to mount the render her, drew near the fire, allowed
steps, and addressed to her some words of her cloak to be taken off, accepted the of-

and hcsitatinn
had

had
passed since the baroness Amelia
taken it in her head to have a companion,
But the worthy I fer of supper, though she was not in the
less for the purpose of instructing her interest and politeness.
endowed
the
of
ennui
man,
by nature ! least hungry, and more and more reasbesides
being
of
relieving
than for that
sured by the increasing amiability of her
her isolation, she had painted in her im with a cold and reserved exterior, had, !
j
young hostess, at last recovered the fac
the
of
an
absolute
retimes,
several
a
hundred
years
least
during
agination, at
Knowing j tirement, become such a stranger to the ulty of sccinsr, hearing, and answering.
portrait of her future friend.
While the domestics were serving sup
she world, that his timidity had been redoubthe morose disposition of Porpora,
the conversation naturally turned uphad feared lest he should send her an led, and, under what at first appeared to be per,
Consuelo was happy to hear
She had a severe and reserved manner, he concealed i on Porpora.
austere and pedantic governess.
•
Count
old
speak of him as of hist
the
a
of
The
child.
therefore written in secret to the profes- the trouble and confusion
friend, his equal, and almost his superior.
sor to inform him that she should receive i obligation he had imposed upon himself
Then they talked of Consuelo's journey,
very badly any person older than twenty- of speaking Italian, (a language which he
—!
and espe-—
~, of the route she had followed,
five, as if it would not have been enough
; "
., , ..
* Over the entrance to Dante s Inlerno
,
. ,
which must have terri
storm
of
the
;
cially
relatives,
old
her
to
to express her wishes
Wa9 W1.it(en.
" We are accustomed in Vrnof whom she was the idol, and the sove- .. Lasclate ogni spcran/a, o voi che entrntc." fied her.
" to tempests
! ice," replied Cunsuelo,
*s All hope abandon, ye who enter here."
reign.

—

r
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old Hanz, and another of those antofflmore sudden and much more dan face and her severe costume, relieved by
ata whom Consuelo could not distinguish
gerous ; for in our gondolas, while pass the grand cross of her order, which she
ing through the city, and even on the never laid aside, entered with an air more one from the other, so decidedly Aid they
thresholds' of our houses, we run the risk majestically affable than she had assumed partake of the same robust, grave stamp,
The water, which is as since the memorable day on which the directed themselves towards the saloon.
of shipwreck.

even

Maria Theresa, returning from Consuelo, who had no longer strength
her journey into Hungary, had conferred on even to appear to eat, turned to follow
Bnt before they
fragile barks along the walls with so Giants' castle the signal honor of taking them with her eyes.
with her suite,
glass of hippocras had reached the door, which was behind
much violence, that they may be dashed in
new apparition, ov«li more striking
Still, al and an hour of repose. She advanced to her,
to pieces before we can land.
than the others, presented itself on the
though familiar with such accidents and ward Consuelo, (who, surprised and terri
empress

out thinking of rising,) made two reveren

commanding

ces, and after an address in German, which

nance,

but

threw down from the top of the mountain

was so precise, that she seemed to have

dressed

in

that means 1 "

He was
frightfully pale.
black from head to foot, and a

rich pelisse of velvet trimmed with sable,
by heart long before, approach
frogs and
ed to kiss her on the forehead.
The poor was secured upon his shoulders
His long hair, black as
child, colder than marble, felt as
she clasps of gold.

learned

by

of death, and ready to ebony,

the kiss

fell

in

disorder

over

cheeks, somewhat veiled by

acknowl

a

received

faint, murmured an unintelligible

his

pale

silky beard

which curled naturally.
To the servants
When the canoness had passed into the who advanced to meet him, he made an

edgment.

Amelia burst into

for

bert, he left the hall to visit him,

Al

while

a

Then turning

"

would wager that you thought you
saw the ghost of queen Libussa? " said
she to her companion. " But be relieved

:

And recalled to his solicitude

if

than she desired,
shout of laughter.

is

that good canoness
Amelia murmured, clasping her hands,
my aunt, the most
" There is magic in this, and the devil tiresome and the best of women."
Hardly recovered from this emotion,
certainly dwells among us."
This strange discourse brought back to Consuelo heard great Hungarian boots

towards

Count

Christian,

who was behind him,

"

assure you, my father," said he, in

harmonious

"

noble accent,
calm.

voice, and with the most
that

I

strange, very strange,

I

"

"

gesture, which forced them to
dis
recoil and kept them motionless at
his look had fascinated them.
tance, as
imperious

I

said the old man ;

saloon, for she saw very clearly that her
presence intimidated the traveller more

a

dered visibly, as they looked at each oth
" My son, then, was not deceived,"
er.

a

Neither the Count nor Amelia thought
of answering the question. They shud

truly !

superb counte

if

up, and the postillion cried out : ' That
is the tree of misfortune which is fall
ing, it is the Hussite! ' Could you not
explain to me, Signora baronessa, what

with a

man,

young

it

right across the road ; the horses reared

was

figure and

a

evening than ever before in my life, by the
fall of a great tree which the lightning

a

threshold

haggard eye with

;

fied looked at her with

a

was more frightened this

,

I

not very timid,

it

a

a

it,

pavement for our streets, swells and rolls
like the waves of the sea, and urges our

have never been so

Some great event has been accom

plished in my destiny, and the peace of
heaven has descended upon our house."
" May God grant
my child," replied

sudden paleness of Amelia, the solemn
silence of those old servants in red trowsers and crimson faces, all alike, all large

that those of the servants appeared pale
The young man inclined his head pro
traversed the hall in foundly under his father's hand
then
profound silence, and went out by the raising himself with
sweet and serene
great door which the valets respectfully
expression, he advanced to the middle of

filled

not dissipate

with wax candles, could
the darkness ; the cries ol

the screech-owls
hunt

the light of a

which recommenced their

around the chateau after the storm ;

the great family portraits, the enormous
heads of stags and boars sculptured in re

;

on
on

hall, smiled gently while touching
with the tips of his fingers the hand which
the

Amelia extended to him, and looked fix
said she, "
the baron of edly at Consuelo for some seconds. —
Rudolstadt, the greatest hunter, the great
Struck with an involuntary respect, Con
est sleeper, the most tender father.
He suelo saluted him with downcast eyes
has just finished his siesta in the saloon. but he did not return her salutation, and

" That,"

;

chandelier

oak, in which

if

is

black

out his hand as

a

and square, with those eyes devoid of life
Fresh agitation
and expression,
which are produced by opened before him.
the part of Consuelo, fresh laughter
the love and eternal continuance of servi
tude ; the depth of the hall, wainscotted that of Amelia.
with

the old man, stretching
to bless him.

it,

and fine beside

it,

A heavy and mea
creaking behind her.
sured step shook the floor, and a man
face so massive, red and square,
with
a

all the feeling of superstitious
terror which she experienced on entering
the dwelling of the Rudolstadts.
The

Consuelo

When nine o'clock strikes, he rises from continued to gaze at her.
" This young person," said the Canorhis arm-chair, without on that account be
;

ing

a

even to

a

;

;

; all,

is

awakened
he passes through this ess in German, "
she who — "
hall without seeing or hearing anything,
But he interrnpted her by
gesture,
the least circumstances, re-awakened
in mounts the staircase, still asleep goes to which seemed to say, " Do not speak to
her the sinister emotions which had hard
bed without being conscious of what he me do not interrupt the current of my
ly been quieted.
The observations of the does, and wakes with the dawn, as ready, thoughts." Then he turned without giv
young haroness were not of a nature to as alert, as active, as
young man, to go ing the least token of surprise or interest,

lief upon the wainscouing

" My

dear Signora," said she, getting
ready to help her, " you must be prepar
ed to sec here some things which are
strange ; inexplicable,

and prepare his dogs, his horses and his
falcons, for the chase."

"
oness, " you must excuse —
Hardly had she finished this explana
tion, when the chaplain passed.
He,
"Forgive me, aunt, for interrupting
so, was fat but short, and pallid as
you," said Amelia; " but you are speak
lym
phatic.
life does not ing German to the Signora, who does not
contemplative
a

usually unpleasant,
terrifying ; true scenes of ro
mance, which nobody would believe if agree with those heavy Sclavonic conforyou related them, and which you will be malions, and the embonpoint of the holy

A

sometimes

with her hump, her angular

which the baron had taken.

Immediate

me, good Signora," replied
" spoke many lan
in Italian,
travel
my childhood, because
1

I

and

I

guages
ed much

remember enough of the

German to understand

perfectly.
not yet dare attempt to pronounce

I

Consuelo

in

a

tics, and disappeared in the same direction

it."

Pardon

it
;

and the canoness

profound bow to the two ladies,
low voice to one of the domes

"

it

the door opened slowly,

ed with

spoke in

He was content

understand

;

While the baroness was thus speaking,

man was not hralthy.
a

required on your honor to bury in an eter
nal silence."

Wenceslawa

and went slowly out by the great door.
" My dear young lady," said the can

al

reassure her much.

do

but
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was the hour

have carried off the chairs and
blown out the lights, without taking notice
of their presence.
Besides,
Consuelo
longed to retire, and Amelia conducted
w,ould

I

is

a

wish to put you aufait to all that passes
here, before you have to endure our oddi
ties.
But you are so tired that you must

Amelia.
Yon shall go to bed to repose
your poor wearied limbs.
While you are

I

will go and put on my night
dress, and dismiss my maid.
Then I will

doing so,
return

and seat myself at your bed-side,
and we will talk German until we are
Is it agreed ?"
sleepy.

" With

governess.

all my heart," replied the new

I

if

it
is

I

it,

"

said

I

to the signora canoness."
" Let us make an
agreement,"

:

to the signor count, and still less

I

familiar

is

;

Therefore you may talk to me as
as you please ; but on condition
that it be in German, so as to serve me
for a lesson ; for I see that Italian is not
much

it

night.

in

ried, truly ; but my head is so heated
that I am pretty certain not to sleep all

ri

are wea

1

limbs

's

" My

;

need rest more than anything else."
" Do not let that deter
you, Signora,"
replied Consuelo.

is

you an
hour or two," said she to her, as soon as
the canoness, who had gravely done the
honors of the apartment, had retired. " I

Aurora.

of

ig

Add to this the consideration,

that those
who had nothing would continually roam in
search of plunder
while those who had
;

I

I

I

a

is

like to chat with

I

should

I

"I

?

her to the elegant and comfortable cham
ber which she had reserved for her, next
her own.

is

if

I

house, that

remained much longer at table, I believe
the servants,
like veritable machines;

is

and so regular

at which all retired,
were the customs of the
the two young ladies had

is

ly."
It

is

by the adopted daughter of Porpora, — T
hope soon to say, the friend of our fami

ing that the cunning
and strength of
others, singly or combined, might at any
time despoil him of all his possessions.

would be compelled constantly
which conditions are totally

property,
to guard

with the pursuits of pro
ductive industry, and you have
satisfac
tory view of man in the lawless state,
and will be able to appreciate his im

irreconcileable

for
pulses to change
social state, gov
erned by law, and to judge what would
be the immediate objects sought to be at
tained by such
change.
Peace and
that

could

The highest idea
the sanction of such

Order.

obtain

tribes,

entering the social state through
the investment of a supreme authority in
the government, would be, that peace and
order would secure social happiness.
As unrestrained liberty had led to the
greatest possible suffering,
and as all
government
hostility

was sure to encounter

of individual

the

will, strengthened

by habit and and education,

was found

necessary to place the general, and every
subordinate
sphere of existence
under
the control of Authority.
All passions
and impulses,

material possessions, social
affections, and spiritual aspirations, were
subordinated to the establishment of au
thority and obedience, in all the relations

of life.
Thus in the family, the child
obeys the parent, the wife the husband,
while the husband in his turn, submits to
the head of the clan, the baron, or land
lord, and the baron to the king, or other
general head of the system.

The same graduated scale of power
prevails in trade, in labor, in law, in reli

A grant of power to control oth
ers, as the price of submission to
higher
authority, obtains in all the ramifications

gion.

of human relationship.
of law are scientifically

All of these

forms

(in what are now
called civilized countries,) calculated, to
degree
preserve peace and order in such
as they can be preserved by governments,
whose
physical

ultimate
force,

reliance
always

space between the legally

in all cases,
leaving

is

in us

passions or affections would feel secure
the possession of any advantages, see

a

must be inspired

This rude liberty leads di
Liberty.
rectly to anarchy;
for no being endow
ed with reason, and possessed of social

a

confidence which

lib

gratification,

a

certain

simple

erty.

a

at

for each impulse immedi

ate indulgence,

a

astonished

which we will explain to her to
morrow with open hearts, and with that

things,

claimed

it

to be too much

vidual

a

to excuse my

The passions then in each indi

capital.

it,

generous

is
a it

are very

The Signora will be so kind as not

son.

;

My dear sister," replied the old man,

"you

I

?

in Count Chris

a

"

her excuse

is
it

and seeking
tian's eyes.

I

added the good Wenceslawa,
quite trou
bled by the falsehoods she was uttering,

When Governments were first formed
for human societies, the people were
norant savages, without science, or art, or

in

it,

evening, and that after his fainting fit he
was still so weak, that doubtless he did
not see her.
Is it not true, brother? "

I

this

I

indisposed

night arrives, being
workie,
am tired
Besides,
enough to rest one day.
don't
know but what our physical organization
requires something of this kind, leaving
out the religious view of the question.
This being the case, and as like plain
ask how do you keep Sun
preaching,
know some of you are good
day
enough Christians to keep Sunday all the
week, and may be do, so far as working
concerned, but don't you work
little
on Sundays?
Who of you goes fishing,
hunting cherries, nuts or squirrels, and
who of you
that don't cat on Sun
days?
Aye, here's the rub!
Maybe you
don't chop wood, or go to mill on Sun
days, but you eat, yes, you eat enough to
keep you dreaming bad all Sunday night.
But you may ask, what harm's in all
this?
answer in the language of the
good book, Do thyself no harm
and
not good advice?
Who says no? Not
man of you.
There
another matter
connected with this hard eating on Sun
days that ought to be stopt, and that is,
you make your women, especially your
kitchen women, work harder on that day
than any other.
Instead of their dressing
themselves up and coming to hear me
preach, you have them at home in your
smoky kitchens, roasting, and cooking,
and baking, boiling, and stewing, all just
to please your appetite.
Is not this so?
Don't you eat more chickens,
drink
coffee,
have
choicer steak, more
stronger
palatable cakes, and all other nice fixins
on this than any other day in the week
Don't you?
Now,
this right? Must
these children of the poor roast over your
while they ought to be
fires, cooking,
serving God, to please vour perverted ap
petites?
say, no? They have as good
right to rest as you have, and your giv
no
ing them nearly eleven cents
day
reason why they should thus waste their
precious time to gratify that which
un
lawful in you. No, friends,
take these
poor girls' part, call me what you please
they are human beings as well as we are,
and of right ought to rest Sundays too.
And here
another thing, — see you
ding about
your fine carriages on Sun
day and
this right?
say, no,
right to keep Sunday at all. You make
your hired men work to get your horses
ready, and then you make your horses
sweat, and wear them out as much on
Sunday as any other day.
This
not
read
and see.
according to the old law
believe in my heart you are bigger sin
ners on that than any other day, and
reckon
can prove it.
You very piously
say that we should not work Sundays.
Very well, — you keep others at
and
that
as bad, or worse.
By this you
prove yourselves hypocrites,
think, and
there
no good in that.
You may look
very sanctified, but you eat harder, make
your servants and horses work as hard as
ever, and then come up to hear me preach
and tell you how to keep Sunday.
say,
remember the Sabbath day. — Nevi Lisbon
a

that the young

is

pardon, when she knows
man has been severely

For Ihe Harbinger.

THE UNION OF ALL REFORMERS
in Behalf
a Great Political
Reform.

it

will give me some lessons, I hope
A LAY SERMON.
to recover it in a few days."
By an Elder of the United States Brethren .
" Indeed, that is like me," replied the
I am a lay preacher, and shall lay it
canoness in German, " I understand all down plain to you, — " that's a fact."
This morning I give you a sabbatical
that the young lady says, and yetlcannot
sermon, and you Ml find my text in Exo
apeak her language.
Since she does un dus 20, 9, " Six
Jays shall thou labor.'''
derstand me, I will say that my nephew,
My Friends : We are met to say
by not saluting her, has just committed something of the Sabbath, and I don't
but
an impoliteness which she will kindly know what you may think of
like to keep Sunday, — for when Saturday

if you

wide

and the moral-
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If he be consistent, there ia no end
in j crease and vitiate,) a similar pluck at the tice.
beard of mob license would be a danger- to the difficulties he will have to encoun

i
.

;

tree in a pale Bultry
He
by any shadows.
goes out again, and finds that he will be
it,

if

a

s/

conscious
in

BeButifitl

,

„

/rf

f

!

.

hi

f

J

I i j

:!

in

Art is therefore not imitation,
but reproduction,
Natransfiguration.
ture must have passed through the refining fire of human genius, before she takes
a

what

why all this talk
is

this name,

is

?

What

about Genius

the meaning

genius

reduced to,

of

if

in

be but skilful imitation,

!

robbed of this God-given privilege of in
fusing its Imagination into the dead mate
rials
has collected together, breathing
it

;

upon the dry bones and clothing
the garb of life and beauty?

them in

The question

then reduces itself to
far ought the Ideal, the Ima
ginative, the Fanciful, to be admitted into
works of art.
Here
does not answer
ihp omnMr ,Urtr,00= k
aneculate in 'he
l° sPpculate
empty darkness, but
this,

a

— how

it

j

.

,

is

is

he speaks of art, he means,

he may not be entirely

her highest degree.
Then in expressing
herself, in giving herself
second publi
cation to man, she becomes Art.
If Art

it
is

of

Ev

and superfluous.

Nature.

it
a

we must appeal to our consciousness of
the impressions conveyed to the senses,
and through the senses to the soul, from
the objects of Nature and the creations of

Art, themselves.

No one denies that Na
the material basis of Art, that Na
ture must be most accurately
imitated,

ture

is

in

a

else all further efforts are like attempting
to fly to the moon.
But the question ari
is

ses, what
nature
You answer, the ap
The pearance of outward objects to the organ
but skilful of vision.
But how are you going to de-

it

in the mind

It

which

?

if

idea of

is

this

practically carried out by
Artists in their works,
need scarcely

it

is

such illustrations

?

».

by

in
a

it

to the me

known

that

is

I

j
-

i

l
'

'

to make

Art?

of Nature,

an idea which,

all so well
in art,

seem sophomorical

£

Art

and

not to imitate

ery one who aspires to the remotest idea
and feeling respecting works of art, knows

'

'

' is
j

' !

that

that here

better

a

in

This

rest tyro

,

it
it is
!

It

the first formidable symptom of mobocracy two years ago, for example — when
bold Mayor
Elliott quietly look the fire
.

notion

be

the exact original,
he intends
any thing like
picture.

; , ! 1

;

is

i

.
,

it

'

imitation

picturesque

would

it

there

he has sc^n or imagined
;

a

in

trees more

:

is

a

1,

is
a

that

perhaps,

j

;

J,

beau id,-al of- popular

what

He will find still further,

than another.

a

Let us inquire,

whole

obliged to make choice of some one par
ticular view of
which will be better

that when

of Boston for the last
Utopian

the

though

'

municipal history
twemy years,

m pictorial
that lie has cliosen the

light, unrelieved

in

is

'

a

it

their interest, and no difliways found
cult task, to create
public sentiment that
shape its ailministration somewhat with
these governments are the perfection of view to politics.
Boston upon
Harsh measures, used
and that any protection they fail
wisdom
to bestow, or any evils they inflict upon the first germ or symptom of license, are
reserved in New York for such signal
the people, are to be attributed to the de
stances as are melodramatically flagrant,
nature,
and not to the — such as cannot be perverted, by the
pravity of human
counter-current
defects of their legislation.
party out of power, into
and resentment.
What
No government yet instituted on the sf" sympathy
r.ow rema'n'nS
*• Asic*srglobe has transcended these narrow limits. )he.re
„ backer influence in New York, is the deby fraud or force, lust of gree in which New York can compare
Self-prcservation
with Boston, — and this small remainder
power and domination, the establishment
of peace and order through the insirumen- of the old Dutch character is, as to pow"and check, about equal to what will be
these
tality of the elements of anarchy
felt of Puritan character in Boston, when
are the characteristics of all governments
aid of railroads, and induceBostori,
the
Such,
too,
practice ments for foreign residence, shall have
yet instituted.
Look
of the boasted government of the United four hundred thousand inhabitants.
at the difference
the observance of Sun
national, state, and municipal.
Slates,
U<LV
me two
it>u places
uiaucs
-n.t icuai
At
least twenty
day in the
TT
iweilbv
How
the pract.ce agrees with the theory th(;usand
peopl/cross to Hoboken alone,
of government as set forth in the Declara- to pass the Sabbath in the fields, — forthe habtion of Independence, and what must be eigners mostly, who have been
of making
holiday at home.
The
done in order to reconcile the practice to
Bostoninns would suppress tlteferry, with
the theory, will form the subject of future out the
There are
slightest hesitation
numbers.
four or five Sunday newspapers in New
York, and Boston will not support one.
AND NEW YORK. — Willis There are German halls in various places
and
the following comparison be in this city, on Sunday evening
sketches
oyster
shops, and bar-rooms, and the
tween the two cities —
far more vicious than drinking places in all directions in the
New York
But
not snburbs^have overflowing ^custom on that
doubt.
Boston, without
government of the city is, of
was when
was day.
much more i-icious than
in some degree, a reflex of this
of Boston's size. We have often wished course,
sermon to the Bostonians large proportion of the sovereign voters,
to preach
iv. 7. "For who and when public opinion countenances
from Corinthians
next to impossible
And degree of license,
maketh thee to differ from another
»
that can concity
government
what hast thou that tliou ilosl not receive?" to bring
•-".>»u»o
Up to the present time, the Puritan obe trol it. We have not room to follow out
this comparison
detail, — but we wished
dience to authority, and the power para
as
reply to the eoi.demnaof good principles, have never to outline
mount
lions of New York, (for the sale of viebeen sapped or shaken in Boston.
etc, etc,) made from
with one class of irnls publications,
but one community,
and worked by one time to '"me, by our more virtuous brethleading prejudices,
ren 'n lIte north.
familiar set of moral, social and political
The inhabitants are nearly all
wires.
For the Harbinger.
American, all church-goers of some sect
or other, implicitly subject to general and
ON THE IDEAL IX ART.
time-honored principles, and as controlla
UcaJ al a Met ling
tlie Art Re-union.
ble by mayor and alderman as an omnibus
New York, July 1845.
Indeed the
by passengers and driver.

effect, he finds
.
.
wrong time of
the sun, shining directly from above,

tl|e Beautiful
day

j

given such great advantages to the intclligent and rich few, over the ignorant and
destitute many; that the former have al-

In the first place, if he has any idea of

steeps

a

1

or the adoption of newly discov
ered principles of truth, they have always

cussion,

is

on the verge
anarchy, always framed at the lime least
favorable to the calm and temperate dis

is

Always instituted

if he propose to himself the
attainment of the grand, beautiful, or picHe goes out to sketch a tree,
j turesque.
ter, that is,

is

j
„. New York in comparison.
, There are at least a hundred thousand
Irish in this city, twenty thousand French,
i sixty thousand Germans, and a miscella-j
r.>'of r.ther nations that probably leaves
scarce one fourth ot the population, (sav
a hundrcd tiiousand) for indigenous and
6ne quarter
homi-spiritcd Nun Yorkers.
in
contoo, of the general population,
scarce known in Boston, —
dition that
that of desperate extremity of livelihood,
for the moand rcadincss to do any lhing fol
ment's relief, vicious, turbulent
The municipal government of
spirative.
some meaNew York
unfortunately,

: of!

These governments of million-fold petty tyrannies, culminating in one central
head, have ever been borr. of convulsions,
and cradled in the calamities of the peoplo.

A R

•

of tyranny

Iv right, for the exercise
every sphere of action.

11

the

Mind, the Soul, after all, which perceives
is

in

a

i

a

1

it
in

i

;

in

i

.

i

'

.

;

be said,
--, would be
-- utterlyj detrimental
-~
.
... nature
to
the eye
but the optical instrua" excellence and progress
Art.
-j f
ment.
,i
And
let any number of artists set
.u
u
c
ana put nein into tne nanus ot a pairt nreT
Let us onl>' SUPPOSC for
moment that out to paint any given group of figures,
police, — could never have been done
tne
Artist sets out with this idea, and the or landscape from nature, they will all unany other city of this country
and ten
years hence, (Boston continuing
to in- determination to adhere lo
his prac- consciously infuse into their work
char-

and

es of Art, as Music.

Music itself, at least that part we call
an idealization of the intona
tions of the human voice, which, in turn,
are the natural language of emotion, af

those artists whose paint
ing or whose sculpture has been poetry,
while the literthat are destined to live

melody,

;

precisely the same eyes ; or if we do, we alist in art, however admirable their work,
yet instinctively harmonize all we see on as copies of nature, must sink into com
a key of our own setting, we shed over parative insignificance beside them.
This principle of the Ideal in art ex
the scene the hues which dwell hi our

fection.
Some musical

instruments

which bear

resemblance to the voice, have singular

power to move us
not lo and the clarinet,

;

ter every thing the eye and hand attempt.
We itone of us look upon nature with

Claude

Morland

It

and this must mas

their own idea;

t

after

Rafaelle,

is

Teniers and

his soul, fail to be illustrated by reference to other branch

distance between

a

They cannot, if they would, paint except

is a

see the inexpressible

a

spark of the Artist life
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a

something

at least, which will mark it as their own.

a

fccteristic touch and colouring,

in
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such as the violoncel

with life and beauty.

the whole

even except

portrait

I

would

painting.

and adhere to facts and known and
admitted principles.

Actual Nature, then,
All Art

in

so far

as

it

basis of Art.

is is

tion

the material
most

perfect

keeps the just medium

it,

very

deepest

say who

ever

saw

make his friend
galvanized

one, which

did not

look more or less like

corpse,

to look stern,

trying

— young

in

repeat, — material nature
And in proportion as the
being its body.
artist cultivates his finer sense of the
sovl of art,

I

of the Daguerrotype.
Whai
there ex
cites expectation so often and so often
Who
as
disappoints
daguerrotype
ever saw
dozen daguerrotypes, — will

hearts.

is

we need but take the common illustration

a

Nature.

But to disprove this,

I

fact in

the

Analogies might be farther traced
which this prin
among the sister arts,
The
ciple
apparent as the soul of art.

heard

is

an existing

will endeavour to avoid specula

to us

rectness of drawing.

have

?

I

But

back

echoing

sorrows and loves and joys of our hidden

it.

a

is to paint

it,

To paint one's-own idea, I take

nothing of, must flow into

a portrait
painter say that his art lay chiefly in cor

from

a

Nor is this departing from Nature. For
there is an ideal as there is an actual Na
ture.

tion knows
and

I

a treatment which is strict

our own.

it,

the imitation

ly

it

is

a

is

it,

infusing

tends to all its branches.

in

the hands of masters
They are
Though like Knoop and Groenevelt.
1 am far from meaning by this, that we the exact imitation of features, complex
not imitations of the voice, but they sug
are at liberty to choose onr own color
ion, hair, &c., seems to most people the gest
bear just enough resemblance to
ing, or forms, in place of Nature's : I only whole that
fine portrait,
while, at the same time, they outdo its
requisite to
say, let us strive to imitate Nature ; but yet something more
its compass and
needed to complete powers of execution,
there will be unconsciously imparted to it.
A subtler grace, which bare imita strength, becoming idealized voices, re
own souls, and which seem best to us for

and Poetic,

Beautiful

the more his intel

lectual being is enlarged and refined, and
his moral

and

religious

being

purified,

that ideal conception which
the Imagination.
Art
neither
wholly material, nor wholly spiritual.
She
the beautiful child of the wed

will he inevitably rise in the
He will create on can
dens, converted into hard, sallow pieces walks of art.
of virginal antiquity, while the old are vass, or in marble, works which will he
made rugged as Polar bears, — all carica
the triumphant and successful transcript
He will shadow forth
tured, where,
any thing, they should be of his ideal life.

lock

idealized.

is

she bears

Nature

and

the

the more beautiful,

Soul

the more

a

resemblance to both parents.
inclines too much to the literal ap
degenerates into
pearance of things,

If art

the higher

the Beautiful

A

No.

mea
portrait must also be in
must
sure a creation, an idealization.
face, but the " human face
be not simply

as

exists

his heart and

in

between

and she

:

is

is

haunts

blooming mai

it

and

ture,

smiling, or calm

It a

Na

?

imitation of outward

if

between literal

mind, and though the world may be blind
and insensible to his work, he will not
is

a

It

if

it

;

a

it

fail to bear about with him the assurance
its own great recompense.
must beam out upon us with that art
divine."
on light in its eyes, warmth in its cheeks, " Thus struggling on, the Artist seeks to find
hard, unpoetic, unattractive school
The The charm, that marries matter unto mind.
the other hand,
neglects fidelity to na expression and language on its lips.

be

abounds

deny that Nature

individual,

with objects, both grouped and
which
of themselves make

pictures.

I

I

will not foolishly

capable must be indicated.

In historical,
painting,
respect

if

;

ject

the

imaginative,
same

to the

two

With his own life the world of sense he warms,
And Nature to his passion he transforms:
To him her shape ever fresh and young,
New music lives forever on her tongue,
With every change she weaves magic spell.

and landscape

principle

holds.

former

branches

a

detail and dashing off mere effects,

comes false, and cannot long interest the
lovers of truth and nature.

best expression must be brought out
possible, the character of which the sub

is

scorning

is

altogether in the pris-

light of its own dreams,

it

ture, and indulges
my

In
And daily works an endless miracle."
of

the art, there can be, of course, no dis

In landscape painting, there may
pute.
But
any
will not shut my eyes to the be less unanimity of opinion.
fact of the wonderful merit of the Dutch one be disposed to contend for mere liter
Flower, Fruit and T7torn Pieces, or Hue
Married Life, Death, and Wedding
and Flemish schools for instance, — their al imitation here, let him but refer to the
the Poor, Finnian Stan
the Advocate
works of Claude, Caspar Poussin, Wil
quiet pastoral landscapes, their drinking
islaus Siebenkas, by JEAN PAUL FRIEDcelebrated
scenes,
all
the
most
landscape
and dancing
their fruit and flow
son, and
Translated
from the
RICH RICHTER.
ers and game, and other still life pieces. painters.
Here he will find scenes paint
German by Edward Henry Noel. Bos
ton James Munroe & Co., 1845.
But even here, even in the most liter ed not only with the most wonderful fidel
vols. 12mo.
al, barren subjects which the Artist can ity to nature, and rare insight into her
one of the most affluent of
still maintain the principle that great principles, but with an inward feel
Jean Paul
select,
His was
great
the very fact that he selects, shows
him a ing of beauty, which makes the works all the German writers.
noble
touch of the ideal
and which constrains Poems upon canvass
real pictures, that heart, — deep, rich, and humane
him in spite of himself, even afterhe has spring from hearts pondering over their soul sends out gushes of fresh life on all
Let him write what he will, you
selected, to arrange with artistic skill, and fairest dreams of the beautiful
sides.
pic
;
a a

;

;

;

in

I

is

:

8

of

of

if

REVIEW.

feeling for harmonious

form and coloring.

tures that recal and suggest whatever

we

see the same deep pathos and exquisite
a

is

is

is

;

in
|

man,
the same veneration for
humor
will any one deny that there have known, or whatever we long for,
are degrees of greatness in the choice of Nature. Such painters know how not spite of the gold or the dust, the rags or
To our mind
the poetry of art simply to pluck the flower, but to preserve the purple, that cover him.
subjects? that there
one of the most religious of modern
on the one side, and the barren prose on forever its most glowing
hues, and its he
not the lit
But his Religion
the other? Can any one who has the least most delicate aroma. This principle might writers.
Besides,

for giving

to ten

new series of popular

put forth with some pretensions,

this book requires

half see through the trees. You hear the
bleating of sheep, the lowing of cattle,
of swine, the barking ol
the grunting
dogs, and all the domestic sounds of that
form of life, now and then the trumpet, and
In the
again the minstrel and his lute.

is

and there

nseful perStill his book will serve
will call attention to the condi
tion of the English laboring classes, and
pose.

prepare the way for the broadest
views and most effectual measures.
thus

in the trans

POETRY.
For the Harbinger.

a superabundance

THE MINSTREL'S CURSE.

of foreign

words and phrases, always
unpleasant to read or hear read by those

FROM

of the writings of the period

which

A

at

claims to have had its birth, but

can be compared only with James' pro
ductions among the moderns.
It appears
to have been written to maintain the rep
utation

of the Italians

for

and

loyalty

THE GERMAN OF UHLAN D.
BY C. P. CRANCH.

who cannot pronounce them properly.
The book itself may be
good speci
men

been laid upon

proud and lofty castle in olden times there
stood,
That glittered o'er the land afar unto the
ocean's flood
A wreath of blooming gardens encircled
around,

it

you see giant sons
cleaving wood., or stalking in the sun,
singing, drinking, or
feasting, wrestling,
at prayer ; and beautiful daughters you
buildings,

(we
particles,)

not

;

Thane, and about his huge,

rambling

peculiarities

now waits to touch the
has

hia.

style are by no means agreable,
refer particularly
to his omission of

a

on

rude,

but some minor

lips of genius,

lator's

it

state-carriages, his stately court, its eti
quette never infringed ; you see the white
wand of the Hofmeister ranging men in
The other is a Sax
their orderly ranks.

is

vine Providence

word from us.

Its externals are fair, but not equal to
form, the finished and gentlemanly accu those of the series with which Messrs.
Wiley and Putnam opened the way for a
racy of art : in Richter, you are astonish
better class of books than the cheap and
ed at the wealth of thought, the profusion
of ideas, the lavish bounty of sentiment, trashy ones with which we had so long
The translation ap
which meet you on every side. One is a been inundated.
German Prince, with his state-dresses, pears to have been executed with care,
In Goethe you admire the perfect

heart.

more.

a

works,

something

But he
by no means sufficiently clear
of aristocratic and other civilized preju
book for the heart of the
dices to write
He touches not the strings that
times.
now alone Bend thrills of lightning through
the world.
The fire wherewith the Di

It

a

As the first of

man of good sense, as the

besides

goes,

style,

and shows that

a

:

pp. 274.

and Burgess,

a

virtues,
Charity,
greatest of Christian
seems ever to fill his heart.
Goethe was a man of wonderful head,
iind Richter of a yet more wonderful

world

is
a

the author

by

of

insect,

of

bird,

1.

of Nature, — brook
Italian
The Medici Series
hurricane, avalanche, No.
Barktta,
The Challenge
Prose.
work,
—
andhuman
its choristers,
cataract,
MassinofAzc^lio, L'Amico delta Litlerhuman sympathy, its sacrifice. Faith and
Translated
and Edited by C.
atvra.
New York Paine
EDWARDS LESTER.
Hope seem beautiful in Richter, and the
and

nervous straight-forward

free from sentimentalism,

form.

is

It is a Religion We thank the publishers

its church, the turf us in so neat

in
a

of a sect.

that finds the world
its altar, the voices

a

tie pietism

it
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Where

rainbow-coloured fountains
freshly from the ground.

sprang

if

;

it

;

a

is

It

if

a

is

is

is

is

;

;

a

bravery, has its scene laid in the earlier
There sat
haughty monarch, who wealth
finished works of these two great artists part of the Sixteenth Century, during the
and fame had woo
there is the same difference as between a wars of the French and Spaniards for su
There all so pale and gloomy, he sat upon
Grecian
temple and a Hindoo Pagoda; premacy in Italy, and gives a disgusting
his throne
and
august picture of the habits and manners of
one is severe in its proportions
For what he thinks
Terror, and what he
in its beauty ; the other, more marked for those times, relieved by few exceptions.
looks
Wrath,
wild
the
As
to
the
title
prodigality
of L'Amico della Literaits costly materials,
And what he speaks
Scourging, and what
of imagination which heaped up its incon tura, (The Friend of Literature) append
he writes
Death.
Goethe
more
admire
ed
to
author's
name
We
the
himself
or
his
by
gruous wealth.
Once came towards this castle noble mintranslator, he did but little to deserve it,
than Richter, but we love him le
stiel pair,
he produced nothing of more value than
Goethe seems the greater artist and RiehThe one with golden locks, the other grey of
this work.
ter the greater man.
hair;
The "Flower, Fruit, andThorn Pieces'
spoken of in the preface as the
The old man with his harp comely steed
but
it
is
best romance in the Italian tongue
is not one of Richter's best works,
we
did ride,
do not profess to be deeply read in that
interesting, beautiful and full of instruction
The while his blooming comrade stepped
at
above
hinted
but
language,
All the qualities we have
among our few acquaint
lightly by his tide.
His satire is keen ances, we should never think of compar
appear in its pages.
The old man spake the young one, " Now be
with the " Decamerone " of Boc
but not bitter ; all his arrows sharp, bu ing
prepared, my son,
"
"
The'work carries us into caccio, the Promessi Sposi
none poisoned.
of ManzoBethink thce of our deepest songs, and lime
the heart of humble life in a little German ni, or " Le Ultime Lettere de Jacopo
thy fullest tone
It has the minute accuracy of Te- Ortis,"
the name of romances may be
town.
Call up thy joy and sorrow, and all thy pow
nier's fire-side pictures. You almost hear applied to these.
this be a fair speci
er and art,
It affords, too men, as we have
the sounds in the street.
to For we this day must move this monarch's
right to assume
somi be the best, of the works he has selected,
though Richter did not intend
stony heart."
it,

it

a

If

of the isolatet

wide circulation,

and will find

it

serves

a

;

Redding & Co.,
State street.
Then the old man struck the strings, he
We opened this book with expectations
struck with wondrous skill,
which have not been wholly disappointed.
And richer, ever riche'.( ^
their ears
abounds in beautiful passages,
writdid fill.
j

a

cer
deeply interesting, and not without
tain beauty of their own.
The book de

I

grotesque groups in any modern romance
and are not only picturesque, but mos

is

his friend

and his friend's dog, form one of the mos

8

not paint

a

:

satire

Into the pillared hall the minstrels twain
have gone
The monarch and his queen are sitting on
their throne
The Crock of Gold: a Rural Novel.
By 'The king, in fearful splendor, like
red
MARTIN FARQUHAR TUPPED, author o'f
northern light
" Proverbial
"
New York:
Philosophy.
The queen, so sweet and gentle, like the
Wiley and Putnam, 161 Broadway.
full moon at night.
1845, pp. 192. Boston, for sale by

It

on a class of women, yet she
ed in caricature.
Siebenkais,

is

is

arrangements, particularly
household.
an exquisite
Lisette

the series edited by Mr. Lester will not
add much to the treasures or the charac
ter of our current literature.

;

good illustrations of the narrowness, in
sipidity and selfishness of modern soeia
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Theu streamed with heavenly brightness-the
young man's voice along
Between the old man's harping!i, like a wild
spirit song.

The grey haired man has spoken, and hea
Beethoven's Senate Pathetiquc, Op. 13,
ven has heard his call,
from the edition of Moscheles, has been
The walls are laid in ruins, wasted each
reprinted in an elegant form by the game
princely hall,
publisher.
Persons who can play Beet
One lofty column only tells of past splendor
They sing of spring and love, of an age of
hoven's Sonatas are as rare at this day
bright,
golden youth,
as the readers of Plato. Is it the pub
But this, already shattered, may perish in a
Of human worth and freedom, of holiness
lisher's bold faith, or is it a most sudden
night.
and truth ;
and miraculous spread of a more classic
They sing of all things sweet, that move
Instead of fragrant gardens, a desert heather taste among our parlor pianists,
which
the human breast;
land :
offers us such too good things?
Let us
They sing of all things high, that fill the
No tree sends out its. ,hadow, no spring rejoice, however.
This music is sure to
soul with rest.
wells through the sand ;
bite when it once gets hold, and there is
The courtier crowd around them their idle No story names that monarch, no high heroic no greater delight than to irritate the
verse ;
wound forevermore.
jests forbear ;
The Beethoven fe
— Such is the
The monarch'!i sullen warriors all bow them Deep sunken and forgotten !
ver fastens only upon strong, deep na
Minstrel's Curse.
selves in prayer ;
tures.
It requires study and untiring en
The queen, dissolved in sadness and pleasure
ergy to master his music mechanically ;
unrepressed,
then it requires a rich inward experience
Throws down unto the minstrels, the rose
to feel and appreciate it ; and one becomes
upon her breast.
a poet and a spiritualist
by learning to
Geo. P. Reed, of Boston, has published
" Ye have led away
perform it with expression.
Buy and
my people, will ye now three
numbers,
fifteen
containing
pages
take my wife ? "
practice this Sonata ; it will occupy you
each, of Fantasies, Variations, &c., upon
The monarch cried, all raging, trembling
for years ; it has more meat in
than
favorite airs in La Somnambula, by Ferd.
with inward strife.
whole seasons of brilliant Concerts
la
These
Beyer.
are good exercises for
Then drew his glittering sword and pierced
Here and Thalberg.
and
young
performers,
reminis
pleasant
the young man's heart,
Whence now no golden songs, but streams of cences for any one, who has had the hap
J. Alfred Novello's Cheap Musical Clas
piness of hearing the opera.
With very sics
blood did start.
are imported from London, by Geo. P.
moderate powers of execution, one may
Reed, 17 Tremont Row; Boston, and have
As scattered by a tempest, flies all that sit down
and revive to himself all its main
now reached the 20th volume.
Here are
listening swarm.
features, in this easy piano forte sketch,
Novello's celebrated arrangements of the
The youth has gasped away his life upon
at times w hen severer study craves repose,
Masses of Haydn and Mozart, complete
his master's arm,
and when the gentle spirit of Bellini comes
Oratorios of Handel, Spohr, &c.; and a
Who wraps his mantle round him, and sets
in most soothingly.
The Somnambula
him on his steed.
series still continuing indefinitely, of the
marks an era in the musical life of Bos
And binds him fast upright, and rides away
sacred compositions of the grand old mas
ton, and we apprehend, of this whole
with speed.
ters.
Each Mass or Oratorio forms one
country.
Nothing acts so suddenly upon
volume, elegantly printed, at less than half
Before the lofty gates yet halts the minstrel the latent musical sense and feeling of the
the price at which such music was ever,
old,—
general mind as a successful performance
offered before. Think of owning a whole
Upon his harp he seizes, his matchless harp of a good opera.
The unity of the story,
Mass of Mozart for three or four English
of gold ;
the constant interpretation of the music
shillings Now we have choirs and small
He has shivered it to pieces ; then loud and
through words, ar.tion, and scenery, and
wild he calls,
private circles of singers enough, who,
the appeal to easy sympathies which de
With voice that sends a shudder through
to say the least, are capable of studying
mand no great culture, powers of thought,
courts and castle walls.
together this infallible and inexhaustible
or depth of character, make whole multi
wealth of music.
Yet Mozart's Masses
" Wo to ye, halls of pride !
may never mu tudes musical who were not so before.
we never hear.
When copies can be
sic's strain,
The sweet and tender melodies of Bellini
obtained so cheaply, are the spirit, the
May never song of gladness ring thro' your wound at once round every heart ; and
taste and the patience wanting, to master
rooms again :
his
music has great sameness, and
though
them in some degree, and at least learn
No ! sighs alone, and groans, and limid steps is tender even to weakness,
though it
how to love them
great thing to
of slaves,
does not offer anything for deep and con
learn to love some kinds of music, even if
Until the avenging spirit has trod you to
tinued study, like the works of the great
you cannot get to perform
your graves.
very well.
masters, yet it modulates in a vein of sen
" Wo to ye, fragrant gardens, blooming in timent, which it is good for every one to This, one may do with regard to Mozart's
Masses, by simply playing over the admir
May's sweet light !
surrender himself to sometimes.
Its pop
I point you to this dead one, with face so ularity and its purity combined, are ex able piano forte accompaniments which
embody the main features of the four vo
marred and white,
cellent reasons why such music should be
cal parts.
If in addition to this, you can
That thus ye too may wither, and every
both published and practiced.
Deeper
little company of four, or eight, or
get
fount be dry,
souls will demand deeper studies ; and
twelve voices, to join you in an attempt to
And ye a stony desert forevcrmore may
stronger appetites can have as much of
make out some of the easier parts, such as
lie.
the more solid food as they can digest.
the Kyrie eleison in the magnificent 12th
" Wo to thee, wicked murderer!
thou curse
no way can you
Mass, depend upon
of minstreldom,
or
communion
The
numbers
better
of
the
deeper
Melodies
study
remaining
get
In vain do all thy wreaths and bloody gar
Such music, publicly
Ilaliennes, for Flute and Piano, by Forde, with one another.
lands bloom ;
wonder
Be thy proud name forgotten, in darkness are received, and justify all that we said heard or privately practiced,
before.
The themes are from 'Donizetti, ful means of culture and of thorough re
quenched for aye.
And like the gasp of death, thy fame be Vaccai, Blangini, Bertoni, &c., besides finement to the whole inward man. You
the publown away."
two or three Venetian Airs.
become slccpcd in music, which
is

is
a

in

it,

a

it

is
a

?

It

!

;

a

it,
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and aroma of the deepest

and in a spirit of kindness, I bor is given to it as will produce a scanty
we find little pleasure in the intole- support for the wretched creatures that
While universal discord
notices rant and ferocious spirit which is too apt . vex its surface.
the Last to animate those who undertake to right prevails amongst the nation*, those great
the world's wrongs, the spirit displayed labors, like the draining of the Pontino
frankly

'

I
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in Young America
both to our

is

continue
KJ= We shall
of "Music in Boston during
Winter," in the next number.

'

while

- ;

rified life-blood

souls who ever lived.

' it

feelings

marshes for example, which are neccssary to bring the earth and the atmosphere

still more repugnant
and our judgment,

a

We cannot believe that the great cause of; into
healthy condition, are impossible.
word, the condition, on which the
progress is to be advanced by In
23, 1845.
earth
inhabited
men imperiously
murder.
We repeat
public order
Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are, above all to be preserved, or we fall into demands Universal
Social and Political
contempt for others' riylits, fraud, oppression,
State ol brutal anarchy, in which we not Unity.
gambling spirit in trade, nTklrra adventure,and
In the same manner each part of the
(m1v 1ose wnat we nave already gained,
rt^labofcr'anTt^r™^
Beiief is to come,and rnn oniy comefrom the new !but all attempts at farther improvement
race
entitled to
share of the earth.
r
by

is

a

is

i a •
a

is

it,

a

human

SATURDAY, AUGUST

:

is

is

\

it

:

a

is

It

applicationof (liristian principles,of Universaliusticc and Universal love, to social institutions, to are in vain.
Each nation and each community has
th
not by violence that
commerce,io busineM. to activeiife.
.
. .
,. .
the anti-renters can accomplish any thin
can
ripht to the use of so much land as
Da. CHiKsixB.
The only power that can be of any use cultivate and perfect, and as
necessary
YOUNG AMEIUCA-ANTI-REXTISM.
to them
moral power.
Our agrarian
Except there to the supply of its wants.
the public

thai

feeling in the mind of friends will wish to push this statement
are not absolute- farther, and to apply
to individuals,
would be to
wrong in their claims, This we cannot admit, for

they

j

'
ly

it

and entirely
of Mr. Cooper's recent novel.
We are charged with taking equivocal however wrong in their practical meaground upon the question of the Hight to surcs, they may strive till the end of time,
the Soil.
defeated.
The
by this, Young America only to be constantly
means to say that we made use of am- 'sense of justice can overcome men, but

admit
theory the false principle of isolation, which rules in the present subverted order of society, but which Nature no

' j

Indian

outrages and infuriated

where

mobs can-

:

we confess our sur-

bignous expressions,
prise at the charge.

The

recognizes.

universally
ent concert.

is

;

If

j

'

in

review

it

be an instinctive

Reformers
notice of our

:

a

The organ of the National
devotes several columns to

not isolation,

law of nature
but independ-

a

|

in

:

it

I

We believe that we not.
staied our views as distinctly
Are you impelled by the sentiment
The rights of individuals are, as were,
as was
Do you in- embosomed
those of society, of which
possible in the narrow space to which we of universal philanthropy?
were confined.
We will now, however, deed desire the elevation of the down- they form the elements.
An individual
trodden masses of men to a condition of has no rights except as
endeavor to make ourselves more distinctly
member of so-

independence, and cicty.
The very word " rights " presuponly one method of' poses society, by which they are to be remuch wider field than
extend over
doing this, and the sooner
generally
whose duty
cognized and preserved
to
of Young understood, the better for all parties.
covered by the disquisitions
It maintain equilibrium among them, that is,
method too producing no disturbances
America.
not the tenure of the soil
to prevent individuals
from infringing
That
in question.
alone which
only of the public peace, interfering with no upon the rights of each other and upon
the universal interest, attacking no established rights, its own.
a part of the matter.
the rights
of the and requiring no long period of time for
rights of Industry,
Every person born into the world has
plenty,

intelligence,

is
a

is

'

' j

it
is

a

It

i

I

is

It

j

is

is is

;

There

is'

happiness

is

We conceive that the principles involved

!

understood,

a

a

It

is

is

:

is

;

j

is

It

Should

the

owes
labor.

man

protection of his right to
then bound to furnish to all
as desire to engage in agriculture
absolute

utterly negloct the care of such
both he and
would perish the meane of doing so.
In order that
together.
The complete, integral culti- may do this
must hold the land itself;
vation of the globe,
thus the sole con- otherwise what shall prevent monopoly
his globe,

it

social

evils are only particular results of universal disorder.
the cause which, we
must aim to remove, rather than the

and punishing
by
unfaithfulness
of man.

diseases,

gendering
destruciion

it

evidences

What we call

adapted to his
and to sec that he

I

often mistaken

it

of its existence.

but only to supply

him with such work as

is is

though

are but the scattered

not then bound to fur-

land,

receives the just value of what he produ
ces.
But to each man the community

:

activity,

Society
with

him

tastes and capacities,

;

and irrepressible,

nish

'

the hide- greatest disorder.
Deserts extend their
every vein of the body politic
ous sores that on all sides either fill men sands over blooming gardens, and fruitful
with despair or excite them to generous plains become pestilential marshes, en-

land.

is

be cultivated and perfected, for
when man neglects this function, or performs
badly, the earth falls into the

is

The venom pervades

seem to be aware.

are, that

it

or

they,

is

than

It

wiser

it

even

.

than Reformers

j

gether worthy
lies deeper than the Agrarian party,

it
is

j

is

or

an indisputable right to
subsistence, but
does not imply
right to cither
large or small portion of the soil.
does imply the RIGHT TO LABOR, and the
this

With regard to the tenure of land, the
of Association
briefly as fol
RIGHT TO THE FRUIT THEREOF; but these
lows
social organization that
are by no means what Young America
The earth belongs to the human race contending for. A man of mechanical
we would arrive at just
the collective property of the race, genius, for instance,
give our efforts an altomay have neither
The disease The conditions upon which
direction.
occupied the desire nor the ability
to cultivate
doctrine

;
it

conclusions,

We shall speak
before closing our

if

to be discussed

operation.

more particularly
remarks.

a

in

is

it

than the entire

its effectual

of

it

every where, of the slaves on
West Indian plantations, of the slaves
English factories, and the slaves in Amer
In
ican work shops, that are concerned.
a word,
nothing of less consequence
masses

it

it

It

is

is

in

if

a

is

it

it

measures

!

the

. (

end,

.

this

' ; j

of its presence. To dition on which
held.
Now this and the destruction of the Right to Labor?
of Reformers makes
necessary for the race to be Young America proposes to do this by re
not ID this land only, but united, otherwise this duty cannot be pergenerally,
stricting the right of individual
owner
throughout the world, are, in our opinion,
formed.
While
divided into jealous ship of land to limits to be fixed by law;
not entirely adequate.
Neither the harm- and hostile nations, wasting their energies
means not only impracticable, but which
less unguents of simple moral suasion, in wars, and expending their means
deadopted would be of no permanent ef
nor the actual cautery of the anti-renters,
fences against each others' aggressions,
because
ficiency.
impracticable,
touch the seat of the evil.
And, we say the earth
neglected.
Only so much la- strikes at once at the whole tenure of
separate symptoms
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Suppose such a law to be en
and every man's farm to be cut

property.
forced,

number of acres.

down to the established

A

desires

to

borrow

money

of B

in

his land and render it

order to improve
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or to the

that they are sufferers from the action of

special capacities of hilt ground, any thing
like unity of operations is impossible.

false principles : but who is not? All men
are, in different degrees, victims of the

out regard

to his neighbors,

Just as is the case every where else, the same omnipresent evil, and the anti-rentindividual

good is pursued without regard

ers are far from presenting

the most ag

The land itself is the to the general good, and the consequence | gravated case.
We have said that there is one remedy
only security he can give ; B lends him is, that agriculture
presents the same
the money and takes a bond and mortgage. ridiculous confusion and general waste for the whole catalogue of social evils.
A fails to make his payments and B is that appear every where else. One need There is only one that can effect a rad
forced to sell the land under the mort
ical cuie.
It is the complete amend
only to ascend a hill and observe the sur
ac
gage. It is worth all that it is mortgaged rounding farms, to be convinced of the ment of Society, — its organization
for, but owing to circumstances, no bid
absurdity of individual
management of cording to the eternal laws of Justice.
der appears who will give half its value. land.
No temporary contrivances, no legal re
There is also a more direct and positive strictions, no patching and tinkering can
Unless B can buy it in, he is a great loser
evil resulting from the same cause. While produce more than a superficial and transby the transaction.
We might multiply instances but it is the soil is controlled by individuals, we itory alleviation of the external symptoms,
If land is held as individ have no means of preventing abuse of the while the plague will still riot at the vi
unnecessary.
ual property at all, such a law as that treasures that nature confides to our tals.
We stand in nffid, not of man's in
In many parts of P^urope, genuity, but of God's wisdom.
We want
proposed by Young America would be keeping.
absurd.
We might as well make a law through individual cupidity, the forests no artificial checks and balances, but the
that no man should be worth more than a have been cleared from the hills and from operation of the sure attractions which
fixed amount of property of any sort, the shores of the rivers.
The conse the Divinity has given for the regulation
and that all his earnings over and above quence is the failing of the springs and of human affairs.
that amount should be taken from him.
We advocate Association also, as not
drying up of rivers to such an extent as
But even supposing such a law to be to be seriously felt.
only the sole effectual means, but as the
This whole suhject demands a much speediest means of attaining our object.
practicable, it could be of no permanent
more ample examination than we can give Let us once establish an Association
benefit to any one as long as the antago
nistic relations of business and society it at present, but enough has been said with the requisite capital, — H'hich can be
more productive.

universally,
ica raises

which

against

to establish the proposition

Young Amer

not its voice, continue

dition

to pre

on which

that the con done sooner than the laws can be repealed
land is held cannot be and the public lands thrown open, — and

Of what benefit is it to me that I fulfilled while it is in the hands of indi

vail.

show to all men the incomparable advan
tages which a true social state, in every

We have also shown that the
am guaranteed the use of a little piece of viduals.
land if civilized commerce yearly fleeces right to labor, the basis of all other rights,
me out of three-quarters of its product? cannot be guaranteed so long as the pre
What good do
am left

I derive

from my farm

to the

exposed

frauds, that like hungry

knaveries

if

1 sent tenure of land remains.

and

there were

These,

no others, are sufficient

respect, offers to all men, whether capi
talists or laborers, land-owners or tenants,'

if

rich or poor, and neither our friends, nor
our enemies can accuse us of neglecting

rea

that land should the present for the future.
not be held by individuals, but by com
Men will then, were it only from a de
I am not guaranteed the fruit of my munities in joint stock proprietorship. sire for their own happiness and profit, be
labor, my land might almost as well be In this way also is laid the foundation of but too impatient to copy the splendid ex
While the social unity, and the great political pro ample and to quit the old relations of op
located in Nova Zembla.
their

If

infernal

hordes

of

mother,

legalized
cherishes

Civilization

cubs flock around

sons for our declaration,

free competition?

which
plunderers
in her foul bosom

blem,

of public order

the reconciliation

and efficient social

action

with

pression, antagonism and fraud in which
they have so long been destroying each
other and themselves.

the com

are preserved, a man is not secure against plete freedom of the individual, is solved.
Thus, by an operation involving no un
In the Thus, while each man is guaranteed the
upon the richest soil.
fortunate consequences, apparently of an
midst of abundance he may see his wife fullest enjoyment of his peculiar rights,
character, can the reign of
and children famish, and himself faint neither any other person, nor society, as insignificant

starvation

can be in any respect sufferers universal peace be begun on earth ; and
thereby ; or to state it more strongly and not the right to the soil alone, but every
For
truly, the exercise of all the rights of! right of Man be forever secured.
every individual is made to tend directly cooperation in this work we now and al

with hunger, *while the bounties of nature
We need
wave yellow in his fields.
measures of another order than the shal
low expedients of Young America.
As we said, the earth is held on condi
tion of its improvement and perfection.
This makes it necessary that it be kept in
the possession of communities or organ
and not of individuals.
ized townships,
The land cannot be systematically culti

a whole,

vated and applied to its best uses, as long
as it is under the control of individual

party?

not a greater, incoherence in our cultiva
tion of the soil, as in all other depart
ments of labor.
into little

Where land is divided

patches,

and

each

proprietor

pursues his own plan of cultivation

with

We

believe

individual,

not.

watch in every movement,

In many re

its

influence

upon the general progress of humanity,
as the case may be, our hum
and give
exactly opposite.
we never
However
oppressive the payment of ble approval or disapproval,
rent may seem to those of whom it is re lost sight of the great aim to which all
the establishment
quired, we are far from convinced that our labors are devoted
spects their movement tends in a direction

;

it,

and

intelligence

to the greatest possible

they are the

most

unfortunate

of men.

j

of Universal

Association.

Theirs is not the only voice that now
We rejoice to
TRL-MBI-LL PHALANX.
complains of wrong done to Humanity,
letter just received from a
of rights overthrown, and of sacred justice learn by
We do not doubt member of this promising Association,
trampled under foot.
a

The collective
ignorance.
and ability of the community
are necessary to develope its resources in
There is as great, if
the best manner.

caprice

ways invoke the utmost aid of every lover
and of of man and every disinterested servant of
We regard it as not only the
Does the favorite i the truth.
the whole of society.
project of Young America look towards highest, but the most urgent duty which
Is anything ofI this age is called to perform.
such a result as this?
For this reason it is, that while we
this kind contemplated by the agrarian
and immediately,

benefit of every oilier
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that they are going forward with strength
and hope, determined to make a full ex

interest, and the removing power, which
can be exercised at any moment, from

upon this matter, nor to blame those who
introduce

improvement* into any branch
wronging others by paying themselves too of labor, this being perfectly correct and
Have
have espoused.
patience, much, and thus it is made impossible for admjpsible in our opinion, but only to
they
brothers, for a short season ; shrink not them to come into direct collision with signalize one more encroachment of capi
tal upon labor, and one more step towards
the Phalanx at large.
under the toils of the pioneer ; let noth
periment

of the great principles

which

the necessary result of Civilization.

ing daunt your courage, nor cloud your
cheerfulness ; and soon you will joy with

n another page will be found some

ODD IDEA. — A correspondent of the
of governments from the same source as Norfolk Herald writing from New York,
and speaking of the height of Trinity
ous, harmonic, happy Phalanxes, dotting the communication in a former Number Church
spire, 280 feet, says, "has it ever
"
of
the
Union
of
The
Harbinger,
upon
the broad prairies of the West, spreading
occurred to any one besides the writer of
The writer designs in fu these notes, that one of the North River
over its luxuriant valleys, and radiating Reformers."
light to the whole land that is now in ture articles, to give a statement of the steamboats, if set up on end, would ex
ceed the height of Trinity steeple by
measures whereby, as he conceives, the
the " darkness and the shadow of death."
forty feet?
The whole American people will yet see fundamental principles of the declaration
can
be
in
of
applied
prac
Independence
that the organization
of industry is the
INTEMPERANCE IN BOSTON. — We regret
It is certain that the reconciliation to state that there appears to be within a
great problem of the age ; that the spirit tice.
of democracy must expand in universal of perfect liberty with perfect order is not year, an increase of intemperance in the
the

"joy of

harvest."

A

few years will

interesting views upon the first formation

present the beautiful spectacle of prosper

Unity ; that cooperation in labor, and un

yet a reality even in our beloved country.

ion of interest alone can realize the

We welcome with

"

lively interest every
dom and equality" which have been made thought which bears upon so necessary
anj desirable an end.
the basis of our national Institutions.
free

city — especially among our young men.
and genteel
Grog-shops are multiplying,
drinking establishments are by no means
—
Boston Journal.
few and far between.

A young lady at Lowell proposes to
We trust that our friends at the Trumladies
Uj= So much has been said about the open a school to teach young
bull Phalanx will let us hear from them
"crewel work," as though they did not
We shall always encroachments of capital upon labor, that already understand it.
again at an early date.
be glad to circulate any intelligence
which they may fa'vor us.

with

"

Our crops are now coming in; oats
are excellent, wheat and rve are about av
erage, while our corn will be superior.
We are thankful that we shall raise
enough to carry us through the year ; for
we know what it us to buy every thing.
We are certain of success, certain that
the great principles of Association are to
be carried out by us; if not on one piece
of ground, on another. Literally we con
stitute a Phalanx, a Phalanx which can
And
not be broken, let what will oppose.
this you are authorized to say in any place
or manner."

the subject seems almost threadbare, and

one which

can hardly be written upon
or read with much hope of novelty.
We
wish now, however, to notice a fresh in

CONVENTION.

metlinff of the NEW ENGLAND
will be
MEN'S ASSOCIATION
WORKING
held at FALL RIVEK, Mass., on THURS
vasion into a realm which has hitherto DAY,
of
the lllh
September next.
been considered impregnable.
The friends of Industrial Reform are invit
one, come all. Ample
ed
to
attend.
Come
The discharging of cargo from vessels
provision will be made by the friends at I', ill
had always been performed entirely by River for the accommodation of all who shall
men, and it is only a short time since attend the Convention from out of towD.
Newspapers Iriendly io the cause, will
horses were introduced into the service in
please copy this advertisement.
This caused a good deal of
some cases.
L. W. RYCKMAN, Pres.
indignation, but as the cost of a horse
THOMAS ALMY, Sec'y.
was small and could be met by persons of
Aug. 23, 1845.
very small capital, no trouble arose from
it.

IO1 A friend in Illinois requests an ex
planation of that section of the Constitu
tion of the Brook Farm Phalanx,
by
which the General Council are empower
ed to fix the compensation for their own
A careful examination will dis
services.

WORKING-MEN'S

O" A

THE HARBINGER

as members of the govern
ment bear but a small proportion to their

Yesterday, however, we witnessed for
the first time in Boston, the novel sight of Is published simultaneously at New York
and Boston, bj the BROOK FARM PHALANX,
a ship's cargo being discharged by steam ;
every 'Saturday morning.
Office in New
that is, the hoisting was done by an en York, BURGESS, STRINGER & Co., No. 222
;
and
in
Boston, REDDING & Co.,
We Broadway
gine in the place of men or horses.
No. 8 State .Street.
learned that there had been almost a riot
TERMS. Two Dollars a yejr, or One Dolthe day before, and that the constables lur for six months, payable in'variably in ad
vance. Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
had been called out to repress the labor
and REMITTANCES
COMMUNICATIONS
ers, who feared, and with some reason,
should be addressed to the publishers in New
that the general introduction of steam
or to the " Editors of the
" take the bread out of their York and Boston,
would
Brook Farm, West Roxbury,
Harbinger,"
Mass.
mouths."
(p= Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As
We found that the engine discharged
sociation Clubs, and all persons wishing to
cargo three times as fast, and required diffuse the principles defended in this paper,
thrice as many men, as did the " winch" by forwarding FIFTEEN DOLLARS, will be
supplied with TEN COPIES.
worked by hand.
So that if there were
O" Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
thrice as many ships to be discharged, the Offices, No. 222
Broadway, New York, and
laborers would not suffer. But as this is No. 8 State Street, Boston, and by booksellers
and
periodical agents throughout the U. States.
not the case, and as every improvement
Price, 6 1-4 cents.
which, without too great cost, introduces

labors in the industrial

speed into manual

close many sufficient checks to an abuse
of this power. In the first place, the
labor of the Phalanx

whole
long

before the dividends

is classified

are declared,

and should the General Council rank their
own services
would
Council

too highly, their

conduct

of the
of Arbiters, or they would with

be subject

to the

out delay be expelled

action

from office, as on

no point would injustice be more generally
and keenly felt.
Their own interest as
individuals

would

also restrain

them, as

their services

and other groups,
and too high a compensation to the gov
ernment, in which their dividends are but
small, would directly affect their reward

prevail,

operations, is sure to
we must have three-fold the la

borers employed in this particular branch
one-third of their time, and to be

only

in other quarters, where they would be supported on earnings already inadequate
entitled to large dividends.
Thus they to the maintenance of the present number.
are prevented both by the attractions of
We do not incline to make any remarks
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MISCELLANY.

story.

CONSUELO."

midst

into the

which you have been transplant
ed, was a great people, brave, unconquer

FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

able, heroic.

Transiatedfor the Harbinger.

foreign

VII.

" Know

of

people,

It

had even then, in truth,

masters, a religion

NUMBER

1845.

30,

Three hundred years ago, this op

pressed and annihilated

RRDDINO AND COMPANY,
No. 8. STATE STREET, BOSTON.

which

it did

enemies.

Those

15s.

frightful Hussites were

for- a long while invincible.;

at this day,

we do not pronounce their name without
terror ; and yet their patriotism, their in
trepid constancy, their fabulous exploits
leave in us a secret sentiment of admira

not well
and which
understand,
they tion and pride, which young spirits like
then, my dear," said Amelia,
to impose upon it by force. mine find it sometimes difficult to con
as soon as' she had completed her ar wished
Numberless monks drained it ; a cruel ceal."
rangements for the proposed conversation.
" And why conceal ill " asked Con
and debauched king made a jest of its
'• But
perceive that I do not know your
and destroyed all its sympathies.
dignity
suelo
naively.
"
name," added she smiling.
It is time to
" Because Bohemia has again fallen,
But a secret fury, a deep-seated hatred
all
titles and ceremonies between
suppress
fermented more and more, and one day after many struggles, under the yoke of
ns.
wish you to call me henceforth
the storm burst ; the foreign masters slavery ; because there is no longer a Bo
Amelia, as I wish to call you — "
were driven away, the religion was re hemia, my poor Nina.
Our masters knew
" I have a foreign name difficult to
pro
" The ex formed, the convents sacked and destroy full well that the religious liberty of our
nounce,"
replied Consuelo.
ed, the drunken Wenceslas thrown into country, was its political
For
liberty.
cellent master Porpora,
on sending me
The sig this reason they have stifled both the one
prison and bereft of his crown.
here, desired me to assume hie name, as
nal of revolt was the execution of John and the other."
is the custom of protectors or masters
HuBS and Jerome of Prague, two cour
"See," returned Consuelo, " how ig
towards their privileged pupils ;
share
had never heard of these
ageous and learned men of Bohemia, who norant I am.
therefore henceforth with the great singer
had wished to evanwne •,„*[ .clear jtu.ithr things ; I did not know that men could be
Huber, called the Porporina, the honor of
mystery of Catholfwfcffc, ;uui ,iBipm afouri- rbO.unhappy and so wicked."
calling myself the Porporina; but by
cil cited, condemned,, ana ^eaeA m lie, - V A hundred years after John HuBS,
abbreviation,
you shall call me simply
burnt, after having prOnvea to tnem another learned man, a new 'sectary, a
Nina, if you please."
" Nina let it be then between our safety of life and libsrlj.ot' discussion. poor monk, called Martin Luther, arous
" Now listen This treachery and thi» vtiamy were so ed the national spirit, and inspired Bohe
selves," returned Amelia.
shocking to the natianat 4ionor that a mia and all the independent provinces of
have quite a long story to
to me, for
bloody war raged in Bohqmia and a large Germany, with hate of a foreign yoke,
relate ; and unless
go some ways back
This and revolt against the authority of the
part of Germany for many yews.
be,
into the past, you will never
able to
war of extermination was called. the war popes. The most powerful kings remain
comprehend all which passes at present in
Odious, and numberless ed Catholics, not so much from love of
of the Hussites.
this house."
" I am all attention and all ears," said crimes were committed upon both sides. the religion, as from love of absolute
The manners iiT th'a age were savage and power. Austria united with them to over
the new Porporina.
" You are not, my dear Nina, without pitiless over Jie Whole face of the earth. throw us, and a new war called the Thir
The spirit of party and religious -fanati ty years' war, crushed and destroyed our
some little knowledge of the history of
From the commencement of
"
cism made them still more terrible, and nationality.
said the young baroness.
Bohemia?
I that war, Bohemia was the prey of the
"Alas!" returned Consuelo, "as my Bohemia was the horror of Europe.
already strongest ; Austria treated us as a van
master must have written to you, I have will not terrify your imagination,
with the aspect of this savage quished people, deprived us of our faith,
been entirely deprived of instruction ; I affected
the frightful scenes our liberty, our language, and even our
know at the most a little of the history country, by relating
There were on name. Our fathers resisted courageously,
oecured.
which
then
of music ; but as to that of Bohemia,
murders,
pests, but the Austrian
yoke^ has weighed us
side,
burnings,
the
one
know no more of it than of that of any
It is one hundred
destruction, churches pro down more and more.
funeral
piles,
other country in the world."
faned, monks and religious men mutilated, and twenty years since our nobility, ruin
that case," replied Amelia,
ed and decimated by exactions, combats,
will tell you briefly so much of it as will hung, thrown into boiling pitch ; on the
laid and executions, was forced to banish it
countries
be requisite for the understanding of my other, cities destroyed,
self or be denationalized by abjuring its
waste, treacheries, lies, cruelties, Hussites
* Entered according to Act of Congress, in
cast by thousands into the mines, filling the . origin, germanizing its name, (pay atten
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
tion to this point,) and renouncing its
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa abysses with their bodies, covering the
They have
freedom in religious belief.
of
their
chusetts.
earth with their bones and those

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

"In

"I
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burnt our books, they have destroyed our
in a word, they have made Aus-

schools,

ment of the brain still give reason to fear
yet again, that we are terri
do not
As for or his life. Between ourselves,
on this point.

you warning
bly

stiff-necked

We are no longer anything myself individually,
more than a province of the Empire, and better composition.

trians of us.

vou hear German

spoken in a Sclavonic

;ountry ; that is saying enough."

" And

nuns ;

now you suffer under this slave-

I

y and blush at it?

ant nor Catholic.

understand and al-

their

dear Nina,

I

I

am of a

ielieve that he

and

pursues

much

beyond

his mother could

Although born of a father al
not pass.
ready advanced in age, Albert is never
theless endowed with a strong constitu

was brought up by

sermons

wil} live

that fatal bound which

lam neither Protest
paternosters

The same wea-

wearied me very much.
risomeness

I

me even here, and tion ; but as he himself says, the trouble

my aunt Wenceslawa contains in herself is in his mind, and that trouble has gone
From his ear
alone all the pedantry and superstitions of on continually increasing.
" O, speak more softly," cried the a whole community.
But
belong too ly childhood, he had his mind filled with
lung baroness. " No one can talk thus much to the age, to throw myself, from odd and superstitious ideas. When four
•ithout danger, under the black sky of reaction, into the no less grievous contro
years old, he frequently pretended to see
.i'ly hate Austria from the bottom of my

leart."

I

.Johemia, and in the chateau there is but versies of the Lutherans ; and ae to the his mother near bis cradle, although she
Hussites, that is so old a story, that I am was dead, and he had seen her buried.
no more interested in it than in the glory At night he woke to speak with her ; and

one person who has the audacity and the
folly to say what you have just said, my
dear Nina ! That person is my cousin

Albert."
" Then that is the cause of the sorrow

I

which
nance I

saw

written

I

upon his counte

The French

of the Greeks and Romans.

spirit is my ideal, and I cannot believe that
there is any reason, any philosophy, any
civilization other than that which prevails
country ol
sometimes read in

felt myself struck with respect
on looking at him."
" Ah ! my beautiful lioness of saint

in that amiable and charming

Mark

pleasures

!"•

said Amelia, surprised

at the

I

whose books

France,

secret, and whose happiness, liberty,

I

was sometimes so

my aunt Wenceslawa

that she made

terrified,

women

several

sleep in his room near the child,
the chaplain used

I

while

know not how much

holy water to exorcise the ghost, and said
masses by the dozen to oblige her to

and keep quiet.
But nothing succeeded ; for
though the child did not for a long while

see from afar, as in a dream,

animation which suddenly il
lumined the pale countenance of her com

through the bars of my prison."
" You surprise me more and more ev

speak of these apparitions, yet he one day
acknowledged to his nurse in confidence,

panion ;

ery instant," said Consuelo with

that he still saw his little mother, but that
he did not wish to speak of her, because

generous

" you take things too seriously.
truly fear lest in a few days my poor
cousin will inspire you rather with pity
I

than respect."

"

The one need not prevent the other,"

replied Consuelo,

"

but explain

yourself,

dear baroness."

" Now listen,"

said Amelia.

"How

happens it then,

naivet6.

that just now

you seemed to me full of heroism in re
calling the exploits of your ancient Bohe
considered you a Bohemian anc
mians ?

I

than heretic, and more than

"

" We Bohemian,"

are a very Catholic family, very faithful
to the Church and the Empire.
We have

replied Amelia laughing,
am a little incredulous and entirely rebel

I

lious.

I

hate every kind of domination,

of the whether spiritual or temporal, and I pro
test in a low voice against Austria, who
If my aunt, the canoness should undertake is of all duennas tile /nost starched and
some day, for your misfortune, to relate the most devout."
"And- it Count Albert incredulous in
to you the services which our ancestors,

a Saxon

name, and our ancestry

Saxon branch were always very orthodox.

the German

counts and barons, rendered

the same manner?

spirit) In
the holy cause, you will see that there is French
not, according to her, the smallest blot of have a marvetlously
Even at the with each otner."
heresy on our escutcheon.
time when

Saxony

Rudolstadts

preferred

Protestant Electors,

was Protestant,

good

my necessary

preambles,

hear him say the most surprising

things

that human ears ever listened to."

" You

continually excite my curiosity
without satisfying it. I comprehend thus
far that I must not appear before your
noble relatives.to share your own and Count
Albert's sympathies for ancient Bohemia.

You may trust to my prudence, dear bar
oness.

slightest

rather than the pale

ence of Count Albert, otherwise you would

Besides, 1 was born in a Catholic

country, and tlie respect which I have for
my religion, as well as that which I owe

the

time

has

long while

and playthings,
seemed to

melancholy.

At

him

which

for a

him

more

make

last they

adopted the

plan of not opposing the taste he showed
for study, and in fact, that passion being
gratified, gave him more animation ; but
this only changed his calm and languish

and stripped himself of all his little rich
es, reproaching himself
afflicted

that

he

could

and being always
not give them

If he saw a child whipped or
enough.
my uncle, had no a peasant maltreated, he was so indignant
children by his first wife. • Remarried at that he either fainted away or fell into
the age of forty, he had by his second, convulsions which lasted whole hours.
five sons, who all died, as well as their All this announced a good disposition and

come fbt speaking to you of him."

"Count Christian,

mother,

of the same constitutional

dis

a great heart ; but the best qualities

car

ried to excess become either faulty or reReason was not develdped in
in the brain.
This second wife was of diculous.
pure Bohemian blood, and had, they say, young Albert so early as sentiment and
great beauty and great talent.
I never imagination. The study of history exci

ease, a continual pain and a sort of fever

knew her.

You will see her portrait in ted without enlightening him.

a jewelled

boddice

and scarlet

mantle,

Albert re
hanging in the great saloon.
sembles her prodigiously.
He is the
to your family, jvuuld be sufficient to im- I gixHl and last of her children, the
only
pose silence on me on all occasions."
one who reached the age of thirty ; and
" That would be prudent, for I
give this not without
difficulty : for though
• The lions of saint Mark are the dislinctive emblems of Venice.

toys

he saw poor persons, he burst into tears,

! we have not the

and now at last, after all

But my aunt will
never to boast of this in pres

with

They

ing melancholy into a strange exaltation,
the interspersed with fits of
sadness, the
that case you must causes of which it
was impossible to
good understanding foresee or avert. For instance, whenever

understanding,

of the Romish church.
be careful

"0

was a sad and silent child.

tried to divert him, and overwhelmed

Has ho likewise

their

to

abandon

the

back.

" He

a little of a heretic."

" I am more

the chaplain afterwards said wicked words
in the chamber to prevent her coming

not apparently ill, he has endured severe
shocks, and strange symptoms of derange

On learn

ing the crimes and injustice of men, he
was always agitated by emotions alto
gether
king,

too
who,

simple,

like that barbarian

on hearing

read the history

of our Savior's

brandished
crucifixion,
his lance and cried : ' Ah ! if I had been

there with my men at arms, such things
should not have happened ! I would have
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I

actions of my poor cousin.
to give

you

stronger

proofs.

and aunt are certainly

souls

full, and without

which

style of living entirely

if

one

it

?
'

at his being

those compromises

to the poor.

which

If

actly, restrained

he did not say this ex
by the respect and love

he felt towards

them,

that such

was
with

me,

of those who come into the world only

Among

the

so literally, and

to accept any of
with the world, on
so

seems to

work of the social

frame

which

to ruin

authorise

sovereigns

of men to be slain, and

immense countries,

for the capri

ces of their pride and the interests of
their vanity.
His intolerance on this

ion, only a drop of water in the sea ; and score became dangerous, and his parents
he asked for still more considerable sums, dared no longer carry him with them to
Vienna or Prague, or any other large city,
where his fanaticism of virtue mi^hl
have produced evil consequences to them

They were not any more easy
on the score of his religious principles
his exalted piety, all that
having proof of that we are no better oft' on that account ; for he had,
heretic for
for the wants and requirements of the was necessary to make

:

selves.

a

in

not be here long, without

the

to cause millions

which it was thought best not to refuse
especially with those whose stupidity or him, and which ran like water through
infirmities
would have inspired in any his hands.
He has given away so much,
other only ennui and disgust.
He has that you will not find a poor person in all
not lost this singular taste, and you can the country about us; and I must say

it.

aus

unwilling

rests nevertheless,
all

human laws

to give him the to suffer and to labor, while the rich live
He found his associ in comfort and idleness.
slightest welcome.
When he had
ates among those beings who were the bestowed in charity all the money he
most vulgar and most unfortunate by po was allowed to spend, it was, in his opin
playmates of his childhood, he was pleas
ed only with the children of the poor, and

and

he let it be seen edifice.
'•
was even worse as regarded politics.
his thought, by
bitterness the lot Albert considered as monstrous all those

and could not be induced

sition, and even by nature.

fervent

such

seeing him take things

compassionating

aversion,

in

tere principles of religion?
Thus they
found themselves highly embarrassed at

ians, to have sold their property and be
come beggars, after distributing its value

which

owe him, he tes

man

young

to the

ed them in imitation of the earlier christ

clearly

his family might

contrary

He would have wish

evangelical spirit.

could not exist, without caring for the
quality of the person, nor for the respect
tified at once an unconquerable

us to

Has the law

while others want?

It

is

Well ! my cousin considered their

mine.

gave utterance before him to one of those
maxims of selfishness with which our
world

use

it

he was becoming impious and misanthrop

ic. . He comprehended only what he felt,
and at eighteen he was as incapable of liv
ing with other men, and of filling that posi

If any

is necessary, is it permitted

which

of Christ been changed
"How could such fine sentences be
open hand, and it is impossible to display
less of pride and ostentation in the use of; answered by the Count, the canoness, and
who had educated this
riches than do these worthy relatives of the Chaplain,

and did not perceive, that through
the excess of his tenderness and virtue,
himself;

he were only six months old.

And even that

the best more than is necessary?

and the most charitable

They have always distrib
He thought Heaven unjust in not creating in the world.
like uted their charities around them with
them all good and compassionate

tion in society which his rank required, as

worn down by want and lassitude ? Have
we the right to refuse so long as we have

it,

oat those rascally Jews into ten thousand i deeds and
'
am about
pieces !
Albert could not accept men for what My uncle
they have been and what they still are. Christians
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"

As in the midst of these oddities, he lower

and apti
tude for the fine arts, his father and his
who cherished
good aunt Wenceslawa,
him with much love, never had occasion
showed

much talent,

memory,

Peo
to blush for him before the world.
ple attributed his ingenuousness to a little
of savage freedom, acquired by his coun

and burning.
He hated the
proportion hanging
are made to Popes, those apostles of Jesus Christ,
them, and our good peasants, heretofore who league themselves with kings against
so humble and gentle, give themselves the peace and the dignity of the people.
many airs, thanks to the prodigalities and He blamed the luxury of the bishops,
fine discourses of their young master.
If the worldly spirit of the abbe's, and the

to

classes

in

augment

the concessions

which

we had not the. Imperial

of all the men of the Church.

over us ambition

power

all, to protect us with one hand, while it He preached to the poor chaplain ser
believe mons revamped from Luther and John
try life, and when he was disposed to oppresses us with the other,
and yet Albert would pass whole
carry it too far, they took pains to conceal that our farms and chateaux would have Huss
him, under some pretext, from persons been pillaged and laid waste by bands of hours prostrate upon the pavement of the
;

I

a

in

But not- peasants from the neighboring districts, chapels, plunged
meditations and ecwho might have been offended.
'
saint.
He observed
his admirable qualities and reduced to starvation by the war, and stacies worthy of
withstanding
his happy disposition, the Count and the whom the inexhaustible pity of Albert, the fasts and abstinences even beyond the

troubles

ness, and the usages of the world.
" But hitherto," interrupted Consuelo,

Charles.

is because

you are yourself,

as

I

think," said Amelia, "a beautiful soul,
But perhaps you are
entirely candid.
tired of hearing me chat, and wish to try
to go to sleep?"
" Not at all, dear baroness ; I beseech
you to continue," answered Consuelo.
Amelia resumed her narrative, as fol-

make sage
bert,

telling

wished

Christian

remonstrances
him that

to young

giving

it

;

the authority
tenderness

of his father
of his aunt, to

to induce him to renounce these macerations,

Al

which contributed

all in one

not

little to excite hie

poor brain.

" When these good and wise parents
deprive him of the means of
' why ! saw that he was in
the
:
on
next
fair way to dissipate
giving any thing
dear father,' would he answer, ' have we his patrimony
few years, and to
day would

not a roof to shelter

us which

than we shall, while

will last cause himself to be thrown into prison, as

thousands of

rebel to the holy Church and the holy
have only the inclement and Empire, they at last adopted the plan of
Have we not making him travel, hoping that by seeing
cold sky over their heads?
each of us, more garments than would be men and their fundamental laws, which
longer

unfortunates

to clothe one of those families
now barely covered with rags ? Do I
not see upon our table daily, mure meat

necessary

VIII.

Count

the

all

a

of reason of which you speak."

" It

" When

that want

all

find

in

have seen nothing to prove

required

j

"I

of Emperor

of the succession

Church
they say
hair shirt, and that

a

"

of the

that he even wore

a

ence more and more to the laws of polite

prescriptions

a

(celebrated for thirty leagues around,) has
brought upon us, especially in the last

this indepen

nature refuse obedi

a

affright

and insensible

i

dent

are about the same all over the civilized

j

canoness saw with

world,
live

he would

become accustomed

to

with

tlicm.

a

them and

a

a

j

They
" You say, dear Nina, that hitherto and good Hungarian wine than would be therefore confided him to the care of tusubtle Jesuit,
or,
man of the world,
you have aeen no extravagance in the [ required to fill and comfort those beggars,
like
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it was desirable to corrupt

and to blunt

from

his

from

excited

his declama

asceticism

He has not even once re

happened.

to manage for himself

quested

has

the little

It

the least dissatisfaction.

I

that savage soul, to form it to the socia

is true that

yoke, by infusing drop by drop the pois
ons, so sweet and so necessary, of ambi

sires,

tion, of vanity, of religious,

send him away satisfied, before he har
even extended his hand.
This method o:

social

indifference.

Do

political,

anc

not so contract

forestalled

whenever

man approach our carriage,

I

I

his de

at Albert,

voice

a poor ing the eight years
hastened to to accompany him.'

saw

to me, dear Por-

to the abbl.

with

and turning

extraordinary in the Count's face,' said
he
'he has the dignified and peaceable
have seen in him dur
expression which

I

always

and that,

He looked

surprise to those who questioned him in a
corner of the apartment
see nothing

fortune you confided to me, and has nev
er expressed

low

anxiously,

'

they did not dare

To speak clearly.

his abruptness,

tions,

:

all that which

even to ask of him.

from

I

anc

I

at once,

part

in his conscience, to un

pledged himself,
dertake

there ever was one,

his

in
a

understood

who

"

have had the honor

was satisfied with
He left us still adorned
with the roses of youth,' said he to his
Count

Christian

this answer.

'

if

and a man of tact,

;
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proceeding succeeded completely, and l
and often, alas the victim to a
can say, that ae the spectacle of misery sister,
sort of internal fever, which elevated hia
and good man, who from his youth, has and infirmity has never saddened his lord
accepted all these things as they have ship's sight, he has not once seemed to voice and made his appearance brilliant
embrowned
been given him, and who has known how me to recal his old prepossessions on this he returns
by the sun of
have never heard him find fault southern countries, somewhat worn by
to conciliate without hypocrisy ami with
point.
is a simple

;

uncle

!

in listening

My worthy

'

your brows

porina.

I

great
where

Lord.

In a world and in an age
one man like Albert is found, for

any

institution.

That ardent

whose excess you feared,

devotion

a

fatigue, perhaps, and moreover surround
ed by that gravity which becomes
full

Do you not think, my dear

grown man.

has seemed to sister, that

better so

?
'

duties of a christian

is

the

with any one, nor blame any custom, nor
and religion,
and those of a express an ufavorable opinion respecting

tolerance

it

out examination,

I

a

'

I

'

" think his looks are very sad under
millions like ourselves, he who keeps give way to a regularity of conduct and 01
with the age and with the world is a practice, every way becoming a man oi this gravity,' replied my good aunt, and
have never seen
wise man, and he who wishes to go back the world.
He has seen the most bril
young man of twentytwo thousand years into the past is a fool, liant Courts of Europe, and the most no eight, so phlegmatic and with so little to
who gives offence to his neighbors and ble society, without appearing either in say.
He answers us by monosylla
Italy, France,

sions, spending no more than the honora
ble stipend which his parents allowed him,

erywhere,

beauty, his noble bearing,

his unobtrusive

politeness, and the good taste which pre
in his words, which he always
knew how to time appropriately.
His
vailed

bles.'

" The

Count

has

been

always

very

sparing of his words,' replied the abbe'.
was not so formerly,'
said the

"'He

canoness.

If

of silence

he had weeks

he had also his days of
and his hours of eloquence.'

and meditation,

habits have remained as pure as those of expansion,
"
have never seen him depart,' re
a young girl perfectly educated, without
showing any prudery or bad taste.
He turned the abbe', from the reserve which
'

He

'

years.

I

eight

England, Prussia,
Poland,
Russia, and even the Turks ;
he returned through Hungary, Southern
Germany, and Bavaria.
He conducted
himself wisely during these long excur

visited

at any thing.
Ev
he has been remarked for his

toxicated or offended

travelled

'

" Albert

'

converts nobody.

writing to them very sweet and affection

your Ladyship

ate letters,

Were you better pleased when he
talked too much, and said things which

giving his tutor
or ingratitude.

any cause of complaint
Having returned here

for my part, never seen a more reasona
ble man.

If there

be anything

extraordi

of last year, after the nary about him, it is in fact, this regular
first embraces, he retired, as they tell me, ity, this prudence, this sang-froid, this
to the chamber which his mother had for
entire absence of strong desires and pas
about the beginning

'

remarks at this moment.'

made us tremble?'

asked Count Christian

of his alarmed sister.
'That
way with women.'
" But he was alive then,'

is

I

"

and now he looks

like

just the

said she,

'

which

'

has seen theatres, museums and monu
he spoke only of ments ; he has discoursed soberly and ju
those things, which had struck his eyes, diciously upon the arts.
In fact,
can
without
making any deep observations not in any way understand the uneasiness
upon any subject whatever, and without he has given to your Lordships,
having
in

an inhabitant

of

the other world, who takes no part in the
affairs of this.'
is

if
I

is
a

;

'

'

is

" That
occupied, remained shut up there sions, which I have never met with in a
the constant character of the
several hours, and came out very pale, to young man so advantageously endowed, Count,' replied the abbe'
he
reserved,
go and walk alone upon the mountain.
by nature, birth and fortune.'
man who never communicates his
he
" All this was in fact,
"During this time the abbe?talked con
impressions to others, and who,
only a confirma
must
merly

the physical

is

tion of the frequent letters which the ab speak the whole of my thought,
not
be' had written to the family ; but they much impressed by any thing external.
had always feared some exaggeration on Such
the case with cold, sensible, and
his part, and they were only truly easy reflective persons.
He
so constituted,
is

with the canoness Wencesfidentially
lawa and the chaplain, who had required
from him an entire frankness respecting

is

and moral condition of the
' Count
Count.
Albert,' said he from the moment when he affirmed the and should fear, lest, in seeking to ex
to them, ' whether the effects of travel moral restoration of my cousin, without cite him, the result would be to trouble
suddenly metamorphosed him, or wheth
fear of being contradicted by his conduct, that soul, so inimical to all action, and to
er, from what your Lordships had related under the eyes of his parents.
They all dangerous undertakings.'
"
to me of his childhood,
had formed a loaded the abbe'with presents and caresses,
would take an oath that that is

I

day of our connection, such as you have
seen him to day, gentle, calm, forbearing,
patient and exquisitely polite.
This ex
style of conduct has never varied
a single instant, and I should be the most
unjust of men, if I advanced a single com

cellent

I

plaint against him.
Nothing of what
feared from his extravagant
expenses,

and waited
return

with impatience for Albert's not his true character!'
walk.
s.'
It lasted a long

cried the canon-

from his

" Madame the canoness will over
time and when, at last, he came to
table at the hour of supper, they were come the prejudices she has formed
struck by his paleness and the gravity of against so rare an advantage.'
" In fact, dear sister,' said the Count,
his physiognomy.
In the first moments
'

I

Albert,
say,
to me, from the first

'

himself

of effusion, his features had expressed
a sweet and profound satisfaction which
were no longer to be found in them.
They were

astonished

and spoke of

think that the abbe' speaks very wisely,
das he not by his cares and his conde

I

has shown

Count

it,

I

false idea of him,

'
O
!

I

young

scension, obtained the result we so much
desired?

Has he not turned

aside

the
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a

a

a

I

a

:

'

,

"The canoness yielded to these rea O'er-topping Nature, braving Nature's God
Albert
misfortunes which we feared?
O, while thou yet hast room, fair, fruitful
threatened to be a prodigy, a hair-brained sons, and tried to accustom herself to Al
land,
He returns to us such as he bert's frigid exterior, but she could not
enthusiast.
should be, to merit the esteem, the confi succeed, and she said frequently in the 'Ere war and want have stained thy virgin
sod,
dence, and the consideration of his fellow ear of her brother
You may say what
Mark thce
place on high,
glorious
men.'
fear that he has
you please, Christian,
stand,
" ' But obliterated like an old book,' been stupefied, by treating him not like
Where Truth her sign may make o'er
said the canoness, ' or perhaps prejudiced man, but like
sick child.'
forest, lake and strand.
"
against all things, and disdaining whatev
In the evening, at the moment of sepa
er does not respond to his secret instincts. ration, they embraced each other. Albert Eastward, this hour, perchance thou turn's!
He does not seem happy to see us, who
'
expected him with so much impatience.

'.

'

a

He
replied she quickly.
was sometimes violent and sometimes ten
der to excess.
He often troubled me,

?

is

a

'

on the contrary, made him

in

Nature,

!

is

it

'

"

demonstrative,'

if

it,

although he did not manifest
He
so little demonstrative
openly.
Nature has made him reserved.'

perceived

!

O

very impa
the abbe' ; ' I

answered

if

a

was himself

is

Count

Listening
haply with the surging sea
heart, he perceived that she trembled and Blend sounds of ruin from land once dear
To Heaven.
trying hour for thee
that her voice faltered.
He began to
Where
Tyre mocked when Salem fell
himself
tremble also, and tore
quickly from
now
Tyre
her arms, as
sharp sense of suffering
Heaven was against her. Nations thick
had been awakened in him.
as waves,
" You see sister,' said the Count,
Burst o'er her walls, to ocean doomed and
low voice, he
no longer accustomed
fire;
to these emotions, and you have made
And now her tideless water idly laves
'

" The

tient to return,'

thine ear,

received his father's blessing respectfully,
and when the canoness pressed him to her

Her towers, and lone sands heap her
crowned merchants' graves.

I

if

him suffer.' At the same time uneasy and
but he threw himself upon my bosom and much agitated himself, he followed his
was disarmed.'
son with his eyes, to see
in his man

For the Harbinger.

ARCHITECTURE.
FROM THE FRENCH OF VICTOR CONSIDERANT.

CHAPTER

'
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'

'

•

it
is

'

'

'

" With me,' said the abbe', he has ner towards the abbe', he could perceive
never had any fault to repair.'
any exclusive preference for that person.
" Believe me, sister,
much better But Albert saluted his tutor with a very
so,' said my uncle.
cold politeness.
" Alas,' said the canoness, then he
"" My son,' said the Count,
believe

;

a

I
'

I

a

I

THE PHALANSTERY.
will always have that countenance which
have fulfilled your intentions and satisfi
saw new heaven and new earth
And
terrifies me and oppresses my heart
ed your wishes by requesting the abb£ not for the first heaven and the first earth were
the noble and proud counte
to leave you, as he had already proposed, passed away.
John, saw the holy city, new Je
And
nance which becomes
man of his rank,' and by engaging him to remain with us as rusalem, coming down from God, out of
heaven,
the
wish
did
not
that
the
abbe'.
replied
prepared as bride adorned for her
long as possible.
—
2.
"
xxi.
countenance of stone
cried happiness of finding our family circle re husband. Rev.
Philosopher you say dream. You have
the canoness.
seem to sec my mother, assembled, should be poisoned on your
been dreaming yourself for more than
not as knew her, sensible and benevo part by any regret, and
hope that your thousand years.
Do you, then, make a
lent, but as she
painted, motionless and respected friend will aid us in securing dream as beautiful as mine
SCEVOLA Hxrisoir.
frozen in her frame of oak.'
that joy to you without any drawback.'
SECTION
"
"
Albert answered only by deep bow,
repeat to your ladyship,' said the
new
No Association
possible without
strange smile pass
abbe', this has been Count Albert's ha and at the same time
ARCHITECTURE; otherwise we must deny
ed over his lips.
bitual expression for eight years.'
the influence of the external medium.
" Alas
" Alas There have been then, eight
LECHEVALIEH.
said the canoness, as soon
that then
his smile
Let us recall to mind that, under the
mortal years in which he has not smiled as he had gone,
1,

I

I.

influence of the principle of Association,

'

To be Continued.

;

the individual

I

'

himself upon my neck with sobs.'
" Beware of any such imprudence, my
dear sister,' said Count Christian, com
her to turn away from Albert,
whom she still looked at with moistened

Thy father's God,

heart

we

have

proved

that an excessive sensibility
was the bane both of the life and of the
sufficiently

reason of our child.

By distracting him,

;

it

wise

have disappeared

distributed

variety

with

throughout

the culti

an elegant and
the whole uni

tary domain.

In the centre of the cultivated grounds
bread
rises the Phalanstery.
Why lies the cross unhonored on the ground,
The Phalanx has nothing to do with
While in mid-air tby stars and arrows
four hundred kitchens, four hundred gra
flaunt
has no need of all this multi
not fall unbound, naries
Except, disordered of thy vain earthly plicity of magazines, shops, and bad and
vaunt,
incoherent constructions which the actual
to be blessed where saints complication of things creates so lavishly,
Thou bring
and angels haunt
and supports at such great expense, and

Do not listen to the weakness of That sheaf of darts, will

maternal

proud and full of

vation

?

your

:

'eyea.

'

pelling

wherefore hast thou

scorned

patchwork,
is

I

he will not as he used to, throw

o'erspread,
Touching two oceans

walks,

it

if

used to, to

Tyre of the farther West! be thou too warned,
Whose eagle wings thine own green world

the hedges,

it

him as

ference and scolding
see

him for his indif

reproaching

of its wealth

bounds, demarcations, which disfigure the
landscape, and cut
up into homely

;

my heart,

tory

KEBLE.

it

rush to him and press him strongly against

BY JOHN

;

to

O

great mind

shares hypothecated upon the total inven

THE UNITED STATES.

?

have

a

!

!

I

Ah

mouth

colourless

properties

are converted into

?

I

have not seen the slightest

smile animate his closed and

and fragmentary

of a canton [township]

;

now!

'

on any one,' said the good aunt, the tears
for during
flowing down her cheeks
these two hours that have fixed my eyes
upon him,

a

is

'

!

!

'

'

'

'

a

is

I

a

'

!

is

I

1

a

I

'

!

!

'

is
a

'

It

I

a

a

I,

is

'"It

which each family repeats according to
The holy seed, by Heaven's peculiar grace,
A few large and beautiful
Is rooted here and there in thy dark woods its means.
few vast halls suffice for
and that of the physicians, has succeeded But many rank weed round
grows apace, work-shops,
do not de
calming that agitated soul
And Mammon builds beride thy mighty the preparation of the food more or less
stroy his work,
child-like

from the caprices

tenderness.'

of

a

a

it

;

in

a

;

by removing him from every vivid emo
tion, the abbe', conformably to our advice

flood;),

rtcltcrchc of the different

classes

in re
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spect to fortune, for the domestic labors
of the great household, and for storing
the harvests and productions of the canton.

bled ; the Phalanstery

is bent back upon

In the great central square is fonnd the

itself, to avoid a too great extent of front,

winter garden, planted in part with green
and and resinous trees, so at to refresh the

a too wide separation of the wings
Thus associative relations impose upon the centre, in short, to favor the activity
Architecture
opposite conditions to those of relations by concentrating them.
The noisy work-shops and schools are
which civilized life demands : the business
is no longer to build the cabin of the pro put away into one of the extreme courts,
letary, the house of the citizen, the hotel at the end of one of the lesser wings ;
of the stock-jobber ; but the palace in the noise is absorbed in this court of
It should be hnbbnb, and thus is avoided the insup
which MAS is to lodge.
constructed with art, symmetrical com portable din of every sort spread at ran
pleteness and foresight; it must contain dom throughout all the quarters of civil

eyes in every season : all around the
most precious green houses are arranged,
in connection with the galleries and bath

This is the most rich and
of all the gardens of the

ing-halls.

most luxurious
Phalanx

; it forms an elegant promenade,

sheltered and warm, where the aged and
the convalescent may delight
the air and the sun.

to breathe

All the rooms of the harmonian build
sumptuous apartments and modest cham ized cities, where the blacksmith's anvil
bers, so that every one may there house and the tin-man's hammer conspire with ing, private apartments, workshops, and
to his tastes and the flageolet, the clarinet, the chorus of all the main sections, are connected to
himself
according
means; — then work-shops must be dis infants and scholars, against the public gether by a street gallery, or corridor,
which embraces them, circulates around
tributed for all the branches of labor, and ears.

of industry or
In the lesser wing at the other extrem
of pleasure.
ity is found the caravansery, or hotel for
The object of this arrange
The form of the Phalanstery, accord strangers.
ing to the plan of Fourier, fulfils com ment is to avoid encumbrances in the
pletely all the social requirements, uniting centre of activity.
The great halls of general relations
all the advantages of accommodation,
It is useless to say for the regency, the treasury, receptions,
health, and security.
that this form has nothing absolute ; that banquets, balls, concerts, &c., are situ
ated in the centre of the palace, around
the configuration of the land, and a thou
sand particular exigencies may modify it ; the Tower of Order ; then the work
th t the facades, the style and the details shops, and apartments of various dimen
will offer infinite varieties in all the Pha sions and prices, are distributed through
In a word, ho gives us merely the whole development of the buildings.
lansteries.
are generally on the
a form securing the general service, and The work-shops
as convenience
fulfilling the great conveniences ; a type ground-floor,
evidently
Nevertheless, several of them,
of the Phalanstery, as the cross is a type requires.
of the Cathedral, as the bastioned front is as those for embroidery, costume, &c.
a type of a fortification ; a type which is can be raised to the first story.
It is plain that the centre of the palace
flexible and supple to the accidents of
land, to the conveniences of place and will be the most commodious and most
climate, and which will not in a senseless sumptuous part of it ; also the dearest
manner check the flight of the artists of apartments, the largest and most richly
ornamented, will look out upon the great
the future.
Let us study the principal conveniences winter garden, enclosed behind the Tow
required in associative structures, all the er of Order by the squared folds of the
The most
conditions of which Fourier has fulfilled double body of the building.
in this admirable plan, which surpasses modest apartments will be placed in the
halls for all the functions

by a hundred cubits all the architectural
conceptions which have preceded him.
You have had occasion to see that Fourier

wings and lesser wings.
Harmony,

which,

without

aiming

an equality contrary to all natural and so

this

general

distribution

an interlacing

which

anticipates and pre
vents any one quarter being held in dises(tngrcnage)

and completely

This ciraim-gallery
it is

ground-floor

envelopes it.

is double :
formed

on the
arcades,

by

which extend parallel with the building,
as in the Palais-Royal ; then upon these
arcades, above the platform of the lower
rises that of the first story : it
might mount quite up to the summit of

gallery

the edifice, and be lighted
in which

windows,

by long high

case the apartments

of the upper stories would open upon it ;
or it might stop so as to form a terrace
for the second or third story.

It

is useless to say that these galleries

are well

glazed, ventilated

in summer,

warmed

provided with

in

and refreshed
winter,

always
good air which is kept at

an agreeable temperature.

This is certainly the most important
and most characteristic feature of the asso
In a Phalanstery

ciative architecture.
high

Harmony,

sumptuous

it

is

as large

as the gallery

in

and as

of the Louvre ;

it serves for great repasts and extraordi
nary reunions ; it is decked with flowers,
like a green-house, and adorned with a
rich display of certain products of indus

try, and of the artistical productions of
at the Phalanx itself and of the neighboring

is a profound and implacable analyzer, a cial order, always effects a fusion of class
es and a mingling of inequalities;
Har
logician of the most strict, an arithmeti
cian of the most severe ; you may now mony, I say, knows how to establish in

And then
judge if he is a bad architect.
this will not be all, as you will see in

the edifice

Phalanxes.
The galleries and saloons
of Phalansteries are permanent places of
exhibition for the artists of Harmony.
Figure to yourself this elegant gallery
running all round the body of the build
ing, the interior gardens and courts of

the Phalanstery ; now without, and now
into the centre and within the palace ; now widening to form
a large rotunda, an atrium inundated
have before us, first, the central body, in its neighboring parts lodgings of a moder
with day-light ; now shooting out into
the middle of which rises the Tower of ate price, and removes some of the high
Order ; then the two wings which full er priced to the extremities.
Varieties court-yards its couloirs supported upon
time.

As we look upon the Phalanstery,

we

tcem : it introduces

perpendicularly upon the centre, and form of character will disperse still more the
the great Court of Honor, where parades different classes of fortune through the
manoeuvres take place ; body of the buildings of the Phalanstery,
and industrial
and then the two extreme lesser wings and you will find there no ftubourg St.
come round in the shape of a horse-shoe,

Marrrau

and mark out the grand rout which

Germain.

bor

by the side of the fmJjowrg St.

columns, or suspended upon light bridg
es, to unite two parallel faces of the ed
ifice;
now fitting itself to the grand
white

stair-cases,

and

where easy, spacious,
munications.

opening
every
and elegant com

of Honor, and extends
The spaces between the buildings are
This gallery which clings to the sides
along the front of the Phalanstery, be court-yards planted with trees, refreshed of the associative edifice and forms for it

ders

the Court

tween this edifice and the rural buildings
popted opposite.
The bodies of the building*

are dou

by basins, and appropriated to various
uses ; they may be adorned with borders,
and with interior parterres.

long girdle,

as it were ; which

binds all

the parts into one whole ; which

estab

lishes the contact of the centre with the
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which

through

the life in the great Phalanste-

Each person takes lodgings
to his fortune and his tastes

according
the differ

in

is the canal

exltemfties,
circulates
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ingenious contrivances civilization

employs
here and there for the pleasures of its peo
but Harmony will find its
ple of leisure
a

;

tian body.
It is trie artery which car- ent quarters of the Phalanstery.
He
ties the blood from the heart into all the contracts with the Phalanx for lodging, interest in making
prodigal use of them,
veins ; it is thus the symbol and the ar as for food, whether he take rooms al to create pleasures without number for
chitectural expression of the high social ready furnished, or furnish them for him the whole people.

in which

every detail expresses a particularthought,
answers to some convenience, and subor

itself to the whole; while
reproduces,

is

even cer building, galleries, shops, halls and cham
the all the rest he may hire.
tain that this singularly
economical and bers.
This unitary warmth
conducted
convenient custom will become very gen into those different rooms by
law of Associa
system of
and

complete

embodied, the supreme

ristery

visibly

a is

whole

None

those numerous ennuis attached to the

It

dinates

of those embarrassments,

The heat which escapes from the Se
of kitchens
used to warm the
sipid domestic system of the isolated green-houses, baths, &c.
A single cen.
family.
Strictly, one needs to own noth tral conductor of hot air suffices to dis
linen and tribute warmth through all parts of the
ing but his clothes and shoes

of the self.

harmony

in this grand unitary structure,
every part has a special sense,

in

Phalanx,

is ;

of the passional

union,

tion, the integral thought of harmony.
After living in a Phalanstery, where

;

by

eral, when people shall see the refined communication,
armed with stop-cocks,
means of which they can vary and
a neatness of the associative laundries. Now
they sleep in graduate the temperature at will in every
population of two thousand persons can folks are not so fastidious
give themselves up to all their civil or the linen of inns and furnished hotels, of part of the associative palace. At the same

ization,

rilled with mud and all unclean-

nesst
Who could make up his mind
again to establish himself in their streets,

does not have to think

into

the

Seristeries

an analogous

is

There

bers.

The Harmonian

water

needed, and into all the cham

ment for the distribution

arrange

of cold water.

of all these minute arrangements of eve
easy to see how these unitary ar
ry day, which harass the civilizee, and rangements favor general cleanliness, how
make him lead such
fastidious
life.

And

and vulgar

material,
citizen

prosaic,
sort of

thus that Fourier, precise

because he speculated

upon material
has found
arrangements,

is

changes ; after liv

ing two days in such an element, who
could bear the cities and villages of civil

where

It

from all atmospheric

tubs!

from all bad air,

a

from all intemperature,

warm

carry

tubes, concen

they circulate comfort every where, and
divest domestic service of the slovenly,
repugnant, often hideous features which
wears in the households of civilization.

it

their affairs and their pleasures, sheltered

their

it
is

to linen to the washer women,
to God knows what contact

to

in

attend

misses

a

chambers

tric with those of the hot air conductors,

it
is

from

the theatre,

time, a system of interior

give their
who subject

Parisian

it

and

and our del

icate young

ly

to chambers,

shops

ball-rooms

very questionable cleanness

;

industrial relations, go to their functions,
see their company, circulate from work

The same unitary thought presides over
open and domestic
Thus
the the means of freeing man from the lead the organization of every service.
there are reservoirs placed under the roof,
winds ? Who could resign himself again en yoke which these brutalizing arrange
ments of civilization impose upon him at which catch the rain, or are supplied by
to adopt the cloak, the socks, the umbrel
thus forcing-pumps
from below
from these
the double soles, strange, grotesque every hour of his existence
in summer,

all

;

is

attire with which the individual

obliged

;

to

that he has found the means of making

tI embarrass himself, load himself, cover life poetical.

Try to do as much with

ramified pipes, from which the
force proportional
water, projected with
to its height, maintains through the hot
weather, in the halls, saloons and stair
diverge

a

to cold,

la,

to snow,

is

hot and mephitic

in winter

it

foul,

because the population has not your quintessential abstractions, and your
Poor stupid philosophers!
you
morality.
to guarantee itself as
will hear these Baeotians crying out, Uto cases, gushing fountains, little cascades
wlole from these evils by
unitary dwel
in white marble basins, and vigorous jetsand yet, while they pretend to spir
What
ling
saving of expense, of pia
of colds, of itualize man's life, they give him over to d'eau in the gardens and courts. The
ennii and inconveniences,
hinself,

a

how

is

of the Phalanstery

;

movable pipes are employed in the daily
service of watering the banks and borders
also

they

serve to

wash the roofs and fagades, and above all,
to prevent all chance of fire.*
By these arrangements, so well calcu

arrest

a

could

health

with

upon the roof of

a

lated to marry
children

conflagration

comfort, ten
Phalanstery
with

more

in

in

the
fire-companies
the houses and on the roofs of
world,
ten inaccessible, of the fragmentary, di
ease thnn all the

and inextricable

lapidated,

constructions

of our cities.
The light, interior and exterior, of the
Phalanx

also regulated

by the same

Every one knows that most

unitary idea.

of the public establishments, and even en
in

tire quarters in the great cities are alrea
Refracting lens
this way.
dy lighted
es and parabolic reflectors will he of great
service

in

this

unitary

distribution

marvel

is

to

is

and realizes

a

ative relations,

lous degree the most beautiful economies.

of

*
should be added that, hc-nli-" Ihr-e
guarantees again"1 fire. the different bodies ol
ilie building arc separated by spaces, and con
inter
corri.lor, which
* Serietery
the generic term for the nected only by the
rupted nowhere.
Phalanstciian work-shops.
a

It

a

it

;

;

is

in

is ;

!

if

it

is

arrangement

is

architectural

!

a

smple

is

despotism
obtained by the absolute and all-powerful
of his imperious first wants, to the mate
How many young girls lie dead three rial necessities of every day. This ab
has now endured for three
days .fter the ball, at which they had ap- surdity, which
so enormous that fu
pearei brilliant with life and youth, who thousand yeats,
credible.
esteem
will
not
ture
ages
return the kisses of their
might still
The Seristery of the kitchens,* armed
this guarantee of health ex
mothen,
with its great ovens, its labor-saving con
isted incur cities
At thi central point of the palace ris trivances, its ramified fountains and waterof utensils,
es and reigns
the Tower of Order. carriers, and all its array
There an placed the observatory, the opens immediately upon the interior courts
the country.
chime of iclls, the telegraph, the clock, of service, and on the side of
of
stores and
arrivals,
of
Its
magazines
the carrie
pigeons, the night-watch
preserves, and its halls of office are close
there the lreat flag of the Phalanx
The Tower of Order by.
given to thewind.
The table and side-boards are loaded
the centre of direction and movement
and from there taken
lower halls
these
for the industrial operations of the can
and raised, at the hours of meals, by ma
ton with its flags, its signals, its glass
all set and fur
com chines, which lift them,
es, and iti speaking trumpets
halls above. —
mands the manoeuvres, like the general nished, into the banquet
are provided with trap doors,
floors
The
of an army placed upon
height.
which give to the great operations of the
easy to see that this Phalanstcriunitary service the magical rapidity of the
an distribution lends itself to all conven
These
in
fairy opera.
scene-shiftings
iences, bends to every exigency of associ
diseases of every species,

It

a

;

a

ktown
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VIRGIL.

I

speak!

to

I

Phalansteries

lence of the associative order, when that 01
der shall have had possession of the eart,'

in this

for some time, will leave far behind thei

is

!

themselves, gorged with luxury, disgust, men of imagination
and ennui : for if civilization places at the What
your condition
,

of High Harmony, thi
born
the lap of the opn

to you,
people;
of heart and of poesy

and brilliant

airy

tha

demonstrate

can rigorously

the Phalansteries

in

Artists, Artists, to you
you,

people are mad

Well, then, let us understand each oth
er.

Italiaui

!

!

Italiam

These

be.

they have been reading fairy tales."

II.

SECTION

But
and especially in England.
in Civilization such advantages are reserv
ed for a small number of the rich ; the
poor die of hunger, cold and misery by
the side of their hotels, where they die,

can never

poetry for you.

France,

is

is

!

mention here are already realized in the
palaces and some of the rich houses in

is

is

;

light ; and its power will be multiplied by bine the useful with the agreeable, the our capitals which spring from the prin
compare and decide.
a suitable combination of the resources of good with the beautiful, luxury with econ ciples of Isolation
" But this too fine," say the aetol)
omy.
catoptrics and of dioptrics.
ished simpletons, " this
too fine, anf
architecture, here
Artists here
A great part of the things which I

citizen

of the isolated household, in fleclte, their lace-work

of the sufferings and gnashing of citizen
the teeth of the masses who labor for
The niggardliness of the merchant, the
is a conquest which narrow caprices of the parvenu of the
them.
Happiness
can only be made for the profit of the counter, the strict economy of some im
And it is a pity to see poverished descendant of an ancient fami
whole species.
these rich people rebel against their lot, ly, — all this but poorly accommodates
?

midst

ye live

in the

suffers its

It

can give happiness ; for

is

is

!

like spoiled children, because they do not itself to art, all this lends small aid to
find happiness, although they are placed, conception — The only source of wealth
as they say, in the midst of every thing
trade, and trade
no lover of art.
which can give it.
The destruction of the great feudal and
O ! no, no, ye rich ones of this world ! clerical fortunes, revolutionary
commo
ye are not placed in the midst of all that tions, and the subdivision of property, have
given art its death-blow.

i.

and embroidery

every stone of
which bears the imprint of art, every me

stone;

these cathedrals,

of whose glasses, arches, columns,
inside

walls,

and outside,

aid

were relieTed

by the most vivid colors, vermilion,

gold,
and azure, and disputed the palm of splen
dor with the master altar, and with thr
stole of the officiating priest. — For so't
was.

And behold the monuments with vhich
bristled in the space of thr«e cen
turies
See what
single principle of
Europe

union could cause to shoot upinthe midst
of the general disorder
see what the re
;

the kitchen

a

that a few egotistical

should be really liappy in the the house and family of the dull drudging

!

God never willed
do-nothings

jf i

a

?

in

color,
Do you feel yourself at in magnificence, in splendor,
disposal of the rich all the refinements of world of to-day
riches, these immense and overladen ca
Can you impris
comfort and of luxury, it also poisons ease in this vast shop?
them, — which is no more than justice. — on your divine spark in grocery-stores, in thedrals, with their triple portail

a

in

midst of your brethren who suffer ! your last agonies to day
lithography. — ligious idea has had power to extract
famiehing civiliza
egotism makes a bad calculation, when it What will you do? there are no more from the bosom of
If these things have been producec
closes your ears to the great voice of pop cathedrals, no more abbeys, no more cha- tion.
ular complaint which mutters and growls teaus to build, to adorn with statues, and in chaos, think of the wonders which wil

f

;

;

it,

follow Creation
and log)
think of
around your palaces ; for (it is necessary, large pictures, to embellish with sculp
to shout it out to you incessantly ,) all man ture and frescoes
no more canvass to will go farther than your imagination
kind are united by solidarity in evil as in cover, no more marble to hew.
Plastered and you will not find forms and cole?
Think you God is a father who walls and painted paper have every where enough wherewith to represent to yotr
good.
self the resplendent, dazzling future
has aristocratic preferences? do you take taken possession.

Would you have architecture restored?

the transfigured globe.
The palaces of the Phalanxes,

all the rest for younger sons and bastards?
So long as there is misery among them,
you see, there will be for you the impla

ished

osks, the belvideres and castles with w'ch

cable siege of ennui, emptiness of soul,
So long as the body of the
and spleen.

of old, restore the concentration
of wills. — And this time
will not be
concentration

monumental cities and the capitals othe
globe, — here,
artists,
something «rth
more than
piral
shop-front,
recess,

ing to death down there, there will be su

universal alliance,

icide above.

of all the faculties and all the passions
will be humanity united in its strength

makes comfort and happi

;

and its earnestness

;

tecture which

association

it

— Who can answer that?
Let us return to our harmonian archi

an integral

and the

architect

is

a

a

will be the harmo
gious or political
nious and powerful fusion of all the ele
ments of the human will
will be

they sow their richly cultivated fieldsthe

0

reli

a

point,

stair-case, a landing in the house oft cit
red Fame on the sign of' pas
izen, or
will need bold vaults,'prung
try cook. —

It

a

single

the"-

a

it a

it

it

nour

a

is starv

about

;

— If there

which

it

which gnaws it to day.

then the conditions

;

poor is hunger-bitten, so long will the
heart of the rich be bored by the worm

Restore

upon walls of stone, cupolas, towrs, and
high shooting spires; your gerus will
have free scope in those grand lina, whose

will spring from this complete
combination, —
too, will movements and directions you *'ill have
to combine
ture of civilization ; and let us resume be complete and unitary.
The palace of Plalanx will
our description by saying, that in the as
will no longer be the cathedral or need gates through which seen horses
sociative construction every thing is fore the liotel-de-ville, the college, the theatre, may enter abreast
will neei'great open
which lodges man, and not ure which

and unitary

a

some few men, like the architec

beauties which

comforts
involves,

and to com

prehend how all these arrangements com

it

;

I

it

nies of
world
Such
the architect
ure of the future. — Compare the Phalan

children.

steries, the cities and capitals which spring
from the principle of Association, com

sculptures

pare them with

halls and great stair-ways,

our villages,

our cities,

thousand

heads of women and of joyous

—

will need pictures for its
galleries and halls, theatres, frescoes and

It

to draw

have barely
and artistic

ter the abode of man with colious streams
of life and color
will need galleries,

for its vaults

;

all the
it

indicated,

it,

to this abode, to see

I

himself

from the fruitful data, which

through which the sm may en

windows

all that united, combined, made unitary, balconies, and terraces where the popula
forming one great whole with all the tion of the Phalanstery may expand and
form for
great contrasts and the thousand harmo
glittering garlands, with its
is

master water, air, heat and light.

It is for the reader in his own imagina
tion, to bring out into bold relief the gen
eral idea of the Phalanstery, to transport

It

rightful

the city or country dwelling-house,
the
chateau, thefactory, the bank, and know
not what else. —
will be all that at once,

!

ed, and that man there governs as their

a

seen and provided, organized and combin

it

;

It

!

merely

it,

ness universal,

statues for

its

statues on its

'.

There, you see it will be necessary to ernment
harmonize fire, light, granite and the met
als : Art will have in its great hands all

— We must stop. —

Then orchestras with a thousand parts,
choirs with a thousand voices : hymns and
poems chanted by the masses ; choregra-

cheap gov

got

;

sight of human

perfection,

wheel

surrounded

with

ry girl becomes

American Factories and their FernaIp. Op
eratives.
By the Rev. WM. SCOHESBY,
D. D., Vicar of Bradford, Yorkshire,
From the London edition.
England.
Boston: Wm. D. Ticknor and Co.
1845. pp. 133.

"

He has
after

halo, and ev

ery pale-faced and hollow-chested

REVIEW.

the mil-

Every water

has received its latest touch.

Tu be Continued.

That

to marry together.
will be indeed a creation !

of

Verily our friend has found
lenium at Lowell in full flower

it

to-day to the acquisition

the elements

it

our dreams of the future are limited

!

All

Past."

Facto

rose wreathed angel

"

in his ecstatic vision.
Jam redit et virgo; redeunl Saturnia regna
Jam nova progenies ex coelo 'IcmiUimr alto.

;

and adorn them worthily.

gnawed even into our most secret desires.

a

of art to clothe

chefs-d'oeuvres

in

;

and a

the drone, the ignoble
rose-wreathed
Angel,
rises beautiful in her voluntary strength,
and reverses the slavish condition of the

Commend us to such rhetoric

!

thousand

altars for its temples,

Now the tyrant
and Toil, like

a is

of men, and dried up
them every spring
of hope. The evil has filtered itself into
marble for the very marrow of our bones
has

a

its basins,
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years of Buffering have sicklied the hearts

hli.-nly gardens, open spouts in the angles
of its cornices, heads of bronze and throats

of iron for its steam-engines,

R.

a

the trees of its

and among

ARBINGE

a

entablatures

H

is

THE

is

a

it

it

phic manoeuvres danced by whole popu
The book of Rev. Dr. Scoresby
com
lations. — For, in the Phalansteries it will
course of lectures delivered to
posed of
Was, and as
Is. By Rev. the
be no select troop that mounts the boards : Lowell as
He
factory operatives of his parish.
HENRY A. MILES.
Lowell: Powers
holds up the example of the
unitary education will raise every man to
constantly
and Bagley, and N. L. Dayton.
1845.
the dignity of an artist ; and if every
girls of Lowell to their emulation, sets forth
pp. 234.
man be not a poet or a composer, he will New York Daily Tribune, Saturday, Au
the virtue and intelligence
which there
Visit to Lowell, j.c.
at least know how to execute and to take
gust 16, 1845.
prevail, in terms of the strongest admira
his part in the whole : every man will be
To judge from the descriptions of these tion, and evidently regards Lowell and its
a note in the great concert.

in

is

'

'

;

in

a

;

a

no other check to the selfishness which
the first, though

is

is

a

I

is

I

Stultified as he is by
no hope whatever.
the axioms of Political Economy, he sees
not the only begotten of

In
progeny of civilized
" of Christian
dustry, except the preaching
consideration for our fellow creatures
the

monstrous

!

At this
the world with their example.
an average of
season of the year, there
one hundred leaving the Factories daily,
the globe, and all that
have described
to visit for
time their homes, friends,
thus far will look niggardly and poor. — and old altars. Light of heart, and bright
The destiny of man
before you
go of eye, they trip out into the fields and
dear en
commune with Nature and all
forth to meet it.
But we must stop. — forget that these joyments,' to return with renewed strength
the past
Toil
to the pleasures of toil.
words are cast into the midst of
world has been repulsive
— few task-men
pf misery and woe, where six thousand bore the lash, and the labor was vassalage.

being under the influence of human pow
er, combined with the vivifying power oi

''

' :

in !

'

a

it

!'

it

a

'

it
a

'

in

a

?

it
is

a

;

a

if

a

a

if

al

in

a

a

a

is

;

?

a

O

O

it

it

it,
a

it

it

a

is

population as presenting a striking con
writers, Lowell
rather nearer
para
Who will take it upon himself to affirm disiacal condition than most places. They trast to English factory towns.
The
that God has given to each one of his are unanimous in holding
up as one of Lowell Offering he looks upon as the
children a head that thinks, a heart that the most perfect localities that do the sun ninth wonder of the world, considering
beats, ears to love harmony, fingers to honor, by receiving his diurnal contribu
the source from which
comes, and in
make
chest to sing, and eyes for co tions of light and heat.
in a manner less intol
deed, speaks of
The correspond
lors, without
him, without ent of the Tribune especially, cannot con erable than the tone of condescending pat
permitting
wishing him ever to have the use of tain his astonishment at the spectacle. ronage with which
has been received
them?
artists, say,
Say,
poets, do He grows eloquent and sentimental, and in this country.
Dr. Scoresby, though
more sensible
you not feel the destiny of man
Upon even classical under its influence, and lets
all these wonders of social harmony do himself out into full flourishes of that pe man than the writer in the Tribune, nev
you not feel the impress of the beautiful culiar enthusiasm in which correspond
ertheless sees Lowell in pure rose color
and the true of which you bear the type ents of the daily press are apt to take sat;. quite as much as he.
And no wonder
in your own souls?
We make room for a sample after the factories of England, Lowell
Say,
all this illu isfaction.
and its operatives, might well fill him
sion, and are the shop-front, the recess, of his delight.
" By dignifying Labor, and offering with surprise.
the spiral stair-case, and the landing, of
Accustomed, as from his
citizen's house, and the red Fame on the fair chances to independence, as also by book he plainly is, to look upon factory
still recognizing in the stout sinews and
laborers at home as degraded into
sort
sign of
pastry-cook, the true thing? —
true hearts of the Toiling men and wo
And again, without grovelling
the men earning nobly, as God has declared of tertiion quid between men and brutes,
prose of mercantilism, and in all the rub they should, " their bread by the sweat the comparative elevation of the laborers
bish of civilization, say
at Lowell must have seemed to him
this be not bet of their brows," an ambition to main
tain the true social position has been kin
most
ter to your imaginations and your hearts,
new era
human affairs.
Nor
dled.
Thank God, those fresh spirits
than
pyramid of Egypt, built by a peo gathered down from the Granite Hills, and was he, from his peculiar circumstances,
ple fed with onions, and their backs bent from green peaceful valleys by their own likely to pet more than one view of the
will, to the Carnival of Spindles and matter,
under the weight of stones better than
haply there be more than one.
Looms, and iron arms, heaving with their
Visiting Lowell as the friend of the own
column Venpalace of Nero, or even
Titan best, are none the less, but more
dome, cast from the bloody bronze which
ers, he was sure to observe all things
beautiful, while pure, they stand up and
Yes, yes,
kills in battles
the desti
vindicate the sacredness of Toil.
They through their eyes. Accordingly he finds
No Lowell quite faultless, and writes
book,
ny of humanity to be happy and rich, and are not called by imperious Wants.
Cotton Lord,' as
Manchester, says, which
to embellish its planet, and make for
published in this country, with
Take the mean pittance of an average of
an appendix, containing
favorable notice
resplendent robe of which
need not be ten
sterling per week for the
shillings
of the author over the initials of one of
ashamed, in the bright celestial ball-room,
lives of your famished children, or starve
where
occupies
place of honor by the The intellectual and moral condition of the the most wealthy and influential of the
Lowell Operatives,' will compare with manufacturers of New England. Of the
side of the Sun
Yes, when humanity
that of any class in the Union as numer
shall go forth
English factory system Dr. Scoresby has
its strength and in its
ous
indeed they have made themselves
law, many other wonders will spring into the lo Psean of the age, and challenge evidently, though perhaps unconsciously,

He says, justly enough, that until the
" be preva
influence of religion

sacred
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the snns and uncles of the aimers, have from mere choice leave their fathersl
lent and penetrating in the world of busi
ness, the business-world will continue to not been attracted to enter into such an dwellings, the firesides where are all their

Are there any records
by selfishness and the enviable condition.
" But how is this to of ladies leaving their silken and per
love of mammon !
That is a question fumed saloons to become factory girls,
be brought about?

friends, where too their earliest and fond

Dr.. Scoresby has no answer.
The Rev. Mr. Miles is a Unitarian cler

for which

gyman, who

at Lowell

has resided

for

from

of luxury?

mere love

Has

est recollections
and the

cluster,

Corporation

for the factory

boarding

house

?

be characterized

By what charm do these great companies

any

youthful exquisite, satiated with the ordi
nary pleasures of wealth and elegance,

of

immure human creatures in the bloom

youth and first glow of life within their
mills, away from their homes and kin

In preparing his book he sought for newer and intenser enjoyments
A slave too goes voluntarily to
has taken pains to obtain exact and re in twelve hours a day steady toil, amidst dred?
in some manner
He gives us a variety tlie hum of spindles and the jar of ma his task, but his will
liable information.
of statistics with regard to the mills and chinery ? On these points Mr. Miles is quickened by the whip of the overseer.
is

several years.

in the interest of the
rather

and that the latter would
every

statement

Corpo

which

Be this as it may, no one we
pounds.
think, can fail to be struck with the de
lightful picture which Mr. Miles draws.

a

is is

;
is
a

free will?

When

Is this to act from
is

man

remove from the English

manufacturing

population.

tant price for

What then?

pease his

and his neighbor may ap

conscience,

conscience

if

almost infinite

it,

is

a

starving he
i even that they are not destitute of intel
compelled to pay his neighbor, who
lectual culture, and that they are at an happens to have bread, the most exorbi
he

to chance to have, by the reflection that
Are there no other questions to be
Is
altogether
voluntary bargain.

Does that put the matter

it

altogether

which

that

there

are any one such

reach beyond the mere

fool as to suppose that
out of six thousand factory girls of Low
a

We apprehend

asked?
questions

a

1
is

rest ?

is

necessaries of health and morals, ques ell, sixty would be there if they could
tions too of most portentous significance.
help it?
Every
body knows that
Is it supposed that, because the health of necessity alone,
some form or other,
Lowell operatives is good, because they that takes them to Lowell and that keeps

not assent to are tolerably

Mr. Miles pro

to be aided, and so the

factories are supplied.

it

"

than of the operatives,

debts are to be paid, an
to be supported,
broth

clothed

fed,

and housed,

Is this freedom?

them there.

To our

and because every outward sign of vice minds
slavery quite as really as any
is followed by the instant expulsion of in Turkey or Carolina.
matters little

It

"

er's ambition

a stain ; grant

without

father's

it
is

is written
rations

and their morals

ey

aged mother

in

to say thai he has not succeeded in doing
Still it has been asserted that his book

so.

We are far from agreeing with Mr.
Miles, that " the great questions relating
to Lowell are those which concern the
health and character of its laboring class
es." Grant that their health is excellent

•

We do not doubt that Mr. Miles has
throughout, endeavored to write without
bias on either side. We are not prepared

The whip which brings laborers to Low
ell
NECESSITY.
They must have mon

silent.

•

and the history and the
In his Pre
present condition of Lowell.
face he says :
" The great questions relating to Low
ell are those which concern the health
It
and character of its laboring classes.
is believed that more full aud precise in
formation on these points is given in the
following p;ipes, than has ever before been
The object constantly kept in
published.
view has been, not the statement of opin
but that careful
ions and impressions,
presentation of facts which will enable a
stranger to judge for himself."
the operatives,

criminal, that the factory as to the fact of slavery, whether the
system is open only to the objections of slave be compelled to his tasks by the
He too makes Lowell to be something irrational and discontented enthusiasts ? whip of the overseer or the wages of the
In either case
quite Elysian. Every thing that his pen There are two or three words which have Lowell Corporations.
touches, wears, whether by virtue of its to our minds a very broad and profound not his own free will, leading him to
own character, or by a magic belonging to significance ; to us JUSTICE TO MAN, means work, but an outward necessity that puts
Mr. Miles we cannot say, a most sunny something more than a dollar and sev free will out of the question.

it
is

the unfortunate

We are well aware that this may seem
to many persons to be
superfine and
thin sort of reasoning.
The well-fed and
a

To be sure such words as " the enty-five cents a week and board, though
poor," to the Rev. Mr. Miles and the Lowell
neglected young, and suffering
" the moral and industrious poor," " the Corporations it may seem to be contained
those narrow limits.
There is
sick poor," occur two or three times, but within
aspect.

seeing

too what

immense fortunes they

accumulate, that the wives and daughters,

a

is

what sincere and delightful
human

equality

pervade

sentiments of
their

the most monotonous and tedious of Then they feel that wealth
not wrong, we that there are no distinctions
This
employments.
is

shall be told

bosoms

mere dross,

but those of
and character, and that their servants in the
Voluntarily! we gallery, or even the negroes in the free

they come voluntarily

leave when they will.
might reply, so much the worse
do

is

!

real

rea

up
close room from ten to twelve hours
day

some

belongs

'

shut

that

which

not to th'is earthly world, or at least be
only on Sunday.
Then, with
longs to
knees bent devoutly on satin cushions,

is a

to Man

is

sonable degree of Justice
ized when the laborer

this

ah

beatific and divine,

thing

Mr. Miles, somehow forgetting
old maxim, seems to suppose that

is
in a

equality of the gospel

;

its depart

rule which serves chiefly
their own pockets.
The

is

is

in all

but let us look

if

The only wonder is,
perishable delights.
seeing what a prodigality of advantages
are prepared for the factory laborers,

Society

a

There the sky has a deeper
not beside.
blue, the days are golden, the nights
cloudless, and life full of keener and less

to put money

to be tried.

;

At

Gardens, and what

golden rule

as the stand

in

There, certainly, are Arcadia,

ard by which

;

mill.

lantis, the Hesperian

but we have

notwithstanding,

In their bleared

counters.

not so luminous
eyes, Justice to Man
reality as twenty per cent, per annum on
their shares in the Corporations.
The

it

ments

even to quote

a a

to get a place in one of those
abodes of superlative health, happiness,
and intelligence, commonly called a cotton

enough

faith in

pass at their

in

diculous

it

As we read we
example, is very great.
are almost moved to set off at once for
Lowell, to see if we cannot be fortunate

it,

It would mar the practice in factories, namely, do -unto
necessary to speak.
unity of the book and diminish its effect, others ax ye would that they should do vnto
which, upon a person easily carried away you. — We are aware that this is so obso
like ourselves for lete a precept that it may be thought ri
by his imagination,

is
a

It

respectable gentlemen who utter the ora
as not much is said about them, they are a pregnant old maxim which is wont to cles of mammon and rule the fortunes of
evidently merely temporary accidents, of be somewhat insisted on in churches, but the exchange will hardly admit its validi
sort of coin that does not
which, it would be unwise, as well as un which we fear is rather hard to put in ty.

they
little at this remark

able form of human freedom.

Do

they

pew

behind them, are men as well

as

What blissful emotions!
This class of gentlemen will not fail to

they.
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assure us that the Lowell factory operalives afe exceedingly

well off.

Gdod wa

ges, sure pay, not very hard work, comfottable food and lodgings, and such un
for intellectual
opportunities
paralleled
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ers are full of the foulest wrongs, that it I will prevent the establishment
cannot

stand

of a per
before the manent factory population in this country,
Did we desire to examine with the vices and wretchedness which

for

an instant

bar of justice.
the final fruits of the system,

we should

Any
The question
cultivation,
(why, they even publish a English Parliamentary reports for our at the utmost is only one of time. While
Magazine there ! ! !) what more, can any guides, rather than Lowell, and the Rev. the present general system of industry
one desire?
There the wages system has remains, the result is certain, however
Really gentlemen ! would Mr. Miles.
have

taken

or Leeds,

Manchester,

with

are

its

inevitable

had its complete operation and fully worked
you not reckon your wives and sisters for
if they could by any possibility be out its tendencies. But we do not need to

long deferred.

of operatives ?
When in the tender transports of first love,
you paint for tjie fairest and fondest of
mortal maidens a whole life of uninter
rupted joy, do you not hope for her as the
supremest felicity, the lot of a factory girl ?
The operatives are well enough off ! In

the factories

tunate

elevated into the situation

deed !

Do you receive them in your par
lors, are they admitted to visit your fami
lies, do you raise your hats to them in the
street, in a word,

are they your equals?

It is not easy to discuss the Lowell fac
tory system or any system of civilized

in

unfold

the vice, the degradation, and the

misery in which industrial

feudalism

But what is to be done? we are asked ;

has do without

steeped the manufacturing laborers of En
gland, in order to convince candid and hu

concomitants.

sensible man knows better.

must go on : people cannot
clothes.

hold ourselves

That question we

ready to answer

at any

time, but it is not within our space or our
purpose at present.
Enough to say that

mane persons that, judged by any other
standard than that of worldly selfishness, j our criticism is not destructive in its ends,
the whole system of factory labor is unna- i but entirely the opposite.
We have not
tural, oppressive and unjust. That in New spoken from a simple perception of the
England it has not yet reached its climax, wrong, but from quite as distinct a know

— that we have not seen all or the foulest
of the Hydra's heads, is owing to the youth
of the system amongst us, and to peculiarly
circumstances,

favorable

which

diminish

of the right.
And though we
have throughout spoken from the side of
the laborer rather than of the capitalist,
not a word has been charged with any
ledge

That gloomy era approaches,

assault upon the rights of the latter.
— in our manufacturing towns we sec more We advocate a reform which looks to the
than mere premonitions of its coming, — benefit of every class, which in raising
A friend of ours in conversation when the pale sky of New England shall ; the laborer to independence, to integral
ally is.
with one of the oldest, most eminent, look down on men, women, and children freedom, to real manhood, will act directly
and most benevolent of American states ground to the very dust by feudal mo for the great advantage of the capitalist.
Perhaps there are some laborers Far from cherishing hostility against any
men, said something about injustice t.> nopoly.
dustry, for the reason that men's minds
are so distorted by education that they are
unable to perceive what Social Justice re

the laboring
the other,

"

" Injustice,"

cried

in New England

a la

classes.
why,

"
boring man can earn a dollar a day!
This gentlemen could not conceive that
there was any wrong in a system which
dooms the many to perpetual

toil in order

every day.

already, who are inclined to complain that interest, we would do the utmost service
the iron foot of capital is laid upon their to all, by bringing them all into harmony.
necks. What foolish repining ! Friends, But while following
both the example
the lot in which you and the pieccpt of our illustrious teacher,
are placed ! Would j'ou rebel against the 'we respect all established
rights, and
decrees of Providence ?
prefer almost any thing rather than vio
be contented with

In concluding his hook, Mr. Miles does
all toil.
To him our modern aristocracy of money not conceal his fear that causes may be at
work which will lower the standard of
seemed more sacred than God's aristoc
If a working man morals at Lowell, and render it some
racy of character.
that the few

may be free from

earn a dollar a day, he could thing besides a model city in that respect.
not see what more he could wish for. But nowhere does he seem to imagine
Of a truth, astonishing is the wisdom of that any thing else is to be feared. He
has no suspicion that the very foundation
statesmen ! This gentlemen had howev
could only

lent and destructive measures, — our con
is of another order than the
sleek and supine inactivity which even
servatism

dying
groans of Humanity
could
never rouse.
Though our warfare is not
one of devastation and ruin, it is still a
warfare in which no quarter can be given ;

the

we

shall

never

rest

until

our

enemy

a long life enjoyed every ad
vantage of wealth, education and position,
and his mind luckily had not received any

of Lowell, its system of industry, is a is swept from the face of the earth. Not
system of antagonism and wrong, and against any man, not against any party,
that those pestiferous germs will surely not against any interest, but against a

of those mistaken biases and twists which
the less fortunate and their children so of
ten suffer from. He spoke from cool rea

He has no no
ripen to their maturity.
tion that the class of wealthy employers

er, through

son, and not from any sinful discontent
with the existing order of things.
We have not selected the Lowell facto

on the one hand, and the class of poor op

Nor are we
holy and undying hostility.
alone in the conflict.
On all sides, brave

are not institu

and true souls come up to mingle in the

eratives

on the

other,

His idea of the infinita strife.
Panoplied in reason, armed with
and blessed Providence of God, does not science, consecrated to the love of God

tions of Heaven.

the worst specimen of revolt at the thought that the existing re
On the lations between labor and capital are mat
the effects of civilized industry.
But Mr.
contrary we believe that they offer one of ters of permanent appointment.
the best. We admit every thing that is Miles's simplicity of mind does not to any

ries as affording

claimed

for

them.

false and rotten system we have sworn a

and man, they press to the redemption of
the holy city Jerusalem,
the long dese

of Humanity.
Onward,
The struggle draws
We do not deny a great decree modify the fact. Though in near its close. Not much longer shall
his innocence he prophecy smooth things, we be delayed by this putrid abyss of

single statement.
We do not attack the Lowell Corpora
It is the whole sys
tions in particular.

crated

beloved

abode

friends !

the enemy is nevertheless not distant from vices and absurdities called Civilization.
We are engaged in a movement, the
the gates. The foolish physician may not
detect the poison in the air, yet with fatal aim of which, is the elevation of the

tem of modern industry with which we
are at war, and we have chosen to sup steps the deadly plague comes on. Shall
in the midst
pose the example we are considering to we wait until it is actually
— of us, or shall we be warned and pre
be as free from objections as possible.

whole human race into a social condition

of complete and universal justice.
While
thus seeking the good of all men, of all

orders and conditions, we cannot be blind
We wish to show that even at Lowell the pared in time?
to the fact that the laboring classes are
our
extended
to
that
is
vain
It
in
say
the
relations
and
of
labor
existing system
territory, and the character of our people every where greater sufferers than any
between the workmen and their employ
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la Barbarian society, the slaves of looks and sounds so expressive, only un measure starling in a galloping dactylic
power and of brute force, in fortunately it has no pith in it \ The as rhythm, and drawing every thing after it*
Civilized society, the slaves of money and surance lies in the energy with which it lead. It gives the impression of a uniform,
other.

arbitrary

physical necessities, they are uni
versally oppressed, degraded, and regarded

their

order of beings.

as an inferior

enters us, and reaches deeper regions in
us, than we were conscious of before ; in

But they the constancy

with which

determined

movement through the whole

universe of being.

One restless energy,

it haunts us, one unquenchable, but dignified

and self-

when once heard ; in the earnest feeling controlling emulation, urges all things on
of men, and which it gives us about everything, a ward, kindles itself anew in every nature,
attributes
will soon demand their rights so clearly, feeling which our gayest mood can no till all are enlibted in one glorious, active
Noth
that the moral sense of the world can no more prevail against, than the lighter dedication of themselves to unity.
are beginning
have all the

to

understand

that

they

ing parts with ita own individual features,
all accept the impetus divine, and

To their cause we
longer refuse them.
are bound, heart and soul.
While we

melodies in the Symphony itself against
its solemn chords, and its unvaried sacri

yet

have a voice it shall

ficial pomp of rhythm.

haste to swell

never be silent in

the rapid,

orderly

proces

The key note with which it begins and sion. The little monotonous phrase not
scribed
ends, is A major.
There is a wonderful only wakes up its own natural harmonies,
have a nearer meaning than to other men, continuousness in it.
Something strikes but traverses all manner of keys, and
" Tlte Right to Education; the Right to you at first, which is heard to the end. presses the most daring discords, willing
Labor; the Sight to just Compensation; Neither the sombre Andante, nor the wild ly or unwillingly, to chime in with it,
ASSOCIATION."
Let the cowardly and Scherzo, nor the again triumphant Finale, and follow whithersoever it leads. First
Ihe heartless be doubtful as to the result. can drive it out of your mind.
That A they accept its rhythm, they own their
is heard all through.
In the Andante, it law in that ; then, vainly struggling for a
is still the key-note, though in the minor while, they resolve themselves into its
Upon our banner are in
the sacred words, which to them

behalf.

POETRY.

For Ihe Harbinger.

THE BEAUTY OF THE EARTHOF XUCKERT.

FROM THE GERMAN

Not solely for Ihy pleasure slight
Is Nature fair to such a height,
Partly for herself alone
Is the earth with beauty dight.
Sweetly sings the nightingale
While thou art slumbering in the night,
And the fairest flowers awake
Long before the morning's light;
Fiery-golden butterflies
Shine, away from all men's sight :
Pearls lie hidden in the sea,
Deep in mines are diamonds bright.
Child ! while for thine eye and ear
The Earth with joys o'erfloweth quite,
Let the gentle mother wear

Third of the key-note

the whole
unison on

passage ends in a loud, long

A.

all spheres and kingdoms,

there is no ex

The key then changes to ception and no rest from the perpetual

D major, while the rapid tempo yields to devotion.
"Life is onward, life is ear
the slower, statelier movement of that nest," seems to be the constant burthen.
most sublime, full, celestial strain, which All things own the earnestness of life;

opens in from above, flooding all with and if thou, in thy shallow works of sel
light and glory, like the presence of God fishness, in thy tame conventionalisms,
thou shalt find small re
and life's great purpose felt suddenly in canst not feel
the midst of play, full of warning yet not sponse to thy indifference or frivolity in
condemning, awakening at the same time, the earnest music of this deeply conscien
a sense of awe and an inward conscious
tious composer.
We had wondered at the coolness with
ness of power and of a great destiny, a
in New York
grand unitary sentiment, surprising the which the concert-bills
buoyancy of full blooded joy and activity,
gave out, that the Symphony was to rep
as when our thoughts are suddenly caught resent the mythological
fable of Orpheus
friend, wholly
up from the scenes and specialities which and Eurydice. Yet when
for the time engross us, to the pure, so ilium-cut of such advertisement, remarked

movement, after a most majestic introduc

Yet where is our assurance, it being so tion, full of nerve and fire, yet deliberate
mysterious, that it means any thing? that and grand, which results in a monotonous
it is not gorgeous mist, and solemn inco
reiteration of one note, varied only by an
herence, a grand parade of sound without swering octaves, the theme sets in.
It is
substance, like baby eloquence, which the same monotonous
phrase, of a single

it

it

rocks,

a

and

simple

melody,

beasts,

gentler
and grotesque satyrs, thronging,
were, after the lyre of the bard, we

as

lustration.

And perhaps there

er meaning

in that fable,

that sort of antique lore,

as
than

is in is
a

could not but own the aptness of the

il

nymphs,

deep
most of
at first

supposed.

of triumphant there may be
all subdued and
solemnized, and impresses the soul with
exalts.
deep humility, while
Judging
Whatever

in this great music,

it

from the mood with which

haunts us,

of that
recognitiou
(and in a faithful
must the Moving of all music be sought)
may well be said to express the coope

ration of all things

with the deeply reli

And
the first
gious, earnest purpose.
movement conducts us, as
were, to the

if

ries of human life.

obedience to

and

it

The strange continuity resulting from,
It's mystery is no or unconsciously expressing itself in that
pretation of our own.
small part of its charm ; to solve it one persistency of a single note, is no less
must have lived deeper and longer than manifest in the rhythmical structure.
In
most of us.
He who can say he fully un each of the movements, one short rhyth
derstands that music, shall have credit for mical phrase marshals the
procession of
a profound acquaintance with the myste
the full-ranked
harmonies.
In the first

in

trees,

it
is

gretto again returns, of course, to the fun
damental of A.

ward

it

same manner we are not prepared ; hav
ing no verbal key from the composer, we
shall not dare to offer any fanciful inter

a

IN BOSTON DURING THE LAST A is prolonged in trumpet tones, the Dom
WINTER. NO. IV.
inant in more than the technical sense to
CONCERTS OF THE BOSTON ACADEMY the whole strain in D. The Presto revelry
OF Music.
We have given a somewhat in F is renewed ; is again arrested by the
labored description of the impression pro commencing chords of that grand Chant ;
duced by Beethoven's
in C and the key-note of F barely saves itself
Symphony
minor.
But what shall we say of the at the close, by a few swift helter-skelter
Seventh Symphony?
To treat it in the leaps of modulation.
The Finale Alle

that
upon first hearing
seemed to
him an Orphic movement, inasmuch as
was
perpetual leading of all things on

it

MSIC

ber sky, that arches our whole being over.
Well, in this wonderful passage, also, the

it

MUSICAL REVIEW.

it,

a

Something for her own delight.

it is present as the harmony, and onward, ever onward, the
F ; and even there, whole goes waltzing to its great destiny,
upon the background of F, it continues swelled by ever stronger and richer re
to make itself the prominent figure, and cruits, and teaching you that throughout

mood ; in the Presto,

it,

their

uttermost

parts

of the earth, and under

the waters, and throughout all the spheres,
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the earnestness
he great life-struggle,
in this we have will commence regularly on the first of
sufficient encouragement
of life, so too the second movement, the something more like victory and realiza- September,
riven.
We hope
will go on and give
Andante quasi Allegretto
ion
not
proud, complacent joy, but
(not Andante,
ls further opportunity
to notice
as
con
for the unresting obedience to divine lead sober acceptance of the law of life,
deserves.
ings must be kept up, and a too slow secration of the faculties, and
produc
movement would not answer,)
gives us tion of such august beauty as not the
The solemn yearning for, but the living in
the feeling of a sacrifice.
higher
The nervous
dedication of one's self in humility and sphere, alone could give.

it

a

a

it

it

a

a

;

is

if

to show uB every where

the sweet inward

assur

nergy
trifies

not at all tamed down, but elec

as ever

;

the acceptance and consecra

soberness,

tion of sorrow,

is

a
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the striving

for

SATURDAY,

AUGUST

30, 1845.

the infi

is

a

in

is it
it is

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are"
ance flowing forth so soon as that is done nite still marks Beethoven, but
with contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
in melodies that "smooth the raven down calmer, clearer wisdom.
also, gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
Sad
lommercialconvulsions all tending to impoverish
he laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure'
of darkness till it smiles," the fugue-like and
blessed angel would sing sadly
Belief to come,and can only comefrom the new
confluence of voices in low, quick confer
this poor crazed world of ours.
More than applicationof Christianprinciples,of Universal ius
ence of congratulation
and advice, the ever do we own the prophet in that lone- tice and Universal love, to aocinl institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
DR. ('(M.VMVI7.
delicious inward reverie again, suddenly
y, bravely suffering artist, who, deaf to

purified

ambition,

which

no longer

in

a

turn of the triplets, the interruption, and verted and seeking only self-aggrandize
ment, contemplates
the close, which is like the beginning.
glorious hierarchy
Here again Orpheus comes in aptly. He of all humanity, in which each, feeling his
too had to " lose his life to find it," had true place, and filling it, and felt in it,

we have hitherto

taken no notice of

have recently

paper,

is

which

movement

been made by this
because we have been fully

space at the command of

a

occupied with other subjects, that were
more than sufficient to exhaust the limited

weekly Jour

nal, and because we had no desire to be
a

come parties to
controversy which, to a
very considerable extent, had assumed the
character of

private and personal quarrel.

impossible to avoid the conviction
reading the diatribes of the Express,

that they

are prompted

than by

ment,

less by

in the cause of human

interest

vindictive

Editor of the Tribune.
man had tamely

true

improve

hatred to the

If

followed

a

movement ; then the re

free fugue-like

If

the assaults on the Associative

a

is

is

a

is
a

it

a

ly

ly solemnity of that short-breathed muf tions, lived and wrought the more earnest
fled drum-beat of the opening theme in A
and religiously in that inner life, which
minor, so subdued, so steadily repeated gives assurance of
better future.
The
with only the variation of the earnestness music of Beethoven, we have said
more
which maketh alive, so impressive by ve than once,
presentiment of coming
ry suppression of its own fulness ; then social harmony,
great hearts' confession
to those melting triplets in the major of of its faith, one of the nearest and clear
the key, which come like the sweet relief est echoes of the approaching footsteps
of tears after silence and restraint, ac of the good genius of Humanity.
He
companied all the while however, by the the seventh note in the scale, the note
same measured drum-beat in the deep which cries for the completion of the
bass of A : then to the passage where octave, the note whose correspondence
the violins start oflf unconsciously into a the passion of the soul for Order, the

THE ASSAULTS OF THE NEW YORK
EXPRESS.

a

rela

it

to outward

respect

is

and solitary

It

to the almost unearth

in

swers successively

sound, heard all the more clearwith the inner sense, and all unsphered

and outward

of the vow; — all this an

in

by the loud word of duty

the renewal

y

cut short

that

geotte-

the current

of

his
trimming
among the shades to find his may in one act help to complete and enjoy public opinion, cunningly
lost Eurydice, had to charm the infernal the universal accord, and thus, in the only sails to catch every breeze of pepular
watch, and envelope himself with light conceivable manner, satisfy the craving of favor, avoiding the expression or the re
amid the gloom, by the melodies of his each single soul to embrace the Infinite cognition of every new, vital truth, as if

a

is

It

but

could

is

it,

;

cast

it

only have come from
Of the Presto, or as Beethoven usually the same deep art that produced the others.
not
the Scherzo movement, taking the Characteristic as Beethoven is, he
calls
and Trio, we always harping
on his own individual
place of the old Minuet

must leave us.

should not have witnessed

a

There

is

now making to organize the relations
as great difference be of industry in accordance with the nature
the tween his different works, as between the of man.

The mood.

"King Lear'
of its various movements, plays of Shakspeare.
" As You Like It," could be par
(commencing with the Allegro, then the and
Andante, then the Scherzo, and then the alleled among his Symphonies.
not arbitrary, but has
certain
Finale,)
The first
completeness.
metaphysical
were, to the Intellect;
discourses, as

edited

by

:

is

which

promises

Music and the lovers

in

it

selves, accordingly, not from enlightened
conviction, not after scientific examina
tion,

not from

facts which
oracles

of any

just perception

authorize

them to set forths

but from reasons of
character.

ferent and opposite
itor of the Tribune
the rigid stationary

a

as something

quite dif

The Ed

had sinned

ideas which

a

welcome

to supply a want.

of music in this country need a critic.
Mr. Peck has already distinguished him
self by some sound musical critiques
We trust his purpose in
Symphony in question further, since our the Boston Post.
aim has been to characterize, not to de his present undertaking will be fully ap
If the Fifth Symphony we hac preciated and supported. The publication
scribe.
in

It

They probably have never
and aims.
We have received the first, or specimen devoted
day or an hour to the perusal
Journal
number, of this semi-monthly
of the works in which the system of As
They utter them
We sociation
twenty-four large duodecimo pages.
explained.

a

;

Review,

a

is

is

Musical

celebrated print rejoices, have ever mado
study of the principles of Association.
They give no proof of possessing even
shadow of knowledge of its purposes

;

and un

Boston

Boston
Otis,
G. W. PECK, Esq.
St.
Broaders and Co., 120 Washington

does not appear that the urbane gen
in whose presiding genius that

tlemen,

o

proposition

The

it

a

it

a

is

certain

the climax of
The Andante
the whole, and reproduces what before
The playful
was Thought, as 'Feeling.
and
the alternation of fancy
Scherzo
the Finale, rapid, energetic, and trium
more of Will, and
phant usually, has in
embodies Thought in Action.
We shall not attempt to analyze the
folds it.

we probably
the fiery wrath

of the Express against the attempt which

distribution

lays down

to dole out to

daily allowance of
conventionalism
which in many
the

passes for wisdom,

circles

a

a

vapid

spectre, content

readers

is

already hinted somewhat.
Symphony,
artistical structure of

have

were

satiated

a

lyre, that is, of his true love ; he too at once.
— fa
We have not room to speak of Sym
of
more joyous
tally it is said, — and here therefore he phony No. 8.

was cut off in the joy of his return,

it

to go down

against
fraction
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of the Whig party have endeavored to and love with the Editor of the Tribune. made to blend in a true sympathy and
essential to full fellowship in that They know him, they honor him, they friendship, with those whom they regard
There ic
He has never admitted welcome him wherever he goes, with an of the less favored classes.
political church.
the truth of the charge which is brought affectionate enthusiasm, and not all the a perpetual effort not to come into too
press can close contact with them ; farthest off is
against the Whigs by their opponents, calumnies of a money-loving
" better
that they are bound down to a rigid and cause the faintest cloud of suspicion to best ; the atmosphere of the
sort " is not to be breathed by the com
He ventures pass over his fair fame.
immovable Conservatism.

make

to keep both his eyes wide open, to stand
IVt fortunately, for his enemies, as at mon people ; and wq to the rude, unwash
out for light, to welcome first blush it might seem, Mr. Greely is ed plebeian who should presume to "come
every improvement, to sympathize with prominent as an advocate of industrial between the wind and their nobility."
The natural consequence of this is, dis
the sufferings of the most obscure and reform, and of the arrangement of indus
on the look

neglected portions of society, to reject
the fashions, habits, and modes of thought

try according to the system of Fourier.
Attack Association, then, with success,

which a corrupt and heartless aristocracy
would establish as the only genuine con

and he is demolished.

ditions

and to openly
of respectability,
his belief that a better future is

Make

it appear,

that in being the champion of the Com
bined Order, he is the champion of Jacob

or of
inism, of Infidelity, of Immorality,
shall j anything else which may be used as a
reign the divine principles of order, har bug-bear to frighten weak minds, and the
mony, and universal love, instead of the work is done.
And what do we care by
avow

reserved

for

discord,

prevailing
and hate.
boldly

humanity,

in

which

and actively,

laboring poor feel that there is an impass
able barrier between themselves and those
on whom, as they imagine, the smiles of
fortune have been more profusely lavish
ed.

They are conscious of inferiority

education, in knowledge,

in

in manners, in

the use of language, in dress, in social
position, but they do not perceive that the

Such is the only explana- j distinction is founded in justice or reason ;
tion we can give of the fierce and unre they feel that they have been defrauded
with the friends of lenting virulence of the Express against of a portion of their rights; and they

fraud, antagonism,
he has taken sides

Hence,

trust and aversion on the other side. The

what means ?

of moral reform, of the the Associative movement, and one of its cannot exercise a bland and meek submis
sion towards those who are revelling in
of penal laws, and of the j most esteemed representatives.
true organization of industry.
His popu
It is not our intention, certainly, to say the enjoyment of benefits, of which, as
larity as an Editor has not made him one word which can be considered as an they think, they have been unjustly deHence, on the one hand, the
time-serving and treacherous to the cause apology or vindication for the Editor of prived.
of humanity.
The immense influence the Tribune.
We do not suppose that he j spirit of caste and exclusiveness ; on the
No
which he wields, has not been preserved is even annoyed by such contemptible rib- other, of hostility and defiance.
by a cowardly adaptation of his convictions aldry as the gentlemen of the Express in- 1smooth words can soften this old quarrel.
'to the tone of public sentiment.
The dulge in ; much less can he be injured i No artful pretences can establish brotherheart of a brave and genuine man has by it.
He needs no defence at our hands ; hood between men, where there is no real
We can
beat in his bosom, and to its high impulses and such measure of chastisement as he unity of interests and pursuits.
temperance,
amelioration

Hut this is an may deem fit should be awarded to his not disguise the fact, that the whole fabric
unpardonable offence in the eyes of those neighbors, can be done by no one better of modern society is built on the principle
who have fettered themselves fur life to than himself.
of universal antagonism ; there is no such
the dead carcase of Conservatism.
It
We shall, however, take a passing no thing as identity of interests in the pres
Such tice of some of the objections which this ent arrangements of civilization ; we are
cannot be forgotten or forgiven.
he has never been false.

an influence is regarded as a plague in
the camp of the faithful.
It must be put
A bold, free man,
down and cast out.

feud has brought to light against the sys- taught from our youth up to believe, that
We shall not at- every man we deal with will cheat us if
tern of Association.
tempt to be very precise or methodical, as •.he can ; and the whole practice of our

who will not drill

we are not dealing with the scientific dif- : manhood is a pregnant commentary on
of earnest inquirers after truth, j the lesson. What, then, can be meant
" bald, disjointed chat," by exciting the hostility of one class
but with the
poured forth with a shrew-like fury, by i against another, of arraying the poor in

ventional

in the ranks of a con

aristocracy is too dangerous to ficulties

His very presence is peril
and State.
No seer can
predict the ruin that he will bring about. the Editors of the Express.
order of battle against the rich ? Nothing
The nuisance must be abated, or we shall
The tendency of Association, it is al- i but that the present character of our sobe smitten with sudden pestilence.
But leged, is to array the different classes of.cial organization will be exhibited in its
how is it to be touched ? Not so easy a society against each other, to awaken a true light ; that we shall no longer at
matter is it to hush a sincere tongue feeling of hostility towards the rich, on tempt to draw a veil over the actual state
which moves ever as the live heart bids. the part of the poor, and thus to endanger of things ; that men shall cease to cry
Here is the problem, not so quick of solu
the stability of our institutions, and intro
peace, peace, when there is no peace.
tion as some others.
But the very purpose of Association is
duce the reign of violence and discord. A
The Editor of the Tribune has shown charge more wholly preposterous than to do away with the antagonism and jeal
himself too sagacious and effective by far this can scarcely be imagined.
No one ousy which cannot fail to spring up when
as a leader of the Whig press, to suffer can present it without betraying the most ever the principle of competition is per
his political influence with that party to profound ignorance, both of the present mitted to usurp the place of cooperation.
be diminished.
No direct attack on the condition of society in all civilized states, It thus solves the greatest problem which
score of political heresy would be of any and of the purposes of the Associative
the human mind has ever grasped. Thanks
avail whatever.
It would not do to call movement. The jealousy and hostility to the penetrating genius of Fourier, the
in question his authority as a powerful
alluded to already exist.
There is no mode of organizing industry is at length
advocate of Whig principles.
Besides, general feeling of sincere cordiality be- discovered, by which tho fruits of labor
|
the great masses of the Whig party are twcen the rich and the poor in any coun- thall be equitably distributed, the arbitraj
with him heart and hand.
The Whig , try. The relations of labor and capital j ry distinctions which civilization creates
be endured.

ous to Church

party claims to be truly democratic, and j with each other have never been amica

between man and man abolished, the ter

it is certain that every democratic heart bly adjusted. They who deem themselves rific inequality in the means of happiness
in its ranks is in full communion of faith ''to be of the better classes, can never be which now every where prevail set aiide,
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and all gradations of humanity blended in
a social harmony, of which even the most
sublime accords of music are a faint pre
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A movement which in
all our concern.
rejection of his Universal
the primary cause of the volves the welfare of Humanity,
which
social wretchedness which now torments will pluck up by the roots the antagonism
God, a virtual

is

Providence

In Association, the interests the life of man. The demonstrations of
sentiment.
of all are inseparably combined ; none are Fouriev are occupied with expounding the
crushed and crippled by excess of toil, laws of Providence in relation to human
while a part are exempt from all labor : society.
He deals in no subtle conject
every man, woman and child

are put in

social

provement, elegance of manners, and re
finement of mind ; no mud hovel stands

the simplicity

a competence ; and no

guaranteed

one

mation

like

the interests

this, we are not laboring

of Jacobinism

in

; we are do

ing every thing in our power to appease
the jealousy which now rankles with such
venomous fury in the very heart of civili
zation ; and were our ideas adopted,
with the earnest" conviction which they

his system

The essential spirit of

ty would

the whole

pervade

conduct of

life ; and the voice of God, now well niph
drowned in the fierce din of hostile inter
ests, would be again heard in the habita
tions of men.

But the attempt is made to identify the
Association
movement with infidelity. —
The New York Express would fain con
vince its readers that the reform of socie
ty proposed by the advocates of Associa
tion involves the denial of Christianity.
In

this charge is thrown

out either

in igno

will re

deem the earth from chaos and the race

may

be summed

up in the

enemies of 'humanity
truth.

WHAT SHALL

I

are won over to the

DO FOR

?

THE CAUSE

Do you suppose, friends, that because
no Association is yet in a condition to re

words, which for eighteen cen

If

be added to yon."
But if this is infidelity, what, let us ask,
is the religion of those who so flippantly

can accomplish,

bandy the term to calumniate their neigh

lanstery.

all these things shall

repudiate

the appellation,

and glory

in

their unbelief?

ter Association.
der around

is identi

you have no right to en
You would be an intru

the hearth-stone of the Pha
You would breathe an atmos

phere from which your frame would de
You would feel like a
rive no vitality.
stranger in the midst of brethren,

a Gen

tile at the altar of sacrifice ; the sincerest
expressions

The truth is, that Association

you like

of the heart would sound to

strange

words ; you would

lan

It is aiming

guish in home-sickness for the excitements
after the same great 'end ; it breathes the of civilization ; and soon you would fall
same spirit ; it cherishes Ihe same hope : away from an enterprise which had no

cal with practical Christianity.

But if
and it is not at all surprising that it should genuine attractions for yonr soul.
be slandered and rejected by men at the your eyes have been opened to the fearful
present day, who exhibit

the same spirit

miseries and guilt of the present order of

if you are alive to the horrible
the Lord of glory for his waste of humanity which it involves, if
If the principles of you are convinced that it is thoroughly
rebuke of their sins.
with

the selfish

and unprincipled

bigots,

society,

who crucified

the Associative movement were prevalent
in society, a cheerful trust in the divine
this way, it endeavors to awaken a popu
lar prejudice against the movement.
But order would pervade every breast ; there
violence,

outrage,

opposed to the commandments of God
and the necessities of man, if yon cherish
the blessed assurance that the human

will family are destined to dwell together in
relations of love, then you are called on,

would be peace on earth and good

Its only effect to men ;

rance, or malice, or both.

in the

ceive you as members, you have nothing
turies have been appealed to in theory and to do for the promotion of the cause ?
neglected in practice, " Seek ye first the you have not a cordial faith in the move
kingdom of God and his righteousness and ment, as the greatest work which man
significant

bors?
Or rather, if they are to be taken
are sure to produce as soon as they are as the exponents of Christianity, what won
understood in all their relations and bear
der that so many free and generous hearts

ings, society would at once be converted
into a band of brothers ; a divine sereni

of man, which

holiest relations

over

blight

hypotheses in regard to from destruction, will fully accomplish its
; but announces with mission.
It is armed with power from on
of scientific conviction, the high, and it will go forward till all the

of life ; all will be the divine will.

will be shut out from the means of abun
dance.
Surely in laboring for a consum

sheds its deadly

organization

infringements of the divine order on which
in frightful contrast with the marble pal modern civilization rests, and the methods
ace ; no one can revel in a superfluity of by which the relations of men with each
wealth, while others are destitute of the other may be adjusted in accordance with
necessaries

now

ures, no fanciful

possession of the means of education, im

common

which

every thing precious and beautiful

and fraud

will be to recoil upon those by whom it is would be banished ; truth and love would
issued, nor have they the inward strength
to sustain the violence of the shock.

The Association

reform, although it oc

reign

triumphant

; the earth

would

as by a voice from Heaven, to consecrate
be your best energies to the advancement of

made like the garden of Eden ; and man,
now fallen

and degraded,

be re

would

the cause,

even

though

circumstances

should prevent you for years from engag
ing personally in the attempt for its reali

to theological
stored to the beauty of holiness and the
For thus conspiring with zation.
You should exert yourself for
foundation in the image of God.
Give
deepest religious convictions and princi
Christanity, — that sublime and blessed the promotion of its principles.
Among its advocates may be found faith, which, though so imperfectly compre your testimony to the truth you have em
ples.

cupies

a position

controversies,

foreign

has ita

a great variety of opinion on speculative
Talk over the subject with your
hended, has wrought such moral miracles braced.
Show them the grounds of
points ; their religious connexions are no on the earth, — in the hope of a better desti neighbors.
Induce them to read
doubt extremely diversified ; but the ba ny for man, in devotion to the progress of your convictions.
sis of the system lies deep in the reli
humanity, and with a boundless reliance on the doctrines. Circulate the documents.
gious

sentiment,

divine

order

which

all external

in the conviction

pervading

of a on the Infinite Providence, we are stigma Let the Associative books and newspa
of tized as infidels, held up to the dread of pers be widely diffused. If yon have pe

the Universe,

arrangements

should

According to the
principles of Universal Unity, as set forth
by Fourier, the Providence of God is al
ways consistent with itself; it embraces
every created thing from the play of hu
man passion to the orbit of the stars ; the
divine law, which is manifested in visible

be

the

nature,

expression.

should

regulate

the organization

of society ; and a practical

unbelief

in

society

as recreant

to religion,

and de

nounced as enemies to the holiest

senti

cuniary means, follow the example which
has been nobly set, of aiding the move
ment, without the certainty of immediate

of the human heart. Be it so.
A few individuals, by
We are content to bear any name which personal returns.
may comport with the sense of justice in combining a part of their resources, in the
those who apply it.
Our faith will one present state of Association, would insure
day be known by our works ; our charac- ! its success beyond the shadow of a doubt.

ments

ters will receive the credit

to which they
what matter?

You may do as much, perhaps, where you
It is
aro, as in the bosom of a Phalanx.

are entitled ; or

if otherwise,

Our principles

will triumph, and that is not so much by the outward opportunity, as
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by the spirit of devotedness, that you can
Do not fail in
help forward the work.

of need.

the

hour

you

to its service.

Humanity

beckons

The most glorious

mission of the age demands your devotion.
Abolish antagonism in social relations ;
institute attractive industry ; divide the
fruits of labor on the principle of distribu
tive justice ; give all the chances of a uni
apply machinery to the

tary education;
benefit

of

the masses ; and make use of

the vast economies of the combined house
hold s, and you

will have the external

•conditions for the highest and most har
monious development of all the faculties

of

human

nature.

In such an order of

the soul would

expand in new
beauty and strength ; the divine ideal of
man would be fully realized ; the kingdom
society,

We are sure that he will not object vails. They are moving forward under
— own 2000 acres of fine land,
to our making this use of his testimony, a charter,
with water power, 29 yoke of oxen, 37
as an evidence of the verdict which will
cows, and a corresponding amount of oth*
hereafter be pronounced upon our earnest er stock, such as horses, hogs, sheep,
&c., are putting in 400 acres of wheat
labors, by the candid and free-minded lov
ers of truth every where.
Our most pas this fall, have just harvested 100 acres of
the best of wheat, 57 acres of oats, and
sionate wish is to obtain a fair hearing
other grain in proportion.
They have
for our principles, to show the superiority
been organized a little more than a year,
of cooperation over competition, to call and embrace in their number about 30
attention of free and honest minds to the families.
" One very favorable feature in their
enormous evils engendered by the princi
institution is, that they are entirely out of
ple of antagonism in social relations, and debt, and intend to remain so ; they do
thus to prepare the way for the reception not, and are determined never to owe a
An excellent free school
of the doctrines of unity and concord, single dollar.
is provided for all the members ; and as
which alone are in accordance with the
they have no idle gentlemen, or ladies to
essential nature of man, and able to secure
support, all have time to receive a good
the attainment of his destiny on earth. education."
The social reform in which we are en
PARADISE LOST.
Mr. William Para
gaged, is no work of ignorant caprice, of
dise, of Indiana, left his home on the 1st
arbitrary selection, or of theoretic specu
instant, and has not since been heard of
lation.
It is the application of the true by his friends.
social law to the relations between man
ters.

of God would come, and his will be done
Work, then,
O friends, for the coming of the better
Let the thought of its advent fill and man. It is founded on rigid deduc
day.
WORK1NG-MENS CONVENTION.
tions of science, illustrated by all the anal
Re
your hearts with a pure enthusiasm.
HT A meeting of the NEW ENGLAND
will be
MEN'S ASSOCIATION
member, that on your fidelity to your ogies of the universe, and confirmed by WORKING
held at FALL RIVER, Mass., on TUUKIduty, may depend the hope of its speedy practical experience.
Its general reali DAY, the llth of September next.
zation will be the triumph of justice and
approach.
The friends of Industrial Reform are invit

on earth as it is in heaven.

ed to attend. Come one, come all. Ample
provision will be made by the frienda at Fall
nent establishment of equal lights and River for the accommodation of all who shall
CORRESPONDENCE.
equal benefits, the fulfilment of the spirit attend the Convention from out of town.
" Newport, R. I., Aug. 11, 1845.
Newspapers friendly to the cause, will
" With the Harbinger, I am, as are of Christianity in the structure of society. please copy this advertisement.
Hence, for the present, we are more anx
L. W. RYCKMAN. Pres.
doubtless all its readers, highly satisfied.
ious to discuss principles, than to exhibit
THOMAS ALMY, Sec'y.
The spirit and ability with which it is
results.
We challenge investigation for
Aug. 23, 1845.
written, cannot fail to advance the princi
our doctrines ; but we do not profess to
and
cause
it
advocates.
a
feel
ples
havo embodied our doctrines in our insti
lively interest in the experiment you are
In West Roxbury, two Lots of Land in
We are the humblest of pion
tution.
the immediate vicinity of Brook Farm, con
trying, if it still can be called an experi
eers in the mightiest of works.
He that taining, one sixty, and the other thirty acres.
ment.
People are generally much mista
would know us, therefore, must not look Inquire of WILLIAM PALMER, near the
ken, it seems to me, in looking upon an
premises.
at what we have done, but at what we are
August 9, 1845.
establishment like yours as something to
Still, we are not without a
seeking for.
tally contradictory to all past experience
confirmation of our faith from the results
in social and political life ; whereas it
The green blade just
of experience.
Is published simultaneously at New York
aims but to be a more complete develop
shooting above the surface, must not be and Boston, bj the BROOK FARM PHALANX,
ment of principles that lie now at the bot
Office in New
taken for the golden harvest ; but it as every Saturday morning.
tom of all human society.
We are all
York, BURGESS, STRINGER & Co., No. 222
sures us of the vitality of our seed, and
Broadway ; and in Boston, REDDING & Co.,
already associated ; our commonest word,
that with favoring suns and rains, we No. 8 State Street.
community, implies the very thing you
shall rejoice in the riches and beauty of
TERMS. Two Dollars a year, or One Dol
are aiming at. Only that you are seeking
lar for six months, payable invariably in ad
an abundant autumn.
to make predominant what have hitherto
vance. Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
and REMITTANCEs
COMMUNICATIONS
been subordinate, namely Love and Jus
WISCONSIN PHALANX.
We understand should be addressedto the publishers in New
tice, and to keep in willing subjection
that a story is going the rounds of the York and Boston, or to the " Editors of the
what have been the too active and impru
Harbinger," Brook Farin, West Roxbury,
newspapers of the failure of this Associ
Mass.
dent leaders in society, namely, the sel
We lately inserted a statement
ation.
O* Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As
fish feelings of our nature.
That BO ma
sociation Clubs, and all persons wishing to
contradicting this report ; but the follow
ny cultivated and noble spirits are engag
diffuse the principles defended in this paper,
ing additional information which we find
ed so confidently in this cause, is of itself
by forwarding FIFTEEN DOLLARS, will be
in the "Ohio American" published at supplied with TEN COPIES.
a fact of great promise.
" Could you not give in the Harbinger Cleveland, may be gratifying to many of
It r Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
Offices, No. 222 Broadway, New York, and
our readers.
an account of your mode of living at
" wish through the medium of your No. 8 State Street, Boston, and by booksellers
and periodical agenU throughout the U.Statei.
Brook Farm, your occupations, relations
columns to correct a statement which has Price, 6 1-4 cents.
together, results and experiences?
been going the rounds of the newspapers
you are matured enough for such an ex in this vicinity, and in other parts, that
GENERAL AGENTS.
Phalanx had failed, and
position, it would do much more than the Wisconsin
I am prepared to state, upon
dispersed.
merely gratify the curiosity of readers."
30 ANN STREET, NEW YORK.
the authority of a letter from their Secre
HALIBURTON, 1-2STATE ST. BOSTON.
We take the liberty with our esteemed tary, dated July 31, 18-15, that the report
is entirely
without
foundation.
They
CINCINNATI.
B.
friend, of inserting in our columns the have never been in a
more prosperous
above extract from one of his private let condition, and the utmost harmony pre
FEINTED AT THE BROOK FARM PRESS.
love over duplicity

I

and force,

Ihe perma
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littleness all science : but look at science

act of human life, of real pas

from the lofty point of view of Pythago
ras, of Kepler, of Fourier ; climb to that

sion, whether
narmonic
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play,

in its subversive

I

sbould

pr in its

be the last

to pitch, and then gay if scienpe be hostile
Or even keep to the Newto
to poetry!

But the poetry of the present
dispute.
and of the past is one thing, that of the
future will be quite another ; one, individ

-

nian stand-point ; let our literateurs, so
ridiculous when they enter the domain of

groaning,
sendmg lorih science, ajl pomatumed ?nd perfumed with
and clamors of distress ; the ambergris, — let them only read, if they
What errors they commit, these sages, who other individual and humanitary at once, can, the Mecanique Celeste, and they will
woiild teach us the good way, but of whom
drawing from the great harmonies of na- see if they have worn these disdainful airy
not one has had the genius to perceive that
neither the good nor the beautiful is com ture,mspired by the cooperative movements with a good grace.
patible with Civilization ; and that TOfar from of populations and of races, by the voice
To pretend to pit science and poetry
seeking to introduce the good into this socie
of .divine Laws; the one obscure, the othr against each other in two hostile camps,
ty, which Is a very sink of vices, the only
wise choice is to escape from Civilization and er radiant and overwhelming ; the one is a thing worthy of an age which seeks
enter the way of social good !
dipping ite pencil in black blood and tears, also in the social domain to canton order
FOURIER.
the other harmonizing upon large canvass, and liberty apart. — Order is an absurdi
Have you told them that Ihe high
bordered with frold and diamonds, the sev ty without liberty ; they are two facia
a,
est artistic expression pf
thing corresponds
en live oolots of the rain-bow ; the one bound together in solidarity : and, in the
to its maximum of utility ?
VICTOR LABOUR.
whirling round in chaos, the other hover creation, poetry is to mathematics what,
FHALANSTERIAN

ARCHITECTURE.

ual,

mournful,

great wails,

in the social world, liberty is to order. —
ing with graceful flight over creation.
But if you do not want poetry in spr Is there no poetry in the great harmonica
The nearer the proportions to their central
— and indeed, who at of nature ? Now on what are these great
and generating term, the greater and more cial things to-day,
the present time could divine what such harmonics founded, if not on mathematic
powerful they are.
SECTION

I.

SAINT MARTIN.

Yes, we must stop :
For now that the name of Poetry

poetry would be, since what we call so
cial things is nothing but a fleshless poli

al laws? — Are they, then, things which

is

tics, a charter, a dry and rattling skeleton,

can be separated?
And
now, the solution

the more lavishly bestowed, the less it is

whose bones are the budget, the electoral

and beautiful question of the humanitary

comprehended ; now

law, the census, and the responsibility of architecture, suited to the exigences of
the ministers? — if you do not want poet the organization of man and of the social
the most happy and most
life which
ry there, let us return, I say, to arithme

this

to the ridiculous

aps and downs of town

life, into the intrigues of the civilized al
cove, into the street kennels, into every
puerility

and obscenity ; now that the so

if,

is

that they dip

name into all sorts of domestic scenes, in

of the great

Let us oiuKe additions and subtrac perfect, responding to the integrality of
Let us man's necessities and desires, deduced
totals, and remainders.
talk in figures. Let us count. You shall from those necessities and desires, and
tic

tions,

characters, 1 -2 mathematically adjusted to the
and 0, are a battery more mordial fitnesses of his physical
this form,
than sufficient to demolish Civilization and sional constitution
ners, pur weeping, lamentable /."/.- poets ; ruin all its defences.
flects majestic and complete, as
now it does verily seem as if they could
Meanwhile let us not be deceived ; let see, the grand law of universal

only make poetry

with

the sighings

see that the nine Arabian

3466789

;

if

poetry
startles and puts to flight our ruffled lite
rature, our painters of private life and man

and us attach no value

to the grand declara

is

cial poetry, the great humanitary

great pri
and pas
which re
we shall
harmony,

found to be, a* the same time and for

of eccentric love, with vapor, tions which our little ethereal poets, our the same reason, endowed with the high
of architectural
poetry
with ether, — nay more, — for some, with dinner-table literati, make, in the name of est expression
that
classic poniard which kills, all decently and poetry, against the mathematics and the which
possible to conceive of,
reason for rejecting
according to rule, behind the scenes, hilt- exact sciences. — It is true indeed, that
this grand
You doubt
ed with a twelve-feet Alexandrian, tough
What then
materialistic,
the present
fragmentary
er than ite own wooden blade;— rand, for school of science has wished, and still architectural thought can be realized, boothers, with the poniard of the middle wishes, by its arbitrary data, by its deni
cause, forsooth, as the diamond contains
ages, which cuts throats in the full theatre, al of an intelligently planned and prees- the pure white solar ray and all the seven
it&enumthrough the whole length of the dishevel tablished harmony of things, to banish colors which compose it, so this

if

in

?

a

it
!

it
is

is

Swellings

God from the creation ; it is true that it ble contains integral harmony and all the
You suspect
and reduced to harmonica which produce

That there may be poetry in a part of has dried, and fractured,

it
!

led drama.

ants, which defy the winds of the great
together, with their styles vary
ing with the relations of things, with seas, and the hurricanes of the tropics
characters, their brave and worthy ships of the line, upon
their proper individual
thick- w aisted, high-masted,
special types, forming an archetypal man- my word,

;

dinated

there still

arc expended

rope, for making,

million*

£'*»

hi

con

inhabit

hundred

and unmak

supporting

Thai

ing thousands of bastioned fronts.
true, that
not impossible —

is

and Canada

It

to Brazil

for eighteen

is

from Calcutta
structions

!

marvel

all whose parts are coor

is

resolves itself into

a

it

it,

because

lous microcosm,

;
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one

!

is

:

of

a

a

a

is

;

is

a

a

It

ciative manner. — Madness and nonsense.

Let this man add that he has found the

to present —
here they arc, here are the plans, exam
ine them.
And
the plans appear good,
:

means, that he has them

swear

a

single
new world.

dreams, and falsehood

even

hear

nevertheless,

the mouth of

I

must

!

— Pshaw
0! you

of them,

trial

the gateway of
it,

one.

a

make at least

a

speak
must be put to your ears.
If
you are lodged, the rest of you, all the
world are not.
There are those who
ing-trumpet

have

too much cold in winter,

and too

much beat in summer,

do you know it?

there

bundle

are those whose
bed grows

for

turned to mud when

mouldy,

of straw

and whose floor
rains

Yet man

was not made to live in dens.
He
an animal who burrow-8 in the earth

is

it

!

!

it
is

tion of the following problem
In these fortifications,
where the be
To find Ihc architectural condition.t best nevolent visitor sees, in general, nothing
suited to tlip irants of tlic individual and so but ramparts and fosses, there
not an
cial life, and to fir ax these cnndiltuns de inclination of the ground, not an inequali
tlie ltabitation
mand, the type
not calculated
and when a
popu ty which

men in

and asso

;

"

and madness!
but, as you know, exactly, to the small
So then, to return to the special ques est part of an inch
And
requires dif
tion which occupies us,
delirium and ferent combinations
for different posi
madness to propose to one's self the solu
tions

agreeable

!

a

a

;

is

:

delirium

convenient,

healthy,

it

;

a

by
a

it
is

man,

it,

a

:

this, in fine, which, now the heights, all the dimensions, to modify
thousand ways
by an incredible power of them in
thousand
and for
speaks of him considerations,
genius, has discovered
thousand rela
as the Trojans did of the inspired proph
tions to coordinate eac hto all the others,
etess
"This
dreams and falsehood, and that not by
coarse approximation,
Harmony

that

be thinking of lodging

should

if

arrange the

well.

a

had to manage and combine,

to every

for this they remove

man come and say that we

if

discover

But let

is

has been the

;

is

and which

all this they have

bold attempt to incidences, posts of command, and defiles
an escape from subversion into to combine all the forms, to calculate all

great obstacle

;

of

;

the rest of the details

I

which has so long

it is

ter-guards, fosses, covered roads, places
of arms and reducts of places of arms,
crossings, communications. — spare you

It

so deeply sunk in evil that he regards
as his element.
this fatal belief
understanding,

a

a

.

Parapets, bastions, courting, tenaille,
half-moon and reduct of half-moon
coun

paralyzed the human

nu

of

it

has cost to much. —

arrive at the present solution of this prob

!

evil is, that man

For this

laborers,

they work the
stone, they dig deep ditches of sixty feet
the hard rock
for this no price
too

It

proof of social

tical

what efforts, what in

lem.

The most striking prac

ture gravitates.

who am of the trade,

it
!

eternal harmonies to which his noble na

ery needed faculty

a

against the

city

the soil, they drive piles,

twenty-four

telligence and combinations

plenty of money,

is

his native attractions,

you,

what observations,

reason

perverted

can tell

is

there

in

I

than this re

plunged,

and

!

against

is

ny into which he
volt of his false

a

twelre inches and balls

cusing witness of the subversion of desti

of

forces over merous corps of engineers, who bring to
attack them these things science, intelligence, and ev

of

more ac

superiority
which should

I

a

a

is

!

lation of the deviation of man,

simple thing to lay down

tion and construct the solution.

a great army
with immense materials, say with bombs

reve

more startling

quite

the problem of the fortification

troops

minion.
not

in the system

necessary

change

great

of

To put under shelter a little body
er or less time,

there

and produc

upon new bases, to recommence the inven

thus

over which he has received power and do

No

philanthropic

of the same sort, should

of defence, you would see that they would
it

1

problem, and we

another

in a city, and even give them, for

in this world,

if

find

But here

any other

tive invention

pagne, or in the land of Bcauce

a

,

it

to incarnate

or

make

enunciate

and that the task of man

the Universe,

here below

is

in

j

is

archetype engraved in the human soul
the Eternal \\~urd every where incarnated

shore,

from

leagues

tlian to lodge in
unitary building eigh
teen hundred good peasants in open Cham
in

of the creation, to the

sublime teachings

great voices of the heavens and the earth
unto man, that this ideal
proclaiming

hundred

eighteen

:

:

then, to the

it

— Hearken

if

R

!

hundred men in the midst of the ocean,

an implacable

illusion?

?

an

and cruel irony

it

j it

is
a

but

nothing

in

a

'.

it

;

in

i

of the constituent parts of the great an of
this direction at
killing men, and that
with sails squared, and speaking loud any rate men do not shut the door of hope
ifestation of beauty, of order, of universal
from two decks, with their triple batte against any species of progress and per
unity!
—
Can
be, then, that this sentiment of ries of thirty-six and of twenty-four, and fection. — Look at the monster-mortar,
there \s
bombs to carry
mile, heaveus
beauty, of proportion, of fitness, placed in biting hard, too, with their grappling
future
this discovery.
the human heart like an inextinguishable
irons
the adoption of this discovery,
Well
easier, then, to lodge eighteen
Is
Was
torch,
false, deceitful light?

not
and

!

a

a

!

a

is

in

:

is

of

a

of

a

it
is

if

;

a

of

a

is

of

he must be lodged.
eighteen hundred persons, —
Well then
he must be lodged, find
strong place has made its toilet of war,
population which corresponds to
adorned for the siege, there is any thing better for
unitary when
Pha
lodging than
cultiration
the soil, and which forms, so not
not
stone, there
lump of earth lanstery, find any thing better for the sat
to speak, the elementary cell
the great so which
not
its place
isfaction of his wants, better as to agreecial /iice
The determination of a bastioned front, ableness, as to magnificence, as to econo
lation

'

in ;

'

porting their inhabitants from Toulon to the invention has been made, realized
the Cape," from the Cape to Calcutta,
solid masonry.
There have been, and

you

hear?

as to econo

there

so ill-founded

is

Strange things
absurd,

no problem so

and productive

ill, that they have not sought to resolve
on this earth

and they

of
it

it

it

'

a

enoygh to put them out, constructions
which lodge eighteen hundred jnen, and judge by the time, the labor, the study
not founded upon firm land, or upon
and the science which
requires to com
rock, but movable, traversing the ocean at prehend it.
the rate of nine knots an hour, and transNow, this problem has been resolved

do

my

rise in rebellion

against the idea of determining the laws
of an architecture which shall harmonize
with the organization of man
The academy tasks its ingenuity
!

to think of it.
and mental ap
cost, you may

is

frightful

What efforts, intelligence,
plication the invention of

ditions, that

my, — yes,

!

con

problem so overloaded with con

;

stitutes

!

the type and element of fortification,
it

is

it
is

is

madness! and you sav
unheard of, extravagant, impracticable,
that
the word. And you say this when
you have right under your own eyes, near

a

This, then,

year to find prize-subjects

every

for the pupils of
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;

a

and in less than power to comprehend
Ibe school of architecture, and it has nev indications of nature
proposition, will
And yet six months you will see Association real think of disputing.
But we march in
er dreamed of proposing this.

fact, let the architect, leaving
the quarter-round, the ogee and the orders,

method,

social

form

an assemblage rigorously

is

a

republics

natural,

;

splendor and magnificence,
characters were not more

or

This step taken, the artist, choosing for
the associative architecture, will find him
self next busied with the calculation of
destinies;
he will discover by degrees,
while he is seeking the bases of his pro
ject, all the conditions of the associative

all eternity,

you know,

of

established

tion.

Let us then examine

for

the score of practicability,

as were all the

it

themselves that

was

ties of application.

to bow

necessary

SECTION

may

be examined,

according

determined

to fixed and well-

correspondencies.

The cal

I

the general

idea of

the Phalanstery,
of the manor of an in
dustrial Phalanx, which will take the
place of the civilized village, as the vil
lage has taken the place of the Kraal of
the savage.
Have
said that the first
Phalansteries
which
from
spring
the

I

is

the reward
work, and that his discovery
of the religious docility with which he
All
followed the indications of nature.
the arrangements of the associative life
The architectural are exactly chalked out, like the archi
tion of the others.
problem is only a particular case of the tectural arrangements which we have just

adapted to this same nature.
All these questions arc essentially con
You cannot resolve one, without
nected.
at the same time determining the solu

ARITHMETIC.

womb of our poor civilization will be as
and sumptuous as the Phalanste
ries of High Harmony, the Phalansteries
brilliant

born and baptized

No,

ture

I

propensities of man. comes from gens-d'armes and scaffolds.
The reader must understand that Fou
And so speculating on the architecture
best adapted to human nature, one neces rier went to work in directly the opposite
sarily meets the form of society also best way from all these reformers of God's
inborn

II.

Two and two moke four."

have explained

!

which
life, which are no other than natural and laws of their own manufacturing,
the wants, need no other sanction than that which
from
deductions
practical

which

"

;

before nature, to draw nigh unto her, and
they like better the
ask of her her laws

the question on
and reduce to

their just value the pretended impossibili

charters that preceded his.
Men have not yet been able to persuade

pared with

in

charter of 1830, which

problem,

these

na

author of the glorious

that of M. Berard,

general social
stated thus :

as

conformable

some

is

made after the fashion
worth
God, which

ces, all contend for the second system.

and

objec

to the attractions of humanity and conse
quently to its destiny, than the sinks, the
what more than the fashion of Plato, or kennels, and the mud holes of Civiliza
ture and

material, social

tastes

all

— objections
tions about its practicability
which people do not fail to draw from its

normal,

the human

from

and thus anticipate

economy,

'

and of service, pleasures of every nature,
and artistical convenien

form not

to nature,

utopian

of

ease, facility of intercourse

Economy,

which

deduced

ganization,

of families.

the

is

for

all

social

contrary

sprung from their brains,
constructed after their fashion,-^ but upon

a
edifice

word, so much scepticism to
have, in
overcome, we, who throw out an idea of

they

Harmony into the midst of Civilization,
that we must examine the associative
and all the dreams of the architecture with especial reference to

factitious,

And this architect will find himself, at like Civilization

Either an isolated house for each fam-

that

if

artificial,

this experi

evident

best would have fallen upon

the very first step, face to face with the philosophers,
which have
following alternative :

ily.
Or a unitary

;

;

men had only followed
is

If

his tastes,

to determine mental

the conditions of the system of building
adapted to his nature ;

of an integral

formation

a

man, with his wants,

the

is

Given

and his natural propensities,

prob

row, ordinary, deformed and ugly, so
that the
incapable of comprehending
would only be necessary to highest poetic expression of which any
society
follow in a docile spirit the voice of the movement
susceptible corresponds pre
we
genius of humanity.
cisely to its maximum of utility
command

it

propose to himself the architectural
lem stated in this way :

people *-i! accustomed to think nothing
not nar
practicable or possible which

is

— In

step by step. The crea
tion of an associative architecture would

;

served for art in the career of social pro

gress.

then the system of education, and all the
other functions,

it

executed or even thought of until now.
Meanwhile this^was the social task re

;

a

is

It

evident that do roads so encumbered with obstacles, so
it is a conception more fruitful, an idea ized by instinct.
more lofty by a hundred cubits, than all mestic labor would first be organized on sown with prejudices, so beset with the
briars of routine
great scale and in an associative manner
the architectural ideas which have been
we have to talk to

the sun of the fu

have not said that.

those resplendent

Com

Phalanste

;

is

ries, the first attempts of Civilization will
Given man, with his wants, his tastes, culation which has given him the knowl
the be abortions
yet those abortions will
propensities, to determine the edge of the associative architecture
conditions of tlie social system best adapted same with that which has given him the seem enchanted abodes after such habita

his natural

key to all the other constituent parts of tions as ours.
However
cheap the materials of the
the word social system, and the harmonic society.
The verification of these calculations, earliest Phalansteries, their unity of con
you will find in it industrial system, com
mercial system, scientific system, system the counterproof of the operations, con struction, the symmetry of great masse?,
of education, system of architecture, &c. sists in submitting the results obtained to the contrast and variety of parts, the hap

to Ats nature :
Decompose

alliance,

of all

God's works, the true stamp of all har
mony.

That

;

a

for this

the character

of these buildings with the.
waters, the vegetation, the rich fields an
imated by
happy and joyous popula
tion
all this will be enough to make of
harmonies

a

I

have shown,

;

a

population of three or four
hundred unequal families, rich and poor,
leave
mothers, and children
fathers,
lead there

the comfortable

with
as

it,

discovered it for all the others.
Construct a Phalanstery and furnish

;

have discovered the law which ought to
govern one of these systems, you have

of the details with the
the composite touch-stone; in examining
py harmonizing
whether they realize the alliance of the whole, and the architectural
expression
large social thought
good with the beautiful, of the artistic throughout of
the
is

all so many particular branches of the so
Now since truth is ONE, if you

cial tree.

Phalansterian

architecture,

the the very earliest

elementary type of the great humanitary
contains the most living
architecture,

Phalansteries

honorable

;

is

a

is

;

luxury will soon follow, increas
ing with its resources, — and the progres
them to themselves and let them act;
above all preserve them from all contact springs from which architectural art and sion will be rapid.
The first experimental
what no artist and no
with pedantic philosophers and moralists, poetry can draw,
Phalanstery,
race always forward to contradict the man who has any elevation of soul or the one whose success
to prove beyond
abodes
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Then it Mauds well mil duly detnonWeigh
will fee that trated :
if
That tlit ISOLATED ARC8rrccTtRt
well glazed, well sired
and productive of evil, whereas the
this first Phalanstery will certainly be es and warmed, with its great stair-ways
ARCHITECTS!!*
fvlf.lt ail
tablished in a place not occupied by a regularly disposed, its atriums and JU
conditions of economy, health and pleaTillage ; it will be a piece of ground of closed porches on the basement story, the
by a where one may alight from his carriage mfe ;. satiffict all the dejnandi of fitness,
a

dispute the great social truth, which can such unfavorable
not be introduced into certain brains by all these things,
the way of science and of calculation, — the street-gallery,

about
square league, purchased
joint-stock company, who will introduce
upon it a population to cultivate and im
prove it ; this will be an associated colony,
the labors of agri

combinedly

executing

of education

of the work-shops,

culture,

from abroad ; and opens to Art, note killed by the other,
an unhoped for and unheard of future.

on returning

I

you will see,

say, that the street gal

if

it would

be most

lery, with all its luxury, is a construction
as it is healthy and com

that

fortable.

teach M. Hflgo, who wrote to that effect,

bor are expended, in every household, for
the service of the kitchen, of the cellar,

and wise to lodge a popula
tion of eighteen hundred or two thousand of the granary, for the bringing of water,
people in a great unitary edifice, or to which servants and women have to draw
tuild from three hundred and fifty to four several times a day, at the pump or foun
economical

hundred

isolated,

little

civilized

three hundred and fifty moral

houses,

and philo

sophic hovels?
Here is nothing
mad,

as our

fantastical,

chimerical,

say; this is

smart writers

prose : it does not re
quire much architecture, nor much arith
metic to comprehend that the development
all

plain

vulgar

tain, for the preservation
and for

all

those

of cleanliness,

domestic

operations,

which are performed by very simple mech
anisms in the Phalansterian construction.

the case of the borough

or village,

as it

would in the case of the Phalanstery.
Add to this the necessary enclosures
in the isolated system, the court-yard and
garden walls; think that you can have
under a single covering

running

regular

ly from one end to the other of the asso
three

ciative edifice,

and even four sto

ries; that you save four hundred kitch
ens, four hundred

dining-halls,

four hun

labor lost by all
those forces which a few machines might
save ; add to these advantages, which be
come immense, when

applied

on a great

perior strength and efficiency of every op
eration performed with unity and regular
ity, and well directed, over fragmentary
and anarchical
operations, executed at
present

in circumstances

the most unfa

concentrating them all in a few vast Seristerics. — Then, an analogous reduction

things,

scat

— Then,

in

dependently of the economy of the place
add that of two or
and the building,
three

thousand

holes,

with

their

gates,

windows,

sashes,

port

work ;

wainscotting

to undergo ; multiply the exof each house by the number o

pence

houses, and then pronounce.

As to the street-gallery, let us see how
In every house, twist
much that saves.
ed and rickety

stair-ways,

which consume

a great deal of room and of materials
corridors,
entries, landing-places;
then
precautions of every sort
from the lowest class to the highest, from

the expensive

the umbrella to the carriage,

which

each

of the two thousand inhabitants of the vil

a weakness of
M. Hugo, M. Hugo '.

is only

who has constructed,
diculous

theory,

who

I know

not what ri

has sweated blood

and water through two or three chapters,
to establish in pompons phrase, that Hu
manity hitherto has made architecture to
the sole and simplistic end of making po
etry,

who,

and

setting

out

from

this

p*oint, has laid down this solemn puerility,
that the discovery of printing killed ar

marble and granite into line ! ! ! M. Hu
go, the poet, who, because he makes poe
try himself with a pen, has taken it into
can make no
his head that Humanity

limits the field of humanity

and of the fu

ture to the extent of his own brain ; M.

Hugo, in short, who, wishing to be pro
found at all events, instead of keeping to
his own part, has had the heart to soil his
beautifnl tale of Notre Dame, by introdu
there this sublime nonsensicality,

cing

summed up in these words; This, — the
the Unitary
which alone permits you to book , — tcill kill that, — the monument.
substitute order for disorder, good man
In truth, there never was a more vain
and senseless notion.
It would be well
agement for waste, is not, arithmetically
then decide whether

and prosaically

speaking, a thousand times
preferable to this confused and fragment
ary architecture.

All

this,

I

might

repeat

a thousand

think

incessantly

mind.

Architecture,

of the ruinous times, is nothing fantastical or foolish ; al!
each of these houses this is vulgar, positive, palpable, and so
expense which
clear, that even a philosopher might un
occasions every year, of their short dura
One may call himself desti
tion, being badly built, of the ignoble derstand it.
botching and repairing which they have tute of all poetic sense, of all feeling 0I
and iron

own

the guaranties against fire, which more poetry except with pens ! M. Hu
cost more and more enormous sums in go, who pretends to impale Humanity
Paris every year ; finally, think of the su within the dimensions of his sphere ; who

vorable in every respect ; and when you
have examined, considered, calculated al

in a host of rooms and work-shops,

their

scale,

dred granaries, four hundred cellars, four
hundred stables, four hundred barns, by

tered now all over a village.

that this opinion

The distribution of water alone, in the
families of great cities, like Paris, employs chitecture, because then Humanity could
thousands of arms, and constitutes one make poetry more easily by lines of letters
whole branch of industry.
Estimate the and words, than by bringing blocks of

of the walls, and roofs, and the frames to amount of productive
be raised, would be four times as great in

And this will teach those who believed
Architecture was dead, and it will

as economical

Then consider how much time and la

and of the household.

Now do you ask

under shelter,

circotnsUuiees :

and yon

for
this

M. Hugo to retrench from his work
unfortunate

addition

which

made to his last editions ; for

if

he has

his work

is destined to live hereafter, such chapters

will be no honor to his intelligence.
It
would be well, if he would leam and bear
in mind, that, great poet as he is, he has
not the right to ride into the domain of

Social Science, all booted and bespattered,
and symmetry ; one may be like Louis XIV into the Parliament; and
absolutely deaf, by organization, to the that when one wishes to construct a social
voice of harmony and fitness, and still he science, he must first go to school and
proportion

would have to yield.

For it is arithmetic

which speaks, and concludes : there is no
arguing against that.

study it.
Believe, then, artists, rather in the ge
nius of Humanity, than in the voice of
false prophets.
Architecture,
which they

Will you say it is impossible to arrange
wood and stones in an associative edifice ! say is dead and buried, has got many cu
Will wood and stone refuse to be so fash bits yet to grow, before it shall have at
The future is large,
ioned ? If wood and stones do not refuse tained its stature.
The apostles of nar
to lend themselves to such constructions
man is powerful,

be you not less intelligent than these ma
lage is obliged to take against the cold, terials, by brutally casting across the rea
the rain, and all the annoyances of bad sonings and calculations just made, this
weather ; then all the cost of comfort in foolish word, impossibility.

of poverty and
do not draw their inspiration
from the living sources, and it is not to

rowness

and feebleness,

mediocrity,

them that you must listen,
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A SPlftlT WALKETH BY MY SIDE.
A SPIRIT walketh by my side,

arms, nor

That once from me by death was driven,
But back returned, a viewless bride,

posed, he answered

Clothed in the saintly robes of Heaven.
And silently she talks to me,
As stars unto the earth at even ;

any brilliant
offices.

copy

And thus we love though love is not,
And thus we live though life is riven ;
This is that all my humble lot
While of the Earth, may be of Heaven.
A. D. r. R. — JV. Y. Tribune.

CONSUELO.'
IX.
"During Albert's absence,

the Count

and the canonees had formed many pro
jects for tlie future welfare of their dear
child, and especially that of marrying him.

With his fine person, his illustrious name
and hia still considerable fortune, Albert
But
might aspire to the best matches.
in case a remnant of indolence and of
savage freedom should make him unwil
ling to bring himself forward and push his
fortune in the world, they kept in reserve
for him a young person as well born as
he, since she was his cousin-german,

and

diplomacy,

nor

for

civil

To every thing which was pro
a resigned air,

with

nature was but an exaggerated

of his

" ' Then we must employ our last re
source,' said my uncle, ' and make him
marry
child,

Amelia.
looks

He knew her when a

upon her as his sister, and

father's,

man,

that calm

gloomy temperament to which he seems
more and more inclined.'

"

whose patience is a close neighbor to
Albert did not reject this proposition,
apathy, and in whom modesty is a sort of and without committing himself openly,
self-denial.
That which gives my uncle consented to become acquainted with me.
a different manner from his son, is a feel It was agreed that nothing should be said
ing of duty to society,
though

FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
Translatedfor the Harbinger.

part in the world, neither for
for

that be would obey the wishes of his pa will be loss timid with her ; and as she
rents, but for himself he had no need is of a cheerful and decided character,
either of luxury or glory.
After all, this she will correct, by her good nature, the
indolent

She talks of love and life to be,
Such lite and love as is in Heaven.
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which

devoid of decision

is strong,
and of pride.

to me, in order to spare me the mortifica
tion of a refusal, which was quite possible
on his part.
They wrote to my father :

Albert also seemed to comprehend his
duties towards his family ; but public du and as soon as his consent was obtained,
ties, as we understand them, appeared took steps to procure from the Pope the
not to draw his attention more than in the dispensations which were rendered neces
days of his

childhood.

His father and sary by our relationship.

mine pursued

the career of arms under

Montecuculli

against

Turenne.

time

father

my

withdrew

At

the same

me from the

They convent, and one fine morning we arrived

Castle, I, very glad to breathe
the free air, and quite impatient to see my
It was the duty of betrothed ; my good father, full of hope,
Imperial majesty.
their time to obey, and believe blindly in and imagining that he had perfectly con
had carried with them to the wars, a sort

of religious

sentiment

inspired

by

at Giant's

the

This age, more enlight
cealed his design from me, which he had
of their halo of unwittingly revealed at every word during
The first thing that struck
glory, the rising generation does not allow the journey.
itself to believe in the crown any more me in Albert was his fine face and noble
than in the tiara.
When my uncle tried to bearing. I will confess to you my dear
awaken this ancient chivalric ardor in his Nina that my heart beat strongly when he

their masters.

ened, divests sovereigns

son, he saw quickly that his words had kissed my hand, and that for several days
I was charmed with liis looks and with his
and
but
an
indeed,
pretty no meaning to that disdainful reasoner.
only daughter,
" 'Since it is so,' said my uncle and slightest word. His serious manners did
enough an one is at sixteen, when one
aunt, ' let us not oppose him.
Let us do not displease me ; He seemed under no
is fresh and adorned with what is called
to compromise
this sad cure, constraint with me.
He was familiar as
nothing
the dei-ifs own beauty. That young person
which has restored to us a dead man in in the days of our childhood ; and when
was Amelia, baroness of Rudolstadt,
the place of an exasperated one. We he wished to restrain himself, through
your humble servant and your new friend.
" ' She ' said they by the fire side, ' has will let him live peaceably as he desires, fear of wanting in politeness, our parents
be a studious philosopher as authorized and in some sort requested him
Brought up in a and he may
never seen any man.
his ancestors, or an ardent to continue his old intimacy with me.
convent, she will be glad enough to leave were many of
or a My gaiety sometimes made him smile in
like our brother Frederick,
hunter
hard
She
can
married.
order
to
be
in
it
lord as we strive to be. voluntarily, and my good aunt, transported
ly hope for a better match ; and as to the just and beneficent
Let him lead henceforth the tranquil and with joy, attributed to me the honor of
oddities which her cousin's character may
inoffensive life of an old man : he will be this cure which she thought must be radi
still present, the early familiarity of child
In fine he treated me with the be
the first of the Rudolatadts who has had cal.
hood, the relationship, some months of
and tenderness which one lias
not
nevolence
be
the
no
But
as
he
must
youth.
intimacy with us, will certainly remove
to marry for a child ; and I was satisfied, persuaded
and will induce her, last of his race, let us hasten
any repugnance,
him, in order that the heirs of our name that he would soon pay more attention to
were it only from family feeling, to tole
this blank in the glory of our my little brisk figure, and to the pretty
rate in silence what a stranger would not may fill
destinies.
Who knows?
Perhaps the dresses which I lavished to please him.
were
sure
of
father's
They
endure.'
my
" But soon had the mortification to
ancestors sleeps in
consent, who had never had any other generous blood of his
that he cared very little for the
will than that of his elder brother and his him, in order to re-awaken more brilliant perceive
that he did not even see the
and
his
one
of
descendants.'
in
and
the
veins
fiery
and who, to tell the
sister Wenceslawa,
" So it was determined that they should others. One day my good aunt wished
truth, has never had any will of his own.
to make him notice a beautiful dress of
" When after a fortnight's attentive propose marriage to my cousin Albert.
" They hinted it gently to him at first ; azure blue, which displayed my form
examination, they perceived that constant
He pretended that the dress
but when they found him as little dis charmingly.
melancholy and absolute reserve, appear
The abbe', his
this as for all other things, they was of a beautiful red.
ed to be my cousin's decided character, posed for
He ob tutor, who always had very honied com
and earnestly.
spoke
seriously
last
that
the
uncle
and
aunt
my
agreed
his awkwardness with pliments at the tip of his tongue, and who
shoot of tkeir race was not destined to jected his timidity,
said my aunt, wished to give him a lesson in gallantry,
women.
is true,'
contribute to its lustre by his personal
' that in my young days, so serious a cried out that lie understood very well
conduct.
He displayed no inclination for
suitor as Albert would have frightened why Count Albert could not even see the
• Entered according to Act of Congress, in
Here was a good
rather than attracted me, and I would color of my clothing.
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
something flat
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa not have exchanged my hump for his chance for Albert to say
chusetts.
tering about the roses of my checks, or
society.'

bore the same name as himself, less rich

I

'It
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He content
the golden hue of my hair.
ed himself with replying to the abbe' in

" ' He is extremely wise.'
" ' And he never shows it?'

my dress was red as blood.
" I know not why this brutality

" What good does do, thent'
" Genius
like beauty,' replied

was indignant at the impertinence
of Albert, who had forgotten himself over
his books on the eve of his ride with me,

"

It

'

;

'

It

h

a

I

book to dis

more flattering
the greatest praises.'

" The

adulations

to you than

of this Jesuit had in

see.'

X.

is

my cousin

cried

I

'

with

is

if

not ill, then he

some precipitan

cy.

possible

for her, which

is

is

distraction

her

family pride, she did not fail to give way
to
in
dissertation upon genealogy, in
which she proved to the two priests that
our race was the purest, the most illus
trious, and the most excellent of all the
families

for it.
But when Albert entered
Without making excuses to any one, and
without seeming to think the least of our

tience and the chaplain with reverence,
when Albert, who had not appeared to
listen at all, interrupted her rather sharp-

was indignant and gave
cold greeting.
He did not
even notice it. He appeared buried in his

ly:
"
he,

that you labor

reflections.

respecting the preeminence of our family.
true that the nobility and titles of our

" In

the evening my father thought that
little music would enliven him.
had
not yet sung before Albert.
My harp

I

a

I

I

I

I

is

It

ing to the duration of the wakefulness
which precedes or occasions the fatigue ; had arrived
only the day before.
but no one can know, for the Count nev not before
you, accomplished Porporina,
er remembers the cause, or is never wil
that
shall boast of my knowledge in mu
ling to mention it.
He is extremely as sic. But you will see that have pleas
siduous at his labor and conceals it with ant voice, and am not
devoid of natural
a very rare modesty.'
taste.
made them urge me.
felt
" ' Then he is very learned?'
said I.
more like crying than singing.
Albert

especially

on the

The abbe' listened with pa

seems to me, my dear aunt,' said
under some delusion

ancestors do reach very

far back into the

past, but
family which loses its name,
which abjures
in some sort, to take that
of woman of a foreign race and religion,
it

very

Germany,

a

him

'

disappointment,

I

sorry

in

female side.

'

I

saw my uncle's countenance change
at this rude speech, and was immediately

It

"

with the abbe' and chaplain.
And as, be
sides her family affections, which absorb
her almost completely,
there
but one

it

if

?

is

But

a

have observed this phenomena on
ly five or six times in the course of eight
years,' replied the abbe' ; ' and as I have
never interfered with it by my officiousness, I have never seen any bad results.'
" ' And does it last
long?' asked I in
my turn, very impatient.
" More or less,' aaid the
abbe', ' accord

does him

You moved him,

I

devotional

a

cle.

" 'I

'

insane

asked my un

music

" On the next day, my aunt, who talks
much resignation as almost to provoke me
to throw myself out of the window.
only when her heart
strongly moved,
" At last, towards evening, my aunt unfortunately engaged in a conversation

"

is it frequent?'

His flight

tract him from his anxiety, and began to
read in
corner of the saloon, with so

flection.

"'And

sometimes

of

being dis

am certain, to such
degree that he
feared not being able to restrain himself.

ly

uncle, he took

heaviness

tire forgetfulnese.'

he, without

out being able to hear even the noise of them something saturnine and mocking,
his breathing.
The poor woman was which made me detest him. But
was
much afflicted at my vexation. As for my soon delivered from him as you will short

' I do
ease,' said the Canoness anxiously.
came, quite joyful to tell us that she had
' I have heard Albert rise
not think so, ' replied the Abbe'.
and dress himself.
never heard him complain of any thing. The abbe' advised us not to appear either
The physicians whom I have called while anxious or surprised, to ask no questions
he lay in that state, never found in him of the Count, and to endeavor to divert
any symptoms of fever, and attributed this him,
he seemed mortified at his mishap.
to some excess of labor or re
They earnestly advised me nev
er to thwart this need of repose and en

to the disposition

according

good, sometimes harm.

It

and that when awakened from them sud
denly he was agitated and, as it were, suf
' But that is a dis
fering for some days.

in

interrupting

a

They began to be fright
ened when the Abbe' said with a very quiet
air that Count Albert was subject to long
fits of sleep which were allied to lethargy,

very

accord

to the manner

according

replied

concerted

It

was fastened on the inside, nor ob

tain an answer.

his soul,'

times to listen at her nephew's door, with

a

open the door

likes

'but

him.

I

a

which

ascended to his

neither

he;

a

by this silence,

the contrary he
replied

people sing,' said

which

a

anxious

'

I

"

himself.

chamber and could

On

ing—I'
"

missing many threads.

He had not yet shown
His valet de chambre said that and who now abandoned himself to the
he had knocked at his door at the usual pleasures of
peaceful slumber, while
hour.
They sent again to know if he was waiting.
grew late, and we were
was getting ready.
Albert had a fancy obliged to renounce our proposed expedi
of always dressing himself, and of never tion. My father, confident in the words
allowing a servant to enter his room until of the abbe', took his gun and went to
he had gone out.
hare or two.
They knocked in vain ; kill
My aunt, less easy,
he did not answer. . His father, made ascended the stairs
more than twenty

ready in the court.

"

and much,'

silks,

is

many

it

great

'

out breaking

was to accompany me on horseback.
I
was ready and waited for him to come and
lead ma out.
The carriages were also

:

I

if

a

'

for Albert

but not with

I,

is

'

I

mechanically,

does not

is

from the ride,

to embroider

seems,'

that my cousin

like music.'

put offmy rich amazonian habit, and went

expected

is

had

of the others.

to him,

is

great pleasure

I

said

indifference

saw that he did not move,

a

purchases.

ter two hours,

to pay me compli
irritated me more than the

ments which

'

some

abbe' alone remained

'

The next day we were to 50 to Tauss,
the nearest city, for the purpose of mak

angry, as you may conceive.
They determined to defer the drive until
'
but when af
my cousin should awake

It

"

The

come and inform him about his son.

understood the lesson, and was only

It

You will see why, little and

by little, and you will understand me.

ing

"

the more

is

that is all.

pity him,

;

I

neither fear nor love.

I

I

my father was asleep, my uncle
was waiting near the door for his sister to

tion in those who possess them.

I

now

than to love

Soon 1 did not love him at all, and

My aunt had followed her

harp strings.
nephew,

'

began to fear rather

tering air

a

I

him.

Jesuit, looking at me with
flat
they are both gifts of heav

courtly

From that en, which produce neither pride nor agita

pression which frightened me.
day

it

'

made me shudder.

looked at Albert and saw in him an ex

few bars.
required the exer
tion of all my pride not to bum into tean,
and to finish my air without breaking my

the

I

I

after

:

odilness of expression

and

I

a

it,

I

his ears, was so rude as to leave the room

it

" ' He makes a mystery of
a very dry tone, that he was as capable of
as
himself.'
not
even know
colors
and
that
himself,
distinguishing

did not say
single word to encourage
me.
At last yielded but >ang rery
and does badly, and Albert, as
had scorched
a
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renounces the right of maintaining its po
sition as ancient in virtue and faithful to
the glory of its country.'
" This remark rather confused the canoness, but as the abbe seemed to be struck

you, my dear

some interest,

that your illustrious

fam

the fifteen monks

hung on the branches

of the oak by the own hand of one of
who

my ancestors,

— oh

to me

the

;

ily was allied in former times with the most grand, the most terrible, the most
national royalty of George Podiebrad,
him whom they called the
persevering
I

but

was ignorant

that

was descended

blind

redoubtable

man,

the

invincible

Jean Ziska of the Chalice
" The fact is, that my aunt, who
" The sublime and abhorred name of
knows how to draw genealogical trees, that chief of the Taborites,
sect which
has thought
best to cast out from her during the war of the Hussites, surpassed
'

line as to bear the name.'

it

a

'

in so direct

!

not agree with

child,' said she, ' we have frequently seen
illustrious houses render themselves, and
deservedly, more illustrious still, by unit
ing to their name that of a maternal branch,
in order not to deprive their children of
the honor which belonged to them, of be
ing descended from a mother of glorious

the

to Albert with

listened

it

(" I do

had

!

:i!ilii:., who
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is

to an

it necessary

thought

'

it, she

swer.

a

br
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"'I knew very well,' observed

memory the ancient and venerable root all the other Protestants in energy, in
whose trunk produced us.
But genea cruelty, and in bravery, fell like
thunder
rule can be applied,' answered Albert logical tree upon which our glorious and bolt upon the abbe' and the chaplain.
with a pertinacity quite unusual in him. gloomy history
traced in characters of The latter made
great sign of the
'
still erect upon the neighboring cross
blood,
grant the alliance of two illustrious
my aunt drew back her chair,
parentage-'
' But this is not a case to which that

baseness on the part

his curiosity

although

who submits to it.'

was much excited.

I

that

listened

with open

I

which

soul

your

bore

to God,

it

three hundred years ago, fruits somewhat
more heavy than the shrivelled acorns
can hardly produce now-a-days.'
affrighted,

can

have related

Albert.'
" The traditions

and

I

quite

it

not who

know

to Count

veins

'

blood colored

by some more drops of pure Bohemian,
purified so far by some drops less of for

My mother had no Saxons,

eign blood.
no Bavarians,

no Prussians in her genea
she was of the pure Sclave
logical tree
race
and as you seem to care little for a
nobility to which you cannot aspire,
who lay stress upon my personal nobility,
you do not know, will

recall to your memory if you have forgot
ten, that Jean Ziska left a daughter, who

lord of Prachalitz, and that my
being a Prachalitz herself, was
descended in a direct line from Jean Zis
ka by the mother's side, as you descend

and mother,

was, at seeing perhaps something even more certain,'
all astonished as
For you may burn the
him engage in a discussion so contrary to replied Albert.
his philosophical ideas and his silent hab archives of families and the documents of from the Rudolstadts,
'

I

eyes,

a

there runs in my

married

of the country,

'

Rudolstadt,
your soul you are
thougli
in fact
Podiebrad.
But as for me,

history,' said the will inform you

horrible

aunt,' replied
In the bottom of

I,

of

recommending

'

which could be injurious to his memory.
This appears to interest my cousin,' add

under

warn you never to seat yourself without

for yourself,

Speak

Albert with energy.
a

I

day, Amelia, and

every

'

you,

I

troubles

terror which you see from your windows

"'It
will relate the fact, in order to free our
ancestor, Withold, from every imputation chaplain,
ed he, seeing

not

if

mean

is
a

of which

specting political events, — already far re
moved from us, thank God!'
my observation

Do

never, no, never

a

Al

'

"

cried

I

'

and since you under

transactions

thought you knew nothing, you ought not
to have made such an observation re

"'If

speak

;

bert

abbe' might

I

so well

child

had our family any tie, any relationship
with that reprobate whose abominable

track.

What do you mean by that,

It

I

base action

;

a

ble of
stand

the

a

a

"

drawing nearer to him.
to say what a Podiebrad
suppose, from what you say, that some ought not to be ignorant of,' replied he.
one of our male ancestors had been capa
is, that the old oak of the stone

The

did.

does

listen to him, sir abbe'

;

fine

' a

refer to very ancient events,
Albert,' said the canoness, with
deep
sigh, 'and apply the rule even more in
than

whom

Divine
of what and of

But mine did not allow me to rest on so name he has just mentioned.'

"*You

correctly

cried she

?

uttering these words, and as my uncle's
face became overcast on hearing them,
the abbi: tried to turn the conversation,

that of Albert.

touched

goodness

'

in

;

animated

!

Albert was quite

'

As

t
'

a

and

"

'

of him

it,

who exacts

which

mountain.'

!

I consider it quite right that a
wife should transmit to her children her
own name united with her husband's.
But the complete extinction of the latter,
appears to me an insult on the part of her
names.

;

is

I

a

is

a

a

"

my aunt.'

I

I

I

it

'

'

T

;

is
a

;

;

a

'

;

'

'

'

is
a

This
dream, an error, Albert!
you may bring up
Know then, Amelia, that our great history, sir chaplain
No, my dear aunt
former life
appeal to the
Wratislaw, was only four children in ignorance of
grand-father,
truth-telling man, and
years old, when his mother Ulrica of Ru- you may impose silence on the simple by chaplain, who
one who fears God.
He has had in his
dolstadt, thought herself obliged to inflict sophistry, and on the weak by threats
upon him the disgrace of depriving him but neither the fear of despotism, nor hands the parchments which prove what
have asserted.'
of his true name, the name of his fathers, that of hell, can stifle the thousand voices
" IV cried the chaplain, pale as death.
in order to give of the past which lift themselves on every
which was Podiebrad,
" You can acknowledge
those
before the
loud,
too
no,
No,
and
they speak
aide.
him this Saxon name, which you
without terrible voices, to be reduced to silence Abbe' without blushing,' said Albert with
bear, you without blushing and

its.

!

is

'

It

"

at least useless,' said my uncle

souls

in sleep,

They speak to our bitter irony, since you did your duty as a
of spirits Catholic priest and an Austrian subject, by
'

by that of a priest

pride.'

by the mouth

to who rise to inform us they speak to our burning them on the day after my moth
who seemed very uneasy,
they er's death
matters so far removed from these ears, by all the sounds of nature
" That deed, which my conscience
issue even from the trunks of trees, as
times in which we live.'
"
had no witness other than
commanded,
from
seems to. me,' replied Albert, did in olden time, those of the gods
the chaplain, growing
that my aunt ascended still higher into the sacred groves, to relate to us the God!' exclaimed

still more pale.

Count Albert, who can

—

?
'

have revealed to you
'

I

'

red and twenty years since.'

a

'

ly

'

It

"
interested."
was your genealogies, my aunt,
"'The voice which
was the voyage you made into the past,
which awakened in me the recollection of sleep,' answered Albert.

I

'

'

is

speaking

of events which occurred only one hund

it

brad and

an offence against good taste

in

of Saxon

and the exploits

"
have already said, sir chaplain,
of us, happening by chance to
why, my poor child,' said the
louder
than
that he
of Bohemian and not canoness,
why cherish in your mind the voice which speaks
that
of
priest.'
recollec
such
fatal
name
bitter
that
his
Podie
such
thoughts,
origin,
" What voice, Albert?' asked deep
not Rudolstadt, should commit tions?
" And

is

why one
remember

to us the lofty crimes, the sufferings,
do not see of our fathers.'

and

I

past, when relating
deeds of the Rudolstadts,

the

'

'

'

It

'

;

!

'

;

'

Christian,

recall

speaks

during
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"

' Bui that explains

Baid Count

Christian,

nothing,

my son,'

sadly and thought

You have forgothe stone of terror?
en your conduct under those circumstan-

I

" ' Your son8 and you !' said my aurt
n despair, seeing that he wandered more

and more.
would wager, sir abbd."
' Ye*, ray sons Sigismond and Rocon
it
forgotten
entirely
have
voice of blood,
replied Albert very seriously.
dolph,'
mocking
said Albeit, in a tone which made us all fess,' replied the abbe' with a
" ' Thosr are the names of my father
taste,
in
very
good
not
was
which
smile,
shudder.
'Al
Coutt Christian.
(''Alas! my God! said my unfcle, at a moment whe'n it was evident to us and uncle,' said
Recover
bert where are your sense*!
wan
was
same
completely
the
are
Albert
these
hands,
all
that
clasping his
More than a century
yourself, my son.
which dering.
reveries, the lame" imaginations
occurences
' ' Well,
will remind you,' returned separates as from those sad
It must be
troubled his poor mother.
order of Provi
the
by
took
place
which
disconcerted.
at
all
that during her illness, she spoke of all Albert without being
and advised dence/
went immediately
Yew
this before our child;' added he bending
" Albert would not desist. He was
'
had struck
who
was
soldiers
those Imperial
towards my aunt, and that his mind
persuaded, and wished to persuade us that
he blow, to fly or hide, because the la
struck with it very early !'
" ' Impossible, brother,' replied the borers of Pilsen.'who had the courage to ie was' the same as Wratislaw, son of
Withold, and the first of the Podiebrads
canoness ; ' Albert was not three years avow themselves protestants, and who
who had borne the maternal name of Ruto
avenge
were
hurrying
Withold,
mother.'
lost
adored
old when he
his,
He gave us an account of his"
is more likely,' said the chaplain their master's death and would assuredly dolstadt.
he
Then you came to childhood, of the distinct recollection
in a low voice, ' that there must have re cut them in pieces.
the
execution,
Withold's
Count
of
had
ter
mained in the house some one of those find my ancestress Ulrica, Withold's
he attributed to the Jes
cursed heretical writings, filled with lies rified and tremolifig widow, and promised odiam of which
according to him was
Dithmar,
uit
Fer
(who
and made up of impieties, which she had to make her peace with the Emperor
than the abbe', his tutor) , the pro
preserved from family pride, and which dinand II, to preserve her estate, her ti no other
which, during his child
nevertheless, she had the virtue to sur
tle, her liberty and the lives of her child- found hatred
for this Dithmar,
render to me at her last hour;'
ten, if She would follow your advice, and hood, he experienced
" ' No; not one remained,' replied Al pay you for your services at the price
for Austria, for the Imperialists and the
After this his recollections
bert, who had not lost a single word o: gold ; she consented : her maternal love Catholics.
a thous
She appeared confused and he added
what the chaplain said, although he had prompted that «ct of -weakness.
the
about
things
and
incomprehensible
spoken in a low voice, and Albert, who did not respect the martyrdom of her no
life, about the reap
was walking about much agitated, was at ble husband.
She was born a catholic, eternal and perpetual
earth, support
that moment at the other end of the sa and had abjured only from love of him. pearance of men upon the
' Yoii khbw,
ing himself upon that article of the Hus
loon.
She knew not how to accept misery, pro
very well, sir chap
declared that John Huss
lain, that you destroyed all, and moreov
scription and persecution, in order to pre site creed, which
was to return to Bohemia one hundred
er that, the day after her death, you serve in her children a faith which With
searched and ransacked every corner b old had seated with his blood, and a name years after his death and complete his
work ; a prediction which had been ac
which he had rendered more illustrious
her chamber.'
" ' Who has thus aided or misled your even than those of his ancestors, who complished, since according to him, Lu
;es,

fully.

" 'The

my father!'

"

I

'I

I

'L

Albert? asked Cbunt Christian
in a severe tone, ' what faithless or im
memory,

prudent servant has dared to trouble your
young spirit by the recital, i"i doubt ex

In
ther was John Huss resuscitated.
Taborites
Caiixtins,
of here
Orphans, Brethren of the Union and Lu fine his discourse was a mixture
therans.'
(All these names, my dear sy, of superstition, of obscure metaphys
are those of different sects ics, of poetic frenzy ; and it was all put
Porporihft,
which united the heresy of John Huss forth with such an appearance of convic
had been Hussites,

aggerated, of these domestic events?'
" ' No one, my father, I swear it to to that of Luther, and which the branch
bf the Podiebrads from which we de
you on my religion antt my conscience.'
'' 'The enemy 01 the human race has scend, hail
' In fine,
probably followed.)
had a hand in all this,' said the terrifiec continued
Albert, ' the Saxon woman
chaplain.
" ' It would be nearer the .truth prbba
bly,' observed the abbe', ' and more chris
tian to think, that Count Albert is gifted
with an extraordinary memory, and that
events, the sight of which
strike a child of

ually

have remained

What

I

would

not us

tender

years,

upon his mind.
have seen of his rare intelligence
engraved

makes me easily believe that his reason
must have had a wonderfully
precocious
development ; and as to his faculty of re

was

afraid and yielded.

You took pos

tion, with recollections

so minute, so pre

of what he pretend
ed to have seen, not only in the body of
Wratislaw, but also in that of Jean Ziska, and I know not of how many other

cise, so interesting,

aside dead' persons, who he maintained had
been his own appearances in the life of
to be respected.
You made an immense the past, that we remained listening to
him with open mouths, without the pow
auto-da-ft of our titles and our archives
That is why my aunt, for her happiness er of interrupting or contradicting him.
has not been able to reestablish the gene My uncle and aunt, who were greviously
alogical tree Of the Podiebrads and has afflicted at this insanity, which to them

session of the chateau,
the Imperial

you turned

troops, you caused our lands

resorted to the less indigestible
the Rudolstadts.
services,

pasture o

As a reward for you

you were made rich, very rich

was impious, wished to understand its or
igin ; for this was the first time that it
showed itself openly, and it was necessa

Ulrica was
afterwards,
that it is in permitted to go and embrace the Emper
fact prodigious:'
or's knees at Vienna, and graciously al
" ' It only seems prodigious to you, be lowed
by him to denationalize her child

ry to know its source, in order to know
The abbe' tried to
how to combat it.
turn it all off as a jest, and to make us
believe that Cbunt Albert had a very

cause you are entirely devoid of it,' re ren, to have them educated by you in the
plied Albert drily. ' For example, you Romish retigion, and to enrol then! after
cannot recollect what you did in 1619, wards under the standard against which
after Withold Podiebrad the Protestant,
their father and their ancestors had so
the valiant, the faithful, (your grandfa
We were incorporated
valiantly fought.

'He has read so much,'
ible learning.
said he, ' that he could in the same man
ner relate the history of all the ages,

membering

ther,

things,

I

Three

months

know

my dear aunt,) the last who bore
our name, had reddened with his blood

my sons and
'
tyranny —

I,

in the ranks of Austrian

witty and malicious disposition, and took
pleasure m mystifying us with his incred

chapter by chapter, with such details and
precision as to make us believe if we
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in any corner of the chateau.
They fearing that his own affairs had been
were ever BO little inclined to the marvel
lous, that he had in fact been present at searched for him in the garden, in the injured by this incident, departed, with
The canoness, warren, in the surrounding woods, in the the intention, as he said, of seeking for
the scenes he relates.'
who in her ardent devotion, is not many
and
degrees removed from superstition,
who began to believe her nephew on his

No one had seen him far or
No trace of his steps had remained
anywhere. Thus passed the rest of the
No one went to bed
day and the night.
mountains.

him

near.

searching

at Prague,
for

whither

some

rare

the

desire

of

book,

might,
' He
according to him, have drawn him.
is,' said he, ' like those learned men, who

received the abba's insinuations
Our people were on foot bury themselves in their researches, and
very badly, and advised him to keep his in the house.
jesting explanations for a gayer occasion ; until dawn and searching for him with who forget the whole world to satisfy
their innocent passion.'
then she made a strong effort to induce torches.
Thereupon the
word,

the errors with which
' Take care,
aunt,' cried

" All

Albert to retract
he was filled.

the family

'that I do not tell anxiety,
Hitherto I have not same consternation.

Albert impatiently,

to prayers.

resorted

and the following

night

in the

I cannot tell you
you who you are.
I, Who had never suf
wished to know ; but something warns me the terror I felti
at this moment that the Saxon Ulrica fered, who had never experienced in my
is near.'

'"What,

my poor child,' replied she,
' that
prudent and devout ancestress, who
how

knew
their

to preserve

lives, and for

for her children

her descendants the

life domestic events of such importance.
believed seriously that Albert had either

I

remains of love, in the midst of the terror

hunt, thinking

would

sacrifice

I -could calm your
" Albert looked at her

so doing

my -life,

if

by

troubled soul.'

a moment with
' No,
and tender.

eyes at once severe

sions,

that in his distant excur

he might

possibly
the midst bf the wood.

" My

aunt,

poor

but still

guish,

find

is here

nevertheless,

and

her

my ear several times,

that

I

consumed

active

was not devout.

some concern,
anxiety.

to-day.'

" 'Allow

anguish,

began to despair, my aunt,
passing, towards evening, before Albert's
chamber, saw the door open
seated in his arm-chair,
who had followed

and

It

but

with an

courageous,

The abbei feigned

affected

long

neglect

Albert in thai

I

woman

seven days of mortal

we

and Albert

caressing his dog,

him on his mysterious

his nights in the open air.
His shoes did
which so fatal and odd a being inspired. not show that he had" walked much ; but
My father had strength enough to go and his beard and his hair bore witness to a

no,' said he at last, approaching her and nursed me and tried to reassure every
kneeling at her feet, ' yon are an angel, body'. My uncle prayed night and day.
saw his faith and his stoical sub
and you used to commune in the wooden When
But the Saxon mission to the will of Heaven,! regretted
cup of the Hussites.
voice has reached

when

I

they now enjoy, do you think she lives
again in me?
Well, Albert, so dearly
do I love you, that I would do even more

I

" After

His garments were neither
journey:
killed himself or fled forever.
was soiled nor torn ; only the gold ornaments
seized with convulsions, and a very severe were Somewhat blackened, as if he had
fever.
There were still in me some come from a damp place or had passed

independence, the fortune, and the honors

for you :

abbe' departed and did not return.

The next day was passed in the same

to feel

was true, he said, that

no

Al

of personal

care.

Since

he has

constantly refused to
shave himself or to wear powder like
other men ; that is why he had to you
day

the appearance of a ghost.

" My aunt rushed towards him with a
' What is the
loud cry.
matter, my dear
' One
aunt? ' said he, kissing her hand.
would say you had not seen me for ages ! '
" ' But unhappy child ! ' cried she, ' it
is seven days since you left us without d
word ; seven mortal days, seven horrible'
nights, in which we have searched for

it to be me, Albert,' said I, bert had never thus disappeared from his
' and do presence ; but he required
seasons of you, have wept for you, have prayed' for
myself to cheer him,
u""i
His conclusion you.'
not think too ill of me for not having solitude and reflection.
" ' Seven days? ' Bald Albert, lodkWg
in was that the only remedy for these sin
delivered you to the executioners
' You
gularities was never to thwart thein, and at her with Surprise.
1C19.'
must meSri
" ' You, my mother! ' said he looking not to appear to remark them much. to say seven hours, my dear aunt, fiir'I
' do not
say The fact isl that this intriguing and pro went out this morning to walk and hti^
at me with frightful eyes,
exerting

I

I

selfish

come back in time to sup with you.
HdW
have occasioned you so much anxi
caused me to be born again in the bosom nothing but to gain the large salary at can
'
l"'i
of a stronger woman ; he retempered me tached to his place of supervisor, and he ety by so short an absence?
" ' Without doubt,' said she
in the blood of Ziska, in my own sub had made it last as long as possible by
fearing"fo
know deceiving the family respecting the result aggravate his disease by mentioning' it," '•!
stance, which had been misled,
meant (to
Amelia, do not look at me, of his good offices. Occupied by bis own made a slip of the tongue ;
not how.

that,

for

cannot

pardon

God

you.

foundly

subaltern

had cared

for

I

I

I

I

was anxious be'cattJe'
do not speak to me ! It is affairs and his own pleasures, he had say seven hours:
your voice, Ulrica, which has caused me abandoned Albert to his extravagant in yon are' not used to take such long wallis
clinations.
Perhaps he had often seen and besides I had a bad dream last irigM ;
all the sufferings I endure to-day.'
" On saying this, Albert went out pre him ill and often excited. He had with
ir. *iu
was foolish !'
" ' Good aunt, excellent friendi!'' !s*id
cipitately, and we remained overpowered out doubt allowed free scope to his fan
What is certain is, that ho had the Albert, covering her hands with kfeSes,
by the sad discovery he had made to us cies.
tact to conceal them from all those who ' you love me as if
were a little 'cftiM.
bf the alienation of his mind.
above all,

I

" It

I

in the after could have given us notice ; for in all the I hope my father has not shared your
'I'
Albert had letters which my uncle received respect anxiety?'
noon, we had dined quietly.
" ' Not at all. He is expecting yon At
There was nothing ing his son, there was nothing but eulodrank only water.
You must be very hungry ? '
supper.
to give us hope that this craziness could giums upon his appearance and congratu
'"Not very. I dined well. '
The chaplain lations upon the beauty of his person.
be occasioned by drink.
" ' Where and when Albert? '
and my aunt immediately rose to follow Albert had left nowhere the reputation of
'"Here, this morning, with you, my
ami nurse him, thinking him quite ill. one who was ill or devoid of sense.
But inconceivable as it is, Albert had However this may have been, his interior good aunt, you have not yet recovered
Oh ! I am very
already disappeared as by enchantment. life during those eight years of absence, your senses, I perceive.
was then two o'clock

They could
chamber,
frequently

'own has remained an impenetrable mystery to unhappy to have caused you such a fright !
The abbe', after three days, seeing How could foresee it? '
" ' You know that such is my charac
i
!iat
he
used to shut himself up, nor
did not make his appearance, and
not

find

him

in

nor in his mother's,

his

Where he us.

I
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His return had left no more trace than
his departure.

" My

poor

uncle

who

had so much
had none

to endure misfortune,

courage

in the first moments of joy.

He lost his

senses ; and when Albert reappeared be
fore him, his face was more agitated than

Albert, who since his long
his son's.
journey, had not seemed to notice any
in those around

emotion

him,

appeared

entirely renewed and different from what

He lavished a thous

he had before been.

and caresses on his father, was troubled
him so changed and wished to

But when they took

the cause.

know

the risk of making

him acquainted with
it,

at seeing

it, he never could comprehend

and all
a

his answers were made with a good faith
and an assurance which would prove
complete ignorance of where he was dur

a

ing the seven days of his disappearance."
" What you have related resembles
rather
said

and

would

set me to wandering
my dear baroness,

than sleeping,

Consuelo.

How could

a

dream

man live

seven days without being concious of any
thing?

"

" That

I

is

have yet to
nothing to what
and until you have seen for your
self, that far from exaggerating,
weaken

I

;

relate

I

in order to abridge, you will have,

can

conceive, some difficulty in believing me.
As for me, who am relating to you what

a

in

A

;

'

it

'

a

a

in the house, no one had seen him enter.

?

not do to make him talk any more, and
she ran to announce to my uncle that his
son had been found.
No one knew it yet

is

ob

that it would

a

saw

is

She

a

served in him.

counte

had not yet

is
a

my aunt

a

which

is

nance

a

with a gloomy

he, rising

replied

in

horrible

'
things to be seen on the face of the earth !

a

:

many others, thank God.'
'"And why thank God?'
" ' Because there are such

THE SEAMSTRESSES.

it

I

never could answer you
you know.
when you interrogated me.'
" ' And during your travels, did you
give any more attention to what you saw ?'
" ' Sometimes, but not always. I ob
served many things, but I have forgotten

NO. 1.

There are in this City, according to the
closest estimates that can be made, Ten
Thousand women who exist on what they
can earn by the needle.
The following
are the prices for which
majority of
these females are compelled to work —
they being such as are paid by the large
Depots for shirts and clothing in Chatham
street and elsewhere
For making Common White, and Check
ed Cotton Shirts, six cents each. Common
Flannel
Undershirts,
the same.
These
are cut in such
manner as to make ten
seams in two pairs of sleeves.
com
mon fast seamstress can make two of these
shirts per day.
Sometimes very swift
hands, by working from sunrise to mid
night, can make three.
This
equal to
seventy-five cents per week
(allowing
nothing for holidays, sickness, accidents,
being out of work, &c.) for the first class,
and
1,12 1-2 for the others.
Good Cotton Shirts, with Linen Bo
soms, neatly stitched, are made for twentyfive cents. A good seamstress will make
one in
$1,50 per
day, thus earning
week, by constant labor.
Fine Linen Shirts, with Plaited Bo
soms, which cannot be made by the very
best hand in less than fifteen to eighteen
hours' steady work, are paid fifty cents
each.
Ordinary hands make one shirt of
two days.
this kind
Duck Trowsers,
&c. eight
Overalls,
and ten cents each.
Drawers and Under
shirts, both Flannel and Cotton, from six
to eight cents, at the ordinary shops, and
12 1-2 at the best. One garment
day's work for some — others can make
two.
Sattinet,
Cassimere
and Broadcloth
Pants, sometimes with gaiter bottoms and
lined, from 18 to 30 cents per pair.
One
pair
pood day's work.
—
Vests, 25 to 50 cents
the latter price
paid only for work of the very best quali
Good hands make one
ty.
day.
Thin Coats are made for 25 to 37 1-2
cents
piece.
Heavy Pilot-cloth
Coats, with three
each.
pockets,
A Coat of this kind
cannot be made under three days.
Cloth Roundabouts and Pea-jackets, 25
to 50 cents.
Three can be made in two
days.
A great number of females are em
ployed in making Mens' and Boys' Caps.
By constant labor fifteen or eighteen
hours
day, they can make from 14 to 25
cents.
We are told by an old lady who
has lived by this kind of work
long
time, that when she begins at sunrise and
a

used to do in my childhood,

IN NEW YORK.

Circumstances, Conditions and Rewards.

$
1

I

LABOR

Ill

is

I

I

know nothing about it.
was much pre
I must have walked without
occupied.
seeing, as

To be Continued.

$

I

baroness embracing her.

is

put his hands to his eyes, as if
to recollect, but he could not say.
" ' confess to you,' said he, ' that

history."

to-morrow then," said the young

a

" Albert

" Till

a

have you

the of this jncredible

Where

a

deal ! scaled

is
a

a great

that is very fatiguing.
been ? '

a

walked

a

have

mountains?

works till midnight she can earn 14 cent*
day.
large majority of these women are
American born, from the great Middle
Class of life, many of whom have once
comfortable and even affluent cir
been
cumstances, and have been reduced by
the death or bankruptcy of husbands and
relatives, and other causes, to such straits.
Many of them are the wives of ship-mas
Oth
ters and other officers of vessels.
ers are the widows of mechanics and poor
men, and have children, aged mothers and
fathers, &c. to support, by their needle.
Many have drunken husbands to add to
their burdens and afflictions, and to dark
en every faint gleam of sunshine that do
mestic affection throws even into the
humblest abode. Others have sick and
bed-ridden husbands or children, or per
haps have to endure the agony of receiv
fallen daughter or an outlawed
ing home
son suddenly checked in his career of vice.
The manner in which these women
live — the squalidness and unhealthy lo
cation and nature of their habitations —
the inadeqnateness of their food and cloth
ing — the impossibility of providing for
any, the slightest recreations or moral or
intellectual culture, or of educating their
but
children — can be easily imagined
would require
we assure the public that
con
an extremely active imagination to
ceive the reality.
keep house
These women generally
— that is, they rent
single room, or
perhaps two small rooms, in the upper
unstory of some poor, ill-constructed,
ventilated house in
filthy street, con
stantly kept so by the absence of back
yards, and the neglect of the Street In
sickening and deadly
spector — where
miasm prevades the atmosphere, and in
summer renders
totally unfit to be in
haled by human lungs, depositing the
seeds of debility and disease with every
In these rooms all the pro
inspiration.
cesses of cooking, eating, sleeping, wash
ing, working, and living, are indiscrimi
nately performed.
For these rooms the tenants never pay
less than three to four and a half dollars
per month, and pay they must and do.
Some of the very worst single garrets,
destitute of closet or convenience of any
kind, and perhaps lighted only by
hole
cut in the roof, rent as low as two dollars
month.
Of course every cent of the
inmates'
exhausted
earnings
every
not sufficient
week, and in many cases
to buy any other food than a scanty sup
ply of potatoes, and Indian meal and mo
lasses for the family. When winter comes,
therefore, they are destitute of the means
not only of adding comfortable clothing to
their wretched wardrobes, but of procur
Their work, too,
ing an ounce of fuel.
at this season
frequently cut off, and
they are left no resource but the Almshouse, or
pauper ticket for bread and
coal. Here, too, they are too often baulk
ed. The Alms-house
full, and over
of all
running, — the Public Charities
kinds are choking with the fierce assaults
of shivering and famished Beggary, —
We are
what can these poor women do
truly told that when sometimes hunted
of
out by the hand
private charity, they
have been found so given over to hunger
and despair at their repeated rebuffs from
the Alms-house, or the over-driven Com
missioners that they had resolved to starve
Understand us not
without farther effort.
as censuring the directors or distributors

A

if

if

;

I

is

It

I

I

is

it

is
a

if I

I

Let me ask you then where you
have seen,
sometimes still ask myself,
have eaten, where you have slept, since
sorcerer, or
Albert
he makes
'
fools of us. But
you left us !
late, and I'really
" ' Since this morning, how could
fear that
take advantage of your com
have had any inclination either to eat or plaisance."
"
to sleep ? '
who take advantage of yours,"
" you must be tired of
"'Do you not feel ill? '
replied Consuelo
" ' Not the least in the world.'
Let us put off till to-morrow
talking.
"'Nor wearied? you must no doubt evening,
you please, the continuation

ter.

a
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perience and thought of such depth, that
we see the author has not lived in vain.

Of the philosophy of Margaret, as well
embodies,
as of the social ideal that

is

is

is

is

at your
a

you might be sure came
from this or that well known source, the

passage which

It

it

it

a

it,

is
a

It

and ignorance.

a

is

by

ciety, which, to say the least, differs con
described
siderably from any that

;

is

is

God

instead of living in war

all as one,"

and conflict, does not excite entire skepti
Saturn we believe to

cism in our minds.

a

has lately published
pamphlet under the be from various indications, in a state of
above title, in which he sets forth some of harmony,
the
having
passed through
the discoveries of this young man, who, dark ages of ignorance and discord, which
shoe maker, and has never are attendant upon the social infancy ot
received any education.
We have read the commencement of the career of every
the pamphlet, as our curiosity had been Race upon every planet, — and in which
excited by the reports we had heard about we, as
Race, are still engaged, — and

he states,

and as we thought we might find
some new developments in Animal Mag
him,

netism.

We find

however,

and shallow thing, containing

travellers or historians.

"

vague

such gen

as

consequence some such condition of

things
has

brings

must

exist

peculiar

there.

charm

up before

our

in

The picture
to us as

imagination

it

vice,

live in bands of unity, worshipping

a

poverty,

In the latter part of the book, the author
true state of so
gives his conception of

The Rev. GIBSON SMITH

a

from

it

and finally become5) the chief instrument
in reforming the village, and banishing

clairvoyant.

it,

a

by the purity and strength of her charac
variety of events,
ter, passes through

J.

is

She grows

up under the most unfavorable circum
stances, protected amidst all evil mainly

Mr.
young man of Poughkeepsie,
DAVIS, who
said to be a remarkable

This description of the people in Sat
"clear and transpa
rent," — whitening as
consequence in
the sun instead of blackening as
tha
case with the Race on this planet, — who
urn, whose skin

is
a

somewhere in Massachusetts.

Some of our readers may have heard
of

a

thrown by chance into an igno
a town
family,

rant and intemperate

in

is

a

lution,

is

it

is

;

are

:

which

;

beauty,

is

is

;

j

a

it

purpose, and

a

a

or Human
Lecturcs on Clairmativeness
By
with an Appendix.
Magnetism,
not always apparent at the first glance.
New York
Rev. GIBSON SMITH.
18-15.
Printed by Scaring and Pratt.
Margaret purports to be the history of
pp. 40.
child who, about the time of the Revo

ty,

it

and its abundant

offences against the laws of elegant com
has
uni
position, may be assured that

a

ness, its wild bizarrerie,

is

who may fling the book aside in disgust
at its incoherence, its apparent aimless-

is

is

a

fancies only, but serious opin
serious subjects, and those

a

upon

a

ions

its secret

a

whimsical

It

is

no jest, but the sin
Still, Margaret
of
sincere man.
not the work of capricious impulse, but
It sets forth, not
of grave meditation.

cere utterance

feel

is

in this vein, now in that.

inhab
"Do you know that Saturn
The people there arc very differ
ited?
ent from the people on this earth.
They
are very beautiful and are more intellect
of Man,
now draws near its fruition.
ual
they have very high foreheads, and
Their skin
But the kingdom of God comes not by their symmetry
perfect.
not for us to stand si- so clear and transparent that you can al
observation.
see
as
circulates
most
the
blood
through
lently waiting for the great miracle to be
no sin there
the veins.
There
they
Ours
another and
nobler are
wrought.
with
strife
and
bitter
unacquainted
We are permitted to be actors in ness
part.
they worship God with willing
no sickness
the drama.
Let us perform our duties hearts, all as one. There
there, because they obey the organic laws
with a worthy faith in the Providence by
of their nature. They live nine or ten
which all things are conducted to their hundred
years, and die of old age, when
ends.
the system has worn itself out."
deny it, still" unquietly
stirrings in their souls.
Never absent from the inmost aspirations
most obstinately

It

the

writer cJjpse that method to amuse him
self, and from the love of fun, jested now

it

seems rather as

if

it

not imitation

;

is

it
j j

next sentence you quite as confidently attribute to some other paternity.
But

It

laughing

As you read, you meet now

wonder.

it

that in his sleeve he

a |

It

is

you cannot help think
joke of you, and

making

is a

is

it,

ness which is his proper character, or ra
ing that he

is

seems to

is

The author

have had more purposes than one in writ
All the while, beside the earnest
ing it.
ther outeide of

it

,
' i
j

you recognize their steps, you hear their
voices, but still you are not quite sure

it

at a masquerade.

Now you encounter one, then another ;

that it is they.

is

It

You read it as

if

and Wiley,

a

met old friends

enough

It is

This book is a puzzle.

he says he visited

his magnetic sleep.

it

it

A talc of the Real and Ideal,
Slight and Bloom, including shtrhn of

Margaret.

if you

which

Saturn,

" In the first place, the planet itself
The air there,
more
to say, that they appear to us very beautiful.
Ti
clear and serene than
on the other
quite incomplete, or even erroneous.
The three gases, oxygen, hyplanets.
we find much more pleasure in njcogniz- drogen,' and
carbon. whien compose in
ing the true prophetic instinct which ani- part Saturn's atmosphere, form the two
The first, or inner ring,
more
mates the book, than in displaying its rings.
brilliant than the outer one, — both have
not a slight thing to find
faults.
The oiygen ex
seven different colors.
man with his face turned eastward, even tends from the planet to where you see
he knows not the path which leads to the first ring formed, and no farther.
With no distinct being separated there from the gases
our longed-for goal.
above, the rays of light from the snn fall
understanding of the demands which in
at the point of division make
ing upon
all quarters, are bursting from the yearn
cun be seen
very brilliant, so that
has
ing heart of Humanity, the author yet
from the earth, through telescopes, in the
broad, beautiful, and variegated
social regeneration, and while form of
faith in
band, extending quite round the planet.
the blind and sluggish sneer at the dawnthe upper extremity of the oxygen
ing-day or disbelieve its approach, he ut gas, and the falling of the rays of light
cherished in his upon
ters the hope which
that produce this splendid phe
nomenon, which has long been the admi
This hope we welcome.
soul.
The
ration and wonder of the world.
prophecy which shall not fail to be ful
hydrogen and carbonic gases extend from
not mistaken.
Its promise
filled.
see
the
second
the planet to where you
not the hope of one man but of all men. or outer ring.
These gases being com
substances
of
different
from
the
in
posed
throbs like sacred fire
every pulsa
other, and not being so clear, when acted
Like life,
tion of the universal heart.
upon by the light, at their outer extrem
circulates in electric currents even
ity, render the second ring, which they
rocks, where no outward sign gives evi- there form, less brilliant than the other.
Even they who
dence of its existence.

is

REVIEW.

Boston : Jordan
Christi.
1845. pp. 400.

planet
while

of the condition of the

picture

pleasing
in

At present
Of these Public Charities.
we know nothing but that they do all
We shall come to the facts
they can.
about them in due time. — Tribune.
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that

eral views as we should think an ignorant Unity, that elevation, that peace, that
contains, also, man would take of human nature, of harmony, and that material perfection of
ny vulnerable points,
many things which must command the electricity, magnetism, and so forth, who the Race, which are surely to come upon
admiration of every one who
capable o: had read some of the works of the day on our globe, when the period of " subver
admiring anything.
force

and

beauty

Passages of striking
abound, evincing

ex-

these subjects.

The clairvoyant

sion
gives

the

following

" — of "

ed through.

universal Disunity,"

is

is

it

While to the critic Margaret offers ma

pass
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POETRY.
For the Harbinger.
BONG OF CAROLINE VON GUNDERODE-.'
FROM THE

GERMA1T.

It is all drear and sad ;
Nothing more makes me glad ;
Odors no odor bring,
Breezes no quickening ;
Poor heart, how sad !

All

is so still and gone ;
Heart and soul left forlorn ;
Seeking I know not what,
Resting not, knowing not
Whither I'm borne!

One master mould of clay
Stole all my thoughts away ;
Since I its beauty felt,

A nd indeed it was high time that a mode such value that a man may worthily and
of social action which is daily coming in wisely devote his life to gain it for others,
to more extensive use, should be raised in even though they have on him none of
the scale of respectability.
It had too the ordinary claims of interest or kindred.
a love
long remained in the hands of ordinary With so deep and wide-reaching
scoundrels, a mere, capricious, chaotic, of liberty, it is not surprising that even
brute instrument ! The gallant, gener
the name of slavery should seem to him
unfit to disturb the air of heaven with its
ous, chivalric sons of Kentucky have in
stituted mobs of a higher order.
They sound. Every breath he breathes is filled
have given us the example of one man with an unspeakable will to banish it from
the face of the earth.
Still more repul
aged according to strict parliamentary
rules by the first minds of the community.
sive does it strike his ear, coupled with
Let them have the renown of their inven the epithet American, — American Slav
tion ! Let all men admit that they have ery, — Slavery in the land of Washington
in the United
carried riotous assemblages to a perfec
and Franklin, — Slavery
tion which

States in the nineteenth

of.

he regards

had not before been thought
Other places have achieved remarka

ble things in this way, but they must con
fess the superiority
of Lexington.
honor then to her brave inhabitants !

Near me it still hath dwelt,

Mine, though away.
One sound my heart still hears,
One that my spirit cheers ,
Soft as a flute, one word
Soundeth on since 'twas heard,
Stoppeth all tears.
Spring's blossoms all are true,
They all come back anew ;
Not so doth Love, alack !
That cometh never back,

Of Mr. Clay and the True American,

century,
too

— this

foul

and

monstrous, a stain too deep and disgrace
ful,

not to endeavor

at least to wipe

it

To this end he labors resolutely
away.
and conscientiously,
but not with blind

and irrational fanaticism.
His mind is
Ardent, impetuo.us, possessed by that spirit of Universality
and fearless, he speaks out his convictions which is the growing inspiration of the
like a man. He has not one class of sen age. Accordingly, while concentrating
his energies upon the removal of slavery
timents in his private thought, and anoth
er in his published words, but the ideas from his native State, he is still free from
He treats
wherewith
his secret mind is fed, come narrow and one-sided notions.
the question from more than one point of
live and glowing from his tongue.
Gen
we have on previous

occasions briefly ex

pressed our opinion.

erous and enthusiastic,

Fair, but not true !j

his faith goes hand

What he clearly

in hand with his deeds.

Can love so love-less be ?
Can mine so stay from me ?

All

as something

view, considers

it in all its bearings,

is

not rash or dogmatic in his plans of emanci
pation, and appeals to the reason and the

sees he not less clearly proclaims to the
world.
With a soul too large and expan interests of men, as well as to other mo
sive to be confined by contemptible inter
tives which they are perhaps not so capa

Joy sit so heavily,
Hugging inconstancy ?
Sad bliss for me !
Phcenix of loveliness !
Thou on bold wing dost press

Far to the sun's bright beam :
Little disturbs thy dream
My lone distress !

ests and petty questions, he takes his stand

ble of appreciating.

upon principles which will remain long
after the strife of parties and the clamor

and broad intellect,

the subject, and to apprehend

of selfish politicians have been forgotten,

and its difficulties,

and from that high ground discusses with

other that has been devoted to it.

his

is remarkable,

southern

which
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countrymen

the

question,

to them has a more weighty

pressing

interest

than

any

No
question of slavery.
of silken smoothness is his.

His quick, vigorous,
seems to lay hold of
its extent

more than almost any

What

he perceives that slavery
a moral question, to be ad

and is not simply
other, — the justed upon abstract considerations of right
holiday voice and wrong, but that it is only one branch

His earnest of the great social question of labor.
in Thus one of the purposes of the True
Of modern civilization, the natural fruila are, any minced and delicate phrases.
Burn American, as set forth in its heading, is
tontempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and ing, keen, and jagged, his sentences are the Elevation of Labor, by which we see
Commerciaiconvulsionsall tending to impoverish not calculated to lull their readers
to any that its editor is hardly behind the fore
the laborerand to render every conditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new softness of repose, but rather to rouse most of his times.
applicationof Christian principies,of Universallus
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to them to a sense of danger,
and to
But it must be admitted, that in what
to business,to activelife.
commerce}
warn them that evils impend which will regards the manner in which he has dis
DR. CHAINING.
not permit neglect or inaction.
But it is charged his mission, Mr. Clay's course
not the sense of danger alone which im
CASSIUS M. CLAY.— SLAVERY.
has not always been the most prudent.
The recent outrage upon Mr. Clay con pels him, or with which he seeks to We could wish, that occupying so distin
stitutes an epoch in the history of Lynch move others.
The passion which has guished a post, he had displayed more of
Law. Hitherto we have had mobs of a fired so many heroic souls and given that serene and patient confidence in the
private and disorderly character ; respect
birth to so many illustrious deeds, the ultimate triumph of the truth which is the
able people who have joined in them have love of liberty, resides also in him.
A little less
But rarest mark of greatness.
generally done so in disguise, the prepa
with him liberty signifies more than the readiness of personal indignation, and a
rations have been made in secret, and the freedom of a few privileged classes, or of greater calmness in meeting even his pri
.attack has taken place under cover of a few portions of the earth's surface. vate enemies in such a contest, would, in
To the citizens of Fayette Coun In his view it is a great and sacred reali our opinion, more become the man who
night.
ty has been reserved the honor of reduc
ty, belonging inalienably to every human takes upon himself the advocacy of hu
ing mobbing to a systematic form, and of creature, by virtue of his birth, and not man rights and social progress.
The
enabling it to appear in good society. an empty rhetorical figure, or a marketa
apostle of a new era ought never to for

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

6, 1845.

and fiery

heart cannot

be contained

ble commodity, which those only have a get that he appeals to men whose preju
* The celebrated friend of
Bettina, who
found so tragic a c'eith in the waters of the right to upon whom accident or superior dices are as blind as they are fast-rooted,
Rhine.
He considers it of and who see in every new movement only
strength confer it.
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an attack upon their immediate interests.
is not his part to grow angry when
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It is idle for the Southern people to
attempt to prevent the discussion of Sla

Such attempts betray the weak
they treat with bitter scorn the truth very,
which he values dearer than life, or to be ness of the party by which they are made,

"ASSOCIATIONS
ARE FOR ANGELS, BUT NOT FOR SINNERS."
So say some of our well-wishing, but

Do they see how rad
Are they willing
give an unfortunate turn to ical their scepticism
them no more than the idle wind.
With the subject. They wake the angry pas to accept all its consequences
The remark intimates that
would be
exceeding faith, let him cast abroad the sions of men, and occasion bitter excite
good seed that is put into his charge. ment where there should be only calm quite possible and beautiful for persons of
sceptical friends.

it

?

is
?

disturbed when his sincerest words affect and always

It would be
or later, even in that soil, appa and rational deliberation.
rently so unfriendly, it shall spring up and much wiser for the leading minds of the
bear abundant fruit.
Enough for him, South to engage in the inquiry and to
with great courage and forbearance, in give it a wise and profitable direction,

extraordinary

all wisdom, to do the duty that is assign

of society and education.
would be
easy for them to practise Christian for-,
bearance towards one another's weakness

thankful

ed him,

that he is

permitted

to engage in so great a service.
Thus
without reservation, without impatience,
all merely personal considera
with
indomitable
laboring
hope

scorning
tions,

than to undertake to oppose and smother
Any unprejudiced man can see, that

it.

even by force it can only be temporarily
We claim no credit for pro
phetic skill when we say that the question

purity,

disinterestedness,

and tolerance, to live together in harmony,
in

making common cause in labor,
econ*
omies, and in all the means and influences

It

Sooner

postponed.

es, for they would

of Negro

They would put down the natural antag*
onisms of character by the power of faith,

will

Emancipation

ere long

have no weaknesses.

seem hopeless, let him give command the attention of the South so and they would have long schooled them
himself to his work.
In no moment of imperatively that weakness cannot shrink selves to know no merely private inter
or blustering bigotry bully
out ests.
"But these," you say, " are the
despondency or human weakness, let him from
all

cred birth-right of Man.
However much we regret that the arti
cles of the True American
cases been governed

have not in all

by a cooler wisdom,

we do not doubt that ample apology can
be found in the peculiar circumstances

be given

in their behalf,

and history

spared the record of their moral

;

solitary case
within the bounds of conceiv

and in

;

a

considerable num-.
able possibility, that
ber of these lights might be gathered to-*
gether into one focus somewhere, and,
have

veritable heaven by themselves,

be the first that ever had

tellectual dastardy,
thing more disgrace
ful than any mere physical cowardice.

a

in

it
is

here and there

and

name.'

—

local habitation

there may be tunet

Surely,

in the world,
enough
among so many cracked ones, to make up
We press the careful consideration of one harmonious orchestra. But that
no\
the character and destiny of slavery upon the thing.
What
to be done with the
southern men, not only because we be weak, and the wilful, and the one-sided,
lieve
to be their duty, but because we and the miseducated, and the selfish, with,
ful

instruments

is

the battle of Humanity, and perish glad
ly for those ideas which are the most sa

rive at the truth.
Thus alone can they
hope that the just verdict of posterity will

so that

is

brother

a

and indissoluble

been,

we know that such,
because they have

be,

it

to the glorious

hood that in every age, driven by a holy
enthusiasm, with God on their side, fight

may

'
a

It

a

Southerners to enter upon
candid and
men may be forgotten, but he cannot be manly investigation of the whole matter,
friendless.
concerns their honor to show, that they
The chosen souls of all time
stand around him ; no stranger is he are not only not afraid, but desirous to ar

exceptions

glorious

exceptions

a

Though in the of sight.
We urge then all honest and thinking

midst of sneering enemies and insatiable
hate, he can never be deserted.
Other

a

fear that he is alone.

it

it,

though

1

in

are convinced that an examination of this all,
short, who are below the average
How can theyt
of the case, and in the protracted ill evil must lead every fearless mind, not in heavenly-mindedness?
How can the crooked tree ge^
ness of Mr. Clay, which obliged him to swayed by prejudices and one-sided views, harmonize

of Attractive

and

the former

the problem
the latter

impossible

whose name has been synonymous with
warm and high-souled generosity, would

also.

have the honor of sustaining a paper ]ikc
the True American,
and of leading the

does not become those who daily live by

South

who

slavery,

have

it

in

it

we have to say that

their

away with the foulest of kitchens, their work-shops, and their man
institutions — chattel slavery. ufactories, to use loud words of denuncia

in doing

barbarous

,

it

to intrude its discord

ant self into the concord of their most mu

The virtuous may

sical, select existence?

spend Olympian days together
would defeat the very dearest
prayer
nance

In conclusion,
civilized

common humanity

;

of Slavery
Industry,

whatever

The problem

be called.

be impossible,

by

may

of the Abolition

rights, and of pub
will attach a lasting dis
grace to the city in which it was perpe
trated.
We had hoped that Kentucky,

is

name

lic order which

degrading,

if

a breach of individual

will exist,

is

slavery

it

is

so long

do for society, for poor, common humani-.
or how can
ever be safe for
ty as

but this
wish and

of virtue, whose soul and suste
to sacrifice itself for others'
is

a

is

and consequently

repulsive

what manner they were conducted, they
were an outrageous violation of the law,

or the Upas-tree grow among
other trees, and yet not blast them?
And;
what, after all, can your associated angels,

straightened

it
is
?

structure

it

to suspect the whole prevailing

remedy
But whatever charges may be brought of society, and to inquire for
against Mr. Clay no justification can be which shall be universally efficacious.
The question of Slavery
nothing but
found in them for the proceedings at Lex
It matters not by whom or in the question of Labor. So long as labor
ington.

good, to lift up the down-trodden,
claim the cinful."

and re-:

We agree with you, good friends, that
not the thing. And you shall have
the benefit of all our poor ingenuity in
But
stating your objection strongly.

that

is

commit it to other hands.

is

But we are disappointed.
The liberty of tion against those who live by barbarous
the press cannot, it appears, be tolerated slavery, which
what
only the elder sister of the again, we ask, are you aware
in Kentucky.
Men must learn, scepticism lurks within the bosom of your
Her free people grow wild same monstrous family.
Nothing less than this: that
with terror at the name of freedom.
Men that for evil as well as for good, they are question?
who have challenged the world with their united, and that they ought rather with human passions are incapable of any hair

thistles ?

grapes

Humanity,

than

an uncharitable

spirit

to condemn their brethren, whose lot

is

past redempr
mony, and that humanity
That characters are created vari-:
tion.
ous and antagonistical, with no power of
understanding one another, of doing jus

of thorns or figs of to be more deeply involved in the evil than tice to one another, of helping
themselves.

tolerating

one another

;

men gather

faith in God, to seek an escape from the
sin that, in various degrees, rests upon all
it
is

maddest and most disgusting fear.
The
True American is suppressed by a mob.
By their fruits ye shall know them. Do

in

bravery, a few words can drive into the

or even,

and that he who

of harmony.

and support

pletion

And its tendency

doubtedly.

cate itself from such confusion,
the struggle.

allowed

That because, in one sense,

to extri

or die in

to continue
not discord

;

by which they should ultimately blend in
the due proportions, in the mutual com

is

acted from no law or calculation,

world,

why cannot what has been continue to be?
will continue in its tendency, most un

is

the

it

into

is

came confusedly

It

as they

or,

It

assigned to each its separate tone and col

it
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Its conaeiouSne'M of

be accomplithed.

God, and its expectation of that are twinborn in the same act of conscious life, and
in every act, in every impulse, every glow
• and
ing sentiment of life
they two stand
God and Unity are the
or fall together.

does harmonize with something; heart's spring, support, and end. Discord
j because
does harmonize, not with itself and atheism are the blackness of death to
of the planets, ay, and of every blade of because
So far as you have not smothered
grass and grain of sand, which groups the now, but with the purpose, with the con it.
the distribution

Do you acknowledge that they
passions and try them.
constituent elements of man ; that it foils all point to that, and will you doubt
utterly there ; that everywhere else the i they are destined to reach it?
the

Science

;

Your
man, the crowning product and divinely may drive you, too, into dreams.
appointed lord of Nature, can ever learn to doubts, to be consistent, must resolve the
must rob the
play his leading part in harmony with the whole world into chaos
which all nature has been dark and bloody procession of the Ages
iailhfully rehearsing, ever since the mom- thus far, of the only redeeming explana
The char tion, of the thought that these ages follow
ing stars first sang together.
acters of men were not cut out, you think, the great Law of Transition, and like dis

accompaniment

altar,
the

The frag

mentary outward observations, which have
been made and recorded, till they have
arrayed themselves in orderly Synthesis,

The soul of science

turns over every little

find its soul again in it.

It

and

Unity,

fact, only to

will not accept
it,

as Nature
promiscuousness, but abhors
abhors
vacuum
the want of order
vacuum to the mind.
Now Science dis
tinguishes

is
a

to urge upon them arguments in support
of ours. Consider your own position

with any view to their being fitted togeth
er, as complements of one another. Their
numbers and varieties were left to acci

Unity.

recognizing dif
finds difference

only to unite

ferences everywhere,

to be the element of every orderly series,
and that the whole world
a Series, an
infinite series composed of series.
What
more confused and various, apparently,

cords in music, like the stealthy, strag

than the heavenly bodies?
Yet we find
them numbered,
distributed
in series,
grouped together about centres, mutually

gling, formless,

balanced and complements of one another

which

colorless

are the beautiful

root in plants,
children

of the in function.

dull mixture
dent by the great Architect who number
light, like the confused,
ed the stars, and gave to every one its which precedes crystallization, are but the
His intelligent child, his last and prophecy and beginning of the complete
place.
most sublime creation, made in his own and normal state, the longer ages of glo

at random.

They are not strown abroad
Their numbers, size, attrac

tions, are all predetermined by fixed law.
So many satellites grouped around
plan
et make one unity
so many planets con
a

doubt

faith

is

would

it

You

:

safe out of the reach of our enthusiasm
" Consider your own position;" and not

the true

which

we com-\ are Science.

;

while

son meets Religion at the same

it ;

it

when

intended,

is

performed

is

out.

the answer we

menced, was simply to say to our friends
the who congratulate themselves on keeping

accompaniment for a melody which
the amount of your objec
Such
not?
carried

looking

entered

;

it,

if

no har

if

rest of the orchestra

tion

by simply

little ways down into the bottomless depths
he of scepticism which
covers.
And all

the leading instru

play at random,

should

refuted,

sufficiently

if

ment

that

has now

;

What

mony at all.

there

is

nature,

with

relations

timate

do not harmonize with

for science

into wedlock with sweet Poesy, and Rea

To us the remark above quoted seems result of common observation.
a

and love of the good Providence
are manifest, but only chance and chaos
there ; and man, too, standing in such in
wisdom

2. Science speaks in tones of equal con
firmation

it

in

pense of death to mere concerns of time
And to this now.
and self.

a

except

if

everything

lives, and all heroic sacrifice of life, which
literally means the making
life sacred
to
great unitary end, even at the ex

is

If they were not meant for harmony, you
a philosopher ; the law which makes the could not even pronounce them discord.
world a world, a Tiosmos, as the old They suggest the very law which you
They
Greeks had it, a consistent whole, and a complain of their not fulfilling.
thing of Beauty ; that that law holds in furnish you with the ideal by which you

To this all poetry haa
spoken, all music and other arts of beauty,
all prophecy and revelation, all good men'*
of

it

Do you
into clear and peaceful concord.
say the passions of men can never be har
Then why were they created
monized

to

selves credit for.

is

solution

Thanks, then,

the living, gushing heart, we have some
times some faith more than we give our

in

to entire

satisfactory

heartless.

you grow

;

a

or to

your faith in unity, only so far has your
Lose that and
heart strength to beat.

is

tends either

?

the shape of Science, and draws the sim
plest looker-on into the way of becoming

destruction,

beyond itself;

all looks away

most decidedly

?

to take

chance observations

fragmentary

discord
it

which moulds the whole sphere of forms
and colors into beauty, and of sounds into
music ; the law whose perpetual presence
and repetition in every thing forces our

;

is
a

in

it

is

laboring.
particles of matter by chemical summation towards which
" For we know that the whole creation
affinities, with precise mathematical pro
portion of supply to demand, of means to groaneth and travaileth in pain together
There
all
meaning
ends, of attractions to destinies ; the law until now."

smallest

a

regulates

it it

the law which

that were so, be

and pronounced

it
a

;

it,

his own music,

fail

which,

troubled about times and seasons,

Descend the scale, and are not the next

of the grand and everlasting lower orders of being to planets, the mi
fact, and lets appearances of
day defeat nuter creations which inhabit them, also

loses sight

the logic which

alone gives unity to life,

which, when rejected by the understand

distributed and numbered

!

If

the great Artist, the divine com
poser, would not have tolerated the dis
he would have cursed
cord until now

lieve

a

form himself to

it
t

is

;

is

;

so many solar
image, as we are told, the only one capa rious harmony and peace and beauty. Of stitute our solar system
round a deeper centre,
ble of comprehending this pervading har one thing or the other we must accuse systems circle
also the only one not capable of you
either of denial of all Law and forming systems of systems, and so on till
mony,
lost in the immeasurably vast.
finding a position in which he may con Providence, or of a most cowardly faith, thought

does not each

exist, whetherstonc,

plant, animal or man,
to supply an element to
predestined uni

he would have dashed the whole in ing, retreats to the impregnable strong
and are not the tendencies toward
finite orchestra to pieces, and sent them hold in the heart.
ty
But consider
be so extravagant to that unity manifest in the inextinguishable
whistling down the bottomless abyss of
nothing,
any such abyss there were
suppose that human characters can be attractions which prompt each to any sort

dies till

Certainly,

the infinitely

small, Chemistry

grains

in the sphere of

and atoms are all

shows that

numbered

it

lives for

of activity?

;

longs for

harmony,

it,

do you ask; and, craves

The heart presupposes
it,

tolerated?

harmonized in Association.
it,

is
it

Why

discord.

1.

and that were an easier faith than your's
in everlasting

it

:

if

if

?

;

a

ure
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their

and

passions,

mathematical

finds

Our numbers, though

CORRESPONDENCE.

proportions

they enter into combinations which we
call substances.
Who, then, can doubt

There

at the present time, much so

that man, who holds the key to this great

upon the probability of the suc
cess or failure of the Industrial enterprise,

law, was also meant to enter into the in

among the producing classes in this vicin

characters

ied and contradictory,

licitude

are var

ity.

and incompatible,

The fact

is

If

most use thereof?

more and more

becoming

every

few, are steadily
and are composed of such men

increasing,

Ohio, Aug. 16, 1645.

CLEVELAND,

day

apparent, that the capital

as are

substantial

Our first

object

friends

is

affinities
in exact

of the cause.

to disseminate

among

of the principles
and practical operations of Industrial As

our friends,
sociation

a

that

is

calls

i'07

knowledge

and social reform, and as soon

as we shall obtain tho necessary strength,

is it not because we have not of the country,
rapidly passing into the to seek in some favorable location, to dif
because we have not hands of
few nonproducers, lands and fuse the blessings of life equally, and to
traced the golden thread of connection tenements are monopolized, rents are be all who may join us in our enterprise.
Some of our number, who intended to
through them? because we have not stu coming enormously
high, and the me
is

apparently,

ly? because,

in

man's

sought

a word,

we

have

not

in his attractions,

destiny

in those Passions which are his only life,
which may be perverted but cannot be ex

but just able, with

the utmost

to make his income

economy,

meet his

And add to this combination
of evils, the antagonistic feeling which
exists among mechanics of the same pur
suit, cutting down the prices of manufac
tured articles, or the price of labor to the
very lowest point of endurance, and even,
expenses.

take the Harbinger,

and had subscribed,

not paid in the money, were bold
enough to advocate the doctrines of Asso
but

ciation

in

classed them, and chanic

attractions,

asked them to what they tend collective

is

died their

a

found their series?

the shops where they labored,

and were in consequence
and were

employment,

dismissed
obliged

from

to seek

a

Others have
employment in other parts.
tinguished, and which even now, through
humbly bowed to the sovereign will of
ages of complicated disorder, are working
out their own transition into the complete as though this were not enough, some capital, for fear of losing the present
collective unities of a Social Hierarchy, who become, pressed for want of funds, means of support, and have declined tak
which shall be one throughout the globe ! throw their wares into the common auc
ing an active part in our public meetings.
Those of us who have dared to assert
3. One more thought is all we have tion room, where they are sold even
room for.
If most men are not angels, below the first cost, and often at great and maintain our right tu speak and act

il

but positively bad, and death to harmony sacrifice.
as they are, consider whether the best
Many have been, and now are, leaving
use of every man does not proceed from the pursuits of honest industry and pro
the very same source with his worst fault? ductive labor, and are engaging in the
whether each one's besetting sin, and lusive schemes of speculation, losing sight
weakness

peculiar

the of the great and cardinal doctrine, that
whereabouts of the peculiar excellence " productive industry
the only source
wherewith his star shall in the true order of wealth."
differ from all other stars in glory ? Most
can no longer be said, that honesty,
is

docs not conceal

for ourselves, have held meetingg in this
city once a week, for the last six months,
and

have

in the surrounding
The common people, (or

lectured

neighborhoods.

in other words) laboring men in general,
are anxious to hear, and would be willing
to act, but have not the necessary means.
Capital seems to be riveting the fetters of

servitude, tighter and tighter upon the
feet of all the producing classes, and, in
the
road
to
industry
only
the language of Mr. Brisbane's letter to
but speculation!!
prosperity,
Honesty
has become a vice, labor degrading, and us last spring, in relation to the laboring
New England, "
sceins that a
weak mind.
At classes
frugality indicative of

unity

industry,

These

till for

have been borne

ceases to be a virtue.

Various

banners,
processions,
Must not speeches, resolutions &c., but the only ef

the use of discords?

terrible industrial feudalism
about tu be
established, with capitalists for masters and
laboring men for serfs."

Laboring men see and realize

expedients have been resorted to such as
public

it

in

the popular sentiment.

evils

bearance

and every
pleasure, worship,
other phase of life ? Can you imagine
any way in which harmony can be formed
without

least, this

is

to anything like
and society of men in

indispensable

a collective

is

absolutely

! j

strength and vividness of contrast, aro not

a

and frugality,

is

It

sin is the exaggeration of individuality in
to selfishness.
Now consider whether
these very individualities,
in their fullest

meetings,

these

facts, but like the Egyptians in the days
of famine, rather sell their lands, them

pit
fect produced, is, to rivet the fetters of selves, their wives and children, for
subsistence, than to famish
with
and first assert itself, before it can lend its servitude tighter and tighter upon the feet iful
literally true among us, that
energy to the living series of graduated of those who are (doomed?) to be the want.
" and humbly beg
differences which
we call melody and " hewers of wood and drawers of water" laborers bow to capital,
brother
of
the
earth
to
give them leave
?
for the rest of mankind.
Before regarding the discord
harmony
ant characters of men, then, fatal to the
No individual, who reflects at all upon to toil."
'
You will oblige us by sending all the
experiment of association, rather rejoice this subject, can be blind to the startling
back
numbers of the Harbinger.
The
that these indispensable elements exist for facts exhibited in the daily "reports of
and let the serious question be ques wrong and outrage with which, the earth few numbers you have furnished us, have
not some system been well read by our friends, and we
filled," that
there
tion to which Science holds the answer
introduced,
What
the order, what the numbers, of reformation
which shall hope, with profit.
is

is

if

is

is

:

a

it,

a

It

a

each note tend to its own individualization,

individualities

place amid others,

laborer

of our country

into its destined

so that without

subject into

part

consideration,

this

and have or

under the name of the

"

most religiously dedicate and sacrifice
self to the Unity of the whole, in every

At present, there are about twenty
dividuals of us, mostly heads of families,

;

Indus

of Cleveland."

This Association
tical operations,
1844,

in

in

township
du Lac,

an

commenced its prac
on the 26th day of May,

unoccupied

congressional

of land in the county of Fond

W. T.

consisted at that time

of abont twenty-five adult male members,
who are resolved to avail ourselves of the who came on to the land with cattle,
benefits of associative society, organized horses, tents, &c., and commenced im

man according to the general principles
down by Charles Fourier.
j

is

is

Nature
simple and easy
that
difficult and perplexed.

it
is

of its own sincerest impulse

?

it

it

ganized

gratification

CERESCO, Aug. 13, 1845.

few

ing with its peculiarity,
may lose its
morbid consciousness thereof, and may

trial Association

WISCONSIN PHALANX,

irrecoverably

A
to perpetual serfdom.
individuals in this city, have taken

bring, each of these doomed

as laid

provements
equalled

with

only

a

physical

energy,

by the first settlers

of

a

rampant

shall

organ

It

ization, which

strike at the root of the evil, the toil-worn

what the counterpoi

is

what the conditions,

ses, what the social and industrial
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In a few weeks crops erect another, for twenty families more,
country.
next summer, with a hall conducting to
were growing, land fenced, frame build
From that day to the another dining-room, supplied from the
ings erected, &c.
We have one school
present, continued prosperity, rapid im same cook-room.

new

prospects,
provements, and brightening
We are Associa-tionists
are the result.

constantly,
to do mucli

but have as yet been unablo
towardc

improving

that de

of the Fourier schopl, and intend to reduce partment, and had hoped to see something
his system to practice as fast as possible,
We
with our situation.

consistently

at this time, about one hundred

number

are under the township
ganized

York.

similar to the system in New
Our town was set off and organ

ized last winter,
which

or

at
by the Legislature,
was also in

time the Association

corporated as a joint-stock company by a
We
charter, which is our constitution.
had a post-office

and mail, weekly,

with

in forty days of our commencement; thus
far we have pbtained all we have asked
for.

We have religious
bath schools,

meetings and Sab

conducted

by members

for the benefit of our

since here.

No physician,

would disband more Associations
any other one cause, and thus far,

than

I

to winter

and quarries of lime, and rock, and occa
sionally,

no

wheat, raised about fifteen hun

Aug. 23, 1845.

be

of lieve it IMS. more than all other causes put

grist-mill building, 640 acres under inv
provement, 400 of which is now seeding

CONVENTION.

(CT A meetine of the NEW
We have a well regulated system of WORKING MEN'S ASSOCIATION will be
held at FALL. RIVER, Mass., on THURS
Grouping our laborers, but have not yet DAY, the llth pf September next.
Vfe have no diffi
The friends of Industrial Reform are invit
organized the Scries.
ed to attend. Come one, come all. Ample
culty in any departments of our business,
provision will be made by the friends at Fall
and thus far, more than our most sanguine River for the accommodation of all who shall
attend the Convention from out of town.
expectations have been realized.
Newspapers friendly to the cause, wit)
We commenced with a determination
please copy (his advertisement.
to avoid all debts, and have thus far ad
L. W. RYCKMAN, Pres.
hered to our text ; for we believed debts
THOMAS ALMT, Sec'y.

with the old red sand-stone.
We are situated ninety miles north of the
lawyer, or preacher, yet resides among State line of Illinois, and sixty west of
us ; but we expect a physician
soon, Sheboggan on Lake Michigan, ten south
Almsr interest will not conflict with ours, of the navigable waters of the Upper
and whose presence will consequently not Fox River, and twenty west of Lake
Name pf our township and
Winncbago.
increase disease.
In politics, we are about equally divid- post-office, Ceresco. Any inquiries made
but generally through the Post-office will be punctually
;ed, and vote accordingly,
W. CHASE.
believe both parties culpable for many of attended to.
the political evils of the day.
SYSTEM
OF MEASURES,
UNIFORM
The Phalanx has a title from Govern
Our attention has
ment to 1440 acres of land, on which WEIGHTS AND COINS.
there is one of the best water-powers in been called by Mr. G. Volgelgsang, Act
the country, a saw-mill in operation, a ing Austrian Consul, at New Orleans, to
sickness,

WORKING-MENS

selves and other Associations.

some half a dozen different denominations together.
Most of our land is prairie, interspersed
of Christians,
with whom creeds and
with groves of oak, maple, poplar, rose
modes of faith are of minor importance,
All are protect wood, &c., and an abundance of springs,
compared with religion.
ed, and all is harmony in that department.
We have had no deaths, and very little

tries."

in this branch, and hope to see

We it in the Harbinger

township.
government,

which would be a guide

to us in this branch pf our organization.
We look to the Brook Farm Phalanx for
instruction

and eighty souls, being the entire popu
lation of the congressional

in the Harbinger,

fit, and certainly very feW as fit as oufs,
to start this plan, so undoubtedly and gen-:
erally useful.
It appears that one of the shortest, and
probably most successful methods of pro
ceeding in bringing this system into operr
ation, would be to get up memorials,
to be sent to Congress, recommending the
;
adoption of it in our Union, as well as to
I invite other-powers through our executive,
to introduce it into their respective

a plan for introducing

a uniform system
measures and coin among all
the great commercial and political powers

of weights,

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS

!

Leaves Brook Farm at 7 A. M., and 2 1-2
p. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica
Plains, and Roxbury.
Returning, leaves
Dootittle's, City Tavern, Brattle 'Street, at
p.
M. Sunday cxcepted.
9 1-2 A. M., and 5
N. R. GERRISU.
June 28, 1845.

FOR SALE,

In West Roxbury,

two Lots of Land in
the immediate vicinity of Brook Farm, con
taining, one sixty, and the other thirty acres.
Inquire of WILLIAM PALMER, near the
premises.
August 9, 1843.

THE HARBINGER
la published simultaneously at New York
and Boston, b} the BROOK FARM PHALANX,
every Saturday morning.
Office in New
York, BURGESS. STRINGER & Co., No. 222
Broadway ; and in Boston, REDDING & Cp.,
No. 8 State Street.
TERMS. Two Dollars a year, or One DpIl«r for six months, payable invariably in ad
vance. Ten copies for fifteen Dollars.

COMMUNICATIONS
and REMITTANCEs
to should be addressed to (he publishers in New
sufficient for our next year's bread, have adopt the unit fixed upon by the French York and Boston, or to the " Editors of the
Brook Farm, West Roxbury,
about seventy acres of corn on the ground, Directory,
which is easily susceptible of Harbinger,"
Mass.
which looks well, — and other crops in decimal divisions.
C7" Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As
We hope this much needed reform will sociation
Our property is entirely un
proportion.
Clubs, and all persons wishing to
encumbered, the society free from debt, be carried to a successful issue, for all diffuse the principles defended in this paper,
that tends to bring men into nearer re by forwarding FIFTEEN DOLLARS, will bu
and we have an abundance of cattle, hors
supplied with TEN COPIES.
es, crops, and provisions, for the wants of lations with their fellow men, accelerates
U_T Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
our present numbers, and physical ener the advent of the day when Unity and
Offices, No. 222 Broadway, New York, and
gy enough to obtain more. Thus, you Harmony shall take the place of Isolation No. 8 State Street, Boston, and by booksellers
and periodical agents throughout the U. States.
see, we are tolerably independent, and we and Discord in all the relations of life.
Price, 6 1-4 cents.
intend to remain so, as we admit none as
France has already adopted fhis system.
members who have not sufficient funds to Russia has the decimal system in her coin,
GENERAL A DKNT 3.
invest in stock, or sufficient
physical and several other European powers are
more or less prepared for it.
strength to warrant their not being a bur
30 ANN STREET, NEW YORK.
then to the society.
We have one dwell
By the following extract, our readers
ing house nearly finished, in which reside will see what Mr. Vogelgsang
\3 STATE ST. BOSTON.
thinks HALIBURTON,
dred bushels

the past season, which

is of Christendom.

Mr.

V.

purposes

TUTTLE AND DEXTER,

shquld be done in this country :
twenty families, with along hall conduct
ing to the dining-room,
wnere all who
!' For several reasons and motives, we
ar« able, dine together.
We intend to may say, there is no country on earth more

B. URNER, CINCINNATI.
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Religion
brothers,"

tells

"

us,

and before

that all

men are

the human

God,

must necessarily have

a

Humanity

knowl

of ideas and beliefs in the world, on the
other part
To find the Law of Religious

and social system

is

render unitary in development (essor) that
was, originally, unitary
its
which
source, (ressort).*
Experience has long since proved, that

Unity, to be really

Religious

must be more than

universal,

Roman,

Greek,

or

must embrace all truth
Anglican
among all people, without excluding any
We believe that the
thing arbitrarily.
is

the old ideas

What then can be done by

Unity,
all, and

soul in

suffering which seeks the truth
What are we to think of the Bible and
civilized nations? of the Koran, and the
and

is

of Confucius
more advanced than the people of Islamism?
of harmony
as all China? of the Zend A vesta and
doctrine of religious unity, which
principle and practice as the Persians; of the Vedas of India
necessary
What
Belief and manners are necessa Fetichism and the savages?
others.
rily connected and cannot be separated in we do in the midst of all this chaos,
work of general transformation.
That cept seek the true law of God

church

the question.
That
Let us first see how Fourier has stated
it,

Fourier has expressly stated, that in
no manner did be pretend to found
new
religious sect, and he has been careful to

of deny in advance, whomsoever might pre

?

in

is

the

the universal

?

is

no assured

known guide

of

harmonize

In what unitary principle
at last found.
But
light, no how can the new idea be grafted upon

peace, faith, hope?

There

finally

in

;

;

religion?

shall

a

basis

Harmony, and as the termination of the
Still the
reign of darkness upon earth.
theory of the political

Where

this

a

as the

at every point
every where arise hatreds
and doubts which prey upon the heart.

which

;

all things
this knowledge has
hitherto been wanting to the Race, wan
dering in philosophic darkness, and wal

govern

;

and divine

as

;

world

and of

necessarily

must

?

the

in

cognized

the unity of God

one part; the divergence

in

which

Harmony,

is

much

given

edge of the laws of passional

!

how

Being
Humanity,

it it,

a ;

is

is

It

to say

:

tion of this problem thus stated

conceit

lowing in the mire of selfishness.
THE PROBLEM OF RELIGIOUS UNITY.
Instead of agreement and union, we
Our only object in this article is to state have divergence of spirit arid violent re
the world
the Religious
Question, that it may be pulsion among the nations
easy for each one to solve
according to broken into hostile sects by thousands of
the light that
in him for
would be im inimical and exclusive creeds which clash

Religious,
question interests Humanity.
Political, and Social Unity, has been re

all the

circle,

sional

INCOHERENCE OF CREEDS ;

complete and sat
possible for us to give
isfactory solution within our present limits.

must form

complish,

knowingly, its duty in the pas
of the universe.
But be
Thou shall love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy mul, and with fore fulfilling that duty with confidence,

all thy mind. This is the first and greatest
commandment.
" And the second is like unto it : Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.
" On these two commandments hang all
the Law and the Prophets."
ST. MATTHEW xxii. 37— 40.

all upon the earth-.

one, and all the aspects

it

FROM THE PHALANGE.

useless

Supreme truth

14.

rays of which converge to the centre.
The question then is, to find the solu

follow the destiny of creation, and to ac

Translatedfor the Harbinger.

UNIVERSAL

unite and harmonize

family must be united, body and soul, to of that truth

THE RELIGIOUS QUESTION.

"
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can

tend, in his name, or with

his theory, to

ready

it

in the opinion

a

inevitable,

a

is

a

?

new religion

;

proves to us, that from our present social
chaos, will issue a new
and religions

transformation

form

a

of those who believe in universal harmo
The harmonian theory sufficiently
ny.

still, in his writings,
he speaks of the religion of the HarraoBut how can we seek
in the midst of nians, which will not be the same as that
such
in which we cannot of the Civilizees,
at least in form.
labyrinth,
la
take
step without encountering those what then will consist the difference be
ex

inimical doctrines, those exclusive creeds,
to

anathematize

the unfortunates

tween the future religion and that of this
day?

as soon as the divine breath shall who dare approach them with the purpose
to Fourier and hi* school,
According
free and conscientious examination.
soul of of
this difference will not relate,
the least,
penetrated the individual
This
difficulty which must be braved, to the principles already known and ac
man and the collective soul of Humanity.
we wish to become enlightened and to cepted
We say the collective soul of Human
the Christian church, but only

of soli

darity binds the present and future gene
rations to those which have passed
that

open for ourselves

in

a

before God

that the law

new path to the light to the scientific

of God.
Without doubt the truth

derstanding
is

but oue individual

;

ity to indicate that the race

is

if

is
a

a

have

in

world,

put, the manner of un

and interpreting

more or less

thoee prin-

a is

is

i*

by

;

;

in

;

s We know that Fourier means by the
all sects but this
among all people,
word TMttrrt, the essential faculty or innate
they have all one common destiny, and not enough to reunite all nations in
power of any created being, an passion or
that all unite to form the unitary, pro unitary, hatmonic church.
The task of instinct in men or aninuls and by the word
etior, the progressive development or natural
the human mind, in our age,
to en
gressive being, renewed each instant
effect of that essential faculty or innate
of
birth
and
death
deavor
to
to
individuals.
develope the law which
the
power.
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The love of God and of I hi- 1being a mixt
ciples.
manity which social science calls Unity- the second.*
isin, is the essential and fundamental base,

These

mode between the first and one will dispute
city.

three

modes

of manifestation

the origin and authenti
two revelations of spiritual

These

human in-

and divine light, to individual,

the only ba«e of Christianity, and that base must be found in the light of the spiritual telligence, correspond to reflection and to
is eternal as God : but the intelligence of world, if there be unity of system be- refraction of the natural or solar light.
man is always progressive, and every new I tween the material world and the intellecWe believe that this unity exists
generation enters more deeply into the tual.
and can be demonstrated.

truth.

Then, if intelligence

is progressively

of reason.

development

embodies

which

There is, in the first place, nature,

The doctrine

will become more and more luminous,
without
law

itself:

"The
Let

those

evidently

laws,

interpret

them ; this analysis

and

comprehend

is to spiritual

effect of material
named diffraction.

light which has been
In the matter of di

vine revelations, we know only the WORD
or prophetic
which

light, among

all

light ture and human reason.

This third kind

place in the

fracts the unitary divine light, in a thous
Until now, human intelligence has been and different manners.
Universal Nature and Humanity ; here
developed in a fragmentary manner. The
of which no
religious doctrine, or the science of real are two divine revelations

human speech, or intellectual
to reflect to us the spiritual

unity in the church, has always been un
derstood and taught, more or less imper

for Nature

doctrine.

fectly, by different fractions of humanity ;
but, even while teaching religious unity,
each of those fractions

pretending to the
monopoly of truth, has, of necessity, con

stantly

itself from the others.

isolated

Now it ia of importance to us to know
the cause of these differences of opinions,

and to understand, if possible,
question of universal unity.

the true

There are certainly more or less partial
truths in every religion which has been
adopted by entire nations ; and all truths
must enter into universal
truth.
We
must therefore
order

to know

what

is only

each.
their

examine

all religions, in
is really true, and
and incomplete in

what
illusory

To be capable of judging healthily
respective

pretensions,

seek for instruction

let us first

by an integral

study

of the divine light.

I.
OF INTEGRAL REVELATION.

NATURI : THE HUMAN SOUL : THE WORD.
In the passional or spiritual world, di
vine love is the focus of life, the radiating
centre of the heat and light of souls, as
Mm is the radiating centre of the

the

heat and light of bodies in the material
world.

What is then that divine light by which
God reveals himself

to the human mind ?

Such is the first question which presents
itself in the integral study of Religion.

The spiritual
universal,
sun which

light of God

as is the natural
enlightens

is one and

light of the

our system ; but,

it is susceptible of more
than one kind of form (essor) or progres

like

sive

the latter,

development.

What are then its

different forms?
In natural light, we see that there are
modes or forms of operation, or
manifestation, which are called reflection,
three

rrfraition,

and

nations,

can be placed beside external na

what refraction is to physical light, since of divine revelation
might correspond
of Humanity
forms, so to very well with the mixt operation called
love of God and the the whole
us HOW come to the speak, an intellectual
prism, which re diffraction, since it assumes the form of

any change taking

neighbor.''

which

light ;

for spiritual

that manifestation must correspond to the

reflects the laws which
human science at a given epoch, must be presided at the creation ; then the human
developed in exact proportion with the mind, which analyzes nature, to discover
developed, that doctrine

There remains for us to seek a third
mode of manifestation

IIfraction ; -this

latter

* For those who do not clearly understand
what is meant, in physics, by the terms
reflection, refraction, and diffraction, we
will endeavor to give an idea of them, with
out entering into a scientific explanation.
Reflection is the phenomenon which is
produced when a luminous ray falls upon an
opaque and polished surface, a mirror for
instance, and returns or shoots off, making
an angle called the angle of reflection, equal
to that of incidence. Refraction takes place,
when a luminous ray passes through a prism,
and is decomposed into several ray* of diffe
rent colors.
{Generally, but incorrectly in
our opinion, the name of refraction is given
to the phenomenon of inflection, or of sim
ple deviation, which is produced when a
white luminous ray pastiesfrom any medium
whatever, into a medium more or less dense,
v, nt.i.MI beiug perceptibly decomposed into
colored rays.
This inflection is an effect of the neuter
order, between the reflection and the decom
position of the luminous ray, and we ought
in fact to use here the word inflection instead
of refraction, to render truly our idea of the
mixt order. Nevertheless, we are compelled
to modify the usual definition in which the
term refraction is applied at once to two
orders of phenomena : deviation and decom
position.
Diffraction is * particular effect of light,
which would require too much lime to de
scribe here, and this effect a rather of an
antbiguout and exceptional order, although
mixed and complicated, than an intermediate
one, such as we understand here by a neuter
effect.
We then apply the word diffraction to
every effect, which is not simple reflection
nor the decomposition of the ray by a prism.
We know that this application of the word is
not conformable to u<age, but we have no
other means of indicating the mixt effect by
a single word.
In true definition, the word refraction
should he applied only to the phenomenon of
prismatic decomposition, and then we should
have two distinct words for the effects of the
mixt order.
Reflection, (return of the ray in a homoge
neous medium.)
Refraction, (decomposition of the my in a
heterogeneous medium.)
THE MIXT ORDER : — The Neuter.
Inflection, (deviation, from difference of de
gree in density.)
THE MIXT ORDER : — The Ambiguous.
Diffraction, (inflection and decomposition of
the luminous ray which glances upon the
external surfaces of bodies in a medium
which is homogeneous and of equal den•Ity.)

state of enigma, as Nature

refraction,

light in a

reflects to us

the laws of God

in a state of mystery ;
is still a mystery to the intelli

gence of man.

In the minds of many men, scepticism
of what
the Church calls the WORD of God ; con
has undermined the authenticity

sequently,

we must

examine

the origin

if

and the nature of the WORD to see

the

of religion be a revelation of
this nature.
We believe it is not difficult
true

basis

to prove the fact ; but here we cannot go

All that we can
deeply into this subject.
do for the moment, is to show the unity
of character which connects the three
modes of divine revelation.
Here we must make the observation
that, ALL is IN ALL, and that we find the
three modes of manifestation

of light in

all the spheres of nature and intelligence.

Still, the character of reflected intellectual
light is predominant in the works of Na
ture and the two other characters
spectively

predominant

are re

in the two other

orders of revelation.
On observing these three forms of inte
gral revelation, in order to find in them
the law of universal harmony, or the doc
trine of religious unity, we are struck at
once by the immensity of the contradic
tions which meet us at every point, in
each of them.

In those portions of na

ture which are nearest to us, on the sur
face of the earth and

the sea, we find

creatures

each

who keep

who

devour

up a furious

other,

and

war during

the

whole of their existence ; some, more or
less connected with man in a state of so
ID
form very feeble exceptions.
the sea, the fishes almost all devour eecli
The insects, almost all, war with
other.
ciety,

each other, and are in opposition to man,
With the excep
directly or indirectly.
tion of the bee, the silk worm, and per
haps some others which are but little
known, the insects are all useless or hurt
The reptiles, the birds,
ful to Humanity.
quadrupeds do not agree any
better, either among themselves or wilh

and the

THE HARBINGER.
man,

save some rare exceptions,
the general

confirm

whicl

rule of discord am

hostility.

We have not the exact proportion be
tween the gentle, peaceful, and directlj
useful beings of creation, and those which
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with all the sentiments of justice and bar
mony which the Divinity has placed heart
in the of man.

the prophecies, or WORDS of God, which
serve as the bases for the different reli

gions of the globe, we ought, a priori, to
What deduction are we to draw from find a similar proportion between what is
this, with respect to the third form of reve mysterious, discordant, pernicious in ap
lation, called divine,

if there

be truly unitj

pearance, and what is good, evident, and

of system in the Universe except that the true, in each religion.
majority, the great majority, of the WORDS
We may, then, thus sum up this chap
there must be at least seven-eighths o: or divine prophecies, hitherto received by ter, with the reservation of verifying the
creatures hostile, or not connected, to the different nations, must necessarily be details of proportion, which
we think
The creation contradictory with themselves, and whh ought to be admitted until we have more
one-eighth of peaceable.
includes then a multitude of beings who all our sentiments of Divine goodness anc ample information.
are in perpetual war amongst themselves
This is a positive fact and a
justice?
the Fnrtlt :
Integral Revelation
are wore or less hurtful to man, or sepa
rated from him by their instincts ; bu

and whose instincts clash with

the senti
ments of man, while only a small number
of those beings agree, at the same time,
among

themselves

and with

the

senti

ments of harmony in the human soul.

great mystery,

if we

penetrate,

which we must

wish to know

seek

to

our desti

ny in the bosom of God.
Strange inconsistency !
Sceptics re
fuse to accept the prophecies as divine

vpon

7-8 evil.
5 discords,
\ harmonies, 1-8 good.
discords,
7-8 evil,
The Words, :
harmonies, 1-8 good.

I. Nature,

i.

7-8 evil.
discords,
o rr
3.
Humanity,
l.8 pood.
Still Nature is very certainly a divine revelations, because these " WORDS of
Unity of Syutem in divine revelations.
revelation, the work of God ; for what
God " are often contradictoiy to each oth
ever be the malice or craft of men, there er and with the human heart, while they
Now we must seek far the law of divine
are none who can manufacture crocodiles, point us to universal nature and to the order which governs this mass of appa
tigers, serpents, bugs.
These beinga are history of the intelligence of man, as in
rent inharmoniousness, the doctrine of reveritable WORDS of God, which will be dubitable sources of supreme truth, of di
igious unity, direct and inverse, past and
full of instruction for man, as soon as he vine revelation ! They have not been uture, luminous and obscure, temporary
can nnravel the mystery which still con shocked by the discords of nature, by the and permanent.
ceals the reason of their existence.
But before entering upon this question,
reptiles and the vermin, by the wolves
In the midst of the general harmony which devour the sheep, by the men who we must observe that, there are at least
which prevails in the universe, the feeling devour their fellow men, or deprive them three classes of spirits, by whom God
of which exists in the depths of the soul of all the fruits which God has sown up
ransmits the divine light, and each of
of all nations, in all ages, what can be on the earth, — because the priests could hose classes of spirits receives the light
n a peculiar manner.
the fundamental reason of this incohe
not have manufactured these divine hor1st. THE ILLUMINATED. or myxtic spirits,
rence in the works of creation ' This is
s. But, "prophecies, words! these
perhaps a difficult problem to resolve, and are altogether too easy to imagine for the
yet man can comprehend hardly any thing deception and degradation of the human
of the laws of intellectual harmonv in race," and strong minds do not wish to
the universe, while

he remains

ignorant

of the causes of creation upon the earth,
and the law of the destinies of man.
Let ue content ourselves for the mo
ment with

recording

the fact, and study

recourse

for

instruction

aws of harmony,

respecting

the divine

what is to be seen in the history of Hu

he doctrine of religious unity.
leek

elsewhere,

keeping

the

revelation,

We must

ourselves

al

ways on our guard against all that is ex

of which

no one can deny the clusive, whether in positive belief, or negIt is very certain
tive philosophy.
origin or authenticity.
We must admit as a divine revelation,
ly from God that the human race pro
ceeds, and thus

far Humanity

may

be all which

considered as a divine revelation.

nre our

What, then, are the passions and in
stincts of Humanity,

as recorded in histo-

ry?

pretend to see really what passes in

he other world.
2nd.

THE INSPIRED, or prophets, who

ie the sport of illusion, or the dupe of receive the word of God.
' manufacturers of creeds."
3rd. THE MEN OF GENIUS, who discov
Thus, it is
not the sceptics to whom we must have er the laws of Nature.

manity, or second mode of general reve
Human nature is a permanent
lation.
revelation,

who

THE DIRECT INITIATION by the supreme
soul, the light of the spiritual world, the
(This will be explained here

Man-God.
after.)

There are then three manners of iniminds into the mysteries of the

iating

ivine light,
revailing

according as the respectively
character of those minds is in

may exist before our eyes, be- stinctive, or rational, or sentimental ; and
within us, around what we here write will be understood in

intelligence,

us ; then there will remain for us to learn

at least three manners, differing in shades

what is of the divine order, real, perma
nent, harmonic, and what is only excep-

of perception,
And

according

to

character.

even those who do not understand,

or who think they see errors herein, will
to

Discords and war, craft and tyranny,
are the most constant effects which we

ional,

find in the history of the race, in all ages,
among all people, with some rare excep

We admit, then, three orders of reve- the nature of their intelligence, and of
divine light, and in the ideas which they have already ac
rder that there may be unity of system cepted.
In the Catholic Church, those differ
n the works of God, these three orders

tions ; and as the effects are the results

of causes, the passions and instincts of
Humanity

have been, in action, entirely

subversive

and discordant,

almost in the

same degree as the instincts and habits of
the inferior animals of the globe.
Here, then, are two orders of incontes
table, divine revelation, which

apparent,

temporary,

and inhar-

do so on different grounds, according

onic.
ation, in the integral

must necessarily be anala- ences in opinion which result from differ
;ous among themselves, or alike in the ences of intelligence, are easily reconciled
iicturee they present to us. Now we by means of the authority which flows
if revelation

see in animated nature around us, sevenighths, at least, of discord, and apparent,
f not real, evil, for one-eighth of real

from the principle of infallibility in mattars of doctrine ; hut agreement on reli

gious truth is not ao readily established
display to
in intelli
In the his out of that Church.
good, or apparent harmony.
gent and brute beings ; almost all these tory of Humanity, we see about the same
Without doubt, the authority of the
incarnate laws are in permanent, incontes
proportion between the two manifesta
Church and her explanations, are
us the laws of God incarnated

table contradiction

with themselves,

and tions of harmonies

and discords , and in

cient for those who

fear to reasop about
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faith ;

their

but for

find,

if

a luminous

possible,

truly scientific

those

who

to authority,

to submit blindly

clue,

guiding

refuse

we must
doctrine,

which

are all

four

connected

human or passional kingdom,

the genera, species, and varieties, which con
increase in number.

with

and each of tinually

a those kingdoms is subdivided into an in
finity of series of the secondary order.

to traverse

the labyrinth of creeds, and to discover In the revelation of the Word considered
We must integrally, we find also four great divi
all the mysteries of destiny.
still make use of free examination with sions ; the I'M/US of the Indians, the
out attacking the authority of the Church,
Chouking of the Chinese, the Zend-Avesta
of the Magi of Persia, the Koran of the
without constituting ourselves a religious,
In this Mahometans, which are all inferior in in
protestant, and heretical sect.
manner, if we find the true light, which fluence to the Jewish Christian revelation,
Christ has ordered us to seek, the Church the unitary pivot of the series of reli
This series con
may profit by it ; if we deceive ourselves, gions upon our globe.
the peace of the world will not be dis. tains without doubt more than four parts
turbed.

Free examination will lead us to deter
mine the laws of variety in universal
And first, to discover onr position
unity.
in this labyrinth of revelations and mys
teries, we must reconnoitre

the ground,
and cast a rapid glance upon the general

of things.

distribution

DISTRIBUTIVE

SYSTEM

observing
tion,

strikes

eral series.

[f we are asked why we class the sa
books of the Chinese, Persians,

us, ou

for

the same reason

class

the subversive

foxes,

reptiles,

tigers,

that

creations,

we

bears, crocodiles,

fleas, bugs, &c., in tho revelations of Na
orders of revela
serial* distribution of the ture, and that we can perceive no strong

elements, whether in the general arrange
ment, or in the smallest

details

of each

permanent

character

subordinate

of the

to the

individual.

The individual career is generally classed
in four phases, and the apogee, or culmi
nating point of virility, which separates
the two

phases, infancy and
the two descending phases,

ascending

youth, from

maturity and decline.
It would be impossible

to enumerate

here all ttie serial distributions

of nature,

in the different orders of integral

revela

but any one may verify, by direct
observation, the capital fact which we in
tion,

is, that the series

dicate ; which

is the

universal law of distribution

between these two extremes.

We must also observe, that all the ele
series of known

wolves,

the different

is the

more or less distinct,

of the works
Hindoos, and Mussulmen, with the sacred of God, whether in the sphere of the infi
books of Christianity
in this incomplete nitely great, or in that of the infinitely
series of the revelations of thn Word, we small, or finally, in that of the medium
cred

answer :

or UNIVERSAL

ORDER.

The first thing which

and the pivot ; but we indicate here only
the most important elements of the gen

The career of the individual from birth
to death, develops also a series of changes

er motive for denying the divine source
of the words or sacred books of the orien

ments in the universal

things, are subject to three general char
acters or conditions, which are genera
tion, progressive

development,

and trans

formation.

tal nations, than for denying the divine
In the vegetable kingdom, the repro
the different forms of source of the subversive creations which duction is made by a series of progressive
which
has are hurtful to Man, creations which he developments, from the seed to the har
society, through
Humanity
passed in its progressive march, we find must certainly transform or cause to dis vest ; to wit :
Germs, roots, stalks, leaves, bud, Jlower,
a series of at least four forms entirely appear by the progress of time, religion
and social harmony upon the globe.
fruit, grain, which make seven different
different, without speaking of the inter
At all events, it is a fact known to ev notes, the first and the last being identi
mediate shades, to wit: the savage state,
part.

If

we distinguish

This seriea
the patriarchal,
military barbarism, and ery one, that there does exist a complete cal, (contact of extremes).
civilization, which must lead to social har series of different religions upon the earth, of seven would be raised to twelve terms,
mony, the pivot or culminating point of not only of four orders and a pivot, but of if we took account of the accessory parts,
a very considerable number of species and such as, suckers, spines, stipulas, spathes,
social progress.
It is our duty, in stating the and egrtttes; and to twenty-four or more,
In the revelations of nature, we find a varieties.
series of four kingdoms ; the mineral, the
vegetable, the animal,

and the aromal,

f

* The associative school understands by
the word series, a system of facts, principles,
elemental, or organs, arranged in a regular
icale ; whether they be the different physi
cal organs of any being, or the succession of
the phases of growth and decline, which
constitute the career or the life of a being ;
or the system of levers and pieces forming a
machine or an instrument.
The serial law is the system of principles
which governs the arrangement or the distri
bution of the organic elements which con
stitute any being, or a succession of devel
opments which How from the same germ, or
the same principle.
The law of musical harmony is only a
nerial law, applied to the distribution, (simul
taneous or successive,) of the sounds of the
gammut. The gammut itself is a scale or
elementary series of sounds.
The properties of the serial law are quite
numerous; let us cite among others: the con
tact of extremes, or accord of the octave;
the analogy between the corresponding notes
of parallel gammuts; the dissonance ol the
contiguous notes in a gammut : the consonunce ot the thirds and the sixths; (he semiconsonance of the fourths and the fifths with
the extremes of (be octave.
f It is known that the school means by the
word aromal, all which relates to the impon
derable fluids, such as light, electricity,
odors, savors, &c. &c.

question,

religious

to enumerate

order to seek to know

in what

all,

in

consists

of the mys
Words of numerous
as well as that of the ferocious

the reason for the existence
terious and atrocious
religions,

if

we carried still further the distinction
of the parts of complete vegetation.
In the abstract regions of science, the
functions are likewise distributed in pro
gressive series, such as the seven elemen

beasts, or incarnate words, in the general

tary functions

economy of Providence.

pivots,

then, be the branch of inte

Whatever,

to wit:

of mathematics
addition,

and their

division,

multi

plication, sultraction,

progression, propor
then the pivotal func

revelation, Nature, the Words, or tion, logarithms;
History, we find that all is distributed tions, powers and roots, or potential anal
therein by series of classes, orders, gene ysis and synthesis ; and this series of sev
gral

ra, species, and varieties, more or less en elementary functions is carried
to
the one from the other, and of twelve, by counting the mixed operations
which the numbers follow a progression of numeration, fractions, permutation, re
more or less regular, as three or four, duction, and alligation.

distinct

seven or twelve, &c., which are infinitely
varied by intermediate numbers and their
potential

developments.

In the internal

nature of man, we find a primary
distribution

serial

of three classes of faculties,

In -the organization of man, the bones,
nerves, muscles, &c., are also distributed
in regular series : twenty-four regular ver
tebra, besides some irregular ones ; twen
ty-four ribs, and the collar bones, the

physical, moral and intellectual, which are twelve joints of the fingers of each hand,
subdivided into twelve orders ; to wit : the and the thumb with two joints.
Every
five senses, the four orders of affections, where, finally, Nature is arranged in free
faculties of the intelligence ; or measured series, regular or irregular,
Fourier has named, the cabalistic, and all the series are progressive as we

the three
which

the alternating,
twelve

orders

and the composite. These
are again

subdivided

into

have said.

This rapid sketch of the series will be
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a

sailor being summoned to give testi
Court, was questioned by
mony before
the Judge as to his religious creed
Are you an Episcopalian? "

baroness to her, as she

a

kiss

"

upon her brow,

that

something strange about you

t

there

am destined

with extraordinary

to live

for you also are one certainly.

beings

I

if

I

I

incomprehensible

"

I

I

I

if

you extin

fatality,

"

some

then

dinary in me

all

Perhaps

said she to has come back.

is

she had not tiness, and tell me what there

which

" There

?

known.

is

before

extraor

my ugliness

Indeed that must be the

case."
" will tell you the truth, Nina. At
dividuals
What crime against God could
had of you this morn
have been committed by that young girl the first glimpse
who was telling me so frankly just now ing, your paleness, your great eyes only
of her wounded self-love and the dissipa half closed and rather fixed than asleep,
What evil your thin arm which lay on the outside
tion of her beautiful dreams?
have
moment's triumph.
myself done that my own love of the bed, gave me
should be so horribly bruised and broken And then, looking at you longer,
was,
which

impends over certain in

I

I

a

I

I

?

herself,

But alas! what fault has as
were, terrified by your immobility
Your arm
this savage Albert of Rudolstadt
been and your truly regal attitude.
will maintain, and
that of
guilty of, that he should so lose his con
queen,
sciousness

your calmness

life?

manding

as

it

thus to abandon him,

has done, to wicked inclinations

cannot

I

I

ceived for Anzoleto

has
something com
and overpowering, for which
Now, look upou you
account.

and as horribly

and yet there

beautiful,

is
a

and the direction of his own
What hatred has Providence con

a

is

it

in my heart?

I

in
a

by ?

"
sweetness in your countenance.
Tell me
perverse temptations
You attract and you in
at
last
Overcome
fatigue, she slept and who you are.
succession of dreams with
timidate me.
feel ashamed of the fol
lost herself
Two or lies

I

Anzoleto,

Porpora,

Count Zustiniani,

Co-

and yet you are acquainted with
nearly all my defects."
" If have the air of queen, which

self,

rilla, all passed in turn before her eyes, never imagined,"
sad and strange things to her, and
know not what
reproaching her with

saying

You

last night.

me any thing of your

ing sadly,

"

replied Consuelo,

I

she was still travelling.

she was, thinking

related of myself

have not yet told

I

three times she woke and fell asleep again,
without being able to understand where

a

out connection and without end.

smil

must be the pitiful air of a
it

I

As to my beauty,
has
and
always seemed to me very doubtful
have of you, dear
obliged to undergo, without being able to as to the opinion
all in favor of your
remember that she had ever committed it. baroness Amelia,
But all these visions disappeared to give frankness and your goodness."
dethroned one.

it

I

;

for which she was

crime, the punishment

eyes,

and

by

gold,

times sprinkled
pall.

with

his

suit

of deur and loyalty.

and some

tears like

funeral

But are you confiding

?

fixed
relieved

but you, Nina, are
am
Yes, you have an air of gran

do not believe that you are."
" was not my part to be so first, that

It

his

mourning

I

beard,

" Frank,

you so

?

place to that of Count Albert, who pass
ed continually before her with his black

a

you will allow.
ress and mistress

was for you, protect

of my destiny at this

Entered according to Act of Congress, in moment to make the first advances."
(be year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
ur strong sense
You are right. But
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa
If seem scatter-brain,
terrifies me.
chusetts.
y
o

''

is

a

is

is

;

;

a

;

OUR MECHANICS. — They are 'the pal
ace-builders of the world
not
stick
hewn, not
stone shapened, in all the
lordly dwellings of the rich, that does not
owe its fitness and beauty to the mechan
ic's skill the towering spires that raise
their giddy heights among the clouds de
pend upon the mechanic's art and strength,
for their symmetry, beauty and fair pro
portions
there
no article of comfort or
of pleasure, but what bears the impress
of their handiwork.
How exalted
their

fancies

superstitious

*

?

a

is

it,

A PHYSIOLOGICAL CURIOSITY.
The
watchman rfn the cupola of the City Hall,
is a good illustration of a singular effect
produced by the mind upon the body, — an
effect that philosophy has long observed,
without being able fully to explain.
He ei
ther awakes regularly every hour, or he
cries the hour correctly while asleep. This
has long been observed by some of our
citizens.
For instance, when . the fire
which consumed Knickerbocker
Hall was
discovered by the private watch of the
banks and Exchange
Company, it was
found impossible to wake him ; the whole
neighborhood was aroused — the bells of
the several churches were clanging their
direful chorus — but no sound from the
City Hall.
A friend of ours observed, on looking
at his watch, that it wanted but a few
minutes of four, and remarked, " See if
he does not awake to cry the hour."
Sure enough, as the last stroke of the
clock sounded, forth came the stentorian
signal, heard above all the chaos of alarm
that now filled the city, issued directly to
ward the flame, that flashed in his face as
" Past
he uttered
four o'clock, and
a-a-llis well-l-1."
This effort seemed to
awaken him, for he directly
afterward
The same singular phe
gave his alarm.
nomenon was observed, on Tuesday morn
ing, at the fire in Park street.
We make no complaint.
Our citizens,
that they are de
generally understand
pendant on private watchmen for their
safety, and seem perfectly content to be
so.
Our object
solely to get at the so
lution of philosophical problem, — Does
he wake every hour, or does he cry the
hour while asleep — Albany Argut,

is

two, and we shall pull caps

The truly incredible history which she guish me too completely."
"Yon like to banter," replied Consuelo,
had just heard, kept Consuelo long awake.
The night so dark, rainy, and full of " and
not generous on your part.
noises, also contributed to fill her with But will you leave the chapter of naugh
it

To be Continued.

if

'
'
'

XI.

will do as

a

we

I

This

unity.

FKOM THE FRENCH OP GEORGE SAND.
Transiatedfor the Harbinger.

and truly

briefly as possible.

he looked upon you
Do you think that stranget
He
the only man here, and hitherto
have been the only woman.
Now we are
piqued

with interest.

in
it

universal

supreme, catholic

somewhat

CONSUELO.*

upon the divergent doctrines, and their
serial progressive transformations towards
a convergent,

have
plete and earnest abjuration which
should be
made of my love for Albert,

is

lution.

manner,

to you this matter

I

pretending to give a complete so
Still, we will say a few words

of some consequence
to me, and that notwithstanding the com

"

;

question,

Methodist?

No sir."
What are you then? "
Tam captain of the fore-top, sir."

It

in a general

ligious
without

A

I

we must

"

at you asleep for a

is

in which

Catholic?

No sir."

it

article,

A

have been looking

quarter of an hour, to see by daylight
am.
confess
you are handsomer than

is

in this

'

series

strictly limit ourselves to slating the re

No sir."

'

or in history.
it is impossi
Unhappily,
ble for us to explain all the laws of the

'

tion, either in nature, in the sacred books,

'

:

a

the highest importance to every one who
desires to fathom (he mysteries of revela

imprinted

I

is therefore of the

said the young
is

if

ance with thoee laws

it

does not lead them to the high
in the three orders of fault
An intimate acquaint est posts of honor and renuwn.

monic distribution
integral revelation.

;

laws

and inhar

is

divine

it ?

the harmonic

govern

On becoming fully awake, she found
their vocation
calling, — how sublime
Who dare to sneer at such
fraternity of Amelia already dressed with elegance,
honorable men, — who dares to cast odium
fresh and smiling beside her bed.
Their path
patriotic race
upon such
" Do you know, my dear Porporina,"
one of true glory, and
their own
a

of the

consequently

which

nature,

throughout

is

and

prevails

A

ment which

ia

sufficient to give an idea of the arrange
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in

am your

and in nothing

music

else.

composition,
;'

Ah!

"

it

full of ruled paper, of at him
and counterpoint.

harmony
understand,"

mirror as she crossed the M-

icon, and saw that he was dressed with

and other books on

some care, though still

He had

black.

in fact the mien of a great Lord

said she laugh

;

I

have no right to do so-

on music,

treatises

in

"I

mistress

will trunk and found

me too much,

you?"

I

you will not lecture

in
a

214

but his

this

" with

replied Consuelo,

In
few days
my travelling dress.
second black dress, for
shall make me

her father spoken of and had
thought of asking if she had one.

change."

some Grandee of Spain,

I

a

!

in

" Ah my dear child, then you are
mourning?"
" Perhaps so, Signora," replied Con

your fa
or some

Doge of Venice."

This style of speaking seemed trifling
and offensive to Consuelo.

suelo gravely.

" In

that case forgive

me.

;

fered her his hand, without looking at her
true, (he had not done her this honor
since the day before) but with much ease
She trembled in all her
and politeness.
her hand in that of the

limbs on placing

fantastic hero of the tales and dreams of
the preceeding evening
cold as that of
find

it

was sure

;

I

into

bursting

she expected to

have known from your manner that you
had some sorrow at your heart, and

But

corpse.

ought to was soft and warm as that of

I

is

it,

" that is

a laugh,
ther

said Amelia,

I

"Come!"

never

a

familiarly indiscreet questions of the little
bareness.
In truth she had never heard

a

it

said Amelia.

it

all her answers to the

had not prepared

" Is that all ?"
" That all,"

but judiciously
and when she rose from the table, he of

a

She

speechless.

sensible

very

He spoke little,

man.

,

remained

and freshly folded.

to find in him,

She was surprised

the air and manners of

a ;

Consuelo

carefully

him.

it
is

your father?"

and showing
opening
little dress of black silk,

a

"And

Consuelo,

the baroness

a

I

plied

I do."

She sang as

is

"

a

"

er's position?

beard and hair,

undipped

a

I

"I

your jewel box."
it

ing,

is

with his dark
have no other," replied Consuelo,
and pallid complexion, produced the ef
like me, will always know how to keep
often."
fect of the pensive and neglected hear1 of
and
hope you will use
her place."
" Very well,
" You, a daughter of the people, high
severe
see you are
handsome fisher of the Adriatic, upon
But may one ask without of the shoulders of a noble personage.
spirited Porporina ! Oh ! you deceive me ! mistress.
Still the harmony of his voice, which
I should sooner be fending you my dear Nina, where yon
that is impossible.
"
lieve you the mysterious child of some have put your dresses?
plaased the musical ear of Consaelo, by
" At the bottom of this little box," re. degrees, gave her cmirage to look at
What was your moth
family of princes.
of the people,

a poor daughter

Besides,

healthy

takes good care of himself; in
could hardly believe this

man, who

Consuelo

truth,

if

often an ef she felt to be required, in order to pre
provoked at my gaiety
fort to conceal the deepest suffering." serve her dignity in presence of that mis
They kissed each other and went down to chievous young girl. She returned to
Count Albert, the profound bow which he
made, after conducting her to achuir; and

that her modest black dress and her white

not

neckerchief,

closed even to the chin by

word, not

a

I

a

if

a

breakfast, where they were waited for.
Consuelo saw from the first moment,

"

pin of jet, gave the canoness
little less embarrassed,

herself near her

than have breakfast served without

ble towards

in her ear,

you.

will help you open your trunks,

I

give
am sure that you have
brought the prettiest dresses from Venice,

me the keys.

very favor
Old Christian was

a

a

;

But dress yourself quickly, my child
for
the bell will soon ring, and my aunt would
let all the family die of hunger rather

able opinion of her.

and quite as affa
her as the evening before.
Baron Frederick, who, through courtesy,
had refrained

from going
on that day, could not find

look was exchanged be

tween them.
said

Do you know, perfidious Porporina,"
Amelia to her companion, seating

"

in

Come

do plague you
lit
tle, and permit me to construct in my
brain
more attractive romance about yon.

a

"

still more loudly.

dear, forgive me

;

I

"

an epigram for my
replied the baron

a

Wenceslawa,"

aunt

she
even now, wear mourning for my intended have completed her embarrassment,
Ah my dear Nina, do not be had not rallied with all the power which
;

is :

coarse and mis-shapen
" That last word
ess, laughing

necessary

it
is

absolutely

of the people must be husband.

that the children

!

It

to his child?

is

a

I

a

a

" So," said she with some displeasure, shall love you quite as well for it. We fact. Her internal emotion gave her
" an honest mechanic or
also sort of vertigo
and the glances of Ame
poor artist has shall sympathize even sooner; for
no right to transmit
have many causes of sadness and might, lia, who followed her every motion, would
natural distinction

order to whisper freely

that you have produced a
wonderful effect upon my cousin '"

"I

it

is

a

word to say,

a

!

I

in

a

I

have not perceived much of
as
yet," replied Consuelo.
" That because you have not deigned
and that you will show me all the new though he had prepared
thousand fine
fashions;have lived so long
this speeches in thanks for the attentions she to notice his manners towards me. For
"
would pay to his daughter.
country of savages
But he took year, he has not once offered me his hand
to the chase

is

is

a

;

It

in
a

Consuelo
hurry to arrange her hair, a seat beside her at the table, and applied to lead me to or from the table, and now
himself to help her, with an importunity
gave the keys without hearing, and Ame
he conducts himeelf towards you with the
lia hastened tn open a trunk which she so child-like and minute, that he had no highest grace.
in
true, that he
but to her time to satisfy hia own appetite.
imagined was full of dresses
The one of his most lucid moments. One
great surprise, she found only
mass of chaplain asked her in what order the Pa might say that you have brought him

old music, of printed rolls, worn out by triarch arranged the procession at Ven
ice, and interrogated her upon the appear
long use and of manuscript apparently

you trust

It

it

a

would rather lose my voice than not re
turn them to Porpora, who has confided
them to me."
Amelia opened
second

She did not know what sort of reception
he had given her.
Once only she looked

it

I

I

who

camo and took

Consuelo,
charming

"

said

"that

seat near her and

my cousin

is

of the greatest masters, and

As to Count Albert, Consuelo hardly
dared to raise her eyes to him, precisely
because he was the only one who inspired
her with a lively feeling of curiosity.

" see that must accustom myself to
your jesting," said Consuelo.
"
not true, my little aunt," said
Amelia in a low voice to the canoness,
entirely

to dear Porporina?"

Do not make fun of him, Amelia,"
Wenceslawa,

gently

:

replied Con
are among them the au

existence."

a

" There

a

are treasures,

my dear baroness,"

I

tograph*

a

" They

them frequently
and when he knew that
there, my she had learned to sing
the divine
service, he felt
great consideration for
treat them with her.

fingers very quickly.

queer wardrobe

dear child."
respect,
suelo.

to appearances,

Is

is

all that?"

in

have

pretty
a

" You

what
her

;

"Ah!

wiping

don't

will be with
Nina.
ance and ornaments of the churches.
He yoii as was with me, after three days of
cried she, saw by her answers that she had visited cordiality, he will not even remember your
il

legible.

But

health and reason.

"

the young
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lady will, soon enough, perceive the cause rose and went out on tip-toe, like a man had to forget before she could learn any

of our Borrows."
" I am not joking,

who flatters himself that he is not noticed.

"

thing, she praised her voice, asked about

It is a great deal," said Amelia, her studies, approved the choice of mas
is entirely well this morning, and I rejoice talking still in a low voice, while she ters, whose works she had been made to
to see him as I have never seen him, per played out of time, " that he did not study, and thus relieved herself from the
If he were slam the door furiously after him, as he necessity of declaring, that she had studied
haps, since I came here.
shaved and powdered like other people, sometimes does when I sing.
He is quite them incorrectly.
The family separated, well pleased
you would think he had never been ill."
amiable, you may say, almost gallant, to
" His air of calmness and health strikes day.
with a trial which had been severe only
me very agreeably, ia truth," said the
She was obliged to go
The chaplain, thinking he could con to Consuelo.

of the

ceal Albert's departure,

and

harpsichord,

with

approached the
and pretended to listen at

canoness at its most tender point.

spectfully for the judgment which Con
you think so?" said Amelia, suelo should pronounce upon her pupil.
her with her waggish
and
Amelia bravely chose an air from the
transfixing
Achille in Scyro of Pergolese, and sang it
(nocking kiok.

do think so," replied Consuelo
" and as I told you last evening,
firmly,
never did a human face inspire me with

panied by a German accent so comic, that

more respect."

Consuelo,

" Ah!

herself

up

in

her

chamber

the music she had just heard pro

with her eyes, singing
The rest of the family made a faned, and read
tentively.
order to efface the disagree
half circle at a little distance, waiting re
mentally,

"Do

" Yes, I

shut

it

I

in

"

but
dare not flatter myself
that so happy a state of things will last."
"What a noble and good aspect he has,"
said Consuelo, wishing to touch the heart

it

cauoness ;

Albert

good aunt.

with

assurance

with

a shrill and piercing

from

able impresssion she had received.

XII.
When the family reassembled towards

to end,

beginning

voice, accom

who had never heard anything

evening,

Consuelo,

more at ease

feeling

with all these persons, whom she began
to know, replied with less reserve and

dear daughter," said the canon-

of the kind, was hardly able to keep from brevity to the questions which, on their
her constrained air smiling at every word.
It was barely part, they felt more courage to address to

ess, suddenly quilting

to press Consuelo 's hand tenderly;
hearts divine each other !

I

"good

feared, lest my

her, respecting her country, her art, and
avoided, as
She carefully
ed, that the young baroness had no true her travels.
notion, no knowledge of music.
She had she had determined, speaking of herself,
a flexible voice, and perhaps had received and she related the events in the midst of
necessary to hear four bars to be convinc

It is
poor child should make you afraid.
a source of great pain to me, to read in
the countenances of others, the aversion good lessons ; but her character was too which she had lived, without ever men
'
But you frivolous to allow her to study anything tioning the part she had played in them.
inspired by such maladies
I
have great sensibility.
For the same reason, she In vain did the curious Amelia strive to
perceive, and conscientiously.
have at once comprehended, that in that did not mistrust her own powers, and lead her to develop her personality in

relying

more upon his cou

time to the bars following

those in which
and changing the Porpora, to keep herself so hidden and
would
every manner, that
character of the music to such an extent, concealed,
could hardly
that Consuelo
recognize be impossible for Anzoleto to discover her

she had diminished

approached with what she heard, though the pages were
a favor from the before her eyes.
Even more awkward
Yet Count Christian, who was quite

his powers,

the intention of asking

a

si^nora Porporina.
with the ladies than his

it

her pursuit,
he should engage
for Anzole
very useless precaution
to, at this time, after
few desires of this

route,

—

in

who,

rage than

peculiar charm for her.
In the
Many reasons induced her to it.
first place, she had promised, sworn, to

;

They were interrupted by Baron Fred
erick,

ing the measure as she could, by adding

to maintain.

a

thy with that old hump-back, than with
the brilliant and frivolous Amelia.

she had resolved

would be difficult to say precisely why

this mystery had

the accompaniment ; restor

and banging

incognito

in

She

and sympa

Consuelo did not fall into

her snares, nor for an instant betray the

if

more confidence

the conversation.

a

felt already

attempted

She
passages.
failed in all, and thought to cover her unskilfulness by forcing her pronunciation,

it,

she kissed her hand with tenderness.

sang Jroid,

German

a

with

boldest and most difficult

It

worn and diseased body, dwells a sublime
soul, well worthy of a higher lot."
Consuelo was moved, even to tears, by
the words of the excellent canoness, and

quickly smothered, was occupied
only with his debuts, and his success at
kind,

mered out a discourse and many excuses,
which Amelia undertook to comprehend

who did not know much about

temporary refuge
the family which gave
to her isolation and her sadness, under

and to translate to Consuelo.

and the stood very well that they would much
in order to foresee her opinion
simple musi
baron, who loved no other music than the more easily receive her as
flourishes of the hunting-horn,
believing cian, pupil of Porpora and mistress of vo
woman
that his daughter sang too well for him to cal music, than as prima-donna,

Venice.

You will see," said Amelia to her,

in a low voice, as she arranged her music
on the stand, "that

this will put Albert

a

a

a

a

pi

part,

Consuelo saw very well, that to tell the withstanding Porpora's recommendation,
the debutante,
the arrival of Consuelo,

plain truth would distress the whole fam
ily. Resolving to enlighten her pupil
private upon all those matters, which

the marvel of Saint

she somewhat

Samuel,

startled them.

would

have

But had these

and mine."

a

powerful motives not existed, Coniuelo
your good looks
peculiar dancing step
The name or
In fact, Amelia had hardly with which demons enter upon the stage, in would still have experienced the necessi
ty of silence, and of not allowing any one
a few minutes, when Albert modern operas.

to flight, notwithstanding
preluded

which he had never heard

before Amelia's arrival at the chateau.

*

"

difficult
impose upon her
the midst of these simple and
and
probable, that not
ous people

The chaplain alone was charmed by these tion would
gargoaillades,*

is

and opening the harpsi

celebrated cantatrice.
for the of the stage, and
posi
She knew that an avowal of such

it

lo, rising quickly
chord.

confidence

of the judge's satisfaction.

in

of my style? "
" With all my heart," replied Consue

;

a

understand, waited
expression

a

would not be an abuse of your goodness
to request you to hear my voice and judge

;

you feel courage enough to think of mu
sic after so painful a journey, and if it

;

" if

In the second place, Consuelo, wishing
the esteem and affection of

to conciliate

in

father asks you," said she,

looked

into the eyes of Consuelo,

in

" My

with solicitude

it,

!

!

j

,

elder brother, connoisseur, but who attributed to his
was, it would seem, niece all the timidity he would have felt
(this awkwardness
a family complaint, which one would not in her place, said from time to time to
be much astonished to find developed, encourage her — "Well, Amelia, very
" The canoness
beautiful music
even to savageness, in Albert), he stam well
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the brilliancy

to imagine

persuaded all

iioly serenity over her words, her actions,

and the suffer

day, and particularly

this

Any one who had recently evening, that my son was cured forever."
" My brother," said the canoness, " I
seen her glowing with love and with joy,
ed in her life, her power and her weak
She could beneath the sun of Venice, would not ea ask pardon of you, as well as of you, Sir
ness, her glory and her love.
not raise the smallest corner of the veil, sily have conceived how she could become Chaplain, who have always thought Al
without showing one of the wounds of her suddenly tranquil and affectionate, in the bert tormented by the enemy of the hu
I have always believed him
soul ; and those wounds were yet too midst of strangers, in the depths of gloomy man race.

ings of her lot.

too deep, to be relieved

painful,

human aid.

On the contrary,

alleviation

only

and her face.

was contain

Everything

by any

she found

of rampart

in the kind

with two contrary powers who
disputed the possession of his poor soul ;

forests, with her love withered in the past engaged
and ruined in the future.
gathers strength where

But goodness

pride would

find

for very often when he repeated the say

ings of the bad angel, heaven spoke by
Re
ful recollections and the energetic calm that evening, with a beauty which had his mouth a moment afterwards.
of her new existence.
This change of not before been developed in her. It was member now what he said last evening
no longer either the torpor of a great na during the storm, and his last words on
country, of scene, and of name, transport
us : ' The peace of the Lord
ed her immediately into an unknown re ture, which is ignorant of itself and awaits quitting
Albert
gion, where, by playing a new part, she its arousing, nor the gushing forth of a has descended upon this house.'
hoped to become a new being.
power which commences its career by felt that a miracle of grace was accom
which she had raised between her sorrow

only

This abjuration of all the vanities which
would have consoled another woman, was

surprise and rapture.

the salvation
Renouncing
human

of that courageous heart.
all human pity as Well as all

glory,

she felt a celestial power

come to her rescue.

"I

Consuelo

despair.

was

beautiful

It was, therefore,

the

veiled,

ing

others

I

and being

sought

their

by

them.

admiration,

I

withdrew

they

their love, and
purchased
much too dearly the honors they bestowed
on me, in lieu of their benevolence.
Let

have faith in his re

ed cantatrice ; it was the penetrating and ways extricated himself from any such
charm of the pure and reflective embarrassment by saying, "Let us trust in

must recover a soft

loved

I

incomprehensible

said woman, who knows herself, and is gov
portion of my former happiness,"
she to herself; " that which I enjoyed so erned by the holiness of her own impuls
long, and which consisted entirely in lov es.

When

plished in him, and

covery as in a divine promise."
The chaplain was too timid to accept
beauty of the scolare Zingarella, nor the
at once so hardy a proposition.
He al
splendid and striking beauty of the crown
no longer

the Eternal

Wisdom

things which

;" "God

are hidden;"

reads those

"the

should be annihilated before God ;

spirit
"
and

Her aged hosts, simple and affectionate, other similar sentences more consolatory
no other light than that of their than new.

required

own generous instincts to inhale, if I may
so say, the mysterious perfume which

me again become obscure and insignifi
cant, in order to have no more beings en

Consuelo's

angelic soul breathed forth into
their intellectual atmosphere.
They ex
perienced on looking at her, a moral well

vious, nor ungrateful, nor inimical towards

being

which

they

did not

realize,

but

Count

Christian

was

divided between

the desire of accepting his sister's asceti
cism, which was somewhat inclined to
the marvellous,

and the respect inspired
by his confessor's over timorous and pru
dent orthodoxy.
He thought to turn the

The least mark of whose sweetness filled them with a new conversation by speaking of Porporina,
sympathy is sweet, and the highest testi life.
Albert himself seemed for the first and praising the charming deportment of
The canoness, who
mony of admiration is mingled with bit- time to enjoy his faculties in their fulness that young person.
tcrneest
If there be strong and proud and freedom. He was kind and affection already loved her, enhanced his eulogime, upon the earth.

hearts to whom praise suffices, and whom
triumph consoles, mine is not of the num

ate to all : he was properly so towards
Consuelo, and spoke to her several times

I have too cruelly proved. Alas ! in a manner which proved that he had not
glory has snatched from me the heart ol surrendered, as had till then been thought,
my lover ; may humility restore to rue at the elevated spirit and enlightened judg
least some friends ! "
ment with which nature had endowed
ber, as

ums, and the chaplain gave his sanction
to the heartfelt inclination they all expeenced towards her.
It never came into
their

minds

to

attribute

to Consuelo's

presence the miracle which had been per
formed in the midst of them.
They re

This was not what Porpora expected. him. The baron did not go to sleep, the ceived the benefit, without recognizing its
In removing Consuelo from Venice, and canoness did not once sigh ; and Count source ; and this was what Consuelo
withdrawing
sufferings
thought

her from

the dangers

and Christian,

of her passion,

he had only
to secure for her some days ol

repose before recalling her to the scene ol

who usually sank melancholy
every evening in his chair by the fire side
under the weight of old age and sorrow,
remained standing with his back to the

and launching
her anew into chimney as in the centre of his family,
the storms of an artistic life.
He did not and taking part in the easy and almost
know his pupil.
He considered her more cheerful conversation, which lasted with
of a woman, that is more excitable, than out flagging, even till nine o'clock.
ambition,

In thinking of her at that mo
ment, he did not represent her to himsell

she was.

calm, affectionate, and occupied with oth
ers, as she had already the strength to be.

"

God seems at last to have answered

a great

reaction

would

soon take

place in her, and that he should find her
cured of her love, desirous to reassume

year, and this solemn day, which had al
ways so vividly impressed his imagina
tion and our own, has passed with an in

the exercise of her powers and the privi
The pure and reli

conceivable calm and happiness."
"Yes, let us give thanks to God!

leges of her genius.

gious inward feeling which Consuelo

had said the old Count.

conceived of her part in the family of the
Rudolstadts> diffused from the first day,

t

Amelia had made rather more precise
It was very evident to her that

remarks.

her cousin had on occasion, enough pow
er over himself to conceal the disorder of
his thoughts

from persons whom he dis

trusted, as well as from

those for whom

he had a particular consideration.

Before

our fervent prayers," said the chaplain to certain relatives or friends of the family,
the Count and canoness, who remained who affected him either with sympathy
last in the saloon, after' the departure of or antipathy, he had never betrayed the

He believed her drowned in tears and the baron and the young people. " Count
consumed in regrets.
But he thought Albert has this day entered his thirtieth

that

would have asked from God, had she been
consulted.

it be a delightful

"

"

I do not know if

dieam which he sends to

solace us for an instant ; hut

I

have been

eccentricity of his character by any out
ward act. Thus, when Consuelo express
ed her surprise at what she had heard the
evening

before, Amelia, tormented by a
attempted to renew the

secret vexation,
feeling
which

"

of terror towards Count Albert,
had then produced. —

her recital

Ah ! my poor friend," said she, " mis*
trust that deceitful calmi il is the usual
lull which divides a recent crisis from aft
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ry

"

'

were destined by the will of others

'

"

the details,

all the

habits of your lives, all the fibres of your
hearts, all the springs of your understand

And was the abbe' very disagreea

ble to yout

All

my hands.

in

he slept

well.

Alas ! if

of last year.

commencement
you

man who had been asked

if

of

approaching one. You have seen him to
day, as I saw him on arriving here at the

a
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ings, are so bound, interwoven,

asked Count Christian.

and rivet-

Albert in the same ted to the yoke of falsehood, to the law
of darkness, that seem to give you death
if to conquer your tacit resistance, they tone.
" And why then, my son, did you not in wishing to give you life. Still there
had quietly determined to keep you pris
voice within me, which calls to me in
why have you endured for
oner in this horrible chateau, with a con say so sooner
time the presence of
man who waking, and
tinual succession of surprises, terrors and so long
the calm, and in
sleep,
Very,' replied

a

I

a

downcast,

swollen,

I

when

feel

produce in you sadness and terror,

I

'

;

This
ny.
my suffering, this
my tor
ment, this my cross, my punishment
do
is

;

you comprehend me now

" My

which

Albert had formed for himself
and

moving me from you, and from this house,
where my place was appointed
Provi
dence, until the time when its design for

feared

!

by

their

And me should be accomplished.

You thought

morality
completely at variance with

religion

a

You can
anxiety, my father
never know the injury done to me by re

ed your

uncle, my aunt and the chaplain,
certain point, that
up to

did comprehend

offensive to my tenderness.'
"
was your tenderness which caus

own

to

but as timid as devout, they
too far, and no longer

go

dared encourage
me, who

a

companion,

use an expression

?
'

another travelling

a

it

see your eyes

chests

flee,
hide myself to resist the cry of
my conscience, and the order of my desti

very slightly, by giving me an

Say

your

;

'

"

in

in

I

'

that

frightful

other supervisor.'
my son, — you

When

your countenances

and your goodness, which
do not doubt, my father, would have re

lieved

with

is

I

I

is>

Albert, with

replied

tranquillity

might be proper for me, and God
knows when they will renounce the fool
ish hope of seeing me recover the affec
at first felt for him.

filled

'"It

misery,'

it.
tears,

have to undertake

put an end to your suffering?
was a very trifling addition to my

who

tion which

would immediately

But

I

dear child, that

they always

will never come, you
would, like me, be well undeceived as to
the fine manners of Albert, and the soft
words of the family."
" It is not possible," said Consnelo,
" that they can wish to force your will to
such a point as to unite you with a man
whom you do not love.
You seem to me
the idol of your parents."
" They will not force me to any thing.
They know very well that would be at
But they will
tempting an impossibility.
not the only husband
forget that Albert
believe, and which

to enlighten and to convert you.
am too loving and too feeble
man

storm,

informing

Do you doubt, my

dislike?

I

me of your

'

pecting a recovery in which

was repugnant to you, without

and ex
while ex

It

with tears, exorcisms

is

agitations,

travagances for all amusement,

a

a

?

a

is

'

I

'

to become the wife of such a visionary,

vaguely knew

of his childhood

particulars

As for

his frankness.

as yet only

the

and

both, knew

I

I

I

a

His presence

longer

necessary,'

prejudice,

while

heaven

a

I

'

in

is

in the

the

consolation

can

mortally

not come from

my son?

'

that consolation,

afflicted

;

is

" What

said Count Christian,

us, and can we

never arrive at an understanding?
" Never, my father. Let us love each
'

I

,

"

I

I

sick and deranged per
did not feel infinite veneration

stranger

love, my only ref

which has been promised me.'

You have always taken me, and you

take me still, for

and

eternally

and support

uge

since

other,
Heaven

is

"

alone,

that

alone

my witness

granted ua.
that our immense
is

first

a

the

sire.

He appeared decided to midst of those whom

a

a

:

It

for us.

grant us that confidence at last and spoke
thus.
'

a

I

a

I

I

for

completely

time in his life.

of errors

they had sent him.

'

nally

himself

enigma

disappearance had son.
If
lasted only seven hours, before Albert and tenderness for you all perhaps should
even began to remark that the abbe' was dare to measure the abyss which separates
not at the chateau, and he asked where us, and show you that you live in
world
his week's

comprehend me, for fear of comprehending
me too well.
Let
be then as you de

him by our looks and our caresses to un

We gathered round him and encouraged

ded that

bert, struck by the silence which reigned
him,
that you do not wish to

around

bosom

cease to be a sorrowful

will try to be for you
narcotic."
soother and
" You remind me," said Amelia, " that
have the rest of
history to relate to
will begin, in order not to keep
you.
you up too late
" was some days after his mysteri
ous absence, and, he was always persua

the

Your blindness has long since pro
nounced the decree, under the severity of
which
suffer.
Eternally unhappy, eter

with you at night, when you have no de
sire to sleep.

I

I

moment had

the soul of Albert would

the

it

when

calmness

it

'

I

I

the happy

that we thought
arrived

so much

since heard so

chaplain have so lamentably wearied me,
waited therefore for fuller explanation,
but
did not come. —
see,' said Al

'

can only try to divert

you music, and talking

with

have

and_ respecting which,
between Albert and

disputes

it

by teaching

That
very easy,' replied Albert,
and the moment to do so has come.
spoke

about,

and Lu-

that Hussitism

'

Unfortunately

plain your thought more clearly?

" He

which

'

"

you

I

der."

was

theranism,
long

and your affec

tion for us, Albert, but can you not ex

"

as to what
much

your virtue

'

that any human being could possibly ren

know

ought to second

knew my duty and have

is

the coun

try, you would do me the greatest service

"

'

night all the game

in

if

!

in
a

stroy

I

has been and obey you.
and never deter
fulfilled it.'

times proposed
Ah
mined upon.
you my dear Nina,
only knew some secret which would de

twenty

well that

which

'

some excuse

I

furnishes

to put off our departure,

;

it

a

then my poor father,

I

teau, and always

I

who has
passion
for the chase, and who can satisfy
here,
finds himself very well in this cursed cha

early
did not comprehend at all. •Be
you were laboring for my recovery and youth,
who comprehended better sides, at that time was at about the same
my repose
knew very little
than yourself what was necessary for us point with you, Nina;

a

you being

deal,' replied he, in the tone

shaking before your

weakened eyes, the dazzling

flame

car

'

'

;

?
'

"

That

do live in affection,' replied Albert,
a blessing which

is

your chimeras, and

in affection among us

to root out

is

in wishing

'

frightful iniury,

can you not forget your
strange ideas, your peculiar belief, to k've

'

Al

tween his own

I

I

a

I

;

fit of enthusiasm,

some imprudent words escape me,
per
ceive immediately that
have done you

I

'

a

great deal,
asked the canotoess.

" A great

against my will by

in

bert?

'

'

might be.'
" Do you then suffer

it

I

'

something was wanting in my suffering
but
had not taken notice as to what

a

I

'

?
'

'

is

I

'

'

no has granted me admission to
sphere of and irreparable disagreement has never
bear to you.'
he has light and truth.
But you could not un changed the love which
" And not that sufficient? said the
Had derstand me without renouncing all which
returned to his own occupations.
canoness, taking one of Albert's hands,
you not perceived his absence
constitutes your calmness, your religion,
"
had perceived it,' replied Albert; your security.
When, carried away while her brother pressed the other be
near

they replied,

communicat

ed, and exchanged delkiously or bitterly,
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the fort to answer him. — '

I

speak to you of you not make an effort over yourself to
'
things divine and eternal,' replied he, after banish these internal agitations ?
" Do not ask me any more questions,
together, — O my aunt Wenceslawa; but a little hesitation, ' and you recall to my
our intellects make war with each other, mind the short moments which are fleet my dear parents," replied Albert ; ' I shall
'
and that is a great misfortune for us all ! ing, the puerile and ephemeral cares not say any more to day.
" ' He kept his word and more : for he
know that it will not cease for some cen whose record is almost effaced within

according

as the

same or opposed.

faith

religious
Our

is

hearts commune

I

and therefore I expect in this a me.'
" 'Speak my son, epeak ! ' returned
blessing which has been provided me and
which will give me strength to hope.'
Count Christian ; ' we must strive to know
" ' What is that blessing, Albert? can you this day.'
'
" ' You have never known me, father,'
you not tell me ?
" ' No, I cannot tell you, because I do replied Albert, ' and you will not know
not know.
My mother has not allowed a me in what you call this life. But if you

turies

week to pass without announcing it tome
in my sleep, and all the voices of the for
est have repeated it to me as often as

I

wish to know

I

why

dured that unfaithful

travelled,

why

I

en

and careless guardi

an whom you had attached to my steps,

An angel often like a greedy and lazy dog to the arm of
hovers and shows me his pale and lu a blind man, I will teH you in a few words.
It was
minous face above the stone of horrors, I had made you suffer enough.
at that ominous place, under the shade of my duty to take away from you the sight
that oak, where, when the men. my con of a son rebellious to your teachings, and
I knew well
deaf to your remonstrances.
temporaries called me Ziska, I was trans
ported with the anger of the lord, and be that I should not be cured of what you
came for the first time the instrument of called my insanity ; but you needed both
have interrogated them.

his

vengeance ; at the foot of that rock,

I

repose and hope :

I

consented to remove

Wratislaw,

myself. You exacted from me the promise
saw the mutilated and disfigured head that I would not separate, without your
of my father Withold stricken off by one consent, from the guide you had given me,
where,

I

when

called myself

blow of a sabre, a fearful expiation, which and that I would allow myself to be con
I wished
me to know sorrow and pity ; a ducted by him over the world.

taught

day of fatal

retribution,

when

the Lu

washed away the Catholic
blood, and made of me a weak and tender
theran blood

man in the place of a man of fanaticism
and destruction, which I had been a hun
dred years before — '
"'Divine goodness! said my aunt,
' his madness has seized
crossing herself,
'
!
him again
" Do not interrupt him, sister,' said

Count Christian, making a great effort,
' let him express himself. Speak my son,

I wished also that
to keep my promise.
he might sustain your hope and your con
fidence, by rendering you an account of
I was gen
my gentleness and patience.
I closed my heart and
tle and patient.
my ears against him ; he had the wit not
even to think of opening them. He walk
ed me, dressed me, and fed me, like a
child.

1 renounced

life as

I accustomed

I

understood

myself to see misery, in
I
justice and folly reign upon the earth.
have seen men and their institutions ; in
it ;

what did the angel say to you upon the dignation has given place to pity in my
'
stone of horror 1
heart, for I have seen that the misfortunes
" ' He told me that my consolation was of the oppressed were less than those of
their oppressors.
In my childhood I lov
near,' replied Albert, his face glowing
with enthusiasm, ' and that it would de ed only the victims : now I feel charity
for the executioners,
scend into my heart as soon as had com
melancholy
peni
'
tents, who endure in this generation the
pleted my twenty-ninth year !

I

" My uncle bent his head upon his punishment of crimes which they have
Albert seemed to allude to his committed in former existences, and whom

breast.

death, in designating the age at which his God condemns to be wicked, a suffering
mother died, and it appears she had often which is a thousand times more cruel
predicated, that neither she nor her sons than that of being their innocent prey.

would reach the age of thirty. It appears This is why I now give alms only to re
that my aunt Wanda was also somewhat lieve myself personally from the weight
visionary, to say the least ; but I have of riches, without tormenting you with
never been able to obtain any precise in my sermonizing, knowing as I now do,

It is a very sad that the time has not yet come for happi
formation on this subject.
remembrance to my uncle, and no one ness, since the time for being good is still
about him dares awaken it.

" The

chaplain tried to drive away the
unpleasant feeling which this prediction
had occasioned, by leading Albert to ex
plain himself
respecting the abbe'. It
was on that point the conversation

be

gan.

" Albert

on his side made a great ef

far off, to speak the language of men.'
" ' And now that you are delivered
from this supervisor, as you call him, now
that you can live tranquil, without having
before your

eyes the spectacle

ries, which

you

about you,

without

extinguish
being

of mise

one by one
restrained

any one in your generous disposition,

by
can

did

not open

his

mouth

for

a

whole

week."
To be Continued.

LABOR IN NEW YORK.

Ili

Circum*tancei,Conditiont

and Rewards.

NO. II. — STRAW-BRAIDERS, ARTIFICIALFLOWER MAKERS, &e.

The Amazone-braid Weavers, a large
and ill-paid class of working females, be
gin work at 7 o'clock in the morning and
continue until 7 in the evening, with no
intermission save to swallow a hasty mor
sel. They earn when in full employment,
Out of this
$ 2 and $ 2 50 per week.
they must pay their board, washing, (for
they have no time to wash their own
clothes,) medical and other incidental ex
penses, and purchase their clothes — to
say nothing of the total absence of all
healthy recreation, and of all mental and
moral culture, which such a condition ne
They have, many of
cessarily implies.
them, no rooms of their own, but board
with some poor family, sleeping any how
and any where.
For these accommoda
tions they pay $ 1 50 per week — some
of the worst and filthiest boarding-houses,
however, charging
as low as $ 1 per
week.
The ' living ' here must be imag
ined.
The Artificial-flower Makers present a
The trade, as will read
greater variety.
ily be perceived, is one requiring great
skill and delicacy in the finishing part of
the work.
Girls who have served five
years' apprenticeship at the business, and
are very expert, if they work constantly
can make $ 3 50 per week.
The flowers
and wreaths which, under the name of
"French Flower- work," sell so dear and
are so highly valued by our fashionable
ladies, are mostly made here, although
many of the materials are imported from
France.
The principal part of the work
is done by young girls from eleven to
thirteen years of age, " apprentices,"
as
they are termed , who receive seventy -five
cents, and a few one dollar, per week !
They of course live at home with their
parents, for the most part, and have no
time to go to school, to grow or to think.
These " apprentices," as soon as they are
out of their time, are told that there is no
more work for them, and their places are
supplied by fresh recruits, who are., taken
and paid of course as apprentices.
'Every
few days you may notice in the papers
an advertisement something like this, —
" Wanted — Fifty young girls as
appren
tices to the Artificial-flower Making busi
ness."
These portend that a number of
girls have become journeywomen,
and
are consequently
to be pushed out of
work to make room for apprentices, who
will receive but 75 cents or $ 1 per
week.
Many a Five Dollar wreath and
expensive flower purchased of the Misses
Lawsons,
Madame Deuel, or Madame
Godefroy, has been wrought [into beauty
by these little fingers, for perhaps two
shillings, or half a dollar !
The Artificial-flower [business is exten
sively carried on here, and the product is
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deemed quite equal in finish and grace to prison wall : for what is life to them but dinner with them and eat it any way that
the best Parisian or German flowers. a fearful and endless imprisonment, with they can get at it.
The fare, as you may
We believe, from the most reliable data all its horrors and privations?
well suppose, is poor enough ; and yet,
in our possession, that there are fifteen
as perhaps nine-tenths of these girls board
hundred or two thousand girls engaged in
with their mothers, brothers, married sis
NO. lit. — THE BOOK-FOLDERS.
this department of labor in New- York.
ters, or other relatives or friends, the
A great many women who make Match
The girls employed in Book-binderies
hand of affection often drops some trifling
boxes receive but Jive cents per gross — or work indiscriminately at folding and stich- delicacy in the little tin pail that holds the
thirty boxes for a single cent t We knew ing — sometimes being employed one week poor worker's dinner, — at which, when
of a mother of a family who supported in folding and the next in stitching. They she spreads her humble board, her eyes
her little children by this kind of work, earn about the same wages at either occu glisten with a tear of love and she utters
who used to walk two miles to a starch- pation, and work always by the piece. a silent blessing.
These girls pay from $ 1 75 cents to
factory, to obtain the refuse for pasting Not more than half of them who have
the boxes — for which she paid a penny a regular situations are steady, sober work
$2 per week for their board, and extra
When she could succeed in procur ers — the want of education and the out for washing.
pail.
A great majority of them
ing this, she said she cuuld make a little door temptations which belong to the for board with their relatives or friends, and
profit, but when she had to buy flour to tunes of so many of them, exerting a thus are better fed, lodged and cared for,
make paste with — then, she said, it was powerful influence to destroy their ambi
than those girls who have to live at the
a losing business!
Her little children tion and self-respect, and to beget habits cheap public boarding-houses.
They are
of levity and idleness. There are from most of them fatherless, and many have
thought so too.
We have already mentioned the Cap 2500 to 3000 girls engaged in the respec neither father nor mother.
Many of them
Makers, of which we suppose there are table Binderies in the City, and their wa belong to the church, and nearly all, we
between one and two thousand.
They ges are very various — depending entirely believe, are of good character.
In some
earn on the average about two shillings on the skill, experience, and industry of of the less respectable Binderies, howev
per day, although there are many who do the girls, as well as, sometimes, on the er, so much circumspection
is not em
not make more than eighteen pence. favoritism of foremen and those who give ployed.
They are from all grades and
Many do not earn more ranks in life, and the history of them
They are thrust into a dark back room on out the work.
than $ 1 50 or $ 2 per week ; others selves and families would, in many instan
a second, third, fourth, or fifth story cham
ber, thirty or forty together, and work make S 3 and $ 3 50 ; while there are ces, be more interesting than the most
from sunrise to sundown.
There is too a few whose bills, week after week, run artistic romance.
often not a human being in the world who as high as $5 and $6.
We remember a sprightly«and delicateThese are old
and highly-valued
hands, and some of looking girl, whose story was told us by
has the slightest care or responsibility
over the morals, manners, or comforts of them have held their situations for years. the polite proprieter of the large Bindery
If many of them
The prices paid in the large establish where she was employed, although not
these unfortunate girls.
become degraded and brutalized in taste, ments for folding are, for single 8vo. one of her companions knows any thing
manners, habits, and conversation,
She is the
who sheets, 2 cents per hundred ; for double of her strange fortunes.
do. (16 pages,) 3 1-4 cents per hundred. daughter of a once distinp tnshed and op
can wonder?
These facts and remarks apply with Double PJnid. is paid 5 1-4 cents.
An ulent East-India merchant, who lived m
equal force to the hundreds and thousands average hand working 10 hours a day can the most sumptuous and aristocratic style,
of Shoe-binders, Type-rubbers, and other fold 10 or 1200 of the double 12mos. bestowing upon his daughters every ac
girls employed on labor of this kind.
In Few do as much as that, however. — complishment which could possibly be
addition to the constant supply to the ranks The cutting of the signatures is included obtained by wealth and taste.
He died
and was discovered to be a hopeless bank
of these classes furnished by the poor in these prices.
The
stitchers
a
His
great
of
our
receive
widow
and one grown-up
City, poor girls contin
variety of rupt.
population
ually flock to the City from every part of prices, according to the size of the sheets, daughter — two of the most distingue
the
number
of
women
of
fashion
in
either
because
their
in
a
the City — and the
the country,
pages
signature, &c.
friends
An average price for common work subject of our story, were reduced to sud
are dead and they have no home, or be &c.
The young wo
cause they have certain vague dreams of may be stated at 2 1-2 cents per hundred den and abject poverty.
Arriving here, sheets. At these rates they make about man married a respectable hard-working
the charms of City life.
In both folding mechanic, with whom she now lives in
they soon find how bitterly they have de the same as at folding.
ceived themselves, and how rashly they and stitching there is so wide a range of uninterrupted happiness ; and the little
— the pet of the family — went to
have entered a condition where it is almost work that the only practicable way of es girl
She boards with her sis
impossible for them to subsist, and where timating the earnings of these girls, as a folding books.
want and starvation are their only com class, is to take account of their weekly ter, and is a neat and prosperous worker.
They have been educated and wages. In the best establishments these After hearing this little romance we
panions.
reared in such a manner as to render the range from $2 50 to $3 50 — leaving turned to gaze with a deeper interest up
idea of servitude quite unendurable, and out of the question those few who are on the gay, girlish face and slight but
In graceful form bending so quietly over her
their only resort is the needle or some extraordinarily expert or industrious.
Here they find the many other establishments, however, the toil.
similar employment.
— We have presented this important
work is dribbled out by piecemeal, so that
demand for work greatly over-supplied,
and competition so keen that they are at the girls on the average do not work more branch of the great Book-making business
Some concerns, too, by DO means in its darkest colors.
the mercy of employers, and are obliged than half the time.
The
exceptions, (which are many and distress
to snatch at the privilege of working on we are compelled to say, are in the regu
They find that by working lar habit of paying less even than the ing) to the comparative comfort which
any terms.
from fifteen to eighteen hours a day they above prices, and employ girls at the very prevails among them we have left unre
cannot possibly earn more than from one lowest rates they can compel them to ac corded.
Our next number will be devoted to the
cept.
to three dollars a week, and this, deduct
The system of apprenticeship also ex Book-binders, as belonging to the same
ing the time they are out of employment
every year, will barely serve to furnish ists in this trade, and the skilful worker kind of business ; we shall then return
them the scantiest and poorest food, which just through her apprenlicehood, is too of to our notes on the female laborers until
ten sent adrift to make room for raw we have exhausted the various classes. —
from its monotony and its unhealthy qual
ity, induces disgust, loathing -and dis hands. In the large establishments the Tribune.
ease. They have thus absolutely nothing girls are generally separated from the men
A New York paper thus describes one
left for clothes, recreation, sickness, books who work at Book-binding, and are kept
in tolerable order.
In some houses they of the fashionable gambling establish
or intellectual improvement, and the buoy
ancy and exquisite animality of youth be are not permitted even to speak to each ments in that city: "The furniture is
In others splendid ; the cooks scientific ; the serv
come a slow torturing fever from which other during working hours.
death is a top-welcome
relief.
Their (and that, too, where we should look for ants admirable ; the wines exquisite ; the
frames are bent by incessant and stooping the utmost strictness) , the girls laugh and company select ; the roguery superb ; the
'
'
cheating unrivalled ; the rascality une
toil, their health destroyed by want of rest talk and carry on half the time.
The Folders and stitchers commence qualled."
and proper exercise, and their minds as ef
work at seven in the morning and work
fectually stunted, brutalized, and destroy
"Sleep," says a certain writer, "is
ed over their monotonous tasks, as if they till six in the evening — taking an hour
They almost universally bring death's younger brother."
were doomed to count the bricks in a for dinner.
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REVIEW.
" A my
Gertrude ; a Tale, by the author of
Edited by the Rev. W.
Herbert."
New York : D. ApSEWELL, M. A.
pleton and Co. pp. 332.
public

ought to be

exceeding

earnestness

Truly our reading
delighted

by the

with which their literary

caterers press

forward to satisfy their every taste and fill
The
any void which may possibly exist.
book of which

" No. I. of

we give the title above, is

Appletons'

Literary Melange,
Reading."

a Series of Books for Popular

' Yon will own, that as members of
the church, there can be no rivalry, or
selfishness, or a wish to attract notice be
Think of the feeling there
yond others.
is in a family when any one is distin
The gratifica
guished beyond the rest.
tion is felt by all, because the honor be
longs to all; and so it is in the church.
— What I mean is, that if we labor for
the prosperity of a body, and not for our
own benefit, we strike at the root of all
selfishness ; and if we are poor or have
no talents, or no opportunity of exercis
ing them, we shall still be satisfied, be
cause the object we have at heart, — the
— will sure
good of the church of Christ,
ly be attained, though not through our
means.
By the ' Church of Christ," the au

He therefore chivalrously dis
ported.
dains to avail himself of it, and proceeds,
through a hundred and forty octavo pages,
to show that the Gordian knot need not
be cut, but may, with sufficient patience,

adapted

selection

for

popular

reading,

the

and choice of which will be de

object is at last

which

happily

or the proofs of genius and talent devel

of legal

is in no way

United

States

accom

By
The Unconstitutionally
of Slavery.
Boston : Bela
SPOONER.
LYSANDER
Marsh. 1845. pp. 156.

untied ;

in

to the re

according

slavery

plished.

cided entirely by the manifest excellence
of the work, the importance of the topic,

maxims

ceived

The publishers thinking " that there is
still ample space for a uniform series of
thor means the Church of England, and
superior productions, which will combine
the aim of Gertrude and Mr. Dacre, his
with moral
amusement and instruction
favorite types of character, is the building
benefit, have resolved to present to their
of a church in an unsupplied district,
friends and the public, a miscellaneous li
brary

that,

words,

other

and

disentangled

be fairly

interpretation,
by the

sanctioned
Our

Constitution.

space

will not admit a sketch of his arguments,
as admirably

but we can commend them

though many of
ingenious,
them appear to us as far-fetched arCd ob
If we could re
technical.
jectionably
adroit

and

gard them as the efforts of the hired ad
vocate, thirsting for applause, and ambi
tious

to earn his fee even in a desperate

cause, we should

all praise;

say they are worthy of
have failed to

but, as they

carry conviction to our minds, we cannot
accord them a higher rank in the scale of

We

merit.
they

were

not,

doubt

however,

by the

prompted

emotions, — a burning

hatred

that

of
of wrong

noblest

and oppression.
This we regard as one of those ex
oped."
We do not think the specimen before travagant productions, so numerous in
Two Visions of J. A. ETZLER.
(Author
us affords a very striking proof of the our day, which are prompted by the fla
of the " Paradise within the Reach of
It exhibits to
and
Ma
judgment to be displayed in the selection. grant wrong of slavery.
all Men, by Powers of Nature
chinery," and other writings connected
It is entirely an English book, in our our view, a conspicuous example of the
A Revelation of Futurity.
therewith.)
reasoning powers, so misled by an intense
opinion by no means adapted to this coun
London :

1844.

try, and without interest in a general point and exclusive inspection of a great moral
The story relates to the for and political evil, as to marshal facts and
of view.
tunes of a family of what is called good rules of interpretation
solely with refe
descent, and in comparatively easy circum
rence to some ruling idea which has
The action turns upon the mis taken possession of th^e writer's mind.
stances.
elaborate
fortunes caused by the son of that family The book is an exceedingly

of Mr. Etzler's works

standing for Parliament, when his proper
ty was quite inadequate, his consequent

argument, to prove that the Constitution
of the United States does not, and inci

ever some believers,

embarrassments, and his struggles

that the laws of the several
dentally,
States did not, at the origin of our pre

the temptations which beset him in the
shape of offers of advancement from the
A large portion of the
opposite party.

sent

form

of government,

sanction,

or

some years since,
referred to above,

try by the publication

and he was, as he himself

says, treated

as a visionary by most of the few to whose
He found hownotice they were brought.
and has lately visit

ed England for the purpose of bringing
his inventions before the public there, and
has had,

it

against

Little attention was excited in this coun

seem,

would

some success.

of slaves. It In these two Visions, he describes the re
book is taken up with family quarrels opens with a chapter, the object of which sults which will attend the introduction
and petty disputes, which Gertrude, the is, to demonstrate that "constitutional late, of his machinery, and shows his belief
would transform this earth into a
eaint of the family, is introduced in the under any form of government, consists that
He gives also some slight
paradise.
con
the
written
and
Here
those
to
settle
latter portion
appease.
principles of
only of
— we
and there is a moral which will no doubt stitution tliat are consistent with natural sketches of the manner of operation,
The would reprint the whole pamphlet, which
do good to those who may choose to law and man's natural rights."
it

even tolerate, the holding

" The

From the first Vision.

I

I

I

'

is

it

is

it

a

is

is

is

come when men are no
time
natural law and man's natural
rights longer to be beasts of prey and beasts of
The doctrine being demon burden.
really are.
" But when they are to live in abun
strated however, the author concludes at
good for life, in
dance upon all that
once that " it would spare no vestige of
peace, love, and happiness.
to
claims
"
that human slavery which now
made to be paradise
For the earth
exist by authority of law."
given to him to rule
for man, and
Yet the author seems to be aware that over all productions.
" And
lifted up my eyes and saw
the momentous problem cannot be practi
large sheets expanded upon ships, moved
He sees that his on water as with the power of many hun
cally solved so briefly,
fundamental
doctrine
which, with the dred men, and wind-mills upon high places
inference that he thus abruptly draws of the land.
" And
saw water raised by wind
from
plain enough to our minds,
mills, and the same falling upon a waterwill not annihilate the institution of sla wheel.
very, nor invalidate, before our judicial
saw wheels, and shafts, and
And
tribunals, the laws by which
sup- poles, and beams, and pullies, and rollers,
is

" But few dwelt for more than an in
stant upon the awfulness of an event,
which had thus summoned a fellow crea
ture, engrossed in the pursuits of the
world, into the tremendous presence of
his maker.
•A friend talked to me of the
duty of
observing certain days and attending dai
ly services, which were just introduced at
Farleigh, — and all her argument was,
that fasts and festivals were ordered and
that there was a form of daily service in
the prayer book, which the clergyman in
tended to use, and she asked me whether
thought we were at liberty to follow
our notions of right, rather than obey the
rules of the church.

I

a

of by a few be better settled than it now is, what

it,

may be best judged
short extracts :
forth,

not very large, had we space, but must
few extracts. —
content ourselves with

is

The main tendency is to what arguments are unexceptionable, but the
apply it.
doctrine, if admitted, will be in our opin
may be termed an Evangelical Puseyitism,
and the character of the doctrines set ion, of little practical value until it shall
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We agree in the main with the
view he takes of the subject, and thank

My speech

him for the clearness and eloquence with
which he has stated it.

Yet had

will be widely
read.

Though designed princi
it

pally for scholars,
may be read with
profit by those who are not familiar with
the author,
received

is

Greek or Hebrew.

The main purpose of

to show that the commonly

notion

that

the

resurrection

;

!

I

a

labor and capital

set forth
surprising

that the true answer

;

>

in

In their opinion, this
far more than any considerations

enterprise.
volves

is

,

of merely pecuniary gain
not the
fortune of
commercial enterprise that
at stake

but the problem relates to the

emancipation of society from the most
tremendous evils under which
groans,
the elevation of man to the highest dig

Might bid such humble hopes beware
The glancing of her eyes;
Yet looking once, looked too long,
is

And
sin,
my love
Death follows on the heels of wrong,
And kills the crime within.

Her dress seemed wove of lily leaves,

manent social

of
per
in accordance with

order,

the spirit of Christianity, the principles of
enlightened science, and the intrinsic de
mands of the human soul.

The system of Association

has for its

of order into
the relations of industry, — the adjust
ment of the claims of capital, skill, and
labor, in true proportions, — the distribu
great aim, the introduction

was so pure and fine;
lofty wears and lowly weaves,
But hodden grey
mine
And homely hose niust step apart
Where gartered princes stand

tice,

But may he wear my love at heart
That wins her lily hand

fernal antagonism,

;

is

nity and happiness of which his nature
capable, and the establishment

a

The diamonds glancing in her hair,
Whose sudden beams surprise.

;

tion of wealth on principles

—

!

there's fur from russet frieze
To silks and satin gowns,

of exact jus
of the divine law

the substitution

of love, of universal

!

Alas

It

query should be sought for with great in
terest by the enlightened friends of the

it

That wears her in its thought.

not

to this

is

king might lay hii sceptre down,
But
ana poor and nought
The brow should wear golden crown

on the plan

Charles Fourier.

a

:

A

as the whole system of

as well

;

BALLAD.
BY THOMAS ROOD.
Sigh on, sad heart, for Love's eclipse
And Beauty's fairest queen,
Though 'lis not for my peasant lips
To soil her name between

of

organization

it

o'

a

for an improved

industry,

for the

charity,

that now broods over

the world, — and thus,

every human being

the insuring
the enjoyment

of
of

rights of man, the right to
labor, the right to education, the right to
the free development and exercise of all

And brought her cheeks to blame,
And all that's lordly cf my birth
Is ray reproach and shame

the faculties

if

doubt
God made like degrees
In courtly heurts and clowns'.
My father wronged maiden's mirth,

But

'Tis vain to weep — 'tis vain to sigh

;

Resurrection.

a

combined

formed

!

the doc

that have been

'Neath heats that ne'er are spent.

is

and learning,

Associations,

palm-tree he dreameth,
Mid the cliffs
the Orient,
Sorrowing in lonely silence

'Tis vain this iille speech;
For where her happy pr
do lie,
.i

with much ability

trine advanced m his former work upon the

to individual

SUCCEED.

often asked in regard

by

Of

WILL
This question

is

He slumbereth while ice antl snow
Veil him in robes of white.

a

In this little book Mr. Bush maintains

13, 1845.

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,
gamblingspirit in trade, recklessadventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Relief to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christianprinciplei,of Universaliuslice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
DR. CitANNittG.
is IT

FROM THE GERMAN Or HEINE.
The fir-tree stands all lonely
On bald northern height;

I

of

of

by

The Soul: or an Inquiry into Scriptural
tlte Use
Psychology, as developed
the Terms, Soul, Spirit, Life, etc., viewed
in its Bearings on the Doctrine
the
Resurrection.
By GEORGE BUSH, Pro
in the New York
fessor of Hebrew
New York: J. S.
City University.
Redfield, Clinton Hall. 1845i pp. 141.
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remarkable

has no special

it

Beyond this

ject.

chiefly

;

in their kind cannot be matched in litera

Made such

admiration of its sub

I

For the small price of thirty-seven anda-half cents we have here things, which

weak

words, dare not speak —
So, Lady, fare thee well
will not wish thy better state
Was one of low degree,
But
must weep that partial Fate

:

This pamphlet
for its enthusiastic

if

:

Prose and Verse, by THOMAS HOOD. Part
II. New York Wiley and Putnam,
161, Broad Way. pp. 212.

rude, — but speech
Such love as mine to tell

Character
Essay on the Philosophical
Channing.
By ROWLAND G. HAZARD.
Boston
James Munroe and Co. pp.
40.

I

I

in

II
i'

:> hast not yet quite executed
my commandment.
" Thou hast yet to give an example
the execution of the announced work.
" Arouse then, and do not pass thy
days in inactive solitude.
" Up and proceed to the north, and let
once more thy cry resound among the
people, and then tln.ii mayest retire for
ever.
" But arose half unwillingly, and quit
ted the serene, ever beautiful, mild, trop
ical world, to venture among the disgust
ing throng of men, who, like beasts,
draw their accustomed slave-carts, with
out thinking of any thing better, but how
to snatch the morsels from the mouths of
their neighbors.''

!

as to common

sense.

It

From the Second Vision.

"But

May say of what has been,
His love was noMy born and died,
Though all the rest was mean

contrary to the

is

as well

inspired writings,

Yet when I'm gone, e'en tofty pride

resusci

means, of the

is

is

material bodies of men,

is
a

spoken of in the Scriptures,
tation, by some miraculous

a

by

a

it,

and ropes, and chains, and screws, and
tubes, all moving in various ways to and
fro.
"And the vision said: these are the
miracles thou shall show to the people.
"Make a wagon of one rod in width
or less, and of proportionate length and
strength.
" Show them how to tie this wagon to
the crank of a wheel turned by water, or
a wind-mill.
" Show them how this wagon may be
moved from place to place in such direc
tions as the conductor chooses.
"Show them then, the various sharp
and pointed tools of iron and wood attach
ed to this wagon to break the soil, turn
pulverise it, put thn seed into the ground,
mow the crops, gather them and finally
prepare the fruits of the land for human
food and use.
" And how they may have wagons and
houses on wheels running up and down
the hills, from place to place, with the
speed of birds' flight.
" And how they may till ten thousand
acres and more by one man, with such
wagon, so that they produce as much as
twenty thousand acres and more, now do
their general bad tillage."
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the cardinal

of his nature.

No one cer

can object to the accomplishment
of these purposes.
They must be te-

tainly

garded

with

favor

wholly immersed

by

every

man

not

They
are so pure and noble in themselves, — so
congenial

with

in

selfishness.

the private

hope

which
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But where is the great social law
We chal
Association
violate• t
We
lenge investigation on this point.
assert, without fear of refutation, that the
of all the saints in the Romish calendar ? present order of society is no more found
believed.
Nor are the means, by which the As- We notice a specimen of this in a recent ed on true social laws, than are the pol
a pa luting rites of heathenism on true princi
eocialionists undertake to accomplish their number of the Boston Transcript,
ends less adapted to win for them the per, by the way, which has until recently ples of religion ; the problem of society
They en spoken in a rather candid and liberal has scarce been made the subject of ncienjoyment of universal favor.
If the entific inquiry : and until the discoveries
gage in no wholesale denunciations of manner of the Associative reform.
individuals, but direct their attacks against Editor has changed his opinions, we wish of Fourier, it was covered with as thick
false and pernicious systems ; they advo him joy of his new light ; if his policy, a cloud as was the mechanism of the
stirs

tion.

would

which

in every generous bosom, that, it find articles in the newspapers which be
seem, they must be welcomed by tray such a lamentable ignorance of facts,
erroneous
every lover of his race, and their success which make such ludicrously
most cordially desired, if not confidently statements, as would demand the patience

cate no sudden
bring

confusion

revolution,
and ruin

which
over

interests, but engage in practical
ors for a gradual and peaceful

shall

we say, the less of it the better ; though

existing I it is certainly

not the worst sin to which

endeav

an Editor in civilization

reform.

cording to the Transcript,

is tempted.

Ac

starry heavens before the demonstrations
It is time that
of Newton and La Place.
tor of the Transcript indulges

" The Fourier plan of Association does
attempts for the not seem to be sustained, although its
improvement of society in its present or friends appear sanguine that a fair and
in the hope that extensive liberal trial would show great results.
ganization,
Such a system, however, is opposed to
good will follow from such limited efforts, the general laws of society,
and can
the
radical
disease
but they would remove
scarcely prosper except the members have
which is now fastened upon the very wealth at command and arc essentially
A late number of the Roch
vitals of the civilized order, and thus industrious.
ester Advertiser announces that the large
introduce new health, beauty, and vigor
Rochester boarding house, established on
The Associa
into the whole system.
this principle,
has fur some time been
tions which have been already formed, numbered among the suddenly deceased,
are experiments on such a small scale very much to the discomfort of many of its
creditors.
The Skaneatelcs concern, says
for the realization of these objects, that
the same paper, has been sifted again and
their universal failure would produce lit again of its chaff or wheat, we hardly
know which, until from a very wild re
tle or no damage, except to the indi
viduals who are directly concerned in public it appears verging towards a sober
we mean towards the nnresisIf they should fall monarchy,
their operation.
ted sway of a single mind.
The North
through, they would endanger no exten
ampton institution has sold out its princi
established
no
interests,
a
brick
large
compromise
sive
pal building,
factory ; and
claims, disturb no useful institutions, nor with the loss of its most interesting man,
presents a very crest-fallen visage."
interfere with any valuable movements.
We should like to inquire, what are
But if they should fully answer the ex
They do not give their greatest strength

to partial and imperfect

Edi

such flippant remarks as the worthy

in, should

be brought to a close ; he fulfils his mis
sion in gathering bits and scraps of news
for his daily readers ; but let him not ex
in descanting on social

ercise his fluency
laws.

He is pleased to assure us, moreover,

"

that Association

can scarcely

prosper

except the members have wealth at com
industrious."
and are essentially
very pregnant suggestion, this ; but is
it intended as a panegyric or a reproach ?
Does he suppose that Association in guil

mand,

A

ty of the absurdity of expecting great re
sults without the action of adequate caus
es?

If

he had known

principles,
capital

and industry

essential

of our

anything
have

that

known

are considered

of prosperity;

conditions

that a radical
posed

would

he

the
and

deficiency in either is sup
to frustrate the best

necessarily

We do not propose to

constructed plans.
make bricks without

straw.

Association

" the general laws of society," to which is not intended as a hospital, an almspectations of their founders, an important
is opposed ? house, an asylum, for those who have be
social problem is solved ; the means of the system of Association
alleviating the external wretchedness of The answer to this inquiry would open a come maimed, halt, and crippled in the
man

is

discovered ; and an experiment

tor of the Transcript imagines.

navigation.

detect the workings

With

this

view

of the

Associative

movement, it is but just to demand for it
a fair

and friendly

criticism,

to protest
as to its

contests of civilization,
a refuge for the
He must lazy, and the imbecile, for loafers and

wider subject, we presume, than the edi

fairly tested which shall be to all future
attempts at reform of more vital conse
quence, than was the moving of the first
steam-boat on the waters of the Hudson
to the present advancement in the art of

possess a keen

vision

able to discover

"

which

that

indeed,
path

no bird knoweth,

must be paupers ; but it opens a sphere

from

afar,

of wealth,

men of talent,

and which the energy, men who aspire

for men

men of great
to be kings of

industry, men of an insatiable spirit of
of a universal law in enterprise, of a pure and lofty ambition ;

vulture's eye hath not seen," in order to
the chaos of confusion

and discord

sented by modern society.

of civilization

pre

The customs

it is not difficult

to deter

for such spirits

it holds

motives to honorable

out the noblest

endeavor,

and ap

peals to every great and holy passion of
It is
our nature for vigorous exertion.

mine ; perhaps the Transcript confounds
against premature judgments
success, and to bespeak for it the same customs which are ephemeral, with laws the boast of Association, that with a suf
patience which is essential to the orderly that are eternal.
Among the customs of ficient amount of capital, with adequate

of even a slight experiment in society, we find that of the strong war
We know not that we have ring upon the weak, of cunning avarice
much cause to complain in this respect, of monopolizing the share of the unskilled
those who may be deemed the adversaries needy, of acquiring wealth by all sorts
of this movement. At all events, we are of fraud, force, and stratagem, of sacri
not surprised at any instances of antagon
ficing the dearest interests of truth,
ism which we may meet with, seeing, as justice, and love, for the sake of a petty
we do, that all sorts of deception, misrep
It is true
advantage or temporary gain.
resentation, and unfair dealing are the in that the system of Association is opposed
evitable fruits of the present order of so to these customs, and all their foul and
They do not awaken in us any monstrous brotherhood ; it hates them
ciety.
conducting
science.

hostility to individuals, though they in
spire us with a fresh earnestness against
the system.
Now and then, however, we

with
their

a deadly

hatred ; it cannot endure

and wages
disgusting
presence;
against them a war of utter extermina

industry and skill, it will produce results
which modern civilization does not dream

of; that it will ensure the active and con
stant discharge of labor by making

it at

tractive ; that it will greatly increase the
by the application
products of industry,
of machinery and systematic organization ;
that it will guarantee to every individual
the means of wealth, refinement and ele
gance ; and thus abolish

forever the hor

rible discrepancies between squalid pover
ty and bloated luxury, between sordid
ignorance and men

"

educated to death,''

between the most bitter physical

wretch
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edness and the proud and pampered ef
feminacy, which now disfigure and make
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the members of the associative school, in
of Fourier; it is strictly a course of lectures upon the Series.
In giving Mr. Doherty's views upon the
loathsome the most favored portions of the speaking a community of property ; a sys
But to accomplish tem which we reject as the grave of lib- Religious Question to the public, it is es
present social order.
these high ends, it needs abundance of erty ; though it is incomparably superior pecially to be remarked, that they are pub
" upon his per
capital to start with ; it needs wise, reso to the system of violence and fraud which lished in the " Phalange
lute, hrave, and disinterested leaders ; it is upheld in the existing order of society. sonal responsibility and under his own sig
Nor were the principles of Fourier nature. Assured as the school is that the
needs firm and active men, gifted with
skill, ever adopted as the basis of the North
Law of the Series alone, in its higher
versatile talents, with industrial
The success of that spheres can scientifically and definitely set
with indomitable perseverance, with ex- ampton Association.
haustless resources; with the possession enterprise by no means involves the As
tie the thousand theological questions that
of these conditions, the triumph of Asso sociative movement on the plan of Fou disturb both the minds and tempers of
rier.
ciation is certain ; but when the experi
The reference made to it is entirely mortals, unsettle their faith and mutilate
ment is attempted without them, let no out of place, and proves nothing.
If our their souls, we are, in the present state of

man consider

a failure

ment against

the excellence

tem, its practicableness,

as a valid

argu

of the sys

or its adaptation

that it has no connexion with Association,
on the

plan

friends

at

Northampton

have

experiment,

although

it might

us sincere regret, it would

to human wants.

modified

their operations, or even abandoned their
occasion

not take one

It is still farther alleged that the case of jot from our faith in the Associative
the Rochester

boarding

house, the Skan-

ciple ;

they

have

always

prin

had

peculiar
to encounter ; they have trust

difficulties
eateles Community, and the Northampton
Association may be taken as proofs of the ed more to spontaneous good-feeling, than
impracticability of the system of Fourier. to scientific organization ; and if they had

We have a word to say upon this.

In re

gard to the Rochester boarding house, we
of its history ; we
have no knowledge
have seen some notices of it in the pa
pers, and all of them of a favorable char
acter; we presume it was a joint stock
operation,

in

which

the

shareholders

were boarders ; but certain it is, that this
boarding

house could no more be a Fou

rier Association,

nor any thing

makes of that law, or positively to defend
the conclusions to which he arrives.
We
regard them as most interesting specula
tions, as opening a new field of theologi
cal study, and as giving broader, and at
the same time,

more exact limits

to the

whole matter than it has yet had.
It is
the remarkable also that they, in some sense,

availed themselves more freely of
methods indicated by Fourier, we have no remove it from

the grounds

in which

it

doubt that it would have greatly conduced

has hitherto

to their prosperity.

of true science.
As a body, the associative school holds
no special religious
doctrines.
It em
braces persons of all kinds and degrees
of faith, from members of the Roman Ca
tholic Church, down to ultra Rationalists.
It offers to all men of whatever belief, a

ments which

are so industriously

circu

lated concerning the failures of various
Associations are of no weight in deciding
the great experiment of combined labor,
insists

on certain

to success.

been discussed, which

is a.

frequent characteristic

We have only to add that the state

like one on the principles of Fourier.

except by the most remote resemblance,
It may
than ia'a beehive a university.

not prepared entirely to as
sent to the application which Mr. Doherty
knowledge,

conditions

He always
as essential

He gives no encouragement

common, point on which they can rally in
behalf of Hnmanity. Proclaiming that

true tolerance of all religious
opinions
which is dictated alike by the Gospel of
Christ, and by complete worldly prudence,
are it invites to its banner the generous and

or may not have been a judicious arrange-' to rash and ill-digested attempts, without
ment ; but in no case, is the system of capital, without physical advantages, with
responsible for its failure. out skilful and efficient persons to embark
Association

If Associations
You might as well argue against the in the enterprise.
principles of Fourier from the fact that a commenced in violation of these obvious
steam-boat is sometimes blown up, a principles of good sense, it is no wonder

of every

sincere
doubting,

denomination.
Never
that in the course of time the

of fraud, or that they cannot withstand the difficulties Divine Providence will open to the world
No the means of harmonizing in order the
which beset every new enterprise.
could succeed under such present chaos of belief,
experiment
it would
be
the public money.
The Skaneateles community too, so far circumstances. And the ill-success of im worse than folly for us in the mean
from being a Fourier institution, has been perfect combinations only serves to show while, dogmatically to setup the opinions
in open and bitter hostility with that sys the wisdom of Fourier, in refusing to en of any number of persons as standards of

banking

company

is guilty

an officer of government

runs away with

ground gage in a practical movement without am
than its ple means, — an example which we trust
founder, Mr. John Collins ; and although will be not only pondered, but imitated by
of late, it has somewhat softened in its all converts to his system.

the truth.

opposition to the views of Fourier, it is
no more in unison with them than it is

wards;

tem;

no man has taken stronger

against

the Fourier

movement

THE RELIGIOUS QUESTION.
with the doctrines of the Presbyterian
Church, or the " domestic arrangements "
We commence to-day the translation
We understand that from the "Phalange," of Hugh Doherof South Carolina.
Mr. Collins has essentially modified his ty's profound and original essay on this
Mr. Doherty, as most of our
ideas in regard to a true social order, subject.

in the true order

Undoubtedly

of proceeding,

the spiritual

is first, and the material
say, life

or religious

last ; that is to

is developed from within out
but in the present inverted state

of Humanity,
spiritual,

or

the material

from without inwards.
as a school,
attractive

is before the

life is unfolded
upon domestic

industry,

so to say,

Thus we stand,
and

association,

political

unity
which are but the material basis and ex

That which
since he commenced at Skaneateles ; that readers are probably aware, was for some ternal form of Human Life.
he finds many principles to which he was time the Editor of the London Phalanx ; is higher, namely, Religious Unity, must
attached in theory, untenable in practice ; to his articles in that paper, we owe our come after these are established ; and
and that learning wisdom by experience, first acquaintance with the doctrines of will consist not in identity or monotony
he is now aiming at results which are Universal
unity, and still find in them of belief or ritual, but will be variety

This whole mat
harmonized in unity.
He is at present engaged in investigating ter is postponed until its own time, and
commencement.
But with the most the higher parts of the doctrine at Paris, meanwhile every man can labor for Asso
ciation in the fullest conviction that he is
friendly feelings towards Mr. Collins and where during the past year he communi
the Skaneateles community, we declare cated some of the results of his labors to thereby hastening the birth of the Holy

more

practicable in their nature, than
those which he had deeply at heart in the

valuable aid to our more advanced studies.
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Church Universal, the crowning glory ol pily, for their own sake and that of the
Humanity, the spiritual destiny of the drown-trodden millions of England.
race.
Thus also that numerous body ol
men whom the ago has burdened with its
IU" We have just received late files of
scepticism
offers

can engage in a work

the highest

aim

which

their minds

can

the

" Dtmocratie

Pacifique,"

gan of the Associative

the daily or

school in Paris,

namely the temporal salvation oi
Man, without being forced to accept doc

from which we shall occasionally
our readers with extracts.
The

trines for which

cratie

grasp,

pared.
own

they are not yet

pre

But we are convinced from our

experience, that with the
idea of social unity and universal justice
and happiness, truths of a more spiritual
personal

and positive

kind

will gradually

"

present

thousand dollars in fifteen days," lucky fel
low he ! we wish to find no fault with him,
but with the system, and to call things by
their right names, whether they be high
or low in the world's esteem. Thisis but
one instance among thousands

of what

takes place all over the land, on the oc

Demo- currence of every rise, when produce by
is constantly occupied with the its enhanced value ought to give the hus
cause of the laboring classes, which it ad bandman some compensation for the di
vocates with all the ability which has minished production which occasioned the

"

gained its present position

" The
"
says,

in France. —

rise.

of our epoch," it

When will society learn that its duty
is to put an end to the sufferings and interest are to protect the producer,
and of the less fortunate classes, to create for and not the parasite, the farmer and not

enter

great mission

their thoughts.
Hope in Humanity
faith in God are not far apart, and he them well-being,
education,
and the
who entertains the one will ere long be conditions of social and political liberty,
in a word, to organize labor.
visited and consoled by the other.
To this

the forestaller,

that justice does not per
mit him who does nothing to increase the

value of an article, to profit unreasonably
We commend the present and the suc capital work of the Nineteenth Century from the fact of its passing through his
ceeding numbers of Mr. Doherty's arti
the intelligence
and devotion of all hands I
cle to the careful and candid attention of should be given ; whether it originate
The time is not far off when the world
our readers.
Even the most jaded and with the clergy, the University,
with will wonder that it ever allowed such a
indifferent mind will, we think, find in it legitimists, republicans, or conservatives, swarm of blood-suckers to fatten on its
something

to repay a very earnest study.

the generous

idea

versal

sympathy

words

express

has a right
and support."

to uni
These

THE MORNING STAR AND PEOPLE'S
We have before us the 27th
number of this periodical published in
England, as an advocate of the Tropical

platform,

Emigration Society and devoted to Associ
ation on Joint Stock Principles, based up
on Colonization.

society from whatever quarter it proceeds.
We are also devoted to the cause of the

ECONOMIST.

This Number, the only one we have
" Having witnessed the fruit
less struggles of those who have been
unable to carry out the principles of asso
ciation in tliis country, we have determin

"seen, says :

ed to make our essay in a clime which
holds out greater promises of success.

"

Associative
Harbinger

the

school

sentiments
every

where.

We have no time to say more at presof the
The sent, but promise to recur to the subject

stands upon the same broad
and is ever ready to welcome

any impulse

towards

the amelioration

ol

working classes. We shall never cease
to invoke the justice as well as the selfinterest of society in their behalf.
Have

Uj="Corn has 'risen fifteen cents in
beyond
and the fifteen days, and Mr. A. has made several
future looks even brighter than the past. " thousand dollars by his speculation."
"Thus confident of the truth of our
On the occasion of an advance of this
a failure of our movement kind some say ; " now the farmers will
principles,
would only be looked upon by us as a be well paid for their crops," " the
agri'
death in the service of humanity, — an cultural interest flourishes,"
say others.
additional fact furnished by experience to But neither look behind the curtain
where
the experimentalists
of association after they would see the farmer always as illexpectations,

us."
We cannot gather from this paper any
notion of the plan of proceedings, but the
Tropical Emigration Society is organized

in Sections, numbered one thousand three
hundred and seventy-nine members on the
fifth of July last, and was preparing to
send out a company of chosen members
to Venezuela,
which country had been
selected in consequence of its beautiful
climate, and its laws favorable to emi
grants.

free competition

up this system of

in trade with its conse

quent and concomitant

vices in its true

colors.
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success now, as
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hereafter and to show
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As yet we have prospered

our most sanguine

vitals, and gorge themselves with the lifeblood of its most useful members.

tion, but which is constituted for the same the
iron-clad robber baron and the pirate
purpose, and appears to be in a flourish
sea-king in olden time, but having only
ing state. May God speed their exertions, the
latter quality in common with those
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hap- j ancient types. " Mr. A. has made several
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FROM THE PHALANGE.

II.
OF THE DOCTRINE OF PROGRESSIVE UNIAttractions are proportional to destinies."

" The series distributes the harmonies."
FOURIER.
Let us first determine an important

and not otherwise, as some

the heavens,"

velopment

of Humanity.

same law

for the kingdom of God to come and his
will to be done on earth as in heaven.

which

finally for religious unity, in
inverse doctrine of the fall

on the earth is about to strive
been believed that

human

mind,

must

of our globe,

which shroud

disappear

and

once more

the inverse doctrine of the

seriously with
doubtful

give

exalted

by faith,

place to a new and different order, illum

heat and light.

This be
light.
lief is confirmed by the universal con
sciousness of the present generation, en

sigh

lightened by the admirable advances which

scend

have been made in science.

themselves

by science,

by

divine

the doctrine

has been recognised

ry.

of restraint

as true and necessa

The doctrine of redemption, reveal

ed eighteen

centuries

immediately

obscured by the old doctrine

ago,

was

almost

in the spir
before the doctrine of the

and re-integration
of Hu
manity can dart its noble shoots into the
luminous atmosphere of harmony, and
redemption

unfold

itself freely to the sun of divine

love.

What then is that light which

is to

display

to us progressive

and harmonic

unity?

It is the series, which distributes
of universal order. All

the harmonies
known

harmonies

are governed

series, and all known
and external

ternal

If

are in

contradictions

overturnings of the serial
cite gome examples.
the

by the

subversions
order.

and

Let us

we observe nature in the sphere of
great, in the system of

infinitely

is measured,

lites, which

harmonic,

and

is more or less

In the sphere of the infinite
It is always necessary that those who divergent.
for the coming of the kingdom of ly small, among the insects, we see that
God, and who hope soon to see it de there is a serial, societary, harmonic or
upon

the earth,
for

the

should

peaceful

prepare
struggle

has been which is to dissipate the darkness of sub
ages, humanity
darkness of version by the light of divine love.
plunged in the intellectual
childhood:
the doctrine of the fall and of Three things are necessary for this pre
happiness,

must extend its ramifications
itual darkness,

that of the comets, which

For many

lost

the

irreparable fall, and the victory is not stars, we see that there are two orders of
to the minds of those who axs movements ; that of the planets and satel

the

ined by a new harmonic

and for the progressive de
There is the

moral order,

badly inspired persons would have us be
lieve, by telling us that it is impossible

We hope that the light will not again
fact:
yield to darkness, for the work of re
At the same time that nature, history, demption is in the course of rapid pro
and religious creeds present to us evil gress in the world.
Saint John the Bap
and discords in an immense proportion,
tist, the prophet-precursor of the Redeem
the prophecies of the Word have al er came to preach repentance and prepar
ways announced the future reign of har
ation for the kingdom of God; Christ
mony upon the earth, and the conscious
himself came to reveal to us the law of
ness of Humanity has always entertained love and universal
salvation ; and the
the same hope of harmonic unity and of spirit of light, of science and practical
This, in good logic, is as harmony is at last given us to complete
happiness.
much as to say, that all which is general the work of redemption and to dispel the
upon our globe, is of an exceptional and shadows which still surround the mind
and the heart of man.
temporary order ; and that all which is ex
The direct doctrine of redemption up
ceptional is the type of future order and

that all the obscurities

precede adult and enlightened manhood ;
that the roots should push inversely in the

darkness of the soil, before the stalk, the
In that prayer it is enjoined upon us to branches and the leaves can develope
ask, " that the kingdom of God may themselves directly in the air, and light.
come, and his will be done on earth as in There is the same law for the universal
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der among the bees ; while the same har
monic order is not generally
the hurtful

If

insects.

found among
we take a middle

term between the infinitely

great and the

infinitely small in nature,
of the animal kingdom, we

for example
see that the

and

such

paration : repentance and the hatred
evil; initiation into the love of God, by

peaceful

useful

animals,

as

the Gospel ; initiation into the science of horses, dogs, kine, sheep, beavers, cam
&c., are social, and
the serial law, by the theory of integral els, elephants,
in herds,
group themselves voluntarily
Association.

of the irreparable fall upon the earth.
At last, this light, which, for a short THB SERIAL LAW, KEY or ALL REVELA
TION.
time, threw so bright a ray of hope upon
It is according to natural order, that
humanity, is reanimated at this day to
the night should precede the day ; that
dispel forever the darkness of the soul.
To prove what we here advance, it is childhood, weak and ignorant, should

while
animals

the greater part of the
live

more

or

leas in

ferocious
isolation,

without uniting themselves in groups and
series.

Still, all is serial in nature, but all the
series are not measured, associative, bar.

There are subversive, irregular,

monic.

incomplete

series, as there are harmonic

or the savage state, to form patriarchal
associations
then again, stronger feudal

which
the

in
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reigns

the other world, gives a*

of a hierarchical

picture

in

;

harmony,
and war-like leagues; then, still farther, conformable
every respect with the se
complete and regular series.
It is therefore necessary to study the barbarism and the industrial nations, like rial order which Fourier describes for
series profoundly, in order to know all the Roman Empire in ancient times, and this world, and which will be realized,

serve to

the future.

Revelation of every kind, and true sci
ence lead us then to the same result re

and France.

vanced in Humanity,

as yet little

but religious

ad
and

already recognized in prin
throw- ciple as the harmonic destiny by the fre
social unity

we believe

Great

as Germany,

specting the nature of the series and the
unitary hierarchy.
We cannot conceive of mundane
terrestrial

harmony

without

or

supreme

a

will

which

such

This aerial progress

ple hereafter.
We can only indicate here some supe
types

civilized,

Britain

We will develope this general princi

rior

those nations which are call

now-a-days,
ed

in

thousand

is

and their

laws,

subversive opposites ; for therein, lies all
the question of harmony and unity.

is

the harmonic

or terrestrial
omniarchy.
government
upon our subject, but the field is est and best informed minds.
and cannot be cultivated
The gospel teaches that all men are Neither can we any more conceive the
too much, if we wish to obtain from na brothers, and that they are destined to harmony of the other world, of the aro-

light

vast and fruitful,

love each other.
The Associative theory mal world, of the world of Iransmundane
In our solar system, which is one of informs us how the unity of men can be souls of all degrees, (style of the serial
the superior types of harmonic order, we realized upon the whole globe, and this theory of Fourier,) or of the world of
see a pivotal and central star, surrounded hierarchical association must be effected angels and spirits, (style of the prophets
the series unitarily organized
Hu and mystics,) without a government, a
by several groups of secondary and ter

which

constitutes

In the animal kingdom, we see a

regularly

graduated

serial

arrangement,

if

it

the only

these two worlds

conceive again

middle term.

Let us return then to the doctrine of them both,
to the se

unity in harmony,

progressive

all

we

together,

unitary

regency

terrestrial

are to be har

must

necessarily

of

government

at the summit of

and celestial

hierarchies

;

hive.

work

But

monized

a

associative

tion in the infinitely great and the infinite
small, between which Humanity forms

an archangelic

omniarchy,

a

ry and tertiary orders, for the industrial

for the transmundane
manity, as God has organized
bees and the stars, two orders of crea regency.
ly

[n the harmonic order among
the insects, we see also a queen-bee, sur
rounded by a series of groups of seconda

a

tiary stars,

in

by

ture all her secrets.

is

a

a

it

a

is

to organize religious unity.
in
of classes, orders, genera, species and ries which
word, an amphi-mundane • omni
varieties, from the greatest to the leas:
The greater part of religions speak to archy.
Now,
cannot be
matter of indiffer
organic forms ; although these families us with reason of religious unity upon
are not all socially connected among the earth, and also of the unity of souls ence to us to discover, by means of sci
themselves, by instincts and habits, as in the other world.
God must govern ence, the nature of these three regen
are the bees, and the series of associated this unity every where and forever, ac cies.
We know very well, from the theory,
stars.
cording to all faiths, but we have not
The incoherent order even, offers us sufficiently clear idea of the unity of as that the mundane omniarchy
formed,
sociated souls, neither here below, nor in harmonically,
of the natural chiefs of
some germs of the series in its elementa
ry distribution, though as a whole, it be the heavens, and we can obtain no ex terreslrial humanity, that is, of the supe
Social and planation, either of the nature of God, or rior characters, the souls most elevated
disconnected and discordant.
of his government. in the degree of actual development. —
religious disorder has prevailed hitherto of the hierarchy

objects

more

surely.

\vds compelled

men to group

in companies,

regiments

War

itself

themselves

and armies,

hierarchy

the universe.

cipline, compact, unitary and serial order.
In the same manner, in the ecclesiastical

know

terrestrial

gences,

We now invite the whole attention of state.

also,
souls

celestial

We

the

theory,

only

intelli

the mundane

moreover,

that the

souls of the other world

our readers to what follows.

at least, inhabited
APPLICATION

spirits

know,

by
are
in

a

unitary

in

order to fortify themselves against dan
ger, and to become more powerful by dis

we

TO THE DOCTRINE OF THE

DIVINITY OF CHRIST.

have, generally
the earth.
follows

It

their

Still we ought to have at least general But
idea of the nature of God, and of the that
in

upon the earth, excepting in the primi
tive age, and yet men have always sought
to group themselves in order to attain

then that the ultramundane souls partake
the nature of terrestrial souls, allowing

to the laws of the harmonic

for differences ol state, degree and devel
we see opment.
Whence
results:
that the
order, unity requires hierarchy, and in a that every group of associated elements composition of the ultramundane omniar
head which
good administration, the regular order is has its pivot or chief,
chy, (the archangelic phalanx) must be
based upon discipline
and hierarchy.
its movements the series have analogous, allowing for degree and trans
rects
According

;

it
in

a

di

it

series of all degrees in Nature,

these pivots cendency, with that of the terrestrial
equally their unitary pivots
or chiefs are of the same nature as the omniarchy.
Finally, the government
elements they direct, allowing for the dif which must unite the two worlds, and

at harmony;

versal and hierarchical

them

by little ; then

by

forming combined groups; then, by unit
ing those groups among themselves into
serial and hierarchical phalanxes, until,
at last, general

lil'l",

in

from absolute incoherence.

'

!iy

li'tlt"

internal

souls,

a

mundane

and

ultramundane,

of

men, of spirits, of angels and of archan

gels, and at the summit of this hierarchy,
of all degrees, from the omniarch down to
solar focus,
sanctuary still human and
the simple chief of an industrial group, yet divine, centre of the light, of the
like the association of stars in our solar government, and of the providence of the

harmony, or at least par
be establish
which we soc this combined,
agreement
system,
'
ed among the associated elements and unitary order, of the measured, harmonic
It is thus that men have issued, series.
groups.
tial

is

in

a

series, embracing

this
beings upon our globe
series will have its chiefs and sub-chiefs
all human

head, can

a

by grouping

forms their hierarchical

not be heterogeneous with their elements.
There
then, in fine,
hierarchy of

Swcdenborjr

describes to us the order

world.

Now, this
•

little

which

degrees.

Fourier teaches us, that social and re
uni
Harmony, will be
ligious unity,

a

first,

ferences in hierarchical

\f

selves partially

;

Every wheie, in fine, where there is a
shadow of harmony, there is also to be
eeen an embryo of tlic serial order.
It is by the serial order, that the prim
ary elements of nature, in every branch
of movement, issue from chaos to arrive

hyper-archangelic

centre,

Ampin-mundane — of both worlds.
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this amphi-mundane regency itself, has
necessarily a pivot, and that pivot, which
is a person, is a person at once human
and divine, the son of God, the man-God,

827

Is Christ that man-God, that di- the Divinity of Christ is doctrinally
fundamental base of Christianity.

I earth?

serial law reveals to Humanity,

purely scientific?
What we know
the chief of men, of saints, of angels, and

by means

is, that Christ

has af

of archangels, of thrones and dominions,

firmed it to us himself, and that no other

the supreme providence and the supreme

than he upon the

light of the world.
This is what the theory of the serial

himself

law

requires,

certainly

indicates

and that theory
that this

moreover very clearly,

supreme chief, the son of God,

the King

the

vine summit, the existence of whom the

I

the world,

If

has yet called

and

"I

Life."
any

intelligences which are already enlight
ened by the new light which Fourier was
the providential
means of bringing
to

Son of Man. Humanity.
This problem will not be
am the light of fully solved except by numerous and seri
am the Way, the Truth and ous studies of which we shall indicate the

Son of God

He has said to usthe

earth

In any case, our object here is no other
than to state a great problem for those

Let us terminate this
the Divinity of Christ,
by remarking that the conception of the
Man-God, Son of Man, and Son of God,
general

one among

those

who

have

of men, of saints, of angels and of arch faith in the power of the series to throw
angels, is likely to descend upon the light upon mysteries, suspects the veraci
earth, there to assume for a time, a terra
ty or the integrity of him who brought

scope.

sketch respecting

drawn from pure science, from the pure
to the gospel upon earth, and the revelation domain of the rational
theory of the
live there consequently, so far as son of Humanity to the nations ; if any one Series, agrees perfectly with the doctrine
of Man, to act there, to teach, and give refuses to believe Christ upon his word, of the Church based upon inspiration,
an impulse to the nations according to he must solve this mystery of falsehood ; revelation, the sacred texts, that is, upon
the divine laws, and within the limits of for the world will soon require to know the data of Faith.
To prove this by one
queous

body

in

mundane migration,

given to terrestrial

the liberty

humanity

definitely

what to believe respecting

the

word, in concluding,

we quote the follow

"He"
St. Paul:
Let us remark, that it is in harmonic universal religious unity upon universal (Christ) " is the chief and the head of
order that the elements of any series can social harmony. — Now, we all pretend, the body, the Church," (universal Hu
not be in direct and intimate relation of that the science is discovered which must manity united in Truth and Harmony.)
He is the beginning, the first born
voluntary subordination and love, except reveal all mysteries, and consequently
with an element
which
is superior, the mysteries in the Word, as well as the among the dead," (the ultramundanes) ;
but still clothed with their own nature. mysteries in Nature.
This science which " that he may be the first in all things.
Human souls, as elements of harmony, we pretend to possess, is that of the se For it pleased the Father that in him
the harmonies, should all fulness dwell." — Colossians i.
cnuld not be in direct and personal rela ries, which
distributes
Divinity of Christ, and how to constitute

by God himself.

ing

definition

from

the laws of general desti
18, 19.
This science cannot remain silent
Certainly the serial theory could rot
the anthropomorphic
Providence of the upon so important a problem as that of furnish a more exact or a more clear defi
world, and not with the Divine Being the fundamental doctrine of the religion nition of the amphi-mundane Omniarch !
Sooner or later,
of all civilized nations.
considered as infinite, the perfect concep
CON
tion of which escapes them.
positively or negatively, it must give an ANALOCOTS INDUCTIONS UPON THE
NECTION BETWEEN THE TWO WORLDS.
In order that there may be a connec answer to it.
(EARTH AND HEAVEN.)
But why Christ rather than Mahomet
tion between man and God, God must is
A serious difficulty presents itself to
or Moses, Confucius, Zoroaster, or Budd
sue from his unapproachable infinite uni
ty, and manifest himself as a person. ha? some will perhaps at once object. the mind when first called upon to receive
The serial law requires then in order to This is a question to be examined in the the data of different revelations as emana
maintain, and with stronger reason to re general study of the religious formations tions more or less divine ; this is the state
establish, the union of human souls with accomplished or in the course of accom of incoherence, of contradiction, of shad
We will content ourselves owy darkness, and even of monstrosity
God, that is, to redeem Humanity from plishment.
the fall, to operate the transition from for the moment with saying that the sun in w hich seven eighths at least of the pro
We cannot
subversion to harmony, to form anew the enlightens and the planets reflect, and phecies present themselves.
tion with

any other supreme

the hyper-luminous

affectionate

soul,

chief

the

than

God-man,

and regulates
nies.

concert of man with God by

the free action of attraction,

with observing that the nations grouped
which is the around the revelations and under the im

admit at first sight that all this creation
of doctrines containing in its vast bosom

so many ridiculous, unreasonable or shock
and universal interpreter of the pulsive action of Zoroaster, Mahomet,
will of God, the serial law, we say, de Confucius, &c. have received from them ing words can have come from God, while
mands a special intermediary, a person at only a very faint light and a very weak the words of harmony, the words of light,
once human and divine ; in one word a impulse, compared with the radiance of capable of conducting humanity to Truth,
the liglit of the Gospel, and the entirely to Unity, to Happiness, appear in the pro
Mediator.
Doctrinally, the entire religious question preponderating activity of the people who portion of hardly an eighth, and even then
This
have directly received its rays.
by very incomplete manifestations.
revolves around this idea of the Mediator,

general

of this amphi-mnndane pivot, of his sys
tem of government, of the laws and lim

We are very far from wishing to im difficulty is only an apparent one when
pose a belief, on the faith of a word or a we become acquainted with the serial
hypothesis ; but we must nevertheless, law, of which all types, in which har
its, according to which his Providence
This man-God, this father of the henceforth remember, as a double fact of mony predominates, offer a transitory
acts.
the order of imperfect, weak, and incoherent exam
universal church, this son of the infinite immense
importance

this supreme light of the world of studies which are to lead to the discovery ple at both extremities of the career.
souls, this spiritual sun in which are con of the historical, providential system of Children are born weak, ignorant, and li
densed, or from which emanate all light, the government of the world, that Chris able to a thousand diseases of body and
The aged, before leaving this
all heat and all love to dissipate the dark
tianity is the religion of Europe and of mind.

God,

a phase of weak
It is the same thing
Now,
a globe and a human race.

ness, and to accelerate the movement of, all civilized nations, that is to say, of the
and most influential
things towards unity, liberty, justice and •most enlightened
this man-God,
harmony,
who is he'! nations, of the head, in fine, which di-

world,

Has he already shown himself upon the rects Humanity

terrestrial

at this moment, and that

pass

through

ness and infirmity.
with

humanity has not had more than
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centuries of history ; • and by ap manity, as the collective being, will pass
nun its weak, and ignorant, subversive
plying analogy to the theory of the trans
migration of souls, we shall find that a and discordant childhood, to happy, enhumanitary revolution, analogous to an ightened youth, strong and free from all
annual revolution of our globe around the the evils which have oppressed it during

sixty

our idea upon the natural

transformation

a
of analysis to be per
formed in order to exhibit all the details
of this question. Some minds may doubt
the utility of such a work, but there are
sun, must extend to more than eighty the age of obscurity and incoherence.
It is for this very reason that what is at others who will judge differently.
thousand years.
There may be much intellectual gar
In fact, a year contains three hundred present exceptional must be considered as
and sixty-five days and a quarter ; each a type of general harmony to come, and bage in the world ; we do not dispute
diurnal revolution of the earth upon itself what is now the rule, must in future be that, but a good economist knows how to
It is on this find use for all, even for filth, and to
embraces a day and a night, or a phase the exception in the world.
of light, and a phase of obscurity : a gen account also, that the doctrine of moral make it advantageous in the production
eration which is born and dies in humani
compression must have reigned during of nourishment for the body. Those who
ty embraces a visible career here below, the dark phase of religion, and that the wish to nourish the human soul, must
and an invisible career in the other world. doctrine, or principle of harmonic liberty, make use of every earnest idea which
Still there is a reversal in the analogy : must prevail in social and religious har has served for the moral and religious
the ultra mundane or invisible existence mony. Hitherto we have understood con development of any nation, at any epoch
must be considered as the truly luminous trariwise, the mysteries of Nature and of in history.
one and the mundane or visible existence the Word, which, henceforth, are to be
We must nevertheless be strictly on
corresponds to the phase of obscurity. explained by the doctrine of progressive our guard against the theory of a confus
A terrestrial career may be estimated at Unity, by the Series, which distributes ed pantheism, which mixes all without
the harmonies of revelation in all de science, and, so to speak, without con
eighty years of duration, and as the lumi
nous phase must endure at least twice as grees.
long

as the correlative

obscurities,

we

creeds ; but there remain*

very great work

It

science.

The compressive doctrine is to the har

may estimate the ultra mundane career at monic doctrine, in humanity,
one hundred and sixty years ; which gives root is to the stem of the tree.
two hundred and forty years for a revolu
tion of humanity upon itself, by alterna

of religious

what

the

The root,

as we have before said, pushes inversely
in the darkness, before the stem can de-

bread,

is not by mixing muck with
employ the corrupted
so, in the intellectual order, the

that we

element;

study of obscure notions, and of moral and
religious

mysteries,

ancient

or

modern,

must serve only to fertilize the mind, and

tion of existence, according to the theory
of transmigration,
and of the periodical

velope itself directly in the light. Still, the cause healthy ideas to spring up, and the
two systems belong to the same vegeta
more impartial and integral or universal
return of souls from one life to the other ; ble beings, as the two contrasted doc are our studies in the religions sphere,
240 years multiplied by 365, give us 87,- trines will belong, at a later period, to the the more will the ideas produced be abun
600 years : such then must be the time

same religious unity in humanity, because
necessary for humanity to complete a ca the doctrine of progressive, serial unity
reer analogous, in the first degree only, is only the extension of the doctrine oi
to the four seasons of the year, and to universal charity, which already exists in
the four

cardinal

phases of every com

the Christian

Church.

The agreement

dant, and of a superior quality, provided
always, we have a sure instinct to guide
us in this labyrinth of mysteries, or, in
default

of manly instinct, a sufficient
of the serial method. This

knowledge

of these doctrines in the Catholic and tru method is a special science explained in
Humanity upon our globe has then a ly Universal Church, will be the subject the works of Fourier, and would require
career of at least eighty thousand years to of a special chapter.
In the mean while too long a time to develope here in its ele
go through, to pass the four seasons o every one will readily admit that nothing mentary details. We must limit ourselves
collective life, childhood, youth, maturity can be more dark and obscure than are for the moment to what has already been
and decline.
The period is perhaps long the mysteries and doctrines of religion to said above, and pass to a rapid examina
plete career of life.

for if the degree of analogy be
composite instead of simple, as we sup
pose it here, the proportions change en
ormously, and the collective being wil

the mass of the faithful.
To be
of this, we need only adduce the
statistics of all creeds among all
This is the first thing to be done

pass through eighty times eighty thous
and years to accomplish like the individu
al, eighty times the four solar seasons

ble us to explain

er still,

the four cardinal phases of the in
tegral career.
during

In any event, taking only eighty thou
sand years as the term of the integral ca
reer upon this globe, the six thousand

all by the doctrine

and throw

assured
general
nations.
to ena

light

upon

of progressive unity,

which must harmonize

all the mysteries
and discords which God has permitted up
on the earth ; for in a world which God
has made, nothing is useless,

and every
thing must have a reason for its existence ;

economy of means being

an attribute ol

years already passed by Humanity
are God and a fundamental principle of har
only the weak and suffering, obscure anc mony.
incoherent childhood of the collective life,
In support of this thesis, we will here
whence it follows that every thing must quote a detached note, which we find in
be exceptional, and more or less subver
one of Fourier's manuscripts:
"The
sive during this first phase of existence

But as the elementary

Christian

religion

will govern the uni

passes verse in the fulness of time ; but modifi
from weak and ignorant childhood,
to ed, as in the caterpillar ; the butterfly is
youth, strong in body and mind, so Hu- still the same body, through transform
individual

ed and this transformation

is the conse

• The conjectures of
timpliitic ecology
and of philosophic scepticism have as yet saic quence of the passage from falsehood to
truth."
nothing serious against the authenticity
tliii chronology.
This note of Fourier's contains exactly

tion of the various religions and their doc
trines.
To be Continued.
GOOD

NIGHT.

Good night !
Be thy cares forgotten quite !
Day approaches to its close ;
Weary nature seeks repose.
Till the morning dawn in light,
Good night !
Go to rest !
Close thine eyes in slumber blest !
Now 'tis still and tranquil all ;
Hear we but the watchman's rail,
And the night is still and blest.
Go to rest !
Slumber sweet!
Heavenly forma thy fancy greet!
Be thy visions from above,
Dreams of rapture, — dreams of love !
As the fnir one's form you meet,
Slumber tweet!
Good night !
Slumber till the morning light!
Slumber till the dawn of day
Brings its sorrows with its ray !
Sleep without or fear or fright !
Our Fxther wakes!
Good night!
Good night !
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which
under

;

my

he manifested extraordinary un
easiness and anguish.
At last, my fa
ther having stopped directly at the foot of

XIII.

"

the tree cast over the path
and
father passed and repassed

while

FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
Translatedfor the Harbinger.

it,

STUMP-SPEAKING.

a

Albert's history will be concluded in
a few words, my dear Porporina, because the tree, Albert uttered
cry and recalled
unless
But he refused for
repeat what you have already him precipitately.
heard, I have not much more to tell you. long time to explain himself respecting
The conduct of my cousin during the this fancy, and
was only when over

of which you have been in

travagancies
formed.

his pretended recollection

Only

the prayers of the whole family,
that he declared that the tree was the
mark of
sepulchre, and that a great
come

a

eighteen months which I have passed here,
has been a continual repetition of the ex

by

it

a

I

crime had been committed

on the spot.

'

it

if

of what lie had been, and what he had The chaplain thought that
Albert knew
seen in past ages, assumed an appearance of any murder which had formerly been
of frightful reality, when Albert began committed in that place,
was his duty
to manifest a peculiar and truly wonder
to inform himself of it, in order to give
ful faculty of which you may have heard, burial to the abandoned bones.
" Take care what you do,' said Al
but in which I did not believe, before
the

proofs which

This faculty is called,

I

the second

countries,

he has given.
am told, in other

sight;

and those

bert, with
which

an air both sad and ironical,

he often

assumes.

and child,

woman,

'

having

The man,

you will find

whom

who possess it are the objects of great

there

veneration

drunkard Wenceslas who had their throats

among

superstitious

people.

and

Hussites,

was

it

were

the

in

it

I

a it,

As for me, who know not what to think cut by his soldiers, one night when he
of
and will not undertake to give was concealed in our woods, and was
afraid of being observed and betrayed by
you
reasonable explanation,
find

I

a

if

a

an additional motive to deter me from be them.'
" Nothing more was said to my cousin
ing the wife of
man who could see all
But my uncle,
my actions, even
were
hundred of this circumstance.
leagues off, and who could

it

a

a

I

those which make my hair stand on end.
In what does this second sight consist? "

" Albert

They found the
of a man,
woman, and
The man was covered with one

my father pointed out.
skeletons
child.

a

seems pledged to the

a

man who

devil?"
" You have the gift of jesting at all
things," said Consuelo, " wonder at the
cheerfulness with which you speak of

of those enormous wooden shields which
the Hussites carried, and which

are easi

ly

with

a

at least

if

was an inspira
almost read who wished to know
caprice on his part, had search
wife ought to be tion or
saint, and how could she be one made during the night at the place which
Such

my thoughts.
a

the chalice

engraved

this

in

recognized

upon

by

them,

with

device

Latin
is

?
'

is

a

'

O

Death, how bitter
sees and hears what no one around it.
thy
else can see and hear.
When
person coming to the wicked; but refreshing t•
whom he loves
coming, although no him whose actions have been just, and di
one expects him, Albert announces his rected with reference to thce •
" The bones were transferred to a more
approach and goes to meet him an hour
retired
before hand.
In the same way he retires
spot in the forest, and when, seveal

days after, Albert repassed at the foot
of the cedar, my father remarked that he

his chamber,
himself up
when he perceives any one whom he dis
likes coming afar off.

One day when he was walking with
my father in
bye-path on the mountain,

the place, which

"

not to pass near

a

circuit

stopped and made
through rocks and bushes
certain

in a

he suddenly

great
order

place, which

nevertheless, presented nothing

peculiar.

manifested

no repugnance

at walking on
had nevertheless been

again covered with

stones and sand, and
in which nothing appeared changed.
He
did not even remember the emotion he
on

experienced

that occasion,

some difficulty in recalling
on its being mentioned.

it

in

and shuts

a

and had

to his mind

They returned by the same path in
few
" You must be mistaken,' said he to
moments, and Albert again played the
same game.
My father who observed my father, and must have been warned

pain, nor shivering

am certain there

feel no cold,

in my body!

nor

aunt was inclined to attribute this

power of divination

•"

I

here, for

to

a

it,

•

" My

Not only did Albert avoid

but he even had the af
approaching
One half the amount of physical and fectation not to walk upon the shadow
mental labor now performed by mankind,
would be amply sufficient (if properly ad
Entered according to Act of Congress, in
justed), to feed and clothe all sumptously.
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
The cause why it is not so, — too much Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa
finery and luxuries.
chusetts.

special

favor of

Mort, quam est amara, mtmoria

tua hoininibua injustis, viro quieta cujut
resfiunt urdinate et ad hoc." This sentence
taken from the Bible. But there the rich
are named instead of the wicked, and the
poor instead of the just.

is

repugnance.

O

a

cedar which appeared to be the object of his

nothing

'

in some other place.

pretended to have lost something,
and wished to draw him to the foot of

is

him,

I

I

'

'

a

One branch of American
oratory is
It is so called from po
stump-speaking.
litical meetings being held sometimes in
the woods, and an old stump being select
ed as the rostrum.
It is a peculiar sort
of eloquence — it is everything and noth
ing, as occasion may be — mixes up poet
ry, philosophy, and politics in singular
combinations — laughs and cries — becomes
clown and gentleman, as clown or gentle
man suits best. It is the most effective
style of popular speaking, without doubt,
as it adopts the people's words.
It bor
rows langauage from Mississippi boatmen
and market-house rowdies — comes down
" like a tho'isand
onyou
of brie.k," &c. &c.
There is something to be learned from
this stumping-oratory.
It has popular
adaptation, though it must be confessed,
it brings injury to the public mind. To
talk abstractions to the people is just equiv
alent to talking Dutch to the Indians.
A
man must be peculiarly a human animal
in public-speaking.
You can't be a phi
losopher or an angel, in addressing crowds.
Once in boyhood, Old Gilbert saw a Rifle
Company lay down on the ground and
shoot : the idea impressed him.
Now
there is a great deal in shooting low.
Take aim before you fihoot. If you don't
hit, your smoke will do no good.
We confess our likes for effective pul
A minister is not a pulpit-es
pit-style.
A minister is not a philosophicsayist.
lecturer.
A fine book-style is not a fine
The heart is the minister of
pulpit-style.
the desk.
The best style is that which
the
intellect
down through the heart
brings
and melts all its precious metals in that
hot furnace.
If you want a specimen,
take good old South — see what edge
is in all he said. Playful, but not light —
sharp, but not sour — imaginative, but not
dramatic — using common words with un
common power — speaking to you as if
he expected to convince you — full of
earnestness— decided, without dogmatism
— witty, but not vulgar. All his words
strike you like the explosion of torpedoes.
Some preachers use a sort of air-gun.
You hear no report — you see some effect.
Others are real artillery-men — thunder
No objection to the ar
ing and blazing.
tillery-men, if they will only throw balls,
but it is rather funny, to fire loud guns,
and have very small shot
Let every man keep to his own natural
All children can't cry alike. Some
style.
cry easy — some make a great blubbering.
All preachers can't preach alike. Per
sonal taste should be rectified and then be
come personal law.
How would Milton's
old Gothic architectural style suit simplehearted Cowper?
How would Charles
Lamb look in Coleridge 's Germanic idioms?
How would Hall look in Chalmer's garb !
How would Wesley appear in Hervey's
Let every man be natural,
gaudy robes?
but let him take care what is natural.
Nature is a very indefinite word now-aIf you have the volume of water
days.
of Niagara, then you may become a cata
If
ract, but a bucket full won't answer.
you have electricity, you may afford to
Do you hear
thunder, but not without.
that, me-friends? — Methodist Protestant.
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bat Albert is so melancholy,

Providence,

so tormented,
hardly

think

BO unhappy,
Providence

that one can

would

stowed on him so fatal a gift.
lieved in the devil,

I

should

have be

If I

be

much sooner

' serves him, or even questions him.

Thus tions ; in three letters, Albert of Rodol-

best to leave him en

stadt is mad : insane,

tirely free, since we have come to regard

epithet more decent."

these absences, which were so terrifying
at the commencement, as favorable crises

At

it has been thought

When they occur, my
receive the supposition of our chaplain, in his malady.
who charges all Albert's hallucinations to aunt suffers, and my uncle prays, but no
My uncle Christian, who is body stirs ; and as to me , I can assure you
h\3 account.
a more sensible man and more firm in his that I am much hardened in that respect.

if you

consider that

answered by a deep sigh.
that instant, Amelia seemed to her a

Consuelo

person and a heart of iron.
She tried to excuse her in her own eyes,

very hateful

by reflecting

upon what

suffered during eighteen

she must have
months of a life

religion, than any of the rest of us, finds Anxiety has been succeeded by ennui and so sad, and filled with such multiplied
I would rather die than marry emotions. Then returning to her own
very reasonable explanations for many of disgust.
He believes that, notwith
I recognize his great quali misfortune, " Ah '. why cannot I place
these things.
this maniac.
standing all the pains taken by the Jesu
its, during and after the thirty years' war,
to burn all the heretics in Bohemia,

and

particularly those who were found at Gi
ants' Castle, notwithstanding
the minute

faults

to the score of mad

ties ; but though it may seem to you that
I ought not to care for his freaks, since

Anzoleto's

they are the effect of his malady,
con
fess that they irritate me as a thorn in my

into delirium in the midst of the intoxica
tions and deceptions of his debut, 1 feel

I

" thought she.
ness '.

" If

he had fallen

"That

for myself that I should not have loved
him any less ; I should only need to know
and ingratitude
that his unfaithfulness

Wanda, some historical documents of the you have a repugnance to becoming Count
times of the Hussites, must have remained I Albert's wife, T now understand very

proceeded from insanity, to adore him as
before, and to fly to his assistance."

concealed

Several days passed without Albert's
giving by his manner or his discourse, the
least confirmation of his cousin's asser
tions, respecting the derangement of his

made by the chaplain in ev
after the death of my aunt

explorations
ery corner,

in a secret place

unknown

life, and that of my family."

" That seems to me somewhat unjust,

dear baroness,"

said Consuelo.

to well ; but that you should

and that Albert must have
everybody,
He thinks that the reading
found them.

lose your in
terest in him, I do not understand."

"It

is because I cannot drive from my
mind the idea that there is something vol
ed his diseased imagination, and that he untary in the poor man's madness.
It is mind: But one fine day, the chaplain
contradicted him,
certain that he has much force of charac
naively attributes to a wonderful recollec
having unintentionally
tion of previous existences upon the earth, ter, and that on a thousand occasions, he he began to utter some very incoherent
the impression which he then received of has great control over himself.
He can sentences ; and as if he were himself sen

of those dangerous papers vividly impress

put off the attacks of his crises at will. 1 sible of it, went hastily out of the saloon
By •have seen him master them with much and ran to shut himself up in his cham
this means, the stories he relates to us power, when those around him did not ber.
They thought he would remain
many details now unknown,

but contained

with exactness in those manuscripts.

can be naturally explained, as well as his seem inclined to consider them in a seri there a long while ; but an hour after, he
otherwise inexplicable disappearances for ous light.
dragged
On the contrary, whenever he reentered, pale and languishing,
days and whole weeks ; for it is as well sees us disposed to credulity and fear, he himself from chair to chair, moved around
to inform you, that this event has been has the appearance of wishing to produce Consuelo,
without seeming to pay any
repeated several times, and that it is im an effect on us by his extravagancies, and more attention to her than on other days,
possible to suppose it can be accomplished abuses our weakness
with regard to and ended by seeking refuge in the deep
out of the chateau.
This is why I feel vexed, and fre- embrasure of a window, where he rested
Every time he has him.
sio disappeared, he has remained undis- 1quently request his patron Beelzebub to his head on his hands, and remained com
coverable, and we are certain that no come for him at once, that we may be pletely motionless.
given him refuge or freed from him."
It was the hour of Amelia's music les
We know of a certainty,
''These are very cruel witticisms," son, and she wished to take it, in order,
that he b:is fits of lethargy which keep said Consuelo, " respecting so unhappy a as she said in a low voice to Consuelo, to
has ever

peasant

nourishment.

hhn confined to his chamber

whole days. man, and one whose mental malady seems drive away that gloomy figure which de
open, and to me more poetical and marvellous than stroyed all her gaiety, and diffused a se
much noise made about him, he falls into repulsive."
pulchral odor through the apartment.
" As you please, dear Porporina," re
" think," replied Consuelo, " that
convulsions.
Therefore they take good
" Admire these sorceries we had better go up to your chamber;
care not to do this, but leave him to his turned Amelia.
Whenever

the door is broken

I

At

ecstasy.

those moments, extraordina

ry things

as much as you will,

if you

I

can believe in

your

spinet will do for the accompani
If it be true that Count Albert

take place in his
certainly
iniml ; but no sound, no outward agita
tion, betrays them: only his conversa

them.

tions inform us afterwards.
When he
comes out of those states, lie appears re
lieved and restored to reason ; but by de
grees the agitation returns, and goes on

understand them ; I take refuge in the family ?"
bosom of reason, and excuse myself from
Amelia yielded to this last consideraexplaining what I am sure must have a ation, and they ascended together to her
solution entirely natural, though at pres apartment, the door of which they left

As for me,

look

upon

these ment.

things as our chaplain does, who recom
does not like music, why augment his
mends his soul to God and does not try to sufferings, and consequently those of his

until it overpowers him.
increasing,
It ent unknown to us. The only thing cer open, because they found it a little smoky.
would seem that he foreknows the dura
tain in my cousin's miserable lot, is, that Amelia wished to go on in her own way,
tion of the.se crises ; for when they are to his individual reason has entirely
as usual, singing cavatinas of great dis
disap
\ts long, he goes afar off, or conceals him peared, and that imagination has unfolded
play ; but Consuelo, who began to show
self in some supposed lurking place, such broad wings in his head, as complete herself severe, made her try several sim
which must be a grotto of the mountain, ly to crack his brain.
And since I must ple and very serious descants, extracted
or a cellar in the chateau, known to him speak clearly, and use the word which from the religious songs of Palestrina.
alone.

Hitherto,

no one has been able to my poor uncle Christian

was obliged to The young baroness yawned, became im
tears, at the knees of the patient, and declared that the music was
[
as we cannot watch him, and he is made Empress Maria Theresa, who is not sat- barbarous and soporific.
ilangerously ill if any one follows, or ob- isfied with half answers or half explana- j
"That is because you do not under
|

discover

it.

That is the more difficult,

articulate with
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it," said Consuelo. ." Let me sing
some passages to show y»u that it is ad
mirably written for the voice, besides be
aland

ing

sublime

in the thoughts

ami inten

tions."
She

ish,

" if you
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leave me, there is an end of from the termination

my life, and

I

rified,

the servants

called

to carry

him

in his travels, with

at the spinet, and away and assist him.
It was the first time that

XIV.

about her the echoes

as he does many others

which

he learnt

facility,
When we ask him how he can retain so

seated herself

began to sing.
she had awakened

too speedy for his

will never return to the liking, of your admirable melodies. What
earth!"
Saying this, he fell in a swoon did he say to you in Spanish ? That is a
at her feet ; and the two young girls, ter language which he speaks perfectly well,

of the old chateau ; and the sonorousness
of the high cold walls gave her a plea

Count Albert was laid softly upon his
bed ; and while one of the two domestics

sure

who had carried

a surprising

many different languages, he answers that
them before he was born, and

he knew

that he only recalls them, say this one
for the because he spoke it twelve hundred years
Her voice, BOlong mute, that is, since the chaplain, who was a sort of family phy ago, and another when he was at the cru
last evening when she sang at Saint Sam
sades ; what do I say ? alas ! As we must
sician, and the other for Count Christian,
uel, and fainted, broken down by fatigue who had given orders that he should al conceal nothing from you, dear signora,
and sorrow, instead of being impaired by ways be called at the least indisposition
you will hear strange accounts of what he
to

which

she

abandoned

herself.

him,

searched

so much suffering and agitation, was more
beautiful, more wonderfi.il, more penetra

of his son, the two young girls, Amelia
and Consuelo had gone in quest of the
ting, than ever.
Amelia was at once canoness. But before either of these per
transported and affrighted.
She compre
sons could reach the bedside of the inval
thing, and that perhaps she never could

id, and they made all possible haste, Al
bert had disappeared.
They found his

learn anything,

door open, his bed hardly

hended at last that she did not know any
when

the pale and pen

marked by the

sive figure of Albert showed itself sud
moments' repose he had taken, and his
denly in front of the two young girls, in chamber in its accustomed order.
They
the middle of the chamber, and remained sought him every where, and as always
motionless and singularly
affected, until happened in similar cases, found him no
the end of the piece.

that

Consuelo

somewhat

It was then only

perceived

terrified.

him,

and was

But Albert, falling

calls his anterior

existences.

late to me in our German,

But trans

which

you al

ready speak very well, the meaning of
the words which he said to you in your
language, which none of us here are ac
quainted with."
Consuelo at that moment experienced
an embarrassment for which she could not
Still she thought it best to tell
account.
almost the whole truth, and explained that
Albert had requested her to continue, nol

where ; after which the family fell into to depart from him, saying at the same
one of those fits of gloomy resignation, of time that she gave him much consolation.
" Consolation ! " cried the quick witwhich Amelia had spoken to Consuelo,

"Did he use that wordt
You know, aunt, how significative it is in
— :'
ed not to express, the always hoped for my cousin's mouth
" In fact, it is a word which he has fre
accent, " O Consuelo ! Consuelo! I have and always uncertain return of this singu
at last found thee ! "
quently upon his lips," replied Wenccslar young man.
" Consuelo ? " cried the astonished girl,
" and which has a prophetic sense
Although Consuelo could have wished lawa,
on his knees and raising

towards

her his

great black eyes, flooded with tears, cried
out in Spanish, without the least German

expressing herself in the same language.
" Why, Senor, do you call me by that

"

name?

"I

call you Consolation," replied

Al

and they seemed to wait with that mute
terror, which they had become accustom

not to inform Albert's parents of the to him ; but I see nothing on this occa
sion, which could render the use of such
strange scene which had occurred in Ame
lia's chamber, the latter did not fail to re a word other than perfectly natural."
" But what was that which he repeated
late the whole, and to depict in vivid col

bert, still speaking in Spanish, " because ors the sudden and violent effect which
a consolation has been promised to my Porporina's
singing had produced upon
desolate life, and because yon are that her cousin.
" Then it is very certain that music af
consolation which at last God grants to
my solitary and gloomy existence."
" I did not think," said Amelia, with

" that music could pro
repressed rage,
so
duce
prodigious an effect on my dear
Nina's voice is made to accom
I allow ; but I will remark

cousin.

plish wonders,

ted Amelia.

fects him unfavorably,"

replied

the chap

" returned Ame
" He seemed to say a

so often, dear Porporina?

lia pertinaciously.
particular word to you many limes, and
in consequence of my agitation I am not
able to remember what it was."

" I did not understand it myself," re
plied Consuelo, making a great effort to
will take good care he shall not hear me ; tell a falsehood.
" My dear Nina," said Amelia to her
and when I am engaged with the young
a whisper, " you are quick-witted and
in
baroness, we will shut ourselves up so
lain.

"In

that case,"

rep ied Consuelo,

"I

to both, that it would be more polite to closely, that no sound can reach Count
wards me, and more proper in general, to Albert's ears."
" That will be a great trouble to you,
use a language which I can understand."
Albert appeared not to have heard a my dear young lady," said the canoness,

prudent ; as for me, who am not entirely
understand very well that
stupid, I think
you are the mystic consolation promised
by the vision to Albert in his thirtieth

I

He " Ah! It will not be my fault if your res year. Do not think to conceal from me
"
that you understood this even better than
idence is not agreeable?
looking at Con
" I wish to share your sorrows and your I did ; it is a celestial mission of which I
suelo, with an indescribable surprise and
transport, repeating in a tender voice ; joys," returned Coneuelo, and I ask no am not jealous."
" Listen, dearPorporina," said the can
" Consuelo ! Consuelo ! "
other satisfaction than to be associated in
" But what is it he calls you ? " said
oness, after having reflected a few min
your confidence and your friendship."
" You are a noble child ! " said the utes: " we have always thought that Al
Amelia, somewhat pettishly to her com
from among
panion.
canoness, extending to her her long hand, bert, when he disappeared
" He is asking me for a Spanish air,
be called
"
which
might
manner
a
in
us,
But
as
yellow ivory.
dry and polished
which
do not know," said Consuelo,
listen," added she ; " I do not believe that magical, was concealed not far off, in the
much troubled ; " but I think we had bet music really does harm to my dear Al house perhaps, thanks to some retreat of
ter stop, for music seems to affect him a bert.
From what Amelia has related of which he alone has the secret. I know
great deal to-day." And she rose to go this morning's occurrence, I see, on the not why, it seems to me that if you would
would hear you
out.
contrary, that he experienced too vivid a sing at this moment he
" Consuelo ! " repeated Albert, in Span
delight, and perhaps his suffering arose and come to us."
word of what his betrothed had said.

remained

I

on his knees,
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is
al

of their own brains,

suffering.

in searching

Certainly

had been opened in ing mysterious
order that Consuelo 's voice might reach fected by the beautiful voice and the won
as far as possible, and the moon with her derful talent of the Signora, must have
in
it
;

doors and windows

for causes ol

that sigh had noth
some one of us, af

greenish light illuminated

!

if

I

it

the embrasures breathed forth unwittingly that sort of ex
of the vast windows.
All was calm and clamation from the bottom of his heart.
a sort of religious serenity succeeded to Perhaps
was myself, and yet
was not
the anguish of their souls, when a deep sensible of it.
Ah
Porporina,
you
sigh, as if breathed forth from a human should not succeed in curing Albert, at
responded to the last sounds ut

breast,

least you know how to pour celestial balm

That sigh was so on wounds as deep as his."
distinct and so long, that all present per
The words of this holy old man,
ceived
even Baron Frederick, who, ways wise and calm in the midst of the
some domestic misfortunes which overwhelmed
half awake, turned his head as
:

"

to say

"It

Amelia could

cry, and Consuelo, to whom
from

and that of Marcello

the rest of the family, experienced such

ment of the series

fright that she could not pronounce

"

Divine

goodness!

" did

"

said the terrified

She

was

fore him and ask his blessing; as she had
received that of Porpora on leaving him,

some one at her very side, though she
was seated at the harpsichord apart from

word.

celestial balm,

effect.

tempted to throw herself on her knees be

a

proceeding

themselves

a

seemed as

him, were

and Consuelo felt their

a

turned pale and

her life,

which

had been the commence

is

,

$
8

is

a

$
8

a

$

a

in

in

done by the week, and

paid from

10

of her unhappy and to $15.
Although we say that American-bred
and solitary^days.
at For
workmen work indiscriminately
To be Continued.
and Finishing, yet these two
warding

SOMETHING FUNNY. — On the arraign
eeemed to come from the depths of the ment of McNulty at Washington,
the
clerk, after reading the indictment, askec
earth?"
"
the
gentleman pleadec
" Say rather, aunt," cried Amelia, the prisoner
guilty or not guilty " The prisoner fa
" that
passed over our heads like the cetiously replied, that as to the gentleman,
he pleaded guilty, but as to the indict
breath of night."
" Some owl attracted by the light must ment, not guilty. — Philadelphia Ledger.
" Something funny," call you it?
have traversed the apartment while we
was
most pointed rebuke to the official
were absorbed by the music, and we have toady who could not divest himself of his
heard the slight noise of his wings at the obsequiousness to the rich, though ad
one of them as prisoner —
dressing
moment he flew out through the win
We venture to aver
criminal.
poor
Such was the opinion put forth
dow."
man stood before him, though
were for
by the chaplain, whose teeth nevertheless,
far less heinous crime, the tone of this
chaUered with fear.
same clerk towards him would be haughti
you hear that sigh which

a

it

a

if

a

a

I:

it

?

if

canoness,

It

Finishing.
Calf sewed on vellum, 20 cents per
Gilt edge, 24 cents Morocco,
on a bright day ol volume
generally
34. Extra work, however,
;

t

you

if

sigh

it

;

not withold

was
a

I

was not
the

All

at each other, as

looked

if

one had called him.

in

if

it,

al

tered by Consuelo.

$

them the creations
too ingenious

a

a

not sharp enough for the ardent imagina
tions of women they must always add to

a

of the old manor-house almost forgot the
subject of their anxieties, and surrender
ed themselves to sentiments of hope and
of faith. A profound silence prevailed
within and without the chateau ; the

with

:

sang with so pure a voice and with an ac
cent of such truthful piety, that the hosts

advancing towards the window
He looked
grave and firm step.
out, saw no one, closed the sash calmly,
seems that real evils are
and said, "

Christian,

is ;

She

branches are carried on separately and by
The number of For
two sets of hands.
about twice that of the Fin
warders
ishers.
Many establishments send their
The
work out to be lettered and gilded.
ornamental borders on the covers of books,
whether leather or muslin, are done by
called stamp
This process
machinery.
ing.
The Journeymen Bookbinders generally
have constant and full employment (those
we mean who hold regular situations,)
from September to January, and from
" seasons " in all
March to July, the two
business connected with Book-making.
slack.
In the intervals work
The Bookbinders have Society, incor
porated by the Legislature in 1839, under
is

alma,

&c.

a

de mi

of my soul,"

Consolation

" What childish fancies amuse your
her
with sorrow, my dear Amelia," said Count

is

Consuelo

began

a

which

will

ill."

a

"

and

words :

these

had taught

her mother

child,

for you are as pale as death, and
be

class, are perThe Bookbinders, as
laps one of the most contented, respecta)le, and industrious Trades in the city.
The number of those employed in the
about 700,
respectable establishments
to
and they earn on the average from
Perhaps one-half of them
per week.
are engaged by the week, and the others
The regular price per
the piece.
50 or
week
though some get
The
9. They work ten hours
day.
have
greater range of
piece-workers
prices, though the average, except for
Some
about the same.
extra workers,
journeymen have great skill and industry,
15
week.
per
and average as high as
man who makes,
We could mention
20
week.
he
chooses,
whenever
A majority of the Journeymen Book
binders are Americans, and the proportion
of foreigners
probably smaller than
this
Those educated
any other trade.
at For
indiscriminately
country work
but the English
warding and Finishing
single branch
workmen understand only
— Forwarding, Marbling, Gilding, Stamp
Spending the whole
ing, or Finishing.
single
of their apprenticeship thus on
branch, they usually become very neat
workers, but not swift.
They don't seem
to get into the way of driving business
There are a few
like the Americans.
Germans engaged in the business — and,
•o far as we can ascertain, but one Irish
man.
The prices paid for piece work of
course vary with the different size, style,
&c. &c. of the book to be bound, so that
full list of prices would occupy too
The prices for the most
much room.
usual kinds of work are as follows
For 18s. and 12s. in skiver out of
50 or $2 for Forwarding,
boards,
and the same for Finishing.
Sheep, 8vos. cut in boards, (such as
Law Books, &c.) $5 per hundred for
Forwarding, and from $3 to $4 for

is

a

not go, my dear," replied Ame"nor pretend to be valiant,

liea aloud,

It

which

a

I

much moved, seated herself

at the harpsichord and sang a Spanish
canticle in honor of our Lady of Consola
tion,

a

" Do

it."

Conanelo,

when

a

a soul as philosopher, you are not very brave, my
will try to be more so."
influence dear baroness
:

a salutary

;

around

so pure

Porporina,

a

generous

yours must exercise

should

$

enough."
" For
person so devoid of prejudi
ces," said Consuelo to her in low voice,
smile," for little French
and forcing

I

pended on

power

;

not have strength

that the incomparable

and Rewards.
NO. IV. — BOOKBINDERS.

is

my life de

is

but

is
$
8,

the garden

LABOR IN NEW YORK.
Its CircumitaneeiyConditiom

$
1

Faranelli had the
of dissipating by his voice the
black melancholy of the King of Spain,
as young David had that of appeasing
the furies of Saul, by his harp.
Try,

ening

sighed

is

heard say

would see

one has

dared go to the
any one were list

$
9

I have

a trial we must make.

it is window,

I

"

Christian,

said Count

If

liere strangely.

if

" Well,"

Some

him.

with

ways

ever the way.
The most abject flatterers of the great,
or those whom they so class are invaria)ly the greatest contemners of the poor.
— N. O. Picayune.

by

Ame

the jealous

remarked

;

"

lia.

not here," replied Ame
Wherever Albert is, Cynabre

Cynabre

"

if

"

lia.

I

delirium ;

Albert's dog," said and overbearing.

was

is

is near us, and the ef

should be to augment his

" But if Albert

fect of music

Perhaps

ount Christian.

$

"

said Consuelo,

a

"—

thought so ;

it,

I

Tf

ready to obey.

in

"

it
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the title of the ' New York Benevolent
It is sim
Association of Bookbinders.'
and has
ply a benevolent institution,
to do with regulating
nothing
prices,
&c. &c.
hours,
'The Bookbinders'
Union,' however, has been recently instjtuted for these purposes, and many of the
Journeymen
have already become mem
bers.
As in the case of the folders and sew
ers, there are several establishments in
the city wliere business is conducted upon
The
any thing but honorable principles.
proprietors go round to the publishers and
solicit work at half price, employ ' rats '

at $ 3 and S 4 per week, and turn out, of
course, miserable work.
Some of them
do not pay their workmen at all, and
when they become clamorous for their
money, ^discharge them and hire a new
set.
There are employers who have
practised this system for years, not only
with the men, but with the women em
The latter have been
ployed by them.
indeed infamously imposed upon in this
way, and we have been told of cases
where
even respectable aged females,
when importuning for their little earnings,
have been repulsed and driven away with
violence.
The Folders and Sewers, too, employ
ed in these establishments are wronged
in the most unprincipled manner.
They
are in the first place engaged as appren
tices, and are told that they must work
six weeks for nothing — after which
and en
they will be Journeywomen,
titled to full prices.
Well — they work
patiently six weeks, and are then — dis
charged to make room for a new batch of
apprentices, who are taken in and done
for on the same terms ! Probably one
good worker is permanently retained to
instruct the new recruits.
The girls employed in the respectable
establishments, are for the most part much
more comfortable and contented.
Those
among them who are industrious generally
get along very well, and deserve the
greatest credit for maintaining themselves
a good
by their work, and supporting
Instances are not
name and reputation.
infrequent where they find time, in the
intervals of labor, to enrich their minds
of solid and useful
by the acquisition
knowledge, and to fit themselves for be
We
coming happy wives and mothers.
can recall an instance of an old and
wealthy gentleman, long one of the most
influential citizens of the capital of our
State, who years ago married a Folder
and Sewer in his own establishment,
and found that she graced the station
in which she was placed.
In painting
a true picture, there must of course be
strong lights as well as heavy shadows.
Our object is to distort nothing, to con
ceal nothing — but to present every thing
as it is.

NO. V.

THE MAP-COLORERS.

Although there are of course many
exceptions to its application, yet it is a
general truth, that the nature of an em
ployment exerts a very strong influence
over the manners and habits and even the
appearance of those engaged in it.
The
Map-colorers,
engaged in a light, grace
ful, and picturesque business, seem to
imbibe something of the variegated and
agreeable character of the colors which
it is their task to lay so carefully and del
icately upon the paper.
They do not

work, on the average, more than eight or
nine hours a day, and their wages range
from three to five dollars per week.
There is only a fair proportion of ap
prentices engaged in this business, and
The
they get about $ 1 50 per week.
trade is not over-stocked with laborers, as
comparatively few who work possess suf
ficient nicety of hand and artistic knowl
edge to excel at the business.
The number of girls engaged in color
ing Maps in this city, is perhaps two hun
dred. They work by the piece, generally,
and are paid from three to ten cents a
sheet, according to the quality of the
Maps containing
work done.
Ordinary
four sheets, pay a shilling each for color
A common industrious hand will
ing.
color five maps in a day.
Some of the work is very fine and
requires a good deal of care and skill.
Much of this is performed by girls who
have partially studied painting and^drawing, and frequently by those who have
taught those branches, and find themselves
out of employment.
Prints is
The coloring of Lithographic
that comes under the
an employment
and employs
same head as Map-coloring,
an equal if not a greater number of hand's.
The number of coarse, common Litho
graphs — such as the Black Feet Indians
draw with elder-juice on the dried hides
Barof buffalos — is almost incredible.
country-tav
bers'-shops, groggery-walls,
erns, pedler's packs, the parlors and bed
&c.
rooms of sailors' boarding-houses,
&c. furnish ornamental use for hundreds
—
to de
of thousands of these pictures
accurately,
scribe any one of which,
would set one's teeth on edge.
The colorers and stainers of these in
imitable and inappreciable works of art
usually employed by the week, and re
ceive, in the most extensive establish
ments, from $ 2 50 to $ 3 50 per week.
Free competition, however, has over-sup
plied the demand, even for these precious
Prices of coloring, consequent
pictures.
ly, have been pushed down, until in some
concerns we see that wages are on a par
with those of classes generally far less
favored.
In these poorer establishments, if we
are rightly informed, (we found it some
what difficult to get accurate information,)
a great portion of the work is performed
by apprentices, who get at best very poor
The
ly paid and sometimes not at all.
mountains of colored pictures for sale at
the cheap print-shops, emanate from these
concerns, and can be afforded very cheap.
The harvest of the Colorists comes
when all the shops,
about mid-winter,
high and low, are preparing for St. Val
Then delicate pink fingers
entine's Day.
are in huge demand, and their lucky pro
prietors can have as much work as they
Better prices, too, are given at
choose.
this time for all kinds of coloring, and the
profession of paper-colorer rises to an
equal importance with that of the paperdiscolorers who scribble for the Journals
and the Book-makers.
The majority of the girls engaged in
the business are tolerably, and some very
well educated, and they are generally of
Most of them reside
good character.
with their relatives or friends, and nearly
all have a great fondness for showy dress
es — a taste which, whether acquired by
their high-colored labors, or derived from
of the sex,
the instinctive inspirations
manjr of them strain every nerve to grat

233
ify. In common with many other classes
of working women, they give themselves

much needless anxiety in trying to repro
duce in muslin and calico the gaudy vul
which
the unrefined wealthy
garisms
iaunt along Broadway in silk and velvet.
But, while many of them thus waste their
earnings in hopeless attempts to imitate
what is in itself only contemptible, others
learn prudence and forethought from their
observations and experiences, and lay aside
ill they can spare from the fruits of their
labor.
Many of them thus accumulate
snug little sums of money, which, at the
proper time, serve to establish them in life,
ind insure them comfortable and happy
homes.
These remarks are true, to a greater
or less extent, of all classes of female
laborers in the city, who find the love of
dress one of the strongest and most irre
sistible of the thousand temptations with
which they are beset. — Tribune.

"

For the Harbinger.
THE VOICE Or THY BROTHERSi
CRIETH FROM THE EARTH."

I saw

a curious little specimen of earth

the other day, which
to me as to suggest

was so interesting

It
almost a poem.
found in one of the

was a piece of clay
coal mines in England, marked
ternate black lines, like
occurred

with

al

music lines, only

there were six instead of five.
each six lines
These

BLOOD

Between

a wider

space.
and spaces were formed as
During each day a stratum of

lines

follows.

coal dust settled when

the poor miners

were at work ; at night there was a stra
The six days they
tum of clay dust.
labored

there

were

six of these strata,

and each night a dividing

stratum of clay.

On Sunday a wider stratum of clay form
ed, like the spaces between the musical

This piece of clay was a section
of these alternate strata. In one place

clefs.

there was a seventh black

line,

showing

that there had been work on Sunday.

What an affecting record was this of
the life of these poor toil-doomed miners !
It seems as if unconsciously they were

writing down (nut, alas, in characters of
music, but of discord and pain, which was
the terrible
only a mockery of music,)
drudgery of their daily experiences . The
very earth refused to keep their secret,
though so far down down in those sunless
unwholesome

caverns, where

literally
wrongs.

cry out and proclaim their heavy
Some day will not these little

of earth

pieces

against the tyrants
tinue these evils?
little

all seemed

The very stones do

so secret and still.

black

up in judgment
who create and con

rise

How much does that
especially tell?

seventh line

The very day of sacred and peaceful rest
filled up with the dust of the same old
Verily the
unending labor!
grinding,
deeds of those hard task-masters
Spiritual facts write
are brought to light.
themselves down as in ink, in the very
There is nothing
strata of the earth.

wicked
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" At night the Knr Saal
thronged
as
with persons of both sexes
strolled
came again upon a gambling
through
table, around which were sitting gentle
men and ladies of every age ana nation.
English girls were teasing their papas
for
few sovereigns to stake on the turn
ing of card, and old men were watching
the changes of game with all the eager
ness of youth.
One lady in particular
attracted my attention.
She was from
Belgium, and her whole appearance
dicated
person from the upper ranks of
To an elegant form she added
society.
whiteness,
complexion of incomparable
it

I

I

I

;

is

;

it

:
a

" Wandering soon after through the
rooms, seeing what was to be seen,
roulette table, around which
came to
were gathered gentlemen and ladies of all
nations and ages, some of them staking
small sums, apparently for mere amuse
Just then, this sullen, cadaverous
ment.
looking young man came limping up and
roll of twenty Napoleons, or
deposited
A single turn of the
about 80 dollars.
He quickly diew
was lost.
wheel,. and
forth another roll, which was also quickly
lost.
Without the least agitation or ap
parent excitement, he thus continued to
draw forth one roll after another till ten
of them, or about eight hundred dollars
were gone. He then as quietly, and with
word, limped away. He had
out saying
not spoken or changed a muscle the whole
time, and' manifested no more anxiety or
he had lost only so many
regret than
There,' said
to myself, as
pennies.
he sauntered away,
goes
professed
gambler, and he has all the qualities for
successful one. Perfectly cool and selfpossessed under the most provoking re
verses, he does not get angry and rave at
fickle perverse fortune, hut takes
all as
then knew for the
matter of business."
felt such an antipathy
first time why
A gambler carries his re
towards him.
pulsive in his face, in his eye, nay, al
He makes
chill
most in his very gait.
ing atmosphere around him, that repels
Gam
every one that approaches him.
bling seems to metamorphose a man more
than any other crime except murder.

a

I I

I

I

I

;

a

in

is

is

;
a

and almost marble whiteness and hardness
of features, together with sullen morose
aspect, made me shrink from him as from
Added to all this,
some deadly thing.
saw he
when he rose from the table,
had an ugly limb, which made him seem
more unnatural and monster-like than be
fore

a

;

a

a

'

I

?

'

I

I

a

is

a

it,

a

a

GAMBLING IN GEHMANY.-'-Wisebaden,
the most fa
the Duchy of Nassau,
in Germany, and
mous watering-place
is,
very pleasant spot.
described as
however, as such places are apt to be,
polluted by some crying vices, among
that of gambling, which
\\1tich
prac
frightful extent.
correspon
tised to
York
Observer
dent of the New
gives a
graphic description of some of the gam
The
bling scenes he witnessed there.
from his description.
extract below
magnificent
The Kur Saal spoken of
hotel at Wisebaden
" In the public rooms of the Kur Saal,
are roulette tables and other apparatus for
gambling, which, after dinner, and espe
cially in the evening, are surrounded with
persons of both sexes, most of whom
stake more or less money.
Directly op
young man
posite me at dinner sat
whose countenance instantly attracted my
He was very pale and thin,
attention.
while his cold blue eye, high cheek bones,
in

it

!

not be revealed.

it

— brand it!
— imprison
And if the erty crush
the
The
and the weed of the earth
offal
the
conservatives,
timid and custom-ridden
blight of the world, and the nuisance of
hard-hearted selfish rich men, the kings, the rich.
and queens, and nobles, and statesmen,
And after this fashion do Wealth and
After this
Poverty traduce one another.
their stupendous chess-games,
playing
— in the very hastiness of
\vith human souls in famishing bodies for fashion do they
—
commit
mutual wrong.
ignorance
puppets, as they sit calmly in their per After this fashion set up
false standard
fumed chambers, if these do not tell us of mutual excellence.
"
"
What !" says Wealth, do not ful
of the miseries and foul wrongs of their
fellow beings, our common mother Earth fil my ordained purpose? Do not pro
Do
not go to
fess myself Christiant
takes the record of life into her own
inevitable de
church, and enact all the
hands, and calenders down in the tablets cencies of life
Do
not pay the poorenvy
of her bosom, with mathematical and ter rates, Easter dues, and all that?
no
am content
man his worldly goods.
rible precision, these days of weary unpaid
with my own.
fairly, nay honorably,
toil, which the poor drudges of the mines fulfil
the station awarded me, and what
'
can not, dare not, speak.
care — what should
care — for the rest?
know my duties, and do them."
Why will not some philanthropic geol
And Poverty, in its sense of suffering,
ogist send a specimen of this clay to
will
hugs Itself that in the next world
some of the crowned and titled heads of
go hard with DIVES, and lays up for itself
Christian
England ? It should be a re in its own complacency, the reward of
buke, silent, but more eloquent than the LAZARUS
confounding, in its wretched
tongue of an angel coming in the clouds ness, its wants for excellencies.
time when
Surely, there will come
of heaven.
c. p. c.
the Rich and the Poor will fairly meet, and
have
great human talk upon the mat
ter: will hold a parliament of the heartTHE RECONCILIATION.
and pass acts that no after selfishness and
A. PROPHECY BY PUNCH.
The
wrong, on either side, shall repeal
—
Believe us, it is not true that wealth Rich will come not with cricket balls or
their hands — to make brother
quoits
must be only another name for wicked
but touched with
It is not true that virtue must in hood with the Poor
ness.
the deep conviction that in this world the
Money may
evitably be found with rags.
lowest created man has
solemn part to
be the root of evil, and yet he who culti
that he
vates the said root may be as clean a play,directed to solemn ends
husbandman as any digger on this side of to be considered and cared for, in his con
Human brutishness may be hung dition, with tenderness, with fraternal be
Eden.
that there
something more
about with tatters — as human truth and nevolence
sweetness may be found under richest than alms due from the high to the low
Want and hunger that human sympathies can speak other
purple and finest linen.
and
no more deify the starving, than do three wise than by the voice of money
All that, too, in at once loftier and sweet
courses denaturalize the well-fed.
the household virtues do not, of necessity, er tone of hope and comforting.
The time will come when Poverty will
hover about an empty cupboard, any more
We have
than do the imps of Satan nestle in the be relieved from its serfdom.
emancipated the slave to the color of his
butler's pantry.
There are faults on both sides ! other skin. We have next to emancipate the
to take from him the
wise, what a lop-sided world this would slave to Poverty
stain and blot, the blight and the disgrace
be!
Wealth and Poverty call one another of pauperism; to cure. him of the leprosy
to divest him
hard names ; and then reward themselves he takes from want alone
of the collar and the chain, which hu
with an abundance of self-complacency.
The rich man is an ogre, living upon the man pride and prejudice have, for cen
hearts of the poor ; grinding them under turies past, beheld about the neck of the
When Poverty shall be declared
his golden heel, like worms ; penning Poor.
them up like unthoughtful cattle in un no longer infamous — no not declared
ions ; for game and poor-law offences, that, with pharisee-lip we declare now —
creed of,
locking them in jails ; harrying them here but thought, believed, made
and there ; in any and every manner then may Poverty expect its higher rights.
their bones to make his fine At present, Poverty has an ignominious,
grinding
felonious character
and honest, yet
white bread.
And Wealth, with this re
a monster withal worldly men, give good steerageport of wickedness upon
— new Dragon of Wantly — hydra room to the foul disgrace.
hundred heads, some bare, some
with
Then will
be pleasant to see— who
And so
coronetted.
Wealth abused, ever shall see — the reconciliation of the
and pelted with hard names.
To be sure, Rich and the Poor.
When all old self
the missiles break like bubbles against its ishness, old prejudices, old feuds, on both
—
Words are but air,
golden plates.
and sides, shall be buried and forgotten
Wealth, rattling its ingots, may laugh at when the Rich shall have cast away the
the vocabulary of Want, be
ever so arrogance of wealth, their pride, their
uncleanly.
wicked and irreligious
sense of excluAnd then Wealth has its say, too. sireness — and the Poor shall have
an
Poverty
ungrateful
mere quenched all heart burnings, all thoughts
dog
animal — an engine made for the express of revengeful wrong, — then will
he
use of him who can purchase it. An glorious sight
(no bravery like it,) to see
ungracious,
foul-tongued,
coarse, disor
man reconciled to man
and knowing
creature in no way tuned that, whilst human life endures, there
derly wretch
with the same moral harmony, ennobled must still be human inequalities — still to
by the same impulses, that animate the know there shall be
wise,
sympathiz
man with the pocket.
Down with Pov ing, and an enduring reconciliation.

that shall

a
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with all their sins of looseness,
prefer
ence to men of faultless prudence, and most
He write as
circumspect dullness.
Scotchm
to whom Durn.
(he noblest

one of the themes which
Whoever

and nature,

And

poetry.

love

Robert

qualified to love his
undertakes

to

task,

is

likely to speak from
the freshest and most genuine part of
himself.

a

is

is

;

a

a

a

is

great Humanitary
sentiment, which
fast becoming the active faith of men.
and petting ready to reconstruct society
a

a

upon principles which will not array
poet's instincts and
lover's duty against
august prevailing

forms and received mo

the sentiment of love for man, of

faith m his exaltation and

in

ralities

his union, of

for each man's mission,

respect

of

and

the great mainspring of all social
life, THE PASSIONS, which are from God
trust

;

this sentiment

could

be dear

;

ist, he should

find no nobler text

To an Association-

than Robert Burns.

had any very enlightened
social

not because he
views of man's

destiny, or had outlearned

prejudices

all the

of education, but because his

man's heart beat truly

him, because he

the heart of the people
his own, and sang so truly that all felt

trusted and knew

the strain to he divine, and found
place
for poesy amongst all their economies
because he relied on the Passions, which

;

are the ground of faith,

rather than on
rules, and customs, and self-interest, and
resisted tyranny, and inhumanity, and hy
pocrisy, and dullness in every form, what

it

writes as
warmth

repulses the moralizing scandal
has been heaped even upon the
grave of Burns, as an insult to the sacred
which

strictive

morality, but soon to be what
light and colors are to the painting, when
the genius of Christianity, aided by true

Social Science, shall have resolved this
This he does, too, without justi
which the spirit of the shrieking dissonance of Civilization
into
He simply contrasts the the perfect accord of Harmony.
age condemns.
frank and open failures of that sound\\'arkworth. and the Two
hearted, light-courting
heir of heaven's Tli? Hmnit
Boston
Captains.
Jordan and Wily,
genius and of earth's misery, with the

has any humanity and order.

whoever

speak about him,

Burns

friend of man. The

Formidable

as may seem the

then, of reading two hundred

fying

excesses,

and grave hypocrisy of heartless, comfortable

who love darkness ra
conventionalists,
pages of loquacious Christo
Honor to the Poet,
pher North, after so much has been said ther than light.
and written, there
no one but would while we mourn his weaknesses
Honor

twenty-two

121 Washington

Street.

1844. pp. 98.

The Hermit of Warkworth
ballad,
whether of ancient or modern invention
is
a

nature in himself,

must

man, and

:

Whoever

is

poetry,
Burns.

can

loves humanity,

reason to thank him for presenting
to us as

of

is

This

not grow old.

service

we have

all,

Above

and that he liberally owns.
might cost him; — the Passions,
He ever
poet himself and member of now the source of misery and discord, in
the same guild, and with some honest this age of unlimited competition and re

Scot;

,

:

:

!

-

but, in his way, has rendered us
not less valuable.

a

The Genius and Character of Burnt. Bv
Professor Wilson, of the' University of
Author of
Lights and
Edmburgh
Shadows of Scottish Life
the " Recollections of Christopher North." &c.
New York
12mo. pp. 222.
Wiley
and Putnam, 161 Broadway.

s

in

REVIEW.

is

;

and conscien
constitutionally
tiously the lover of poets and men of heart,

He docs not ana

a

if

;

;

a

declare

long to lake him to us.

lyze the poet and the poet's office as phi
losophically and deeply as Mr. Carlyle,

in

;

ni

I

;

is

|

il

'f

.,'

it was possible for an elegant and well- ! warmthi no stlnt to lils leisure for one of
dressed lady to fill me wiih feelings of these his favorite themes, from which he
such utter disgust.
Her very beauty be would not let all the business of the
came ugliness, and her auburn tresses
world take him off; that being the busi
looked more unbecoming than the fine
locks of a sorceress.
Her appearance ness of all the world for the time, for him
and her occupation presented such an ut- , and his auditors.
Marvellous as the mi
ter contrast, that she seemed infmitely ug- eroscope itself is the
magnifying power
I:er to me than the cold blooded cadav- I
of his mind when he e
tiat
as it
erons-lookmg gambler I had seen lose his
10rcvl;r
»P°n Slime llUle toPmoney a few hours before.
While I was would scom,
mentally comparing them, in he came, : ic, yet always adding something vivacious
limping towards the table.
I was half; and original, which makes you wonder
tempted to peep round and see if he had I
how
can aflbrd to k
companv- with
not a cloven foot.
With the same marble :,.
,
, .
„.
Hls
st-vle IS mellifluous as
like features and forbidding aspect, he ap- hlm so Vm"'
flowed right out of his good-natured
preached and laid down a roll of twenty
He won, and, putting down soul. He
Napoleons.
full of his man
he knows
another, won again
and thus he contin- him and loves
and revcres him and
ued wmnmg, one after another, till he
he be not somehad got baek the ten rolls he had before he knows his reader,
lost, and two in addition.
Then, without tl»nI? very peculiar he remembers every
waiting forfortune 1o turn against him, he thing
has his own generous construction
walked away without saying
word."
of everything, which he does not fear to

he says all that
already
just to lessen our reservation on the side
of judgment.
He gircs us Burns, as we

;

,

I

I ed Burns

in

„

by

which contrasted beautifully with her rich ly touched our hearts, we could dispose
auburn tresses, that flowed in ample ring- of al1 those minor
as easilv
, , matterSi
, •
lets around her neck.
Clad in simple
....
thc e-ve dots of the mllhon t«fll» which
white, and adorned with a profusion of
i
lal1
withm
its
lit
when
with
descope
up
jewels, she took her seat by the table,
while her husband stood behind her chair, light at beholding the ensemble of a landand with her delicate white hand on a
We should feel it to be a very
scape.
,. ,
pile of money before her, she entered at '
, - , , ,.
.
'n our hacknied Ilfeonce into the excitement of the game. «ralcful ePIS"de
As she sat, and with her small rake drew i Stlc1' a visitor is Christopher North,
to her, or pushed from her, the money He is a wonderful talker, to be sure ;
she won or lost, I gazed on her with there is no end to his
genial volubility,
feelings with which I had never before i
C°°llng d°Wn f0r a moment of his
did not think,n0
contemplated a woman.

in
a

in

is

it

it

in

a

!

is

we are ignorant.
At any rate we can
no special claim to the distin
visit of that length from the and love to the man who could afford to find
here receives.
bard himself, and next to such a visit, be poor and censurable to literal morality, guished honor which
worth
the richness of his resolve to be faithful The Two Captains, by Foqu£,
warm-heart
one from an appreciating,
reading provided one can get nothing bet
ed, gifted countryman and friend, who to nature, to freedom and the Muses.
In the course of his disquisition, Pro ter.
warm gush
should reproduce to us
welcome

flow
in

ceed

of enthusiastic talk all our fessor Wilson intermingles liberal quota
memories of him, and suc tions from Burns's poems, with biograph

placing Burns before us and with

ical incidents, and with criticism

both up

lEpA
Human

notice of Mr. Hurlburt's work on
Rights

and their

;

;

it

would take a great takes great pains to clear away the clouds
deal of detail to weary us so long as he of prejudice which interfere with the true
gave us the spirit of the matter and real- appreciation of both. Every heart accept

;

cannot but confound the Divine
with infinity of space
and as
they cannot conceive of infinity of space
as being other than
mere nothing as
really is, they disbelieve the Divine In
finity.
a

in

much wordiness

Political Guar

anties, will appear in one or two weeks.

of on the poems and the life, usually eulo
his melodies within us, whatever
we gistic or apologistic, of course.
He pass
Men
We es him
review before you, both in his
might think of his own comments.
should certainly be willing to tolerate literary and in his social character; and Infinity
us, nay, in reviving all the heart-thrill

it

ing

pleasantest

Come, let us join hands

let our two flames
mingle
In one more pure,
Since there
truth in nothing that
single
Be love love's cure

vention

and congregational church
On this occasion he gives the
teachers lessons, with practical illustra

:

tions, on the Pestalozzian
method of
teaching the elements of Vocal Music,
for which no man "in the country possess
es so much tact.
This occupies two or

;

For O! my love, the sweet heavens will
reject me,
If thou reject
All dear forms haunt me, but at heart neg
lect me,
If thou neglect.

three hours of each day's session.
The
rest of the day
divided between lessons
by the other Professors, Lectures of

a

is

Ah! why, O Hope, why droops her wing

Boston

half-a-dozen

choristers.

?

falter,
Too pure to name.

the

singing-masters

I

Since sight of thee first lit upon this altar
A deathless flame,
One prayer still pausing on my lips would

some

is

is

I. LOVE.
Now all the hope there
for me in heaven,
Is in thy heart
thoughts, all pasxions, all delights,
Whatever .stirs this mortal frame,
Then must wrap me, like one unforgiven,
All are but ministers of Love,
In gloom apart
And feed his sacred flame."
" All

instituted

of Music

years ago, and has been held annually
since, in the Odeon.
The presiding ge
nius
Mr. Lowell Mason, the celebrated
teacher, and the Magnus Apollo among

:

is

THE FOUR STREAMS FROM THE FOUN
TAIN.

was

Academy

!

For the Harbinger.

is

!

POETRY.

by
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;

a

a

a

I

;

is

it

it

;

!

a

;

is

is

?

I

it,

;

;

;

;

;

O
!

unsteady
all the currents of my life are setting
moral or aesthetic character upon music,
Thine own brave Dove ?
With might to thee —
and the practice of Psalms, Chants, Cho
Finds she that earth no home as yet hath My thoughts go after thee for
them thy
ruses, and Glees.
Mr. Johnson teaches
ready
meeting
Thorough Bass Mr. Root, the formation
For azure Love ?
Sole rest may be.
and cultivation of the Voice
and Mr.
Yet though this flame must burn till it con- If thou wouldst have me to all hearts come
Webb,
the finer arts of expression in
sumeth
nearer,
Glee and Song singing.
The Teachers'
My mortal part,
Take me to thine
Classes of Messrs. Baker and Woodbury,
All thoughts shall feed for 'tis this illumeth Can
light their paths, till thy ray fall
conducted on similar principles, were of
With God my heart.
clearer,
later origin, but already rival their proto
Sweet love, on mine
Say not my life
due to all that's human,—
type of the Academy.
Mine, poor half-soul —
Now one high hymn from planet unto planet
The Convention at the Odeon
inter
That cannot be till love hath been, till woman
Proclaims the birth
esting under several aspects.
In the first
Hath made me whole
Of
new hope 'tis time that we began
place, to the student of human nature
On our sick earth
curious spectacle.
O!
Nowhere
am faint with mine own life's o'erwill
you see more pleasantly illustrated the
"Tis lime this thought, our secret souls
flowing,—
long
magic which
Be thou my urn,
certain sort of talent hath
haunting,
to draw to itself
.And catch the streams, and gladden with
Stood built in deeds
little encompassing

'

is

:

;

world in one

It
!

!

is a
a

!

is

a

world.

was not the master's

It

he did not.

is
a

it

he believed

fault

it
;

;

:

;

:

night, for ten days, in one place, some
Earth hath its sky, in whose blue bounds we three or four hundred teachers of singing,
leaders of choirs, and choristers, male and
see ill
Those worlds above
female, from all parts of New England
My heart hath Thee —in thee all Truths and in another place, about the same
are real,
time, another similar gathering, of large
Thou sky of love
though inferior numbers.
The first con

if

devotion,
And prompt to good.

TEACHERS' CONVENTION FOR 1845.
with all the proud officiality of the gener
The latter part of August
Singing- al's aids upon
muster-field.
We over
masters' and Psalm-book-makers'
" Mr. M.
Fair in heard one saying
the mas
Boston.
Here are assembled, day and ter
spirit of the age " and he looked as

if

;

Not Idle thoughts, of selfish, weak emotion
The sickly brood
But thoughts which, like those orbs, unchain

there was never one in the

line

continually approaching him, and volun
teering to do his errands to all corners of
the house, to the admiration of all ladies,

MUSICAL REVIEW.

a

:

thoughts upclimbing
Like stars do shine —

Then,

long

vision
bears witness to his own.
Some you
Lie in that love.
will see of
bustling character, whose
Hope, be brave
and to that home
whole body
smile, whose enthusiasm
Elysian
and devotion to their general will not let
Fly straight, Dove
them keep their seats, but they must be
O

There feel thy spirit softly, mid my rhyming,
Bend over mine
Like the whole skies, whose vault my

they think

drops unripe.

of singing-masters like unto
But power to bless, and faith, and clearer
him, and the unction of their orthodoxy

;

I

:

Spread out her map
"Not there lay my head with blest reliance,
But on thy lap —

is

Of vaster worlds let

Science

!

!

World wide and warm

;

;

!

O

!

!
O

O miracle of Love
first rehearsal,
In thee begun,
Of loftier life and love that's universal

singing schools for the million," in this
beauty
country, here sits surrounded by the first
Which aU shall be;
fruits of his educational machinery, sup
That will
serve, and own but one great
ported and cheered by the chiefs and cap
duty
tains and leaders of the hosts which he
In that and thee
hath raised up.
He
the magnet, and
For of that destiny burn to follow
they are all true as steel.
They are his
Thou art the type
army mustered from all parts of the land
Unless thy love my life's great purpose
and in them he greatly delighteth
for
hallow,

I

is

One hour of thee, of life one real fraction,
And all
love.

I

:

a

To love the whole was aye cold abstraction,
A thing above —
A solemn vision warns me of

a

Time that we bared our strong arms for the world, and reign therein supremely gra
cious. ^Lowell Mason, the source and
planting
Of all these seeds.
centre of
popular movement, namely,
a

their showing
hearts in turn.

All

world within

They have come together to

get new inspiration, new knowledge and
arts of communication, and to brighten
up the treasure which
through

they are to carry

all the country

towns,

till all

THE HARBINGER.

have experienced a to establish habits of grammatical propri
IN THE UNITED STATES
ASSOCIATION
In•
and subordi
ety, and at least an accurate style
NO.
OF AMERICA.
to the " revival " proper. many choirs and vocal circles of our land
THE TEMPTATION m THE WILDER
be reformers in the sphere to qualify teachers and leaders, and im NESS.
prophecy in the Spirit of this
shall

nate

;

always

A

They would
of the country choir and singing-school,

L

musical revival, preliminary

I.

In
i
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press

them

with

of their

the dignity

in

a

is

unity

a

ly

at vocation, and above all to give

a

new era
Human'
age announces that
to ity
opening, and sounds forth more ful
humble,
Rev. Mr. This and That tells the musical
efforts, however
large.
than ever before the venerable yet
them in his lecture, that the Bible not which do promise such an addition to our new gospel, that the KINGDOM OF HEAV
only warrants but enjoins sacred music social resources, and such
deepening, EN 13 AT HAND.
as a means of divine grace.
They find purifying, and blending influence to our
Doubtless, in all generations, the Mere
We are grateful to and the seekers, who are usually one and
their pleasure, and their interest, and their national character.
duty all in one. They tarry together in Lowell Mason for the movement he has the same, have felt that their times were
thence operating upon the community

;

choirs ; the choirs, growing expert in the forms thereof;
our highest destiny must
reading and performing of jpusic, must be arrived at through our own peculiar
have fresh annual supplies of new music. attributes, be they worldly or poetic
and

a

The great Psalm-King, with or without our besetting sin must point the way to
assistance, (for he has shown that he has our deliverance.
little need of any,) has always ready by
There was
unitary feeling in that
the first of August a new collection of meeting, which was often sincere and
which

alto

gether outdoes anything ever offered be
fore.
The books, with their bran-new,
tempting covers, strew the seats of the
Odeon ; are turned over and perused by
during the dull parts
of the lesson ; and are used for illustra
tion of the various lessons, as well as for

the teacher-pupils

the

exercises

in

choral

singing,

reading

at sight.

These

general

movement

introduce

into their respective
the

circulation

choirs,

complete.

pivots

and in

Those

high.

men and women

all loved

an Art, which the busy

and worshipped

the books
Certainly

a

their souls no doubt were raised.
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1,

in not the purest phase.

ICr" Any of our friends who have extra
of the Harbin
or
copies of Nos.

And now we wish to speak of the pos

6,

and

5,

and superficial,

a

from such high

promptings,

called

people,

have always

Yes

seemed fruitless.

in actual results

compared with his vision, the gains of the
martyrs' labors seem tantalising, — drop
ping

upon the droughty

shower

earth.

Always the Ideal entering the soul of
man, like a God descending to the em
brace of a mortal, scens to engender a
Yet this disappoint
son but half divine.
delusion of the moment.
ment
Quite
No man yet upon
opposite are the facts.
earth, ever boldly aspired, and faithfully
of good,
obeyed his clear convictions

and humanity,

20, 1845.

it is

a

mechanical

peculiar

work, inspired and led by
divine guidance to sublime ends. No age,
no people, have wholly wanted such signs
of providential commission.
And doubt
less, too, the works, bravely attempted
peculiar

lowed every executed purpose of heroism

de
ingenious and philosophically
vised system for creating a market and a
Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
rights, fraud, oppression,a
supply at once ! We find no fault with contemptfor others'
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
it : it is of a piece with all the business of commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
this glorious state of Civilization.
All Relief is to come,and can only comefromthe new
of Christianprinciples,of Universallus
find
their
interest in
parties
and the application
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
cause of music certainly
much the commerce,to business,to activelife.
Da. CRANKING.
gainer, though developed,
may be, in
rather

the

Faith.
Infinitely grander consequences
than the doer could estimate, have fol

it,

most

Doubtless,

and ages have felt

stir around them seemed to despise. Here
they countenanced each other in a pure without transmitting through his Race an
beautiful devotion. When the all but
pleasure,
Winds waft,
omnipotent energy.
trained voices of all these three or four streams
scatter, birds of the air carry in
hundred teachers joined in Old Hundred,
their beaks, each seed that drops in ripe
or some such time-honored and grand ness ftom the Tree of Life.
The failures
strain, the effect was most sublime, and of man have been from infidelity to his

of the

and thus is

that they were
to

and holy hope.

has been right in feeling
was

as

and cheering,

Each age
that its mission

Each prophet

o#-important.

chanted

if

Manual,

elementary

land.

nations

a

perhaps also a new Glee book,

Psalmody,
or an

the promised

great of all

the

the border overlook

for very life,

has

his warning

for God spoke through

him

in the language of his land and era.

The Infinite

Being, who through gen
progressively in
in the human race, and

eration upon generation,
carnates himself
so manifests
this

his glory

age to its

upon earth,

calls

mission,

and

heavenly

with an eloquent long
speaks through
ing, that cannot be uttered, his welcome
it

the

villages,

ing

of history,

points

!

for making a Nature that
practical and literal people
In all the should begin its progress towards higher
feed the Art, by the most literal and mechanical
singing-schools

is a machinery

trade of Psalmody.

culminating

mountain of vision,

a

;

:

It

Here

a

arts.
unitary

the

a

in

agreed

is
a

till they are agreed in commenced, and which he only could
method, and of one have commenced and carried on so far.
man for it.
spirit ; and this they carry home and dif He was the providential
From this loosening of the surface of the
fuse through their own circles.
It is interesting again as an instance of soil, good will come germs of real ge
the spirit of the age in a peculiar sphere. nius doubtless slumber in the ground
It is Mammon seeking akingdom in music ; they will spring up in beauty and bear fruit,
it is the same universal tendency to a Com when the soil shall have lain some time open
mercial Feudalism,
itself in to the sun, and the atmosphere become
organizing
the sphere of this most unselfish of the musically genial.
was in the order of
the Convention,

ideas,

which

we can see in these

ger, by forwarding
great

favor

upon

them,

us.

a

is
a

a

a

is

good

a

will confer
The edition of and promise.
Conventions, trusting that our pleasantry those numbers
exhausted, and many
The word whispers through the nations
thus far, will not be taken for malignity.
World at Peace;
persons are anxious to obtain the volume — "Man made One;
If they operate on the one hand to circu complete. Direct to " The Harbinger, Humanity, the Earth round."
late a vast amount of very indifferent Brook Farm, Mass."
At the nativity of this great Hope, of
true tune, like
compositions, (since
this present Immanuel, the angels of our
true poem,
thing inspired, and when
Uj" We would direct the attention of highest aspirations bend from their cloudy
itive

our readers to the Prospectus
column, of

a

tunes are manufactured annually by hun
dreds, their average inspiration must be
small,) yet they do much to develope the
musical sense and organs of thousands,

in another

new paper about to be issued

by the Publishers

of the Tribune, which

we think cannot fail to prove interesting.

thrones,
" Harping in loud and solemn choir,
With unexpressive notes, to Heaven's new
born Heir."
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the gleam of swords, the glitter of bayo bug World ! And you would thus prove
Association to be also a wind-bag and a
nets, are its garters and stars of nobility.
this
:
prets their symphony, is
" Justice nml Truth si;nin
If Association has been elated by the lie. Just in SO far as Association has
Shall down return to men,
thought of its miraculous power, or med- been rash, and precipitate, and swollen
OrbM in a r.jniiow ; and like glories wear
teJ to use it for selfish ends, it deserves j with promises, and dizzy in its towering
Mercy wiil •it between,
[<teeiir,2, ' t[ie taunt of the yet more self.sh world. pretensions, it has been truly carried to
Throned in celestial sheen,
With radiant feet the lissued clouds down And it is reason for great rejoicing, that the pinnacle.
And Heaven, a<at some festival,
The Child of God vaits for opportuni
W ill open wide the gates of her high the difficulties of transition from the iso
palace hall."
lated to the harmonic mode of life are so ties. There will be occasions soon enough
According to the hour
The hope of Universal Unity has been \ great. God thus sifts his people. None for manifestation.
And the duty now is perborn, cradled, in the rude manger of La- 1ara worthy to enter upon this work who is the duty.

And the burden of the song that inter

...

bor; nurtured by Charity,

ever virgin ;:are not dusted.
We need to hunger,
by shepherds, guarding hum- -\ve neelj to feci depemlance, in order that
ble, humane thoughts, like flocks in the I we may judge competition in contrast.
fold of their hearts ; it has sat with the \ \Vc nced to know actually, how pinching
doctors in the temple, unsullied by timid- is necessity ; how deep it ploughs its furity and prudence, and has astonished rows i,lto brow and brain ; how tight it
them at its profound doctrine of unbounded love ; it has grown in favor with God
and man, and answered to its half doubt
ing,

half hoping parents of the Church

I

"

Repent, for the Kingdom

large

and bal-

of principles, the instruction of the na| tional mind, the calling out of enthusiasm
•and courage, of hope and heroism, de-

i mand publicity, of course Association must
It must no more be
out of the t not he backward.
~ '
'
•--'— '•-- •=
— "•"
the
But •l•] mouth of God."
behind, than before the time.
We are learning
these trial times, the beauty of rcciproca- special call to-day is, in practical endeavor
tion, the wealth of slr.iring all; we are to prepare the way for a future gospel
ol j studying experimentally the law of crop- preaching.
We need complete science,

Let us first consider awhile these temptions; then review the forty days meditation upon the divine mission of this principle of Perfect Love; and so be ready
to preach,

wise,

anced plans, discriminate selection of per
sons, discreet preparations of industry, a

i sober estimate of the greatness of the unand a summoning of all enerj dertaking,
j'gies to its fulfilment, is the vocation just
Enough for the day
j knots up the muscles, and cramps back now of Association.
it is, honestly, honorably, humanely, to
and limbs, by exhausting toil.
Association must be in its very essence ! lay the foundation in llie earth unseen, for
disinterested ; holding power as something j the glorious fabric which the future shall
In so far as the inculcation
given from above, to be used not for self rear in light.

" wist ye not that must be
business;" and now is alone, or chiefly, but for universal good ;
father's
about my
And
it driven away into the wilderness of pov- 1consecrating itself as a servant.
is,
world,
erty and hard toil, of loneliness and mor- its answer to the boasting
" Man liveth not by bread alone, but by
tification, to be tempted of the devil.
and State,

Calm,

formance.

worshipped

! every

Heaven is at hand."

word that proccedeth

eration ; we are estimating

"

'L"

the value of clear understanding, solid judgment. We
('
above need to solve innumerable problems, to

To the scattered band, who few and 'justice by its practical application;
weak, are here and there withdrawn from
the thoroughfares of life, to commune to-

'

all, are we opening our hearts to the glad
conviction,

that it is possible,

ay, easy,

comprehend
detailed

principles

development

exactly
in

by their

practice.

We

for men to grow more kindly by adversity, need inward concentration, to gain single
Movement of the Age, the world comes and to love each other better for each ness and unity of purpose.
" Thou shall not tempt the Lord thy
in with scarce dissembled sneer, and iron- | other's wants.
The word which is pro-

gcther

and to cooperate

ically says, "

the Grand

in

If

Association is really this! ceeding out of the mouth of God to As- God," either by anticipation or by tardito the ages, this pledge of uni- I sociationists now, to all the true hearted, j ness. If Association is the Salvation of
vsrsal prosperity, of overflowing wealth, j and brave, and devoted, and hopeful of j mankind, there will be time enough to let

Messiah

then let it make these barren fields into

them, is, "Union

with

fellow

beings by

mankind

know

it.

Meanwhile,

let us

Let give ourselves wholly up to God, to be
gardens, these thick growing woods into j usefulness is the very life of life."
'
Let no filled with His love, inspired with His
palaces, these stones into bread.'
patience have its perfect work.
And all the while the shrewd, the rosy, man be so mean as to emphasise the "
wisdom, strengthened with His might,

If

Let no doubt enter from and so made readv for the sublime work
Association
is the i of manifesting Man made One in a Perfect
in pocket, and scrip and stock in hand, present humiliation.
thinks of its factories on rapid streams ; j Divine Form of Humanity.
So ends in : Society.
We will humbly wait the openAnd
its warehouses of three thousand dollars I piety the first temptation,
ing of opportunities by Providence.
rent ; its dividends at seven per cent, half
Then the Satan of Selfishness takes so ends the second temptation in patience.
Thus baffled twice, the Prince of this
yearly ; its iron limbed and tireless steeds, council of his cunning, and subtly states
" If Association is world gathers up his routed forces for
hurrying with the spoils of myriads of a new suggestion.
" Surely the power
acres; its carpeted, curtained, glowing,
this glorious truth to renovate the nations, the final charge.

sleek, and full fed world, with title deeds! thou be,'' &c.

shining,

pictured,

homes.

The victorious World, so confi- ! loud, wide, startling,

dent, and easy,

sculptured,

and jocular,

perfumed | then glorious should be its announcement,
should be its call,

so beautiful

sudden, as from the skies, its appearing.

of united effort is irresistible.
it not already accomplished?
mountains,

bridging

What has
— tunneling

oceans with

boats,

in its own right, so wrapped about in Here, on the pinnacle of the Temple of wringing from the gnomes of the mines
kingly purple ! How strangely is it met- Peace, (or of Salem,) shall thou stand, their wealth long buried in sparry palaces
amorphosed to the eyes of the Child of and cast thyself down among the multi
of salt and diamond, of gold and silver, —
God ! Its factories change into brothels ; tudes like an angel. Some splendid bold- preparing to sever the bond that unites
its rents to distress warrants ; its railroads ness should introduce thy reign.
Take twin continents, summoning storms and
to mighty fetters, binding industry in an no heed of care and caution ; count not staying them, making the desert yield an
inextricable net of feudalism ; from under the cost ; risk all in a providential career. | hundred fold, using the lightning for poslthc showy robes of its success, flutter the , Surely thou shall be guided safe.
God's boy, giving iron weavers coal for bread
unseemly rags of an ever-growing
beg- j angels will bear thee up, that thou dash and fire for drink, that they may spin gar— prodigious power
gary ; from garret and cellar of its luxu- , not thy foot against a stone."
] ments for the nations,
rious habitations, stare out the gaunt forms
!
O,
effort,
what
of
combined
may it not do!
bragging,
advertising,
placarding,
j

of haggard want ; the lash of the jailer, circular-scattering,

auctioneering,

hum- j We will appeal to the rich and mighty.
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and abjuring all which even as he loved us. Once and forever
seven, i cannot be shared, that shame shall be surrendering our whole spirits, souls and
We will unite the Race in one grand ef banished, and innocence once more pluck ;bodies up to God, and consecrating the
fort of prolific production and unlimited fresh leaves and wreaths fur its mantle whole of existence, — all powers in all
relations, — purely,
pt-rfoctly to good,
We will bc- kings ul;on ai:d enrnnal.
voluptuousness.

We will show them how they can raulti- I tary pleasures,

ply

means

their

seventy

times

" Thou shall worship the Lord thy and we hear thenceforth sounding trom
All these things that thou secst
from this high mountain of exceeding en God, and him only slialt thou serve." the heavens, " 1 have called ye Friends."
terprise, all these kingdoms and their I Make it the end of Humanity, of the Na
The following
LOVE vs. RELIGION.
glory shall be thine, if thou wilt but give . tions, of each Community, to glorify the
anecdote is related in a foreign Journal.
thyself up, O, Association ! body, soul, ; Good of beauty upon eanh ; and instant
A medical student of Berlin lately fell
spirit, to the worship of Worldly Power, j ly shall we hear throughout our race that
deeply in love with the daughter of the
"
infinite benediction,
and Splendor, and Enjoyment."
all mine is thine ''. i lady at whose house he lodged ; his pasAh, Satan ! that was thy wiliest web. In the Kingdom of Heaven upon Earth, siun was warmly returned, and the lovers
What ! no poor, all nobles, all fat, all all will be princes, but by a divine, not a swore eternal fidelity, and entered into a
But there was an inpromise to marry.
glittering in court raiment, all surfeited natural birth-right ; by God's gift, not by
surmountahle obstacle to their union, in
with sweets, all bathing in Johannisberg
man's rotting.
Association
is to learn the fact of the lady being a Protestant
and Champaigne, all tended by Houries,
and then to teach, that the miracle of life Christian, and the gentleman a Jew ; and
all pillowed on orange scented beds, and is by Art to beautify Nature, and so to both professed themselves no less attached
to their respective faith than to each oth
covered with gauze or eider down, accord
make eanh the palace of the Great King.
BusincbS called the youth to Breser.
"
HOLINESS TO THE LORD," must be the lau ; and when he had been there a few
Satan !
ing to the season ? Charming
crown and the breast plate, the girdle days, he received a letter from his misSelfishness made universal will be selfish
ness no more.
Thou art an angel of and sandal, the bridle of the horses, the lress couched in the following terms ;
" My duar
The difficulties
frund:
yoke of the steer, the corner and the cap
light !
which have so long stood in the way of
Just in so far as Association, using the stone, of Temple, and Forum, and Exour marriage, have at length been put an
tact of worldly training, has in its plan- change.
Let Association consecrate it- end to, and by the intervention of your
'
nings and pleadings, lowered itself to ex self not to license but to liberty ; not to good angel, — as you have so often called
— who yesterday be
altation of the outward, by merging the sense but to spirit, not to lust but to love. your faithful Minna,
came a Jewess."
inward, it has permitted the magic of sin Thus by laboring to fulfil all the leadings
Scarcely had this letter been despatch
to dazzle its vision.
of Providence upon earth, Eden will be
ed, when its writer received one from her
It is indeed a splendid prospect, this of recovered, and God will come down once lover, dated Breslau, and to the followinga world reclaimed, of overflowing plenty. more to walk with Adam in the Garden. effect :
earth.

" My (liar Minna : The obstacle which
And so in purity ends the third temptation.
itself to our union, in the unpresented
the
of
angels
Straightway
majestic befortunate difference in our religious faiths
i
The long folded petals mgmty and meek nobleness,
and heaven- '
clustering vines.
hasten w
no longer exisls . and I
of this little planet flower on the tree of ly courtesy, and gracious manners, like complete our mutual felicity ; I yesterday
the sun, shall open and distil sweetness; the Gods of Greece, and courage that became a Christian."

And it shall be realized.
Perfect beauty
shall one day enwreath this earth with its

its

fruit

gorgeous

^

How the lovers contrived to get over
this new dilemma is not recorded.

of consummate joy knows no peril, and vigor renewed by ef
Far more than all fort, and child-like buoyancy and unworn

sliall swell and ripen.
the voluptuaries

of all ages have dreamed freshness, shall come and minister to us.

"of shall

heightened

exist,

by a purity
of.
Yes ! O,

If any

reader now has it in his heart to

it is impious thus to symbolize by
devil, the kingdoms and the glory of the Trial-hours of the God-Man, the mis
But know erable perplexities of this crack-brained
them are there before us.
' Each
living for
thia, — they do not betong unto thee to visionary abortion, of
Thou poor devil, always mocked All, and All for Each.' " Let the answer
give.
they could

not

conceive

Have not six thou
and always mocking.
sand years taught thee yet, that self-love

Thou wilt give the
is always a suicide?
kingdoms of the world as thou always

say

be g(ven:

T•
friend

.
and brother,

...

-friend

though thou art rude, and brother though
thou deniest thy kindred, — we do verily

hast, first by stealing them/or thy slaves,
and then stealing them fnim thy slaves?

that Association is nothing less
than a Divine life in Humanity;
that the
whole experience of the best beloved Son

God and man will heartily

the transfiguration

believe,

No ! thou forlorn devil, thy rule is ended, : of Man, made The Beloved Son of God
thy sceptre snapped into shivers ; hence- i by the fullness of the Spirit, was intendforth thou art so wholly accursed, that ed to be, and was actually, the symbol of
forgive

thee,

whenever thou canst forgive thyself.
The condition of universal wealth

Human
is

Christ

THE MAN AND THE MACHINE.
A few
exchange paper, about
'ida>'8ago
says^nn
fifty sturdy laborers were employed in
baling the water out of a canal for the
a foundation for a
purpose of laying
The labor and expenses were
bridge.
found so great, that it was determined to
i put up a steam baling machine, and the
men wer/ conseque'ntly dis.
One,
charged, being no longer required.
whom by his appearance, we took for one
of those who had been employed, was
seen looking for some time moodily and
At last he
sorrowfully at the machine.
gave vent to his feelings and reflections
—
"Well, any how, you
by muttering,
can t vote.

and glorification of the
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. We are a na
We believe that by the tion of flat chests and round backs, cramp
ed
Our brains and
gait and pale faces.
was introduced the Kingdom of
Race.

•

stomachs are overworked, and other limbs

-T
.. i
L
It is by giving, not by Heaven
upon earth, and we accept with
and organg are noi(her tr'ained. or ca|Jed
It is by unspeakable awe and gratitude, the dymg I upon to contribute strength to the system.
gaining, that all will be rich.
" first-born among many The consequence is, we are
equitable attractive labor, that health will bequest of the
inferior to
" These things have I spo- most nations of the world in manly beauty.
flow through our frames, like a new tide brethren."
But, at the same time, we are the most
of youth, rounding us to symmetry, and ken unto you, that My Jay might re
painstaking and expensive of nations in
!
It is main in you, and that your Juy might be our attention to the exterior.
lengthening out our happy years.
Broadway
is full of young men who are half ruined
by perfect temperance that we shall learn
'
The condition of abiding in his love, as by their extravagance in broadcloth and
the skill of refming all nature to be our
universal service.

It is by sharing all soli

his commandments.
mandment

j

at every pore.

oil-

Patent !(""her and Macassar
love, is keeping
1 = Bloves'
ignorant every one of them, that a secret,
\
And the New Com- Nvhich they can have for
nothm£, would
that we love one another, do more for their beauty than tailors and

he abode in his Father's
is,

minister, and through delicate senses, be
come conscious of latent joys entering us
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Not one in fifty has a straight
bootmakers.
back and free actions of a man used to
healthy exercise — but forty nine out of
fifty have coat- upon their crooked backs,
and pantaloons over their cramped legs,
which would serve a nobleman in Europe.
Exercise, and a little attention to the gait
and the action of the chest and arms,
might in one month double the personal
attractiveness of many men in New York,
not to mention the more remote stimuli of
national pride and healthy posterity. —
N. Y. Mirror.
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gamesters, who have no other means of
subsistence — to say nothing of the scores
of young men who visit these haunts of
pleasure, and who are victimized as a
matter of course.
Some of these sporting
places, says the Mail, are fitted up in the
most expensive style, and are nightly
thronged with fashionable visiters, who
are "done for " in the most polite and
It is even stated that
hospitable manner.
some of our first men are in the habit of
frequenting these establishments and los
ing large sums of money.

" TOUCH NOT, HANDLE NOT." One
IN ENGLAND. — See the follow
of those meddling gentlemen, who, like
testimony — one item only out of
Thomas of old, are never satisfied until
thousands which fill the British and Irish they have put their fingers on
every thing
papers :
they see, was not long since observed by
" In the Nortltern Star of June 28th, a friend, with his hand " dotie up," to use
an every day phrase, in some half a dozen
we find an account of 1000 agricultural
handkerchiefs.
He accosted him with
laborers assembled at Uphevan, in Wilt
the usual question — "What ails your
shire, England. This meeting was ad
"
"
hand ?
Why," said he, " 'tother day
dressed by two laborers named Wm. Per
I
went into the mill to see 'em saw clap
The former stated
ry and Ozias Sealy.
boards, and I saw a thing whirling around
that he had five children, from ten years
and
downwards.
He had only 7s. a week, so swift, and it looked so smooth
slick, that I thought I'd just touch my
with which to maintain them, pay rent,
He travels finger to it and see how it felt, and don't
buy clothes, fuel, soap, &c.
think it took the eend of it right off,
three and a half miles to his work, eats a you
hollowed out, ' You mus'nt
little bread and water, and when he re and then they
— it's the carcilar saw, that
touch
that
turns at night his children are generally
But they
in bed, and they begin cryinw ' Father, saws all the clap-boards.'
— the eend
'
He has none spoke half a second too late
bring me a bit of bread.
of my finger was gone, and I never seen
to give, and is faint from exhaustion him
self.
He concluded his speech by saying it since."
if he could procure an acre of land at two
pounds, or even three pounds a year rent
JC?t A writer on swearing, says that
( $ 10 or $ 15,) he could not be in want an oath from a woman's lips is unnatural
with his family.
Sealy, who had eight and incredible ; he would as soon expect
children to support on 7s. a week made a a bullet from a rosebud !
similar statement.
The children, if they
eaw a potato, would rush across the house
and quarrel about who should have it.
He had come home that night and found For Reviving and Publishing a Weekly
He had none to
them crying for food.
Paper entitled
give them, and he thought it would drive
NEW YORKER.
A
acre
of
land, he said,
him mad.
single
would save him from destitution ; but he
THE NEW-YoRKER, a Weekly Journal
could not procure it."
of Literature and General Intelligence,
We might add facts connected with the was established by the present Editor of
THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE, in March,
systematic expatriation of the tenants of
1834, and discontinued, or rather merired,
the Duke of Sutherland, who owns 100 on the establishment of the Weekly Tri
miles long by 70 wide.
bune, in September, 1841, after having
" The Duchess is said to possess more been published just seven years and a
Having now ample and able litera
valuable jewels than any peeress in the half.
The Sutherlander peasant is the ry assistance, and having recently extend
realm.
ed and perfected our Mechanical arrange
poorest of the poor — barley meal a Sun
ments, we propose to revive and re-issue
day luxury — four shillings a year the al
Of it on and after the 1st of October, 1845,
lowance to the poor, technically.
in size or
course it would be very absurd to draw an on a sheet slightly differing
character from the old New-Yorker, but
inference criminating the Duke or Duch
ess. It would be perfectly monstrous to at a much lower price.
The plan of this paper will combine —
say that the Duke should have paid more
the
to
interests
of
his
regard
dependants. 1. Original Literature — Reviews, Poems,
etc.
What should he know about barley, or
sheep walks, or the herring fisheries? 2. Select Literature — Tales, Sketches, ex
tracts from new books, etc.
He has enough to do to sustain his rank
— Letters from Europe and
at court, to say nothing of a couple of 3. Miscellany
different parts of our own country, Sta
months' grouse shooting.
Seriously, the
tistics, Aneedotes, &c.
misery is the fault of the structure of soci
4. Hints on Domestic Economy — Agricul
ety, and not of individuals."
Herald of
ture, Inventions, Recipes, &c.
Freedom,
5. General Intelligence— Foreign and Do
mestic, including Political Events, Pro
ceedings of Congress, &c. &c.
GAMBLING IN BOSTON. — It appears by
recent inquiries which have been careful
This last department will be carefully
ly made in the " literary emporium," that prepared, and will be as ample and varied
TWO HUNDRED gambling establishments as that of any other Weekly paper what
are in successful operation, where bil
The extensive correspondence and
ever.
liards, faro, dice, &c, are played for mon other facilities for obtaining information
ey ; and nearly one thousand professed which we have been years engaged in
LABOR

ing

PROSPECTUS

THE

concentrating on the Daily and Weekly
Tribune, will enable as to present early
and authentic accounts of all transpiring
events through this our cheaper Weekly,
from which political

essays and all matter

of a partisan character will be carefully
In fine, The New Yorker will
excluded.
be simply and truly a Family Newspaper,
of moderate size and the lowest possible

price, intended for such readers as either
dislike political discussion, or prefer to
obtain this portion of their intellectual
aliment through the gazettes of their
We intend that no
respective localities.
matter to which rational men of any Po
litical, Religious, or other persuasion can
object, shall appear in this paper, though
a large portion of its contents will appear
also in the Weekly Tribune.
THE NEW-YORKER
will be published
every Saturday morning, but printed and
mailed on Thursday and Fnday, so as to
reach as many of its patrons as possible,
before the Sunday rest of the Mails. It
will be printed on a sheet of fine white
paper, identical in size and quality with
that of the Daily and Semi-Weekly Tri
bune, and afforded to subscribers at the
low price of ONE DOLLAR a year, paya
ble always in advance.
Twelve copies will be sent a year for
TEN Dollars, or Twenty-five copies for
TWENTY Dollars.
are re
Subscriptions
spectfully solicited by
GREELEY & McELRATH,
158 Nassau Street, New-York.

August 16, 1845.

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS !
Leaves Brook Farm at 7 A. M., and 2 1-2
p. M., CorBoston, via Spring Street, Jamaica
Plain!,, and Itoxhury.
Retuming,
leaves
Dooliule's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at
9 1-2 A. M., ami 5 p. M. Sunday excepted.
N. R. GERRISH.
June 28, 1845.
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CONSUELO."

attached in the family and in the country,
to this employ of indefatigable servant,

Several days passed without any news
Count Albert;
and Consuelo,
to which the old lady seemed to have em
whom this situation appeared terribly dis braced with so much love and jealousy.
To see her regulating parsimoniously the
mal, was astonished to see the Rudolstadt
from

of so most trifling

frightful an uncertainty, without showing
either despair or impatience.
Familiarity
with the most cruel anxieties produces a
sort of apparent apathy, or real hardness
of heart,

which wounds, or perhaps irri
tates those souls whose sensibility has not
yet been blunted by long misfortune.
Consuelo,
mare,

affected

by

of night

a sort

in the midst of these doleful

im

and inexplicable
occurrences,
astonished to see the order of the

pressions
was

house hardly

disturbed, the canoness

al

affairs,

her

thought

one

covetous

have

would

and

distrustful.

offended her.

how

play while she herself
or work

laugh

and

could hardly

read

At

that time,

was embroidering

an altar

with the needle.

the canoness

She could

she could

thetic and venerable in the eyes of Con
suelo, would not have been sufficient in

when at night-fall
ess, followed

the eyes of others, to make her the hero

bunch of keys, and herself

ine of the family.

all the buildings

She required,

moreo

ver, indeed, she needed above all, that solto tl"« puerilities of the

solemn attention

the baron, or the chaplain,

did

not repeat each time she turned her back,

" How

to seat herself at her

work, were it only to add a few stitches,
while waiting to be called by new cares
to the barna, the kitchens, or the cellars.
One should have seen with how much im
portance these little concerns

were treat

ed, and how that diminutive creature hur
ried, with a pace always equal, always
and measured, but never slack

dignified

ened, through all the corners of her little

col

much wisdom, how much courage,

Her heart was affectionately oppressed,

Amelia, herself,

canoness?"
tinguishing

the true elevation

not

dis

for Consuelo,

cast a shadow

bright light with which

examine the smallest recesses into which
an evil doer could have crept, as if no one
could sleep in security within those for
midable
torrent

walle,
which

of the

the water

before
was

restrained

behind

a

neighboring parapet, had rushed roaring
into the trenches of the chateau, while
the

gates were

chained
Consuelo

the

draw

a cover of her mother's

cloak for all shelter !
saluted

and

had slept so of

travels, at the road

ten in her extensive

the dawn

She

torn

had so often

upon the white

flag

stones of Venice, washed, as they are, by
the waves,

without

the fear for her modesty,

shone the pure

walk through

and all the courts, to go
her round, to close the least openings, to

of life, in side, with

upon

she' saw the old canon-

by Hanz, take an immense

how much strength of mind, dwells in the bridge raised.

front for the chapel of the chateau. — the midst of the puerilities which, under
It was a master-piece of patience, of another form, constituted the whole of
fineness, and of neatness.
Hardly had hers, did not dare disparage her aunt un
she made a round through the house, der this point of view, the only one that,
when she returned

her brain in more and more brilliant

life.

vivacity of the latter was Christian,

what particularly

gunes of Venice ; a bitter and precious
which was depicted upon

remembrance

lent qualities, especially her maternal ten
derness, which rendered her so sympa

the baron always as ea household, to be appreciated for what she
all these), a
ger for the chase, the chaplain always as really was, (notwithstanding
regular in the same devotional exercises, woman of great good sense and strong
character.
Not a day passed that Count
and Amelia always as gay and as trifling.

not conceive

pure love,

And yet she was full of nobleness and ors, in proportion as she receded from
generosity at the bottom of her soul, and that cheerful horizon to penetrate into
on decisive occasions.
But these excel the frozen sphere which is called positive

ways as vigilant,

The cheerful

her rags, her clear sky, her
and her liberty upon the la-

happiness,

cared to preserve!

having a moment's
the only riches she

"Alas!"

said she,

Wen- " how unhappy are these people in hav
ceslawa.
TO the ZingareIla, born upon ing so many things to take care of! Se
the highways and lost in the world, with curity is the end of their pursuits day and
and loving

soul of the humpback

out any other master or any other protec
tion than her own genius, so many cares,
such

activity

and intensity

of thought,

to produce such miserable results as the
preservation and maintenance of certain

objects and certain provisions, appeared a
* Entered according to Act of Congress, in
monstrous perversion of the understand
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
She who possessed none, and de
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa ing.
sired none of the earth's riches, suffered
chusetts.

it,

weight

all these goods, so desired by the
greater part of mankind, she would have
asked instead, a minute of her ancient
her

that
night, and so much do they seek
they have no time to find or enjoy it."
She, therefore, already suffered, as did

Amelia,

my Giants'

that black prison, in that gloo
Castle, where the sun himself

But while
seemed to fear to penetrate.
the young baroness dreamt of fe'tee, of
dresses,

and

of adulations,

dreamt of the waves, of

Consuelo

bush or

a

the

voluntarily

itself in the occupation of pos

a

under

soul

a beautiful

seeing

extinguish

surface of her domestic sessing wheat, wine, wood, hemp, ani
If they had offered
What also appeared strange to mals and furniture.

Consuelo was the respect and admiration

XV.

remain

at

16.

and monotonous
domain.

FROM TBE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
Translatedfor the Harbinger.

family

NUMBER

27, 1845.

empire ; crossing a thousand times each
day, and in every direction, the narrow
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LIGHT.
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But at the moment when ehe cast a gown of white woollen, which somewhat
of the last timid look at the figure kneeling ten resembled a monk's frock, and which fell

for her palace, with the horizon

for all

and the immensity

circumference,

paces from

starry heavens for all pageant.

her,

by the cold of the climate and statue disjoin

Forced

she distinctly

saw

its hands of stone,

the

which

the closing of the chateau, to change the were stretched out one upon the other,
and slowly make the sign of the cross,
Venetian custom which she had of watch

n large, stiff, and heavy folds about hi»
attenuated person, he had all the appear
ance of a funereal statue ; and after be had
resumed

his

was

Consnelo

immobility,

ing during a part of the night, and rising while uttering a deep sigh.
obliged to look at him a second time, in
late in the morning ; after many hours of
Consuelo almost fell backwards and yet order not to fall (gain into her first illu
she could not withdraw her haggard eyes sion.
sleeplessness, of agitation, and melan

What confirm
After having looked at him attentively,
choly dreams, she at last succeeded in from that terrible statue.
to- the savage law of the ed her in the belief that it was a figure of placing herself a little on one side to see
submitting
cloistei, and recompensed herself by un stone, was, that it did not appear to hear "it better, she asked herself, as if invol
dertaking alone several morning walks in the cry of terror which escaped from her, untarily, in the midst of her admiration
the neighboring
mountain.
The gates and that it replaced its two great white and emotion, if the kind of prayer which
were opened and the bridges lowered,

at hands one upon the other, without seem
ing to have the least connexion with the

the first dawn of day ; and while Amelia,
secretly occupied in reading novels during
a part of the night,

slept until

dewy herbage of the forest.

One morn

ing as she descended very softly on tiptoe
in order to awaken noone, she mistook her
direction among the numberless staircases

if

of his un

a soul BO passively sub

missive to the letter of his tenets, and to

XVI.

went

out to breathe the free air and brush the

for the restoration

happy son, and

outer world.

awakened

by the first breakfast bell, Porporina

this old man addressed to .God was very
efficacious

If

decrees of destiny,

the rough

the ingenious and fruitful Anne Rad-

cliffe had been in the place of the candid
and unskilful narrator of this veracious

had ever

the intelligence,

possessed the warmth,

and the zeal which Albert required
soul

of his father.

in the

Albert also had a

history, she would not have permitted to mystic soul ; he also had led a devout and
escape so good an opportunity of leading contemplative life ; but from all which
Amelia had related to Consuelo, from
you, lady reader, through corridors, trap

and interminable corridors of the chateau,
with which she was hardly yet acquainted. doors, spiral staircases, and subterranean what she had noticed with her own eyes,
Lost in that labyrinth of galleries and darkness, during half a dozen beautiful and during the few days passed at the chateau,
passages, she traversed a sort of vestibule attractive volumes, to reveal to you only Albert had never found the counsel, the
which she did not recognize, and thought at the seventh, all the arcana of her learn
to find through it an exit to the garden. ed work.
But the strong-minded reader,
But she reached only the entrance of a whom it is our duty to please, would per
little chapel of a beautiful ancient style, haps not have been so much gratified, at
lighted from above by a rosace in

hardly

the vaulted

which

ceiling,

threw

a dim

light upon the centre of the pavement,
and left the extremities
vagueness.
horizon,

At

the

in a mysterious
The sun was still below the

chapel

gray and foggy.
herself in the

morning

first Consuelo

thought

of the chateau,

where

heard mass the preceding

she

Monday.

this epoch in which

we live, with the in

nocent stratagem of the romancer.

Be

sides, as it might be difficult to make her
believe it, we will tell her as soon as pos
sible the solution of all our enigmas.

guide,

ness of his virtue.

ily, so determined not to contradict him,

had

observation,
statue

recognized

before

her

eyes,

in the animated
the old

Count

prayer addressed to Heaven, as
fer to it entirely,

spair,

to prevent her cast

chapel, but in a place to which she had
It was neither the
not yet penetrated.
nor

the

same

sigh which

she believed she had heard at her ear, on

ornaments.

A

ashamed of her

little

they

ought to have employed in
searching for the fugitive, in finding him,
in persuading him, and bringing him home.

For it must require severe attacks of de
an inexpressible

and

withdraw

so affectionate

trouble,

to

and eo good a

terror,

Con

those with which tombs were ornamented.
in a place reserved

for the sepulchres of some distinguished
ancestors ; and having become somewhat

getfulnpss

of self,

and to deprive

him

thought

respect, and by fear of disturbing so fer
vent a prayer.
Nothing could be more

and anxiety

he might

solemn or more touching than to see that
old man, prostrate upon the stone pave

The resolution they had taken of never
opposing him and of feigning calmness in
the midst of horror, seemed to Consuelo's

chained

to her place by

Although this unknown chapel was quite ment, offering his heart to God at the
opening of the dawn, and plunged in a
sort of celestial ecstasy which appeared
to close his senses to every perception of
of the altar, in the cold and severe atti the physical world.
His noble face did
was formerly given to all not betray any sorrowful
emotion.
A
tude which
herself

trans

even of the

suelo remained

small, she could as yet hardly distinguish
the objects, and what struck Consuelo
must was a white gtatue kneeling in front

She thought

if to

the care which

the evening when she sang the hymn of young man from the bosom of his rela
not our Lady of Consolation.
tives, to throw him into a complete for-

ing a curious glance around her ; and she
soon perceived that she was not in the

shrine

that

and to grieve for him in silenpe, either as
a heretic or a mad man ; she felt it her

Still, as it often happens to artists to be old men, the same unearthly

same

understood

self as a stranger in the midst of this fam

themselves

absorb her sufficiently

She

he must feel isolated, and look upon him

that the chapel opened upon the Christian, who was mentally reciting his
gardens ; but before crossing it to go out, morning prayers in his oratory ; and in
she wished to salute the sanctuary of the sigh of compunction which escaped
prayer, and knelt upon the first flag-stone. from him unwittingly, as often happens to

could

of

and soften the burning stern

And to confess two at once, we will avow self in the kind of impatience she experi
after some moments of cool enced at that impassible and interminable

knew

of abstract ideas, her prayer

the vehemence

diminish

that Consuelo,

She

preoccupied with outward objects, in spite
of their attempts to ascend into the sphere

his

could direct

who

the friend,

imagination,
his feelings,

fresh air, penetrating by the door which
Consuelo had left open, agitated the hall
crown of silvery hair which remained up

of the uneasiness
occasion

to those

beings who were dearest to him.

firm and. true spirit,

a kind of culpable

There was in
it a sort of pride and egotism which a
negligence,

or gross error.

narrow faith inspires in persons who con
sent to wear the band of intolerance
who believe in only

and,

one path, by which

they can attain to heaven, and that rigididly marked out by the hand of the priest.

"

dence in Bohemia, she abridged her prayer

Good God,'' said Consuelo, praying in
pan of his head, and his
broad forehead, bald to the very top, had her heart ; " can this great soul of Al
the polished yellowness of old marble. bert's, so warm, so charitable, so pure

and rose to go.

Clothed

fearful

and superstitious

since her resi

on the back

in

an

old

fashioned

dressing-

from human passions, be less precious in
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licitude.
But they do not speak to him ; having sung it every night upon the layour sight than the patient and slothful
which accept the injustice of the they are silent when he questions them, gunes, and imagined that she was walk
they bow their heads or turn them away ing under the protection of his talisman,
world, and without indignation see jus
tice and truth forgotten upon the earth. when he strives to persuade them. They as did the generous Ubaldo to the discov

souls,

ery of Rinaldo,

Was that -young man possessed by the let him fly when the horror of solitude
devil, who in his childhood gave his toys drives him into solitudes still more pro
and all his ornaments

of found, and wait till he returns,

to the children

the poor, and who at the first awakening
of his reflective powers, wished to deprive

enchanted

and freely among the briars and the rocks,

praying

to God, to watch over him and bring him
back safe and sound, as

if the

through the snares of the
forest.
She walked lightly

ocean were

her brow glowing

with a secret pride and

her cheeks tinged

with

a slight

color.

himself of all his wealth, in order to so between him and the objects of his affec Never had she been more beautiful upon
And they, these tion ; and yet they think he is not far the stage in her heroic characters ; and
lace human miseries?
kind and benevolent lords, who weep for off; they make me sing to awaken him, yet she thought no more of the stage
misfortune with sterile tears, and comfort if he is buried in a lethargic sleep in the at this moment, than she had thought of
it with trifling gifts, are they wise in thickness of some wall or in the trunk of herself when she entered the theatre.
From lime to time she stopped thought
thinking that they are to attain Heaven some neighboring
old tree.
And they
" And if I should
by prayers and acts of submission to the have never explored all the secrets of this ful and reflective.
Emperor and Pope, rather than by great old building, they have never dug to the meet him all of a sudden," thought she,
what could I say to convince and tran
No, Al entrails of this excavated soil ! Ah ! if I
works and .immense sacrifices?
bert is not mad ; a voice cries to me from were Albert's father or his aunt, I would quillize him? I know nothing of those
the bottom of my heart, that he is the not have left one stone upon another un mysterious and profound matters which
most beautiful type of the just man and til I had found him ; not a tree of the for agitate him. I comprehend them through
of the saint that has issued from the hands est should have remained standing if it did a veil of poetry which has been raised be
fore my eyes, dazzled by such new visions.
of nature. And if painful dreams, strange not restore him to me."
illusions, have obscured the clearness of
Lost in her thoughts, Consuelo had de I ought to have more than zeal and char
his vision, if in fine he has become de parted noiselessly from Count Christian's
ity, I ought to have science and eloquence
to find words worthy to be listened to
ranged, as they think, it is their blind con
oratory ; and she had found, without know
tradiction, it is the absence of sympathy,
She by a man so much my superior, by a mad
ing how, an exit to the country.
it is solitude of the heart, which has wandered among the paths of the for man so wise, when compared with all the
I est, and sought out the most savage, the reasonable beings in the midst of whom I
brought about this deplorable result.
have seen the cell in which Tasso was most difficult, guided by a romantic in have lived. I will go on, God will inspire
confined as mad, and thought that he per stinct, full of heroism, which made her me when the moment comes ; for as to
haps was only exasperated by injustice.
hope to discover Albert. No common at myself, I might search forever and should
In the saloons of Venice I have heard traction, no shade of imprudent fancy car only lose myself more and more in the
Ah ! if I had
those great Saints of Christendom, whose ried her onward in this venturous design. darkness of my ignorance.
histories have made me weep and dream
Albert filled her imaginatiou and oc read many books of religion and history,
in my childhood,
and the canoness
treated as madmen ; cupied her dreams it is true ; but to like Count Christian
I knew by heart all the
their miracles called juggleries, and their her eyes it was not a handsome young Wenceslaw a !
But by man enthusiastically attracted towards her rules of devotion, and all the prayers of
diseased dreams.
revelations
what right do these people, this pious whom she was seeking in those desert the church, I should no doubt be able to

If

old man, this timid canoness, who believe

places, to see and be alone with ; it was

apply

in the miracles of the saints and the gen

a noble

stance ; but

of the poets, pronounce upon their
child this sentence of shame and reproba
ius

she imagined
she could save, or at least calm by the
purity

unfortunate whom

of her zeal.

She

would,

in the

be borne only by the same manner have sought out a venerable
diseased and the wicked. Mad ! but mad hermit to nurse him, or a lost child to re
should

tion, which

ness is horrible

and repulsive !

It

is a store

from God for great crimes ; child

punishment

and can a man become mad by the very
consequence

of his virtue !

I

thought it

him

to his

herself,

revelation

mother.

She

was

if I

had blasphemed

when

I

would

saw Anzoleto

I

counsels,
spiritual

on the terrible day
in another's arms,

then have lost all title

to the

to the encouragements, to the
cares of my Christian brothers*

Would they have driven me forth or left
me wandering upon the highways in say
'
ing : There is no remedy for her ; let
us give her alms, and not speak to her ;
for since

she has suffered so much she
'
Well ! it is
nothing ?

can understand

thus that they treat this unfortunate Count

Albert!
They feed him, they clothe
him, they take care of him, and in a word,
bustow upon him the alma of a puerile so

I

to this circum

have hardly understood and
hardly retained a few phra

consequently
ses of the catechism,

and do not know
how to pray except in the choir.
How-

I

ever sensitive he may be to music,
a shall not be able to persuade this learned

and yet she had in her a theologian by a cadence or the strain of a
No matter, it seems to me there

of maternal love ; there was song.

in it a simple faith, a burning charity,

an is more power in my persuaded and reso
lute heart than in all the doctrines stu-

of exalted bravery.
She dreamed and un
undeserved evil, in order to have a right dertook this pilgrimage
as Joan of Arc
to the respect as well as to the pity of had dreamed and undertaken the deliver
And if I myself had become mad ; ance of her country.
It did not even come
men.
was enough to suffer under the weight

some one happily

into her mind that she could be bantered

died by his parents, so good, and so kind,
but undecided and cold as the fogs and
the snows of their country."
END OF VOL. II,

or her resolution blamed ; she did not im
CHILDREN IN FACTORIES.
The Paria
agine that Amelia, guided by the voice of
of the National Intelligen
blood, and at the commencement by the correspondent
cer says that throughout France, seven
hopes of love, had not conceived the same
ty thousand children under the age of
project and not succeeded in executing it. sixteen are employed in the factories ;
She walked rapidly ; no obstacle deter- none are admitted under eight ; the work
to twelce years of age
terred her.
The silence of that vast for of those from eight
is restricted to eight hours per day ; from
est inspired no sadness nor fear in her
tweloe to sixteen, to twelve hours.
soul.
She saw the track of wolves upon
And this is according to law ! Think
A little boy or girl, yet in tho
the sand, and was not troubled lest she of it!
should meet the famished pack. It seem gristle, confined in a villanous factory to
work, from six in the morning to twelve,
ed to her that she was urged on by a di
and from two in the afternoon, to eight
vine hand which rendered her invulnera
o'clock in the evening ! Every child of
ble.
She knew Tasso by heart, from that age requires at least nine hours sleep ;
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this would leave just three hours for dress a large quantity of dust and dirt, which once recollect having often met these wo
ing, washing, eating, recreation, and men renders it almost impossible for one not men and wondered how they were able to
We confess if we were accustomed to it to breathe in the apart walk under such enormous loads, or where
tal improvement.
The men they were carrying them.
compelled to choose for our children, life ment where this is going on.
These women all or nearly all have
under such circumstances in the factory, and boys, covered from head to foot with
or life among savages, we would prefer this dirt, and their faces blotched all over husbands, who work at various employ
the latter.
It is evident that these seven- with the finest of it carefully rubbed in ments — any that they can get — or at
They live for the most part
ty thousand children are regarded and | with perspiration, present studies worthy none at all.
treated as mere animals — as instruments of the grouping of Freeman, whose Ital in quite a wretched manner — squeezed
ian Lazzaroni would well stand for these,
nto hot and suffocating garrets or crushed
in the hands of capitalists for accumulat
Hundreds
No wonder they deteriorate jxcept that they are by no means so ac- nto dank and deadly cellars.
ing wealth.
physically. Last year, according to the ;ive. This work is principally done by of families rent a single room each in the
same correspondent, in the Department of joys, who get all prices, from $ I 50 to shanties and sheds which the cupidity of
The general landlords has caused to be erected in the
the Lower Seine (manufacturing,)
of one $4 and $5 per week.
thousand conscripts,
four hundred and range is not more than $2 50 and $3. rear of small poor buildings, whose ten
ninety-seven, or nearly one half, were re A few men are engaged by the day at $ 1 ants sadly need and ought to have every
square foot of ground and every mouthful
jected as physically unfit for service ; in and $ 1 50.
The hair for weaving now goes into the of unbreathed air that they can any way
the Calvanos (agricultural and of the same
more delicate fingers of the Hair-Drawers, lay hold of.
When one goes about these
race,) only two hundred and eighty-one.
A similar proportion is stated officially for who sort it into different lengths, each miserable and crowded sheds and shanties,
other departments (same races) contradis
length corresponding to the width of the and sees how much unnecessary suffering
cloth to be woven.
The girls engaged in and privation is occasioned to the poor by
tinguished as manufacturing and agricul
this work make from $ 3 to $ 3 50 and the avarice or thoughtlessness of land"tural.
These facts show the dreadful effects sometimes $4 per week.
After it is lords, he is ready to conclude that the
of excessive labor, especially in factories. drawn it is dyed in bunches about one right to thus build and overbuild every
Take any county in this State, and draft third as thick as a horse's tail, and is then inch of ground a man owns by title-deed
a thousand men for military service, tak
The dying is done ought to have some restriction, founded
ready for the looms.
ing them as they come, and how many on a large scale, and the head dyer and upon the general health and sanity of the
Engineer gets $ 9 per week.
would be found physically
disqualified?
community.
The weaving is done by hand-looms,
Not fifty of the whole number. — Cincin
nati Herald.
each worked by two girls — one to handle To the Editor nfthe Tribune:
I observed in your paper of the 19th in
the hook (answering
the purpose of a
stant an article in which you state that a
shuttle) and the other to serve the Hair.
The warp for the best Seating is of linen, great portion of the Artificial Flowers are
LABOR IN NEW YORK.
made by apprentices who receive from 75
but most usually it is cotton, and each
Iti Cirewnstaneei, Conditions and Rewards. hair is as long as the cloth is wide. The cents to si per week. Allow me, sir, to
correct a small error into which you have
NO. VI.
HAIR SEATING AND CURLED HAIR server has two bundles — one with the fallen. That portion of the Trade to whom
large ends up and the other with the small you allude as continually advertising for ap
MANUFACTURE.
ends.
Serving from each alternately, the prentices, do not pay them one cent for the
This branch of Manufactures is carried cloth is smooth and even. We have sel first month ; and what is worse, they do not
on pretty extensively in New-York, but dom seen any mechanical operation re teach them as much as they> Diigh
might and
not near so much so as it would be under quiring more dexterity or constant atten ought to do in three days. They thus com
a different regulation of the Tariff.
The tion than this. The prices paid for mit a direct fraud, in taking a month's work
duty on Hair Seating is twenty-five per weaving vary from 20 to 32 cents per of these poor girls without teaching them
thing or paying them either. The work
cent, which is very well of itself: but
The average, including plain and any
yard.
principally done at these establishments is of
then the duty on Hair is ten per cent, figured cloths, is 24 cents.
A fair aver the most inferior kind, as you will readily
which reduces the real protection to the age day's work is four or five yards.
But perceive — being done by learners of only
down to fifteen per cent. this requires two hands, you must remem
Manufacturers
a few days practice, and who are discharged
Under the present regulations,
owing to ber — so that perhaps a fair estimate of at the end of the month, to make room for
the extremely low price of labor in Eu
the wages of Hair Cloth weavers would fresh dupes. The remedy for this is, that
rope, (one would think it was low enough be from 50 to 62 1-2 cents per day.
The parents should inquire strictly into the char
here,) European Hair Seating can pay a labor is severe, and we should think it acter and respectability of establishments
duty of twenty-five per cent, and then be impossible or very injurious
for young before they permit their girls to take situa
tions as apprentices.
sold cheaper than the American-made.
women to work at it more than two thirds
ONE or THB TRADE.
But foreign Hair Cloth is by no means o) of the time.
so good a quality as the American ; and
The manufacture of Curled Hair is car
it is here that our Manufacturers
have ried on in the same establishments as that
—
their only chance for reimbursing
their of Hair Seating.
That portion of the Hair NO. VII. MORE ABOUT THE BOOK-BINDERS.
The processes of this manufac which is rejected as being unsuitable for
outlay.
I rejoice that the public
MR. EDITOR:
ture are carried to as high perfection in weaving is spun into a coarse three or four mind is awakening to the claims of Indus
this City as in any part of the world ; and stranded rope.
The circumstances and
This work is done by try and Labor.
the only reasoii for the difference in price men and boys, who receive about the same rewards of those who produce the wealth
is in the lower wages of labor and the average compensation as those who sort of society have been too long overlooked.
inferior quality of the European article.
and hackle.
After being spun it is backed Neglected by those who are selected for
Nearly the whole of the raw Hair usec up (the twist put into it) and then boiled legislators and rulers ; or only noticed
in the Manufacture of Hair Seating anc and thoroughy cleansed.
It iS then baked when oppression and want impel them to
Curled
Hair is imported — some from and confirmed in its kinkiness.
All these the use of sudden and inconclusive reme
Russia, but mostly from Buenos Ayres
processes are performed by men and boys. dies to redress their own grievances by
The very best article comes from the Rio
It is now ready for the pickers.
These means of combinations and strikes, they
Grande.
A small supply of a tolerable are almost entirely Irish women, who are met by statutory enactments and driv
second-rate article, conies from Cincin
come and carry off large bundles of the en back by the prospect of prison and
nati.
It is composed of bristles and the Rope, which they take to their homes, starvation, to the scantily remunerated
inner hair or wool of hogs, mixed in where mother and children fall to picking toil which had goaded them to resistance.
equal proportions.
This is onlv used for it to pieces. A smart woman can pick But this inequality in the distribution of
Curled Hair.
The la
25 or 30 Ibs. per day ; and some of them, rewards cannot endure alway.
The Hair after it comes into the hands with the help of the children
(of which borer is beginning to think ; education
of the manufacturer is first sorted — that there are generally plenty,)
open 40 or 50 opens for him the storehouse of knowl
is, the long hair which will answer for Ibs. per day. They receive for this work edge, and the result is manifested in the
is
weaving
separated from the other, two cents per Ib.
After they have fin efforts which he makes for the improve
which goes in to be. curled.
It is then ished what they brought home they tie ment of his state ; thus far he has accom
hackled, and becomes ready for being the loose hair
plished but little, but his progress is for
^
(now ready for the uphol
These two processes are performed
spun.
sterer) into a large blanket, mount it on ward ; the wave of discontent heaving beby men and boys.
It is very dirty and their heads, and stagger off under it to i neath the surface of Society unfelt, undisagreeable work — the Hair containing the manufacturers.
Every person will at I heeded by the dulled sense of the children
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All questions that it decides are set
will be found in company with the Flying
Dutchman.
[You are mistaken and we tled upon principles of state policy and
were right.
We can both name him and never
upon principles of justice ; its di

find him.]
Some reflections upon the mutations in
our Trade, its ups and downs, the little
prospect it affords to those who become
ultimately at a
apprentices of arriving
state of competence, &c. &c. I will defer
to another article.
We find on looking over our remarks
upon lithographic pictures that our crit
icism on their artistic qualities is rather
too much like that of a certain distin
guished Lecturer and Critic upon the
Poets ; and we take back some of our
sweeping remarks, on account of some
very neat and pretty lithographs which
have been shown us, and which sell for
six cents a piece. At this rate how any
body concerned in the making of them
gets paid at all is more than we can see;
and yet our informant assures us that the
girls engaged in colouring them recieve
on an average from $ 3 50 to $4 per
week. — N. Y. Tribune.

ercing those whom they cannot convince.

It aims to keep its machinery
eration,

or wrong,

right

BY T. HOOD.

ment, in a word

and upon all occasions and in all places

of action, it exhibits a professid morality
and a practiced selfishness.
The essential character of government

will ever by irresistible

necessity be re
in every sphere of action un

produced

it.
Thus following
the example
of the laws, you fortify your position,

der

and extend

If

stand.

your powers wherever you
you are connected with the en

actment or administration of the laws, you

in collecting

poor rents, contribu

tions and donations,

and cringing

fore

hypocrisy,

to purse-proud

there
than

in

leading the meek and humble penitent to
the fountain of living waters.
in

If

Boughs are daily rilled
By the gusty thieves,
And the Book of Nature,

trade you endeavor to distance all com
petitors in recommending your goods ; if
a manufacturer, you give your waste and

Getteth short of leaves.
Round the tops of bouses,
Swallows, as they tilt,
Give like yearly tenants,
Notices to quit.

scraps the appearance of sub

worthless

stantial and beautiful

fabrics ;

if

a mere

you save your labor by eelthe appearance of
and thus sacri
it,

journeyman,

Night and Day together,
Taking half-and-half.

aspirations,

So September endeth,
Cold and most perverse,

out fear

out

a

fice the best materials

;

you are with
suitable to your talents or
you attach yourself to any of

if

ling

Skies, of fickle temper,
Weep by turns and laugh, —

position

the pursuits of business or ambition with
a

that
perfect morality will be
required of you as a candidate, for per
fect morality being excluded from the

But the months that follow,
Sure will pinch us worse!

constitutions

For the Harbinger.
UNION OF ALL REFORMERS

in Behalf of a Great Political Reform.
Generate Motives.

op

that may impede its move
to take care of itself,

every thing

estly

Autumn's doing brown.

Laws

in

to crush

the church must think and act more earn

Summer's gone and over!
Fogs are falling down ;
And with russet tinges,

n.

and

multiply them and render them obscure,
that you may be paid for amending or ex
plaining them ; if you organize a church,

THE SEASON.

NO.

plomatists-are paid for overreaching for
eign nations, its armies and navies for co

and laws, can never have
free action under them, and always wears
in our false societies the garb of self-de
nial.

It

must

not

be supposed

Laws cannot governments of physical

that

these

and intellectual

generate motives in the people that do force generate motives ,to wrong actions
Laws claim only.
All actions, good or evil, have
not exist in themselves.
obedience

to

higher

motives

are embodied in the fundamental

than

law or

constitution are anomalous, and all obedi

motives

and

just what

the

from

flowing

fountain;

the

same

social

inevitably

great

condition
must

be,

is

ing

it

as

of the motiveered as self-denial or self-sacrifice.
generating power of the institutions of
In every government yet established on government.
While one
employed in

ence to such laws will be justly consid

the natural

this globe, the desire to establish and ex

seeking power by writing

is

production

a

of Mammon, will by and by sweep away
the barriers which hem him in and he will
then take the management of his affairs
into his own hands.
For the attention Mr. Editor, which
you have bestowed upon this subject the
thanks of the laborer are due, and I trust
they have been manifested on your sub
In the examination of so
scription book.
multifarious a subject, some inaccuracies
in detail may escape your notice. Permit
me then to restate some facts relative to
the Book-binders.
Several attempts have
been made heretofore to form a Trade So
the
ciety for
purpose of regulating prices,
but from a want of the proper principle of
cohesion after a short existence they have
dwindled and expired. Early in the pres
ent year, impelled by the necessity of
making an effort to improve their general
condition a Union of Book -binders was
formed, and already more than 300 Jour
neymen have been admitted as members.
This enterprise will prove more success
ful than those heretofore attempted, be
cause in addition to its supervision of the
affairs of the Trade, it contemplates the
moral and intellectual improvement of its
The harmony and decorum
members.
which have marked its proceedings thus
far reflect favorably upon its members,
and offer strong inducements to all Jour
neymen in the City to join its ranks.
From a report on the state of the Trade
read before the Union within the month,
we learn that there are 67 shops in the
city, employing 352 Journeymen and 187
apprentices, making a total of 539 ; and
if we add to this number a few jobbers and
employers who work themselves, the ef
fective force cannot be less than 600 men
and boys.
The Bible Society, Tract
House, and Methodist Book Concern pay
by the piece, and give work to 104 men,
bttt no apprentices! The Forwarders may
average through the year $ 9 per week ;
the Finishers
$ 10-. It is true there are
a few men in theae establishments who by
unceasing industry and the closest appli
cation, earn more ; but even these do not
In Harper's
affect the general result.
bindery there are 28 men and 22 appren
tices; the Forwarders
receive
$9 per
week, the Finishers
$ 10 ; and to make
it a matter of certainty that these sums
are earned, each man is obliged to furnish
a statement of the quantity of work done
There is one other firm
within the week.
having 1 Journeyman and 17 Apprentices,
who probably pay their men about the
There are 2 or 3 other
tame wages.
shops where fine work is chiefly done, and
some of the Account-Book establishments,
The
which pay $ 9 and $ 10 per week.
smaller shops pay less, the quantity of
their work being uncertain, but the quali
ty governed by the price : sharp and
grinding competition having reduced the
price of binding a large 12mo. of about
500 pages to 11 cents, and probably school
books of this size are done for 8 cents.
The only mystery in this case is that
workmen are paid at all.
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poem, anoth

trade,

a

party
those unite to found
ern, the brothel,

a

The tav
the newspaper, the ly-

ceum, the police, all,
ward

library.

all are driven on

by

:

the same motive power
and no
action in society which
not impelled by
love of power, can succeed, but must
is

so that it may be enabled
generally perfect in the branch to which
they confine themselves, but as a natural quarters the means of supporting and ex
It has direct or indi
consequence of the division of labor,jtci/V. tending its power.
And here let me express my admiration rect ownership of all property, personal
"
for that wondrous individual
who makes
and real, and the control of all persons so
whenever he chooses $20 per week."
"
You may be able to
name him," but far as it may be needful to call upon
when you look for him depend upon it he them for its great purpose.

;

a

;

a

The number of foreigners cannot be less tend its power is the predominant motive. er opens mine while one receives usu
than 16 per cent. — a Jew Germans, some Thus the law commands peace and order ry another invents
rail road
while this
Irishmen, more English, who are not only
builds
vessel for the slave
to draw from all
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or

ever meet with rebuffs as impertinent,
be sneered at as visionary.

the laws and consequent actions of men,
should be changed ; and that nobler prin
ciples should be adopted.

The progress of the human race is
Up to this time, the moral sentiment
in strict analogy with the progress of the
individuals of which the race is composed ; has only found expression in protests
first

physical,

third

moral.

and against false and oppressive
first stage of the that exist in those spheres
intellectual,

second

In the

relations,

of action

first epoch, we observe great beauty, in wherein he who protests is not an actor,
nocence and freedom ; but if means are or if an actor, the suffering party.
Nations protest against the rapacity
not found and applied to develope the in
tellect, and bring the physical powers in
to subjection to law, the result is a coarse,

or bad faith of their

degraded and brutal being, such as in all
civilized countries fill, for the greater
part, the prisons, the armies, the navies,

successful

the

against

neighbors ; parties

of their

spirit

prescriptive

opponents, merchants
the quirks and delays of the law.

against
Those

direction of the moral sentiment,

for the

purpose of developing the virtues and pro
moting the happiness of all the people ;
would seek the happiness of the

which

people

love,

by

of limiting

instead

its

We
action to peace and order by force.
were to be guaranteed the right to life,
liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness ; and

what more legitimate means for attaining
these objects can be suggested, than for
people to exercise

the whole

a paternal

guardianship 'over each person, pledging
yet rapidly in
the whole exhaustless,
creasing resources of the whole land, for

the extirpation of ignorance, poverty, and
plicity ; these engaged in trade against the dependence.
of all trades but their own ;
form the labors of the fields and work
A government of this character is the
duplicity
while each feels that if he should act on blood-bought inheritance of the American
shops.
Where this want is general the savage ly from the highest moral motives he people, though by the ignorance of the
state is only attained, such an we find it must inevitably come to beggary.
framersof the present constitution, it was
The moral sentiment, in search of postponed. They gave us instead, a gov
among the Caffres and Hottentots of Af
rica, and the rudest tribes of North means to alleviate human suffering, and ernment upon the basis of the English
not engaged in trade , protest against its du

dig the canals, and to a great extent, per

Indians,

American

under such

govern

ments as now exist.

Where the first great step in human
has

progress

been taken

where the intellectual

a people,

by

faculties obtain the

mastery of the physical, and through the
institution of laws and government, wield

to

establish

righteous

relations

in so

turns with instinctive
truthful
ciety,
ness to the laws, and seeks through them

achievements are made.

To this we owe

tions,

the rail

It has also not been order to enacting that the power of
that all the great moral move the national, state, and municipal authori
ment of the time, whether of a public or ties, shall not, at any time, or upon any

known,

improvement,

road,

the steam engine,

These

mense importance

ments in machinery.

have .right

leading

characteristic

of this ep

show

reflections

and all the wonders of modern improve
One

ple of the land whose interests or aspira
tions would lead them to take the side of
justice in the spirit of love, to organize in

erate moral motives.

and surpris
private nature, have jn all their phases
ing activity of the press, the discoveries been in diametrical opposition to the mo
in science, the chef d'ceuirres in art, the tives, naturally arising under the laws of
diversified and collosal literary produc
society.

the discovery,

that is proper

machinery

of such a system of monopoly and misery,
refinement and
to redress the wrong ; but hitherto with luxury, and destitution,
perfect blindness to the great fact that brutality.
the moral sentiment is not recognized by
Let us unite, and call upon all the peo

of the United States,
the constitution
ing power under a ceaseless stimulus to or of any of them ; and that such a gov
increase and perpetuate that power, gene ernment cannot enact laws that will gen

rating the same impulse in all departments
of human activity, the most wonderful

carried on by almost all the
for the support

constitution,

fundamental

principles

in

the

law of a nation or state, and

freedom to the noblest

the hands of the few, and as the govern

man,

port is acknowledged in any sphere ex
Thus the
cept for the members thereof.
takes care of itself,
the
government

reforms of this age and nation, will per
ceive, that what they demand is, that such

hopeless

against rude violence ;
To elevate and dignify

of what im
it is to tions,

comprised

is any attempt

to secure

or in self-defence

is exercised,

authority

to humanity

och is, that the greater the development,
the more it tends to concentration in

how

occasion, be used except for the benefit of
or persons over whom such

the person

and

making

render

them the only

fice, and the only

useful occupa

them

universal,

passport

to

by

of

basis of the right to

vote;

To secure the right to labor, by con
of the
are recog
necting the obligation to cultivate with the
ment is not responsible for the happiness nized as the rule of action of the state as ownership of land ; by taxes upon mo
of the people, but only for its own free well as of the subject.
nopolized machinery, and by such other
The friends of any, or all of the popular checks upon monopoly as may from time
working, so no obligation for mutual sup

church
takes

takes
care

care

of itself,

care of themselves,

of itself,

commerce

manufactures

take

attributes

unless these attributes

To pledge the whole resources of the
injustice should be mitigated or abolished, state for a. useful, industrial, and scientific
that a greater morality should prevail and education for all children, considering ig
be supported by the laws, or such other norance and idleness as the only enemies,

means as will prove efficient ; they will
of also perceive that all they can do under
all, while the learned, the cunning, the the existing systems of law, can lead to
strong and the rich, are taking care of no conclusive triumph.
themselves, the ignorant, the simple, the
The people of these United States
classes and societies

take care of themselves;

but

to time be required ;

worst

feeble, and the poor are left to take care

fought

of themselves.
The moral sentiment being no part or
parcel of the laws of the land, and yet
being a most important part of humanity,
during all this intellectual and physical
progress, is still in course of develop

the revolutionary war, under the pledge
that the government should emanate from

and conquered the foreign

foe in

the people, and should only exist as an in
strument to be nsed for the purpose of ob
taining for them the greatest good. This

that as a people we need to dread.
measures may startle
These radical
many a timid mind, even among sincere
reformers, and will certainly be rejected
by those who cry in the top of popular
questions, for the purpose of making
themselves the objects of observation,
but they

grow

out

of those universal

upon which alone the masses
can be united ; the character of our inprinciples,
s'itutions

must be changed and brought

was the bright promise of a government of into harmony with the great principles
ment, and first in feeble tones but ever the third phase of progress ; of a govern
of the declaration of independence. Then,
with a voice of increasing firmness and ment that would use the whole intellectual
but not till then, will there be freedom
authority,

demands that the selfishness of and physical force of the nation under the

in

moral

action ;

then

men

will just
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us naturally and spontaneously eeek to do ly and drooping, relying in vain upon pills grave;' it is still, say they, 'the ruling
While it is
sort of piety, when noth passion strong in death.'
•good to each other as they do now seek and the wrong
under the canopy of heaven is wanted hoped that this class is not the most nu
By great gtiod fortune we ing
the contrary.
but soap, cold water and a clean shirt, to merous, it is certainly one of the most
have it in i>ur power to bring about a peace make you feel as though you belonged clamoious.
ful revolution, and to carty, through the here.
We presume it has bern the fortune of
My friends — not a little of our boasted every Association to meet with men of
ballot-box, the pure principles of Christian
soil is borne hither upon the beck of im this moral calibre, to be placed on their
morality into the laws of the land, aud
agination ; and considerable of it is car- defence against attacks liku these, or to
through them into the daily practice of the ried to foreign shores by those who are treat them with the silent inattention to
whole people.
Let us do this and the too dirty and too lazy to obtain a decent which only, perhaps, they are entitled.
second advent of the Redeemer will be no and permanent livelihood any where. O ! It has been the purpose of this Associa
Commencing
that a mighty Ganges rolled from pole to tion to avoid notoriety.
more a mystery.
pole, and that all were possessed of just with few of the requisites which can
enough rusty religion, combined with suf command success, either in the ability of
SHORT PATENT SERMONS.
ficient superstition,
to compel them to the men upon whom it devolved to assist
bathe daily in its waters, for the purifica
in guiding its course, in the amount of
BT DOW, Jli,
tion of both body and soul ! The baptis
means upon which it was found they
NEW SERIES. NO. 258.
mal rite was ordained for a duality of could rely, or in the acquaintanceship of
upon
My present discourse is drawn from purposes ; and I would recommend cer its members with the principles
tain of my congregation to turn Baptists,
which they undertook to act — there was
this text:
and suffer the wholesome horrors of im an even chance, at least, of failure, in
You love your country mother earth j
mersion, for the sake of having it said any other than an economical point of
Of this I cannot doubt you —
however, we wished
The soil it rich ; but, from your birth,
that they have been washed, at least once view.
Something,
Why cirry it about you 1
in their lives.
you ever expect to be to contribute toward improving the con
My hearers — inwardly and outwardly saved, my friends, you must commence in dition of men in the way of affording
The scurf season to make yourself clean ; for noth CONSTANT EMPLOYMENT TO ALL WHO
you are more or less filthy.
upon your hearts is tantamount to that ing unclean can enter the gates of eternal WISHED TO LABOR ; AND A SACRED GUAR
THEY PRODUCED.
Scour up your morals, apply ANTEE OF WHATEVER
upon your heads and other portions of happiness.
" even
your skin.
Some of you appear to be as soap and sand to your scurf-covered souls, We were content to pursue the
clean as a dog-licked platter upon the and cleanse yourselves thoroughly, from tenor of our way," not greatly disturbed
outside, while within you are as font as the outward skin to the interior of the by aspersions such as we have named,
You must begin now ; for when when we find ourselves dragged before
an old musket. You once a week at least, heart.
aeem to take a great deal of pains to rid Death calls for you, you will have no the public in the columns of the Courier
yourselves of exterior dirt, but care not a time to wash your feet, cut your toe-nails, and Enquirer, in connection with calum
He nies so enlarged, and various and new, that
straw for the moral mange that infects and put on a clean garb of holiness.
will take you as he finds you, though you silence would be a crime.
the interior of the soul's habitation.
We are glad that charges so heinous
Take care that you
But, my hearers,
regret to say, that were never so filthy.
come to us in a tangible shape and in a
not a few of you are as careless of the be not found more fit for the cellar kitch
We should have no
carnal as of the spiritual
In en below than for the grand parlor above, responsible form.
portion.
fact, I have knowledge of two or three which is carpeted with righteousness and ticed them with less delay if we could
members of my church, whose persons festooned with the amaranthine flowers of have sooner obtained a copy of the sheet.
So mote it be. — It says :
are so located with soil, that I wonder endless joy and love.
N. Y. Sunday Mercury.
weeds don't grow in the place of whis
" The recent rxplasion of the estnhlNhkers, and hop-vines flourish in lieu of hair.
ment hear Canandaigua has been very gen
Such men can never enjoy anything more
ASSOCIATION
IN ONTARIO CO., N. Y. erally noticed. Another was formed at about
the <.mn: time at a place called Smith'*
than a kind of counterfeit happiness in
NORTH BLOOMFIELD, N. Y.,
Mills, in the northern part of West Bloomthis world ; for it is impossible to be hap
August 20, 1845.
field.
This has also exploded within two
py without first feeling comfortable, and
HORACE GRKELEY,
Esq.: — It seems or three weeks. The lawyers hereabouts
ask, can a man feel comfortable
how,
are
reaping no inconsiderable harvest from
with dirt enough about him to attract and the misfortune of certain persons that
those establishments. A great number of
iheir selfishness and cupidity make them
support toads, tumble-bugs, muck- worms,
chancery and other law-suits have grown
Noth
and ground-mice ? No, these folks must bungling discerners of character.
out of them, which may not be settled for
To years. In both cases persons of small means
feel as uneasy all through life, as would ing puzzles them like an honest man.
feel in a bed suspected of fleas and fla
Iudge of others by themselves is with were induced — in some instances by palpa
If they die in their them a cardinal virtue. Can their friend bly false preteuces — to put their property
vored of chintzes.
into the Association. The result has been in
filth, they will be filthy forever; but in ship be purchased to-day, by an institu
stead of being allowed to bedaub the cost tion with which they were at deadly en each, that they have been stripped of every
ly furniture within the walls of salvation mity but yesterday ? they forthwith infer thing and turned adrift, while two or three
w'ith their slime, they will receive orders that all men are sufficiently light of heel of the leading men have got the whole prop
erty in'o their own hands. Among others, a
from the ramparts to march downward, to to pirouette with the same surprising dex•
»
man
i
mno named
iiotiicu Butler,
DU
living in Lima, in this
*_r
i
Are they ' every thing by turns
the quickstep tune of "go to the devil tenty.
counlVi was induced to 6e|, his Slnull |ai.m
and shake yourself."
and nothing long
—guided solely by a j and plil one ,housun(| dollars
all he had —
My friends — I like to see a man enter profligate expediency? — they straightway j lnto the Association at Smith's Mills. With
tain an ardent love for his country ; but nfer that they are but a type of the race, j the funds thus collected from various quarhis patriotism should'nt induce him to eat Do they deem generosity or even justice •ters, water-power, land, &c. were purchased,
of it with his porridge and potatoes ; nei to the laboring man an emotion of vulgar S"s( mills, saw mills, factories, &c. erected ;
ther should he have such an attachment and unpardonable
folly ; against the a large building for the members was fitted
to the soil of his birth, as to take pride in
frozen current of their souls" — im up somewhat on the plan drawn out in Bris
bane's book, and the .-cheine began with
possible, in short, to them t they deem it
carrying a cart-load of it into his neigh
some two or three hundred members.
Cleanliness is as necessa equally impossible to others.
bor's domicil.
A man no sently the Association became involvedPrein
ry to the health of the body as pure vir sooner invests a portion of his means to debt ; members became dissatisfied, some
tue is to the welfare of the mind, or soul, aid an association of laboring men to ac with the treatment they received, others
if you choose to call it, and he that ne quire a less dependent and more subetan- with their mode of life ; and soon the whole
glects it commits a heinous crime, inas tial living for themselves and families, ' domain.' including all the property ol the
much as he is a self-murderer by omission,
ban he becomes, in their view, influenced concern, being heavily mortgaged, was of
a defacer, ay, demolisher, of the beautiful
»y the most sinister and avaricious de- fered at public sale. The affair is still in
In what other way can his con progress ; but it is ;well understood that a
temple built for him by Omnipotence, and ligns.
which it were the worst kind of sacrilege duct possibly be accounted for ?
No few of the leading members who bad money
and have constantly controlled the concern,
for him to injure.
You are surrounded matter how irreproachable, his character
,
Ktauu
stand icvuy
ui uuei iv, which
iu buy
isuv the
uic whole
wuuic property,
ready to
willf ri
with conveniences for performing daily
"» mBWer lf he haB surP'nB of course will sell at a great sacrifice,
and
ablutions; and yet, rather than spend a wealth which in no true sense enriches ,hus put the proceeds of the whole operation
lim, but makes them poor indeed;' no in their own pockets. Meantime Mr. Butler,
•hilling, or take advantage of a few lei
sure minutes, you go about mangy, sick
matter if his head is ' blossoming for the j whom I mentioned above, has been turned

If

I

I

I

-

S.r
^J
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R.

rery thing, have got the whole property
that " he has been turned adrift,
.to their own hands "
leaving his little all — for which he had
We are at loss in what light the auworked hard through a long life — behind
ior should be viewed
whether as the
Lest the denial may not be
him."
ictim of an easy and indolent credulity,
deemed sufficiently broad, permit us to
opinion which the blundering inaccu
say that every branch of the paragraph
No man of the name of Butler racy of other puts of hia letter, not nis untrue.
ating to Association, would seem to juswas ever a member of this Association
or as one by whom, in order to
or a stockholder to the value of a farthing.
morbid animosity against AssoNo mm was induced to sell his farm — ratify
iation, truth, courtesy, probability itself,
no man has put in one thousand dollars
re to be rashly violated.
under circumstances like these — no man
The charges he brings, with such evihas been turned adrift.
ent gusto, against men, some of whom
It is not true either that the Association
This passage forms part of a letter of
citi
re old, respected, and well-known
Some
one of the assistant editors, dated July has increased its indebtedness.
and had attained to that distinction
12, and purports to have been written in what unwisely it commenced with a debt zens,
however,
robably before he was born, are of the
As the writer's of some $ 12,000 — most of
Livingston County.
Had their conduct
At the end of the first gravest character.
father is understood to reside in Lima, on long time.
— maugre
jeen such as he represents
we presume the letter was written there, year this had become $9,000, and ar
heir age — they would deserve to be
within less than four miles of this place ! rangements are now perfected by which
lashed naked through the world."
But
4,000 more this fall.
The public will learn how to estimate his we shall reduce
has been in all respects the reverse
when they By this means, our indebtedness will
veracity and scrupulousness,
this, what shall be thought of the man
are told every allegation made by him to amount to but $5,000, of which at the
the discredit of this Association is an un same time we have changed $3,000 into who invents or aids in propagating, withiut proof, charges so calumniatory and
truth ; a MunChausen tale, a very foolish the hands of one of our members, who
ELIAS D. WIGHT,
willing to wait longer nfamous?
essay at lying on the high pressure prin- can afford, and
EDWIN A. STILLMAN,
for the payment.
We have met every
ciple.
Finance.
Committee
It is not all false. It is true an Asso pecuniary engagement and shall continue
ciation was formed hero one year ago last to do so.
not true that the domain or any
It is quite true we purchased
spring.
land and water power, and have a grist part or parcel of our real estate, or that
mill, saw mills, factory, &c. Nor can it our personal property has been offered at
Translated
Essays on Art, ty GOETHE.
be denied that we erected the first season either public or private sale.
Boston:
by SAMUEL GRAY WARD.
The only foundation for this misrepre
a building for the temporary residence of
James Munroe & Co.
this
We are not fully satis
the members on a plan resembling, per sentation
former paper we barely noticed
In
haps, in outline, the form sketched by fied with the tenor by which our rea
obligee the publication of this little volume.
Mr. Brisbane, but having only in imper estate, under the existing laws,
pursuant to
Conveyances,
fect resemblance, we are sorry to say, in to be held.
to the
contribution
too significant
It is a fact we may legal advice, were made, originally,
every thing else.
to pass
Art,
and
criticism
of
philosophy
have had for a short time nearly two the owners of each particular parcel to
hundred members.
It is true, also, that the Committee of Finance in trust for the without some further attempt at least to
Power do
A philosophy of Art, so
justice.
some of these members, failing to realize stockholders and members, and
was executed by the stockholders to the
at once their too sanguine expectations,
of
also
true,
far as
philosophy
as well as from other causes, became committee, by which, under certain regu
of
Art
in these dis
life
the
existence
to
have
lations,
authority
were
to
they
dissatisfied and left, in most instances, to
an annunciation
of the
The absurditi cordant eras
sell and convey the same.
the immediate advantage of the Associa
of
the
Statute
of Trusts never having destiny of man, prophetic of his true,
To these enormities we shall have
tion.
been licked into shape by judicial deci
to plead guilty, and humbly crave for
There cannot be Art
harmonic life.
a close and unavailing
search has
giveness, for, after all, it is these things sions,
without belief in progress, without the
since
the
been
instituted
for
fugitive
lega
we fear, which most deeply move the grief
fact of progress.
Dear to the heart of
title.
of the Courier.
Some counsellors, learned in the law
humanity must each true artist be, how
But it is not true that this Association
in the Committee of Finance, as ever isolated in outward
within
two or three find
has "exploded"
position, and
others
So far from representatives of the Association
weeks, nor at any time.
difficult as
may be to appreciate him.
have
that
them
discovered
vested
in
th's, it was never in more prosperous
he uncon
yet
others, still, of equa Seldom a politician,
circumstances than at present, so far as as individuals
social architect
with no un
It eminence, and equally intent at arriving sciously
regards all the accessories of wealth.
true solution, find, perhaps, that
he with plastic hand
is not true that " the lawyers are reaping at
quiet radicalism,
the committe and stockholers jointly
a considerable harvest," nor that " a great
power
reforms his own ideals, with
fine
while
there
are
those
who
to
profess
law
and
other
suits
number of chancery
that haunts men's souls and raises up
in
neither
th
of
these
but
in
parties,
them,"
so
far
as
out
of
re
have grown
seldom theo
whole armies of reformers
lates to this Association, and we believe persons of whom the property was pur
it is still less true of the other. We have chased, and to' whom has been paid its logical so far as church and creed are
had two chancery suits commenced by full valuation
concerned, yet are bis whole work and
In order to educe order out of this con
One of them re
restless stockholders.
world most deeply religious, most reve
fusion of opinions, and to enable us
mains undecided ; the other was with
Not
rent, harmonious and full of love.
less objectionabl
possible
drawn by the complainant, before issue acquire
has been proposed to petition th
title,
warring with the present, he creates
was joined, he paying the costs.
title from th
sale, as
It is not true that " persons of small Chancellor for
future.
Not given to philosophising, yet
We ar
means," or of large means, have been court would be free from doubt.
all he does proceeds from
profound
induced by palpably false pretences to not without hopes that the Legislature
for what
all his
put their property into the Association." the State, having sated the maw of mo sentiment of Unity
not true that •' they have been nopolist corporations, will become able Art but the translation of the natural
stripped of every thing and turned adrift." at some future time, so far to conside
into the human, and their mutual ex
We venture to assert that not man has the claims of Labor, as by the passage
altation to the divine? in other words,
general law to remove some of the un
left the Association with less than 90 per
the unity of mind and matter through
cent, of the property invested, in cases called for obstacles which environ th
" the unity of Man with Nature
where the stock has been surrendered to holding of real estate by Industrial Asso beauty,
" But of this hereafter.
ciations.
the Association.
and with God?
a
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;

a

!

Mills,"

it

REVIEW.

a

s

a

is

is

it

;

is

is

a

a

o

is

It

;

'

6

a

a

a

a

it

a

if

tt

;

it

a

in

a

it

a

;

is

is

it

;

it

is

;

it

it

a

bj

It

is

a

:

is

is

It

of

is

if

f

it
$

'

it

it,

*drift, leaving his little all — for which he
had worked hard through a long life — be
hind him ; und in advanced age is forced to
become a day laborer to earn a living ! And
like his case are (hose of many others.
" Now it u perfectly true that these estab
lishment• have tailed, because they were in
the hands of unprincipled men, who made
them the instruments of their own purposes.
Their organization was in many respects
imperfect; but had they started with the
" indispensable " capital of $100,000, would
not the leaders in the end simply pocketed
"
that amount instead of the smaller suiu .'

o

,

a

is

It

The public will now be able, withou
not true that "
man named
Butler, living in Lima, in this county," farther comment, to appreciate the coo
"
or living any where else,
was induced mendacity of the libellous assertion tha
to sell his farm and put one thousand "two or three of the leading men, afte
dollars into the Association
at Smith's turning the members adrift, stripped

We believe
founder
Goethe.
spirit,

there

criticisms

have been no prothan these of

on Art

No man has better seized the
comprehended

the aim and meth

theories of Art, than he.

the

opposite

Man holds the key

because, and in so far as his

fa

family

stunted

side the artist as he invented and perfect
ed, and over his earthly greatness has
heavenly grace."
The book has eminently a Grecian air,

breathed
and

known how wonderfully

;

if

;

al

it
is

that we cannot even cogy suc
and feeling
feeling

without

in sym

pathy was Goethe, both by nature and by
culture, with that chosen people of the

From the Greeks he draws most
Muses.
of his illustrations.
A Grecian sky
The papers which
over all the work.

is

in

;

;

;

in

fer anything for permanent beauty and true
" Seek within cessfully
for Art, were identical.
ways
yourself, and you will find everything;

has stood be

and grave, his torch reversed,

manhood

volume, were chiefly

make up this little
to an

contributions

artistic

Magazine,

" The Propylteum,"

which was called
name borrowed

the edifice

from

led up to the Citadel
Temple of Minerva.

a

man with

fallen,

of contrast.

He is an abused endowments, looks on Nature
Idealist, and he is a Realist.
He can listlessly with faint perceptions of her
criticise from the stand-point of the one, beauty
he loses sight of the spiritual in
fully comprehending at the same time all the natural all things around him limit
of true and good which underlies any ex him, but do not set him free; the actual
he
cess in the opposite direction.
He has rules him and tyranizes over him
been charged with an objectivity which cannot see beyond the literal fact of Na
makes him a mere observer where he ture; he becomes her slave and not her
should be a feeling actor ; and moral in willing servant and cooperator
the ex
difference has been set down as the result pression of the Godlike and true
and
of his intellectual many-sidedness.
art he strive to imitate her, the closer
But
to him the objective and the subjective,
he adheres to his copy, the more will
in matters of universal import, which of the real beauty therein elude him.
So
unity

blooming

In this he does life answereth to the life of all things, to all at once snatched away. Yes, the
the living God.
But Man degraded and beauteous genius who stands beside the

what all true art itself does, unites opposites, and blends the contradictory in the
beautiful

that can befall

greatest misfortune

ther or mother, to see

a

reveal ita beauty.

to Nature,

a

and tendencies,

reconciled

a

the styles

and
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which

of Athens and the
In an introductory

creative, originates somewhat
from itself, in coming nearer to its model.

address he makes known the general plan

ways

Art

and spirit of the discussions and criticisms

;

likeness
it
is

is

daguerrotype
dead

but

it

living
may be likeness,

a

called)
says yea and amen to all you have dis
covered in yourself; " is one of his innu

;

(as it may be al
there lies a Nature,
that

is

is

and rejoice that without

an to follow.

optical transfer of Nature's

merable aphorisms.

image, with
out the intervention of the human, conse

understood,

dead and uninteresting
however exact mechanically.

And again : " When
Artists speak of Nature, Idea is always quently
their

being

clearly

"That

very thing
that strikes the uncultivated as Nature in
a work of art, is not Nature

he illustrates

in

inspirations of Grecian

art the theories, or rather solutions of
Art the triumph of the mind theoretic difficulties, which he gives us in
the remaining Essays, part of which are
over matter and over all circumstances

Thus

;

without

of it."

pictures of Philostratus,
those untheoretical

is

conscious

to man,

In the paper called Laocoon,
restorations of the

and in the wonderful

is

;

a

triumph in which the vanquished party
(outward,)
but Man (inward nature.)
We know no shares the exaltation of the victor for
world but in relation to man.
We will the result
beauty, the glowing expres
have no art, except it be an expression of sion of an ideal of the mind, — the mind
this relation."
not capriciously
dreaming and weakly

only suggestive

hints and sketches,

and

part mere aphorisms, none of them with
out weight and point.

a

is
a

It is

it

The largest and most significant piece
called " The Colkctor and his Friends."
series of letters depicting the ar
For faithful imitations of Nature, and striving for the impossible, but finding
for ideal creation from within,
circle of per
he has self in Nature, as Nature becomes alive tistic life and studies of

with imitations, prompted always
first by love of that which we would imi
tate ; how, in the very act of copying
gins

in beauty.
to
Beauty may be defined
the marriage of thought with matter. —
And
the mission of Art to span with
her beautiful
bridge of rainbows, the

sons, who represent

chasm which

the gallery which

falsely

yawns between the

respectively and in
unity the various classes, tendencies, and
theories of Art.
The Collector
an
amateur artist, who lives surrounded by
is

it
is

speak of them, to settle the controversy
between them.
He shows how Art be

it

equal respect, and only separates them to

he has inherited from
wealthy and artistical ancestors.
He has
his theories, as had his father and grand

represent in the repose and beauty with

and essence of the thing seizes upon him
he becomes inspired with the idea which

which the wise soul reads the meaning of of conversation with his family, and with
all things, however puzzling and frightful
connoisseurs and artists of all sorts who

and out of that inspiration
to recreate
reproduce

nature,
with the

What

beautiful

person, properly, but
body in
with a' true soul within, a life

harmony

a

externalized,
an organization
tions,

body.

a

soul

is

material,

expressed, and realized in
so obedient to all its mo

so conformed

to all its will

and

a

is

;

is
a

by

rling of sympathy, but artistically

realiz

sions,

and stand opposed to each other

thus:
The Imitator to the Imaginative.
all true sympathy, in all deep affections
The Characteristic to the Wavy.
What the soul
of the human soul.
The Artist in Little to the Sketcher.
would have all life to be, that Art fore
The six are but graduated scales of the
shadows in every thing
In
represents.
work of art, whatever emotions the two great parties to the controversy which
ing thus the prophetic

which

there

is

thought with form, the spiritual
with

;

is

al

the common

with

;

man

in

it

and beauty

unites

in- his inimitable

Laocoon,

a

which

to father before him, the discussion of which
in the pure love of truth,
the daily food

analysis of the into (1) Imitators; (2) The Imaginative;
where he shows every circum
(3) Characteristic;
(4) The Wavy; (5)
stance of horror contributing to the beau Artists in Little; (6) Sketchers. These
not to the Sti again fall naturally into two great divi
ty of the representation

are made Goethe

For the end of Art
;

ways Beauty
term

and the material

is

The spiritual
one in Art.

unity in scenes of strife and conflict

he for the time, even the most tragical event are attracted by the fame of his collection.
This
The result
classification of artists
it. of life.
admirably illustrated

it,

proceeds

is

made

it,

;

;

a

the artist finds that nature has

;

that every form covers an idea in tracing
its expressive outline the inmost spirit

it,

soul,

material and the spiritual
to change ev
en painful histories into beauty
to find

runs through

self becomes alive and spiritual?

versy between the actual

it

character, to all its inmost affections, that subject-matter may awaken, the emotion
body and soul seem one, and matter
of beauty still surmounts them all.

"

;

is

is

Thus
Are not the dead sons and daughters
beautiful because express
of Niobe here made use of as ornaments?
ive of the will of God.
But only to the This
the highest luxury of Art
she
human soul, only to the spiritual sense of adorns no longer with flowers and fruits,
man made after the image of God, does but with the corpses of men, with the
the universe

life, in every other sphere
as well as in that of Art, viz. the contro
and the ideal.

In the first column stand those who take
things literally, who adhere to what ex
ists, and fear to transcend the actual copy.

In the other column, those who seek in
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it,

a

by
a

if

It

is
a

I

a ;

;

in
a

if

in

a a

is

;

is
in

;

;

in

is

a

;

a

a

is

a
a
it

a

"This

it,

a

I,

a

a

it

is

;

a

"

Fourth Division — Tlte Wavy.
name designates those who
stand in opposition to the Characteristic,
and who love the soft and agreeable,
without character and significance, by
which means their highest attainment is
an indifferent gracefulness.
They were
also
called &rpentine, and we called to
gown."
" The Imitator only makes duplicate mind the time when the Serpentine line
of his original, without doing any thing was adopted as the model and symbol of
beauty, and this was thought
great step
with
or carrying us beyond it."
in progress.
This serpentine and soft
" Second Division — The Imaginative.
style manifests itself in artists as well as
" In their treatment of this class, our
amateurs,
certain weakness, sleepi
friends indulged in too much satire.
ness, and
you will, sickly gracefulness.
seemed as
the subject enticed them to Such works aie in demand by those who
little out of the track
step
and though wish to find
work of art something
professedly of this class, was present, that
little more than nothing at all
and demanded justice and civility, could who never see the
varied colors of

If

is

a

a

if

a

it,

" This talent may be regarded as the
basis of the plastic arts.
Whether they
take their rise from
may remain
question.
Beginning with this, the ar
tist may at last raise himself to the high
he
sticks to it, we call him
est. If
copyist, which title in itself conveys an
But
unfavorable idea.
genius of
this sort manifests a desire to advance
continually in his narrow path,
demand
for perfect imitation must at last grow
out of
which the amateur seeks for,
and the artist endeavors to realize.
you miss the transition to true art, you
are in the most out of the way by-path.
You at last come to painting statues, and
go down to posterity, like our good
grandfather, in your damask dressing

Stetchers.

It

which

things

—

mem
uncle confessed himself
ber of this class, and we were inclined
not to say any thing very bad concerning
when he himself called upon us, to
take notice that
one-sidedpromoted
ness, equally dangerous for art with that
of the heroes of the other rubrics.
the aim of art not only to address the
soul through the outward sense, but to
The
satisfy the outward sense itself.
soul may then accompany the sense, and
not withhold
its applause.
But the
Sketcher addreses himself
immediately
to the soul, thus enchanting and bribing
the inexperienced.
A happy idea, only
half shown, and as
were symbolically
expressed, glides through the eye, stirs
up the mind, the understanding, the im
agination, and the beholder, taken by,
There
surprise, sees what does not exist.
no longer any question about form,
harmo
character, expression, grouping,
ny, execution, but instead we find an ap
Mind speaks to mind,
pearance of each.
and the medium of communication
naught.
" Those enchanting hieroglyphics, the
admirable sketches of great masters, are
the chief sources of this passion, and lead
the true amateur by degress to the thresh
old of united art, from which he has no
sooner cast
look forward than he
safe
from falling back again. — pp. 106- 113.
is

of a unity among
are discords taken singly,
we quote a portion of his definitions :
" First Division — Imitators .
the elements

finding

Sixth Division

a

in their very variety, a solidarity,
As specimens of
so to speak, of Art.
fine discrimination, and catholic taste for

unity

"

" My

The great thought which we derive
from all this is, that Art
its respective
in

an integral

tion."

it

ends the quarrel, by revealing

he

it

wing, which pivots upon true Style,

all
spheres
prophecy and pledge of
the time when life itself shall be crowned
with

Beauty,

a

to each group or class
its place in the ascending or descending

a

and true in Art,

and by assigning

is

graduated series in these one-sided devia
tions from the universal

;

phases, making the char
acteristic and the ideal one.
He traces a

it

Goethe unites the two

truer

it

by their

found cause of quarrel with it.
Many
spoke for it, few against it.
" Looking only at the effect, they are
small place with
not amiss
they cover
the greatest care, and the amateur can
small cas
possess the labor of years in
artistic,
As far as their labor
ket.
they deserve the name of Miniaturists.
When they fail in spirit, have no feeling
for the whole, cannot bring any unity
to their work, they must be set down as
Dot and Point makers.
" They are not in opposition to true
art
they hold the same position towards
They remind
that the Imitators do.
the true artist, that this quality which
they make exclusive, must be added to
his other talents to complete his culture,
and give to his work its highest perfec

it,

prisoned in the still more limited circle of
their own moods.

it

and details,

into the vague and unsub
stantial, only to find themselves forever im

"
Fifth Division — Artists in Little.
" This class came off well. No one

is

eager to escape the limitations
they wander

it

understood, to ultimate unity and beauty ;

is

the soul, and the tendency of all fact, truly

a

wrong when they doubt the correspondence
form with its idea, of nature with

of every

?

be exhausted ; but

it

never

I

can

a

meaning

is

with the infinite, and create something
which shall be of permanent value, whose

a

every thing, and BO to realize the proper
unity of mind with matter, of the finite

;

in that they seek to idealize

are right

?

the ideal can you comprehend and repro
The last
duce it in its life and spirit.

;

of an ideal, so only through

the result

the air without delight.
soap-bubble
Works of this class can hardly be •aid to
have
body or substance, so that their
merit chiefly depends on the handling,
certain appearance of softness.
and
They are wanting in meaning and power,
and are therefore generally acceptable,
for rightly speak
as Nullity
society
but little more
ing social entertainment
than nothing at all.
" As soon as the artirt or amateur
abandons himself to this one-sided incli
nation, art touches
despairing chord,
stream in the sand.
and disappears like
The handling becomes weaker and more
the colors vanish from the
superficial
the lines of the engraver be
pictures;
come points
and so by degrees, to the
delight of soft amateurs, all ends in
smoke."

It

be in man, and that, as every actual is

I

every fact is but an expression of a senti
ment or thought, the key to which must

I

when they forget or fail to see that nature
is devoid of meaning without man, that

it

they sacrifice their own narrow idiosyncracies to facts as they stand without and
independent of themselves ; but wrong

with
heap
not prevent their loading
of epithets that did not sound altogether
They were called Poctcommendatory.
izers, because, instead of recognizing the
poetic side of art, and striving for its
attainment, they rather emulated the po
ets, trenching upon their prerogative, and
mistaking and neglecting their own inter
est. They were also called the Show
men, because they strive so hard to get
up an appearance, and excite the fancy
themselves how far
without troubling
sufficient to satisfy it.
their execution
They were nicknamed Phantomisls, be
cause
hollow spirit-world has no much
charm for them
Phantasmists, because
dreamy distortions and incoherencies are
not wanting
Nebulists, because they will
not refrain from using the cloud* as
suitable ground for their air-pictures.
" was maintained that they were with
out reality, and bad never anywhere had
that they were wanting in
existence
artistic truth and real beauty.
" As the Imitators had been accused of
false naturalness, so this class were not
free from the reproach of
false nature,
and more sins of the like kind were
attributed to them.
perceived that
was the gentlemen's object to provoke
did them the pleasure to be
me, and
come really mischievous.
" asked them, whether genius did
not chiefly express itself through inven
tion? whether this prerogative could be
disputed with the poetizers? whether we
should not feel grateful, when the mind
beautiful dream-pic
was charmed by
ture? whether, after all. in this depart
ment, that had been disgraced by so
many questionable epithets, the ground
and possibility of the highest art was not
whether
comprised?
wearysome
prose
had any mightier opponent than this ca
whether
pacity to form new worlds
were not an estimable talent, an estima
ble quality, of which one should always
speak with reverence, even when one
finds
astray
" The gentlemen soon yielded. They
reminded me that we were now only
speaking of a one-sidedness, and that
this quality, which
of such importance
in its relation with the whole, was, on
that very account, injurious when
was
isolated, separate, independent.
The Im
itator does no injury to art, for he brings
laboriously to
point where the true
artist can and must take
But the
up.
the
Imaginative, on the other hand,
cause of endless harm to art, because he
drives
beyond all bounds, and the great
est genius would be requisite to bring
back from its license and wildness, into
its true and appointed circle."
it

who paint themselves in every thing they
The first are right in that
undertake.

it

all things a fulfilment of the mind's ideal,

a
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Silent, but oh ! how deep !
be a Fine Art, the Ideal still pre
siding over every Use, and every form of Rousing the world to grapple with its curs

shall

es;—
necessity transformed to a smile of love,
Speaking the hope of Freedom to the
just as the artistic passion of those old
earth ; —
Greeks transformed the Furies into " EuVulcan-like stand again those iron nurses,
menides,"
The evil in the
(Gracious),
world, whatever may have been its origin,
has had this for its characteristic fact .name

ly, the separation and antagonism between
mind and matter.
The circumstances,
the body, as it were, of the life of Hu
manity, have not been in conformity with
its inward spirits' wants and aspirations.
Art and Poesy alone have sought and

To give the panoplied Minerva birth
From her long death-like sleep.

It

is leading

Each

some germ
gled and

into
to us

in the tan

thicket

of civilized

which,

a

by

con

strange

has been called

tradiction,

nations

of fairer growth,

pestilential

selfishness,

the

hour anew discloses

By

society.

Through practical necessities as
well as spiritual impulses, we are carried

point.

All

forward.

are charged

things

with

The squalid rags of the
Labor the garland and the sheaf shall merit;
beggar, the pomp of wealth, the roar of
Break thou upon my sight, O glorious
machinery, the lonely toil of the farmer,
one prophecy.

day,
Bless thou the poet's heart.

between the spir
itual and the material, between the actual
and the ideal ; the result of which

Unity.

every way, men are being conducted to one

Forth shall the nations start !
Labor is calling on the heart and spirit ;
Labor is casting all its gyves away ;

found the reconciliation

ways Beauty.

Providence

the

SEPTEMBER

the church,

the

reformer's

and the conservative's

count

all variously betoken the com
ing revolution.
Ripening through slow
ing-room,

THE HARBINGEK.

is al

of all
The old SATURDAY,

is the problem

prison,

conventicle,

ages,

cherished

by

the

watchful

care

of Heaven, the vital instinct of Humani
war between mind and matter must end
ty, the instinct of universal peace, of
Of modern civilization, tbe natural fruits are, universal
in discovery of their harmony and mutual contemptfor
brother
justice, of universal
others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
Social

Science to do the same.

All partial dogmas must
be resolved into the doctrine of Universal

correspondence.

Unity ; and the faith which Art has kept
alive in the soul of man, must be realized
in the same beauty, the same unity of the

27, 1845.

gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and hood, now grown almost omnipresent and
commercialconvulsions all tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure. omnipotent, makes every thing its organ,
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christian principles,of Universallus utters its own words in all voices, and
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to like a God, compelling darkness to be
commerce,to business,to activelife.
DR. CHAKMNO.
come luminous, forces even that which

outward
with the inward, of the form
CIVILIZATION:
with the idea, the same religious dedica
THE ISOLATED FAMILY.
tion of the partial to the whole in every
department of life, and in the whole con
We are frequently asked why we do not
stitution and frame-work
of the life of devote our columns more exclusively to
Humanity upon the globe. Hitherto the scientific expositions of Association, and
artist has wrought in silence and obscu to statements of results from the experi
No one has seemed less of an ments in which we are engaged.
rity.
Un
active reformer than he.
But he in his doubtedly the main business of the Har
the problem, binger is to set forth the doctrines of
sphere has been solving
which

society

now

has got to solve, to

POETRY.
For tbe Harbinger.

LABOR.
BT A.

J.

social science, but it should be understood
that these doctrines

make society possible.

H. DUGANNE.

What ia the poet's task ?

embrace the whole

range of human interests, and that hardly
any subject can arise on which they have

is opposite to itself to engage in its ser
vice.
Our duty, however,
recognizing

and

is not fulfilled

welcoming

the

by

higher

tendencies

which chequer the gloomy
back-ground of civilization.
Cheering as
these tendencies are, they form but a
small part of the whole.
They exist in
the midst of evils, inherited from the past
and original in the present, which disfig
ure and disgrace Humanity, corrupt its
life

and

hinder

these evils,

its progress.

whether

Against

and re
spected with age, or flourishing in lusty
not a judgment to give.
We have ac youth, we raise voices of earnest warning,
cordingly given a considerable breadth to though never of bitter declamation.
We
the discussions of the Harbinger,
and declare that they are not necessary results
eome of our

have treated matters which
friends

have thought

may

To tear the grave clothes from the buried from the all-important

quite remote

question

of so

venerable

and concomitants of society ; they have
their origin not in the essential nature of
man, but in its temporary developments.

a Hideous, fatal to his happiness and wellwith other things, — ab being as they are, they are still not incur
But they are not curable if taken
sorbed in the chances of the hour, and able.
No one of the whole legion
Deal out his warnings like a trumpet blast. stultified by prejudices of every kind. individually.
This is the poet's task.
We must gain its attention by approach can be extirpated alone. There is no sin
ing it at every accessible point, — by gle vice against which the honest and zeal
Thank God for light!
touching every nerve that is not entirely ous efforts of reformers are directed, that
Praised be the source of mortal life and
Its form may be
insensible, and by omitting no occasion can thus be remedied.
being,
of insinuating the truth, which might not changed, it may be modified and even
That he hath stripped the veil from off our
ages,

To lift the mighty curtain of the Past;
And, 'mid the war that old Opinion wages,

eyes;
Now, in the blessed consciousness of seeing,
Man may gaze upward through the glori
ous skies
With a strong sight.

cial

reform.

Moreover

we

address

public occupied

be received

if

directly

and positively

en

but it must still

remain

a

and unfaithfulness

The present mission of our journal is of man.
It is our deliberate conviction, that the
not so much to publish the doctrines of
Universal Unity in their fulness, as to an radical fault is in the very frame-work of

nounce them and prepare the way for
Labor hath raised its voice ;
their ultimate adoption.
We are for the
—
the mighty limbs of
The strong right arm,
time the heralds rather than the bearers of
iron, —
the light ; we stand to foretell the day,
The hand embrowned by stout, heroic toil,
and to wake all men to its duties, rather
The eyes that on the perils which environ
Gaze from the honest soul that bears no than to utter the shouts of thanksgiving
On all sides,
that will salute its dawn.
soil —
These are its silent voice.

ameliorated;

mark of the perversity

forced.

we behold

unequivocal

evidences

that

society ; that the real disorder
its central mechanism,

begins in

whence innumera

ble ills flow forth into all the extremities,
so that complete health cannot be found in
any part of the system.

A

conviction of this sort once admitted,

the smooth and easy road on which,

alas !

the majority of men travel in lazy

satis
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ceases to be the road

faction

us.

for

We are at once forced out of the routine
An institution
of custom and prejudice.
is

no longer

as sacred solely

regarded

it has hitherto

because

been

thought

are not merely

negative,

more truly unfortunate
are

cast

ion,

fanciful or

adrift

without

chart

those who

than

the sea of

upon
or

opin

Lost

compass.

in error, while through

obscure instinct

and not through

knowledge, they reject
established falsehoods, they are like trav
who in the twilight perceive that

ellers
they

have been led astray,

rant

efforts

without

principles,

standards

and shift from theory

to theory,

and from sophism to sophism, until at last
end either in utter atheism, or in

they

blindly surrendering

the intellect

which

has led them about so strangely, to the
very authority which they had fiercely
rejected and trampled under foot.
Upon

and unhappiness,
posites.

are caused to exhale

from

no

such

vapors

flowers

that

We shall commence with some remarks
upon the isolated family,

because that is
social

perfect in every respect.

We are aware
subject we shall

that

in

this

treating

touch very closely upon
and fears of perhaps

the inmost prejudices

of our readers.

the majority

machine,

Women,

are apt to suppose that the
and all the

especially,

whole of domestic happiness

erratic

and

uncertain

household

anxieties,

by te
discord,

more than by. their op-

Having admitted this fact to

ourselves, we shall perhaps be better pre
pared to inquire whether there is not a
than that

better system

in which

such

results are produced.

For an illustration of the wastefulness
of the isolated family, take a village of

regard it as two or three hundred families, where each
has its separate domestic establishment.

and because 'civilized thinkers

of are entirely

own patched-up no
into a melancholy dog

they, fall

matism

better

than their

judgment

dium, petty vexations,

torted into brambles, and noxious

the true path are beautiful affections which are represented
Without positive as clustering around the family hearth,

than fruitless.

worse

tions,

to regain

whose igno

acquainted have not been marked

It is like a garden where roses are dis

There is no class of men the pivot of the whole

capricious.

that

were designed to make the air fragrant
But still with their perfume.

absolute evidence of the truth.
nor our modes of investigation

The fact is

objections.

nothing in society is free from perversion.

pass for

so, nor can any man's authority
our convictions

weighty

It

is plain that the whole of the domestic
conducted in the least

labor is necessarily
economical

In the first place,

manner.

as many persons are em
in it as would be needed in the

at least twice
ployed

associated household, which at once would
set them free to engage in positively

pro

In the preparation

ductive employments.

and consumption of food the loss is per
The waste in fuel,
They haps most striking.

dependent upon the isolated
for their

development.

if this is changed, the fair where three hundred fires are employed
them almost the only fair part of in the cooking, which in a large estab
life, is altogether lost.
They fear too, lishment would be done infinitely better
that the domain which man leaves them, with only three or four, is enormous, and
suppose that

est,

— to

— their

little

be taken
into

and that they will

a powerless

Besides
children,

But
of the family will so on through every department.
fall besides this positive waste, there is a

kingdom

away,

this they

and

inferior

position.

are alarmed for their

who will, as they fancy, grow

loss which

negative

is quite

as fatal an

That is to say,
objection to the system.
there are means of physical comfort and
health which the associated household

course do we seek to lead our readers.

up in the associated

Though we condemn not parts and frag

those influences which mould their charac

ments

ters into tenderness and grace.
There is isolated families, such as the graduated
also a Birong surmise that out of the iso and equable temperature produced through
lated family their in no independence ; no all parts of the social edifice by means of

but

alone,

declare

the

whole

order of society which is called civil
ized, to be essentially and fundamentally
unchristian,

absurd

and

boyish

rebellion

against

is unsparing,

criticism

household,

without

we preach no doing as one desires ; no personal comforts
it ; though our and gratifications ; no allowance for cher
it incites to no ished tastes and habits, but that every

which are not possible to

would furnish,

its extensive apparatus for heating, and the_
possibility of going from house to house,
and from workshop to workshop, without

foolish innovations ; though we are radi
cal reformers we are also staunch con

Now
thing must be yielded to iron rules which exposure to the inclement weather.
can neither be bent nor broken.
For the to our minds to say that any system is

servatives.

present we will only

We

propose

in

a series

of articles

utterly

that is, that for a given expen
diture it does not yield so large an amount

say that all this is wasteful,

a mistake, from first to last.

Our

examine candidly and freely, some purpose is with the family in civilization : of results as another, is a sufficient rea
we shall discuss its position in the com son for preferring the other.
But as this
parts of the mechanism of civilized soci
We believe that it needs but an bined order in the proper place. Mean may seem a low and material argument
ety.
impartial study of this so-called society while we ask our friends, as far as pos to many persons, we will not dwell upon

not

whether

eye of the

we

laborer,

are

source,

moral

evils

will, we are

many minds as altogether
must, however, be borne

that is to say, for a given expenditure it in mind, that in so saying, we do not
does not afford the highest amount of utter any thing derogatory of the family

the artist, the philosopher, the poet, the comfort and enjoyment:
it engenders
business man, or the philanthropist, — from selfishness of the worst and most subtle
whatever point of view, we are able to kind ; and does not tend to the healthy

as they are, — we cannot and complete development either of the
avoid being filled with disgust and pity, heart, mind, or body.
For all these
disgust at such monstrous and all-pre
reasons it is characterized by general unvailing error, and unspeakable pity for happiness, though in particular instances
see the facts

the millions of men who are its victims.

aware, strike
erroneous.

there

this

there are striking exceptions.
And pre
We do not intend to confine ourselves vious to the separate consideration of the
to what will generally be admitted to be three objections we have mentioned, we
abuses, but shall show that even where appeal to the experience of every man
social arrangements
are sup and woman, if the immense majority of
existing
posed to be faultless, they are liable to the families with which they have been

They are sacred

relations in themselves.
ground

on which

we would

be the last

profane foot; they originate in
the most delicate and elevated sentiments

to set

of the human heart
and flower of life,

of infancy

and youth,

and inspiration

they are the crown

— the

opening sunlight
the sweet solace

of maturity,

and the joy

and support of age.
In criticising the part that the family
now performs in the great drama of soci
ety,
most

and in

declaring

frightful evils,

that

it

matters

from

;

It

it with the

To say that
arising

a

verdict.
regard

but pass to the moral evils of the iso

lated family.

It

in any of its prominent features, to justify sible, to suspend their prejudices and let
which the Associative their reason act.
School does not hesitate to pronounce
There are three insurmountable objec
Viewing it in its industrial, tions to the isolated family, either one of
upon it.
its social, or its political relations, we which seems sufficient to condemn it :
apprehend that it must receive the like these are, that it is wasteful in economy;

the condemnation

it,

to

produces

we merely

under-
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take to separate the pure gold from the
dross with

which

it has been too long

words from his sight.
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It is now his du
good of his

ty to labor for the exclusive

ng away his strength in labor, or drndgng in a lawyer's office, or smirking beind a counter ! What destinies for im

These evils are family, and to hold it paramount to the
and degraded.
world.
He has even become hostile to mortal beings ! The birds of the air and
not the necessary results of the family,
ic beasts of the forest are enviable in
but of the false relation it sustains to the whatever interferes with its success ; his

mixed

other elements of society.

omparison.

and equilibrium

The harmony hand is set against every man's, and he
of society, as well as of nters upon the universal career of conict and selfishness.
Even those affeceverything else, depends upon the just de
ions, which were given as the sources of
velopment and relations of all its elements.
tie purest happiness, and which seem to
When any one of them, higher or lower, is
ie nearest Heaven, are poisoned.
The
carried out of its proper position, or devel

We have sometimes been told, that
Association
there will be no such
tiing as Home, or the unity of families.

oped beyond its legitimate proportions, the
It is pre
harmony of the whole is injured.
cisely in this way that what we call the
moral evils of the civilized family are pro

eeper and truer

the man's love for his

wife and children, the more it urges him
nto deadly competition with his brethren.
Thus does our boasted civilization,

cor

The family relations are founded rupt the best gifts of God, and turn his
ilessings into curses ! Have we painted
upon two of the four social affections,
he picture in too strong colors?
We benamely, upon love and the parental senti
ieve we have not painted it strongly
ment, or that which unites parent and child.
When these affections are in their just enough, or brought out its ugliest tints.
duced.

place, balanced by the other affections and Our statements ought not to be judged by
harmonized with them, they necessarily any exceptional cases.
Correct opinions
produce only good, but when they get the
entire control they become subverted and

n this or any other matter relating to so
lety can be based only upon all its class

tVe think

civilized

of

boast
amily

in

society
this

remains

ever

has nothing

What

respect.
together

after

the

hildren have become men and women?

Who knows the happiness of seeing his
hildren

and children's

children

settled

lovingly together
or the common interest of all? It is
round

him,

working

nough to ask the question, and to say,
hat in Association all this may actually
ie the case.

In closing,
no attack

we repeat,

upon

the

that we make

family

in

itself:

we do not propose, as has most falsely

ieen said, to dispense with any of its
But we do wish to bring it
But to come to facts and es and conditions and not upon any one ilessings.
nto harmony with all the other parts of
to our charge, that the isolated family of them alone.
We have said that the civilized family society, and to make it what God design
engenders selfishness of the worst kind.
Here we shall hardly fail to be met with does not produce a healthy development ed it should be, a source of unmixed good

do great harm.

that we are altogether in of either the head, the heart, or the body
and that the family is the of man.
We might more justly have
mother and nurse of generosity and all said that it makes such a development al
social virtues.
But let us be careful not most impossible. This branch of the sub-

the exclamation,

and happiness to Man.

the wrong,

THE SKANEATALES

COMMUNITY.

We are gratified to leam from a late
to judge from partial views of facts, or to ect however we will omit until we treat number of " The Communitist," that the
set up exceptions as the rule.
We ap upon Education.
prospects of this institution are brighten
It is remarkable that the hostility of in ing, and that it will without much doubt,
prehend that we shall upon examination
find our charge to be too true.
The whole mechanism of civilized

so

ciety tends to the production of the great
of individual
selfishness.
amount

est

terests which brings the family into colision with the rest of society is not al
Not
ways a stranger to its own bosom.

some time past , it has been compelled to
Although as believers in the
struggle.

to mention those extreme

doctrines of Associative

instances that

This comes from the universal disagree are said to occur among the poorest class
ment of interests which it establishes. es, in which the starving parent grudges
Thus, where two physicians reside in the to his child the wretched crust that hardly
their

same town,

interests

are entirely

prolongs its famishing

existence,

or the

The one thrives by the dim equally extreme cases that are reported to
The occur among the wealthy, in which the
inution of the other's
practice.
runs through the children wait with greedy impatience for
same real hostility
whole of society, making it infernal in the death of their father to put his estate
spite of all the good influences that can into their hands, — the household does no

opposed.

overcome the difficulties

by Charles

with

which,

for

Unity as set forth
Fourier, we differ in many

important points from the principles main
tained by the Skaneateles Community, wo
have always taken a lively interest in its
progress, and cherished

the most cordial

We are not aware
that the obstacles which it has had to
encounter were anything more than all

wishes for its success.

new enterprizes must expect, and we are

Now in the always wear the placid beauty with which truly glad to find that there are faithful
There are and resolute spirits, which are not daunt
invests it.
position which it the imagination

be brought to bear upon it.

by the peculiar
in our social arrangements, this
selfishness of individuals, is refined anc

family,
holds

intensified,

so the man who is even gen
if his family be called in

erous himself,

becomes

question,

The incoherence
civilization

selfish

and

narrow

and antagonism

which

establishes between individu

petty quarrels, jealousies, trifling in them
selves, but •fatal in their fruits, which

ed by suffering,

and are yet determined

to carry through the endeavor which they
We
commenced with faith and courage.

make life one prolonged scene of weari
ness and disgust, chargeable too, not sc regard this movement as an important el
much to the fault of the individuals whc ement in the formation of a true combined
suffer, as to the false social organization
in which they are placed.

order ; it will show the advantages of In
dustrial Association over isolated labor ;

if prospered, as from present indica
tions we have a right to expect it will be,
it will occupy a superior position to most

One of the most obvious objections to th
families in a
isolated household is its intolerable monoto
What
degree.
It is, with all its possible happiness
meaner or more destructive of all that is ny.
good and beautiful in human nature than stupid beyond measure.
Day after day

and

this spirit of family ? A father may b
the most noble and benevolent of men, bu

the same routine of narrow, soul-consum

ed on the principle

ing cares, and unyaried, and therefore un

perty.

let necessity once reach him and his family
and what a transformation.
Instead

satisfactory pleasures. Think for instanc
of shutting a woman up within the fou
walls of a house to spend the greate

persuaded, as we are, that the command
of property is essential to the complete

part of her life in the care of her kitche

should

certainly

and furniture,

selfish

and antagonistic

als, it establishes
higher

liberal
the
word

and

views

good

between

worse

and endeavors to promote

of the community, that little

family

has blotted

out all

othe

while the husband is sweat

other establishments in this country, found

of community of pro
We object to the principle itself,

independence

of the individual ; but we
greatly

prefer it to the
relations of the
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to in

"The

will not be timately

They might not
good outlay.
receive more than three per cent, for the
first two or three years, but they would

Communitist,"

disappointed.

a

present order of society ; in whose seeth
ing and foaming vortex such a large por

" Our prospects are now good. The
are swallowed up and
It is idle to dread the effects disorder and confusion that characterized doubtless get their ten or twelve per cent.
of a Community in this respect, compared our business affairs, in the commencement in a few years. We only ask them to
enterprize, have disappeared, and come and see
us. We have a good school,
with the actual evils of Civilization.
A of the
we now have order, system and harmony ;
state of society, in which existence is but and wi,i, the8e, a few individuals can ac- and a scientific lecture once
week, from
one perpetual struggle of the weak against complish more than could be effected by Dr. Worcester, a man eminently qualified
the strong, in which the great breathing a disorganized, and disorderly multitude. as
Principal for an Agricultural Semi
tion of individuals

a

a

annihilated.

"

the vulgar
nobodies,"

language
surely

of the day, as

cannot

present any
very lofty claims to the exercise of jus
This, we be
tice towards the individual.
lieve, will be fully done in the true Asso
ciative

order; it can be thoroughly

ac

in no other way ; but let us
have the dead level of the Community,
rather than the outrageous inequalities of
complished

It is clearly better that all

Civilization.
should

share alike,

rather than that one

is
a

terest.
Six hundred persons came to this
country two years since. They had plen

CORRESPONDENCE.

Sonus BAY PHALANX,
J
of money, some individuals having as
Wayne Co, N. Y., Sept. 9, 1845. { ty
much as $20,000.
They bought 640
Nothing has yet been said in the Har
acres of land
they put all the property
It
binger concerning this Association.
;

should be satiated, while another is starv

2,

in

provide its food,

are considered, even

a

create its wealth,

a

world,

shelter, and clothing,

in

of the more cunning or the more fortunate
few, in which the countless mass of men
and women who do the work of the

Our farm has yielded us a rich reward for
nary.
our labor upon it ; and our mill and ma
Intelligent individuals will not long re
running
chinery are in fine operation,
night and day, and doing a profitable main blind to the fact that every invention
business.
of labor-saving machinery
conclusive
" With our present facilities for produc
argument against the present isolated sys
ing wealth, and the persevering, deter
Respectfully,
mined spirit which pervades our midst, tem of society.
LORENZO MABBETT.
we shall soon be able, even with our
present number, to relieve ourselves from
embarrassment, and become independent;
1845.
BATAVIA, Sept.
and our friends without may rest assured,
that if the most untiring devotion, sellwent to Buffalo
few days since, and
sacrifice, industry, and perseverance, can visited
German settlement
few miles
accomplish the object for which we came
from there, which
has adopted Asso
together, the end shall be attained."
ciative principles
part, from pure in
a

are virtually the tools or slaves

I

multitudes

ing.

We have no sympathy, moreover, with
the Skaneateles

Community,

in its hostil

should be understood
existence,

that it still has an

the reports to the contrary not

in common, but guarantee

to every per
invested capital, four per cent,
upon the original sum.
The balance of

son who

cial and narrow philosophy ; one which
will not stand the test of an enlightened

tains buildings

amply sufficient to accom
modate twenty-five or thirty families, be

consciousness ; and which,

sides a large school-room.

it,

in

a

we cherish
strong interest
the Skan
eateles movement, as we must do, in ev-

:

;

:

is

;

;

I

I

;

in

I

a

give,)

has agreed to meet the $7,000

ther than we

should

ra Weekly News for the full account of the
But we are recent Workingmen's Convention which
should pay this we publish to-day.
We regret to learn

fail.

is

It

ery attempt to establish the supremacy of ;unwilling one individual
over duplicity,
and of combined amount.
desirable that capitalists
industry over isolated labor. We sincere
should visit this Domain, and judge wheth

justice

It

I

I

A

It

There will, however, be a re
true worship will be instituted.
A real Church of God will be established
on earth ; and the passionate yearnings of
the heart for the Divine and Infinite will
find repose in the religion of Love and
Justice, purified from superstition, address
ing the whole nature of man, and exhib
iting to every eye the beautiful impress of
Divinity and Humanity at once.
With these exceptions, we repeat
Church.

action.

is

gious bodies of the present time, lhat it is
no wonder so many should prefer the re
ligion of humanity to the religion of the

in a

to vital

such
progress, such pitiable prejudice,
fierce bigotry, in most of the great reli-

amazing to see the work which these
people have accomplished in two years
much to the attractions of this Domain is
they have cleared large fields and brought
a large orchard, containing a variety of
them under cultivation
they have built
choice fruit.
We should be happy to
should judge, forty comfortable houses,
treat our Brook Farm friends with some
handsomely finished and painted white
of our apples, peaches, pears, and plums.
many are quite large.
They have the
We have only about twelve or fifteen
frame work for quite an additional num
adult males, and we belive we may safely
ber prepared
they are putting up a large
say, (from the amount of labor performed
woollen manufactory, which
partly fin
the present season), not many unprofita'
ished
they have six or eight large barns
ble ones. Learning from the many diffi
filled with their crops, and others erect
culties and privations of last year, there
ing, and some minor branches of manu
now evidently
settled and determined
factures.
speak of the number of hous
will to succeed
onr enterprize.
There es and
barns with uncertainty, a* was
is, however,
debt which
very discour
there but a short time
but
shall return
$7,000 principal, beside $2,450
aging
again and stay
day or two, and examine
interest, which will come due next spring,
the place thoroughly.
was amazed at
and an ability on OuT part, of paying no
the work accomplished
less than two
more than the interest.
testifies powerfully in fayor of
years.
noble and generous friend of Associ
combined effort.
A. B.
ation
the city of Rochestei,
(whose
name
am sorry
have not the liberty to
C? We are indebted to the Fall River
a

solemn jug-

resistance

but work together.
Six or eight families
unite, and have one kitchen and one ta
ble.
The houses are all near each other.

I

so much

a dead

being supposed that each will do
his duty honestly.
They have founded
two villages
they live in separate houses,

;

practice,

divided equally among all the mem

in

without

glery, such

a first rate brick yard, with
sand and clay in alternate layers, and sev
eral mechanic shops.
And what adds

I

have imbibed such a strong antipathy,
even as it would seem, to the very name
of religion.
There is so much pretence

There are al

so a saw-mill,

is

fluence of a more profound and compre
hensive experience, will pass away.
We
are not surprised, however, that it should

It con

bers,

A

under the in

ly situated on Big Sodus Bay.

est,

;

and handsomest they ever saw, beautiful

it

to do justice to the whole
nature of man.
It is based on a superfi

is

to ua, it fails

is

We have an excellent
ity to the religious sentiment and religious withstanding.
the total product after paying their inter
institutions.
In this respect, as appears Domain, said by visitors to be the best

is

a

j

in

ly

that the attendance was not large, but we
trust that the desire for
thorough reform
trust that the hope expressed
the er an investment of stock according to the exhibited at the meeting,
an omen of
following extract from the article alluded plan of Charles Fourier, would not be ul- further progress.
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NEW ENGLAND

WORKINGMEN'S CON
VENTION.

The New England Workingmen's As
sociation met in Convention
at Berean
Temple, Fall River, Mass., Sept. llth,
the President, L. W. Ryckman of Brook
Farm, in the Chair. The Secretary, Mr.
George W. Robinson, of South Boston,
being absent, W. F. Young, of Fitchburg, was chosen pro tern.
The President, on opening the meeting,
made some philosophical
and interesting
remarks upon the general character of the
reform, and the necessity
Workingmen's
of a renewed interest and some well-con
certed, matured, and efficient plan of
operations, that shall unite all the friends
of human rights upon one great and uni
versal reform for the moral, physical, and
intellectual elevation of mankind, in which
labor shall be honored, respected, and re
warded, and the laborer ennobled and per
fected ! He argued that governments gene
rate motives in all spheres of human action ;
that the motives of government being to
maintain and extend its power, every in
dividual and subordinate action has to pro
ceed from the same motive.
Also, the
importance of so directing the attributes
of humanity and the human organization,
as to secure the greatest good of all men.
On motion of Mr. Kaulback, of Boston,
a committee consisting of L. W. Ryck
man of Brook Farm, J. S. Babcock of
Boston, Wru. M. Allen of New Bedford,

N. W. Brown of Lynn, Wm. F. Young
of Fitchburg, S. Cooper of Fall River,
and 6. Douglass of East Bridgewater,

was chosen to report resolutions for the
consideration of the Convention.
Then
adjourned to 2 o'clock, P. M.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
After the organization of the meeting,
the Committee on Resolutions reported as
follows :

Reiohed, That there is little and most un
certain power in the present grasping, selfish
and monopolizing institutions of society, to
develope the virtues, secure the rights, or
promote the happiness of the people ; that
on the contrary, while the secial and political
institutions remain as they are, there is an
absolute certainty of « constant and rapid
increase of vice, oppression and misery, des
tined for them to suffer.
„
Resolved, That the first inherent right of
roan, is the right to paternal protection, and
that the relation of the parent to the child is
the antetype of the true relation that exists
between the government and the individual ;
and that this relation ought to be acknowl
edge'! and practically adopted as the basis of
ill law and government.
Seiolved, That in the judgment of this
Convention, a resort to the Polls is the only
practical and effectual measure which the
Workingmen can at present adopt for the
defence of their rights.
Whereat, All meansof Reform heretofore
offered by the friends of Social Reform, have
failed to unite the producing classes, much
less attract their attention, therefore
Resolved^ That Protective Charity and
concert of action in the purchase of the
necessaries of life, are the only means to ob
tain that union which will end in their amel
ioration.

The report was accepted, and also a
report from the Lowell Female Labor
Reform Association, which was presented
and read.
The Resolutions were then brought up
for discussion and action.
Mr. Kaulback, of Boston, spoke at
some length in favor of the last Resolu
tion, upon the necessity of some new

" concert

of action and pro
measure, or
tective charity," that shall produce some
united system to protect the workingmen
against the cupidity of mercenary specu
lation and grasping monopoly and unite
them into a charitable business organiza
tion.
He said the Mechanics of Bos
ton had in view a plan to better the con
dition of the Workingmen
of that city.
It was simple in its nature, but he hoped
the plan might not be despised because of
its simplicity.
They proposed to form a
Society, the initiation fee to which should
be two dollars.
None of this money was
to be expended, until it had accumulated
to a sum of $ 500 ; then three-fifths might
be taken to purchase provisions, &c. at
cheap, wholesale prices, for the benefit of
the members.
Mr. K. enlarged some
what upon this subject and showed that it
might be made beneficial to those who
would engage in it.
Mr. Denton of New Bedford, opposed
the Resolution, contending that nothing
short of an entire revolution in society,
can remedy the evils under which the
Mr. Brown was
laboring people suffer.
inclined to doubt the efficacy of such a
measure to do away with the present
destructive state of things — he wished
to remove the cause of our evils and the
measure embodied in the Resolution would
fail to accomplish such a desirable end,
being too superficial in its character ; but
should favor it so far as it went towards
a relief.
Mr. Ryckman regretted that such a
Resolution
should be urged, as the New
England Association was organized upon
a broader and nobler basis — it aimed at
something more fundamental in its char
acter, that shall not merely ameliorate the
working classes, but disenthrall the la
borer from the power of misused capital,
and place him upon his own true platform,
and secure to him the right to all that
legitimately belongs to man in his indi
He wished
vidual or collective relations.
to see some united, moral, intelligent
action through the ballot box. He thought
the sentiments embodied in the Resolu
tion tended to retrograde rather than pro
gress.
Mr. Young thought the object of the
Resolution under discussion, was not fully
understood by the President — it did not
conflict with any general principles upon
which the New England Association was
founded, or theories that might be enter
tained by any friend to social and political
It merely recommended a united,
reform.
mutual, and charitable action, whereby
the producers might secure the necessa
ries of life without having them enhanced
by passing through the speculators' and
It is a point
exchangers' useless hands.
of no small importance, to provide the
half-starved women and children of Boston
and New York, with the means of daily
subsistence, without being dependent upon
and heartless
the mercenary
insanity
The Resolution sug
capital of the day.
gested the importance of some mutual
among the me
pecuniary organization
chanics and laborers, that shall accumulate
by degrees a reserved fund, from which
they may purchase on an economical
scale, the daily necessaries, and protect
them from many calamities with which
they are visited ; thus furnishing a step
ping stone and providing some means for
their future progress, and preparing the
way for their final elevation.
Mr.

Adams

of Pawtucket,

felt

inte
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rested in the great cause of labor reform
— the present state of society tended to
degrade the human character, but he
could not conceive how the Workingmen
could accomplish any prominent good by
political association.
Mr. Pierce of Fall River, had just left
his work- " to get a small portion of the
Convention — expected to take the meet
ing by piece-meal ; felt much interested
in what was going 014in the Convention,"
— spoke favorable of the Resolution and
left for his work.
Miss Mary Reed, a factory girl of Fall
River, addressed the meeting in a brief
and interesting manner upon the factory
system, and the unjust number of hours
required for labor — looked with hope to
a better day when this burden would be
removed.
Several persons spoke upon the Reso
lutions with much ability and a- good
amount of interest was elicited.
After
which, voted to adjourn till 7 o'clock.
EVENING

SESSION.

Mr. Almy, of Fall River, introduced
the following Resolutions, which on vote
of the Convention, were taken up and
discussed.
Whereat, The Mechanics and Laborers
of New England, are now compelled by the
prevailing customs and long established
usages of society, to work a number of hours
in a day altogether incompatible with a
proper development of their powers, either
physical, mental, or moral ; therefore
Resolved, That the reduction of the hours
of labor is an important step towards the ele
vation and advancement of the laboring
classes, and that we use our several abilities
towards affecting so desirable an object.
Whereas, The prices of labor which now
obtain are altogether inadequate to compen
sate lor the number of hours exacted tor a
days' work, or to secure a comfortable sup
port in sickness and old age, therefore
Resolved, That of the profits arising from
the various departments of industry, a far
greater per cent, is due to labor and less to
capital than now obtains.

Mr. Smith of Fall River, arose and
spoke in favor of the Resolutions and
snowed very clearly
that the present
number of hours required by the manu
facturers of New England, are unjust,
detrimental, and pernicious to the moral,
intellectual, and physical condition of the
operatives and working classes.
Mr. Denton of New Bedford, spoke
against allowing the capitalists any part
of the products of labor which they do
not produce.
Rev. Mr. Phelon of Fall River, spoke
that the
feelingly
upon the subject;
workingmen had proved recreant to their
true interests, and suffered themselves to
be duped and degraded.
Mr. Borden of Fall River, thought the
apparrent apathy was merely a respite to
gain renewed strength — that soon the
would come up to the work
Workingmen
with new energy and effect.
Mr. Babcock of Boston, was of the
opinion that the working
people would
not accomplish the objects of the Resolu
tions without resorting to the ballot box ;
to
thought we should send workingmen
the State and National councils ; who
will legislate for labor as well as for cap
ital.
He also gave an interesting ac
count of the manner in which the me
chanics of Boston were treated by the
last winter, when that
State Legislature
body was petitioned from many parts of
the State to pass a Lien Law for the pro
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tively an easy task for a frothy writer to
pour out daily , columns of words — words,
His ideas may
upon any and all subjects.
flow in " one weak, washy, everlasting
flood-," and his command of language may
enable him to string them together like
bunches of onions ; and yet his paper may
be a meagre and poor concern.
But what
is the labor, the toil of such a man, who
displays his "leaded matter" ever so
largely, to that imposed on the judicious,
well informed Editor, who exercises his
vocation with an hourly conciousneES of
its responsibilities and its duties, and de
votes himself to the conduct of his paper
with the same care and assiduity that a
sensible Lawyer bestows upon a suit, or a
humane Physician upon a patient, without
regard to show or display ! Indeed, the
mere writing part of editing a paper, is
but a small portion of the work. The
The
industry is not even shown there.
care, the time employed in selecting is far
more important — and the tact of a good
Editor is better shown by his selections
than anything else ; and that we all know,
is half the battle.
But as we have said,
an Editor ought to be estimated and his
labors understood and appreciated, by the
general conduct of his paper — its tone
— its temper — its uniform, consistent
cou rse — its principles — its aims — its
manliness — its dignity — its propriety.
To preserve these as they should be pre
served, is enough to occupy fully the time
If to this be
and attention of any man.
added the general supervision of the news
paper establishment, which most Editors
have to encounter, the wonder is, how
they can find time or room "to write at

8

tection of mechanics against dishonest, time, without taking any final action up
soulless contractors, of whom there were on them.
He showed conclu
Mr. Solomon Cooper was chosen Sec
many in the city.
sively that if the workingmen ever ex retary.
Mr. Ryckman addressed the Conven
pect any thing from the Legislature, they
must send men there from among them
tion, (Mr. Almy in the Chair,) for about
selves who would pass such laws as shall an hour, in support of the following reso
aid and protect them in securing and de lution, which he introduced and request
their rights.
This sentiment ed should be published in the proceedings
fending
was warmly responded to by the Conven
of the convention.
tion.
Whereat,
A strong representation has
Mr. Brown of Lynn, favored the reso been made to this Convention, of the op
lutions but opposed political action, con pressed and destitute condition of the labor
that it would
tending
generate new ing population of New England — of the in
crease ot their burl hens, and decreased means
Other gentle
wrongs and new abuses.
— of the certainty that
men addressed the Convention
until it of supporting them
the present relation of capital to labor is de
was voted to adjourn to 10 o'clock, Fri
structive of the rights, the dignity, ind the
day morning.
happiness of mankind ;
And Whereat, We hold that the first
MORNING SESSION.
right of a human being is the right to Pater
Mr. March, of Lowell, took the floor nal
protection, and that this claim is the
and spoke in favor of the resolutions in rightful i-l.iiin of each individual
upon so
troduced the previous evening.
He urged ciety ;
political action as the best means to gain
And Whereas, This protection is not ex
a reduction of the hours of labor, in our tended to the laboring classes, nor is the ob
manufactories, and the final redemption ligation to secure the people from destitution
of the working classes from the power of nod all manner of degradation, acknowl
combined, incorporated, protected capital. edged ;
And Whereat, We, the Workingmen of
His Association had instructed him thus
New England, can see no practical means of
to speak, and he felt bound in justice to
improving their condition, or of obtaining
his constituents and his own feelings, to
that paternal protection to which we feel we
call the attention of the Convention to have an inherent and
inalienable right,
the necessity of resorting to the ballot therefore,
box to ameliorate the condition of the
Resolved, That we do hereby appeal to
He spoke at some the wise and the good, the generous and the
working people.
length upon the condition of the Lowell brave of all classes, in behalf of thrs useful,
operatives and of the Factory system of suffering, and numerous class of their fellow
creatures; that we earnestly crave the ac
New England.
Mr. Douglass of Bridgewater, was of tive exertion of thtir sympathies in our be
half; That we earnestly solicit that they
the opinion that the present system of la
would discover and promulgate some plan of
bor was such, that a resort to the ballot
General Political Reform, which would be
box would fail to accomplish any imme
worthy of our united support, and which
diate good, or unite the mechanics and would have the effect to improve the Social
laborers into any efficient organization. — Relation, so that tha laws aod institutions
He thought the community should have snail be practically a Social Providence, remore light upon this subject; the Press sponsible for defending the whole people,
should be invoked, and public opinion set against all conditions degrading to humanity.
The Resolution was received and the
At work.
Mr. Allen wished to say a word rela Convention was addressed by Messrs.
movement.
tive to the workingmen's
He Denton of New Bedford, Smith of Fall
on this River, and Brown of Lynn.
had tome previous knowledge
He attended a convention held
Mr. Lipham of Fall River, made some
subicet.
in Boston in 1824, when political action remarks upon the necessity of a Lien
introdused,
was
and adopted, and the re Law for the protection of Mechanics and
sult was a signal failure and death to the Laborers, and cited the case of Lien
He had no con Laws for the protection of the Legal and
movement at that time.
fidence io such a course as it would, in Medical
professions,
resulting,
chiefly
case of a political triumph, merely trans
from concert of action, and a watchful re
fer the evils instead of exterminating
gard of their own interests by those pro
them.
He wished to see more preaching fessions.
of the truth, more talking and more
The president gave a brief history of
thinking among the working classes. the Lien Law iu other states.
A.
at
some
Mr
It was then voted that when the Con
spoke
length, feelingly
and consistently.
vention finally adjourned, it should be to
Mr. Brown agreed with the gentleman meet in Lowell on the 29th of October
from New Bedford, but Mr. March was- next.
Then adjourned to 7 o'clock.
still of the opinion that but little could be
In the evening, addresses were made
done without the aid of the ballot box.
Messrs.
by
Ryckman,
Pierce,
Brown,
Mr. Adams could not think any politi
Phelon and others.
cal movement calculated to benefit the la
It was then voted that the Resolutions
before the convention, be referred to its
boring people in any degree ; he contend
ed that moral action had done all for the next meeting to be holden in Lowell, on
elevation of mankind that had ever been the 29th of Oct. next.
Adjourned.
done.
The morning hour having expired the
EDITING
A PAPBR.
Hear what the
convention adjourned until 2 P. M.
" National Intelligencer,"
published by
AFTERNOON SESSION.
Messrs. Galea & Seaton, at Washington
As Mr. Young, the Secretary, was City, one of the most valuable and ably
about to leave the Convention to return conducted papers in the country, says
home, he urged, briefly, that owing to about editing a newspaper :
the small number of delegates present,
Many people estimate the ability of a
and the importance of the resolutions, it newspaper and the industry and talents of
would be well for the meeting to adjourn its Editor, by the quantity of editorial
to meet at some other place after a short matter which it contains.
It is compara
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After many turnings

and windings in
paths of this forest,
sown upon rough and hilly ground, Cousuelo found herself on an elevation over

midst

which

serving

very

inextricable

difficult

scattered
to

rocks

and

be distinguished

17.

and

was executed.

CONSUELO."

were

NUMBER

4, 1845.

fight." This terrible order and the ruined village OD the deserted
The burning village light- iill, Sehredxnslnin.
d the march and attack of the TaborConsuelo had heard this frightful chrontes.
The castle of the giants was cle related in all its details by the Baron;ss Amelia.
carried in two hours, and Ziska took pos
But as she had as yet seen
session of it.
:he theatre of it only from a distance or
At dawn the next day it was observed 11the night, at the time of her arrival at

march
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ruins
from

each other, so destructive had been man's
hand, jealous of that of time.
It was
nothing more than a mountain of ruins,
where a village had formerly been burned

and made

known

to him,

that

in the

of the ruins of the village,
quite at the top of the hill, .which
served the soldiers

as a platform

and
had

for ob

.he chateau,
nized it

she would

not have recog

if

on casting her eyes below, she
iad not seen at the bottom of the ravine

which

the road crossed, the large frag

the movements of the enemy, a ments of the oak rent by the lightning,
r'oung oak, lare in those countries, and which no inhabitant of the country, no
already strong, had remained standing servant of the chateau, had dared to cut
and green, apparently preserved from the
ieat of the flames around it by the water

or carry away, a superstitious fear being
still attached in their minds after several

of a cistern which bathed its roots. " I
enow the cistern well," replied Ziska.
the celebrated Calixtin chief, Jean Ziska,
Ten of our number were cast into it
from whom Albert believed himself to iy the accursed inhabitants of that vil-

of horror,
of Jean Ziska ; while
the visions and predictions of Albert had
invested this tragical place with a still

age, and since that time the stone which
covers it has not been removed.
Let it

more repulsive character.
Thus Consuelo, on finding herself alone

remain there and serve as their monument

and brought unexpectedly -to the Stone of
Terror, upon which she had even seated

by order of the redoubtable

blind

man,

have descended, and from whom perhaps
he was so in reality.
During a dark and dismal

night,

this

ferocious and indefatigable captain having
commanded his troops to attack the fort
ress of the giants, then guarded for the
Emperor by Saxotos, heard his soldiers

since we

are not among those who be-

ieve that walidering
souls are driven
from the gates of heaven by the roman

centuries,

to this

monument

thjs contemporary

herself,

overcome

with

fatigue,

felt her

courage shaken, and her heart

strangely
Not only according to Albert,

patron, (Peter the key-bearer whom they oppressed.
and one among others not far have made a saint,) because their bodies but to all the mountaineers of the coun
from him say : " This cursed blind man rot in ground unconsecrated by the hands try, terrible
haunted the
apparitions
supposes that all can do without light of the priests of Belial. Let the bones Schreckenstein,
and drove from it all
like himself. " Thereupon Ziska turning of our brothers rest in peace in that cis hunters rash enough to come there to
to one of the four devoted disciples who tern.
Their souls are living.
They wait for game. This hill, though very
accompanied him every where, guiding
have already taken other bodies, and near the chateau, was consequently often
his horse or chariot, and giving him a those martyrs fight
among us though we the abode of wolves and wild animals,
precise account of the position and move know them not.
As to the inhabitants who found there a secure refuge against
ments of the enemy, said to him with of the village
they have received their the pursuits of the baron and hie hounds.
that certainty of memory, or spirit of di reward, and as to the oak, it has done
The imperturbable Frederick did not
vination, which in him supplied the place well in defying the
conflagration ; a des believe much on his own account, in the
of sight : " There is a village near tiny more glorious than that of sheltering danger of being assailed by the devil,
" "Yes father," replied the Tahere?
miscreants
was reserved for it.
We with whom, moreover, he would not have
borite guide, " on your right upon a needed a
gallows, and there it stands. feared to measure himself hand to hand ;
hill in front of the fortress."
Ziska then Go and
bring to me those twenty Augus but superstitious in his own way, and
summoned the discontented soldier whose tine monks whom we took
yesterday in where his predominant occupations were
murmuring had reached his ear : " My their convent and who make a difficulty concerned, he was persuaded that a per
child," said he to him; "you complain about
We will hang them nicious influence there threatened his dogs,
following us.
of the darkness ; go at once and set fire high and
dry on the branches of that and attacked them with unknown and in
to the village upon the hill on my right
He had lost several
brave oak, to which such an ornament curable disorders.
and by the light of the flames we can
of them, from having suffered them to
will quite restore health."
* Entered according to Act of Congress, in
It was done as soon as said. The oak slake their thirst in the rills of water
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
from
that time was called the Hussite, the which escaped from the veins of the hill,
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa
and which, perhaps sprung from the co
chusetts
stone of the cistern the Stone of Terror
murmur,
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tomb of the child,

Shreckenstcin.
Consuelo blushing at this attack of cow
ardice which she had resolved to combat
forced herself to rest a moment on the fa
it only with

tal stone, and to retire from

the moderate pace becoming a calm mint
But at the moment she
in such trials.
the charred

eyes from

her

which she saw

two

hundred

oak

feet below

her, to cast them upon surrounding objects
she saw that she was not alone upon the
Stone of Terror, and that a mysterious
figure, had seated itself at her side withou
announcing its approach by the alightes
noise.
It had a large face, round am
staring, moving on a deformed body, thin
and crooked as a grasshopper, dressed in
an indescribable costume belonging to no
age or country, the raggedness of which
amounted almost to slovenliness. Yet this
figure had nothing in it frightful, but its
strangeness and the suddenness of its ap
pearance, for there was nothing hostile

A

gentle and kind smile play
and an infan

tile expression softened the wandering
of mind which was betrayed by the vague
Consuelo, on
look and hurried gestures.
finding herself alone wiih a crazy man, in
a place where no one would come to her
assistance,

felt

certainly

withstanding

alarmed,
bows

numerous

and

not
kind

smiles which this insane person addressed
She felt obliged to return his
to her.
salutations and motions of the head in or
him, but she made

der to avoid irritating

haste to rise, and went away

pale and

her by mov

which

Consuelo

did

not

understand.

When she found herself at a certain dis
tance,

she recovered courage to look at
She already reproach

and listen to him.
ed herself

for having

felt terrified

in the

presence of one of those unfortunates
whom a moment before she had pitied in
her heart,

and vindicated

from the con

" He is
tempt and desertion of mankind,
said
she
to
maniac,"
herself,
a gentle
"

He has
perhaps made crazy by love.
tunn:l no refuge from coldness and con

tempt but on this accursed rock, on which
no other person would dare to dwell, and
where demons and spectres are more kind
to him than his fellow men, since they do
not drive him away nor trouble him in
the indulgence of his moodiness.
Poor
man,

who laughnst

and playest

like a

;

saluting

of

her, and continued

ing his arms and legs and hopping, artic
ulating several times a Bohemian word

!

climbed

of Terror to look after

it,

her ; he only

to recall

upon the Stone

a

The maniac did not follow her, and did
nothing

2

it
is

trembling.

if

about it.

ed round the large mouth,

!

turned

a

whenever the)
of the

neighborhood

!

the

in

a

wandered

A FASHIONABLE PREACHER.

doubtless

I

his griffin, Pankin

God

a

thority of his whistle,

or his double-nose Saphir,

with a gray beard and a humpec

protects thee am
. . . He accepted the invitation : and,
blesses thee in thy misfortune, since he on the arrival of the appointed hour, might
sends thee only pleasing thoughts, am have been seen in the earl's carriage driv
ing to the Rev. Morphine Velvet'* chap
has not made thee misanthropical and vi
el, Rotemary Chapel, near St. James's
'
olent, as thou hadst no right to be !
'Twaa a fashionable chapel, a
Square.
The maniac seeing that she walked more chapel of ease, rightly so called, for it » as
slowly, and seeming to understand her a very eaty mode' of worship, discipline,
and doctrine, that was there practised and
kind look, began to speak to her in Bo
inculcated.
He was a popular preach
hemian with great volubility ; and his er ; sleek, serene, solemn, in his
person
voice had an exceeding sweetness, a mov and demeanor.
He had a very gen
ing charm which contrasted with his ug tleman-like appearance in the pulpit and
There was a sort of sooth
reading-desk.
liness.
Consuelo not understanding nim
ing, winning elegance and tenderness in
and supposing that he wanted alms, drew the
tone and manner in which he prayed
from her pocket a piece of money whicl and besought his dearly beloved brethren,
she deposited upon a large stone, after as many as there were then present, to ac
company him, their bland and graceful
raising her arm to show it to him, and to
pastor, to the throne of the heavenly grace.
point to him the spot where sho placet Fit leader was he of such a flock !
He
it.
But he commenced laughing more read the prayers remarkably well, in a
loudly, rubbing his hands and saying to quiet and subdued tone, very distinctly,
and with marked emphasis and intonation,
her in bad German : " useless, useless
having studiously studied how to read the
Zdenko needs nothing, Zdenko is happy
service under a crack theatrical teacher of
con
consolation,
has
!
Zdenko
very happy
elocution, who had given him several
" Then, as if he " points " — in fact a new reading entire
solation, consolation !
— of one of the clauses in the Lord's
had recalled a word which he had sought ly
Prayer, and which, he had the gratificafor a long time in vain, he cried with a
tion of perceiving produced a striking, if
burst of joy, and intelligibly, though he not, indeed, a startling effect.
On the
"
little finger of the hand which he used
Consuelo, Con
pronounced very badly.
"
most, was to be observed the sparkle of a
suelo, Consuelo de mi alma .'
diamond ring ; and there was a sort of
Consuelo stopped astounded, and ad
" Why do you careless grace in the curl of his hair,
dressing him in Spanisli :
which it had taken his hair-dresser at
call me thus?" she said; "who has least half an hour, before Mr. Morphine's
Do you un leaving home for his chapel, to effect. Tn
taught you that name?
the pulpit he was calm and fluent.
He
derstand the language which I speak to
" At all these questions, to which rightly considered that the pulpit ought
you?
not to be the scene for attempting intel
Consuelo waited in vain for a reply, the lectual display ; he took care, that there
maniac did nothing but jump, rub his should be nothing in his sermons to ar
rest the understanding,
or unprofitably
hands, like a man enchanted with him
occupy
addressing himself entirely to
self; and as far as she could distinguish the
feelings and fancy of his cultivated
the sound of his voice, she heard him re audience
frequently interesting compo
On the occasion
am speaking
peat her name in different tones, with sitions.
of, he took for his text
fearful passage
laughter and exclamations of joy, like a
of Scripture, " But
our gospel he hid,
speaking bird when he tries to articulate
hid to them that are lost."
Cor. iv.
a word which he has been taught, and 3. If any words were calculated to
star
which he interrupts with the warblings of tle such
congregation as was arrayed
before Mr. Velvet, out of their guilty and
his natural song.
fatal apathy, were not these? Ought not
On returning to the chateau, Consuelo
" Who then," their minister to have looked round him
was lost in reflection.
and trembled?
So one would
have
said she to herself, "has betrayed the se
thought; but " dear Mr. Velvet" knew
iis mission and his flock better. He pre
cret of my disguise, so that the first sav
sented them with an elegant description
age I meet in these solitudes calls me by
heaven, with its crystal battlements, ita
my own name ? Can this crazy man have jaspar walls, its buildings of pure gold,
seen me any where?
is foundations of precious stones
Such people trav
its
:l ; perhaps he has been in Venice at the )almy air, its sounds of mysterious mel)dy, its overflowing fulness of everlasting
same time with myself."
She tried in
happiness — amidst which, friends, parted
ain to recall the faces of all the beggars on earth
by the cruel stroke of death,
and vagabonds she had been accustomed recognize and are reunited to each other,
to see on the quays, and on the Place St. never more to pronounce the agonizing
word, " adieu "
And would his dear
Vlark : that of the maniac of the Stone
iearers be content to lose all this — con
of Terror did not present itself to her tent to
enjoy the pleasures
sin for
sea
But as she rccrossed the draw- son
memory.
Forbid
eternal mercy
But,
est he should alarm his hearers, he took
iridge, an association of ideas more logic
he opportunity to enforce and illustrate
al and interesting came to her mind. She
he consolatory truth, that
resolved to clear up her suspicions, and
" Religion never was designed
ecretly congratulated herself on not havTo make our pleasures less.'
ng quite failed of her purpose in the exnd presently, resuming the thread of his
edition which she had just concluded.
liscourse, went on to speak of the really
To be Continued.
serious consequences attending
perse
back !

if

the ancient

So he recalled with all the au

Hussites.

it,

demned cistern,

in
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their dexterity and (he
intelligence,
style they are enabled to impart to their
work, . (which
,
simply
genius employing
. . _
. , „
command much better
itself unworthily)
They generally, however, either
prices.
become employers themselves or take
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the present era
The making of dress
of fashionable refinement, requires talent
and artistical skill of rather
high order
few girls of more than ordinary
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In the Spring, early Summer, Autumn
and Winter seasons these fashionable es
tablishments are crowded with work, to
an almost inconceivable extent.
Kvery
few days the windows of some leading
shop in Broadway displays some new fig
ure or style of dress, (perhaps adroitly
kept back from the left-over stock of
former season,) which creates of course
positive necessity for every lady in the
City having the slightest claims to being
considered one of the Upper Ten Thou
sand to have
dross from the new arti
cle of so desirable
style.' Of course,
or Madame
too, nobody but Mrs.
could make
dress fit to be seen,
stitch
although neither of them ever puts
or a pair of scissors into her customers'
material.
But every fashionable lady
must have
in her power to say that her
dress was made at such or such a wellknown establishment.
This occasions a
grand rush to the popular Dress-making
concerns, and work
frequently engaged
three and four weeks ahead by them.
They charge slashing prices, which are
paid without grumbling,
(sometimes by
people who beat down little barefoot girls
the price of a box of matches for the
sake of economy
and to avoid foolishsquandering their husbands' money.')
Almost all of tliese establishments realize
immense profits, and their proprietors fre
quently acquire fortunes in the course of
few years.
But the industrious Journey-woman
whose busy fingers, plied incessantly from
morning to night, and often late into the
on account of the hurrying sea
night,
son,' do the work for which her mistress
gets so extravagantly
paid — how
with her
She
employed by the week,
and very often works fourteen and sixteen
hours out of the twenty-four, with scarce
an intermission long enough to swallow
her food.
Her toil, too,
of the most
unhealthy and destructive character, bend
with
her
chest doubled up
ing constantly
in one position
and she does not darp to
seek for relaxation lest she should lose
her place.
Well — for this she gets $2
60 per week, sometimes
oftner but $2,
and we have evidence that many of them
25. Just before Newreceive but
Year's, or
preparation for some great
party or soiree in the fashionable season,
sometimes those fashionable
eslablishments are piled lip-deep with the gorgeous
silks and satins and costly embroidered
evening-dresses of their aristocratic enstomers, which mutt be done by
certain
and
time
order to effect
the work
women are coaxed, driven and stimulated
by every imaginable artifice to push their
work ahead.
They sometimes eat in the
chair
which they sew, and then fall to
work again, continuing all night long, oii
extraordinary occasions, to work without
They are few of them
sleep or rest.
healthy-looking — nor can we see how
Dys
they manage to prolong life at all.
Liver Complaint,
pepsia, Consumption,
would seem to be the inevitable reward of
their mode of labor and life.
'

a

$
2

$
2

a

is

in

were cast, then turned and smoothed with
Now the Brass comes rolled
great labor.
plates of the proper thickness for the
different wheels and
pressed out — one
motion of the press being sufficient to cut
and centre the wheel.
This saves much
time and money.
There are quite
number of firms in
Connecticut that put up ready for market
Two Hundred Clocks per day, and they
50
are sold at
and
piece, ac
cording to quality.
Cases
are
The
extensively man
(which
ufactured here) are sold for 60 to 76 cents
each.
Good Mahogany and Zebra Cases,
well made and polished, can be bought
now for 65 cents — the same quality of
article as would have cost $2, three years
The wages of workmen in the
ago.
Clock business are poor. An experienced
and skillful hand cannot get more than
25 per day.
A great many
or
young men and boys work at the business
who receive only from $8 to $9 per
month.
The Movementor running part of Clocks
can now be bought for less than
piece — three years ago they were worth
gentleman who
$2 50. We knew
the Clock
made
grand speculation
He suld his farm
business as follows:
for three thousand dollars and added to this
sum three thousand dollars in cash, the
whole amount of which he invested in
Clock movements at $2 50 a piece, to be
This was three
delivered as he wished.
and clocks being just then
years ago
rather dull of sale, he kept holding on'
for better prices, until Movements could
Now his
be bought for 85 cents a piece.
Movements cost him in cash 40 cents
more than they are worth, to say nothing
the way the Clockof the Farm. This
makfirs pet ri("h.
were
The Clocks
formerly sold at the
hundred
South, bringing from $25 to
dollars
piece. But of late years the
Southerners, either more knowing or less
flush, purchase very few, and the Uni
versal Yankee Nation has been for some
time extensively
engaged in supplying
Great Britain with
(unproved Patent
Brass Clocks.' Great numbers are also
LABOR IN NEW YORK.
sent to the West India Islands, and more
Its Circumstances, Conditions and Rewards. to China.
Nearly all that are made are
There were
now sent out of the country.
NO. VIII. — THE CLOCKMAKERS.
three months ago probably Three ThouAlthough Mr. Samuel Slick told very
sand Clocks per day sent from the State
good story, and was in other respects
of Connecticut
but since that time many
worthy and companionable man, he was
of the manufacturers have run down,
This
not much of
clockmaker.
owing to their selling too much on tick,
branch of business about which
great
and the business has somewhat fallen off.
said and
deal
very little generally
known.
The following facts have been
Yankee operator from
furnished us 'by
NO. IX. — THE DRESS-MAKERS.
who
considerable of
Connecticut,
Clock case himself, and familiar with
divided
The Dress-making business
the business in all its details.
into several very distinct branches.
First
The number of Clocks manufactured
there are the large expensive establish
this country
very great, and the im ments patronized by nobody but wealthy
which the
provements in the manufacture of the ar and aristocratic ladies, and
ticle introduced during the last four years, principal does nothing but the smiling and
have materially reduced the price as well bowing, the putting off of impatient cus
as the wages of the operatives.
Connec
tomers, the patching up of broken promi
ticut, we believe,
the only Slate
ses, &c. while
foreman
employed at
which Clock
'Movements' are made.
to
per week to cut, fit
salary of
But there are many shops all over the and measure. This process
not done
North where the Cases are manufactured. as with the tailors — by single measure
There are about twenty of these
this ment and subsequent calculation
but each
City. The business thus consists of two customer has to he fitted and measured in
distinct branches.
The Case-maker sells
process not much less fatiguing, we
his Cases to the
maker, or should think, than sitting for one's porMovement
of
him
the
buys
Movements and puts them trait.
And yet we have heard of liulios
in himself.
who seemed actually to find pleasure
the
Clocks
wheels for Brass
Formerly
it!

vering indifference to religion ; and he
went on to give striking instances of it in
the merchant in his counting-house and
on 'change, the lawyer in his office, the
clerk at his desk, the tradesman in his
shop, the operative in the manufactory,
showing how each was absorbed in his
calling — laboring for the meat which perisheth, till they had lost all appetite and
relish for spiritual food, and never once
troubled themselves about the momentous
concerns of hereafter.
Upon these top
ics he dwelt with such force and feeling
that he sent his distinguished congrega
tion away — those of them, at least, who
could retain any recollection of what they
had heard five minutes after they had en
tered their carriages — fearing that there
was a very bad lookout, indeed, for the
kind of persons that Mr. Velvet had men
tioned, — tailors, mercers, jewellers, and
so forth ; and who added graver offences
and of a more positive character, to the
conduct which had been pointed out — in
their extortion and rapacity ! Would that
some of them had been present ! Thus
it was that Mr. Velvet sent away his hear
ers overflowing with Christian sympathy ;
very well pleased with Mr. Velvet, but
infinitely better pleased with themselves.
The deep impression which he had made
was evidenced by a note he received that
evening from the Duchess of Broadacrc,
most earnestly begging permission to co
py his" beautiful sermon," in order to send
it to her sister, Lady Belle Almacks, who
was ill of a decline at Naples.
About
that time, I may as well here mention,
there came out an engraved portrait of
" the Rev. Morphine Velvet, A. M., Min
ister, Rosemary Chapel, St. James's : "
— a charming picture it was, representing
Mr. Morphine in pulpit costume and at
titude,
with his hands gracefully
out
spread, and his face directed upwards
with n. heavenly expression, suggesting to
you the possibility that some fine day,
fie
when his hearers least expected
might gently rise out of his pulpit into the
air, like Stephen, with heaven before him,
and be no more seen
men. — Blackwood.
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work on their own account ; and the ex sical deterioration. — "They are grow
ceptions to the state of things we have ing smaller in stature," said the gentle

described are rare.
Another class of DressrMakers
are
those who go out by the day.
They are
far more independent and get better paid
than the Journeywometi
in the large es
tablishments, and are frequently employed
by wealthy people.
They are also often
engaged by the better and more preten
tious among the wives of Mechanics, and
the groat Middle Class, who ape aristoc
racy so far as they by utmost and constant
struggle and agony are able.
Many, also,
of course, need help in their sewing ; and
altogether, there is room in New-York
for one hundred or one hundred and fifty
to be constantly em
good Dress-Makers
They receive from
ployed in this way.
five shillings to seventy-five cents and even
$ 1 per day, beside their board ; and we
do not see why moie women who can sew
well and understand cutting and fitting
dresses do not go into this branch of the
business.
To succeed in it, however,
requires real skill and knowledge of their
profession, and some little time to become
known.
Families dislike to change their
dress-maker as much as their physician ;
and good dress-makers have often to be
engaged three or four weeks beforehand.
Beside the journeywomen and appren
tices employed in the larger establish
ments, there are hundreds of females in
all parts of the City who take in xvork at
their own house, and support themselves
(and very often their families) by making
dresses for all prices, — from $ 1 to $2
and $3.
Servant girls very
seldom
make their own dresses, and scarcely ever
There are ten
pay over
$ 1 apiece.
thousand servant girls in the City, who
have from three to six and eight new
dresses per year.
Some idea therefore
can be formed of the extent of this cheap
Dress-making ; and when we state that it
is two days' work to make the plainest
dress now worn, we can come pretty near
the amount of the compensation — which,
with steady work, would probably aver
age from $ 3 to $ 4 per week.
We have as yet said nothing of the
Apprentice system adopted in this busi
ness — which is quite as bad as any other
A girl wishing to learn Dress
part of it.
making must first pay $ 10 or $ 15 to
the employer, and work six months for
nothing — boarding herself during
this
time — or she can avoid the $ 10 or $ 15
initiation by working a year instead of six
months for nothing.
If there is a great
press of work, the apprentices of course
are kept closely at sewing the plain seams
in a dress (which they already understand)
' until the hurry is over ; ' and as this
'
'
hurry
generally lasts two-thirds of the
year, the opportunities
for learning the
trade are by no means such as they ought
to be.
A large proportion too of appren
tices are not competent to learn readily if
at all, any thing but plain sewing ; and
thus at the end of the six months' during
which they have worked hard and boarded
themselves — paying $ 10 or $ 15 for the
privilege — not more than one-third or
one-quarter turn out good Dress-makers.

Tnt PARISIANS, I have heard people
complain of the physical degeneracy of the
Parisians.
One of them quoted a saying
from a report of Marshal Soult, that the
Parisian
recruits for the army of late
jeara were neither men nor soldiers. This
seems to imply a moral as well as a phy

man who made this quotation, " and it is
difficult to find among them men who
are of the proper height to serve as sol
diers.
The cause is to be found in the
prevailing
licentiousness.
Among that
class who make the greater part of the
population of Paris, the women of the
finest persons rarely become mothers."
Whatever may be the cause, I witnessed
a remarkable example of the smallness of
the Parisian stature on the day of my ar
rival, which was the last of the three
days kept in memory of the revolution of
of July.
I went immediately to the
Champs Elysees, to see the people en
gaged in their amusements.
Some twen
ty boys, not fully grown, as it seemed to
me at first, were dancing and capering
with great agility, to the music of an in
strument. Looking at them nearer I saw,
that those who had seemed to me boys of
fourteen or fifteen, were mature young
men, some of them with very fierce mustanhios. — W. C. Bryant.

THE INDUSTRIAL CONGRESS,
To be Iteld in I he City of New York on the
Htli of October next.
H. GREELEY, Esq. : &y_The Workingmen of New England and the National
Reform Association of the city of New
York, at Conventions held last spring in
the cities of Boston and New York, called
an Industrial

Congress,

for the purpose

evils

come over

same proportion

the world,

and

i• the condition

in

the

of tbe

higher or privileged classes rendered pre
carious, debased and miserable.
There
is a mutual
solidarity

and dependence — a
all classes, and none

onion

between

can attain to a high state of elevation
happiness without

and

the relative

happiness
and elevation of the others.
Slavery
A degraded slave popula
proves this.
tion drags down the privileged freeman in
part into the social corruption and degra
dation into which

the slaves are sunk

—

of a contrasted character it is true, yet is
not the less a state of corruption and
An ignorant and debased
degradation.
laboring

population

produces

a corres

ponding debasement of the higher classes
who live among them.

There is no escaping this law of Soli
and hence the great question of

darity,

Social Progress, interesting alike to the
poor and rich, is the elevation of the la
boring

Their progressive

classes.

franchisement

and

elevation

has

en
been

on in Europe for some centuries
past, and has been continued in this coun

going

A decided step has been taken with
us by the abolishment of all political and

try.

and this act has
hereditary privileges,
rendered still more close the dependence
and solidarity which exist between the

of deliberating upon and maturing mea
sures for the improvement of the condi
laboring classes and the rich, and should
tion and the ultimate elevation of the stimulate the latter to seek
the elevation
laboring or producing classes.
Convinced of their less fortunate brethren.
by long experience
ment,

and bitter disappoint

of the inefficiency

of the partial

The Workingmen who have convened
this Congress wish to undertake, in a

reforms that have heretofore been advo
peaceful manner and under the guidance
cated by the Workingmen, they have at of calm
deliberation, such reforms as will
length come to see the necessity of fun secure their elevation.
To aid them in
damental and organic reforms.
To ob this great work, they invite men of phi
tain light upon the exact nature of these
lanthropy and science to join them in their
reforms — to discuss and decide upon counsels.
They ask for light and the
those which are primary and to be advo enthusiasm and
energy which the We of
cated first — to direct with efficiency and Humanity
begets, wherever they can be
combined action their propagation and found ; and
particularly they call upon all
execution, and to rally the producing the tried leaders of the various reforms
classes around" a central body which shall that are now agitating the
country — the

inspire confidence and general concert of Social, the Abolition, the Temperance,
action among them.
For these objects and others, to join them hi this great
has this Convention been called, to which work, and to decide whether the
question
the name of "Industrial Congress" has of an Industrial Reform and the
elevation

been given, and which it is intended shall of the
laboring classes does not offer a
become a permanent body, meeting annu platform on which all can unite and advo
ally and representing the interests of the cate certain great leading measures which,
Industrial classes.
while they forward the great object im

The elevation of the laboring classes
is the great work of this age and of this
country, as it is in fact the noblest work
of any age ; for just in proportion as they

mediately in view, will forward also at
the same time the particular reform advo
cated by each.

Several distinguished leaders have al
are elevated, is all society elevated — are ready promised their cooperation, and
intelligence, abundance and virtue ren others to whom the subject is new are
dered more universal ; vice, crime and earnestly requested to give it their con
degradation

dissipated, and security and
the respect of all rights established ; and,
on the other hand, just in proportion as
those classes sink in the scale of social
existence,

do all the opposite vices and

sideration,

and

are prepared

if

they believe the times

for a great Industrial

and

Intellectual

Movement,, to be present at
the Congress of the 14th of October. — B.

Tribute.
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This cottage door, this breezy g•le,
Hay-sceated, whispering round,—
Yon pathsjde rose that down the vale
Breathes incense from the ground
Methinks should from the dullest clod
Invite a thankful heart to God.
But, Lord, the violet bending low,
Seems better moved to praise,
From us what scanty blessings flow !
How voiceless close our days!
Father, forgive us, sod the flowers
Shall lead in prayer the vesper hours.
Graham's Mag.

E R.

age to literature and art, is more likely
to give it to Tom Thumb, the Mysterious
Lady, and such like shows.
Nor is
Prince Albert more Princely ; he called
upon Eastlake to paint him a picture,
saying he wished to present it to the
Queen on her birth-day, and intimating
what kind of picture he wanted by des
cribing one which Eastlake had painted,
enquired the price.
The artist replied,
" I received three
hundred guineas for
"
that one."
Three hundred guineas ! I
cannot afford to pay so much, and must
be mistaken in the picture I allude to,
which I am told cost only thirty. " Eastlake painted the picture for thirty guin
eas ! — Tribune.
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two noble principles, which are GOD and
Mathematical
Order ; these two princi
ples furnish seven springs of action, mo
tive, powers, or passions in the system of
GOD, who is the source of Love,

creation.

engenders

the four cardinal

Loves, and
Order, the source of justice,
the three directing
powers,

Mathematical
furnishes

which are source of balance and equilib
rium in the Universe.

" It

would be on the part of GOD a des
to reduce Matter to a

potic plan to wish

subaltern condition, to maintain it in »
state of degradation, in which it does not
fail to sink when it gains the predomin
ance over the two noble principles, as it
happens in our subversive societies. GOD

THR PEOPLE OF ENGLAND AND THE
FOURIER AND INFIDELITY.
COURT.
The moral and social aspect of
To the Editor of Tin Tribune :
society here is by no means encouraging
and the most conspicuous feature is
The doctrine of SOCIAL UNITY given to wishes to control Matter
gross
only to raise it
sensuality.
Man, woman, and child,—
the world by the genius of FOURIER is fre to a state of nobleness
and of full liberty,
beggar, laborer, mechanic, tradesmen, all
quently accused of Materialism, Infidelity,
are beset by the beastly habit of
which it cannot attain and enjoy of itself.
drinking
gm, porter, beer or ale.
Out of these &c. an accusation which is accredited We have seen the proof of it in the anal
large masses one out of every four has probably
by a majority of persons who ysis of the material principle
(contre-huriswhat is called enough, that is, but little
have heard it without the time or inclina
me), the elements of which are in perma
more would take him from his
legs and tion
to examine its truth.
In one of the nent conflict in our false societies.
senses, and the rest are very likely to be
It is
in the various degrees of inebriation
be manuscripts of Fourier, copies of which this conflict which GOD must absorb and
tween him and soberness.
I
Amon'r eight
obtained last year, I find the following
change into a permanent concert, to raise
decently dressed women I met on a Sun
remarks on the relation of Mind to Mat
Matter to the noble rank of harmonious
day forenoon in an Omnibus, four visibly
ter, which offer a very clear and concise principle, operating in
were under the influence of the hahit
concert with the
of
mtoxication, and one of the completest answer to the charge at least of " Materi
two other principles,
Divine Love -and
embodiments of all kinds of sensuality im alism."
I translate it as a beautiful con Mathematical Justice, and enjoying like
agination can picture.
Men and women ception, and for the
information of those them a full development, but under their
servants require commonly a weekly sti
who believe that Association is based up guidance and in full
pend for beer, and generally spend the
obedience to their allwhole of it in drink on Saturday even on a material foundation.
For the better attractive laws.
" From the moment
mg the moment they get it. In two thirds understanding of the subject I will re
that Matter is thus
of the city the constant carrying of tin mark that
according to FOURIER the uni elevated, from the moment that the Hu
ale-mugs of all sizes, empty or full is a
verse is a Trinity in Unity, that is, a man Race are resplendent
sorrowful sight. From an estimate rough
with Justice
and Truth, with Honor,
ly made, but not far from the mark, there whole composed of three principles.
Charity and Phi
can be no doubt that the quantity of beer
The active or creative principle — Mind. lanthropy, from the
moment that the ex
and ale consumed in this city exceeds the
(Divine Love.)
ercise of their sensual faculties,
although
quantity of Croton water used in New
The passive principle, which is acted up enjoying full
liberty, shall maintain them
York. In proportion to the wretched
on — Matter.
selves constantly in balance with the de
ness of a street or neighborhood, the
(Divine use or industry.)
gin
The regulating or arlntrating principk mands of the spiritual
palace rises in size and show, where a
faculties, the body,
miserable violin helps to fiddle the trashy — The laws
of mathematical order. (Di that mechanism of the senses, considered
drinks down and to kill the time and mor
vine wisdom.)
at present as the vile principle, will
als of the lower classes of both sexes.
be
Yours truly. A. B.
come a most noble principle by its
Of course, the higher classes consider
perfect
" God, considered as the
ale vulgar and French brandies and wines
pivot and soul coincidence with the views of the two
taken more moderately, are the respectable of the Universe, the
generating centre of others ; but this effect is reserved for the
but
the
beverage,
omnipresent stomach is Unity, must first connect
himself with the passional Series in the Combined Order.
always the first and special concern of
We must endeavor then in our social the
the father of an English family, and there two other principles of nature ; with Mat
ter to carry on creation and universal ories to produce an accord in
is a story that the Duke of Wellington
three prima
paid, when strawberries were out of sea movement, and with the laws of
ry developments of our human* nature —
Mathe
son, ten shillings
for
each straw
sterling
matical order, to base upon just laws the in the material principle or
tendency to
berry contained in two dishes that graced
This al riches and material harmonies, in the spi
his table, and that one of his guests, a system of creational movement.
certain lord, found them so " very fine," liance, which is the first of the Three Di ritual principle or tendency to social af
that he finished one dish by himself, and vine relations, engenders the
fections and groups, and in the intellectu
simple Trin
sent the other round to his wife that she
ity, represented by the number Three, al principle or tendency to Series and or
might follow his example.
Such is the
which is the first of the sacred numbers. der — and form of their combined
devel
way, rather than in the formatwn of li
" To secure the
braries and galleries that an immense in
predominance of good opment the harmonic Trinity, of which
come may be spent. Even at Court there and repress evil in the Universe, the two we see no traces in the
present Order of
is no expression of real elevation : the
noble principles, which are God, or Love, society, in which the material
principle is
King of Prussia, having en his visit here,
been introduced to all the lords and nobles and the laws of Mathematical Order, or predominant, debasing the two other prin
with losg and pompous titles, inquired Justice, must combine to subject the vile ciples, and drawing the seven spiritual
•or the literary men of the Court, but principle, which is Matter — a
principle passions or affections into a state of con
these, alas ! could not be found.
Such which produces the reign of evil wherev
flict with the material passions. Asa con
at least is the story
currently told here,
*nd it has the air of probability, for in er it is predominant, wherever the soul is sequence, the Trinity of principles is in
Prussia,
the literary
men are always subjected to the empire of the senses. simple and discordant development, in
around or at the Court, but here the The good, or Harmony is based then
up stead of a state of compound and harmo
Queen, instead of extending her patron
on the league, and the supremacy of the nious development.
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with

centre and two wings, th

Love principle or the social affections form
the centre or pivot of the Series, the in
tellectual faculties the sources of wisdom
the ascending wing, and the five sense
the source of industry, the descending
wing, corresponding to Divine Love, Di
vine Wisdom, and their ultimatum in ma
terial or finite existence and creation.]

a

in

:

zB

there

remedy, which, applied

son, will be certain

the

But
in

of

and deeper, until

its effects.

sea

The

a

union of labor and capital, the organiza
tion of industry on Associative principles,
This little story may be regarded as
will meet all the difficulties of the case.
counterpart of the admirable articles on
If this be impracticable, the reform of so
Labor in New York," which we are
With the present dis
ciety
hopeless.
now republishing from the Tribune.
sets forth

in another form,

and abuses inflicted

the

on industry,

so ac
eased body, the inherent poison
tive and universal as to neutralize the
is

Series,

a

the Divine Love as the prism refracts th
white ray.
If we distribute the three pri
mary elements of the human soul, in

deeper

whole social body becomes corrupt.

It

They refract, so to say

I

I

is
a

a

[The four cardinal Loves are those man

likeness of God.

will sink

First Se
Wrongs of American Women.
ries.
Tlte Elliott Family; or the Tri
als
New York Seamstresses.
CHARLES BURDETT.
New York
Winchester.
1845. pp. 162.

nal Loves."
ifested by all finite beings throughout th
Universe, that are made in the image an

Moral diseases, of the most virulent stamp,
will be the consequence.
The contagion

REVIEW.

would be unworthy of
Being who
Love, and who engenders the four card

a

I

mony, nor to admit them as slaves, whic

continues the great mass of
laborers will be defrauded of their rights.
arrangement

in

His scheme of ha

malignity or selfishness, but are the inev
itable fruits of an erroneous arrangement
the relations of industry.
While this

is

in it,

and the five sensitive impulses or passion
to exclude them fro'

which represent
an intervention

most

reform in our social institutions.

These evils are not the work of individu
als, but of
general system.
They do
not grow from voluntary and cherished

I

which are derived from God and their all
ance to restrain the five ignohle or materi
passions. He could not have created i mu

picts can ever be cured, without
radical

in

ing the predominance in all his relation
or noble passion

of the seven spiritual

travelled again through that
years ago
saw, was the
section, and the only farm
very one of which we have just written.
All the others were desolate, fences down,
cabins abandoned, the owners had become
discouraged, and moved off.
thought
saw the same old stable door hanging by
one hinge, that used to disgust me ten
saw no change ex
and
years before
the whole county,
cept for the worse
with the single exception of this one
—
farm."
Indiana Fariner and Gardner.
;

" The means of social salvation an
of harmony for man consists then in caus

is
a
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wrongs
the suf

most sincere efforts of the philanthropist,
to defy the schemes of the politician, and

ferings of the unprotected classes of soci
ety, and the impositions which so many

of the honest and deserving poor are com even to render the pure and sweet influ
ences of Christianity
of little practical
pelled to sustain from the heartlessness of

those, whom
iias put

in

avail.

a false social arrangement
possession

of power which

It

If

a

;

it

it

s

a

a

is

it

a

in

a

a

in a

it,

/

in

in

is

;

;

a

;

it

o

a

a

it

a

a

by

it

it

in

a

in

it

a

in

It

a

is is

a

in

it

:

in

is
a

:

in

of

:

a

The American Shepherd being
Complete
they are incompetent to manage for the
History
Sheep, with their Breeds,
common good.
We rejoice
at
every
Management, and Diseases.
By L. A.
GETTING POOR ON RICH LAND, AND
to arouse the public attention to
MORRELL.
New York
Harper and
RICH ON POOR LAND.
A close observe tempt
Brothers.
1845. pp. 437.
The favors of
of men and things, told us the following these momentous evils.
"ortune too often not only benumb the inlittle story, which we hope will plow ver
This
work, which we can recom
deeply into the attention of all who plov
ellect but petrify the heart.
We need mend, almost without reserve or qualifi
very shallow
their soils —
every kind of influence to awaken men cation. Its aims are high, and
succeeds
Two brothers settled together in
rom the lethargy, into which they are
reaching them.
One of them on
not
county.
cold, ugly
compila
sunk, in regard to the waste of human tion, although free use
clay soil, covered with black jack oak
made of the best
not one of which was large enough t« lappiness, of human life, from the existwritings on the subject, but has the force
make a half dozen rails. This man wonlc
ng organization of labor.
Our fat and and authority of actual
experience.
never drive any but large, powerful, Con
irowsy citizens, — our sleek and perfumed will be found an invaluable guide to
estoga horses, some seventeen hands high.
the
.xquisites, — our respectable men and wo farmer, engaged
He always put tltrce horses to
the branch of husband
large
plow, and plunged
some ten inches men, who hope to gain
high place
ry of which
treats, while
may be pe
This deep plowing he invariably
deep.
he courts of Heaven by lounging in the rused with interest
the general reader,
practised and cultivated thoroughly after
orner of
crimson cushioned pew on both on account of the
wards.
HP. raised his seventy bushels ol
clearness of its
Sunday, — our magnanimous politicians,
corn to the acre.
style, and the various information which
This man had brother about six miles aboring under the intensest sentiment of
imparts.
the Messrs. Harper would
off, settled on
rich White river bottom patriotism, and
sacrificing even their own always supply the public with
books as
farm, and while
black jack clay soil
for their country's good, have free from humbug as this,
yielded seventy bushels to the acre, this ntegrity
they would de
time to consider the miseries on which serve better of their
fine bottom land would not average fifty.
country.
One brother was steadily growing rich on
teir own comforts are built
far be
By the bye, our regular agricultural
pnor land and the other steadily growing
rom them to sully their dainty fingers reader
complains that he has not had
poor on rich land.
ith the work of reform
the poor, they chance to notice the last number
One day the bottom land brother came
of Friend
re convinced, from reason and religion,
down to see tlie black jack oak farmer,
Skinner's " Library," as no copy has yet
t;ilk
and they began to
/ill be always with them, and what were made its way to these "
about their crops
diggings."
and farms, as farmers are very apt to do.
ie poor born for, but to toil
and thus
" How
"
it." said the first,
that you
hey repose, in supine and listless apamanage on this poor soil to beat me
The National Magazine, and
Ind^otrial
"
the midst of social outrages, which
ly,
crops?
Record.
Edited by REDWOOD FISHER
The reply was " work my land."
ry loud enough almost to raise the dead, —
Sept. 1845. N. Y. Office 161 Fulton
"
That was
Some men have
exactly.
Street.
social miseries, which would seem able
such rich land, that they wont work it;
melt
heart of stone.
The facts preMr. Fisher presents, in his
and they never get
Magazine,
step beyond where
inted
this book — for they are facts,
new claimant to the
they began.
They rely on the soil, and
patronage of the
—
not on labor, or skill, or care, — Some
ough in
fictitious garb,
may serve commercial community. The present
num
man expect their LANDS to work, and
quicken the public interest
this ap- ber contains
History of Commerce, an
some men expert to work their lands, and
We
alling
subject.
hope
may find
interesting account of the Mining Dis
that
just the difference between the good
ide circulation and be read by all class- trict of Brazil,
and bad farmer.
Sketch of New Bedford,
When we had written thus far, and
with attention.
At the same time, we Mass., some valuable Statistics
as to the
read
to our informant, he said " three
ave no belief that the evils which
de Internal Improvements of the
State of
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aspira

a variety of useful facts in an tions, hopes blossoming fair and soon
agreeable style, and we trust his labors blighted, wretchedness in full proportion
will meet with a due appreciation on the to the capacity for life and joy.

furnishes

benefit they are

Ts it not a significant fact, that souls
highly endowed and sent as the

thus

of Heaven, should
find no home in the society of men ? We

special
Cosmos : or a Survey of IhePh-ysical His
By ALEXANDER
tory of the Universe.
New York : Harper
VON HUMBOLDT.
and Brothers.

can

messengers

only

wonder

that

a

social

order

in which the poet and the artist are pro
verbially wretched, has not sooner been

This great work of Von Humboldt's
called in question.
Had men possessed a
the Messrs. Harper are publishing in
real, active faith in God, instead of a
numbers.
Enough to say it justifies its
reached

us long

whining and artificial resignation which
is an insult to his mercy, they would have

It is an eloquent and profound ex
obeyed his commandments by endeavoring
pression of the great idea which this age
to discover a constitution of things in
is inspired with, the idea of Unity.
It is
which his choicest gifts would not be
especially devoted to the physical scien
worse than wasted.
ces, but in the precision of the i»'izn, the
ago.

imagination of the poet is not deadened.
Baron Von Humboldt combines both these

POETRY.

characters.

be entirely opposed to the war, the false
ness, and the misery which prevail even in
our so-called Christian

countries.

The name of the translator
withheld

of Cosmos

;

but, though we
have not seen a copy of the original and

is modestly

cannot speak from actual knowledge,
apparent

excellence

entitles the public to know to whom
are indebted.

the

of the translation
they

We shall hereafter notice

the whole work at length.

From tin Danish of
The Jmprovisatore.
Hans Christian Andtrsen.
Translated
by MARY HOWITT. New York : Harp
er and Brothers, 82 Cliff Street. 1845.
pp. 124.
In this novel we have a charming union
of northern sentiment with southern
warmth

and luxuriance.

It

is a picture

of Italian life by a Dane.
However suc
cessful as such, it is still the work of a
genuine Teuton, and never could be at
tributed to any other source.
It lacks,
ao to apeak, the physical softness of the

I remember long ago
When the soft June days were wasted,
That the Autumn and the snow
In the after heats were tasted;
For the sultry August weather
Burned the freshness from the trees, —
And the woods and I, together,
Mourned the winter, that must freeze
The silver-singing streams
Which fed our summer dreams.
Through the yello.v aftern.-.on
Rolls the wagon harves'.-lacien,—
And beneath the harvest moon

At the husking sings the maiden ;
While without the winds are flowing
Like long aerial waves,
And their scythe-sharp breath is mowing
The flowers upon the graves.
When the husking is nil o'er
The maiden sings no more.

I

I

Blythe WHSthe hour, Kathleen,
reached my native shore
When
beheld
wept in joy when
Thy cottage-name once more
;

crimson eyed new coiner.
Whose voice is cold and thin,
As he whispers to the flowers,
' Lo, all this time is our's.'

An' lightly sprang

forward
stood by the burn side,
To meet thee at the door, Kathleen,
My ain sweet bonnie bride.
Where

Thou wert not there, — Kathleen
No my call ye answered not,
And the wind was sighing desolate
Through thy deserted cot

!

are not ap
pointed by their author as agents in some
undiscovered social harmony, which shall

And the Autumn coming in,

A

A

!

Soul

The gold corn in the field
And the asters in the meadow.
And the heavy clouds that yield
To the hills a crown of shadow.
Mark the ending of the Summer,

might, dearest, win for thee
warJIy gear
wee bit
And aye my heart was comforted
In all my toils afar,
knew thy love was steadfast
For
As the light of that dear star.

That

I

refrain from inquiring whether
earthly society is fated to remain in per
petual subversion, and whether the at

thropists

SONG.

EXAMPLE
FROM GOETHE.
When I for lack of patience sink,
Of patient mother Earth I think,
Who, they say, doth daily spin
Round and round, year out, year in.
Am I, then, for aught else put here?
I follow my lady Mother dear.

left thee then, Kathleen,
labored mony year,
And

Where did

I

the designs

of God, how can philosophers and philan

tractions of the human

Whole centuries had flown.

I

Unity ? Seeing that harmony
reigns in the material creation, and that
where fulfils

I remember
That bitter hour, Kathleen,
When our last farewell was spoken —
Ah ! it seems but as yestreen !
But when I sadly count the time.
And sorrows I hae known,
My puir heart feels as since then,

!

of Social

AUTUMN

maun love it yet.

find thee, darling

Ah my poor brain turned that e'en
As read on the cauld marble
Thy pretty name — " KATHLEEN."
!

more and

affirms the Unity of
positively
things, can thoughtful men long overlook
a higher branch of science, — the science

I

Oh ! weel do

Years have gone by, Kathleen,
came back that night,
Since
But the bright gem ye gave to me
Shines on with its pure light,
fondly think night's jewels,
The homes of angels are,

An'

And (hat thou dost inhabit,
As thy heaven, my ain bright star.

I

While the science of Nature

every

So

For the Harbinger.

more

attraction

Should ye die before we met,

Ye'd mak' your heaven that pure star —

I

had

That was Ung syne, Kathleen,
The night ye gave it me,
And inony's the heart-grief I've had since
1 parted then frae thee ;
But it glads me that ye tauM me,

I

which

reputation

Or some warldly gem ye'd given ;
But thy sister angels cared for thee,
And lent thee this frae Heaven.

I

part of those to whose
devoted.

To look upon when far awa'.
That I might think of thee.
I ken'd that ye were puir,

;

fruitless

?

misfortune,

if,

dependance,

;

movement than the passion of the south.
The story is the old tragedy of genius ;

betrothal.]
Kathleen, I mind me stilt,
The star ye gave to me,

a

journal devoted to free analysis and dis
cussion of the subject, hope for the sup
port of commercial men generally.
He

and less grace ui

I

a sense, more imagination

see thee now, Katlileen,
My ain — my gentle one —

hear thy voice's metody
Sae touching in each tone.
Thy angel-like expression, —
Thy een san full of love, —
All, all come back as look up
I

could

o'

as it chivalrous

it

nor

with,

KATHLEEN.

I

familiar

in

Mr. Fisher does feeling which contains more soul and less

at present organized,

not appear

still' and angular

But it is. full of the ideal anc
[It is a common custom in Scotland, for
tenderness of the north, — a
lovers to chose a star as a memento of

its bearing.

I

I

south, and is slightly

1

of minor

besides a variety

I

N*r York,

pJces and extracts.
The real character of Commerce
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To that dear star ibove.

JV. Y. Mirror.
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to find exercises

eemed as classic.

he have the happy fac

he modern Italian

a

Should

enough.

The Musical Clots Book, Jor tlte use of ulty of extemporizing them, then the in
Female Seminaries, High Schools, Adult
convenience and loss of time in writing
and Juvenile Singing Schools, Private
dosses, SLC.
By A. N; JOHNSON. hem on the black-board seriously interTremont
*ere. Besides they ought to be so good,
Boston: George P. ReeH

ti

Row.

The great name*
opera must yield

mn in some of the higher

Mr. Reed

also

has

Six

The

prevails of

The "Elementary Principles"

which we find prefixed to all the various

of sacred and secular music

which

have appeared of latet are, with
some slight modifications, essentially the

But there are things which sys

a

Such are good taste,
a true deep feeling, and) in the highest
sense of the word, style. These must be
Mr. Johnson's " Solfeggios " offer cer
rich and varied supply of exam
Familiarity with music which tainly
inspired.
has style, besides the quickening influ
ples at every stage of progress in the el-

This

ments.

is
a

ence of a person who has music in him,
and whose teachings are not merely me
chanical, are altogether desirable.
Such

great thing

gained.

They moreover are arranged for various

another

;

is. after

that

commend them as pleasing

ly, and of overcoming the natural repug
nance of the generality of pupils to a
close application of the mind to the study
of relations, so thai they shall proceed

again

One hundred of the solfeggios
are popular airs arranged for three voices,

can entertain

converting
which

melody,

that

superficial

sense ol

seeks

gratification
into a taste for what is high

beautiful and true>
those how to study,
studied in their lives.

in

is

As
faithful

whole,

a
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experience

study,

which

commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to rendereveryconditioninsecure.
the Relief IBto come,and can only comefromthe new
applicationof Christianprinciple«,of UniversalIus
and af tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
and for
Da. CHANtuna.

book indicates

the

And he has got to fords conveniences

inspire the very love he seeks to gratify.
With respect to the first qualification,

a

:

and book, after all.

perhaps never

their

There are also added various
This
songs, chiefly from the German.
But as to the harmonizing of
well.
these airs, we may complain that the ef
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1845.
fect and expression of true harmony are
Of modern civilization, the natural fruiti are,
sometimes wanting
that there
more of
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,
mechanical than of artistic talent in the gamblingspirit in trade, recklessadventure,and

He has got to teach
who

circle

parlor

and voice.

a

secondly, the difficulty of forming any
thing like style in their performance, and

agreeable

and practica

ble songs, for the majority of those who

is

at every
rote ; and

at once

quick ear and retentive mem
generally
We can
ory serve instead of science.

useful."

of

a

and by

lessons

forming

;

and earnestly

not carelessly

"

a

understandingly

by

In re
either sex alone, or by both.
spect of beauty, let his preface speak

to teach,

in the

the harmonies

choice
accompaniment sometimes betray
difficulties, and that
between awkward

find a double difficulty ; first, that of pre
senting the elements of the science clear

he undertake

is

do not evince the habit of

composition,

combinations of voices, generally in threepart harmony, so that they may be sung

if

plain,

in that they

will

a person,

That

English models.

they are the work of an amateur

a

a

is

tems cannot teach.

by

collections

is

coursei

;

philosophical,

;

method, being

most,

"

published

a

that what

good teachers, and good exercises.

of

of

style.

a

based upon the Pestaloiiian sys
is now most needed is

Manual,

step,

to

qualities

Telfourdisano/nas to be worthy to be Songs, byTEUouRD."
The songs speak for them
ifeserved and referred to more than once. de-guerre.
selves as amateur productions, evidently
They should be prepared with care, not
gentleman of taste, familiar with
view to properly graduating by
only with
of the opera and song styles which
.he succession of difficulties, but also to most
circles, for
merits, lave prevailed publicly or in
ensure in them some intrinsic
The some time. They are characteristic as
of style, of beauty.
something
and they show more
for words
most thoughtlesa whistle, or idle passing melodies
They
of judgment than of ambition.
touch of the piano, of
person of real
called very original,
though
cannot
be
an
So
musical feeling, has
expression.
differ much from one another, and
he earliest vocal exercises should not they
They are ra
are free from mannerism.
also
but
rule,
speak
merely exemplify
ther echoes and reproductions of the va
not unmeaningly to the mind.
Accuracy
have
and beauty should vouch for one another rious styles of song, of which we
Belli
Thus,
of
reminds
one
you
spoken.
,n every one of them, so
far as this
ni another
of the Spanish sort and
possible.
a

the introduction of the Boston Academy's

same.

valuable, and fit to be e-

intrinsically

hese exercises,

The teaching of singing in classes has
become so methodised and uniform, since

tem,

s

The greatest dif-

supply

is

real want.

iculty of the teacher

o
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teacher,

for teaching

have been long

desired in

INDIVIDUALITY

vain.

portion of Mr. Johnson's
book offers all the aid to the teacher,

the elementary

IN ASSOCIATION.

The most prevailing

fear about Asso

is

is

it

is

:

le

is

on the score of that undefined
25 Eludes facile* et progressives, composees ciation
Piano, par HENRI BERTINI Jr. thing, Individuality.
It is
which a teacher ought to have.
povr
The very vague
op. 100. Boston
George P. Reed.
complete, systematic, thorough.
ness of the term, as used, however,
Here are exercises (in another sphere proof that
rouglmess, we should say, is his pecu
covers more than
under
The questions affixed to to be sure,) admirable for the quality, ol stood. False Individuality
liar virtue.
a thing very

the want of which we just now complain
well defined
but of true Individuality
ed. Everything that Bertini touches has the scientific account
locked up in the
true Italian grace.
His exercises are future.
Yet
shall soon be unlocked,
the method which the teacher is to pur beautiful as compositions. Of these twen
since this new light has been thrown
sue ; let him vary or abridge
as he ty-five, each
characteristic
truly
upon its complement, or true Association.
finds desirable.
piece, contains at least the glimmer ol We are prepared to take the ground that

chapter "are almost tediously tho
rough ; but there can be no great danger
of erring on that side. They illustrate

is

;

a

it

a

an idea, of which

more could be made.

there

is

Then comes the substance of the book
"more than five hundred exer

is

it,

each

not and never can be Individu

it

o

it

if

;

is

is

The child who should master them, wouk ality, so long as there
not Association.
ciscs and solfeggios, (songs without words
ask afterwards for real compositions, ami Without true union no part can be true.
that is, to be sung with syllables,) vary
not be content to practice merely showy The members were made for the body
These are written "expressly the whole body be incoherent, every
ing from four measures, to three pages things.
in length, and in point of difficulty, from for young pupils, who are unable to reach member of
will be developed falsely,
the easiest to the most difficult rhythmi
an octave."
In his larger collection
will become shrunken or overgrown, dis
and melodic combinations."
This comes exercises, Bertini has produced much thai torted and weakened, since
will have
which
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either more or leas than its share, both of exclusive.

is

It

it

ifl

it

is

The Social Science consults desires, the entering into life and finding
finds their Unity. It God in the one way which
Variety itself is all attractions till
duty and of sustenance.
possible to
dull, if it lack unity ; for unity
the deems no planet free, while
remains his given nature, the chance to be free
and genuine, and true, but above all, to
beginning and end of variety.
unsphered, and owns no central sun.
Another fact, the counterpart of that calculates all orbits, but docs not prescribe be an actor, with the full force that
in

no existing
strongest

at

were,

of infancy,

which

precedes

the

die of love, a part and parcel of an Order
which
great enough to embrace, him,
and all the circumstances, and all the re
is

it

incoherent

lations of his life, — relations which
not short of the whole

stop

human race, and

beyond that, reach to worlds and systems
without number, the universe and God

of harmony, fitfully trying every resolu

because he, while he

the

answer

comes to the command, Let there be Light

The individual characters conflict, the
little phrases of melody which get devel

and minister,

representative

must needs be that

a

which

is

is

the way out into the ing whole

with

peculiar

way, the

given him to be
it;
way, too, wholly useless and forsa
There
ken, unless travelled by Aim.

only way in which

is

finds

accord

Simply
of this great liv

this his private interest?

it in

ere

grand

Why

a

tion,

!

buoyant youth and manhood of society
the first struggling " turbid modulations"
of a'chaos of sounds, big with the thought

a

what
each

give

hitherto

him, a creator, that he may not be a blot
upon creation, a lover, that he may not

is

can

is

each demands

society

;

;

now

the

it

is

is

dividuality; so too, on the other hand,
our idea of true Association,
of the col
lective destiny of Man, comes mainly
from our knowledge of the individual.
The rule " Attractions proportional to
Destinies,"
all the guide we have.
Personal peculiarities furnish all the data
to any calculation of the true laws of So
ciety.
They are troublesome enough

pronounces

tempts at Society among men to be but
the necessary preliminary,
the painful
transition
and " teething-time,"
as

;

if

part,

due to each component
Association only can explain In

what

And having traced and everywhere
any.
verified the Law of Social distribution,

!

of the

the unity
decide

to make

we must comprehend
whole, before we can

it

If

up the truth.

it

just stated, must be put with

The life of the branch
But each human being
" general good " so abstract, and
gene in harmony, where each obeys its law,
special determination of that life, the
ral measures are so blind, that each
and in serving the whole, feels its own embodiment of its activity in some one
driven even to exaggerated assertion of power, and reaps beyond its own utmost direction.
We, our individualities, are
himself, stands upon " reserved rights, " ambition.
They
Only in the Combined Order, the habits of the Universal Soul.
pleads the " law within," grows transcen
only when the solidarity of mankind shall must be respected they are sacred they
dental, as
were, in self defence, and be realized, can healthy individuality find must not be thwarted, nor diverted from
true
their God-derived attractions.
In
feverishly afraid of gelling swallowed up place.
and lost in that soul-less corporation,
In these subversive ages, during the order of society, can they clash can they
called the Whole. The individual sphere allotted centuries of Competition's
reign, degenerate to selfishness? can they be
protests against the violation to which
there
and can be no sort of association true to themselves, and not enrich the
can they sacrifice
whole grand harmony
continually liable frum any public in which
not at the expense of individual
themselves, and not live all the more? a
terest short of that of true integral Asso
an abstrac
The " general good "
ity.
not their individuality,
ciation, concentric with the universal unity tion, the interest of the whole
but
expressed in act,
of all things. Individualism, to be sure,
False association their most religious prayer and thanksgiv
crushing of interests.
The word selfishness will become
one-sided, and passions are unreasonable, effects peace, not harmony.
kills by ing
In the com*
and characters and tendencies unmanage
its machinery.
Dead uniformity
its obsolete in true Association.
Where have there been plete Phalanx,
Association
highest boast.
realized,
able, and unavailable, almost, for harmo

him, and most oped, strangle one another as long as the solidarity of life.
The chaos lasts. Their only security will be es
the vine.

not wanted.

is
a

such iron
and yet they are the only elements such matchless combination,
Think not to si- bonds of unity, as in the order of the Jes
given in the problem.
Their policy was to discipline and
They are uits
hence them, but study them.

al

in

is

'

It

is

a

is

is

?

is

is

it

is

?

a

it

;

;

is

is

is

awaits

willing where he

is
in

where least work

but so many distracted

cries of each one drug the individual, until nothing of him
blind passive force
his place. They clamor to fulfil their self was left, except
destiny . We are letters sealed and sent by at the disposal of his superior.

without

for

attraction

the su

that we

From his state of jealous antago

must know, and the general geography of nism, from his weak self-exaggeration,
into which we are sent, we from the weary monomania of his char

the world,

acter,

ry respectively.

confinement,

These

individualities,

made

a

Phalanx, pure

determine

each

one to

is

his place, where he would be most useful
to the whole

and doing

what

his soul

acceptable,

nay,

indispensable,

to

all.

The passions regulated, but not ignorantsuppressed, exalted to religious end,
weave their warm life-colors into

would

contradiction
and the beauty of the Collective Man, and the
will deliver him, and let more intensely they pursued their objects,

mad by
it

must know, to reach our points of delive

would

will not most loves, he would do what was most

crush, but happily absorb into its harmon
ies.

In such

life.

;

the living soli

Differences

but the definite and actu

side of the reigning unitary idea, which
otherwise were but an idea, an abstraction

a

our individuality

;

is

could we only read the language
perscription

But true Association
darity of Man.

individualism

ly

and directed,

it

but whither?

clearly superscribed

;

;

is

the hand of the All-Wise
each

is

a

?

;

ny

well read, are the compass which will
conduct us, underslandingly, and in har
monic distribution, into all the unexplored

channels to his suppressed impatient love.

They cannot burst or escape the general

He will no longer die with fruitless long

bond,

ports of the boundless

ing to go out, and find himself in others.

As surely as attraction

legitimacy

is

individual

their

action.

their law, they

himself

the main-stieam

it

is

a

is

private interest.

It

the acting out of industry already has become attractive,
himself, the finding of the true sphere of where the globular form, which may be
or the passions, the satisfaction of his soul's taken as the type of individuality, tenda

nor can its charter

be in any way narrow

will afford to give

which
a

it

«f

any sound and

le

with
;

posed to conflict

gitimate individuality

however

For, as
away, must gravitate all to one centre.
of all passion the poet says, —
man, call the branches by what " From God there
in
no flight, but only U
Him."
name you will. There
cannot be diffi
cult to settle the question of Individuality.
With regard to full Association, there
Phalanx where all the elements
The collective interest
fore, in
but the harmo
nious balance, not the dreadful rival of of
society exist, well organized, where
He

The doctrine of Association, being
self altogether the fruit of the study of
individual attractioas, being the first full
calculation of destinies according to the
" Passions," or primary springs of action
and of character in men, cannot be sup

the more lively the variety they would lend.

is

versal Unity.

and open free delightful

a

of Uni

is

continent

him be himself,
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Here individual idiosyncracies come in.
like every drop of water, to unite itself
ORNAMENTAL FARMING.
" We have long wondered that fanners
with others, till it finds its way into one The fact that men do differ so in temper
of the little rills, which all seek the rivers, ament, is sufficient cause why the most do not take more pains than they do to

Handsome rows
the ornament their farms.
of shade trees by the road side, along the
farm avenues and around the house,
life and safety of stables, corn-houses, &c. give a beauty
(which we trust is not far off,) the ques the enterprise, and why a tender personal to the farm that always makes it more
decides itself.
The justice, a degree of deference and delica attractive, and hence more saleable and
tion of Individuality
One hundred dollars (in labor)
valuable.
real difficulty appertains to this half-way,
cy, should prevail, rather than the cold,
expended in such ornaments about a farm
There
Where
Association
rule.
state.
inflexible methods of general
transitional
of one hundred acres, will ordinarily
does not exist, but only feeble, half en is every occasion for the law of love, make it appear worth five hundred dollars
and to a purchaser, more than is another that
lightened, ill-provided attempts to prepare which is the only justice, inwardly
for the want
the way for Association ; where the Soli really, whatever may be the literal ap appears bare and cheerless
of such refreshing appendages."
One man, by his very nature,
darity of man is only an aspiration ; pearance.
We take the above paragraph from the
where the elements of harmony, spiritual throws himself without reserve into any en
Augusta Banner, a paper which we al
and material, are not collected ; where terprise, which he thinks worth undertak
that flow

into the ocean ; where

private

liberal

policy

should

interests converge with all their strength ; largest individuality
with regard to that high stage of progress, consistent with the

prevail,

why

be allowed,

should

ing, identifies the measures of the moment ways look into with a certain sense of
of in respect of importance, with the great idea refreshment, enlivened as it usually is,

few have science, and theirs too dim for
where

emergency;

every

the

terms

the union must be more or less, for the
time being,

matter of compromise,

and

which claims his religious

homage,

sur

renders himself, body and soul, not only

with some quaint or pithy articles from its
Editor, whose pen seems to have the

temporary power of never growing rusty or dull.
the idea seeks to We can tell him, however, that it is no
Another is use to wonder at the neglected and cheer
approach its actualization.
to day ; where sphere enough is not jealous of the genuineness of his action, less appearance of the farms which he
It is very
created to occupy the whole energies of would do all, would compromise to an un visits on his little excursions.
every nature ; and where, however sub limited amount, for the sake of harmony, well to talk about the beauty of shade
the superior energy of individuals, rather
than any law of Divine Order, determines
of the thing from day
the complexion

to that idea,

lime the ultimate idea and aim, the spe

but still reserves always something of his
energy which he may apply in his own

trees, of fine animals, of perfect utensils;
but certain it is that seven-eighths of our

way ; he would keep some bridle upon
votion ; — there the question does arise : the horse he rides ; he would be sure that

farmers in New England are not able to
have them, and you may preach up their
importance till the crack of doom without

cial organization, by which its realization
is sought, is too small for their whole de

What relation do individual

but to the first

in which

organization

interests sus

it is his idea for which he is working,
and can one and that he is not passive in the hands of effect.
The reason is, that the farmer
merge his whole strength in the general others or of accident. Every man devotes gets hold of so little ready cash ; the
policy, without loss of individuality? — himself most readily to that work, which money goes to swell its own amount in

tain to the general interest

'

Can he trust the mechanism
would?

Will

what

to act as he

he does he his own

deed, self-determined, intelligent and free,
— the expression, as every deed should be,

he does freely from himself, and which
he can keep to the level of his ideal aim.

It

is harder to be enthusiastic

of an ideal in his mind ? or will he not be multitudes
possibly

but a spoke in the great wheel ' and the

engage,
law

in carrying

Now,

when

before perfect

union

out the ideas of another.

of attraction

are possible,

This danger is incident, of course, to there must be mutual compromise. Some
But it is essentially dim will lead, some of more active will than
all transitions.
inished, when we are on the look out for others will control the movement.
Such
it ; and its amount is always in the inverse may throw themselves into the stream, to
sink or swim, with a devotedness that
ratio of the real purity of purpose, har
mony of characters, and depth of wisdom knows no bound ; they may well advo
and

experience

among

those

engaged.

And if to all these qualities you add firm
faith and devotion, new light and new
freedom will steadily crown the honest
effort,

whatever

and blindness

mistakes

there may be at first.
The organization should be wisely pro
portioned to the exigencies of such a stage
Too much should not be de
ef growth.
manded ; but everything

should

conspire

cate entire and unreserved
the individual

in the general

absorption

the hands of the capitalist ; precious little
of it sticks to the fingers of those " whose
talk is of bullocks and who

goad."

It

glory in the

as they can do to
pay the necessary hands they must hire
to raise com and potatoes, without going
into

is as much

the slow

of embellishing
They are usually

business

their land with trees.

more or less embarassed with debt, and at
any rate the number is very small, whose
farms enable them to handle much money
in the course of the year.
All they can

of get is wanted for taxes, for the black
smith's and wheelwright's bill, for the

interest, for

the general measures are their own idea,
and a man will die for his own idea.

"notions"

little

Let "store;"

they

and when

owe

for

at

the

they have so little

them not, however, demand all that, as a sunshine it is not to be expected that they
matter of right, of their associates who will feel disposed to lay out much for

In fact, a man must have a pretty
only follow, or perhaps yield to them shade.
Let strong mind not to lose his spirit and en
against their own proper judgment.
the terms of union be such that compul
terprise, in the monotonous drudgery of
sion shall not scare away attraction.
It isolated farming. He is likely to grow

is men that we want in Association, it is discouraged, to let the spirit of a sleepy
as far as possible, the whole life and ener genuine, self-centred, independent char
conservatism creep over him before he
to become contented even
gy of each individual member into the acters; and not the indifferent, though thinks of
experiment, without tying his hands so faithful
and uninterrupted
in when disorder stares him in the face, and
service,
as to make him a slave to the mechanism which men feel not a man's influence.
scarce to muster resolution to pick up a
and to draw

at the cost of his idea.
its

founders,

requires

Association,
almost

in

incredible

hoe or shovel

when

he sees

it

it,

to make devotion voluntary,

out

of

mp We have been gratified with the place.

West. They give us cheering accounts
of their condition and prospects. Let us

only iu combined industry, well
operation,
organized and in successful
that we can hope to see extensive rural
embellishment, except on the estates of

temporary means.

hear from them often.

proprietors

friends

we have recently received, from
in different Associations
at the

is

letters

It

patience, devotion, and forgetfulness of
self; in the nourishing of that very vir
tue, there may be danger of a blind devo
tion, of losing sight of the end in the

who have plenty of means at
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may not weigh

arms of industry
lands.
But yet

LABOR

petual disappointment.

IN

LOWELL.

friend of the

Our

esteemed

New York Tribune,

in

behalf,

shall

not be scorned,

can lay to our charge

is

their

But no man

both earnest and persistent.

any wrong

either

of word or thought to the more prominent
and better guarded interests of the world.
We preach no doctrine but Reconcilia
tion, but let
terms,

be reconciliation

upon just
all parties shall receive

which

their legitimate

share of the advantages.

Herein we have the satisfaction of know
ing that we shall always
side of the Tribune,

be found at the

however

in

;

it,

it
in

a

forest-trees.

and patient toil builds up the world, are

foreign somewhat warm and youthful, and that
system contrary to our claim that they shall not be over
the first elements of natural justice, fatal looked, and that the dictates of justice
does

This can be done
without inconvenience or injury ; for their to the true expansion of the mind, shed
labors will tend to enhance the value of ding
pernicious gloom over the most
the estate ; while the current expenses necessary pursuits of life, at war with
are provided for from other branches of the dearest hopes of man, and unsancBut so long as the present tioned and unblessed of God. If you
industry.
system of isolated and repulsive labor have unwonted strength, then, at this
behalf of a cause which
prevails, we must not expect any thing moment, use
but its inevitable fruits.
The land, and concerns not you and your children alone,
but the highest welfare of unborn gene
he who works on
will equally suffer
and the traveller of taste, with an eye for rations.
picturesque beauty, will experience per
choice

perhaps our faull that

in

so heavily here on the
as

it

and -tending

The the coining.

in

gardens, and in transplanting

flower-

for redress.

whether the gold which abounds
their
coffers has not been somewhat tainted in

in

beautiful

shubberies,

civilized

in

luxuriant

all

system may not be so oppressive just at our sympathies on the side of the mil
other times. lions of human creatures, whose dumb
this moment as
has been
it

will have ample room for its gratification.
They will take pleasure in preparing

countries, calls loudly

in

it
is
a

Those whose

taste leads them to the cultivation of trees

It

with the richest ornaments.

produced by the present or

of industry,

is

ganization

It

the laborer,

tion can well

it

A prosperous Associa
afford to clothe its domain

their Command.
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minor

and local matters we may in the opinion
THE WORKING MEN'S MOVEMENT. We occasion the other day to speak with some of that Journal sometimes be mistaken.
regret that
was not in oar power to severity of our article upon this subject,
it

took

River,

Convention

at

Fall

we understand that the
in

occasion was not one of so great interest
as previous meetings
Boston and Low

and especially of that part of
which
related to the letter of its correspondent
C. D. S.
We are happy to learn that
it

recent

although

C. D. S.

is
in

the

attend

favor of organizing

indus

COMPETITION.
We wonder that any
practical man should be blind, for one mo
ment, to the tremendous evils arising from
the principle of free competition, in its ap

We trust, however, that there will try upon more equitable principles than plication to business by selfish and worldlyof energy or zeal in now prevail, but we do not see how that minded men. Talk of the charms of friend
those who are especially devoted to this renders our animadversions
upon his ship, the beauty of disinterested goodness,
On the divine harmonies of human nature
movement, and on whose efforts now the letter from Lowell at all improper.
the contrary,
man whose mind has been
prosperity of the laboring classes for
all folly.
Are you not aware that
ell.

It

is

a

a

!

be found no lack

is

is

is

is

?

is

it

is

a

is

is

in

long time to come may greatly depend. opened to the injustice which governs there
no friendship
trade, that he
less pardonable for good on 'Change who pays his notes the
as favorable
moment as civilized industry,
The present
It is idle such remarkable flights of imagination, day they are due, and that the divinest
any for action in this matter.
brisk than the most obstinate of those who look harmony which commerce knows
to suppose that because business
a
well to postpone upon the masses as the God-appointed
and wages high,
correct balance sheet, with an enormous
The question drudges of the few.
exertion for the present.
amount on the profit side
Throw to
temporary relief.
not intended as a be

Nor can we admit that our criticism of gether any large number of men in

not one concerning

a

;

the factory labor of Lowell

"

;

;

;

is

;

;

,

is

pro
was liable to miscuous crowd
what pushing and pull
the objection of the Tribune.
We ing and profane swearing are sure to take
nevolent operation to mitigate any imme
diate distress, but to correct the errors of brought no special charges against Low
what savage noises and dire con
place
we admitted every thing that the fusion
We may allow ell
the prevailing system.
but arrange the same disorderly
great en Tribune or any of its more zealous advo mass in systematic bands
that just at this time there
they all move
but having done forward without interference
couragement given to most branches of cates claim in its favor
and present

The movement

I

is

it

every day brings to light some new evi
dence of the evils of the system.
How
long before the wise, the active, the ener
getic, the leaders of society will begin to
search for
remedy, or give their atten
tion to that which

is

based

'

equity

a

on sound principles
Our design
of briefly commented upon.
In the distribution of the avails was to arouse the attention of thinking
the proportion of the capi men to the fact, that the best organization
of industry,
of industry which now exists does most
correctly
adjusted
talist and laborer
We aim
Does the present system of labor offer grievous wrong to the laborer.
full justice to the nature of man, guar on every occasion to incite men to bring
the enjoyment of all its rights, civilization and civilized arrangements of
antee to
all sorts, to the test of justice and reason,
the satisfaction of all its inherent wants
exists,

proposed

by Asso

ciation

?

it

it

Is

in

is

it
in

our
that there
an un so, we applied to
bungling and one of the most beautiful spectacles on
common demand for labor, and pood pay blundering manner," the standard of so which the eye can rest.
We want this
But cial justice revealed by science and by the harmonious order instead of the confused
most instances.
to be obtained,
Thus tried, we found violence which now prevails in the rela
the relation of the Christian gospel.
what of that?
some very grave vices which we tions of business.
now in
employer and the employed, as
The experience of
mechanical industry,

on the contrary

a

I

to aid in

aims at the correction
endured for centuries.

movement which ages of falsehood and oppression have pression, and evincing an unusual degree
of evils that have enriched with the blood and tears of the of editorial strength and. skill.
We regret
The condition of toiling masses, without even reflecting very much to hear of its discontinuanee

;

are called

a

a

it

in

a

it
is

ia

is

it

is

;

This topic was suggested to us directly
at war with the so that they may be led to inquire what by the valedictory notice of the South
the social order which both justice and Western
If you
noblest interests of humanity?
Farmer, Raymond, Mississippi,
reason demand
Nor are we over-careful
the case,
are convinced that this
paper which we have always regarded
to mince our words,
treacher
speaking of those as one of the most valuable on our ex
surely unwise to be lulled into
ous lethargy by any present advantages. who are content to reap the fat harvests change list, conducted, as
has been,
You of the great Golgotha of labor, which long with great freedom of thought and ex
You have great work to perform.
or
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SLAVERY FAIR.
We see that the usual call for the an
nual Massachusetts
Anti-Slavery Fair,
has been put forth this year by an increas
ed number of ladies.

We bid them God-speed : for though
we look upon the course pursued by the
abolitionists

as inadequate

to the object

they have in view, and see no hope for
the chattel slave but in the annihilation

of

all kinds of slavery, yet brave and warm
hearts are stirred by their appeals, and
few who earnestly endeavor to repair one

of society,

rotten spot in the frame-work

if

but will,

clear sighted

enough,

sooner

is so fastened

or later see that the whole

and so far decayed, as to ren

together,

der partial remedies

useless, and to re

quire a thorough overhauling.

We did not, however, take pen in hand
upon Slavery or AntiFar other thoughts were excit
Slavery.

to make remarks

us, on reading the call referred

ed within

it,

are
In the long list which follows
the names of many women whom we

to.

know to be fitted for any position, and ca
pable of any work, for which Society will
open

Of some of them

sphere to them.

may be said,

that by their

lives they

;

have proved their capacity, their integri
ty, and their common sense in short,
competent to take

that they are perfectly
care of themselves.

!

''

Ma
And yet these women are slaves
ny of them do not bear their own names,
a

but are called by the names of their legal
masters
state of perpetual
they are in
minority, and cannot dispose of anything
which belongs to them, not even of the
products of their own labor.

They have

the marriage of
their children," and unless they do vio
in

no voice before the law

lence to all the feelings and prejudices in
which they have been educated, and place

themselves in opposition to society, " they
must submit, and follow their masters to
the ends of the earth."
Many of the women whose names are
thus brought

before the public, as advo

cates for the chattel

are, as we

slave,

have said, themselves slaves, and those of
them who
rendered
their

are not so, have either been
free by the death of

partially

or have not yet entered

masters,

that state, to which society and their own
inherent nature, impel them all.

In all ages and under all circumstances,
stronger,

have known

who

are the law-giveis,

how to make laws,

reduce the weak

to

a

the

which

state of subjection

In our social relations, man

and slavery.

York.
An article in reference to this
will be found in another part of to-day's
The Call, signed by several well
paper.
known friends of Industrial Reform, is on

that the oppressor makes himself unhap
py and miserable by the very act which

our last page.

means alters the fact.

has so reduced woman.

It

ICP Do not forget the Industrial Con
gress to be holden the 14th inst. in New

matters not

It

is

a

brings the oppressed into such condition.
This
universal law, which by no
a

es of the uncertain tenure and the inad
equate rewards of labor, will soon sug
gest to an intelligent mind the remedy.
And as competition in industrial pursuits
begets embarrassments, suretyships, usu
ry bankruptcy, with a thousand other
evils still worse, so an Association of in
dustrial pursuits will ensure profitable
employment and a vast reduction of ex
penditure to all thus becoming associated.

THE WOMEN OF THE BOSTON ANTI-

a

Editor, N. G. North, will find opportu

;

we have no doubt that its able Our convictions on this point are of
and in
eighteen months' continuance;
stead of wearing away, they sink deeper
nity to benefit and gratify the public, in
every time our thoughts revolve about
some other sphere of intellectual labor. them.
ilis closing paragraphs display such a
To the mass, competition is death, ra
It not only makes the la
clear perception of the prevailing evils of ther than life.
borer and his children wan and lank and
society, as well as of the only effectual
ragged in body, but it starves the mind,
remedy, that we need offer no apology to the soul and the spirit.
Not only is man
our readers, for inserting them in this thus compelled, by a false system of so
ciety, to strive against his brother, but
place.
" With some considerable knowledge of machinery, too, is continually wedging
to elbow
our business — having done the drudgery itself in among the workers,
of its various departments, and having them away from their bread. Man has a
written for newspapers, throughout a pe right to labor, and yet a capitalist can
riod of twenty-odd years — and having at any time, by means of his machines,
still the capacity and the industry to toil cut off men from that right; and all from
the want of intelligence among the dis
both mentally and bodily, alternately,
masses.
jointed,
conflicting,
competing
for fourteen hours out of the twenty-four,
we find ourself in an attitude by no In our own business scarcely a week
means singular, that of Labor seeking for passes without a call for charity from
In the present confused some craftsman wandering over the coun
Employment.
state of Industrial Anarchy, want of em try, searching in vain for employment.
Within the week previous to writing this,
ployment, or (which is the same thing)
want of remuneration is the general rule ; there have been two in our village; stout,
while actual employment — sure, regu hearty, intelligent men ; able and willing
lar, remunerating employment — is the to work, but unable to procure employ
To explain; there are, for ment. In the city of New York there
exception.
instance, four printing offices in the coun are 20,000 persons daily on the streets,
The whole
ty of Hinds; from which four weekly seeking for jobs of work.
In the adjoining structure of society, in its bearings upon
newspapers are issued.
labor, rests, or rathei it totters, upon a
county of Warren there are three, which
principles.
issue three weekly papers and two dailies. false basis of antagonistic
And yet, in these two counties, thus ap The bone and sinew of the country, its
labor, excites no earnest, no intense in
parently
supporting seven weekly and
two daily papers, there are only 4027 terest in the deliberations of our states
white males above the age of twenty men, no investigations in the press, no
impulse from the pulpit.
years, a number about sufficient to yield philanthropic
a good support to one press.
As it is, Political parties have their organizations ,
Even
however, four of the presses, we venture so have the different churches.
to say, have not been able, during the the follies of men, such as the sports of
last three years, to pay up all expenses the turf; their crimes, such as gaming,
as they were incurred, and then have counterfeiting, highway robbing, all these
have a net- work of organization, securing
money enough left in the drawer to go to
market to provide for the families de each other's support in emergencies, by
The fifth would bo ties as strong as guaranteeism could
pendent upon them.
The courts of justice, the ar
in the same predicament, were it not for make it.
all the departments of
the public crib whose ponderous doors my, the navy and
to a perfect sys
are biennially
We see, government are brought
opened to it.
tem.
The
only thing left in total anar
then, that the printing patronage of a so
as if unworthy of thought, is Labor,
ciety or region of 4027 men is divided chy,
the most important interest of all, the ve
among seven presses ; the consequence of
which is that the majority are not remun- ry foundation of the social edifice. The
'erated for their labors. And yet there are body of our industrial power is diseased.
The whole head is sick, the whole heart
men, even conductors of newspapers,
is faint.
The press might at least call
who inculcate the dogma, that competi
tion is the life of business.
In the better out for a physician to examine the pa
tient ; and if the Congress of the United
part of man — his intellectual nature —
the attrition of minds, engaged in the States were called in to consult upon the
case, a correct diagnosis might be soon
same pursuits, augments instead of dim
effected.
In one short year, by organiz
inishing the stamma of their life ; and
mental conflict or competition is in truth ing industry on a small scale, the true
the life of the mind.
Not so with the therapeutic method to be adopted might
Why should the
individual, material man, in his efforts to also be demonstrated.
earn bread.
To make the bread of labor intellect of the land subserve the schemes
sure, there must be a co-operation among of politicians and office-seekers ; while
the different wings of the Industrial Ar the laborers, those whose toil and skill
And such an organization is just as produce the wealth of the land, are, for
my.
the want of a systematic direction of
attainable by the joint efforts of intelli
their industry, working against each oth
gence and industry, as the appointments
of any military array that ever marched er? They might and they should be so
forth to drench the ground with blood. organized, that all would co-operate for
A proper understanding of the real caus their own glory and the general good."

although

it

368

matters littl*
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that the Slave knows not the degradation

Tn the

women

state,

savage
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are

the orable

alas,

exceptions,

how

useless

rare!

be

to society

a

;

in

to which he is reduced, and by means of slaves, the hard working drudges of the come almost equally
the patriarchal,
craft or management can in some measure men
portion of under either form.
hie unfortunate position, or so them, the titular wives of the chiefs,
wind his chains with flowers, UN to make have been elevated from that condition,

From
woman, we say again, must
come the salvation of the rate, and from

them appear bright and pleasant in Ins into one which possesses certain rights
eyes ; this only shows the debasement of before the law, and has an acknowledged
his soul, and the degree to which he social existence, while
the remainder,

woman necessarily, the salvation, the free

has been cast down from the position for

moreover,

they contribute

of their sex throughout the world, assur

lords.

ing them that they can do nothing effi
ciently for the freedom of others until they
are themselves free.
We know that ma

ed half free.

a

;

far

have ad

condition which may be call
So long as they remain un
by the law
political

We know
do absolutely de cle.
may be said, that wo
grade them from the equal rank which is men can live unmarried, and thus avoid
their right, and deprive them of their this degradation
but the family tie
true position, their power to use the fac necessity of human nature, and were wo
man not impelled to

it

;

is
a

it

from the bonds which

ulties which God has given them, for their
own service and the service of humanity.

by her own inclina

tion, man has closed to her all other ave

if

a

We look, indeed, to woman for the re nues to real life, and she must, in man
she re
generation of humanity, and to her social ner, vegetate rather than live,
condition, as the guage of the progress fuses to enter it.
Though we consider
As a general the political disabilities of woman as of
which the race has made.
rule,

"

Social progress is in proportion

to trifling

the progress of woman towards liberty, and
the decline of the social order in proportion

it

will effect the liberation

of the chattel
Let

slave sooner than any other means.
them unite in the endeavor

to open the
eyes of their own sex to the condition of
most of them live,

in which

semi-slavery

and in determining

upon measures which

point of view, and have
right to control shall appear, after wise and earnest con
their actions and their property
but the sideration, best fitted to effect their eman
Let them prove to men, by irmoment they are married, they descend cipation.

not only freedom to speak
in public, to vote, or to do many other from free-women into slaves, and are sub
things which are of trifling importance in jected to all the disabilities we have men
our eyes, but social freedom also, freedom tioned at the commencement of this arti

understand,

and partial

consequence

social disabilities,

compared

with

her

yet they are important

refragible
the

arguments,

happiness

and

as they can, that

advancement

of the

race depend upon woman's assuming her
true and equal position in society, and
they

will effect their purpose.
have been accomplished,

this shall

When
with

the abrogation of all laws degrading to
woman, and with her restoration to her
true rank, will necessarily come the abo
lition of all slavery, and of all the disabil
ities with which the larger portion of the
human race
now afflicted, for the nom
is

but by these words, we

so

women

married, Ihey are considered
as equal to the men, except

tion to labor, not for selfish

universal end, to cooper
objects, but for
as ate and use their efforts for purpose which

to the pleasure of their

In civilization,

themselves the capacity and the inclina

moments,

only

again
feel in

a

"

to

caprices,

who

;

men's rights ;

value

having

and we

a

and

tention to their own condition, and to that

action,

are call upon those noble spirits

as so many ornaments

tion of the chattel slave, to turn their at

vanced to

but

laborers,

of their leisure

not to be done by individual,

are no but by concerted

the subjects of their

the amusers
as

trifling degree
women

dom, of her sex, which will carry with
the advancement of humanity.
This is,

a

upon

the men

who now use their efforts for the libera

ny of them have signalized themselves by
their advocacy of what is called " wo

field

drudges,

;

We call, then, upon the noble women

state,

the barbarous

the slavery remain the same, but only the longer
more melancholy, the more hopeless.
looked

a

has been modified in

in
a

The oppression and

which he was born.

in it

in

modify

inal advantage of the smaller.

Had the noble women who have from
time to time appeared upon the stage of
human life, seen clearly the condition to

progress,

and without

a required to enable

no change from

woman to find

ful and consequently,

a

phase of social

change in that condition,

a

is

it,

enough to drive into marriage many who
to the diminution of that liberty."
would otherwise keep aloof from
and which man has reduced their sex gener
The social condition of woman is the so avoid the general degradation of their ally, and been true to their own convic
tions of right and justice, this might have
For an exceptional organization
pivot, the determining character, of each sex.
use

happy sphere, out

been effected long

Had they but
ago.
supported and upheld those who have
dared to lift their heads above the down

To of the marriage state.
The rule we have mentioned applies to trodden mass, and loudly proclaim their
The right to the liberty which God intends for
the institutions of civilisation, excepting individuals as well as to society.
monogamy ; but so long ua they retain loss of social liberty to woman, involves all his creatures, the world would now be
state far different from its present
their harems, they will remain barbarous ; her degradation, (we use the word in its
while we, on the other hand, need only scientific, and not in its ordinary sense), wretched andmiserable condition. But,
to adopt that style of life, to fall at once for as
general rule, the brightest, hap as even those who knew better, have sur
one period to another is possible.

; the Turks may adopt most of

to barbarism.

We are satisfied then, that no change

piest, and most universal, consequently,
be
the highest, part of woman's life,
is

from civilization

\

a

al

in
a

exemplify

rendered those exceptional spirits to the
contempt and obloquy of the mass, and

fore her marriage, before she becomes the have not found courage enough to stand
Do not the great by those who were willing to become
property of any man.
ized portion of
until justice
done to er portion, even of those whose talents martyrs for the sake of their sex, and of
Martyrs they were, nor was
woman, and that, with this justice, will and acquirements might make them use humanity.
come the reign of love and purity upon ful to society and ornaments of the hu their self-sacrifice useless, for already the
for the better can take place in the condi
is

it,

tion of the human race, that is, the civil

If

we

man race, become fitted only to
examine

the

various

phases

fools and chronicle

" suckle

small beert"

and

is

the earth.

seeds

of

truth which they have sown, are
up, and will

springing

abundant harvest.

in time bear art

In this field, pure and

be theirs

dom of the Creator in making the advance
ment of the race depend upon the justice

transformed by the necessity they feel for
excitement, into devotees or frivolous vo

hours or the days, but give their whole
time, their whole lives, to the task. They

of the stronger towards the weaker sex.

taries of fashion, and with some few hon

too, must for

high-minded women must be the laborers,
and no grudging, no self-sparing work must
they must count

a

;

is

a

through which the human race has pass not this melancholy fate for the half, and
What
ed, in its progress towards its present the best half, of the human race.
state, we shall see the truth of the above
the condition of those few who escape
rule, and acknowledge the love and wis
They are
this almost inevitable lot?

neither

the

time endure contempt and
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by 10 feet ; these are each furnished with
two beds, and occupied by four girls.
The two beds and a small stand make

and be willing to sacrifice them

obloquy,

selves upon the altar of humanity.
the consciousness

But

of their purpose

will

The rooms con
up the list of furniture.
will be a recompense tain no chairs, no table, no wash-stand,
These are all the accommo
more than sufficient for all they have to no closet.

support them during
crowning

and the

their trials,

triumph

dations the very wealthy

undergo.

manufacturers

allow these poor girls for sleeping apart
ment, closet, drawing

CORRESPONDENCE.
Sept 22, 1845.

HAYDENVILLE,

Another

Editors :

Messrs.

room, sitting

room

and parlor.
rule

most

to which

unjust and oppressive
must submit, is to

they

Permit me to invite the attention of have a good part of their daily earnings
your justice-loving readers and friends, to filched from them, by compelling them to
the condition of that interesting portion take one half of their earnings in goods
of humanity' — the Factory Girls.
from the store, at the most unreasonable
In doing so I intend merely to speak of prices.
a few of the privations which they are
compelled to endure in this place, where

I

know what they are.

D. E. R.

OUR SUCCESS.

TRUMBULL

PHALANX,

Sept. 13, 1845.

In the first place they must be deprived
R. M. RIDDLE : Sir, — T have the plea
of home, with all its endearing associa sure of informing the public, through the
tions and sacred influences, the society of columns of the Commercial Journal, that
brothers and sisters, and cherished friends,
to become the companions

of strangers;

possessing neither the education nor moral
principle requisite to prepare them for
fit companions

for those who seek

to become intelligent

and useful members

being

of society.
When they arrive at the factory, they
must submit

to all the tyranical

tions necessary for making
profitable

regula
themselves as

as may be, for the employer.

Nothing is left untried to effect this ob
ject; every consideration of choice, taste,
privilege, and right, must be disregarded,
when they conflict

with the great object

of the manufacturer in " getting gain."
The bell, whose voice should alternate
ly invite to united, attractive, and cheer
ful labor and recreation, is made to utter
the odious voice of tyranny ; forever call
ing iis poor victims to their never vary
toil;
life-consuming
ing, monotonous,
they must be in when the bell rings, and
remain there until it rings for their de
parture.

They are deprived of boarding where
they

please,

unless

they submit

to the

rule of boarding at the companies' board
ing houses, under a penalty of having a

shilling a week deducted from their hard
earnings.
By this rule, which

has been adopted

the present year, a poor widow,

living in

looses fifty
neighborhood,
week on her daughters' board,

cents

they choose to board at home.

Several

the

other

poor

families

suffer

in

a

because

the

same

way.
Those who board at the regular

board

ing houses are deprived of the necessary
accommodations for making their situa
comfortable and agreeable ; being
restricted to the smallest possible amount
of room, and furniture.

tion

The sleeping apartments

are about 0

we consider the success of OuT Association
as entirely certain.
We have made our
fall payment of five hundred dollars, and,
what is perhaps more encouraging,
we
are at this moment engaged in industrial
operations which yield us thirty dollars,
cash, each week.
The waters are now
risinjr, and in a few dnys, we, in addition
to these works which are now in opera
tion, will add as much more to the above
revenue.
The Trumbull Phalanx may
now be considered as an entirely success
ful enterprise.
Our crops will be enough to carry us
Last year we paid over a thou
through.
sand dollars for provisions.
We have
sixty-five acres of corn, fifty-five of oats,
twenty-four of buckwheat, thirty of wheat,
twenty of rye. 12 of potatoes, and two of
Our corn, owing to the ex
broom corn.
cellent soil and superior skill of the fore
man of the Farming
Department, is the
best in all this region of country.
Thus
we have already one of the great advan
tages of Association, in securing ths ser
vices of the most able and scientific, not
for individual, selfish good, but fur public
We are fortunate, also, that we
good.
shall be able to keep all our stock of fiftycows, &c., and not be obliged to drive
them off or kill them, as the farmers do
around us, for we have nearly fodder
enough from our grains alone.
Thus we
are placed in a situation for building up
an Association, for establishing a perfect
organization of industry, by means of the
Groups and Series, and in education of
the monitorial manual labor system, and
hence demonstrate that order and not civ
ilization is Heaven's first law.
Some eight or ten families have lately
left us, one-fourth because they had been
in the habit of living on better food, (so
they said), but the remainder because
they were averse to our carrying out the
as far as we
principles of Association
thought they ought to be carried ; and
they left, receiving in return whatever
they asked of us.
They who enter As
sociation, ought first to study themselves,
and learn which stage of A ssociation they
are fitted for, the Transitional or the Per
fect.
If they are willing to endure pri
vations, to eat coarse food, sometimes,
with no meat, but with milk for a substi
tute, (this is a glorious resort for the

Grahamites,) live on friendly terms with
an old hat or coat, rather than have the
society run in debt, and to have patience
when many things go wrong, and are
willing to work long and late to make
them go right, they may consider them
selves fined for the transition period. But
if they sigh for the flesh pots and leeks
and onionc of civilization, feel melancholy
with a patch on their back, and growl be
cause they cannot have eggs, and honey,
and warm biscuit and butter for breakfast,
they had better slay where they are, and
wait for the advent of perfect industrial
I am thus trifling in cenAssociation.
trast, for there is nothing so serious,
hearty, and I might add, sublime, as the
making and
building up of a Phalanx,
seeing it grow, day by day, and anti
what fruits we shall
enjoy,
cipating
Why the
when a few years are past.
heart of man has never yet conceived
what are to be the results of the equilibrial development of all the powers and fac
It is like endeavoring to
ulties of man.
comprehend the nature and pursuits of a
spiritual and superior race of beings.
We are prepared to receive members,
who are desirous of uniting their interests
with us, and of becoming truly devoted
to the cause of Industrial Association.
N. C. MEEKER.
Yours, truly,
Pittsburgh Journal.

COLUMBIAN PHALANX,
September 10, 1845,
DEAR FRIEND :

If I have said aught in high
toned language of our future prospects,
preserve it as truth, — sacred as Holy
Wi? are in a prosperous condition.
Writ.
The little difficulties which beset us for a
time, arising from lack of means, and
which the world magnified into destruc
tion and death, have been dissipated
Our crops of grain are the very best in
the State of Ohio, a very severe drought
having prevailed in the north part of the
State.
We could, if we wished, sell all
our corn on the ground.
We have one
hundred and fifty acres, every acre of
which will yield one hundred bushels.
We have cut one hundred acres of good
oats.
Potatoes, pumpkins, melons, &c.,
are also good.
We are now getting out
stuff to build a Flouring Mill in Zanestwo small
ville, for a Mr. Beaumont;
groups, of seven persons each, make $25
We have the best
per day at the job.
hewed timber that ever came to Zanesville ; and it is used in all the mills and
bridges in this region
Plenty to
eat, drink and wear, with $ 300 per week
coming in, all from our own industry,
imparts to us a tone of feeling of a quite
different zest, to an abundance obtained
in any other way. The world has watch
ed with anxious solicitude, our capacity
to survive alone ; now that we have gain
ed shore, we find extended to us the right
hand of the capitalist and the laboring
man ; they beg permission to join our
band.
You are already aware, no doubt, that
the Beverly Association has joined.
The
Integral, having failed to obtain the loca
tion they had selected, some of the mem
bers have united their efforts with us.
, of Alleghany,
Tell Mr. W
to come here ; tell him for me that all
Please by
danger is out of the question.
all means tell Mr.
to come here ;
,
Tell
tell him what I have written.
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" hope
shall always be able to
am neither
madman or
show, that
fanatic.'
" They who sent back from Thermopy!.r the sublime message, 'Go tellit at
Lacedoimon that we died here in obe
dience to her laws — the Roman who
returned to captivity and to death that
his country might be saved, — Sydney,
Hampden, and Russell — F.mmett, who
uttered the mighty instincts of a great
soul,
the man dies, but his memory
lives — Adams who exclaimed
Survive
or perish,
am for the declaration' —
Henry, who cried Give me liberty or
give me death — were all, in these men,
madmen and fanatics.

;

par

in

:

—

a

Commitee, from which the following
agraphs are extracted

Mr.

Cincinnati

it,

to the

a

letter

a

a

not stated

or Cincinnati.

whether in Lexington
writes

is

;

but

it

will be resumed
Clay

stated that

"
of the " True American

the publication

a

It

CASSIUS M. CLAY.
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I am pleased to have to inform
you, that we are improving since you were
We have had an ac
amongst us
cession of members since you were here,
three single men, and two with families.
One of them attends the saw-mill, which
he understands, and the others are car
penters and joiners, which we much need
ed.
We are now hard at work on our large
brick edifice : we are fitting up a large
with kitchen,
dining-hall in the rear of
wash-house, bakery, &c.
We think we shall get into
in about five weeks from this time.
We
now all sit down to the Phalanx table,
and have done so for about six weeks,
and all goes on harmoniously.
How
much better
this system, than each
family to have their own table, their own
We have ad
dining-room, kitchen, &c.
mitted several other members, who have
not yet arrived.
We have applications
before us from several members of the
Ohio Phalanx.
How much regret that
these people were compelled to abandon
so beautiful
location as Pultney Bottom,
merely for want of money to carry on
the
their operations.
Their experience
same as ours, though their movement
failed.
They have become confirmed Associationists
they know that living to
that the Phalanste
gether
practicable
and the only one
man's true home
ry
in which he can enjoy all the blessings of
those evils
without
earthly existence,
false civiliza
heir to,
which flesh
tion.
E. w. v. — Ib.

erative?
Is
the workmen
exciting
against the employer, to paint Mr. Fran
cois Hardy, establishing
maison com
No he has endeavored to effect
mune
reconciliation between the two extremi
ties of the social scale, and for the last
three years written these words
si LEs
RTCHES SAVAIKNT
Mr. Sue concludes
his work by expressing his gratitude to
those of his friends in Belgium and Swit
zerland, wha have given him public proofs
of their sympathy, and to his friend M.
Caroille Pleyel, to whom
dedicated,
for having encouraged and sustained him
during its long and laborious composition.
M. Pleyel
at the head of
celebrated
noted for
manufactory of pianos, and
his efforts to ameliorate the condition of
his workmen.
subscription ha* been
medal struck and pre
opened to have
sented to Mr. Sue, as
testimony of
the gratitude felt for his zealous labors,
all who desire the emancipation of la
bor, and the fraternal union of all classes.
also proposed to establish
modei
maison commune, bearing his name, to
out his favorite scheme of enabling
SHOE PEGS.
A writer in the Boston carry
laborers to reap directly the fruits of their
Evening Traveller, says
Perhaps you
industry, without the intervention of the
have not seen what
have, many and ma
speculating employers, by an organiza
time,
shoemaker take a block of
ny
tion of labor not unlike that proposed by
maple wood, and with his hammer and
Fourier. The subscriptions to the med
knife, split off
piece for peps
then
are limited to ten cents each, that all
pare, point, and split ofif his pegs at the
classes may contribute. — Atlas.
rate of ten
minute.
Well, instead
thereof, you may now go into
peg mill
FHEDERICA BREMER. A series of " Let
and see saws, knives, and chisels, driven
power,
and
forty bushels of pegs ters from Sweden," has the following
by water
all pointed, smoothed and polished, turn
relation to the parentage and
paragraph
ed out in
cannot describe the
day.
personal appearance of the piquant au
to
but
are
process
you,
only say, they
made as ni'at as
pin, the last process thoress, whose fame has reached from
—
being to put them into a large cask, which Central Europe to America
" FreHerica Bremer was born in the
kept revolving long enough for the fric
tion of each peg against its neighbor to do year 1802. After the death of her
father,
the business of polishing itself to charm.
rich merchant and propricter of mines,
clean cotton bags of she resided at Schoned, and
They are put up
subsequently
bushel each, and sent to Boston.
This with
female friend
Norway. She
now exported and used in now lives with
Yankee peg
her mother and sister
•
the shoe shops of London
alternately in the Noorlands Gaten, at
Stockholm,
or at their country seat at
If were to talk to you about
EUGENE SUE has terminated the Juif Arsta.
Miss
Bremer
romances,
you would
which he de
Errant with an epilogue,
me, for you are doubtless ten
clares the motives which have governed laugh at
better
times
with
them than
acquainted
commences by re
him in writing it.
am. -But yon are curious, perhaps, to
futing the charge that he has systematic
learn something about her appearance,
ally endeavored to undermine the Cathol
can tell you.
You will not
He has indeed and that
Church and Jesuitism.
to hear that Miss Bremer,
maiden
rebuked certain dangerous Jesuitical doc- expect
lady of forty, retains
very larire share
tines which have, and may again be high
of youthful bloom but, independently of
literary acci
injurious, but this was
she
really anything but handsome.
dent, for his dominant thoughts dwelt on that,
how
He has Her thin, wrinkled physiognomy,
higher and graver question.
ever, rendered agreeable
its good hu
been accused of having endeavored to ex
mored expression, and her meagre figure
cite the rancor of the poor against the
has the benefit of a neat, simple, style of
rich, and envenom the envy which the
dress.
From the style of her writings
splendor of wealth animates among the
To this he answers that he used always to take her to be governess
unfortunate.
and she looks exactly like one.
She
has, on the contrary, endeavored, in the
not handsome, and on
de Cardoville,
to knows that she
creation of Adrienne
that account has always refused to have
personify that portion of the aristocracy
her portrait taken.
The one they sell of
of name and fortune, who, animated as
her in Germany
counterfeit, the off
noble and generous impulse,
much by
of an artist's imagination, stimula
recollection of the past and
pre spring
as by
This sum
extend, or should ted by speculative booksellers.
sentiment of the future
quizzing paragraph in
charitable and fraternal hand, mer there was
extend,
one of the Swedish papers, saying that
to all who retain honesty in company
painter had been sent direct from America
with poverty, to all who are ennobled by
one word, sowing the to Rome and Stockholm, to take portraits
labor. Is
of the Pope, and Miss Bremer."
seeds of division between the rich and
the poor, to show Adrienne de Cardoville,
CONSUMING SMOKE.
A French official
the beautiful and rich patrician, calling
committee on steam engines, lately ap
La Mayeux her sister, and treating with
sister's love the miserable and infirm op pointed the chief engineer of the mines to
a

CLERMONT PHALANX,
September 13, 1845 :

" With regard to the Press,
would
briefly remark, that my banner, God and
will never be struck.
Liberty
" Though overpowered by numbers,
have the same unconquerable will and
defiant spirit, as though the day had not
for those who
gone against me.
de
fight for the wrong, to despair
feat.
" shall not die through mortification'
as my enemies would have h.
trust
shall yet live to see those who, on the
18th of August, 1S45, rose in arms, over
powered the civil authorities and over
threw the constitutional liberties of the
state, and established on its ruins an
irresponsible despotism, hurled from their
usurped places of fancied security, and
Kentucky yet madefree.
" If, however, this be vain hope, still
will not repine, for should feel proud
er to have fallen with her honor, than to
have ingloriously triumphed with my en
emies over the grave of the liberties of
my country."

I

of Beaver, to come and see ua, and say
to him that you have always failed in
depicting the comforts and pleasures oi
And in fine, say to all the
Association.
Association ista in Pittsburg, that we are
doing well — even better than we our
selves ever expected, and if they wish to
know more to judge for themselves, let
than come and seeus.
We have purchased fixtures for a new
steam saw mill, with two saws and a
and various other small ma
circulator,
chinery, all entirely new, which we will
get into operation soon.
J. R. w. — lb.
Yours,
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The National Reformers aim to restore
a Vew Zealand, and if those 200,000 were
for determining
pursue experiments
the Soil to the People, contending that
mode of obviating or curing the smoke of almost limited to Brittany and Normandy,
to estabIt is stated in tlie nd cultivated as the New Zealanders do, the thing of first importance ie
boilers and engines.
Social
ot more than one acre in a thousand, do blish RIOHTS. and believing that
Moniteur that he has entirely succeeded.
necessa
mi think that we should allow this handful and Moral Reform would almost
The operation was on Belgian coal, which
men to devote that fine country to per- rily follow.
The smoke is
emits the most smoke.
"
Now the desideratum is that the differetual embarrassment .'
(Cheers.)
consumed (burnt) by means of the abun
nt classes of Reformers should concenHereafter steam
dant introduction of air.
rate their efforts, and ascertain how best
NATIONAL CONVENTION.
factories will not be uncomfortable neigh
hey can unite their forces against tho
bors ; the black and thick smoke gives
'Jnion of Reformers. Industrial Congress.
ommon enemy. It seems impossible that
Lon
place to a light and whitish vapor.
have
been
The evils that afflict society
hey should affect this except by a conThe great boilers in
don may rejoice.
of
the
riticised by the progressive spirit
ention representing all the different rethe royal manufactories of tobacco are to
and organized efforts have been made orras of the day, and it is hoped that in
The ige,
be subjected to new experiments.
"or their correction.
his manner the work may be accomgovernment, it is added, will soon publish
Every prominent abuse of the human -lished.
a practical manual for the service of iron
acuities, every prevailing vice, every opPursuant, therefore, to the instructions
and other factories in which coal is used.
iressive and degrading relation that pro- of the National Convention of Reformers,
— 2V. y. En. Post.
of
the
friends
humanity .jssemliled at Croton Hall on the 5th, 6th,
rails, has caused
o array themselves in bands, for the pur- and 7th, of May last, and pureurnt to the
In Paris we see vast iose of resisting, and if possible of eradi- nstructions of the New England WorkNSWSPAPERS.
" The
plans broached as to newspapers.
:ating some one or more of the evils that .ngmen's Convention held at Boston on
Epoch,' ' The Universal,' are names not disgrace our age and country, and these the 28th and 29th of May last, we, the
should
too grand for these publications,
iands have been justly entitled Reformundersigned, a committee appointed for
their prospectuses be carried into effect.
rs.
he purpose, invite the Farmers, Mechan
The Newspaper promises to become
The Democratic party is an organiza
ics, and other useful classes of the Union,
in
if
the
and
tend
whose
of
more
of
reformers,
importance,
tion
principles
daily
and all the friends of Reform to send delcrease of size be managed with equal dis to perfecting our political system, by se jgates, in number not exceeding the numcretion, to draw within itself the sub curing to each citizen the greatest amount )er of their State representatives for each
stance of all other literature of the day. of individual independence, but they have locality, to a National Convention, to be
France, England and America, are the made but little progress, because their commenced in the City of New York, on
three fields in which this modern develop
leaders, corrupted by place and power, the second Tuesday of October next, and
ment can show its powers and tendency have almost always found that their inter
to continue in session, if possible, till a
The lightest leaf of German) ests were hostile to the principles of their Constitution for an Industrial Congress
freely.
shows the high culture which pervades constituents.
shall be agreed upon.
that country, and her gazettes are a grea
The Abolition movement, sincere, ar
BENJ. D. TIMMS,
PARKE GODWIN,
class-book for (lie People, but owing to dent, heroic with attacks upon chatte
WM. H. CHANNING,
GEORGE H. EVANS,
the circumstance of Government,
they slavery, has not succeeded, because those
ALBERT GILBERT,
A. E. BOVAY,
can only partially represent the popula
engaged in it have not perceived that it RANSOM SMITH,
Committee.
In France am was only one of the many modes of op
mind in its present life.
England there is an approximation to re pression that the productive labor has to
WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!
presenting both in the journals of the da; endure, which every where condemn hin
— especially in France, where not onl; to ignorance and want.
Leaves Brook Farm at 7 A. M., and 2 1-2
men of the greatest practical ability an
The Temperance reformers have doni p. M., lor Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaici
leaves
Returning,
Plains, and Roxhury.
tact, but of correspondent litetary attain
much real good, but they Mini a constan
Doolittte's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, >t
ments, are engaged in the conduct of these tendency to reaction, from the great in
But America will excel them ducements to accumulate wealth by a tra 9 1-2 A. M., and 5 p. M. Sunday excepted.
journals.
N. R. GERRISH.
all, when the character of her people shal fie injurious to society ; from the too fre
June 28, 1845.
have ripened, and her journals propose t
quent profligacy of the rich, and from the
themselves, not merely a great tempora
despair of the weak, who fail in the uni
ry circulation, but a long life of honor am versal conflict of interests, and from th
th
be,
indeed,
They will then
truth.
merely animal education that is the lot o
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" They be blind leaders of the blind."—

Matt, xv : 14.
" Therefore I speak to them in Parables;
because they seeing, see not; and hearing,
hear not ; neither do they understand. And
in them is fulfilled the prophecy of Esaias,
which saith. By hearing ye shall hear and
not understand ; and seeing ye shall see, and
shall not perceive." — Matt, xiii: 13. et *eg.

Like Moses, who smote the rock twice,
religious
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men seem to fear that God de

18.

the kingdom of God nnd his righteousness,
social harmony, the image of the celestial
kingdom, and the counterpart of the felici
ty promised to the elect in the life to come.

when the human family
Jesus knew that in the next world, we
implores his assistance, for its necessities ; should want neither food nor raiment ; he
lays to interfere,

they are the weak disciples to whom Je speaks then, not of a future life, when he
sus Christ reproachfully
said (Matt, vi : promises these earthly blessings ; and as
" O ye of litttle faith ! Take ye no if to prevent all misunderstanding, he
31.)
thought saying, What shall we eat? or, continues by saying, " he that hath ears

What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal to hear let him hear."
shall

we

be clothed ; for your

heavenly

show

us that

It

is enough

to

the parable has a double
and that it must be reflected

Father knoweth that ye have need of all signification,
these things.
But seek ye first the king
upon, to arrive at its true sense.
And what is the cause of the blindness dom of God and his righteousness, and
Different causes, which we shall hereaf
with which civilized nations are smitten ? all these things shall be added unto you," ter explain, have hindered mankind from
It is because they have neither faith nor and again, (Luke xii : 24.) " Consider understanding this allegorical revelation
hope in God.

Those even who appear re
have but a half Belief in the Di
vine Wisdom ; they imagine that God has
ligious,

nol provided for his whole creation ; they

the ravens, for they neither sow nor reap ; of social destiny, and prevented a more
which neither have store house nor barn, full explanation of this subject by Jesus
and God -feedeth than ; how much more Christ.
He clearly announces a kingdom

are ye better than the fowls?" — and con

consult philosophers for the means of social sequently
happiness ; they doubt the universality of of God.
Moses,
Providence ; they hope for no good re
sult

from

the discovery

of the

more worthy of the solicitude

as a punishment for his outra
laws of geous doubt of Divine Providence, was
deprived of an entrance into the promised

of heaven, which shall come in this world,
independent of the happiness
another ; he shows

that

if

promised in
we

want

for

temporal goods, God would be less gen
erous towards man, than towards the birds

of the air. I shall set forth the true
Is the author a land ; and in like manner the human race, meaning of these words of the Messiah,
as a penalty for its want of faith, is ban in the two following articles, in which I
on his way from the holy sepul

God.

Why such a homily ?
pilgrim
chre,

or some anchorite

returning

from

ished from the land promised to it in the

shall

examine,

1st, the errors in the in

The kingdom of heaven, terpretation of the holy scriptures, and
No, he is a marl brought up Evangelists.
in the midst of you, but who, trusting to or social harmony, was announced to 3d. the want of skill in the application of
the desert?

a newly discovered guide, to a new science

men ; they might have entered it at once,

their wise precepts to our subject.

which your strong minds do not possess, had they been willing to "see with their
1st Point. — Errors in the interpretation
is able to discover the way of egress from eyes, and hear with their ears;"
To see of the Holy Scriptures.
" Blessed are the poor in spirit, for
the political labyrinth in which you have the absurdity of the philosophical system
No
wandered for so many centuries, to unde called Civilization, always favorable to in theirs is the kingdom of heaven."
ceive you concerning
superior

understanding

the vaunted title to justice and oppression ; To hear the di
with which weak vine word which promises them the king

minds delight to clothe dom of heaven, even in this world, if they
It will not be long before will only seek it? " guaerite et invenietis,
sentence of " folly " will be passed upon seek and ye shall find," said Jesus Christ.
In this essay, I shall endeavor to open
every age and every philosopher that has
doubted the universality of Divine Provi their eyes by explaining
the mysterious
dence.
sense of a parable not comprehended even
I have heretofore shown that the two at this day, the parable of the kingdom of
and

superficial

themselves.

parable is better known, none less under
stood.
Who are the poor in spirit of
whom Jesus thus speaks?

They are the

men who keep themselves aloof from the
false learning of uncertain philosophy,
the rock on which genius is wrecked, the
road to perdition, since it leads us astray
from every

useful

study

whence

might

of that social harmo
despised, and almost ridiculed virtues, heaven, which the Messiah conceives in a ny, that kingdom of heaven and of right
faith, and hope in God, would have direct
double sense ; he announces a kingdom eousness which Jesus commands us to
ly led men to discover the theory of the of heaven here as well as hereafter, as seek. He would forewarn us against the
associative mechanism ; I shall proceed is evinced by the promise of physical abuse of the mind, against the labyrinth
upon the subject of destinies, and upon blessings, which he formally guarantees of that philosophy condemned hy its very
the want of faith which has for so long a to men, so suon as they shall have found authors, who say to its shame, " But
arise the discovery
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nocturnal

what

yet hangs over

darkness

" These libraries,
(Voltaire.)
the pretended treasures of sublime wis
dom, are only au humiliating collection

xii.

Nevertheless,

God is a God of peace the limit

imposed upon him for accord
ing to John iii : "Goo sent not his son

Nature."

and not of conteution, said St. Paul ; how

of errors and contradictions."

strange then, to hear the angel of peace, into the world to condemn the world ; but
the Redeemer, declare that he comes to that the world through him might be sav
This mission then was confined to
bring every kind of discord upon earth ! ed."

(Anachar-

«j.)

Jesus teaches us that the true wisdom,
the discovery of the associative mechan
ism, is reserved for those upright

minds

must cause the same surprise, when we

the salvation of souls, the noblest part of
our destiny ; hence Goo entrusted this

do not understand their true sense, which

sublime

I

reserving to human

How many other passages of scripture

shall set forth in a general way, because

shun sophistry and study attraction ; I cannot here enter into a detailed inter
conveyed iu the fol
pretation of them.
Two revelations are necessary to man
lowing text, " I thank thee, O Father,

office to his

who

ry and inferior

such is the meaning

political

of Heaven

*Lord

and

well-beloved

son,

reason the seconda

duty of working

out the

of society, through
the discovery of the laws of GOD in the
salvation

Earth, that thou for his guidance ; That which has refer social mechanism, laws which can only
ence to the salvation of the soul has been be discovered by the calculations of at

hast concealed these things from the wise
and

revealed

hast

them

unto

babes."

made by Jesus

Christ

and the prophets ; traction.

it is not an object of study but of pure
That which concerns
and simple faith.
which are reserved to the simple, among the destiny of societies, is revealed to ua
others the discovery of social harmony, by attraction ; it is an object of study, an
to which philosophic
minds could not object of speculative faith, of hope in the
attain. Thus in saying ; " Blessed are the intervention of the Deity, and of a meth
" Jesus does not praise odical research after his social code.
poor in spirit!
This second revelation is conditional ;
ignorance as railere would insinuate, for
xi.
Tliere are then branches of knowledge

Matt.

he himself

astonished the doctors by his

the social world may penetrate the myste

Jesus Christ not having it in his power
us upon this subject, nor to

to enlighten

absolve us from

investigations

imposed

upon us by his Father, limits himself to
an allegorical
annunciation of the social
destiny

of man under the name of the

kingdom of heaven ; of which

it is real

ly a part by reason of the reign of righteousner.-, and because it is an image of

It is in allusion
then an ry of happy destinies if it will only make the celestial harmonies.
apologist for ignorance, but he testifies the research ; but it can never arrive at to this happy destiny, that Jesus says to
bis displeasure with the scientific dark- this knowledge without seeking for it. us in substance; I open to you the way of
who

lings
for

the new

trust

not

grope in the mire

obstinately

of civilization,
reveal

he is

learning ;

profound

and who refuse to seek
sciences

GOD will

which

to minds upright

to dis

enough

human reason, and modest enough

to rally

around the divine reason or col

This

To this end Jesus

said

"

Seek

and

ye the soul's

shall find, ask, and ye shall receive, knock,
Do
and it shall be opened unto you."
you believe that God has less care for you
than he has for the birds of the air? Luke

xii.

But why search farther, if

salvation,

for this is the most

important of all ; as for the body and hu
man societies, they are yet in the abyss of

called' civilization ; my leaving
you there, is. the bringing upon you all
we can the horror of discord, " the dissension of
injustice

lot than civilization,
an father
with son, of mother-in-law 'with
and conduct abyss of miseries, reproducing
always daughter-in-law,' ej-c. ; Obliged to conceal
them to the desired end : '• Blessed are the same scourges under different forms? from you the issue from this social hell,
doubt ' lam come to send fire upon the earth, and
There remains then without
the pure in heart, for they shall see

lective

attraction.

subordination

find no other

will double their strength

some more happy order of society to be
The allegorical language of the Holy discovered, since the Saviour so earnestly
But why did
excites us to seek after it.
Scriptures can never be clearly compre
hended so long as we remain ignorant of he not himself enlighten us upon this
the fact that there are new sciences and point? Knowing the past and the future,
new social mechanisms to be discovered. comprehending the whole frame of desti
" My Fa
Ignorance of the calculation of destinies nies, according to this verse,
GOD."

spreads obscurity

over several

passages
of scripture, where they are foretold indi
rectly or allegorically, prophecies which
the most skilful commentators
plain in a satisfactory

of their ignorance

cannot ex

manner, by reason

of the future

social

change, a change from false human soci
the kingdom

eties, to

of righteousness

ther hath put all things into my hands."
Matt, xi., could he not have instructed

I

if it be already kindled,' Luke
xii.
This desire of Jesus Christ, far from

what will

being malevolent is only a noble impa
tience to see philosophy heap up the mea
sure of its errors, aggravate all the evils
which it pretends to heal, and bring us at
last from pure shame at our foolish confi
dence in her, to seek an exit from the po

us as to our social destiny, instead of litical labyrinth into which she has plung
leaving the discovery to be made by men, ed us.
foolish confidence in philosophy
Thus our divine master zealously oppo
has deferred it for so many centuries.
ses the sophists who would turn us from
To this objection I answer, that Jesus this study ; he even curses them saying,
Christ was charged by his Father with a " Wo unto you lawyers, for ye have ta

whose

and social harmony which these passages

religious revelation alone, the social reve

foreshew.

lation

being specially

excepted from his

ken away the key of knowledge ; ye en
not in yourselves, and them that

tered

For example, how are these words ol teachings, as he himself says in these were entering in, ye hindered." Luke xi.
True it is that the philosophers have
Jesus in the Evangelists to be explained, words, " Render unto Caesar the things
" Suppose ye that I am come to give which are Caesar's, and unto GOD the taken the key of knowledge, for they
I tell ye nay, but things which are GOD'S." He careful have begun the calculation of attraction
peace on the earth?
rather division ; for from henceforth there ly refrains from all concerns of gov in a comparatively useless branch, and are
shall

be five in one house divided, three

against two and two against three.
father

shall

be divided against

ernment or social polity.

the son,

ny, without

transgressing

and the son against the father ; the moth
er against the daughter, and the daughter

his Father,

who

against

the mother,

against

her daughter in law,

the

mother-in-law

come to send fire on the earth;

&c.

I

could not unwilling

purposed

that we should complete it m a

useful path which may be a means of ac

the decrees of cess even in this world to the kingdom of
that this dis

heaven. To shut us out from its entrance,

covery should be the work of reason and they strive to render the study of man of

of a true research after at
Jesus knowing this happy des

the reward

am traction.

difficult attainment by surrounding it with
metaphysical subtleties, a study otherwise

tiny, without being able to reveal it to the most simple of all, and which only
Luke. us, often groaned in spirit, by reason of demands a mind free from prejudices, and

and what

will I, if it be already kindled ?"

He

The have informed men of their social desti
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imbued

with

It

attraction.

a child-like

confidence

in

is our duty to return to this

natural reason to which
ludes when he says,

"

Jesus
Suffer

Christ al
little

dren to come unto me for theirs

chil
is the

kingdom of heaven ; Verily, verily I say
unto you, whosoever shall not receive the
kingdom of GOD as a little child, shall not
enter therein." Mark x.
In what consists this aptness of child
ren to receive the kingdom of GOD ? It

275

quire, a sacred right, and this right im

at the invitation of a pharisee he sits down
plies the duty of assuring a competent to eat at a table spread with delicacies.
support to the people ; and so long as A courtesan upon the occasion sprinkles
this duty is not recognised, no social com him with perfumes, and while Jesus re

It

pact can exist.

is the first principle,

of charity ; but this

the very ground-work

is a doctrine obstinately denied by philos
ophers, because they are ignorant of the
means of securing this competence to the
people ; a concession perfectly impossible
so long as we are not able to elevate our

bukes the pharisee for the censure he cast
upon her, hi; addresses the woman thus,

" Thy

sins are forgiven
saved thee."

hath

an oppressed sex.

upon

thee, thy faith

Having compassion
he pardons the

adulterous woman and sinning Magdalen ;
and he says to us, " My yoke is easy and

is because they are led by attraction and selves to some one of the societies which my burden is light." Mark xi.
not by mere moral speculation.
They are superior to civilization ; at least to
We see from these words of scripture,
possess then the kind of spirit adapted to the society of Guaranteeism, the dawn of that the divine master never shows him
initiate itself in the calculation of attrac
human social regeneration.
self the enemy nf riches or pleasures ; he
tion, which leads to the discovery of the
kingdom of Heaven or the associative

Fully comprehending the plans of social
order and corsequent social felicity, Jesus

order of society.
The fathers, on the
contrary, wholly imbued with philosophic
prejudices, are incapable of the calcula
tions of attraction.

fully admits their consequences, such as
the common enjoyment of well-being, and
the practice of the virtues united to the en
Even one of their best joyment of the physical comforts of this

writers

addressing

Condillac

them

circle,

anism, of the kingdom of heaven, where
all these good thing!
to os."

wealth, save with

In

words of Isaiah, Ixi : 1. "The spirit of
the Lord GOD is upon me, — he hath sent
me to bind up the broken hearted, to pro
claim liberty to the captives and the open

whilst

ing of the prison to them that are bound."

But how can liberty be given to captives,
slaves and negroes, unless by the system

the man of plain understanding and the of industrial attraction, which shall deter
child, less prejudiced against attraction mine the masters upon the score of inter
are more disposed to undertake the easy est, to enfranchise their slaves (with mu
study of it.

tual reciprocal guarantees), and thus de
great obstacle to the pursuit of true liver us from all social and domestic op
science by philosophers
is the selfism pression '
Under all circumstances the Messiah
with which they are imbued, all hidden

A

exhorts us to live in a slate of freedom
as it is under the mask of philanthropy.
Jesus earnestly reproaches them in these from care and anxiety, provided we first
words, " how can ye being evil, speak seek the kingdom of righteousness, in
" Whited sep which a perfect abundance of all temporal
good things?" Matt. xii.
A foretaste of
ulchres which indeed appear beautiful goods shall be enjoyed.
this was given to the faithful by Jesus,
outward, but within are full of hypocrisy
In fact their when he turned the water into exquisite
and iniquity." Matt, xziii.
wine at the marriage of Cana of Gallilee.
civilization with which they are infatuat
ed, rests only upon the most odious prin- Is it necessary that five thousand men

of

j because it is that faith which must lead
us to a discovery of the associative mech

world ; he announces them to us in these

fact these men imbued with sophistry, are
confounded with the least novelty which
occurs out of their narrow

that to the enjoyment

these goods, we should join a lively faith,

re

proachfully eays : " Those who have stu
died least, comprehend better than those
who have studied much, and yet better
than those who have written much."

demands only

"

shall be added un

He does not blame a desire for
reference

to the vices

which are practiced, to secure it in civili
zation ; when he says " It is easier for a
camel to pass through the eye of a needle
than for a rich man to enter into the king
dom of heaven,"
ble, the

injuries

he censures in the para
and acts of oppression

committed by eivilizees,

in the attainment

of wealth, and complains of these crimes
saying, "From the days of John the
Baptist, until now, the kingdom of heaven
suffereth violence, and the violent take it
by force." Malt. xi. In this text, the
kingdom of heaven is emblematic of the
temporal welfare seized upon by iniquity .
but to excite the mind to a research after
the kingdom of righteousness, and to pro
tect us against the suggestion of a philos
"
" Je
ophy, which crips out impossibility.
sus shows the falsity of the assumption by
" There is nothing hid which

saying,

shall not be revealed, and nothing
which shall not be known."

secret

Luke, xi.

"There
ciplea, such as the following.
must be many poor in order that there
may be a few rich ; we must turn a deaf

covered, provided that in the investigation
satisfy their bodily wants, he performs the two qualities had been exercised, so strong

ear to the miseries inseparable from civil
ization," iVr. Imbued with these selfish

miracle of the loaves and fishes ; it is a ly recommended by Jesus Christ, namely
the simplicity of the child in the study
recompense for their faith and unhesitat

should be fed, who confiding in his power
have followed him into the desert?
To

doctrines, they cannot raise themselves to ing confidence in him.
He himself illustrates
a comprehension of the first principles of
justice,

such

as the guarantee of a com

petency to the people,

plicitly

required

by

a concession ex

Jesus Christ;

for

when the Pharisees

of attraction, and faith in the promises of
his

poverty

in the Messiah, who assures to us, the advent

the good things of this world, by saying, of the kingdom of righteousness, provi
" The foxes have holes, the birds of the ded we seek with full confidence, with that
air have nests, but the Son of man hath
not where to lay his head."

Matt. iii.

reproached him, say
ing that his disciples did that which was
unlawful upon the Sabbath day, he an

proving the Jews because they reproach
ed him with loving the pleasures of the

swered,

table he says,

"

Have

ye never read what Da

In fact, all might easily have been dis

" John

vid did when

the Baptist

Re

living faith which will remove mountains,
an allusion to the strength of mind which
faith affords for the solution of the gigan

tic problems of universal harmony which
They are at
came are deemed impracticable.
wine; last resolved but they would have remain

he had need, and was an neither eating bread nor drinking
The Son of ed insolvable to blind generations, who, ac
hungered, he and they that were with and ye say he hath a devil.
him!
How he entered into the house of Man is come eating and drinking ; and ye cording to Mark xiii. , abandon the law of
GOD and did eat the shew bread, which is say behold a gluttonous man, and a wine God, (the divine beacon of attraction) to

not lawful to eat, but for the priests, and
gave also to them which were with him?"

Mark ii. Jesus by these words renders
the right of using that which is absolute
ly needful whenever the occasion may re

Jesus answers them,

attach themselves to the tradition of men,

is justified of her children."
He decides wisdom to be quite compati

to the false lights of philosophy.
I have shown that men, so long as they

ble with the enjoyment of bodily comfort,
and giving example aa well as precept,

are

bibber."

"

Luke vii.

Widom

ignorant

which

of the happy

the Holy

Scriptures

destiny
contain

of
the
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cannot

prediction,

figurative

their

preciate

ap

truly

Tn opposition

meaning.

to this interpretation, it is vain to quote
phrases, where the Messiah ex

certain

presses himself in general and brief terms
as follows, " my kingdom is not of this
world." If it is not at this present time,

it is because the divine law of the mech
anism of the passions is neither known
debased world

nor established ; but this

may raise itself to a state of harmony un
der the reign of the virtues ; and then it

It

is to excite us to this study of attrac

tion, that Jesus Christ pardons the insults

of which

he was the object, but by no

means forgives the blasphemy of the Holy
Spirit, who, through the medium of at
traction, is the constant interpreter of the
decrees of the Holy Trinity upon the sub
He who blas
ject of social harmony.
phemes the Father, or the Son, injures
himself alone, and merits only displeasure,
•
perhaps indulgence ; but a philosopher
who outrages the Holy Spirit, by oppos

will become as much the kingdom of Je
sus Christ, as the civilized, barbarian, and
savage world, is the kingdom of Satan
and Moloch.
[My kingdom is not of this
world, inasmuch as the kingdoms of this

from it its destiny, and removing its hap
piness to a greater distance ; he deserves
favor neither in this world nor in the

world are founded upon violence and con
straint, whilst mine will be founded upon

shown that the scriptures

age of hell,
his

not desire
are the im

but he would

acknowledge

of his sceptre, when obedient

us worthy
to

which

over worlds

voice

we

and

seek

find

that

whose pleas
kingdom of righteousness
ures he pictures forth in a parallel of
which John the Baptist is the subject.

" Verily say unto you among those that
are born of women there is not a greater

I

than John

prophet
that

the Baptist : but he

is least in the kingdom

of God is

than he," — Luke vii. ;

greater

and in

like manner the poorest man in the ap
kingdom of righteousness and

proaching

harmony shall surpass
richest civilizee.

in happiness

the

We will close this commentary by say
ing in the words of Jesus Christ to the
civilized nations, " Do ye not err, because
ye know

not the scriptures

neither

the

power of God?" Mar. xii., (of a God
whose will is interpreted by attraction.)
And again Jesus says, " Whosoever
shall speak a word against the Son of
man, it shall be forgiven him, but unto
him that bla&phemeth against the Holy
Ghost, it shall not be forgiven him neith
er in this life nor in the life to come."

Why is such indulgence shown to
blasphemy of the Father and Son, whilst
an offence against the Holy Ghost is un
It is because the Comforter,
pardonable?
the Holy Ghost, being the organ of the
other two peisons of the Trinity in unity,
an insult to the Holy Spirit in resisting
his collective impulse would be an outrage
This
against the Trinity.

committed

impulse is communicated
tion

whose

to us by attrac

collective developments,

collective tendency
the 'passional

series and universal

displayed

who pretend

the individual

in civilization

tions which are always

of

unity

(This I say in

to my calumniators,

that I consider

the

to the mechanism

we arc left to determine.
answer

of attraction,

the calculation

world

injures

human family, by concealing

to come.

We

have thus

clearly

in certain mys

terious passages, had need of an interpret

passional attraction.}
Indeed Jesua Christ would
to reign

ing

the whole

attractions

as good, attrac
hurtful

when ex

ercised out of the passional series. )

er, guided

by new

knowledge.

It now

for us to speak of our incapacity
to put in practice the good precepts with
which they are interspersed : this will be

remains

the subject of the second article.

LIFE'S WORK.
All around thee, fair with flowers,
Fields of Beauty sleeping lie ;

All around thee clarion voices
Call io Duty stern and high.
Be thou thankful, and rejoice in
All the beauty God has given;
But beware it does not win Ihee
From the work ordained of Heaven.
To remove the wide-spread darkness,
That the light of Truth may shine ;
And recall the child of Error
To Jehovah's holy shrine —

To unbind the iron fetter
Of the maimed and wretched slave;
To uplift (he long degraded,
Sin's abandoned victim save —
To encourage suffering virtue,
Lest despairing it shall die,
And the light of hope rekindle

THE WICKEDNESS OF WANT. When
we see ladies and gentlemen driving about
in their vehicles, fine almost as the car
riage of the sun — when we see them
clothed in the richest and best — when we
know that they have their town palaces
and their country palaces — when their
are trumpeted
sumptuous banquettings,
through the columns of the Morning
Post — it is to us a matter of surprise and
sorrow that none of the offenders are made
to answer for their manifold transgressions
against a multitude of their fellow-crea
We cannot understand why they
tures.
And yet, we
escape the police-court.
doubt not, so strong are the prejudices of
the world, so deep its reverence for the
majesty of wealth, that were any Chris
tian champion to call upon them to answer
for their misdoings, — he, the aforesaid
champion, would be speedily consigned to
the inspection of a couple of doctors, pre
paratory to his committal to a madhouse.
Imagine the Duke of Manystare charged
before Mr. Greenwood with superfluity.
Imagine a summons issued against his
Grace for that he has half-a-dozen car
riages, whereas thousands of his fellowmen trudge bare-footed ; that he has aa
many mansions, whereas thousands have
not a roof to cover them ; that he dines
every day in the Apollo, — while multi
tudes of his fellow creatures never dine
at all.
Now if Christianity be any thing
more than the Tales of the Genii — such
charges preferred against a rich man could
not be considered so very preposterous.
Surely they would not be so wide of its
spirit as many most respectable church
goers might, at the first blush, believe.
Their first astonishment a little subsided
at the extravagance of the charge, and
some time granted them to consult their
Testaments, though they might still very
strongly protest against the inconvenience
of such charges to the rich and well-todo, they could not, with any Christian
face, condemn them as wholly subversive
of the principles of the religion that, in
comfortable pews, they once a week sac
'
rifice to.
Charged and indicted for su
perfluity!' A man of monstrous wealth
placed at the bar, to answer for his mani
fold possessions !

Well, we will allow that a man so
indicted, would create much amazement
— would attract to himself a world of
But we contend that the
sympathy.
In the darkened, vacant eye.
spectacle of such an offender wonld, in
Cheerfully of thine Abundance
the eyes of true Christianity,
be less
To the Sick and Poor impart,
monstrous than that of a son of Adam,
with
destitution
!
It
is
not an
charged
And lift up the weight of Sorrow
From the crushed and burthened heart. indictable offence to possess two or three
hundred feather beds, but it is a social
This, the work ordained of Heaven,
wickedness — an affront put upon the
possessors of even one pallet — for a man
This is thine, ami this for all —
to make his couch of a door-step.
A case
O he faithful ; ever ready
in the Cork Examiner — commented upon
To obey the Heavenly call.
by the Times — strongly illustrates this
wickedness of want.
One Jane Coffee
Follow every voice of Mercy,
and Cornelius Connell were indicted, and
With a trusting, loving heart ;
tried before Mr.' Justice Burton, ' as va
And in all Life's earnest labor
grants having no fixed residence or mode
Be thou sure to do thy part.
of living.' Well, their very looks con
victed them.
The case presented no knot
Now, TO-DAY, and not to-morrow,
ty point to the jury : the atrocity of their
Work, O work with all thy might,
destitution — the infamy of their having
Lest the wretched faint and perish
nothing, spoke for itself — was too appa
In the coming stormy night.
rent in their haggard
faces, in their
'
looped wretchedness.'
Whereupon the
Now, TO-DAY, and not to-morrow,
Judge directed them each to find sureties
Lest, before to-morrow's sun,
for their good behavior for six months, to
Thou too, mournfully departing,
the amount of £5 — that is, two sureties
Shalt have left thy work undone.— Trib. of fifty shillings ; telling them moreover,

at seeing them so
and at not being able to

I

who was perhaps dying from fatigue and
exhaustion, in some corner of the forest,

dence

a

by

with the pouting

engage in conversation

"

say:

Another day which has be
and will finish

manner

Consuelo

!

gun badly,

"

in the same

endeavored to di

vert them by playing on the harpsichord
some of the latest religious compositions

of Porpora, to which they always listen
ed with peculiar admiration and interest.

I

it
is

;

Amelia, she inquired of her who was that

" Had

Amelia.

not you met him before in your
sure of meeting him ev
for he lives nowhere !"

One

?

walks

Zdenko?" replied

erywhere,

"I saw

him this morning

time," said Consuelo,
he must

"

for the first

and thought that
invited
guest of the

be the
''

Schreckenstein .
" It ie there, iUen, that you have been
walking since dawn?
begin to think
you are slightly

These

words

struck

she had sought from
the commencement of the conversation,
and which consoled her for the bitterness
Count Albert then
with Zdenko? " she
asked with an air of satisfaction which
she did not think of concealing.
" He his most intimate, hit most pre
cious friend," replied Amelia with a dis
" He
dainful smile.
the companion of
his walks, the confident of his secrets,
the messenger, they say of his corres
lives on good terms

with

pondence

the devil.

worse encounters than that of the inoffen

Stone of Terror.

Be accosted by some hungry wolf?"
replied Consuelo laughing; "it seems

Zdenko

and

Albert are the only ones who dare go at
most

"

"

of her companion.

crazed yourself, my dear
Nina, to go thus alone at early morning
into desert places, where you may have
sive Zdenko."

witb a

Consuelo

ray of light which

is

it

"Ah!

singularly dressed, laughing
at persons whom he met.

is

child

is

a

the country,
like

crazy man, who traversed

is

very deformed

all

hours

and

abstruse

converse
divine

respecting
matters upon

the
the

Albert and Zdenko are

the only ones who are not ashamed to seat
upon the grass with the Zin

themselves

gari, who stop beneath our fir trees, and
to partake with them the disgusting meal

it

a

!

is

"It

is

which those people prepare in their wood
en porringers.
its protection."
They call that commun
not merely wild beasts," said ing, and they may say that
commun
Amelia; '• the country
not so free as ing in all possible elements.
Ah what
desirable lover would
husband, what
you imagine, from the worst animals in

The my cousin Albert be, when he seized the
hand of his betrothed with
hand that
so many families, that many beggars are had just pressed that of a pestiferous
in the habit of going to the length of so Zingaro and carried
to those lips which
There are tiad just drank the wine of the chalice
liciting alms, pistol in hand.
from the same cup with Zdenko "
also, swarms of those Egyptian Zingari,
" All this may be very witty," said
whom in France they have done us the
" but for myself, lean under
honor to call Bohemians, as
they were Consuelo
aborigines of our mountains, from hav stand nothing of it."
" That because you have no taste for
ing infested them at the commencement
of their appearance
These
listory," returnerl Amelia," and because
Europe.
you did not listen attentively to all that
people, driven away and repulsed every
creation,

and vagabonds.

brigands

wars which have just finished have ruined

it

where,

cowardly

and obsequious

before

an armed man, might well be bold with
young girl like you

and

fear that your

will expose
Entered according to Act of Congresi, in you more than becomes
person so prop
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa er as my dear Porporina affects to be."
chusetts
"Dear Baroness," replied Consuelo,
fancy for adventurous

walks
a

*

leaning on the rather dirty and infirm arm
of the agreeable Zdenko! "

I

if to

gard to beggars, robbers, and foreigners
and
shall not be astonished to see you
one of these mornings, walking like him,

I

the most brilliant
Wenceslawa,
flowers
seemed to expand by millions on the can
vass, watered, sometimes,
secret
but sterile tear.
As soon as she could

iave said

about

the

Hussites

and the

Protestants, during these many days
iave been, making myself hoarse in order

I

by which Albert
might return, and bent his head sadly as

for ugly, badly
dressed and despised as they are,
im
possible for me not to be particularly
in-

!

to look at the gravel-walk

from the rabbit-warren,

will secure me their confi

and sympathy;

;

as

if

the old count stopped for an instant at the
window,

seems to me that

how to say to those

is

;

a

violent fit of
peared to be the victim of
When they rose from table,
ill-humor.

know

without knowing how to find his way
back, or lying on some cold stone, over
erested in them."
" Bravo, my dear !" cried Amelia with
come by dreadful catalepsy, exposed to
" You have arriv
wolves and snakes, whilst under the skil
increasing bitterness.
ful and persevering hand of the tender ed quite at Albert's fine sentiments in re

a

ate almost

people what

if

Canoness

nothing at breakfast, and the chaplain did
Amelia ap
not dare satisfy his appetite

always

I

shall

in

and the

Christian

Count

is

it

persecuted beings.

centre, she could not prevent her strong
est interest from returning
to Albert,

I

of those deeply afflicted people.

do

of the ances of mine, and in general,
diffi
cult for me to be afraid of poor, weak and

should have blue stitches or white, in the

;

which she had secretly blamed the apathy

much more than

The latter are old acquaint

is

herself

reproached

with

fear

the Zingari.

figure

When she found herself again in the
to me that the carbine of the Baron, your
midst of the down-cast and silent family,
father, should cover all the country with
she felt full of animation and hope, and
for the severity

to you that

It

a

was called to the embroidery-frame
latter, to decide whether
certain

she

it

take his book

her needle, when

I

when she saw the Count

though you seem to consider the tooth

wolf as a slight danger compared
But with those which threaten mo, confess

tell them that she felt some hope.
and the Canoness

"

of

a

II.

was distressed

overwhelmed,

a
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o explain to you scientifically, the riddles
Did
and absurd practices of my cousin.
not tell you that the great quarrel of

!

CONSUELO."

She

ARBINGEH.

I

is

it,

that ' if they did not, they would be trans
'
ported for seven years!
Thus, your half-naked, houseless Adam
is a felon, by the iniquity of his destitu
tion.
This is a beautiful world about us,
teeming with plenty in its many forms,
and the man who in this Land of Promise
has neither milk nor honey, is a varlet to
be chastized for his nothingness.
To be
sure, if he visits the dairy of another — if
he rob the bee-hives of his neighbor, he is
equally indictable for the wickedness of
his ways.
A hard case this for the
ragged Adam of the nineteenth century.
Chains and slavery if he have nothing,
and if he steal from others who have too
ft is a terri
much — chains and slavery,
ble truth, and strongly indicative of the
inborn badness of want, that, let us search
our statute-books centuries back, and we
shall find poverty to have been always in
the wrong.
Man obtains virtue only with
the goods of this world.
Nevertheless, when we read such cases
as that of Jane Coffee and Cornelius Connell — when we hear starving,
hopeless
'
with destitution, —
indigence ' charged
we should like to find a companion for
the felon : it would give us a curious
pleasure to contrast at the Bar beggarly
want with plethoric wealth : and having
sworn in a Jury — mind, a Jury with
Christianity as described by its Founder —
we should like, when the pauper culprit —
the offender 'charged with destitution,'
was disposed of, — we should much like
to hear the verdict on the criminal indicted
for superfluity.
It is, in faith, a startling
picture to contemplate a Dives on the
tread-mill ; and yet, according to our faith,
he is in a much worse predicament.
'
Well, the
Charged with destitution.'
Evil One — we are sure of
from the
horrid contradictions
we sometimes see
about us — has his Jest Book, and this
one of his bitterest pleasantries. — Punch.

H

a

THE

he

Hussite

with

the Roman

Church
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arose respecting the communion in both
elements ? The Council of Bale had de
cided that there was profanation in giv
ing the blood of Christ to the laity in the
notice the
element of wine, alledging,

"

In fact, when
certainly have been fatal.
And why so ? "
" Because my father would no longer she had given her unruly and inattentive
entertain the fatal idea of enriching me pupil a long and tiresome lesson, she had
by making

me espouse

this demoniac.

nothing

more to do, but to exercise

her

For it is well you should know, my dear voice and to study her ancient authors.
that his body and Porporina," added Amelia with malicious But this consolation, which hitherto had

beautiful

reasoning!
his blood were contained

" my family has not yet renounc never failed her, was now obstinately dis
equally in both intent,
During these puted. Amelia, with her uneasy laziness,
and that whoever ate the one ed that agreeable design.
the other.
Do you comprehend?"
last days, when my cousin's reason shone came every moment to interrupt and trou

elements
drank

" It

seems to me that the Fathers of like a fleeting ray of the sun from among
themselves did not compre
the clouds, my father returned to the at

the Council

well.

They ought to have tack with more firmness than T thought
wished to be logical, that the him capable of exhibiting
towards me.
communion of wine was useless ; but pro We had quite a lively quarrel, the result
faning! how could that be, if in eating of which seems to be that they will strive

hend very

if they

•aid,

the bread, you drink the blood also? "
to overcome my resistance by the weari" It was because the Hussites had a someness of retirement, like a citadel

ble her by puerile
sonable
family

questions

observations.
were horribly

and unsea

The rest of the
sad.
Already five

mortal days had passed without the reap
pearance of the young Count, and every
day of this absence added to the gloom

of the preceding.
In the afternoon, Consuelo wandering
terrible thirst for blood, and the Fathers which an enemy endeavors to reduce by through the garden with Amelia, saw
of the Council know it well. They also famine. Therefore if I fail, if I succumb, Zdenko on the other side of the trench
thirsted for the blood of the people ; but I shall be obliged to marry Albert in spite which separated them from the country.
they wished to drink it under the element of him, in spite of myself, and in spite of He seemed busy in talking to himself,
of gold.
The Roman Church has always a third person who pretends not to care and from his tone, one would say that he
was relating a history.
Consuelo stop
hungered and thirsted for this juice of the the least in the world about it. "
" Here we are!" replied Consuelo ped her companion, and asked her to
life of nations, of the labor and sweat of
the poor.
The poor people revolted and laughing : "I expected that epigram, and translate what that strange personage was
took back their sweat and their blood you granted me the honor of conversing saying.
" How can you wish me to translate
from the treasures of the abbeys and the with you this morning in order to arrive
copes of the bishops.
This was the ori at it. I receive it with pleasure, because reveries without connection and without
gin of the quarrel, to which were united, I see in this little comedy of jealousy, a meaning ? " said Amelia, shrugging her
" This is what he .has just
as I have told you, the sentiment of na more vivid remnant of affection for Count shoulders.
tional independence, and the hatred of for
Albert than you are willing to acknowl- mumbled, .if you are very desirous of
'
eigners. The dispute respecting the com
knowing : Once there was a great moun

" Nina! " cried the young baroness en
was the symbol.
Rome and her
officiated in chalices of gold and ergetically, " if you think you see that,
jewels ; the Hussites affected to officiate you have but little penetration, »nd if yon
in vases of wood, in order to censure the see it with pleasure, you have but little

and depression

munion

tain all white, all white, and by its side a

priests

great mountain all black, all black, and
by Its side a great mountain, all red,
all red — ' Does that interest you very
much ? "

luxury of the Church, and to imitate the affection
This is why Al perhaps,
poverty of the apostles.
bert, who

for me.
but

I

am violent,

not

dissembling.
told you : the preference

proud
have

I

has taken it into his head tn already
which
become a Hussite, after these details of Albert awards to you irritates me against
the past have lost all value and signifi
him, not against you.
It wounds my
cation ; Albert, who pretends to under self-love ; but it flatters my hope and my
stand

the

true doctrine of John HUBS,

better than John HUBS himself, invents all
sorts of communions,
ing on the highways,
simpletons.

It

was

and goes commun
with beggars and
the

mania

to commune every where, at all
hours, and with all the world."

"

Perhaps

it might,

if I

could know

O ! what would

to understand

Bohemian !

I

I

not give

must learn

it."
" It

is not nearly so easy as the Italian
makes me desire that he or Spanish : but you are so studious, that
would commit some great folly for your you will quickly master it if you wish :
sake, which would free me from all cir
will teach you, if that will give you plea
inclination.

It

I

cumspection with regard to him, by justi

of the fying the aversion against which

Hussites

"

what follows.

long contended, and with
inspires me, without
or of love."

which

I

have

he now

any mixture of pity

sure."
" You will be an angel.

On condition,

however, that you are more patient as a
mistress than as a pupil.
And now what

does Zdenko say? "
" Now the mountains are speaking :
" May God grant," replied Consuelo
can only be explained to
'
my mind by an exalted patriotism, carried sweetly, " that this is the language of pas
Why, O red, all red mountain, hast
even to delirium, I must confess, in Count sion and not that of truth ! For it would thou crushed the all black mountain ?
Albert ; the thought is perhaps profound, be a very harsh truth in the mouth of a And why, O white, all white mountain,
but the forms he clothes it in, seem to very cruel person."
hast thou permitted the black, the all black
me very puerile for so serious and so
The bitterness and anger which Amelia mountain to be crushed? ' "
learned a man.
Is not the true commun testified in this conversation made little
Here Zdenko began to sing with a thin
ion more properly alms-giving?
What impression upon Consuelo's
generous and broken voice, but with a justness and

AH this is very strange,"

Consuelo,

" and

replied

signification can there be in those vain soul.
A few seconds afterwards, she a sweetness which penetrated Consuelo
ceremonies which have gone out of use, thought only of her enterprise ; and the even to the bottom of her soul. His song
and which
those whom he associates dream which she cherished, of restoring said :
therein, certainly do not comprehend?'
Albert to his family, cast a kind of pure
'O black mountains and white moun

"

As to the alms-giving, Albert is not hearted joy upon the monotony of her oc tains, you will need a great deal of water
wanting in that ; and if they would give cupations.
She needed this excitement from the red mountain, to wash your
him free scope, he would be soon rid him to escape from the ennui which threaten
robes :
' Your robes black with crimes and
self of those riches, which for my part, ed her, and which being the malady most
I should be very glad to see melt in the opposed and hitherto most unknown to white with idleness, your robes stained
hands of his beggars."

her active

and laborious

nature,

would

with lies and glittering

with pride.
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well under the yoke of the rule ; and when he rable companion, remains tranquil?
He
"
not was sent on a circuit, with one of the bro shows no uneasiness?
" None whatever. He says that Al
change color ; they are worn, well worn, thers of his convent and an ass to be load
your robes which would not drag along ed with the gifts of the faithful, lie would bert has gone to see the great God, and
leave the wallet, the ass, and the brother that he will return soon. That was what
the road.
' Now all the mountains are red, very in the lurch, and go take a long vacation he said when Albert was travelling over
When Al Europe, and Zdenko had become recon
red ! They will need all the water of hea in the depths of the forest.
Zdenko fell ciled to it."
ven, all the water of heaven to wash bert departed on his travels.
" And do you not suspect, dear Ame
threw off his
them.'
into a black melancholy,
" Is that an improvisation, or an old frock, and became a complete vagabond. lia, that Zdenko may have
better foun
" asked Consuelo of His melancholy disappeared by degrees ; dation than all of you to enjoy this secu
song of the country?
her companion.
but the kind of reason which had always rity
Has
never occurred to you that
" Who knows ? " replied Amelia ; shone in the midst of the oddities of his he might be in Albert's confidence, and
" Zdenko is either an inexhaustible im character, was entirely extinguished. He that he watched over him in his delirium
they

washed,

both

are

robes

washed,

which

would

?

it

a

your

hearing

fond

him and respect him as a saint,

considering

his madness as a gift from

heaven, rather than a disgrace

talked

no longer

of rence, manifested

of nature.

hensible
zy.

manias,

or lethargy?

and became really

time watched

But as he continued

chaste, and inoffensive,

They feed and make much of him and it rather idiotic

"

any thing but incohe
all sorts of incompre

than

cra

sober,

always

he may be called

mad.

Our

peasants

"

We did indeed think so and for along

like

his

all

watching

his proceedings

Albert, he

patron

and more crafty

;

learned rhapsodist.

detests
than

a

or a very

;

provisator,

Our peasants are passionately

but

all
fox

when hunted by the dogs, he circumvent
ed all our efforts, baffled all our attempts,
and bewildered all our observations.

wish I could talk with
pleasure and the advantage of having him Consuelo ;
for a guest.
He passes for a bringer of him. He knows a little German? "

gift of making himself

good luck, a harbinger of fortune.

instantaneously

if

understands

and can speak

it

" He

When

it,

"I

It

depends upon himself alone, to be the call him the innocent and nothing else."
" What you tell me of this poor man,
best lodged and the best dressed man in
the country ; for every one detires the makes me sympathise with him," said

Albert, the

would seem that he has, like
Sometimes

pleases.

when he

he has disappeared

from the eyes fixed upon

if

a

At

people,

least, this
and

what
aunt

my

is

veil.
our

is

:

it is
is

very doubtful

you interrogate

if

is

the harvest is bad, they ask Zdenko to reveries, as he
now,
he will answer when
sing ; and as he always promises years
of abundance and fertility, they are con him."

it

tolerably

a

Zdenko hap

if

But, like all Bohemian him, as
he had cloven the earth that
cloud
pens to pass, they say: '().' it will be peasants, he has horror of the language
might swallow him up, or as
If and besides, when he absorbed in his had enveloped him in its impenetrable
nothing, the hail will not fall here.'

the weather is threatening,

well.

invisible

affirmed by

Wenceslawa

herself, who, notwithstanding all her pie
his own ty, has not
try to speak to him
very strong head as regards
of a better future.
But Zdenko does not language, and to attract his attention to satanic influences."
"But you, dear baroness, you cannot
wish to dwell any where, his vagabond us," said Consuelo.
Amelia called Zdenko several times, believe in these absurdities? "
nature carries him to the depths of the
" As for me,
he was well,
No one knows where he is shel asking him in Bohemian
agree with my uncle
forests.

his ancestors are in all the other houses

which he threw at each other,

of the country, and that he is forbidden
Still he
to present himself before them.
follows Albert to his chamber, because he
is as devoted and submissive to Albert as
Albert is the only
his dog Cynabre.
mortal who can at his will enchain this

and rejoicing

every

greatly,

is

"

that

Albert in
it

be very dangerous to trouble him in any
risk, by watch
way, and that there

days, of the care, and even of the nour
it

see that

He thinks

his mysterious sufferings, relies solely on
the succor and help of this idiot,
would

laughing
ing and thwarting Zdenko's movements,
time he of depriving Albert for hours and whole

knocked them down.

" You

Christian.

is
a

a

;

if

but she could
he needed any thing
nor where he finds a ref and
uge against the cold and the storms. not induce him once to raise his head bent
little
Never, for ten years, has he been seen to toward the earth, nor to interrupt
enter under any other roof than that of play he was carrying on with three peb
Giants.' Castle, because he pretends that bles, [one white, one red, and one black,
tered at night,

if

I

if

a

in

" Then

soled for the present by the expectation

useless,"

said

ishment which he may receive from him.

it

it

to destine him to the visible, at this moment for instance, Zden

For a long while he wore the ko, who loves him so ardently, Zdenko,
dress of a novice in one of the mendicant who lost all his gaiety when the Count

orders : but they could never restrain him

set out on his travels, Zdenko his insepa

not what you suppose
very delicate

contrary

"
" Not

it

strength,

;

physical
cloister.

is

in

a

it

is

if

is

a

is

I

a

I

is

if

in

;

is

is

not hungry, or
But for mercy's sake, let us go on, dear
When he
not looking for Albert, he never speaks to Nina
we have bestowed time enough on
us.
In one or the other of those cases, this matter, and that idiot does not excite
me the same interest that he does in
savage independence, and by a word put he comes to the gate of the chateau, and
he
am tired of his romances and his
only hungry, he remains at the you.
a stop to his unquenchable gaiety, his
They give him what he wants, he songs, and his cracked voice gives me
eternal songs, and his indefatigable rab gate.
If he wish sore throat."
Zdenko had, as they say, a very thanks them and goes away.
ble.
" am astonished," said Consnelo, as
es to see Albert, he enters, goes and
fine voice, but he has worn it out by talk
He is no knocks at the door of his chamber, which she suffered herself to be drawn away by
ing, singing, and laughing.
never closed for him, and there he will her companion,"
that his voice has not
older than Albert, though he looks like a
an extraordinary charm to your ears. Bro
They were companions in remain whole hours, silent and quiet as
man of fifty.
at work, expan
ken as
makes more impression on
is,
At that time Zdenko was on timid child if Albert
childhood.
Albert
disposed to me than that of the greatest singers."
ly half crazed. Descended from an an sive and cheerful
" Because you are tired of fine things,
would
cient family, (one of his ancestors fig listen to him, never irksome,
war
cousin,
to
and
seem,
amiable
more
and
in
the
some
novelty amuses you."
ures with
my
splendor
" The language which he sings has
of the Hussites,) he showed sufficient fortunate in that respect than any member
to induce his of the family."
peculiar sweetness," returned Consuelo,
memory and quickness,
" And when Count Albert becomes
" and the monotony of his melodies
parents, taking into view his want of
Amelia.

contains on the

and very original

ideas

for me, who hive been beset by

THE HARBINGER.
"At

I

first

took

some interest in the words, thinking as do
the country people, that they were an
cient national enants, very curious in a
historical

point of view ; but as he never
twice in the same manner,

razy

man,

who came back obedient to lost sight of the old salt until he succeeded
now a
The sailor
in converting him.
very respectable man, and would blush to
any one would but even
the eyes
lude to this circumstance.
at
fresh and sweet smelling,

er voice, she threw to him a bouquet of
owers, which she had gathered an hour
efore in the green house, and which
ere still

al

Amelia:

replied

if

it,"

is
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repeated his
er girdle, Zdenko seized
salutation, renewed his exclamations and Kit Cireunutanees, Conditions and Rewards.
are
improvisations,
they
am persuaded
BOOT AND SHOE-MAKERS.
NO. X.
ambols, and burying himself in the close
and was soon convinced that they were
Although there are no establishments
would have seemed that
licket where
not worth listening to, although our peas
in our City manufacturing boots and shoes
passage,
hare could have forced
nly
carried on in
scale as
ants imagine they find in them a symbol
on so grand
followed
Consuelo
the East
isappeared entirely.
some of the cities and towns
ical sense to their liking."
few ern States
yet, as large number of the
rapid flight with her eyes, for
As soon as Consuelo could get rid of
five or six hundred thousand souls of this
Amelia, she ran back to the garden, and moments, by noticing the tops of the
the vari
emporium are employed
south-east great
in
moved
as
they
ranches
on
the
the
same
place,
found Zdenko in
ous branches of the Boot and Shoe-making
which
wind
sprang
But
light
irection.
business, its importance should claim our
outside of the trench and absorbed in the
her observation useless by attention.
rendered
unfor
that
this
Convinced
same game.
Owing to the great influx of foreign
gitating all the branches of the coppice
tunate had secret relations wilh Albert,
few years past, the
within
population
rcentered the chateau, more
she had stealthily entered the kitchen and and Consuelo
competition in this branch of industry, has
han ever bent upon the prosecution of teen carried to such
degree as almost to
taken thence a cake made of honey and
;er design.
mechanic from his
drive the American
fine flour, carefully kneaded by the canexclaim
and make him
work -bench,
To be Continued.
She remem
oness with her own hands.
" Othello's occupation's
with the Moor —
bered having seen Albert, who ate very
gone!"*

repeats-them

is

a

a

a

;

p

a

a

in

;

is

a

in

a

a

a

it

I

severa
ea

her to seize the exact pronuncia
tion ; and as soon as she had lost sight o

helped

Zdenko,

who ran off at full speed, sh

wrote it upon her tablets, with the Vene
tian orthography, intending to ask Ame

lia for its meaning.
Zdenko,

she wished

But, before leavin
to give

him

som

thing which would testify to Albert th
interest she felt for him, in the most del
oate manner ;

and having

recalled

th

is

It

a

is

;

is

a

a

a

is
a

a

is
a

is
a

a

a

it

f

*

if

if

is

a

a

he repeated

times with a salutation ; her musical

a ?

which

a

phrase

a

one

a

and tried to remembe

heard particularly

a

ny things which Consuelo was in despai
Sh
at not being able to comprehend.

it ;

and did no

but he said ma

;

Zdenko seized it laughing
unfold the handkerchief:

;

wit

words and a face radiant

pleasure and affection.
" Albert," cried Cousuelo to him again
as she threw the cake across the trench.

'

Bohemian

' a

cap into the air, and stretching out his
arms to her, with some very animatec

a

Immediately Zdenko abandoned his peb
bles, and began to leap and gambol upoi
the bank of the trench, throwing up his

a

if her Spanish name would re-awa
ken the joy he had testified on pronounc
ing it in the morning.

to see

I

to say

" I have no further hope of consolation.'
" Consuelo !" then said the young girl

is

"Consolation!

he wished

is

if

a

as

is

"

a

!

Consolation

'

head and sighing;

his

'

choly at that moment, and without look
ing up, he repeated In German, shaking

it

he had uttered her name, and she

which

Zdenko
pronounced it first in German.
seemed to hear her ; but he was melan

it
is
a

to her, she remembered the vivacity with

it

the trench to Zdenko, she called to him.
But as he appeared not to desire to listen

is

prepared for him wilh the greatest atten
She wrapped it up in awhite hand
tion.
kerchief and wishing to throw it across

IMITATION OF THE PERSIAN

estimated that there are about Two
When love, sincere, the bosom knows,
in
Shoe-Makers
Journeymen
Thousand
Vain would Ihe tongue the thought impart . this City, and of this number by far the
Irish and
'he ready speech no longer flows,
greater part are Germans,
The English and Americans
French.
the current of the heart.
Check'd
engaged in the trade are comparatively
'hat breast pure passion never knew,
very few, and these are chiefly employed
Whose secrets language could unfold
on the Ladies' branch.
more industrinot perhaps
There
for was that heart to love e'er true,
,s working class in our City than the
That left not half its tale untold.
They rise early and retire late,
Germans.
_ove
spark of heavenly fire,
and though when arriving on our shores
distin
they do not drive business, as
From love we taste of heavenly bliss;
guishing characteristic of our native me
-low then can human words aspire,
chanics; yet after they have been some
Of iove Che reu-ngB to
decided improvement in
time among us
this respect can be plainly observed.
While
ANECDOTE OF FATHER TAYLOR.
The Germans are generally found occu
Pather Taylor was delivering one of his pying basements and cellars, and pretty
powerful discourses at the seaman's Be- much all the capital one requires to start
hcl, and in the middle of one of his most business
side of
bench and tools,
terrible pictures, an old rusty looking salt leather,
little wax, and
ball of thread,
j-i up and was walking toward»the door,
glass show-case, stuck out by the door,
" the enemy
when the parson sung out
With
specimen of work.
containing
—
—
him
fire
too
hot
for
we
have
our
flies
these, aided by an untiring industry, eco
knocked his tophamper doWn, and now he nomical habits and plenty of elbow-room,
off under his lower masts." he manages to push along through the
crawling
All eyes (the church was crowded, as
world.
when he preaches) were turned
always
The manner in which tne different class
towards the sailor, who, perceiving that es of the Shoe-Makers live varies accord
the last remarks were levelled at him, ing to the nation.
The Germans and
turned round, and looking the old man full the Irish live more together and in smaller
in the face, said, in
pretty loud voice— apartments than the
rench, English, and
" you're damnably mistaken, old cock,
Americans, who live up nearer the maxyou think your shot has made this craft
haul off — you never saw the day you
Our correspondent does not state all the
I'm only causes of the severe competition in the Shoecould make me
story lower.
making business here. One of the principal
glass of grog, and
jist going to get
the incredible number of shoes
you'll take turn there till
come back, causes
and which' come in direct
I'll let you see how can stand your broad made at the East,
with labor here and force down its
Good, 'cried half dozen sailors, contact
sides.'
very
These Eastern shoes are to
Jack,' cried others, you'll make as price. extent manufactured in the country —
go
great
first rate parson — try again,' and other in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont
expressions followed. The whole audience and Connecticut — where the workman can
was in an uproar, some laughing, others get good hoard for
dollar or ten shillings
more pious, hushing and endeavoringto re week, with plenty of healthy air and exer
store order.
When all was quiet again, cise. How eon the price of making shoes in
Father Taylor, by no means disconcerted New York be kept up to living point with
— having apparently enjoyed the
these manufacturers working against us and
joke him
sending in from every quarter their shoes to
a tough old sinner
self — said, that
flood the country through the Lynn market
but we have hulled him — he has got
Shoes can be brought from Lynn here for
hot and heavy between wind and water, cent
pair, and they are made by the bushel
and unless he hauls into gospel dock, in the country for twenty and twenty-five
he'll go down all standing
pumping cents pair. Beside, the purchaser of New
can't save him now.' The sailor returned,
York shoes expects to get better work for the
and Father Taylor resumed his discourse
same price asked for Lynn shoes.
Eo. TsiBcirs.
and
remarkable fact that he never

'

sparingly, show an instinctive preference
for this, dainty, which his aunt always
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is

in

it

;

It

is

a

it

it

a

!

'

a it

a

if

is

in

City.'
There are often several hundred Jour
neymen in New York who have no regu
lar situations; and of those who have

a

a

a

a

a

work,
great number do not receive, on
the average, over three and
half or
four dollars per week.
How they live we
have attempted to show.
But of course there are few very skil
ful and tasteful workmen who get more.
They are employed on the choicest work,
and receive for the first quality of Ladies'
gaiters four and five shillings
per pair.
A man makes of these
pair in
day.
A skin of French Patent Leather costs
50, and will cut six or seven pairs of
The Satin francaise costs eleven
foxings.
shillings per yard, which cuts three pairs
the binding and closing costs fifty cents or
five shillings per pair — and the boots are
sold to the customers for $3.
This of
course relates to the finest kind of Customwork.

;

:]

[P. S. Since the above was in type our
correspondent has sent us the continuation of
his article — from which we print the follow
ing confirmation of the observations we our
selves have made
'

is

'

The boots and shoes made in the City,
are principally
.that is,
Custom-made,
made to order.
The more common article
sold here,
chiefly manufactured in the
Eastern States, where the workmen can
lire for almost less than half the sum
costs our city mechanics.
Transportation

it

a

a

There is no class of mechanics who av
erage so great an amount of work for so
little money as the Journeymen
Shoe
makers.
T. he number of Journeymen out
of employment is also large, and out of
all just proportion.
There are hundreds
of them in the City constantly wandering
from shop to shop in search of work,
while many of thorn have families in a
state of absolute want.
One by one the
articles of their furniture have been sold
to supply bread which the disheartened
workman could not earn, and at last the
family are turned out of their miserable
garret or cellar because they cannot pay
their rent.
Even those who work, fare
badly enough ; and many of them live in
such a way as to deprive life of every
thing save the mere privilege of breath.
But for those entirely out of situations
the case is still worse.
We have been in
more than fifty cellars, in different parts
of the City, each inhabited by a ShoeMaker and his family.
The floor is made
of rough plank laid loosely down, and
the ceiling is not quite so high as a tall
man.
The walls are dark and damp, and
a wide, desolate fire-place yawns in the
centre to the right of the entrance . There
is no outlet back, and of course no yardThe miserable
privileges of any kind.
room is lighted only by a shallow sash,
partly projecting above the surface of the
ground, and by the little light that strug
gles down the steep and rotting stairs.
In this apartment often live the man with
his work-bench, his wife and five or six
children of all ages ; and perhaps a pal
sied grandfather or grandmother, and oft
en both.
In one corner is a squalid bed,
and the room elsewhere is occupied by
the work-bench,
a cradle made from a
dry- goods box, two or three broken and
seatless chairs, a stewpan and kettle.
Here is the whole of that thing so noble
in the abstract, so lofty in the destiny
intended for
so full of every source of
ioy and gladness —
Family of human
Here they work — here they
beings.
cook, they eat, they sleep, they^ray (if

a
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to pray they have not forgotten.)
They
little something to eat by the
procure
chance jobs of gentlemen's or children's
mending, brought in by the rich people
above ground in the neighborhood, who
are not celebrated for paying a poor cob
bler high prices.
Now this picture
faithfully drawn —
not over-colored
in any one particular.
We have written nothing that we have
not seen over and over again with our
own eyes.
We permitted our correspond
ent to state his case, in a former number,
in his own language.
doubtless well
as far as
but
does not touch the
goes
dark shades in the condition of the ShoeMakers in this City.
They are the worst
paid and live the least like life of all men
who have spent years
learning trades
that they might know how to live.
We
met recently going up the Hudson, a Jour
neyman Shoe-Maker,
pale and haggard
with unremitting toil.
He had his wife
and three children with him, and told us,
with a truly thankful air, that he had at
length escaped from New York, and was
where he
going to Herkimer county,
owned
little patch of land, and could
Enviable fortune,
raise his own potatoes.
indeed
He said he had tried faithfully
for years — worked early and late — half
clad and half fed his family, and almost
ruined his own health — in the hope that
But he had
something would turn up.
He used to get two-and-sixgiven
up.
pence
pair for making Ladies' gaiter
boots, and said this was the usual price
paid for good second-rate work.
He lived
in
sort of shed in the rear of
wooden
house, and paid for his room four dollars
month.
He could make from eight to
ten pairs of gaiters
a week,
he had
oteady employment — bui this he seldom
had.
In winter, when work
slack and
expenses much increased, the employers
come and offer even lower prices — and
they are compelled to accept them.
Oh,
he said he was glad to think he was
so
far
already
from that 'hard-hearted

$
2,

whose labor is called working on bottoms
or bottoming boots.
A journeyman cin make from three to
six pairs of bottoms a week, working
about ten hours a day.
The prices paid
are from one dollar and seventy-five cents
to two dollars and _ twenty-five cents a
pair — depending upon the work required.
What are called extras, are such as cork
jo/es, patett spur sockets, double vamps,
cluinnel shanks, quilted half-soles, counters
over the seams, with row of stabbing on
the vamps, &c. &c. for all these the jour
The wages usu
neyman gets more pay.
ally earned by a journeyman are from four
to six dollars a week ; but there are many
who earn seven, eight and nine dollars a
week.
There are more who make six
dollars than there are who make four or
seven dollars a week ; and to make eight
and nine dollars the journeyman
must
locomotive it early and late.
There are many journeymen in the City
who are employed by the month, and whose
wages are from four to twelve dollars.
They get their board, lodging and wash
The work done by this class is
ing.
generally on the coarser boots and shoes.
A good journeyman seldom works but by
the piece.

it,

im ' Live and let live ' than the foreign
brethren of their craft.
There is a society of Journeymen ShoeMakers called "The United Benefit Soci
ety of Cordwainers on the Men's Branch
of the City of New York." This Asso
ciation has been in existence since the
War, and has
close of the Revolutionary
condition.
always been in a flourishing
The number of its members varies at dif
ferent times.
There are now about three
hundred, a majority of whom are Irish
men.
Its meetings are held on the third
The object of
Monday of every month.
this Association is for regulating working
hours and the prices of the different
works.
In case of sickness its members
are allowed a certain sum weekly from
the general fund, and on the death of a
member his funeral expenses are defrayed
by the Association.
A Ladies' brnnch of this Society was
started a good many years since ; but is
not very active except on momentous oc
casions affecting the interests of this class,
when it shines out for a while, then flick
ers and remains inert until some other
occasions may demand its action.
At the
present time it may be said to be in statu
quo.
The system of apprenticing to the
trade is now pretty much
Shoemaking
done away with in the city.
The great
number of foreigners who arrive here are
ready workmen who have completed their
apprenticeship in the father-land, and can
be employed for small wages.
is divided into different
Boot-making
branches, the technical names of which are
Crimping, Fitting and Bottoming.
is generally done by those
Crimping
who attend exclusively
to this depart
—
ment
although there are some estab
lishments where they do their own crimp
ing. The process of crimping is for
giving the boot-legs shape, and it may
The leatheri, (cut in
thus be described.
to the required shape for the boot,) is
soaked in water for about one hour, then
stretched over what is called a tree, (which
is a flat piece of wood cut somewhat in
the shape of a human leg and foot.)
The leather is then greased, which is well
rubbed in with a hard stick.
It is allowed
to remain on the tree for about a day, and
it is then ready for fitting.
The price
for crimping is from seventy-five cents to
a dollar for a dozen boot-legs.
A crimper
can make, working ten hours a day, from
seventy-five cents to two dollars a day —
a good deal depending upon the expertness
of the crimper and the quality of the
leather,
some leather crimping
easily,
some on the other hand, being very diffi
cult to work.
Fitting is sewing the boot-legs togeth
er — putting in the lining, straps, &c.
Fit
making them ready for bottoming.
ting is generally done by females, and is
so simple a process that children can help
work on it. There is a good deal of this
work done among families ; yet there are
establishments where this is exclusively
attended to by males.
The price for fitting a pair of legs is from
two and six pence to seven and six pence
— depending upon the quality of the work
required.
Some legs have a good deal of
colored leather and fancy stitch- work about
them ; these embellishments take, time to
make them, and, of course, as time is
money, all this must be paid for.
After the legs aro fitted they are then
ready for the hands of the journeyman,
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from those places here amounts to a mere
song, and consequently our market is filled
with this kind of work, and the laborer
in this branch of Industry in our city is
compelled to submit to the grinding com
petition engendered, and give all his labor,
his time and his health to earn food and
What, think you, the workman
clothes.
of our city gets paid for making boots
and shoes which are sold at the ckeali
establishments
at so low a price as to
make the buyer eye the seller and wonder
where he stole them t Does he get a fair
remuneration — does he even get a remu
neration for his time and labor?
No — he
cannot — he does not live on his wages —
he merely exists — chameleon-like,
on
air.
The tools and implements, findings, &c.
in fact, nearly all the articles used in the
making of boots and shoes, have hitherto
been imported, but of late years we have
these things our
got to manufacturing
selves, and it may be said that the impor
tation does not now exceed twenty-five
per cent.
The making of Lasts — though not car
ried on very extensively in our city — yet
deserves a little notice from our hands, as
a branch connected with the subject we
are treating of.
There are about twelve establishments,
employing, on an average, from twentyfive to thirty hands the year round.
These
manufacture chiefly for the city trade.
A
journeyman at this business, working ten
hours a day, can make from seven to nine
dollars a week.
There are more who
make eight than seven or nine dollars a
week.
Of the many hard-working and industri
ous classes of our fellow-citizens,
the
Journeymen bhoemakera stand among tho
They are a tempe
first in this respect.
rate people, and a large portion of them
As
attend Divine service on Sundays.
you pass along through the thoroughfares
of our city, should chance lead you to
take a peep into their workshops, you will
always find them busy as the bee that
They are
draws honey from the flower.
up with the dawn of the morning, and
«ven after the shade of night has thrown
its mantle o'er all things — when almost
all the other trades have knocked off
work — you will find them toiling and
toiling during those hours which ought to
be appropriated to relaxation
from the
cares of day. — Tribune.
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labor, may with peculiar propriety be said fo
At home ! at home !
That word is placed, thy mouth, thy heart be hit : it is that which, without him, would
not have existed ; he may dispose of it as he
within.
pleases ; it is his property, his goods, his
right to capital."
0 ! wek it there,
Turn to its teachings with devoted will,
Watch unto prayer,
And in the power of faith that law lullil.

LAW REFORM.
formation,

This much needed re
U. S.

says the Washington

Journal, is finding new champions in all
That a reform of its unmean
directions.
ing verbiage is indispensable, will hardly
be questioned by any who have examined

The following is a hit at
some of the practices of the law :
the subject.

" Tom strikes
A LAWYER'S STORY.
Dick over the shoulders with a rattan as
A lawyer
big as your little finger."

would tell you the story something in
this way : " And that whereas the said
in the
Thomas, at the said Providence,
year and day aforesaid, in and upon the
in the peace
body of the said Richard,
of God and the State, then and there be
ing, did make a most violent assault, and
inflicted a great many and divers blows,
kicks, cuffs, thumps, bumps, contusions,
gashes, wounds, hurts, damages and in
juries, in and upon the head, neck, breast,
stomach, hips, knees, shins and heels of
said Richard, with divers sticks, canes,
poles, clubs, logs of wood, stones, dirks,
swords, daggers, pistols, cutlasses, blud
geons, blunderbusses and boarding pikes,
then and there held in the hands, fists,
claws, and clutches of him the said Tho-

FOURIERISM.

Perhaps we shall be more generally
understood when we say " Fourierism,"
than Association — the term given by the
of Fourier to his system of
disciples
We must confess
social organization.
that, until recently, we had looked upon
this system, as at war, not only with
the true interests of Labor, but with the
actual and natural rights of Property.
We have reason to believe that there are
many who consider it a synonyme of
agrarianism, and accompany it with ideas
of the destruction of the domestic affec
tions, and the annihilation
of domestic
ties.
We do not know that we can better
THE LAW DIVINE.
employ the space we have now to spare
than by a refutation of this fallacy.
Al
Say not the law divine
though not yet converted, we are in a
Is hidden from thee, and afar removed !
fair way of becoming a believer in the
That law within would shine,
of the French philosopher.
In
If there its glorious light were sought and system
deference, therefore, to what may be our
loved.
future faith, we proceed with our subject.
We defy any writer, the most conser
Soar not on high,
vative, to state the basis upon which the
Nor ask, who there shall bring it down to
is maintained,
with
right to Property
earth ;
more correctness and justice to all sides,
That vaulted sky
than it is stated in the following extract
Hath u.i such star, didst thou but know its from "Godwin's
Concise View of the
Doctrines of Charles Fourier " — a stand
worth.
ard authority among the Associations Is
Nor launch thy hark,
of this country :
" Yet Man, made in the image of God,
ID search thereof, upon t shoreless sea,
Which has no ark,
may, like him, transform and creute. Out of
No dove to bring this olive branch to thee. an ungrateful soil, he makes a fertile field ;
from the rude matt of rock, he constructs a
palace ; worthless earthy matter he converts
Then do not roam
into gems and precio'is metals; in a word
In search of that which wandering caunot he centuples the value of all that he has
received. What man thus derives from bis
win.

Here is certainly a refutation of the
Association pro
charge of agrarianism.
mises as much security and as complete
identity of Property, as does the present
social organization.
But another inquirer may ask, is not
this system, like all the rest, exclusive?
one sided ! Where is your definition of
the rights of Labor?
I should like to
see whether you have any thing in your
upon that subject, quite as
philosophy
We
important as the right to Property.
will endeavor to satisfy you.
" But each one may claim his share in
every object which has received no im
provement from the hand of man, and in the
primitive and raw value of every thing that
has been transformed or created by labor.
This is the right of all, — it is the right of
the laborer.
" This right is broadly recognized in the
Phalanx, where each one may lay hold o(
all raw material which he expects to use,
by enrolling himself in the group charged
with the preparation of that matter. The
Phalanx goes further; although it is impos
sible to live at this day without industry,
upon wild fruits and roots, it concedes the
right of doing nothing to whoever will cootent himself upon a minimum sufficient to
secure him against every painful privation."

Association
thus promises to labor a
legitimate reward, while it protects capi
tal in all its just rights.
Its change
consists in its placing labor above all
its
employment
contingency, making both
In an Associa
and its reward certain.
tion, employment and compensation are
provided for all who labor, in the very
basis of its organization.
The advantage
which this system presents,
over the
present, is obvious.
The only question
is, is it practicable?

It will be seen then that Fonrierism
respects both capital and labor.
How
then are we to regulate them, so that
they may act, each for the benefit of the
other, and for their own welfare, at the
same time?
This is the great problem
which Fourierism
assumes to solve.
In
the mean time, Society is becoming hour
ly in greater peril from its present organ
ization.
of the relation be
Speaking
tween property and labor, the volume
before us says :
" It is time to approach a question which
science must resolve, if it wishes to prevent
the commotions with which nearly all civil
ized society is menaced — a question which,
in Europe, and perhaps ere long in this
country, will leave the studies of philoso
phers and the pages of essayists, to take up
arms in the streets, to get itself decided by
broadswords and muskets. It is the ques
tion of Property — the question of the recip
rocal rights of Labor and Capital — rights
that we ought to respect in an equal force,
because they are both legitimate.
" This question, we say, must be settled
by Science, or it will be by revolution.
No
one who considers the circumstances under
which the mass of the people every where
exist; that while wealth is generally in
creasing, they are as rapidly deteriorating —
a fact which puzzles all our political econo
mists; that the many are growing poorer
and the rich richer ; that the very improve
ments of the age are still further depressing
the working classes; no one can consider
these, and a thousand kindred facts, without
feeling that a great change, violent or peace
ful, must be wrought in the condition of the
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partial and fragmentary

REVIEW.

fore

true,

yet we sub

agree with him in his deduc
as far as they go, only com
tions from
stantially

it

Essays on Human Rights and their Po
litical Guarantees. By E. P. HURLBUT.
New York: Greeley and McElralh.
1845. pp. 318.

but imperfectly

to be but

truth, and there

plaining that they are as imperfect as the
source from which they are drawn.
In
deed his own respect for Phrenology

We have kept this book lying upon our
seems subordinate to that which he enter

a

is

it,

is

is

a

science than he has, believing

a

system to be demonstrably
respect for that

We have less

is

a

Phrenological
true.

it

is

it

it,

Let us patient
worthy of our attention.
and see whether or not
ly examine
the remedy. — Pittiburg Journal.

in some cases, the reformation of the evil
doer. But this latter
poorly provided for,
and restitution to the injured party scarcety
enters into the account.
" This compound idea of punishment
altogether wrong, as well because of the
as by the
false elements which enter into
omission of proper ones. The offender
endowed with all the rights of
man — he
one of the people composing the State,
and can claim the perfect enjoyment of
every right as against the Stale and every
citizen thereof, except when security for the
rights!of others demands that this enjoyment
by him shall be limited or restrained. By
his offence he -forfeits no rights whatever,
but only iocuis
limitation,
restraint of
their enioyment so long as the public safety
may require. This
justified by the prin
ciple of self-defence."
••Let the court and jury, then, determine

is

masses. They feel that the adjustments of though that step appears to us to be
Property are wrong, and they demand the short one.
remedy."
The author bases most of his conclu
These are the facts, — we leave their
sions upon the analysis of the human soul
consideration
for the present.
In tfie
as furnished by Phrenology, assuming the
meantime, is not this same Fourierism

that the prisoner has done an act for which
under the hope that
tains for complete and pure democracy the laws demand his
imprisonment, and let
and space to in
in
him be Imprisoned accordingly.
Let those
government, with universal suffrage
examine the various subiects of which
who
have
him
in
custody
critically examine
its largest sense and in connection with
into
his
of
mind, and
and
condition
history
treats, and give the more important of the democratic
theory he assumes posi
by all the means which science affords, under
our columns.
them an ample review
tions to which we are not prepared to take his cure and correction. Let him re
But having carefully and even elaborately assent. The laws of nature are better main in custody ao long as his case may
need be — but for so
require — for life
perused the work, we find that we cannot guides to truth than the best
speculations
time, at any rate, as the safety of so
long
at present do justice to the important of
ciety may demand. Let him be treated »s
political theorists.
moral patient, with
view to his resteration
considerations which
presents, consist
But unsatisfactory
as is- this work, to liberty
let every thing be done in bis
ently with other engagements, and are when viewed from our
con
behalf in the spirit of kindness by intelligent,
position,
and
compelled to content ourselves with a tains many practical
experienced, and scientific keepers
suggestions which
cure be effected, let them dismiss
happily,
brief notice.
we should rejoice to see adopted in civi
him with the divine injunction,
Go and sin
To an Associationist — to one who has lized society.
As an instance, we will no more.'"
table for some time

'

a

;

if,

it

;

it

a

a

a

if

in

;

it

we should soon find leisure

remarks respecting
We flatter ourselves that we have many
of criminals and the pun readers in whose bosoms these sentiments
ishment of crimes.
With all that he says will find welcome reception.
refer to the author's

As a
gests thoughts of intense interest.
philanthropist aiming at universal deliver
ance from this abyss of sorrows, and
earnestly desiring the cooperation of the

on this subject we heartily concur, and
are delighted to perceive that like sen
timents are beginning to be entertained
and

in

Europe.

a

from
the work before us such passages as will
recognition of the funda
mental rights of man, together with a explain the author's views (and our own)
demand upon society that such rights be with reference to this important subject.
" Life, liberty and reputation are involved
duly respected and adequately secured.

On the other hand, the work contains
many principles and propositions which
would startle' the staid and sobei conser
vative

— the

stickler for the present order

of things in church and state — and he
would tremble with

alarm at the thought
a

of putting them in practice. Though the
author aspires not to
higher, juster, and
of society, and appa
rently dreams of none, yet he thirsts for
progress in pure civilization, and has some
nobler organization

?

dition of the human family.

a

firmly believes, must precede any general
and permanent improvement in the con

in the modes of inflicting punishment for
criminal offences. These arc the most sa
cred of human rights — and the question,
how far an offender may be curtailed or
deprived of their enjoyment, though often
discussed, has never been settled by the
laws to the satisfaction of philosophic minds.
The State has no more important duty than
to determine its proper line of conduct in
this respect — and the leading principles of
its criminal jurisprudence ought to be settled
in its fundamental law. A barrier ought to
be placed in the Constitution against any
prisoner of state — since the
injustice to
passions of mankind are apt to rage violently
against him — and while his case demands
the most careful and tender consideration,
the passions of the multitude may hurry him
to destruction. The prisoner of State —
what
history has the world presented of
his wrongs — and who hith not risen from
the perusal of that history in doubt whether,
on the whole, the State has not been more
"
criminal than its prisoners
!

But in that hope he will be disappointed.
The book solves none of those problems
which he regards as of the first impor
tance, and the solution of which, as he

a

there

finding

a

in

is

a it

in

is

" It unfortunate that our language fur
nishes no word which expresses the idea of
that procedure which the State can right
tutions and laws.
Viewed in this aspect, fully take for the prevention of crime and
the reformation of offenders. We call
his thoughts,
with
always
expressed
punishment, which conveys to most minds
clearness and force, and often with ele wrong idea. It imports vengeance to an
which
gance, are of great importance, and we swer the demands of human passions
have been excited by the offence — security
welcome them with cordial
sympathy.
from further wrong by disabling the offend
advance of the age, er — terror and example to mankind — and,
He
one step

glimpses, more or less distinct, of certain
radical errors
existing political consti

:

by

country

This little book
sketch of New
York city, in its present state, or, we
should

rather

say,

outline.

sketchy

the lineal descendant of old
Big Abel
Heinrick Hudson, and the Little Man
hattan stands
old

Island

the same relation

Chief who

Indian

on which

latter claims

once

the city

the city

is

this

is
a

in

minds

of We cannot refrain from extracting

a

eagerly
hope

as his

to the

ruled

chaser, navigator,
forth.

trader,

the

The
Right of

built.

"

Nature," the former as discoverer,

pur

builder, and so

In fine, the. bonk seems intended as an
allegory,

the respective

showing

claims

of nature and civilized man to the results
of civilization, as manifested there. Per
haps we

attribute

more

consequence

to

Mr. Mathews'

conception than of right
but we can find no other
belongs to
meaning in the book, and we have faith
enough to believe

was not written with

This doubt arises from the
poor use made of the materials ready to

out meaning.

his hand, and because

it

the

Ahel nnH tlit little Manhattan.
By
CORNELIUS MATHEWS.
New York
Wiley and Putnam.
161 Broadway,
pp. 93.

seems to us no

man can once enter upon this ground and
be contented with such
superficial, out
side view as
here presented to us.
a

he will

with

Bis

it

good,

pages

some of the best

in

its

avowed

is

examine

and freely

it,

and the

gifted

a

the treatment

is

to which Humanity in its present condition
subjected, — the title of this work sug-

is

dwelt intently upon the evils and miseries

We need only say, to show the partial
Mr. Mathews has seen

aspect in which

what he describes, that while
the Little

Manhattan

the

he gives to
Battery

and
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to

places

his

of the city,

account

also,

he society

under

which

Five The scene with

the

the

Bright in her loneliness !
Whom did her beauty bless ?
What reft her of reason ?

man is struggling.
and

office-seeker,

'
the tiger," are particularly
fighting
Points, that necessary result of civiliza
attention in this age and country,
worthy
of
the
picture,
tion, that back ground
upon the prominent figures of which he mad with politics and speculation
throws his strongest light.
Several characters are brought

in as

representatives of the various classes who
play their parts upon the stage of the
great city, and Mr. Mathews' conclusion
the time could

never come, in

city, when Mrs. Saltus"-[a
could cease to be, for one ;

the great

"

huckster]
the great

Captain, for another;
the two Pinkeys for two more ; the In
Packet

dian Doctor,

with his home-grown

herbs ;

the young seamstress, always."
" How their hearts sunk at that."

"A

pale young

laborer,

like this,

al

ways ; a poor attorney ; and yet, a mighty
to bring the

merchant, at the water-side,

city up again ; and a Big Abel, always,"
for Abel represents the great landed-pro

Truly

prietor.

Mr. Mathews

has

no

hope for the future.
•And yet he says :

"

setting forth toward the mighty future he
is called to fill."

We wish we .had space for other ex
tracts, for though, as we have said, Mr.
sees but one side, and that the

Mathews
one

most

prominent outside, yet there
are, here and there in his book, little
passages, which ecem to show he cannot
quite shut out the saddening sights which
forced themselves upon him as he looked,
but which he turned away from, deter
mined to gaze only upon such proofs of
prosperity, as would most please his eye,

and best proclaim the flourishing condi
tion of the " great city."
Many readers will no doubt call the
style an affected one ; it may be so, or it
may be Mr. Mathews' own, by birth-right
or adoption ; however this may be, ils
quaintness and the vividness of its ima
gery are pleasing.
Adventures of Captain Simon Suggs, late
of the Tallapoosa Volunteers; together
with
Taking the Census, and other
Alabama Sketches.
By a COUNTRY
EDITOR.
With a Portrait of " Simon "
from life, and other illustrations
by
Barley. Philadelphia : Cary & Hart.
1845.

The style in which this book is got up,
and the uncommon excellence of its illus
trations
crowd

For the Harbinger.
DAY

AND

NIGHT.

afford a pleasing contrast to the
of shabby and worthless publica

But labor done, then cometh Night,
Unveili the sky ; and full in sight
Stars numberless salute our star,

Cincinnati

By the cool glimmering stream,
Her pillow, moss only,
She lay all white and fair,
With dead flowers in her hair,
Still, still and lonely.

is

selfishness which naturally spring
from the isolated and antagonistic state of

often accused of infidelity.
We will say
a few words on this subject — not that
we care about refuting

The wood-snail was creeping ;
On the cheek wan and clear
There lay a piteous tear, —
She had been weeping.

suspicious

the accusations of
and malignant

ignorance

pre

judice, but we take the occasion to give to
those who have the words of religion and
religious

faith most often in their mouths,

a short

lesson

upon

true and

genuine

" Universal
Faith, or, as FOURIER calls
and Integral Faith."
Of all the writers whom we have read,
(we speak of scientific writers,) we have
met with none in whose works there

Shut, shut beneath the skies,
Were her soft gleaming eyes,

The lids drooping over, —
Her sleep was deep and sound,
On the damp, chilling ground ;
Where was her lover?

manifested

so deep

Faith in Providence

Above her, leaves were stirred,
For there a little bird
In sunshiny weather,
Had built a nursing nest,

rier,

and we state

and

so universal

as in those of Fou
and are prepared

prove that the plan of the Social
given

And the brood beneath its breast
Nestled together.

to

Order

the only
by him,
system of society that has

to the world

truly religious

been proposed to mankind.
The four
societies that have already existed on the

Still, still and motionless !

To the beholder.

Association,

and the man who spent forty years of a
life of devotion and self-denial in discov
ering and developing its principles, are

O'er the robes thin and white,
That shrouded form so slight,

and

market

OF PROVIDENCE.

The doctrine of Universal

That thus overcame her ?
With her small snowy hands,
And long hair it raven bands,
How shall we name her ?

Yielding us no caress,
Her white arms were folded ;
Thick-strewn along her way,

11, 1845.

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commerciaiconvulsions all tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefromthe new
applicationof Christianprinciples,of Universallus
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
DR. CHANITISo.

THE UNIVERSALITY

Was it sleep ? was it sleep ?
With its dreams dark and deep,

Herald.
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A DIRGE FOR THE NAMELESS.
BY. KATE CI.H \VK1.A.MD.

Low on her mossy bier,
Long had she lain we fear ;
The stones were not colder,
Down in the glassy stream,
Nor did so whitely gleam

the literary

Death came and found her !

And shoals of worlds tempt thought afar.
Theu trim the sails, O soul, and try
The ocean depths of Unity.

Dark-colored berries lay
Where they had moulded.

which

Its humor is rich and genuine,
and its scenes true to life.
We commend
the book to the lovers of fun, especially
to those who can see through its wit the
true picture it presents of the duplicity

This much is all we know,
Here in her voiceless woe,
The green leaves around her ;
Making no moan or 'plaint,
Calm, lowly as a saint —

This work-day world is then the All,
For duty knows nor great nor small.

infested.

tions with

With a dull pain and smart, —
Slighted, nil slighted !

The Sun, which lights our task, shuts out
The worlds that compass us itbout ;
All day the spirits' sails are furled,
Moored in its little work-day world ;

In a dream, in a dream,

The marching song of the great city,

Loved she as one we .know,
Whose life is ebbing slow —
Whose love unrequited
Flows back upon the heart

POETRY.

it,

"

is, that

Gave (he her heart to one
Who some foul wrung had done ?
Was it Love's treason i

a is

beauties

natural

other

is
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-

earth,

— the

barian

and

Savage and Patriarchal,

Bar

Civilized, — are either

the

work of mere human instinct and external
circumstances,
and law-givers.
bined

Order

"

of human legislators
Not so with the " Com
which Fourier proposes.
or

He declares that God before creating man
and the elements of society, such as In
&c., must
dustry, the Arts, Sciences,
have had the plan of a social organization
in his

intelligence,

which,

when

estab

THE HARBINGER.
lished, Would produce the reign of justice
and harmony on earth, and that the hu

created

having

Man,

the affections,

285
of Providence

and the action

in relation

to

His lan
man passions and faculties are all adapted fixed upon any plan for their organization guage always strikes us as full of sini'
The task of and government.
to this social mechanism.
To think thus is to plicity and grandeur, of plain common
human reason is to discover this divine attribute to the Creator a want of reaeon sense, and yet of sublimity ; it is a style
social order, and establish it upon earth, at which man would blush ; it is falling singularly full of contrasts, but always
as it has been to discover the positive sci

At

and the arts.

ences, industry,

a hun

the materials of industry,

without

having

into an irreligion worse than Atheism, for
the Atheist does not lower the Divinity

dred places in his works, Fourier declares

by denying him ; he only lowers and dis
that he gives to the world no sytlem of honors himself by entertaining an opinion
his own; that he has endeavored only to bordering upon madness.
But our legis
discover

the Social

Code or Order

destined

by Providence

for

Man

pre

before

lators

strip

noblest

the

Supreme

prerogative ;

[his

social

provi

The plan he proposes can dence and the providing a plan of social
be tried upon a small scale without injury and moral harmony on earth ;] they pre
to any class, — without
revolutions or tend in an implied manner that he has
bloodshed, and if it succeeds, it will pre-composed no social Code, as they set
by general consent, and

replace the existing

up their

own societies,

united in the grandest thought;

it is elo-

quent, but it is the eloquence of gigantic
not perhaps

conception,
oric.

of flowery rhet

N

" The idea of a preestablished social
Being of his destiny for mankind," says Fourier, "of

creating him.

spread gradually

affairs of mankind.

the social

and as a conse

a divine theory based upon mathematical
for the regulation of the human

justice

relations of man,
will excite the derision of the scientific
men of the day."

passions and the social

"

Nevertheless

how can we

conceive

order

peaceably and quence, that his providence is limited and that the Being infinitely wise, could have
with just regard to the interests of all.
It would he BO if he had for created our passions and faculties without
partial.
Instead of seeking for the divine social gotten to provide for the most urgent having first determined upon their em'

The
and social functions !
ployment
philosophers and legislators, from of their collective wants, that of a uni
Solon and Lycurgus down to those of the form social Order, which would regulate Deity, occupied for an eternity past in
present time, have devised and estab with unity the relations and passions to creating and organizing worlds, conld he
lished laws and institutions of their own, their inhabitants."
have been ignorant that the first collective
laws,

and have forced obedience to them by the
prison and the scaffold .
We are now

was
of God's Providence
living under the arbitrary laws of Grecian strengthened in Fourier's mind by his
and Roman lawgivers,
slightly modified having a solution of the profound and
by those of modern times, maintained by mysterious problem of the cause of Evil.
a hundred means of constraint, and en He understood the causes
of the past suffer
gendering still, as they ever have done, ing of Humanity on earth, and he knew
Indigence, Fraud, Injustice, Oppression,
how to reconcile it with the wisdom and
and War, filling the world with discord goodness of God — the want of which
and misery.

understanding

The faith that God had created the Atheism,
human

affections

and harmony,
a social Order

and feelings for order
that he had pre-composed
which

reign of happiness

would

and unity

burned with a deep intensity

secure the
on earth,
in the soul

of their inhabitants,

There is no doubt that this faith in the want
universality

and

faith that the
embraces this

is that

of A

social order to regulate their relations and

passions?"
" Left to the direction of our pretended
sages,

the

passions

engender

scourges)

which would make us doubt whether they

of an evil spirit or of the
successively the laws of
men the most revered, of a Solon or a.
has driven so many into Draco, of a Lycurgus or a Minos, and
taken from almost all the you will see them reproduce invariably
Providence of the Divinity the social scourges — Indigence, Fraud,,
world as well as the other ; Oppression,
Carnage — which
are the
are the work

Try

Divinity.

truth, justice, and harmony, effects of the Passions in their false and
are to govern here as in all other parts of inverted action.
Must not the Creator-

that divine

the universe,

and that

"His

kingdom

is have foreseen this shameful result of hu
man legislation ? He could have seen

of Fourier, and sustained him in his long to come on earth as it is in heaven."
and laborious researches.
We find in a
A gentleman of great discernment who
great many persons a lively faith in God, was well acquainted with Fourier, (M.
but it applies to the other world only ; Jules Lechevalier,)
once made to us the
it does not extend to this earth and the following remarks: we repeat them be
social affairs of men ; they do not believe cause they express perfectly a thought of
" Fourier," said he, " was
that God has provided for a true social our own.
order and the harmonious government of domineered — was possessed by the idea

the

of it in millions

effects

created
known

prior

to

ours ;

of globes

he must

have

before creating

us and giving ua
Passions, that human reason would not be

of harmonizing them, and that
the human race would require a legislator
wiser than itself."

capable

" As a consequence, the Creator, un
world, for their faith is that it is of God : his conception of the universal
given over to evil, and that suffering is to ity of his Providence was so clear, he less we believe that his Providence is in
be for ever the lot of man.
Their faith was so fully convinced that Divine Wis sufficient and circumscribed, and that he
is limited, partial ; it embraces the future dom had provided for the general govern
is indifferent as to the happiness of his
life only, and not this life ; it is not uni
ment of man on earth and the harmonious creatures, must have composed for us a

this

versal.

Now we want a universal and integral

passions

and

social

applicable to all
mankind, who every where have the same

in God's social Providence
he has created
affections

for

Code,

industrial

or a system of social

and

organization,

; son outside of this hypothesis ; in all his
scientific researches, he sought solely to passions, and he must have given us the
which we can do
and discover the plans of Providence ; and the reason to discover

the human
order

it,

faith ; — faith
— faith that

action of the several forces with which it
had endowed him, that he could not rea

thing in nature, and that happiness is to ture, which might have been discovered
descend upon earth, from which it is now long since by men of science, had
they
banished.
had faith in tlte universality of Provi
" Of all kinds of impiety,"
gays Fou dence."
gant

own, or whether

they are

to search for those predestined

for us by-

Divine

wisdom."

" There

a

must exist for us then destiny
most unfortunate is that arro
We now make a few quotations from of Order, or plan of Providence, for the
prejudice which suspects God of Fourier to illustrate the view he takes of regulation and government of our social

" the

a

rier,

tions of their

is

it

it

unity; — faith that he has precalculated truths which he announced, he gave — whenever
shall please men to raise the
the organization of human societies as he not as conceptions of his own — but as question whether
they who are to
has the laws of growth of the humblest simple discoveries of the laws of na devise and institute laws and institu

or whether

human reason which has

is

of the passional system,

wandered astray in adopting for the me
how can we sup chanism of the Passions, the Civilized
pose the Creator more imprudent than the and Barbarian Societies, which misdirect
When man and pervert them, and are BO incompati
merestnovice among men
!

indication

a

" Another

:

mechanism."

to perform

high and noble function

earlh,

which

must accomplish

it

;

it,

ceaselessly as to its natural

the distribution

it

it

and tends to

of

is the interpreter

which

attraction,

it

laws of human

the

destined

was to mechanism to which the Creator

it in the study of them — should have raised the question
was the Divinity who erred in
nature or passional whether

own genius and its own labors.

on

by it*
He rea

sons upon the progress of this collective
Being and its social polity as he would
upon those of single individual . and he
a

The task of genius

relations.

search for and discover

a
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who cannot elevate his mind to take those
views, and speculate upon the
career of the human race and the globe
general

single being,
building materials does he fail to ble with the nature of man that they can as he would upon that of
into the
himself or by the aid of an only be sustained by prisons, scaffolds, IB not capable ef searching
architect,
plan for the employment of police organizations, and other means of mighty plans and measures of Provi

make,

a

collects

a

either

'

those materials
What should we think
of a person who, purchasing stone, wood
work, and materials of all kinds for
vast edifice, did not know what kind of

dence.

constraint and repression."

a

other materials of the social edifice with

'This

bank?

back

their

not surprise us any more than to see some

siderably

Fourier has devoted some seventy-five

men stunted or crippled among the popu
lation of
city, or some blighted trees,

devastated

The face,

they

in

but that prior to the crea

some even are failures.
Our
not affected with any irremedia

ble defect

;

man Passions,

growth
globe

is ;

social order for the government

of mankind and the regulation of the hu

the long

[although

continu

plan of ance of social discord and subversion
upon
social unity and harmony, and that human upon
has produced the growth and
reason should endeavor to discover this spread of vast deserts, marshes, and
he fixed

it,

of man,

a

tion

a

the universality of his
We have space for but two

and atmospheric

Providence.

with

a

God, and doubting

is

Titan like,

destiny instead of usurping,
steppes, destroying vegetation to
fright
the highest
prerogative of ful extent and deranging the magnetic
afflicted

derangement

only,

systems

;
]
it

precalculated

temporary

In speaking of the which acts both upon the material of the
im planet and the social condition of man
goodness of the radical affections
The material derangement
man
planted in Man,
properly applied and kind.
ifest by the congelation of the poles, and
rightly developed, he says
" We cannot too often repeat, that the the devastated state of large portion of
a

:

is

if

more short extracts.

[by

Passions,

stands all the spiritual
in Man — variously

Fourier under
or forces

powers

called affections, feel

ment,

still more palpable

;

Passions,

its surface, and as to the moral derange
it
is

Being who has created our twelve radical

but to look

at the multitude

that swarm

in our civilized

we have

of beggars

;

and

are the neglected

of the earth's sur
of Asia and Africa,

condition

particularly

are and the social

misery

that reigns

upon

The characteristics of the
former — the ravaged state of the planet,
our

globe.

are pestilential exhalations from marshes
and deaerui, engendering the cholera, the
plague,

fevers and other epi

malignant

demic diseases, the terrible

simoons, the

deadly desert winds, the encroachment of
the polar ices and snows upon the tempe
the derangement of seasons

rate zone,

and climate, sudden and violent
tions

in

globes

fluctua

temperature,

prolonged droughts
and excessive rains, which exhaust vege
tation, excess of heat and cold, &c. &c.

As to the characteristics of Social Disor
der, they are familiar
may

sum

them

up

heads of Indigence,
ual

cial

we
enough to all
under the general
national and individ

Fraud and Rapacity

varieties

;

large forest.

to

;

applies

race,)

the human

have been prolonged con
beyond what was necessary

the consequences

;

in

growth

:

without

same law

creatures subject to individual accidents,
or a Justinian the care of to delays, both
their material and social

Solon

framing

a

a

or eighty pages in his large work entitled
" Theory of Universal Unity," to proving
that the Creator has not left to the genius

a

for

a

these periods

fixed upon any plan
employment and application.i'

to

extends

plication,

wardness or failure of some globes would

out having

of

sand

of infancy, like teething,
&c., and this law, though varied in ap

and sufferings

;

few that were stunted and paralyzed,
their career like
vessel
a

ber

in supposing that he could have created and arrested
the passions, characters, instincts, and stranded on

in

nevertheless,

a

Such,

folly which sophists attribute to the Deity

a

!

"

to be pare and analyze their social progress, as single individual, for example, must go
we analyze that of our own planet, should through a period of infantine weakness
the degree of we be astonished to find among the num and ignorance, through various diseases

man would be pronounced
state of mental aberration "
is

a

Such
in

;

'

;

if

a

a

:

Fourier considers that the social career
In another place Fourier observes
" We will terminate these remarks by of mankind, owing to several cai\ses
a glance at the errors of worlds.
If God which he points out, has been retarded;
he intended to erect, and ac permitted us to judge those worlds which that the periods of social ignorance and
building
he gave weakness and their effects, — incoherence
that he had collected
all have failed in their social career
knowledged
these materials without having thought us' the power of visiting and inspecting and discord, (which are attendant upon
of the use which he should make of them some thousands of them in order to com the career of every created thing — the

Oppression,

Ignorance

Carnage,

in

all

their

and so

political

and Degrada

societies, at tion.

instincts, faculties, &c.] and our our battle fields, at our mercantile frauds
Swiss TESTIMONY TO EUGENE SUB.
eight hundred and ten characters, has and spirit of rapacity, at our financial and
been occupied for an eternity past in cre judicial spoliations, and what
worse The inhabitants of the valley of St.
ating men and passions in thousands of at our cltarlatans
Imier in Switzerland have sent to the cel
politics and philoso
millions of worlds.
He certainly has had phy, extolling the perfection of what they ebrated novelist
magnificent watch with
time to learn by experience what distrib
c-all their advanced Civilization,
when the a letter from which we extract a passage.
a

in

is

ings,

and

the advice of a

philosophers

of our

in

little globe, who not having the power to
destroy or change a single one of the
passions, or springs of action
the hu
man soul, should,

instead of declaiming
for the social

against them, have sought

inhabitants

Imier,

almost

tering

sonorous

exclusively

in

to do without

moralists

and employment,
sense demands that

a

few

bread

common

of

doubtlessly

" The

of the valley of St.
engaged in
will not
manufactures and agriculture,
they should secure to the civilized multi
tude the privileges which the savage and undertake
panegyric of the author of
Paris, and The Wander
even the animal enjoy, the right of labor The Mysteries
brilliant
and individual independence."
ing Jew, but they are deficient
Fourier looks upon the human race as artifices of language and the talent of ut
people ask for

and when

if

utive proportions should be observed in
such a work.
He has wisdom enough

one great coller.tive being, endowed
free will and independent

with

action, having

can nevertheless

laudatory

phrases,

they

appreciate the utility of
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that the hostility

have a day.
to the

of Hel

Jesujts felt by the republicans

"This

food, such as it

costs about

as follows:

;

6

;

" Bread for three person 10 sous wine
vetia, is shared by a man who holds so
the
for
the man
sous
a
rank
in
esteem
of
his
cotomdry vegetables, fat,
high

was

more numerous;

daily

and the audience

more than once mani

fested its approbation by warm applause.
At the concluding lectures the public hall
which was very large was completely fill
The rapid, clear, and energetic elo

ed.

quence of the speaker
impression

and

has made
deep
all the ideas which he
a

made us aware

effect so great,

400 of Fourier,

then

if

fame is so wide

These books, whose

There remains

francs.

francs a year for the food of three per
sons, or not much more than twenty sous
is,

"

spread and whose

400

;

your excellent works, and their agreement
with the spirit and necessities of the age.
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a

5

in

all advanced were not instantly adopted, be
sous, making
We look upon you as a brother water, salt for soup
Two or three sous
in arms, for we are engaged in the same 21 sous.
day are cause of the brevity with which he was
You with thought and intelli
also needed for unforeseen expenses or compelled to treat the various points, we
combat.
poraries.

so fatal to the prosperity

order

political

" The

laborer never has meat to eat, ex

cept an occasional fragment of unwhole
he works at one of the most
some pork

Guided by
happiness of nations.
these sentiments, we have opened a sub toilsome
and
scription to obtain a watch, a product of that exists.

We arc not engaged in declamation,

shall enter more fully upon the labor with
out fear of any lack of interest onthe part-

down figures.

we are merely writing

Moreover in this estimate,
sup of our readers."
" M. Victor Considerant
never sick or
posed that the laborer
But should he be com Guctteur dc Saint Quentin,
without work.
it
is

— Dem. Pacif.

al have endeavored to propagate the gen
eral principles of the theory of Fourier,

written

during

cently

occurred

letter

the difficulty,

which

was
re

between the journeymen

pelled to lie still
je provided for?

month, how shall

A

coverlet,

that

mattrass

are carried to the Mont-de-Piete,

hundred

and at through

of Paris and their employers. night the family shivers upon straw.
We republish it as a clear statement of After week ef painful labor the artisan
the condition to which the laboring popu cannot think of amusements and plea
a

carpenters

"

says the
has finished

of some

his lectures before an audience
eight

in

The following

GENE SUE.

a

LABOR IN PARIS — LETTER FROM EU

a

is

pathy and our gratitude."

the works of the Associative School
will now be studied with care, and we,
who since the establishment of our journ

ed

employments

exhausting

'

our national industry, which we ask you
to accept as an evidence of our lively sym

1

;

and

may be sure that attention has been arous

"or the savings bank.

;

we by moistening the soil of our
country with our blood to free it from a

gence,

persons.

to confine

obliged

order to go

with an exposi

six lectures

of the Associative

tion

In

he was

theory,

himself

to the prin

After having passed rapid
cipal points.
is reduced by the pro sures, and as for the means or the leisure
in review, the transformations under
We may be thankful for intellectual development, he
gress of civilization.
totally gone by Society from Savageiem to the
that all the causes which produce these deprived of both.
in which we live,
phase of Civilization
" The wife occupied with the cares of after having set forth broadly and clearly
results are not in operation here.
But
ly

in Europe

is

lation

if

our cities

cannot

of

"

sta

with making or mending
clothes, with washing, with taking care

the household,

the evils produced by anarchical competi
tion, and industrial incoherence, M. Con

she siderant made
of her child, can earn nothing, or
very distinct statement of
Pa- withdraw from these occupations to work the problem of the organization of labor,

Gentlemen ; Permit me to be heard in

a

enquire

furnish examples of such melancholy
tistics as Sue here presents.
" To the Editors
tin ' Democratic

if

one would

in the city, her little gains hardly make
up the expenses occasioned by her absence

which

now occupies

minds so

thoughtful

He showed the organization of

entirely.

labor to be possible only by Association,
car
from home.
" We have supposed the workman and and with the three essential elements of
penters and their employers, not as a dis
his family in the most favorable condition, all production that is, by the combination
putant but simply to set down a few fig
He then en
ures, which as it appears to me will cast for there are many who have two or three of Capital, Labor and Skill,
is
children with an infirm father or mother tered upon the proof of the fact, that
some light upon the question.

" The journeymen carpenters complain
of the lowness of their wages, which
they declare to be out of proportion with

it

the contest between the journeymen

at their charge, and to support so many
persons shut up in one chamber, never

to the law

according

of Providence

that

labor should be attractive, and demonstra

Now ted that the Associative theory alone fur
nished the means of realizing this sine qua
" These are the facts.
nan of terrestrial happiness, and finally he
carpenters who find their position unsatis
" A journeyman carpenter earns at pres factory, exorbitant?
Are they in the showed how this system ensures an equi
ent four francs a day ; five days are to be wrong in wishing to see their wages table distribution of the products of labor,
a

day.

raised from

800 to about 1,000 francs

The wages of a month is yeart
thus reduced to one hundred francs.
But
"It seems to me, gentlemen, that
unnecessary

dollars.)
let us see

his

expenses.

;

a

of

it
is

fact.

EUGENE SUE."

PROGRESS IN FRANCE.
the Democratic

the lot of civilized
Considerant's

part

of the

laborers."

lectures

have

cer

tainly inspired a large number of persons
with the desire of becoming more com
pletely acquainted with the system of the
Associative School, and of comparing

We take from with the theories in repute in the scientific
the following

Pacifique,

of three persons ; a remarks from the Guclteur and Courier of
man his wife and child.
course of lec
For such a fam Saint (Jin ',i in, respecting
ily a miserable lodging costs in Paris tures delivered in that place by Victor
~ui).('nun's a year.
Considerant, in the early part of July.
" We have then rent, 200 francs ; cloth
The Courier says, "The success of M.
ing for their persons, wear of apparel, Victor Considerant in this place has been
soap, interest on the cost of furniture,
remarkable the attendance upon (toemeet
fuel, lights &c. &c. 300 francs, making ings, devoted to explanation of the theory
a

a family

;

Suppose

" M.

any one to the mis

for the greater

it

"

our figures

they have the

time

condemning

which

world, in

a

now

authority

without
ery

word, of entering into an ex

amination of the social problems of which
political questions are only the prelimina

ries."
" We have

already

devoted

several

articles to the exposition of the theory of
Fourier we shall return to the subject
;

dred and fifty
come :

(about one hun
This is his in

word

are more than eloquent

the wages of a journeyman carpenter are all-powerful
reduced to eight hundred francs a year
for eight months labor,

to add

a

in a year there are four months in which
So that
laborer is without work.

the

;

and festivals.

is

from each month for Sundays

a

deducted

more than twenty-one sous

we ask are the claims of the journeymen

their necessities.

from time to time as our limits

mit."

may per
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not rain, without hat or shoes, and eagerly
PAY YOUR POSTAGE. — We daily receive and can see no reason why we should
liberal, but gazing at a butcher's stall where meat
is
Our
constitution
succeed.
letters from all parts of the country, on
for sale, the gas-light fell
was

various points connected with Association
whose writers altogether omit this most

We are at all times
necessary ceremony.
to receive either inquiries or sug

happy

gestions, but we must beg that our friends
will bear their full share of the expense.
tt taxes our little stock of patience too se
on receiving a letter from some
distant quarter, glowing perhaps with real
for the cause, or full of satisfaction with

verely,

to find that we are mulcted

Ihe Harbinger,

in a sum, which, however trifling in itself
when added to a long list of similar charg
es, becomes a serious matter to our treas
The least tolerable form of the evil
ury.
is, a request for a specimen of our paper,
with a promise that in case it is well
thought

of,

writer

the

will

subscribe.

To

all such persons, the injunction at the
head of these remarks is especially ad
Our friends who are not estab
dressed.
lished contributors,

who forward

for the Harbinger,

are

articles

also requested to

be careful in this particular.

llj= JOSEPH
chester,

Conn.,

KEISEY,
is

Esq.

authorised

:of Win
to act as

Agent for the Harbinger.
Mr.
THE SANGAMON ASSOCIATION.
Editor : — A short account of the Sanga-

mon Association may not be uninteresting
Having had an opportunity to
to you.
inform ourselves upon the Science of So
cial Unity, we last winter gave three
lectures upon it, in this neighborhood,
and got up too strong an excitement
(it is not best to have many out of the
same neighborhood, on account of neigh
we however organ
borhood prejudices,)
ized in February, selected our officers, and
location, got some five hundred acres of
under cultiva
land invested, principally
tion and well proportioned as to prairie
Our location is on the head
and timber.
of Lick Creek timber, fourteen miles from
and on the south side of a
Springfield,
eix mile prairie with good timber adjoin
The prairie is undulating, — has
ing.
deep rich and black soil, and is decidedly
as twenty years
situation,
healthy
The railroad from
experience proves.
to Meridocia, passes immedi
Springfield
ately by the domain.
We do not Associate until the first ol
The present season we are
"March next.
making the necessary preparations,
by
The plan of our present
building, £c.
building is a frame 360 feet in length,
in width, the looms to be finished off, 16
feet square, in front ; two-thirds of the
length, it is to be one story, and one-thirc
two stories, and is intended for temporary
dwellings, but eventually for work shops,
the work, however is substantial.
All
the labor done the present year, is paid
in stock at the customary prices of the
We have now 64 feet in length
country.
of our building up, and inclosed, and the
present season we shall burn brick, sow
wheat, &c.
We have a saw-mill that will
be in operation by the first of August.
We intend to proceed in every thing with
the utmost caution, and yet with firmness,

allows us to contract no debt to exceed
five per cent, upon the capital.
We solicit Subscriptions of stock, and
request those who arc favorable to Asso
ciation, to come and see our location, soil,
&c. We however want none who view
it only as a matter of dollars and cents,
but those who are Associationists in deed
and truth; no busy bodies in other men's
nor contentious per
matters, brawlers,
sons ; but persons of good morals, who
are willing to be pioneers in the regener
ation of Society, and such as are not apt
to put their hands to the plough and look
We have now
back, but Philanthropists.
thirty-five productive members, and but
ifteen unproductive (Children) members,
and shall only admit new members as we
can furnish rooms and profitable employ
A. W. SWEET.
ment.
Springfield, July 5, 1845.
Alpluulelphia Tocsin.

arrayed
upon his visage, and exhibited an emacia
A penny was given
ted starving child.
to him and he was watched to learn the
An American child would have
result.
bought a stick of candy or a toy, but not
He immedi
so with this starving boy.
ately ran to an eating-house, and selecting
that of which he could procure the most,
without much regard to the quality, he
came out devouring a handful of pudding,
which is merely peas boiled until they
become soft and form a consistent mass,
At the
strangely enough called pudding.
next step was to be seen a man, his wife,
and three children, the latter crying for
These people have neither em
bread.
ployment, money nor food, and they are
all starving in a mass.

" What news
AN ALARMING EVENT.
asked a country
in the great world?"
parson of a gentleman who had just left
BEGGARS IN LONDON. A correspondent
the great metropolis.
of the Cincinnati Gazette, writing from the
"An event, sir," answered he, "re
' Great Metropolis," introduces the an cently took place, which, from its aspect,
threatened to affect every body in a man
nexed into a late letter.
if persisted in for any length of
" The number of beggars in London is ner that,
time, must have unavoidably produced the
very g'reat ; one meets them at every step. destruction of the whole town."
Here is a poor fellow leaning upon a
"Pray, sir, what do you allude tol"
crutch, begging in the name of heaven said the parson, with alarm.
for a penny to save him from starvation.
general fast, sir," replied the
Another step and a female is seen, limp
other.
ing from disease or accident, supplicating
aid for herself and starving children ; and
WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS !
as one turns with an aching heart from
Leaves Brook Farm at 7 A. M., and 2 1-2
these wretched people, another group is
of a mother and p. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica
presented, consisting
leaves
Returning,
Plains, and Roxbury.
several children, all clothed in rags, evin
Doolittle's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at
cing by their emaciated forms the most 9
1-2 A. M.. and 5 p. M. Sunday excepted.
extreme hunger, the children clinging to
N. R. GERRISH.
the helpless parent, and all imploring for
June 28, 1845.
Here is a poor man who has no
bread.
employment ; he has a family and they
are starving ; he saunters forth to beg ;
his evident misery excites the compassion Is published simultaneously at New York
of a very few, and he returns home only and Boston, bl the BROOK FARM PHALAWX,
Office in New
able to buy a two penny loaf, which must every Saturday morning.
be the food of six persons for one day. York, BURGESS, STRINGER & Co., No. 222
& Co.,
REDDING
Boston,
and
in
;
Broadway
While gazing a moment at the beggar's
a splendid state coach and No. 8 State Street.
destitution,
TERMS. Two Dollars a year, or One Dolfour rolls by, with two outriders and two
footmen, wearing cocked hats and covered lur for six months, payable invariably in adnee. Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
The Lord Mayor will
with shining lace.
and REMITTANCES
COMMUNICATIONS
spend more in one banquet than the beg
in New
A should be addressed to the publishers
gar can obtain during the next year.
Boston, or to the " Editors of the
few paces further, a singular object is York and
West
Brook Farm,
Roxbury,
Harbinger,"
crouched upon the pavement almost in
Mass.
His clothing consisted of the
sensible.
Qj" Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As
remnant of trowsers and vest only, and
sociation Clubs, and all perrons wishing to
these literally dropping from his emacia
diffuse the principles defended in this paper,
Pale and ghastly, like a pa by forwarding FIFTEEN DOJ.LARS, will be
ted limbs.
tient recovering from protracted illness, supplied with TEN COPIE*.
he has not animation enough to raise his
O" Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
Some humane hand had chalked Office', No. 222 Broadway, New York, and
eyes.
"
Come
to
this
by
upon the pavement,
No. 8 State Street, Boston, and by booksellers
he that giveth to the poor and periodical apents throughout the U.States.
starvation;
Price, 6 1-4 cents.
lendeth to the Lord."
On a gloomy Saturday evening, when
GENERAL AGENTS.
the density of the atmosphere exceeded
London itself, and rain fell in fitful show
HALIBURTON, 12 STATE ST. BOSTON.
ers, and gusts of wind swept rapidly
through the narrow streets, I repaired to
30 ANN ST., NEW YoRK.
a particular street, supposing the time,
weather and place, well combined to de
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JOHN
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In a street where provisions are sold, the
char
extraordinary
of
a
most
was
scene
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CONSUELO.*

upon her tablets and engraved in her
memory, she said that she did not under"
stand it at all, though she could render it
literally by these words :
May he who has been wronged salute thee.

" Perhaps,"

"

it
is

it)

words," returned

other

Well

what

talking

you

pretty

19,

with

and this

dear Nina,

from

You did not think

fool.

with so affable
grimaces,

would

Astarotli, Astarl£, and all the
of hell were innocence and
light themselves.
They believed that
the reign of Michael
and his glorious)

monsters

Amelia, militia

Go to the devil.

compliment,

gain, my

that Zdenko,
such merry

"

more;

still

a

"In

laughing

had written

!
it
is
a

Consuelo

is

which

I

it
;

III.

NUMBER

1845.

meaning, (and
haruiy dare utter
in the thought of the idolator who pro
nounced
yiay the devil be with thee. "

When Amelia was asked to translate
the phrase

18,

But if you wish to know the zebub,

lute thee.
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would soon come to an ond and
that the devil would be restored and rrm-

stated in heaven with

his accursed

host.

In fine they paid him an impious worship
and accosted each other by saying:
May

smile and he who has been wronged, that
address to he who has been misunderstood

to say,
and un*

is

BUROKSS, STRINGER, AND COMPANY
'
No. 222 BROADWAV, NEW YORK.

a

wish,"
justly condemned, salute thee, that is,
he refers to Al you so ungallant
" Zdenko J" cried
"
« Ah
protect and assist thee,
thechaplain,
that wrong has
"
"
then
that unfortunate idiot who uses
Well,
said Amelia, bursting into
been done them in accusing them of mad
" my dear Nina
Well and good
ness, as they consider themselves the on such formulas
trem shouts of laughter,
added she,

!

saying

is

!

I

?

it
is

bert or himself,

if

:

from that head crammed with the abomi
nation of the ancient heresies
Whence
can he have learnt things almost unknown

to employ exorcisms to destroy the efs
feet of Zdenko
incantation upon her."
's

This
much

'

of a crazy man's talk?

occupies your imagination
more than he deserves."

meaning
Zdenko

it

I

I

it

should be some other person under very favorable auspices and should
ly sensible men on the face of the earth. bled lest
was wrong
could issue only not be astonished
But what good can it do to search for the — and
we should soon have

Consuelo was somewhat disturbed at
The spirit of this raillery, She was not qpite certain
days
is the custom of the people in all and forgotten now
evil alone can have suggested them to that the devil was a chimera and hell a
countries," replied Consuelo, "to attrib
She would have been led
poetic fable.
him."
ute to the insane, a kind of inspiration,
in

a

is

it

But
only
very vulgar oath,
higher than that enjoyed by positive and
all lan
1 have a right to preserve which the common people use
the prejudices of my class, and I can guages," returned Amelia, "and catho"
'it than
never believe that a crazy man speaks at lies are no more shocked
random, when he utters words which
unintelligible

to us,"

are

eu."
" Do

i
it
li

by

cold spirits,

not think so, baroness,"

said

the

to take in earnest the chaplain's indigna-t
lion and affright,
provoked at Amelia's

if

"

?

a

" It

laughter,
ulous

at

he had not been perfectly ridicr
the moment.
Confused
and

troubled in all the belief of her childhood
into which she saw
by this struggle,

it, in

a

" if

It

Amelia,

a

is
a

is

it

;

us see," said

is

"
malediction
not
the herself cast, between the superstition of
the chaplain,
on some and the incredulity of others, Conr
chaplain, who is deeply versed in all the wandering mind of him who uses
suelo, that evening, could hardly say hor
benediction,
homage,
Ancient and modem formulas which our the contrary
the sin,
This abomination prayers.
She searched for the meaning
peasants use, knows the moaning of this." and there
" Let

I

Word for word, it is truly in good
protector
what you have just said, Mad
he was

a

lte who has been wronged sa

it

and patron.
They said that
victim to injustice and jealousy.

to them, the archangel Mi
According
Entered according to Act of Congress, in
the year 1845, by FRANCIB G. SHAW, in the chael and the other celestial powers, who
Clerk's office of ths District Court of Massa had precipitated him into the abyss, were
chusetts
the veritable demons, while Lucifer, Beel
*

I

she,

"

have been
there

are

That
two kinds of devotion at Venice.
of the monks, the nuns, and the people,
ac
which goes too far perhaps
for
cepts with the mysteries of religion, all

"The reason is, that
the belief of sorts of accessory superstitions, the orco,
the Lollards, satan was not the enemy of (the devil of the lagunes,) the sorceries
the human race, but on the contrary, its of Malamocco, the gold seekers, the hor

German,

ame, -May

From what

oscope, and the vows to saints for the
success of designs far from pious and
often far from honest

then there

is

and therefore

"

to see," thought

that

of the higher clergy and of the fashion
able world,

which is only

shadow

:

"

"

able

a

plied Amelia laughing,
await your explanation."

alarmed mind,

examina

longer satisfied her

:

If

a

explain to us how
can be
compliment to recommend one's neighbor
to the devil!"

chaplain,

accepted without

and which no

it

a

"

where can your lady
ship have heard such blasphemy'"
" it be one, I cannot divine it," re

tion

in

he, turning pale,

of all those forms of devotion which she

had hitherto

;

a

And running to the good man, she asked comes from the Lollards, detestable sect
for an explanation
of Zdenko's which engendered that of the Vaudois,
which engendered that of the Hussites — "
phrase.
"Which engendered many others!"
But these obscure words seemed to
strike the chaplain with a frightful light. said Amelia, assuming
grave air to
" In the name of the living God !" cried mock the good priest. " But come, sir
him

for.

those people go to church as they go to
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science and that
and habit.

all

matter of form

principal

which every thing had

the dark

aspect,

was not in the least

Anzolcto

scape,

the

land
eombre

the confined

verdure,

Why did not this mysterious
induce some researches at the

mountain.
light-house

supposed retreat of Albert.
" apathy of devout minds

!

it,

on the con

obligatory
a

nothing

it
is

is

there

that

behind

of this sad and striking

features

thinking

serious in

The light of the declin

moon glanced
in

and examine nothing in religion,
that there is nothing

thing

Consuelo

"

are you

"

tures?

thought

of incomplete na

moss and dence, or an infirmity

water, the rocks covered with
ivy.

"

boon of Provi

a

ing

at every

laugh

;

with black firs.

themselves ; they

0

the theatre, to hear the music and show

a
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at the same

She asked herself

she should have the courage, to
that was one of my troubles
While Consnelo was comparing this time,
had good reason to be terrified at country with all those she had traversed go alone, at that hour, to the Schrecken
and
his unbelief.
My master Porpora, — what in her childhood, she was struck with an stein, and the answered, that guided by

I

if

religious;

He idea that had not before occured to her
do not know.
was that the landscape before her eyes
himself on that score
and yet he spoke to me of God and di- had not
novel aspect, whether she had
yine things at the most sorrowful
and befure passed through this part of Bohe
But though mia or scon elsewhere places very sim
solemn moment of my life.
" We travelled so much, my mother
his words struck me very forcibly, the ilar.
" that
only impression they left was one of ter and I," said she to herself,
He seemed to be would not be astonishing
had already
ror and uncertainty.
he believe

;

I

?

did

never

it

a

it

explained

charity,

she certainly should have.
But
flatter herself gratuitously
in

she could

that respect, for the strict closing of the
chateau left her no opportunity of exe
cuting

her design.

In the morning she woke full of zeal

All

to the Schreckenstein.

and hurried

;

if

in

a

;

if

;

a

the mysterious

nearer eminence,

a

it

waters which ran beneath

were

the only

sounds

which

answered her.
Fatigued
by this useless exploration,
she was about to retire after having taken
moment's rest upon the stone, when

she saw at her feet

broken and bruised

up, smoothed it,
must be
to an illu and was convinced that
leaf
that she could not attribute
Whether
sion of hep senses.
was the of the bouquet she had thrown to Zdenko,
rose-leaf.

She

took

it

a

it

became so clear and decided,

it

til at last

it

I

light increase, go out and re-appear, un

intelli

the rocks

a

by

a

spot was crowned

Nothing replied to
of the dried lichens
beneath her feet, and the murmuring of

a

?

to her

seemed

who

Being

What strength, what excitement

?

that this sinister

above

perceived

and

there be not in the uni

Supreme

am alone in

gent and full of love, who judges, who
approves, who aids, preserves, and bless
es me

be

could

light which faintly tinged the
She fixed
transparent azure of the sky.
and saw the dim
her attention upon

who

is

a

the universe,
verse,

of which

For

At

have pity, courage, generosT reddish

sense of right,

if

a

I

end should

ity,

reli
what

I

what

Of what use would life be
labor?
For
object could

's

;

Can one live without

fellow,

it

;
?

gion

no one less reasonable

is

for there

me

membered perfectly.
her.
The crackling

him to

it

even that God, and cannot show
than she is.

though he hardly seems so now."
that moment her eyes were directed
towards the Schreckenstein,
the summit

But she does not know

the only God?

is

is

I

I

;

I

!

in

;

a

?

?

I

is

a

in

if

it

I

a

if
I

The grass was
not trodden around the stone of Terror.
lieve in
have a distant recollection
jealous and absolute God, who been here.
We may have There was no trace of fire, no vestige of
sends inspiration and genius only to be of Dresden and Vienna.
She
ings isolated by their pride from the crossed Bohemia in going from one of the presence of last night's guests.
would wandered over the mountain in every
Slill
Bufferings and the joys of their race. those cities to the other.
direction and found no indication of them.
we had received hospitality
My heart disavows this fierce religion, be strange
God who should for
she tried
and could not love
one of the barns of this very chateau, She called Zdenko on all sides
the true in which
Which then
order to see
she could
bid me to love.
am now lodged as
young to whistle
she
Who can show him to me My lady of consequence
or
we had by excite the barkings of Cynabre
God
but with our ballads earned
She
believer
morsel of bread at called her own name several times.
poor mother was
all the
how many childish idolatries was her the door of some one of those cabins uttered the word Consolation
What can
believe, where Zdenko stretches out his hand and languages that she knew
she sang some
worship mingled
think?
Shall
what can
say, as does sings his ancient songs
Zdenko, the strains of her Spanish chant, and even of
the thoughtless Amelia, that reason
Bohemian air, which she re
vagabond artist, who
my equal and Zdenko
was silent and deserted.

it

it

left her more than ever persuaded that

existence of the fantastic and evil minded

was

I

beings

with

which

the popular

tradition

While thus praying and meditating,
she forgot the flight of the hours, and

more probably

was past midnight, when before retiring
to bed, she cast a glance over the land

fire, to escape from the cold of the night
And
were Zdenko, was
not to

scape

lighted

by

from her window

the moon.

who kindled

Zdenko

not

it

But was

the mountain.

that

it

it

if

?

it

peopled

at the

the forest were burning

at that moment?

they

must

hope to discover Albert.

But in what cave of this impenetrable
was he concealed?
He was

mountain

not always there, or rather he was at
fit of cataleptic
that moment, buried in

The view warm Albert that the dried branches of insensibility

was not very extensive,

Schreckenstein

it

was no longer disposed to believe in the

teach

a

teach me what

or rather again, Consuelo
had deceived herself, when she attributed
;

Love

1

Supreme

Supreme Wisdom
ought to love.
me what
ouglit to believe."

!

to do.

!

I

;

in

a

a

in

life, who can dispense temporary retreat of a baud of Zingari,
for the mountain did not produce wild
with hope and love beyond the reach or the haunt of some brigand,
was not the season
was not roses, and besides
"
of human illusions and vicissitudes?
for them.
There were none as yet ex
the less certain that the Schreckenstein
" Supreme Master! " cried she
her was occupied at that moment by living cept in the green-house of the chateau.
heart, forgetting the form of her accus
and Consuelo, after her simple This feeble indication consoled her for
beings
tomed prayer, "teach me what
ouglit and fervent prayer to the Cod of truth, the apparent inutility of her walk and
can those have

This brightness was often seen upon the to her voice some power over him and the
Schreckenstein
was spoken of with exaltation he had manifested to her, was
terror and attributed to something super
only an excess of madness which had

ing

natural.

thousand

of Ziska's

Hussite no longer

oak.

old

existed

left no trace
saw

in

a

been said

emanated from the enchant

his memory.

and heard

at

her

Perhaps he
this moment,

But the and laughed at her efforts, despised her

at least

it

ed trunk

had

lay

at the bottom of the ravine and the red

useless attempts.

At

this last thought,

light still shone on the summit of the cheeks glow with

a

j

them cou'd be ssen other defiles and other
mountains still more steep, all covered

times that

;

gently undulating
through
running to the base of the hills
which closed the horizon, but opened
however here and there so that beyond

it

valley,

meadows

It

:

mountains, but

a

to the surrounding

it

A torrent flow
exceedingly picturesque.
ed at the bottom of
narrow and wind

owing

Consuelo felt her
blush, and

burning
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fruit

in this manner would

basket of ness, perhaps

a little

be the

fury ;

into

and Consue

But on the morrow she found the bas

prevailed

and prayers, tion too much for her sex, abandoned
audden, she was so much trou
upon Wenceslawa not to act or her of

ket in the same place ; it had not been undertake any thing without her advice.
touched.
The leaves which covered the Now this was what she ultimately pro
fruit had not even been disturbed by the

of curiosity.

Her

day began to dawn
her mind was strangely pre
occupied, or her courage, after an exer

lo, by force of arguments

she had brought with her.

hand

as the

especially

but whether

a

Still she left

there.

prise Albert

true way to throw him into extreme mad

;

she precipitately quitted the Schrecken
almost promising never to return

stein,
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offering

had

been disdained, or else neither Albert nor

posed to her, to leave the chateau the fol
lowing night and go alone with the can
at a distance

oness, followed

Hanz

by

bled, that on arriving at the floor which
she inhabited, she did not stop there, but
to ascend to the upper story
and entered the gallery which led to Al
bert's chamber, situated almost immedi

continued

and the chaplain only, to examine near ately over her's
but she slopped chilled
with affright at the entrance of the galle
light of a fire of firs had again shone the at hand the fire of the Schreckenstein.
was beyond the ry, on seeing
thin and dark form glide
night before, upon the summit of the But this resolution
She was per along before her, as
Consuelo had watched until strength of the canoness.
mountain.
its feet did not
She suaded that the sabbat * was held on the touch the floor, and enter the chamber to
day-light to observe it particularly.
had several times seen the brightness di
Stone of Terror, and all that Consuelo which Consuelo was going, thinking
to
it

if

a

;

and yet the red

Zdenko had been there;

minish

and again increase, as

ant hand

the

supplied

had seen any

Zingari

if

could obtain was to have the gates open

a vigil

No one ed at midnight, and that the baron with
in the environs. some other willing persons should fol
flame.

be her own.
ID the midst of her terror,
she had enough presence of mind to ex
amine this figure and to see rapidly in

it

No stranger had been noticed in the paths low her without arms and in the greatest the indistinct light of the dawn that
It was agreed that this attempt had the form and dress of Zdenko.
of the forest; and all the peasants whom silence.
But
Consuelo interrogated respecting the lu should be concealed from Count Chris what was he going to do in Consuclo's
minous phenomenon of the Stone of Ter tian, whose great age and enfeebled chamber at such an hour, and with what

the affairs of the other world.

health unfitted him for such an expedition
in the cold and unwholesome

night, and
who would yet wish to join it if he were
All was executed as Consue
informed.

message could he have been entrusted for
her?
She did not feel disposed to en
counter such
to seek

and descended

t&e-a-tele

the canoness.

was

It

that it

was not good to search into those things
and that people ought not to interfere in

a

ror, answered her in bad German,

on de

a

a

it

The baron, the chaplain scending one flight that she recognized
It was now nine days since Albert had lo had desired.
She ad her corridor and the door of her chamber
This was the longest ab and Hanz accompanied her.
disappeared.
sence of the kind that had ever taken vanced alone, a hundred steps ahead of and perceived that
was Albert's into
which she had just seen Zdenko enter.
place, and this protraction, united to the her escort and ascended the SchrcckenThen thousand conjectures presented
gloomy forebodings which had announced stein with a courage worthy of BradaBut in proportion as she ap themselves to her mind which had again
the attainment of his thirtieth year was mante.
How could
not calculated to revive the hopes of the proached, the brightness which seemed become calm and attentive.
At last they began to be agitat to issue in rays from the fissures of the the idiot have penetrated at night into
family.
by de
pro
si

went to the hunt, without a thought of found darkness enveloped the mountain
killing any thing ; the chaplain offered from the summit to the base. A deep
extraordinary prayers ; Amelia no longer lence and the gloom of solitude reigned
She called Zdenko,

Cynabro

All
and even Albert, though trembling.
was mute and the echo alone answered

pestry work, told her beads from morning
to night, kept little tapers burning before

her unsteady voice.
She returned disheartened

night

the

si

lence to the chateau, where the canoness
waited for them at the gate, saw

who

of the her last hope vanish, at their recital.

which

Zdenko

seized and terrified

by

from whom

the enterprise

had been con

threats, to have fifty men provided with
torches and muskets, and finally that the
chaplain should pronounce his most terri

cealed.

ble exorcisms upon the fatal stone, while
the baron, followed by Hanz and his

stairs, she let her light fall and

while

on the first floor,
was

But

the

dear

my

madam,"

" there
said the young girl to her
new occurrence, quite strange, but not at
all frightful.

have just seen Zdenko

closed all the gates wish the same care
as usual,

the whole of your

and during

trip to the Schreckenstein,
kept good
guard; the bridge was raised, and wheu
yon had all passed
mained the last to see

"

However

Zdenko

that
Count

to re-enter,

re

raised again."

may

be,

Albert

Madam,
chamber.

in ascending

was ex

vinced of

it,

the basement.

*

To sur

lodged

in her austere cell, and

disturbed,

not

at

You have only to OUIIIR there to bo con
it." " will go immediately,''
canoness, "and dri\P him out
the
replied
tinguished before she could recover it.
as he deserves.
The wretrhed fellow
She thought to find her way without
must have come in during tlie day.
But

I I
in

•tein in the middle of the night.

j

most courageous attendants, should insti
tute a regular siege of the Schrecken-

She

the chnmber of the canonrss
it

have

Be

was

loud cry on seeing her ap
a light and somewhat pale.

pear without

"

knock

"Zdenko! you must be dreaming, my
child; how could he have got int

IV.

summit of the mountain.
But the pre
Consuelo, after receiving the thanks of
wished to the good Wenceslawa and the kiss which
parations which Wenceslawa
soon caused she sadly imprinted upon her forehead,
make for the exploration
Consuelo 'to repent the freedom of her took the way to her chamber with cau
The canoness wished tion, in order not to awaken Amelia,
communication.
to

ready barricaded

to
who

enter Count Albert's chamber."

she

luminous

ran

I

all

She

I

and the care with

examined

Schrcckenstein.

who uttered

perhaps a
with
the

communication

I

had

and

she

secret out

s

rose leaf,

the chateau,

it

to the canoness the circumstance

from

subterranean

it

the researches she

let

of

entertained,

;

towards her

and

had made there, and confided in privacy

had always

1

enstein, acknowledged

her in the idea which

a

of the Virgin,

in

image

ko confirmed

the door of the cauonoss,

They praised her courage
seemed companions.
bent lower by afoot than she usually was. highly, and adventured, after her, to ex
Consuelo ventured to propose a grand plore the spot she had just quitted, but
without success; and all returned
and scrupulous exploration of the Schreckthe

This apparition of Zden

the domestics?

1

all around.

ess, pale and weak, distracted from her
household cares and forgetful of her ta

ex

amined every evening by the canoness and

in

or chat, and the canon-

dared to laugh

chateau so well closed ai.d so carefully

al

grees, and when she reached

is
a

crowning

manner ; the baron

a

rock, was extinguished

sighed all the time

is

in a most lamentable

it,
a

Christian

ed ; Count

Nocturnal ceremony of witches.

what object rould draw him here!

doubt
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for Albert, or has come

They aroused tfic domestics and >earchNot a chest of drawers
child, that he knows no more where he ia but they opened, or a piece of furniture
than we do."
They even stirred
they did not move.
" Well, still let us interrogate him," the provender in the immense grain
said Consuelo.
chests.
Hanz had the simplicity to look
" One instant, one instant," said the into the baron's great boots. But Zdenko
leas he is looking

to wait for him; a sure proof,

my poor

canoness who, preparing for bed, had tak
en off two of her petticoats, and who
considered

herself

too lightly

having on no more than three;

"

dressed,

I cannot

myself thus before a man, my
Go look for the chaplain or my
brother the baron, the first you can find
present
dear.

— we

must not expose ourselves

alone

crazy man. — But what am
of! a young person like you
cannot go and knock at the doors of those
gentlemen — wait a moment, I will hur
ry; in an instant, I will be ready."
And she began to rearrange her dress
before

I

this

thinking

the more slowly, that she was the more

ed every where.

Albert

it is not always so, and Count
only uses it to water his flowers.
tell you that for two years

I

most

an extraordi

has occurred in this
The spring, for it is one, whose
source is more or less near in the heart of
phenonenom

nary

cistern.
the

mountain,

has become

intermittent.

For whole weeks the level is extraordi
where.
They began to think that Con narily low and Count Albert has water
suelo must have been dreaming ; but she drawn from the well in the great court of
remained more than ever persuaded of the Zdenko to refresh his cherished plants.
necessity of discovering the secret outlet And then, all of a sudden, in the course
from the chateau, and resolved- to bestow of a single night and sometimes even in
was not found there any more than else

all the perseverence of her will upon this
She had hardly taken a few

an hour, the cistern is filled

with a luke

she

water, muddy as you now see it.
Sometimes it empties rapidly ; at others
the water remains a long while and is

(the same in which was Al
bert's apartment,) rested, and as it were,

purified by degrees, until it becomes cold
and limpid as rock-crystal.
A phenome

Albert himself
upon the hill.
had chosen and arranged his lodging in
that picturesque situation, which enabled

last night, for even yesterday, I saw the
cistern clear and very full, and now it

discovery.

hours of repose when she commenced her

The building

examination.

which

inhabited,

backed

warm

non of this kind must have taken place

and because, deranged in her him to enjuy a fine view towards the looks muddy as if it had been emptied
habits as she had not been for a south, and to have on the eastern side a and filled anew."
" Then these phenomena have no regu
long while, she hardly knew what she pretty little garden upon a terrace which
hurried,

regular

was about.

Consuelo,

was on a level with

lay,

which

he studied.

He had a taste for flowers

and cultivated

some very rare ones upon
of soil which had been

impatient at a de
Zdenko might leave
Albert's chamber and hide himself in the
during

chateau so that he could not be found, re
' ' Dear madcovered all her energy.
ame," said she lighting a candle, "will

that

square

the cabinet in which

brought to the barren summit of the emi

lar seasons? "
" By no means,
examined

them

and

with

I

care,

should

if

Count

have

Al

prohibits the entrance of his
apartments and garden with that kind of
bert, who

The terrace was surrounded by savageness which enters into all his ac
gentlemen ; 1 a heavy freestone wall, about breast high, tions, had not forbidden me that amuse
will go and see that Zdenko does not es built upon steep rocks, and this flowery ment. I have thought and still think,
you

please

to

call those

cape us."

She mounted the two

flights

precipi

tately and with a courageous hand open
ed Albert's door, which yielded without
resistance ; but she found the chamber
She entered a neighboring
deserted.
cabinet, raised all the curtains and even
dared to look
the

furniture.

nence.

under the bed and behind
Zdenko

there and had left

no

was no longer
trace of his en

belvidere commanded the precipice on the
other side, and a portion of the vast in
dented
horizon
of the Bochmerwald.

that the bottom of the cistern

Consuelo, who had not before penetrated
to this spot, admired its beautiful situation
and picturesque arrangement ; then she

terranean waters

requested the chaplain to explain to her
what was the use made of this terrace
before the chateau had been transformed

disappearance

from a fortress into a baronial residence.

" It was," said he, "an ancient bas
There is no one here !" said she to tion, a sort of fortified terrace, whence

the canoness,

who came trotting along,
by Hanz and the chaplain ; the

the garrison could observe the movements
of troops in the valley and upon the sur

and afterwards

yield to

the force of the spring."

" But

how do you explain

of

?"
"By the

the

the sudden

water

at

other

times

great quantity used by the
Count to water his flowers."

" It

trance.

"

is choked

up by mosses and wall plants which
sometimes close the entrance of the sub

would require much labor to empty

this cistern, as it seems to me.
is not very deep?

"

Then it

" Not deep ! It is impossible to find
There is no gap any bottom."
" In that case, your explanation is not
allowing a passage which cannot be dis
" I begin to fear," said the chaplain, covered from
said Consuelo, struck by
this spot.
Formerly a high satisfactory,"
a little dissatisfied at the alarm they had wall, with loop holes on all sides, sur
the chaplain's stupidity.
" that the Signora Porporina rounded
" Find a better," returned he, some
given him,
this platform and protected its
may be the dupe of her own illusions — " occupants from the arrows and balls of an what confused and a little piqued at his
" No, sir chaplain," replied Consuelo
own want of sagacity.
enemy."
" And what is this? " asked Consuelo,
quickly, " no one here is less so than I
[ will find a better,"
"Certainly,
am."
approaching a cistern in the centre of the thought Consnelo, deeply interested in
followed

baron was already abed and asleep ; they
could not awaken him.

"And no one has more strength and
devotedness, in truth," replied the good
man ; " but in your ardent hope, you
think, Signora, that you see indications,
where unhappily none exist."
" Father,"

rounding

mountains.

parterre,

into which

by means of a little

there was a descent

the' caprices of the fountain.

steep and winding

Oh ! if you should ask Count Albert
what it signifies," continued the chaplain,
desirous to display a little strength of

staircase.

" That

is a cistern which

always

fur

of excellent mind in order to recover his superiority
to the seiged ; a resource of in the eyes of the clear-sighted stranger,

nished an abundant

supply

said the canoness, " the Por rock-water
is brave as a lion and wise as a incalculable value to a strong hold ! "
" Then this water is good to drink? "
doctor.
If she has seen Zdenko, Zdenko
has been here.
We must search for him said Consuelo, examining the greenish
porina

through

the whole

"

and as all is and mossy water of the cistern.
well closed, thank God, he cannot escape seems to me quite muddy."
house,

" It

is no longer

"It

good now, or at least

"

he would

mother's
renewed

tell yon that these are his
are dried up and

tears which

in the bosom of the mountain.

The famous Zdenko, to whom you attri
penetration, would swear
to you that there is a syren therein who

bute so much
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ARTESIAN WELLS.
O God, pardon me, but here is one
of your ministers who makes but little
The construction of Artesian Wells
have baptized this well the Fountain of use of his reasoning powers ! And they has lately received much attention in
Tears.
That may be very poetical, and call Zdenko imbecile." Thereupon Con England and France, and very recently
Between

to hear her.

tain.

to those who have

Kings very agreeably
ears

them

they

those who believe in pagan fables may be suelo went to give the young baroness a the subject has been brought under our
lesson on the gammut, while waiting for own notice by the proposal to supply the
satisfied with iu"
" I shall nol be satisfied," thought the time when she could renew her ex city of Boston with pure water through

"

Consuelo,

will

but

how

know

aminations.

these

their

tears are dried."

" As for myself," pursued the chaplain,
" I have thought there must be a loss of
water in some corner of the cistern."

"

" It

seems to me," replied

that

unless

it

were

Consuelo,

the

so,

But there it feels too wide and broad ;
And sooo we seek the narrow road,
And the mountain-path again.

being supplied by a spring, would always

overflow."

"

said the chap

Doubtless, doubtless,"

THOUGHT AND ACTION.
FROM GOETHE.
O'er the rocks we climb,
Erring, stumbling all the time,

Till we come out on the plain.

cistern,

to appear to think of
YANKEE
CLOCKS. — It seems from the
that for the first time ; " one need not extract below, that Yankee Clocks have
come from a great distance to discover so obtained admission even into the vener
England,
simple a thing ! But there must be some able halls of Old Cambridge,
and that our little town of Brisol, situated
notable derangement in the channels of
Connecti
tar back amongst the hills of
the water, since it no longer preserves cut, affords a means of measuring time
the level it did formerly."
in the oldest University of Great Britain.
" Are they natural channels, or aque
A young gentleman of this State, writ
" asked ing to his friends from Cambridge, says —
ducts made by the hands of men ?
On Monday, in company with Professor
" that is what
the persevering Consuelo ;
in Catherine
Ihevalier,
breakfasted
il is desirable to know."
[all.
The clock in the room struck
uring breakfast, and the sound seemed
"That is what no one can ascertain,"
" since Count Albert atural to me — so turned round and bereplied the chaplain,
eld one of well known apperance, bear" Bristol, Conn. U. S.
does not wish to have his dear fountain
ng on its face
"
touched, and has absolutely forbidden
!' I was sorry to part with it. —
Courant.
that it should be cleaned."
'iartford
not wishing

lain,

was sure of

"

I

it,"

re

said Consnelo,

you would do well
to respect his will, for God knows what
misfortune would happen to him if any
and

think

one undertook to thwart his syren."
seems almost certain to me," said

"It

the chaplain, on quitting

Consuelo,

"

that

the mind of this young person is no less
Can
deranged than that of the Count.
insanity
Porpora

Or did master
be contagious?
send her to us in order that the

country air might refresh her brain ? To
see the pertinacity with which she made
the mystery of the cistern,
suppose that she was the

me explain
one would

daughter of some engineer of the Venitian canals, and that she wished to appear
informed in the matter ; but I see by her
last words, as well as by the hallucination
she had respecting Zdenko this morning

in explanation of the phe
of the rising of water to the
surface of the ground from so great a
depth as the wells penetrate, with such
force as to form a fine jet feau or foun
propounded
nomenon

tain, but we can hardly consider any the
ory yet broached as perfectly satisfactory.
An interesting pamphlet was published

A

poor man carried before the police
f Paris as a vagrant, brought full testilony to the following story , one of the milion which show with irresistible force the
He
iseased state of the social system.
iassed for many years a blameless life in
ncessant labor of various kinds, but by
ione of which could he make savings.
At last, in a distressed time, he got out ol
work and could not get in again in any ol
he ways he had formerly found open,
deduced to abject poverty, he was at last
bliged to offer himself to one where there
Always room, because it
s always room.
jlowly 'but surely kills the workman ; this
This he coult
was work in white lead.
not long endure for it destroyed his health
and then he could not work even at that
So he had nothing to hope from the coun
try of his birth, except a long imprison
ment, for in prison he should find bread,
shelter and work, elsewhere denied him.
— Tribune.

and by the tramp she led us last night to
inr A lady passing through the village
that it is a fantasy o of Thronage, the other day, and noticing
the Schreckenstein
Can she expect to fine a field of barley that had been electrified,
the same nature.
observed to a
(raised by electricity,)
bottom of this well
at
the
Albert
Count
friend with whom she was riding, that
Importunate young people ! would tha she thought the field would very soon be
'
shocked. — English Paper.
you could there find reason and truth !
Therupon

the good chaplain

peat his breviary

while

went to re

waiting

for th

dinner-hour.

"It

must

her side,

"

be," thought

Consuelo

o

and apathy en
weakness of mind, fo

that idleness

gender a singular
this holy man, who has read and learne
so much, not to have the least suspicio

of my presentiment respecting that foun

that our

if

we give some
Different theories are

account of them.

I

tiring ;

is generally
and nature of

these wells ; and we suppose
readers will be gratified

I

"I

Very little

agency.

known of the construction

n Boston a short time ago, from the
French of M. Azais, which attributes the
arious phenomena of the Artesian well
action,

to volcanic

and

many

striking

in support of
We will take an early op
forward

acts are brought

this theory.
portunity to present some extracts from
At present we submit a
this pamphlet.
from an English
statement transcribed
furnished us
publication,
Plwnographic
by Messrs. Andrews and Boyle, teachers

of Phonography

"If

in Boston.

we first take a glance at the com

mon method of raising water by pumps,
we may be prepared the more readily to
understand the method called " Artesian,"
afterwards.

"

The ordinary

way

wells
in

the circumstances

of

a circular

circumference

with

the case, but rarely

of sinking

pit varying

is by digging

less than four feet iu

diameter, and sometimes as much as dou
ble

that

size ;

one reason

for

making

them so large being the room needed by
the workmen in sinking ; for which pur
pose it is usual to descend as a pit de
scends,

and

to continue

mence, excavating

as they

with the spade.

com

To

prevent the soil from falling in, it is usu
al also to build a circular wall up against
the edges of the pit, for which purpose
they stop at every two or three feet of
depth, and thus, although building from
the top downwards,

they build every two

This part
upwards.
business deserves
of the well-sinker's
The dig
the attention of the serious.

or three feet really

and building (if necessary) is con
tinued until a good supply of water is ob
But this kind of labor is in some
tained.

ging

German Physi
CAUTION TO SMOKERS.
parts of our own country so injurious to
ologists affirm that of twenty deaths of
are rarely
the health, that well-sinkers
ten
and
twenty,
men between eighteen
originate in the waste of the constitution known to become old men.
" When the water is once gained, which
by smoking.
is a time of great danger and anxiety, as
ID" The true basis of human polity,
it sometimes rises with rapidity and force
appointed by God in our nature, is the
to
the surface, pumps are employed, va
but
which
is
motives,
of
moral
power
another term for public opinion.
rying in construction with the depth of
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the water 'soil too, are placed in a certain relation
one to another ; they are not intermixed

ter percolates slowly downwards until
arrives beneath the valley.
But,
may
be asked,
the water lies deposited be

it

to which

etc. ; but

must be raised,

these pumps

it

the wall, the height

of i confusedly, but are disposed in layers,
simply, or lifting j sometimes lying horizontally one above neath the surface of the valley, why does
Most deep wells another, sometimes in an inclined posiand forcing combined.
not rise to the surface and overflow the
" suction,'' that is, tion, and in mountainous districts almost country?
would rise if there were
adopt the principle of
There may, for example, be a porous medium to bring
the piston attached lo the handle does not vertical.
to the surface,

"

lifting

"

or

"

forcing

it

a

It

it

"

if

upon the principle

are all constructed

supplies

How

the well?

through

distance in deep wells

points and worthy

are interesting

of

it

;

a

a

in

is

is
a

a

it,

it

it

it
is

is ;

a

length

pours into the ocean such migh
the Nile and

must he borne

mind that the strata of earth and stones
I

beneath the surface of the ground differ

the Mississippi.

"

But,

falls,

takes

portion of the water which thus
somewhat different route,
a

In the first place

in
,

ty streams as the Ganges,
it

little study.

"

is
a

;

so

These

?

a

great

by

;

what agency

does the water rise vertically

a

deeper than others, and

by

that some wells must be dug so much

a

or of

does the water

a 2,

come which

Whence

in

any other kind.

a

which give efficacy

either of the Artesian,

to wells,

it

it

little what are the ge

a

us consider

ological circumstances

is

" Let

but even

disputed.
a

this point

is

;

said to have been first adopted

!
j

is

is

it

relates.

it

the peculiarity

explaining
method to which

in in

in

of the
This name
derived from the province of Artois,
in France, where this kind of well

wards

in

in

is

does nothing to

it

one, for

it

an ill-chosen

a

a

to the

The name " Artesian "

senting hilly districts at some distance.

;

arrangement

hidden store of water

a

up

light of day.

part, the lower portions at the end repre

a

is

reader.

deep penetra
depends principally upon
tion into the bowels of the earth, bring
ing

a

quan
" Immediately beneath the surface
a
very much on the physi
stratum (left white) supposed to be im
cal configuration of the country — in del
next below this
pervious to water
many of the
uges at stated periods,
which
water
porous stratum
through
in quantities so small
tropical countries
could find its way
and beneath this an
Chili, and
as scarcely to be perceptible
other impervious stratum (also left white.)
moderate,
few other regions
and
Now all these strata follow the general
Eng(but to us) uncertain showers,
curvature of the valley, in such
way
land and similar countries.
But whatev
that the porous stratum comes to the sur
er be the particular features at any one
face at the hilly districts.
The rain
obvious that the quantity of
place,
which falls on this exposed portion cannot
water that thus falls to the ground must
escape upwards or downwards from
be immense.
Now, this water, when
because
bounded above and betow by
descends to the ground, gives origin to
therefore fol
impervious strata; and
all the rivers, great and small, which in
lows the course of the spungy soil till
tersect the earth
falling on mountainous
comea beneath the town at T.
Here the
forms little rills and pools,
regions,
well w, being excavated through the up
which collecting and combining their wa
permost of the impervious strata, allows
ters, and gathering into body as they pro
the imprisoned water an outlet to escape
small river, which
ceed, form at length
and the water rises because the town
accordance
seeking the lowest level,
on
lower level than the spot at which
with the laws of fluid operation, flows
the water entered the porous stratum. —
down the inclined surface of
gradually
the various strata in
Again in figure
the country towards the sea, making for
basin or hollow, have
stead of forming
itself
path around and among hills and
a general slope in one direction.
rocky obstructions, and swelling till at
;

well

with

;

the Artesian

country,

the deepest or valley

has no means

forms, descends from the clouds

Instead of building structures near the

surface,

situated

tities depending

lowing account will afford both satisfac
tion and pleasure to the scientific

in the atmosphere

surface of

undulating
town

is

in

and even fur

the ordinary meth
be unattainable.
The fol

would

purpose of piercing
bed that wells

this intervening

of escape except as rain, dew, hail or
Rain, the most effective of these
snow.

it

it

nishes water where,

"

have recourse

vast body of water, which

some cases,

by

great saving in one, and
both of these particulars,

accumulates

earth,
a

life as well as of property.
" The Artesian well, however, effects

inter
and

These points may be
are dug or bored.
two or three figures.
Sup
section of the
and pose the following to be

di- evaporation which
constantly going on
expense of from the seas, lakes and rivers of the

great

a

and that at

material

and the surface

the express

for

through

T

in a

row opening of about four inches

ods,

well sinkers

;

which

it

it
is

So then

vening between

to illustrated

is

in

such cases, the pit

bed either of clay or

more impervious

becomes the great reservoir

dug, and we have next to see how this natural resnar- ervoir derives its supply of water.
The
are built, only to secure

appears
the walls
ameter,

between others of

character,

fitted to work air-tight.

is

ed,

in

they are called, or wooden cylinders,
term
the piston or " box" as

which

and sometimes inclined.
stratum then, thus hemmed

thick

of some other impervious
is

" The porous

it,

it,

times horizontal

as
in

is

effected by inserting "trees,"

may be some-

position

a

"forced"

or

This

and this relative

a

"

ed

more easily " liftup to the surface.

it
is

tain height, when

a! hut there

it

stratum,
having
dip into the water, but by creating a rnc- spungy or porous
and chalk beneath
uum, causes the water to ascend to a cer- : dense clay above

would

over

in

;

" Yet
well be dug at any point, IP,
lower than that at which the porous stra
a

ing over the surface, as

if

the grains

of sand or gravel
while other varieties more impervious stratum, becomes ab
of soil are intermediate
quality he- sorbed into the porous soil, and slowly
tween these two.
Some again contain follows the course of the spungy stratum

tum
rise

in is

between

rapidly

a

to percolate

it

a

;

it,

in

a

in

Some, sucli If
character.
greatly
porous stratum of earth bends up
as clay, are so very close
texture that ward into the mountain district, and there
water cannot flow between the particles
"crops out," as geologists term
or apothers, such as loos-; gravel, arc almost pears at the surface, the rain which falls
as pervious as
spungn, allowing water on this exposed portion, instead of flow

very

exposed at the surface, water will
the same way as before.

different

/,

is

a

kinds

of surface

neighboring

valley,

the wa-

out of its regular direction

;

These

'

'-ite.

in
a

it

ivuivr

3,
a

wherever

he descending

a

more

water

If,

soluble
it

so that

it

matters,

if

;

water

in

" Sometimes, there is, as figure
goes, whether horizontally or
as often oc- disruption of the strata, called by geolo
obliquely.
" fault," whereby at
will im- curs, the porous stratum follows the con- gists
flowing in contact with them,
spot,
bibe qualities not belonging to
in its tonr of the hill, and also lies beneath the the pervious stratum
suddenly forced

metalic and other
or less in

and at such a
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pbint tke water frequency

rises to the proposed to bore an Artesian well.
But alter eight years labor, the rods sudden
Still if a the nature of the strata beneath Paris, ly descended several yards, and entered

as a natural spring.

surface

well be dug at to, higher up than the
foult, but lower than the exposed portion
of the spungy stratum, water will rise in it.
" It depends very much on the thickness
of the various strata whether the well
must be deep before it reaches the watery
bed.
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Sometimes

sometimes

and the surrounding

districts rendered it the watery

(of course exagcrated) of this strata.

up the excavated

/

few hours,

2

3

are

necessary,

to the elevation

whence

the

is derived.

water

hole in the course of a

A

per hour.

gallons

ac

of the source
It has
been recorded that in the garden of Islecording

had so long

and discharged itself at the
top at the rate of six hundred thousand

6

S

4

a few feet will suffice,

hundreds

which

stratum,

certain that any well made there must be been sought, at the enormous depth of
very deep.
Figure 5 will give an idea eighteen hundred feet! The water rose

pipe

was

nearly to the

top of the jet, and various

anangements

were afterwards

made to render the sup

ply practically available for the
tants in the neighborhood.

worth a well was bored through twenty
four feet of mould and gravel, and about

carried

up by means of scaffolding

"

inhabi

wells may be made available

Artesian

of soft clay ; after which

"The sloping line is the general inclina also for the supply of hot water, as ap
the water rushed up through the aper tion of the country toward Paris, the pears from the ascertained fact that the
ture (nearly equal to St. Paul's,) and situation of which is indicated by the temperature of the earth increases at an
made a fountain ten feet from the ground. figure 1 at the left, while
increased depth ; and projects are actual
the hori
In another well, near the same spot, a zontal line is the level of the sea, and ly entered into, by the French, for mak
three hundred

bore of nearly three hundred feet brought
up a gush of water to the height of thir
ty feet above the ground.

ing a well more than half a mile deep,
as which is to provide water at the tempera
clay, chalk, sand and limestone ; and it ture of eighty eight degrees Farenheit
" The common well, as we have seen, is was
" It may be observed that although
necessary to sink a perforation till it
a
•nerely
pit dug with the hand, and lined arrived at a watery stratum, deriving its in some instances, such as that now rela
with brick work to prevent the loose waters from the surface at some distance ted, much time, labor and expense may
the curved

cessive

lines

strata,

represent

several

ABODE,

suc

such

earth from fulling in, and this in the case from Paris.
The figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
deep wells for the sake of a small col
are sites of towns adjacent to Paris.
M.
umn of water, afterwards lifted or forced Mulot, an engineer, commenced operations

of

up through

hollow

But the Artesian

tubes called "trees."
well

is a simple

tube,

much too small to be dug by men, but
enough to allow water to flow up
wards in large quantities.
It is procured
hrge

ky using
long

boring

handles

or

instruments
rods.

The

affixed
depth

about

1833, in the

the year

following

manner :

" The necessary works were com
menced by means of boring-rods, about
nine inches long, attached to each other,

to and which could be raised or lowered by
to mechanical

means;

an ingenius

be necessary to complete the undertaking,
yet other instances may occur in which
it will appear the cheapest, the best, and
the most economical

CONFIRMATION

attached to the end of the lowest boringrod was changed according to the nature of

impervious strata between them, and that
the uppermost of these gives to the con

the different strata successively reached,
the form adopted for passing through the

tained water an impure character.

softer materials

Then

being unsuitable

to bor

the well is bored deep enough to reach ing through the rock and flint ; a hollow
the lower stratum, and an enclosed cylin
tube being used for the former, while the
der keeps back the latter was penetrated by a chisel like in
water of the upper strument.
The size of the rod diminish

OF

DHAWN FHOM THE HOLY EVANGELISTS.
Translatedfor the Harbinger.

vhich

often happens that there are two or more
porous strata, one above another, with

OF THE DOCTRINE

ASSOCIATION.

method

they are bored depends not only being adopted for giving them a circular
in the depth of the watery stratum, but motion.
The diameter of the bore-hole
on the quality of the water reached.
It was about nine inches. The instrument

method of obtaining

supplies for a large population."

FROM THE FRENCH OF FOURIER.
2d POINT. — lynoranrr in thr opjiiication
of the pnceiits oj the IScripturei.

I

shall remark upon but two examples

of this ignorance, the one, the blind con
fidence in the sophists, the other, indiffe
rence upon matters of religion,

an apathy

disguised in the externals of piety.
1st.

"

BLIND CONFIDENCE IN SOPHISTS.

Beware of false prophets who come
to you in sheep's clothing but inwardly
they are ravening wolves, Ye shatl hnoio
them by their fruits ; do men gather grapes
of thorns, or figs of thistles?" Matt. vii.

Thus, figure 4 ed in proportion to the depth. During
the progress of the work many accidents
ber of strata,
In these few lines is contained a guide
one occurred, which tried the patience of the
above another, with engineer to the utmost.
In May, 1837, to true wisdom ; had it been followed, we

one.

may represent a num

an Artesian well
perforating

K L,

them all

when

the boring

had

extended

to the

depth of four hundred and eighteen yards,

should

have

civilization.

long

since

emerged

from

To mislead us, philosophy

tube, with
nearly ninety
vertically ; supposing the hollow
the well to reach a yards of the boring-rods attached, broke

seizes upon this precept and applies it in
The prince of modern
a false sense.

It
stream of good wa and fell to the bottom of the hole.
ter at the bottom, and to pass through was necessary to extract the broken part
strata of impure water near the top.
By before any further progress could be
enclosmg the upper part of the tube or made ; and the difficulty of accomplish
well with an additional cylinder * k, the ing this may be conceived from the fact

sophists, Discartcs, wrapped himself in tli is
disguise, he pretended to preach doubt

bad water is

prevented

from

rising

or

that it took fifteen

months to withdraw

the different fragments!
Again in April,
mixing with the good.
" The formation of the Artesian well at 1840, in passing through the chalk, a
Crenelle, in France, will illustrate very in chisel became detached from the boringstructively this mode of raising water. rod, and before it could be recovered, sev
Crenelle is a suburb of Paris, and being eral months were spent in excavating
very poorly supplied

with

water it was

around it

A' l-n'.'th in Februarv,

181I,

subordinate

to experience,

he feigned

lislrust of the light of human reason;

a
it

was only a trick to catch the public at
tention, for he had no wish to submit to
the test of experimental doubt, the lying
which brings forth

tree of CIVILIZATION

to the people only thorns and thistles, the
and faithlessness of the social

injustice
world.

these hateful
Notwithstanding
rharacterislics, he c" 'y '-on^lit •• •l•••;••))
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in civilisation

an isxnr from it.

the Evangelist,
the tree

by its

instead
According

of the spirit of Association.
to cover two different

had men desired to judge
fruits,

could

they

have

We here dis

phase of civiliza

to the fourth

hastening

both are tion, more outrageous

sects which

its character than

wolves in sheep's clothing.
The
On the one the third, in which we now are.
as the Evangelist
hand is the spirit of industrialism which modern philosophers,

hesitated for a moment to condemn civili

under the mask of association tends to re

zation , aml propose a research for the king

vive slavery in the mercantile

has well said, are blind leaders

This

galleys, a

dom of righteousness,
provided in the sort of coalition to traffic upon the reveuue
Word ; but they did not understand, the of empires and devour it in anticipation.
to eauing of the Evangelist as I am about This sect has not even the merit of inven
to interpret it.
Hence it happens that tive skill, it did not know bow to discover
pious men have remained passive under the means of usurping the funds, and the
the reign of evil . But this was not suffi public domain ; of reducing the great mass
cient ; they should have possessed a faith of the people to a state of Vassalage under a

of pretended

sect

the blind.

rationalists,

they possess only wit
inventive genius, have formed
secret league to suppress the discoveries

piqued at finding
without
which

a

seeking

of

us the deeper

in

266

academic

the

go beyond

"

sphere.

is

I

it

happier destiny

a

One other remark we may make upon
the precepts of the Evangelists, is, that
they are the very fountains from whence
their

derive

opponents

What
doctrine

after

all

their

the

of Descartes,

wisdom.

amount
the

of the

restorer

of

modern philosophy
A pompous exposi
tion of the truly comprehensive precept of

Descartes

system which

iti fruit'
has built

sophists and
Upon

this

up

vast

a

principle

to distrust

he has not followed

;

the Evangelist,

judge the tree

he

if

has claimed the title of

he has only paraphrased an idea borrow
ed from Jesus Christ, tortured and ac

it

it

might immediately escape
Deception on the one hand and ignorance
would
follow the gospel precept:
on the other ; such are the men who set suspect
false teachers, and judge the tree
themselves up as guides of human reason. its
Instead of exercising this pru
fruit.
This Proteus called philosophy, over dence
gives itself up to chimera after
;

il

come in one shape, returns in quite an chimera
encourages hurtful inventions
To the chimeras of liberty and alone, fiscal subtleties and the wiles of
equality which have been so thoroughly
the stock-jobber.
Carried away by the
tested, a new sophism succeeds, falsely mercantile torrent Our
does
philosophy
ornamented with the names of Association,
not perceive that the social world

is

other.

commodated

discoverer, when

to his doctrines,

making the real use of

without

intended by its

All our philosophic sciences, in
like manner, rest only upon plagiarisms,
the types of which are found in the Bible
author.

;

from which

man, or only temporary monstrosities,
steps in the scale of access to
higher and

by

all hope and dissuades from all research.

it a

is

in

a

?

a

by

by his jest at religious faith, and Rousseau began
separating itself from all con
by his retrograde prejudices and his predi
nexion with
Deity, refusing him public
lections for the savage state, lead us to the worship
Its chief with great ostentation
same results,
Each one in a different of charity and philosophy, has obstinately
way teaches us the insufficiency of reason rejected the precaution which real charity
to know God and penetrate his decrees, a dictates, namely, to set forth as
subject
thing the most easy to accomplish, as for general inquiry and discussion the dis
Jesus Christ assures us, saying : " There covery of the natural process
the as
is nothing hid which shall not be discover
sociative regime, and to use every means
ed ; seek and ye shall find."
But false to provoke this discovery or an approximaiprophets, arrayed in sheep's clothingl
tiou to it.
choke all idea of investigation.
The one
Such
our 19th century, boasting of
persuades us that he has sought when he its progress in Reason, and knowing how
has not done so at all, the other destroys to organize
scientific anarchy alone,

thus the ideologists to create
science
have travestied the term soul into gothiiS
a

;

is

besides

sect which

advocated doubt, not one has thought of
doubting the necessity of the civilized and
barbarian societies, or put
as
problem
whether they are the ultimate destiny of

a

Voltaire

like all

a

take.

new mockery,
conceptions

fects to search after truth, seeks only to
for of all the writers who have

stifle

it

what could we expect from

the sophists

but

philosophic

to twenty
other precepts.
One more will suffice,
from whence we may conclude, as from
the former, that this age, while
af

it

part which

tem then

might extend the demonstration

a

it,

other

a

in legislation.
The only dif
ference between them is that of the active

the Creator

is ;
a

a

These establishments fulfil none Of the
upon attraction ; conditions which should be imposed upon
they proposed ho public discussion in this every founder of a social scheme ; the most
branch of study-.
Jesus well described important of which is that it should operate
them in these words " They say and do by attraction that the savages may be in
Matt, \\iii
hot-."
Both the pious and duced to imitate
and especially the pro
the ungodly are guilty of the same profa
prietors of slaves, no one of whom has ad
nation, usurping in concert the rights of hered to the system of Owen.
This sys

Commenced no inquiries

a

church equally capable, such as Fenelon^
Bossuet, and many others.
But they

'

modern

is

which

'

task

by

the

it

fulfilled

by

have

philosophy refuses or dares nbt attempt, a
task so craftily avoided by a Voltaire and
a Rousseau?
There were men in the

its fruit
vice the inevitable
The other sect which pretends to found the tree
to open the door to
has for its agents a new sect result of which
of philosophers called Owenists after the every species of charlatanism, and close
name of their chief ; under the name of all entrance to true light.
The examination of single one of the
association, they form anti-social reunions)
for they uttetly reject all methods which Evangelical precepts_, that of judging the
its fruits, would clearly prove that
would produce an accord of the passions tree
and industrial attraction, the true ends of the civilizees are unwilling to make any
the social state.
regular application of positive truths.
Association

it,

world ought to study them from the very
fact that philosophy condemns them.
Has nbt the church had a superabun
dance of very learned persons who could

by

;

it

is

a

a

:

in

They have (as said Jesus Christ) taken
order
possession of the key of science
They reproach
to close the entrance,"
which would have led them to ACTION, to few mercantile chiefs, and thus create the their rivals with the maxim compelle ina vigorous search after the kingdom of feudal monopoly which will constitute the trare, while they adopt the yet worse one
in the social mechanism, entrance upon the fourth phase of civili of prohibe intrare
thus all the while
righteousness
the discovery of which Jesus Christ so ex zation.
The career of crime and decep promising torrents of light, they refuse to
research after the numerous dis
pressly promises: That is indeed a barren , tion would then be pushed to a much excite
fruitless piny, Which contents itself with highel- degree than in the third phase in coveries which remain to be made, and
declaiming against the wanderings of hu
continuation and perfec
which we now live.
Why have they de especially after
man reason ; we must have recourse free layed to discover this double degree of tion of the calculation of attraction begun
ly and actively to the divine reason, to social infamy ' It is because the distin by Newton.
Reason in the 1'Jth
Such
the study of the natural impulses, or at guishing characteristic of the philosophers
such the abyss into which
century
tractions and repulsions.
The religious who direct us is littleness even in crime.
plunged by an obstinate refusal to judge
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a

it

that he SBOULD WILL TTJ for
the faculty _which he alone possesses, by
attraction, the
his power
implanting
necessary

by

is

best code devised by men being necessarily
by constraint and fear of punishment, be
comes

source of discord and mieery, by

the want of attraction for the execution
mankind

task

a

lative code

in devising

how much more so

only the equal of theirs in
always be of incalculable
inasmuch as
sustained by
it

His code, were
wisdom would

it
is

superiority,

concealed

the

a

It

is

in

a

by

we should

codes originating

is

well aware
under all

be miserable
in

it

to one of human

and besides God

human wisdom,

for

the sole reason that they are not attrao
live

for the human legislator

has not the

from

it ;

if

it
the

have escaped the attention of Divine wis
for of dom, must have determined him to give
must us some social code supported by the

beings

for

conclusion from

The same
charm of passional attraction.
ought to stimulate men to

considerations

destined

'

it
is

" The

the six alterna

the inquiry,

whether

this

Divine code

us that we shall find in proportion as we
.•',,•.•-/.
seek and ye shall in
and
seek

by reason of the false systems of science,
which have neither known how to dis

shall be opened unto you.
" We should not have doubted

cover

for God

it

a

moment

we had observed

to grant

how

us this favor.

it

which

it,

;

behooves

-I,

;

about this code,
easy

it

since Jesus Christ tells

governs all by attraction does ex
ist, and whether we are not ignorant of

tives is, that the code exists

is

it,

how

hope to construct

to us

what service could the code be

it

a

it,

'

<rnr legislators

a

is

in this case thetsode exists,

us to seek for

«M

that

were inferior

Or he has known and

and he must have revealed

has not kaown how, or he has not wished
to give us an equitable social code.
he
IMS not known how to give
could he
have believed our reason equal to
task
might

though

:

;

it

he haswitlted;

whom

in which he feared that he himself
fail
//' he has not wished to give

from

(

6th.

our reason superior to his own in
all matters pertaining to legislation.
One
of two positions must be true ; either he

If

not

liberty alone that contentment springs, but
from the agreeableness of
function to
the tastes of him who performs it.
•' Thus God would be sure of
promoting
an attractive code, even
our happiness

is

of stupidity.

of the Deity, he must have remain

judged

mistress than in

but not tions, commonly denominated liberal."
The considerations which could not

may indeed accuse of wickedness

if

intervention

is

a

is

agraphs upon this subject.
" If it is the province of humanity to give
laws to itself, if there is -no necessity for

obeying

a slave.

still less in our power to create.
5th. Or faculty of imparting attraction for his col
he hat neither known nor wished
in this lectors, sheriffs, jailors, conscriptions, and
case he
inferior to the devil, whorn We other perfectibilities of civilized constitu

it

some par

far happier
commanding

Or he invention

4th.

is the principal problem which has wished and has nol known how
in
should occupy the attention of men of this case he
incapable of governing us,
faith and hope.
How many important knowing and desiring
good which he
discussions would arise out of this ques knows not how to effect, and which

mestic Agricultural Association

di

their equal in genius, which we may pre
material injustice to them.

;

it

is
a

is

to do the evil.

Such

according to the precept seek and ye shall
I extract from the treatise on Do

legis

God be

sume without

in

this base he

is

in

;

to give IM this code

and preferring

a

God were less skillful

if

if

vine laws, even

than the philosophers
;

a

is

it

our happiness can only arise from the

guaranty of
passional attraction, itself
Or he fun not wished happiness for those who obey. A man

2d.

of our industrial relations, a guilty of premeditated persecution, de
I have before ob signedly creating us with wants, which
guaranty of justice?
served, that God has made laws of social
impossible for us to satisfy, since none
harmony for the most immense of his of our codes can extirpate the known
creatures, the planetary worlds, and also scourges.
3d. Of he has known and he has
for the least, the bee and the ant ; can he not wished, in this case he
rival of the
have failed to make such for man ' His evil one, knowing how to dn the good,

find!

they

;

a

?

a

in in

dustrial system.

code

tion ; how much light it might shed ; how
much ardour it would inspire for a research

if

come to nought,

would

of
of

Thus all the constitutions

the laws.

Would

God is so thoroughly acquainted with our
us this want, without having the means
wants that even the hairs of our heads are of satisfying us, as he has the animals,
all numbered, (an allusion to the extreme for whom he composes social codes which
foresight of God,) how then can he have are attractive, and which regulate the

own word answers no.

whilst the

afforded

;

it

which

pleasure

by

us

given

and which

strength

of the divine code if toe will only seek for
it ; and who impresses upon us how injuri upon attraction
Upon this question one
ous to ourselves is the suspicion of a want of six alternatives must be true.
" 1st. Either he has not known how to
of foresight in any particular upon the
part of his Father, or of a less degree of give us code which should be guaranty
solicitude for man than so inferior a crea
of justice, truth, and industrial attraction;
ture as a raven.
Jesus says plainly that
this case
unjust in him to create

ting

beyond

was merely

sheriffs
above our were to cease being sustained
have been so and scaffolds.
" From this We may draw very singu
What motive could he haVe
easy for him.
namely that
had for refusing to give us code founded lar but very just conclusion

have endeavored to take in a designedly

neglected to provide for the most pressing
wanl of human society, that of a regula

it

fully provided

;

this want of skill and these deplorable re
sults of human legislation, God must have
a

they would

literal sense the prophecies of Jesus Christ,
who constantly foretells to us the discovery

doubt he

rela

He did

But out essays for 8^000 years worst code devised by him, yet acting by
sustain itself without
past prove clearly enough that the genius attraction would
of civilization
insufficient, unequal to foreign aid, and would extend over the
the task
means of the
God must have foreseen that all whole human family

our legislators from Minos down to Robes
by their disregard of the pierre would only know how to render
advice repeated in a threefold sense by more inveterate the well known scourges
our Saviour who tells us to SEEK, ASK, of poverty, fraud, oppression and carnage.
"
KNOCK AT THE DOOR.
Knowing as he did before our creation
the class who are denominated pious,
had possessed any share of faith and hope,

and social

NOTHING, nothing at all.
not want for genius, with which
tions

geniue?

men have fallen

If

code suited to harmonize

industrial

;

that he has wished to leave open this op
portunity for the exercise of our political

our domestic

is

We repeat it, the philosophers are not
the only persons who are guilty in the
long delay of the advent of social harmony ;
let us attribute to each one his share of
the wrong.
This leads us to an examina
tion of the 3d precept, seek and ye shall
find, and of the mistakes into which pious

to

of

a

ed to us the legislative functions, although
he could better exercise them himself;

dom, to give us

a

volve

there 5a of precision in the •ources from
which they are drawn*.

have cost God

us from the scourge of false wis

deliver

t

all subjects, that it should in tion,
certain range of free latitude in the
them in as much of prolixity as social movement, that he has surrender

entangle

In fine, what would

by

a

Jiariphraee, the perception of sensation, the edifice of which God has wished to de
prive us.
cognition of the human me. Philosophy
" Will they pretend that God has willed
being a mere book-speculation, it is quitn
natural that it should
part of the administra
complicate and to leave to reason

question
we

nor even to seek after it.
then arises, in what

proceed

determination

to

the

research

of this code.

All

The

way shall
and

the

reasoning
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upon this subject should
public and general

have led to a it then that those blind people, who know

discussion of the ana-

surely that philosophy is leading them by

iysi$ and synthesis of passional attraction ; a false route, that this age which declaims
an easy study which is the bugbear of against irreligion, should sustain the sac
but which is nevertheless rilegious aims of philosophers in robbing
hilosophers,

of the calculation

the social harmony.
we were making

If

from the
when it is evident that by attraction he labyrinth in which reason has so long led
'
dictates social laws to all the universe. us astray ; quaerite et invenietis, seek and

in

our first trials

in the first age of The Newtonian theory of which our age
organization,
is so proud, has revealed to them this
civilization, we might perhaps be excusa
social

sophical constitutions which have so great

ly multiplied during the last half century. Evangelist might truly say " The light
But we are completely disabused by a shineth in darkness but the dakness comlong experience ; we have evidently no prehendeth it not."
They no doubt deemed it extravagant
thing of good to hope from our four
sciences, Ethics, Metaphysics, Politics, and for me to assert in the beginning of this
A trial of twenty-five centuries discourse, that modern nations rush to their
Economy.
has proved that they

are only

vicious

far from fulfilling

which

give only shadows
and are only fertile in pro

guaranty,

new calamities,

ducing

customed to rail at what they do not com
prehend

home of industry,
tains

two

itself, the

the capital

hundred

poor ; the provinces

and

alone con

in like

and the annual disbursement

into the world, and men have loved darkness
rather than light because their deeds were

truth, with the oracle of the divine decrees,

sight.

which will form in its com

of passional

MEN who pretend to piety, and yet do
in the universality of Provi

not believe

dence, in the revelation of his code, you
are in error ; will you persevere therein ?

How many of these allegories are there,

Errare humanum cst.perseverare autem diabolicum.

mencement

the

associative

harmony,

proportion ; the New Jerusalem.

of two hun

calculation

or

000 Phalanxes

thousand

thirty

at first

being 500 leagues in height, he does not
perceive that it is an allusion to the 500,-

tirpate.
repeat 1t, that in England

it be wise in you to libel it before it has
been subjected to a regular examination?
Blush at your vandalism ; to you the
said, " The light hath come
Evangelist

When Voltaire the mathematical
makes a jest about the New Jerusalem
attraction.

and aggravating

all the evils which they promise to ex

I

And when at last a man has sought and

own destruction through want offaith, and evil.'' John iii.; because their deceit
hope in God; an assertion which seems ful moral and political sciences could not
ridiculous in the eyes of a generation ac sustain a comparison with the science of

so many

any of their promises,

of

ye shall find.'

truth, and it persists in disregarding it ; it found the code of which you despaired,
repels the divine code which has been of what course of conduct should you pur
fered to them. To our age then the sue with regard to this discovery ? Would

ble for founding some hnpe of social good
upon our own wisdom, upon those philo

circles,

and so many other scourges which are in
and barbarian
separable from civilized
society, and then conclude, as you cannot
avoid doing, that an issue should long,

God of his right of legislation ; they even
of doubt of the intervention of the Deity long since have been sought

the only direct and methodical way of at
taining a discovery

produced by human legislation, IN
DIGENCE, FRAUD, OPPRESSION, CARNAGE,
are

dred millions

to the poor serves only to which, by their Oriental style, seem ridicu
perpetuate a degree of misery and slavery lous to the rationalists, but which will be

To
You practice egotism, not piety.
come pictures as agreeable as they are want of faith and hope, you add the want
faithful,
Such
horror.
so soon as the human mind of charity ; a vice which St. Paul says,
" though 1 have all faith, so that could
chimera of industrialism, and the seal of shall have left the paths of false wisdom !
remove
mountains, and have not charity
reprobation upon an age which, regardless For example we see that Jesus Christ
of the instructions of the Evangelist, will adopts only the numbers 12 and 7 ; that am nothing." (1 Corinth, xiii.)
On the score of love to your neighbor,
not ludge the tret ly its fruit, nor distrust he chose 12 apostles and promises them
teachers, nor hope in God alone, and 12 thrones in the day of the resurrection ; you owe a tribute of study, of active re
which

we

cannot

contemplate without
are the fruits of the new

I

I

false

scarcli after his code in order to discover it is an emblem of the harmony which search for the social laws of God ; at least
it.
shall be founded upon the reign of the 12 you ought to have given public encourage
After this glance at the blunders of passions. By analogy Jesus Christ chose ment to such research ; yet by indolence
human wisdom in the calculation

of desti

nies, it is very evident that the more seri
ous

of the civilizees,

portion

those who

you have avoided the task, left the field

12 supporters of his doctrine, and admitted
among the 12 a traitor, a Judas, an im:ige

open

of the passion

selves

called

Paternity,

which

to philosophers,
with

some

contenting

declamations

your
against

the period of subversion is the j 'heir errors and some external manifestations of a religious spirit.
You are the
sourcc of evil, the germ of parcelled in
perverse generation of whom Jesus Christ
dustry and falseness in social relations.

call and believe themselves religious, have during
fallen into the same error with the scoffers
at religion,

in their distrust of Providence,

" This people honor me with their
of the universality of that
But let us leave these details which are said
The greatest outrage we foreign to our subject, and limit ourselves lips, but their hearts are far from me ; in
can commit against him, is to believe it is to an exhibition of abuses which arc intel
vain do they worship me teaching for
limited, partial, insufficient, according to ligible by the light we actually enjoy.
It doctrines the commandments of men."
the general opinion of the civilized world. is evident that under a gloss of religious
Matt. xv.
Those even who write upon the subject of sentiment, the pious are only mitigated
Here, is seen in the clearest language
indifference in matters of religion,
are philosophers, sceptics, denying the pri- the condemnation of the laws of men, and
guilty of the very apathy which they de mordial attributes of the Deity, abettors
of those who believe in the wisdom of such
nounce; guilty of want of faith and hope, infidelity, doubting the power of Jehovah,
laws.
since they have refused to seek the divine and sanctioning the pretension of men to
But since the Divine Social Code has
and especially

enact social laws, as

the philosophers,

to do it.

is

thry are theblind leadrrsof
complication of folly
a

"

blind;" but what

the disgrace of the dark ages which per

by the dis

If

they

secuted

Columbus,

and

a

them confounded

of covery of the divine social code.

Gallileot

Your capital, the seat of sophistical
this
persist in sustaining
philosophy
which could rob God of the prerogative of science, has inherited this satanic spirit,
we can only answer them, his vandalism of the fifteenth century.
legislation,

judge the tree

its fruit.

See what fruits

It

Jesus Christ says to us of the sect
philosophers,

Behold

been offered to you, delay not to abjure
or would you rather renew
your errors
a

to the discovery

by

conducting
this code.

ofj

sciences

God had forgotten

j
I
is

all leagued as they are
to hinder the study of new and neglected

;

social code, and by this act have seconded

if

ofj

Providence.

to thee, modern Babylon,

to thee, city of
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Paris, that Jesus Christ has said, " Jeru

and

Pharisees, hypocrites; because ye build the
tombs of the Prophets and garnish the

a

a

prophets."

in

than that of the age

passional attraction, the interpreter of the

\

rally the entire
globe under the divine banner, and which
quickly

will heap riches and glory upon all the

in

I

j

by

founders, and even upon the assistant co-

^

j

will

.

work which

,

of social harmony,

Phalanx

perimental

a

;

found the house of God, the ex

•

of faith and

something at last in behalf

in

is

by

It

is

of bar

'

refinements

Yc have

It

a

guide who kuows the weak
mercantile

hydra,

and who

points of the

by the es
tablishment of the true order, will deliver
jou from the service of this golden calf,

,

is

|

a

a

the

in

controls

governments even, which have become its
vassals.
At last Providence sends you

; j

for

The

!

to attack

it

point

it,

it

Hitherto
has seemed difficult to you
to strive against commerce in its protean
You do not know upon what
shapes.

a

"

thievei."

THE JOURNEYMEN PRINTERS.

one of the
business
printing
most important and influential departments
of labor —
collects from the four quarlers of the globe, and disseminates far
AND HORACE VERNET.
RoTFISrilILD
One of the most pungent anecdotes con and wide, intelligence of interest to indi
nected with the fine arts which we have viduals, communities and States: — high
beneficial to every other branch of
for
length of time met with, attaches the
labor, and of the utmost utility in all
name of the millionare to that of the great
the
est and most original artist of the age. civilized organizations of men.
In
former number
correspondent (it great teleicope through which we survey
and the
cri- the vast Universe of Knowledge,
may perhaps be remembered) gave
cultitical analysis of the large painting of grand medium by which the mind
" The Capture of the Smala of Ahd-al- vated and enlightened.
There are
this City about two hun
Kader," which has since been exhibited
at the Louvre.
Amongst the other points dred and fifty Printing establishments, or
upon which the critic dwelt was the mas- Printing Offices as they are more usually
Jew flying from the! termed, from the great Mammoth conterly production of
•
milcharge of the French amonr/st the jostling cerns with an investment of half
herds, which, mad with agony and terror, lion, to the Lilliputian garret offices,
the whose type, press, &c. would not bring
through
appeared to be rushing
usu
Printing
front of the painting.
seems that im- fifty dollars at auction.

It

saying,

of

a

them from the temple
made my house den

NO. XII.

it

merchant cannot

Christ, he triumphs, he
conqueror
CIIRISTUS REGNAT, VINCIT, IMPERAT.

LABOR IN NEW YORK.
//« Circumstances, Conditions and Rewards.

ly

!

a

Chrysostom tells us that

be agreeable to God, and Jesus scourged
the merchants with whips
and drove

ac

:

assure them neither good
nor recreation.
These mercantile vexations are reproved by Jesus
Christ and the Fathers of the church. St.

is is

which

subsistence

and that the Saviour

cording to his prophecy comes to us in all
thr. glory
his father.
the reign of

It

manufac

a

called

of

tories,

of the poorer classes his Providence,

prisons

a

industrial

a

the imprisonment
in

not of much consequence, but
matter of moment.

is

present

righteousness for they shall be filled."
To live
social harmony
barism, to rivet the fetters upon the peo- Matt. v.
indeed
to live well
the reduction of wages, and by that God manifests to us the immensity of
pie
Mere

is

nature of your

the

is

What

enterprises?

is

workers.

is
a

charity

a

:

For twenty centuries you have served
God with vain words, vain sacrifices
do:

a

j

divine code.

"I

'of

of

the theory

I

by repressing

v

philosophy

,

in

dealing only
sophisms, you pretend to
build the house of God, and you only
build that of Beelzebub, for you favor

of

part

of discovery,

the enemies

in

the

sustaining

ofj

by

•

of Columbus and!
Gallileo.
And you, pious men, who think you
God

a

;

Providence sends you.
To thwart them,
you cloak yourselves in a mantle of reason,
which is only a mantle of vandalism worse

philosophers,

a

a

;

a

persecuted men of true genius, you are yet
more unjust against the discoverers whom

serve

a

,
j

have

by

?

is

Such, sophists, perverters of human
opinion, such is your language at the pre
sent day ; while you are loud in declama
tions against the generations which

V

ll

sepulchres of the righteous, and say if
we had been in the days of our fathers,
we would not have been partakers with
them in the blood of the
Luke xi. — Matt, xxiii.

a

it

when

\

well
Scribes

is

described

unto you

,

" Woe

he said,

,

Thy Doctors are a legion of

in'

unto thee."

of

plicrs,

prophets and stonesl those that are sent
critics whom Jesus

of the modern philoso- mediately upon the exposition of this ncsect of blind leaders of the ble picture the figure of the flying Jew became the principle
attraction
to the
blind.
And thou, Capernaum (thou, phi
Successive groups poured before
gallery.
shall thou always exalt thy
losophy,)
to chuckle at what appeared fortuitous
No, thou shall be resemblance, until drop by drop, as such
head to the heavens?
Such
thrust down to Hell.
your sen- stories leak out, its history stole gradually
,.
, into circulation, and the reason tor which
.
.
tence, sophists, enemies of attraction, of.
Vernet conBW.r'atcd the ,lead of lhe Hoths.
of
Jusus
has said ci,il;:8 to immortal ridicule became the
wealth, and
harmony.
"
\e are whited sepulchres, most popular and interesting cancan in the
unto you
saloons,
would appear that the wealth
which are within full of all undertimes.?.
Jew paid visit to the atelier of Horace,
Serpents, generation of vipers, how can to
know whether the master would paint
ye escape the condemnation of eternal
portrait of him, tin- Rothschild.
Vernet
fire." What sect has more truly deserved of course consented, and was asked to
"
name his price,
Three thousand francs,"
to be plunged into hell, where there
answered the painter.
And the sum was
only weeping and gnashing of teeth
small enough, in all conscience as to the
But let us leave to God the care of price of
master,
such
portriit
judging you, and of discerning whether Arago has given six or seven times as
" Nonthere are any among you worthy of hisj much i'or landscape by Gudin.
" s-iiH the
•lip Hotchschild,
. . Kpnftp
Iliit•liAnliiM
sense," said
with the
until than cover yourselves with
mercy
true spirit of huckster, " you ean never
hasten like the heresiarch GEN
ashes
intend asking three thousand for
por
" No, "said Vernet on reflection,
TILES to make public abjuration and burn trait."
"
ought to be four."
The Jew tried to
Your punishment even
your books.
heat down the painter, but the only effect
this world will he to see the nations elevate
his arguments had, was 10 make Vernet
themselves to happiness and wealth, tread- raise hie
price successively to five and six
ing under fool your perfidious doctrines. thousand francs, and the millionaire left
You yourselves shall burn your librarim, the atclltr of the painter. On the succontraction Ceding day. however, he returned to try
collections
humUiating
the power ol persuasion still upon the man
,.
.
and error; whilst the nations delivered of thi, bn)s|:
He ,lai| mfll,xil)le m:lteria|
from their bondage shall enthrone them to deal with.
"This time, Mr. Roths
have reflected
selves
the New Jerusalem, saying with child," said Horace,
Simeon, '• Lord now let us depart since more maturely upon the subject, and the
portrait will be twelve thousand francs."
our eyes have beheld the work of thy The
obstinacy of the painter almost made
wisdom, the social code which thou hasl the dealer
stock and scrip mad.
He
long lime in vain.
At
expostulated for
prepared for the happiness of all people."
" Well, Mr. Rothschild,
Then the whole world shall resound lasl Vurnet said,
if you will must paint your portrait for
with maledictions against the laws of men,
nothing." The pride of the millionaire of
" lmposand against the infamous civilized and course spurned such an offer.
barbarian
societies:
then the people silile," he said, "
that case
shall not
" Excuse me," said
sit for my portrait."
abounding in wealth and pleasures and
, the master polite bowmlr him out, " but
• ,•
•
findmg roads to fortune m the practice of
,Km,
so;,,
(he
The%pening
truth, shall exclaim with
holy enthusi- Louvre solved the meaning of the painter's
"
asm,
Behold now are the duys of mercy work, and they who laughed first at the
the Redeemer, saying; hap painting laughed even more when they
promised
listened to the legend. — Morning Post.
py arc they who hunger and thirst after
this idol worthy

the

it

killest

!

that

' ',

thou

Jerusalem,

a

salem,
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ally divided into three branches — Book- accumulating from the surrounding coun
Printing and Publishing, Newspaper and try and by foreign influx.
One-tenth of the whole body of Printers
Printing, Card and Job Print
Periodical
These
united departments of the is employed on the Daily Papers ; sevening.
art employ not less than sixteen hundred tenths on Book-work and Periodicals, and
the balance at Xylographic and other Job
regular journeymen,
persons, including
Of these by far printing.
The following estimate of the
tiao-thirders, and boys.
the larger portion are occupied in the proportions of their various earnings, and
Book and Newspaper offices ; and of the stability of employment, is believed to be
mass, one-third are foreigners from the
and Canada,
with a
British Islands
sprinkling of French and German ; onethird are from the surrounding
States
and country,
and one-third are nativebred New-Yorkers.
Type-setting, termed composition, among
Printers, in all Book Offices and most of
the Newspapers
and Periodicals
is paid
for by the piece.
On Book-work and
Periodicals the rutes are twenty-five cents
for re-print and twenty-seven cents for
manuscript, per thousand ems.
On Daily
cents ;
Papers — Evening, twenty-eight
Morning, thirty-two cents. These rates
snable a competent workman, steadily em
ployed, to realize nine, twelve and fifteen
dollars per week, according as he labors
on Book-work, an Evening paper or a
Some offices employ
Morning paper.
their workmen, or a portion of them, by
the week, of which we shall speak by
and by.
Press-work on the hand press — and by
which most fine work continues to be
executed — is a branch distinct from com
position, and so retained in Book offices ;
but in Jobbing Offices it is common fur
workmen to understand and perform both
branches.
In Jobbing Offices men employed by the
piece earn variously six, seven, nine and
twelve dollars weekly, when fully em
In Card and Jobbing Offices
ployed.
where the finer specimens of work are
•executed, good workmen will make twelve
'
and fifteen dollars — but the business is not
of uniform steadiness, and the average
yearly earnings among the majority of
hands does not exceed six dollars per
week.
Xylographic Printing, of printing in
colors, has not here attained the perfec
tion to which it has arrived in the Old
World ; and although we have seen some
Very respectable specimens of the art
executed in this City, yet they are deficient
in richness, delicacy and finish.
Never
theless, as the American is not so fastidi
ous as his European brother, our Xylographic printing affords excellent wages ;
9. competent workman being able to earn
his fifteen or eighteen dollars per week.
Although there is very little, if any,
regular apprenticing to the buisness now,
every Printing Office has its quota of
boys, ranging in number from one to
twenty, or more, according to the method
and extent of its operations.
These boys
receive from $ 1 50 to $2 00 per week,
for one or two years — when, if they have
become at all skillful in the art of type
setting, they are permitted to work on
their own hook as two-thirders, at 18 3-4
and 20 cents per thousand, and thus oust
from their legitimate places regular jour
If the boy has become remark
neymen.
ably quick and correct in composition, he
can readily obtain a situation at from five
to seven dollars per week — in every in
stance ursurping
the place of another,
and not un frequently that of a man of
This is an evil with which the
family.
journeymen are forced to contend at odds,
as this class of interlopers is constantly

very nearly correct : One- tenth earn ten,
twelve, fourteen, and eighteen dollars per
week, with constant employment;
onetenth earn eight, nine, ten and twelve
dollars per week, and are unemployed
one and two months of the year ; fourtenths earn six, seven, eight, nine and
ten dollars per week, two-thirds being
unemployed from four to ten weeks, and
a moiety of the balance three months out
of the twelve.
The remaining four-tenths
are paid from $ 1 50 to three, four and
five dollars per week, anil with a few ex
ceptions have steady employment.
in
There is a Typographical
Society
this City, chartered by the Legislature we
believe in 1818. It is a benevolent Insti
tution, but powerless to fix and support a
uniform scale of prices, having acquiesced
in the insertion of a clause in the charter
by which its action is effectually con
trolled.
It numbers about two hundred
and fitly members but ie not popular with
the majority of workmen.
Very soon after the incorporation of
this Society the employers generally took
advantage of the clause spoken of, and
gradually so reduced the wages and en
larged the number of boys that the major
were forced to
ity of the journeymen
work for twenty cents per thousand, or
abandon the field.
Being members of the
Society, they were debarred from acting
as a body, and individuals, preferring the
latter alternative,
betook themselves to
other modes of gaining
a livelihood.
From that time to this the journeymen
have made many attempts to improve their
condition, with only partial success; until
in the Spring of 1836 a successful effort
was made, and the Typographical
Asso
ciation, organized a few years previous,
obtained a general advance of prices un
der highly favorable auspices : so much
so as to warrant a belief that the remu
neration of the workmen would be per
A happy influence
manently improved.
was immediately felt, in the elevation of
the character and the improvement of the
circumstances of its members, which had
not previously been remarked.
Through
inertness and neglect, as well as the com
petition among employers and the ruinous
system of two-tlurdcrt, which the Associ
ation could not break down, it ultimately
crumbled to pieces, and the advance prices
fell to the present standard, — but one
Book Establishment
and eight or nine of
the Daily Papers paying what are consid
ered full prices.
The Journeymen Printers are many of
them behind no other class of Mechanics
in industry, intelligence and respectabil
As a body they pride themselves on
ity.
personal appearance, and are not unfrequently 'select' in their associations —
many preferring to pay from three and a
half to five dollars per week for genteel
accommodations, to cutting
(in homely
phrase,) their coat according to their cloth.
As a consequence, this class is seldom
Others, how
over-stocked with money.
ever, studying economy, hire permanent
lodgings at from 75 cents to $ 1 per week,
and supply the wants of the inner man

from the cheap tables of the various Eatthis portion are
ing-Houses.
Among
found most of those who have no pefmanent situations, — who live by subbing, as
and
it is termed, on the Daily Papers,
on the
rushing out cheap publications,
arrival of a steamer from Europe, when
the public is on the i/ui vive for Dicken'a
In flour
or Sue's latest literary wonder.
ishing times these men earn from seven to
ten dollars per week.
Journeymen who have families live well
or ill, according as they have or have not
The condition of
permanent situations.
that man who is compelled to run from
office to office, obtaining a week's work
here and a few days' employment there,
On the other
is not one to be coveted.
hand, those Who have steady situations
live comfortably, and in not a few instan
These
ces in a certain style of gentility.
latter are almost invariably Americans.
Not more than one in twenty among the
ever become proprietors of
Journeymen
establishments ; and these are usually the
results of two or more, who have accu
mulated a few hundred dollars, clubbing
together in the purchase of a small office,
where they work harder than before.
But even among these, though their cir
cumstances may be in the course of years
materially improved, very few ultimately
secure wealth.
Some Newspaper Establishments retain
their hands by the week, of which we
promised to speak ; and while many em
ploy only by the piece, there is an estab
lished rate of weekly wages acknowledged
by nearly all, namely:
ten dollars on
Evening, and fourteen dollars on Morning
A few of these offices, however,
papers.
hire their hands at a considerably lower
stipend ; and this is effected by the cupid
ity of the employer and the desire of
strangers to secure permanent employ
ment.
Most of the hands working in
those offices are foreigners and two-tiarders from the country, and the wages given
are five, seven, and nine dollars.
Many of the city journeymen are of a
locomotive temperature, and in the habit
of scatering far and wide at particular
seasons, to meet (office-My)
the State
of the South and West.
Legislatures
They return late in the Spring from the
various fields of their
Winter's cam
paign, and generally with well filled pur
ses, which they expend at thier leisure
during the Summer ; again flying off in
Autumn, like birds of passage, to procure
a fresh supply.
not familiar with the Printing
Those
business would very naturally
suppose
that the journeymen
employed in the
great mammoth establishments were par
ticularly fortunate above their brethren —
occupying the Printer's only El Dorado,
the true Canaan, the Promised
Land.
But the men who control and enjoy the
princely revenues of some at leat of these
vast concerns have never yet been taxed
with any unwise pecuniary concessions to
their workmen, which might betray pro
And
fusion or weakness
of feeling.
while the earnings of men employed in
other Book offices doing
less than a
fourth of the buisness average eight dol
lars per week, the average earnings of
tlieir compositors do not exceed one dollar
We feel bound to state here
per diem.
that the immense establishment of the
Methodist Book Concern uniformly pays
full prices.
As a general rule the largest wages
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are made on the Daily Papers, but the
toil is in proportion, and on morning pa
pers peculiarly laborious — the men work
ing nightly to one and two o'clock in the
This severely taxes the consti
morning.
tution, as the pallid features of a major
ity of the workmen bear witness.
The earnings of Journeymen Printers,
as has been shown, are very unequal —
and while
some, perhaps a fourth of
those above twenty-one years, are in the
reception of five, six and seven hundred
dollars per annum, the remainder, or three
fourths, live upon three hundred, three
hundred and fifty, four hundred, and four
hundred and fifty dollars.

MB. EDITOR:

Yen solic.ii facts in regird to Journeymen Printers.
Allow me to

call your attention to the fact, that in some of
Ihe largest stereotype olfices in the city, the
employers are in the habit of withholding a
part of the wages of journeymen — in some
Instances one-third — as a fund upon which to
do business. Of course, journeymen " work
for them or not, as they choose." It is per
fectly understood that no one must demur, or
his situation is lost. Independently of the
direct inconvenience to the employed, this
system begets a species of favoritism most
unjust and outrageous. Thus, if a man has
a balance due him of a hundred dollars, he
will receive the fat work ; while a man
whose circumstances may oblige dim to be
urgent for his money, will be kicked out, or
put off with the leanest work.
A COMPOSITOR.

POETRY.
For the Harbinger.
TO THE MOON.
FROM THE

GERMAN

OT HOLTT.

Ah why down through these branching trees
So clear and fair thy beams,
Where erst thy friend in blissful peace
Dreamed youth's delicious dreams?

Veil all thy silver sheen in gloom,
Shine with a fickle glimmer,

As Tails on flowers that deck Ihe tomb
Of the young bride thy shimmer.
Thou look'st with glance so clear and fair
Into this bower in vain ;
Ne'er shalt thou see that joyous pair
Beneath its shade again !
O hateful was the fate and black
Sundered two hearts so dear !
Sighs have no power to charm her back,
Longing no magic tear !
But if perchance in future hours
She wanders near my grave,

Fling thy dim ray across the flowers
That there all sadly wave .'
Then shall she weep on that low mound
With roses hanging o'er it,
And, plucking it from off the ground,
Press to her lips a floweret.
HYMN

TO JOY.

FROM THE

GERMAN Or SCHILLER.
Joy, thou brightest heaven-lit spark,
Daughter from the Elysian choir,
On thy holy ground we walk,
Reeling with ecstatic fire.
Thou canst bind in one again
All that custom tears apart ;
All mankind are brothers, when
Waves thy soft wing o'er the heart.

CHORUS.
Myriads, join the fond embrace!
Tis the world's inspiring kiss !
Friends, yon dome of starry bliss
Is a loving Father's place.
Who the happy lot doth share,
Friend to have, and friend to be —
Who a lovely wife holds dear —
Mingle in our Jubilee !
Yea — who calls one soul hit own,
One on all earth's ample round : —
Who cannot, may steal alone,
Weeping from our holy ground!
CHORUS.
Sympathy with blessings crown
All that in life's circle are !
To the stars she leads us, where
Dwells enthroned the great Unknown.

Joy on every living thing
Nature's bounty dsth bestow,
Good and bad still welcoming , —

In her rosy path they go.
Kisses she to us has given,

Wine, and friend in death approved ;/Sensethe worm has ; — but in heaven
Stands the tout, of God beloved.
CHORUS.
Myriads, do ye prostrate fall ?
Feel ye the Creator near ?
Seek him in yon starry sphere :
O'er the stars he governs all.

Joy impels the quick rotation,
Sure retnrn of night and day ;
Joy's the main-spring of Creation,
Keeping every wheel in play.
She draws from buds the flowerets fair,
Brilliant suns from azure sky,
Rolls the spheres in trackless air,
Realms unreached by mortal eye,
CHORUS.

As his suns, in joyful play,

On their airy circles Hy, —
As the knigbt to victory, —

301
Brothers, in that starry heaven,

As we judge, our doom shall be.
Joy upon the red wine dances ;
By the magic of the cup
Rage dissolves in gentle trances,
Dead despair is lifted up.
Brothers, round the nectar Hies,
Mounting to the beaker's edge.
Toss the foam off to the skies !
Our Good Spirit here we pledge P
CHORUS.
Him the seraphs ever praise,
Him the stars that rise and sink.
Drink to our Good Spirit, drink !
High to him our glasses raise !
Spirits firm in hour of woe —
Help to innocence oppressed —
Truth alike to friend or foe —
Faith unbroken — wrongs redressedManly pride before the throne,
Cost it fortune, cost it blood —
Wreaths to just desert alone —
Downfall to all Falsehood's brood !
CHORUI.
Closer draw the holy ring!
By the sparkling wine-cup now,
Swear to keep the solemn van —
Swear it by the heavenly King!
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or modern civilization, the naturai fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverteh
the laborerand to reuder everycondition insecure.
Relief ia to come,and can only comefrom Ihe sew
applicationof Christian principles,of Universaiius.
tice and Universal love, to social institution]!,to.
commerce,to business,to active life.
OK, CHAKKIIso,

Guides the weary pilgrim's feet ;
On Faith's sunny mountain, wave,
Floating far, her banners bright ;
Through the rent walls of the grave
Flits her form in angel light.
CHORUS.
Patient, then, ye myriads, live !
To a better world press on !
Seated on his starry throne,
God the rich reward will give.

For the Gods what thank* are meet ?
Like the Gods, then, let us be ;
All the poor and lowly greet
With the gladsome and the free ;
Banish vengeance from our breast,

And forgive our deadliest foe ;
Bid no anguish mar his rest,
No consuming tear-drops flow.
CHORUS.
Be the world from sin set free !
Be all mutual wrong forgiven ;

IN THE UNITED STATES

ASSOCIATION

NOIL

OF AMERICA.

Brothers, speed upon your way.
From Truth's burning mirror still
Her sweet smiles th' inquirer greet ;
She up Virtue's toilsome hill

18, 1845.

THE MISSION OF THE NATION.

Our countrymen are proverbially
fitl,

vain,

pretending,

on occasions,

triotic

" stars"

"

and

"

boast-

vehemently

eloquent about

" eagle,"

fond of

"

pa
the

annex

indefinite expansion,"
&c. ;
but it must he confessed with sorrow and.

ation

and

shame, that we

are nevertheless

almost

devoid of

We have not a
Nationality.
reverent love for the spirit, idea, tendency
of " the PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES."
We do not cherish as a feeling, second
only in sacredness to those of piety and
universal

humanity,

an earnest loyalty

to

of which we are members.
it is rare to meet a person, in

the Nation,
Indeed,
any

degree

pervaded by the conviction,

that this Nation

is a Reality.

most it is only

a political

To the
a

phantom,

personification, fit to supply
orators with a figure of speech, or per
metaphorical

haps to suggest a picture
ated transparency

amid

for an illumin

the fireworks

of

our annual jubilee ; but, nowise an exist'
ing

entity,

having

a duty to discharge,
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How many be
of this Nation ?

The absence of this Nationality

is an shall say to

Peace,

I

Justice, Freedom,
" arise."

of universal

do souls

!

far off, when the voice of the great hope

to fulfil.

lieve in the Mission

body

it,

and a destiny

have passed out of the
souls
motives
to

which

communicate
out

working

their

tasks

in

the

flesh.

of our The Race
the world above and on the
and child, among us; ihey are deprived nation has caused this lethargy of Na surface of the earth are one mighty host,
Hu
But
thereby of an abiding sense of dignity,
tionality.
scepticism as to this ve co-laboring to fulfill one destiny.
and of the strength communicated
one grand Man, growing
to
by ry mission previously caused this unfaith
manity
consciousness of far reaching relations ; fulness.
Our fathers scarcely credited the perfection, of which nations and individ
honor, hope, heroism, languish without a greatness of their vocation.; their chil
uals on earth are but the body, while
fit object of service, and the heart pines dren have utterly forgotten it.
spirits above are the soul.
for some supreme central power worthy
But through Nature and through Hu
Let us consider for
moment what
of its devotedncss;
Force forever acts
life seems tame, meant by the mission of a nation.
manity, an Infinite
There
drudging, prosaic ; private interest sets
are three elementary forces indirectly on the energy and intellect of
man,

woman

Unfaithfulness

to the mission

in

to every

loss

which determine
the destiny of every
man, community,
nation, and of the hu
ambition belittle the naturally
liberal ; man race.
The first
the power of naparty enslaves the originally generous;
ture, of climates, soils, productions, rivthe school, the forum, are feeble teachers era, geographical position, of chemical,
up its petty idols at every corner ; tnerand luxury, ostentation and

nations and men, and through

is

•

to be classed as pivotal the phys
ical organization and temperament of the

to the young ; literature is spiritless,

I

upon

needs but

globe or map, but

glance

without character ; religion seems of history, to satisfy us, that this influ
vaguely turned to the dim and distant, ence of nature
most constant, subtle,
not warmly living in the near and in strong.
This first elementary
force,

earth

all .around utters

"

vexa

ig

a

in

this One central
into harmo

individuals,
and

cooperation,

upon

its diversities of

organizes

tribes, families,
nious

and

system

Humanity

whole through

which

power,

enters to form man's destiny, we
man,
people, are

noble or noble just

it

planet in the universe.

is

will call Fate.

!

which

A

associations of the past
away like ghosts ; the future lies
dreary and vague before us ; 'the present
inspires slight motive for magnanimity ;
melt

of

reciprocations

and so of every

nal idea

slight survey

itative,

stant ; sublime

in countless

whole through
The universe
good.
this One all-fulfilling power, which un
folds
to the perfection of its own origi
it

It

man or the nation.

im

The forces of nature

;

the prospect
to usefulness, open

a

and without

avenues

the Life of God.

is
a

to these

all existence flows in

exchange

;

weight

a

lessons,

give

is

to

cxamplars

of glorious

precedents,

a

nored
their

of a nation's will, mineral, vegetable, animal circumstances
of ho amidst which man exists
and among

the sanction

of time-consecrated

From

behind and through

and of humanity are but forms to receive
this divine influence, forms to diffuse and

.

without

the depths

of the spirit of every man directly.

i

cenariness

is
a

a

is

is

a

(

irreparable

through

genera

tions developes its sublime design of man
Love
Law in
ifesting God's
through

the degree in which

they yield to, or command, and cooperate
with this power of nature.

Beauty, and so glorifying the Deity in
The second clumL'ntary force that en Man upon Earth. This Divine Energy
We cannot but think, that the notori ters into human destiny,
the power of the third and chief element of man's
ous restlessness
and rashness of our Man, the influence of the race
And we call
of their destiny.
ProtidtTice.
If
countrymen, — their feverish enterprise, agricultural,
this were the right occasion we might
mechanical,
architectural,
— their mania lor travelling at home and labors
of their attainments
art and proceed to show, that the Divine Influ
vanity,

vanity,

;

;

it

I

in

;

,

is

is

tion of spirit."

ence enters Humanity in the three forms
of Inspiration
the Prophets, of Illumi
nation in men of Genius, of Energy in

in

answers

privilege

into

which

ripened

in by-gone

centuries

to enter,

idioms,

and above

all

and

as

maxims,
pivotal,

a

in

a

out of which at death they will depart, manners and institutions, are most obvi
responsible for the influence they leave ; ously in all nations and in every man
whose development they may aid by no mighty force impelling, limiting, direct
ble deeds, and with
whose unfolding ing them.
This second elementary force
grandeur they may blend their name, to we will call Humanity
its largest sense,
act for centuries.
If it is answered, that or Nationality in more restricted sense.
" we have State-Pride," the response But this force
differs from Fate in the
be given, that this is the

sympathy cherished
among us,
and ennobling in a measure ; but
at the same time, is not this State-Pride
largest
useful

It

is

this

does not com

single people,
free to resist and exclude

in some degree

a

its sway

and its end

only by the num
ber and variety of modes in which
dis
tributes its impulses.
Indeed
tre
infallibly

accomplished

mendous problem

to consider, what may

be the range of human will
to the Divine

Will.

its relations

No human

being,
no nation can estimate the consequences,

reaching through generations, which may
respect, that instead of controlling us,
depend' upon the quality and degree of
on the contrary suggests the most inspir
their fidelity.
These are the conditions
ing motives to freedom.
The great of the entrance of Providence to^possess
deeds and words of ancestry prompt us
man or nation with its fullness, — earn
it

cheerfully

pel man or nations
single person

But neither

a

shall

power.

is

body,

it was their

unitedly, Providence.
an irresistible

is
a it

of a growing

present

it

at birth

judgments,

this

;

whole,

to

our

in

are owing, ter and intelligence, its aptitudes, tastes,
absence of Nationality.
The sagas of bards, bal
prejudgments.
They do not feel themselves, each and lads, fables, oral or written language,
all, to be members of a mighty living sowing ever anew the seed of thoughts
superficial

chiefly,

men of every age.
end to call these

the great practical

It

its cast of charac

derived

a

from which

;

lecturing,

;

a

their

preaching,

is

amusements,

is

;

literature,

foreign

is
it, a

for

in

of foreign manners, science
of their laws and literature,
want of transmitted and accumulating
from age
marked character, fickleness, — their gre
to age.
A nation like
man,
child
garious pursuits of fashionable favorites of some nation which preceded
and
their aping

abroad,

thirst

to yet more faithful struggles than their est aspiration — sincere seeking of truth
point to own, to yet nobler mastery over nature. — singleness of action.
Every individ
something higher than the " State," ev- j The Race, the Nation adjure us to be ual, every nation, answers
some way
en "the People of the United States'", manly.
And not only through institu the design of God, and
led on to glory
This is the Nation, for whose glory wr tions and manners, laws and literatures,
the fulfilment of the mission which
accompanied

with historical

associations,

feelings of duty which

live, bnd

;

need mental and moral tendencies, does Hu
is manity from the past affect existing na
in a trance. But thank God, it is not tions and men but yet more through
dead, it only sleepeth.
The time it not influences mysterious and supernatural,

Providence

designs, or driven to shame

by ignorance
sloth,
ment.

if

and obstinacy, by fear and

the way of that fulfil
stands
There are seasons in the Great
in

should

Alas! our Nationality

it

if

and our children
be, should die.

in

if

is

in

and with
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is that the cant and
Year, seasons of bloom and blight, ofj wonder
really
and fruit-bearing.
It behooves hypocrisy should have remained so long
This is the ease with great
nations and men to be exactly in time, impenetrable.
neither laggard nor premature ; — though and small things, with classes, and with inbudding

doubtless a wide

range is left for human
Men, of im

There are Eras, Nations,
measurably

greater

of

development
whose

others,

that of others,

Human
mission

Destiny
is grander

lately of the moral and mental phenomena

common joy ; and whose

infidelity they
far deeper sorrow.
There

with

are critical

periods,

in other

the development of Humanity
when

upon

one nation,

words,

in

upon earth,

upon one man

even, perhaps may depend the fortunes of
the race for generations.
Fate, Human

ity, Providence,
nation

specially
culiarly

summon

them.

Such a

or man may truly be said to be
elect ; and their vocation
divine.

If

they

is pe

are faithful,

all

From parent

ages honor them as great.

age, training, and obedience, greatness
both for nations and individuals proceeds.
Innumerable influences conspire to form
one of these elect, — influences

less a personage

celebrated

than the

Canada

a striking

illustration

has published

them to warn the people

of a against the treasonable designs of wicked
work entitled " The lives and opinions of j and corrupt politicians.
The letters are
FRANKLIM
United !scattered through a period of more than
BENJAMIN
BUTLF.II,
States District Attorney for the Southern
twenty years, from 181!) to 18-10, and toDistrict of New York ; and JKSSK HOVT, I gether with historical scraps and notes,
Counsellor at Law, formerly Collector for I with which they are interspersed, give a
the Port of New York ; with aneedotes pretty good insight into the characters of
or biographical
sketches of Martin Van J many of the leading Democrats of New
York who figured during that time, as
Buren, John Van Buren, James Gordon
Bennett," and sundry other individuals well as into the peculiar system of tactics
more or less distinguished in the annals of by which they swayed the political destiny
New York politics, finance, and hum- -of the State, and indeed of the nation,
The Whigs profess to be horrified
bug.

of here alluded

fidelity God
and the spirits above look with more than

no

Patriot,
who, according to
his own account, took copies of them and

than

greater con

Customs,

William L. Mackenzie,

than

the

and upon the degree

whose success immeasurably

in society ; there is nothing

which surpiises more than the truth in re- somewhat
gard to them all.
We have had

in

importance

sequences rest ; upon whose

regard

The letters were found
j in an overt act.
dividual.-?, with the highest and the lowest ! in the archives of the office by a clerk in the

movements

imperfections.

show that he was trained in a thorough
going school and was not alone in infamy,
although so unfortunate as to be caught

If

to, in the publication

a bomb had fallen in a sleeping camp

when

no enemy was near, it could not
have caused greater consternation than
this pamphlet

has produced

of Democracy.

in the ranks

Whiggery too, though

not so much

hurt

or alarmed

by

the

at the gross depravity and duplicity which
are

exhibited

they

hold

in

up

these

letters,

to the execration

which
of all

while the Democrats, incensed

honestmen,

of family

at a betrayal

secrets

which

brings odium on some of their leaders, and

to
light such may weaken the power of their party,
brings
and private roguery of arc unmeasured in their expressions of inHow solemn then is the! the enemy, is equally astounded. All dignation and in their reproaches of the
meet again.
charge resting on them to "finish the i parties have been thrown into a fever of man who could so basely violate the
excitement by the simple exhibition of the sanctity of private correspondence.
work which is given them to do."
The virtuous horror of the Whigs at the
Now we maintain that this Nation was secret thoughts and motives of a few public
the long course of history

which in

event

which

will never so party chicanery,

A bundle of private letters has unheard-of profligacy of their opponents,
so preeminently appointed to the grandest men.
of Missions, that no parallel can be found : been raked cut of an old chest where they is about upon a par with the tender sensi
Its pa were carelessly left, and published by a bilities of the Democrats as to the invioto its vocation in modern times.
rentage, its training, were of the noblest;
were sublimely rich, arc

its opportunities
still rich ; but

been far enough

alas ! its obedience
from perfect.

has

Over us,

it may be, at this very hour, in the spirit
ual world are spoken more words of scorn
than blessing.

man not over burthened with
or

delicacay

honor,

and,

scruples of lability

of 'private papers.'

the

corrupt

behold,

are equally

Both parties

and

unscrupulous,
a few years past

is in a complete ferment ' as their history
for
'
disclosures
of political only would amply illustrate.
And yet
financial
stock- what is so notorious to all, is made the
profligacy,
corruption,
jobbing dishonesty, mock piety, and pro- subject of a nine day's wonder;
the
world

political

at their

awful

fanity, just as if such things were unheard world is called upon to be amazed that
'
in iniquity here politicians can be dishonest and selfish,
exposed under their own hands had been on the one side, and on the other, that an

of, and the confederates

ERRATUM.— In No. 15, p. 238, for " dust
ed," read devoted. " Associatiouists should
supposed to be perfect innocents.
be devoted."
The facts of the case, it appears, are
PROFLIGACY IN POLITICS.
What a deal of commotion is created in
the world by simply exposing a little of
the reality which underlies the surface of
Let the veil of duplicity which
things.
covers the follies and crimes of society
be lifted, so that the light of day shall
shine full upon them, and lo ! people stand
aghast with amazement that such things

these :

Jesse

twenty

years

Hoyt,

been

having

ready tool of a junto of unprincipled
ticians, with Martin
head,

was

for

or more the factotum and

the

Van

Buren

depository

amount of correspondence

poli

at their

of a

large
in which the

writers fairly portrayed their real charac
ters and secret designs.
B.y some strange
oversight,

which

we suppose

will bring

Every body is astonished at the down the maledictions of his confiding
discovery of what every body might have friends on his head, when Hoyt decamp
But universal sham ed from the Custom House of New York,
known before-hand.

can be.

and deceive ; it some years ago as a defaulting Collector,
these letters were left behind him, possi
disguise may be, it must be stripped off bly to indemnify the United States for the
on the
entirely before the charm which blinds the immense fraud he committed
vision is broken and the actual becomes revenue, or more probably, lo justify

can be so destitute of principle
as lo betray the contents of private papers ;
and the world is amazed, although the
individual

proofs are abundant that there is nothing
more common than selfish and dishonest
politicians

and unprincipled

But Benjamin

the only gentleman who wears the mantle

of piety as a cloak to financial and polit
ical

villany, although neither politicians
nor financiers are famous for their religious
professions ; John Van Buren is not the
only unblushing blasphemer who swears
on paper; and William Lyon Mackenzie
is not the only

matters not how thin and transparent the

private papers."

it,
'

seems at once to delight

to

men's

produces

eyes.

wonder,

The
when

ex

on the presumption

that they would some

' !

perceptible
hibition

the day be discovered, as they have been, and

men.

Franklin Butler is not

unprincipled

They all

"

seizer of

have proto

types and precedents enough, and -not
among the partizans of one political creed
alone.
They are not the first nor will
they be the last distinguished
of the morals of politics.

exemplars
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;

said

not es

it

now neces

doctrine of Association

wish to establish.

They offer

discovered.

it

It

is, they believe, this system which their
great teacher in philosophy, Fourier has
as the Christian

system, and as the only system which

is

;

a

a

a

is

ia

that something more
than the enforcement

it

from

is

it

mend this example especially to the con
sideration of the clergy, and of those who
are engaged in religious movements par
ticularly so called.
They may easily infer

a

be

is

cannot

for life

it

struggles
it

It

Christianity

;

to and freer sphere for their labors, and
which, practically applied, would remove
tablished until
has modified society, and the innumerable outward obstacles to their
Now
then
precisely this system
begins to act upon individuals com success.
paratively without hindrance.
We com of society which the disciples of the
main,

live.

I

a

a

that any permanent and sure progress can would think that they would receive with
be made.
discovery which, based on the
As long ae cannibalism and gratitude,
wider
polygamy and other savage customs re unvarying laws of God, offered

I

their ground against the growing
spirit of irreligion and selfishness.
One

is

tain

number about
have
dozen families
about 100
plenty of land, among which
acres very rich bottom land, bounded on
race
the West
circular bluff and
a good grist-mill belong
way on which
Man
They have
ing to the County.
sion about 100 feet long, one story high.
Their garden looks very well indeed.
The members are enterprising, industrious
and orderly, and they seem to be prosper
The men were building loom
ing finely.
for satinet and harvesting busily, and the
women were spinning and singing and
and all without any arbitrary
cooking;
compulsion,
and
was sick when
stopped there
could not
kinder friends, or better care
ask; although we were, before, entire
" A stranger and ye took me
strangers.
in."— Tocsin.
by
a

by

It
is

those institutions are supplanted
others
more in harmony with the new doctrines

More than all, however,
ought to con
cern the church and the clergy, whose ut
most efforts are hardly sufficient to main

I

are not able to be freed from the

influence of the savage institutions under
which they are educated.
not until

it

ed to

it,

2

is

TO CHRISTIANS.
THE PHILADELPHIA INDUSTRIAL ASSO
system of society must then be an object
located in Indiana, St. Jo
When Christianity is introduced among of the highest interest to all those who CIATION,
1-2 miles N. W. of the
seph County,
savages it makes its way very slowly and have the welfare of their fellow men and
village of South Bend, down the St. Jo*
the
of
the
Truth
at
heart.
promotion
Even those who are convert
imperfectly.
They
seph River, on the West side.

a

tn the name of Christian.

:

in
a

it

;

it

1 !

I

I

i»

it

4

!

'

8

'

is

in

;

1

I

it

a

I

I

it

by

I

;

it

entitled

alone, or even desire to have

it

of religious

is

The following
an inscription on
They
neighboring village
tomb-stone
measured
doctrines upon individuals
and tried by the
"1 came in the morning — was spring;
upon society, except with a direct view to Christian standard, and hold themselves,
smiled
And
the modification
of social institutions. ready to prove
at all points
was summer;
walked out at noon —
Christian
was
glad
And
A missionary to heathen people not only principles.
sat me down at even —
was autumn;
Can our friends of the different sects,
preaches to them individual amendment,
was sad
And
was winter;
but also endeavors to move them to horror or of any one of them, pretend that the
laid me down at night-*And
slept."
of their abominable and wicked customs; social state
which they live
conform
even of those which have grown vene ed to the precepts of the GospelI
Is
WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS
rable and necesary.
brotherly love its foundation and ruling
Be
And why
A. M., and 1-2
cause he knows that as long as such principle
Are its fruits such as the au p. Leaves Brook Farm at
M., for Boston, via Spring Slreet, Jurnaica
would
things remain, the divine gospel he brings thor of Christianity
recognize?
Plains, and Roxbury.
leaves
Returning,
Doolittle's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at
cannot reach their hearts or produce any No
Industrial and mercantile competi
p. M, Sunday excepted.
A.M.,
10
1-2
and
The opposition tion, poverty, pauperism, not to mention
worthy and lasting fruits.
N. R. GERRISH.
and the forms of their society fouler and deadlier evils, have no kindred
between
Oct. 18, 1845.
so glaring that he sees at once that with the pure and holy spirit of the reli
those forms must be banished first of all, gion you profess.
Will you then remain
sary
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Put in that part of the world which we in slothful indifference, while your sol Is
published simultaneously at New York
call Christendom, the missionaries of the emn convictions ought irresistibly to im- and Boston,
the BROOK FARM PHALANX,
in

pel you to change the social structure,

a

8

a

in

is

is

GEORGE

DEXTER,

JOSEPH

KELSEY,

is

;

,

a

is

it

a

a

in

it,

it

is is

in

6

is

it

8

if

a

a

it,

it

Is

it

is

Peace, and Happiness shall
for you to jus
prevail throughout

;

the that Truth,

&

the same

between

It

essential opposition

!

radical,

IB

New
Office
so every Saturday morning.
York, BURGESS, STRINGER & Co., No. 222
Broadway and in Boston, REDDING
Co.,
'religion they teach and the existing so
No.
Stale Street.
TERMS. Two Dollars
cial institutions.
They are not aware tify your faith, by embodying
in
year, or One Dol
so
lar for six months, payable invariably In ad
that even here where we boast that we cial world, whose law shall be the law of
Dollars,
for
Fifteen
vance. Ten copies
have surpassed ajl nations that have gone Love, whose institutions shall do the ful
COMMUNICATIONS
and HKMITTANOCS
before us, are institutions, those too which lest justice to every soul that lives under -imuld be addressed to the publishers in New
York and Boston, or to the " Editors of Ihe
we do not think of questioning,
only them, and upon which the benediction of
Brook Farm, West Roxbury,
Harbinger,"
less unchristian
and abominable
than Heaven shall perpetually rest.
Mass.
those of New Zealand or the Feejee
(Jj- Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As
ANASTATIC
PRINTING.
The PHono* sociation Clubs, and all persons wishing to
lands.
But though they are not aware of
/',-"<, a paper published at Ipswich in diffuse the principles defended in this paper,
nevertheless the case. There
by forwarding FIFTEEN DOLLARS, will be
the phonographic characters,
as truly necessity of changing the whole England,
supplied with TEN COPIES.
which
we
noticed
some
since
as
time
system of our society,
we desire to ad
ICT Single copies for sale it the Harbinger
vance the Christian religion amongst us, specimen of Anastatic printing, has been Offices, No. 222 Broadway, New York, Iind
State Street, Boston, and by booksellers
No.
informs us in a numbet just
as there
that any savage society should obliged, as
and periodical agent* throughout the U. States,
received,
to
this
relinquish
and
method
be tranformed for the same purpose.
Price,
1-4 cents.
We also suggest that as the Christian resort to the old one of Lithography, on
GENERAL AGENTS,
religion was given for the government of account of the expensive)less oftlte process.
the
HALIBURTON, 12 STATE ST. BOSTON,
comparative cost of Lithographic
men
this world, so there must be an In
and
Letter-press
shown
that
printing,
order of society entirely harmonious with
above 750 copies the latter
the cheap
30 ANN ST., NEW YoRK.
fact
being
logical superstructure
est, and the result of
still
comparison
upon its foundation,
JOHN B. RUSSELL, CINCWMATI,
which
order of
GAZETTE OFFICE.
society must also be practicable on earth. more unfavorable to Anastatic printing,
That
itIc existing order, no one who
flj" Civilization gives private property
CONN.
WINCHESTER,
reflects upon the matter will for mi inatftnt
to
few
AssociCommunity, to none
imagine.
The discovery of this Christian tion, to all.
PBINTEP AT THE BROOK FAR* PRESS.
gospel do not gee that there
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abundance, nor how to distribute it to all,

has reason to preach up resigna
riches of health, of life, by the establish
tion ; it has reason to exhort us to under
ment of hospitals and the organization of go patiently the privations produced by
the medical professions.
a transitional etate of society ; but morali
WANTS

the ety

morality

ty oversteps its legitimate

OF THE SENSES.

nvasion, when

To provide for the wants of his body is it seeks to turn us from ameliorating our
for man a right and a duty.
These wants position and preaches contempt of comfort
are not, it is true, the most noble ; if we and a horror of luxury as absolute virtues ;
name them first, it is because in mounting morality would have been fatal to the hu
a flight of stairs we set our foot first upon the man race if it could have dissuaded man
from seeking material riches, and if St.
lowest stair ; but these are the most im
The existence of man is much Francis de Sales, drinking oil all through
perious.
founded upon a classification of our pro
more closely attached to the satisfaction his dinner and taking it for wine, had re
pensities.
of these wants, than it is to the enjoy mained the model in this regard for
Numerous classifications have been made
ments of the heart and mind : the expan
posterity.
of the passions of man. We will adopt
Happily, with a few exceptions, the
sions of sentiment, the pleasures of intel

mology of 'the word, administrare, to serve,
has for its end to serve and to satisfy in
due order all the wants of man. To each
demand of our nature should correspond
one branch of administration.
A true
division of administrative laws should be

most simple.

into three spheres :
The Material sphere, or wants of the
senses, and relations of man with physical
nature.
The Affective sphere, or wants of the
heart, and relations of man with his fellow
beings.
'/'//• Intellectual sphere, or wants of the
mind, and ielations of man with immaterial
objects.
MATERIAL

SPHERE.

ties belong the five senses and the delights
which they claim.
We will observe that
end of touch,

of sight,

under penalty of death.
The senses not only

claim

peril ; moralists have not been serious in their
contempt for luxury, and their acts have
belied their declamations.
Sesterces were

sheltered,
what

of

hearing, of smell, of taste, is the gratifi
considered in an elevated

cation which,

is

necessary for the preservation of life ; ex
istence prolonged in a state of constraint
and privation

is not favorable to the de

velopment of those affective and intellec
tual faculties for which our moralists show

at a sweet

temperature,

dle upon it by sumptuary

prescriptions.

it

their

people have always con
most pressing duty to

satisfy the material wants of their sub
Political economy was not invent
jects.
fort, is what the senses demand ; they do ed until sovereigns and legislators had al
The boundless horizons ready, with their small light, favored the
not stop there.

costumes

in

which

velvet

and brocade

of gold are adorned with rubies and pearls,
health, without which no one of these clouds of incense escaping from embalmed
goods would be of any use to us.
censers, this is what the powerful of the
We will first study the administrative earth seek to realize, this is what the Ara

articles.

and circulation
of useful
It is their efforts in this triple

direction

which

production

we

are

about

to ex

amine.

In all these orders of facts, our wants
can only

find their satisfaction by the
combined action of man with his fellows ;
what administration
labor ; the problem

ought to regulate, is
that
proposed to
is

bian puts into his tales. Even the lazzarone which comprehends and should resolve all
the organization of
sleeping on the pavement of Naples sees the social questions,
We will look at as whole, be
these things in perspective, when a dream labor.
it

separately those which are occupied with
luxury, with the exalted desire of riches,
and which have endeavored to put a bri

governing

The preservation of life first, then com

splendid

laws, which propose to regulate the satis
faction of the senses.
We will examine

with

sidered

tion of thought.

of wind, choirs of instruments and of voices,

pompous spectacles, of concerts, perfumes,
Internal
repasts.
luxury is

themselves with a vain title.
In the point of riches, the moralists,
like other men, tend first to preserve their

The sophists in this regard is, that men charged

ample, abundant satisfaction of the materi
al wants is a condition of the emancipa

degree, is called luxury.
Luxury is of of luxury attract man as the lamp attracts
two sorts.
By external luxury we under the moths. Fairy palaces, long proces
stand an abundance of rich stuffs, of apart
sions unfurling a thousand banners to the
ments kept

not wanting in the villas of Cicero and
of Seneca, and it is well known that the
philosophers of our day do not content

themselves so jealoua.
The bird chilled existence, and then to enjoy comfort and
A more im
and famished could not spread his wings ; as much luxury as may be.
Chatterton in a garret felt his imagination portant fact than the secret opinion of
frozen, because his body was cold.

To the sphere of the material propensi

the common

ligence may be adjourned without
but we must be fed, clothed,

bears him to the entrance of Paradise.

In incoherent and poor societies, which
do not yet know how to produce riches in

fore examining
spheres

separately

in which

exercised.

the different

the activity

of man

is

and

it,

elementary

We will distribute the propensities of man

a

the most
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is

is

Or THE ORGANIZATION or LABOR.
so that the organization of the world might the being
complex, richly org-anized,
To organize a thing is to subject it to be figured by a rosette, (rosace arbori•ee.) the trunk which forms the pivot, the prinbifurNaturalists
have recognized that every cipal element of the figure,
the conditions of order, and order is the
bond which unites different elements so as thing in the universe is classed by divisions cated at its two extremities, and the prin
and still

that order exists imperfectly in
the army, that there a sketch of organiza
tion maintains itself by recourse to com

divide nature into kingdoms ; these into
branches, then into classes, orders, fami

laws, but that organization in in
dustry is almost a nnllity, and that com

varieties, individuals.

pulsive
plete

anarchy

in

prevails

agriculture.

lies, tribes, genera,

Following
tinguish

the organic

iu those which employ the greatest num
renders labor as painful

organic

and as little
laborer

and

serves;

our

lucrative as possible for the
for the society which he

symbols ; but often

only individual

the mol

and the radiated.

mammiferous,

cal

dis

In Zoology are formed four branches,

of the future, organization

of labor, ap
pear in brilliant characters on the banners
which formerly had room only for politi

Zoology,

In the vertebrated,

classes:

the

birds, reptiles and fishes.

In the mammiferous,

the carnivorous,

the marsupian, the solipedes, the rumina
ting, the cetaceous, Sic. The sub-divisions

systems are presented, the fruits of imagi
nation rather than of scientific calculation.
Plato, the authoi of the Republic, Cam-

might be carried much farther.

for man to invent

ral division

i»

it

and sub

If

obtain the figure,

above, of a

indicated
In

of the

the interior

globe, the bones of the earth present them
selves

ten orders : the

bimani, the quadrimani,

but

whole,

pivot of
our universe, we draw lines to the planets,
and from these to their satelites, we shall

rosace arbori•ee.

four

is
is

This form, more or less developed,
The earth,
throughout.

true, presents
spherical figure,
molecule of the sidereal
only
but
world divided
part of
from the sun, the
devoted to divided.
they

kingdoms,
inorganic ; in the

the vertebrated, the articulated,
luscous,

is

two

in

we arrive at ramification

bifurcation,

several senses, at complete arlorisotitm.

species,

animals, and Botany, the study of plants.

to remedy that.
Thank heaven, we behold this device full

effort

gradation

and the

kingdom,

two,

into

From the primitive

parts.

impressed

in the universe

This disorder in the most useful careers,
ber of citizens,

this

sub-genera,

three or four

state

of ramification;

the

layers of rocks, the veins of metals

and

;

cognize

cipal branches are sub-divided

it

have introduced

methods

it

; they
their

a

into

plan

a

this

a

and sub-divisions

a

re

a

to

in

We are beginning

whole.

is

to give them a centre and make of them
one

The

the blood of the earth, the springs.
the

preserve this arrange
ment, when they rise to the suface of the

rock,

spring

principle,

and that principle comes from
if the religious sentiment

God.

If

which

the Creator

or

links (chains,)

imprinted or sunk

in

Series ; the sub-divisions

particular division he terms Grnvps.
The Series, the Group, the Individual,

the

hollows of the valleys, and will be neces

sarily reproduced by the rivers which fol
here are three terms, one comprehended in low the lowest levels; to the running water
the other in a regular gradation.
mould.
Towards
But the the earth serves as
a

mechanism.

hierarchy may have more stages ; often the bed of the river, which by analogy
the classification comprises more than three may be called the trunk, converge the
terms ; thus among series, or collections branches or feeders
and from this bed
;

a social

This error still exists ; but it must disap
Let us not attempt to realize any
pear.
arbitrary
systems.
Whether it preside
over the movement of the stars, over the
life of animals, or over the future harmony
of societies, order is one and the same

is

in

;

is
a

The chain of mountains
ground.
thus the Alps send
This plan recognized in the universe by ramified trunk
panella, who takes us on a voyage to the naturalists, is verified by Fourier also. branches, called chainons, into Switzer
The form, raised
land, Italy and France.
city of the sun, Thomas More in writing Everything to his eyes is classed by divi
his Utopia, thought perhaps that it was sions and sub-divisions ; he calls the gene
bold relief by the summits of chains and

of groups, Fourier distinguishes series of diverge several mouths and outlets.
In vegetables, life circulates according
are not vain words, let us recognize the classes, comprisingseries oforders, genera,
to the same laws.
The ramification of
divinity for the supreme legislator, let us species, varieties, tenuities, minimities.
learn to read in nature, that inspired book These terms differ in some points from the canals which diffuse the sap,
also
is

faith,

into

of organization

opens for all, and let those of the naturalists, but the principle
the laws is identically the same, and the difference

our works

which

his.

he has placed in of the nomenclatures could easily be re
conciled.

reproduced

by the external

and, to consider

plant,

form of the
in

transfer

vegetation

its

most vigorous manifestation, by the form
divided or sub
of the tree. Its trunk
is

us

in

Division and sub-division are found at divided at the two extremities, at the one
The law of universal order, the law
which in all classes of facts attaches the all degrees of the series, even in the into branches, at the other into roots.
The generating form of the tree and
group, which is divided into individuals.
parts to a centre and forms one harmoni
ous whole of them all, has been, not The individual himself obeys the general the use of this type
the universal
but recognized and verified by law : he is composed of parts, and al economy have been well felt and described
Chailes Fourier ; he has named it the though these parts cannot be separated
M. Victor Hugo in his work on the
We transcribe this passage, that
without perishing, the division and sub Rhine.
Strits, or the Serial Late.
by

imagined,

DEFINITION

OF THE SERIES.

division are precisely indicated in the ex
terior and even interior form of all beings.
The distribution of nature, under what

we may place true ideas ujider the protec
name and of a fine

tion of a celebrated

;

a

a

branches

great

the

tributary

streams

and twigs, the torrents, and
the enlargement at the root will

the boughs
sources

;

the life spreads itself at first ! Every being
considered
itself,
a few great arteries or canals; isolated, and extracted from the universal
these canals divide and ramify, diminish
ramification, presents in itself fork,
Y,
ing in volume till they become capillary,
as the elementary type of its body.
If
by

Universe

;

The
giant.
be the river; the

eye view, by

trunk of the tree will

through

a

it

bird's

yon

river seen

;

at

laid fiat upon the ground
a

bifurca

Y.

magine
a

is
a

divided trunk

fork, the Greek

;

itself,
From the centre of the tion,

life spreads

a

will have the appearance of

is
a.

the form according to which
a

and most minute.

winter

it

unity of God we arrive by a hierarchical
gradation to beings the most numerous

tree stripped of its leaves, and

The whole
rosace ramified adinfiniThe radical element of this figure,

tum.

is
a

partments ; theec compartments contain
others, so that starting from the collective

a

a

a

it,

The elementary principle on which the
style.
serial law rests, is that every thing in the ever relation we consider
"No two things resemble each other
presents the
universe is classed by divisions and sub aspect of several branches parting from
tree and
ess, apparently, than
river
divisions, — by a few general divisions at common centre, then dividing into smaller yet at bottom the tree and the river have
first, each of which contains several com boughs, and lastly into slender
Examine in
twigs. the same generating line.

be the cmliouchure, ot

outlet.

All

the
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The the Serial Law would be in no wise a
rivers, seen upon a geographical map, are and cross like veins and arteries.
trees which bear cities, now at the ex dusty white highways, equally ramified, discovery.
tremities of the branches, like fruits, and are the nerves ; and the analogy holds not
But Fourier, in every collectien of be
only in the figure, but also in the function : ings, has signalized two general facts,
like the artery, the river transmits and fertile in consequences : the pivot, and
taries and feeders imitate, according to the quickens life ; like the nerve, the great transition.
We will explain these terras.
inclination of the neighboring lands and highway,
To limit oneself, in the classification of
and
by means of travellers

now in the crotch between two branches,
like nests ; and their innumerable

tribu

the nature of the banks, the various rami
fications of the different vegetable species,
which, we know, all have their shoots

despatches, transmits thought and the sig
nal of movement.

to

beings,
would

and

dividing

seem to indicate

sub-dividing,

that the objects

Once in possession of the human ranged in one case, in one sub-division, in
form, it is sufficient to place this type in •one group, are altogether like one another,
cording to the special force of their sap different positions and to modify it slight- and altogether destitute of any point of
and the density of their wood.
It is re ly to obtain the type of all the animals, i contact with objects placed in another
more or less removed from the trunk, ac

if

markable, that
in

this

we consider

the Rhine

manner,

the royal idea which
seems attached to this robust river does
not abandon it.

Y

The

tributaries of the Rhine,

of nearly all the crustacee, especially the crab.
of the Murg, the
The same system, appearing in the in

Neckar, the Mein,

the Nahe, the Lahn,
the Moselle, and the Aar, has an opening
of about 90 degrees. Bingen, Niederlahnstein,

Coblentz,

lie in right angles.
Figure to yourself the immense geometri
cal silhouette of the river get up on end,

the Rhine will appear bearing its
branches like outstretched arms, and will
take the figure of an oak. The innumerable

and

outlets,

into which

it

In
It is horizontal, instead of vertical, in most j case ; these two ideas are not correct.
or series of
in the lizards ; the I every group of individuals,
iifurcation appears in the tortoise, in the groups we readily distinguish one being

of the mammifene,

divides

before

it

sects, displays

the

ocean,

are

the

roots

sub-division,

division,

the same lines ;

we

nervous

osteological,

find them
and

in

vascular

the
ele

than

strongly

the

all

the properties of the
Such, for want of abet

group, or series.

Our civilized languages, not excepting
the French, are the languages of children
who have fathomed nothing, who are only

tor example, is the eagle among rapacious
birds, the cock among gallinaceous, the

struck by the superficial

element in things,

oak among quercine trees.
This group,
if we are dealing with groups, is the

What we call the principal pirut of the series, and should lie placed
chain in mountains, or the principal vein at the centre ; the other groups, placed
in a mine, the bed in rivers, the stem in at the two wings, gradually degenerate
plants, the trunk in trees and in the body and depart from the common type, follow

diversity.

laid

and by

more

he sums up in himself completely,

itself in the birds, and is energetically,

bare."
From

principle,

others;

compressed in the fishes.

of a man, is one and the same thing, the
primordial line, the central element of an
the stellar
system, from the organized being.
In every order of facts,
mountain, from the river, let us pass to the more philosophical
language of the
man : his body is engendered by the same future will designate
this vital
ridge

reaches

characterised

ing an ascending and descending progres
a good idea may be had

sion, of which

from the pipes of an organ . Three groups
thus clashed give us :ui elementary series,
having

a centre

or

between

piviot

two

(arete) by the same invariable radical ; a wings, one ascending, and the other de
[f the terms of the series ex
variation of augment or of termination scending,
will indicate whether the principal trunk ceed three, the two extremities may be

We should here among minerals, vegetables or animals is divided into wings and winglets.
ments of his anatomy.
We have established the existence of
meant ; and whether it is taken in the
signalize the observation of a distinguished
It tende, like ensemble of the body or only in a part, as the centre or pivot, that is to say of in
surgeon, M. Richerand.
that of M. Victor Hugo, to establish
unity

of the type employed

the

by naiure.

Here science and poesy meet in truth.

As the vegetable reproduces in its
exterior form and in its ensemble the cha

in a fascicle of veins, which
river, a man in miniature.

in

is a tree, a equality
One day the

the

series;

we

must

also

the existence of a transition,

signalize

laws of language will be the mirror of the connecting
laws of God ; all words will obey the Transition

link

with

external

or

series.

is only the employment

of a

unity

fact admitted by all the world, the fact of

parts, so the general
figure of man seems modelled upon that
of a trunk of nerves or vessels. The body

being the basis, diversity the variable ac
Until this renovation, when we
cessory.

exceptions.
Before Charles Fourier, every body held
it true, even proverbially so, that there is

of a man

languages will be a heavy weight of bag
gage to drag along.

racter of its interior

branches

is

the

a trunk,
arms

and

which

has

for

legs,

and

for

smaller branches the fingers and toes.
From the identity of the elementary

of universal

principle

harmony :

the domain of general ideas, our

explore

So evident is it that the classification by

Fourier, in re

no rule without exceptions;
producing
himself

did

this affirmation,

not limit

to that : he has estimated the ex

divisions and sub-divisions is adopted by
forms all the features of a nature, by God, that men apply it to their
tract of land, of the mountains, rivers, works wherever they wish to introduce
vegeiation, and all the parts, internal or order into them ; it is according to this

ception, he has explained and utilized it.
He has estimated it by seeking in what

external, of a man, it should result that the

law that

culations,

country offers aspects analogous to those of

parts of a discourse.

figure which

the rhetorician

distributes

the

proportion it intervenes in all orders of
according to his cal
facts.
Exception,
varies from a third

dredth, but it is generally

to a hun

one eighth, or

anatomy. Nothing is more true, provided
It is necessary to observe that order, be one ninth.
the country be massed together closely it natural, or be it factitious, that is to
After estimating exception, Fourier has
in the distance, so as to reduce itself to say introduced into the works of man, has explained it to us, showing that this
dimensions which diminish the enormous for its condition division, and sub-division,
maxim : there is no rule witfwut exception,
of the objects compared. which give their impress to all collections is not absolutely correct.
The laws of
disproportion
Seen from the top of a mountain, still bet of beings and even to individuals, to what
a balloon, still better on the ever presents several parts.
This princi
smallest
scale of geographical
charts, ple is written on the front of all Logics.
entire nature imitates a section of the If Fourier had contented himself with
ter from

living

body : the hills, the vegetable land
masses supported by the

are muscular
rock* as

if

by bones ; the rivers circulate

enouncing it and with replacing
division
word

by

the

sub-division

word
by

the word

aeries, and
the

word

nature admit of no exception, in that they
always act upon the beings submitted to
them in

the same manner,

them in the same direction.

attract

ly two laws concur, and seek to exercise

the their influence

group,

and

But frequent

this combination

upon a single
spring

fact ; from

plieuoeacea. pat
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ticipating

of two natures, which may be of beak or trunk without

termed ambiguous,

that is to say double.

Thus we may explain

every exceptional

fact, even to the origin of monsters.

teeth, and by replied he with a very cold manner, " that
I have never been present so as to ob

their long tongue, again remind us of the
birds;

finally the phocae, the sea-calves,
and the manati, form a little body apart,

serve

that

to

which

refer,

you

and

I

declare to you likewise, that I never wor
ried myself about it so as to lose my

What use is made of exception, of the which is the most salient point before ar
in the universal order ? Be
riving at the cetaceous tribe."
sleep."
" 0 ! I am very certain of that," re
17te Serial Law, perceived by Buffon,
longing equally to two orders of facts, it
and described with precision by Fourier, plied the impatient Consuelo.
serves to tie, to chain them together.
Be
tween the quadruped and the bird, is is tlie principle according to which tlie world
The chaplain shrugged his shoulders,
ambiguous,

found the bat ; between the fish and the is classed by hierarchical divisions, each of and rose painfully from his chair in order
fish; between the quad which is graduated around a pivot, and to escape from this ardor of investigation.
" Well ! since no one here is willing
ruped and the fish, the amphibious ani bound by transitions to exterior collections.

bird, the flying

to lose an hour's sleep for so important a
discovery, I will devote my whole night

mals ; between day and night, the dawn
and twilight ; between central France and

To be Continued.

the Alsace ; between this
Germany,
central France and Belgium,
Flanders.
There are no breaks, or loose ends in the

THE PRESS.
BY V.M, in. A.Mi BOURJCE.

universe ; the exceptional, the ambiguous,
is a transition. .

to it

if

A million tongues are thine, and they are ing,

thought

necessary,"

and while

waiting

she went,

Consuelo;

for the hour of retir

wrapped

in

her mantle

to take a turn in the garden.
The night was cold and bright;

heard

the
Speaking of hope to nations, in the prime
Of Freedom's day, to hasten on the time
mists had been dispersed, as the moon,
ed as advance and rear guards at either When the wide world of spirit shall he stirred then full, ascended towards the empyre
— when men
an. The stars paled at her approach ;
extremity ; then we have a complete series With higher aims than now
shall call
Consuelo,
composed of seven terms : a centre or
the air was dry and clear.
Each man his brother — each shall tell to
pivot, two wings, two winglets, and two
excited but not overpowered by fatigue,
each
transitions.
sleeplessness and generous perplexity,
His tale of love— and pure and holy speech
The serial distribution has been complete
but perhaps a little unsound in mind, ex
Be music for the soul's high festival !
ly exposed only by Fourier, who alone has
perienced a sensation of fever, which tin.
heard,
notes
are
like
choral
waves.
Thy gentle
deduced its use in the organization of
freshness of the evening could not re
Reaching the mountain, plain, and quiet
Yet every where this distribu
She seemed to approach the end
move.
industry.
vale —
tion is so clearly manifested by the works
A romantic presenti
Thy thunder-tones are like the sweeping of her enterprise.

In the series, the transitions arc station

of nature, that all the great naturalists

ment, which she took for an order and
gale.
Bidding the tribes of men no more be slaves; encouragement of Providence, kept her
ral passages, enlarges upon the function And earIh'a remotest island hears the sound active and agitated.
She seated herself
of ambiguous beings, which knit together That floats on other wings the world around! upon a little grassy hillock studded with
the chain of creatures and prevent the
larches, and began to listen to the feeble
universe from presenting any gaps; he
and plaintive sound of the torrent at the
have approximated

to it.

Bufibn, in seve

CONSUELO.•

affirms that in a classification,
nature,

every

collection

taken from

should

FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

offer a

Translatedfor the Harbinger.

" Let as
centre and graduated wings.
assemble for a moment," says this writer,
" all the quadrupeds ; let us form a group

bottom of the valley.
her that another

But it seemed to

voice still

more sweet

and plaintive mingled with the murmur" Have you ever been present at the ings of the water and by degrees reached
She stretched herself upon
falling of the water, and have yon at even to her.
of them, or rather a troop of which the any time seen it reascend? " asked Con- the turf, in order to hear better, being
intervals and ranks represent nearly the suelo in a low voice to the chaplain, as nearer the earth, those light sounds which
proximity or distance which is found be he sat comfortably digesting his dinner the breeze wafted towards her every mo
tween the several species ; let us place at in the evening.
ment.
At last she distinguished Zden-

V.

the centre the most numerous1 kinds, and
"What! what is it!" cried he, bound
at the sides, or wings, the least numerous ; ing up in his chair and rolling his
great
let us inclose them all in the smallest pos round eyes.
" I am speaking to you of the cistern,"
sible space, in order to see them better,
. and we shall find that it is not possible to returned she without being disconcerted ;
round off this enclosure ; that although all
the quadrupeds hold to one another more

closely than they do to other beings, still
there is found a great number which pre
sent salient points, and which seem to pro
ject themselves forward to attain to other
classes of nature.

that plumes can belong to other
creatures as well as birds ; the armadilloes,

.by

sheila,
their. Scaly
approach
tortoise and the crustaceous tribe;

the

the
beavers, by the scales of their tail, tesemble fishes ; the ant-caters, by their sort

He sang in German, and she

as that she had already heard.

" There is down there, down there, a
"have you yourself ever observed the
"
soul in pain and labor, which awaits her
occurrence of the phenomenon?
" Ah ! yes, the cistern ; I remember," deliverance,
" Her deliverance, her consolation, so
" Now,"
replied he with a smile of pity.
thought

he,

"

her

craziness

has again

attacked her."

The apes tend to ap
"But — answer the question then, my
proach man, and do in fact approach him good chaplain," said Consuelo, who pur
very nearly ; the bats are the apes of birds, sued her meditation with that kind of
which they imitate by their flight; the eagerness which she carried into all her
porcupines, the hedge-hogs, by the quills mental occupations, and which embodied
with which they are covered, seem to no malicious intention towards the
worthy
indicate

ko's voice.

gathered the following words, pretty well
arranged to a Bohemian air, a type of the
same simple and melancholy character

consolation seems pitiless.

"

There

is down there, down there, a

soul in pain and in labor,

which

is tired

of waiting."
When the voice ceased singing, Consu
elo rose, looked over the fields for Zdenko, searched the whole

man.

"I

often promised.
" The deliverance seems enchained, the

must confess to you, young lady,"

park and garden
to find him, called him in various places
and re-entered without having seen him.

* Entered according to Act of Congress, in
But an hour after, when they had said
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
a long prayer for Count
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa aloud in common
Albert, in which all the servants of the
chusetts
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near the fountain ol

among the thick

grew there naturally,

upon the mar
which

capillaries*

and the irises which

Albert had planted, she fixed her eyes
upon the motionless

water in which

the

moon, then arrived at the zenith, reflect

After
when

waiting

almost

the courageous

on a hook intended

and

inserted

in

the

for
rock

an

maiden,

hour

and

overcome

fatigue, felt her eye-lids growing
heavy, she was aroused by a slight noise
at the surface of the water.
She opened
by

her eyes and saw the spectrum of the cealed herself from his view by stooping
moon, agitated, broken and spread in lu
bel ind the half circular stone-wall which
minous circles upon the mirror of the bordered the well and which was inter
the same time a dull rush

at first

almost

imperceptible

stone on his ar
rupted only at the entrance of the steps. gate, perhaps to place
Zdenko came out arid slowly began to rival and remove
on his return.
But

and soon impetuous, became manifest ; gather flowers in the garden with great
she saw the water become lower, whirl
care and as if making a selection, until
ing about as in a funnel, and in less than he had formed a large bouquet.
Then
a quarter of an hour, disappear in the he entered Albert's study and through
depths of the abyss.

slimy plants she saw floating there.
Still the means must be very simple
only needed to lower or raise
flood
a

At

ing sound,

voice and the

it

fountain.

ing the sound of Zdenko's
light

if,

ed her face as in a mirror.

purpose

;

gin

he hung

of his lantern, before a dull noise,
about twenty feet below the surface of like the distant rumbling of thunder was
the soil ; then he mounted lightly and heard ; the water, rushing with violence,
rapidly the rest of the staircase, without ascended whirling and dashing against
any chain or apparent means of support. the walls of its prison with an impetuous
Still Consuelo, who observed every thing boiling.
This sudden irruption of the
with the greatest attention, saw that he water had in it something so frightful,
helped himself along by catching hold of that Consuelo trembled for poor Zdenko,
certain projecting points in the rock, of asking herself
playing with such
some wall plants, more vigorous than the dangers and governing thus the forces of
rest, and of some bent nails which stood nature, there was no risk of his being
out from the sides and to which he seemed overpowered by the violence of the cur
accustomed.
As soon as he had ascend rent and reappearing at the surface of the
fountain, drowned and bruised like the
ed high enough to see Consuelo, she con
this

a

went to place herself

tears, and seating herself

which

might not this man, always

pre-occupied

and lost in his strange reveries, be de
ceived and remove the stone a little too
soon

Could

he have come

by

join, and when

to

in

invited

?

were

it

house

every body had retired to rest, Consuelo
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the same

the glass door, Consuelo

She took the risk of descending

saw him for a subterranean path which gave passage to
" Neverthe
to the water of the spring?
the books and search

long

ap

is

a few

which

is

;

staircase,

I

The spiral

it

while moving
must pass
with or without him,"
ing for one which at last he appeared to less
" and that no later than
peared to have been built for the purpose have found ; for he returned towards the said Consuelo,
down there
of approaching the varying level of the cistern laughing and talking to himself in the coming night for tltere
water, was formed of granite blocks half a satisfied tone, but with a low and al a ioul in labor and in pain, whult waits
tired, of waiting.
buried in the rock or hewn out of it. most inaudible voice, so much did he for me and which

steps.

and
and slippery steps presented seem divided between the necessity of That was not sung unintentionally,
no means of support and were lost in the chatting alone, according to his custom, was not without object that Zdenko, who
with
The darkness, the re and the fear of awakening the family in detests German and pronounces
frightful depth.

it

it

These slimy

pice, the impossibility of treading secure
ly with her delicate feet upon the stringy
ooze, arrested Consuelo

in her crazy

at

has used that language
difficulty,
to
had not yet asked herself if day."
At last she retired to bed but she had
she should address him and beseech him
the chateau.
Consuelo

;

mains of the water which still splashed
at the bottom of the immeasurable preci

to conduct her to Albert ; and it must be horrible
confessed that, at the moment, confound

dreams all 'the rest of the night.

Her fever was gaining

ground.

She did

it,

so strong did she feel
with ed by what she saw, dismayed in the not perceive
but
courage and resolution
much labor and seated herself upon the midst of her enterprise, joyous at having herself
divined the truth so much desired, but every moment she started out of her
first step, terrified and trembling.
Still the water seemed to be continu overcome at the thought of descending sleep, imagining herself still upon the
into the bosom of the into the entrails of the earth and the steps of that frightful staircase and una
ally receding
The noise became more and more abyses of the water, she did not feel suf ble to reascend, while the water rose be
earth.
remote, till at last it ceased entirely, and ficient courage to go forward to the end, low her with the rushing and the ra
She was so changed
Consuelo thought of getting a light in and she allowed Zdenko to redescend as pidity of lightning.
;

in

tempt ; she re-ascended backwards

lie had mounted, resume his lantern and
order to examine the interior of the cis
tern as far as possible from above. But disappear, singing in a voice which gain
she feared to miss the arrival of him ed assurance as he sank into the depths

the next day, that every body remarked
the alteration in her features.
The chap

of his retreat :
" The deliverance is enchained, the
consolation is pity less."
Her heart palpitating, her neck out
ble brightness at the bottom of the well,

confiding to the canoness that this agree
able and obliging person appeared to him

forward,

saw that

case, aided by an iron chain secured to
The noise which he
the rocky sides.

stretched,

Consuelo

had

his

times upon her lips to recall

name
him.

was about to decide by a heroic

nor suspect.

Zdenko

carried

a lantern

* Plants called by some maiden's hair.

deranged
who was not

ten accustomed to see so much courage and
devotedness about her, began to fear that

effort,

the

Porporina

was

when she suddenly thought that such a sur

young girl and had

prise might make the unfortunate stagger
upon the difficult and dangerous staircase,
and give him a fatal dizziness.
She re

temperament.

come in, and this time the phenomenon
took place much more speedily.
Hardly
fifteen minutes

somewhat

from

She

the chain and again let
ting it fall from time to time, informed frained, promising herself that she would
Consuelo of the existence of that kind of be more courageous on the next day, at
ceased at a certain the right time.
balustrade which
She still waited to see the water again
height and which she could neither see
made in raising

brain

to refrain

and the good Wenceslawa,

had elapsed from her los

her

good doors

a

anxiously

the wavering light mounted little by lit
Soon she was no longer in doubt,
tle.
Zdenko was ascending the spiral stair

to have her

a

and leaning

lain had not been able

:

whom she expected and remained patient
and motionless for nearly an hour longer.
At last, she thought she perceived a fee

very

imaginative

very excitable nervous

She relied too much
cased in

iron

on

and her

faithful keys, always jingling at her gir
dle, to have believed long in the entrance
and escape of Zdenko, the night before
the last.

She therefore

suelo in affectionate
words,

beseeching

and
her

addressed Con
compassionate
not to identify

herself with the unhappiness of the fam
ily, so as to destroy her health, and made
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an effort to inspire her with hopes of her
nephow's speedy return, which she her

ing," added she, after

touched

having

her lips the beautiful heated fore
head of the young girl, and turning to

with

self began to lose in the secret recesses
wards the chaplain with an air of great
of her heart.
But she was agitated at once by fear emotion.
" If she be crazy," said she to the latter
and hope, when Consuelo, with a look
and a smile of as soon as she could speak without

with satisfaction

glowing

"You

gentle pride, replied to her:

have nesses, "she

wit

an angel of good

is still

to discover Albert any mo

earnestness

tive less pure than her natural generosity
il her attachment to us?"

"I

not as yet," replied

flatter myself

whose only desire was, by
iis advice and his counsels to play an im

the chaplain,

portant part in the affairs of the family,
while preserving the appearance of a tim,d respect and a submissive obsequious

to hope and to wait with ness, and she seems more interested in
" Still, my dear daughter, you
Count Albert our sufferings than we are ourselves. ness.
is alive, and as I hope, not very ill ; for Ah! father, there seems to be a curse must have your eyes open to passing
he is still interested in his books and upon this house ! Every one who has a events, and not allow your vigilance to
reason

good

dear Madam.

confidence,

I

at the bottom of his retreat.

flowers

heart, seems here

sublime

struck

with

slumber

in the presence of similar dan
This delicate part belongs only to

am certain of it and could give you the

dizziness, and our life is passed in pitying

gers.

proof

what we are constrained to admire."

you, and demands all

"
" What

"I

the prudence and

of penetration with which Heaven has en
'"
dowed you."
child
cried the canoness struck by her this young stranger,"
replied the chap
After this conversation the mind of the
air of conviction. " What have you learnt, lain. " But there is delirium in her ac
what

do

have

mean

you

Speak, in tions, that you cannot doubt, Madam. She canoness was entirely confused, and the
She
restore life to a must have dreamt of Count Albert last object of her anxiety was changed.
night ; and imprudently gives us her vis almost forgot that Albert was as it were

family !"

despairing

"

Say

do not deny the good intentions

you discovered?

name of Heaven!

the

dear

to say,

to Count

that his son

Christian

ions as certainties.

Be careful not to agi

perhaps dead,

lost to her, perhaps dying,

This is tate the pious and resigned soul of your and thought only of preventing the effects
as true as that I lore and respect you."
venerable brother by such unfounded as of an affection which in itself she called
like the Indian in the
The canoness rose and ran towards sertions.
Perhaps also it will be best disproportionate;

lives and is not far from here.

her brother who had not yet descended to not to encourage too much the temerities
the saloon.
But a look and a sigh from of this Signora Porporina.
They might

into a tree by terror

fable, who, pursued

under the form of a tiger,

amuses him

the chaplain arrested her footsteps.
precipitate her into dangers of a different self by contending with annoyance in the
" I i' us not inconsiderately give such a nature from those she has been willing to form of a fly buzzing about his head.

All day long she had her eyes fixed
joy to my poor Christian," said she, sigh encounter hitherto — "
" If the fact ihould
"I do not comprehend you," said the upon the Porporina, watching all her
ing in her turn.
soon contradict your sweet promises, ah ! canonees Wenceslawa, with great simpli
my dear child, we should have given a city.
death blow to that unhappy father!"
I am much embarrassed how to ex

" Then

steps and anxiously
words.
Our heroine,

analyzing

all

her

for the brave Con

suelo was one at that moment in all the

plain myself," returned the worthy

man,

God forbid,

have proofs, my dear daughter? can you noble Count
"Well?"
not mention them ?" " 1 cannot — at least

—"

the canoness,

said

opentng

it seems to me I ought not," said Con- her eyes very wide.
" I have
••Well ! Madam, do
suelo, somewhat embarrassed.
you not think
discovered a secret to which Count Al that sentiment; of interest and solicitude,
attaches great importance,

bert certainly
and

I

do not think

1 can reveal it without

in a little time, with

might,

the aid of circum

The modest

rather than to blush for it.
confusion,
thusiasm
before,

which

the young Count's

ideas, become dan

seen

him?

his shoulders im

said the canonere struck

"

perceptibly, not comprehending the sor
row his incredulity caused to the poor

the Porporiua

canoness.

and precarious

"I

have not seen him," returned Con

"

suelo :
so will
retard

but

I

shall see him soon,

you, a* I

hope.

if I

his return

But

I

and

if

you have
to us, if it be in
know

is,

if

this

thwart his wishes

poor

her

forget

that

humble

forehead, — moist

the least.
answered
oness,

She hardly

heard them, and

smiles, leaving

whose

ears

were

to the can

opened

from

position in any relations
whatsoever with a man so much her su

hour to hour, the care of recording them,

perior as is my nephew Albert of Rudol-

them a terrible light.

"The

Count

Albert

of

of commenting upon them and finding in

tionally

by the inclination

I

kiss

and burn

ready taken root
Can

in

there be in her

VI.

Rudolstadt

might himself contribute thereto uninten

Nevertheless,

that

seeing

the child's
agitation

heart?
and

her

er before
thwarted

Consuelo

been,
by

posed herself

mistaken

to

more

she

was

as she had nev

he evinces to watched by Wenceslawa,

at her with

brace your knees, as at this moment
your

could

reflec

father,

your

looking

ious and pitying

by this

you think,

mouth!" said treat as prejudices the respectable advan
anx
tages of rank and birth."
" Keep
" You awaken great anxiety in my
eyes.
your se
one ; and restore Albert mind," said Wenceslawa, affected by her
All that I pride of family and vanity of high birth,
your power.
" Can this evil have al
be realized, I will em her only failing.

and speak through

cret

Should

fear to stadt?"

" May divine truth
by my indiscretion."
dwell in your heart, generous creature,
Wenceslawa,

tion.

a

have

by

she

The chaplain shrugged

a

"Can

lutely.

a

permission !" cried the gerous to the repose and dignity
canonese, looking at the chaplain irreso
young musician?"
his

en

for her had excited a few days
was dissipated by her decided

will, free from all personal vanity.
The
of the bitter sarcasms of Amelia, who had
presentiment of her enterprise, without
" I never should have thought of that," knowing its details, did not move her in

stances and romantic

his permission."

" Without

in their origin,

innocent

entirely

her own agitation, so much did she feel,
her tranquil and strong conscience,
that she ought to be proud of her project
in

"

the astonished C'onsuelo.

replied

it,

force of the term, readily perceived
— " still it seems to me — that if a secret but was far from attributing this anxiety
noble Nina ! But you may be under an connection, very honorable and very dis to any other feeling than the doubt of her
illusion ! Alas ! this has happened to interested without doubt, should be estab fulfilling her promises by restoring Al
ourselves so often ! You say that you lished between this young artist and the bert.
She did not think of concealing
you doubt my words?''

feared

zeal,

being
and com

restrained

de

meanor, thanks to which she was enabled
during the day to escape from the canoness' attention and with light feet to take
the direction of the Schreckenstein.

She

had no other idea at the moment than to
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"How does it begin?" said Zdenko reproached herself bitterly. " I was too
hasty," said she to herself; " I have
looking at her roguishly.
Consuelo hegan the air of the song she awakened in the peaceful mind of this
found him quite near the chateau on the had heard the day before: " There is man deprived of what is proudly called
m to an expiana.

meet Zdenko, to \es

tion and to know definitively if he was
willing to conduct her to Albert. She
path which led to the Schreckenstein.
He seemed coming to meet her and spoke
to her with great volubility in Bohemian.

"

Alas ! I do not comprehend you," said
Consuelo, as soon as she could find an op

"I

to speak ;

portunity

hardly know

down there, down there, a soul in labor reason,

a suffering which
he did not
and in pain — "
know and which may now seize upon
"Oh! that was yesterday's, I do not him at the least occasion. He was only
recollect it to day," said Zdenko, inter
deranged, perhaps 1 have made him
mad."
rupting her.

"Well,

the

tell me to-day's."

But she became still more sad in think

" The first words? you must tell me ing of the motives for Zdenko's anger.
that hard language which you
hate like slavery, and which to me is sad the first words."
It was above all certain that she had
as exile.
But, since we cannot other
"The first words? Here they are, guessed rightly in placing Albert's re
wise understand each other, consent to listen : The Count Albert is down there, treat at the Schreckenstein.
But with

German,

speak it with me ; we speak it as badly, down there in the grotto of Schrecken
as the other ; I promise you to stein — "
learn Bohemian, if you will teach it to me."
Hardly had she pronounced these words

what jealous and anxious care did Albert
and Zdenko wish to hide this secret even

these sympathising
words,
became serious and stretching

from this proscription ; she then had no in
fluence over Count Albert; and the inspi

each

At

Zdenko

suddenly changed counte
out to nance and attitude ; his eyes flashed with
Consuelo his dry and callous hand, which indignation.
He made three steps back
she did not hesitate to clasp in hers : ward, raised his hands as if to curse Con

"good

of God,"

daughter

" I will

German,

said he in

teach you my language

and my songs.
Which
should begin with?"

do you wish

I

when Zdenko

suelo, and began to talk Bohemian to her
with all the energy of anger and menace.
at first, but seeing that he re
tired from her, Consuelo wished to recall
Frightened

Consuelo thought she must yield to his and to follow him.
He turned in fury
fancies and use the same figures in order and seizing an enormous stone which he
" I wish that you seemed to raise without difficulty in his
to interrogate him.
would sing to me," said she, " the ballad weak and fleshless arms : " Zdenkn has

of Count Albert."
never done harm to any one," cried he in
"There are," replied he, " more than German ; " Zdenko would not break the
two hundred thousand ballads about my wing of a poor fly, and if a little child
brother Albert.
I cannot teach them to wished Ui kill him, he would allow him
But if
you, you would not comprehend them. self to be killed by a little child.
Every day I make new ones, which do you look at me again, if you say another
not resemble the old.
Ask me for any word to me, daughter of evil '. liar! Aus
trian ! Zdenko will crush you like an
thing else."
" Why should I not comprehend them? earth-worm, if he should afterwards be

I

am the Consolation, my name is Con
obliged to throw himself into the torrent
suelo for you, do you understand? and to cleanse his body and his soul from the
for Count Albert who alone knows me human blood which he had shed."

here."

"You, ConsueloI"
a mocking

laugh.

"

enchained — "

"I

Oh ! you

know that — The consolation is piti-

pale and as

if

if

pursued,

asked

if

Consuelo, wishing

Zdenko,

"you

" Yes I

"Here,

fine lady.
is always

do know how," said Consuelo.

listen."

And she sang to him

"

Zdenko

singing,

or recit

ing stories which nobody understands and
which are very beautiful."
" But sometimes he gets angry, and

the words Amelia had helped her to re
collect and pronounce.
Zdenko
heard

man ; "that

"I

much,

very

love

much!

Shall

another song?"

" Yes,

"

Never,

never,"

replied

the country

You
never has happened.
Zdenko
must never be afraid of Zdenko.

and said with a deep is innocent as an angel."
When she had recovered
much, my sister,

you

that of Count

I

teach you

from

her

fright, Consuelo felt that the country
man must be right, and that she had pro

Albert, but first voked by an imprudent word, the first,
teach it to the only attack of fury which the inno

in German ; then you shall
me in Bohemian."

Even that name of con
by

She
him, was a matter of pure chance.
had not concealed from any one that she
was of Spanish birth and that her mater
nal tongue was still more familiar to her

Albert, excited to a
of enthusiasm by her song and
knowing of no expression more energetic
than that which embodied the idea of
than the Italian.

pitch

which

his

soul

was

greedy

and

with

his imagination was filled, had ad
dressed her in a language which he knew
which

cidence

illusion

had seemed

providential,

in this respect.

cent Zdenko had ever experienced.

She

and

to

her

her own

a coin

something
imagination

had seized upon it without much exami
nation.

Now every thing was again doubtful.
Albert, in some new phase of his

Had

is not wicked ; he exaltation,

or laughing,

then he threatens and throws atones ?''

•igh:

his consolation ?

solation uttered and as it were divined

Si ill, so delicate and so ingenious

the first phrase of his song of the three
mountains, which she had retained, with

her with transport,

aspiration designated to him one person
rather than another for his liberator and

any extraordinary

was subject to fits of furious
madness, said that she had met the inno

laugh

his

made to his fool of the name of Consue
lo, all this was in him solely the fantasy
of the moment and no true and constant

she had

Zdenko

do not know

repressing

his gambols;
how to sing."

the pains he had taken the day before, in
Zdenko to invoke her aid by a
symbolic song, the confidence he had
causing

to know

But you know nothing, Zdenko.
The deliverance has broken its chains, the cent, and that he had frightened her.
" You must not be afraid of the inno
consolation has freed itself from its shack
cent," said the countrymen, smiling at
les."
" Lies, lies ! nonsense, German talk '" what he considered the cowardice of a
lets.

returned

ration he had to call her his consolation,

with

met a wolf.

and

She then was not excepted

Consul'!",
terrified, took to flight and perfectly and which no one about him
could understand, excepting herself.
at the bottom of the hill met a country
Consuelo had never been the subject of
do not man, who astonished at seeing her run,

said Zdenko

The deliverance is

know what you say.

from her!

experienced
ward

forgotten
for her?

the feeling he had
was she hencefor

useless for his relief,

powerless for
who had ap
and earnest to se

his welfare? or was Zdenko,

peared so intelligent
cond Albert's designs, more sadly and se
riously deranged than Consuelo had been

willing to suppose? Did he execute the
orders of his friend, or did he completely
forget them, when he furiously
to the young girl all approach
Schreckenstein and the suspicion

forbad
to the

of the

truth ?

" Well,"

said Amelia

to her in a low

voice on her return, "have you seen
bert in the sunset clouds?

Al

will you make
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him come down the chimney to night by
a powerful

"Perhaps!"

replied

-hould have to encounter real dangers ;

will go though

conjuration?"
a little

Consuelo

It was the first time in her
provoked.
life that she had felt her pride wounded.
She had entered upon her enterprise with

I

should

I

be ridiculously'

mprudent in the eyes of stupid and selfshould
sh persons ; I will go, though

I

who

I

She was sad all the evening ; and the
did

spires me, and his hand which impels me

who

noticed

the change,

force."

not fail to attribute it to the fear of hav
ing exposed the fatal sentiment which

with irresistible

had been born in her heart.

had been all the preceding
days and
which, since her last unfortunate meeting

If

The canoness was strangely deceived.

Consuelo had felt the least approach
to a new love, she would not have known
either the vivid faith or the holy confi

she strove to withdraw

herself from it by

deeds of heroism and a sort of fanaticism

of humanity.
On entering

her chamber in the even

to
What

flint

and

case of accident.

in

tad heard the canoness relate, of a siege
brmerly sustained by the Teutonic

'These

knights,"

' had in their
which
ng

very

order.

Wenceslawa,

said

a cistern

refectory

water from the neigbbor-

brought

mountain ;

wished

and

when

their

spies

to make a sortie to observe

the

The feverish excitement in which she enemy, they dried the cistern, traversed

with Zdenko, bad given place to a pain-

,ts subterranean passages, and came out
at a village which was subject to them."
onsuelo remembered that according to

"ul languor, manifested itself anew in her

the tradition

mind

and body.

All

her strength

was

dence which had hitherto guided and sus restored, and hiding ftora Amelia the
On the contrary, she had wok, her enthusiasm and her design,
tained her.
perhaps never experienced the bitter re
turn of her ancient passion more strongly
when
than under these circumstances,

tinder

steel,

with
fire

;ave her the greatest confidence of arrivby the indifference of him ng at the Schrcckenstein by this subter
Humiliated ! and ranean route, was an ancient history she
summons me.

shall
r, and shall have done my duty.
lave obeyed the voice of God, which in

canoness,

strike

ie humiliated

so pure a devotion, so magnanimous an iow can I be so, even if he be himself as
earnestness, that she suffered at the idea crazy as poor Zdenko ? I shall only have
of being bantered and despised for want occasion to pity both the one and the oth-

of success.

light ; and Consnelo was provided with
apers,

of the country,

the village

which had covered the hill called Schreck
enstein since its destruction by fire, had
teen subject to the fortress of the Giants
with it

she exchanged some cheerful words with
ier, let her go to sleep, and went to the

and had had secret communication

fountain of tears furnished

therefore both by reason and by truth in

with a little

in the time of seige.

dark lantern which she had procured that seeking
let.
very morning.
She waited a long while and was sev
eral times obliged to enter Albert's study

She was fortified

this communication

and this out

She profited by the absence of Zdenko
Before doing

to descend into the well.

ing, she found on her spinet an old gilt in order to revive her chilled limbs by a so, she fell upon her knees, commended
She cast a glance upon that herself to God and naively made a great
and ornamented book, which she thought warmer air.
she recognized immediately as that which enormous mass of books, not arranged in sign of the cross, as she had done in the
she had seen Zdenko carry away from rows as in a library, but thrown pell-mell wing of the theatre San Samuel before ap

psalm

which

commences thus : De pro-

fundis cJamavi ad te.•
words

And these Latin
with

underscored

were

an ink

which appeared fresh, for it stuck a little
She turned over
to the opposite page.
the leaves of the whole volume,

which

upon the fioor in the middle of the cham

pearing upon the stage for the first time ;

ber, with a kind of contempt and disgust.
She took the liberty of opening some.

then she bravely

They were almost all written in Latin,
could at the best presume
them to be works of religious controversy,

and Consuelo

descended

the

steep

and winding stairs, seeking in the wall,
for the points of support which she had
seen Zdenko make use of, and not looking
below for fear of dizziness.

She reached

emanating from the Romish Church or ap

the iron chain without

She was trying to com
proved by her.
prehend the titles when she at last beard

soon as she had seized hold of

accident;

more easy and had sufficient

and as

it,

Albert's study the night before. She
opened it at the page where the tassel
was placed : it was at that penetential

felt

coolness to

was a famous ancient Bible, called Krano marginal

indication,

note, no billet.

the balustrade and awaited Zdenko's

arri

covery caused her

a

She closed look at the bottom of the well.
the bubbling of the water.
There
lic's, printed in 1579, and found no other her lantern, ran and hid herself behind was still some water there and this dis
moment's

agitation.

This time he did not stop in either But reflection reassured her immediately.
the garden or the study.
He passed The well might be very deep but the
through both and left Albert's apartment opening of the subterranean passage by

val.

tradiction there was then between the ex

listen at the door of the oratory and that

which Zdenko came must be placed at a
certain distance below the surface of the

pressed and constant desire of Albert ant
the recent conduct of Zdenko.

of Count Christian's sleeping room, in or

soil.

Consuelo was convinced of the truth o

;

But this simple cry arising from the
abyss, and as it were from the depths o:
the earth, was it not sufficiently significa
What a con
tive, sufficiently eloquent?

to go, as Consuelo learned afterwards,

to

der to see whether the old man was pray
ing in distress or sleeping tranquilly

She had already descended fifty
steps with that address and agility which
young ladies educated in saloons can

Albert, ill and This was a solicitude which he often sat
last supposition.
isfied for himself, and without Albert's
powerless at the bottom of the sublerra
nean, which she supposed to be un suggestion, as will be seen by what fol

never have, but which the children of the

der the Schreckenstein,

lows.

tained there

Consuelo did not hesitate as to the part
she had to take; her plan was arranged

The only
through their whole lives.
real danger was that of slipping on the
wet steps.
Consuelo had found in

her

was perhaps re
by the Zdenko's senseless

acquire in their games and of
which they retain the confident boldness

people

from fear or an inexplicable

" Well,"

said she,

" I will

—
if

caprice.

go, even

• Out of the depths have I cried unto thee.

there was but one path which led under shoes after the manner of buskins.
She
ground from the cistern of the chateau to had remaiked a similar contrivance on
that of the Schreckenstein.
If this path the feet of Zdenko, at his last nocturnal
was difficult or dangerous, at least it was

expedition.

practicable, since Zdenko passed through
it every night.
It certainly was so with

ko walked

With these felt soles Zden
the corridors of the

through

chateau without making

any noise and

it

messages to Consuelo, but opposing himsel
entirely to the success of her attempts

it

it

a

He was perhaps the victim
of that fool, who cherished him after his She no longer trusted to the reason or the corner an old chapeau with large rims
fashion, keeping him a prisoner, yielding good will of Zdenko ; she wished to which baron Frederick had long worn to
sometimes to his own desire to see the reach him whom she supposed a prisoner
the hunt.
She had cut
up and of
light of day, while he executed Albert's alone, and without
Doubtless made soles, which she had fastened to her
guard.

tenderness.
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her rather

to glide

he had seemed to zen by fear.
Soon this gallery, which
a ghost than to was so arranged that the cistern, losing
was also the custom less water than
received by the other

like

And the vast distance of opposing zones
Canst thou annihilate
!

was on that account
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;

from

behind.

approach

ed with the roaring of thunder.

canal

which served to carry away the
surplus water of the well, instead of that
which ascended to the reservoir or the

water

by the opposite
raised the gate
the

going

had quietly
fell in
cascade

;

path,

Zdenko,
a

spring.

to the bottom

:

of the cistern which was already
the height of the waste passage
the water precipitated itself into
lery in which Consuelo fled, lost

filled to
already
the gal
and fro

!

in

a

a is

a

gold;
canst unwrap the clouds in heaven
rolled,

And give the lightning birth

Thou hast the stormy sea
Chained to thy chariot wheels, and the wild
winds
Obey the o'er-ruling intellect that binds
Their rushing wings to thee

Thnu canst new bands create,
Where the wild
owns;

rolling

wave no mast'ry

it

a

Thou

!

and directly opposite
She had entered the

!

that she had taken.

is
in

a

!

a

a

To give the earth relief!
Suddenly Consuelo, struck by
horri
ble discovery, perceived that the gallery,
Mighty among thy kind,
instead of rising, descended at first with Staridest thou, man of toil, midway
slight inclination and then more and Between the earth and heaven, all things to
sway
more rapidly.
The unfortunate had mis
By thy high working mind
taken the road.
In her hurry and in the
thick vapor which arose from the bottom
Thou canst delve iu the earth,
of the cistern, she had not seen a second And from its mighty caves bring forth pure
arch, much larger,

it
is

it

Even like the Hebrew Chief,
Strikes1 thou on the rock, and from its deep
Mysterious heart the living waters leap,

a

came

mounted,

Thou art our God's high-priest,
Standing before great Nature's mighty shrine,
For tin- whole world, the glorious task thine,
To spread the eternal feast

a

noise

No need hast thou of gems,
To deck the glorious temple of thy thought,
Thou hast the jewels which thy mind hath
wrought,
Richer than diadems

a

the

increased,

it

and

it

Still

it

her

given

This water could only be before

Tent.

Thou of the stalwart frame and fearless eye!
Lift proudly now thine iron hand on high
Firm and undaunted stand

if

tained the water and afterwards

it

to death and drowning with her, rather
than betray Albert's retreat.
Still Con
suelo saw no gate, no sluice-way,
no
stone in her path which could have re

THE MECHANIC.
Lift up thy toil-worn hand,

$

This reflection was not very comforting.
Zdenko was capable of devoting himself

ster-women, or feeling curious as to their
history, mode of life, profits, &c. &c.
Being struck with the appearance of these
women, so uncomfortable looking and ap
parently so removed from all other inter
ests in the world, we have often stopped
to converse with them.
Some are com
municative and good natured, while others
gave us short answers the moment they
found we did'nt want to buy any cabba
We learn generally
regard to
ges.
them that most of them are not quite so
badly off as they seem some who may
be seen on cold mornings in Winter, thin
clad, cowering over a foot-stove, and
blue and shivering with cold, have hund
reds, and even thousands of dollars laid
old stockings and broken china, or
up
else deposited in Savings' Bank.
We
know one instance where an old Huckster
Church several thousands
woman loaned
of dollars to aid them in erecting
new
still invested. —
where
building,
Whether she holds
mortgage on the
pew-cushions and chandeliers we know
not but
very certain that, although
life has been
cold, comfortless thing to
her, she has accumulated
snug little
property to leave behind her — thus illus
trating the almost universal truth that
takes at least two generations to enjoy
life, one to earn and the next to spend it.
Many of the more extensively engaged
Huckster-women
live in the country and
spend all their time in tending, gathering
and selling their market vegetables.
On
Monday morning, mounted on top of their
of "saas," they hurry to
wagon-load
town with the daylight and take their ac
customed stand in market.
Here they
remain, living by chance, and sleeping
we really do not know how, (at the wa
ter-side
lodging-houses)
the
through
week.
On Saturday night they return
"
"
home with the
of their week's
spoils
speculation, and another member of the
family, or perhaps
neighbor, takes her
turn of going to market.
They have
over
the City Hucksters,
great advantage
as they bring every thing fresh, and have
their regular customers, as in any other
branch of business.
Some times the same
family carry on, through their different
members, various branches of marketing.
One sells eggs, another fruit, another cab
bage, beets, turnips and other vegetables.
These women make pretty large sales,
about one-third clear profit on
realizing
all they sell.
Their profits average from
10 to
30 per week,
Several of them
have told us that they are making
poor
business of
they do not clear the latter
sum.
When we reflect upon the way of
life of these women, how completely their
occupation breaks up the circle and en
joyments of home, stimulates avarice and
covetousness, and deprives their children
of most of the maternal care, we are ready
it

it

it

?

ko perceived her design
Had he raised
the sluice gate to stop her and swallow
her up?
But he could not do
before
himself and he was behind her.
passing

in Boston.

!

Had Zden

Institution

is

1

What could have happened

Mechanic

!

But the noise which she heard increas
ed and resembled that of water which
roars and strives and rushes forward.

The following original Song, by A. J.
H. UUGANNE, was sung at the recent fes
tival of the Massachusetts
Charitable

!

under

!

have time to arrive and put herself
the protection of Albert.

THE HUCKSTER-WOMEN.
NO. XIII.
the habit of visiting
No one who
our City Markets, can have failed to be
interested in the appearance of the Huck

;

companion.
He could not imagine that flowed over the path and outstripped the
she was ahead of him.
He had no rea uncertain and slackened steps of the ter
son for running after her
and while he rified victim.
amused himself with singing and mutter
To be Continued.
ing his interminable stories, she would

LABOR IN NEW YORK.

in

a

a

;

in

it

a

slight noise behind her. deafening noise.
A smothering heat im
Perhaps
was Zdenko, who had de peded respiration, and suspended life as
scended and was taking the road to the much as did fear and
Already
despair.
Schreckenstein.
But she was
advance the roaring of the unchained flood sound
of him and redoubled her pace not to be ed at the very ears of Consuelo
already
overtaken by so dangerous
red foam, sinister precursor of the wave,
travelling

given

Its Circumstances, Conditions and Rewards.

;

seemed to hear

steps would not save the unhappy victim
from the impetuosity of the torrent.
The
air was already confined by the great
mass of water which hurried on with

a

it,

it

found a large platform and a low arched towards the abyss whither
the water
She did not hesitate to tended to precipitate itself.
passage-way.
The vault,
enter and to advance in a narrow and still weeping, announced clearly that the
low subterranean gallery, still dripping water filled
entirely, that there was no
with the water which had just run out of possible safety, and that the speed of her
and worked and arched by the hand of
man with great solidity.
She walked without obstacle and with
out fear for about five minutes, when she

Earth to thy charge

an eye, the gallery would be inundated,
and the inclination continued to descend

ly

Consuelo

$

ed a surprise upon the enemy,
At the fifty second step,

is

;

!

it

walk like a man. It
Lift then, thy hand to Heaven
of the Hussites thus to shoe their spies mouth, could be filled, would fill in its Spread thy toil sceptre o'er the sea and land
and even their horses when they attempt
turn.
In an instant, in the twinkling of Thou hast the world entrusted to thy hand,
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it,

" CHARGE CHESTER, CHARGE !" McGraw in his commentaries on this well
known line of Sir Walter Scott, insists
with a great deal of pertinacity that the
bard was in favor of the credit system.

If he were not, he says, why did he ad
vise Chester to open
book account
That's the question.
Sure
enough —
why did he

?

a

It

;

a

is

ENCOURAGING TO MECHANICS.
stated in an exchange paper that the
Governor of Maine
the
shipwright
Governor of New Hampshire
wheel
and that the three highest offices
wright
in the gift of the State of Mississippi are
held by
tailor, a saddler, and
black
smith.
a

At

is
a

ultra.'

first, the Napier was used only in News
paper offices, where it quickly became
invaluable from the rapididy of its executien.
In the course of a few years it
was farther improved so as to be used in
printing the cheaper qualities of books —
as school books, &c. and a new discovery
being made about this time in paper -mak
ing, hy which printing-paper
could be
manufactured to any required size and
with increased expedition and facility;
the Napier began to be used in Book offi
ces generally, until at the present time it
has entirely superseded the hand Press
for general work — the latter being used
only in Job printing and extra-fine works
designed for the centre-table.
The Adams Press is a machine of
American
invention, worked by steampower, but on the same principle as the
hand Press.
Harpers' Pictorial Bible is
worked on this Press.
So late as 1834 the hand Presses were
universal in the Book Offices, employing
a large number of workmen.
Five, ten
and fifteen Presses in an office were com
mon, and Harper and Brothers and the
Methodist Book Concern ran upwards of
forty each.
Ten dollars per week was
the average earnings of the Pressmen,

and gentility, soon emp
tied the well-fijled coffer ; — and ultimate
ly they exemplified in themselves the truth
of a trite observation, ' set some people
on horseback and they will ride' — like
Gilpin, in one feature at least, getting
down where they first got vp.
Besides, there are those among the
fortunate ones, who do not snbecribe to
Like
the maxim, ' Live and let live.'
Bonaparte, they cannot and will not brook
a rival in the empire of letters.
Doing
the higher book business on the most
extensive scale, and possessing the means
for any emergency, they frown upon and
usually overcome the small efforts of their
brethren to make a living; — they are
known to have expended three and four
thousand dollars per annum in this cru
sade, which accounts for the recent and
continued sale of popular works in num
bers, at prices below the cost of paper
ruin the
and binding.
These
things
If one publisher sells works
Journeyman.
below cost to overthrow another, he will,
of course, fill his establishment with boys
and two-thirders,
who are themselves
obliged to $luial at twenty-one before the
schools of
renewing and ever-advancing
smaller fry.
Several attempts were made some years
back, to introduce girls into Printing Offi
ces as Compositors, but the practice was
soon abandoned.
Girls are, however,
employed on most of the power presses
run in Book Offices, as the labor on
these machines is more suitable for femi
nine hands.
We conclude by remarking that, so far
as Journeymen are concerned, the golden
The
age of printing is passing away.
increase of Printing Offices is the certain
increase of the number of boys and twothirders, and the decrease of prices ; and
those who are yet in the unimpaired pos
session of youth and vigor, had better turn
their eyes and footsteps toward the rich
lands of the West, where independence
and plenty may be found.
Here, they
may continue for a few years to wear fine
clothes, and promenade before the splen
did mansions of the rich ; but they are
slaves while they remain, despite their
proud boast of freemen, living from hand
to mouth, and seldom in possession of
Pride
twenty dollars clear of the world.
and poverty are miserable companions.
Let them leave the first with their fash
ionable garments behind them, and betake
themselves to the soil.
Our word for
industry and resolution will overcome all
difficulties, and while they should expect
to meet and face minor evils, want will not
be among the number. — Tribune.

!

have produced an entire revolution in the
business.
Previous to this, all printing
was executed on the hand Press, which
had been gradually improving upon its
original rude construction for two centu
ries, until Ihe solid iron Press, worked
by a lever power, was thought to be the
perfection of this machine ; its simplicity,
excellence,
and durability
seeming to
stamp upon it the vaunting inscription of
the Pillars of Hercules, ' itihil

&c. speculation

t

NO. XIV. — THE PRINTERS AGAIN.

The invention of the Napier Press and
application of steam-power to printing,

which was vastly superior to those of
Compositors, and the reason was that the
employers could never make two-thirderi
a
Pressmen — the business demanding
workman and no sham. The introduction
of the Napier and Adams Presses threw
eventually nine-tenths of these men out
of employment, and a solitary sort of for
lorn hope only are found in their places,
or near them, gazing upon the Napiers
and the foreign force which surrounds
them.
. At the present time, one-half at least
of all the persons working as Compositors,
are mere type-setters, and not printers or
workmen in the strict sense of the word.
They are scarcely competent.to make up
the matter they set, and would be as
much bothered as a hodman if called upon
to impose and make ready a form for the
This has been the result partly of
press.
the method in which some of the larger
establishments did their work more than
twenty years ago, and panly through
the recent improvement in paper-making
of the
spoken of, and the introduction
In the first instance, Book
Napier Press.
Offices employed a large number of hands,
of whom three-fifths might be un-apprenticed boys, employed a few good workmen
hy the week to impose, &c., deducting
one and a half or two cents per page from
each of the Compositors.
By this means
work was expedited and type setters rap
In the second instance, mam
idly made.
moth sheets and Napier Presses gave the
first impulse to cheap publications, and
these, rushed out as they were, and con
tinue to do, made it incumbent to adopt
the same rule generally,, namely, a few
good workmen to make up and impose,
while the rest set up the copy and pay a
deduction of two cents per thousand to
the office.
It is to the improved Napier Press that
the public is indebted for the cheap pa
pers ; and thousands, who fifteen years ago
were fain to resort to the rumshops of an
evening to learn or read the daily news,
have it now brought to their doors at a
price less than the interest of the money
they were wont to expend in those dens
of rum. As something of an offset to this,
it must be admitted that the same cause
has greatly increased the dissemination of
worthless and immoral reading, tending
to vitiate and deprave both the taste and
feeling ; and although works of an oppo
site tendency continue to be published,
they have not been and are not encouraged
to the same extent with the romantic and
injurious.
We remarked in a former number, that
of the Journeymen Printers who come to
own establishments,
few become rich.
We can look back through a lapse of thir
ty years, and call to remembrance some
eight or ten who have passed to the sec
ond edition of existence, and who were
considered
their
wealthy,
maintaining
credit to the last.
Some who lived to see
the commencement of the strife of com
petition, were worth a plum, and content
with their gains, retired from the field,
resigning their business to others, most of
whom were unsuccessful.
Luxury has
ruined Printers as well as others.
With
in the last twenty years, we have seen
several establishments suddenly spring up,
and flourish, and expand as it were by
Fortunes were quickly made and
magic.
as quickly lost — adepts in making money,
failed
in securing
it.
they
Expensive
styles of living, a fine house, carriage,

;

to agree with them, that $30 is little
enough.
But the City Hucksters, who buy at
second-hand and have to deal mostly with
the poorer sort of customers, do not fare
so well as their country neighbors.
They
trade with poor mechanics' and laborers'
wives, with whom every cent is as prec
ious as so much heart's-blood,
and who
must beat down every thing they buy to
the lowest possible point.
This of course
leads to a species of fraud on the part of
the seller, and bad articles mixed with
the wholesome,
false
measures
and
weights, lies without number, mutual de
ception, hypocrisy and cheating are too
often the consequence.
So, simple clutfftringfor a livelihood creates as its accom
paniments, avarice, falsehood and dishon
esty, and feeds poor laborers and their
family on old, wilted and poisonous vege
tables, stale eggs and tainied poultry.
This latter class of Huckster-women
do not make more than three, four and
five dollars a week on the average.
They
are a majority of them Irish, and they
live in most wretched style, more wretch
ed than perhaps would be absolutely ne
cessary if they had ever been taught to
aspire to neatness, comfort and respecta
bility. To this state of things there are
of course exceptions ; but the general fea
tures of the case are truly sketched.
We have not been able to estimate very
accurately the number of women engaged
in huckstering.
There are thirteen mar
kets in New- York, and probably as many
hundred Huckster-women
altogether.

a
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faithful,

commenced,

the doctrine

of Association templates. You are urged only to con
Its tribute to the great work according to

appears as a mediator and reconciler.

of promise shines broadly in the ! your ability and
mode not inconsis
lurid sky ; it irradiates the murky visage tent with the proper discharge of all your
It duties. But many who cannot personally
j of the gathering, muttering tempest.
bow

in
a

! awakens a hope, and the only well•grounded hope, of averting the miseries
have been ably seconded by some of an insane struggle between those who

enlist
'

in the pioneer groups who for the
next ten years will be engaged
prepar
ing the ground on which Associations are
in

For the Harbinger.

DUTY OF ASSOCIATIONISTS
TO THE
CAUSE.
Through the last four or five years, the
doctrine of Association has been widely
The
disseminated through the country.
labors of its ardent advocates, few but

315

portion of the press, and both have been ought to be the closest allies, to see which , ultimately to arise, are yet able to con
Need I tribute something of their time and means
immensely aided by the course of events. can the more injure the other.
The great themes of political discussion in urge that in this crisis Ihe friends of As to the cause of humanity's emancipation
sociation

ought

to be most earnest

and

And this something
The
imminently needed by that cause.

from brutal drudgery.

in the promulgation and advocacy
of their faith t That they ought to im

is

our day — Ihe Tariff and the Currency —
lead directly to a consideration of the con

misery in the midst of general prosperity
and plenty, of willing hands vainly seek

ist so dull that he cannot improve every

for want of means.

ing employment amid unsurpassed indus
trial activity and thrift, cannot have es

hours or the wages of labor, to the ad
vancement of the good cause ?

ditions

of Labor — of the relations

be

untiring

great work of disseminating

and defend

producers and products — of mu prove the opportunities which are daily ing the principles of social science needs
interests of presented of commending the truth to pecuniary aiil
who will offer it?
tual rights and respective
The
The existence others whose minds are but newly pre secondary work of founding and sustain
employers and employed.
of extreme destitution and consequent pared to receive it? What Associationalso languishes
ing pioneer Associations

the re

medy for these errors and evils has yet
been perceived and embraced by compara
tively

few ; but

the conviction

present organization

of industry

it

to clear the ground for the

work, and that

But in this work

all.

it

;

noble men and women are engaged
to
for
or calling, or blind hostility to any abuse they have consecrated their energies
or oppression.
We are not the champions
they suffer hardship and privations, and
of the slave or the hired servant, the fac are willing to suffer. But they cannot

the

tory girl or the house-maid, the seamstress
or the washerwoman.
We are not the

cannot

advocates merely of labor against capital,

that

no

We have a

make their labor truly effective without

a

violence,

Truly

consider

;

not by outright
attention.

en

it

if

few beginnings

to do so?

would

of any new

undertaking, but because
Association founded as yet.

The disasters resulting
To do this with effect, we must be in
from Industrial Anarchy, from " strikes" the true sense of an abused term, catholic.
of operatives for higher wages or fewer We must not suffer Association to be
hours of labor, the stoppage of work by merged in mere partisanship for any class
arrest general

Ought

not that

the commencement

courage

caped attention.

combinations

say founding,

I

the

respecting

I

every collision

is

" strike,"

I

;

tween

large increase of capital, in every instance
within my knowledge.
They commenced
in

no case sufficient to
of the employers as opposed to the em with little means,
Ours is the cause of all classes pay for their land and buildings, and gene
ployed.
They were in
and vocations, and our success is the rally not half enough.
We are in danger of be need of every thing, even of experience
The readjust triumph of all.
ligent and candid minds.
ment of the relations of capital and labor coming partial and one-sided ; let us take and skill to render their labor effective,
and for
long time two out of every three
on a basis of harmony and mutual ad special care to overcome it.
But it is not enough that we give our blows they strike are ill directed or ren
vantage, is manifestly the great problem
Thus they toil
of the age. But, that a change is at hand, testimony in behalf of this benign truth, der no immediate return.
is evident : the practical question regards it behooves us to be doers of the work as on, needing machinery, power, buildings,
well as hearers and commenders.
chance for
Friends every thing, to give them
not its probability , or certainty, but its cha
and even Assoeiationists
The more intelligent and wealthy of Association ! scattered over the face of rapid progress
racter.
;

a

a

be advantageously maintained, and some
radical change is at hand, must have al
ready forced itself upon very many intel

country ! do you realize this ? stand ready to wonder at their snail-paced
Do you feel that your works ought to advance or reproach their occasional fail
justify and fortify your words ? We are ures
our wide

would greatly modify and ultimately

cure.

As one Associationist who has given
his efforts and means freely to the cause,
feel that
have
right to speak frankly.

I I

envious, the selfishly discontented, per
vert it into an engine of convulsion, des
As in the days
truction and desolation.

!

gradual, and universally
they can turn a deaf ear to the calls of surrounded by a world full of want, vice,
realized
and let the demagogue, the and misery, which Association
humanity,

is

it

if

intellectual

and

/

an instant and resistless
cause.

yet

in our
to give

influence to the

few thousand dollars subscribed

to the stock of each existing

Association

would in most cases extinguish

the mortga

on

ges

with
provide
property,
and materials, and render its

its

machinery

it

the

A

and by those whom our acts rather than
philanthropic
may guide the car of progress, and in es words shall win over to a knowledge of
Is not the work of sufficient
tablishing industrial harmony may secure the truth.
to all (but the stubbornly vicious or in importance to incite you to embark hearti
curably afflicted) true independence and ly in its furtherance?
But, says one, how can engage practi
ample means of subsistence and develop
t My fami
ment ; or they can indolently leave all to cally in realizing Association

day

of our

;

know that the great number
But those who know nothing of this truth
will never cause it to be realized ; it would believers are far from wealthy
wealth enough
of King John, the Barons laid the founda be absurd to expect any thing of the kind. know that there
were but devoted to it,
tions of English political liberty, so in our The work must be accomplished by us, ranks,

I

it peaceful,
or,
beneficent;

a

so to mould

I

class have it in their power
change as to render

this

industry immediately productive and pro
Then manufacturing invention
ly and friends are vehemently adverse to fitable.
would fearlessly take up their
and
skill
indeed
am
and
by
responsibilities
different
classes,
engrossed
of
a
war
produced
labor and
cannot up abode with our infant colonies
in its weapons and its physical aspects, but duties of various kinds which
new
flow thither, and
confine me thrift would
escape, and which
not different in its essential character from rightly
and malignant,

and see re

!
/

can to the promotion
to

whatever

I

mon cause

it

ever

;

the way your objection con

and brighter era would dawn upon them.
shall do what
Fellow Associationists

I

I

Very well, you are not required to em
bark in

in

threatened and partially

am not yet prepared,

ever should be, to embark in Association.
it

trial war plainly

am.

if

or where

the butcheries of the reign of Terror.
In this crisis of events, with an indus

I

the ravages of France by the Jacquerie

I

a

I

;

I

it,

the benighted

of our com
have or may
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hereafter acquire of pecuniary

ability

is

I

not hope for a like devo
H. o.
tion from you ?
devoted : may

REVIEW.
The Wigwam and the Cabin.
By W.
New York : Wiley
GILMORE SIMMS.
161 Broadway.
1845.
and Putnam,
pp. 233.

Wanderings of a Pilgrim under the Shad the social and religious nature of man
By GEORGE B. will be perfectly conincident.
ow of Movnt Blanc.
No. 6 of Wiley and
CHEEVEH, D. D.
According to Dr. Cheever, God's work
Putnam's Library of American Books.
upon this globe is limited to a very cir
New York and London, pp. 166.
cumscribed spere, and there is great dan
Were this book solely what it profess ger lest the evil one, (typified by the
es to be and what with the will of the Church of Rome, which he calls by very
author it could have been made, we hard
names,) should render it of none
should have hailed it as a delightful addi effect.
tion to onr stock of popular literature.
He is much shocked at the ignorance
The preface and the opening descriptions of true religion, displayed by the poor
are very charming and on reading them,
people of the countries he has visited.
you feel willing to go on with the author What he says of them and the remissthrough sunshine and storm and see with ness of the Catholic Clergy in this re
his eyes the glories he so well describes.
spect will certainly be of little avail for
But we object to the title, we object to their individual benefit. It reminds us
the Preface as giving a false view of the
strongly of sermons we have heard, very

of Tales forms the
of " American
Books," which Wiley and Putnam are
It consists of some
now publishing.
half dozen stories of Indian and border
life, most if not all of which we had
before met with.
They are marked by
character, and we believe, the main object
the usual characteristic of the author's
of the work, which seems to us neither
productions, spirit and vividness in the
more nor less than the propagation of Dr.
narrative, an active, rather than n delicate
That
Cheever's own religious notions.
This

fourth

collection

in

imagination,

the

series

and an occasional

ness of style which Mr. Simms

careless

ought to

be ashamed of.

The power of our author lies in the
of incidents, rather
dramatic grouping
than in the higher qualities of an artist.
He is a man of sight more than of in
sight and depicts scenes with greater suc
cess than

characters ;

his

contributions

talent

but not

Still we are under obligation

to him

to our literature

display

genius.

he should

indite

and publish

his belief,

respecting

his views,

the preeminence of

what he considers the only true Evangel
ical Church of Christ, we do not com

nection with the congregation
ent,

and

of the holy

gave rise to, coupled

then pres

indignation
with

they

that pleasant

of personal exemption which
feeling
makes men thank God, " that they are

And as on hearing
not as other men."
but that he should do so under a such sermons, we long for the utterance
false name and under false colors. No one, of truths which will awaken the con

plain,

we are convinced, can rise from the peru
sal of this book, without

of

finding

his im

its

descriptions
delightful
almost obliterated by the sectarian disqui

pression
sitions

they enclose as in a frame.

In our opinion then, this book is to be
not as the " Wanderings
of a
They have the air Pilgrim," but as one side of a sectarian
of any other writer.
And a bitter one it is.
of reality and are evidently the fruit of in controversy.
timate acquaintance with the life they de
Dr. Cheever's opposition to Catholi
scribe.
cism, to what he calls Oxfordiem, to UniWe have been struck in reading this tarianism, and to all other forms of Faith
book, with the idea that seems to be with which he comes in contact, other
latent in its pages, — and which perhaps than that he himself favors, is virulent in
for many agreeable hours ; his Indian
tales are in our opinion, better than those

severe upon the sins and short comings of
classes of men, far removed from all con

viewed

sciences of those 'around us, so we rise
from the perusal of Dr. Cheever's book
with the wish that he had turned his eyes
to objects of a similar character nearer
home, (since he must needs treat of
them,) for he might certainly find here
those who are equally objects of sympa
thy and compassion, and his appeals in
their favor and denunciations of those on
whom

rests

the sin

of neglect,

would

probably have been more efficient.
Tlie Farmer's Library, No 4, October.
Edited by JOHN SKINNER.
Greeley and
McElrath, Tribune Buildings.
New

has not come fully into the consciousness the extreme.
For an example, see what
York.
of the author, that our civilized life is in he says of prayers in the Catholic ritual.
inferior
to " O sad and dreadful mystery of Iniqui
The September number of this Journal,
aome imporant
particulars
His careless trust ty ! Prayer itself, the highest, the most so full of interest to all practical farmers,
that of the savage.
iu Nature,
is better than our fear of ennobling exercise of the soul, turned by some misfortune, accident, or unhappy
Never a doubt into idolatry and superstition ! How will blunder, has failed to reach us, so that
being starved and frozen.
has he that his rude wants shall be sup those men answer for tlieir sins, who stand we can say nothing on the translation of
Thaer's standard work on Agriculture,
thus condemnedfor their devotions?"
plied, while we go slaving and drudging,
wasting our lives, merely that we may be
The italics are his own, though the the publication of which is continued in
His thoughtless securi words are taken from another. The the present number.
clothed and fed.
We are well
ty is an inverted image, a diffraction as it God he preaches condemns man for in acquainted, however, with Thaer's Eu
were, of that unlimited confidence which voluntary ignorance, as well as for wilful ropean reputation,
both as a scientific
in a true state of society is the preroga
and practical agriculturist.
We suppose
sin !
tive of man, — a confidence resulting not
The Roman Catholic religion he calls that as a prudent and successful cultiva
from gross and uncultivated senses and one of intolerance and cruelty, the Reform
tor, he is probably without a rival ; and
from indifference, either savage or philo
ed, one of faith and mercy, and charges all the work here presented contains the re
sophical, to outward things, but from the the despotism of which the. latter may at sult of experience acquired in the manage
knowledge that the Divine Providence,
any time have been guilty, upon the mis ment of a large estate for many years.
acting as alone it can, through a divinely- taken union of Church and State, but at We have never had an opportunity of
appointed social order, provides abun
dantly for the wants of every creature.

is

is

it,

for reading
and shall be glad to avail our
this element in the doings of the Catho
selves of that, now given by this publica
" Therefore
take no thought saying, lic Church.
He does not see that the tion. The October number
embellished
v, ah an expressive lithographic
what shall we eat? or what shall we coils developed by the union of Church
portrait
drink ' or wherewithal shall we be cloth
and State have their origin in the partial of Liebig. An interesting memoir of this
ed? But seek ye first the kingdom of and sectarian character of the former, distinguished chemist
also presented,
the same time, makes no allowance

God, and his righteousness, and all these nor that when the true Church of Christ containing an account of the theories and
things shall be added unto you."
shall have been established upon earth, discoveries, which have given him, though
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still a young man, an enviable reputation,
both in Europe

and America.

A

variety

of miscellaneous articles enrich this num
ber, and make it in fact, not only an in
but a very

structive,

interesting

produc

We hope for the sake of an im

tion.

proved agriculture, and the more general
diffusion of scientific information among

of this country, that this
valuable Journal will find readers in every
State in the Union.
It has nothing sec
tional or local in its character, and it fully
the cultivators

as strong, prompt as prudent,
neither hasty nor lagging, sagacious and
hearted
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruiu are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christianprinciples,of Universallus
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
DR. CHANWINO.
CASSIUS
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solemnly

obedient ;

if

in a word

he is

worthy.

A nobler occasion has never welcomed
a manly spirit on this continent.
Let us
look candidly at the crisis.

The Texas iniquity may be regarded
as consummated, so far as the Executive
of the nation is concerned.
And how
consummated?
By USURPATION.
The

M. CLAY'S APPEAL.

slave-power has seized the presidential
chair, the chief offices of state, the com
efficiency, O Ruler and Inspirer! and mand of the army and navy ; and without
the sanction of the States of the Union
The WItite Slaee; or the Russian Peasant make me worthy of this great occasion,"
Girl. By the author of Revelations of may well be the prayer of our young as expressed in the Senate,— or of the
" Cceur de Lion of the West;" and do People of the United States as
Russia.
New York : Harper & Bro
expressed
thers.
1845. pp. 210.
we not all pray for him, that the spirits in the representative assembly, — with

merits a national patronage.

" Fill

me with

devotedness,

wisdom,

The writer of this novel has a political of the great departed, Confucius, Socra out the pretence of popular approval as
in the last election — even
purpose in view, of which he tes, Milton, Washington, Jay, may be expressed
never loses sight.
He wishes to expose around him to enlarge, purify and elevate against all of these — and notoriously

and moral
the

the his energies for the great trial hour of our
tyranny by which
is made to suffer from nation !
the inflictions of an arbitrary and irrespon
Most sublime is the position of standing
sible power. Few persons are aware of the thus entrusted with the hopes of a whole
detestable

Russian

Serfdom

against the expressed will and wishes of
a large, influential, dignified, intelligent,

of the States — has
are, to all intents
depth of degradation and misery into which people.
It demands a steadfastness and and purposes, a Declaration of War, and
so large a portion of the population of the fidelity like that of a Crusader bearing which have not resulted in war, undenia
Russian Empire are sunk by this infernal home the heart of his King through the bly because, and only because, Mexico is
The perusal of this book will Infidel host. Most sublime; — but most too weak to defend her rights.
system.
serve to give them new light, — to show perilous, and above all most responsible.
We measure our words when we say
them the destructive consequences of false If thou failest in thyself, O brother ; if this is usurpation.
It is notorious, that
institutions, — and to inspire them with a thou allowest the devils, in the form of the project of the "Joint Resolutions"
Not ambition, passion, self-will, rashness, ex was concocted, because it was understood
deeper enthusiasm for true liberty.
that it is didactic or argumentative in its pediency, policy, fear, to enter thee, how that the Senate were not willing formally
form.
On the contrary, as a work of fic many will mourn.
Not alone canst thou to give up the treaty-making
power.
tion it possesses genuine merits.
Though suffer the consequences of thine own The originators of Texas " .Re-annexa
"
were afraid to refer to the People
There thou standest, David before tion
very unequal in its execution, there are folly.
passages, which by their rare descriptive Goliah, armed with the sling of a manly of the United States, the question of ad
The heart, and the stone from the brook of mitting a foreign nation into the Union,
power, betray the hand of a master.
The eyes of the two great armies which was the only constitutional mode
painful interest of this work is relieved at truth.
intervals by scenes of a truly amusing of Liberty and Slavery are on thee.
They were not sure of
Thy of proceeding.
character, some of which are rarely sur strength must be in the Lord ; thy victory getting a sufficient number of votes by
must be from LOVK.
May thy own words forcing through one scheme of Annexa
passed in English Literature.
" Trial makes the man ; tion only. In view then of all the
prove prophetic.
diffi
October, subdues what is wrong and selfish in his culties, — constitutional duties forgotten,
Hunt's Merchantsi Magazine.
1845.
spirit ; tames what is haughty ; teaches popular rights
despised, — they deter
This Magazine

It

is punctual as the sun.
never fails to come at the right mo

ment ; and it always even more than ful
the anticipations
which
it calls

fils

forth.

Few periodicals are so uniformly

sustained

as this ; it

discusses

general

principles with fairness and ability ; while
its mass of information on commercial and
statistical

details makes it a rich treasure-

house to those whose inquiries are turned
in that direction.

At

the same time, it is

not blind to the evils of the present com
systeru, and often brings forward

mercial

suggestions,

which

if

followed,

would

tend to do away with a portion of the mis

minority

acts, which

and wiser ; mined at last to vest with plenary powers
and more the Executive ; and thus by one sudden
judicious in its use ; and attunes his spirit act made the President a Monarch.
Was
to the great mission he was sent to per not this the most presumptuous usurpa
him to he wary and thoughtful

less prodigal

of his strength,

tion ? Still, it may be supposed that the
form."
The importance of this movement in originators of this design intended to
Kentucky, at the present moment, can make the chief officer of the nation only

Doubtless,
scarcely be over-estimated.
if it is deserted by its friends or crushed

a limited Monarch,

by its foes, there will spring

in the term of- bis arbitrary action.
But
if this was the meaning of the Senate and
the House, not so thought the President.

other time,

place,

up in some

mode, another

shoot

from the tree of life, whose wide-spread
ing roots of humanity underlie the whole
But the promise is most rare
country.
now ; and it would be a sore trial of faith

pressed will

limited by their ex
in the Resolutions,
limited

At once he took his own mode of annex
ing Texas;

gave notice through his ple
nipotentiary, that as Texas might right
fully feel aggrieved by the proposed terms

to see this hope blighted.
The Hour and
We are happy to learn that this the Man have met ; the goddess has come of union, HE offered them At* pledge that

chiefs that arise from trading as now con
ducted.

honorable

committed

Magazine has a wide

circulation,

for its

intrinsic merits entitle it to a large patron
age, and it can hardly fail to gratify every

down to the mortal ; they have plighted her reasonable expectations should be
their troth, they are wedded.
Shall not satisfied ; suggested to them as his advice
a great event be the issue t Yes ! by to act 'at once, before the people of the

if

one who looks into it for sound instruction

heaven, and by humanity !

on the subjects of which it treats.

truly a hero, calm as courageous, single-

the man is

United

States

assuming

that

could

interfere;

Texas was

and then

already

our
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" Now facts give for an
province or rather his province, gathered emancipated ?
"
—
Slavery (driven toits last strong
army and navy, took possession, and swer
or, invaded the territory of holds in the southern States of this Union,
pushing
It is not pretended that there hemmed in by the conscience of Chris
Mexico.

It points the march to unlimited,
It promises first
aggression.
then Mexico
Santa Fe, then California,
.

endless

and
proper, then Cuba, then Canada;
such emergency as gave even tendom, threatened by the advancing with the impious and hypocritical boast,
" Christian Institution,"
the plea of necessity for this series of commerce, industry, intelligence of the that Slavery is a
acts.
Congress certainly had not em whole civilized world, sinking fast into a and that slaves are the best underpinning
of the Temple of Liberty, it cheers on
political minority and a pecuniary insig
powered him to make war in any contin
was

any

itself on the verge of its bands to extend the " Area of Free
This is a simple statement of the
dom."
we should have been at war with her used every means, fair and foul, of onset, facts.
In this very hour of the slave-power's
months ago, and that, by the will of the argument and cajolery, appeal and threat,
Now we assert that this is promise and manoeuvre, deceit and bribery, triumph, when the church had kissed its
Executive.
robe, and anointed it as God's elect ;
an act of monarchy unlimited in character. and in one mighty rush of party excite
And who dares to say that it will be lim ment won the day, and seated itself as when the State had yielded civil, military,
gency.

sembled.

Congress might have been reas
Yet had Mexico been strong,

nificance,

seeing

utter extinction,

made a desperate rally,

autocrat, on the throne of this Nation."

ited in time?

functions

judicial

into its hands ; When

But this is not the whole story of this commerce and industry knelt to offer
in promising " Flodden-field of Freedom." The worst tribute ; when courtiers of all parties
conduct of the Executive
Texas better terms, and in taking pos chapter in the tale of defeat is to follow ; flocked up to pay vows of allegiance, and
session of a province of Mexico, has had and it may be summed up in a word. a whole new world offered itself as a pos
It is There have been traitors, are traitors in session — appeared our young Kentuckian,
the sanction of a governing clique.
favored by birth and fortune, endowed
not the usurpation of one man, but of a the army of Liberty. The slave-power
But

fact and

in

FACTION,

and

this

unquestionably

this

is the consideration

would never have thus won the day, had

The

Joint it not been, that the golden manacles of
which have gain found willing hands to wear them.
Resolutions,
indus
followed from them, were parts of a de The commercial, manufacturing,
trial, speculating interests of the North
liberate,
openly-avowed
long-cherished,

that

gives

it importance.
and the acts

with fine personal presence and courage,
with talent and culture, with large influ
ence for

his years, and above all

with

principles of

devoted love for the original

freedom, which God and Humanity gave
as the birthright of our Nation.
trimmed,
How
fought faintly,
compromised,
purpose, to accomplish an unconstitutional
means, and by conceded ; and the instant they could do could we but ask with trembling hope,
end, by unconstitutional
this indeed the True American?
unconstitutional acts. The Faction which so with grace, went over with flags flying

"Is

has thus usurped

the Legislative,

torial, and Executive

Sena

functions, and which

there is every reason to apprehend, will
command also the Judiciary, is the SLATE

This, no one can be so ignorant

POWER.

to the enemy.

is the truly dis

Here

heartening view of our affairs.
lameness
their

of political

leaders,

whose

Even the

parlies,

following
guide is their own

has again

and again

avowed it.

By the unanimous confession of all can

lieve in the possible elevation of all men ;

ambition under the guise of patriotism, is pledge himself to live and labor and die,
less discouraging than the appalling fact, if it need be, in the work of redeeming
that Capital at the North has once again this people from their sins, and intro

Messrs.
or so impudent as to deny.
Murphy, Gilmer, and
Tyler, Upshur,
above all Mr. Calhoun, have repeatedly, linked hands with Capital at the South
emphatically, unreseivedly declared, that against Labor; and political partizanship
the one end of this Texas Annexation, is has ratified their oath of alliance.
MONEY
the upholding, extending, perpetuating of BEFORE MEN, has really been the pass-word
Slavery. Every letter and document of and the war-cry of this last conquest of
the Texas Treaty announced this to be the slave-power.
And now the whisper
the end.
The debates in both houses of is, among Wliigs and Democrats, among
The press of the merchants,
Congress reasserted it.
manufacturers,
mechanics,
South

Does he feel the greatness of this Nation's
mission and duty ; comprehend the wide
reach of ' Liberty and Equality ; ' be

"no

more futile oppo
It is bad, very bad to rob Mex

property 'holders,

ducing the real UNION OF FREEMEN ?"

His words were clear and strong, —
and making allowance for a slight tone of
bravado, which seems native to his State,

— they

were

dignified

and every way
master of his

He was plainly

befitting.

theme ; and his appeal was, as it should
be, to the
among

working

classes,

who

most

the pressure of
institutions,
which impov

the whites

feel

these unjust
sition."
did men through the whole country, it is ico ; it is bad, very bad to extend slavery erish the many to make rich the few, and
granted, — as was said by the frank and indefinitely through time and space ; BUT which breed necessarily, in all the States
temperate Barrow of Louisiana, on the for us it is a " stupendously advantageous where they prevail, a two-fold Helot race.

23d of March

last, in his speech in the compact,"
as Mr. Hamilton
said, and It was to these degraded and depressed
Senate, — "that after all, the great ae- " Texas will be worth to New England
brethren, that he spoke of the Dignity of
cret (!) of the whole scheme, the true a larger sum than can be measured."
Labor, knowing well, that if they could
reason of its popularity at the South is, So hurrah " for our country from the St. but once see aright their actual position,
that it will strengthen the SLAVEUOLDING

John's to the Sabine," or from Labrador
to Darien.
The Anglo Saxons were not
are the means by which its accomplish
born of the Pirates in vain.
ment has been advanced, constitutional ;
Such, then, is the Crisis.
Politically,
INTEREST."

Is this ind constitutional;

are the act• done to hasten its consumma

and in contrast their rightful position, the
true claims and duties of citizenship,
and the intrinsic
worth of usefulness,
Slavery

would

instantly

anil utterly

die.

This sagacious directness of his, aiming
power has at no time since the history of at the root of the evil, it was, which
commercially,

pecuniarily,

the

slave-

constitutional?
Is it exaggerating
in one iota or tittle, to say, that the Con
our nation commenced, seemed to stand chiefly alarmed the Oligarchy.
They, felt
stitution of the United Slates is no longer more strong than now.
Its series of ag- their whole power tremble, as he thus
the supreme law of the land, but that we grossions, — from the three-fifths repre
shook the corner-stone on which it stood.
are under the rule of a slaveholding oli
sentative compact, to the Missouri com " Dignify Labor ! indeed, and where are
garchy ?
we, whose glory is not to labor?" they
promise, — is completed by Texas An
tion,

A year ago, the question wasj " Are nexation. Its triumphal arch is finished
the days of Slavery numbered ; shall the with the cap-stone.
It is crowned at the
be free ; shall the world be Capitol as the Emperor of all the Ameri
Republic

whispered.
moment.

They silenced him for the
But

now

forth bis cheering

once

rally

again,

comes

cry, fuller than
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brother! OUT hearts are Southern Church is so preposterously en
In
Only be large in wisdom as in deavoring to defend the Patriarchal
heart, and add to thy humanity clear com stitution, is, that she feelscut to the quirk
prehension of the great problem of our by the remonstrance of all Christendom,
Brave

before.

with thee.

a beautiful

and elevating

environment.

And in contrast with these facilities of
the whole

civilized

world how hideously

inhuman, how needless, tantalizing, insup
portable is the condition of the working

age, which is this very one of the ELEVA and troubled at heart by the clear voice
TION OF WORK TO ITS IIIGHTFI'L HONOR, of conscience. Where disease thus breaks classes universally ; how utterly without
and thou wilt be indeed a True American.
out on the surface, we may confidently excuse is the tolerance of a growing
We have said in a former notice of Mr. hope for a cure. Now is the very time pauperism, degradation and vice, in the
that the " question of for a constant douche of truth pouring in
the question of Labor are steady stream on the head and spine of
one ; " we reiterate it thus again and this paralytic " Christianity," which preagain, that we may rivet attention to this tends to love as brethren in the Lord, the

Clay's position,
and

Slavery

If the people of men it would sell at auction* like oxen.
pivotal consideration.
this country can be made to conceive Now rs the very time to concentrate the
this proposition,

and measure
profoundness, — we may
hope to concentrate the judgment of all

definitely

its extent

and

charity

of our whole

absurd inconsistency

Truly again we
body of the people.
say, the problem of this age is the Ele
vation of Labor.
Justice to Industry is
the corner-stone

on which

to rear

our

Halls of Legislation
our
and Society,
Temple of Religion.
Say ye, 0 Messrs. Calhoun, McDuffie,
people upon the

and outrageous

—

hy

Pit-kens !

"

that

Slavery

is

the

most

the safe and simple basis of free institutions ;
pocrisy
perpetuating
good and true men upon the solution of caste of capital and the caste of labor, — that it supersedes the necessity of an

of

castes,

at the South is among the fellow heirs of heaven.
Now order of nobility ; that in the very nature
at the is the very time to lift up the example of of things, there must be different classes
North, a far more aggravated and inhu Him, who had not where to lay his head, of persons to discharge all the offices of
man form indeed, yet essentially one with whose associates were the poor and des society, by which arrangement is neces

the problem.
only

Servitude

another

of Serfdom

form

The politicians of the pised, whose last symbolic act was to sarily produced a sense of superiority in
principle.
States have always
felt sun of take the lowest menial attitude and wash the masters and of inferiority in the ser
alliance, in hours of trial, with the capital his disciples feet, whose test of greatness vants ; that the former must in some
it in

slave

of the free States;

and commerce

The first demand
of the age is for Practical Christianity ;
Therefore with great skill and slavery and serfdom will disappear
disappointed.
have they sought in party tactics to con before this inspiration of humanity, as
and

it was to lie a servant.

they have never yet been, never will be,

nect themselves with
who

otherwise

"the

would

natural

And a sufficient number of leaders

foes.

of the Democracy,

demagogues

aristocrats in heart, loving

in habit,

the dear peo

ple, because the people, generous, impul
sive, prejudiced,

assuaged beneath the strong

the waters

Democracy,"

be their

and ignorant, will bear
have always

form own the latter ; and that when La
borers obtain

Political Power

try is in a state of

the coun

Revolution;"'

we
answer — though ye have chosen darkness
rather than light because your deeds are

£vil, yet the true light shines over the
Now, too, is the very time to assert in whole age, and its revelation is this, —
which
of Industry,
their length and breadth, as they have The Organization
wind.

yet been asserted, the political
principles of our Nation, to insist upon
their practical application, to break the

never

makes

every

Laborer

a Capitalist

and

a Laborer is the only
every Capitalist
basis of a Christian Commonwealth.

bands of partizanship,
to turn every
been ready to strike the bargain, and say thought towards such an organization of
GERMAN SETTLEMENT
" give us honors, and we will give you society in the Nation, the States, the
Near Buffalo — Advantages of the Princi
Thus the slave-power has held Towns, as will really give every man,
votes."
ple of Combination.
the balance, and played off the prejudices woman, child, freedom, education, oppor
The settlement consists of a body of
them

on

their

shoulders,

of the working-classes against the inte
Thus to-day,
rests of the money-classes.

tunity for industry, just measures of pro
perty, honor according to usefulness, ac

more than ever, it establishes its rule.

cess to the highest

The difficult

duty before

us then is,

not

only equality

privileges,
before

the

and thus
laws,

but

problem thus offered what is better, equality in social advan
Practical Democracy is the second
by the present crisis in the face; (1) to tages.
of the North to demand of the age. And what a farce
lead the working-classes

looking

the whole

make the cause of the Southern

slaves indeed appear our aristocratic modes of
their own, — and what a host of preju
life, transmitted from Feudal England,
dices and jealousies are in this process to before the ideal justice of man towards
be overcome ; (2) to lead the capitalists
of the North and South to comprehend

man, which

it is plainly

our mission to

realize in deeds.

that it is for their interest to do justice to

Immediately connected with these de
all laborers, to make them partners in all mands for a Life of Love, and a True
production, and sharers in all the benefits Social Order, is the third demand of our

of wealth, — and again what a legion of age, which is for such an Organization
inhumanities

are in

this

process

to be Industry

slain.

" Who

is sufficient

for these things

"

extremes

of

as shall destroy at once the two

of Droning

and

Drudging,

which shall make machinery do the work

do we ask?
Weare. We are not alone. that now breaks down man, and allow
The whole spirit of the Age is with us ; man opportunity to occupy himself in at
The
God's inspiration and providence are with tractive and refining employments.
us.
Our strength in this day is LOVR. science and skill of the time have reached
We have said, that politically, commer that point when it might be and ought to

Germans, 600 persons in all, men, women
and children, who purchased and located
upon a tract of 0400 acres, situated seven
miles from Buffalo.
They are superior
to the generality of emigrants which ar
rive in this country, and many of them
are very intelligent men and thorough go
To show what can be
ing Industrialists.
done by combined Labor, I will state the
times at which the different bodies arrived,
as they did not come together ; we shall
then see the amount of force which has
been expended.
1843 — May. 45 persons; June. 75;
August, 45; October, 65. 1844 — June,
200; July, 20; August, 30.
1845 — Ju
ly, 30 ; August, 80 — Total 600.
They brought with them abundant cap
ital ; they bought and paid in cash for
their land (6400 acres) $74,000.
Coming to a new country, and seeing
the difficulties attendant upon each family
building its own house, and prosecuting
alone and separately its own branch of In
dustry, they decided upon combining and
directing their united labors in the most
efficient manner possible for the advantage
of all. Instead of dividing their land into
separate farms, they have left it together
in one fine domain, and it is cultivated

never seemed be perfectly easy, for every human being,
slave-power
it never was so help
by moderate toil, to become possessed
• An exact quotation from these authorities
The very reason, why the not only of comforts and pleasures but of of Slaveholders.
lessly weak.
cially,

the

stronger ; morally,
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store of their own, and
buy all their goods at wholesale, thereby
saving the enormous intermediate profit
paid by settlers to the country merchant.
The goods are furnished at cost to the
people.
They cultivate their lands and prosecute
their branches of mechanics jointly, and
after paying the
per cent, interest, di
vide the product equally among all, each
being expected, as they remarked to me,
to do his part faithfully.
They have not,
however, fixed upon a definite system,
they are studying and examining, guided
by
plain common sense and their instinct
of right.
As they are animated by sen
timent of justice, they will,
presume,
'discover an honest and equitable, if not
brilliant plan of organization.
They live
in separate houses, but each family has
not a separate kitchen
several combine
and have one kitchen, and dine together.
They have
wash-house and do their
washing jointly.

shallow, cannot be explored and all trea
sure lost there recovered.
Capt. Taylor
went
down on Lake Huron into the
wreck of the steamer St. Louis and re
He
covered a chest containing
$500.
also descended into the wreck of the
steamer Little Erie on Lake St. Clair,
and nailed three planks on to the bottom,
so that she was pumped out and raised.
This shows the ease with which the
limbs may be used while encased in this
armor.
After the experiments were con
cluded, Capt. Taylor made some remarks
had been sup
in which he said that
posed that the effect of descending in
the diving bell was detrimental to the
health.
He said that in 1838, he was
very much out of health, that he was
mere skeleton and had
very bad cough
that his physicians told him he could not
live.
About this time he commenced his
with
the diving bell, and
experiments
continued gaining in health, until now
finer, more healthy
you will hardly see
walk.
day's
looking countenance in
At another time having a bad cough
which had troubled him fur eix weeks,
he descended in the bell and his cough
immediately left him and did not return.
These facts deserve the attention of the
the conclusions
medical profession, as
to which they lead are true, the diving
curative agent of
bell may be used as
Mr. Robert Owen, who
great power.
is 74 years of age, and has been quite
deaf for many years, descended yester
day in the bell, and on ascending thought
he could hear much better.
Capt. Tay
lor has purchased the schooner Spitfire,
which was captured on the Coast of Af
She
slaver.
rica and condemned as
Baltimore clipper of 100 tons, and one
of the fastest sailers ever built.
He
n'uv. bound to Chesapeake Bay, where he
going to raise the cargo of the brig
Canton which was loaded with iron and
sunk about two months since.
He
en
gaged to do this by the Boston Mutual
Insurance Company.
He
then going
to the Spanish Main for the purpose of
for
of
the treasure
some of the
looking
old Spanish galleons that have been sunk
there
attend him.
He
Success
man of enterprise and talent and deserves
it.— N: Y. Herald.

CONN.

it

ingtown.
They have

CAPT. TAYLOR'S
SUBMARINE EXPER
IMENTS. — Captain
George W. Taylor
lias for some time been known to the
scientific and practical
community as
He
in submarine
maters.
philosopher
has made improvements on the diving
bell, and has invented a suit of water
He gave num
proof submarine armor.
ber of experiments on board his schooner
Spitfire, lying off the Battery, yesterday
the presence
morning, at nine o'clock,
of large number of philosophers, nau
—
tical men, and others.
those
Among
Professor
present, we noticed
Mapes,
Capt. Cram, Cant. Bostwick, tjapt. Mat
Gen.
Robert Owen,
thews,
Chandler,
Zebedee Cook, Jr., and
number of gen
tlemen connected with the press of this
City. Captain Taylor commenced his
experiments by descending in the diving
bell, in company with another gentleman.
The water was seven fathoms deep
where they descended.
They remained
down about half an hour, when they
were drawn up, at
given signal. There
was an air pump on board by which the
bell
kept constantly supplied with fresh
air.
This bell
made of sheet copper,
and weighs 1200 pounds.
Attached
to
are weights to the amount of 1300
These are used in sinking the
pounds.
bell
and in case of necessity, can be
cast off by extracting
single pin, and
then the bell would rise without any as
The most interesting experi
sistance.
ment, however, was with the submarine
armor.
This
made principally of In
dia rubber.
The covering for the head
a copper casque, or helmet, containing
small glass window.
Through the top
of the casque a pipe enters, through
which fresh air
This armor
supplied.
made perfectly water tight
the wrists
of the sleeves are made of India rubber,
and are drawn very tight
through these,
however, the air which the submarine
walker
breathes, escapes.
This armor
weighs 50 pounds, and
weight of 75
more
used for sinking.
pounds
the employ of Capt. Tay
young man
lor was encased
this armor, and low
ered into the water
means of
tackle,
such as
used in hoisting merchandise.
He was lowered to the bottom, and there
walked about for fifteen minutes, and
was then raised.
When he came up he
appeared perfectly fresh.
Capt. Taylor
says he has stayed under water between
one and two hours, and has been
wa
ter one hundred feet deep.
This appara
tus seems perfect.
We see no reason
why with
the bottoms of lakes, rivers,
bays and any water which
reasonably

a is

a it,

Thus they are but $ 7,000 out of pock
et, and they have all the improvements
above mentioned to show for this outlay.
For the balance of the money expended,
there is the actual representative.
In my
opinion their land is worth nearly twice
what they gave for
being excellent
land, and situated near
large and grow-

Harmony and good feeling prevail, and
there appears to be every prospect of suc
cess.
They are applying for an act of
which certainly should be
incorporation,
their aim
production
granted to them
and the organization of an extensive man
ufacturing establishment near our large
lakes.
The labor they have accomplished and
the improvements they have made are
speaks well for the superior
surprising
efficiency of combined effort over itolated
and individual effort.
A gentleman who
accompanied me, and who has seen the
whole western part of this State settled,
observed that they had made more im
less than two years than
provements
were made in our most flourishing villages
when first settled, in five or six. —
Tribune.

is

Some of the
persons brought whh them a good deal of
capital ; others brought none ; to preserve
the rights of property, those who made
investments are secured by the property,
with 4 per cent, interest on the same after
they are fairly under way, with the priv
ilege of withdrawing if not satisfied, and
the guarantee of their investment being
paid back to them at certain periods.
They have founded two villages about
a mile and a half apart, and since their ar
rival they have made the following im
provements :
They have built 50 houses, good, sub
stantial ones ; painted white ; some of
them are two stories high.
They have built 8 barns.
They are constructing a factory, which
ia advancing rapidly to completion,
for
woolen goods, half woolen and cotton do.
They have got out a large quantity .of
frame-work
for additional
houses and
farms ; I observed among others, the
frame of a large stable for a hundred head
of cattle.
They have a small tannery, and are
preparing for a larger one ; they have me
chanics of various kinds among them, and
will enter into various branches of manu
factures, among others of gloves.
One of
their principal men has examined careful
ly the woolen manufactories in this State,
and they are convinced that they can en
ter upon this branch of business with de
cided success.
900 acres of land were cleared when
purchased ; they have cleared in addition
55 acres.
They have made some roads,"
which must have cost a good deal of labor.
They have a water power, and a saw
mill in operation.
This was on theland
when purchased.
30
50 oxen, 90 cows,
horses,
have
They
400 sheep, 50 head of small cattle, togeth
er with an abundance of wagons, farming
implements and tools.
They have expended for their land $ 74,000
12,000
Tor building material?, &c.
14,000
For horses, oxen, implements, &c.
For provisions for the 1st and 2d year 7,000

jointly by the community.
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MISCELLANY.

the speare
stence of paws with the lizards
And so, from hour to hour, we ripe and
principal difference which separates these
ripe,
still too
wo series, but the interval
And then, from hour to hour, we rot and rot,
Between the serpents And therehy hangs tale."
great for nature.
At You Like It.
and the lizards she places a transitional
In the same play Shakspeare goes so
which the feet gradually disapgroup
:

is

a

(Continued.)

of

scincu'idiens,

the

from

walking

:

iave only

small

two very

paws placed

;

;

it

al

it

it

near the head.

Hitherto

clearly enough to have merited the name

of ophisaurians.
We have not traced out any complete
only the rude sketch of

we find in the day

central

of time,
or pivotal

;

in

;

;

sudden
bubble
mouth.
in fair

age shifts to lean and slippered pantaloon
spectacles on nose, and pouch on

to night

a

The entire life of

vegetable, an ani

life of

a

man, and even, as we ascend the

scale, the

nation

is

is

sans teeth, sans eyes, sans

taste, sans

presents the
the apogee,

every thing."
Rome was in the state of infancy under
the first kings, when her thatched roofs
sheltered her gods of baked clay, and when
a wisp of straw served for an ensign to her

same phases
the centre
the epoch at which the being enjoys all
the faculties of its life in all tlieir fulness

and death.

(Death.) Last scene of all,
that ends this strange eventful history,
and mere oblivion
second childishness,

as his sound.

well as day.
mal,

big manly voice, turning again to
ward childish treble, pipes and whistles in

his

is

belong

hose well saved,
his youthful
world too wide for his shrunk shank and

side

;

it

;

it

and twilight, which

no longer useful for any the transitions, the passages from this
be to establish the inter
world to the unknown world, arc birth

connection of creations.

ballad made to

(Apogee.) Then,
soldier, full of strange oaths, and beard

his mistress' eye-brow.

in

pass to the succession

;

in

a

by degrees in the wings of the series
falls into atrophy, arrives at the rudi
mentary state,

like furnace, with a woful

of wise saws and modern instances, and so
The sixth
he plays his part. (Caducity.

a

it

shows us what importance
attaches to binding all orders

member, developed, and capable
of performing its functions
the typica
and pivotal species, becomes obliterated

end, unless

creeping like snail unwillingly to school.
(Youth.) And then, the lover, sighing

Without moment, namely mid-day, when the heat with

of facts together by graduated transitions.
Often

morning

from animal and vegetable organiza

tion we

this reform, already fore-felt and brightness are in all their force
by saoara of superior mind, especially in wings, ascending and descending, fore
Germany, we will only observe that the noon and afternoon
in the
winglets,
animal kingdom seems to solicit it.
dawn
At morning and evening transitions
every step

shining

round belly, with good capon lined, with
eyes severe, and beard of formal cut, full

undertaking

the Creator

with
face,

and

especial

pear-trees.

If

and

(Infancy.)

his satchel,

we have only

as series borrowed from fruit-trees,
of

of the naturalist.

arms.

;

former

centres or pivots of the series, and to as
sign to the la-er the natural place
transitions.
A more complete and more
harmonious order must preside over the
classifications

the nurse's

a

the

seven ages.
mewling

;

to class

enough

acts being

first the infant,

And then the whining school-boy,

the classification

a

organization,

known

puking

At

a

it

ous, transitional

it

marked in others an exceptional,

(Birth.)

proved that ed like the pard, jealous in honor,
quarrel, seeking the
of animals indicates and and quick
Among the reputation even in the cannon's
demands the serial order.
ambigu
has not vegetables, Fourier gives an example of
(Decline.) And then, the justice
animal series

;

While
has hailed some animals
as kings of the creation, while
has re
order.

ly

it is

which

division,

many parts, his

;

history.

has contented itself with division and sub

they have their exits and their
and one man in his time plays

;

natural

it

regenerate

players

entrances

)

in the classification

;

it,

This last link of the chain
finally, since
presides over the distribu
conducts us to the series of serpents.
tion of organs,
should preside also over
To this group the serpents themselves
the distribution of functions, which are
are attached by an ascending winglet which
ways in harmony with these organs.
partakes somewhat of the transitional cha
The application of the serial law to the racter
retains no longer any vestige of
classification of animated beings, accord
feet but its interior conformation and the
ing to their instincts and organs, must structure of its scales recall the lizards

do find

a

family

passes gradually

:

and we

of seasons

the

;

it,

parts, we should expect to find

Tar as to represent, by precise characters,
to the periods which, according to him make
Like Charles Fourier he
creeping by the three groups of scinques, up human life.
" All the world's stage,
The chirotes, so called reckons seven
seps, and chiroles.
rom the Greek word which signifies hand, and all the men and women merely
)ear,

which

in

OF THE SERIES.

The serial law presides over the dis
tribution of faculties, instincts, organs, in
all animated beings ; this we have shown
This law representing the
by examples.
natural
and necessary
of
organization
every whole, of every object composed of

;

APPLICATION

coin-

Shak-

•

TIVE LAW.
FROM " LA PHALANGE."

TRANSLATED

ng, of which the individual life
rosed, are thus summed up by

is

OF A NEW ADMINISTRA

21.

The vibrations, ascending and descend-

reptiles, between the saurians

)r lizards, and the ophidians or serpents,
here exist numerous affinities; the ex-

a
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troops.

Rome was young under her Con

suls, when she fought against Carthage.
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following

bin

famous

device :

Rome under Augustus,

Simon,

Euphrates

To every one according to his capacity, and
to every capacity according to its works,

reigning from the feminine in the wings, and neuter in the
to the Atlantic Ocean, was at middle.

Her empire
the apogee of her power.
declines under the Emperors, falls after
Constantino, dies under Romulus AugusIn this grand series of events we
tulus.
find an ascending and a descending vibratrion, called by Montesquieu the Grandeur
and Fall of the Romans.

From the life of individuals and of nations,
we may rise to a conception
vast, to the life of humanity.

still

more

The ap

plication of the Serial Law to this grand
existence would give us a universal his
tory, which would have the double ad

APPLICATION

or THE SERIES TO LABOE.

The examples

which

we have given,

and which each one can multiply

accord

ing to his special knowledge, prove that
the serial law is the law of universal

Written in astronomy, in the dis
tribution of minerals, vegetables, animals,
order.

it can be transported

into the domain of

man, especially into the division of labor.
UNION BY ASSOCIATION.
Before

applying

the serial

law to la

one indispensable
borers,
preliminary
must be accomplished, which is. to unite
vantage over every other of being in har
All
mony with all the laws of nature, and of men, to form them into one body.

took account of two conditions in the divi
sion of riches, labor and talent ; he formal
ly

excluded

a third

element,

This was an error : capital

acquired, labor accumulated ; for
the rest, it is a powerful element in modern

rights

societies, an element which it is necessary
to accept and respect,
revolutionary

under penalty of
war and

action, of bringing

anarchy upon society, in place of recon
Fourier has re
and peace.

ciliation

cognized all the forces of man ; he alone
has given the formula of integral associa
tion,

association

of capital,

resulting in consequences of great practical
Already, under
worth for our generation.

the examples which we have given of the
serial organization, apply to beings which

talent.

the names of the Savage State, Barbarism,
Civilization,
Harmony, we have designa

are united by one bond ; men on the con
trary are in a state of division and hostili

lings, money ; let capacities,

The interest of the operative is con
ted some phases of the humanitary life; the ty.
Egyptian, Hebrew, Abyssinian institutions trary to that of the manufacturer, who
wishes to employ machines in the place
have enabled us to verify several charac
As we advance
teristics of those phases.
in our work, we shall compare the institu
tions of Rome, of France, without ex

capital.

represents

labor

and

Let capital of every kind, lands, dwel
let arms be

associated in the townships ; association
does not mean community nor equal dis
On the day of the distribution
tribution.
of profits, capital will have its part pro
portioned to what it brings in, the hours of

of man, to reduce the wages. The inte
conflicts with labor will have their part, the inequalities
rest of the manufacturer
that of the merchant, who wishes to buy of talent, fixed by free and competent elec
or at the lowest possible price.
From that time the
Northern
The inte tion , will have theirs.
cluding from the council
or farther Asia, so rest of the merchant is to sell to the con rights of all are preserved, the scale of
Southern
Europe,
but the barriers fall,
mysterious and picturesque ; and we shall sumer articles very dear and not durable. fortunes subsists;
All these classes are in conflict ; there is the country, free from moats and fences,
hope to shed more light upon this collec
tive life which is developing itself upon not agreement even among the members of from all sorts of selfish enclosures, is sub
For the pre the same class ; on the contrary, it is with mitted to a methodical irrigation, to a
the surface of the globe.
sent, as our object in seeking the law of these that the antagonism is the keenest. unitary culture, the most economical and
The wound, which
order is to apply it to the distribution of The workmen fall into competition, which the most effective.
labor, we content ourselves with saying takes away the wages from some, and re the face of the country has received by
that the aeries is found in all organiza
duces it for all.
Too often facts are re parcelling it out for fragmentary agricul
tions, in all the successions of time.
peated, analogous to that of which we read ture, is radically healed ; so too is the
Let it be remarked, moreover, that it in the Moniteur of the 27th September, wound of pauperism.
The proletary, as
appear in all functions, so soon as
we should follow the indications of nature

would

sociated in agicultural

1818.

" The

number of vintagers, who abound

enterprises,

no

longer

and manufacturing
sees his wages

To each group of in the environs of Dijon, was such, that limited, his family reduced to misery by
attach a at the opening of the vintage they did not the reductive
competition of workmen
His portion de
group of gardners ; the distribution of the get more than two sous a day for their famished like himself.
Those who were not employed, pends upon the general product, and that
object of their labor into the centre, wings labor.
itself offered their labor for their daily food ; product has no bounds; his intelligence,
and transitions, would reproduce
In such a
his activity, may increase it.
perforce in the distribution of the laborers. the others begged alms."
If, instead of agricultural, you prefer
At all stages, between manufacturers, social element, the machine, that glorious
take the trades between merchants, in all professions, this creation of man, that noble victory of mind
functions,
mechanical
them.

in classifying
pears,

or any other vegetable,

which

work

in metal : in the ascending

anarchical

competition

is reproduced ; it

wing, you will have the labors which are drives to fraud, bankruptcy
expended upon the common metals, such
as the function of the blacksmith,
the
whitesmith,

and

descending

wing,

the

locksmith ; in

the professions

the

which

operate upon the metals of luxury, groups

over matter, is no longer

a monster

de

vouring men, women and children with its
A society, lashed by these scourges, does iron teeth ; the machine drives no one
not form a whole to which you can apply from the field or workshops ; it is a force
and misery.

the best distribution of labor ; it is neces

at the service of the association, a force

sary to unite humanity by association be
fore organizing it by the serial law.
As

which doubles the general product, while
it lightens the labor of all ; the machine

&c., in the sociation is solidarity of purpose
of goldsmiths,
jewellers,
centre you will place a function which is chances, good or bad, accepted by
by its great social impor
distinguished
elements of human activity.
tance, and which is made to balance the
Fourier, Owen, St. Simon, have
two wings, for it partakes of them both, this thought, that association was

with shouts of triumph, not
all the only, as to-day, by the manufacturer who
awards to himself all the benefits, but by

and of is received

an in

No more
the whole laboring population.
fragmentary agriculture, no more pauper

the coining af money.
Coining, employs,
for the inferior species, copper, brass,

dispensable preliminary for the organiza
tion of laborers ; but Owen, in his co

ism and mendicity, no more misery caused
by machines : such are the necessary re

metals of the ascending wing ; for pieces
of a higher order, gold and silver, metals
of the descending wing ; so that this
series, like that of the pears, is analogous

operative societies, distributes

to

the

three

genders,

masculine

met in

products in sults of association.

Lei this beneficent association establish
in labor,
without taking any account of inequalities ; itself through all the different degrees of
in talent or fortune ; he associates but one !political division : the Township is its
and element of human power, labor.
St. I constituent element, or molecule, so to
the ratio of the hours employed

THE HARBINGER.
speak ; but a part of the values produced
by the township belong to the province,
which employs them in works for the
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quired in making out this order is not with
out its practical utility.
If we knew the
passions which should set industry in mo

LABOR IN NEW YORK.
It* Cirevmstanctt, Conditions and Rewards.
NO. XV.

provincial interest, and distributes them in tion, we should know that in
every series,
the triple ratio of capital, labor and talent. the
groups of the centre exercising them
The same association in the kingdom, in selves upon the
pivotal function, the best
the empire, the continent, and humanity at
characterized,
the most renowned, and
large.
the most appreciated by the great number

THE MILLINERS.

Girls who undertake to fearn the Mill
inery business must work one year for

n
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nothing and board themselves.
Some
times in the very first class establish
ments they have to pay
bonus for the
They are kept
of consumers, will experience a stronger privilege of so working.
ORGANIZATION BT THE SERIES.
steadily at work, with little opportunity
The men are united, and labor in con ardor than the laborers in the wings ; a for relaxation, from ten to twelve hours
more
vivid
attraction
the
centre
to
permits
After the expiration of the year
day.
cert ; solidarity is established ; how will
rival the two wings, even though inferior they are turned out to find employment
the serial division preside over labor of
as
they may.
Millinery
difficult and
to them in numbers ; on the other hand,
every kindI
delicate art, requiring not only great exIn each township the first thing will be it is necessary that the place of the wings pertness of fingers but considerable absolute
it.
to class the functions in a series of seven be indicated ; naturally the rivals, the in genius to succeed
Consequently
dustrial enemies of the centre, of which great proportion of the girls who under
terms:
take
the
buisness
find then. selves not much
they are neighbors, they are led to unit
Domestic labor ; Agriculture;
better Milliners than when they began —
Manufac
with one another, to form leagues an
as
have
been
tures; Commerce; Teacliing ; Practice
they
al sew
kept
of cabals ; they strive combinedly against th ing, and have not been regularly
taught any thing
tite Sciences; Fine Arts.
centre, both as to the quantity and th
in regard to frmcefulne•s of outline, har
Besides these functions, there is one
quality of their productions.
The de mony of colors, symmetry of form and
which we do not count, the political func
general adaptation of drees to each pe
velopment of the useful passions, whic
culiar style of face, so absolutly neces
tion.
Every industrial series ought to should animate the field of the
industria
sary to the production of
Milliner.
have its council (elat-major) composed of
battle, has for its condition the serial ar Principals
thmselves seldom understand
the chiefs of all the groups, of
these things, and never think of teaching
patriarchs rangement.
an apprentice has
grown grey in labor, full of experience,
To divide and sub-divide functions, even them" so that ui>l'
strong natural genius for making "bon
more capable of counsel than of practice ; to the
minutest details, at evety st;ige o nets, the chances are that she will
never
add to these, men of general views, who the
division, (which will always requires
the business.
succeed
conceive the whole of every subject, but
A great part of Millinery-work, how
group of Regency, a group out of thi
ever, requires merely labor, and this can
who have a repugnance for details.
So line, because it borrows members from al
be done
all who have served their
the Township ought to have,
outside of the others,) to determine the centre,
year.
They have nothing to do except
the active ranks, a
directing series, a wings, winglets and transitions : such are to follow the order given them and to
council of Regency, of which the
work without interruption
from sunrise
germ is the rules according to which the seria
— These receive
found in our municipal council now.
The distribution, the universal order, is to be to nine o'clock at night
from
$2 50 to $3 per week — but
more general division being
determined, introduced into the functions of associatei
must be quite
good hand who com
we may push the sub-division
to many men.
mands the latter price.
Tn be Continued.
stages, which will vary according to the
The business of making
bonnet rias
two branches.
nature and productions of each
First
mailc — then
domain,
THE
rimmed.
The Trimmers get about tlie
MODERN TROJANS.— Thirty four
and llie industrial dispositions of its iuthousand Stoves were manufactured in same prices as the Makers, but are in
habitants.
The Agricultural series may West Troy last
year, some of which were rather better request.
good Trimmer
be divided into clearing, cultivation pro of new patterns.
Each of Burden's iron ins not much need to be out of employ
works
ment.
so
manufactures
5,000
tons of iron into
perly
called, and the rearing of ani
nails, spikes, bolts, and each has forty nail
The greater part of those engaged
mals ; cultivation
embraces waters and
he Millmery buisness are Americans,
machines and ten spike ditto.
forests, grains, vines, orchards, vegetable
A firm there also makes 20,000 yards ilthough there
fair proportion of
gardens, and horticulture.
As far as pos of India Rubber cloth annually ; another English and French.
The diversity of
sible, this sub-division should be pushed to manufactures 200,000 pounds of tobacco irices at which bonnets are sold
variA brewery turns out 10,000 barrels of ms parts of the City
very great, althe minutest shades, or, as Fourier
says, beer
A steam engine and boil
hough the workwomen
receive nearly
yearly.
Ui tenuities and rainimities.
In each de er is making there on a new
lie same every where.
A hat which
principle,
gree of the division, set apart one group which will occupy no
osts $20 or $25
the fashionable esmore space than a
as a council, determine the function
Broadway can be bought
of common coal stove ; it cost 25 cents per ablishments
Division
or Grand street or in the
and has
two horse
the centre, class the wings, winglets and day for running
The Trov bells are found in all Jowcry for perhaps
5. The difference
power.
transitions.
In the series of metals, for
parts of the world, and are the best made
often not at all perquality or style
example, the anterior transition is the
the country;
epliblr, and
the ownership of the
$28,000 worth are made
labor of the forges, which is attached to annually.
rticies had been reversed the critical
Another tobacco establishment
there makes SCO.OOOpounds of snuff ;mustomcr would have paid her
25 for
that of the mines ; the miner,
through the
ie Grand-street
and cuts 140 tons of leaf for
"vulgar thing" and
mediation of him that digs the earth, at nualy,
ieen proud of her baipain.
Tlie profits
chewing and smoking.
taches himself to agriculture, to
nade on hats
the fashionable estabbuilding ;
the posterior transition is offered us
shments must be very erent.
No hat
by
IE? strange gentleman passing
the
an be more than
the mixt professions which combine
day's work for two
the Poor-house of this county, not long since,
—
ersous
Trimmer and Maker and vet
was the mansion of ?ome coun
precious metals with other substances. thought
nany of them sell as high as
25, 30
The makers of mass-books, enriched with try nabob, and desiring to know his name, nd $50;
An establishment which hap
inquired of an Irishman, who was laboring
incrustations
and gilding,
run of faehthose beada field near tho road, " Sir, will you pens or manages to secure
ionnble custom must at this business
makers (patenotricrs) of the middle
ages, please "to tell me who owns that building
"
Troth, an' there's a company accumulate very Iarpe pri.fitg — but as
whose industry is still in fashion, combine there?
part of the business with which
of
us owns it," was the instant reply of this is
jewelry with binding and the book-trade ;
those who do the work have nothing to
Pat.
others, in the manufacture of elegant
do.
we
must
return from our digression.
arti
IE? A religions paper ends
The condition of the Milliner-girls in
cles of necessity, unite that with the
mis
trades
sionary appeal witli " all that's wanting respect to menial and physical education,
of the carpenter and joiner. The
study re
the grace of God, and some money."
moral and sociul refinement, and all those

cried

she,

O Anzoleto,

I

love

thee ! O my God recompense me in a bet
ter life!"

Hardly had she uttered towards Heav
en this cry of agony, when she stumbled
and struck upon an unforeseen obstacle.

0 surprise ! O divine goodness ! It was a
and steep staircase issuing from
one of the walls of the gallery, up which

for

the

ed

and

the rock, borders the precipice

itself in another dark gallery,
where the work of man ceases entirely,
buries

of

the

currents

water and their fall, in rising

to more

turns

and which

from

evated regions.

This

must

the road which Consuelo

There

take.

no other

the water has

case which
clear,

Consuelo

swallows

up

has

had time

the first

to

ten steps,

wets to the ancle the agile feet which fly
before
and filling at last the elliptic
arch which Consuelo had left behind her,

itself in the darkness

engulfs

horrible

din into

and falls

came.

impossible

to

await

Its damp
fatal, and already the flame of her

Zdenko's
ness

is

she

return in the grotto.

candle pales, flickers and threatens to go
out, without the possibility of being re
lighted.
Consuelo

not paralysed by the hor
She thinks indeed

is

torrent precipitates itself, strikes the stair

is

iope.

It

with the wings of fear and
closed and entirely filled that by which
The vault rises before her ; the

she rushed

with

a

it

open

be

might

howling! of the infernal
Upon one of the walls of the
pack.
narrow and difficult path, work
grotto,

taken

el

my mother,"
arms for me!

the water lasts still longer.

"

It

VII.

" O,

it,

mostly go to the
business very young and with a most defi
While engaged
cient common education.
in their apprenticeship
they probably
board with some poor relative or friend
and have to work over-hours to pay for
their homely accommodations and meagre
fare.
They have of course no time for
study ; and we have never heard that
their advantages for moral improvement
At the end of their
were conspicuous.
if they get work, they
apprenticeship,
make $2 50 or $3 per week.
Their
board and washing cost at least $ 3 of
this, and their clothes must be provided
for somehow.
What ought we to look
for under these circumstances?
It is generaly known that there is a
" Milliner shops,"
class of
pretended
which
are only used as a mask for
the most
Tbe
disgraceful
practices.
proverbial notoriety of these has served
in the minds of some persons to cast a
stain upon all women engaged in the
Millinery buisness. Hut this is cruel and
As a general thing the Milliners
unjust.
are as virtuous as any other class of fe
males exposed to similar trials, hardships
and temptations.
Let those who look
harshly upon the errors and vices of the
classes
surround
them
hard-working
selves in imagination with poverty, want,
weariness, lack of healthful food and sleep,
and ponder well on what would be their
reflections on beholding the gay and joy
ous life of vice as it appears outwardly,
and they will learn to pity, while they do
not cease to condemn the unfortunate
guilty. — Tribune.

Translatedfor the Harbinger.

;

narrow

The Milliner-girls

cannon.
like that of
for a
The echoes of the cavern repeat
ong while, and the sinister dropping: of

duces an explosion

is

wages?

CONSUELO.'
FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

a

thine

HARBINGER.

is

graces which create an atmosphere of
around
the female sex,
enchantment
must as a general remark be deplorable.
In the keen and bitter competition which
pervades every branch of buisnesii, the
price of labor is kept down to the lowest
possible point — although one would sup
pose that the large profits of Millinery
bore so magnificent relations to the cost
of labor as to avoid the necessity of such
a result.
But when or where was the
price of labor not cut down as low and as
fast as possible 1 What branch of em
ployers, as a class, have ever come for
ward to arrest the downward tendency of

E

in

TH
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ror of her situation.
is

a

a

deep reservoir
no longer on the road to the
that she
looks down upon
These subterranean gal
Schreckenstein.
from
little platform she had reached on
freak
leries which open before her are
her knees and in darkness.
of nature and conduct to places which
For her candle had been extinguished.
are impassable or to a labyrinth from
violent rush of wind had preceded the
Still she
which she may not find an exit.
irruption of the mass of waters.
Con
will venture in them were
only to find
suelo fell prostrate upon the last step,
a more salubrious asylum until the next
sustained hitherto
the preserving in
The next night, Zdenko will re
night.
stinct of life, but ignorant
she was
he will stop the current, the gal
turn
saved,
this din of the cataract was not
lery will be emptied and the captive can
new disaster which would overtake her,
retrace her steps and see again the light
the cold rain which rebounded even to
of the stars.
her, and bathed her hair, was not the
Consuelo therefore buried herself in
chilling hand of death stretched out upon
the mysteries of the subterranean with
her head.
fresh courage, attentive this time to all
Still the reservoir was filled by de
the accidents of the soil, and careful
grees, to the height of other deeper
ways to follow the ascending inclinations,
waste ways, which carried still further
without allowing her course to be divert
into the bowels of the earth the current
ed
galleries apparently more spacious
of the abundant fountain.
The noise di
and more direct, which presented them
minishes
the vapors are dissipated
a
selves every moment.
By this means
SONG.
sonorous murmur, rather harmonious than
she was sure of not again meeting any
BY D. W. C. ROBERTS.
frightful, spreads itself through the cav
currents of water, and of being able to
erns.
With
We meet in crowds and pass along,
convulsive hand, Consue
retrace her steps.
Like bubbles floating on a river,
lo has succeeded
her
candle.
relighting
She advanced in the midst of
thou
A few short hours of love and song,
Her heart still beats violently against her
enormous stones encum
sand obstacles
And then we part, perhaps, forever.
bosom, but her courage
restored.
On
bered her path
gigantic bats, awakened
O could we govern fate, and grasp
her knees, she thanks God and her moth
from their gloomy slumbers by the light
The kindred soul of love requited,
er.
Finally she examines the place in
of the lantern, came striking against
in
And to our breast the treasure clasp,
which she is, and throws the trembling
Then hearts were blest that now arc
squadrons and whirling like spirits of
light of her lantern upon surrounding ob
blighted.
darkness about the traveller.
After the
A vast grotto hollowed by the
jects.
first emotions of surprise, she felt her
O like the waters of the stream
hand of nature serves as vault to an im
courage increase at each new terror.
That from the mountams meet the ocean,
mense abyss which the distant fountain o;
Sometimes she crawled
over immense
So love basks in its kindred beam,
the Schreckenstein supplies, and where
blocks of stone which had been detached
And heart meets heart with fond emotion ;
lost in the bosom of the rock.
This
And yet, alas! how oft we feel
from the huge cracked vaults, displaying
so deep that the water which en
abyss
At parting all our life strings sever;
other threatening blocks hardly retained
gulfs itself therein cannot be seen
but
The bosom owns the entering steel
in their places, with large cracks all
when
stone
thrown in,
rolls for the
And Love and Hope are lost forever!
around them, twenty feet above her head
space of two minutes and
falling proDemocratic Review.
at other times the vault was narrowed
which

;
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a
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it
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if
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A

a
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the heroic child

atmosphere

order to force

passage.

|

Clerk's office of the District Court ol Massa
chusetts

a

men as brethren.

in

is

i

in
a

•

Entered according to Act of Congress, in and lowered so much that Consuelo was
l£J" The sum and substance of all true the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
rarefied and heated
obliged to crawl
that love which regards all
religion,
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Thus she went on for half an hour, when
at the turning of a sharp angle which
her

and supple form could

light

hardly

pass, she fell from Charybdis into Scylla,
on finding herself face to face with Zdenko ; Zdenko at first petrified by surprise
and frozen by terror, but soon indignant,
furious and menancing
seen him.

as she had before

In this labyrinth, among such number
less obstacles, by the flickering light of a
flame which the want of air smothered
every moment, flight was impossible.
Consuelo thought of defending herself
hand to hand against his murderous
tempts.

Zdenko's

foaming

mouth,

wandering

that this time he would

his

eyes,

announced

sufficiently

self to threats.

at

not confine him
he

Suddenly

took

heretical

formula, she had made Amelia But she was still too much under the in

explain to her, and which had so shocked
"Zdenko!" cried she in
the chaplain.

fluence of her recent emotion, to resolve
to see that eccentric

again

personage.

one of the openings

The terror he had caused her, augmented

of the badly joined wall, which already

in proportion as she removed herself from
him ; and after having escaped his ven

Bohemian,

through

separated her from him :

"

friend Zdenko,

'
may lie who has beenwronged salute tltee." geance by an almost miraculous presence
had
these
words
been
pro of mind, she felt herself sink on thinking
Hardly

of it. She therefore fled from him, hav
nounced, when they operated upon Zden
ko like :t magic charm : he let fall the ing no longer the courage to attempt what
enormous block he held, uttered a deep might be necessary to render him favora
sigh and began to demolish his wall with
even more promptitude than he had dis
it ; then reaching his
he assisted her in si

played Jin building
hand to Consuelo,

lence to pass the ruin,

after

looked at her attentively,

sighed strange

which

he

ly and giving her three keys tied together

a with a red ribbon,

strangely ferocious resolution : he began
to gather great stones and place them one
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pointed out the path

before her and said :

"

May he who has

been wronged salute thee!"

doors, the keys of which

given her, in order to place a barrier be
tween herself and the return of his fury.
But was she not going to seek Albert,
that other madman, whom she rashly per
sisted in believing kind and tractable, in a
position analogous to that of Zdenko to

There was a thick veil over

wards her?
all this

"

only to find one of those
he had

ble, and wishing
magic

adventure, and relieved from the

if

it,

Will you not serve me as guide?" romantic attraction which had contributed
upon the other, between himself and Con
" Conduct me to your to urge her into
said she to him.
suelo, in order to wall up the narrow gal
Consuelo asked her
In this way he master."
Zdenko shook his head saying : self
she were not the most craty of the
lery in which she was.
was sure, by not emptying the cistern for " I have no master, I had a friend.
You three, to have precipitated herself into
deprive me of him.
complished.

incautious

you ; as for me,

hornet in his cell by stopping
up the mouth with wax.

But it was with

that Zdenko

granite

built and he carried on his work with as
tonishing

The athletic strength

rapidity.

this man, so thin and apparently

which

in collecting

so weak, displayed

and ar

the blocks,

proved to Consuelo
that resistance would be in vain, and that
ranging

it was better to hope to find another exit
by retracing her steps, than to drive him

Go

The destiny is ac

whither

I

shall

God
weep

directs
here till

this abyss of dangers and mysteries, with
out being sure of
fruitful

you return."

would

his

result and a

Still she followed the gallery, spacious

And seating himself upon the rubbish,
he buried

favorable

success.

head in

his

not say another word.

hands,

and

Consuelo

did not stop long to console him.

She

and admirably
hands of the

All

by the strong

excavated
men of the

the rocks were cut

middle

ages.

through by an

el

with

a

perish

liptic arch of much character and regular

feared the return of his fury, and profit
ing by. this moment when she held him in

chalky

respect, certain at last of being on the
route to the Schreckenstein, she hurried

ported

The

ity.

less

compact

of soil,

veins

all

the

portions,
those

places

where any caving was possible, were sup
finely worked arches of free
by

to make her

several days,

hunger, as does the bee, who encloses the

on her way.
In her uncertain and peril stone, bound together by square keystones
Consuelo lost no time in ad
by irritating him. ous journey, Consuelo had not made a of granite.
She tried to move him, to persuade and great advance ; for Zdenko, coming by a miring this immense work, executed with
" Zdenko," much longer route which was inaccessible
solidity which would still defy the lapse
over-rule him by her words.
" what are you doing to the water, had met with her at the of many ages. Neither did she ask her
said she to him,
a

to the last extremities

friend

safety.

and

your

You
brother

destroy
in

your

destroying

hill on which it stood ; one, by a well ar
ranged winding

and worked

in the rock

by

his

tion,

point of junction of the two subterranean self how the present owners of the chat
passages, which made the circuit of the eau could be ignorant of the existence of
construction.
She could
chateau, of its vast outhuildings, and the so important
a

Albert will reproach

Albert expects and
you with my death.
calls me. I am his friend, his consola

have explained
remembering that all
the historical documents of the family and
it

there, foolish one?

by the hand of man, the other frightful,
Consuelo did
wild and full of dangers.

estate, had been destroyed more than
century before, at the epoch of the refor

his work, be

not by any means imagine that she was
at that moment under the park, and yet

mation

she passed its gates and ditches by a path
which all the keys and precautions of the

thought upon any thing more than her own
lev
safety, satisfied with simply finding

canoness could no longer close against
One stone only was wanting to secure her.
After having traversed some distance on
Consuelo saw him place it
the edifice.
" Never," thought this new route, she thought of turning back
with consternation.
she, "shall I be able to demolish this and renouncing an enterprise, which had

el floor, an air which she could breathe,

ued to sing

and seemed to take an ex

treme pleasure in his work.

A

wonderful

Consuelo.

inspiration

project, by asking him to clear the way
to the cistern and empty it again, that
at last came to she might ascend , she had a great chance

She remembered

the famous

of finding

him

gentle

and benevolent.

a

a

free space in which to move.
long

She

distance to traverse,

al

had still

though this direct route to the Schrecken
stein, was much shorter than the winding
She found
path of the mountain.
very

it

and no longer able to determine the
direction she pursued, she knew not
long

led to the Schreckenstein,

it

wall. I should require the hands of a already been so difficult and almost fatal to
giant." The last stone was placed, and her. Perhaps new obstacles awaited her.
soon she saw Zdenko building another, Zdenko's ill-will might be excited anew.
It was a whole quarry, And if he should run after her? If he
behind the first.
a whole fortress which he meant to heap should raise a fresh wall to prevent her
return?
Whereas,
by abandoning her
up between her and Albert. He contin

and

if

hand.

or to some more

distant termination of her expedition.
After walking
quarter of an hour,
a

with an active and powerful

a

clopean wall

in Bohemia;
but she no longer
looked around her, and hardly bestowed

a

gan to sing in his language to a lively
and animated air, while building his cy-

;

ed and resolved to continue

a

me."
But Zdenko, fearing to be overpersuad-

she found the vault elevate itself anew,
and the work
tirely.

of the architect cease en

Nevertheless,

those vast quarries,

those majestic grottoes through which she
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'

But and there would have been no mistake in blush before him
have come to save
invaded by vegetation and receiving the this supposition.
was Zdenko who Thus did Consuelo, too modest to under
external air through numberless fissures, had made the neighborhood of Albert's stand her modesty, struggle
with
her
they had a less gloomy aspect than the retreat so graceful, easy and secure.
feelings, and almost reproach herself for
did
galleries, and there were a thousand means
Still
Consuelo began to feel the beneficent the delicacy of her emotion.
of hiding oneself and escaping from the influence which the less gloomy and
not enter her mind that she might encnunBut a ready poetic aspect of external objects ter dangers more frightful to her than
pursuit of an irritated adversary.
noise of running water made Consuelo produced upon her imagination, confused death.
Her chastity did not admit the
shudder ; and if she had been able to jest by such cruel terrors.
When she saw thought that she might become prey to
in such a situation, she would have con the pale rays of the moon glance here and the brutal passions of
madman.
But
fessed to herself that Baron Frederick, on there in the openings of the rocks, and re she instinctively experienced the fear of
a

a

al

it

It

I

passed, were still the work of man.

flect themselves upon the moving
when

motionless

to obey a less elevated,

less

water,

appearing

plants,

divine sentiment, than that which anima
it

;

intervals

ascending more and ten times before she could resolve to do
fatigue, an ex
more near to the surface of the earth, she so. An overpowering
felt renovated, and the reception which treme faintness in her whole being, caused

She had continued to ascend since quitting
the precipice at the moment of being sub
Unless Zdenko

tie

saw

Still she put the key into the
which the water did not reach, agitated at ted her.
by the wind of the forest, when lock of the door but she tried to turn

"Jut she soon made use of her reason.

merged.

she

a

his return from the chase, had never had
more horror of water than she experienced
at that instant.

she perceived herself

had at his com

mand an hydraulic machine of inconceiva
ble power and extent, he could not raise

awaited her at the end of her heroic pil

a

;

:

in

her to lose her resolution at the very
moment of receiving the reward
upon
upon her mind
towards her, his terrible auxiliary, the less sombre colors.
At last she saw the earth by a great deed of chanty in heav
torrent.
It was, besides, evident that she path turn sharply from the bank, enter a en by
sublime death.
must some where encounter the current short gallery, freshly built, and terminate
was depicted

grimage,

vm.

in

obstacle, which could be made to yield
a moment, for she had the key of the door

and that

cutting it at right angles, did

breathing

have said that

a

a

A

for she still thought with terror of the
possible return of the intractable owner
of this dwelling.
The second apartment
which she entered was vaulted like the
first, but the walls were protected by mats
and trellises covered with moss.
stove

A

It

I

I

two days, had at last disappeared.
She
decided upon opening the second door,
after having closed the first with care;

diffused a pleasant heat, and

it

by

me.

She recognized also the little
basket which she had carried full of fruits
to the Stone of Terror, and which, after

was doubt

My less its funnel opening in the rock, which

and

desolate,

;

I

to me in my

last moments.

Perhaps

I

it

a

a

;

I

a

a

formed of
horrible death, with
heap of leaves and dried
myself devoted to
but Zdenko had covered
was not prepared. herbs
tranquillity for which
with
This is, perhaps, favor which God sends magnificent bear-skins, spite of the abso
am about to perish under the blows of
madman, and go forward to this catastro

a

from

I

equality which Albert exacted in
their habits, and which Zdenko accepted
in all that did not interfere with the pas
lute

be sionate tenderness he felt for him, and
martyr.
phe with the firmness of
an eternal life, and feel the preference of care which he bestowed
that
devoted- upon him over himself.
Consuelo was
perish here, victim to

lieve ardently

One

I

a

and

thousand

holes.

does not terrify

I

a

imperceptible

awaits

chamber.

produced the fleeting light seen by Con
could lose
with
experienced this an suelo on the summit of the Schreckenstein.
instant since, and for an hour
have seen Albert's bed, like that of Zdenko's, was
life

natural hot-house,
cold

all things.
Per
me, and yet the

against

if

a

was like

searched them

of

resolution full

heart, a disinteres

tranquil

proof

death

his pro

have reached this spot.

fervent soul,

out much regret

and crevices to sup

preserved by its vaults from
snow, but sufficiently aired by

were about to commit

fault and

Cynabre had received

a

a»

a

feet

I

peculiar education

i

could have burt the

;

stones which

if

I

'

I

a

in

in

this chamber by Cynabre,
pleasing care had ness, perhaps useless but profoundly re received
shall be recompensed in
the lock,
protected the lives of these beautiful ligious,
hap who hearing the key turn
What delays me and why do had posted himself upon the threshhold,
plants, and freed the sand which the tor pier life.
rent threw upon its banks, of any gravel
with raised ear and anxious eye.
experience an inexplicable perturbation,
But
a

wonld

by his will even more than

haps

of the outward air penetra
cracks

eye which

It

without.

she,

thought

port the life of the vegetation, but they
were too narrow to afford passage to the
curious

thought

is

aquatic plants, euorand wild brambles

a

Enough

here,"

me

through the most frightful dangers.

tedness,

in this protected place, with

ted through

conducted

tection, that

out injury from the rigor of the season,
bordered the torrent with
verdant mar
gin.

and

worn, served as an indi

cation by which she recognized Zdenko's

it

flowers,

flourishing

has drawn

pair of old fashioned coverings for the

feet, remarkably

a

A

wall

nor

"God

There come with
The path of charity,

fresh and fertile

she neither

a

in
a

for beautiful

mous

;

in

slopingly

soil

could,

wished to love.

"

whom

confined bed.

the work of man reappeared.

her

a

;

fear and without

the course of the limpid and transparent
stream, which ran with a generous mur

was raised

hut

her,

path of fresh and fine sand ascended

properly

who perhaps loved

er, nor her husband

she walked

danger.

mur

sleep or in

I

along its bank without

place

human

every

man whom she hardly knew,
who was neither her father, nor her broth

no one except

time

She

to stop,

I

by

reverie,

eye, to

every

there to surprize

thought,

Soon she met with

and 'this

current,

prisoner.

in

Albert and Zdenko.

to

in

closed

road which Zdenko had passed alone, and
Consuelo approached the spring, which

the

a

was about to penetrate alone, into

gate

for ages had been seen

have time enough
strength failed her.

other

and felt

as happened to Consuelo.
The
was far behind he>, on the

stein,

her

in

except just near the cis
tern, and afterwards under the Schreckensluice

would

She entered
vaulted hall, which had
hand, Consuelo hesitated,
bed of dried
timidity which was more dim- no other furniture than
cult to conquer than all her terrors.
She fern on which a sheep-skin was thrown.

it,

the gallery,

it

veins of the mountain,

not encounter

three doors and two apart
that in which she

ments, before reaching

The fact she rested her weary hand upon this last supposed Albert to be

cistern.

was, that the spring had its current in un
known

when

a

the

supplied

end of pass through

at the

her fatigues and her irresolutions,

a a

which

fountain of tears

that

is

water,

mysterious

she made up her mind.
She had three keys.
She must therefore

if

more, she would have been astonished not ivy gracefully enclosed.
to have yet found upon her path, that
When she saw herself

Nevertheless

a

a

it,

a

of the fountain, the sluice or the spring at
little door, which seemed of metal,
itself; and if she could have reflected so cold was
and winch
great ground

THE HARBINGER.
from his master ; he w8* a friend and not contempt and pity.
Albert had a horror
a guardian.
In his youth he had been of blood ; and though he appeared to
ao strictly forbidden to howl and to bark, enjoy life less than any one, he had a
that he had entirely lost the habit SO religious and boundless respect for the
natural to all beings of his species.
If idea of life in general. He could neither
any one had approached Albert with evil kill nor see killed, even the lowest animals

327
believe, who enter mechanically
into the houses at night, and are seen to
people

aim,

act without connection

and without

obeying as by instinct

the ancient habits

of their lives, without

intentions, he would have found his voice ; of creation.
He would have delighted
if any one had attacked him, he would in all the natural sciences ; but he stopped
have defended him.
But prudent and at mineralogy and botany. Even ento

servants,

who

ami

recognizing

without seeing their friends

and terrified

fly from them or look at

them in silence, frozen by astonishment
and fear.
Such was Consuelo on seeing

circumspect

aa a hermit,

he never made mology seemed to him too cruel a science,
being sure of and he never could have sacrificed the life
what he was about, and without having of an insect to gratify his curiosity.
Con

Count Albert and perceiving

the slightest

noise without

not see her, though he was not two steps

examined and smelt of those suelo knew these particulars.
carefully
She re
who approached him.
He walked up called them on seeing the attributes of
" No, I
to Conauelo with a look which had some
Albert's peaceful occupations.
thing human in it ; smelt of her dress will not be
said she to herself,

his

and especially of her hand which had
held for a long time the keys touched by
Zdenko ; and completely re-assured by

"of

afraid."

so gentle

and

peaceful

a being.

from her.

that he did

Cynabre had risen and licked
hand.
Albert said some

master's

friendly
following

words to him in Bohemian : then
with his eyes the movements of

the dog, who carried his discreet caresses
to Consuelo, he gazed attentively at the

this circumstance,

he abandoned himself

This is the cell of a saint and not the dun feet of the young girl, which were shod
But the more she at this moment much like those of Zden
geon of a madman."
was re-assured as to the nature of his ko, and without raising his head, said to

to the benevolent

remembrance

mental

of her, and placed

retained

velvet paws upon her shoulders,
affable

and silent

joy, while

swept

the

with

earth

he had

his

great

troubled

with an gretted

he slowly

his superb

tail.

man ;

malady, the more did she feel
and confused.
She almost re
not

and

to find a crazy
the

certainty

or a dying

of presenting

herself before a real man made her hesi

After this grave and honest welcome, he tate more and more.
returned to hia bed on the corner of the
Not knowing how to announce herself,
skin which covered his master's couch, she fell into a reverie
which
lasted
and stretched himself upon it with the some minutes, when the sound of an
carelessness of old age, but still followed admirable instrument struck her ear: it
with his eyes Consuelo's every step and was a Stradivari us• playing a sublimely
movement.
Before

daring to approach the third
door, Consuelo cast a glance around this
hermitage, in order to gather from it

perfect a violin, so touching and so simple
a performance.
The strain was unknown

ments

hanging

curiosities

horns of the urus,

from

which

Albert

had

from the depths of Lithuania,

brought

and which

served for clothes-pegs.
His numerous
books were regularly arranged in a book
case of rough

boards, which were sup
ported by great branches artistically fash
ioned by a rustic and intelligent hand.

The table, the two chairs, were of the
same material and the same workmanship.
A hortus siccus and old books of music,
entirely unknown to Consuelo, with titles
and words in the Sclavonic language,
completed the revelation of the peaceful,
habits of the ancho

simple and studious
rite.

An iron lamp,

curious

from

its

was suspended from the middle
of the vault and burned in the eternal
night of this melancholy sanctuary.
antiquity,

Consuelo

remarked

arms in the place.
taste of the rich

that there were no

the
Notwithstanding
inhabitants of those

forests for the chase and for the objects

of luxury which accompany its enjoyment,
Albert had no gun, not even a hunting

knife ; and his old dog had never learnt
the grande science, for which reason Cyoabre was the object of Baron Frederick's

in Bohemian

which

she

seemed a

but which

On
question, and ended with her name.
seeing him in this state, Consuelo felt her
Yielding entirely to
timidity disappear.
her compassion, she saw only the unfor
tunate man with his lacerated heart, who
still invoked without recognizing her ;
and placing

her

hand

upon

the

young

man's arm with confidence and firmness,
she said to him in Spanish with her pure

sad and grand air, under a pure and skil and penetrating
ful hand.
Never had Consuelo heard so suelo."

voice,

"Here

is Coo*

To be Continued.

The New York
STOCK GAMBLING.
correspondent of the National Intelligen
cer relates the following anecdote, which
than all the ancient music she was ac he says he heard from an English gentle
the
She listened with rapture man now in that city, to illustrate
quainted with.
stock gambling" was
and now explained to herself how Albert extent to which
:
carried in London in 1856
could have so well comprehended her
" I was in London (says the genleman
from the first phrase he heard her eing. alluded to) in 1826, and was a frequenter
It was because he had the revelation of of the Stock Exchange, and an occasion
the true, the grand music.
He might al operator, during the fearful excitement
and speculation of that memorable year.
know
not
the wonderful resources of the
I well recollect having sold one day, for
art; but he had within him the divine a friend of mine, seven shares in the
breath, the intelligence and the love of stock of one of the mining companies
jt'12i0
the beautiful.
When he had finished, (the fancy stock of that time) for
sterling, the par being .£100, and the
Consuelo,
and
ani
entirely re-assured,
purchaser made a large profit on his
mated by a more lively sympathy, was operation.
I was a stockholder in the
Umbrella Company,
about to risk knocking at the door which Royal Metropolitan
still separated her from him, when that the object of which was to \oan umbrel
The
las in the case rf unexpected rain.
door opened slowly, and she saw the
company had station-houses in all the
young Count advance, his head bowed leading business streets, where, on the
down, his eyes bent upon the earth, with deposite of a sum of money, any one
might procure an umbrella at the rate of
his violin and bow in his down-hanging
The um
four pence sterling per hour.
hands.
His paleness was frightful, his
brellas were returnable at any of the
hair and dress in a disorder which Con
station houses, and the deposites there
thus
the
deposites
Oil
suelo had not before seen.
His absent redeemable.
air, his broken and dejected attitude, the made, the company did a very respectable
banking business, which lasted about as
despairing carelessness of his motions,
long as many of the institutions which
announced, if not entire alienation, at were organised in that year.
1 never
least the disorder and abandonment of the shall forget the horrors of the crash
— the
human will.
One would have said he j which succeeded these speculations
re
which
and despair,
ruin,
misery,
was one of those spectres, mute and de
'
sulted from them. As far as I can judge,
prived of memory, in which ilm Sclave from reading the accounts of speculations
now going on in railway shares, I appre
• The name of a celebrated maker of violins. hend that a like result will be produced,''

some indication of the moral condition of to her ; but from its
strange

the man who occupied it.
She found no
trace of madness nor despair.
A great
neatness, a kind of order prevailed through
out.
There was a cloak and other gar

her some words

did not understand,

forms, she judged

and simple
it to be more ancient

THE HARBIN GEE.

a

a

:

if

,

is

in

by

a

it

it,

Now any one who will investigate the
organization, and facility of ascertaining
the condition of the Association, secured
to every individual belonging- to
will
see that
not only possesses all the ad
vantages, strength and permanency which
corporate power can give, but also secu
rity against fraud being perpetrated
one member, or set of members, against
which
another and on the Association,
does not exist, and 'cannot exist, in any
In the first place
other state of society.
the members live together, and all have
daily access to all the accounts and busi
to the
ness transactions
appertaining
In the second, no prop
whole concern.
erty can go into the hands of any one,
the possession of the
unless he leaves
certificates of
Association, property that
stock assigned to the President, amount
ing to- double the property he holds tem
Now this kind of
porarily in his bands.
security exists not and can not exist, in
one of the
for,
any other partnership
partners keeps the accounts, false entries
are possible, and .if they are confided to
plan
disinterested or interested clerks,
may be easily devised between them and
fraud, which may
partner to commit
be carried on for
length of time with
this
next to impos
out being detected
on account of the
sible in Association,
extensive knowledge of affairs existing
In the third place,
among the members.
and nautical cor
among manufacturing
&c.
the
done
work
hired
porations,
laborers who have no interest
the con
cern, aside from their wages; and conse
but
quently no inducement to vigilance
in Associations,
where every member
entitled to an equitable share 'of the whole
income of every department of industry,
Now it deserves to be remembered, the inducement to vigilance rests alike
that failures are nearly all caused by the with all.
failure of purchasers in paying; there
Associations will consequently be able,
few importers,
or after they shall have been fully established,
being comparatively
large dealers of any kind, who do not to compete with individual merchants and
insure their property against fire, and ac mercantile Companies with superior ad
cident in its transit from place to place ; vantages.
Cities are generally built up
and very little is lost on retail sales to with money accumulated by speculation,
and
farmers.
artificers,
This
mechanics,
and supported by the facilities they afford
fraud,
unfolds a tale of turpitude,
for merchandizing.
Manufactures on the
not
to
be
in
wo,
and
mistaken
its
crime,
contrary, can be carried on in country
and
shows
most
as
in
cities, and many of
well as
meaning,
conclusively
places
and when
that so long as commerce is carried on them with superior advantages
on principles of individual competition ai Associations shall have drawn laborers
it must ever be in cities, and by persons away from cities, as they inevitably will,
too who have no permanent possessions rents must fall of course and the profits of
to secure the payment of their obligations
the removal of
speculators be curtailed
Let us now inquire into competition for labor, from which they
fraud will exist.
the ability of Associations to carry on the now derive great advantages.
Associa
commercial business of the country.
tions may also carry on wholesale import
and export trade with much greater facility
[t is a well established maxim, exten
sively acted on eveo in the present state and advantage than isolated merchants.
of society, that union gives strength Two or more Associations may also unite
We accordingly find the country fillec their mercantile pursuits and co-operate
with corporations created by law on pur
and as
greatly to the benefit of each
there will in all cases be fixed and abun
pose to give potency and an all controlling
mfluence to capitalists, enabling them to dant security, consisting of the domain,
drive from the field of competition all in with manufactories, &c. the uncertainty
dividual efforts.
Nearly every State in and risk of loss by fraud will be effectu
the Union has on its statute book, a law ally and forever removed.
would not
regulating small partnerships, and exemp therefore be strange
coming time,
ting lhs property of individuals, which cities of isolation should low
great,
It

a

;

a

by

;

is

:

in

is

by

is

a

;

if

a

if,

Those who have but little studied the
(Treat doctrines of Industrial Association,
say, cities must always continue to carry
on the commercial operations of the na
tion, *n I conclude that they are therefore
Now
necessary evils, to be encouraged.
this is saying nothing less than that vice,
fraud
to
are destined
exist
and crime, and
perpetually ; for so long as wealth can be
more
individua
accumulated
speedily by
Cupidity and competition, than by produc
tive industry, the temptation to fraud wil!
continue to exist ; and if it exists, espe
cially among individuals, it will as surely
produce an effect, for no cause ever exist
ed, or can continue permanently active
without producing its legitimate effect.
In all countries and at all times there
have been commercial crises, and these
are ever proportionate to the amount o
business carried on, and the number o
These conclusions
persons engaged in it.
are amply substituted by experience.
In
proof of them we lately cited the author
ity of general Dearborn of Massachusetts
who states that in past time " ninety-sever
out of every hundred persons who obtainec
their livelihood by buying and selling
failed or died insolvent.''
The Genera

is not invested in -die concern from it*
lebts; and as the individuals of which
corporations of all kinds consist, can not
iersonally superintend the business csried on, nor have constant access to the
means of informing themselves of the
state of affairs, by reason of their other
wise isolated condition, there is still left
a chance to perpetrate fraud which it is
almost impossible to detect.

in

New York, &c.

arther states " that having been engaged
some fifteen years in the Custom House,
n Boston, he was suprised to find at the
close of his term, an entirely new set of
" and found
men doing business there ;
He then
the above conclusion verified.
submitted his calculation to an old mer
chant of great experience, who confirmed
Genertl Dearborn
t in every particular.
continues :
" The statement, however, appeared to me
so startling, so appalling, that I was induced
to examine It with much care, and I regret
:o say I lbund It true.. I then called upon a
friend of mine, a great antiquarian, a gentle
man always referred to in all matters relating
to the city of Boston, and he told me that in
the year 1800, he look a memorandum of
every person on Long Wharf, and that in
1840 (which is ai long a* H merchant con
tinues business) only five in one hundred
remained. They bud in that time either
failed or ditd destitute of property. I then
went to a very intelligent director of the
Union Bank, (a very strong bank,) he told
me that the bank commenced business in
1798, that there then was but one other hank
in Boston, the Massachusetts Bank, and that
the bank was so overrun with business, that
the clerks and officers were obliged to work
till twelve o'clock at night, and all Sundays;
that they hail occasion to look back a year or
two ago, and they found that of the one
thousand accounts which were opened with
them la starting, only >ix remain; they had
in forty years either all failed or died desti
Houses, whose paper
tute of property.
passed without a question, have all gone
that
time.
in
Bankruptcy, said he, is
down
like death, and almost as certain ; they fell
single ttnd alone, and are Ihus forgotten, but
there Is no escape from it, and he is a fortu
Another friend
nate man who fails young.
told me that he had occasion to look through
the Probate Office a few years since, and he
was surprised to find that over ninety per
cent, of all the estates settled there, were
insolvent. And within a few days, I have
none back to the incorporation of our banks
in Boston. I have a list of the directors
since they started. This is, however, a very
unfair way of testing the rule, for bank di
rectors are the most substantial men in the
community . In the old bank, over one-third
had failed in forty years, and in the new
bank a much larger proportion."

a

GROWTH OP CITIES,
Compared with Association.
From every quarter of the country are
echoed and reechoed felicitations on the
increase and prosperity of our Cities.
To us, this is no cause of rejoicing. To
the careful observer, it speaks m lan
guage, not to be misunderstood, of the
ascendency of a monied oligarchy, and a
commercial feudality — of the increase of
crime, and the degradation of the laboring
mind
classes, which to a philanthropic
We have been accused
must be painful.
of insanity on this subject by those who
are not accustomed to trace effects back to
their causes.
But it remains a fact, nevtheless, generally admitted, that'" allies
are excrescences — aores upon the body
and how can it be otherwise?
C"lks;"
thousand buildings to be erected in
St. Louis, and even a larger number in
other cities, are not to be occupied by
those whose labor erects them ; but by
tenants, destined to have the screws ap
plied to them by those who live sumptu
ously every day, on their earnings.
It can scarcely be repeated too often,
that wealth can only be created by labor—
that the amount annually produced, u Smi
led by the number of
' producers, and the
facility with which lahor is performed,
(utnich are almost exclusively in the hands
'of capitalists ;) and the greater tke share
of the total amount is given to those who
io not produce it, the less must necessarily
Now that a com
be left for the laborer.
paratively small class of those who live
in cities, aggregate to themselves all the
wealth produced in them, 'is sufficiently
panperiara
proved by the overwhelming
But even this ia
that abounds there.
not enough to fill the coffers of the many
who accumulate large fortunes in a few
years — the whole country is made tribu
tary to the aggrandizement of millionaires ;
and tha Irg T ami more numerous, cities
become, in any country, the more that
country, irrespective of cities, is impov
erished.
Paris is now considered as holding in
tier ha id the destinies of all France ;
London,
Manchester, Sic. ol
Liverpool,
En gland, and the empire State is fast
sinking under the dommion and sway ol
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a

it,

in

it

with the Seventh Symnif of Beethoven, and the ever won
Their
derful Overture
to Freyschutz.
orchestra
strengthened by important
is

iave commenced

additions, especially
es, so that

in the stringed

Bass

now the

grand symphonies
will have more of their due solidity and

A

top-heavy.

greater

an

were

firmer
always

of

preponderance

generally, makes
band.
and less

it

stringed instruments,
orchestra,

a

more

on

a

and seem seated
dignity,
foundation.
Before,
they

in

rehearsal the Sixth, or
They have now
Pastoral Symphony, of which we record
our impressions below.
Ole Bull has been

taking

his

fare

well in a series of three concerts.
As
usual, he was unfortunate with his or
chestra, and was obliged to dispense with
so essential

that accompaniment

to

the

bringing out of any of his greater works.
The reduction of his price to the Boston
standard of half-a-dollar,

much increased

But the/wor of the pub
lic here for any prodigy of art never
Still the impres
survives the first visit.
sion of the Norwegian has been deep and
will be lasting in many minds. He is
man of genius, although he
certainly
a

his audiences

is

moves in that unfortunate and dissipating
element of Virtuoso-dom, which
more

full of seductive temptations to ambition,
of inducements to slow and
When prodigies succeed
deep creation.
than

and eclipse

one another so rapidly,

who

does not contrast the solid, eternal foun

of

dations

Mozart's

or

Beethoven's

the utmost that Ole Bull, or

Ole Bull's most inconceivable

successor,

sphere
We
gain in such
take leave of him however with sincere
respect and admiration

?

a

can possibly

for his many

no

He has
qualities.
fascinating
called out and purified the latent enthu
ble

and

siasm of this wide-spread
as

people,

few

could

and diversified

have

done,

and

America will owe him her thanks.
BEETHOVEN'S

of descriptive
posed

music.

in the long

which he spent
Vienna,

PASTORAL

SYMPHONY.

called the highest achievement
com

afternoons,

rural spot just out of

seated upon

is

A

to all

stile, and surren

the sounds and
man
as often guilty of injust
1EP
sights and sensations of the country, so
ice by omitting to do what he ought, as
grateful to the tired denizen of the city.
by doing what he ought not to do.
dering

himself

Beethoven

summer
a

This

in
a

is

a

every way, Handel's
study; — noble
We shall
music and Milton's words.
The Academy
hereafter.
speak of

is

is

ICr" Some men think they are sober
because they forswear
ardent spirits.
Many people get fuddled with love, more
get drunk with vanity, while passion
trips up one's heels, and transforms him
into
beast.
Reason
your only tetotaller.

and have

of Sampton,

most noble work which well rewards their

it

in

in

Between three
MECHANICS IN RUSSIA.
and four thousand people, consisting of
Americans,
English, Scotch, Irish, and
are employed
the gigan
Germans,
tic locomotive establishment recently put
in operation
Russia, for the construc
tion of locomotives for the great chain of
This large concern
Russian
railroads.
under the direction of Maj. Whistler,
A military
recently from Lowell, Mass.
guard
kept on duty to preserve order.

took the lead,

Society

riven three performances

is

;

in

is

It

is
a

Haydn

a

;

a

a

a

MUSIC IN BOSTON.
The season of concerts has commenced
with
The Handel
and
great vigor.

it

a

it

a

in

a

MUSICAL REVIEW.

fame, with

is

Another difficulty is, that cursing, and
and tattling, and hunting or
swearing,
fishing on Sunday, are scarcely consider
ed, by a great part of civil society, as
immoralities ; and persons addicted to those
vices, are recommended and received as
members, and spread corruption far and
wide.
We venture to say, without hes
itation, that no Association can become
prosperous and happy where immorality
abounds.
For where is the virtuous fa
ther that will bring his children into an
atmosphere where they are exposed, dai
ly and hourly, to imbibe vices, not even
found among four footed animals?
And
if one vice be encouraged and constantly
practiced, another will, and where shall
we stop?
Tattling is, if possible, still
more pernicious.
An accusation is invent
ed, or a trifling fault is observed, by one
member in another, who tells it to his par
ticular friend, and he, either intentionally
or in consequence of a lively imagination,
gives it a slight coloring and passes it to
the next, until it has become a dark cloud,
which is sure to burst ultimately, and
deluge some or all engaged in the raising
with
of
shower of deadly malaria.
The effects of this portentous evil, the

consequences of which are perhaps mote
pernicious and fatal to an Association,
ihaa those of any other vice, can only be
avoided by an unwavering determination
to trace back to its source, every report
member, at ila very
set afloat against
in the bud.
outset, and nip
Some persons consider the fact that
have dissolved
some Associations
(and
all had great difficulties to contend with,)
of
some
and more especially, the leaving
members, demonstrative evidence that the
glorious doctrines of Charles Fourier can
But this would evi
not be carried out.
premature conclusion, as no
dently be
difficulty but the want of capital has been
encountered, for no Association has yet
;ieen commenced with half the sum ne
tolerable begin
cessary to make even
ning, and several, at least, have weathered
the storm against both wind and tide for
several years and are now united and
strong.
Supposing the pioneers in the
had
upplication of steam to navigation,
been discouraged and abandoned their
trial of three or
despair, after
object
few boats were sai
Tour years, whilst
ling on the Hudson and Delaware, at the
snail pace of three miles an hour, should
we not now pronounce them injudicious
and yet they enconntered manifold more
obstacles than have as yet assailed Asso
ciation.
were
established
Again, Republics
some thousands of years ago — all had
paused away into oblivion when the god
dess of Liberty proclaimed her right to
be untrammeled by despotism in this
western world.
Supposing our ancestors
had yielded to the first rebellion in wes
and abandoned the
tern Pennsylvania,
ship of state to the reign of despotism.
nation, are not even now free
We, as
from jar and strife, from mob law and
insurrection, on the contrary these have
Who will
of late very much increased.
first advocate a dissolution — an abandon
institutions?
And
ment of Republican
yet there are many, though not members
so far as we know, who denounce Asso
The
ciation, and scout the very idea.
human
fact is, every great revolution
however
institutions, has its difficulties,
noble its aim, or however well the effort
may be conducted; and only those who
have firmness enough to persevere will
the glory
be crowned with success.
of Associations that the revolution they
bloodless one. —
seek to bring about
Tocsin.

a

aot the greater pan of the business that
now support* them ; and if so, merchants
and speculators would certainly forsake
them, and invest their property in Associ
ations, where alone it can be made safe,
Md be certain to bring an inside.
It may be asked,— How, then, if the
organization is so perfect, does it come
that Associations break up ! The answer
to this question is in the fact that none
has yet been organised with sufficient
available capital to oarry it on prosperous
ly ; and as many have come together with
the idea that once in Association, all the
bright prospects of a full organization
would be rSalued from the commencement,
and they would have scarcely any thing to
do, mentally, but eat the honey and sip
the milk, or rather the cream from the
surface of the milk.
This anticipation
failing, they became dissatisfied, harassed
in mind, themselves, and disturbing others
with their complaints and criminations,
in turn.
producing; recrimination
And
wherever an Association has been made
up of a considerable majority of such in
dividuals,
it has been inevitably broken
up ; and this will be the general result, at
least until the practicability of permanency
shall have been demonstrated by a series
of years' practical experience
Persons now on the stage of active life,
brought up in civil society, have been un
der constant necessity of keeping up a
most active vigilance,
to avoid being
and some have insinuated
defrauded,
themselves into almost every Association,
who think no person's efforts are equiva
lent to their own, in any pursuit.
Now
with such mental developments, possessed
in different degrees by different individu
als, we come together ; and it is not to be
expected that all the little wheels shall
work smoothly and without a jar, in the
great cog wheel, until they become some
what worn and the different parts adjusted
to each other, especially when it is con
sidered that previous circumstances, which
have been in most active operation for
centuries, have produced such a vast dif
ference of development in different minds.
Nor is it at all surprising that some
should be entirely thrown out of geer, to
make room for others better adapted to
fill their places.
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such he was,

her own melody.

the too strong pulse of nature overpowers
The successive phrases steal in upon
us.

the

pictures,

imagine what it will.

mind

It

is

free

to repeated,) and you have the key to the
is idle to go to whole labyrinth of harmonies into which

it

It

for a description of nature ; but
introduces you.
sometimes a description of this music in the main theme
music

with

begins always

is ;

it

;

is
a

through

that feeling

sweetest

converse,

a it,

bars, from
wandering
then

him

to the scenes of its
the

just

couple of

as

single instrument,
as

bad

which

first a mere

phrase of

zephyr sung

first

way

At

introduced.

is

this air

snatch of

any

transports

where

is

Beautiful

touches

one has

some

passed by

long hold upon the last note, as

surprised and wondering

of this.

it

Anon

what will come
in another

answered

phrases blend with
with fuller
different instruments repeat
quarter

kindred

;

to

love of nature in him,

birth.

but

any

it

As

into the country.

song

the right feeling;

;

is

;

in

it

is

is

is

The former contains all the simple theme*
The
He heeds no single object; but all the or motiiri, and
always repeated.
the working up of these themes
things of summer and the country chime latter
in sweet confusion with the rhythm of into all manner of transformations and
There is a pulsing, a combinations;
here that the
his thoughts.
and
throbbing through the whole movement, skill and science of the artist are put
which every one will understand, who requisition
his problem being to stick
has wooed nature alone.
The mingling to his text, and never repeat himself, to
harmonies swell and subside like a crowd develope the motivi of the first division
of waves ; now it is an overfull and stun into inexhaustible novelties. Attend well,
ning rapture, and then it reels and ebbs then, to the first division of the Allegro,
away, the fainting of too much ecstacy. (which
for that very reason
always

getting

very simple

harmonies

;
it

the almost listless reverie of the hearer.

melody

a

consisting

the discovery

It

is

This
commonly
of two divisions.

strictly Symphonic.

an Allegro,

Herein lies the genius
of this one

of the whole

;

whole

In the Sym
and the Spenserian stanza.
the first movement only which
phony

if

rously within the rocky bounds of rhyme

hum, inspire one.

it
is

The melody

has a light, tilting motion, which calls up
at once that almost dizziness with which

universal

it

her own harp, (for
harp of nature, by his
organization,) and drew from him
as over

him,

over

it

the more vigo

in

all

the leaped and sparkled

and

if

water

is

paniment

and

it

of wind

it

declared that the stream of his inspiration

;

without

sacrifice

paesed into

melody.

a

to

thonghts

tle, men, with the thousand-fold

much

and in him

The spirit, the breath of Sum
just as Byron mer, in the mild June afternoon, came

crowded

spread smiling landscapes, and its myriad
intermingled voices of birds, insects, cat
accom

their spirit

he has caught

it

his

That is,

;

is

perfected
commodate

the very tune

ven seems to have caught

of the fields.

if

far-

be no more than what

of genius has done in the
Beetho
opening theme of this Allegro.
the instinct

it

spaces, its

green

would

it

air, its cool

con

Haydn invented, at any rate
and Beethoven could ac

ventional.

but also the tune of Nature's

music,

is

free

its blithe

form

key-note,

a

the sensations with which

uniform

certain

it

only

cast

that its mechanical

mould

it
;

but

the country,

to describe

in
a

it

be understood, then, that every

of music, in not Symphony

he is true to the genius
attempting

more

a

Let

attempt

of it.

it

And in this

first movement, the Allegro.

to

movement,)

orderly description

;

whole

a

on arriving in the country,"
be has prefixed to the

which

;

"Sensations
ia the title

is
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melts away in the distance,
it

!

it

down

to modulates

as

the

counter-

his pleasure, may be lengthened
he try to make his neighbor but to pass into a new world of endless
by telling him to imagine himself transformations, into the second division,

stretched

upon

in
a

if

a

excused,
it,

into

away through the same
cadence, not to return again,

can scarce contain
see

before

theme, and winds

grassy slope

sum

mer afternoon, dreaming of all, attentive
to nothing round him, till he
seduced

forms are

where

varied

and multiplied

back into
which

the

by

same necessity

all the parts of

to date from

by

landscape seem

and illustrate

every

single

part; "we are all one, though many,"
they seem to say
looking

the one you look at

at another as

is

it

convey

a

basses

if

donble

;

the

depths inaudible, the musical hearer, who

it

it

;

a

;

it

in

;

it

it

comes up
gone,
of the piece, and, when we think
resounds
helped out by an allusion to nature. then modulates gradually into the fifth of again from the deep basses
full octaves from the whole band;
Thus, when a snatch of melody lights the key, which gives an answering melo
u the tune of Nature
like a sunbeam on the topmost notes of dy, the counter-theme, or middle subject, fills all things
the flutes and oboes, thence glides down then through
somewhat lengthened ca Out of this simple air all the rest follows
all the successive melodies
through the violins, the seconds, the ten dence, often enriched with several new of course
and return
ors, the deep full violoncellos, till finally melodies, returns into the first theme, and modulations flow out of
or tune

that were love

but in every one you still lier, and they all point you from one to
recognize the old features of the first the other, till you are lost in the whole
loveliest
each
and led on themes
always novelty, but no new sub and know not which
;

is

it

;

this wan
is

is

playful

this sense of one in all

dering through an infinite maze, bewild
Such
ered and refreshed at once.
the
effect of this simple melody and all which
conducts to.
Buoyantly and lightly

it

;

in the graceful,

fields

the

creeps up over us and whirls our thoughts

gives full reins, and sunny grassy plains and hills afar, till we
spend itself in the forget ourselves, in blissful reverie, ming
ling our essence with the healthy univer

fancy

Such
phony.

what

Sym

says that the ground-

tone of the all-pervading
air

graceful

dance over the

it

the form of the Pastoral

Gardiner

away with

hum

sal air, blending with the scene, and feel
ing the whole

landscape

with

as much

the open thrilling sense as we feel our own body.

marked hi our scale,

natu

There

slight

drowsiness

in the melo

the going to sleep of disturbing indi
mences in F.
If now were possible to vidual thoughts, while the mind wakes
detect, not only this ground-fane, but also to the sense of universal harmony
the
com

dy

;

ral.

The Allegro of the Pastoral

is
a

excited

rapid, wild Finale.

F

lets

and then

in

Scherzo

it

and Trio, or fantastic

;

it

will be well, (regarding all thus far said
as only a general characterizing
of the

dallies

This

nature, in the open

it

a

it

if

phony, will best recognise the passage
which we mean,
we call
the countertheme, or middle subject of the first divi
sion of the Allegro.
And perhaps

it

Awhile

or

feeling we have with

form of the Minuet

in

afternoon
the country
Those acquaint
ed with the technical structure of
Sym

time with

form

four times, only each
a more florid accompaniment.

three

in

to the

summer

peated

is

so much the truer

music, so much the more like

a

metaphors,

is by
it

;

if

before him, and leads him on in its wake,
till he can see no further — and
this
sentence sins against rhetoric
its mixed

in the Rondo

;

;

as that wandering melody measured the
whole compass of the orchestra
or by
some sudden breeze that bends the grass

commonly
that is, an air re

lives in the whole,

and does not obtrude itself.

;

;

in

is

just Andante or Adagio, which

is

lost in the distance,

is

and

is

it

horizon,

most lovely because

it

a

is

:

from his own vague feeling,
a chase over the sunny meadows by some jects.
Such
the skeleton of the Alle
shadow, that comes up from gro, or first movement of
travelling
Symphony
behind him, and sweeps on before him which
the Symphonic form.
always
has measured the whole visible Then follows the slow and thoughtful
till

is

is

;

without end

the ground theme or melody, not only the closing

of the eyes upon vulgar

glare,
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escaping

into

the

milder

halo
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of ble, or in the coals upon the hearth, not The waters' fall, wilh difference discreet,
bound to see them twice

beauty.

alike.

One ex

The tide has reached the full, thrilling pression, however, pervades the whole.
every pipe and string of the whole It is all buoyant, peaceful, full of life ; the
orchestra, and is now ebbing away, when whole air sparkles and twinkles with tiny
a new subject is introduced.
To the sounds and voices, like fairy bells. It be
It is not the
Some par trays a deep love of nature.
vague succeeds the definite.
of a child ; not all
ticular phenomenon awakes us from our mere cheerfulness
reverie.
It is thus we always enjoy sensation, like the sunny Haydn : but the
beauty in nature and in art ; we oscillate restoring spell of the green fields exerted
It is
between the sense of unity and of variety. upon a deep and thought-sick mind.
The parts seduce us from the whole, the poet's sense of nature ; the poet
through

his restless longings in a world
that does not contradict, but smile and

though only to lead us back to it again.
We can no more remain in that first mood

quenching

than a melody can go on, or even com
its own scale, without shifting from
its key-note upon the chord of the domi

sing to his ideas ; the poet, who brings
to the feast of beauty as much as he re

plete

The lord of this- sweet pastoral
ceives.
And so the theme modulates into creation is no light-hearted Adam in Para
the counter theme above described.
First dise, no idle swain cheered by bright
nant.

Now soft, now loud, unto the wind did call ;
The gentle, warbling wind low answered to

all."
By degrees, insensibly, the song drops

into a more and more absorbed and melan
choly

following the
Mechanically
of the brook, he enters into deep

key.

windings

er and cooler
companiment;

shades : the mingling

ac

of the water,
of the wind-,

the murmur

the mysterious trembling
harp in the pines, become more and more

like living intelligences, responding to his
What is the burthen of that
What is it that he
melancholy songl
pores over in his mind, while the woods
and rocks seem half to understand t What

mood.

is the sweet

tormenting

doubt, he longs

yet fears to have resolved ? Answer him
ye viewless spirits of the shade, ye Oreads

and Naiads, ye Fauns and Echoes ! All
a is still ; and hark ! the earnest, flute-like
Goddess, and found sympathy only in the voice of the nightingale calls through the
Haydn's descriptive silence ! the cuckoo and the quail chime
brushing across the glassy transparency of woods and fields.
running water.
Once, twice — it comes pieces are Idyls, simple, cheerful pictures in ! He hails the omen, relapses into the
They paint the ac old tune of his thoughts again ; but only
from the mysterious horns, and the last out of common life.

there is a disturbance in the rhythm ; its
smooth flow is crossed by a sort of shudder
in the harmonies;
like a ruffling breeze

time with

the expectant

dominant

seventh.

cided — the

The

discord
key

weather, but rather Endymion,
herd prince,

of the tual merely.
is

de

new melody
traverses the
from highest flutes to deep as
the double bass can carry it ; that first

orchestra

stir of the breeze has changed the whole
scene ;

" I.u ! where (be grasiy meadow runs in
waves !"

And now,
Among the nearer groves, chestnut and oak
Are tossing their green boughs about."
And " see, on yonder woody ridge
The pine is bending bis proud top."

who

pined

Beethoven's

the shep

in secret for

make the out

He does summer sun, and nature's gay variety de
not copy the forms, but communes with livers him again from himself.
the spirit of nature.
Nothing could well
Now follows the joyous Scherzo, des
be more cheerful and tranquil than this cribing the festivities and dances of the
first movement : but it took a Beethoven villagers,
which we may imagine our
to compose it.
Others mav have clear win id. -rrr in be watching from some high
senses and observe minutely ; but lovers station.
The thunder storm bursts over
and mystics and deep-souled men have al them ; and for a while all the elements are
ways painted nature with most trutn. mingled,, all is hurry and confusion . As
They only, see the Naiad in the fountain, the last thunders roll away and the last
and hear the oaten reed of Pan m the scattering rain drop* patter down irregu
woods.

in the fullness

"

walk by //•, brookside;" a sombre, melancholy strain, in the
Andante

solemnly and thoughtfully a
reminiscence of the old tune of the Andante

larly, bow

But, to resume the thread of the story.
" sensations on arriving in
The cloud sails over, a shadow scuds From the first
the
we
country,"
may suppose our wan
across the plain, which we dreamily watch
The
till it is lost. In a third phrase, a jubilant derer to sink back into himself.
rapturous strain, we exult

for a moment ; for now he_emerges into the

ward world a mirror of the soul.

is called the

emerges from the darkness,
the welcome light
the

music

which

of

day.

together with
Wonderful is

follows.

All

things

glitter with the crystal drops — the setting
sun pours in his parting benediction be

of wild life. The heart of nature throbs
Siciliano
neath the clouds, filling the earth with
The tide the same slow, wide-winding
too close and overpoweringly.
of rapture turns and ebbs away in the measure, with the little Symphony in the showers of golden light. How crystalThere is a mingling of low clear and fresh and trembling with faint
long cadence of a fourth melody, which "Messiah."
gurgling melodies flowing on continually joy is every harmony ! From all the hills
tilts between the key-note and the domi
nant, softer and softer, dying away, till all in one rich, cool harmony ; and clear above echo the horns of the herdsmen calling
is calm again, so that you can hear once all this one high part sings on musingly
ever and anon pausing and
first simple air, the constant to itself,
And so the whole four taking up the tune again. It is a song
tune of nature.
words; with the purling of
without
melodies are repeated from the beginning,

more that

making the ear quite familiar with them ; the stream, and the rustling of the leafy
and then in the second division they are arches over head, and the chirping of the
transposed and multiplied and blended to
gether in an endless maze of harmony.
Turn where you will, vou meet some

birds for an accompaniment . a man
absorbed in his feelings, while dreamily
the waters chime in with their involuntary

As a motto to the whole might
floating fragment of the melodies ; every tune.
thing ia a reminiscence of one er more of stand *he famous stanza from tho Fairie
them ; a thousand mirrors reflect, however Queene ;
distorted, their expression ; " The joynus birds, shrouded In cheerful
shade;
and, in the gay confusion, every glance
Their
note* unto the voice attempered
and (one of summer and the country are
sweet ;
•nggested.
Transported by the tune, the 'I'd' angelical, soft, trembling Voices made
To ili' instruments divine respondence
blind is free to roam and feast itself at
meet;
pleasure upon all the fancied resemblances The silver-sounding instruments did meet
H nli the b*M murmur of the water's fall ,
which it can trace, as in the veins of mar
colored

or

home their flocks.

These give the move

ment to the whole ; light, pattering,

mea

sured steps, ever and anon crowding upon
These to
one another, keep time to it.
gether form
ment, while

the descriptive
over

accompani

all rises a religious

strain of childlike

gratitude and wonder,
the hymn of the beart, in the great cathe
dral where the golden cloud-curtained
west forms the oriel window, and the
voices and echoes of every happy living
thing,

the choir.

We feel that this Symphony

answers

the whole question about the detaiptite or
It shows u*
imitative powers, of music.
how far, and in what way, outward nature
Abounding
may be conveyed in music.
as it doe* in Bitch allusions, we do not
feel that any part of it is artificial and
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up with him to the mild exhilaration of Stifling to death the young soul's best emo
tion,
this summer afternoon ramble in the coun
Feeding with husks the spirit's loftiest
this reason : that it does not literally copy try , we are not without forebodings of the
needs,
nature, but only utters the poet's feeling mysterious and almost supernatural cha
Its law of Hate in mildest hearts instilling,
of nature, which, like every other feeling, racter of our genial guide ; something
And all humaner enterprises chilling,
can summon up a thousand shapes and about him shakes our soul to the very
To Arms ! To Arms !
If such centre.
scenes by it's enchantment.
Against the seeds of ruin now upspringing
music in Haydn is often only cold and
Here in this sunny land we call the Free,
outside imitation, in Beethoven it is inter
Through public crime and private coldness
pretation of nature.
bringing
For the Harbinger.
In strict truth, music cannot imitate
Her noble name to scorn and mockery ;
Mu
nature, since nature imitates music.
TYRTAEUS.
While, with calm eyes beholding slavery's
BY T. W. HIOGINSO1T.
sic as an art is first born with the higher
horror,
sentiments of man — nature without man On Sparta's hills hung fear and desolation,
We dare to read of Sodom and Gomorrah !
does not contain subject enough for it.
As nigher drew the fierce Messenian
To Anns! To Arms!

forced, or a perversion of music to other
And that for
than its legitimate uses.

POETRY.

But throughout all material nature we
discern glimmerings of a higher idea, striv

ings upward towards that perfection only
revealed in man.

Those curious veins in
marble and mahogany are not for nothing ,
the human groups we trace in them seem

to be incomplete developments of the prevading

laws of form, first sketches

dicting

that

shall

of

form

pre
which

in man, and still more in

appear

man's
the

perfection

itself in statues of
with sounds.
All the

ideal executing
So

gods.

material laws of sound are tending towards
the highest art or music.

In nature they

produce an imperfect music ; in
man they attain to art.
Let man give
utterance to his own high feeling of na
already

or of the harmony, the unity in
variety, of all things, in worthy strains of
music, and unconsciously that music will
ture,

suggest

all those feebler imitations and
of the same, with which the
Thus we
air of nature swarms.

predictions
tuneful

in music, and yet music the
which we have all

have nature
language

of feeling,

Sing the feeling
along assumed it to be.
which you had with nature, and you are
at once transported to her lap.
This
Beethoven

does.

Nature

lives

to him.

throng,
Against all forms of error that may meet us
His trumpet-tones sent courage through the
Join we in fearless strife. Full well we
nation,
know
And they stood forth to conquer at bis
What mighty ones will labor to defeat us;
song—
But how should warriors fight without a
While, louder than the Delphic God's high
foe?
Paean,
Thermopyle claimed many a noble martyr —
Pealed that stern war cry o'er the blue
Yet made Darius tremble — and saved Sparta !
JEgeua,
To Arms ! To Arms !
"To Arms! To Arms!"
The warrior's presence is no longer needed,
Times change, and duties with them ; now
When the strife ends, with the last fight
no longer
well won ;
We summon brothers to take brothers'
Our names from all turn's minds may pass
lives;
unheeded,
But rouse to conflict higher, holier, stronger,
What matter ?— So our work be wholly
What of heroic manhood yet survives;
done !
And 'mid this dreary dearth of high emotions,
Not from a low ambition have we striven,
Call out, in voice as deep as heaving Ocean's—
But in the hope to bring earth nigher Heaven,
To Arms ! To Arms !
We called— To Arms !
Not on historic plains, where armour glances,
Then peal the shout along the blue Atlantic,
Hacked with stout Dorian blows in Elder
As that loud war-cry o'er the JEgean foam !
Time,
Hold up God's Truth to daunt Sin's legions
Nor in the dreams of chivalrous romances,
frantic,
But in To-day's invigorated Prime,
And " with or on this shield " to Heiven
Here is the strife! On God's Truth only
go home !
leaning,
Leaving, while still on earth the conflict
Ring out again that war-note of deep meaning,
rages,
To Arms! To Arms!
That tone to ring on deepening down the
God's Truth against man's Lies. Christ's holy
ages—
To ARMS ! To AHMS •
teachings,
Against a world in utter disaccord ;
Cambridge, October, 1845.
The realizing of those sacred preachings

He penetrates to the heart of every sub
ject and brings out its latent music.
Every thing in nature has a correspon
That call for " Holiness unto the Lord ;"
dence to something in the soul of man. Against each thought by heavenly Laws for
This correspondence a deep and earnest
bidden.
soul

not' only sees, but feels ; and every

feeling has its melody ; thus every object
has its music.

But, as was said before, nature gives
her deeper meaning and her music
only to those who have a corresponding

out

depth of life.

Nature is more to the poet,

than to other

men ; and it took all

mystic depths and soul-stirring

the

knowledge

of Beethoven , so to feel the spirit of na
ture, until it became a melody in his mind,
as he has done in this Pastoral

Symphony.

In this music we have the sunny side
of Beethoven ; here his genius disports
itself in its lightest and most comprehensi
ble style.
And yet even this is no un
worthy overture to the vast and mysterious
drama which his more characteristic works
unfold.

Even

while

we yield

ourselves

By every holy soul's example chidden,
To Arms! To Arms!
Against the engrossing force of selfish passion,
That makes a man alone in life's great
whole ;
Against all brutish sensual domination,
Wasting the body while it slays the soul,
To foul corruption changing surely, slowly,

All that on earth is pure and sweet and holy,
To Arms!

To Arras!

HOOSIER WEDDING.
The ceremony of
tying the nuptial knot is very much sim
plified in the Hoosier State, as the follow
ing scene will show :
" What is your name sir? "

"Matty."

"

What is your name, Miss?

"

Matty,

"

"
Polly, do you love Matty ?

" Polly."

do you love Polly?

" No mistake."

"
"

" Well, I reckon."
"Well, then,

" 1 pronounce you man and wife
the days of your life."

All

No MERCY.
Mrs. Child relates an an
eedote of a young man who, emerging
from a prison, got a situation and filled it
He was at
with honor for many years.
last recognized as a person who had been
a convict, and was discharged from his
The worldling's smile of utter disbelieving,
He returned to his former
employment.
evil course, and became a hardened and
To Arms! To Arms!
Had the world said
desperate wretch.
Against the mockery of a false Devotion,
to him go and sin no more, he might
Judging the largest souls by narrow creeds, have been saved.

Against the pride of gratified Ambition,
Raised up itself by pressing others down,
Condemning fallen virtue to perdition,
Greeting repentant weakness with a frown;
Against all social fictions, forms deceiving,
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is

encompassing

precludes

demonstration,

statement only

and

approximative

ity of mind to trace the thread of infer
ences.

mentary.

points

of

who have the courage and the persever
will be
ance to read him thoroughly,
much benefited,
course confident.

if

not satisfied, we are of
Meanwhile

it

in our

duty to warn the expectant public against
erroneous
expectations.
They cannot

to

of commerce and of Civilization general
ly, and attempts to come down to the lev
authority as one who has arrived at the
of the general mind and write some
Science of sciences, or of Universal Uni thing which will be read, without scienti
But the demonstrations are always fic qualifications on the reader's part set
ty.
He hints the result, perhaps ting all this aside, which
postponed.
the greatest
illustrates
little in application, and re portion of the whole in bulk, we have
stration,

claims

authenticity

the

most

for his results,

mathematical

speaks with

;

of his works with hope
light therefrom on all the
Social Science.
That those

the translation

of satisfactory

written

is

in

and digressions,

prepare the mind of the reader, criticisms

el

liave become interested

great deal of demon

it
a

Thousands

the ideas of Fourier, and are anticipating

Setting aside
are filled with

preliminaries

Fourier talks

a

FOURIER'S WRITINGS.

But what has he done

great many pages which

all

frag

had

we only the clearness, patience and sever

while

makes

view, that demonstration

must be there in one sense, latently,

'

of the subject-matter,

nay infinity

a

in

it

Known truth, tn speak for itself.
A thou
sand things we can and must believe,
which
might not be possible to prove.
hi the present case, the very vastness,

a

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckiess adventure,and
commerciaiconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Belief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christian principles,of Universallus
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,tu business,to activelife.
UK. I'MA.IMM:.

spreads

it

1, 1845.

it

He states

world.

it

NOVEMBER

to correct the facts of this ed, there
something in the grandeur
positively, when he and catholicity of his statements, which
before us
analogy with all reveals so complete, harmonious, and all-

another world
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fers for scientific grounds to chapters nev for the rest, practical directions for the
He knew more than he reorganization of Society in Phalanxes,
could tell, yet vainly strove to tell it. with statements of the economies and so
er written.

Nor

for

lack

is

works thus fail to satisfy.

is

it,

it

is

in it

;

it

it

it

;

it it

is

;

a

;

;

in

;

is

a

it

it,

is is

a

if

is

is

of

if

it

it

is

is

;

is

it

is

of detail, that his cial harmony and happiness thence aris
the ing, and then, which
There
most to our pur
Frenchman's
superabundance of that in pose, theoretic results, with clearest refer
ence to the principles from which they
Those who look for simple, easy, popular parts while for the rest he acquits him
always the steps by
reading, for an elementary First Class self, we dare not say contents himself, follow, omitting
Few have with the most grand and general sketch which they may be seen to follow.
Book, will be disappointed.
He
read or wish to read the Principia of es, sudden sweeps of vision across fields
certainly most explicit in the
the first.
Newton, or the Mecfumiyue Celeste of of observation which make you reel, that statement of principles.
Unity
La Place ; yet every mariner avails him you can see
true, and yet cannot Then Attraction, or Love, as the motive
and say why.
Demonstration
self of results whose demonstration is hold
power, or main-spring, alike in the world
therefore he always postpones, happy
of matter and of mind. And finally the
locked up in them and similar works.
the Series, as the uniform method
(.in the other hand, they who look to by filling you with his thought, and by Law
Fourier for systematic, scientific demon pointing out some of its practical conse of this attraction, distributing the varie
The Series IB the
stration of the laws which he announces quences for humanity, he can make you ties of this Unity.
too great clue that guides him through the laby
as the conditions of true society and har apprehend the Unity which
The rinth.
This
what he claims as science.
for any finite mind to comprehend.
mony hereafter, will be disappointed.
What can be proof, but practice In the classifications of naturalists and
His proof?
He is not a Newton or a La Place.
The grandest truths, others, there had already been approxima
works, in point of method, fall rather into and development?
But he had ascertained its
they are to be fairly got out, must be tions to it.
the same category with Plato and with
In fact lived out! Yet conviction may come ear law. He has given us two illustrations
than with them.
Swedenborg,
his printed works, and, BO far as we can lier, and may be the ground of aspiration of this law, which he deems complete,
perfect Series, one
judge, his manuscripts contain no demon and of action, which shall put us in the two instances of
drawn from the material, the other from
What he sees, ho states way of living them and realizing them.
stration at all.
We have preferred, in what we have the spiritual side of being. The first
The discovery with him
as he best can.
as the result of thus far said, to keep inside of the truth, the Scale of Musical tones . the other
was as much intuition
owned and to claim too little, rather than too the Scale of the Passions.
saw
He felt
The latter
demonstration.
He much for the writings of Fourier. We scale he takes as the primitive type of
and became full of it.
it, loved
vast world sufficient to en only wish to disarm disappointments, sure all things, inasmuch as the soul of man
had entered
made after the image of God, and in
and harmonize to follow
from expectations which we
gage all his thoughts
He felt the unity of this and know do prevail about these writings. its impulses or passions does reflect the
them all.
this beheld the true order of society We do not however prejudge the ques ideas and phases of the Divine Mind
we are aware that many of our which ideas are also impressed through
He tried to make others see tion
revealed.
corres
How? Not by demonstration, but by Phalansterian friends, at home and abroad, out all orders of being, giving
it.
for our social pondence and unity to all things.
by con do claim consideration
negative and positive statement
This type
with the posses views on the ground of positive demon
reproduced, with modifica
trasting the want of
He states
negatively, when strative science, as laid down by Fourier. tions, more or less clearly in all spheres
sion of it.
so that Man, by the application of this
to be. Science
he analyzes the theory and practice of Science we do believe
Civilization,
points out its tendencies, was in Fourier's mind, and had to him clue, finds all things related to himself,
the convincing power of science, so that he and reads in himself and all, the one
tests its whole method of philosophising,
The analysis of the
exhibits the utter fruitlessness of all mod could not speak in any tone but that of same will of God.
He asserts Passions, placed in correspondence with
may be, the most positive assurance.
ern thought, though fraught,
and takes for granted always, and seems the analysis of music, or the musical
with sublimest verities, so long as
seen in the assertion, scale, he commends to the verification of
and the
to think the proof
dodges the Social Problem
to forgetting that he speaks in the presence each one's observation and consciousness.
spiritualism
adequacy of simplistic
hold together the crumbling edifice ol of the facts, while his readers have yet This done( he has proceeded to define
our material incoherence, of thoughts ol to be led to them.
But
mu&t be own
and trace the law of the Series in all its

anticipate too much ; but they may antici
pate more or other than they will find.
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;

;

t

They may dismay the iheir old contradiction to be the devil, the
are so universal
applications, but especially in its applica
tion to the progression of humanity as a spiritualist at 'first by their inflexible ex spell of chaos, which must be unriddled.
whole, to the calculation of the destiny ternality in approaching every thing
they There have been sublime religion» and
of Man upon this globe, and to the de may seem to threaten artists and poets and philosophies spiritual thoughts of eternal,
termining of the conditious of true so all who cherish the still ideal, with a sys absolute worth have gilded the edges of
tem of things which ignores them and the clouds of benighted human intellect
In all this their element yet where else are nature Plato has aspired and felt and sung and
part he gives, as we have said, results on and fact so raised to the ideal, while the Christ has revealed the fullness of the
but still the outward
Godhead in himself
made to see the possibil
ly, affirming the principles, but not the spiritual itself
veritable world, the outward furms of social life,
home in this world, of
steps of induction.
ity of
all
At all contradicted the whole, and made
There are but few minds who will oc " kingdom of heaven " on earth?
as of the transition

as well

;

unity,

it

a

a

;

is

;

;

cial

from present chaos to society.

from which

they must

work out the demonstration.

And what

FOURIER.

mind!

and French,

superficial

much that

is

much that

see much in him distasteful,

mor
is

bid exaggeration of himself, more that
cold and literal deduction from formulas,

The most however true

and harmonious truth, wherein

Of

fled our most earnest insight

ification

these powers

he gives us instances.

Thus first we have Unity. Then the
simplest series into which Unity divides,
is that of Three, as in the thre'e prin
cipal colors ; the three notes of the first
natural melody, forming
the Triad or
common Chord ; the three classes of Pas

of the law which should co-ordinate the
outward forms of life with the inmost
wants of the soul, which should exhibit

a

;

consistent

cending progression of the different pow
ers of the Series ; that is to say, the un
folding of the primary branches of class

come but by the discovery

that fulfilment

the matter in its correspondence everywhere
with mind, and should embody Christianity
in the very frame-work of society, and
goes apparently against our moral creed
yet the more we read, the more do we realize the symbols of the church, the
feel admitted into
great living world of altar and the fount, in the industry, the

into
(or rather of distribution)
more and more multiplex ramifications.

he calls the as

How could

fulfilment.

themselves, without

warmth of life, and much that

matter is what

fur

pointed to

authority

ous faith and divine

We may quarrel with him at first, we may the future

qualifying

pregnant

seem weak and futile, except as spontane

the discrepancies

before baf

that always

are one by

over, and the discords

one bridged

that

and the daily

habitation,

facts

of life?

it,

to be sure,

to say the least, these writings

give us

therefore, as we have
Most fitting was
-man of practical
hinted above, that
genius, through the very intensity and
a

only,

events,

a

the more abstract

of these principles ; who will
study the law of the series, and calculate
its ramifications and transformations.
For
such, materials enough exist in Fourier's
works, especially the manuscripts; hints

is

themselves with

philosophy

in

cupy

purity of his practicality, should be initia
In fine no ted, and should be the one to initiate
others, into the thought of this great unity.
man has embrace so much in his thought
The salvation, socially and individually,
and
seem that he took but an exter
nal view of things, that he dwelt on that of man lies now in the redemption and con
sions, Sensitive, Affective, and Intellec
side most, and even legislated for the secration of nature, in the studying of
tual &c.
Unfold the series further, or internal life of the soul and the passions life's plain prose with
that accepting
raise it to the next power, and we get from that side,
to be all meant
will be seen that Provi earnestness which sees
Seven, as in the Diatonic scale of tones dence may have had its reasons for rais
for poetry, from which through selfish
and of colors, in the seven mathematical ing up just such
has degenerated,
man to be the ness, the fall of man,
curv- Jn the seven phases of the life of expounder of Universal Unity to this and to which the genius of Christianity,
th*,
ividual, as well as of Humanity
We cannot conclude without having made to itself hands by the rule
generation.
on the globe, and the seven passions, briefly signalizing some of his great qual
and compass of the science of divine order,
hitherto

confused

us are heard shaping

;

a

it

it

it

it

if

1

themselves toward resolution.

ities.

The next trait which we would mention
not in
First in true logical order,
what he laid down as a
the order of historic development, we in our Fourier,

leaving out
relate to the material

is

world.

destined to restore it.

if

only

is

(Affective and Distributive,)
those which

must place the strong

eions,

in the outward

in them

demonstrative evidence or not,
whether they seem to answer or evade our

are a most significant era in our
reading, and our whole thought must ever
own their influence.
They are not with
out the personal idiosyncracy of the man

I

;

'

questions,

have we, which

a

a

taking

nothing

for

granted

or for

He came into the field
perfect
fresh inquirer.
He had his idiosyncra
point, to know the deep-seated disease in
the whole body of civilization.
Now sies, no doubt but the law of his intellect
was what the French
call justesse in
the sentiment of unity
conscience
In
the best analysis of moral obligation has mathematics, and in morals justice.
utterly unique, re
into this.
Thus do extremes thought and style he
resolved
The arithmetical, methodical man minding us of no one, unless, perhaps, in
meet.
of facts and the sublime seer of universal his severity and grand confident simpli
sort of poetry, of Emanuel
Possessed by city, itself
unity, wore of one genesis.
The only misfortune of this is,
became more and more Kant.
this great want,
proved.

a

ness of commerce, and led him, point by

it

But this we leave to future unfoldings.
The writings of Fourier, whether we find

yet what other writings

with

suggested to him, to probe into the rotten

drew him
clearly the idea of his life.
co-ordinated study of the inward and

into

the technicality
terms,

which

and desperate shifts
make

him

barbarous

for
to

quick-set hedge to
of nature and the classic ears, and like
soul.
He sought at once to resolve na- the wholly uninitiated. But
certainly
ture and the soul into one system. He felt sublime to sec an individual, likcali of us,
the outward

worlds,

it
is

all his numbers in his seemingly arbitrary
of the Phalanx.

construction

or

is

it,

several higher degrees or powers;
and
that in this will be found, by him who has
the head to master
the absolute basis of

alisolu,

a

through

I'ecart

;

it to say,

of

a

Suffice

the series

principle

ly

that Fourier unfolds

cases we must ne

1 ]

over.

his

and organization."

j

pass

ly,

absolute separation from the beaten paths

of thought.
As thinker, he had shaken
Was
But off all the old habits of humanity.
mind so independent of the
coupled with that, as the first motive to there ever
He had
his investigations, was his sensitive con influence of all other minds?
This faith enough to begin at the beginning,
science, his great love of justice.
for calculation

It

stances in particular
cessarily

great practical observation, his love of de
tails, or as they say, his immense " head

only be

was his character to do so, name

;

music,

is

in

Then comes Thirty-two,
found in the bones of the fingers, the ribs,
and so on, and in the distribution of our
We can but hint
planetary system.
of these things ; the modifying circum

in his inquiries,

rule for himself
cause

it

Scale

&e.

de

soul for unity.
First
man, no doubt, was his

a

the Chromatic

colors,

and sleepless

mand of his whole

it

The next power is Twelve, furnishing
the complete scale of the twelve Pas-
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or merely

moralities,

local

calculations,

but it is the absolnte celestial mathematics
which

are about not only

to girdle

the

in

dreamer

whom

the love

of Humanity
an active principle,
for
that of the shrewdest and soundest mind

all the workings

intellect.

firm, his eye
he

clear and unflinching,

and better than the staid

where he passes

acknowledged

a

of to which that divine sentiment
There
He walks as stranger.
something in such
one who knows his ground.
His step
weakness, which in the sight of God,
that wonderful

is

Titanic strength

the shallowest

We

opinion.

the consciousness of

is

we

of public

oracles

would not exchange

is

the

to go unsphered.

we deny him imagination,
must allow him grandeur.
There

great

is

feel,

we

globe is about to be measured ; now it is
not political economies, or conventional

But,

is
a

Surely now,

experience.

worlds of consciousness

descend upon
suffer all these

is

through all the temptations and obstacles
of the diversified surface of this civilized

less the divine order shall
the earth, and no longer

;

and

in

rail-road

routes,

crooked

is

the

across

if

line,

is

set off wivVi such an unswerving
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for

which

priety

and judicious

ventures

pro

not

beyond the
interests, and whose

no circle of personal
He extrcmest sympathy with human wretch
in earnest, he has taken up his cross to edness
consumed
Had he imagination, ideality, senti
the charities of its
He doubts not, parish — charities which, perpetuate and
In one sense he had little.
He fulfil
ment?
mighty mission.
he speaks always with do not remedy the evil.
Let the world
contrasts strongly with Plato, Goethe, and desponds not
com
let
Swedenborg, (the only minds with whom certainty, and though he suffers from im sneer at our world-reformers
we can compare him for grandeur and patience of postponement, yet he ceases placently set down their errors and pity
He expostu their delusious.
The hope they cherish
breadth of conception) in that he dwells not to insist upon the truth.
always on the outward form, relations, lates, perhaps, with deceived and de will make them memorable long after
functions of characters and passions, and graded humanity in too much bitterness their mistakes are forgotten.
They can
of sarcasm but how profound his reve perhaps afford to be despised.
thus, as it were, writes the outside of hu
The Industrial Congress was of much
man history, while they go into the depths rence for Christ and for humanity, how
of the inner life and chronicle experience. pure his love for man, and how sublime more practical character. Its objects were
Fourier speaks of the passions rather than his contemplation of the destiny of man not so vague, and its members were more
not more earnest
Beauty he respects as in the scale of higher and higher beings positive in their ideas,
from the passions.
in expressing them.
We were sorry on
a want of human nature, but gives small up to God
such an occasion to see so few persons
evidence of the warmth of his own feeling
THE IN assembled, and also not to see all the in
for it. He suggests some analogies with THE WORLD'S CONVENTION
terests of Industry represented.
We had
Goethe as a scientific observer, but as an
DUSTRIAL CONGRESS.
Two sentiments he had in
artist, none.
We have waited to see the results of faintly hoped that the pressing nature of
the highest power, the sentiment of jus- both these meetings before speaking of the great questions
concerning Labor,
lice, and friendship, embracing all hu them. The former, as our readers arc — questions too which underlie all the
But of sentiment, in the poets' doubtless informed, was called
ROBERT humane enterprises of the day, — would
manity.
there

no littleness

or weakness,

in his movement.

is

if

a

;

;

it

;

a

is

halting or duplicity

in

the heavens in

is

earth, but also to guage

search of law.

by

!

-

have called together not only our leading
In fact we OWEN, who presided at its sessions.
in was remarkable rather as
sign of the reformers, but also an adequate number
the outer sphere, the sphere of uses, but times, than for any positive benefits to of the various classes immediately con
The life of people
seems to have nected with labor.
not so much in the inner spiritual and be expected from it.
in its industry, and no political organi
vent for
celestial spheres, to speak in the terms of afforded
variety of crude no
He is far from mystical, tions upon several subjects, and to have zation can be of permanent and progres
the new church.
a Messiah

a

is

and complete

ac

of their invent
The discussions of the Convention

cording to the ingenuity
ors.

of the serial education, and of presented
rather exaggerated example
The difference between him of the intellectual features of the present
mixture
of the de
and minds essentially poetic is, that he epoch, a singular
marshalls and arranges characters, and structive tendencies of the past age, and
stations them amid circumstances which of the hope in the future which announces
he believes divinely appointed as the best a better era.
After several days of quite
and sole condition of the true inner life of extensive debate, the Convention in con
series of Resolutions
all ; while they, not waiting for true out cluding, adopted
ward organization, nor even dreaming of prepared by Mr. Owen, embodying the
advances,
doctrines which he uniformly
explore the inward life of the charac
ters themselves, and make of man's capaci
of which we have heretofore expressed
a

ages,

it,

a

cosmogony.

much more importance,
sent, than

This truth

as its basis.
Congress

especially

of

at pre

congress for political business.
not however, as
would

seem, generally

it

more or less plausible

In this view an Industrial

appreciated.

We regret that the present meeting did
not take higher ground

than

has done.

We had hoped that
would recognize
the necessity of Universal Reconciliation
of Interests as the only sufficient founda
tion for the reforms

but
contemplates
to this idea as far as we can judge from
;

their schemes for the good of mankind,

does not rest upon a

of Labor

it

to propose

which

good organization

the reports of its transactions, and from
what we heard during our own necessa

rily limited attendance, the majority at
least of those engaged
have not yet
in
it

in the harmonic

vision

sive valne,

it

arrangements

manner of benevolent

aries embraced the opportunity

ac

solid good

it

the social

as by

is

except as mathematics
lead him farther than we see.
And yet
no fairy-land or Arabian Nights exceed
in novelty and brilliancy his sketches of

quite as much

imagination

All

He never sense.

facts,

transcends

of

a

is the gigantic genius of forms.

been characterized

He tivity

by

none can be more strange, more

remote from every day conceptions.

a

a

though

is

as a revelator,

a

him

It

regard

It

sense, he had not experience.

arrived.

a

The proceedings of this Convention are
that we have not published in the Tribune, to which we
We are not convinced
the refer our readers.
and dreams, the sad but cheering melodies been very greatly impressed either
of love. He classifies the passions, they matter or the manner of this Convention, of the truth of all the principles they
assert, nor do we think the measures they
no Shakspeare;
describe them.
He
we cannot withhold our liveliest admira
but his more organizing genius shall save tion and sympathy for the generous and propose are likely to effect their objects.
They will however call attention to the
all that wealth from being thrown away
comprehensive spirit of philanthropy
matter, and sooner or later, efficient and
Such
ad
for, rich as the poet finds our life, we are which
spirit
originated.

ties and hopes and sufferings
relieved

with

growing

more and more weary of

episodes

our opinion.
Whilst we confess

and

feel that its very wealth will siuk us, un

mirable
fail

even

to obtain

though
favor

its

is

manifestations

in the eyes of the

Sooner or
adequate action will be taken.
cannot be too BOOB.
later we say, but

it

it,

it

a

;

in

is

by

many

rose-hued

tragedy,
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5. To secure a safe and profitable in
The laboring classes with une voice call
INTELLIGENCE.
vestment for capital.
for relief from the ever-growing and ever6. To secure a permanent and happy
grasping industrial feudalism which, as A LIST OF THE PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS
heartless

as it is powerful,

necks, and its dungeons

fetters for their
for

Terrible are these fet
Not beaten out of iron, not of the

their

ters !

prepares its

toil.

they fasten

cold steel,
more fatally.

Relentless

their

victims

them to their dreary task,

that scourges

as death the Destitution

inexorable

yet

too is the WANT
that

Is this the

keeps close upon their steps.

destiny of human creatures in whom are
human souls ? Is any man so devoid of
natural sympathies as to believe that there
exists

no remedy ?

Dares

any man so

blaspheme our Heavenly

Father as to say
that it is His dispensation ?
We welcome then the earnest impulse
which has found expression in the Indus
trial Convention.
We offer its members
the

sympathy

of fellow-workers
However

same cause.

in the

different the paths

we pursue, we seek a common end, — the

good of Humanity. Across the howling
desert of civilized antagonism, we send
to them a voice of friendly
prophetic

hope.

cheering and
desert do we say ?

A

On those barren sands, which seem faintly
to gain the hue of fertility, are springing
the dim germs of future verdure ; along
wastes where
thirst,
there

myriads

the moisture

to burst forth

waits

fountains.

have fainted with

gathering

Ours

here and

in refreshing

be it then, brethren

the cause of God and Humanity,

in

to labor

with unfaltering
devotion !
Few
though we are in numbers, mighty powers

on

home for ourselves and our children,
where there shall be bread, raiment, and
BERLIN, 168 Professors, 1,648 Students. In shelter, enough for all and to spare.
7. To reconcile or harmonize all sects
the theological faculty there are 14 teach
and parties whatever.
ers, in the Juristic, 18, in the medical, 37,
8. To improve the moral, intellectual,
in the philotophical, 96.
and physical condition of all classes of
69 Professors, 757 Students. society.
BRESLAU,
"
"
BONN,
77
671
9. To change for the better, the out
"
"
ward circumstances of every department
GIESSEN,
57
492
"
of life.
GOTTINGEN, (No. not known) 637
10. And, in short, to unite in one vast
"
"
"
HALLE,
739
all other improvements :
improvement,
"
"
HEIDELBERG,"
852
taking advantage of all useful inventions
"
"
JENA,
411
in educa
in machinery, in agriculture,
"
"
KONIGSBERG, "
353
tion, in government, in domestic econo
"
LEIPSIC,
96 Professors, 800
my, &c. &c.
Reader, do you say it is too great a
"
MUNICH, (No. not known) 1,360
it?
project, and we cannot accomplish
"
TUBINGEN, 61 Professors, 852
We answer, we know full well, that of
"
"
WURZBURG,
45
477
we
our own selves, (as mere animals,)
can do nothing towards it : but with true,
faith in God, and faith in man,
The Parsees at Bombay are divided — living
what is there too great for man to at
like the rest of the world — into Ortho tempt?
means confidence ; and
Faith
dox and Pationalists.
They are divided, faithful patience and pereeverence will
Christ,
amongst other things, on the subject of move mountains of obstacles.
our pattern, says, " Seek and ye shall find,
which
the latter favor.
Freemasonry,
knock and it iltall be opened unto you."
Both
parties
vehemently
oppose the Why, sir, we have precedents for nearly
Christian
missionaries in their journals
every detail of our plan ; and we need
and pamphlets, which are mainly pub only to unite them into an organized
whole. — Tocsin.
lished in the Guzerat language.
They
have established a monthly journal, pub
WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS !
lished in the English language, with the
Leaves Brook Farm at 8 A. M., and 1 1-2
title, — " The Zoroaslrian Magazine," in p. if., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica
Plains, and Roxbury.
leaves
Returning,
which they intend to examine critically
Doolittle's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at
the Christian religion and the Scriptures,
10 1-2 A.M., and 4 p. M. Sunday excepted.
to explain, and defend the doctrines of
N. R. GERRISH.
Oct. 18, 1845.
their own religion from the misrepresen
AT SOME OF THE GERMAN UNIVERSITIES.

tations of the Christians.

with us. Truth, Justice,
The Curators of the Stolpian bequest
the inmost longings of every soul, the
spirit of the age, and the blessing of God in the University of Leyden, have pro
" What
On then to the contest ! posed the following questions.
are on our side.
The battle-fields where now with diffi is the difference between Philosophical
culty we hold our posts, shall hereafter and Christian Ethics ? What is the value
bloom fairer than gardens, fruitful with of the received Christian doctrine in pro
Ethics ' and what
moting Philosophical
blessings for our Race.
is the value of Philosophical
Ethics since
REMARKABLE
COUNTRY. — A corres
the publication of Christianity? " Trea
pondent of the Journal of Commerce gives tises are to be sent (post paid) to Pro
the following account of California.
If fessor C. G. C. REINWART in Leyden,
are engaged

a wonderful region,
and ought to be annexed forthwith.
Here are many fine ports ; the land produ
ces wheat even to one hundred fold ; cotton
and hemp will grow here, and every kind of
fruit there is in New England ; grapes in
abundance, of the first quality;
wine ol
many kinds is made, yet there is no facility
of making. Much of it will pass for Port.
The rivers are full of fish, the woods of the
game.
his story is true it is

July, 1846. A prize
or a gold medal of that

before the first of

of 250 gulden,
value,
petitor.

is offered to the successful

com

The treatise must be written in

Latin or Dutch.

KJ" Some of the noble objects of Asso
ciation, to be remembered, are,
1. To dignify industry and render it
honorable and attractive, so that all will
A HEATHEN LAW. Among the ancient work without compulsion.
Romans, there was a law, which was
2. By a further security of our rights
kept inviolably, that no man should make to greatly increase our liberty.
a public feast, except he had before pro
3. By a union of interests, and a pro
vided for all the poor of hia neighborhood.
per development of our faculties, both
mental and physical, to secure cheerful
A Judge out West has decided that um obedience to wholesome rules.
brellas are general property.
We be
4. And thus, by a harmonious con
lieve this is the first decision of the case, cert of action, to make the principles of
although it has been practised a long peace and love, popular, instead of con
while.
tention and ruinous competition.
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l taken.
She had heard the history of
Jean Ziska related often enough to know
that a sister of that formidable fanatic, a
nun before the breaking out of the war of

22.

ties, Albert, you either do not know, or
them.

you despise

You re-ascend

course of ages with an impious

the

pride ;

you aspire to penetrate the secrets of des

tiny ; you think ;o equal yourself with
shame in her convent, violated by an God, by embracing in your view the pres
abominable monk, and that the life of ent and die past.
It is I who tell you
the

Hussites,

had died -of sorrow

Hardly had Consuelo named herself, Ziska had been a long
when Count Albert, raising his eyes and
geance of that crime.
looking in her face, immediately changed Albert, recalled, I know
his attitude mad expression.
He let his sociation of ideas to his

and

and solemn ven

this; and it is truth, it is faith which in

At

spires

this moment,

not by what as
ruling fancy, be

me ; this retroactive

crime and a rashness.

thought

is a

This supernatural

memory which you attribute to yourself,
violin fall to the ground with as much in
You have taken some
lieved himself Jean Ziska, and addressed is tm illusion.
difference as if he li."l never known the her as the ebade of
Wanda, his unfortu
vague and feeble glimmerings for certain
use of it, and clasping his hands with an nate skter.
ty and your imagination has deceived
air of profound tenderness and respectful
She resolved not to contradict his illu
Your pride has built up an edifice
you.
sadness :

" It

is thou then whom

I see at

last in this place of exile and suffering,
O my poor Wanda!" cried he, uttering a
sigh which seemed to rend his chest.
•• Dear ! dear and
unhappy sister ! Un
avenged too
fortunate victim, whom

I

late, and whom
. fend.

Ah !

I

knew not how to de-

thou knowest that the villain

who outraged

thee perished

in torments,

and that my pitiless hand was bathed in

I

sion too abruptly:

" Albert,"

"

of

when you assigned to your

chimeras,

for your self the most important parts in the histo
Jean, as mine is no ry of your ancestors. Beware lest you

said she to him,

name is no longer
Wanda, look at me well, and -see are not what you suppose.
Fear lest to
that I, sS well as you, am changed in punish you, eternal wisdom should open
longer

features and character.
just said,

I

What you have your eyes for an instant, and cause you

came to recall to your mind.

to perceive in your anterior

life, less il

Human justice is more than satisfied, and lustrious faults and less glorious objects
it HSthe day -of divine justice which I of remorse than those on which you dare
now announce to you.
God commands to pride yourself."

of his accomplices.
opened u* to forgive and to forget.
These fatal
Albert heard this discourse with timid
I recollections, this pertinacity of yours to attention, his fare hidden in his hands
the deep veins of the accursed church.
washed thy dishonor and my own -and exercise a
faculty which he has not given and his knees buried in the earth.
" Speak,
that of my people in rivers of blood. to other men, this scrupulous and aus
^speak, O voice of heaven,
What more dost thou desire, O restless tere remembrance which you retain of which I hear and no longer recognize,"
" If
and revengeful spirit ? The times of zeal your anterior existences, God is offended murmured he in stifled accents.
and of anger have passed away ; we live at, and withdraws from you, because
you thou art the angel of the mountain, if
now in the days of repentance and expia
believe, the celestial figure
Do you hear me, Al thou art, as
have abused them.
Ask from me tears and prayers; bert, and do
tion.
which has so often appeared to me upon
you understand me now?"
ask no more for blood.
I have hence
"Omy mother," replied Albert, pale the Stone of Terroi, speak ; command
forth a horror of blood, and will shed no and
trembling, falling on his knees and my will, my conscience, any imagination.
more ! No, no, not a single drop ! Jean
Thou well knowest that I seek for the
at Consuelo with extraordinary
looking
Ziska will henceforth fill his chalice only terror, " I do hear thee and understand light with anguish, and that if I lose
with inexhaustible tears and bitter sobs."
I see that theu transformest myself in the darkness, it is from my
thy words.
While speaking this with wandering thyself, to convince and subdue me. No, desire to dissipate it in order to reach
eyes and features animated by a sudden thou art no
longer Wanda of Ziska, the thee."
•• A little
exaltation, Albert moved around Censuehumility, oonfidence and sub
violated virgin, the weeping nun.
Thou
l(i, and recoiled with a kind of horror art
Wanda of Prachalitz,
whom Bien mission to the eternal decrees of wisdom,
«ach time she made a movement to arrest called Countess of Rudolstadt, and
who incomprehensible to man, that is the path
this strange conjuration.
Consuelo did bore in
Renounce in
thy bosom the wretched being of truth for you, Albert.
not require a long reflection to under
they now call Albert."
your soul, and renounce firmly, once for
stand the turn which her host's insanity
is not by the caprice of men that all, any wish to know beyond this pass
you are so called," returned Consuelo ing existence which is imposed upon
* Entered according to Act of Congreu, in
" for it is God who has you ; and you will again become acceptathe year 1845, by FRANCIH G. SHAW, in the with firmness ;
Clerk's office of the District Court of Massa caused you to live again under other con jble to God, useful to man, tranquil in
chusetts
Humble your proud intellect ;
Those du ! yourself.
ditions and with new duties.

the blood

I

"It
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by

with all

limbs were affected

by

:

I

passive submission and an entire abandon

less wildness and terror than before.

ment

"by

Can
of your reflective powers.
descend into your heart and there

you

your profound words

concentrate all your existence?"

"Oh! how much good you do me!"
(for my
" Speak to me again,
thought superior to that of replied Albert.
misfortune)
other men, and you order me to know speak to me always thus.
You hold my
and understand the present time and hu soul in your hands.
Whoever you may

by efforts which

I

new phase,

me, in the name of

command

If

lead me to the gates of death.

you

A

it

;

it

it,

very

long while.
modest emotion restored to Consuelo

the sentiment of life.

me who you are, tell me quickly and
do not comprehend, explain
to me:

but

for, in spite of myself,

main standing, she was compelled to rest
upon Albert, and to place her other hand

I

myself

sym

pathy!

and remained thus for

divided

her embarassment

between

no longer able to re

and her weariness,

search and am

She did not dare

her hand from the unfortunate

withdraw

if

must transform

for

hand,

pity, human, fraternal
You render my agony

mysterious

would go and knock at the gates of eter
Tell
nity and would there be broken.

I

I

to seize the sentiment of

escape

;

and

do not let

hand, in

Succoring

He
my heart very grateful!"
glued Ins frozen lips to Consuelo's hand

it

;

terrible crisis
a

a

I

must pass through

be, retain

"

his.

gentle,

I

To lose the re
membrance of certain phases of my life,
cannot.

with

terwoven

you confound my reason, which

man affairs.

at Consuelo's

added he looking

;

You cause me to leap over abysses,"

praying by my side," said he, try
"
ing to raise his overburdened head.
am not alone,"
no,
am not alone!

I

ask of you

I

meaning.

a

their

O

cover

one

and be in no haste to dis

plain myself,

is

I

forbid

;

Look at me and tell

also at present.

his head and looked at her again, but with

said he to her,

herself, and expecting

I if

it

for you

me, on your soul and on your conscience,
who
am and what
my name."
Albert, trembling and confused, raised

"

alone, shut up with

She saw herself
dying man, dying

am inter

ested in you and that must be sufficient

by mi

raculous means to snatch you from pride
and from insanity.

beings

er!"

"I

head,

wounded

unfortunate

two

no help for herself or for him, except
your from Zdenko, whose return seemed to her
making any effort of will to recognize or more frightful than desirable.
Her prayer seemed to strike Albert
to speak to me. Only listen
and
my
" Some
with an unexpected emotion.
words seem obscure to you, wait till
ex

has sent to

Heaven

has conducted

I

whom

you, and whom

cold hand upon that burning
know you and that suffices.

I

bister, nor your mother

I

am no
;

longer your
am a friend

I

be unsealed.

a

charity.

succor

who can do hardly any thing for each oth

your strength,

may your eyes

a stifled voice and

"

heart,

your self-denial, and your suelo understood what was passing with
Now, Albert, look at me and in him " Albert," said she, placing her

she

Albert's hands in her own which were
" My God," said
hardly more alive.
she with

Con

catalepsy.

feared

She tried to reanimate

is

it

to

and give yourself

it,

respect

she

a

but when he promoted

that

could not avert it.

der fruitful and humane this present life resolution of his still powerful will, his
which you despise, when you ought to body sank under the crisis, and all his

so exhausted,

and felt herself

gic crisis,

so ready to faint,

a

it

;

renewed

it it

which exhausted his organs.
When this
reaction was produced of its own accord,
he issued from
were
refreshed, and as

and without losing faith in your immor
tality, without doubting the divine good
ness, which pardons the past and pre
serves the future, apply yourself to ren

a

338

agitated."
am Consuelo," replied the young
girl, " and you know it, since you

know

alone of those near you can com
am
friend whom you have
expected for
long while, and whom you

are near me, forgive

recognized one day as she was singing.
Since that day, you have left your family

gotten you, you and my father and all
my family, whose very names had es

"You

Consuelo,

initiated

been

unwilling,"

see

well, and all that

;

it

if

!

O
for

I

I

I

whom

—"

returned

hear

lo, Consuelo, whom
whom

be you who

me for having

return to you, do
but restore to me Consue

caped my memory.
not leave me
ed,

It

a

a

thousand dangers

is a

him

by an irresistible

have suc
had

Al

bert, raising his body, weighed down and
" You are dream,
sunk upon the table.

I

overpowered

me to you.

could not have succeeded,

Zdenko

;

if

self, as

faintness.

to support

that

you have

seems to me

had

had so long expect

at last

found — and

find no more, and without

whom

can no longer breathe."
Consuelo wished to speak to him

;

a

ceeded through

He stretched out his hands
paleness.
but immediately low
towards Consuelo
ered them to the ground

in

ing to conduct

of a frightful

became again

Since

I

speaking thus, Albert, whose
feverish
face was at first flushed with

While

brightness,

here.
for you

appealed to me several times through
Zdeuko, but Zdenko, who executed your
orders in certain respects, was not will

I

I

me, for

yourself

have sought

I

strive

vainly

my memory.
Help me, help
am dying."
feel that

in

to find

hidden

day,

I

statue, the type of which

and

mysterious

"

am in the arms of my mother.

that

;

your sex, and you

me like

a

before

said Albert

restored,"

few moments.

my aunt Wenceslawa

I

do not know

are there

I

:

I

not remember ever to have seen you be
fore

feel. myself

prehend.

a

do

"I

after

which

a

I

do not know.

language

a

a

I

I

;

me who you are, for

upon his shoulder.

I

termination.

Pity me, you who operate upon me by
Tell
sovereign charm aid me, or sink.

I

their

to me in

speak

I

death

is

that

stinctively

it

I

I

;

I

I

"I

I

a

power
which
feel superior to mine, to assimi
must obey
late my thoughts to yours,
but
know those horrible struggles and

simply

but

proportion as Albert's memory and
strength seemed restored to him, Consue
in

lo's life seemed to desert her.
terrors,

So many

emotions and superhu
man efforts had so broken her down, that
fatigues,

my God

!

0

my imagination.

you lull me with deceitful

;

but

he did

is

if

it,

his brain

sometimes clothed with your form?
my

Albert fell again on his extended arms,
which stiffened and became cold as mar
Consuelo saw him approach his lethar

uttered

Albert,

as

if

Immediately
from

awaking

dream, saw her, recognized

her,

deep cry, and arousing himself,
pressed her in his arms with energy.
Through he veil of death which seemed to
spread over her eyelids, Consuelo saw his
was
holy

joy and was not terrified.
joy, radiant with purity.
eyes .am! fell into

a

ble.

consumed

not succeed without efforts and sufferings

and

the being that bears your name

the young man.

It

which

where

is

No, you exist only in me, and
delirium which created you."

by

self fall mto
an un
overpowered
heard of fatigue, and bent forward as
about to faint.
The struggle of which
he spoke was but too real.
Albert had
the faculty of recovering his reason and
the suggestions of the fever
repelling

dream

a

Consuelo,

delicious

I

and

a

fatal

a

Consuelo

!

!

despair and my madness

is

He let him

it

which was near the table.

!

rise, she conducted him towards the chair

O

I

if

by degrees into the secrets of his mental

passing

in

she could struggle no longer.
The words
joys, and sud expired upon her lips, she felt her knees
malady, felt herself revivified and as
She
denly the disorder and incoherence of my yield, her eyes become confused.
inspired by new strength and intelligence.
dreams are revealed to me, and find my
fell upon her knees at the side of Albert,
She took his hands and obliging him to self alone, alone in the world with my and her dying head struck the breast of
becoming

She closed her

state of prostration,
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was not 6\eep nor waking, but a grow around me, Consuelo.
The black should love
kind of indifference and insensibility
to cypress offered the only branches whence little worthy
all present things.
my hand could gather your coronet of the day on
bethrothal.
There it is, do not despise not felt and

which

X.

When Consuelo

But the prostration

I

which

be

from

first met you, I had
in you the sorrow

recognized

words which subdued and restored me in
united !" cried Consuelo,

so complete, that her powers returned
slowly ; and as if the sum of the

casting

fatigues and emotions which she had ex
perienced since a certain lime had surpas
sed her strength, she tried in vain to re

has celebrated that marriage?"

"

terrified

glances

who" has pronounced

an instant, you must feel the light of your
her : faith and your reason strangely weakened

around

that decree?

who

" It is destiny, my angel," replied
Albert with inexpressible gentleness and
" Think not to withdraw your
member what had happened to her since sadness.
she left Venice.
Even her departure from self from it.
It is a strange destiny for
that adopted country where she had pass you and even more so for me. You for
ed such happy days, appeared to her like bad me a short time since to search into
a dream ; and it was a solace to her, (alas
too short !) to be able to doubt for an in

remembrance

stant her exile and the misfortunes

are called the night

therefore

if

I

oath."
" Betrothed,
had been

but

She

should

we must die here, let me swear to which fills your soul and embitters your
if restored to life, I would never life.
What can you fear from me,
have had any other spouse than you, that Consuelo, from my soul?
You so firm
die united with you by an indissoluble
and so wise, to whom God has inspired

it.

finding herself seated upon
quite a hard bed, and not yet able to raise
her eye-lids, she tried to collect her

caused it.

I

little,

of your compassion,

the use of you, that

recovered

her faculties,

thoughts.

If

you very

which

imagined

that

the past ; you have prohibited to me the
of those lapsed days which

of ages.

since you fear your friend, your servant,
Recover yourself, my angel ;
your slave.
look at me.

See me here at your

and forever,

my

I

know

in

the

feet,
dust.

What do you wish, what do you com
mand ?

Do you wish to leave this place
on the instant, without my following you,
without my ever appearing before you

What sacrifice do you exact?
What oath do you wish me to take ? I

again?

My being can promise

has obeyed you, and henceforth

forehead

you every thing

and

Yes, Consuelo,

you in every thing.

obey

I can

she was still in her poor chamber of the
Corte-Minelli, on her mother's pallet, that
after having bad with Anzoleto a violent

But my pre even become a tranquil man, submissive,
nothing of my anterior life.
sent life,
know it ; and in appearance, as reasonable as other
have interrogated,
I have seen it entire with one glance, it has men. Should I thus be less repulsive,

and, trying scene, the confused recollec
tion of which floated in her memory, she

appeared

returned
near

to life

her,

and hope on feeling him

on

his interrupted
hearing
and the tender words he ad

breathing
dressed to her in a low voice.

A languish

I

I

to me in the instant in which

Jess

Hitherto

to you?

terrifying

I

have

Your never been able to do as I wished ;
you reposed in the arms of death.
destiny, Consuelo, is to belong to me, and but hereafter every thing you desire will
You do not be granted me. Perhaps I may die in
yet you will never be mine.
love me, you never will love me, as

I

love

transforming

myself

to your

according

Your love for me is only charity, will ; but it is my turn to tell you that my
ing and delicious joy penetrated her heart your devotedness only heroism.
You are life has always been poisoned, and that T
at this thought, and she raised herself a saint whom God sends, but you will should not regret losing it for you."
with exertion to look at her repentant never be a woman to me. I must die
"Dear, generous Albert," said Con
friend, and to stretch out hei hand to him. consumed by a love which you cannot par
suelo, reassured and affected, "explain
But she pressed only a cold and unknown take ; and yet, Consuelo, you will be my yourself better and let me at last under
hand ; and in place of the smiling sun, wife as you are now my betrothed, whe
stand the depths of that impenetrable soul.
whose rosy brilliancy she was accustomed ther we perish now and your pity consents You are in my eyes superior to all other
to bee through her white curtain, she to give me that title of husband which men ; and from the first moment that I saw
saw only a sepulchral light, falling from no kiss will ever confirm, or whether we you, I felt for you a respect and a sympathy
you.

a gloomy vault and swimming

in a humid again see the sun and your conscience
atmosphere ; she felt under her arm the commands you to accomplish the designs
rude spoils of savage animals and in a of God towards me."

I

which

I

have no reason to conceal.

have always heard it said that you were

I
All

insane, but

have not been able to be

en

lieve it.

that has been related to me

bent towards her like a spectre.
Consuelo thought she had descended

deavoring to rise from that bed covered
with bear skins, which resembled a fune

fidence.

and to what

strength to dispel

horrible

silence, the pale

face of Albert

"

Count

Albert,"

said

Consuelo,

of you added to my esteem and to my con
Still I was forced to see that

living to the tomb ; she closed her eyes, ral pall, " I know not if it be the en you were overpowered by a deep and
and fell back upon the bed of dried leaves, thusiasm of too vivid a gratitude, or the strange moral disease.
I persuaded my
with a melancholy groan.
She required continuance of your delirium which makes self, presumptuously perhaps, but sincere
some minutes to remember where she was, you speak thus.
I have no longer the ly, that I could relieve your disease. You
gloomy

host she was con

your

illusions ; and

if

also have aided in

making me think

so.

Terror, which the enthusiasm of they must turn against me, against me I have come to seek you, and now you
her devotedness had hitherto combated who have come at the peril of my life to tell me things respecting myself and you,
and subdued, seized jjpon her, so that she succor and console you, I feel that I can which would fill me with a boundless

fided.

no longer contend with you for my life or veneration, if you did not mix up with
If the sight of me irritates them strange ideas drawn from a spirit of
my liberty.
cannot share.
Can
you, and if God abandons me, may God's fatalism in which

I

" I

emblems

of marriage.

Flowers do not neither do

I

ask you for them.

all

say

without

wounding

making you suffer ?"

"

Say

I

all, Consuelo,

and

you

know

before

hand what you have to say."

"Well! I

promised

will say

myself.

All

for

I

" I know that you are very unhappy,
believed you dead, O my soul, O my poor saint ! I know that you wear on
my consolation!" said Albert kneeling your brow a crown of thorns, which
I
beside her, " and before following you to cannot tear away.
The cause and occa
the tomb, 1 wished to adorn you with the sion of your unhappiness I do not know,
a bunch of cypress.

I

it,

felt something upon her brow and will be done ! You who think you know
raised her hand to it.
It was a garland of so many things, do not know how my
leaves with which Albert had crowned life has been poisoned, and with how little
her.
She took it off to look at it and saw regret I should sacrifice it."
She

those

had

who

so

love

They think they
despair of you.
to say spare, what
must respect, that
you,

is

feared to open her eyes lest she should
see some horrible spectacle, parapherna
lia of death, a sepulchre open before her.

they

call

But I exasperate

your

insanity;

you by letting

they

fear

to

you see that
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I

I

I

a

sub
blasphemy.
to all the rest
accept your
pity, your cares, your goodnes*, your
will speak to you
peaceful friendship
;

I

;

trouble

never touch your hand,
you

displeases
yo.ur

T

mine
graze

;

you veil your eyes;

dress,

which

I

make

if

could

you

look

single

if

I

will not give you

will not say a.

I

I

;

O

a

I I

a

!'

be to utter

mit myself

single

love
love
gloomy cavern, far from your family who my God,
living being,
love her with all the
weep and search for you, far from your similar to myself!
fellow men, whom you cherish with an strength of my being.
can concentrate
ardent zeal, far from me, in fine, whom upon her all the ardor, all the holiness of

I

that to

I

!

I

it

if

;

fint nf all

knq,w only

only a* you permit
word which can

a

in
a

love you.

deprive this affection of the name of love,
would

life

of

a

would be

could abandon myself to
why, being so good, you of delights
without displeasing you.
Ah Consuelo,
perform deeds of ingratitude and pride
why, being so enlightened and religious, why did you tell me to concentrate all my
life in my heart.
Explain your meaning,
you abandon yourself to the reveries of
let me think only of you, see and compre
diseased and despairing mind , why, final
hend only you — love you, in
ly, you are here alone, buried alive
word.
insane person;

am ignorant

it
;

I

manner in which

is ;

it

an unknown life to me

;
it

tremble in asking you, why, being so wise,
you have sometimes the externals of an

might wan

der and again terrify you by my vagaries
wish to live only in sentiment and

;

For to speak to you of myself;

a

and fear it.

lament,

cannot believe them, and cannot

I

I

know

they

myself,

I

it,
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will

the contact of

will

not
fear

you

even
being

well

understand

that

your

modesty might be alarmed at the expression
of a love which you do not wish to share

;

a

I

a

a

I

a

Therefore

be tranquil,

and swear without

fear to be my sister and my consoler
swear to be your brother and servant.

I

I

in

by

and mysterious intuition,
broken by sorrow
you

:

You have comprehended

shake.

sort of divine

a

ed.
But
not at this instant that
can know and judge and transform my
self
this manner.
Give me some days,
is

nothing.

and without danger
for
feel
know that your pride would repel the
fervent friendship for you,
kind of vene
ration which the frivolous observations and testimonies of
passion which you do not
vain judgments
of die world cannot wish either to provoke or to encourage.

I

!

fear

O
!

;

God

that you can do BO without

I

it

is

It

!

I

I

my witness

con
you wish to lead me to
fession, to an efficacious repentance, to
victorious resolution.
You shall be obey
it

my dear Albert, repose your me this gentleness of emotion which
sweet sentiment of a vivifies me, and from which you can fear

in this

peaceful and fraternal tenderness.

expected the revelation of my being
and you interrogate me
under

you

stand you

Well

is

"

poor soul

a 4

"

You ask of me the secret of my life,
the word of my destiny, and you know
better than
do, Consuelo
from

!

a

I

is

1

It

But you would
you invoked, whom you say you love, and my affection
enough happiness for blemished by my breath.
who has been able to reach you only by me to be allowed this, and
have not the be wrong to treat me with such mistrust,
and you would do better to encourage in
divine protection?"
miracles of will and
madness to ask for more."

a

sympathy,
particular esteem for your
virtues, give me also the courage and the
am right to speak to you as
do.
Abjure

governs a brother, but as one disposes of
being who has given himself to you

a

if

I

entirely and forever."
To be Continued.

I

I

me, Consuelo

!

upon

is

I

it

I

I

is

pity

guides me. If humanity and compassion
have given me the courage to come here,

if

and will

a

lnii to know

must lose my
can
entirely, or
triumph over the demon who besieges me,
what
that
cannot do at ihis instant.
Have

is

;

!

ill

is

it

doubt

judgment

It

;

I

it

it

I

I

if

if

;

is

that my life
at least, to learn for myself said
and
was divine truth which put Do not ask me more
will neither be
and for you
am mad, or
cannot love indiscreet nor importunate.
sufficient
enjoy the that word in your mouth.
use of my reason.
Alas! alas both are you otherwise than a brother
but do not that you know you can command me and
true, and
my misery not to be able to say that
me despotically — not as one
charity, pity alone which govern

some hours

still under the influence of an emotion therefore, from this moment and forever,
more powerful than myself.
know not the illusion under which you labor re

PINES.
*

*
*

;

;

I

a

it

if

a

it

a

;

a

I

;

I

!

a

I

!

I

;

I

;

;

;

I

a

;

I

I

I

* At morn and at midnight fiour
have .said to you
what
know not how specting your own
Do not There goeth up from their greenwood bower
feelings.
know speak of love, do not speak of marriage. A song of passion, song of power
many hours you have been here
But the sweetest notes they raise
not how you could be here without My past life, my recollections, render the
Zdenko, who did not wish to bring you
first impossible
the difference in our con Are those they swell at the opening day,
While the morning winds their branches sway,
know not even in what world my ditions would render the second humiliat
Ere the dew and freshness pass away —
were
when
thoughts
wandering
you first ing and unacceptable to me.
By return
Their notes of love and praise.
Alas
know not how ing to such reveries, you will make my
appeared to me.
They stand on every leafy knoll,
have been shut up here, devotedness to you rash, perhaps culpa
many ages
Types of (he restless human soul
with unheard of sufferings,
struggling
ble.
Let us seal by sacred promise the That bowelh
not to stern control,
against the scourge which destroys me
make to be your sis
engagement which
For they battle the tempest wild
Those sufferings even
remember no ter, your friend, your consoler, whenever But when
gentle tone floats by,
more, when they have passed
there re you are disposed to open your heart to And the love-light beams from the
azure sky,
mains of them only
terrible fatigue, a me
your nurse, when suffering renders They bend like the soul in its purity
were,
terror which
stupor as
wish you gloomy and taciturn.
To influence sweet and mild.
Swear that
to drive away.
Cousuelo let me forget you will not see any thing else in me, and
be only for
few moments, that you will not love me otherwise."
myself,
INDUSTRIAL ANARCHY.
my ideas will become more clear, my
tongue will be loosened.
promise
swear
to you.
Temper for me this
light of the reality long eclipsed in hor
rible darkness, and which my eyes can
not yet endure
You have ordered me

"Generous woman, ''said Albert, grow
you

rely

a

"

great deal on my

if

j

I

a

' J

a

!

a

it

it

a

r

!

in

I

a

is

it

I

I

it,

Some journals have republished,
with
an evident chuckle of -delight, the details
given by the Pittsburg papers of the
courage, and you know well what
my recent
"strike" of women employed in
love, in asking of me such
promise.
the Alleghany Factories, and the means
should be capable of lying the first time by which they succeeded
stopping the
To us, these narratives brought
in my life,
could debase myself so much works.
none
other
than
painful emotions.
To
to concentrate all my life in my heart. as to pronounce
false oath,
you re
hear of three or four hundred young and
Yes! you said that to me; my reason and quired
of me. But you will not require respectable women, not satisfied
with re
my memory date no farther back than the
of me, Consuelo;
you will under- fusing to work on the terms offered, as
had
inoment when you spoke.
they
to
perfect
right
do, proceed to
Well thai stand that this would be to introduce
word has brought down an angelic calm new agitation into my life, and, into my burst open gates guarded by stalwart
men, break into factories, and then force
into my bo.som. My heart lives entirely conscience
remorse which has not yet those who
prefered to desist, — all the
now, though my spirit still sleeps.
fear stained it.
Do not be troubled at the while surrounded, backed, cheered on by
ing pale,
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by

if

it,

it

if

it

in

is

it

a

a

It

if,

a

ly

is
a

;

it

it

in

a

a

a

a

by

in

a

a

a

a

is

[t

a

a

is
a

in It

I

I

a

a

a

ly

/

if

I

if

a

is

in

a

?

it

is

in
a

it

;

j

If

It

If

it is

2. " But," answer the Employers, " we
are under constraint as well as you.
we run our mills but ten hours, while
those with whom we compete in the mar
ket run theirs twelve and more, we cannot
sell our fabrics so cheap as they do, and
must sell at a loss or stop working — in
either case be ruined.
So that you
would gain nothing by our compliance
with your demands, for you would soon
be thrown out of work and eagerly seek
ing places in the twelve-hour
factories,
while we should be bankrupt and our
creditors suffering for our blind folly. "
3. " We disbelieve
or care not for
" say the girls ; ' it is more
this,
impor
tant that our lives be preserved by health
ful exercise and our minds improved by
hours of culture, than that you be ena
bled to sell cloth half a cent cheaper per
others do wrong do you set the
yard.
example of doing right, and we will see
the movement supported. "— And so the parties come to issue,
and the factories are stopped.
The busi
ness of the manufactures is brought to a
dead halt at a time when the demand for
goods is unusualy good and prices remu
nerating — the strike, if long persisted in,
will be sure to break some of them — and
the Girls who were earning at least twice
as much as working women throughout
the country average, and getting their
pay promptly, are now earning nothing,
and may remain so for months.
If any
of them engage in other pursuits, it will
be to far less advantage than they worked
in the factories.
If they go out to work
in households, they will have to work
quite as many hours, have no more time
for improvement, obtain much less than,
and receive it neither so regularly nor so
as they did in the factories.
certainly,
Their social position will be lowered, and

their narrow independance abridged by I Good take hold of
they would not
the Bad.
the change.
And beside, they will thusj see
shaped and controlled
come in competition with and throw out Let those who have the greatest stake in
of employment many who earn a subsist Society grasp
they dislike or fear to
ence by domestic service.
If they try have managed by those who are said to
Needle-work,
they will be far worse off have no interest in and no care for the
Let those who realize
in every way, and their competition will Public Weal.
destructive and suicidal
press on a class already on the brink of that all War
Where is the escape from this take the lead
adjusting the relations
famine.
between Past and Future Labor, the
labyrinth ?
of the Head and that of the Hands,
ground justly work
Bear in mind that'the
on
basis of impregnable and enduring
taken by the Employer* points distinctly
to deeper and darker gulfs of depression Peace.
— was but a week or two ago that
in sowie not
For
and degradation.
woman, reduced from compe
distant season of manufacturing and gen respectable
few companies should tence to poverty by sudden calamity, tra
eral depression,
the streets of our City for two or
see fit to increase as they might the versed
search of some employment
hours of labor to fourteen, they would bo three days
which she could earn bread for her
enabled thereby to undersell their rivals
and child.
She at last found
shop
who maintained the present hours, and self
with garments
these must come up to the new standard in which she was provided
fair seamstress.
or be ruined.
The argument expressly to make up, being
As Free She took them home, worked faithfully
implies and establishes this.
Her
week, and carried in the product.
Trade between nations renders of neces
amounted to sixty cents, and for this
sity the lowest reward of Labor in any pay
credit in
book, to
all, so Free com she was proffered
the ultimate standard
of her earn
similar be paid off when the amount
petition in industry draws after
an object to do so.
ings should make
internal consequences in regard to the
With this she was to return to her deso
conditions and rewards of Labor.
Such scenes are
late, destitute home.
And let none say that the new doc occuring daily in our City and in all
trines and ideas of our day have produced Cities
yet hither thousands are constant
the present collision.
Pittsburgh
Not alone
tending from the Country.
most devout and practical City, of whose those inured to famine are doomed to
twenty-five or thirty Churches not one such destitution, but many who dance in
Social Reform Con
can be obtained for
jewels one year are shivering in garrets
vention.
city of Religion and the next, willing to labor for the humblest
which dreamers have little
Industry,
fare, yet unable by labor to procure it.
But in truth these "strikes" Hence Vice, Crime and untimely bat
influence.
are older than all modern theories — are welcome Death. — Tribune.
as old as the existence of distinct classes
and Employed.
known
as Employers
They are less frequent and less disas
FALLING FROM GRACE. Zedekiali Broadtrous in our day and country than they head was
man of somewhat less statue
were in Great Britain forty years ago. than Goliah of Gath, though possessing
So
They grow naturally out of the relation perhaps as much physical strength.
When one class live by the village wrestlers thought, when out
they influence.
working for another, receiving and sub of sport, he took up a whole handful of
sisting upon wages therefor, there will them and dashed all of them on the
always be jealousies, differences, and oc ground.
During religious revival, Zedcasional collisions between them,
ekiah was converted and joined the Me
to
pay thodist church.
One evening, while on.
the seeming interest of the one
class meeting, he
the least possible sum for the work they his way home from
to
do
the
least
of the other
dozen of his for
receive
was assailed by half
the
pay they mer companions, shouting, " Now Zed
work that will answer for
Christian, and cannot fight,
And as humility and self-depre
receive.
has become
"Hold a
ciation are not prominent traits of Hu
let's give him a thrashing."
will
the Hired
generally
moment,"
man Nature,
interposed Zed, putting forth
"
rail;
k«ow a
whether
an arm as long as
fancy they are inadequately paid,
Hence heart-burn
the fact be so or not.
Christian cannot fight, but remember
eye-service belong to a denomination who believe in
ings, hatreds, unfaithfulness,
And hence hollow-heart
and collisions.
falling from grace, and," continued the
clamorous new convert, planting his foot more firm
demagogues,
ed, worthless
rights and
advocates of working-men's
on the earth, and towering up like
to giant in the moonlight, his arm falling
elevated
are constantly
interests,
back to an angle of forty five degrees —
power.
should fall from grace," — here he
Men of Property, Character and Inte- "
lect you do ill to idly complain that the lowered his voice to an ominous solem
Laboring Classes are duped and beguiled nity, and advanced three paces towards
should fall
into the support of base men and bad his retreating assailants, —
The
measures, while you are content to do from grace, woe be unto you!"
doubt of the
by
nothing in regard to the measures most scamps, overawed
essential to their independance and well- giant's perseverance, decamped with pre
The Working Classes feel that caution, leaving Zed, as Apollyon left
being.
labyrinth, of which Christian, to go on his way rejoicing.
they are involved
they have not the clue, and they will not
reject even blind guides while they have
the cold weather productive of
Whv
The adjustment of the rela benevolence
none other.
makes people
Because
basis of
tions of Capital and Labor on
their pockets.
put their hands
the
Justice
great
and
Harmony
perfect
a work of difficul
work of our age.
lias been ascertained
By experiment,
will be, must be
ty and of time, yet
Let all who have Ideas, that in crushing, gun metal will hold up
accomplished.
iron from 50
160 tons to the square inch
contri
Influence, Leisure, Philanthropy,
Let the to 90 Ions.
whatever they can.
bute to
;

j

ia a story very far from amusing
to us.
Whatever
were the wrongs of
these women, it seems to us that their at
tempt to redress them involved the gross
est violation of the rights of Property
and of Personal Liberty.
They were in
the factories on this errand but as wilful
trespassers, and could do nothing there
lawfully against the wishes of the pro
prietors.
And if they were five hundred
ls fifty, neither their numbers nor any
thing else gave them the least right to
say that those who chose to work should
not do so.
Majorities have no right to
overrule the will of minorities unless hy
compact; and wherein had the persistant
workers consented to be governed liy the
regulations of the strikers ?
But in affirming that the Amazons of
Alleghany did wrong, we do not assert
that they acted without provocation or
from improper motives.
They doubtless
thought they were struggling for rights
•withheld from them by the tyranny of
The relation of Laborer and
capital.
Employer is so false and antagonistic in
Society around us, that all sorts of hal
lucinations are generated by it.
Let us
try to separate the true from the false in
regard to the controversy in question :
1. The Factory Girla of Pittsburg and
Alleghany say, "the hours of labor
(over twelve per day) in the mills are too
Add to these what are needed
many.
for taking food, sleep, &c. and they leave
us no time for mental improvement or
healthful exercise.
Yet we are compelled
to work all these hours.
We demand
their reduction to ten."

it

— this

!

• crowd of admiring; masculine spectators
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The accord of our tastes, of onr capa

detail which can please, and in which one
tailor can only make
can excel
such
good waistcoats, while

can only

another

rich man, free

if A

TIVE LAW.
FROM " LA PHALANGE."

TRANSLATED

perfection of workmanship,
through the dexterity which each member
will carry into his minute function.
and greater

a

OF A NEW ADMINISTRA

PRINCIPLES

:

342

make good pantaloons.

he wishes to
If we to choose his occupation,
city with our labor, is a pleasure.
are seconded in this labor by a group of practice some manual trade by way of
The organization which realizes in hu. friends, who surround us and act in con diversion, takes hold of only those func
Such a
which interest him.
man functions the order designed by God, cert with us, there will forthwith spring tions of
(Concluded.)

OF LABOR IN SERIES.

it

ATTRACTIVENESS

is also that which renders labor most at

signates the state which it produces rather

Already the solitary raptures of the poet than the passion itself; the love.of musical
and the savant, when a sudden idea in harmony, of physical and intellectual de
spires, the clamorous joy of cultivators as lights combined, 'the esprit de corps, are
sembled at vintages and harvest-time,
effects, more or less rich, of this passion.
have taught us that these words, labor and The passion itself escapes our vocabulary,
are

Buffering,

What

not

necessarily

coupled.

asks the

peasant, fatigued with
the ground in silence and in soli

digging

because we -know it so poorly ; the pas
sion of accord, suppressed by our institu
tions, is awakened only in revolutions by

or dahlias.

his roses

Can you deny the spirit of envy and detrac
which springs up between persons
devoted to analogous functions, as poets,
would
horticulturists?
grammarians,
tion

be contrary to the evidence.

Labruyere,

Fourier,

who had taken no lesson from
Labruyere,

of being

who

has generally

the credit

observer,

has wejl

an exact

seized the play of the Composite and Cabalistic passions he has turned these pas
sions into ridicule,

as monomanias, and he

had reason to do

their development

is

but the word enthusiasm de

10 create

but he tries

It

dictionary;

boys right well
new varieties

;

This malediction, which sums up vivid
ly the past condition of the laborer, cannot continent ; he is proud of his part in the
If God is intelli triumphs of humanity.
weigh upon his future.
For this passion of accord we would
gent, our destiny is labor, for he has
If fain find a name without going out of the
given us wants, faculties, and arms.
God is good, our destiny is also happiness,
we should be happy in labor and "by labor.

a

for law, turning gardiner during his vacations,
his group ; he is so also for his series, the does not wish to sow mallows, or pinks,
next higher unity to which he equally be and still less to hunt out gnawing insects,
destructive office which would suit his
longs ; he is so for his province, for his
labors from vocation, is an enthusiast

in

face shalt thou eat bread."

cream, or a piece of pastry of which she
man of the
Such
possesses the receipt.

;

the earth

to thee ; in the sweat of thy

the man who

;

Thorns and thistles shall

industrial,

it

"

of ly augmenting.
The voluntary

a

because

passions cannot be satisfied out
activity, and activity well ordered.
our

bring forth

up an enthusiastic Esprit de corps, a furor lady, who would not for any thing in the
complete dinner, goes
(fougve aixugle,) and we shall soon see world prepare
with pleasure to the kitchen to make a
the quantity and quality of products rapid
a

tractive and most productive.
Labor in Series is attractive,

by

series

"

of groups, that the

division descend at least to varieties,

that

The florist* has

garden in

a

suburb

;

exercised

a

fy them? Functions exercised by series
of groups.
Man feels a very lively inclination for
accord, for the union of two objects ; his

a

is

in

tude, leaning discontented on his spade ? a common outhurst of the people, on the more injurious than useful
society
What ask the very ones who reject the field of battle amid the cries of infuriated which
not organized, which does not
work-tool
as well as the pen, and who troops : we will name it the coincident, or know how to exalt, to bring into rivalship,
to interlace several industrial series upon
seek noisy reunions and varied pleasures
Composite passion.
The Composite requires that labor be the same domain.
in ait ale-house • What ideal could satis
thither he hastens at sunrise, and returns

You see him planted, and
freely choose his group, his at sunset.
To develope a passion, which taking root (as
were) in the midst of
he
pleasure is the more lively as the union is is so fruitful, it is useful to support it by his tulips and before the Solitaire;
it

has never seen

it,

so delicately
where he forgets his dinner
shaded, .bordered, oiled, and scollop

for each group.

rests,

where

;

he

beautiful

vase or

he contemplates

God and nature

a

has

it,

ed

chalice

beautiful

he admires

are not what

he ad

he goes no farther than
the bulb of his tulip, which he would not
mires

all that

;

which

a

a function

down,

where

for the series, but with a distinctive mark

it

with

he sits

ing their emblem ; by a uniform costume

Will any one deny that, with the ex
pleases, which we have freely chosen, ception of generalizing characters, destined
which accords with our organization, is a to the functions of the Council or Regency,
great pleasure ; from this choice, from this man is the more enthusiastic about any
voluntary adhesion springs a zeal so much function the more it is divided, the more
connect ourselves

for;

the Agate, from which he returns at last
to the Solitaire, where he fixes himself,

:

which

very com

this passion to
is its true domain.
To

for the

he passes to the
then to
Widow; then to the Drop

in

industry,

from their

his heart

it

resulting

Let us apply

he quits

is

toxication
bination.

so beautiful

melts away with joy
Oriental; from that

;

harmonic vibration

;

and the soul figure together.

The Composite, the bond of union in the
the different qualities of voices in a whole group, will be so much the more strong, as
A pleasure in which his body the exaltation, the common pride of the
orchestra.
and his soul take part at once, gives him, members shall be sustained by the sight of
besides the sura of two pleasures, an in
a standard, the sign of their unity, bear
rich accords set in

opens his eyes wide, he rubs his hands,
he
closer view of
he kneels, he takes
it

the body

it

organization

a

material symbols, for we have a body, and
in every complete

;

if

one

function.

it
:

more composite, as it embraces a greater
Do and Mi, sounding
number of terms.
together, please his ear ; he is more moved

each

a

a

a

the more vivid as the labor is more it is disengaged from every foreign acces sell for a thousand crowns, and which he
divided, because then it is possible for us sary, so as to offer him only the parcel, will give away for nothing when the
to choose the portion of it which attracts or detail in which he excels t To be sure, tulips shall be neglected and pinks come
us, and neglect the others : for instance, we do not see the gardner, the joiner, the into fashion.
This reasonable man, who
grafting in horticulture, the lyric style in smith, engaged each in a complicated has
re
worship and
soul, who has

Here, for the charm

of our trade of many details, choose only a frac ligion, returns home, fatigued, hungry,
of tion of
He
and neglect the others
the but much contented with his day.
forming groups and sub-groups, even to absence of association obliges them to ac has seen tulips.
" Talk to this other of the richness of
apportioning the smallest sub-divisions of cumulate all parts of their task; .tojnuch
benefit

saving

of time

;

!

the worse and more disagreeable for them
not
complex profession,
only

Caracteres de La Bruyere

:

both

a

will result

is

functions among different re-unions ; from
which

it

the

it,

reap

a

shall

is

we

It

poetry.

labors,

de la Mode.
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on foot, or mounted, according

wagons,

does children.
Both are ad
(effect of the men, as
mitted there only exceptionally, and

in
a

the three passions whose function

minimum proportion

the women as camp

it is to servants, the boys as drummers and fifers.

The industrial series, being the organiza
we may be tion of human activity in all its branches,

the social mechanism, the three

regulate

distributive

and,

passions,

if

the equilibrating par will necessarily admit the women
there
Let us add that the series will even be kinds of labor, scries
contributes to satisfy, directly or indirect
which they will be the majority.
ly, all the tendencies of man ; we will
4.
must embrace,all ages.
Associa
cite but one, which is most closely con
tion ought to extend, independently of the
nected with the organization of industry,
active cohorts, to the children and novices
the instinct
of command, in common who desire to enter the series to the sick
the word,

;

allowed

;

It

in

excellence.

standing that we
unfavorable

attach to this word

sense.

the corporative industrial

no by definitive

or rather

Ambition,

and the aged who leave
Association

it

language called ambition, with the under

accidently

or

To children

arrangement.

owes an education conform

capacities, and given
practice at least
as much as by theory
to the infirm
owes
minimum of support and of medi
to the old,

a

This tendency agrees cal care

;

liant perspective.

it

with the general interest, for it behoves ing to their rank and time of service.
To obey the conditions of the serial
industry to have a direction, and

every

free engagements,

to have

officers ; the grades are characterized
distinctive

badges on the uniform.

its

off at will.

by posite.
6. Dii-ision

By consulting the universal order writ
ten every where in nature, by seeking the
aim of passions which are related to indus

This

the law of the Com

The se

and Suli-divisian.

single term in
ries, itself comprised as
divided into groups
general division,

a

ought

a

series,

the

recruited only
which may be broken

is

of the

on tlie part

The series

by

senting the smallest shade in the distribu

vocation

5. Free

is

labortrs.

of

four other characters.

To give
can only be salutary to society.
scope to this tendency, each group, repre
tion

series should present

order, the industrial

is

ambition, crowned by competent suffrage,
when it has gone through
its trials,

whose

functions

the

much

are very

sub

It

camels and drome

and

rattle,

industry

with

employs

order all the forces of creation.

The series has

7. Advancement.

col

lective council, independent of the officers

This council

of each group.

devoted

to the functions of direction and of instruc
tion.

should

Medicine

sented, as

there

Every rank

regiments.

has its

are those who labor

Harmony

number can be safely in

most, and this
creased

badge,

for the func

and the ranks are numerous,
tionaries

be repre

in the staff of our military

advancement, rapid and unlimit

of perseverance.

retreat correspond

has auxiliary animals

elephants for building,

ed,

a

rank, of which the councils present a bril

painted

These animals obey
daries for journeys.
the voice, the horn, the bell, the whistle,

by

able to their vocation, proportioned to their

and

forges,
and

dogs for the shepherds, lamas and alpacas
for the miners,
falcons for gaming,

;

instinct, demands

groups in which there exists a progression
of grades, of series of higher and higher

with its colors.

varnished

secured to every form of talent and

This

8. Labor by short sessions.

the

law of the Papillonne,
nation,)

(Passion for Alter
preserves and renews the

which

ardor for labor, keeps man in physical and
moral health, and neutralizes the hostility
of the groups by alliances out of the series.
These eight conditions will serve us »s a
standard by which to appreciate the state

of all civilized forms of industry.
LABOR MOST PRODUCTIVE

The organization
of God, since
order

versal

and

IN SERIES.
we have just

which

described, doubly shown

it

of labor satisfies

;

Cabaliste.")
The serial distribution

moveable

a

and must exclude wo

in

for the purpose of des

excludes
it

makes him smile and sneer

army, organized
truction,

is

particular species (effect of the Composite;)
every other which you may mention only

to its oc

teams drag in

of artillery, but

pieces

machines

;

It

The other

not

engines,

it
is

does not answer you ; do not even talk to competent associates.
him of your plums, he loves only one
3.
must comprise both sexes.

often beautiful

:

;

fruit this year, that the peach trees have ject to reward the inequalities of talent or cupations
yielded ; he is attached to plums alone, he science, determined by the vote of all the its ranks,

is ;

a

its arms are axes, pinks and spades.

is

for its ob

having

is

between the hours of labor per

formed, and the third

habiliment of parade,
dress of
The series manoeuvres together

rich

one state.

capital,

It

have furnished

to be the design

conformed to the uni
indicated

is

divisible

who

is

hear : speak to him of figs and melons,
say that the pear-trees are breaking with

holders

on the feast days of the groups or series,
a

way of impost, and apportion the rest into
three dividends one reserved to the stock
:

the crops, of an ample harvest, of a good
vintage ; he is curious about fruits, you
articulate, you don't make him
don't

the

by

is

Association

It

:

group has its musicians, as our companies
To the
have their drums and trumpets.

creates new values.

it

;

duces

it

re
Its economics are of two sorts
the actual expense of living
suppresses the various causes of loss.
;

it

;

The following are the conditions which groups from having their standards
it must fulfil to obey the conditions of follows its general music, although every

in

and its device, which does not prevent the

sketch.

it

it

it

;

is

by

moreover
all tendencies of our passions,
manifested
This order
try, we have arrived at the conception of divided.
bears its that which gives the most considerable
a series of laborers in its complete organi
the accessories of the series
introduces vast economies,
zation, of which the regiment is but a flag, unitary in its colors, its blazonry returns;

It

is

instruments

a

into

it

proof.

As to the

it

the loss caused

by

;

the expense of fences,

dit«he
prema

which

the motive

the fear

of

a

ture harvests, by those general and pr.jma
ture gatherings cabled ban de vendanr
e

it
is

a

a

sociates

and watchmen

is

;

a

;

is

It

tal and the hotel afford

radically suppres
causes of loss, which
ses, we may cite the precautions agiins
larceny, which does not exist between as
;

through all the at least

divisions

a

and

a

reproduced

is

is

its song.
The series wears
of the uniform costume, with different accessories
political
degrees
not
This uniform
globe, the series of
for each group.
township will con
tribute to the capital seat of the province clasped, girthed, cuirassed,
fitted with
their portion to defray the expense of metallic head-pieces, invented for defence.
provincial works
the province contributes The costume of the laborer has nothing
for the good of the kingdom, and so on. of the nature of armor
conceived for
first of all convenient;
necessary, then, upon the product of pacific activity,
becomes,
the series of
township to levy
part by simple for the hours of labor,
Association

a

a

of

/•'

it

divided

;

we

its end,

is

like the labors which

for

is

must hare production

;

every way.
reduces expenses
not content
joined at intervals the The associated township
In
unitary cultivation of the land.
sounds one of with
chorus of all the voices
seven classes.
must associate all the members the chants of the series, a chant which the place of the fragmentary village, com
2.
posed of hovels, itbuilds for itself a palace.
under the triple relation
capital, labor, and celebrates the labor adopted by its mem
talent.
All participate in the common bers and keeps up the enthusiasm of the In this unitary edifice are realized those ad
Since corps
there
not
product, no one receives wages.
group which has not vantages, of which the college, the hospi
1.

he/
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and every thing ameliorated, animal, trees,
ruits, and even climates ? Man is victori
nature,

against

the

reign of riches and of happiness has com
menced upon the earth.

the journals,
must and beeauae the writings,
school of associasecure to each one, in the portion which the lectures, by which
he has chosen, so much experience and tionistahave been teaching these principles
dexterity ! The stimulus of the CabaliMc for ten years past, have not yet concerted,
a

posite, and from the division which

frequently

still

The Papillonne,

man, refreshes

him without leaving him
inactive, and preserves in him a sustained
and steady fervor.
Will nM his day^ie
more productive than that of our work

with\ estimates
toe

cise,

and plans

precise

for

even,

been the cause of doubt.
not liK

answers pre

;

changing

more the the depositaries of capital and of power.
To this question most
by How organize?
answers have been given,
the occupations of circumstantial

and multiplies

of labor.

products

i•

ameliorates

they

have

The public does

that innovators should know their

men, who seek only to kill time after an business at their fingers' ends, that every
hour of zeal at each resumption of labor? thing should be foreseen and no detail left
,

a

it

in

And the integral development of the oody out. A palace constructed
imagination
and soul, the increase of health, of vigor, with ks tower, its porches, galleries, gar
castle built
pjf, longevity, which must result from it dens and kiosks, seems t»
for the human race, — shall net this im

by fairy hands,

mense

Ae

into

the

account?

a

a

it

enter

a

castle which floats upon
clouds, and which will never rest
Labor is attractive, it is exercised as- upon earth, unless
be in Spain.
Be
sociatively ; from, this- time you will see hit!,- less wise about the future, says the
little more so about the pre
return to useful functions all' these unpro
public, and
force

keeps aloof.

fatigue

or

isolation

Woman appears in the hall ol

You want
We grant that

sent..

it

ones whom

ductive

to transform
suffers;

society.
but show us
it
is

a

a

studies, in the gardens, in the workshops ; that you know this element upon which
she brings there a power neglected new, yovt pretend' to aet: to cast
statue
and stimulates the efforts of man. by a necessary not only to dig
mould, but
The also to know hew to melt the metal which
rivalship as piquant a* unexpected.

swarms

of valets.

No more destructive

armies, and multiplication of fiscal agents.
The Association turns into the treasury

It is just what we propose. We wish
to study the composition of this metal, to
study society in the legislative elements
which go*em it.

For men devoted to the

application of actual laws, this picture may
have
practical interest
we seek in

a

transformed into public ser
simplified,
vices, render back to productive life whole

you are to run into it.

it

his employment in the sub
The domestic labors

functions.

;

finds

a

child
divided

If our studies
o more elevated advantage.
is nothing but the are conscientious and complete, in furnish
ing them we shall have perhaps acquired
agent, the commissioner of the producer
The township, for its sales and purchases more authority with our readers, and we

by a single payment, the contributions
all.

The merchant

goes to the township,
profession

and the commercia
feeds no more clouds of soaia

shall

then be able to expound tke mea
sures of social transition, which now want

The rich, unoccupied am guarantees and weight.
with spleen, reclaim their place in
VICTOR HENNEQUIN.
labors which now are pleasures.
The
Lacon
observes
that the decline of
K?
ranks of active humanity are re-inforced
religion may be measured by the splen
What obstacle can resist this united am dor of its edifices.
enthusiastic Phalanx ? Will not the hill,
I,,' A gentleman named Day adver
cleared and stripped of all its trees, be
tises for
lost dog. As " every dog must
re- wooded, will not a v» t system of irriga
have his day," we know of no reason
tion restore the youth of the globe, the why Day should not have bis dog.
parasites.

a

a

sick

a

in

it,

shall serve as prototypes and models,
will be necessary to have capital or power

is

nothing from the enthusiasm of the Com

a

machines to display all their power, with
out injury to any one?
Do you. expect

Because, to ar
Why not organize?
not in the whole of France
range Ulmr,
at once, at least in some townships which

a

allows

it

which

is

Association

a

enterprize ;

are we to set about this regeneration?

it

which interests the small

est mantBuvre in the success of the whole

;

of labor from this contract

of Association,

why net organize all

the arts, zll the professions, all the trades
And how
according to this principle
?

and continuity

dares to calculate

if

created by serial as

sociation, appear in. a still greater propor
tion.
Do you expect no increase of ardor

renders

is

functions attractive and increases the pro
ducts in a ratio so colossal that one scarcely

a

animals, alone, are lucrative ; but the real

a

if it

"ormed to the universal order,

it

of- labor is cen-

aerial distribution

the extirpation

benefits, the value*

The manufacturing of Umbrellas and
considerable
'arasols
carried on to
extent
eur City, and like most other
trades this branch of industry has also
experienced the severe effects of compe
tition.
Of late years, the large numbers
made up for the auction sales, manufac
tured of alh sorts of stuff, and sewed
all sorts of manners and styles,
together
fact like the Dutchman's razors, made to
sell — have so cut into the regular business
a• to bring down the prices paid for good
work and thus compel the ready, industri
ous and skillful, to work for the most in
adequate wages.
The making of Umbrellas and Parasols,
divided into different and distinct depart
ments.
The sticks, heads, tips, ferules,
&c. formerly were manufactured at the
same establishments as the framework
but they are now generally
and covering
What
called the
done at other places.
made by males, and, the
framework
always done by
putting on of the covers
females.
The two classes work in differ
of the female branch
ent apartments.
that we now wish to speak.
There are many large establishments
in the City, some of them giving employ
ment to thirty or forty hands each.
The
youngest girls employed are about fifteen
or sixteen years of age.
Covering Um
brellas or Parasols requires
good deal of
strength and skill, which are required to
make the work fit nicely, and girls young
er than fifteen are seldom employed
this business.
The girls who work at this business are
There are few Ger
mostly Americans.
mans and Irish
but the Americans
are
considered the best workers.
There
called
Cutter, who
generally what
the Female
superintends
Department.
Her duties are to cut the material for the
umbrellas, and give out the covers, cord,
thread, cotton, cap-stuff, strings, buttons,
&c. There are some places in the city
where the girls are required to furnish
their own thread.
This to the uninitiated
at first would appear to be no great hard
but when we take into consideration
ship
the large numbers of umbrellas made and
the few cents apiece these poor girls are
allowed for their work on them, this
thread becomes quite an important item.
The girls work about ten hours
day.
They bring their dinners with them, as
they generally live at such distance from
the establishment that
would take up
too much of their time to go home and
return again.
They are paid for their
work by the piece.
Some of the girls at
the establishment are permitted to take
their work to their homes and do
there
but these are good and well-tried hands,
who have been long employed.
This
taking the work out of the shop musses
it and the practice
therefore not much
allowed.
The prices paid for covering
umbrellas and parasol* depend upon the
materials used and the sizes of the arti
cles.
There are three sizes of umbrellas28, 30 and 32 inches.. For covering with
gingham, the price paid
ten cents for
the 28 inches, eleven cents lor the 30 in
ches, and twelve cents for 38 inches.
For covering with silk eleven cents for
the 28 inches, twelve cents for the 30 in
ches and thirteen cento foi the 32 inches.
is

If the

THE UMBRELLA AND PARASOL
MAKERS.

\O* XVI.

It

The reduction of all domestic expenses,
of theft and of destructive

cembat

is

unitary

his

;

before

management and a combined destruction.

ous in

is

a

is

association

:

pear

in

LABOR IN NEW YORK.
7tt Circumstances, Condition! and Rewardi.

is

escape in the general search, propagating
themselves from field to field, will disap

up, the mine be opened,

in

which

in

and

n

reach,

;

can

is

measure

;

marsh be dried

trative

is

The destructive insects which no adminis
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Tlie

Histories,

Florentine

By Niecoto
In Two Volumes,
pp.

MACHIAVELIJ.

5,

4,

3.,

220 and 227.
The Citizen of a Republic.
By ANSA&DO
CEBA.
pp. 190.
The Autobiography
of Alfieri. pp. 269.
and
Nos. 2,
of the Medici Se
ries of Italian Prose, Translated
and
New
Edited by C. EDWARDS LESTER.
York Paine and Burgess.
1845.

Translator

frequently

a

We thank M*. Lester for these books.
Their character far surpasses the promise
given by the first number of the Series.
They are really important additions to
our literature.
Though the labor of the
is

thankless and

unappreciated one, the satisfaction he feels

is

at opening new sources of information t»
his countrymen, can be second only tothat of the author, and the good;he
thus-

r

doing must greatly cheer him in his task.
But we anticipate for Mr. Lester, pecuni
ary profit, as well as inward satisfaction

They are worthy

from these translations.
of

place in every library, and none can
read them without pleasure and instruc

Nos.

and

5,

Respecting

4

tion.
we cannot

better express our
Professor

which

Sparks,

is

opinion, than by eopying part of a letter to the translator, front
printed at the

commencement of the first volume.
one of the works
Machiavelli's

ries,

mentioned in

Florentine

am well acquainted.

ion, you could not have made
lection.

Formed

or antiquity,
mate skill.

Histo

In my opin
a

" With

your list,

better se

on the classical models

is executed with consum
Few historical compositions

are so successful

in attaining the twogreat ends of entertainment and instruc
The style
tion.
spirited, clear and vig
orous, the narative rapid and condensed

;

is

the reflections of the author, though brief
and sententious,

are always

appropriate
is

The subject
like
The fortunes
wise one of great interest.
of a people trying the experiment of va
rious forms of Government through
long
period of years, jealous of their liberty,
and often profound.

a

at these establish
peting manufactured
ments.
The common
Rag-Carpet is
made out of old rags.
These rags are
got from the odds and ends of tailors'
cuttings, from the rag-picker who goes
about through the streets with a basket
and a stick with a hook at the end of it —
which is death on any thing resembling
rag — and also from families who are in
the habit of keeping what is called a rag
bag. After being washed and cleaned the
rags are torn and sewed into strips of about
two or three yards in length and half an
inch in width. The cslors are sorted, and
they are then put up in hanks of three
or four pounds each, and sold for five or
six cents a pound — the price depending
very much on the quality of the rags.
and cleaning of these
This- gathering
rags give employment to' quite a- large
number of the poor of the City, who
thus get a scanty subsistance by collect
ing the waste rags and selling them to the
With
carpet and paper manufacturers.
these rags the common kind of Rag-Car
pets are made, and which are sold for
about two and six pence' and three shil
lings a yard.
There is a better article 01 carpets
This
made of listing, as it is called.
listing is the selvage of broadcloth, cut
up into strips in the same manner as the
rags-. Carpeting made of this material
is- worth fram- one shilling to fourteen
pence more a yard than the Rag-Carpet
The Weaver gets the same price
ing.
for working on the common Rag-Carpet
Some one of the
as on the Listing.
attends to the selling of the
Journeymen
carpets in the establishment — for this he
is allowed extra pay, as it takes his time
from hia regular work.
Worsted Yarn, of various colors is also
It
used in the manufacturing of carpets.
is for ornamenting the work to make it
The establishments where
look well.
the Journeymen Weavers work are only
occupied by them during the hours they
These establishments
attend to work.
are generally located in cellars, and look
more like dungeons than any thing else.
You may go into a dozen of these estab
lishments and you will find that all have
the same appearance — all are alike
gloomy and uncomfortable ; cobwebs and
mould abound on the walls and ceilings ;
the air is unwholesome, close and damp,
and the occupants have the appearance of
persons who have been confined in prison
a long time ; such a thing as a rosycheeked weaver would indeed be a curi

REVIEW.

:

There are two different kinds of car

I

a

The Journeymen Weavers work about
ten hours in the Summer months, and in
the Winter they are engaged from seven
in the morning until nine at night.
They
can make from four to six dollars a week.
The latter sum is considered good wa
must
ges ; but to earn it the Journeyman
The average
ply the shuttle quickly.
wages earned by this class are about four
dollars a week.

These establishments
look more
osity.
like places to incarcerate a felon than to
put good citizens in to earn a small pit
tance to keep soul and body together.
The very low wages of the Journey
men Weavers, compel them to excercise
the most rigid economy and self denial ;
and those who are burdened with large
families find it tight squeezing to keflt the
We have seen some who
pot boiling.
said that they were sometimes astonished
themselves at how they got along.
There
are some of the Journeymen
Weavers who have constant employment
all the year round ; but there are many,
as
have before mentioned, who are
obliged to seek other occupations until
they can procure work at their regular
trade. — Tribune.

it

NO. XVII. — THE RAO-CARPET WEAVERS.
The Journeymen Weavers are nearly
all foreigners — Irish, Scotch, and Ger
mans.
There are very few of our own
It
countrymen to be found among them.
is estimated that the number of Journey
men Weavers in the City is nearly five
but only about three hundred
hundred:
of these are at the present time engaged
The low wages and the
in the business.
scarcity of work have caused a large
number of them to turn their attention
to other branches of industry, and it is
only occasionally that they work at their
trade.
The whole business of manufacturing
Rag-Carpets is pretty much in the hands
of a few individuals, who own nearly all
the establishments
where this kind of
Of these establish
is made.
carpeting
ments there are about one hundred and
fifty in the City, and we know of one
of them.
person who owns twenty-five
The ownersltip consists in the following :
The Boss, as he is termed owns the
looms, fixtures, &c. buys all the materi
als used in the manufacturing
of the
article, rents the place where the work is

carried on, and employs the Journeymen
at a certain price for as many chains of
This chain
carpeting as he may weave.
is a piece of carpeting one hundred yards
in length.
A Journeyman never works
by the day, but always by the yard — so
that what he can make by his trade de
pends upon his own skill and industry.
The Boss visits his establishment about
once a day, to receive the money for
what carpeting may have been sold, and
also to see that things are going right.

I

The work on the silk covers is a little
For covering
finer than on the gingham.
with the common muslin, seven cents for
the 28 inches, eight cents for the 30 inches
There
and nine cents for the 32 inches.
are three sizes of parasols — the present
fashion is a. small size — 15, 16 and 18
inches ; and for covering all these sizes
Tin- fine work is
the price is the same.
extra pay.
Some girls can not make as
much working on parasols as on umbrel
las ; for the former require a good deal of
skill and expertneae in covering.
At the
prices usually paid the girls at this trade
can make, some of them twenty shillings,
soms three dollars and some who are ex
smart, four and five dollars
traordinarily
a week.
There are many who do not
earn twenty shillings.
These are to be
found chiefly among that class who work
on the commonest umbrellas- made of
coarse muslins, cane frames, tin tips, &c.
For covering these they get from four to
six cents apiece. This i» the kind of
umbrellas which keep off' a shower about
as well as a sieve, and generally turn in
side out when going round a corner.
There is a good deal of the cotton and
gingham work made for the country, and
it would suprise one to see the various
kinds of stuffs — the queer patterns, col
ors, &c. which are done up into parasols
and sun-shades by some of these cheap
establishments
for the country
trade.
They would be splendid fixins for a mam
moth Kaleidoscope.
The busy season with the UmbrellaMakers is the Spring and Fall.
There
are some establishments where they em
ploy girls to make up work for the auc
tions alone.
These girls are employed a
few weeks, when their work being through
with, they are discharged.
But there are
many places where the girls have constant
employment the year through, and good
workers can almost always be employed.
Many of these establishments in the city
have girls who have been working
for
them for five and six years and have
worked no where else during this time.
Girls who have never worked at making
Umbrellas and Parasols can with a little
attention and industry soon understand it.
Apprentices
generally learn in a week or
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contending

at one time against

internal
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factions,

the in

and at another against

under a despotic

a noble,

Government,

and that Mr. Lester

did not intend to ap

ply it to Massimo d'Azeglio, but to Lo
renzo de'Medici, than whom no one could

trigues and encroachments of foreign pow
ers, areheie delineated with a master hand.

passing

There is probably

of his actions at fifteen, with a large fortune

have worn it with more justice or a better

and violent passions, he became a republi-

grace.

same compass,

no work

within

the

the instructive

in which

his

iu

youth

constant

almost entirely

tion and idleness,

dissipa
master

with can , a student, the restorer of Italian Trage
dy, the regenerator of Italian Literature.
Remarks on Prisons and Prison Discipline
We have here the history of his life,
in the United States. By D. L. Dix.
and
with
no
ex
written
his
own
and
less
hand,
by
Boston : Munroe and Francis. 1845.
age has been more misunderstood
pp. 104.
appreciated by the public mind, than Nic- tenuation, for the book has the strongest
The perusal of this marks of genuine simplicity and frankness.
We recommend this pamphlet to the
colo Machiavelli.
It presents a
work will correct the false opinion enter The style is free and fascinating, and with attentive perusal of all.
tained of him by many, who have received due allowances for the differences of man comparative view of the condition of the

lessons of History can be studied

more profit and effect."
We will also add, that no writer of any

their impressions solely from the applica
tion of his name in our own and other

ourown country, no one various prisons in the United States, gives
benefit the results of the author's observations,

ners in Europeand
can rise from

the perusal without

We will add to this ex
They will here see him as he and pleasure.
and impartial pression of our feelings, a few lines from
a letter of the Abbl di Caluso, which
observer, courting no favor and deprecat
ing no hostility in his faithful transcript gives an account of Alfieri's death, and
of historical truth, and what will be more completes the work.
he says :
new and strange to most persons, a hater
Speaking of the Autobiograhy,
of tyranny and an ardent lover of civil " Knowing the genius and the soul of
languages.

was, a clear, candid

really

This work is properly

followed by the
Citizen of a Republic, which is. composed
of short chapters setting forth the duties

if

ious to see

I

was exceedingly anx
he had in some way, entire

that unique man,

liberty.

and depicts the advantages possessed by
To those who
one system over others.
are engaged in the supervision and man
agement of prisons or prisoners, it gives
advice which, if listened to, cannot be
without good effect ; while for our citi
zens in general, it will throw a new light
upon the character and condition of the
unfortunate convicts, and lead them, per

ly his own, conquered the almost insuper
able difficulty of speaking for a long time

haps, to look with a more compassionate
eye upon those who are subjected to the

of a good citizen in all the relations of of oneself, without either tiresome follies
life, and exhibiting before the eyes of or false coloring ; but he has surpassed
men " a beautiful model," which tlte au all my hopes by his amiable simplicity
The naturalness
thor hopes those who are so happy as to and sublime sincerity.
" will be prone to imitate." of his almost careless style is delightful ;
be free,
This model is one certainly worthy to be the image he has left of himself, sculp
living, is wonderfully
imitated by all men, in all ages, and if tured, colored,
He is there seen
some few of the rules be inapplicable to striking and faithful.
our country, they serve to cast a strong just as he was, lofty, strange and extreme,
light upon the condition of men and man not only in his natural characteristics, but
ners, when Genoa was a free City among in every work that did not seem to him
of his generous affections.
many others scattered here and there over unworthy
And where he went too far, it is easy to
the face of Italy, and when that liberty,

rigor of our laws.
Miss Dix's opinion is evidently in favor
of the separate system of confinement, as
practised in the Eastern Penitentiary of

now

no more,

could only

be maintained

by ibe virtue and bravery of her citizens.
We would draw especial notice to the

perceive his excesses always flowed from
some praiseworthy sentiment.

" Alfieri

always

aimed to excel,

and

Respecting this system,
Pennsylvania.
she says : " The prisoner is not therefore
nor quite alone for any long
solitary,
time ; he is separate, but it is from fellow
convicts, and shut in from the curious
gaze of thoughtless visitors."
" In any and all countries, where simi

lar influences and an equally efficient and
beneficent administration
to bear,

can be brought

as in the Eastern

Penitentiary

prison in England,
should for the sake of humanity, and a

and in the Pentonville

I

the just care which society owes to the un
rules by appeals to self-interest, but to love of glory inspired this great heart, the fortunate offender, desire to see this
the interest of one's country, and that the love of two things was supreme, things system widely studied, understood, and
motives he would put in play, are thus he could never sunder, his own country adopted."

fact that the teacher does not enforce his

among

the

noble

feelings to which

liberty."
In a communication from the warden
Mr. Lester's translations are good, and of the prison of Wetherefield,
which
Our high opinion the difficulties he must have experienced Miss Dix considers the best on the silent
his and our own days.
of the man and his work is much enhan in rendering some of the above works, or Auburn system, there is the following
" After an experience of twen
ced by his evident desire to draw his have been overcome in a manner which
passage.
reader out of the narrow and restricted shows an adequate appreciation of the ty years, watching the effect of state
We notice prison influence upon criminals, I am
circle of selfish and family interests, and genius of the Italian language.
more extended and of a higher

than

those excited

character

by most teachers

and civil

of

to place before him some higher aim than

however, though less frequently, the same

constrained to say, that its effect in gen

That defect in his style we before adverted to, eral has not been to reform those who,
he limits his view to the State in which and though ourselves strongly in favor of in early life, have been disposed to crime,
have
he lived, is evidently the fault of those conciseness, we deprecate the omision of even when the best opportunities
troublous times and not of the man himself. particles, where such omission makes a been afforded to them for reformation."

his own individual

agrandizement.

In this age we have been enabled to extend

a second

perusal

necessary,

before

the

our views still more broadly, though for
the present we must be satisfied with the
true but still bounded expression
Lester

"

Above

in hia preface
all,

let

to the

writer's meaning can be fully seized.
We see that we were in error respect
of Mr. ing the title of L'amico delta Literatura,•

Histories.

us remember,

tee are

powerful and free, only while we maintain
our civil union."

Of Alfieri's Autobiography, our limits
will not permit us to say enough.
Born

• As to titles in general, Mr. Lester seems
to have acquired an excessive liking for
them from his residence in Italy, if we may
judge by hi* tide pages, and with it an incli
nation to grandiloquent dedications, which
are not unworthy of the earlier days of
French and Spanish literature.

If

rightly read, what a lesson does, this

short sentence teach us upon the duty of
society towards its children, and upon the
interest, even for the sake of dollars
cents, it should
ing

somewhat

feel in providing
more

efficient

and

a train

than

our

common school education.
is yet another point we -wish to
to the notice and consideration of

There
bring

our readers, which is, that the inmates of
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prison* are, in general, below the for the abject misery of the wretched
in intellect.
Hear what Miss serfs of Russia ' By means of these

medium
Due,

whose

of observation

means

and

translations

of the literature,

dom.

We are not however

the light phlet.
can be sought in its pages alone, has not

clearness of judgment can not be inferior
reading, the novels of other languages
to those of any other person, says on this men
to
are
more closely
brought
''
subject.
Enlightened transgressors and each other and made to feel their common
those of considerable intellectual capacity, origin, their common life, and that one
These pulse beats through all human hearts.
rarely are found in our prisons.

convinced us of the truth of its assertions.

As a sign of the times it seems to us
Standing as
chiefly worthy of attention.
we do in the midst of a great moral and

are too adroit, too cunning, to permit
themselves to be ensnared by the emissa
ries of the law.
Feeble minds, too in

The book before us may possibly be spiritual era, such
considered as not of the class referred to, without significance.

firm of purpose to keep in the straight
path, too incapable of reasoning out their

But the epoch has nothing to do with its
characters, nor with its pictures of life,

truest good and best interests, and many

for

of constitutionally depraved propensities,
these, chiefly, fill the cells of our peni

moving

tentiaries."

for the different

Were our citizens generally

persuaded

of this truth, we are assured, the ques
would be, not alone, — How shall

tion

society protect itself against these crimi
nals ? but also, — What is the duty which
society owes to these unfortunates '

for the scene is laid in the year

this

is

private,'

individual

passions of which

life,

phenomena

are not

1630.

POETRY.
For the Harbinger.

the

AUTUMN.

are the same

under all skies and in all ages, allowing
circumstances

remarkably

by the contents of this pam
The evidence in its favor which

impressed

in which

Downward Time's sunny elope the Year de
scending,

With slow step glides ;
The betrothed are
persons of humble life, peasants of the Like Pan he seems his reedy music blending
With the eternal tides.
Lake of Como.
Their marriage is hin
dered by the intervention of a powerful
The loud full strains of the bright festive
they are developed.

nobleman, and on this turns the interest

Summer,

of the tale, which is at last brought to a
He once outpoured,
from happy conclusion.
The various charac Now modulate with low and gentle murmur

Miss Dix requires no panegyric
us to encourage her in her labors ; the ters, which are very numerous, are de
approval of her own heart is her best en picted by a master-hand, and the reader
couragement.

/ Promessi

Sposi — The Betrothed.
By
ALESSANDRO MANZONI.
A new trans
lation, reprinted entire from the last
English edition.
In Two Volumes, pp.
336 and 340.
New York : D. Appleton and Co.
Boston : Redding and
Co., 8 State Street.

Slowly he goes, with gay leaves red and yellow
will not fail to be impressed by the por
Around him bound :
traits, for they will refer themselves at
With wheat and corn and ripe fruit» large
once to his own experience.
A portion
and mellow,

of the second volume may seem dull to
mapy readers, as having little or no con

with the plot, but its historical
value is great, and few will be unmoved
by the description of the desolating plague
We hail with renewed pleasure these which swept over Italy in 1630, and in
transfers of the literature of other tongues its effects surpassed the horrors of the
into our own.
By means of them the cholera of our own times. There are
clannish ness of languages becomes weak
ened,

and

we begin

to feel a stronger

interest

in countries inhabited by those
with whom we cannot converse in words.

Until

our

recently,

nection

ers to form their own selection.

I

Promessi

Sposi

holds

a very high
and many wri

has been rank in Italian literature,
and that the history of ters have seemed to us extravagant in its
It is certainly a very beautiful
past times, which does not bring us into praise.
work, which the most captious cannot
any connection with their modern inhabi
Who, in reading Greek or Roman find fault with, and of which all its read
tants.
most of the countries of Europe

through

history,

has ever felt any nearer to the

history,
modern

Greeks'

or Italians?
Indeed,
having formed a false, or for want of in
formation

an inadequate

opinion

of the

of those countries,

present condition

we

have felt a kind of contempt for their in
habitants, because they have, in our opin
ion, fallen so far below the example set
them by

their

ancestors,

acts are almost

whose

all we know

about, and whom

we

public

any thing

ers will retain a most pleasant recollec

tion.

A

The author of this pamphlet, who we
understand
claims

is still

quite a young

to be the medium of-certain

man,
new
com

This

surround

monly known as Swedenborgians.

acquaintance

taining his claim, and of correcting some
misrepresentations and misconceptions re

with,

more

interest

in the

Letter is written for the purpose of main

inhabitants of Sweden and their life, since specting it which it seems had got abroad.
we have read Miss Bremer's vivid pictures
With regard to the possibility of direct
of their every day existence t And do communications from the spiritual to the
we not rise from the perusal of that har
rowing
hearts

tale

"The

beating

natural world, we have long been of opin
White Slave," with ion that a dogmatic and unreasoning

more and more strongly

As from a tree, he drops the days so golden,
Like his own fruits,
Each one a reflex of that sunshine olden
That woke Arcadian Mutes.
Far o'er the crystal streams, through tan
gled woods,

The grass is green beneath his silent tread ;
But the pale leaves
Are falling ; passing sometimes o'er their bed
The chill wind sobs and grieves.
And the small rain comes drizzling
the air;
The cold gray cloua

through

Hangs on the faces of the mountains fair,
And wraps them in * shroud.

Letter to the Receivers of the Heavenly Yet stealeth on the cheerful stout old Year,
Doctrines of the New Jerusalem.
By
And draws away
Boston :
SAMUEL H. WORCESTER.
His clouds, and bids the sunlight glittering
1845.
Otis Clapp, 12 School Street.
clear
pp.24.

are accustomed to revelations to the body of Christians

with a bright heroic halo.
To
bring our meaning still more clearly be
fore our readers : do we not all feel more

Well over-topped and crowned.

Up mountain sides,
many scenes in this part of the book of a
most touching character which we would He breathes o'er all his still autumnal moods,
As softly as he glides.
gladly transcribe, but ws leave our read

with

acquaintance

To a rich minor chord.

scepticism is far removed from

true wis

Burst out in joyous day.

The glow of vigorous eld, a kindly light
Is on his face.
At morn, at sunset, through the cool moist
night
Still goes his steady pace.
Down to the deep vale of the Past he goes.
Invisible gates
Before him open and behind him close,
Locked by the stern old Fates.
And we are gliding with him hand in hand
There is no spot
Where we may pause to question or command
The power that yieldeth not.
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There's an Anteros somewhere, with wel
coming smile;
Love endureth forever !
Bold heart ! fail never !
Though fiercely the battle around thee may
rage,
hast cast — take not up, then — thy
venturesome gage,

worthy of the names
music

bears,

always learned and
2 is
is a

We
vineing both good study and taste.
certain cold
effective
though there
enly regret the introduction of such un- ness
the exquisite
No.
pervading it.
"
glissingable words as "listen" and
Angiol di pace:" in Bellini's Beatrice di
en." The beautiful vignettes on the ti Tenda, transformed from Trio to a Song,,
tle page of these songs are worth notic- and
transposed from the key of A flat, t»
Angel Boy is a sweet hat of F. No.
Brougham's
ng.
in
style somewhat
The Quid Irish Gintleman has common with late
ballad.
English composers, re
comic effect ; being no
a exceedingly
little of our popular fa
minding us not
•ther than the " Old English Gentleman"
one of those
vorite, J. P. Knight.
ravestied, and arranged in the manner of
)ld Mortality songs, full of backward
Chant!
houghts, about old things, in which Hen
No. 2 is a good glee for passing prac ry Russell delights so much. They com
tice.
No. 3 has undoubtedly Czerny's
sadly amiable,
pel the mind to linger in
excellencies, as a finger exercise ; for the
though hopeless element, but make no ap
rest, it is a weak dilution of God save the peal to its activity, wake no aspiration.
Why has he stripped it of its full The music of this, however, has great
King.
larmonies?
We have never seen the jeauty, and will no doubt, be popular.
jrand old chant so shivering and naked.
ha* also one or two fine and peculiar
Think of the stately, broad-ranked pro modulations.
cession filing off by twos and threes !
No,
an admirable exercise for the
No. 4. Aurora Waltzes. Here is the
fingers, in the rapid reiteration of the
very essence, quintessence, and evanes same note.
Seeming to aim at only thie,
cence of the waltz, caught, kept, and
were,
nevertheless unconsciously, as
embodied, as only Strauss and Laenner,
sweet sad tune of its own, full of
sings
besides Labitzky, could have done it.
sure t«
sincerity and beauty, which
Waltzing is inspired, when it is any thing. haunt
your mind when you go away from
and force its grace
Our people hurry
true little po
Indeed,
the piano.
ful, languishing movement into
remp.
" song without words."
The
em, or
when from the centre
The beauty of
quite a
Paste Waltz of Burgmuller
one
crowd,
of a loose, promiscuous
brilliant rondo, full of varied and pleasing
couple after another are drawn magneti
an exceedingly pretty
No.
effects.
were, by irresistible music,
cally out, as
Galop, but we do not find the like of
and sail in orderly orbits round some in
floating about in our recollections of A7orvisible sun-, at the same time -turning ma, nor were we aware that that
opera,
a

a

3
is

is

It

It

Till thy chains thou shalt sever.!

No.

eukomm's

it

it

Young hearts ! nope even !
There's no time for repining while work is
undone —
There's no harvesting time save when shineth

4
is

Thou

model,

a

Fond heart ! faint never '
Though Eros may journey full\ many a mile,

Mr. Daniell's " Seren

of him.

is more after the German

a

True heart ! sink never !
Though darkly the clouds overshadow ths sky,
Yet the sun will beam forth when the shad
ows roll by ;
Darkness lasteth not ever !

"

ade

;

"VORWARTS, BRUDER! VORWARTS!"
. V A. J. H. DUGANWE.

No. 5.
La Paste Waltz, en forme dt
Rondeau, par F. BURGMULLCR.
6.
Ttte celebrated Galop de Norms,
de Bellini, arranged by FRANCOIS HUNTEN.

but appeal,

respond,

["he first of the songs referred to is in the
pirit of Bellini ; we might almost say,
worthy

For the Harbinger.

not only

One day

without.

comes from

it

we shall

is

impulse

When age draws near,
With fruits and gay leaf cbaplels on my brow
Like thee. departing Year !

1
is

May I but pass as peacefully as tfaou,

f
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can hardly be said of most new
songs of our own domestic manufacture
which

It

or even of the English.
be expected
much

more

that music
than

can

with

echoes,

hardly
us can be

and

at bes

heart-felt

and appreciating responses to
the reigning music of Italy and Germany
Our day for originality has not come ; wi
are simply being awakened, and all ou

is
a

it

a

6

is

is

it
is

it

is

is

;

acknowledge

cal works from

E.

Ives,

dance

of any

the receipt of the

"

and other musi

Jr. of New York.

They demand more than
be noticed soon.
To see and shall

a

;

hasty perusal,

and poetic imagination
to hum-drum tunes, like
!

genius

K? We

Beethoven Collection

or

"

Quadrilles
so much.

"

Bohlman we cannot

Mr. Lemaire's

are simple things

for children

should not simplicity

"NORMA"IN

or

By

atrical

BOSTON.

natural reaction, the taste for the
amusements has come out in-

Waltzes doubly full blossom; this season, having'
but why

have beauty?

survived the wintry crusade which turned
seems tothe theatres into churches.

it,

say

by

the

nymph

Hubbard.

It

to meet

a

Broom,'"

fairy, dressed like Mother

0

"Buy

a

people waltzing

to direct
be seen, that true policy
The
cannot be suppressed.
is

with rich and chaste accompani
ments ; and besides mere beauty of form
have enough of sentiment to justify it
dies,

How important to this idea,
that the music of a waltz should be full ol

soul of it.

"

We have received from the publisher
OLIVER DITSON,
115 Washington
St
Boston, the following

peices

1.
Tlie Little Voice; Poetry by
BARRY CORNWALL
Music by NEU
KOMM.
2. Angels
Peace and Gladness
by BELLINI.
3.
The Church-yard Wall; Word*
Music
by H. T. CHORLEY ESQ.
M. W. BALFE.
4.
Le Tremolo, for the Piano
Forte, by HENRY ROSELLEN.

No.

since

"Miller Tabernacle"

has

become

the

HOWARD ATHEN.EUM, where the drama
and the opera are to be presented purely,
without the aid of grosser attractions,
which have been hitherto
the theatre.

All

connected with

distinction

of seats and

given up, and the audience are
prices
lecture or concert-room.
seated as in
The peculiarity of the building, the taber
nacle idea, has been preserved in the in
a

melo

the

Galop

it

have a gooc

They are graceful

and music

any

is

deal of merit.

subdued activity

;

compost.' r and an American,

but

is, so to

not an impetuous,

;

Barker's ssngs, for a young

and the room

speak, inspired.

:

Mr.

motion,

ceasing

;

1.

each upon their own axis "by degrees the contained
whole crowd pass out of the chaotic and form.
listless into the repose of orderly and un

It

/

Lone Tltee Stitt; and The Heart
that 's Devoted to Me ; by THEODORE T.
The Shades of Roe are jail
BARKER.
ing; a Serenade by JOHN DANIKLL.
My Angel Boy : by JOHN BROUGHAM.
Also, The Fine Quid Irish Gintleman;
by the same.
2. Merry, merry Elves we be: a
Fairy Glee, for two Trebles and Bass,
by HENRY SMITH!
God save the Queen, with New
3.
for the Piano Forte, by
Variations
CHARLES CZERNY.
4. Aurora Waltzes, for Four Hands,
La Fete Indienne, Qua
by LABITZKY.
drille Brilliant, par HENRI BOHLMAN.
Lizzie's Waltz, Marianne's Waltz, &c.
&c. by Louis LEMAIRE.
White Lily
Red Pose Galop.
Waltz.
5. Twelve celebrated Etudes pour
Violin, par R. KREUTZER.

is

No. 1.

of

Row,

it

17 Tremout

a

GEORGE P. REED,

Boston, has published :

a

MUSICAL REVIEW.

it,

is

a

the sun !
O ! repine ye, then, never !
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which is light, grace

ternal architecture,

ful, and tent-like.
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Seguins and com
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1845.
an opera than any
Of modern civilization, the naturai fruits are,
thing since the days of the Woods and
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
La Somnambula. Of course there were ramblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
drawhacks upon the complete artistic har
lie laborerand to render every conditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
mony and illusion of the performance. application
of Christian principles,of Universallus
The opera being but a new and occasional tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
thing in Boston, the choruses and general
DR. CHANmno.
action were not free from awkardness ;
Norma

by the

is more

pany,

like

neither do our audiences
to listen to music.

yet know how
Besides the poor sub

THE TRANSLATOR OF THE WANDER
ING JEW

of English for Italian words.
A friend has called our attention to a
Still, judging from the single evening on fact which we should long since have
which we were fortunate enough to be spoken of had it sooner met our notice.
present, the effort as a whole was worthy
It seems that a litterateur of New York,
of all praise. Mrs. Seguin, though not Mr. Henry William Herbert, known to
a Norma in character and person, though the public by various performances in the
not commanding, great, and adequate to magazines,' and as the author of two or
stitute
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dangerous!" Truly in this age of won
ders, Mr. Henry William Herbert, viewed
as a specimen of moral sensitiveness, is
uot a small
museum

wonder !

If

there were

of mental curiosities,

a

he should

be preserved in it.

In another respect
noticeable production.
self-important

is a

We refer to the

tone which

its author em

He assumes all the airs of a man

ploys.
who

the. preface

has achieved

undertaking,

some

great

literary

instead of one who hati beea

drudging in the mere job work of a book
hack.
He almost regards the

seller's

Wandering Jew as his own, speaks of Aw
work, and thanks his readers for their
attention with a complacency
hardly less ridiculous than that of a car
penter or a scene shifter who should come

flattering

forward to return thanks on the success

of

high passion, nevertheless sang divinely, three novels, who was employed to do a new play in which they had discharged
and fully entered into the tender and sad the translation of Winchester's edition their respective functions.

spirit of Bellini's music.

Her acting

of the Wandering Jew, in a preface, be

Had Mr. Herbert contented himself with

in style, attached to the con misrepresenting M. Sue alone, we should
She was most effective in the cluding number of that wsrk, brings some not have thought of correcting his state
graceful.
But when he goes beyond this
more pathetic scenes, where the wife's charges against what he calls the " Fou- ments.
devotion struggles with indignant sense of rierite" philosophy.
Though we do not limit to make the foulest and falsest
was

chaste,

judicious,

dignified,

and

low criticism

injury ; the mother's tenderness with the answer to this name, yet as his assertions
obliging her to are in fact aimed at the doctrine of As
tyranny of institutions
conceal her
generosity

children ;
with

the

and the friend's
pain

of

rivalry.

These are the sources of tragedy in the

cal points.

which

he knows

next

system,

to nothing,

of

and

sociation and its advocates, we propose to against a movement of the most enlarged
philanthropy to which many pure-minded
Mr. Herbert, it appears, after completing and noble hearted men and women are

make a few comments upon them.

Jew, and doing his part
the Wandering
in scattering thousands of copies through
In the same parts Mr. Frazer, out the country, suddenly discovers that

story, which for the most part is a meagre
though containing some fine musi

thing,

charges against a philosophical

devoted, and when these charges, owing
to the popularity of the work to which
they are attached, are likely to fall into,

Consul, and Mrs. Mseder, the book is a very bad one, to use his the hands of many persons who are liable
as Elberta, (Adalgisa in the Italian) were own words " utterly subversive of social to be deceived by them, they assume an
both excellent.
The trio, containing the morality, destitute of religion, and averse importance which neither the name nor
We cannot repress the the character of their author, could ever
denouement of the secret loves of the to Christianity."
as the Roman

parties,

at the end of the first act, was

admirable ; and the duets in the second
act, where Norma confides, her children

give them.
inquiry,, How so striking a fact had previ
Of the Wandering Jew and of
ously escaped the notice of so acute a
moralist?
DM it take Mr. Herbert the author as a man, a reformer, and

its
an

(Mira Norma, &c.) were most whole fifteen months that he was at work artist, we design hereafter to speak M
For the present enough to say
upon the translation to ascertain that he length.
sweetly and touchingly given.
But in the sublime opening, where the was sending abroad such poisons?
Did that we are not responsible for his fault*
His opinion*
Druids are assembled for sacrifice and the public need no voice of warning until in any of these capacities.
council, where Norma cuts the Mistletoe after the mischief was accomplished? as well as his mode of expressing them
and sings the prayer, " Costa Diva," to Were our translator's sensibilities .alto are his own ; in some of them we agree
the rising moon, Mrs. Seguin had not the gether dormant up to the moment that his with him, in others we do not.
But we
Here is job was finished and his wages were re have no wish to conceal our admiration
force and authority of Norma.
field for the highest powers of a singer. ceived ? This may have been the case. for the man, who in the flush of success
In these portions Mr. Seguin, as the high Examples are not wanting of criminals and in the midst of a fickle and selfish
priest Oroveso, exerted his powerful Bass into whose minds remorse has entered as generation, by becoming the champion of
voice and his manly figure with fine their
hire has entered their
pockets. the laboring classes devotes his talents to
Indeed a more satisfactory Bass Whether Mr. Herbert gives evidence of the defence of those who cannot defend
effect.
we have seldom heard.
The choruses such compunction we cannot say, though themselves, and clearly and earnestly pro
too sang well, however awkardly they his preface is wretched enough to stand claims truths and duties which the world
acted ; the orchestra was well proportion
We are fully
as penance for sins of great magnitude. does not yet recognize.
ed and in good understanding with the His repentance does not, however, go to aware of the defects both positive and
voices ; and all conspired to a charm, so the extent of casting away his ill-got negative which are to be found in his
far as music went.
One could easily lose gains, any more than of wishing to dimin
These, however, furnish no suf
writings.
himself in the delicious labyrinth of melo ish those of his principal in guilt. Ac ficient ground for the outrageous attacks
There is this in favor of Bellini's cordingly he endeavours to trim his ac which have not been made by Mr. Herbert
dies.
that his intentions are not so cusations, so as not to affect the market alone, and which display a perversion of
inspiration,
" After all the ideas of M. Sue, so gross as at once
hard to realize as some in a performance. for the pestilent commodity.
As a whole, the entertainment was of a it is not likely to do any great harm ; it to stamp the character of their authors.
very pure and exalted kind, and will dwell carries its own antidote with it.
We are free to confess that we are
It is so
sweetly in the memory of Bostonians.
the appearance of sensualism,
intensely immoral as not to be in the least offended
b,y

in Elberta
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may be found in some parts of the
Wandering Jew and we regret that a
work of so grand a design should have
this and other defects.
But in this

which

case who shall cast the first stone t

We have seen two or three critical
which, as we happened to know
who wrote them filled us with indignation.
Men steeped body and soul in sensuality

notices

the same horizon with yourselves,
within the sound of the same busy mur

der

are thousands

mur,

of creatures

whose

vated sentiments

into the other relationH

of life, with
anxiety,

the freedom from pecuniary
and with the opportunities of be

upon coming acquainted with character which
Association
will furnish, the marriage
whom the seal of vice is set, whose exis
tence is one scene of wretchedness de union will become a living and beautiful
ever into lower
and lower reality and will be universally recognized
scending
life

is

at its

destroyed

abysses of despair.

fountain,

Thiuk too that this as the highest

cannot be.otherwise as long as the present
order of society remains.
Shall we look

Divine.

If a

earthly

religious

symbol

of the

reverence for mar

riage and a complete devotion to the es
upon such a state of tablishment of a form of society in which
condemnation. With hearts too foul for the things? Shall we stand in cowardly and it will be all that it should be, can be con
light of day, they dare to take the words selfish inaction while Civilization, more strued into a desire for its abolition, we
of virtue on their lips and to stand in ruthless than the car of Indian idolatry, shall not deny it.
The charge that we design to destroy
The immolates its myriads and adds new hor
hypocritical judgment upon others.
may be the first to detect or to imagine its
presence ; they are often the loudest in its

with

indifference

more deeply their own souls are polluted, rors to its gloomy catalogueI
For our
the more zealously and unrelentingly
do own part nothing inspires us with a more
they pursue every deviation from the path earnest determination to give our feeble

which they inwardly

hate as a devil hates

heaven, the more vehement is their indig
nation at every word which does not ac

profanation

of truth,

familiar

with

the doctrines

advanced

in

Nei
of another the Harbinger, to need any denial.
and better state, than the spectacle of ther Fourier nor any of his disciples with
strength

to

the

upbuilding

those who are thus devoted to the ex
cord with the most overstrained notions of tremcst evils.
We cannot look upon
We know men whose private men and women dragged down from
propriety.
lives are a constant

will
the whole structure of Christianity
seem "too absurd to those who are at all

their

humanity,

of their reason,

bereft

whom we have ever been acquainted ever
Indeed what
such an idea.

entertained

more than any thing else led ourselves to
study the theory of Fourier and to adopt
its leading features, was the conviction

of honor, and of all that is sacred and ten shut out from good influences, and damned
der, who have the effrontery to talk of the to infamy by the very society whose that it was the social embodiment of
licentiousness of this or that writer, and fault, whose crime it is that they are Christian
principles, that it was Chris
to lament the decline of the public morals. destroyed, without feeling
a resistless tianity applied to the natural relations
Such men excite in us a sense of immea
summons to DO something towards the of men. In vain, after years of experience,
surable
they

Intolerable

disgust.
and

character,
bear

the

about

as is their

infernal
them,

atmosphere
their canting

removal

of a system which afflicts man'

kind with such fearful scourges.
But we have wandered from our sub

did we look for any existing social organi
zation in which those principles

prevailed.

We saw every where, and under all guises

even more revolting.
In ject, though perhaps not in vain.
In
open and avowed villains are answering
the aspersions which
have
good and honorable men.
called forth these remarks, we wish to
But even those critics whose conscience have most distinctly understood what we

duplicity, fraud, oppression and antago
nism ; man against man, interest against
interest, selfishness the law, falsehood the

well make them hesitate.
There sible for them. And indeed we might
may be states of society moie brutal and reply at once to all the charges of our
more shameless, but none can be more opponents, by saying that we simply ad
Is this too broad an assertion ' vocate industrial association. Our aim is
corrupt.
Look at the facts. One tenth of the adult to make labor attractive by means of

fying the demands of common sense on
the one hand and of the highest moral

moralism

is

comparison,

method, sorrow and misery the result of
is clear in this respect ought not to be too have said again and again, that we do not the whole civilized mechanism.
We thus
hasty in their severity.
They should be adopt either the theories or the state came to the Combined Order from a
fully aware of the ground they stand on. ments of Fourier, as to the relations of moral necessity. We could not rest till we
A glance at the society in which they live the sexes, nor are we in any way respon found out a social organization fully satis

might

women

in all

civilized

cities

are public
of the large

the serial organization

and to produce by

principles
sociation.

This was As
But not to prolong the discus

on the other.

sion, let us hear testimony that is decisive
" Thou shalt love the
as to the matter.

to say nothing
attractive labor, taken together with the Lord with all thy heart, and with all thy
who are secretly so, and of economies of association, so great an soul and with all thy mind.
This is the
adult men nine-tenths at least, are little amount of general wealth that the poorest first and great commandment, and the
better.
We speak within limits ; the man shall have an abundance.
What we second is like unto it. Thou shah love
prostitutes,

proportion

On these two
Still further, we desire most and first of all things is the thy neighbor as thyself.
upon which we organization of industry . This is the first of commandments hang all the law and the
beseech all pure and honest men who human necesities ; without it society is a Prophets."
Upon these two command
maintain the present order of things to re chaos, liberty a dream, general morality ments Association is based.
The love of
flect.
GENERAL LICENTIOUSNESS is THE an impossibility, and religion only an ab God and the love of the neighbor are the
PERMANENT AND INEVITABLE CONSEQUENCE straction . Let the divine principles of order central and all-pervasive principles of its
OF THE CIVILIZED SOCIAL ORDER.
If this be to destroy Chris
Has be applied to the elevation of labor, and organization.

statistics

are at hand.

will say another word,

any man who defends civilized institu
tions, a right to condemn their necessary
result ?

thus let justice be done to those who sup
port the

world.

Can

the blindest

and

tianity we must admit the charge.
Equally false is the assertion that we

foolishest conservative object to this ?
regard the unlimited indulgence of all the
We
these things with no
But far from making social regenera passions, as the highest virtue.
other feeling
than
the saddest
and tion to consist in the abolition of the challenge any man to find a word in any
God forbid that any marriage tie, we wish to see it made more of our writings, which can be distorted in
profoundest pity.
spirit of defiant controversy should make pure and sacred. To our minds it is the to such a meaning.
We have always
us speak lightly and coldly of facts of deepest and holiest of human relations, held and always said exactly the contrary.

We allude

to

such melancholy significance, or forget
that they are human beings who suffer
this degradation.
Think of it; — un

than society is

In the true medium of life, in that divine

And we are convinced that with
the introduction of truth, honor and ele

social order for which the affections of the

much deeper
aware.

and

holier

soul are created, and to which

they

are
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Author, there can no faithless, Humanity at last draws near, the I of the future.

adapted by their

longer be any such thing as self-control,
the

because,

material

and

intellectual

promised

land.

Enough

be, to open the mountain

will be in Unity.

with

we believe

But in the present
that

it is only as the

and more than

enough for us, with life-long toil,

passions, will act in perfect harmony with
the higher impulses, and the whole soul
state,
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our

need In

defiles through

she has to pass, thrice

which

if

happy

the vales

jection against the civilized form of socie
ty, is, that in it the higher sentiments are
subjected, and almost extinguished
material

and selfish desires.

by the

Our whole

doctrine on this subject is confirmed by the
Christian Revelation, which, enjoins selfdenial during the reign of discord and evil,
but promises the harmonious satisfaction of
the passions when man shall have discov
ered and realized the Social

Code which

has

human

CHILDREN IN THE WORKSHOPS

NEAR

PARIS.
We copy the following statement from
It shows
the "Democratic Pacifique."
in characters too plain to be misunderstood

found

in our

favori

and applied, and that a work addressed to the Annals of Chari
We be ty, by Mile. Eugenie Michel ; we give
no farther progress is possible.
;
lieve that the Divine Providence is never the words of this conscientious observer
absent from humanity, and that in spite of she speaks from the heart :
" ' Among the industrial establishments
the arrogance of reason and the subverted
truth is discovered

ravage

the world

like

which

exist

near Paris, there are many

tigers, there is still in society, a great for printing cloths ; and there, more than
heart of good, by whose faint pulsations elsewhere, are to be found the misery and
This good we seek to wretchedness of this population of many
it is kept alive.
cherish and to unfold into a freer and thousands : a population half vagabond ,
For this ob receiving natives of Lyons, of Alsace, of
better sphere of action.
of Germany,
retaining them
ject, sacred to all wise and good men, we Belgium,
labor.

for this purpose, he takes

either boy or girl, who

may be
from five to fifteen years old ; the age is
of no consequence, strength is enough ;

if strength is wanting, necessity or
bad treatment supplies its place.
To earn
half a franc, the child works from six in

the morning

to seven in the evening dur
ing summer, from seven in the morning
until dark, in the winter, standing all the
while upon a little stool.
" ' Barely clad, without socks, with old

petition.

framed

which

his colors;

every journey
an assistant to pre-

results of anarchical com
cloth pantaloons, or a frock, always full
Let us not glory in the belief
of holes, because the color burns the
that nothing of the kind can as yet be

the legitimate

societies.

passions

requires

and

fast verging to the same condition, the
for the government of
" Seek ye first the greater our population, the greater our
riches, the more precipitous becomes the
kingdom of God and his righteousness ;
the more rapid our descent.
declivity,
and
social
Unity
justice,)
(Associative
evidence shows
English Parliamentary
and all these things (all earthly enjoy
that the results are the same on both
ments,) shall be added unto you."
sides the British channel, that is, so far
To say that we deny the divinity of the
as they have been examined, for hitherto
Savior, is in itself an absurdity.
We are
only the outside, the destitution and mis
not a religious sect, and as a school, hold
have been made known in England ;
neither this nor that theology.
As indi ery,
here we have the effect upon the morals,
viduals, we have our own opinions, vary
upon the whole lives of the sufferers.
ing from Rationalism to the deepest and
Like causes, every where produce like ef
in
as
the
Son
of
God,
Christ
entirest faith
fects, and the day is not far distant, when
Under
the Lord of Heaven and Earth.
our thickly settled cities will no longer
our banner are to be found men of al
Al
present even apparent exceptions.
most all denominations, fired by the same
ready, instances of the same precocious
enthusiasm for the establishment of Justice
depravity here depicted, may be found
The or
and Unity throughout the earth.
among us, and were the condition of the
ganization of labor, the abolition of war,
unfortunate children, who frequent our
slavery, and domestic servitude, the guar
streets and wharves to glean a scanty
antee to every person of the best possible
subsistence, properly inquired into, we
education, of constant and congenial em
fear much would be brought to light to
ployment, and of pecuniary independence,
make those who boast of the superior con
— these are our objects.
With regard to
dition of our poor, hang their heads with
what is beyond these, the practical ques
Would that our
sorrow and with shame.
tions of mairiage, religion, and govern
whole nation could see herein the destiny
ment, we have constantly declared that
(if unaverted) which awaits myriads of
the established order of things must be pre
her unborn generations, and be warned
served. We are conservatives as well as
in time.
reformers, but our conservatism is not of
" We take these horrible details from
the kind which imagines that all possible
God

with all its consequences.

establishments,-

man printer

if , pare

lower passions are subjected to the higher, beyond.
that either individuals or societies can be
said to live, and our most immoveable ob

these

latest breath we may catch the a child,

first shout of joy that salutes

Thence, disorder in every

form, depravity

clothing,

with

sabots, or worn out shoes,

leaves the workshop, which is
often overheated from the nature of the
the child

operation, in order to take his meal at his
mother's, who, herself at work elsewhere,
has left for him at her lodging, some
bread and an apple, or a littie cold liquid
called soup and half a glass of bad wine ;
or perhaps he finds his mother, who over
burdened with children and misery, makes
him perform fatiguing
him hardly

labor, which allows

time to eat, during

that hour

which ought to be an hour of rest for the
poor little one.

As soon as the hour al

lotted to the meal has passed,
returns towards the workshop,
his
with

numbed

fingers in winter,
difficulty his feet, chilled

the child
blowing
raising
by

the

snow, and waits for the moment of ree'ntering, crouched with his comrades in the
wet, along the walls of the building ; and
this is called resting for an hour.
" ' In summer, playing, and often, in
consequence of some rough word or prac
tical joke, fighting savagely, boys or girls,
before a circle of workmen, from thirty to
fifty years old, who applaud the strongest
and the most wicked ; then finally, re-en
tering the workshop, at the stroke of the
bell, the face covered with blood, and the
body with bruises, and receiving no other
reproof or consolation but fresh blows or
mocking

laughs.

So much for the body.

Now, from this contact of twelve hours
each day with men of whom the greater
portion are corrupt, the little boys become
entirely depraved ; they imitate the cyni
cism of their masters ; they exceed them
in oaths, in vile words, in brutality ; this
a great evil, and one which
we fear cannot be remedied ; but as to

is doubtless
the little

girls, they are

For

there is no
poor children,
no innocence : the corruption

these

childhood,

lost

forever.

of the body precedes that of the soul ;

It is a
and some months, a year, two years, then let but the latter follows infallibly.
and our ting them go to receive others ; on this joy to the coarse masters to teach those

We may be misunderstood

wronged,

ourselves

faith belied.

calumniated

But these are only tempora
The great result is certain.

ry evils.
Weary, travel-stained,

and

sometimes

account recognizing almost no family ties,
living from hand to mouth, preserving
neither

morality,

good conduct, nor hope

poor little

unfortunates

all the mysteries

of vice and all its phases of impurity ;
thence what are the results !

Polluted

at
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MR. GEORGE VANDENHOFF. The New
of general progress.
at fifteen, they accept infa ed as an evidence
correspondent in
learns by
and York Mirror
more
peaceable
are
getting
We
London, thut Mr. George Vandenhoff in
my without shame and without remorse.
"
"
no
asses
even
said,
he
•" ' The demoralization of a part of the less ferocious
tends returning to this country, with the
citizen of the Re
longer put on lion's skins, but go about intention of becoming
population of great cities which is known
public.
Hepurpeesstudying for the bar,
in much less frightful disguises."
with
mingle
either
who,
those
to
only
bright ornament.
to which he will be
or seek to purify it,
friend he says: "My
or watch over
In writing to
in the bloated
absence from America,
shows itself here in broad day-light with
paper just start
THE DAILY DELTA,
where the diseased so
of
Europe,
capitals
girl,
The young
not
out veiling its hrow.
ed at New Orleans, states what
cial body seems to suffer from plethora at
says: "The one of its extremities,
might almost say, the child, who has be true of the Harbinger.
and from utter
mother, talks boldly and loudly,
come
the other, has sharpened my
Harbinger has occupied so equivocal au inanition
even and healthy
certain of finding some man who will attitude, that
has been publicly charged inclination for the more
Institutions,
of American
temperament
be
will
who
or
her,
with
union
form
with fomenting the Anti-rent outrages;
have made up
that
and the result
time her companion in de and though in its explanation or apologia,
come for
for
my mind to return amongst them
"
her child will have no father
bauchery
disavows all acts of Wood and violence,
good and all.
no matter either how she yet
no matter!
advances the very doctrines, which,
" AKSCBOTES OF ACT
When she has given
up.
brings
ONE OF PDMCH'S
acting on the minds of uneducated and
Harry Simpson never would take
the first cares, which, corrupted as she half-thinking
men, would lead to them." ORS,"
and his medical man was
medicine
two This statement
till
is, she does not refuse to
made to give some show any
often obliged to resort to some stratagem
no
herself
-a
years old, she will trouble
There
of coloring to previous misrepresentations
dose upon him.
to impose
— in
she will not care what
more about
of the doctrines of Fourier, in wl.ich with piece — do not recollect the name
sentenced, in prison, to
wit
will be
hears
as regard to truth, which the hero
sees or what
as little discrimination
Harry Simpson
of poison,
ness to all sorts of turpitude, forgotten in the "disciples of Fourier" ate first con drink a -cup
was playing this character one night, and
to
must
then,
the
go
of
the streets for hours
the members
wkh
filled with
founded
had given directions to have
the workshop, and take its chance, as did "World's Convention,"
and then held re
but what was his horror,
port wine
"
con
to find
drink
its father, as did its mother.'
sponsible for the outrages of Anti-rent- when he came to
He could not
dose of senna!
tained
ism.! The Editor of the Delta has surely
away, as he had to hold the gob
A cor
throw
LEDGER.
THE PHILADELPHIA
constant reader of the Express, the
been
let upeidedown, to show his persecutors
respondent of this paper, whose com
Simp
Courier and Enquirer, and the Herald, to he had drained every drop of it.
dated at Brussels, Oct.
munication
slow
b»so accurately informed on the subject. son drank the medicine with the
takes the opportunity to bewail the con
of poisoned martyr but he never
These sagacious and veracious prints have ness
trick, as
forgave his medical man this
dition of France with especial reference
all exhibited the profundity of their knowl
was fully proved at his death, for he died
to the movements of the Associative
"
doctrines of Fourier," and without paying him his bill.
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strong

in the sentiment of truth and the sacred

of Heaven which has blessed
our efforts, we announce to men of science,
the resurrection and re-clothing of the re
ligious sentiment; and to men of faith the
existence of sciences in the world which ac
cord with their belief, and which, by ren
protection

AND THE PHA
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Translatedfor the Harbinger.

and palpable, con

dering them intelligible

struggle,

powerless

a

in

Born

in

1688,

it

is

it,

a

Religion and science, the heart and the firm their most mystical and exalted hopes.
reason, those two necessary elements of We shall show besides the perfect harmony
human nature, which it has been vainly that exists between the writings of learned
attempted to crush one" by the other, can men who have spoken in the name of reason
not be long disunited without seriously and logic, and those of the revealer who
has preceded them, and whom Providence
compromising the happiness of individuals,
and the salvation of the whole race.
This has destined to prepare upon our globe the
is the curse of our age, this is the secret coming of
We
new order of things.
of that nameless sorrow, which is de will occupy ourselves at first with the lat
vouring all men and follows them even to ter.
He merits this preference by his
the bosom of those diversions, by which priority, the importance of his works, and
the sacred character with which they are
they seek to deaden it.
and the clothed in our eyes, and which will be
The evil is deep, let us avow
More and more
every placed out of reach of doubt for all those
remedy difficult.
thing tending to the separation of those who will follow us in good faith into the
examination we are about to make of his
good men who have become the cham
pions of the two parties, and Ui the principal discoveries.
neutralizing,
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was

only

wreck

labors of the human

Could one regret

of the poet Varrus?
the questions that might be
asked in seeing the attacks made by the
Livy or the works
Such were

school of Voltaire against the holy Scrip
tures,

and the success of its efforts.

was then, at the very moment when the
philosophic mind had used so unsparingly
the sacred text, that Swedenborg

reveal

ed to the earth the language of correspon
to it, each of the
dences.
According
objects of the material world answered to
a moral

idea,

and this,

not

through

a

tacit agreement between the writers of the
oriental nations, but through the nature

of things, and according to the laws of an
immense

science,

known

to

ancient

the course
sages, and lost completely
of ages. In this language the old Testa

the

a

intellect?

that they had not been

lost rather than the fragments of Tacitus,

in 1734 ment was written.

he de

by

have perished so many

by which

wonderful

voted only to giving mechanical

in which

consecrated

of nations and preserved
through the course of ages from the ship

our

those numerous works,

books

these

the veneration

of the powers which should serve the com that Swedenborg abandoned the high hu
The man dignities with which he was clothed
mon cause and the general good.
sciences are assuming more and more
and the culture of the sciences of the
material character, and the labors of the world to give himself up to the study of
learned, lost in ignoble details, seem de the Scriptures, and to the publication of
explana

in

23.

It
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15,

Most of the oriental
it
is

nations possess also sacred books, where
more or less trace of
found.
In short
dreams themselves,

this language,

give often

interpreted

cise sense, which indicates
language

of

nature,

into

clear and pre
that
truly
the voice by
it
is
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of nature, and tails the revelations with which he was which the spiritual world communicates
of favored and which lasted till his death, in with us, when we have ears to hear it.
movement 1772. At this epoch the spirit of in This Swedenborg
announced
the spiritual forces which give
century
Re
Fifty years later the most pro
and life, to be regarded as useless.
credulity and scepticism had sapped the since.
Fabre
ligion on the other hand, far from prece foundation upon which popular faith rest found of modern orientalists,
should do, the progress of the ed, and simple belief which had hitherto d'Olivet, after immense philological
la
ding, as
tions of the phenomena
causing

the intervention

in

it

a

it

consequently

age, seems to be drawn painfully along
its train, and contradicts all its tendencies.

reposed

upon

could not fail

tradition
to yield

and authority,
to the united at

bors, arrived at the same results, and con
firmed wonderfully

through

science what

The Holy supernatural means had made known to
But the world
little
seem more and more puerile, its dogmas Scriptures were above all the object of his predecessor.
more contradictory, its practice more use sarcasm and the most violent attacks, and stirred by this unheard of coincidence.
the whole truth these venerable pillars of the Christian
still ignorant of
in this
Perhaps
amongst us,
less.
religion despoiled of the glory with which case, we challenge the denial of this
must be spoken, nothing more than
reserved for the the reverence of ages had surrounded fact, as well as those which we are about
spring of action which
part them, shaken by this unexpected shock, to relate and which constitute coinci
education of children, or to restrain
of the rural population which yet has left without support the edifice that had dences much more incomprehensible,
so many generations, so recourse
has lost overshadowed
only had to human means to
Every where else
faith in it.
Let us now see what was
explain them.
all credit, all influence, and exists only in many different nations under its pro
Was there nothing the result of the discovery of the language
state of things that tecting
arches.
in such
form.
formulas,

losing
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tacks of talent and of learning.
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Thanks to it, the comprehending

out

faith, brought

!

fields of science, for

cealed in its bosom, and of which

ascend to causes, the day when thou didst

the

the

envelope,

material

veil.

effects, thou didst wish

wish to discover

the moral sun, around

!

It was the deposi
But what the fathers of the church,
of a delkioufr fruit.
tory of the profound knowledge of the had attempted, Swedenborg
accomplish
metaphysicians of the first ages, and be ed. In possession of the key of sym
and religious men an
theme for study and admira

inexhaustible

bols he has written that tremendous para
phrase of the inspired book, before which

The spiritual sense of Genesis and the imagination and the intellect recede
Exodus were first exposed in the Arcana in awe. That horse mounted by death,
Celestia, published in 16 volumes, and
the correspondence of the human intel
they were followed by all those numerous lect, which bears within
the germ of its
works of Swedenborgr which are only, if own destruction.
The luminaries of hea
the application of this ven which fall and are extinguished, re
I may express
wonderful discovery of the science of cor present the extinction of every moral
The sublime bursts of the light, the profound darkness that sur
respondences.
The tribulation of the elect,
Prophets and the Psalms, tlie ecstasies rounds us.
even of St. Theresa and other seers, at the afflictions of believers, the political
length assumed
meaning and had an catastrophes of our epoch, every thing
value in connection with the in

fluence that

these

have exercised

extraordinary

upon

beings

the imagination

described with
that paraphrase

of and which

the greatest exactness, in
written
century since,
a

intrinsic

is

a

it,

it

is

tion.

every

The history of the our eyes.

thing

verifies

under

dence, concerning

Humanity.

if

it

is

which

it

But
heaven has permitted
easier to the triumph of the abyss,
has also fore
mutilate than to explain, unveiled at seen what limits were to be placed to it.
length to the eyes of the astonislted sage These times shall be shortened, Jesus has
the wonderful chain of designs of Provi said, for the salvation of many.
Open the
their cotemporaries.

whole of Humanity,

But the twenty-first

chapter

of the Apocalypse

and see the New Jerusalem,

uf our author, the foundation of the most
admirable revelations, was the book writ
St. John, during his exile
Patten
jnos.
There
found really the complete
prophesy of the new era, and the precise
announcement of the definitive redemp
The men of the
tion which we await.

radiant

descending
as a bride adorned to meet her

Admire the luxury of oriental
by the seer of Pat-

husband.

images accumulated

mos, and then demand from

the

tongue

is

in

is

a

vine will, docile to the voice of nature.

Bossuet's

of regenerated man.

narrow spirit, Isnac Newton,

of

geometricians,

that

inde

fatigable observer, the discoverer of attrac

actually passing.

Thus religion, rending the veil of myste
ries, presents itself boldly henceforth to
the faith

of the people

thousand

and to the ex

of the learned.

amination

Greater,

times than she has ever been,

without ceasing to speak to the sweetest
sentiments of the heart, she foresaw and
confounded
the

reason

thanks

the most subtle objections of
Also,
and the intellect.

to this

new manifestation,

and faith descended

hope

to our

again

poor

The belief of the simple was re
animated by the idea of
direct and im
mediate intervention of Providence in hu
earth.

man

destiny.

at

Science,

length

en

lightened as to the true sense and the na
ture of the prophesies, stood awe-struck
at the sight of their miraculous realization,
and was confirmed as to their future vera
city, by seeing every day their partial ac
Sweden, Ger
Already
complishment.
many, England, America, are multiplied
the churches of the new dispensation.

The number of New Jerusalemites
great

in France,

but there

truly

constituted

except

where M. Leboys

New Jerusalem

very
no church

at St.

Desgays

Journal.

Amand,

publishes the
Thus God has

renovation of religious
To the most sceptical of epochs,
lie has sent the most mystical of prophets.
To the age which trampled the Bible
for the

provided

belief.

under foot,

he has sent

upon the Bible,

commentator

and that which was des

pised has been re-clothed,

and the railers

now mute with admiration beforo

remain

these signs of the power and grandeur of
The face of science was
the Most High.

All

also to be renewed.

was to coincide

upon our globe, predestined to the instal
lation of this New Jerusalem, which the

Delicious

fruits,

trembling

with

and desire.

impatience

Already had Copernicus rectified and ex
tended our ideas of the grandeur and form
of the Universe.
Columbus had put us in
The
possession of the rest of our globe.
sciences, thanks
firmer

to Bacon, had assumed

and more

regular

movement.

precious

stones are vir

a

a

a

luminous
which
Swedenexplanations
borg gives of the Apocalypse.
According
to them, Pascal's was
weak mind,
king

1872.

of nature the sense of these allegorical rest of the Universe envies us, and which
The celestial Jerusalem
mysteries
the the angels of Heaven themselves' await,

new social order into which Humanity
stupid smile at every must enter.
age, among whom
The old earth which must
turn takes the place of the discussion and disappear,
the state of violence and in
examination of truly serious ideas, will justice
which we live.
The kingdom
expect perhaps to answer by railleries, the of God on earth
man obeying the di

that

before

is

is

in

by

book which became above all in the hands

be fulfilled

to say, before
The rest of the Apocalypse has

to already taken place, or

This text was the vulgar letter which the which gravitates the universe of minds,
Levites delivered to the Jewish people, re that day thy age regarded thy intel
Yet once
serving to themselves the spiritual sense, lect as narrow and limited.
It was more pardon them
full of wonders and of grandeur.
The future, which
the sheath of the plate of steel, which will place the work upon the Apocalypse,
after having by the side of thy most beautiful discove
glittered in tbe sunlight,
been hidden for long years ; it was the ries in the physical world, the future
lough casket in which is concealed a will avenge thee of thy blind and ungrate
without
price — the insipid rind ful cotemporaries.
pearl

came for learned

that every thing would

the hundredth year, that

in

the yet uncleared

thou hast forced the vulgar to touch them
but the day when weary
with the finger

of analysing

only

in

to
the twenty-first chapter was to commence
dispute the wonderful
impossible
fruits which
in being accomplished, and has announced
thy genius gathered

the most unheard of wonders which it con
it was

year after his death, a»

the prophesy contained

a

to command

fixed the eightieth
that in which

is

sufficient

was

is

was no longer

that text, whose simplicity

as thou

tues, felicity, abundance,

the inheritance

The natural sciences were almost renew
Every
ed. But that was not sufficient.

These are powerful
capable of depicting thing was to be changed, since for 6,000
worthily the future delights reserved to years the human mind had been moving
Such backwards, and all things were to become
Humanity reconciled with its God.
was for this object that five
prophesies have nothing doubtful, nothing new.
images,

and alone

if

in

tion and the composition of light, had
lost his mind when he thought of con
secrating his studies to seeking the mys
ambiguous, they are realised" already
terious sense of the vision of John.
Par part under our eyes, and each one can
don, illustrious and venerated shade, par verify them.
In short to take away all
don the blindness of men unworthy of doubt,
any remained, Swedenborg has

great geniuses were given to the world.
Gall,
Fourier, Habnemann,
Mesmer,
Jacotot.
order,

Many
gravitated

planets,
around

of

a

weary of venerating, and had abandoned
Then
to the sarcasms' of caustic minds.
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treasures in those bucks which men were
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didst move on, compass in hand,
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priceless
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let fair Nature's tearless eye,
Hush in my heart the fear to die!
Tribune.

if

0

CONSUELO.*
PROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
Translatedfor the Harbinger.

I

reception

it,

XI.

I
j

gentle spirit hovers now,
Around the mountain's lofty brow,
And nestling down 'mid valleys green,
By brooks and glens, yet all unseen.

Among the matted grass-tufts hid.

it

8. The delights of the soul
and

which

moved a point's

man

space,

How tenderly doth Nature throw
Her parting smile o'er all below,
A mournful beauty that endears,

man,

be not

a

a

I

I

it,

I

I

I

it

if

you ought

find

cruelty

to have spared me and
imposed upon me

nevertheless

by my conscience, though my heart de
torn in accomplishing it.
and
tests

Pity me for being obliged to afflict you,
moment when
to offend you perhaps, at
would willingly give my life to restore

to you happiness and health."
" know
sublime maiden,"
sad smile,

"

replied

;

'Mid all of death, decay and lears.

I

For every sad and tender feeling,
balm of healing —
Hath in itself
A springing hope, loving trust,

me by

That consecrates our fading dust.

which

Sweet spirit of the tranquil West,
The weary wanderer's dream of rest
not If aught of holy meaning lies

;

461.

which

you are BO
good and so grand, that you would givo
but your
your life for the least of men
know very well, will not
conscience,
Fear not to oflend
bend for any one.

j

use.

the situation

an act of cold-blooded

Albert with

for this reason

by

by

The will,

wisdom

is $

the Lord, and

that the seat of both

from

it

love,

if

from

is it
is
is in

through

\\

industry.)
come

is

of

it

tranquillity render
susceptible of receiv
the formula by
use, (this
ing the love
which
indicates attractive
Swedenborg

you,
which

I

;

This satisfaction, and this

ed and satisfied.

The breaking storms and clouds between.

a

hidden vein, which

and
the spirit to do something
through this the spirit becomes tranquilliz
attracts

a

is
a

$

every angel, there

contrary,

which

And still the Sunflower, noddeth tall,
shall see that he gives absolutely the same O'er ruined gate and garden wall,
and almost in identical expres
idea of
Lifting its yellow blossoms high.
sions.
Each with serene and quiet eye,
6. "In the affection of the will of To greet the sky, by glimpses seen,

and

Your love would flatter me,
were so,
could share it; and
To afflict
would tell you immediately.
you by the reiterated assurance of the
domination.

a

a

in

Now
through the attraction of pleasure.
let us seek
Swedenborg, what he under
stands by the New Jerusalem,
and we

The fair and lovely side by side —
But here and there the Gentian stood,
By tangled path and lonely wood,
With azure eye and fringed lid,

am not vain,

accept it.
think
nor proud,
have no spirit of

could

am neither coquettish

in

it

'

is

word where re
duty terminates, in
generated man obeys nothing but the voice
of nature, and the will of God manifested

abuse

who would

1

The quiet light of cherished eyes.

last,

" you do not know me, when you
character for
wish to impose upon me
woman
which
am so ill-fitted.
Only

in

true

at

is

the

existed,

not

What When first the frost dropp'd hoar from Heaven
precursor of the New Jerusalem.
the Phalanstery
Is
not an abode of Amid the holy hush of even,
delight, where the struggle of interest and The Summer blossoms bowed and died,

him

she to

said

row,

I

had

Swedenborg

" Albert,"

a it,

if

It

and the transports of gratitude will be
cometh from the sweet south-west,
that of the men who are more accessible The sunny forests of the blest,
of this race. With lulling airs and golden light,
to the
understanding
Fourier, with whom
we at first in To make the shadowy wood-paths bright,
tend to occupy ourselves, would be,
And bring us back, with its calm skies,

a

To deck wild Nature's solitude.

raising her eyes and finding his filled with
an expectation full of anguish and sor

is

but love

;

doubt their inheritance

she felt in herself of re
impossibility
With sigh she stretched
sponding to it.
out her hand to him and remained pen
sive with her eyes fixed on the ground,
and plunged in
melancholy meditation.

flings its warm and flushing dyes,
glory of revealing to men their destiny. The gorgeous hues of Summer skies,
The admiration of the learned will be O'er lightest branch *nd covert ruda,
without

restore to him, must be irrewith so ardent a love, and the

is

the

She

consequences.

concileable

it

and more simple,

serious

she should

'Neath sun-lit AuUinuTi fading guise,

disclosing

I

human

without

I

but more

She

of relation

this kind

lightly in her thoughts, and she saw that
with Albert no woman could enter upon

admire,

to

me that

firmness

that

stoical

coldness

Entered according to Act of Congress, in
(be year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
Clerk's office of the District Court of Mas**..
chuMtif.
*

will transfer to geniuses, not less great,

so unreservedly

love with her.

:

A

who loves the simple of heart,

Providence,

if

if

THE INDIAN SUMMER.

of the pencil.

and unchangeably
had never treated

a

a

life to the works

her cares to this man,

It

give

per

did not doubt his loyalty and his promises
but the calmness she had flattered herself

Too severe artists,

magnificent design,
but they are ignorant of the colors which

Consuelo,

doubt.

if

they have sketched

no

I

destiny of their race.

leave

plexed though gently affected, asked her
self
she could continue to consecrate

it

?

coinci

places them can no longer doubt the marvellous
too far from the generality of men, for dence that we have pointed out.
them to have much influence over the
To be Continued.

Albert's

future.

serious tendency of his character and the
of his countenance
solemn expression
could

?

of these great philosophers,

the

fanatical self-denial sprang from deep and
invincible passion, respecting which the

a

in

;
a

to you, open the inspired
personally they are unknown to him, and pages, from which these passages are ex
he originates wholly from himself.
But tracted. Read all of the first memorable
the purely national character of the works relation of the " Conjugial Love," and you
doubts remain

for

apprehension

a

in

a

is

is

who belongs to the same group, although

for

the present, but did not leave her without

it

is

if

This language reassured Consuelo

in

the human mind pleasure."
Delights of Conju(See the
we did not fear
of the great changes gial Love.")
In short,
that they were to bring into the domain of length of quotation, we should copy here
science.
We cannot here occupy our the opening of the " Delights," where all
selves with them all, but it will be per the errors of men concerning the beatitude
mitted us to name St. Simon, Pestalozzi,
of Heaven are by turns destroyed by the
Lavater, who have aimed at the same ob sight of the scientific, literary, and
may
ject as Fourier, Jacotot and Gall, without even say, industrial activity, which ani
but have facilitated the task mates all the societies of Heaven.
Disci
reaching
of their more successful rivals.
we fulfil the pro
There
ples of Fourier, see
mother series of elevated men, who, in mise we have given.
Is
permitted to
the mysterious depths of
subtle meta despise
this book, written
century
physics, have made discoveries analogous since, the fundamental principle of the
to those we signalize.
These areFichte, Phalansterian theory? Is there another
Schelling, Hegel, the Polish Wronski, book proceeding from the hands of man,
that Messiah of mathematicians
so precise
family in the past, which defines
of formidable logicians, of whom Kant, manner the object that Fourier was to
that intellectual
the father. attain
The details, are they as striking,
giant,
There
We think not; but
among us M. Lebailly Grainville,
as numerous
and prepared

intellect,

for the
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your virtue preserves in the midst

which

of the most touching

pity.

As to afflict

ing me, that is not in your power, Conhave not deceived myself ; I

I

suelo.

0 my God ! and to ask of thee
only what man has a right to expect from

juBt,
thy

love and thy

justice :

faith,

hope,

and charity."

to the most horrible sor
While praying thus, Consuelo was
that my life is devoted to bathed in tears.
She did not try to re
the most painful sacrifices.
Do not treat press them. After so much agitation
me like a weak-minded man, like a child and fever, she had need of this crisis,

I

without

know

heart

and without

to me what

repeating

I

courage,

by

very well know,

relieved while it weakened her.
Albert prayed and wept with her, bless

which

that you will never feel love for me.
I ing those tears he had so long shed in
know all your life, Consuelo, although I solitude and which were at last mingled
am not acquainted with your name, your with those of a pure and generous
family, or any outward fact which con being.

I

the history of your
*oul, the reat does not interest me.
You
cerns you.

have loved,

know

you still love, and you will

and after having

" Let

" And now,"

said Consuelo rising,

"

we

diately

by slow

degree*

prayed."
and

us enter

pray

" We will

said Consuelo.

am accustomed
rows ;

suffer me to withdraw

together,"

depart imme

Time flies and perhaps
The mean*

after.

the day is about to dawn.

by which you return to the chateau must
not be known, you must not be seen to
enter and perhaps we must not be seen to
enter together:
for
do not wish to

I

betray the secret of your retreat, Albert,
and hitherto no one has any notion of my

I

discovery.
ed,

I

do not wish to be question
must have the

I

do not wish to lie.

right of maintaining

a respectful

silence

It

is towards your parents, and of letting them
time to think of others and to remember believe that my promises were only pre
have thought enough of ourselves.

a being of whom I know our duties.
I have promised to restore sentiments and dreams. If I were seeD
of whom I wish to know noth you to your parents, who mourn in deso to return with you, my discretion would
ing, and with whom I would not contend lation and who already pray for you
pass for rebellion ; and though I am ca
for you, unless you should so command for one dead.
Will you not restore pable of braving all for you, Albert, I do
me.
But know, Consuelo, that you will peace and joy to them, my dear Albert? not wish unnecessarily to alienate the
never belong to him, nor to me, nor to Will you not follow me? "
confidence and the affection of your fami
" So soon ! "' cried the young Count ly. Let us hasten, I am exhausted with
God has reserved to you an
yourself.
existence apart, of which T neither seek with bitterness ; " so soon be separated ' fatigue, and if I remain long here, I
nor foresee the circumstances, — but of So soon quit this consecrated asylum in shall lose the little remnant of strength
which I perceive the object and the end. which God alone is between us ; this cell which I need to make the passage anew.
Slave and victim of your greatness of which I cherish since you have appeared Go and pray, and let us depart."
" You are exhausted with fatigue '
soul, you will not receive any other re to me in it ; thin sanctuary of a happiness
compense in this life, than the conscious
which perhaps I shall never again find, Then rest yourself here, my well-beloved '.
ness of your strength and the sense to return into life, cold and false as it is Sleep, I will watch over you religiously ;
of your goodness.
in the with its prejudices and expediences ! Ah ! or if my presence disturbs you, you shall
Unhappy
world's eye, you will be, in spite of all, not yet, my soul, my life! Let me have shut me up in the neighboring grotto.
the most serene and the most happy of yet one day, one age of delights.
Let You shall close that iron gate between
all buman beings, because you will al me forget here that there exists a world us ; and until you recall me, I will pray
ways be the most just and the most virtu
of lies and wickedness, which pursues me for you in my church."
" And while you are praying, and I
ous.
For the wicked and the cowardly like a fatal dream ; let me return slowly
only are to be pitied, 0 my beloved and by degrees to what they call reason. yield myself to repose, your father will
•later, and the words of Christ will be I do not feel myself yet strong enough to still endure long hours of agony, pale
true so long as Humanity is blind and bear the sight of their sun and the and motionless, as I once saw him, bent
unjust : Happy are they that are persecu spectacle of their craziness.
I need to under the weight of old age and sorrow,
ted!
Happy are those who weep and contemplate, to hear you yet longer. pressing with his feeble knees the pave
"
labor in suffering!
Besides I have never quitted my retreat ment of the oratory, and seeming to ex
The strength and dignity which glowed by a sudden resolution and without long pect the news of your death to draw
on the broad and majestic brow of Albert, reflections ; my horrible but beneficent re from him his last breath.
And your
exercised at this moment so powerful a treat ; this place of terrible and salutary poor aunt will be excited by a state of
love

always

nothing,

upon Consuelo, that she forgot expiation,
where I arrive running and fever to ascend continually the highest
the part of proud sovereign and austere without turning my head, into which I towers in order to search for you with
friend which was imposed upon her, to plunge with a savage joy, and whence I her eyes in all the paths of the moun
bow before the power
of this man always withdraw myself with too well tain ! And this morning again the fami
inspired by faith and enthusiasm.
She founded hesitations and too enduring re ly will meet in the chateau and separate

fascination

hardly support herself, still weak
ened by fatigue and entirely overcome by
She allowed
emotion.
herself to fall
could

her

upon

knees

already

bending under
the torpor of lassitude, and clasping her
hands began to pray aloud with earnest
ness :
•he,

"

" If

it be thou, O my God," cried
who utterest this prophecy by the

You do not know that there is
grets!
here a myself which I leave behind and
which

is the true Albert, and which can

not quit it ; a self which

I

always

again
find here and whose spectre besieges and
recalls me whenever
am elsewhere.

I

Here

is my

light,

my serious

conscience,

my

life, in fact.

faith,

I

my
bring

mouth of a saint, may thy will be done hither despair, fear, madness ; often they
and may it be blessed ! In my childhood rush in after me, and compel me to a
asked thee for happiness under a smil
violent struggle.
But look, behind that
ing and puerile aspect, thou reservedst it door is a tabernacle where I subdue them

I

for

me under

a rude

I

and severe gne,

when night comes, with despair in their
Albert,
eyes and death in their souls!
you cannot love your parents, since you
make them languish and suffer so much
without pity and without remorse ? "
" Consuelo, Consuelo !" cried Albert,
to waken

appearing
not speak

thus,

What crime have
asters have
uneasy?

I

I

"do

me horribly.
committed ? what dis
pain

caused?

why are they so

hqurs

how many

since that in which

"

from a dream,

you

I

have elapsed

left them ?

"

and renew myself.
enter stained and
Do you ask how many hours?
Ask
assailed by dizziness ; I issue purified, rather how many days, how many nights,
my eyes to be opened and my heart to and no one knows at the cost of what and almost, how many weeks! "
" Days, nights ! Be silent, Consuelo,
submit itself.
May I know how to accept tortures I recover patience and submis
which

I

could

this destiny

not comprehend.

which

Cause

seemed to me so un-

sion.

Do not drag me hence, Consuelo,

do not disclose to me my misery !

I

knew
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notion of time, unquiet spirit the celestial security which
of what passes on emanates from your own."
" Let us go," said Consuelo, assisting
the face of the earth did not descend into
But I did not believe him to clasp his cloak, which his convul
this sepulchre.
that the duration of this forgetfulness and sive and distracted hand could not ar

with
steady step, stopping every
that his master stopped, hastening
his pace as he did, and
or slackening

of

by hitting

this ignorance

could be reckoned

time

" Yes,

the middle of the road,

keeping

so as

never to risk injuring his precious charge

range upon his shoulders.

by

days and weeks."

a

front

here lost the tiue

against the rocks or bushes.

it

that

and that the memory

found
much difficulty
in
tender eye, as she performed walking
she felt herself bruised
and
my friend?
Nothing here recalls to you this friendly office " but first swear to without the arm of Albert, who support
the days which pass and are renewed ; me, Consuelo, that
do return here, ed and carried her along every instant,
eternal darkness maintains
the night. you will not abandon me
They
swear that she would have fallen tea times.
her with

;

I

if

;

forgetfulness,

;

a voluntary

Consuelo
;

it not

at

a

" Is

let us go," said he, looking

You have not even a sand-glass, I believe, you will again come to search for me,
Is not this care to were
only to overwhelm me with re
exclude the means of measuring time, a proaches, to call me ingrate, parricide,
am unworthy
of
savage precaution to escape from the and to tell me that
cries of nature and the reproaches of your solicitude.
leave me no longer
conscience? "
victim to myself!
You must see that

I

0
!

confess that

I

when

I

come here,

feel the necessity of abjuring

and fresh

who

is

"

It

Zdenko," said Albert to
tends the Naiad of
these mysterious grottoes.
He smooths
margin.

her,

lovingly

her bed, often

a

"I

"

of the

the course

re-descended together

stream, following its graceful

it

to mark the hours.

you have entire control over me, and that

encumbered

with

gravel

He cherishes the pale flow

and shells.

every thing one word from your mouth persuades and ers which grow under her steps, and pro
did not cures me, better than ages of meditation tects them against her kisses, which are
purely human within me. But
know, O my God, that sorrow and medi and prayer."
sometimes rather rough."

I

" You

tation could so absorb my soul as to make

will swear to me," re

yourself

Consuelo

at the sky through
She eaw the

looked

the openings of the rock.

plied Consuelo,

of

ders her hands, emboldened by the thick

glittering

ness of the cloak,

the star of the Zingari," said Albert to
" There
her.
yet an hour before

replied Consuelo, trans

But, ported with joy. " We will return to
in my opinion, it was treating you with pray
your church, Albert, and you will
for no one has
too little esteem, it was doubting the show me bow to pray
feel
necessity of
goodness of your heart ; and I who do taught me, and
Albert, conceal nothing from knowing God, which consumes me. You
not doubt
shall reveal heaven to me, my friend, and
you."
"Let us go, Consuelo, let us go!" will remind you, whenever you require
of terrestrial concerns and the duties
said Albert, hurriedly throwing his cloak
wretch
of human life."
am
upon his shoulders.
" Divine sister!" said Albert, his eyes
have caused suffering to my father whom
" have noth
love
am drowned in delicious tears,
aunt whom

I

confess me,

know

it
is

I

!

!

ing to teach you, and

you who must

and regenerate

al

against this appella

was insulting,

which

to

according

der the surname of the Zingarella."

"

me!

Why are you not
race!"

that persecuted

"

I

;

a

I

!

I

a

!

I

Ah
worthy to see them again
rather than again be guilty of such cruel
would impose upon myself the sac
ties,

My

her Spanish prejudices.
And as for me,
was and am still known in that city un

in

it,

I

it,

I

adore, to my

hardly

Consuelo;

dear Count.

my

though she revolted
tion,

from you those of others.

"I

star," replied

my

I

mutual promise,"

am, not by race, but by calling, a

mother had no other name in Venice,

I

by con

"It

for

kind of Zingara,

Your friends " swear that to me, and
will take an
the task of oath, never to quit my fathei's roof with
imposed upon themselves
hiding from you the evils of which you out your order, or your permission."
" Well, may God hear and receive this
were the cause ; they thought themselves

cealing

is

is

"

at her with intoxication,

given up to fatal reveries.

obliged to respect your sufferings,

a

dawn."
with me?"

return

to clasp her in his arms

but not daring

Aldebaran,

should love you still

of
Albert:

fact a child
replied
more,

it

from

"

star.

if

diverted

never to return here without

cried he, looking

power,
great intellectual
its true employment and

frankly

of

were

possible!"
Consuelo, who had thought to do well,
in reminding the Count of Rudolstadt of
the difference in their birth and condi
tion,

what Amelia had told

remembered

her of Albert's sympathies for the poor
and the vagabond.
She feared she had
abandoned herself to

involuntarily

of

ment

instinctive

a

of

proof

"

me?"
" Then you will
is

this misfortune

On the contrary,

upon him,

smiling

in

the

"

and

is

"

as to this new

enlightened

of my organization?

misfortune

I

and why have

then,

I

been

never

I

upon his shoul

;

a man am

resting

It

long hours appear indistinctly like days,
or the rapid days like hours.
What kind

senti

and

coquetry,

she

!

a by

It

it

I

Come,

it

I

is

to my mind,

can bring
and give to my

I

it

me,

while

I

upon

speak,

dear

was about fifteen years old

returning

alone one evening,

was

by one of

the paths which border the Schreckenstein and wind among the hills, in the di
saw before me
rection of the chateau.
tall and thin woman,

miserably

clad,

took the handle of the lantern with an air

who was carrying

of satisfied pride and began to walk

ders and who stopped from rock to rock,

in

It

is

it

conviction

you alone

"

faithful

lantern, bet
companion, presenting him
ter constructed than that with which Con

told me what you have just suelo was furnished, and more appropri
should not have believed ate to the kind of journey in which
said, Consuelo,
The intelligent animal
because you are truth and was to be used.
him!
because

heavily
sister.

;

Albert to his

"

ther himself,

life,

I

a

of Cynabre," said

!

she herself

I

Ignorant

him away

and closed the doors.

I

he does

have always blamed
my own insanity,
Alas had my noble fa
that of others.

because since

a

what

Consuelo drew
opened

a

knows

!

I

God

indeed, but which

I

that one, whom

look upon you for my
soul to ascend towards heaven

that

a

to you."

could have heard and believed.

alone

must relate to you,
have seen you,
has pre
as
hymn of gratitude and an incense of sented itself many times to my memory
kind of pertinacity.
Lean more
with
purification."

enough
a

swear

and the being who

is

!

Divine goodness
comes to my relief

sis

revivified

I

"

beloved

;

my

I

not so,

ter?"
"Always, Albert,

it

it

is

always,

is

I

I

I

I

a

it

who

I

is

It

I

will teach me all, even kept silence.
Ah!
But Albert broke
need no more to be
after
few mo
But no, prayer.
rifice of never returning here
have found the heart alone, in order to raise my soul to God. ments: " What you have just told me,"
am happy; for
need no more to prostrate myself upon said he, " has awakened
in me,
of a friend to warm and restore me.
re
Some one has at last told me the truth the bones of my fathers, in order to com know not what association of ideas,
membrance of my youth, quite childish
to me prehend and feel my immortality.
respecting myself, and will tell
you

burden on her shoul
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to seat herself

I

xn.

them, but did not lay aside her pride, and
made only evasive answers to our ques

ac
and gather breath.
She was handsome though

While talking thus, they arrived at th«
of the two roads, where Coubranching
even
me

her.
Her child interested
burned by the sun, and haggard with mis tions.
Zdenko, and from
There was a sort of Bad more than she did, I could have wished suelo had encountered
ery and care.
the
saw
glimmer of his
distance
they
even
and
her
under her rags ; and when she to see her again, to amuse
dignity
which he had placed on the
so lantern
tender
what
not
know
her.
to
was
ra
keep
it
me,
to
hand
out
her
stretched
knowing
me for that ground beside turn. Consuelo
ther with an air of commanding, than of licitude was awakened
and athletic
caprices
the dangerous
traveller
up
wretched
in
little
being,
left
nothing
poor
I
had
imploring my pity.
dreamt of her all night strength of the innocent, pressed involun
my purse, and I asked her to come with on the earth.
closer to Albert, as soon as she per
me to the chateau, where I could offer long, and ran to see her at the break of tarily
this indication of his vicinity.
de
ceived
already
had
the
Zingara
But
for
day.
her assistance, food, and a lodging
" Why do you fear that harmless and
scaled the mountain without
parted, and
the night.
" ' I like it better so,' replied she with being able to discover her. She had affectionate creature." said the young
at this emo
took for that of risen before day, and had taken the road Count, surprized yet pleased
a foreign accent, which
" Zdenko loves you, although since
tion.
and
gui
child
my
her
with
south,
time
the
that
to
for
at
the vagabond Egyptians,
made
had given her, her own being last night an unpleasant dream has
did not know the languages I after tar which
' I shall broken to her great sorrow."
him backward in fulfilling my desires, and
wards acquired in my travels.
" Albert! Albert!" cried Consuelo, somewhat hostile to the generous project
be able to pay you for the hospitality you
emotion. which you had formed of coming to search
offer, by singing some of the songs of seized with an extraordinary
a
hands for me but he has the submission of
in
the
at
Venice
I
"That guitar
the different countries through which
will
and
him,
you
with
insist
when
child
I rarely ask for charity. of my master Porpora, who keeping
have travelled.
say the word."
will request it, see him at your feet
must be forced to do it by extreme dis for me, and from whom
" Do not humiliate him before me,"
of ebo
never again to part with it.
tress.'
" do not aggravate the
" ' Poor woman !' said to her, ' you ny, with cipher incrusted
ci replied Consuelo;
silver,
him. —
which
inspire
with
aversion
R.
'A.
remember very well,
are carrying a very heavy burden ; your pher which
tell
will
swe have passed him,
poor feet, which are almost bare, are My mother, whose memory failed her, When
fear
for
have
reasons
serious
what
will because she had seen too many things, you
Give me the bundle,
wounded.
him henceforth."
carry it to my home, and you can walk could not remember your name, nor that ing and avoiding
"
being almost celestial,"
Zdenko
the
even
that
of
nor
of your chateau,
more freely.'
" ' This burden becomes every day country in which this adventure had hap returned Albert, "and lean never be
But she often spoke to lieve him formidable to any one. His
more heavy,' replied she with a melan pened to her.
him the
me of the hospitality she had received at state of pnrpetual ecstasy gives
choly smile which made her quite beauti
have ear the house of the owner of the guitar, purity and charity of the angels."
ful ; ' but I do not complain.
" That state of ecstasy which admire
young
ned it for many years, and have travelled and of the touching charity of
malady, Albert, when
without re and handsome nobleman, who had carried myself, becomes
hundreds of leagues with
not
deceive yourself in
Do
prolonged.
arms,
talking
to
in
his
never trust
me half
league
gretting my labor.
God does not wish man
my dear that respect.
any one but you have the appearance of with her as with an equal.
At thus to abjure the sentiment and conscious
also remember all that!
will lend
to you Albert!
child, that
so good
in order to elevate
every word of your recital, these images, ness of his real life,
so far.'
" At these words, she unclasped the long slumbering in my brain, were awak himself too frequently into the vague con
Insanity and
why your ceptions of an ideal world.
cloak, which covered her entirely, and on ened one by one and this
kind of
allowed the handle of her guitar to mountains could not seem absolutely new madness are at the end of this
for
pride
as
intoxication,
punishment
strove in vian
Then saw child five or six to my eyes this
why
peep out.

I

I

a

in

I

a

costed

I

I

if

I

is

I

I

I

a

a

I

in

It

I

I

it

is

:

is

I

I

is
a

I

I

a

I

in

?

I

;

before

Zdenko,

and

and beautified by

with his head buried in his hands, in the
attitude, and on the same rock, as
Albert address
when Consuelo left him.
ed him in Bohemian and he hardly an
dis
He shook his head with
swered.
a

"

My caresses and my you been transformed

her.

stopped

his cheeks were bathed in
couraged air
tears, and he did not wish even to look at
Albert raised his voice and
Consuelo.
;

I

if

I

friend and protect

or, long lost and regretted."

Do you believe, Consuelo," said Al
" that
for she woke, and finding herself upon a bert, pressing her to his bosom,
strange bosom, she struggled and cried. did not recognize you at the first instant
her language, In vain have you grown, in vain have
Her mother spoke to her
to comfort

Cynabre

I

this

strong, and who slept the sleep of angels, spectfully
had re-discovered
upon the burning and bruised back of the
took her in my
singer.
wandering
arms, but had much trouble to keep her

and idleness."

felt looked at him with an affectionate air, ex
why especially,
bend
itself
re pecting some caresses which that friend did
head
my heart beat and my
He sat
before you at the first sight, as not deign to bestow upon him.

country;

a

was

a

It

my heart with tenderness.
little girl, all in rags, thin but

filled

to know the cause of the confused recol
lections which have assailed me in this
is

a

years old, pale and tanned like her moth
er, but of gentle and calm countenance,
which

is

;

I

a

ly

;

is

I

it

I

a ;

O

a

I

it

a

it,

a

I

I

I

her.

us.

thousand
She

My good aunt be
cares and attentions

appeared

grateful

for

He walked

before them, exchanging

a

a

a

a

upon

charmed
a

which
stowed

trembling.
loved you, already pressed who clasped
" Now," said he in German, looking
you to my heart, which from that mo
" yon must
ment, had attached and identified itself at her kindly, though sadly,
me
do
great
but
me
you
fear
longer
no
for
with yours, without my knowledge,
full of
injury, and feel that your hand
my whole life."
misfortune for us."

you, already

is a

we were

:

where

it

came into the hall

I

and

eating, to sing Spanish, French, and Ger
man songs, with
beautiful voice,
firm
accent, and
truthfulness
of feeling

I

I

;

a

I

a

;

a

I

cares consoled her, and we were the best years.
have
memory (wonderful
but
friends in the world when we reached the though often fatally present) which needs addressed him with determination
chateau.
When the poor woman had neither eyes nor words to exercise itself there was more of exhortation and tender
in
did not know ness, than of command and reproach,
bed
supped, she put her child into
through ages or days.
Zdenko rose
the inflections of his voice.
had had prepared for her, made
kind of that you were my cherished Zingarella
well knew that
had already known at last, and offered his hand to Consuelo,
strange toilet, more sad than her rags, but
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few words with Albert from time to time. most entirely accomplished, at the moment would rather lose my life a hundred times,
They followed the spacious and solid gal when she had the presence of mind to ap than inflict upon your's such a neces
lery which Consuelo had not yet traversed pease him by a singularly heretic formula.
extremity, and which led them to A coldsweal burst out upon Albert's fore
a circular vault, where they again met head, on hearing these incredible details,

sity and such a despair."

the water of the fountain, flowing into a and he often darted terrible glances at
formed by the hand of man, Zdenko as if he would have annihilated
and bordered with hammered stone.
It him. Zdenko on meeting them, assumed
escaped thence by two currents, one of a strange expression of revolt and disdain.

did

stumbled at every step.
He was absorbed
by the idea of the dangers she had incur

which

tracing them, in his ardent solicitude,

at this

•vast basin

was lost in the caverns,

directed

the cistern of the

itself towards

It was this which Zdenko closed

chateau.
by

the other

with

replacing

his

herculean

hand,

Consuelo

trembled to see these two in

not

perceive

that

she

and

failed

red for his sake ; and in his terror at re

against each other ; his excited

sane persons excited
for notwithstanding

Albert did not hear her, and seemed
He forgot to support her, and

absent.

gratitude,

the deep wisdom and making the gallery
which inspired hurried exclamations,

the exquisite sentiments,

he walked
resound

in

rapidly,
with

and leaving

his

her to

the greater part of Albert's conversation,
drag herself after him with efforts which
In this
it was evident to her that his reason had became more and more painful.
of
situation,
led to sustained a severe shock, from which per cruel
Consuelo
thought

three enormous

stones, when he wished
to dry the cistern to the level of the ar

cade, and of the staircase

which

Albert's terrace.
" Let us seat ourselves here," said the
Count to his companion, " in order to
give the water of the cistern time to drain
off by a waste way — "

" Which

Consuelo,

" What

know

said

from head to foot.

shuddering

do you mean?

will tell

"I

Consuelo,
agitate

I

which

well,"

but too

" But

bye," said

you now by the idea of the perils
have surmounted — "
does she mean to say?"

what

Zdenko

looking at Zdenko.

in Bohemian

replied

He resumed

with incomprehensible

do not wish to sadden and

cned Albert terrified,

said to him a few cold

words, to which Zdenko submitted on the
his

lantern

" Consuelo,"

had lost sight

words.

the well alone, deprived

of Albert's as
For the latter, victim to a new

fancy, seemed to see her before him and to
follow a deceitful
phantom, while he

This was
said Albert as soon as he abandoned her in darkness.
of him, " if this faithful too much for a woman, and for Consuelo

animal which lies at your feet should be
mad ; yes, if my poor Cynabre
should endanger your life by an involun
come

I

at the moment when she was ascending

and sistance.

Albert, went his way, singing very strange airs

asked

bye and

you

age to Zdenko,
instant.

at her with surprize.

looking

"I

I

it would
never entirely recover. Zdenko who was behind her, and who
She tried to reconcile them, by addressing might retrace his steps ; upon the torrent
affectionate words to each.
But Albert which he always held, so to speak, in liis
hand, and which he could again unchain
rising, and giving the keys of his hermit
haps

herself.
master,

Cynabre walked as fast as his
and fled, carrying the lantern.

Consuelo had left her's in the cell.

The

surely be obliged to road made numerous angles, behind which
inslaat.
an kill him ; and believe that
every
would not the light disappeared

with

tary fury,

should

I

Consuelo struck
against one of those
of clay, blood, even that of beings inferior to man — angles, fell and could not rise again.
which he placed in the interstices of his Be tranquil therefore, no danger will The chill of death ran through all her

air of indifference,

his

brown

long

while

hands,

kneading

with

lumps

sluice way, in order to hasten the draining
of (he cistern. " Explain yourself, Consaid Albert, much agitated.

suelo,"

"

menace you hereafter."
" Of what are you speaking,

Albert?"

1 replied the young girl, troubled at this un

nothing of what he says.

can comprehend

hesitate, though my hand has never shed

limbs.
A last apprehension finally pre
sented itself to her mind. Zdenko had pro
bably received orders to open the sluice

" I fear nothing now. gate after a certain time, in order to conceal
is still a man, though he has lost the staircase and the issue of the cistern.
his reason by his own fault perhaps, and So that even if hatred did not inspire him,
foreseen allusion.

He pretends that he did not conduct you Zdenko
to this place, that you came by subterra
and

I

which

nean passages,
passable,

where

know

by your's a little likewise.

to be im

a delicate

woman

blood and punishment.

Speak not of he would from habit obey this necessary
" It is then accomplished,"
It is your duty precaution.

could never have dared to venture, nor to restore him to the truth and to cure thought Consuelo, making vain attempts
He him, instead of encouraging his insanity. to drag herself forward on her knees.
have been able to direct herself.
" I am the victim of a pitiless destiny. I
says, (Great God ! what does not the un Come, let us go ; I tremble lest the day
fortunate say,)

that it was destiny which
and that the archangel

should dawn,

and surprize us on our ar

rival."
" You are right," said Albert resuming
Michael, whom he calls the proud and

conducted

you,

domineering, made you pass through the
water and the abysses."

"

"

his route.

shall never escape from this subterranean ;
my eyes will not again behold

the light

of day."

Already a thicker veil than tliat of the
speaks by your
My insanity has been outward darkness spread itself over her

Wisdom

mouth, Consuelo.

It is possible,"

said Consuelo, with a contagious to that unfortunate, and it was sight, her hands became numb, and an
that the archangel Michael had quite time for you to come, and save us apathy, which resembled the last sleep,
she
Suddenly
something to do with it ; for it is certain from the abyss to which we were both suspended her terrors.
came by the waste way of the foun
Restored by you, I will try felt herself pressed and raised in powerful
that
hastening.

"

smile,

I

I fled

tain, that

before the torrent, that
lost two

thought

myself

that

traversed

I

I

I

or three times,

caverns

and quarries

expected to be swallowed up, or
smothered at every step ; and yet these
where

were

dangers
Zdenko'a

not

more

anger, when

feaiful

than

chance or Provi

dence made me find the true route." Here
herself

Consuelo,

who always expressed

in Spanish

with Albert, related to him in

a few

words,

the reception

which

his

pacific Zdenko had given her, and the at
tempt to bury her alive, which he had al

to restore Zdenko.
succeed,

if

And yet if

his insanity

I

do not arms, which seized and drew her towards
the cistern.
A burning bosom beats

again puts your
life in danger, although Zdenko be a man
before God and an angel in his tenderness
for me, though he be the only true friend

against

her's

and caressing

and warms
voice

it ; a friendly

addresses

her with

tender words; Cynabre bounds before her,
I have hitherto had upon the earth — be shaking the light. It is Albert, who re
assured Consuelo, I will tear him from stored to himself, seizes and saves her
my heart, and you will never see him with the passion of a mother who has lost
In three minutes
and found her child.
again."

" Enough,

they arrived at the canal whence the water
murmur
so many I of the fountain had run out, they reached
Cynabre,
terrors, of supporting a new one, " do not the arcade and the staircase.
I ! accustomed to this dangerous ascent, leap
fill your mind with such suppositions.
ed Consuelo,

enough, Albert!"
incapable

after

AUTUMN.
A

spirit haunts the year's last hours
Dwelling amid these yellowing bowers
To himself he talks

Albert, carrying Consuelo on one arm,
and clinging with the other to the chain,
staircase, at the bot

tom of which the watei

For at eventide, listening earnestly.
At his work ye may hear him sob and sigh
In the walks

already began to

;

a

i'

Earthward he bowed the heavy stalks
mount also. This was not the least of the
Of the mouldering flowers.
dangers which Consuelo had encountered,
Heavily hangs the broad sunflower
Albert was endowed
but she felt no fear.
Over its grave
the earth so chilly
with a muscular strength in comparison
Heavily hangs the hollyhock,
with which Zdenko's was as a child's, and
Heavily hangs the tiger-lily.
at this moment he was animated with su
damp, and hush'd, and ctose,
pernatural power. When he had deposited The air
is

SMOKING

kissing the veil
which she rested upon his face, " you are
as light in my arms as on the day when I
descended from the SchreckeWein to

carry you to the chateau."

" Which you will not again leave with
out my permission, Albeit, do not forget

every

She re

and memory to
her mysterious

But hardly had she let her
journey.
wearied head fall upon the pillow, when
a heavy and burning sleep, full of fanciful
dreams and horrible adventures, nailed it
there, under the weight of a usurping and
inexorable fever.
To be Continued.
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DESPISE
NOT THE DAY or SMALL
THINGS.
Standing in the porch of a no
ted hotel yesterday, we observed a gen
tleman pick up a pin and carefully place
" That's the
it on his collar.
way to llo
my boy," said
man from the West
ern part of this State, who has risen
his own energy from poverty to an in
"
come of forty thousand
year
your
eyes are always as sharp, you will rival
me
wealth before your hair
grey."

:

I

!
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is

I

I

a

it

a

:

a

it

a

is

a

a

a

a

conceal

strength
trace of

it

which she took away the key.
tained sufficient

a

to recover the shelter of
her apartment.
With an agitated hand
she freed herself from her stained and torn
clothes, and hid them in a trunk from

it

gave her wings

1

cough,

Consuelo

;

the signal of her
had the happiness not
to be seen or heard by any one.
Fear
piercing

rising.

in

to regain her own.
The family began to
in the chateau.
Already from the
lower story, the canoness sounded a dry

wake

if

you your's," replied he, kneel
He helped her to en
ing before her.
velope herself in the veil, and to cross his
chamber, whence she escaped stealthily

and

;

a

"

" Nor

if

your oath !

it

to her with enthusiasm,

a

shall sink under it in your place."
" O my little Zingarella !" said Albert

a

I

his

"I

!

now feel your fatigue more than
and it seems to me that

a

I

you do yourself,

:

I should have died, and you
I have done for you ;

have repaid all that
but

in

a

My friend," said she to him tenderly,
without you

')

"

is

and

I

freely,

;

breathing

her veil his broad forehead bathed in sweat.

"

Willis,

PARIS.

A

at last

rising from his panting breast, wiped with

i'

the well, in the light of the breaking dawn,
Consuelo,

IN

sick man's room when he Uketli repose last letter from Paris to the New York
Mirror, says
An hour before death
My very heart faints and my whole soul
Every- man smokes in the street in
grieves
worse, (or better,
Paris. And what
At the moist rich smell of the rotting leaves, as you chance to think about it,) the
was sit
dies smoke very generally
And the breath
lovely English
ting by the side of
Of the fading edges of box beneath,
woman yesterday, on a morning call,
And the year's last rose.
when she suddenly threaded her fair fin
Heavily hangs the broad sunflower
gers through the profusion of blonde curls
Over its grave
the earth so chilly
upon her cheek and said.
hope my
not disagreeable to you "
hair
Heavily hangs the hollyhock,
at
of
looked amazement
the possibility,
Heavily hangs the tiger-lily.
" Because," she added, " have
course.
Tennyson.
been smoking all the morning
and
The ladies
stays in one's hair so!"
AN ILL TIMED SHOT.
French Dil smoke small paper cigars, made of very
They scout the idea of
igence was lately travelling on the road delicate tobacco.
between Lagny and Paris, with its com ever giving the practice up, and are only
plement of passengers, and among them astonished at having so long left this
several Parisian sportsmen on their way charming thought softener to male mono
home.
One of these gentlemen, on ac poly.
have since seen
dandy coolly ap
count of the crowded state of the vehicle,
fresh cigar in his
party with
was compelled to take his seat on the proach
and
draw
mouth,
from the lady's
light
outside with the conductor.
The heavy
This was
machine in which twenty
six persons cigar while she was smoking.
cafe, and he might have been an ac
were heaped up had nearly reached Chel- in
but one would like to know
lis, and the horses were moving with quaintance
rather an unsteady pace, when suddenly how much magnetism might pass over
fairly
flock of partridges rose up from
field bridge of tobacco, and whether
on the side of the road.
The sportsman, the custom of tbe country thus to take
fire at
lady's lips without an introduc
who was seated by the conductor, imme
diately pointed his gun, which was double- tion.
barrelled, and fired it.
The sound of the explosion alarmed
THE TRUE REFORMER.
The true and
the horses, who broke the reins, sprung
valuable Reformer, the American Reform
forward, and upset the carriage into
er,
not
man of mere faith, without
ditch.
Cries of pain and alarm arose,
works and without sense.
Having hit
the conductor and the passengers, who
favorite theory, he does not re
upon
had suffered least, endeavored to disen
solve at once to force
upon the world
gage themselves, that they might assist
without reference to the existing state of
the others, and some of them hastened
things, and with no regard to time or
for help to the next village.
But at that consequences.
He sees the human race
moment the gallop of horses was heard,
has struggled for thou
as
struggling
two riders advanced
all haste
they sands of years, to ascend the steep and
were the gens d'armes attracted by the
rugged heights, on the summit of which
report of the gun.
hopes to enjoy peace and happiness,
" Gentlemen," cried the
officer, "your and although with the eye of faith he
hunting permit
may look beyond the clouds and dark
" Talk about you please."
hunting
permits," an ness, and gain a view of the resplendant
swered the unlucky author of the acci
glories which encircle the brow of this
" Help us get out the
dent.
passengers lofty mountain,
still he does not with
from the Diligence, and we will explain
reckless and fanatical haste risk all that
afterwards."
has been gained by springing forward to
Every thing in its time," replied the
reach the object at
single bound, the
police officer, "
there are people wound
consequence of which would be to pre
ed, send for
doctor, but in the mean
cipitate him back to the foot of the hiH to
time give me your hunting permit or
On the
commence the journey anew.
shall arrest you."
contrary he toils on with patience, caution
The huntsman searched, turned his and deliberation.
He takes care to keep
pocket, his game bag inside out, no per
all that has been acquired.
He looks
mit.
He was then obliged to give his well to his footing, and before leaving
name, surname, his domicile and profes
the spot on which he stands, finds
safe
sion, of all
which
the officer took and secure buttress of the rock on which
note.
Meantime groans had succeeded to plant his next onward and upward
to screams, six travellers, one of whom step. — N. Y. News.

upon the margin of As

a

his precious burden

is

ascended the spiral

;

:

near him.

had his left arm broken, were waiting
was
on the other side of the ditch, —
sad sight, but
was necessary to go
through the formalities of the law.
Finally, at the end of an hour, the
travellers who were most injured, were
The police
allowed to return to Lagny.
officers rendered no assistance, but their
proces verbal recompensed the partridges
for the alarm which had been given them
This epi
by the ill-advised sportsman.
sode of the new game laws will necessa
rily have
sequel in the correctional
police court. — Paris Journal des Debats.
it

he feared to encum

a a

if

steps, hy remaining too

ber his master's

it

first, as

ed forward
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CRKDIT.

he gave to his class illustrating principles
Soon after his removal to Cam
in law.
bridge, on his way to Boston, he had oc
casion to use fifty dollars, for which he
stepped into the Bank at Cambridgeport.
The Cashier, not knowing him, scrutinized
him very closely, and after he had told
him who he was, observed that his object
in his scrutiny was to satisfy himself
was probable, from his tiersonal
whether
appearance, that he was good for fifty
dollars, and he thought the best evidence
would be afforded by the kind of boots he
it

is

It

well said that
NOTHING LOST.
The drop of water
lost.
nothing
which
spilt, the fragment of paper
burnt, the plhnt that rots on the
which
forgotten,
ground, all that perishes and
equally seeks the atmosphere,' and all
there preserved, and thence daily re
turned for use. — McCulloch.
is

it
is

GOOD BOOTS NECESSARY

The Mississippi Free Trader relates an
aneedote of the late Judge Story, which

is

is is

" Beasts of the field," exclaims with
virtuous indignation
the Editor of the
Well, Mr. Editor, look at the
Courier.
men
the social world of your predilec
tion
how many of your brethren — and
as you have publicly declared yourself to
be
Christian,
suppose you will not re
An apothecary in Salem has
CANDID.
gret the title, for Christ said, Ye are all
kinds of
brethren — how many of them, sir, are written over his door —
DYTNC STUFFS sold here."
reduced to the condition of beasts of bur
is

that has existed on the earth, the Savage,
Patriarchal, and Barbarian, having prece
ded it — is the work of the legislators
and lawyers of Greece and Rome, and
the kings, tyrants and aristocrats of the
Middle Ages in Europe.
It was created
and established in times of war, slavery,
oppression, discord, poverty, ignorance,
and as far as Greece and Rome are con
cerned, under the influence of false reli
Can such a Society, coming from
gions.
such a source, be true, just, sacred in its
spirit and its practical organization? —

then, which are composed of the
beasts
of the field " Three millions of negroes
in the South, forced to toil from fear of
the lash, and sold like cattle in the public
markets of Civilization, are they not made,
sir, truly beasts of burthen?
Yes or no?
throw back to you your ac
so,
And
"
cusation of
beasts of the field," and
say to you that the system which you up
hold, aud which pays you in wealth,
standing, and influence, reduces men as
near as possible to the condition of " beasts
no fiction — examine
of the field." This
and
you can see through the dark
mists of prejudice and selfishness which
$25,000 per annum, and standing, and
influence raise up around you, and which
are drawn mainly from existing iniquities,
unholy profits wrung from
particularly
oppressed labor, and party politics with its
insane strife, come out and attack
bold
ly,
you love truth and have the courage
to face the popular selfishness and preju
dice.
Look also at the white toiling millions
working from 12
throughout Civilization,
to 10 hours per day to earn a miserable
physical existence, without any hope of
social elevation, without the means of in
tellectual culture, without any future on
this earth before them, but toil, poverty
and anxiety — condensing their sweat and
favored few, look
blood into treasures for
and say whether these masses are not
mere machines of toil, and whether Civ
ilized Society with its monstrous organi
zation of labor does not reduce them com
paratively to the condition of beasts of
burthen — that is, toiling ceaselessly for
the
mere physical existence — and
vine spark implanted in the human soul
by God could be obliterated, would reduce
them in reality to the condition which you
speak of with such hearty emphasis.
Look, sir, at the bulk of the working
population of Civilization, driven to toil
the lash or starvation, and scrutinize
very carefully whether in your conserva
tive mania you are not aiding powerfully
to sustain an Order of things which pro
duces in part the results of which
you
are so liberal in accusing others.
HUMANITY.

I

The present system of Society, called
Civilization — the fourth distinct Society

is

the day which is so false in its statements
and breathes a spirit so revolting, that I
cannot refrain from making a few com
ments upon it.
After speaking of you as a self-made
man, and accusing you, for that reason,
of being: filled with vanity and egotism,
he commences an attack upon the doctrine
of Association, or as he calls it Fourierism, and lays the charge to the men en
gaged in its advocacy, of wishing to real
ize the following
results, to
disgusting
wit : " to compel men to Hoe logetlter in
herds, like the beasts of lite field," " with
out religion and without hope," "without
the affections and endearments of home,"
&c. Now there is something so repul
sive in such an accusation, so utterly ab
horrent to every sentiment of humanity,
that the mind feels an unwillingness
to
answer, or even meddle in any way with
it.
But some answer perhaps may be
necessary, otherwise a portion of the pub
so
lic,
credulous as to believe whatever
appears in print, may take it for granted
that such monstrous results may be sought
for by some crazy and desperate outcasts
from society.
In the face of the fact that
the men engaged in the Associative move
ment are not only respectable, but some
of them even eminent in their spheres,
accusations like the above can only come
from inconsiderate prejudice and blind an
tipathy.
The" epithet of " beasts of the field,"
has been a favorite one with the Editor
of the Courier, and has often been applied
before in discussing the question of Social
and Industrial
reform.
A feeling often
crosses our mind that this term of" beasts
of the field," is but the faithful mirror of
the moral state of the source from which
it emanates ; yet we hasten to disclaim en
tertaining seriously any such opinion, for
we believe the Editor of the Courier is
animated by many just and honorable sen
timents, perhaps a majority, but he is rash
and prejudiced, and some of the propensi
ties of those innocent animals to which he
refers, may be momentarily aroused by
hia antipathies.
He might, at least, be
more choice in his language, for in our
conviction, it is descending below the lev
el of the harmless herding animals and
entering into the region of howling hyenas
and fork-tongued
snakes to accuse our
fellow men of the detestable design of
wishing to destroy " religion and a hope
in the future," and of reducing mankind
to the condition of " beasts of the field."
Let us explain in a very few words
what the Advocates of Association,
or a
Social and Industrial reform, are really
aiming at.

and a society
by its results : let the history of blood of
the last twenty five centuries answer in
tones of awful wo and misery.
The present is somewhat better than
the past — for the wrath of a false social
world will wear itself out — but look at
the files of papers that every steamer
brings to our shores, and what do we see ?
Wars, famines, poverty, executions, mur
ders, epidemic diseases, brutal acts of
tyranny, the sad accounts of which are
relieved only by frivolous details upon the
fashions, the theatres, the doings of the
idle and selfish.
Look at these fruits of
the present social organization,
and let
them answer.
"
And in our own country — this happy
and plenteous country" — as the Editor
how stand things?
of the Courier calls
In the South three millions of Slaves
toiling in the cotton fields and rice swamps
to grow products for the planters of the
South and the trading classes of the North
to speculate upon, and whose advertise
ments fill the columns of the ponderous
Courier, yielding its owner at least
25,000 per annum, who exclaims — 'this
happy and plenteous land,' and declares
that things are well enough, and that no
wanted.
our city, ac
Again,
change
cording to the statement of one of its Al
dermen, there are ten thousand prostitutes,
and throughout the land there are drunk
enness, more or less poverty, dreadful
disappointments, hopes blasted, and other
moral and physical evils —
majority of
which common sense proclaims to be the
result of false social circumstances, and
not the depravity of the human heart, as
the Courier tells us.
Now he has no burning indignation to
express against these social abuses and
monstrosities
he passes gently over them,
and lays them all to the human heart —
the work of the Divine Hand and the vic
tim of the false social and political
ar
rangements which dark ages of ignorance
and poverty have engendered.
What are the institutions on which the
boasted civilized Social Order — the off
spring of monarchical Europe and gorestained Greece and Rome —
based?
The following are some of them ex
amine them, and see whether they are fit
to govern even the poor " beasts of the
field," or rather the beasts of the jungle
and the desert, and say whether
wis
dom or stupidity to uphold them as some
are now devoting themselves,
journals
with holy ardor to do.
Among the insti
tutions and arrangements which form the
parts or elements of the Civilized social
mechanism, we find — war — slavery —
serfdom — hired labor or servitude to cap
ital — false and anarchical competition —
conflict of interests — war of capital and
labor — monopolized
machinery — indus
trial incoherence and waste — which joint
and severally engender those frightful
social scourges, like poverty, ignorance,
discord, universal duplicity of action and
selfishness, drunkenness, degradation and
prostitution.

in

To the Editor of The Tribune :
The Courier and Enquirer of Thursday
last contained an article on the reforms of

Judge a tree by its fruits,

ly
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not

it may

it is, though

of, for system

REVIEW.

be easy to perceive it.
The chief of these is the want of real

always

Studies in Religion. By the Author of
" Words in a Sunday School." New human sympathies. Ita doctrine and ten
York : C. Shephard, 191 Broadway. dency are extreme individualism.
It sun
1845. pp.230.
ders the man from his fellows, and even

This little book, if not a direct offshoot
is of very near kin to that remarkable
intellectual and moral phenomenon. New
That family
England Transcendentalism.
however,

we

not

numerous,

very

must

understand,
is

though

quite various

in

doubts whether
have

should

fellows

at all.

In

scent is as unsatisfactory
are aware of.

as any that we

The dogmatic and oracu

lar mode of speech which

fits him so well

is insufferable when assumed by the callow
youths and maidens, who deal so largely
in self reliance and spirituality, and who
and
nothing of seeing through
through all the divine and other things,
wherewith
the universe is indifferently
make

furnished.
these

It is gratifying

persons

and that their

are generally

to know that
short

lived

number is not at present

The fact is, a new development of mu
The new
of soloplayers, " virtuosos," not yet past; so fills

school,

a long

phase.

meteoric

shower

of the Ego-ism, which makes all with its dazzling lilrht, as almost to
for a time the quiet orbs to
life so mean, so pitiful, and so extinguish
wretched.
In this point of view it is whicli we have been wont to look up. It

pression
modern

himself," had to be published in this
way as well as in the frauds of com
of town
merce and the auction-sales
Thank God that the higher
paupers.
" Each for all and all for
principle of
each," is beginning to be clearly enforced,
and that we are learning

to understand

has some things bad, and some things
good in it, this tendency ; and came as
naturally in the course of things, as did
any other forms of Art.
As the genius of the old

Cathedral,

that Gothic sense of the Infinite,

produced
the Fugue ; as the genius of Protestant
ism produced the Chorus and the Oratorio,
; as the dramatic

in the style of Handel

that man is really man only so far as he genius found utterance for the feelings of
is in intimate union with his brethren. the individual heart in the Opera and its

We cannot live alone.
isolated

soul that God's

Not

given.

in

cold,

It is not to the Mozart ; as the genius of nature, or the
inspirations are feeling of the correspondence of all out
solitary

increasing.

plation

Like many things beside in tHfesetimes,
this sect of thinkers has quite different
values, if we consider it as an element

scend upon us, but when

of the general movement or as an individ
ual thing.
Taken as a sign of dissatis

shine

faction with the unpoetic and even decay
ing husks, which had been and in some

series of articles.

a still, in its ascending

word, it teaches a perfect spiritual selfish
ness,
(t is the poetic and mystical ex

From the lofty thought and
melodious utterance of its leader, down to perhaps a necessity.
Our Civilization,
" Each one for
the twaddle of the younger born, the de must complete its circle.

quality.

some length, as we mean to show both
sides of the matter, which may cost us a

that he sical art has been for a long time, and is

it is necessary

any

we have kept written about musical prod
We shall go into it at

igies in general.

does the celestial

life, when

human
us

we glow

de

ward sights and 'sounds with the inward
life of man, moulded a chaos into order

with in the orchestra ; — so too, at length, the
very mechanical skill requisite to express

hearts of love answer

each throb of ours, when
upon

contem

visitation

from

great resolves

other's

eyes,

and

and joyous enthusiasm fills the
whole atmosphere we breathe.
The calm arrogance which the doctors

solemn

all this, the genius of execution, has come
to have its day, and, declaring itself in
dependent, has created a music of its
own, and now dictates what sort of com

position it will show itself off in; — for
quarters still are not stintedly fed out, and and disciples of this philosophy employ in it is. not always that the music of the
of the deep impulse to demand and to have speaking of other modes of thought, if not heart or of the head afford sphere enough
Hence
something better, it commands our sym
always pleasantis sometimes amusing. One for its miracle-working propensity.
In the general might imagine that the dicta of the abso the music of the fingers.
Hence the day
pathy and admiration.

of solo-players, and the hundred-handed
lute ideas were now being proclaimed,
Equally use that any body who wanted to hear the Briareuses of the piano, of voices which
ful has been its part in the culture of some last decision of the Pure Reason need vie with instruments in their swift liquid
of the best minds, who are now not only only draw near.
passages, and of instruments which al
" sitting by their studious lamps, musing,
The fingers have entered
There are many other things to be most sing.
new notions and said upon this subject which we shall into conspiracy with the peculiarities or
searching,
revolving
ideas, wherewith to present, as with their bring forward on a suitable opportunity
genius of the instruments played upon,
and sworn to serve no longer in the mere
when we hope to treat it more fully.
homage and their fealty, the approaching
but who in truth and in ear
reformation,"
The "Studies in Religion," is by an bringing out of melodies and harmonies
nest, have laid their hands to the work. amiable person of much genuine religious
written for the heart; they will have an
Nor has it been without service in the ad feeling, and is a kind of diluted quotation order of music which shall represent
vancement of truth itself.
Amidst the of the speculations we have spoken of. them in their sovereign capacity.
And if
brilliant paradoxes and glittering errors For our own part we greatly prefer them in the course of their surprising feats,
which its Coryphaeus, eminently a one at first hands.
there is sometimes a glow of soul, or an
sided and unbalanced man vainly endeav
aurora-borealis
play of the imagination,
oring after equilibrium, from time to time
this is accidental, clear gain which did

elan towards

a broader mental freedom, it

has contributed not a little.

sends forth, are many great and wise ideas
set too to such music that they cannot soon
be forgotten.

of

philosophy

MUSICAL REVIEW.

THE VIRTUOSO

AGE IN MUSIC.

But regarded as a system
THE NEW SCHOOL OF PIANISTS
and ethics, the theory of
LINISTS.

AKD VIO

our Transcendentalism is fatally defective
The arrival of the last great wonder,
and erroneous.
Briefly, it knows nothing the Trismegistus
LEO
among pianists,
of the progressive, hierarchical Order of POLD DE MEYER, heralded by his own
the Universe,

and by consequence

stum

biography

in thick

gilt-edged

pamphlet,

bles at almost every step and does not
detailing his whole career of European
stumble forwards.
But we have triumphs, and making a book no wise
neither space nor time for a scientific inferior to the Arabian
Nights for mar
analysis ; we only point out the promi
vellous entertainment,
gives us a good
nent peculiarities of the system we speak
occasion to draw out from our stores what

always

not enter into the original
man can hardly

apply

calculation.
himself

A

to think

out a system of severe logic, without now
a vein of warmest poe

and then striking

try ; or resolve to be very practical, with
So
out theorizing before he knows it.
the virtuoso, working away with all his
the mechanical
and conquering

might

difficulties

which hem him in, till he has

become master of all the latent capabili
ties of his instrument, will find his heart
and soul kindling with the excitement of
freedom, (that is, if he
such luxuriant
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have any heart,) and will in spite of him- the hero of an interesting occasion.
You
Belf, inspire and move, as well as astonish ; are met to sympathize, or judge in an af
seeking applause, he will find the heart fair of personal consequence.
It is his

lessness by invisible graces, who send him

of his audience.
Or, shall we say, seek
ing the heart of his instrument, he finds
his own heart.
There is nothing like the
excitement of exertion of any kind, and

With what complacency of sublime vani

especially
coming

triumphant
difficulties,

exertion

to fire

in

one's

over
whole

soul and rouse into action his best genius.
And so the mechanical finger-school in

success, or failure, which

constitutes

the

charm of the thing, and makes you breath
less with expectation, as when lost in the

it is to see a great deed performed, to ad

beauty. Springing from an ignoble source,
the stream is swollen in its winding way

piano,

with many a mountain brook from purest
heights.
The fashion of becoming

midable foe, the extravagant

great

has opened a market for
genius too.
Thalberg,
Paganini,

from

and perfumed, like young
the hands of Venus.

ty he smiles down upon his audience, and
distributes gracious little

bows, accepting

part of a novel or a play.

mire and applaud a wonderful
achieve
ment.
The virtuoso of the violin, or the

players

Ascanius

It the applause as something for which he
is not to enjoy music, to get transported was not anxious, something his by right !
into the ideal world of harmony ,vto rise And true enough ; he need not concern
above your cares on wings of melody ; but himself; the victory is already won ; he has
interesting

music has produced soul -stirring fantasias
and true pictures of marvellous
ideal

great

forth all curled

or the voice,

gladiator,

stands there,

monster,
that many-headed
the public, by the very magnetism of his

spell-bound

presence ; and now perhaps he will con
himself a little with

like a descend to amuse

to contend with that most for

his violin, and let the monster hear.

He

demand of a draws out fitful snatches of melody from

the strings, just as his humor prompts
pampered public taste for some new mira
cle that shall swallow up the miracle of him ; and, by a sort of instinct, orchestra
He seems and all things chime in properly, for it is
yesterday, like Aaron's rod.

Chopin, Listz, are no mere mountebanks ; to be striving to convince you that he can a magic influence ; and now you shall go
have

not stifled the divine fire in

do some things as well as any body else.
And if he can only convince you of it be

into ecstasies, you shall taste the very de

occupied with light and beauty, as fast as fore-hand, if he can only throw an irresist
they have conquered, the stubborn world ible air of mystery and superiority around
of matter.
his very first entree, so that you shall all
This new school therefore is to be re be in his power before he strikes a note,

you for yielding yourselves in such impli
cit faith to him.

The genius of the age consent
spected.
ed to work in it.
Still it cannot be de

great attraction ; when we crowd to the
concert room, not for the quiet enjoy
ment of good music, but for the excite

they

working

at the

finger-trade ;

but

have

then it is the height of the sublime ! then
the music will certainly be great !

nied that, as a school, this is its charac

Observe, then, how admirably every
is music to satisfy tlie demands thing is calculated for effect ; with what
of extraordinary skill; and not skill to consummate skill the grand stroke is pre
satisfy the demands of music.
In its ori pared ; what forethought in each little ar
teristic :

//

gin, therefore, it is monstrous and illegit
imate ; though it may manifest some fine

rangement ; each music-stand, each lamp
set as characteristically and with as much

lirium

of musical

Art and Taste

sensation,

to reward

are certainly

at a low

ebb, when performances of this sort are the

ment of some great contest of skill, or of
great player's triumph ; when we

some

care not so much for the intrinsic value of
a peice of music, as for the wonderful
No matter how
feats of the performer.

" tout ensemble," as each beautiful it is in itself; the music in it
of humanity as it . grows
up. reference to the
When we go to the concert of one of note in a well composed Fugue, or Sym
self is made secondary to the display
these modern virtuosos, is not this the phony. Perhaps, (we hear of such things, and fashion of the thing.
Granting the
pleasure which we promise ourselves : if they have not yet reached us, since we utmost that has been said in praise of
first, to hear the greatest player we ev belong only to the provinces in Virtuoso- Paganini, yet who does not see that there
er heard ; and secondly, to hear the pecu
land) the orchestral corps, who are to ac must necessarily have been less of pure
liar nature of his instrument brought out t company our hero, glide in softly to their musical enjoyment at one of his concerts,
while to the music itself, as a language places, each in suit of elegant and solemn than at a good Oratorio, or the perform
of the soul, only a subordinate interest is black, all ranged, symmetrical and still, ance of some rich Symphony by an or
attached?
Signer such an one has come as priests about an altar, their instruments chestra, no member of which is cele
traits

from Europe, to show us what the violin tuned as if by instinct, each looking so brated.
is, or the violoncello, or the piano ; and absorbed and yet so conscious of the
2. And this
what strides the art has made, what diffi
ed is always
whole, no need of bustle or explanation,
cult feats he can perform.
He has not or coming to mutual understanding about principal end,
learned all this that he may show you what is to be done ; the genius of the can you hear

because the music select
made subservient

to

this

Almost never
any thing of Beethoven,
what good music is ; no ; but he has scene will inspire each part in its due Bach or Mozart, from one of these prodi
composed his own music, so as to show season; they do not seem like men, but gies, who can play any thing.
So sel
what heights, what depths, what veloci
organs of some ruling spirit of the air, dom is it that one is qualified to do justice
ty, what varieties of tone, what seeming whose visible appearance now we all to those immortal composers by perform
impossibilities his instrument and he are breathlessly await.
Do not be impatient. ing them, that we fondly hope the vir
capable of.
But no.
in the fullness of time, not a tuoso will introduce us to them.
Precisely
As we have said, there is evil, and moment before or after, the folding doors They are not difficult enough, to show the
there is good in all this ; and we will en in the back of the stage fall open of their public what he can do ; or they composed
deavor to consider them both fairly.
own accord, and forth advances, amid nothing which will bring out the newly
I. Let us dispose of the worst side deafening applause, the tall dark form of discovered peculiarities of his instrument,
first.
There are several ways in which the master, like a calm magician stepping which he is anxious to show you. And
this tendency degrades the art.
forth upon the troubled sea, which he will so you must listen to some Fantasia, or
1. By making it an exhibition of per soon tranquillize.
He is dressed in ele brilliant Variations, by the master of his
sonal skill.
In these fashionable concerts gant black, with the utmost precision. school ; or ten to one, he chooses to com
the artist bespeaks more attention to him
His air is that of the exquisite and the
self, than to his art.
Music is but the Paganini combined ; pale and rapt and all
and background,
scenery
in front of abstracted from this world, and yet so
which he stations his own figure in the courtier-like in attitude and attire, that he
strongest light.

He comes before you as seems waited upon in his sublime care

of display.

Mozart, Beetho
pose all his own music.
ven, Haydn, composed for the church, for
the affections of the heart as developed in
the drama ; for the quiet intellectual home
enjoyment of the Quartette, or Sonata ; but
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the most remarkable music of this day is somewhere, in the public estimation of carry nothing home.
Whereas the effect
first and principally
for the the Art, in the fashion as it regards con of hearing true music, though it be the
or
of Beethoven,
fingers, to astonish.
It is his skill, his certs, or in himself, when a good player longest Symphony
school, his instrument, and not tlie Art, of is no longer willing to play for the glory Oratorio of Handel, is to refresh and re

composed

which

he stands forth

representative.

the champion and of music, but only to glorify

And so Beethoven,

and

4. Another

himself.

evil of such performances

new our mind, and send us away richer
and stronger, and doubly proof against the

the best in music, are brought no nearer is, that they establish a false standard ; torpedo touch of common-place and dull
all this improvement in the they divert beginners from the true aim. ness.
By the first sort of exhibition we
mechanical facilities.
It is very much All the young pianists are ambitious to get to be familiar with wonderful things ;

to us, for

like building railroads, for the sport of it.
not for the purpose of transportation, not
to bring the wealth of distant lands with
in our reach. Certainly we will not ob
ject to the artist, if he will produce as
good, or better .music of his own ; we will
not say that the only true calling of the

the most difficult pieces.
They
seem to think that the whole merit lies in
learn
'/.

Good

music

perform ; what

is

often difficult

came warm

by the last we are made to feel that life
is altogether wonderful and unspeakably
The effect of the first is
to interesting.

and simply

from the heart, does not necessarily coin
cide with the most natural and easy habits

of the fingers ; but it does not therefore
artist now, is to perform and interpret the follow that difficulty should be the chief
music of old masters.
But it is very clear, desideratum in composition.
For if music
that if he had the soul of Art in him, he from the heart is often harder to execute,
would not be so shy of those great mas than it was for the mind to invent ; so too
ters, and would occasionally be glad to it is never any the poorer for happening
postpone the satisfaction of making known to be easy.
There is as much thought
the whole compass of his skill, or of his and beauty, sometimes, in that which is
instrument, for the sake of an hour of easy, as there can be in the most difficult.
genuine quickening converse with those And what is the motive for studying into
great spirits, and for the pleasure there and mastering a piece of music ? What the
must be in lifting his audience to some par
anticipated good which justifies BO much
If the musical public had preliminary practice ? Is it the accom
ticipation in it.
any genuine love of Art, the demand plishing of a difficult feat, or is it the at
would be for the genuine, rather than for taining to the power of understanding,

ennui

and discontent;

diviner discontent,

of the last, that

called aspiration.

(To be Continued.)
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression, a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsions all tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christian principles,of Universal lus
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
DR. CHANICIWO.

EUGENE SUE.

popularity is poor proof of
These
an author's depth or genuineness.
the glittering.
feeling and expressing the sentiment, the mushroom reputations have not, as a gen
3. Again.
But the name
Without denying that it is beautiful conception of the composer. eral rule, been permanent.
a very distinct and very legitimate pro Through the rock of mechanical difficulty which we have just written down, has
•vince in the Art, that of the Solo-player
With
we bore till we come to the living spring ; got the better of our incredulity.
by profession ; that it is a sphere which
very high talents may honorably enter,
and that a man may fulfil the noble
calling

but that may also gush up, and often does
gush up, in greener and more accessible

Immediate

Sue the dazzling qualities are
only secondary, and his unparalleled suc
cess is but the accident, by no means the
Eugene

To learn to love its waters is the
spots.
of an artist in that way ; still we great thing, and not despise the gift which end and ultimatum of his talent.

Crown

cannot bat feel that its success is at the may be easily enjoyed.
Half the practice
It be which a young lady bestows upon her
expense of other forms of music.

ed as a novelist, he has not forgotten his
mission as a man ; as he does not de

to be up with the
last brilliant and

scend to please his age, there is cause to
he will not go down, as the
If he had not
saying is, to future fame.

gets such

habitual

for personal

craving

consideration,

for applause,
that

the ac

ambitious
day,

resolution

and conquer

the

hope that

complished

performer is hardly willing
to subordinate or lose himself in a joint
effort with others to bring out some noble

frightfully difficult set of variations by
Herz or Thalberg, would give her the the faith, the freedom, and the earnest
enviable power of playing with ease and ness, which the vain world usually re

work in a way that shall do the composer
He leaves it to others to fill out
justice.
a Quartette, or an Orchestra.
It is a part
of the policy of his profession not to make

correctness the more soul-satisfying sona
tas of Beethoven, so far as the mechani
cal difficulty is concerned ; and
not susceptible to their spiritual

if

wards with martyrdom, we should suspect
such brilliant

she be of our own

meaning

charlatanry,

powers of pleasing, in spite
pleasure, to be the devil's
which
with
the world is

He must only play and beauty, why should she wish to med fuller now than ever. How is it that this
where he can be all in all.
Now this is dle with music at all ' Yes, half and man can love the people more than popu
a false pride ; and fatal to the best inte
less than half of the toil expended upon larity, and yet be in all men's mouths?
rests of A rt, quite opposed to its high dis this fashionable accomplishment,
might Verily, an altogether new and grand po
interested spirit.
True Art can entertain make the purest and most refined and in sition for a man ! We tremble lest he
no egotism.
A true artist, if he felt the tellectual of all enjoyments, that of fami lose it.
And how has he used this popularity t
greatness of his mission, could no more liar acquaintance
with the works of
think of making himself too cheap, than Beethoven and Mozart, a comparatively
Not as the admired ones generally do,
He
the Son of Man could, on. his daily errands common blessing in our houses ; and how who do not use, but only serve it.
of mercy.
All the dignity resides in the much would social life become enriched has not fallen from truth, as he has risen
He has not yielded to the
idea, the spirit, the conception of the by it ! Mere admiration is a very barren in power.
beautiful whole to be wrought out ; and pleasure.
We go away dazzled and con usual fatality of success, and adopted the
the humblest part in the outward machi
fused and wretched
after hearing the smooth complacent airs of conservatism,
himself with his own good
nery of it is alike honorable with the brilliant performance on the piano, which comforting
himself too cheap.

most difficult.

It

is not

beneath

one's

surprised

and delighted

us as long as it

fortune, flattering

the dominant

interests

dignity, surely, to help perform " the lasted. We go home weary ; it has ex and tastes, gently rebuking the world's
Messiah" or a Symphony of Beethoven, cited us, but infused no new vigor into discontent, politely motioning away the
though one's part be ever so easy, ever our soul, left no deep inward chord vibra
plans of the reformer, and pronouncing
iO little prominent.
There is a fault ting ; we find we are not refreshed ; we the present frame-work of society to be
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steps of the social ladder, there exist evil, applying its organized power, strug
The seven descendants of the well-beloved gles to hold them asunder and divided,
In and to convert to the benefits of the dark
sister of the cobbler of Jerusalem.
success of his " Mysteries of
are summed up society, the treasures destined to create
these different

admirably

Ac forsooth

fashionable.

i j

prodigious

fashioned,

wisely

is

through industrial

prompted by the Christian
scien
sentiment of love, and guided by
a

association,

tific study of man's

nature and destiny.

it

;

He believes in the removal of the curse
and, seeing the shadow of
from LABOR
that thought in the tradition of the Wan
the basis of
dering Jew, he has made
the most remarkable novel of the day.

To

the charges brought against that work

of Fourierism, infidelity,
translator,

Herbert,

who,

&c.,

by

the

besides deign

it

into immortality,
ing to translate
also
added to the value of this edition," by

"

appending to the successive numbers di
vers notes, both eulogistic and apologistic,
touching the aim and spirit of the work,
the whole

spat upon

was finished,

science, — sufficient
in

our last.

when

he

just to ease his worldly con
refutation was given

Our business

is

it,

until

with

the

as an offering to Humanity,
work of art
and we hope to

estimate

it

;

and as

a

book itself,

fairly.

Probably we could not state its aim
and scope so well, as by quoting from the
Democratic Pacifique — (and, Reader, do
not fail to render your most grateful thanks

"

labors

!
)

to Mr. Herbert, to whose arduous
we are indebted for the translation
in

The poet supposes that,
the pres
ent world, scattered over the different

a

a

is

a

it

is

it
is

;

a

; ;
;

;

;

a

j

in

;

Eugene Sue has grasped, then,
this association, with its vast secret pow
er, and has set
at issue with all the
ements of human emancipation.
The
pure and tolerant faith and charity of Ga
briel — the intelligent
activity and free
examining spirit of M. Hardy — the art
less charms and childless expansive up
rightness of Rose and Blanche — the gen
erous enthusiasm of Djalma — the disor
derly recklessness, the hot blood, and an
imal enjoyments of Go-to-bed-naked —
the spirit of emancipation and of delicate
refinement embodied in Adrienne de Car
doville — isolated and parcelled out, all
these elements are threatened with ex
tinction and annihilation.
The spirit of

in

;

is

in

" M.

points forward to the accomplishment of
the world's great hope, of which the cur
tain, dropping at the close of the action,
but an inexhaustible vision.
Unfortu

nately,

however,

the

of the

prediction

(uttered before the whole
was finished,)
and the amiable wish of
Democratie,

every reader, respecting

the winding

up

of the tale, were destined to be disap
No such triumph of true asso
pointed.
Evil and
ciation over false
given.
Thwarted by' miracle
Rodin
prevail.
in the first attempt, the hydra of Jesuit
ism thrusts
old Rodin,
whom

and tough
new head
up
the genius of the infernal plot,
could not kill, who let not

cholera

shame, nor fear, nor sympathy,

nor self-

(for his visions of the papal
chair were rather the poetic ideal of his
mind,) divide him from his pure and un
love even,

divided

devotion

to evil and to this one

—
particular scheme of evil, Rodin, the con
summate intriguer, the master mind with
heart, and therein the truest type of
out
the reigning
mences

a

genius of civilization,
new

campaign,

com

by bringing

moral means to bear against his victims,
by attacking them within, and weaving

a

he believes in the re

demption of Humanity

it

is

;

is

;

is

it

an Associationist

Here
certainly
grand conception.
dwarfs
In the magnificence of its plot
all other works of fiction.
combines
the highest epic and tragic sources of in
terest.
offers the richest play of all
the passions, with the whole dark history
of the past for background, while all
It

to thank God for."
But we did not set out to eulogize.
M. Sue,
one of us
known,
he
a thing

;

"

a

have reached your goal, will
you be able to answer, like Mrs. Quickly,

you shall

"A

is

not, we fear, in most cases, when

a

!

alas

is, to be something in the

Might we anticipate what thing

'

world

'

proud resolve

is

for fame,

It

ye aspirants

a

to

" Such, in barren summary,
very
nearly the general conception of M. Eu
work.
Sue's
new
That
gene
conception
inspired every where
magnificent
sentiment;
religious
truly
by
No work of imagination
Christian.
has taken BO
within our recollection,
wide a view of social life in all its dif
ferent phases, in its present confused and
doleful situation, and in its first effort to
No writer
wards order and happiness.
has laid before us so near at hand, and so
deeply displayed, the problem of human
destinies in a dramatic form."

is

author

men of spirit,' whose ambition, whose

it

'

our

the society of light and truth.
At the
moment when we touch on the develop
ment of the drama, every thing appears
to have succeeded against the family of
the Jew
every thing paves the way for
the triumph of D'Aigrigny and Rodin,
inter
Only miraculous aid, Providential
the dark in
position, could overthrow
trigue, and preserve to the seven descend
ants of the Jewess their re-union and as
sociation for the happiness of the world.
" After having partially exposed to us,
hard and pitiless coloring, in
terrible
and awful picture, the power of the asso
ciation for evil, M. Eugene Sue, doubt
less, in the conclusion of his book, will
initiate us into the sovereign grandeur of
the association for good.
Perhaps, even,
corner of the veil which
he will uplift
conceals futurity, and reveal to us some
lovely image of true order, of happy and
approaching destinies.

is

it,

dare you follow
ye

led

a

that

He has set the example :

it

instinct

reason thus.

el

offices and
bestowing glorious
rewards on all.
It was a hea

glorious
venly

and

succeeded,

it

festival,

have

redeemed, would hold continual

if

since

long

a

would

Humanity,

;

Were truth sought
afford to fail.
half as eagerly as we seek success, truth

can

;

the age, which is the passion for success.
Almost no one dares to be unsuccessful,

is

Few have so succeeded in put
We
ting their success beneath them.
can joyfully acquit him of the great sin of

A

and the great cause

of Man.

it

to truth

his laurels

In

he consecrates

it

Jew,"

Wandering

is

"

;

in whose

name his brilliant talents went before.

is

the hour to

truths,

introduce great startling

;

smooth things, but improves

;

tyrant, he does not whisper

many-headed

personages
and typified all the virtues and degradathe
tions, all
splendors and miseries of
and over these beings,
human existence
who are his sole family, his sole objects
of love, the Jew watches with ardent so
the whole range of Hu
Heie
licitude.
its weakness,
manity, in its passions,
its hopes, in its dreams.
in its efforts,
Here
his race struggling against its la
borious trials, threatened incessantly with
ruin, yet ever sustained and preserved by
the unremitting care of Providence, for
great ulterior end.
" All these individuals, brothers in
blood, though widely divided by the false
Prince Djalma
world in which we live
de Cardoville
the patrician, Adrienne
the citizen, M. Hardy Gabriel, the saint
the orphans, Rose and Blanche
priest
the mechanic almost utterly degraded,
name
whose fantastical and disgusting
all
denotes his nakedness and disorder
these are destined one day to be united,
and to reconstruct the human family and
human unity, according to the laws of
God.
From their agreement will arise
the salvation of the world, the consum
mation of accursed centuries, the re
demption of the race, the repose, in
word, of their grand ancestor, the univer
sal man, the JEW.
Providential
order convokes all
these on an appointed day, in an obscure
street in Paris, that boiling brain of the
world
they are on the point of being
brought together, of becoming acquaint
treasure will be placed at
ed, united.
their disposal, and of that treasure they
will be directed to make
disposition of
the highest social charity.
" Against these isolated forces, the
union of which tends to true order and
liberty, are opposed the forces already
combined for the maintenance of false or
The poet, wishing
der and compression.
to demonstrate the power of association,
whether for evil or for good, has sought
out of all history the most energetical
combination of human forces which ever
has occurred.
Assuredly, no society has
yet been constituted so vigorous or so
Assuredly
strong as that of the Jesuits.
also, that association has not always
be right
striven to good ends and
to give honor to its exertions aud success
in the propagation of the faith among
savages, and in works of colonization,
also right to admit that in the old
world its action has been particularly op
pressive, and, in reality, demoralizing.
the spirit of darkness and
Jesuitism
the falsification
and
compression
stifling of human nature.
is

to him an oppor

only suggested

tunity of doing still nobler things for Hu
manity ; and, having got the ear of the

the

j j

and

most
since

Paris,"
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it

it

pest-house ; the riotous mechanic is sim taught by the tragic close of the Wander
ply left to the vortex in which he was ; ing Jew, as could have been by attempt
M. Hardy, the benevolent manufacturer, ing the impossible, and describing Asso
stabbed

in

three

his

weak

points,

his

ciation realized.

cases where criticism
inasmuch

as

has

to place the artist
his readers.

At

is is

through their own pious doctrine of the coming reunion of the
as fully
immolate themselves in the scattered limbs of Humanity

with most rea

proved the stumbling-block

The ders, and because here

principle.

a

faith

it

us to stronger

upon

sympathies,

is

it

it

it,

very martyrdom of our actual hopes lead

is

wrought

one of the cor
shall preach Wandering Jew, as
that
the least denying
he ner stones of the structure of Association.
Enough
only hope and not despair.
We have dwelt thus long upon the con
gome how indicate the soul hovering over
has
the tomb of the body, and through the clusion of this romance, because

if

In this, though baffled oft, he
succeeds.
Adrian and Djalma find their
consummation
of love's golden hope in
the same poisoned cup, of which Romeo
and Juliet drank ; Rose and Blanche,
them.

in

fatal web of their own passions to destroy

just one of those
not superfluous,
work to do,

kindly

with

in understanding

the same time, while we

justify his general method, we confess our
objections to many of the details of his

until,

confounded

he continually

plunges

and fascinated,
his fixed and ar

the

supernatural

is

It

it

;

upon the sympathies nf the reader. Tragic
ends are rudely sprung upon you, like
tricks

at the close of

And the ruin

players.

episodic interventions of the Wandering
Jew and Jewess, that the idea lives on.

game

vulgar

too abrupt, too
bald and unan

more
physical,
nounced than the Fates themselves were

grossly

ever wont to perpetrate, for they are bet

the ter artists.

in

back-ground,

and unnecessary blows are dealt

Wanton

by

?

is

victim,

is
a

it

faith,

glorious

a

fortunes, preach

"rusty knife and halter" of " that vil- by revealing the power of the soul whose
len, Despayre," described by Spencer, but very essence
faith
So in the ruin of
for which the Jesuit priests could offer the Rennepont family, M. Sue depicts the
last act of the tragedy which has gone on
grimmer consolation and deadlier reme
" Aware that the abyss of despair since the world began
ends in vision,
dies.
exercises a sort of dizzy attraction, these like that which hung over the last dun
in
priests dig — dig this abyss round their geon sleep of Goethe's Egmont.

is

which he would be a fit candidate for the human

a

;

There
friend, his love, and his noble experiment
working
up of the idea.
All true art lies within the actual
of elevating the laborer, is reduced to can but foreshadow the ideal. Do not manifest falling off towards the close. He
seems to have lost the very patience with
that state of deadness to all motive, that those old Fate- tragedies of the Greeks,
total benumbing of intellectual power, in ending as they do always in the ruin of which he has almost wearied you before.

He makes the issues flow too

much from management, and not enough

Of this more will offer
from character.
With the death of the devoted family, the when we come to an examination of his
taken off, characters, which we shall be obliged to
Evil and Rodin prevail, lyit do not Jew also dies, his curse
The treasure turns to smoke whereby
triumph.
signified the removal of the postpone until next week.
The plot too
liable, though in
and ashes in the hands of the priests. curse which had always rested upon
less
the
Such, on the one hand, are the re degree, to the objection
against
They have killed the noble intention of bor.
" Mysteries of Paris."
has too much
the Rennepont.will,
but at the same time sults of the past, of isolation, compe
too crowded.
There
That is,
plot.
sealed their own doom ; they could not tition, civilization
such, on the other,
too great elaborateness in details.
kill the idea and the vision of the unity of the new regenerative thought implanted
They all tend to one unitary result,
the bosom of this age
Humanity, which falls, as we said, like a
germinating
curtain over the close of the tragedy, and now
"all things stand provided and pre true but unity does not need them all,
which was the only fulfilment, of which, pared, and await the light
we will and they exhaust the reader's appetite too
The perpetual spring and elasti
in an artistic point of view, the poem wait and see the accomplishment, ever early.
would admit.
Such an ending, no doubt, working with our might therefor
but let city of the author's mind, no doubt, be
lift the veil of the trayed him into this. He
shocks the reader, and makes him angry us not irreverently
frightful
It seems a sad dwindling future, and try to jump to conclusions too accumulator and layer in of the stores of
with the book.
more simple
It seems as if the great for present man's imagination. fancy. He should study
away of a fair promise.
writer had undertaken more than he could Such we can fancy to have been the feel and convenient way of furnishing his
dent look into the depths of the precipice
him up.''

is

it

a

is
a

;

;"

;

;

;
it
is

in

is

;

is

it
is

It

a

is

la

is

is

that must swallow

manage, and was fain to break desperate
ly away from the dilemma. But let any rea

ing of Eugene

Sue, as he concluded

his

romance.

house.

LECTURES ON PSYCHOLOGY.
Or, the Science
tlie Soul, in Cincinnati.

thor's position, and will he not see that it
Could
could not have ended otherwise?

essential and mystical condition of the re

lectures

of society.
And that
the
meeting of Man with Woman, as hitherto

system of Fourier,

they

have

Wandering

not

met.

Man

Only

meets the

when

the

Wandering

a

course of

on this subject, based upon the

Cincinnati,

in contemplation
and other western cities,

Mr. John White.

is

is

generation

We are happy to learn that

in
hy

of all scattered interests, the
harmony of all passions, the triumph of
Humanity, and the complete reorganiza
tion of society, — could more than science
the union

of

der ask himself, what do poetic unity, and
But notice one thing more. Besides
every other sort of unity, require in such a the emancipation of labor, he makes the
story ; let him place himself in the au Wandering Jew the type of the one other

In these lectures will

be considered the properties of SPIRIT, as
a

Woman, the mirage of whose form had
substance, not material, but neverthe
except in merest abstract, saluted him from the opposite continent less substantial and indestructible.
Se
more than the loftiest ecstasy of faith has across the polar straits, does he feel the condly, the SOUL its analysis into Twelve
pictured to itself, — could the very reality curse begin to leave him.
definition of
Mystical type Primary Passions, with
of the kingdom of Heaven on earth, and indispensable condition of all true hu their several functions
their susceptibili
be appended to a story of Parisian life man act and destiny, of all true social and ty of a two-fold development, the one
defined

nineteenth century?

celestial unity,

that first unity of two,

Must not the body of fact go down to its that sacred conjugial

bond which

com

harmonic,

and the other subversive

the consequences,

;

in this poor civilized

is

;

a

;

has

and

both here and hereaf

grave by natural course ? Can events be pletes one life in another, which keeps ter, which flow from their true and from
shown much different from what they are, alive the inward warmth, without which their false developments.
Thirdly, the
and retain a shadow of reality or satisfac- thought, action, resolution, prayer and whole subject considered with reference
toriness?
Trust Providence to teach in striving are but vain confessions of the to an Organization of Society that shall

Enough for the poet, if he want of life. The raising of woman to her be adapted to the true and harmonic de
the tragedy, without in true position
one great thought
the velopment of the Passions of the Soul.
in

can so interpret

is

the right way.
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;

select circle of friends

seeks to make friends of ALL

stood on

something of our views) readily granted
the use of their beautiful house, and an

attention, to

a

audience of about eight hundred persons
of both sexes, gave the most respectful
discourse of about an hour,

a

such

manner as to render de

that is, altogether
impossible
inadequate to the conception.

scription

Here, then,
learn

the work that Associa-

have before

tionists

that

"Lore

that this Love

them.

Let

them

the life of man;*'
flows, like the heat of the

Sun, from the one only Source and Foun
There were present, some tain of life, the LORD, and that they are
and some but the reflectors of that life, or,
of Association,
may

bill within.
friends

in the printed

opposed to be, the refractors,

who are known to be bitterly

or

"

it

indicated

on the subjects
few

selves,

;

in this city, (who know

is

Society

is

the fact, that the trustees of the first I'm
versalist

in

is

is

that wrath which
sectarian Christianity; and finally when
vient to the praise of our Lord, shall be looking into the requirements of the Com
But, that our message was posite Passion, Heaven opened and vis
restrained.
manifest from ions of peaceful harmony presented them
not altogether rejected,

diffractors

;"

and

iu

it, (among them several of the clergy,) that, true happiness consists
reflecting
besides numbers of the curious, and the the Divine life truly, without refraction
The lecture was opened by or diffraction, not to say absorption,
uninformed.

in

is

is
a

One, each illustrating

was assumed that no satis

IN the good of their fellow men, instead
now the case
dis
of FROM them, as
This
ordered society.
simple theory
itself; and
prepares the mind to
it

the other.

It

ance, but are now

which is, simply, to seek their own good

in

a

short preface on the apparently two
sources of knowledge — Faith and Sci
ence— which have hitherto been at vari

theory could be comprehend all the complicated myste
Psychological
a genu
Indeed, my own expe
given, which did not originate
ries of existence.
ine faith in the Word, as recorded in the rience proves, that " the common people
the hear
first chapter of St. John, "That
(Him) gladly."
work

to continue

weighty

from the Lord as the spiritual

to the best of my ability.

is
a

is

ly

(not among us, according to the common
received version,) and that " in Him
derived life,
Life," &c., that our life

an

image

of God

which was confirmed by

is

"

a

reflecting

Sun, and

;"

that this Life, in its inflowings,

pure

all

ol

reference

to

in

is it

my intention

the

have begun, and to let no favora
these
opportunity
slip, of urging

I

beginning was the WORD," &c., that the
WORD was made flesh, and dwells in us,

It

in

in

factory

ble

subjects on the consideration

our thoughtless

of

fellow mortals, according

For Unity, yours,
JOHN WHITE.

it

a

is

al

felt that

above the dogmas of

;

high

a

it

(noting,

is

firm

it

and

the assembly,

a

—

you know; for, all
not rendered subser

in

not,

Here,
the (so called) Christian Church.
sensation, deep and powerful, pervaded

a

wrath

time nor
;

matters

was

rent propensities was contrasted with the
of " natvral depravity," which

I

have neither

whole

man's inhe

doctrine

I

this

at present, to detail to you

inclination,
it

I

manifests itself,
and

How

the

Guaranteeism,

summed up, and this view

of the has so long resounded from the pulpit of

the Psychology

School.

Associative

and

in the various

a

in

lies concealed

forms of

show

produced,

in

now

drawn down upon myself floods of wrath
from the "powers that be," by exposing
to public view the heavenly vision that

had already

was still producing,

it

:

what

I

Beloved

of

the Harbinger
have just
Friends:

ing what

of

16, 1845.

a

:

To the Editors

Oct.

Cabalistic Passion,

on the

length,
CINCINNATI,

it

;

In relation to these Lectures we have even CHRIST
and ALL ye are brethren."
the following
communication
After having defined the functions of
at some
from Mr. White
the Twelve," and dwelling,
received

is

Call

your mastiT,

in

ONE

for

;

"

this law of eternal order

no man master;

a

;

,

upon

a

our-

must

is

and learn

:

field,

is

"

it,

this

seres to know.'

'

body.
ness, enter

that

be so, being nothing less than an emana
tion from God himself, having inscribed

a

who wear the human form

of the blood through his own
Let us then, with modest bold

circulation

it

was

in

but that

pressed
language clear, energetic, and
often very beautiful.
The lecturer com
menced by alluding to the two preceding
discourses as affording pictures of two na
tions of entirely opposite character — the
Americans as the "movement nation,"
full of activity and full of commercial en
quick exchange both of out
ergy, with
ward goods and of thought and feeling
and of the Chinese as
nation of per
manence, whose insiltutions
were halowed by all the sacred associations of
the past, and who had striven more than
any other nation to concentrate them
The
selves within their own borders.
nation to solve, he
true problem for
said,
how to unite these two character
istics — to have all the reverence, the
courtesy, the steadfastness which results
with
from
permanence of institutions,
all the life and energy and freedom which
He
belongs to the movement nation.
He
then considered the nature of man.
his spiritual essence as an
defined man
active power of good emanating from the
one source of all good — hence he
bound to God by his very nature and has
duty to perform towards him, hut he
also has a physical nature which binds
him to the material world, and gives him
duty to perform there, and an intellect
to act
ual nature whose province
mediately between God and nature — to
discern the laws by which they are bound
mirror of the divine
together and to be
love.
He regarded the CHURCH, the COL
their wide
LEGE, and the STATE, taken
and philosophical
meaning, as the insti
tutions designed to represent these attri
butes of man and to carry forward their
work.
The Church receives the divine
to man.
Its es
love and represents
sence
charity, its aim to bind all to
gether in love to consecrate every thing
love so that every act shall be
pious
act, and man thus glorify his creator
The State represents and has the
ways.
direction of the physical activity of man
of his relations to that physical nature,
which,
through the senses, gives him
continually objects of beauty and of joy,
and its object being the creation of wealth
crowded with forms of
until the earth
beauty and of joy — the creation of a
common wealth.
The college has the di
rection of the intellectual activity of man
— should learn the laws that govern all
things, should appreciate its debt to the
trust and confi
past, and look forward
dence to the future.
We have omitted Mr. Channing's
admirable
of the intellectual
analysis
operations, and of the social relations of
man, with many other valuable remarks,
because we wish to have room for
slight notice of the idtal church, state,
and college, to which he looks forward
A
with
ardent and confident
hope.
church, he thinks, shall yet be founded,
the
thought
which shall fully represent
of the Divine Love — and of that love
which
shall
fill
all the
flowing from Him
souls of men, and bind all together.
perfect
And this church shall have
perfect set of opinions — in
theology —
the
be
all
great
which shall
comprised
and true ideas of the nature of God, aud.
is

or

;

be one friend,

that, until very recently, man
utter ignorance of the fact of the

recollected

a

in

field, let

the greatest possible good that this Pas
not, and cannot be, satisfied with
sion

it

a

rier to our entering such

bar

a

be considered

a

should

it

it,

respecting

is

little that is now known

the comparatively

MR. MANNING'S
LECTURE.
The Lecture delivered before the Mer
cantile Library Association on Wednes
day by the Rev. W. H. Channing of New
York, was
most admirable production,
full of profound thought, bathed as
were, in
spirit of love and hope, and ex
in a

For instance,
gin to hia final Destiny, and includes all the we contended that the Passion of FriendGod,
things of both the world of Matter and of slap, under an enlightened faith
Spirit. Henre the study of the Soul acknowledges the universal brotherhood
opens a vast field of thought, with ample of the race, and causes us to seek so to
unite ourselves wlth our fellow men, as
room for the exercise of our mental facul
ties.
If the novelty of the subject, or that we may be enabled to lender them

a

inherent

is, to their

tendencies and aspirations.

it

the Patsiont, that

a

" in
says Mr. White,
from Man's Ori

subject,"

volves all true knowledge,

in

" The
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It shall have
man's relations to him.
also a perfect ritual, in which all that is
most holy and imposing in the Catholic
church
shall be far surpassed ; where
every thing in the life and industry of
man shall have its appropriate symbol.
In the great temple whose circular walls
shall describe the visible horizon, and its
heavens, shall be
dome the o'er-arching
represented the thought of the Divine,
Unity ; and, in its niches
all-embracing
shall be represented in forms of beauty
the great
who have passed away, and
who,
by the active goodness of their
have become fit emblems of the
lives,
Round about
central thought of man.
this temple shall be gathered all modes
and forms of industry — not
working
against each other, but working/or each
other.
The aim of the state shall he the
of wealth — of all that can
production
render life beautiful and blessed — when it
shall not tend to accumulate itself in enor
mous riches in some hands, whilst wretch
ed poverty stands in fearful contrast to it ;
but when none shall be poor but through
wickedness — and that which is for the
advantage of one, shall be for the good of
all.
And a college shall then be estab
lished, which shall have for its aim uni
versal education — where all shall feel
that they are peers — no outward distinc
tions of situation, but only the degrees of
genius distinguishing one from another —
where
perfect freedom of thought, of
speech, and of belief is allowed, and
where the sacred debt of the past is fully
paid, where the sacred duty to the fu
ture is fully performed, and the whole
intellectual nature is exercised aud edu
cated.
Mr. Channing briefly glanced at the
changes in regard to the functions of
these three institutions, remarking that
the church was becoming more enlarged ;
that every man and woman began to
know that they might be ministers of the
church, and not a separate priesthood;
that the state was confining itself more
properly within its true boundaries, and
the college becoming more extended and
universal.
He spoke likewise of reform
This
being the true work of the church.
he said might sound strangely to some
who had heard bands of reformers denounc
ing the church ; but, whether they knew
it or not, they were within the sacred pale
of the church, and were endeavoring to
carry out its principles. — Transcript.

extent of country, and thus, in harvest
time, save thousands of dollars worth of
am not sure but
Why,
hay and grain.
that we shall see the time when we will
look at the newspapers for the latest mag
netic intelligence, so as to know whether
to take our umbrellas along with us or
not."— JV. Y. News.

I

AMERICAN APPLES.
Robert L. Pell,
of Pellham, Westchester Co., has an or
chard of twenty thousand apple trees, all
By trimming
bearing Newtown Pippins.
and the application of the best manure, he
has brought the fruit to unusual size and
The apples are picked and
excellence.
packed in barrels without being rolled or
jolted in cars, and so arrive in the very
best order for shipment.
Last year they
were sold in London at twenty-one dol
lars a barrel, and the merchant to whom
they were consigned, wrote that the no
bility and other people of great wealth
had actually bought them by retail at a
guinea a dozen ; which is some forty-five
cents an apple.
Mr. Pell has from three to four thou
sand barrels of the apples this year,
which are sold as fast as they arrive in
market, at six dollars a barrel, and are all
It is quite a busi
shipped to England.
ness for one of our commission merchants
to dispose of the produce of this noble
plantation.
The American apple, tak'e it all in all,
is the most valuable fruit which grows on
the earth.
We undervalue them because
and even many
they are so abundant;
American farmers will not take the trouble
to live like an English lord, though the
trouble would be very little. — JV. Y.
Com. Adv.

BROADWAY AND THE LADIES. M. Gaillardet, of the Courier
des Etats-Unis,
writes of his disappointment
with his
country women, after having lived a few
He says :
years here.
All that has been said and written
about the beauty of the Parisians, their
taste, the luxury of their toillets, all are
mere fables.
It may have been true for
merly — I believe it was — but it is so no
1 find among the women of
longer.
Paris neither beauty nor remarkable
grace, nor loillets manifesting the ancient
taste so renowned.
A deplorable uni
formity pervades the dress of the whole
feminine sex — a poor and trifling
uni
It is only by accident and at
formity.
—
A corres long intervals that one meets on the Bou
USES or THE TELEGRAPH.
pondent suggests a valuable purpose that levards or at the theatre, a woman richly
may be attained by the Magnetic Tele and tastefully
dressed.
in
Broadway
" There is one use to which
graph, thus :
New York, presents in this respect a
on
the Magnetic Telegraph
may be put
much more remarkable spectacle than the
our Atlantic coast, that I have no where Boulevards.
In point of beauty the dif
of
us
the
seen mentioned, it is in telling
ference is even a hundred times greater.
It
well
storms.
is
approach of Northeast
What in New York is the general rule,
known they commence in Philadelphia of is here the rare, the very rare exception.
than
and
far
here,
hours
sooner
ten some
I have seen in the saloons of the most
ther South at Baltimore,
Washington or distinguished,
women who produced
fa
Norfolk, still earlier ; and here before they naticism, and who yet were far from
being
Now, word could any thing extraordinary.
commence in Boston.
An American
be sent ahead of any hurricane or storm, who is merely pretty in Baltimore
and
from station to station, and thus prevent Philadelphia,
is regarded as a Venus in
the loss of many richly laden vessels. Paris.
For, instead of leaving port only to beat
THE PEACH TRADE IN NEW YoRK. Of
against the wind, or get on a lee-shore,
they could remain securely moored at the the immense amount of the Peach busi
wharf until the storm is over. Not only ness in New York we have already
may the merchant and mariner be benefit- spoken.
A single orchard (the Reybolds
ted, but all classes, especially the farmers, in Delaware) supplies us during the month
who might be notified of the approach of of August alone with 63,334 baskets,
(a
a Northeast storm, over a considerable basket is a short half bushel,} and in Sep

tember probably more than half as many,
making about 100,000 baskets from them
alone.
They have under yield 1,000
acres of ground, containing 117,720 trees.
They send their fruit directly here by
steamboat, and are making arrangements
to supply Boston next year the same way.
from all the facts we have
Calculating
been able to gather, we estimate the
quantity of Peaches sold in New York
during the present season, at say 12,000
baskets per day for forty days — making
This we are
a total of 480,000 baskets.
The price
certain is a small estimate.
has ranged from 75 cents to $ 3 per bas
ket, and we believe will average from
$ 1 25 to $ 1 50,— making a sum not un
der three-quarters of a milliom
paid by
the citizens of New York in a season for
the single article of Peaches. — Tribune.

THE RULING PASSION. The mother of
Rothschild, the wealthy banker, now in
her ninety-seventh year, had recently a
violent attack of illness ; when she recov
ered she remarked to her friends about
am not
her — "No, no, my friends,
going to leave this world until I am quo
ted at par."
Meaning that she would
hold out till she reached ONE HUNDRED.

I

PRIMITIVE CRADLES. Mr. Cist in hi*
last Cincinnati Advertiser, says there are
two individuals living in that city, who
were actually rocked in their infancy
in SUGAR TROUGHS.

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS

!

Leaves Brook Farm at 8 A. if., and 1 1-2
p. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaic*
Plains, and Roxbury.
leivei
Returning,
Doolittle's, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at
10 1-2 A.M., and 4 r. M. Sunday excepted.

N. R. GERRISH.

Oct. 18, 1845.
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LANSTERY.
or MADAME
D'ALIBERT.

not

the science
object

of

of analogies,
the

to this magnifi

predilec

unite

in

the same

band these

soldiers

devoted to the same cause under different

tions of Fourier exist entire in Sweden- standards ! Have not the Phalansterians
' What is then tne
borg
language of an admirable clearness of view, and all
correspondences ? In what point does it the means of an immediate realization?
differ from the science of analogies ? Has And yet nothing comes forth from their

not Fourier given as exact a description of circle, — their school is divided.
They are
it as we can do, we who understand the prey to a thousand little intestine quar
Does it not seem that he had rels, in the midst of which nothing se
analogies?

productions of rious can be attempted, but if the reli
Swedenborg when he insists upon the gious sentiment should awake among
extent to which treatises of analogies must them, immediately all the petty rivalries
be carried, and that some where he had had which divide them would be extinguish
in view

a glance

the voluminous

at the sixteen

Yet

volumes

Fourier

will

it

identity,

be

immediately

possible to realize the Phalanstery.
is difficult to the religious senti
has a rising sect been

Nothing

Never

ment.

of the ed before

a

Let them feel then at

O that we could as for seven years.

messengers of peace between these two
hosts who are unknown to each other,

(Concluded.)
favorite

we could attract the attention of mem

bers of the New Church

their mystic hopes.

Translatedfor the Harbinger.

Does

if

hand

24.

cent system, which gives in the language checked by obstacles so small as those
of earth, the most beautiful translation of which have frustrated the Phalansterians

FHOM THE FRENCH

the

We their

to point out to them.
should be very happy, on the other

AND THE PHA

NUMBER

22, 1845.

endeavoured
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magnificent

sentiment

the

length
doctrine

inherent

powerlessness

purely

let

philosophic,

in a
them

to believers, but to be

unite themselves

lievers worthy of comprehending tliem and
aiding them in obtaining thorough know
condition
in
fulfilled,
perfectly
our opinion, by the churches of the New
ledge,

Jerusalem.

But to continue

the review

we have

undertaken of the great discoveries which
have been preparing for half a century
the destruction of the old sciences and the
installation
the relations

of new ones. By showing
of the Phalanstery to the

New Jerusalem, we have it is true point
of ed out the striking coincidence that we

unityism ?

have found ; but there are others, which

Swedenborg, and the latter could not fore
see him, for his death took place the

On the other hand, the mystic churches
where reign that calmness, that frater

pher

same year in which the discoverer of the
Phalanstery was born.

nity, that devotion, which

complete

Arcana.

did not know

Let the minds of men then open them
selves to this double miracle, and let the
disciples of these two favorites of Hea
the salutary lesson it
ven comprehend
contains ! In confirmation of our assertion

rable companions
ment, provide

are the insepa

of the religious

no doubt

senti

a sweet

merit no less attention
and

from the philoso

the

believer

the

demonstration

and which
vte

will
have

undertaken.

We now meet with a very sig

MESMER.

peace
for those who live in their bosom ; but de

nificant

fact, and one which

prived of the practical ideas announced by

relation

with

has a direct

mystic revelations of
man is not alone material

the

If
Fourier they remain absorbed in a passive Swedenborg.
which he must have some means of placing him
attempt at that Holy Jerusalem,

we would refer to the Memorable Relation,
would terminate all their woes, and they
section 70 (page 85) of " the Delights of weary heaven with their vows, while the
Love," and we would demand earth claims in vain the action of their
Conjugial
of every faithful Phalansterian if he does hands. Let them yield themselves then a

self in relation with that more noble part

of himself which escapes the conditions
It is precisely
of our order of things.
this which takes place in the practice of
The wonderful phe
not find in it a harmony with the idea little more to the study of the works of Animal Magnetism.
of his master, and if he does not seem this man, inspired also , who has received nomena which it presents are known to
to have taken a part in all these passages, from Heaven the mission of rendering every one ; the transposition of the senses,
where the question of correspondences
and possible
the celestial distant sight, the instinctive choice of
intelligible
and analogies arises.

Jerusalem

We hope that the relation
pointed

out

between

we

Swedenborg

Fourier will lead disciples of the latter
to study the doctrines of the former.
The prejudices of the world cannot check
them.
They can judge of their value by
the manner
treated.

in which

the Phalanstery

which

they

are awaiting

with

Let them be per
and suaded that the mystic city will not bring

have

so much

impatience.

and verify for themselves all that we have

facts

nesses have

wonders,

which innumerable

seen with

their

are

wit

own eyes.

on earth a purely contemplative felicity ; There are in France, Germany and Eng
but let them see on the contrary in land, thousands of magnetizers, and som

how VMS, that is to say
Swedenborg,
activity and labor are a necessary condi
is tion of true goodness.
The Hay when the

Let them lay aside all prejudice

and many other

medicine,
common

Associative
shall

School and the New

comprehend

each other,

Church

shall

feel

by the learned,
Rejected
amazing discovery has appealed to
the good sense of the masses, and to
nambulists.
this

Yrt
prove its existence, it has moved on.
all established scientific bodies, a spe

a fact

against

testify that they have seen, and
with their hands ; those who

Medicine
touched

would be so blindly believed in any other
instance, are not even listened to. Com

no

longer

Medicine

Man

he

life.

the fruitful

machine,

comes to unveil

honorably the

superficial nature of scientific processes,
and to avenge nature, whose
simple
movement was

unity

they flow.

from which

the more

force,

of matter.
Jacotot

netism,the

Their brilliancy would make the sombre
They
freed from the clog torch of old science grow pale.

spiritual

active the more

regards at present .is

dynamics.

is

it

trine the theory of vital

a

rage

which overthrows, at one blow, the whole
Everything holds
edifice of old science.
good against magnetism ; the denial of
justice is the order of the day.
In vain the members of the Academy of

tore, those whom

madmen, or repels as dangerous enemies.

In short as regards Homeopathy, MagPhalanstery, Jacotism, Phre
nology, all fragments of the same whole,
off-sets of the same idea, man would see

He
re-establisment when
injured.
unveils the imposture of the old medical
science and substitutes for its material doc
is

a blind

arise with

the deposit which
their fathers,

from

is

received

have

a

they

it

mentation or diminution,

from the substances of the three kingdoms
for the preservation of our health and its

is
a

senates whose office

it ia to transmit to posterity, without aug

is

cies of conservative

it
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laid aside for one more

are appointed who refuse to learned, but brutifying in fact, and fatal
look at facts, or who wish themselves to to true intellectual progress.
The syn
thetic method compared with the natural,
determine the conditions of the experi
missioners

would make their superiority felt by innu
merable benefits, and thanks to them, the
sentiment reviving on earth, a
hymn of love and gratitude would rne to
wards heaven, so long outraged and des
religious

pised.
plished.

Then the times would be accom
The genius of evil, repelled at all

points and losing courage, would perceive

It as reinstated by Jacotot,
reduced to its its power expiring. The spirit of love pene
is as if it had been refused to the inventor just value and the apparatus of grammars, trating into the domain of time would cast
of the electrical machine to choose the dictionaries and other shackles, is in short even into the region of the condemned a
The demons
material of which his plate should be reduced to its true place, that of verifying
ray of its omnipotence.
be proclaimed
science already known, but powerless themselves would feel its irresistible in
made, and he should
knave and an imposter on account of his to teach any thing at first hand.
fluence and would join their vows to ours
By
determination to have only plates of glass. instruction
put within the reach of for the last and universal redemption.
Jw short when man of unparalleled energy every one.
This process simple and Let them resist at present with all their
(Dr. Frappart,) taking this cause in hand, fruitful in results, followed by men of power. The time of trials will reach its
lost ia the eyes of the world, but genius falls into the public domain.
The termination.
ID the heavens as upon the
which
contains, last and most powerful of aristocracies,
earth, among the angels of light as in the
imperishable by the truth that
summoned the opponents of magnetism to that of intellect
sapped at its foundation shades, a trembling of impatience and of
witness the facts he was exhibiting, most and intellectual emancipation
proclaim
rapture will announce the fall of the last
of them declined this honest experiment ed. Thus crumble away all old princi veil. All things will be arranged £01the
and he was obliged to maintain the most ples, thus after long aberrations man re coming of the bridegroom, for the mani
and the
of the comforter,
controversy which
systematic turns to God, by science and through the festation
singular
credulity could raise, and which may be ruins of gloomy materialistic theories, and sweetest of instincts, an internal and all
the concluding words of that nothing may be wanting to him ia powerful voice will cause all beings to
summed up
M. Bouilland, one of his adversaries " If this work of renovation, Mesmer endows feel the ineffable wisdom which presides
Let him with the most wonderful key to dis over their destiny and the infinite cle
should not believe."
should see
coveries, that of Animal Magnetism.
not the magnetizers then deceive them
mency of him who according to the most
does not belong to them to es
man
has
selves.
incessantly warned of the sublime passage of the Scriptures,
By
the veil of abandoned them all to the same rebellion,
curious, physiological fact their spirituality of his being, by
tablish
to enfoM them in the same mercy.
of very different kind,
the body permits
contest
glimpse of the prodigi
contest between materialism and spiritual
ous faculties of the soul independent of
CONSUELO.*
Mira
ism, and while the first prevails in the the conditions of space and time.
fact that saps cles whose remembrance popular tradi
world, the existence of
FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
will not be recognized. tions have preserved, the miracles, which
the foundation of
Translatedfor the Hvbinger.
This foreign element introduced into its have presided at the establishment of
XIII.
bosom, would soon devour every thing
every religion, are renewed at will around
after
Still the canoness Wenceslawa,
will never be admitted there. Let the us, and an almost infallible talisman
half an hour's prayers, ascended the stair
they have placed in the hands of elevated men (we case and according to her custom conse
magnetizers then be patient
is

it

a

it
is
a

;

;

it

is

;

it,

a

a

is

a

it

It

I

I

;

in

is

is

it

is

a

is

it

-..

a

is

ment, and hence render it impossible.

in all its parts

the

in which

our

temporal world

enfolded

and subsists.

Fou
Each of these discoveries numbers its
rier proves the inutility of human morals defenders;
as they are,
but disunited
and substitutes
generous culture for the what power have they against the pha
means of repression and violence, by which lanx of sciences and interests of the old
Gall confirms

the views

the slight

noise

which

What was

announce his return.

her surprise and her joy on perceiving the
sound of his breathing during

regular
sleep!

She made

cross and ventured

great

a

sign

to unlatch

disordered and enter gently on tiptoe.
world?
What results can
of contest produce,
which the soldiers of Albert peacefully slumbering

has hitherto been attempted te stifle the

passions.

would

in

it

a

labors of these immortal geniuses.

ever of hearing

a

modified

by

is

science

is

is

a

labors will contribute
largely to the common triumph.
of human
Thus the Encyclopedia

to ours, and their

would say superstitious
the beautiful ac crated the first care of the day to her dear
ceptation of this word had not been des nephew.
She directed her steps to the
troyed by ignorance and scepticism) to door of his chamber and bent her ear to
that spiritual world the
communicate with
key hule, though with less hope than

if

for fifty years, let them perse
allied
little longer, their cause

struggled
vere

of the

the door
She

saw

in his bed

t

Fourier concerning the passions and es the same camp often attack each other
and Cynabre curled up on the neighboring
also the legitimacy of all the How much more decisive and effective arm chair.
She waked neither of them,
faculties, of all the inclinations of human would be the progress of reformers,
and ran to find Count Christian, who, pros-

if

tablishes

Hahnemann

discovers

which unite man with all

the

relations

nature

and

teaches us what advantages we can draw

united they should attack successively the
Entered according to Act of Congress, in
different pasts that we have pointed out to
the year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
them.
Nothing could resist them, and Clerk's office of llie District Court of M«ssachusettp.
the world would soon hail as its libera
*

nature.
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" A saint would have come to hear thought of preparing some agreeable sur
in his oratory, prayed with his ac
instead of having the fever at such prise for the young count ; and they
mass,
that
his
son
might
customed resignation
be restored to him, either in heaven or a moment," objected the chaplain with a forgot the only one who ought to have
interested them, the poor Consuelo, to
profound air.
upon earth.
tiata

"My brother," said she to him in a This judicious remark drew a sigh from whom they were indebted for his return,
low voice and kneeling beside him, " sus the canoness. She nevertheless went to and whom Albert would be impatient to
pend your prayers and search your heart

see Consuelo

for the most fervent thanksgiving.
has heard you."

fever, accompanied

God

and found her in a burning
by an invincible stu

The chaplain

por.

was called,

and de

see again.

Albert soon woke and instead of mak
ing useless attempts to recall the occur'
ences of the preceding
night, as was

There was no necessity that she should clared that she would be very ill, if
He questioned the always the case after those fits of insan
The old man, the fever continued.
herself further.

explain

turning towards her, and meeting her
small clear eyes animated with a profound
joy, raised his dry
and sympathizing
hands towards

the altar

"

and cried with a

young baroness to know if her neighboi
had not passed a very agitated night.
" On the contrary," replied Amelia,

"I

I

did not hear her move.

expected,

ity

which

drove him to his subteranean

abode, he promptly recovered the recol
lection of his love and of the happiness
which Consuelo had bestowed upon him.

from her predictions

and the fine stories

He rose, quickly

restored to me my son !"

she has been telling

for some days past,

himself,

And both, by the same inspiration, be
gan to recite alternately in a half voice
the verses of the beautiful song of Simeon :
A/ino letiest thou thy servant depart in

to have heard the sabbat danced in her

smothered voice :

O my God, thou hast

peace.

the

and

arms

ran

and perfumed

dressed
to throw

of his father

himself

and

his

into
aunt.

The joy of those good relatives was at its
height when they saw that Albert had
full possession of his reason, that he had
imps, for she did not move so far as I a consciousness of his long absence and
But

apartment.

the

must

devil

have

her a great way off, or she must
have had to do with very well educated

carried

They resolved not to awaken Albert. know, and my sleep was not disturbed a that he asked their forgiveness with an
ardent tenderness, promising never again
They called the baron, the chaplain, and single instant."
These
and heard devoutly the
pleasantries
appeared to the to cause them so much trouble and un
He saw the transports excited
mass for the return of thanks in the chap chaplain to be in very bad taste ; and the easiness.
Amelia learned the canoness whose heart redeemed the fail by his return to the knowledge of the
el of the chateau.
But he remarked the care they
return of her cousin with sincere joy ; ings of her mind, considered them mis reality.
all the servants

but she considered it very unjust, that in

placed

order

who

to

celebrate

piously

this

happy

at

was

the

of a friend persisted in taking to conceal his situa
Still she said tion from him, and he was somewhat

bedside

ill.

seriously

event, she should have to undergo a mass nothing, attributing her niece's bitterness humbled at being treated like a child,
which
she had to stifle many to a too well founded jealousy ; and she when he felt that he had again become a

during

yawns.

" Why

has not your

friend, the good
with us in thanking

united
Porporina,
Providence? " said Count Christian

to his

He ordered

a

sedative,

which

could not make her swallow.

they

Her teeth

were locked and her livid mouth repelled

niece, when the mass was ended.

"I

asked the chaplain what medicines ought
to be administered to the Porporina.

He submitted to this punishment,
man.
too trifling for the evil he had caused,
saying to himself that it was a salutary
and that Consuelo would be
warning
pleased at his comprehending

and accept

The chaplain pronounced this ing it.
" I called her, shook to be a bad sign. But with an apathy
As soon as he was seated at table, in
replied Amelia.
her, and used every means ; but I could which was unfortunately too contagious the midst of the caresses, the tears of
not succeed in making her understand or in the house, he deferred to a new ex
happiness, and the earnest attentions of
even

have tried in vain to awaken her,"

open

burning
think

her

very

badly

If

her eyes.

hot, and
dead.

red

she

were

as fire,

She

must

last night

I

have

that

worthy
returned the old Count.
ceslawa,

you

should

slept

and she certainly

has a fever."

"Then

not

should

ill!"

all drink.

the judgment he should have his family, he anxiously sought with his
pronounced upon the patient: we will see; eyes for her who had become necessary
we must wait; we can decide nothing as to his life and his tranquility.
He saw
yet: such were the favorite sentences of her place empty and dared not ask why
amination

the torfsured Esculapius.

" If

this con

tinues," repeated he on quitting Consue" My dear Wen- lo's chamber, " we must thin I of calling
person

is

go and administer

a physician,

for

I

would

not take upon

the Porporina did not descend.
Still the
canoness who saw him turn his head and
start every time the door opened, thought
herself obliged to relieve him from all

of treating an
may re myself the responsibility
case of nervous affection.
that so happy a day extraordinary
should be saddened by the suffering of I will pray for this young lady ; and per
that noble girl ! "
haps in the state of mind which she has

anxiety by saying that their young guest
had slept badly, that she was reposing

will go, my brother," replied the
canoness, who no longer said a word nor
tuok a step respecting Consuelo, without

Albert understood very well that his
liberator must be overpowered by fatigue,
and yet terror was depicted on his coun

such remedies as her condition
God forbid

quire.

"I

manifested

during

must expect

from

these last
God

days,

we

alone assistance

more efficacious than of art."

and expected

to keep her bed a part of

the day.

" But
looks.
consulting the chaplain's
They left a maid-servant by the bed tenance at this news. " My aunt," said
do not be uneasy, Christian : it will be side of Consuelo and went to prepare for he, no longer able to restrain his emotion,
The signora Nina is very ner breakfast.
The canoness herself knead " I think that if the adopted daughter of
nothing.
vous, she will soon be well."
ed the finest cake which had ever been Porpora were seriously indisposed, we
" Still is it not a very singular thing,"
She should not all be here, quietly engaged in
produced by her skillful hands.
said she to the chaplain,
take him aside, "that

when she could

flattered herself

this girl should

fast, would

that Albert, after a long

eating and talking around the table."

" Re-assure yourself, Albert," said
Albert's return with so vorite dish. The beautiful Amelia made Amelia reddening with vexation, " Nina
much assurance and truth ! Sir chaplain,
a toilet charming in freshness, thinking is engaged in dreaming of you and hop
have

eat with

pleasure of that fa

predicted

perhaps
ing her.

we have been deceived respect
Perhaps

she is a kind of saint

who has revelations ? "

that her cousin might feel some regret at ing for your return which she expects in
having offended and irritated her, when sleep, while we here celebrate it in joy."
he saw her so bewitching,
Albert became pale with indignation,
livery one
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and

a withering
glance at his
any one here has expected

darting

" If

there were in theological

science

treas

herself

still somewhat

feeble and prefer-

of truth, by means of which one
She eren
dining in her chamber.
pretended to send up selected portion* of
me in sleep, it is not the person whom more learned and skilful than himself
These artifices
you name who should be thanked for it : could have crushed' Albert's heresy, he the most delicate dishes.
the freshness of your cheeks, my beauti
clung to his shaken faith, and in order triumphed over the terror of Albert. Al
ful cousin, testifies that you have not lost to excuse himself from acting more ener though he experienced an overpowering
an hour of sleep during my absence and getically, threw himself back upon his sadness and as
were a presentiment of
ures

it

d

cousin :

I

thank

no need ignorance

with

you

all

my

and simplicity, which embold
ened the rebel and did him more harm

heart ; for it would be very painful for than good.
me to ask your forgiveness, as I do that
Their conversation, interrupted twenty
of all the other members and friends of times by a kind of mutual fear, and twen
my family."

"

ty times resumed
re

Many thanks for the exception,"

with

effort on one side

and the other, ended by failing of itself.
Old Christian fell asleep
his arm chair

Amelia, scarlet with anger ; " I
will endeavor always to deserve
by and Albert left him to go and obtain in
it,

in

turned

This little
means

and his betrothed,

they tried to conceal

which

altercation,
new thing

a

so

jest."

He spent more than two hours wander
by
Albert ing about the corridors of the chateau,

was

between

but which

from him.

had never

watching for the canoness and the chap
been so bitter on one side or the other, lain on their passage, to ask news from
east sadness and restraint over the rest of them.
The chaplain persisted in answer

attention.

that her skin was no longer

burning, that her pulse was rather weak
than full, and that she would certainly
am

"Why

night.

then

frozen with terror, notwithstanding

good news?" thought the young
Count as he took leave of his relatives at

these

the accustomed honr.

The fact is, that the good canoness,
who, notwithstanding
her emaciation and
deformity, had never been ill in her life,
understood

of the maladies

nothing

of
a

She saw Consuelo pass from
the canon- others.
ing him concisely and briefly
ess put on
livid paleness, her agi
smiling face as soon as she fiery redness to
perceived him, and affected to speak of tated blood congeal in her arteries, and
a

were made to divert Albert's

forts which

was better

;

all the ef

notwithstanding

an air of satisfaction which was hardly at
all assumed, to say that the Porporina

a

the morning,

he submitted

misfortune,

and made efforts to appear calm.
In the evening, Wenceslawa came with

pass an excellent

formation respecting Consnelo's condition,
which alarmed him the more, the more
it

and not turn them into

a

keeping my watchings and anxieties for
some one who will be obliged for them

some horrible

;

have at this moment

yon

of repose.

I

that

The canoncss went to see her patient

other things, in order to deceive him by her chest, too much oppressed to be
an appearance of security.
But Albert raised under the effort of respiration, ap
Amelia, saw that she began to be seriously anx pear calm and motionless.
feverish and more oppressed.
For an in
whom Albert's anxiety wounded as
ious, that she continually made more fre stant she had thought her relieved, and
were
childlike
personal affront, went to weep in quent visits to Consuelo's chamber
and had announced this news with
;

a

it

The chaplain pronounced he remarked "that they did not fear to
so far as to say to the canoness open and close the doors every moment,
that
physician must be sent for in tho as if that sleep, which they pretended
Count was quiet and necessary, could not be
the fever did not turn.
evening,

confidence.
some little

Christian

He
kept his son by him, to distract disturbed by noise and agitation.
which he did not was bold enough to approach the cham
comprehend, and which he believed still ber into which he would have given his

tired,

him from an anxiety

the hour had come to send for

if

a

her chamber.
himself

But the chaplain, who knew
saw well that this ap
parent repose was the forerunner of a vi
olent crisis.
As soon as Albert had re
more,

he gave the canoness

cian.

Unfortunately

notice that
a

a

if

several times and found her always more

physi

the city was far dis

a

It

But while chaining him to his life to penetrate for
tant, the night dark, the roads detestible,
single instant.
side by affectionate words, the good old was entered through another room and and Hanz very slow, notwithstanding
his
man could not find the least subject of separated from the corridor by two thick zeal.
The storm arose, the rain fell m
diseased.

conversation and intimacy with that spirit,
which he had never wished to sound

doors through
sound

could

which
pass.

neither

sight

The canoness

torrents.

re

the old servant,

true that Count

the names of madness

that

bright

light

which

and finished
woods with

stumbled

by

himself

losing

his terrified

carried

twenty
rider,

times,
in

the

who took

tient except by passing through Amelia's every hill for the Schreckenetein, and ev
chamber which was adjoining, and where ery flash of lightning
for the naming
Albert would not have sought informa night of an evil spirit.
was not till
tion, without
mortal repugnance.
At broad day light that Hans again found

It

called

and rebellion

It

by

Christian

is

a

in the fear of being conquered and sub marking this attempt, had shut and lock
reason superior to his own, in ed both, and no longer visited the pa
dued by
matters of religion.

The old horse which

nor

full of justice and
had not made him elo

arguments
Nature

He had not that animated facility
quent,
which supports controversy, and still less
of logic,

dressed
forth.

to come

down

by studying

and dine

with the family.

Albert did not mistrust
his aunt,

the words oi

whose pure lips had never sin

those profound things

which

himself

slowly

and at last

set

Four and twenty hours had been
lost in deciding upon and effecting all
this.

Albert tried in vain to sleep.

con

ned against truth so openly as they had suming anxiety and the unpleasant noises
just done and he rejoined the old Count, of the storm, kept him awake all night.

;

turned his younger days to profit,

into

and promised

science and pretended certainty.
Simple which was to restore to him
and modest, he allowed his mouth to be and happiness.
closed
he reproached himself with not
But the hour struck in vain.
having

trot

to him that the invalid was much better,

of discussion, which,
imposes by an air of hastening with all his prayers the hour
in

that charlatanism
default

longest

herself to lie
and while asking forgive
ness of God in her heart, she announced

Consuelo
Consuelo

The canoness making
rapid progress in the art of lying, related

did not appear.

He dared not descend, fearing again to
scandalize

his

aunt,

who

had lectured

on the impropriety of
presence near the apart

him in the morning
a

by

firmness.

the

;

lence

With

be could

A

his heresies, he had been reduced to

si

seriously.
Every lime that he had tried to correct

road.

which

;

which im

;

but he resisted the sympathy
pelled him to question him

his

urge his steed, he ap
proached the town where the physician
the latter was awakened,
was sleeping

;

a

a

pierced through the eccentricities of Al
bert, and the splendor of which the feeble last, seeing him exasperated and fearing
the teturn of his disease, she took upon
eyes of
rigid catholic could not endure

Albert opposed to him; and certain that that she had risen, but that she found

his continual

ment of the two young

ladies.

He left

his door open and frequently heard steps
He ran to the stair
in the lower story.
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the sister of Ziska and the

two Wandas,

mother of Albert, appearing by turns
self and to place to the account of the the grotto of the recluse, and reproach
and

the rain

which

had terrified

lo had required

the

deceitful

him.

it,

wind

Since

he nursed

his moral health with

noises
Consue-

his reason,
and firm

patience

He repelled

ness.

agitations and fears
and strove to raise himself above his love

in

him

their rights and in

vading tlieir domain.

Her exclamations,

and her

prayers, delirious
to those about her,

and incomprehensible
were in direct

relation

and objects which

with the thoughts

had so violently

She did not recog
nize him, but she made no resistance and

Albert lavished upon

ceased crying out.

ing her with usurping
her shrieks,

her back to her bed.

agita

her in Spanish

the most

names,

tender

and the most fervent prayers
she heard
him with her eyes fixed and without sec;

no one and

seeing

more, he tried to re-assure

nothing

him
but suddenly
ing or answering
rising and placing herself on her knees in
the bed, she began to sing a stanza of
;

but

Case;
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But ted and affected her the night before. Handel's
Te Deum, which she had re
of his love itself.
Never had her
suddenly-, in the midst of the roaring of She heard the roaring of the torrent and cently read and admired.
the thunder and the creaking of the old imitated the motions of swimming
and
with voice possessed more expression
timbers of the chateau, which groaned her arms.
She shook her black tresses brilliancy.
Never had she been more
under the power of the hurricane,
long scattered over her shoulders and thought beautiful than HI that ecstatic attitude,
a

by the strength

heart-rending
him,

raises

cry

stroke

of a poniard.

thrown

himself

itself

to she saw floods of foam falling

even

his bosom like the

and penetrates

She continally

about her.

Zdenko

perceived

behind

her cheeks lighted

with her hair flowing,

with the fire of the fever, and her eyes

Albert who had her, engaged in opening the sluice, or seeming to read the heavens opened for
all dressed upon his bed before her earnest to close the path. them alone.
The canoness was so much
with the resolution of going to sleep, She talked of nothing but water and moved that she knelt at the foot of the bed

it

a

is

It

is

hears his own name breathed with

des

He pushes
pair by that adored mouth.
the door with rage, makes latch and lock

a

it

doubtless

com

At

the moment
was

fatigue,

uttering

exhausted

inarticulate

only

re

Hardly had Consuelo
finished the stanza, when she uttered a
divine joy shone iu lier
deep sigh
respect.

ligious

countenance.

"

am saved

and she fell backwards,

!"

cried she

pale ami cold as
open but

fixed,

her lips blue and her arms stiff.
An instant of silence and stupor follow

Amelia, who, erect and

Her ed this scene.

sounds which ended in wild shrieks.

of sympathy,

seized with

Albert entered marble,, her eyes still

when

her room aghast, Consuelo,

by

reaches the door ot Ame

lia's chamber, shakes
and names him
self.
He hears
bolt pushed and Ame
lia's voice imperiously orders him to be
Still the cries and shrieks re
gone.
double.
the voice of Consuelo,
who
He
suffering intolerable agony.

was

at the door of her chamber,

terrors

motionless

their

had witnessed the frightful spectacle with
out daring to move
step, fainted away
The canoness and the two
with horror.

being no longer subdued by the
power of her will, as at the moment when
she encountered them, she experienced
retroactive

effect

with

a

dark corridor,

cistern

mencement of fever and you see that her
delirium has always that object in view."

Still she recovered

intensity.

horrible

a

hesitates no longer, makes the turn of

that

;

fresh cry, more dreadful, more hor
than the first rent his heart.
He
a

rible

bent his head and was

I

I

;

;

a

but

and the chaplain,

his want

a

notwithstanding

;

and burst into tears

a

the stones,

and

a

clears

of lightning

;

forward,

flash

a

like

a

rushes

up,

;

with a continuation
of images
which made the chaplain shake his head
knocks at Consuelo's door.
Silence was and say: "What
long and painful
re-established
no one came to open it. dream.
cannot conceive why her mind
Albert thought he had dreamed again
should have been so occupied lately with
bounds

staircase

sort of women

ran to help her.
Consuelo re
out and livid, resting

mained stretched

lace cap, makes her fall back upon her
sofa and rushes into Consuelo's chamber,

The canoness had no sooner seen
Amelia laid upon her bed, than she re
turned to the threshold of Consuelo's
"Well, sir chaplain!" said
chamber.

out of the bed.

Tormented,

as happens in certain cases of cerebral
fever, by unheard of terrors, the unhap

and that muscular

force which

the deli

rium of fever gives to the weakest beings.
She bounded into the middle of the room,

a

;

a

py child wished to fly from the visions by hair dishevelled, her feet bare, her body
which she was assailed
thin white and rumpled
she thought she enveloped in
saw, in the persons who endeavored to night dress, which gave her the air of

no!"

a

no!

thousand

cried Albert, raising himself
have consulted
her
impetuously.
times

"I

heart better than you have consulted

her

still beats she breathes, she
lives.
she will live
not thus,
not now that her life
to end.
Who
arm.

is

ing herself

amining attentively.
" No,
not death

It

held her, with that rapidity of movement

her from throw

is

who could hardly hinder

death!" replied the
deep tone letting fall Con
suelo's arm whose pulse he had been ex
!

agining that he fled before her, she dis
engaged herself from the hands which

"Madame,

chaplain in

!

most vigorous maid-servants of the house,

she dejectedly.
is

am !" cried Albert

it

am, Here

a

Here

Consuelo heard
rushing towards the bed.
him, recovered all her energy and im

;

in the arms of the two

and of

it
is

horrible delirium,

dry

brightness.

was.

It

was struggling

a

victim to

were

eyes

a

haggard

I

"

Consuelo,

long

head fall upon the bosom of the dying one,
and did not appear more alive than she

O
!

;

her

frightful

XIV.'

lost in

upon the arm of Albert, who had let his

it
is

spectre, his hair erect upon his

head.

then her cries were

tions

sobs which seemed to suffocate her, though

I

pale as

a

a

a

it

if

reflection drawn from her very delirium,
fly, and repelling Amelia, who plays the and began to call Albert with so full and
voice that
seemed as
the
vibrating
part of outraged modesty, on being sur
damask dressing gown and whole house must be shaken to its founda
prised in

spectre escaped from the tomb and at the has had the rashness to believe that God
Now
the time
moment they thought again to seize her, had decreed her death
Sir chaplain,
she leaped with the agility of a wild cat, fo attend her efficaciously.

about to fall stricken by her disease, was
aheady repeating by her side the prayers
for the departing
she took him for Zden-

reached

the window

other

women

to retain

her in the bed,

was before her,

give me your box of medicines.

she took

what is required and you do not.

which

for

I

the spinet which

know

Wretch

!

a

You have not
that you are, obey me
the opening of the fatal cistern, placed
extended her arms, and helped her
foot upon
you might have prevented
you did not do
you
again crying out the name of Albert in this horrible crisis
the midst of the dark and stormy night, have hidden her illness from me, you
it
;

;

;

The trembling canoness, who join
ed her feeble efforts with those of the was about

her.

is

?

upon

it,

;

ko chanting his mysterious psalms, while
he built the wall which was to enclose

;

her, savage enemies,
monsters bent upon her destruction.
The
terrified
chaplain, who considered her

restrain and relieve

to precipitate

herself,

when

seemed to her like the phantom of the she, encircled her in his arms, and carried

Did you wish to
Your cowardly prudence,

have alt deceived me.

Albert, even more agile and strong than destroy her?
your

hideous

apathy,

have

tied

your

his aunt, he selected and himself

poured

out doses of the most powerful and active
Albert was more learned in
medicines.

accus

Albert as insane.
The canoness suffered by this cruelty

great perplexities, and the more, that the doctor's spite might
lead him to divulge her nephew's condi
prolonged examination, in order to
sud tion, which she took so much pains to
sue from them triumphantly, as by
is

tomed to pretend

a

Deaf to the observations of

simple one and the treat

ment easy, and our German was
a

an excited and half crazy man, might be
come poisons, he wrested it from him

a

which in the hand of the case was

him with medicines,

violently.

this severe remark, rather
man of his importance to canoness
That than quit his disdainful position and re
determine and execute so speedily.
would have given cause to believe that nounce the petty revenge of treating

expedient for

a

tongue and your hands ! Give me your
box, I say, and let me act."
And aa the chaplain hesitated to trust

by
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of his genius, in order to conceal.

den illumination

She humbled herself

to disarm

have repeated what had been said of him him, and asked him submissively what he
thousand times: "The malady was so thought of the bleeding recommended by

divined

and

moment

the

the initiative

keep

and

fall

He
When he saw himself contradicted and
patience and put to the wall by Albert's impatience, —
" If you are physician," said he, " and
gentleness, in unclosing the teeth of the
sufferer, and making her swallow some have authority here,
do not see why

the moment presents

I

I

a

"If

now

the time

no longer

was

will bring it back," said Albert;
" and yet she must be bled."
The German physician, a heavy per
sonage full of self-esteem, and accustom

"

you will remain

Since

my

at the

May you be

adversary

the

young

"I

left the patient and came to find

terriiied,

the doctor.

See what a responsibility

rests
;

My nephew has offended you

" In the

name of heaven

" come

he,

mine

the voice of God

self."

the dying

"Is

that

Albert?"

Count

I

"
stupified doctor.
He
ed in his country practice, where he had cognized him.
" Without doubt
no competitor, to be listened to as an

should

asked

the

not have re

so changed !"

Albert.

Count

doctor," cried

and exercise your authority,
unacknowledged, and .-o would be

but you must not take seriously the im
man so little master of him
patience of
a

"It

I

" Then

"Alas! my dear doctor," said she,
"you must not abandon us in such a

Without doubt bleeding would situation.
That was em- upon us.
back the crisis.

bring

but

blessed, excellent doctor!"

retained him.

favorable.

barassing.

act

prohibition

himself,

believe, by

He persists in bleeding

person, notwithstanding
your
and he will do
we can

if

before ;

itself, even sooner

not succeed in preventing him, by strength
or by stratagem.
God knows
he has

if

The
he would not answer for the result.
patient ought to have been bled the day

will

!

The physician arrived and seeing
that the case was a serious one, declared
that he had been called very late and that

lips.

think,

it,

of

to her

decree
revered

;

returned

color

the
his

Count," said the doctor, smiling with an
am no longer
air of protecting pity,
astonished, and will allow him to say
He was about to refraternity who treated him with so little what he pleases."
chamber, the door of
deference, rose and passed into Amelia's enter Consuelo's
room to attend to the nerves of that young which the chaplain had closed, in order
person, who urgently called him, and to that Albert might not hear this conversa
take leave of the canoness
but the latter tion, when the chaplain himself, pale and

is

sleep, and a slight

a kind

was

yet; but her prostration

let

from

present crisis, the state of the pulse does
not allow me to determine any thing."

I

At the should have been called, and will return
drops of this efficacious remedy.
end of an hour, during which .he several home."
times repeated the dose, Consuelo breath
you do not wish to decide at the
ed freely ; her hands had recovered their proper time, you may retire," said Albert.
warmth and her features their elasticity.
Doctor Wetzelins, deeply wounded at
She neither heard nor felt any Jhing as having been associated with one of the

than

I

to recommend.

incredible

;

dared

with

liberty

" will wait an hour or two;
will not lose sight of the patient, and

I

is

have

full

mouth.

is

never

succeeded,

with

;

the

?

seized

is

agents.

He
by a prompt judgement, by a remedy.
very prudent, very learn
He has not his equal,
courageous and absolute zeal, he'adminised, very strong.
tered a potion which the chaplain would even in Vienna."
Inspired

I

the effects of the most energetic

if I

I

it

a

He
many things than they supposed.
had practised upon himsolf at a period of far advanced, BO dangerous, that Doctor Albert.
" think
an absurdity at the mo
his life when he still studied carefully the Wetzelius himself did not know what to
frequent disorders of his brain, and knew determine, no other than he would have ment," said the doctor, who wished to

a

if

I

;

the question.
" I tell you she must be bled," resumed

by

;

He will cripple
during almost ten ever touched a lancet.
he does not kill her on the spot
years that you have not seen him, many her,
aa untimely drawing of blood."
changes have taken place in him."
" thought him completely re-establish
" Ah, ha!" said the doctor in jeering
" for
ed," said the doctor maliciously
tone, dragging himself heavily towards

I

raised his heavy eyelid scowling
at him who thus presumed to cut short

oracle,

is
a

I

if

!

!

a

a

" With or without have not been called
Albert forcibly.
single time since the door, with the contemptuous and un
his return."
bleeding the crisis will return."
man whose heart does
pleasant sneer of
" Excuse me," said doctor Wetzelius ;
" Ah my dear doctor you know very not inspire him. " We shall see fine
" that is not so certain as you seem to well that Albert would never submit to doings,
cannot find some tale to bring
And he smiled in a disdainful the decrees of science."
think."
him to his senses."
" And yet he
and ironical manner.
But when he reached the bed, Albert
physician himself, so

!

fine

him very much
otherwise you would
have found him more polite, more sensible,
;

in order
in

with

have you come to more grateful for the cares yon bestowed
dot
Prayers and burials do not belong upon him in his childhood."
" fear he has more need of them now
Bleed her, or
will."
to you.

I

I

it

be not so, what

The

vein

a

suelo's arm and with the other

basin.

was opened and black

blood

flowed abundantly.
The chaplain wished
to murmur, exclaim, take heaven to wit

The doctor tried to jest and to dis
tract Albert's attention, thinking to take
his own time to close the vein,
he open
ness.

if

I

;

If

its intensity

to wrestle

it

to restore
it,

malady,

to combat

already had the reddened lancet between
his teeth, with one hand he held Con

ed

it

"If

the crisis does not return, all is far as see ?"
" He has some notions of every thing
lost," repealed Albert ; " you ought to
know it. This stupor leads directly to but he carries his hurried precipitation
to paralysis into all.
numbness of the brain,
The horrible state in which he
Your duty is to seize the has just seen that young girl, has agitated
and death.

an

instant

afterwards,

when

his

;

it

;

a

The doctor knew very well that Albert than ever," returned the doctor, who, caprice and his vanity could claim the
reasoned justly, and he had from the first notwithstanding his respect for the family success.
But Albert kept them at dis
but
was not and the chateau, preferred to afflict the tance solely by the expression of his look
the intention of bleeding
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the other Series, or all other forms of the demonstrating
the Law to the world.
because
such re
of blood, he applied the bandages Law, — in music, in the alphabet, in the They will prove
with all the dexterity of an experienced distribution of the ages, in the bones of sults are attained by the application of
colors, the Law, they will necessarily demon
the human body, in the planets,
operator ; then he gently bent Consuelo's
in

if

it,

and as soon as he had drawn the desired

quantity

the simple, or free series, various

the chaplain and the doctor into Amelia's

ples are scattered

chamber :

He has touched upon, although

he

to

you can be of no service to the

Either irreso
person under my charge.
lution or prejudice paralyzes your zeal and
I declare to you that
your knowledge.

I

take all responsibility upon myself, and
do not wish to be distracted or op
I therefore
posed in so serious a task.

that

I

beseech

you,

sir

chaplain,

to

recite

your prayers, and you, sir doctor, to ad

his

through

works.
vaguely,

and yet sufficiently to put us on the track,
the two fundamental

of harmonics

kinds

no doubt -that the great Law
There
of universal distribution
w be clearly
can
explained, so that
be applied to every sphere, and the theory

and scientifically

of all movement be ascertained
priori.
Fourier did not do this because he was

or accords in the Series,

the progressive engaged in constructing one most impor
tant sphere tif movement — the Social,
the proportional, — the one corres
ponding to the musical, and the other to neglected by all past philosophers, — in
the geometrical accords.
accordance with the Law, and because a
and

clear

true that he has not explained

and scientific

universal distribution

I

Of

exam

in

thorough

knowledge

of several sciences
of some even which

manner, this Law of

is

said

It

"

Gentlemen,"

is

them,

"

do not strate its truth.

it

which

a

the nostrils of the patient, he called

near

other spheres

come to my memory at this moment.

is

a and some

is

and handing

bottle to the canoness to keep

smelling

a

arm under the coverings,

or of the Series,

have not been discovered,

but

necessary,

and

such

as the

He had science of the imponderable fluids. He
to the sketched out the great Law, and has
will no longer permit prognostics and pre not time absorbed in applying
To compre
given us the outline of it.
parations of death about the bed of a person construction of a true system of Society,
who will soon recover her consciousness.
which would give peace and happiness to hend
fully, we must continue and com
Let this be understood.
If herein I of mankind, he could not enter into study plete his work by hard study, or we must
in which the
fend a learned man, or am wanting to of the sciences
necessary to prove
organize an Association,
human characters and passions will be
wards a friend, I will ask pardon for it as clearly to the comprehension of the world.
all the ma distributed harmoniously.
soon as I can think of myself."
He saw this Law revealed
When we see
After having thus spoken in a tone, the terial works of nature seeing
there, the Law in operation in the passional
he knew that
calmness and gentleness of which con
existed in the moral movement, which
the pivotal one, then
the em
will be explained in all other move
trasted with the dryness of his words, world, of which the material
Albert returned to Consuelo's chamber, blem, and that thus
ments, which are types of iu
was universal.
His work was not to demonstrate,
locked the door, put the key in his pocket,
Fourier did not write out and explain
mine of all he knew
and said to the canoness, " No one shall was to discover he discovered
probably .only
fragment
wealth, — the Law of Uni of
enter, nor leave this apartment without intellectual
particularly as regards the Law of
versal Order: he dug some precious the Series.
One reason of this was that
my permission."
— such as the he was not called upon to publish. The
blocks of truth from
To be Continued.
to my cousin.

that

for his disciples

to do.

it

potions

a

:

it,

it,

;

a

it

it

it

is

it

is

:

it

in

it

a

it

;

your

is

minister

FOURIER'S

WRITINGS.

for rendering
organization
industry at
tractive, the system of education, &c.

He has shown us that the mine exists,
is, and he has demonstrated
of the 1st No and where
vember, in an article entitled " Fourier's that a system of Laws for the harmonious
Writings," the following remark relating distribution of infinite multiplicity in uni
of this we cer
to the scientific proofs which Fourier has versal unity, must exist
He has given us
tainly cannot doubt.
given of his system.
" In fact his printed works, and, so far some examples and applications of this
as we can judge, his manuscripts, contain system of Laws they may be incomplete,
in the Harbinger

which he did publish, and which
were but the commencement of his sys
tem, did not sell
loss

and ridicule.

they entailed upon him
He did not prepare

MSS. to leave to posterity, and much of
his

science

world.

went

with

Those which

him to the other
he did leave were

prepared for the third and fourth volumes

of Universal

Unity.
Fourier sketched out with a
hand the results of his studies,

Besides,

;

;

it

I find

works

;

For the Harbinger.

ali."

and partly erroneous, but he has put the giant
human mind on the track of
mighty without explaining how he got at them, or
let
discover and develope
what course he followed. There
but little
view, and beg leave, with due respect to truth
This system of Laws always elementary instruction
fully.
him, save
those
the Harbinger, to give some explanations
existed, and men of science should have parts relating to the practical organization
on this point.
But even
long since, but they did not liappen this increases the difficulty.
That a great Law of Distribution ex seen
it

if

:

in

in

it

it

a

must dissent somewhat from the above

;

I

is

no demonstration at

to do so.

Fourier, with piercing

into the apparently

complicated

insight
and con

he had explained clearly
the Law of the Scries,

it

ists, which regulates with order and har
mony all the parts, members, or elements

and familiarly
would require

hard intellectual labor to comprehend it.
fused mass of facts and phenomena of the
the universe, that is, the multiplicity
The universe universe, saw the great Law which bound We have the science of musical harmony,
in unity, no one can doubt.
and regulated them in but how many persons have the patience
in unity, if them together
being variety or multiplicity
this
his discovery, to master it.
The Series
the science
there were not a Law of Order to regulate order and harmony

Fourier saw the existence of this Law,
and sought to discover it with all the
He says he dis
powers of his intellect.
the
the Law
covered
.and he calls

and

its generality

etary movements, but he did not demon
them
the planets demonstrated

strate

is

is

demonstrates itself.

Kepler discovered the laws of the plan

of

Universal

clearly

and however
Harmony,
can only be under

explained,

it

composing

the unity, they would jar, clash, and war
with each other, and perpetual and uni
Now
versal disorder would be the result.

stood by dint of study.

A. B.

:

the innumerable individualities

in

:

a

of

them for him.

Let one Association be
HEARTS,
HANDS, AND SHILLINGS. —
industry will be ren Daniel O'Oonnell, the other day, address

organized in which

a

it

is

I

of

;

I

I

:

of

it,

is

it,

ing
dered attractive, and the passions harmo
meeting which he had convened at
—
nized, and they will prove the truth of Gal" way, said
want every man's shilling, and
often
the
Law
Fourier
of
of
Series.
the
has
us
He
examples
Series.
given
will tell you why because there
a
the remarked this to us in private conversa
what he calls the Measured Series
heart ami hand behind every shilling.
was the only way of want the hearts and hands of every man."
the basis of all tion, and said
Third Power, — which
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perfect, hasty, superficial, the analysis of exact at once and comprehensive, than
them partial, the classification arbitrary ; that given in this book, before the divi
and with all deference, we must say, that sion of Morality should be attempted.

REVIEW.

The Elements of Morality, including Pol
By WILLIAM WHEWELL, D. D., the Historian of the Inductive Sciences,
ity.
Author of the History and Philosophy
has not observed his own three rules of
of the Inductive Sciences.
Two Vols.
New York : Harper and Brothers, 82 selecting the true Idea, forming the right
the exact
Cliff Street.
Boston : Redding and Conception, and determining
Co., 8 State Street.
Indeed, if we should give
Magnitudes.

The Preface of this book defines its a title to this book it would be something
"
object, as being an attempt to enumerate like this, — The Philosophy of Churchand classify the Elements of Morality, as of- England-Toryism."
We have said, that the observation and
preliminary to a Pltilosoplcy of Morality.
Such a design is timely and wise ; for it analysis of the facts of man's moral na
must be acknowledged, that Man's Moral ture are incomplete, and in illustration of
Nature is still an unknown world.
The it we ask, can it be scientifically proved,
" Express Principles of Humani
map of it has been given when its shores that the
only have been here and there skirted, ty, Justice, Truth, Purity, Order, Earn
and when none have thoroughly explored estness, and Moral Ends," are the axioms,
its wide-spread regions.
Dr. Whewell so to speak, of Morality? Certainly Dr.
deserves the praise of having taken a Whewell has not proved that they are,
comprehensive bird's-eye-view of portions and we are quite confident that he cannot
of the country, noted some chief land- do so. These are not the " fundamental
marks, and pointed out some main roads principles of human action ; " for they
to be traversed.
He has prepared a sort are not the primitive " springs " of action.
of hand-book for travellers ; and a student It is a pity, that when Dr. Whewell has
may thank him for the suggestions of gone so far as to recognize the fact, that
many important trains of observation and man has original,
uneradicable, perma
But here we regret to say our nent emotions, which are truly as he calls
thought.
commendation is bounded ; for we cannot them, the " springs of action," he did
in conscience

gay, that we consider this
book, in any sense, an authority.
In the first place, the plan of the work

not apply
and

himself

determine

vigorously

the

exact

The division

of Dr. Whewell is worse

than useless.

Still, notwithstanding these criticisms,
we recommend the book, as one of the
most suggestive
language.
useful

and

instructive

in the

The student will find it a

help ; and the entirely untaught,

will see a wide field of deeply interesting
There are
thought opened before them.
separate passages too of great excellence ;
and the whole

view

is comprehensive.

But we trust the day is not distant, when
what is here only attempted, will be ac
tually done and well done.
The Artist, the Merchant, and the States
man, of the Age of the Medici, and of
our own Times.
By C. EDWARDS LES
TER, U. S. Consul at Genoa, Author
of the Glory and Shame of England,
&n. &c. Vol. 1. New York: Paine
and Burgess, 62 John St. 1845. pp.
237.

The greater part of this volume is con
HIRAM POWERS, the Sculptor.

cerning

It is a beautiful tribute to a rising genius,
of whom our country might be prouder,

if she had more promptly recognized and
and fostered his transcendent qualities, if she

to discover

number,

specific character of these essential ele
seems to us too large in one aspect, and ments of man.
He might then have aided
yet not sufficiently universal in another, us to form a true science of our moral

had not employed foreign pretenders to
disfigure her Capitol with tasteless stat
ues, and driven her own inspired, untu

But as it is, he has merely given

tored son to seek for patrons rather than
masters in Italy, where in a short time he

too

large,

— because

the

historical

de

of morality in Christian and
Civilized England does not strictly belong
to the construction of the Elements of
Morality, as found in the moral nature of
Man considered abstractly, as a genus;
yet not sufficiently universal, if the Ele
ments of Morality are to be learned
velopment

nature.

us his, arbitrary

and partial

What we particularly

conjectures.
need is an exhaust

has become the wonder of all the schools,
of and by obeying nature has brought the
man's springs of action.
This would be masters to his feet. Much of Mr. Les
the first step in a true construction of the ter's book is in the tone of self-reproach
ful patriotism
on this account, which
Elements of Morality.
Equally imperfect appears to ns Dr. disposes him, no doubt, to make the most
" division of the general of his hero. But he cannot say too much
through their actual manifestation in the Whewell's
progress of ages and nations, — for then trunk of Morality into the five branches of Powers, and we can thank him for
the religions and laws of ALL times and of Jurisprudence ; the Morality of Rea
every word of this.
Intimate with Powers in Florence, a
people should be separately examined, son ; the Morality of Religion ; Polity ;
compared together, and ranked in orderly and International
Law." This division daily frequenter of his studio and of his
That this latter process would is not only capricious, but it is fitted to house, he has drawn largely from his con
series.
indeed be the scientific way of construct
mislead.
It confounds history and psy versations, and so constructed a sort of
ing the Elements of Morality, we are chology in the first place, and in the autobiography, in which the artist speaks
most ready to grant ; indeed we confi second obscures the true relations which of himself and of his art in the most
dently assert that any other mode of pro unite the different provinces of human sincere and unaffected terms.
What is
ceeding is a simplistic one, and must lead life.
Historically, the developments of published was revised by Powers; all
to error.
But Dr. Whewell has not taken Religion, Polity, and Reason, in Human
the circumstances of the transaction are
cither the course of the abstract psychol
and pleasantly stated, and are
frankly
ity, have been coincident; psychological
ogist, or of the historical realist ; but has ly, man's spiritual, sensitive, and intel
to all parties con
entirely honorable
And the result lectual powers, are indissolubly united in cerned.
confusedly blended both.
is an imperfect sketch of the moral ele one living person ; in their relations, the
There never was a purer artist. And
ments of an Englishman of the nineteenth Church, the Commonwealth, the College,
it is not by accident that we say purer.
century.
are mutually dependent by interaction, He is purely so by calling ; no seconda
But in the second place, this plan, and are progressively organized in each ry motives, no extraneous circumstances

faulty

as it is, is not adhered

to.

analysis

and serial

classification

The growing Nation and the Race.

author does not keep within his assigned
limits.
He gives not merely & construc
tion of the elements, but also a philosophy

of Morality.
And the effect of the whole
is consequently
perplexing and unsatis
factory.

ive

The observation of facU is im

should

not

branches,

but

then

be divided

primarily

into

Morality determined his position ; but because he
into

five

was born to reverence

three,

the

the human form in its purity,

and to reproduce
did he turn

of Religion," of "Jurispru
dence," and of " Reason."
But indeed,
the classification of man's moral relations,

sculptor without

rights, and duties, should

attraction, till he reached his present em

"Morality

be much more

a teacher, and without a

model, save as nature furnished both, and
through

every obstacle follow

the divine
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a

Humanity

is

is

is

in

"elt;

again

the unity

and great destiny

of man makes poets and prophets of all
and this shall be the school of
iearts
Artists. The Artist and the Reformer

can securely
consciousness.

article

is is

and before him

it a

is

manifestation,

spiritual

the origin

able, tracing

is

whom Modesty withholds nothing, do not yet know each other, but
but instantly shrinks abashed at the en their destiny to meet.
trance of any unconsecrated portion of
We had nearly forgotten to speak of
the world.
For the artist only sees the the latter portion of Mr. Lester's volume,
mitl; to him the form
which
altogether
on our Consular system.
The

it

from

of this

throw away the garments of commercial magistracy to barbarous times,
when every nation treated the foreigner

it it
?

greater.

a

;

in

even

vill make them when she has greater
occasions.
And
not the greatest occa
Is
all history now preparing?
sion
not the greatest movement of all times
not America to be
And
ieginning?
the cradle and first theatre of that? Again
faith
life becoming earnest; again

;

a

:

is

is

others

make

s

in

the image

of God.
The purity of Art seems
leading
" To the pure in
thought with Powers.
heart all things are pure " of this text
he
one of the sublimest preachers.
No
part of his conversations has impressed
us with more respect than where he
the Ital
speaks of the female models
ian Schools of sculpture.
The aims and
character of the artist are sacred, and he
the holy confessor of the human form,

?

a

is
a

t
?

is

is

It

It

doctrine that man was made

a

while, transplanted into the

gardens of the old world, they
outshine the best flowers in the land of
choicest

being inwardly forewarned.
The great sentiments of Humanity called
There
meaning and
prophe
the soul's highest cy in all this.
The Schools now fail to
Art into being.
confession of faith.
thus far the make an Artist, as Powers well says
world's only practical recognition of the iut what made Angelo and Raphael, will

at the call,

It

if

' I

is
a

are

in the lap of utilita

up

?

ready

higher

to nurse,

?

it

and

is

it,

look for

how

is

is
it

hus springing

it answers a natural want ; souls that are rian America,
in earnest,

that the germs of

she knows

in

and false refinements ; for

conventialisms

.it, than

a

were there no

positions which justly claim to be philo
confuted at all.
sophically confuted,
mere superficial sciolism that can pro
nounce the man insane and the system
medley of brain-sick
raptures and rev
eries, the embracing of which implies as
delusion as its origination.
strong
We
hesitate not to affirm that no one can in
telligently survey the system without be
ing filled with astonishment at the pro
found insight into man — the vast compre
hensiveness — the scientific exactitude —
and the searching discrimination which
Who then will deny that
displays.
deserves investigation
Shall every other
crude concoction of dogmas be elaborately
—
discussed
shall the veriest babblings of
"antastical illusion in the form of Mor—
monism
the sublime subtleties of tran
scendental mysticism — and the lofty as
sumptions of the infallible Papacy — chal
ienge grave scrutiny and labored debate,
while no attention
paid to an expose^of
inspired truth given to the world by one
who combined
his person, in
pre
eminent degree, the Saint and the Sage
such neglect just to the claims of intel
lect, philosophy, and virtue
Is there no
demand that the solecism presented by the
union of such
life and such
genius
with such an alleged rhodomontade of
should
be
In
dreaming vagary
explained
challenging inquiry on the subject, do we
more, than the obvious facts of the case
abundantly warrant?"
a

exist all the more powerfully

of Europe

sober comparison

Angelo.

with Michael

Why

a

iave won for Powers

exist ; and would

ing, where no Schools

among the artists

ects, but

Is

one of God's designs, and not an artificial
thing ; that it has its times for appear

a

His life is a proof that Art is

inence.
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The

"Memorable

Relations" which
body of Prof.
Bush's work, well known and highly
are

to

constitute

the

prized as they are by all who are familiar

of Swedenborg are the
my, and each had need of legalized pro- boldest selection that could be made from
They narrate with all the sin
thods, and by none more clearly than by tectora for its citizens in the others' them.
He finds no human figure per ports; criticising justly the defects of cerity and simplicity of an eye witness,
Powers.
The traces of the Fall are in the our present system, and suggesting im events and appearances, which according
fect.
is

The Unity of Humanity, too,
beauti
fully symbolized in the sculptor's me

who chanced upon its shores, as an ene

of all of us.

with the writings

a

But provements, which show
high ideal of to the writer took place in the ultra-mun
dane world, and which to the uninitiated
the office, and hopes of much more hu
of reader will often seem astonishing, and
mane and rational intercommunication
hand, nations, than at present prevails among quite as often absurd and ridiculous.
scattered.
One has
beautiful
But
noble the best of the civilized.
with awkward feet. One carries
We admire his he will find that they soon assume another
He will not fail to discover that
front, while the lower limbs are shrunk.
feeling, but wisdom goes deeper, and aspect.
The sculptor must select from many sees that the whole frame-work of Civil what have seemed the merest phantasms,
models, here a trace and there
trace, oI ization
what resists this as well as embody truths of momentous importance,
and where he has presumed to laugh
In his other improvements.
the beauty of his ideal whole.
aloud in derision, he will be silent in
works of imagination, his statue of Eve
ac
The thoughtful wonder.
The Swedenborg Library, Part
of the Greek Slave, &c. &c., he
Memorabilia
or Me
Swedenborg:
Whatever may be said of the theology
knowledged by the best living masters to
Heaven and Hell.
morable Relations
of Swedenborg, and of his claim to be
have rivalled the ideal perfection of the
With an Introduction,
GEORGE
ancients.
BUSH.
New York John Allen, 139 divinely illuminated revealer of religious
And this ideal he has reached, not pri
truth, no man who has even glanced
Nassau Street, 1835.
marily by vague idealizing, but by close
We have received the first and second through his scientific writings can deny
His first numbers of a publication under the above that he was one of the sublimest geniuses
adherence to the Characteristic.
with whom the world has been blessed.
career was in the making of busts,
title.
The first contains Prof. Bush's
conformation

physical

Art,

but

esteemed lower
really

requiring

than
the

it

highest genius, whether of poetry or wis
has to do with
dom, in the artist; for
the

human

head,

the concentrated

ex

;

the head, which
of character
comprehended well, explains and deter
pression

troduction,

in which

and admirable

he states

manner

a

clear

the claims of the

Compared with

him the great men who
are the boast of the sciences, dwindle into

Not excelled by
dimensions.
any in the laborious collection of facts, his
the world of principles and causes.

Sage, upon the studious and
candid attention of all seekers after truth.

ordinary

With the following

Sweedish

paragraph we entirely

concur.

"

a

is

It

a

it

we venture to charge
Meanwhile
mines all the lines and movements which upon the Christian world as course most
flow down from it.
The busts of Web grossly unphilosophical to let the problem
of Swedenborg remain without an at
ster and others, found few in America to
tempt to solve it.
impossible to de
appreciate them, or distinguish them from ny that he was
philosopher, and that his
more ordinary attempts at the same sub
system involves throughout principles and

While others are still doubtfully

busy
upon the surface, he has long since struck
to the centre, whence, as with
native
a

in

is

some

in
a

work conventionally

in

a

:

by

of

of

is

I.

a

is

a

a

in

the elements of beauty, (the original
carnation of purity,) still exist, though

authority,

he unfolds

of things.

the hidden powers

Inferior perhaps to
Fourier in grandeur and comprehensive
sweep of mind, lesa mathematical and ex

and laws
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act in his forms of expression,

he carries

into his studies a deep Scandinavian

reve

of extraordinary

manual skill, when skill

should be the servant,

satisfying

the le

from its kindred

feeling

be grateful

all

his life,

Bass, one must
as for heavenly

We rejoice that they will have so learned
and able an expositor.

We have somewhere seen it said, either
directly or indirectly, that the Harbinger
has a tendency to this theology, or that

remains.

The result is a convulsive

ac

tivity, a straining after novelty, a craving
for the wonderful and the intense in lite
rature, in art, in religion, in fortune-hunt
ing, in every thing.
Every thing is for

of

;

into the

it

is

it,

depths of your soul, that

not the end

full many an echoing

starts

fugue-like
melody in your imagination,
and you think and dream music by the

When in playing

hour.

you

have suc

out the life of any fa

ceeded in bringing

vorite air, the next impulse

is

life of every thinking man, whatever may
be their effect upon his religious opinions.

the natural language.
But now the faith
of men seems failing, the restlessness

When you

is

history and

more or less creative,
invention.

up

hear music well and receive

it

tute an era in the intellectual

expressing
and kindles

;

more

From experience

it

panied with faith and hope and heroic
directly before the public.
we do not hesitate to striving after something good.
Of this
such music as Beethoven's may be called
say that the reading of them must consti
borg

a

is

a

is

is

a

is

;

it

it,

There is room for highest
rence, a poetic and religious sentiment gitimate demands of music, or rather of visitations.
with which Fourier was not endowed. the affections and sentiments, of which qualities of style; there is room for imagi
And nation and feeling; there is room for the
But this is not the occasion to draw the music is the natural language.
we concluded with the remark, that we boldest play of genius ; there is even
parallel between them.
in this un
Now the philosophy of Swedenborg is go away weary and discontented from the spur and excitement to
both implicitly and explicitly
most astonishing Solo performances, while wearied exercise of mastering an instru
taught
the effect of true music is to awaken that ment.
directly
Beauty, at all events,
throughout all his theological writings.
aims at
and in proportion to the depth
Whether the latter agree at all points with diviner discontent, called aspiration.
5. And this leads us to another remark. of soul in the artist, will his performance
the philosophy, our knowledge is not suffi
In that word, discontent, have we not glow with something more than what we
cient to say, and we speak of the fact mere
In the mere performance of
ly to remind those who are inclined to make accidentally struck the key to this whole call beauty.
new development of music ? It is but
piece, there
sphere for genius and
light of the doctrine of the New Jerusalem,
in great acting.
that it is not always wise or safe to speak another expression of the spirit of the taste, as much as there
with levity of matters respecting which age ; or, shall we say, disease of the age. The Siddonses and the Garricks are se
But in
we are not well advised.
And that is a morbid restlessness, a des cond only to the Shakspeares.
We heard with great pleasure that pairing discontent ! Man's noblest state, music there
hardly
great performer
the excite
not also
Prof. Bush was about to engage in the the unconscious religion of his nature, is who
composer
work of bringing the writings of Sweden- indeed discontent ; but then it is accom ment of enjoying music, still more that of

to impro

or,

possessed

is

vise,

if

of the requisite
Hence the Fan
those engaged in the associative move
knowledge, to write.
tasia, the favorite form of composition
ment in this country are favorable to it. the highly-colored extravagance of French
As to the latter point we admit that we novels ; hence the amazing apparitions of with the virtuosos of the day.
This, then,
the best aspect under
regard it with profound respect, and that a wizard Paganini, of the hundred-hand
effect. Hence the sweeping speculations
in trade, which turn men's heads ; hence

laborers, who receive entirely its most im

ed Briareuses

who smite

the piano with

fanatical fury, till it resounds

through all

teacher of Humanity,

stimulates

creasing

this

to new

the facility

by in

conceptions

of executing

them.

forces of the

places all the multifarious

Alas ! we orchestra, in some sort, within the grasp of
the single performer.
Especially
this
true of piano-forte-playing,
which gives
But even a miracle, it is said, would not us the effect of concerted music, very
more intensely than the last.

be a miracle,

if

it happened

every day.

is

much as an engraving

represents
paint
Perhaps most of the real genius for
music of this day goes into this form.

New Church has yet fully comprehended

The diseased craving for excitement will ing.

those doctrines which in our opinion

cure itself,

We commend the works

of Sweden

when nothing can excite.
So let us hasten to do justice to

the good and worthy
tuoso-school.

aspect of this vir

Do not take the wearisome

and unmean

sample of the
ing variations of Herz for
There
much of the fire, the
whole.
a

II.

is

can

only by the help of Fou
rier's theory of General Destinies.
be understood

a

to the so called New Church as a special
In fact we do not think that the
body.

ten

modern

extending the boundaries
by an improved mechanism

the members of learn that we can get familiar even with
School to his doctrines, or miiacles.
Hence a despairing discontent.

we are far from pledging
the Associative

to contemplate

its length at once, with the fullness of an of the Art,

But there are others of orchestra.
But this unnatural craving
portant features.
us who are of very different persuasions ; can never be satisfied ; not even by the
endless succession of meteors, each glaring
and indeed, in admitting that Swedenborg
was a Heaven-sent

which
dency

;

and fellow

is

brethren

it

our

:

to call

it

proud

It

there are some, whom we are more than

borg, and especially Prof. Bush's library
to those who are struggling with doubt,

though

the relation

it has procured us many an hour of pure and

1. And first, it must be confessed, that

MUSICAL REVIEW.

and satisfying enjoyment, and does num
ber real artists and men of genius among

brilliancy
sweeps

rapid

of the

thing;

of the

and runs, and wild

matic tempest-howls

;

between this and the other

world.

in

the symmetry,
and logical
originality,
in the main a false tendency in consecutiveness of genius
the works of
You must get over the
as well as to those who would attain to Art, yet it has produced a great deal of the new pianists.
clearer ideas of their own nature, and of good music, which will outlive fashion ; first confused impression of the novelty
chro

the startling scene-

We have been more than shiftings of those modulations from one full
chord in it another
the rolling thunder
THE VIRTUOSO AGE IN MUSIC.
and tossing waves
the bright points of
THE NEW SCHOOL OF PiiNISTS AND VIO ness of the beauty and inexhaustibleness
light struck out like sparks from the
LINISTS.
of his Art, and with feelings deep and upper notes
and soft sprayey passages
(Continued.)
holy, more than once in the course of the where the cool tones are sprinkled over
In our last we exposed some of the succession of new musical wonders which the key-board, like tinkling rain-drops
false tendencies of the modern brilliant
have greeted our ears of late.
fitful
For that upon roof, or on the water in
school in music.
We characterized it as " Adagio Religioio " on the violin ; and gust
you must cease to be amazed
finger-music , as music made to the order for those manlier, riper tones of deepest and then you will begin to discriminate
its disciples.

a

;

;

a

;

;

;

amazed ; we have been inspired with re
spect for the artist, with new conscious
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is the resistless on-sweep,

in its magnificence, and the cathe
dral of Milan, seem to rise before you.

dies ; yet how

You are reminded of the inexhaustible
fancy architecture of the Italian, who

they hurry you along !
How sweet and soothing,

on paper, of splendid halls and dazzled senses in the more delicate and
" Notturnes" and fairy " Ma
domes and arches and ranges of columns, spiritual
"
—
His music seems
without
in
end,
zurkas
of
CHOPIN.
and
spreading
rising
sketch

of beauty blended in all compounded of spirit-voices and har
whole, like nature's monic cadences — to be the distant skyey

he

light shining in the depth of a vast sub
terranean grotto, many-arched, all glitter

but

of meeting

;

feels

himself thoroughly
you have the good fortune
him on one of these happy

if

— you follow the play of his
with spars. In the variations upon animated countenance, and the wonderful
the " Prayer " from " Moses in Egypt," agility of his fingers, which appear as
days,

ing

if

if

there are passages where two hands do
you hear
they were dislocated, —
the work of three ; the left darting al the anguish (ple-rissement) of the strings,

fugues every day, and transpose them on
the spot into all the keys ; who had car
ried it as far as " flesh and blood " would
go in fingering , and has indulged in all
the false and tempting habits of such
unlimited mechanical power (in the course

of his life), such as varying

the themes

from the greatest symphonies in his own
way, in extempore performances ; but has
repented of them all in turn, and con
vinced the world of a genius superior to
all mannerism, so strong and full and
inexhaustible,

that it could

afford such

He is the arch-demon of the
school; the.Paganini of the
His music is possessed ; it laughs
piano.
and raves and shudders with the very
frenzy of genius, and hurries all on with
it in its uncontainable impulse.
The
rapids of Niagara do not boil and leap
waste.

marvellous

a

if

a

it

It
a

of furious practice, and of mystic
religious melancholy ; whose father made
him, when a boy, play twelve of Bach's

fits

" CHOPIN, who came to France about
ten years ago, among the crowd of pian
ists who, at that time, flocked from all
parts, did not strive to obtain the first or
He seldom performed
the second place.
in public
the eminently poetical nature
of his talent did not lead him that way.
Like those flowers which open not their
odoriferous chalices till evening, Chopin
required an atmosphere of peace and re
tirement to enable him to pour forth freely
the treasures of melody from within him.
a divine lan
Music was his language
whole
guage, in which he expressed
race of feelings intelligible
only to the
few.
Like that other great poet, Mickiewicz, his fellow countryman and friend,
his country's muse directed his song, and
the cries of Poland lent to his accents
kind of mystic poesy, which to those who
have felt truly, can be compared to noth
If less eclat be at
ing in this world.
less luminous
tached to his name,
not for
aureola encircle his brow,
want of an equal energy of thought, an
equal profundity of sentiment to that of
the illustrious author of " Konrad Wal" and " The Pilgrims " but
lenrod
Chopin's means of expression were more
his instrument too imperfect
confined
he could not, with the simple aid of

a ;

of

his life in alternate

a

Beethoven ; passing

Listz,

is

the glories

by

in them both.

;

with

Review, and written

proves the artist-spirit
as follows —

it

drunk

esteem.
French

seems,
great brothers,
other in high and generous
A paper about Chopin, from

These

hold each

;

musical Bacchus,

of his Art ; the devoted worshipper

you."

a

of light, investing with its flickering
gauze of fire the stable, majestic columns
of the central melody.
Still more astonishing, but more fiery
is LISTZ, that young
and soul-stirring,

if

up

streams

— you waken as if from
and ask
the pale and fragile
man you sco before you can be the same
as he who has so completely subdued
dream,

:

and down in fluid aurora-borealis

still vibrate in your ear after he

has ceased,

;

the right is left at liberty to wander

which

;

and then back

is

ternately to the sub-Bass,

to the middle of the key-board, to rekin
dle the Air there and keep it alive, while

a

it

;

;

unless

a spired

2. In another
powers
has its

view

this

new music

as developing the natures and
instruments.
Each instrument

interesting,

genius, surely, corres
in the soul of the

peculiar

ponding to something

Art.
own

Art

impulse

hints

and

developed not only by its
from within, but also by

with

from

suggestions

Thus outward

nature

the invention

mind itself had.

without.

had as much to do

of language

as the

So music originates

in

of nature
He who wins
new order of
equally.
tones from
string, a tube of wood or
the soul

and in

the sounds

brass, at the same time quickens
creative impulse
the composer's

new

in the mind, and adds to

How much of

wealth.

due to
the style of all modern music
the discovery of the violin! how much,
is

like

improvises,"

matter of course,

is

becomes

never
as

a

of its setting,

" He
"

writes an admirer,

;

splendor

audiences.

an

large

still

earlier, to the organ

covers

!

and

before

;

under

plays

'

or build

seldom

it
a

variations,

around it the most massive and gorgeous
till the jewel, in the
accompaniments,

who

in

brilliant

of the tribe

the most sentimental
invalid,

a

school, to choose some

favorite air for a theme, and unfold it into

if

and those of his

;

a

is

it,

it,

It is
His echoes of our grosser earth-music.
crystallization and fairy frost-work.
music is a multiplying
mirror, reflecting like the fragrance of flowers ; we seem
countless lights.
It is suggestive of all to breathe
till we
as well as hear
It is common with Thalberg reel in drowsy oriental languor.
He
splendor.

of

details

one never-finished

is

numerable

;

after all this

to bathe one's wearied,

rush and glitter,

a

he could only

new

beauties,

tone, of accent,

new

He who dis
qualities of

&c., in an instrument,

helps musical art, just as the invention of
human
thought.
language
quickened

And so

is

which

it

in visions

like the wild night-blast

I

revelled

there are but one or two ideas or melo

a

the Ger

what

You will feel the charm of symmetry mans call " Schuiung" which is so won
derful in his music.
In that " Galop
in the massive,
profusely ornamented
St. Pe Chromatique," which we have heard,
tone-architecture of THALBERG.
ter's

reveal himself entire.
This
added to
continual suf
repugnance from mixing with
fering,
the world, in short, an entire individuality
in the highest degree attractive and en
was
kept him aloof; and
gaging,
rarely, and at very distant intervals, that
but that
Chopin
appeared in public
which for any other would have been the
certain cause of oblivion and obscurity,
was for him, precisely what raised his
reputation above the caprices of fashion,
jealousy, and injustice.
" Chopin, apart from that tumultuous
excitement which, for several years past,
has thrown into continual contention the
has
pianists from all parts of Europe,
remained constantly surrounded by en
thusiastic pupils and zealous friends, who,
while securing him from injurious strug
have every
gles and painful collisions,
his works, and with
where circulated
them, their admiration of his genius, and
Thus has this re
respect for his name.
aristocratic,
admirably
fined celebrity,
and
remained untainted by any attack
the closed mouth of the critic has thrown
around
hallowedness as though pos
terity had already pronounced its judg
ment.
" am not going to undertake here a
detailed analysis of the compositions of
Without an unnatural struggle
Chopin.
himself, both in
after originality, he
he has arrayed new
style and conception
The wild ab
thoughts in novel forms.
to his country, has
ruptness belonging
revealed itself in bold discords, in singu
lar harmonies
while the tenderness and
grace peculiar to himself betray them
selves in a thousand fanciful ornaments
and elegant traits.
" What can we say of the Mazurkas,
those brief chef-d'ceuvres, so capricious
and yet so finished.
A faultless sonnet
alone equal to a long poem,' said one
who was the highest authority in the
we
golden days of French literature
feel much inclined to apply to the Ma
zurkas
the exaggeration
even of this
axiom, and say, that to us at least,
many of them are well worth very long
operas."

is not piano-forte,

is

creations.

It

glee.

of thoughts, as it consciousness,

a

wild

so much the multitude

is

with a more fierce

etyles and enjoy these works, not as mere
but as intellectual
feats of execution,

879
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Paganini, that mysterious being, whom no that with the player it was in great mea
There is music in the very motions of

to the

sweet and soothing ! and then again so us, one by one, with the characteristics
earnest, so searching ;— it enchains all of the different instruments, so that we

of recognize them in an orchestra, and are
prepared for one of its great performances

while it lasts.

a not strangers.

abyss of bass ; and by degrees the player
lashes himself into a very tempest of pas
down

now

mccanique

although

there

as being

weakened

by

soft silvery tones from the
above the clouds, — those

purest element
•"

such

one's

"

thing

armour,

means and appliances of civilization im
pair originality of mind.
just so in

it

t

it,

thought,

though

requires no Herz or

Listz to execute it.

Who does not dis

cover at last, that all these endless varia
tions have
most monotonous sameness,
so that one description of
solo-player
answers for all.
Every concert-goer will
understand
C. Sharp's
advice to his

for the first time — so much
mere tone to him — though

hearer

is there

in

he soon finds

that the poetry of the
thing was partly in his own imagination ;

to his mortification,

!

;

love and triumph.
So it seems to the enthusiastic

it

row into music, till, pleased and elated
with the beauty of his own complaint, he
feels new springs of joy and hope gush
up within, and ends in a strain of holiest

a

turning

"

My ADVICE TO MR. P.
dear Phunniwistl, as soon as your
turn arrives you will of course keep the
audience waiting some little time in ex
does them good, whets the
pectation —
appetite, and makes them curious
stay
until they get tolerably fidgetty, and then
make your appearance.
Now mind
grand Concerto
always begins with
row — or else
cannot be grand
so tell
"
your friend who
just scored it" for you,
not to spare the brass.
Well then, you
commence with
crash, key of C, all the
instruments starting in unison.
Now the
strain moves onward, Andante maestoso,
you standing watching your music, wiiri

" My

;

adagio,

earnest complaint,

it

and pours out its
its passionate longing,
the unfathomable depths of sor

melancholy

grand

:

fancy can contrive, or fingers execute, friend on the eve of playing
the soul of the artist sinks again into the Flute Concerto Solo

a a

And now, equally wonderful,
those quick short harp-notes run off with
exquisite precision, like drops sprinkled
And having wearied itsell
on the water.
with the elf-like exercise, having vented
its impatience in all the wondrous feats
no more.

a

piest, rapt in communion with the holi
They pause — they come
ness of nature.

seek
thing in proportion to the depth
— to
and purity of mind which inspired
love best the music which contains most

a

hap

it

seemed to hear,

a

have only

in the mind, when we were

a

as we

'

ness and unsatifactoriness of all mere ac
to come in from the invisible spirit-world
that envelopes this ephemeral tent — tones complishments, to know how to prize and
heard

"Now as to this tune, will suppose
you have chosen one of the most popular
airs of the day — " Polly put the kettle
on," for instance — for in composing either
not essentially
fantasia, or concerto,
necessary that the air, any more than the
scoring for the orchestra, should be bona
Polly put the ket
fide your own work.
tle on,' will make an excellent theme,
and from the rarity with which
heard
in a concert room, will doubtless be the
more
Therefore,
strikingly effective.
Polly put the kettle on.'
Having
finished the favorite air with two cadenzas,
the second longer than the first, and the
first too long for any thing, the orchestra
will take
once through.
up, and play
That being well over, you gather up your
features into
look of fierce determina
tion, and come at once to the scratch
you
set off almost by yourself, with
some
thing that can be better felt than des
something wonderfully and ter
cribed
rifically difficult; something prestissimo,
of course, full of awful skips from the
lowest note to the highest, and corres
ponding dives down again, mingled with
chromatic runs, and relieved by occasional
groups of triplets and sextets, and other
lets and lets, and whatever those divisions
of time are called
which the performer
directed
to play innumerable
hemi
demisemiquavers in the time of one whole
one and then you wind up the variation,
may be so styled, with
sky-rocketty
of the
rush, from the lowest
sort of
instrument, inconceivably wonderful, and
there will ensue a sort of struggle be
tween the audience and the orchestia, the
former making the windows rattle with
their
the latter trying to be
plaudits,
heard in Polly put the kettle on' — which
on purpose to show how
repeats as
'

it

it

But need
besot Will
al
whence they proceed, — which seem to be music.
Shall we not at length have
of no place, to have no earthly element in ways be so
their composition, but to be born in the air, had enough experience of the transitori-

»uch

it

;

of its

weighed down and tamed by too great
Man
advantages.
often " subdued by
and the comforts, the
as his instruments,"

flageolet tones"
harmonics/' or
they are called — tones which we cannot
with the instrument
identify
possibly

in

a

;

be injured,

the improvement

I

float

subsides a moment ; and

It cannot

in music.

the end, by

It

It

in

is

sion.

prevailing
wonderful

a

the

is

into

the

;

darts

and in

therefore,

must be the gainer by this
passion for the difficult and

a

it

whole

Art

is

torrent down

the

a

sound could not be audible ; then like a
flashing

On

long run,

is

you ; and now

gentle gliding up into those skyey heights,
where, but for its exceeding purity, the

;

and through

through

is

harmonies
What nerve, what flexibi
listening to its multitudinous
lity !— now an earnest, thrilling emphasis, with that increased pleasure with which
an insisting upon one note, till it goes we enter an assembly of acquaintances and

a

in the room,

C

sound

is

other

nature, can command attention

it

no

whatever

;

ears;

a

B

acquaints

it

sensibility

B

quickens our organic

it,

,

but

does at least this good

qualities of tone and rhythm

a

a

if

motions, as the tide

sways the boat upon its surface.
All this may fall far short of Art
the hearing of

it

con

a

after

'

its graceful

trolling

and

instrument,

by

the

the bow

a

so pure and round and true — you
hear no strings ; you forget all about the
scraping of the bow — it is nothing but
tone — pure as a disembodied spirit.
How
tones!

drew

syren-like

if

that it shall seem to part with its material
and become pure sound ! What

nature

spirit of the melody were

within

;

which may be so played upon,

if the

a

mprisoned

if

a river, as

a

it

lights

is

boyhood

into the most eloquent of in

t

struments,

our

bow

the

upon the string and then glides smoothly
down the current, like a leaf dropping on

it

Hear the "fiddle" of
transformed

How gracefully

sure.

'

pieces of wood,

and convince his brethren how the spirit
ual world lies hidden every where.

;

unseal the secret springs of music within
those strings and hollow

'

to

:

was

it,

it

it

mission

;

and won

— whose

a

leon in las;

it

the arm by wrlich

if

this poetry is wooed
from the strings — a music in
which the eye too finds its share of plea

ed to rule in that way, as much as Napo

is

for the violin, — a man of destiny, appoint

your flute cast negligently into the hollow
of your arm, and your head as gracefully
on one side, as you can manage to get it.
Having told your friend on what popular
air you have composed your concerto, or
he be clever fellow,
'antasia, he will,
touch upon
little during the introduc
tion, which you occasionally, only occa
sionally, mind me — will put the flute to
bar or two of
your lips, and play
just
0 show the folks you could play the in"
was not
infra dig," and
roduction,
.Mll happened to be in the humor
how
The orchestra are
ever, let that pass.
climax, climbing, climbing, and
reaching
iearing your flute on the top of their ac
cumulated harmony, until you all come
together upon another crash, more stupen
Domi
dous,
possible, than the first.
nant seventh upon C, you holding the
flat.
The crash over, the
tip-topermost
orchestra
silent, leaving you floating
flat,
.he air with your aforesaid
long,
iquid, melting, streamy note, which you
lold out as long as you can without en
dangering the wind pipe, or getting too
red in the face.
Then come scattering
and tumbling down as fast as possible,
with all sorts of skips and hops, quirps
and trills, and the various
and quirks,
other beauties of which the instrument
so susceptible,
until
you settle some
where about the middle of the lower
octave, upon
serious, right down, hearty
shake
which pump out there, as long as
your strength lasts then suddenly pitch
up anioctave higher, and then, if you can,
an octave higher still, and then drop
gradually, and gently; and sweetly, by
chromatic passage, down again into the
tune.

sure an oft-repeated mechanical trick.

if

was born

;

ever understood,

mortal

it

other

it
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gambiingspirit in trade, reckleii adventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the iaborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christianprinciples,of Universalius
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
DR. CHAKKIKo.

EUGENE SUE. -NO.

II.

In noticing last week this author's no
ble romance of the Wandering
Jew, we
had barely

room to intimate the grandeur
of its aim and plot ; a grandeur which
could

only

have been borrowed from the

much of his reality,

when

reduced

despair ; the noble

faith

to so much

we see him

ascribed to him, and exemplified

his efforts for his fellow

in

men, has more

than that, and though it may be
tamed and paralyzed for action, cannot be
deceived by juggling priests.
Of the evil characters, the Jesuits and
tenacity

their allies, we must pronounce the whole
unreal : for in which one of them is
there exhibited one single trait of genuine
unaffected humanity, one gleam of good,
one trace of a redeeming feature ? It is
all pure and unmixed evil ; they are not
made capable of good ; you know how
they will be sure to act if they can : your
only interest is in their actions, dreading

this age is them ; but a soliloquy of one of them
No epic poem, not to speak you could not think of; alone and in
of novels and romances, was ever laid themselves they are devoid of interest,
great Social Future of which

prophetic.

It

out on so vast a scale.
plot

than

any

genius,

is

a greater

thus far known,

you only watch their movements on the
chess-board.
Now in a novel these crea

could hope to manage with entire success ; tures, (we can scarce call them charac
greater perhaps than Humanity with its ters) may act their parts very well ; but
present

amount

quate to fill out.
characters.

of experience was ade in real life we can easily dispose of those
Let us look now at the villains who offer nothing to- our love or
And yet there is something
sympathy.

It would be impossible to notice more very powerful in these characters, and in
than a few, for the scene is crowded even their collective individualities
they con
with remarkable ones. So far as drama stitute a by no means monotonous host of
tic

effect goes, they
wonderful creations.

are

certainly

most

And some of them
do bear the impress of reality, and live
to us after the drama is ended.
We feel
this in the humble La Mayeux, and in
AgncoJa the inspired mechanic, whose
touching episode is a novel by itself, of

of St. Dizier
Faringhea tha
Thug, the cunning of fanaticism ; in Modarkness.
it is

rok,

In the Princess
vanity ; in

selfish

savage ferocity ; in the Abbe' d' Ai-

"H" 'i.v, ambitious pride; and in Rodin,
all of these combined in the pivotal form
of selfishness, the love of power abstract
far more truth and nature than all the ly, for itself ; he still seeks Unity, but in
the inverse way ; he would gather all the>
rest of the story ; in faithful Dagobert,
more than in the twin flowers under his reins of power into his own hands, rather
protection,
but

Rose

beautiful

emblems

and Blanche,

pictures

of it rather

who

are

of innocence,

the

than

the living

facts ; in Adrienne,
ideal

of youth

the highly wrought
and joy and generosity

than enjoy God's harmony in a subordi
nate fnnction.
The most remarkable, ap
parently the most impossible of all the
characters in the Wandering
Jew, his, is
perhaps the most real, for it has the

and love, embodied in all the perfection
of classic grace, and self-surrounded with

most consistency,

whom generosity and pride and courage
and the grace of natural freedom suggest
for her a worthy lover, but whose pas

life,

the most poetic truth.

But let it be understood what is the
We are far
all the harmonies of the senses and the amount of our objection.
arts ; but we feel it not in Djalma, in from saying that the story itself wants
that

the

scenes

and

transactions

there brought forward are not real.
mean, what

We

we have hinted before, that

interest of the characters
is not
enough in themselves, as human person
and whose ungov
ernable jealousy comports not with the alities, but more in the parts they play.
still faith of the soul's true love, which is The characters seem too much made for
sion is too much of the blood, to justify the

proof against the devil's snares, and does the plot ; or if not originally
believe all it sees, being too far too much moulded by

not

made for

it,

these nobler qualities,

it

extremely original, and unlike the air, the
variation really was.
" Here a pause of some little duration
must intervene.
Then do you commence ;
but under far different circumstances ; your
countenance must have lost its joyous
gaiety, and have assumed a sombre lacrymose expression (if you could put on
rouge, and then contrive, in turning your
head round towards the orchestra, to rub
it off with your pocket handkerchief, it
would have a capital effect;)
the flute
must be raised slowly and sadly to the
lips, while a low, tremulous, sorrowful
note will announce to the expectant
audience the commencement of the Adagio
con molto espressione. Now, to perform
an adagio, or compose an adagio, is gene
rally held to be a very difficult piece of
business ; but in this case, nothing will be
easier.
Your adagio will simply consist
of ' Polly put the kettle on,' — played in a
of
style
eloquent despondency, slow and
hopeless, save that you relieve your mind
at every other bar by a strenuous shake,
or now and then a prodigious flight of
notes, as if too much grief had made you
crazy ; and then for the conclusion, you
must touch the heart in a series of pathe
tic appeals perfectly irresistible, get up to
the top B flat again, shake it gently, then
whine down two or three half tones, and
give some other note a shake, and go on
whining, and shaking, and sighing, and
dying, till all the audience have closed
their eyes to hide the nascent tear and it
would evidently be dangerous to add to
their distress.
" Grief is
Yon must, therefore,
dry.
have something particularly spruce and
spirited in store, wherewith to dispel the
gloom
you have communicated.
The
Rondo Finale!
This time the air may be
given in six-eight measure, just by way of
showing your musical invention and re
search. Extended arpeggios, runs, rushes,
rattles and screams ; with a second edi
tion of the first variation, together with
the air played in three parts — that is to
say — heard first in the upper regions,
with a 'plat,' 'phit,' ' phit ;' then down
at the bottom with a ' burr,' and lastly in
the middle passage, hobbling away in the
form of an accompaniment.
So you will
proceed with a 'phit,' 'burr,' 'bobble'
' bobble,'
'
burr,'
phit,' setting at last into
a brilliant close, which to render positive
ly triumphant, give them one more tre
mendous
chromatic scramble over
the
whole compass of the instrument,
(in two
parts if possible,)
and then, my dear
Phunniwistl, will you come off with fly
ing colors4ndeed.
Then will the electri
fied audience stamp, shout and rave, with
Then will you make your mo
delight.
dest retiring bow, and descending into the
room, shake hands with your pupils, who,
by a previous arrangement, crowd to con
gratulate you.
Yours, sincerely,
C. SHARP."

afterwards.

It is a poor Many of them come before you with
French stage-effect to make him kill the irreat interest and freshness in the begin
girl, whom the Jesuits have disguised as ning, but they are not all sustained, they
pledged

to what it feels.

if

a

The moonlight fell like delicatest air.
Thro' thee its beauty flowing into tone
part with their own reality, to realize the
Adrienne, in the hocus-pocus scene to
Which charmed the silence with a sound wards
The problem
the close.
Of these two, more conditions of the plot.
as rare.
was too great, that of evolving such
anon.
Thou peaceful maid <the music then I heard,
We feel reality in the Bacchanal Queen, preconceived history, out of such given
Whose influence had moulded thy soft eyes Rose Pompon, Nini Moulin, and all the characters.
To their deep tone of tenderness : O '. bird,
With this abatement, (which may hold
revelling rout of subordinates, in whom
Whose Hie is fed with thine own melodies. extravagance is nature.
M. Hardy loses against almost every work of fiction,
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makes

woman

slave,

prevents

of the

love, through the passion of a no
ble heart for one, in Adrienne!
What

of this duplicity into the first
element of society, the home, makes the
whole system of society corrupt and
false.
M. Sue, with the Associative

a foreshadowing by contrast of the glori
ous purposes for which the caballing pas
sion was implanted in the human heart,

School, advocates the true rights and dig
nity of woman.
In the independent char
acter of Adrienne he calls for holier ties

of Jesuitical in

;

a

a

;

;

versal

;
a

what a troduction
or uni

than law

or custom have succeeded yet
in establishing between man and woman.
enough to quote the following from
The descriptions are in the highest degree graphic and sensuous,not sensual. The the conversation of the lovers, to refute all
in

the

whole

history

'

is

trigues !

It

I

'

I

;

a

inverse

a

being known, engenders secret licentious
ness as the only escape from arbitrary
constraint, from poverty, from
thousand
evils of its own creation, and by the in

is

a

true

marriages and their blessed influence from

the analogy betweeu the Thug of India
and the Parisian Jesuit, both the servants

is

;

a

love,

in

The law perpetuates union without

point to, the masterly psychologi
cal methods of Fourier.
Thus how fine
mally

I

I

as the sexes are, and ever have been, false.

does not for

of the passion of Unity-ism in its
action !
What a consecration
senses, what a Gospel of beauty,
revelation of the highest religion,

mar

a

too, such

about

a

if it

notions

The truth is, the relations between

a

testifies,

conventional

is

is

correspondence between mind ilized
and matter.
There is fine analysis and riage.

essential

is

it

a

a

;

;

;

In the loves of Adrienne and Djalma
much, no doubt, to shock the civ
of the there

minister

to the purest needs of the soul,

of character,

instinct

a

and most especially with heart's
the wealth of the senses, together with a its sacred flame the physical
pervading intimation of the manner in which God made to correspond.
which the senses shall hereafter

they

give

a

sensuality;

to the
prominence
pure emotions, and hallow with

every

it

where

;

are free from

writings

and its works,

unconsciously

in

to this definition Eugene Sue's

According

acquaint

ance with nature through all her climes
and products, with Art in all its spirit

a

forms of life, a most tangible

classification

reason

'

them without

it

ever, exceeded ; an stincts, exercising

of the many spheres and from the soul which should control them.

a

if

It profanation,
taking the senses in vain,
in
making light of the God-implanted

de

?
'

rarely

appreciation

and

taking

so sensual

'

scription,

reigns, throughout.

of observation

"

a

unity

powers

"

called

in vain

if

perfect

displays

swearing

name of God

'

A

As profane
the

fused.

elements are completely

is

tifarious

is is

;

is

the profane indulgence of the sense with
out the warrant of a spiritual emotion.

The vast accumulation of ma
terials is all fully animated, and the mul
immense.

It

a field

is absolutely

each other all the assurances of desilove like ours
to
rable happiness —
noble, grand, and divine, that
may well
divine consecration.
dispense with
have not the religion of the mass, like
but
have the reli
my venerable aunt
from him came our burn
gion of God
let him be piously glorified for
ing love
is, therefore, by invoking him with
it.
profound gratitude that we ought, not to
swear to love each other forever — not to
swear to be forever one to the other —
" What mean you
cried Djalma.
" No,' continued Adrienne,
for no
one can pronounce such vows without
but we
falsehood or without madness
can, in the sincerity of our eoul, swear,
both of us, to do loyally all that
pos
sible to do to make onr love endure for
we
ever, and belong thus to one another
ought not to accept indissoluble bonds,
for
we love each other always, what
If our love
the use of those bonds?
ceases, what
the use of those chains?
horrible
for they would then only be
ask you this, my friend.'
tyranny.
" Djalma made no reply, but with an
almost respectful gesture he made
sign
to the young girl to continue.
" 'And then,
short,' she continued,
with
mixture of pride and tenderness,
from respect for your dignity and for
will never take vow
mine, my friend,
law made by man against
to observe
and brutal
woman with contemptuous
law that seems to deny
selfishness
law
soul, mind, and heart, to woman
that she cannot accept without being a
a law which, as girl,
slave,
perjurer
as
robs her of her name
spouse, de
state of incurable
clares her to be in
degrad
imbecility, and imposes on her
refuses to
as a mother,
ing tutelage
har all right, all power over her children
human creature, enchains and
and as
enslaves her forever at the good will and
pleasure of another human creature, her
You
fellow and her equal before God.
know, my friend,' added the girl, with
you know how
passionate enthusiasm,
much
honor you, you, whose father was
do
the Generous.
named the Father
not, therefore, fear, noble and valiantme
hearted man, to see you use against
but in my life
those tyrannical rights
falsehood, and our love
have never told
too holy, too celestial, to be subjected
double
to
consecration purchased by
take a vow to
no, never will
perjury
law that my dignity, that my
observe
to-morrow, should the
reason repugn
law of divorce be re-established, to-mor
row, should the rights of woman be re
would observe those usages,
cognized,
because they would be in harmony with
with that
my mind and with my heart
possible,
which
just, with that which
then, inter
humane
with that which
rupting herself, Adrienne added, with so
profound and sweet an emotion that a
oh if
tear dimmed her beautiful eyes,
you but knew, my friend, what your love
to me,
you but knew how your fe
precious and sacred to me, you
licity
comprehend
would excuse, you would
loving
these generous superstitions of
and loyal heart, which sees a fatal presage
what
in,a false and perjured consecration;
wish is, to fix you by attraction, to en
slave you by happiness, and leave you
free, in order to owe you only to your
'

covers
that

a

experience,

is

interest.

passional

;

It

intensest

it it

not the gratification of the senses,
not susceptibility to their delights
of the divorcing of the senies from the soul,

we except the Homers, the Shakspeares,
and the Goethes,) the work ia one of the

;
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I

I

is

'

!

if

a

is

'

is

I

it

is

is
it

a

is

in ;

"'It

It

It

a

:

a

is

;

'

:

it,

is

;

!

is

is

'

;

'

I

;

'

;

a ;

I

a

a

is

;

it is

a

is

a

;

?

is

I

it '

:

of

I

physical identity, at least, of every one of calumny.
the characters is fully established, HOmuch
" Adrienne continued —
"
so that it is astonishing the pictorial illus
find in you what you find in me,
not so all possible desirable guar
now in course of publication
trations
But to this
could be so poor.
Adiienne and Djalma anties for our happiness.
love
consecration
and in
wanting
are warm, palpitating
flesh and blood.
the eyes of the world in which we are
It is all most admirable imagination of called to live, there but one form — one
the senses.
In every scene you taste only marriage, and
enchains one's en
the atmosphere.
They are tropical to tire" life.'
Djalma regarded the young girl with
the life, those scenes in India; though
surprise.
" Yes, one's entire life and yet who
we have never been there, we could
vouch for their fidelity.
Every word can answer forever for the sentiments of
replied the young girl.
and image helps to transport the mind his entire life?
A God who -alone knows the future of
into a state of Oriental consciousness.
hearts can alone irrevocably bind certain
This characteristic merit is the origin of beings for their happiness
but, alas in
the book's principal characteristic defects. the eyes of human creatures the future
so, when one cannot an
There is too much raw flesh in
as we impenetrable
swer with certainty for more than the
say of portraits; too much of the French
sincerity of one's present feelings,
appetite for literal and palpable horrors
not committing
foolish, selfish, and im
too much of detailed monstrosity, both
pious act to accept indissoluble bonds?
melancholy to think so,' said
the description of persons and deeds.
A
Djalma; 'but what you say
just.'
gladiatorial taste profanes the pure inten
Then he regarded the young girl with an
tion of the book.
At other times
expression of increasing surprise.
verges on voluptuousness,
little too
"Adrienne hastened to add, tenderly,
much perhaps for good taste, but not, in an impressive lone,
"'Do not mistake my reflections, my
"
we think, enough to justify the charge
self.'
friend
the love of two beings who, like
which some have brought of sensuality
cannot call the character of Adri
We
us, after
thousand patient experiments
mid immorality.
What sensuality?
of the heart, soul, and mind, have found enne saint-like.
has not the repose of
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Although we have never questioned the will be directed to the refinement and
soundness of the general proposition of perfection of all things, and, not the least,
The activities of man will
Etzler that the Winds and Tides, which of himself.
al

of self in reliance upon Providence.
She
is willing to mock her enemies in her
confidence in her own good cause.
This
BO far weakens the force of her example
in behalf of truths which the world will

forces, afford an in ways find ample sphere for their exertion
supply of power which man in refining and perfecting nature and the
could avail himself of to perform herculean control of vast mechanical power will

are his two primary
exhaustible

;

holiness ; it is not the entire consecration

383

not accept so long as they present the labors, yet, we confess, we have not been confer on him more unlimited dominion
shadow of a handle for objections.
and render him more emphatically what
able clearly to understand the workings
But to return to the great purpose of of his mechanical arrangements.
If they he was designed to be by the Creator,
the book.
This saves it from a thousand are practicable, as this experiment ap King of the Earth.

are obsolete, except those furnished
the great Hope of the Age.

by

such dreadful toil and suffering, are but
types of the vast structures which Etzler
builds

ETZLEB'S MACHINERY.

for the future by the aid of his

machinery.

A London paper informs us that a trial
has lately been made of one of Etzler's in

Some persons imagine an inconsistency
of Attractive Industry

in the doctrines

with the advocacy of labor-saving machi
" if labor is ' attractive,'
nery. They say,

readers are aware, by means of machinery
propelled by forces in nature now almost

sake of work, that our doctrines of attrac

it,

ventions, with complete success.
We rejoice at this result, as we regard
the project of Etzler to apply machinery

is

it

:

it

is
a

it,

let man delight in per
why abridge
to Agriculture, to cultivate the earth on a forming
and do not deprive him of the
grand scale, among the most valuable opportunity
by introducing machines to
suggestions of modern genius.
for him."
Etzler do
But this
narrow and
proposes, as we presume most of our mistaken view
not work for the

,

tive industry teach but labor for its results.
;

is

wholly neglected and wasted, to open a One of its results (externally)
riches
new era — to bring into existence a new man requires riches and he should not
order of things — to introduce
a vast need to drudge to obtain them he should

if

;

;

" mechanical world," which shall
eclipse possess them in abundance without too
with its mighty powers and stupendous great an expenditure of time and effort in
operations all the inventions and works of their production
and
machinery can be
it

man that have been hitherto known or employed to assist him
should be ap
even dreamed of. The machine on which
plied as far as possible, substituting wood
his calculations are all based, and which and iron for sinews and muscles.
The
he calls a moving " satellite," is the in laborer will be released from excessive
vention that has been successfully

tried.

toil, and the energies

and genius of man

in

a

is

a

is

a

It

is

a

with

will need not all former inventors, Etzler is a giant —
tragedy for its excitement; a state where
his plans are all Titanic, and they sink
in the exceeding riches of the life of the the past works of man, In mechanics, to
soul will be known by its direct outshin
the efforts of Lilliputians.
The Egyptian
ing, and not merely as it gilds the edges pyramids, for collossal grandeur, are the
of these gloomy clouds, or sparkles for only works of art which give an idea of
a second in the flinty collision of ele what he designs accomplishing by machi
ments.
Indeed it will soon be found that nery ; these stupendous monuments of op
Till the materials of romance and poetry pression, erected by human labor, with

a

of the

Compared

is

bounties of Providence.

;

of a state of things which

and enjoyment

self-improvement

a

and contrast,

;

will be in the passional

both by affinity

a

there

harmonies,

;

imagination
intensity

by
a

and give some foretastes of mankind from the burthen of incessant
life, and exercise his toil to produce the necessaries of life, and
to show what interest and to give to all abundance and leisure for

a

Association,

the Phalansterian

A NEW MECHANICAL PRINCIPLE. —
On Monday week,
public trial of the
Iron Slave,' invented by
Satellite,' or
J. A. Etzler, Esq., and constructed by
Mr. F. Atkins, of Bicester, for the Tropi
cal Emigration
Society, was made in the
of Bicester, Oxfordshire.
neighborhood
The first public display of this invention,
which, at no distant period, will change
the system of agricultural labor, especial
warm climates, and substitute iron
slaves for human slaves, excited
good
The machine
intend
deal of interest.
ed for agricultural
purposes, such as
ploughing,
sowing,
also for
reaping
making canals, roads and tunnels.
frame of iron, of four feet wide, and
twenty feet long, with a shaft of seven
feet long in front, and
shaft of six feet
six inches long behind, with two broad
wheels, and
on the ex
steering-wheel
treme end.
On the front shaft are feet
similar to spokes of wheels, with buffers
on their extremities
these enter the
ground by the revolving
of the shaft.
This
caused
long lever of twenty
feet swinging backwards and forwards on
spindle, and pulling alternatively two
levers of three feet in
box on two
wheels, fixed to the shaft, similar to the
on
the
Great
Britain
capstan
steamship —
with the difference, that the motion can be
reversed, or the levers so placed, that they
virbeate, without touching the drivingwheels.
The power to work this ma
chine
communicated by ropes, pulling
alternately on the large lever these ropes,
at a distance of
hundred yards, were
wound around
double drum, and cor
responding ropes ran from the drum to
distance of
further 120 yards, to two
steam engine.
cranks of
By this trial
new mechanical principal was establish
ed— namely, the transition of power from
fixed point to
moving point, going in
arbitrary directions at the will of one man
at the steering wheel, which was thought
By
impossible by scientific engineers.
prolonging or shortening the communicat
ing ropes, the distance from the prime
around
mover to the machine travelling
its
satellite,' can be from twenty yards
The ropes
to 1,600 yards in diameter.
from the prime mover to the central drum
"

a

plainest facts in the simplest prose, re
to accomplish.
He sulting in the most magnificent solutions.
might, and doubtless
will, go farther. By means of his machinery he proposes
He may go deeper into the science of to fill the world with riches, to release
destined

'

is

intended for one of them.
Mr. Etzler has our earnest wishes for the
success of his great enterprize.

a

things,

spoken of

and the machine

a

of interest, yet richest
unity
and freedom of character in all

to

been formed in London,

a

variety

ing

have

Emigrating Companies

a

lead

of the future, are nearly as
brilliant as those of Fourier.
His " Para
dise for all Men," is indeed, a wonderful
arithmetical
of the
poem, calculations
and glory

Two

Tropical

is

bless

in industry,

of the material splendor

and his visions

the globe, and has engaged to afford many
valuable facilities for its settlement.

is

association

of practicability,

'

points to the incalculable

ings which

own standards

has very liberally
government
granted
him the privilege of selecting a tract of land
in that fine region of
without
charge

in

allusions,

to their

company from England to found
colony
and put his plans iu operation.
The

ly

de Rennepont, as well as in the " com
mon house " in M. Hardy's factory, and,
in fact, in innumerable conversations and

at present
the Republic
where he has gone with

a

of the destructive tendencies of tive in his calculations based on the ap
Civilized Competition.
It shows to what plication and right management of the
a pass isolation and laissez faire have forces in the material world, as Fourier is
brought men ; it shows the mere power in his of the passional world ; he has as
of Association
for the worst of ends ; supreme a contempt for philosophers and
and in the prophetic will of the old Sieur inventors who limit the powers of nature
thor,

Mr. Etzler
of Venezuela,

a

pears to have proved, we have occasion
to be greatly rejoiced.
Etzler is as posi

'

It is a noble exposi
as are all the writings of this au

a

tion,

a

counts of criticism.
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travel upon pulliea and rollers to diminish
friction, and from the drum to the ' satel
lite,' they are held up by cars with poles,
if they extend to a great distance, to keep
The trial itself!
them from the ground.
proved fully the practicability of the ma
chine, and the applicability of the mode of
transmitting power by levers and ropes
from a fixed point to a moving point,
although, owing to some minor causes,
such as smallness of some pullies, and an
oversight in the steering of the machine,
it was not quite satisfactory to the general
public who are used to sec the locomotives
travelling- at from thirty to forty miles an
hour.
This machine is intended to work
and move at the rate of three miles per
hour, although the velocity with which it
did go at this first trial has not quite
realized that speed ; but the share-holders
of the society present, have expressed
themselves satisfied ; and at a meeting
held by them on the evening at the Cross
Keys Inn, have passed a vote of thanks
to the engineer and his workmen for their
skill and labor displayed in the construc
tion of the machine.
The trial was made
on a square of eleven acres, on the pro
perty of Edward King, Esq., of Black
thorn, who kindly lent to the Tropical
Emigration
Society his steam-carriage,
which, eleven years ago, was running be
tween Hammersmith and London.
(This
steam-carriage has since become the pro
perty of the Tropical Emigration Society,
in consequence of some arrangements be
tween the former proprietor and them
The steam-carriage was fixed
selves.)
tightly on the ground, and on each of the
large driving wheels was fixed a crank,
on which a half-inch rope was fastened,
with the central drum.
communicating
Two booths were erected on the ground,
and many of the people of Biceoter,
Blackthorn, and the neighborhood had a
regular holiday."

was possessed by the rail road in the north of England,
So
idea he has so perfectly embodied.
The says the " Railway Magazine."
face is especially beautiful, and like every
The Bavarian Goverment, by a rescript
true work of art. nas all the depth of the
artist, the sculptor

feeling

from

which

it was created.

It of

cannot be understood from a casual glance,
but needs to be dwelt
thing of the sentiment

upon with some
it origi

in which

Thus seen it seems to us to be

nated.

almost without a parallel.
We are great
ly indebted to Mr. Lester, whose property
it is, for bringing it to America.

INTELLIGENCE.

.

From the Deutsche Schnellpost.

"What? How? Where?"
of a work on which

Countess

is the title
Ida Hahn-

Hahn is now engaged.

It

is said that Liszt is employed in com

posing an opera in five acts for the Impe
rial Italian Theatre at Vienna, the subject

of which is an episode in the history of

a simple and uneducated monk in an
Convent.
The story is that a

large tusk of ivory had been lying in the
monastery for a great length of time,
the idea of converting

when

it into an

image of the Savior, took possession of
his mind, and in spite of his entire igno

of sculpture, and of the difficulty
of working such a material, he succeeded

rance

in making this beautiful
belief

statue, under the

he was thus in

the special
protection of the Virgin, who visited
him in his dreams, and animated him for
his

that

work.

We have seen doubts ex

pressed as to whether mere religious en
thusiasm could produce a result of so

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

the thieves

who are at present
in Berlin, is a workman, said

expanded

treatment,

guaran-

In England, rail road engineers are so
much sought for, that Sir John Rennie,
for example, receives a thousand pounds

hand of an untaught monk or of a skilful " sterling

weekly

for his services
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and embel

of very
enthusiasm,
is however
deep religious
undeniable,
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A NEW IDEA. — How TO BECOME OWN
ER OF A HOUSE. — A Society has been in
corporated in Montreal, called the Mon
treal Building Society,
by becoming a
member of which, a person is enabled to
build a house by means of a loan granted
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The work
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NUMBER

It

is without

IV.

doubt useless to multiply

to call to

tinctions,

which, at various

epochs, 'have

been thought to be established between cer

the exclusive
to oxygen ?

part which

was attributed

Of what metals can it now

be said that they are not magnetic ? A
very few years since; was not the pre
sence of azote in animals

considered

let us take this science as an example of
the tendency to which we refer.
By Zoology, I understand, in a general

upon this character in his physiology,
yet it is now ascertained that the azotized

them from vegetables?

Tiedmann

mals, from whatever point of view : classi
fication,

anatomy,

physiology,

embryo-

Ori
geny, teratology, paleontology, &c.
ginally, each of these sciences was con

as sidered

mony we have invoked prove sufficiently
that, as we have said in the beginning,
each particular science, at first infinitely
med up in a small number of facts, princi
ples and laws.

25.

tain facts ! Where is now the limit between
acids and bases t What has become of manner, all the sciences Which relate to ani

one of the characters which distinguished

divided, has constantly tended to be sum

NUMBER
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our aid a greater
number of sciences ; those whose testi
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as distinct

was cultivated

from the others, each

by special

students,

and

advanced with a more or less rapid pace,
what became of its
and without inquiring

dwells

of animals
from
principles
proceed
plants ! What has become, in mineralogy,

For a long

neighbors.

while, for ex

ample, the classificators remained igno
rant of the progress of anatomy ; even
until a few years, monsters were con

of the distinctions based on the forms
of crystals since the discovery of poly sidered as forming an exception to the
But, if we were required to furnish a
In botany, common laws of physiology, and the fos
morphism and isomorphism?
greater number of proofs, to what side

how many families, considered as distinct,
could we turn our eyes, without finding a
pass insensibly into each other ! For ex
of our views?
The very
confirmation
ample, the fundamental division, based
titles of the books, which are published at
upon the number of cotyledons, is it not
this moment are sufficiently
eloquent
overthrown by the sole fact of the exist
proofs : Chemical Philosophy,
Zoological
In fine, what
ence of the coniferae ?
Pltilosophy, Anatomical Philosophy.
importance can be attached, in Zoology,
See how the author of one of these
to the so highly cherished divisions of
books characterizes the aim of the science
the classifications, when the question of
which owes so much of its progress to
the variability of the species is still un
him: "Chemical philosophy," be says,
" has for its object, to ascend to the great decided ?
SECT. 3.
of science, to give the most
principles
Now we must establish the truth of our
general explanation of chemical pheno
is, that the
which
second assertion,
mena, to establish the connection which
special sciences tend to unite, in the same
exists between observed facts and the
manner as the different sections of each of
cause of those facts."*
A few words will be
them have united.
We might give moreover, a rapid
enough, this tendency being only a neces
sketch of the discoverfes registered by
sary consequence of that which we have
some great scientific publication, by the
exhibited in some detail.
Reports of the Academy of Science, for exThe tendency to division, which pre
is
not
a
number
which
;
there
single
ample
vailed among the first scientific labors, was
does not present facts in the direction we
so great that even sciences which referred
refer to; tlie labors of Messrs. Fayen,
to precisely the same objects, but treated
Bist, Melloni, among others, are all
them from different
points of view,
marked by this character of generality,
were considered as absolutely distinct,
derived from this tendency to analogy.
Even
and without relation to each other.
Almost nothing occurs, upon which we
now, there are not wanting those who
could not score as proof. How many facts,
i profess the same opinions.
Are there
for example, could we not cite, of the want
; not,
classifying
for
many
example,
disof permanency of those little absolute
as
consider
who
anatomy
zoologists
* Duma*, l.eitom in Chemical Philoso
phy. Paris: Bechat, Jr.

foreign
I And

subject of their labors?
zoology has boen mentioned,

to the

since

sils as forming a distinct series from that
of living animals ; in fine, it is only yes
terday, we may say, that we have come

the intimate solidarity of
anatomy and embryogeny.
But already, these views, though re

to understand
comparative

cent, though

so

far

removed

from

the

starting point of zoology, have received
an immense development ; it is now de
established,

finitely

that the same laws

govern the anatomy of monsters and that of
normal animals ; embryogeny and compa
rative anatomy are subject to the same laws,
and form two exactly parallel series ; that
paleontology and living zoology 1'ormonly
one series ; in

fine,

classification

tends

more and more to become the exact

ex

pression of the degree of the organization
of each being, and of the anatomical rela
tions of all beings among themselves ; at
thia day, in a word, comparative anatomy,
embrvogpny,
classification,

teratology,

paleontology,
distinct,

sciences primitively

form but one science, all the parts of which,
indissolubly

connected among themselves,

could not be separated

without

each of

them being completely paralyzed, without
the progress of the whole being hindered.
However

if

interesting this result may be,
to which we refer had

the tendency

'produced

nothing

more,

we

could

not

of those facts ; for, al
though the sciences of which we have
avail

ourselves
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spoken were first studied separately, it is such a science ? Who does not know that
neither of them is sufficient for itself, that
impossible that any person of good under
standing can ever have been mistaken re
specting

their

We

affinity.

must have

each advance increases their dependence,

Now at the commencement of the modern

and that every moment the men of diffe
rent specialties are obliged to associate

era, on the contrary,

precise testimony, more evident
proofs ; we require the spectacle of their efforts in order to resolve in com
sciences primitively
separated, not only mon, problems which do not belong ex
for the convenience of study, but because clusively to any specialty, but to several
more

they related
fundamentally

one observed, no one thought of building
his ideas upon the solid basis of fact*.

took

surh

a revolution

(a revolution of
hereafter seek the mean

in studies,

place

which we shall

ing) that there is perhaps not one of the
of noology which has been

questions

treated profoundly without the help of the
For ex
physical and natural sciences.

to phenomena considered as among them at the same time ?
SECT. 4.
distinct, and which never

We have hitherto spoken only of the ample, no man of good understanding
sciences ; we have as yet will now deny geology to be the true in
are not wanting ; but we could not cite any said nothing of those which are called troduction to human history ; henceforth
more brilliant instance than that which is noologica), of that vast branch which in physiology is one of the elements of all
presented by the two great branches of cludes psychology, history, theology and good psychology ; psychology ceases to

theless, as they advance, tend to a com
of this nature
plete fusion.
Examples

physiological science.
The distinction which

has always been

established between vegetable physiology
and animal physiology was far from rest
ing upon reasons of the same nature

cosmological

their numerous sub-divisions ; it is to this

relate exclusively

that we must now attend.

Whether

to man, and so forth.

we refer to the terrestrial

origin

The principles which we stated at the of man, to the rank which belongs to him,
commencement

as sciences, as well

are applicable to these to the destiny reserved for him, cosmology
as to those which have intervenes; geology, zoology, astronomy,

A calm,
been given in support of the examples we all have their say in turns.
most advanced, had occasioned the sepa have cited ; they are so evidently applica
positive investigation is, for this reason
In the ble, that after the long details we have alone, substituted for the vain and inter
ration of the zoological sciences.

those which, probably, in the minds of the

lu'lici' of sacans, it was founded upon the entered upon, we can leave to the mind of minable disputes, of whish a multitude of
the object, as,
the reader the care of performing a part at questions were formerly
phy
Some
siological, chemical characteristics, upon least of a similar labor with regard to the for example, that of the deluge.
the absolutely different nature of the sub noological sciences ; it will be enough for times the sciences simply and purely con
essence of things, upon anatomical,

It is still but
jects to which they related.
a very little while since these ideas pret ailed,

even now they

elementary

books,

are found in the

from

which

every
recently discovered truth is excluded with

us to make choice of some great example.

That the sciences
refer

to which

have a history

similar

we now

to that

have

had

a

like origin,

winnow

traditions ; sometimes

they

the true from the false ; some

of times they make a clear sweep ; but,

those of which we have before spoken, that
they

firm the old

at this through the same phases, employed the
Nevertheless,
excessive care.
day, not one of those distinctions subsists ; same processes, cannot be a matter of
new analogies between the two kingdoms any doubt ; but, even should they differ
are constantly
proclaimed, there is no completely on all these points, if it is true

grave the questions may be,
to their domain.
Those

however

passed they

belong

which

were

considered

inaccessible

are

open to them.
Mysteries themselves be
come a matter of science, as is seen with

regard to the doctrine of the resurrection
of the body, the value of which chemistry
enables us to appreciate.
In a word,
fact, whether they have employed such or there it no grave question of philosophy
such methods, followed such or such s upon which cosmology has not something
to say, and respecting which it is not ne
path, are questions of only secondary inte

longer now a distinct animal kingdom, and that they arrive at analogous results,
ft distinct vegetable kingdom, there is but this will be sufficient for our thesis.
In
one organic

kingdom,

but

one physio-

)ogy,»
h would be easy to multiply examples
t>(this kind, to recall the mutual service*
rendered to each other by the physical

rest from the moment when we know that

and both have attained a similar,

sciences, between which it
physiological
is now impossible to establish a decided

limit ; to show the intimate union of geo
logy, embryogeny and comparative ana
tomy ; to enumerate the aids given to each
other by physics and chemistry ,| those
which these two sciences grant to minera

an identical

cessary to consult it.
1 very well know, that some look upon
this tendency as injurious, and do not fail

end, that they have become indispensable
in a word, that they tend to raise the cry of materialism, as often
to associate and to constitute but one as data gathered from the cosmological
to each other;
science.

Now it is sufficient, to fix our sciences are applied to questions, of which

ideas upon this point,

that we examine

theologians

the results already obtained.
The assistance which, now for three

themselves

logy, geology, and so forth ; but it seems centuries, the cosmological

and zoological

sufficient to have drawn attention to facts sciences have constantly afforded to each
Who, in truth, would at other, is beyond dispute.
easily observed.
During this

have
the

hitherto

reserved

monopoly ;

but

to

as the

number of these false devotees constantly
diminishes,
studies,

while,

of which

on the contrary,
we

speak,

the

assume a

further development, there is no reason
this day dare to say, (excepting always the lapse of time, a double fact has been pro why we should lay stress upon their op
authors of books in which definitions are duced : on one side, a great majority of position; an opposition, moreover, which
obligatory and therefore without import
minds have been turned towards the study will not bear the test of examination.
ance :)

These are the limits of such or of nature ; on the other, and this fact is a There is no intention, in fact, as some
corollary of the first, the physical and pretend to believe, and as others, for want

* Tlii- beautiful fact cnnnot he dispuled
since the publication of the great Treatise on
Phyiiology of Burdach, in the compilation
of which magnificent work the most dis
tinguished savans of Germany have taken
part.
t In his recent publication under the title
of Treating on Phy.iio, considered in itt re
lation with Chemistry and tht JVatural
Sciences, M. Becqueral expresses himself
thus : " Chemistry is now inseparable from
general physics. If we wish to extend the
domain ot these two sciences, they must be
*ludied together."

natural

sciences

have intervened

in tlie

solution of a multitude of questions upon

of study, do believe, to re-establish that
the sentence of which has

sensualism,

alone hid now been passed ; there is no attempt to
As we have deny noble beliefs, to diminish the value
said, the truly scientific study of nature is of any thing which is great ; nor to de
a recent fact, a fact which belongs to preciate the mind, or to make of man a
modern history.
Until then, systems tabular asa.
The object is, impartial,
were imagined, because the mind of man grave, deep study, which shall leave no
will not be contented without explana opening for reaction.
We observe, it is
tions; but, allowing for exceptions, no true, instead of imagining, but from the
which

hitherto

the

reasoning

been

powers

employed.

acknowledged

of

cosmological

re

who form this opposition a thousand times

gical

specialties are the scene, each
when the work
performs his work apart
done,
perceived that each has ar

has passed, that

at an analogous

result

imagining

it,

rived, on his side, without

then they accept

of actionJras come.

is

When, each day, the analogy, which was not sought for,
those sciences which are assumed to have but which
in the nature of things.
this manner of proceeding
no relation, yield to each other the most Doubtless

be fruitful,

points of contact,

it

the way be legitimate,
the objects in question have

if

to discuss,

if if

it

can
profound and admirable analogies,
not be the part of enlightened, sincere men

or can be compared.

is

which

there can be no question, and the

;

to
belongs and the very aggregate of
the animal kingdom each reproduces it, in
a degree proportional to that of its own
which

development.

argument

:

against

forth,

great end, we must thence

rejecting

researches,

all empirical

cumstances

which the being

In the.influence of the mediums
found
the cause of the variety of beings
they
are what they are made
the mediums
in wjtich they live, in the sense, that this
torians and philosophers, on the other, have medium may favor or hinder their de
velopment, or may, in fine, make them
led each by himself, to facts so analogous,

to say, produce monsters.

We

have

before

seen,

in

that

the

same

thing

relations,

ever evident

composed

;

is

sciences of which each

that

their analogies, how

they may be, are, for the

part, unrecognized by those very
persons who discover them, and that the
Small

is

most advanced men are satisfied with
tacit avowal.

a

most

the number of those

the rapid

physical

sciences, we have

a

that these had suceeded in reducing to
small number of formulas almost all the

our thesis.

of

facts of which they treat.

Thus, tlte unity

in

Let us stop here
the facts we have
seen in mentioned are sufficiently important, suffi
sciences, ciently numerous to ensure the success of

statement of some of the advances of the
cosmological

The cause of

not
monstrosity
the nature
of beings, but in the influence of the
mediums
which they live.

the animal series

PROFITABLE

MEMBERS.
a

a

Many people seem not to have
clear
Classifiers
fact admitted by zoologists.
idea of what constitutes
profitable mem
had divided the animal
kingdoms into ber of an Association
and few thoughts
certain number of groups, branches, on this subject may perhaps be profitable
both
to
those
who have already become
classes, &c., and for a long time, these
members of some Industrial Phalanx, and
groups were considered as entirely dis those who are
watching anxiously their
tinct from each other
but the results of success, and are desirious of placing
a
themselves
in
better
siate of society.
study have been, to demonstrate lhat these
evident that
order to secure the pros
whether with re
groups are solidary,
perity and success of an Association, none
ference to the materials of which they are
should
be received, who cannot make
constituted, or to the idea which they re themselves profitable to the Association,
as such; especially no others should be
present.
;

is

it

conceived,

place respecting these two great
branches, which prevails in the different
takes

it.

is

respecting

is

can come to an understanding

.

is

acquired by the cosmological and noologi
cal sciences . for
happens, and this

;

absolutely deviate from the forms and con
ditions belonging to their species, that

a

in constituting their unity.
important, indeed, to show in its
true light, the value of the facts recently

by

that, fiom this day, both can perceive they
are advancing towards one same end, and

will result in rallying them to one same what relates to the zoological
principle,

is

towards the accom
resolutely
plishment of that end.
Now, repeat, the labors of physical
quirers and naturalists, on one side, of his

It

sciences,

found, its

circumambient medium.

a

and noological

each

the group

:

by

the cosmological

;
ia

groups,

;

a

precious

the most efficacious means of realizing
some
Let us look at some of these facts.

We wish to enumerate rapidly
of the discoveries, which, by demonstra
ting the analogy of the facts treated

It

both

reproduces,

in

attested by so many brilliant dis

coveries.

is, their

individuals

in

is

al

possible, in the way now open,
fecundity of which

the admirable

easily

dividual

is

of learning,

question, but
whose inten

of time, must therefore, henceforth, think
only of the means of advancing the most

ready

the case with

in

a

not

tions are sincere, and who know the value

profitably

That which

also the case with

of the, sciences, of which we advance
henceforth,
Men

fact.

that aggregate
more or less complete degree, accord
ing to its degree of development.

is
a

a

speak,

is

solidarity

no room for discussing

the aggregate, reproduces

these advantages, we must recognize the a different degree of development.
But,
what determines the degree of develop
fact that, from the moment when ex
perimental researches have, without pre ment of those elements, the degree of
meditation, without
priori views, led us manifestation of that power?
The cir

that of to perceive

There

series.

have appeared upon
the earth, one after the other, are equally
one, and each, governed by the same law as

is

discoveries

them, exhibit

transitions

in

all

are

progressive

series, groups which

in

when

in fine,

a

a union,

new bonds between

there

developed,

Beings are one and varied one because
the same power animates them, because
of the the same elements constitute
those who deny the legitimacy
them
varied, because that power, those ele
work, since we have facts and not hypo
But, even while appreciating ments, are found
theses.
each of them in
furnishes

I

towards
show

tend

a

assistance and irresistibly

powerful

most

they form,

;

;

for and against

the time of discussions

the least advanced in organization and the

boring

;

fact, to discuss

;

in

now,

We have no leisure

them.

answering

caring for the labors of which the neigh

is

better to continue the
work they blame, than spend pur time in

it

it,
it

would

be much

always

sciences are brought to light by
men absolutely strangers to each other.
Each
labors in his specialty, without

is

still prove nothing, and

would

it

which the public refuses to

equally

in is

absence of any general idea, so the analo
gies between the cosmological and noolo

authority

not

But between

Not only the aggregate of the kingdom
in the one, but the different groups of this

opposition which this manner of proceed
ing encounters, were the number of those
more considerable, and had their voice that

are

:

discovered

constituted

is

for and

are

developed in each of them.

it

facts sought

they

in
a

be the

idea which they represent
different de
and that the materials of which

a

is

?

whatever

yet they

and grees,

it is exercised.
The world is the noological sciences, much more distinct in
work of God, and its history, or experi
appearance, and, as so many say, ser
mental theology, far from being in con parated by abysses
As in physics,
tradiction with any truth, can only bring in which the discovery of analogies
new and precious confirmations, and force much less the result of a premeditated
even the blindest to pay him homage.
plan, than the necessary consequence of
repeat,

the same idea

represent

in

an

which

I

they

of existing analogies between different are varied, they present themselves under
branches of science
how then can the different forms, different conditions, and
number be great, of those, whose labors the reason is, that they only manifest the

their true relations ; the subject which
have for
studies, and the object of study ; human would
the union
spontaneity, and this exterior world upon sult,

Moreover,

The same materials constitute them

for example, propose as

physics,

the aim of their labors, the demonstration

;

who,

887

:

facts observed, we deduce all legitimate
consequences, and this is to give a full
and entire acceptance to all the rights of
the understanding ; to place all things in

in
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Albert shrugged his shoulders and an
swered her that there were

if

;

!

*

a

would

trouble

no

Amelia, full of spite, followed this
The sight of the delicate at

advice.

tentions, which might almost be called
maternal, that Albert bestowed upon her
rival was more painful to her than all the

"O

rest.

my aunt!"

into

herself

said she, throwing

arms of the

the

canoness,

room, where she had

own sleeping
beside

placed

her

"

own,

we

a

the latter had installed her in her

when

did

bed
not

know Albert.

a ;

Now he shows us that he
knows how to love."
For many days, Consuelo lay between
life and death
but Albert combated the
disease with
perseverance and a skill

At

must needs triumph.

rescued

last he

her severe trial

her from

;

which

and

her

carried

to

a

as soon as she was out of danger, he had
tower

of the chateau,

where the sun lay longer and whence the
view was more beautiful and more exten
ded than

from

the

all

This chamber,

furnished

other

windows.

in the antique

was more in conformity with the
serious taste of Consuelo, than that they
had first appropriated to her
and she
:

style,

a

a

had long manifested
desire to inhabit it.
There she was freed from the importuni
ties of her companion, and notwithstand
woman
ing the constant presence of
who was relieved every morning and ev
ery evening, she was enabled to pass the
languishing and sweet days of her conva
lescence in

kind of tete-a-tete with him

They always spoke

who had saved her.
Spanish

together,

and the delicate

and

of Albert's passion
was more sweet to the ear of Consuelo in

tender

expression

which reminded her of
language,
her childhood, and her mo

that

Penetrated

ther.

weakened

by

a

her country,

sufferings

alone had relieved

vivid

gratitude,

which

Albert

and solaced, she gave

herself

up to that soft quietude

follows

great

crises.

which

Her memory was

veil
by degrees, but under
was not every where equally light.
she remembered with
For example,
a

awakened

which

a

in

;

in

which her neigborhood
one.

pure and legitimate pleasure the support
and devotedness of Albert in the princi
pal

events of their connection,

she

did

of his reason and
the too serious depth of his passion for
There
thick cloud.
her, except through
not see the wanderings
a

;

a

a

in

a

great many
other apartments
the chateau
that she
might take the best, until the patient
could be transported to
chamber in

a

;

in

if

if

it

if

a

cries and that
in my ears?"

if

in

a

!

n

!

is

it

a

?

by

it

is

is

in

those horrible

agony sounding

frightful

in

!

is

it
is

if

is
it

I

a

pose with

by

a

a

i
it
it

it,

"I

sin

gle door, almost in my very room, do yon
think
could enjoy
very peaceful re

I

It

is

is

a

is

a

CONSUELO.*

where
by
a

priety did not forbid my sleeping
you are separated from me only

if

received or retained in the early stages o
meal of victuals for another, than
the
the existence of an Association, or unti same was done directly for himself; for
of the plan is fully while he
the practicability
thus laboring, another
labor
In civilized life the labore ing equally as long some where else, or
demonstrated.
is not paid all that he earns his employer
at some other branch, for his benefit.
for every one who hires expecis the
only mutual exchange of labor, for the
laborer to produce more than the compen
equal advantage of both. — Tocsin.
sat ion he pays.
But in Association
every laborer receives just the value he
The speculations of the work
produces.
FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.
are not permitted to enter in, and abstrac
any portion of this amount from his pocket
Translatedfor the Harbinger.
In civilized life if one person employs
XV.
another to produce an article for sale
The canoness, confounded, could not
and pays him for its production all the
amount for which it can be sold, it is say
There was something so
word.
evident that no profit is realized by the
Albert's air and manner,
peremptory
In Association no one is pro
employer.
that the good aunt was afraid and
fitable in this sense , our Constitution am
the very object of our organization forbic stinctively obeyed him with unexampled
it , but as capital is necessary in all the earnestness and punctuality.
The doctor,
various branches of business, in order to
seeing his authority completely set aside
prosecute them with advantage and profit
it is evident that a member may, anc and not caring, as he afterwards declared,
madman, had
actually does become profitable to himseli to enter the lists with
and to the Association, in proportion as he the wisdom to retire.
The chaplain be
earns more than he consumes.
He who took himself to his prayers, and Albert,
earns only the value of his board, and the
assisted by his aunt and the two servant
he
receives
which
from
the As
clothing
sociation — who calls out all his earnings, women, passed the whole day by the side
and permits no part to remain in the As
of his patient, without relaxing his cares
sociation to continually increase its capital
After some hours of
single instant.
stock, is a worthless member ; and the in
calmness, the crisis of excitement returned
terest of the whole body requires that his
place should be filled by some one, who almost as violently as the night before
was shorter in duration and as soon
will either earn more, or consume less.
Capital is the accumulated production as
had yielded to the effect of powerful
of past labor, and with its use much more
re-agents, Albert desired the canoness to
may be produced, than could be possibly
without
by the same amount of labor. go to bed and only to send him another
For instance, capital will furnish us with woman to assist him while the two others
machinery, which, with the aid of one or went to take some rest.
two individuals, will produce more than
" Will you not repose yourself, Al
one or two score of individuals,
could
" asked Wenceslawa
bert?
trembling.
And in no other
possibly, without it.
" No, my dear aunt," replied he;
situation can the advantages of capital be
more fully realized than in Association.
do not require it."
The more capital there
invested, the
" Alas " returned she, " you will kill
better
for the laborer, and equally as
This stranger costs
yourself,
my child
well for the capitalist, till as much
in
" added she as she depart
us very dear
vested as can be used to advantage.
Of the income of capital and labor com ed, emboldened by the inattention of tho
bined, we give to capital one fourth, and
young Count.
to labor three fourths, and this three
Still he consented to take some food,
fourths, we suppose, will more than dou
order not to lose the strength of which
bly pay the cost of his board and clothing,
he labors advantageously, and without
He ate standing
IB felt the need.
the
loss of time.
Hence does
follow that corridor, his eye fixed upon tho door, and
an individual without property, can earn
and as soon as he had finished, he threw
in Association enough in
few years,
healthy, and temperate, to support him the ;tis plate on the floor and re-entered.
rest of his days at ease
If a person can He had immediately closed the communi
support himself
laboring half of the cation between Consuelo's chamber and
time, and still give to capital one fourth of
the product of his labor with capital, then hat of Amelia, and allowed the few per
not evident that,
he owned the cap sons whom he admitted to enter only by
ital, three year's labor would support him ,he gallery.
Amelia wished to be admiteight?
Then
not clear that the ed and pretended to bestow some care
dividend on the capital that
few years
but she was so
labor would produce, would be sufficient upon her companion
and at every feverish move
to support him.
Or in other words, that awkward,
his dividend would equal his support?
ment of Consuelo she testified so much
This
on the supposition that labor and ear of seeing her again fall into convulcapital are proportioned to each other,
,ions, that Albert, becoming impatient,
the proportion which we give to each.
cquested her not to meddle in any thing,
We argue from this that while Associa
tion will afford to capitalists
)ut to go to her own chamber and take
most pro
" To my own chamfitable investment,
will at the same time care of herself.
give to labor its fair equivalent.
" replied Amelia " and even pro5er
Every one who labors
Association,
labors directly for himself, and receives
Entered according to Act of Congress, in
the whole income and
advantage of it.
he year 1845, by FRANCIS G. SHAW, in the
his is no less true
the member be en Clerk's office ol the District Court ot Massa
gaged
making
garment, or preparing
chusetts.

were even hours when, after the forget
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customed

the image

She was so ac

that Albert did not perceive it. Love'gives
strength to the weakest

Al

and besides

to appear, until
himself

he felt its relations

reestablished.
completely
We all have this remembrance of an ac
tual and positive life, when the dreams of
life of fic
painful sleep cast us into
a

ol

and fear with

;

distrust

mingle

of her generous friend.

wish
with

a

fulness of sleep, or under the effect of and she was not anxious on account
potions, she still imagined her the fatigue he must feel.
self to have dreamed all which could
This fatigue was, however, BO light
soporific

to his presence and his cares,

tions and delirium.
bert's being endowed with an organiza
Sometimes we fight
at tion of more than common strength, never against these chimeras and these terrors
her request, to take his meals with the did human breast contain
more vast and of the night, saying to ourselves that

that,

he absented

himself

a

whenever

When at the they are the effect of nightmare,

family, she felt ill and agitated until his
She imagined that the sedatives

first rays of the sun, Consuelo had slowly

he administered to her had a contrary ef

reached her sofa, near the window,

Al

bert seated himself behind her, and

the

love

vivifying

than

his.

efforts

making

to awake

fect,

if

with his own hand ; and when he course of the clouds or the purple of the horrible lethargy, in which

in

op

posing power seems to seize us from time
to time and to plunge us back into that

out

he did not prepare and pour them

ami

in

but

;

return.

presented them to her himself, she said to rays endeavored to seize the thoughts
him with that slow and deep smile, so with which the aspect of the sky inspired
touching upon a beautiful face, still half his silent friend.
Sometimes he stealthi

and mote gloomy

covered

passed the powerful

visions more
more and

and sorrows

more poignant besiege and torture us.
In an alternation analogous to this

delicate, and intelligent tenderness alone
This
could save from his own distresses.

water

tenderness

veil.

from him

to bring

over her chest, was astonished

self."
to find
warm and moist, and turning
Albert was happy for the first time in with more vivacity than usually accompa

if

his soul were power
nied her movements, since the prostration
ful for joy, as it had been for sorrow, he of her illness, surprized an extraordinary
was, at this period of enchantment and emotion on the countenance of her friend.

witnesses,

had

become

raised

by

in

his eyes,

violent

his chest

was

— Albert

palpitations,

for

upon her, slumbering,

pale, and bent down

like a flower after the storm.
ed himself
he

was

He install

in a great arm-chair,
careful

always

which

to leave

there

words

of the patient, he
her to hear the feeble

movement

she uttered ;

received

or his

that which

Consuelo,

agitated

sought

ready hand
for
when
it,

least

was bent towards

by

the

some dream, testi

a

himself

with

sufficient

care to pre

of his

felt for him, must have

more slow

but

more sure effect upon his health.
insanity
restraint as well as
benefit
and
from alarming her who had saved him at was
there was
sort of intoxication
the
the risk and almost at the price of her
renewed heart of the young Count, there
own reason and her own life.
vent the remembrance

He succeeded, thanks to power which
calmer state of feeling would
a

so lightly that at one

night, sleeping

for

Consuelo,

in
a

over

when he went away ; and he passed the
whole

probable, that

a

was to

highly

getful

a

duty it

liarly fitted for Albert's restoration.

if

whose

not have possessed.

Accustomed

for

a

nurse

since

inspired

her illness, something sweet and touching
which God doubtless knew to be pecu

long while to concentrate the impetuosity
of his feelings and to make of his will,

of sacrifice
other

which

an idea of duty and

gave to his thoughts
and to

employment

his

will

an

other object than those which had hither

was

to consumed him.
He therefore experi
enced at the same time, the happiness of

the mysterious

at

being loved as he had never before been,

a usage the more energetic
constantly disputed

was mingled with

it

the

in
a

while

watch, slept profoundly, he glided behind
the bed of his dear Consuelo, and looked

girl, and in the respectful

which gratitude

friendship

of the past, had shared the ardor
He would have of his passion, transports so new in h»
deeply afflicted him.
joy, would have
liked rather to sec her armed with dis life, and so sudden
most fatal manner.
The
dain and severity, than with any remnant excited him
of fear and distrust. He resolved to watch discreet and chaste friendship which she

by

every body had gone to bed in the house,
he traversed it with stealthy steps ; and

;

but he
rapidly mastered his excitement
him a place of delights.
At night as had lime to see fear depicted on the fea
soon as he had pretended to retire, and tures of Consuelo.
This observation

in that young

ro

engendered

It

unwelcome

fire glowed

consuming

sympathy.
which

in ;

That chamber, in which he saw
his well beloved at all hours and without

earth.

His cheeks were animated,

hitherto closed to all complete
The.re was in the solicitude
mantic enthusiasm had first

a

man on

sparent soul which seemed formed to find
the difficult access to that sombre one,

a

the most fortunate

a

intoxication,

Consuelo was truly the tran

it

his life ; and as

in

had at last been manifested

his existence.

a

to the

drawing

It

his lips

pressed
Consuelo

a

calmness and strength which are in your

and

rest,

One day,

if

a

if

to me the

it

to communicate

it it

for me, to cause it

to be salutary

immediately

life of

and miserable

man, whom an active,

that misunderstood

is

a

ly

with the shades of death : " I
took
corner of the veil with which
well believe now, Albert, that she enveloped her head and which
you have a knowledge of enchantments ; warm wind wafted over the back of the
for it is enough that you order a drop of sofa.
Albert bent his forehead as
to
can very

that

remnant

if

a

a

of uneasiness.
If the tacks of his disease, he exercised upon the sorrow of not being so with the
nurse awoke, Albert always said that he himself
power for which he never re ardor he himself felt, and the fear of los
had just come in, and she persuaded her ceived sufficient credit.
he did not appear
His friends did ing his happiness
self that he made one or two visits every not know the frequency and strength of Contented with it. This triple effect of
fied

Consuelo

shared this illusion.

she perceived

though

Al

Albert's presence

of despair and frenzy,

violence

he fled

his unknown

much more frequently than did her nurse,
she was still so feeble that she allowed

even

his defeat, since he reserved suf

herself

all eyes the spectacle of his fall.

the middle

of the night

when she besought him to go to his bed,
he would tell her that the day was about
to appear and that he himself had just
risen.

Thanks to these delicate artifices,

Consuelo

never suffered from his absence,

most unfortunate

to hide

madman,

right to the respect of others.
sible of his insanity, and felt
in

still

from
had

chantment;
enemies at

coming until

buckler.

Even

and confused recollection

of the real world, in which

was delivered

between

the midst of his fits, he retained
instinct

which

his inaction

had so long compelled

He was sen

had complete possession of him.

vague

towards

and isolation

He
of en

him to turn.

as by the power

for he forgot them, and the

Albert, image of her whom he loved kept his
a

a

for himself

conqueror

a

in

regard

cavern,

it

Sometimes,

ficient

it

to be easily deceived by him as to
the frequency and duration of those visits.

in

towards

tiis love soon filled his soul so completely
no room for the reveries

as to leave

he did not

distance, and seemed placed

them and him,

like

a

ber.

the attacks which he conquered each day,
the moment when, subdued by the

until

a

night to his patient, when in fact he did
not pass half an hour in his own cham

celestial

That repose of spirit and calmness of
feeling

which

were

so necessary

to the

the

patient

reestablishment

of

were

hereafter

therefore

young

no more

than
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very slightly and very rarely troubled by
the secret agitations of her physician.

the courage of the divinities hostile to his
dear Ilion.
Still the canoness had several

bitterly of the tone of revolt

complained

and menace which

her nephew assumed

her te'te-a-te'te were

very

profited by these occasions

rare,

she had madness of his attachment for

her some quite absurd reflections, which
cious guests who had followed her, and she thought very significant.
But Con
he succeeded by means of delicate atten suelo was so far removed from the ambi
tions and passionate respect. They began tion attributed to her, that she under
a new life together, resting on each other, stood
Her astonishment,
nothing of it.
not daring to look back, and not feeling her air of candor and of confidence, im
to replunge in thought into the
abyss they had passed through.
The fu
ture was a new abyss, not less mysteri
ous and terrible, which they dared no

courage

"

person of

as Nina.

to address to so low an extraction

My dear aunt," replied Albert, smil

"

ing,

you forget that

if

and she bad brought out hor

we are descend

blood of

ed from the royal

the Podie-

brads, our ancestors, the monarchs, were
such only by the grace of revolted pea
APodiesants and warlike adventurers.

disarmed the good canoness, brad therefore should never think of his
who, in all her life, never could resist an glorious origin except as an additional
accent of frankness or a cordial caress. motive to attach him to the weak and the
mediately

She went, quite confused, to confess her

poor, since

is

friend,

it

her

ror and frenzy.
ID his turn, he applied
himself to deliver her from the inauspi

a

by

Like the hero of the fable, Consuelo had times engaged the invalid in conversation ; towardi her, and wished to profit
the
descended into Tartarus to draw thence and as the moments when she could see opportunity
to demonstrate to him the

there that his power and

But they sweetly en defeat to the chaplain, and the rest of the strength have planted their roots, so re
joyed the present, like a season of grace day was passed in making arrangements cently that he cannot have forgotten it."
which was granted them by Heaven.
When Wenceslawa informed the chap
for the morrow.
Still, Albert, divining this management lain of this stormy conference, he was of

XVI.

very clearly,

and seeing that Consuelo be

opinion that

it

more to question.

was best not to press the

is

that

;"

" Your

he.

tenderness

excessive

;

awaken

the

of the father, in

anxieties

order that he may take decisive measures
respecting this dangerous person."
Do you believe,"

"

that

I

"

ness,

returned

the cano

have not already bethought

me of this means?

!

But alas

my brother

possible to make him

he

a hint.

kind of blind

and

to the idea of any new

as pleased as

a

;

trouble

is

mute resistance

no longer

understand
a

He seems to oppose

is

mind has so decayed, that

it

grew fifteen years older during the fifteen
His
days of Albert's last disappearance.

child at re

a

covering his son, and at hearing him rea
son apparently like
He
sensible man.
cured and does not

him radically

is

thinks

perceive that poor Albert

the victim of

new kind of madness more fatal than the

My brother's

spect

security in this re

so deep, and he enjoys
that

so

have not yet been able to
it,

I

sincerely,

it

other.

is

It

find courage to destroy
by completely
passing.
opening his eyes to what
seems to me that this opening coming

be listened to with more

and

if

from you, would
resignation,

accompanied

exhortations,

religious

would

by your
be more

"

Such an opening

plied the chaplain,

"

is

efficacious and less painful."
too delicate,"

re

to be undertaken by

which

it

a
a

like me. In the mouth of
will be much better placed, and
your ladyship will know how to soften its
bitterness by expressions of tenderness
poor priest

sister

familiarly

could not permit myself to use
to the august head of the

family."
These two grave personages lost seve
from one to the other

ral days in shifting

the duty of belling the cat

;

by

in

by

I

himself

Christian

let
have too much emboldened the son
the wisdom of your remonstrances at last

I

I

is

if,

I

said

is

in a word, of priest can perform such
consulting,
prodigies as to
moving the domestic interests at his will, transform tho most sincere
piety and the
while he had the air of not interfering,
purest charity into blind cruelty, I shall
and could hide himself from the indigna
oppose with all my power the crime of
tion of the young Count behind the old
which my poor aunt consents to be made
aunt's petticoats.
Between them both the instrument.
shall watch over my
they found continually
new subjects of patient night and day, and will no
longer
alarm, new motives for precaution, but
leave her for a moment ; and
notwith
no means of safety.
Every day the good standing my zeal, you succeed in carrying
Wenceslawa approached her nephew with her
swear by all that
away from me,
a decisive explanation on the tip of her
most fearful to human belief, that
will
tongue, and every day, a mocking smile leave the house of
my fathers, never to
or a freezing look made the words mis
return.
think that when you have com
carry.
Every instant she watched the municated my determination to
the chap
opportunity of slipping secretly into Con- lain, he will cease
tormenting you and
suelo's chamber, in order to address to combating the
generous instincts of your
her a skilful and firm reprimand ; every
maternal heart."
instant Albert, as if warned by a familiar
The astonished canoness could answer
spirit, came to place himself upon the this discourse
only
bursting into tears.
threshold of the chamber, and by a single
Albert had drawn her to the extremity of
frown of his brow, like the Olympian
the gallery,
order that this explanation
Jupiter, he disarmed the anger and froze might not be heard
She
Consuelo.
predicting,

to Count

you must address your representations

I

I

"

a

was furious and no longer deigned even watched
Wenceslawa as she passed ; and
to visit tho invalid.
She affected not while she thought to elude him
by sur
to speak to Albert, never to turn her
prising Consuelo alone, very early in the
eyes towards him, and never to answer
morning, he suddenly showed himself at
his morning and evening salutation.
And the moment when she was putting her
the most horrible of all was, that Albert hand to the
key in order to enter the
did not seem to pay the least attention to
invalid's chamber.
her vexation.
" My good aunt," said he, seizing that
The canoness, seeing the very evident, hand and
carrying it to his lips, " must
and, so to speak, declared passion of her
whisper to you something in which you
nephew for the adventuress, had not a mo are very much interested.
It is that the
ment's peace.
She racked her brains to life and health of the
person who reposes
find some means of putting a stop to the within are more
precious to me than my
danger of the scandal ; and for this pur
own life and my own happiness.
I know
pose she had long conferences with the very well that your confessor has made it
But the latter did not very a point of conscience with you to thwart
chaplain.
earnestly desire the termination of such a my devotedness for her and to
destroy the
state of things.
He had been for a long effect of my cares. Without that, your
while useless and unnoticed amidst the noble heart would never have conceived
cares of the family.
His post recovered the idea of compromising by little words
a kind of importance, since these new agi
and unjust reproaches the re-establish
tations, and he could at least enjoy the ment of an invalid
hardly out of danger.
pleasure of spying, revealing, warning,
But since the fanaticism or bitterness of a

It

The other inhabitants of the chateau gan to be astonished and
point with the young Count, and drive him
uneasy, under
were by no means so tranquil.
Amelia took to put a stop to it. One day he to rebellion by tormenting his protege'.

and during
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a

these irresolutions in which the slowness and the wheels rolling slowly over the
"Oh! certainly not," cried she, pre
and apathy of their habits certainly play
sand of the main road, she assumed a senting to him
large flask of crystal,
ed their part, love made rapid progress in serious air, and in a very decided tone covered with Russian leather and orna

Taste

myself
is

wine there

in

the kind you

is

aunt's cellar.

filled

it

I

mented with silver; "
with the best Hungarian

it,
it

Albert's heart.
Consuelo's health was spoke thus : " Dear papa, do not be anx
visibly re-established, and nothing came ious about any thing.
All our packages
to trouble the sweetness of an intimacy are very well made.
The boxes of the
which the watchfulness of a most severe carriage are filled with the articles neces
Argus could nut have rendered more sary for our journey.
Nothing has been

like best."
" And my pipe* and my bag of Turk

and more reserved than it was left at Giants' castle except your arms, ish tobacco?"
" Nothing
from the sole fact of a true modesty and a and your animals, for which you have no
wanting," said the maid,
" my lord baron will find all in the
profound love.
use at Prague, and which moreover will
Still the baroness Amelia, no longer be sent to you as soon as you ask for pockets of the coach we have forgotten
able to endure the humiliation of her posi them.
A letter will be given to my uncle nothing, neglected nothing to reader the
;

is

chaste

the

him too much, and without making
him angry with you or with me.
Now
humbly ask your pardon for having de

ing

I

I therefore do not oppose
your will in returning to Prague at a mo
and one ment, when you did not precisely think
going to of
but when you are enchanted,
am

him

to accompany sure, at being relieved from all the trou
to the chateau of a bles which the resolution and preparations

her in the carriage
lady of their acquaintance, to whom she
had for a long while owed a visit.
The

was rather disinclined to quit his you did not perceive it.
Please to kiss
gun and his game bag to change his dress me and do not look at me with those
and the employment of his day.
But he angry eyes, which terrify me."
flattered himself that this act of conde
While thus speaking, Amelia, as well
scension would make Amelia less exact
as her attendant, smothered a strong de

he had assumed the independence of his
whole

life ;

his

foresight

He therefore

extended

no

at me, and who before my very eyes, paid
to my music mistress.

assiduous court
endured

have

this

humiliation

long

not have taken

age, who would

more

know very
What
spite at it.
well is, that there are some girls, who are

serious

less bored than

have been during the

it,

last eighteen months, and who to put on
run away, or get themselves
sire to laugh
for the baron had never end to
am contented to
had an angry look for any one, much lese carried off. As forme,
for his dear daughter.
He was at the run away with and carry off my father.
more novel and more becoming
That
moment rolling his great eyes quite wild
I

is

ly, and they were,

must be confessed,

it

castle without fretting.
When the honest
man had a week before him, he thought

amiable cousin who did not deign to look

;

that the distraction of the jaunt
would carry off her bad humor, and help
her to pass some days more at Giants'

Dear papa," replied Amelia, " was
very ridiculous in the eyes of the world,
when
appeared to persist in marrying an

"

there are many
doubt
fora removal necessarily bring with them. enough, and
and girls of my rank, my appearance and my
My position became intolerable,

baron

ing;

You make your father ridicu

Amelia.

lous, and give every body an opportunity
to laugh at me."

somewhat stupefied with surprise.
any repugnance
in such
manner, and

If

he

at

experienced

being
real sor

;

she asked

father was

the baron,

you have none the less
great wickedness, my dear

a

the hunt,

Frenchwoman,
her

committed

"

I

when

I

young

morning

this instant.

it,

decided

"Well

filling his pipe

necessity of our departure, without affect

The young girl saw that ceived you; but it is almost a month
departure.
it was necessary to hurry matters, and since you consented to what I execute at

conceived an unexpected expedient.
She
arranged with her maid, an acute and

agreeable to him."
and good!" said

is so journey

understand

I

It

time.

I

of

at breakfast

as to make him

what does my dear papa think of it?"
"The devil's in you!" replied the
and he made
baron, kissing his daughter
;

the next the notification and preparations

written

I

to Christian,

if

father

;

her

I

requested

a

earnestly

1

tion

carry her back to Prague.
Baron Frede
rick, who much preferred life in the
forest to that in a city, promised her all
she wished, and put off from each day to

fooled

a

himself

and Panthere,

changed into admiration and he could only

had made three turns he was fast asleep,
to custom in such circum
according

every thing without

Albert, he might
noticing

week without

canoness announced

the post horses tackled to his carriage, all But where have you put my travelling
ready to convey him on the road to cap, Amelia, and how do you expect me
Prague.
to sleep
the carriage with this laced hat
" Why! what is this? where are we? on
my head ?"
where are we going?
Amelia, my dear
is, dear father,"
"Your cap? here

old Christian,

when she saw the postillion on horse back,

girl."

is

:

with

I

As to my good juncle.,
chateau.
he will return to us before lojig,"
for me,

I

" As

"

hope

regret my brother/' said
because at my age we

I

That which
count by weeks and by days.
does not appear long to you, Albert, may
am not so
be an eternity for me, and
of again aeeing my peaceful and
Frederick,
Amelia would
Well
so," added he, folding and throw
have

sure

!

easy
ing

aside with

cajoling

a smile,

and malicious

the

singularly
the

letter which

young baroness had left for him
You
spite never pardons.
:

?

child, how heedless you are! what means said the young wag, handing him his
this caprice or this pleasantry ?"
furred cap, which he drew over hw ears
To all her father's questions the young with childlike satisfaction.
" But my travelling bottle you have
baroness only answered
by shouts of
laughter and childish caresses.
At last, certainly forgotten that, naughty little

to him he content

"
the
saying — This
which
the spirited
thing
only sririted
Amelia has done since shje entered the

ed himself

it

it

in

I

is
a

I

I

I

!

I

?

Pardieu
was far from be
suspicion
Immediately the coachman re lieving, when
took off my boots and
ceived orders from Amelia to turn his sent my horse back to the stable, that
horses' heads, and direct himself to the was going to Prague, and that
should
nearest post-station.
They reached it not dine with my brother this evening!
after two hours of rapid travelling ; and Certainly this
singular adventure, and
when the baron opened his eyes, he saw no body will believe me when
relate it.
stances.

have passed
and when tin-.
a

Count

,

my having the least

;

But how did you manage to arrange

it

:

say

"

effect on the family as Amelia had flatter
would.
To begin witk
ed herself

it

his master.
At last the baron entered the carriage
with his daughter, and when the wheels

it

to send Saphyr

resigned

a

the rest of the journey very gaily, drinking,
back to the row at quitting his brother and sister so smoking and sleeping by turns, without
or being astonished
kennel ; and Attila, the falcon, returned abruptly, without bidding them farewell,
complaining
any
to his perch with a mutinous and dissatis
more.
he was so astonished by what had hap
fied air, which drew a heavy sigh from pened to him, that his dissatisfaction was
This occurrence did not produce so much
further.

man's

"

wo
were
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not born for each other, my children,
my sweet dreams have flown !"
While speaking thus, the old

and an end, and

Count

looked at his son with a kind of melan
choly cheerfulness,

that we should

understand

each other."

"

No, my sister, do not speak," replied

Count Christian

as if to discover some to tell me.

;

"

you have nothing new
I have com

For a long while

satisfactorily ; that they are more intel
ligent, more apt to comprehend, more ac
tive, and more inclined to be obliging,
than those who are worn-out and fagged
by long and incessant toil.

It if evident, if a man be overworked
But he prehended you perfectly, without appear to-day, that to-morrow he will be less
labor; and that if a
found none in Albert, who, tenderly ing to do so. The moment has not come able for his average
be persisted in,
system of overworking
this
an
upon
subject.
pressing his hand, gave him to understand for
explanation
the period will be hastened when he shall
that he thanked him for renouncing a When it is time, I shall know what to be totally unfitted for that species of la
do." He immediately affected to speak bor, or be laid aside by disease. The
project so contrary to his inclination.

traces

of regret

in

his eyes.

"

same reasoning holds true in reference to
ten hours a day be the average
time.
at which a man can work cheerfully and
well, then twelve hours will render him
When the chaplain knew in what man dull and fatigued ; and though he may
appear caim and happy among us. I shall
die consoled, and the remembrance of ner the head of the family had received continue at the work, he will not do one
•i°"" " °
mo™,
your father will be a source of happiness the indirect communication he had caused
day, it will be at the expense of the la
to you after our separation."
fear.
to be given him, he was seized with
of the next. This is viewing man as
" Do not speak of separation, my dear Count Christian, under an air of indolence bor
a mere animated machine, whose thews
'
father!" cried the young Count, whose
id irresolution
had never been a weak and sinews are capable of exerting a limamount of force, and to which we
" I have man.
Sometimes they had seen him ited
eyes suddenly filled with tears.
"'", can apply the mechanical axiom, " that
not strength to support the idea."
awaken from a sort of slumber by acts of: mM™
p0wer cannot be gained but at the
The canoness, who began to be affected, wisdom and energy.
The priest feared ! expense of time, and time cannot be
was spurred on at this instant by a look lest he had gone too far and would be re- ; saved but at the expense of power."
He accordingly applied him- But this reasoning will not altogether
from the chaplain, who rose and left the primanded.
apply to an intelligent being; and, in essaloon with an affected discretion.
This j self to destroy his own work as soon as
ti^a{ing the amou~ntand duration of huwas giving her the order and the signal. possible and to persuade the canoness no man force, we must take into account the
A fortnight passed ; inseparable attribute of mind. There is
She thought, not without sorrow and fear, longer to interfere.
that the moment had come to speak ; and in the most peaceful manner, without any scarcely any species of labor— certainly
.
„
, .
none of the mechanical or mercantile —
her eyes, like a person who thing occuring to make Consuelo imagine
closing
ingenuity,
but requires care, vigilance,
throws himself from the window to escape she had been a source of trouble in the reasoning ; and these are qualities so ina conflagration, she began, hesitating and family.
Albert continued his assiduous ; timately depending upon a sound and vigmore pale than usual :
attentions towards her, and informed her lonms bodily system, that it were folly to
! look for them from an overtasked and
" Certainly Albert tenderly loves his of/• Amelia
A
i •s j
departure as a temporary
in the ab
Reasoning
man.
worn-out
father and would not wish to cause him a absence, the motive of which he did not stract, then, we think it very palpable
allow her to suspect.
She began to leave that any master must be a gainer, both in
mortal displeasure."
Albert raised his head and looked at her chamber ; and the first time that she the amount of labor and manner of exe
cution, by exacting from the workmen he
his aunt with such clear penetrating eyes, walked in the garden, old Christian sup
employs rather under than above the av
that she was put out of countenance, and ported the tottering steps of the conva
erage time during which their attention
could say no more.
The old Count ap lescent with his feeble and trembling arm. and activity can be maintained.
Among
of this
the many practical illustrations
peared not to have heard this strange
END OF VOLUME THIRD.
be
more
could
directly ap
doctrine, few
observation, and in the silence which suc
plicable than the following, which recent
ceeded,
Wenceslawa
remained
poor
In Fifeshire,
SHORT HOURS.
ly came under our notice.
trembling under the look of her nephew,
For some time past the subject of ear where the hours of the plowmen are of
average duration — namely, during day
like the partridge under the gaze of the ly shop shutting, and the general diminu
tion of the hours of labor, has much en light in winter, and from five to six, with a
dog, which fascinates and enchains her.
gaged the attention of the well meaning breakfast and mid-day interval, at other
But Count Christian, awakening from ;
and intelligent, and the arguments in fa seasons — the men, as a class, are active,
his revery after some seconds, replied to vor of such a system are alike urgent energetic, and well-skilled in their various
In activity we will back ther^
Without at all entering duties.
his sister as if she had continued to speak, and obvious.
the island,
and as if he could read in her mind the upon the general merits of the question, against any similar class in
we think there is one argument which, and the trial of skill which a few years
revelations she wished to make to him.
off between twenty of them
" Dear sister," said he, " if I have any if not overlooked, has at least not met ago came number
from the Lothians (a
and a like
with that consideration which its impor
advice to give you, it is not to torment tance deserves.
It is all very well to pre-eminently agricultural district), places
list, at least as
yourself about things of which you can talk of humanity and leisure for moral them foremost on the
In Strathearn and the Carse
know nothing.
You never knew in your and intellectual improvement to men pre plowmen.
pared to feel the force of such positions ; in Gowrie, on the other hand, where the
life what an inclination of the heart was, but wo need
scarcely remark that views hours of labor are notoriously long, the
and the austerity of a canoness is no rule of this kind are either simply unknown
farm-laborer seems to be quite the an
A farmer
to many masters, or regarded by them, tithesis of his brother in Fife.
to be applied to a young man."
a few years ago, en"Living God!" murmured the con- I from whatever cause, as visionary and in the latter county,
It is for this reason that | gaged two of the first-rate Carse hands at
' extravagant.
fused canoness, " either my brother does we now
propose to argue for short hours; the highest wages, and placed them at
not wish to understand me, or his reason upon a purely economical ground.
We the general labor of the farm along with
In a few weeks
and his piely have abandoned him.
Is it design to show that anv extension of seven native plowmen.
work beyond a man's ordinary physical the difference between the imports and
possible that he can wish to encourage by
apparent ;
powers is attended with loss to his em the natives became painfully
his weakness, or to treat lightly — "
within for with every disposition to oblige, they
ployer, and that any reduction
" What, my aunt?" asked Albert with proper
limits is followed by a correspond- neither performed so much labor, nor ex\Ve mean, in other words, ! ecuted it so well, nor with so much alacing gain.
a firm tono and a severe countenance.
" Speak, since you are condemned to do so. to establish, from facts before us, that ; rity, as the latter. " I've had enough
men worked considerably within the lim- of your Carse men," said the farmer to
It is time its
Explain your thought clearly.
of their power perform a greater us one day, and his reason was as nearly
'
that this constraint should be brought l
words: —
amount of labor, and execute it more : as possible in the following
May God's will be done !'' resumed of something else and left the canoness
and
man, " and may your heart be dismayed, and Albert
uncertain
free, my son ! You are well, you now troubled.
the old

...

If
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"

or it cannot

hours

popular

They've got a wretched system of long ! may seem contradictory at first sight,
'
in the north : they work the very that a reduction of hours in such an esspirit out of their men, and so it is that tahlishment should not be followed by a
these have not half the smeddum (smart- diminution of produce ; a little reflection,
!
They've neither however, will clear away the dubiety,
ness) of our Fife lads.
the same skill nor activity, and, when a j The liist two year's wage-book shows the
push comes, I would make my foreman ; merest trifle of absence fiom ill health :
work round a couple of them." "But! the lessening of damage has caused fewyou'll find them very willing and oblig- ' er stoppages, and even a greater degree
" O yes, they are patterns in that of speed can be obtained, inasmuch as
ing?"
respect, and are certainly not so indepen- the attention of the workers is never redant in their way as our own blades ; but
they want the energy and aptitude, and
really don't give their work the same finish.
For one 1order
that I have to give to
'
my own men, I have to give two to them.
They'd hang as long as
like at the
plow-tail, but I want through-put; and so
commend me to my own men and reasonNow, these are not the
able hours."
preachings of any of your sentimentality
men, but the plain words of a hard-drivving, money-making, Scotch farmer, who
saw from this comparison the obvious ad
vantage to himself of keeping his men
on short hours, and of never exacting
from them more than they could
do
cheerfully and well.

I

, laxed

case.

go at all ; the mistakes of
are not possible in the
The presumption is plain then that
feeling

Phonography

is to some extent at least

based on true principles.

Not the least striking
ous

books

on

part of the vari
which we

Phonography

have seen, is their criticism
ent arbitrary

of our pres

and absurd mode of writing.

long and tedious confinement. Writing is the representation of sounds
on Wednesdays
permits , by visible signs, and common sense de"
'
,
,
. ,,
. the women to attend a little to their do,
., .
invariably
mands that each 81Sn
mcs.ic: concerns, while it allows the mill
should,
•
What can be
I to be cleaned and the machinery to he stand for the same sound.
overhauled : the advantages of the Satur- more ridiculous than the following pecu
day afternoons are too obvious to be ad- liarities of what is called " heterogra— Chamber's Edinlnirg /cur
j verted to.
phy?"
i nal.
by

The stoppage

" The vowel which is heard in
fate has
the sound of the word aye; the written
has the figure or
sign, or rowel-sign,
shape a, and the name of the letter is the
Book,
The Complete Phonographic
Class
But in the word far
same as the sound.
containing a strittly Inductive Exposi
we see the same rowel-sign, and we call
tion uj rui,U,n a riu\nuKTUVny, uscysc:s it b
the same namezs before, but W6
iw a System of Phonetic Short-hand, to now l)Car ,he ViUnd ,if the wor(1
aA] wh'ch
'inthe
I
English Language; especially
ig eniirely
The same argument applies to every
In
different from the na/x*.
as
a
and
to
tenHtd
School
book,
afford | the w^'many, the same sign represents
species of labor, and with double force to
to
those
wlio
have
the
instruction
fullest
those employments which require intel
the abrup, wund of the interjection e/i /
not the asiislanre of the living teacher. and in mortar it represents a sound very
As soon as the body
ligence and care.
ANDREWS
and
AUGUSTUS
F.
S.
P.
Ry
begins to tire, the spirit droops, the atten- 1
similar to that of the word err when it
Insti
BOYLE.
Boston : Phonographic
tion flags, and if positive carelessness '
In call, the
is imperfectly pronounced.
tution,
339
Street.
1845.
Washington
does not supervene, there follows at all j
same sign, with the same name, gives to
132.
pp.
events a dulness and lethargy which are
the ear the sound of the word awe. So,
concern- again, in this word call, we have the
The innumerable
inquirers
any thing but favorable either to amount '
of work or to manner of execution.
Nor , inir Phonography
will find their wants consonant-sign, having the form c, which
can there be any remedy for this but rest
thi, admirable little treatise we name like the word see or sea, but
and repose.. It is true you may apply
\vhieh sounds like k in kill; that is, it
artificial stimulants ; but these, too, will wmc1'' 'n a size that under thc new Post- represents the short, hard, cracking sound
'
shortly fail ; and their use only renders age law can be sent by mail at small which we make nearly back to the throat
the bodily system of their victim the less expense, contains all that is necessary to : when we begin to say kill, and which
These an
capable of being re-invigorated.
It is a I may be heard by itself, if we stop eudunderstandingr of the subjc(,t.
,
remarks apply in a special manner to in-' .
the vowel,
.
before pronouncing
,
denly
and
conclse
n°t
clear
°n'y But this same letter, with the same name,
manual.
f?'vir.S
labor,
door
where the long-hours abuse is
but some is used in other words, as in cellar, where
the elements of Phonography,
more frequently seen, notwithstanding
I
that a restrained position of body, want glimpses of a profounder philosophy of the sound which we hear is a simple hiss
of fresh air and ventilation, should be romade between the tongue and the teeth
lan(?uaae tiian is to be found in books of' ""'' >•*t"(•>"*i•'«j•
s that
'•i«i made
m«Hs by
hv a
* serpent
onmon
tent arguments for a course quite the re- 1
•. and very similar (to
.
•
«
much grcater Pretensions.
By its aid, or a
,i»nn
mere
verse.
Nor do we anrn«
argue upon
goose ; and this hissing sound is
a tolerable degree of intelligence
aljain represented by another letter, as in
theory, for in this case, as in the other,
we have fortunately
a most convincing and perseverance, a complete knowledge | the word seat, with the form », and a
'
illustration at hand.
It is that of a large i of the svstem may be acquired without name like the first syllable of the word
situated beside a country
essence. This
terrible
confusion
runs
spinning-mill,
We recommend
other instructions.
village for the sake of water-power,
and I
through our whole language in the old
in which the hours of labor are from six it most heartily to all persons who are orthography.
It presents the most seri
in the morning till seven at night, deduct- curious as to what Phonography really is. ous difficulties in acquiring the arts of
ing an hour for breakfast and another for or who are desirous of becoming Pho- reading and writing, wasting one entire
,
,
dinner, thus reducing the hours of actual •
third of the time devoted to education,
. .,
. nographers themselves, and we trust that.
,„,,,
0,
work :to eleven — a space still too lonif, '
unfits us for learning the pronunciation
but considerably shorter than that requir- 'ts authors, whose energy in their voca- j of foreign languages,
and, in various
ed in any other of the neighboring facto- tion we greatly admire, will find not only j ways, exerta the most deleterious influrifcs. In addition to this reduction, the the satisfaction of still greater success I ence uPon °ur habits of thought through
wheel is stopped at five o'clock on Wed-1 u
-u u . life."
anV,
,._
ne^av,
. than they t'ave hitherto met with, but.
nesdays and at three on, the «_
Saturdays ;
Whether the system of Mr. Pitman is
three half days a-year are allowed for what is a thing unheard of with reform

REVIEW.

j

fairs,

two days for church fasts, two for ers,

New- Year's Day and Handsel Monday,
and one for the anniversary of the mill's
erection — an event seemingly of great
local importance
Now, however small
rtance.

an

adequate

pecuniary

return

for

their labors.

:
We con(tisa our
idit
rise at the
I .,
WIth which the Phonographic
reform has
j
j spread in America as well as in England,
It is we believe not yet two years since
; Mr Andrews first commenced its career
\.
r,,
in this oountry, and now our Phonogra1
phers are "a numsrous and respectable
body," as the newspapers have it. It is

this may seem to some, it is in reality an
amount of freedom and relaxation not enjoyed, so far as we are aware, in any
similar
establishment.
And what, according to the owner, has been the resuit?
Not a sin gle spindle of yarn less, a
great reduction of disease, better exerutrti
work, fewer acnduits of damage to the mato he noticed also that nothing

complete

and contains

application

the best possible

of the natural signs, — geomet

rical lines and curves,— our slight acquaint
ance with it does not enable us to form
an opinion.

This depends rather

upon

mechanical ingenuity which may or may
j not be connected with the genius which
,.
\ has the honor of opening the idea of
Phonetic
writing and printing to the

,

world.
Mr. Pitman is, however, entitled
is farther ! to the praise both of analytic and inventive *enius and PraCtical toU'J'; ; Ph°n°B"™ve d from the ordinary ohJ-(s of
i
that he is contributing in some decree to thusinsm than an improvement in writing i raphy may be capable of improvements,
the liappiness of his
It must go by cool reason j but the amount of careful and judicious
fellow creatures. It and spelling.

^n7^rTpZ;f^^7aS^

-
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labor that has already

been expended in

it is absolutely frightful.

perfecting

This book comes opportunely ; it meets human family, we consider it as one of
the boons with which Providence, with
the call of the present moment by furnish
It such marked design is favoring the pre
ing full information on the subject.

The most obstinate objection against
writing words according to sound is, thai presents a fair and judicious account of sent age.
we shall thereby lose all evidence of the claims of the various parties of all
The Autlurr's Daughter; a Novel.
By
their etymology and bring language into countries to the honor of discoveries in
MARY
HOWITT.
Boston : Waite,
—
and
of
invention
Galvanism,
or
a
and
confusion,
ignorant Electricity
superficial
Pierce & Co., and Redding & Co., 8
Since the time of Chaucer in applying the subtle fluid to the purpose
argument.
State St. 1845.
our spelling has undergone changes al of telegraphic communication, clearly es
This beautiful story has not lain upon
the

rights

Morse,

to

of successful invention.
The
since the
for that reason.
The etymology of every slow progress of discovery
of
Dr. William
word is to be sought in the essential con feeble
experiments
sonant sounds that it contains ; all else in Gilbert, of London, about the year 1600,
it is accessary or accidental and may which first made known the properties and
be neglected in the study of its history uses of Electricity, is curious and instruc
and meaning.
These essential elements tive.
With regard to its uses, Mr. Vail
not only does not remove, confines himself to a history of the at
Phonography
priority

notice, because

our table so long without
we did not highly

appreciate

or because

we were willing that more ambitious books
aside, but from
desire,
jostle
which must after all be disappointed, to

should
da

than the limits

better justice

of

a

Prof.

it,

as we think,

countryman,

a

of our

it

too,

tablishing

it

most as great as those which Phonogra
phy proposes to introduce, but we have
no difficulty in tracing the origin of words

weekly reviewer often permit.
Much as we have been accustomed to
admire Mary Howitt, we have never been
more delighted with her than in the pres

The " Author's Daugh
ter," touches some of the deepest and
from its orthography.
which seems to be a providential accom
tenderest sentiments of the heart, and
But to our minds Phonography has a paniment to great discoveries, has been that
noble way without any trace of
much higher merit than simple conveni
signalized as usual by simultaneous efforts weakness.
No one who
capable of
ence.
Answering a wide-felt want as it in various places to work out the same feeling, can read
without being raised

but

marks

more distinctly,
must

find

great

the tempts to apply
advantage The ripeness of

it

to the

the age

Telegraph.

for

ent

instance.

reception,

it

is

in
a

Philologist

so that

of England, France, Germany,
Italy, and Russia even, as well as America,
savans

in late years been assiduously
the idea

these instruments,

and thus has a value

of merely literary criti

nary life, or leave

without

tary sense of gratefulness

an involun

to its author.

it

is

As a work of art
quite faultless.
of an Its central idea,
not the grandest,

growing spirit of" Unity in Universality." instantaneous transmission of intelligence
No longer doubtfully though not always by means of Electricity.
Prof. Wheatconsciously, the instruments of this spirit stone, of London, appears to have been
perform their duty and prepare the crisis the only one beside Prof. Morse, who has
whose ulti
succeeded in a practical plan.
His in
of the age. Phonography,
in principle
mate aim be it known is nothing short of vention differs materially
is one of from that of Prof. Morse ; but it appears
absolute
unity of language,
beyond the limits

emo

most sweet

is

developing

and purer

to the poverty of ordi

belong

and delicate and comes from

the very fountain of life, and its execu
tion
quite adequate. There runs through
too,

feeling

of Humanity,

of the essential oneness

which

it

in

tions than

if

have all
engaged

of higher

into a world

it

The

if

at all points, as it were, by the

preceding the successful experiment.

were developed

thought, would not
lose any of its authority in the graceful
from an instinct into

a

assailed

thought, and numerous abortive attempts

is

readiness

a

does by the general

with which it is welcomed, we regard it
as one of the many channels now opened
for the spread of universal principles.
The most advanced nations seem to be

it,

evidently

to meet with approbation in England, and and
charming
style of Mary Howitt.
is about being put in operation on a line We long too, to see on the part of Eng
of two hundred miles, connecting Birming lish popular writers and especially of

cism. It conducts its disciples to true
Universality. No man who has really ham, Manchester, and other large manu
In point of economy,
comprehended its scope and laid hold of facturing cities.
its principles, can stop with language, — simplicity and capacity for correspon

those who seem to stand thus on the very
verge of the truth, some indication that
a

a

true and
glimpse of
they have caught
of that highest dence, however, the plan of Prof. Morse
far-reaching remedy for the social evils
idea of art, of society, of philosophy, of appears greatly superior to that of Prof.
they acknowledge, but now only lament.
religion, UNIVERSAL UNITY.
Wheatstone.
Complaint is made, appa
rently with justice, that Prof. Morse re
Western Clearings. By Mrs. C. M. KIRK" A New Home,"
Tele ceived unfair treatment in not being grant
Electro Magnetic
The American
LAND, Author of
&c. No VII. of Wiley and Putnam's
graph : With the Reports of Congress, ed a patent in England.
ana a description of all Telegraphs
Library of American Books, pp. 238.
Step by step, at irregular and uncer
or Gal
known, employing Electricity
There
life and charm about Mary
By ALFRED VAIL. Philadel- tain pace, a knowledge of the properties
vanism.
For a long Clavers' writings which will induce those
i • Lea & Blanchard. 1845. pp. 208. of Electricity has advanced.
ton : Redding & Co.
time it afforded only a philosophical
toy who have been acquainted with others of
Until
the them to seize upon this book with plea
of
to
the
curious
achievements
the
recent
experimentalist.
Among
We can assure them thsy will not
time of Franklin it had no practical value. sure.
science and art, none more prominently
command our admiration than the Electro Now Electricity is the docile agent of be disappointed in their anticipations of
delight, and that they will find in the
disease and performing
The results al man, healing
Telegragh.
Magnetic
But not till this graphic sketches of individuals and inci
ready obtained by the partial experiment valuable uses in the arts.
filled,
many
dents, with which
between Washington and Baltimore, have grand invention of the Electro Magnetic
Nor will other ad
demonstrated its wonderful
Telegraph, has its mysterious nature been sources of pleasure.
capabilities,
is
a

can stop any where short

it

is

C'

a strong

interest

in com

circles, at least, in its favor, and

by which

its almost magical effects are produced.

cement with stronger ties of interest and
all the members of the great

sympathy,

while they show her powers of under
standing and analyzing,

serve to give u*

a

based, and of the mechanism,

by

mercial

if

the reader know
made truly subservient to man, upon whom vantages be wanting
it bestows a superhuman attribute — that of how to apply to his or her own special
the
Who shall limit the benefits case the lessons which are taught
stimulated a desire in the public mind to UBIQUITY!
experiences of others.
As an instrumentality
learn more of the history of the invention, thus conferred?
Mrs. Kirkland's own observations,
of the scientific principles on which it is which shall bring into closer alliance and
and awakened
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appears from the Preface to be a re

now ; they are as good as new,

and we

have no doubt will keep.
The Historical Essays, p-blished under the
title of " Dix ans d'etudes Historiques"
and Narratives of the Merovingian. Era ;
with an Autobiographical Preface.
By
M. AUGUSTIN THIERRRY.
Philadel
:
and
Hart.
1845.
phia
Carey
pp. 204.
Boston : Redding and Co.

We are happy to mest again, although
in an unwonted and not altogether worthy
dress, one of the most charming works
which this century has given to the world.

The fascinating

historian of the Norman

Conquest here becomes the familiar friend,

Walter Scott

the fire-side,

narrator

of

scenes

so vividly described, that they
seem to be the record of his own personal
rather than of events of more

experience,

The eru
of this gifted

than a thousand years before.
dition and exact knowledge

author are thrown into BO picturesque and
simple a form, that we seem to be listen
ing to the ballad of a minstrel, rather
than

accompanying

the deep researches
unparalleled

the

savant

through

persevering

devotion to his

favorite art, for with him history becomes

We
Homeric poem.
ever met with so frank,

a fine art, a true

if

have seldom
truthful,

and artless a piece of autobiog
a narrative of personal

raphy, so touching

history as is contained in his own Preface
to the work before us, and yet we might
have constructed it all from the writings
for the man, though modestly

themselves,

retiring behind the veil of his narrative,
is constantly betrayed to us by its very
transparency,

and is lighting

up every
page with his simple earnestness.
His enthusiasm is deep and humanitary,
not national and fantastic, rather showing
itself in the impulse which led him to his
work, his ardor in preparation
in overcoming

and force

obstacles, than in the work

his style is calm, equal, and
free from any thing like the
bombast, into which French enthusiasm,
itself,

for

singularly

even with

ography the touching

and artless descrip

of years of almost tion of his loss of sight, and his consola

the purest writers,

almost in

variably degenerates.

Without extravagance we may say that
Thierry, by his erudition, has established

tion under this misfortune.

" My eyesight continued to diminish
the use of the strongest
notwithstanding
remedies ; and as a last medical prescrip
I went to
tion, I was ordered to travel.
and thence to Provence,
Switzerland,
where M. Fauriel soon came to join me.
He had a scientific end in view in this
journey ; it was the last complement of
long and patient researches on the politi
cal and literary
of Southern
history
France, a work worthy, in my opinion,
of the most flourishing time of historical
erudition.
Condemned to idleness, I fol
lowed from city to city my laborious
travelling
companion, and not without
envy saw him scrutinize all the relics of
the past, searching archives and libraries,
to put the finishing stroke to the work
which was to fill up an immense vacuum in
our national history.
Thus we travelled
months
for some
together
through
Provence and Languedoc.
Unable my
self to read, not only manuscript, but the
finest inscription
engraved on stone, I
endeavored to derive some benefit from
my travels by studying in the monuments
the history of the architecture in the mid
dle ages.
I had just enough sight to
guide me, but when in the presence of
edifices or ruins, of which it was neces
sary to find out the epoch, and determine

Parables and Scrambles in
Prairiedom,
Texas, or New Estrcmadu.ro..
By a
SUTHRON.
With Map. New York
Paine and Burgess. 1845. pp. 166.

If any

:

It

print of Tales which have before made
their appearance in magazines and annu
als, but we had never seen them until

I

and

one wishes to see how far praise

of Texas can be carried, let him read
" Prairiedom." He will there find that
the

re-annexed

territory

something

it is
is

delight

more than an £1 Dorado,

decidedly

of
He will acquire some knowledge
at variance with the prevailing belief, for
he will be informed that "those who
Paradise,

and

inhabited

by angels

light.

have already immigrated are not the idle,
they are the ac
dissipated, and vicious
" the
that
tive, sober, and honest

;"

to with never failing

wonder.

I

curred

;

from us and at

them among the things
that were, this book will be read and re
merged

;

further and further

is

"

a

ings

length

;

lation shall have swept such characters as
are now found in the " Western Clear

is

When the dense flow of popu

viduals.

if
I

of

I

correct,

however

scenes and changes in the lives of indi

himself

scholar;

is

recital,

the reputation
of a true the style, I know not what inward sense
to the help of my eyes.
Animated
by his enthusiasm and power of came
by what I would willingly call the historic
picturesque description, that of a poet ; passion, I saw farther and more
clearly.
in his individual life he has shown himself None of the principal lines, no charac
feature escaped me, and the
a hero ; and so far as his determination teristic
to restore the masses to their important promptness of my glance, so uncertain in
ordinary circumstances, was a cause of
position in the history of humanity has
surprise to the person who accompanied
been prompted by his deep sympathy with me.
Such are the last ideas that the
their wrongs, he has proved himself a sense of eight procured me ; a year after
wards this slight although to me keen en
man.
was no longer permitted me ;
We cannot deny ourselves the pleasure joyment,
the remains of vision had disappeared."
" If, as I delight in thinking, the inte
of giving an extract from the twentysecond Essay, addressed to the editor of rest of science is counted in the number
the Courier Francois, containing our au of great national interests, I have given
my country all that the soldier, mutilated
thor's most eloquent assertion of the po
on the field of battle, gives her.
What
sition of the masses.
ever may be the fate of my labors, this
" No, it is not since yesterday that our example I hope will not be lost. I would
their wish to serve to combat the species of
France has seen men employing
moral weakness which is the disease of
courage, and all tin: faculties of their
our present generation ; to bring back
soul, to create for themselves and their
into the straight road of life some of those
children an existence at once free and in
offensive.
Those serfs escaped from the enervated souls that complain of wanting
what to do, and seek
soil, who raised up seven hundred years faith, that know not
every where, without finding it, an object
ago the walls and civilization of the an
Why say,
cient Gallic cities, have preceded us at a of worship and admiration.
We, with so much bitterness, that in the world,
distance to open a wide path for us.
there is no air for all
who are their descendants, believe that constituted as it is,
Is
no employment for all minds?
they were worth something, and that the lungs,
serious study there? and is
most numerous and most forgotten part of not calm and
a hope, a field
the nation deserves to live over again in not that a refuge,
If the nobility can claim high within the reach of all of us? With
history.
evil days are passed over without their
feats of arms, and military renown in the
every one can make
weight being felt
past, there is also a glory for the plebei
every one employ his
Those his own destiny
ans, that of industry and talent.
what
have done, and
This
'vere plebeians who reared the war horse life nobly.
had to recommence
of the noble, and joined the steel plates would do again
would choose that which
of his armor. Those who enlivened the my career
Blind, and
am.
festivities of the castles by poetry and has brought me where
suffering without hope, and almost with
music, were also plebeians ; the very lan
out intermission,
may give this testi
guage we speak is that of the plebeians ;
mony, which from me will not appear
they created it at a time when court and
there
suspicious
something in the
dungeons re-echoed with the harsh and
world
better than sensual enjoyments,
guttural sounds of a Germanic dialect."
better than fortune, better than health itsdevotion to science."
And again, we quote from his autobi self

of for

;

character

I

real

than can be gathered

:

the

from

the

it,

pioneers,

;
it
is

western

Government
remained

Her rulers

of Texas, for years past, has

firm,

independent

have not only

and

sure.

been heroes,

but statesmen, poets, and philosophers."
If the reader be an owner of " Old

Grants," of " Soldier's Rights "
Rights, or Head Rights,"
he, with the Author (of "Rambles original
Crown

and

ly

into

truer insight

"

Settler's

written for my own amusement, and now
for the amusement

revised and published

of others,") may hope that the time will
come when " The lordly Carolinian and
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the independent Vir
and free-hearted

him.
Thus sure of us, he seated him one of Fourier's Harmonient in respect
self at his grand Erard piano in the mid to the luxury of health.
Kentuckian, and why may «l• not add dle of his company.
He began. A soft trill in the highest
A picture of that
the hardy and enterprising New Englandgroup would form no unworthy addition octave, accompanied with the most deli
er, will here make common cause to to the engravings of similar scenes in the cate pianissimo runs, continuous, clear,
which
his cool, liquid, and distinct, as so many little
with
gether, rally round the Standard of one gilt-edged
biography,
common country, guided by one star to a London admirers have furnished him as an mingled rills of water ; nature herself
common destiny and a common glory."
introduction to our shores.
To be sure, could not satisfy the sense more perfectly ;
By de
there were no crowned heads in the cir we were children with delight.
chivalrous

Georgian,

and

ginian,

the noble

cle,

The History of St. Giles and St. James.
By DOUGLAS JERROLD Esq., Author of
Mrs. Caudle's Curtain Lectures.
Part
II. New York : Burgess, Strmger and
Co. 222 Broadway,
pp. 88.

except

some

there are crowns

for whom,

we

trust,

laid up in heaven;

there were many marked

but

movement not unlike

individualities,

the Galop

of titfue of Liszt : wonderful

sentiment

harmonized by the common

grees he passed into some quaint lively
Russian airs, one of which acquired a
Chromasuc

variations

experienced ceeded, with a constant accession of new
We recommend all persons to read and musicians, and younger aspirants for the force, till he smote the keys with super
out such a
ponder upon this story, not as the histo
be human energy,
bringing
honors of virtuosodom,
trembling
ry of what is passing a thousand leagues tween hope of learning and fear of dis breadth of harmony, that not inaptly has
off, but just around them, for so it is. couragement from what they were about it been said that he tears up great masses

Those who

the occasion ;

there

were

of chords by the roots and flings them
of about with a furious joy. The workings
estly will gather a rich harvest for both prodigies ; and there were older heads of of his countenance grew most intense,
read

for

here find it, while

amusement

may

to hear;

those who read earn

there were retired, eccentric en

thusiasts,

thought and action.

and professional

small credulity

advertisers

loudly trum

about things

peted, pledged like ourselves
faith

MUSICAL REVIEW.
The

wonderful

established

pianist

himself

in

as the softly

of resistance

sofas would

cushioned

and

he would

al
;

if upon a race-horse ; and finally, with
the whole instrument vibrating like twen
ty, he sprang up into the arms, as it

and
of na were, of the audience, laughing
of all that, and shouting, with as much delight as any of

as well as by a certain catholicity
ture,

to rid

ourselves

to have a preliminary taste of his quality.
Some forty gentlemen were assembled,
musical professors, critics, dilettanti, edi

were in a mood to enjoy him and follow

them, at the admirable

him as far as he would let us.

been accomplished.

tors, in short the nucleus

done by his companion,

is

fame with our

straighten

round in triumph upon his
audience, he would rise from his seat as

back and look

for, in spite of our essays above alluded
to, we had contrived, by a little reflection,

elegant quarters in Boston, than the mu
sical conoscenti were bidden to his rooms

every muscle seemed to protrude, and the
brow almost to lift itself off the head, his
whole body played,

seated themselves

low ; we could smile at them inwardly

had no sooner

commodious

who

music,

with as firm a determination

DE MEYER,

LEOPOLD

in

to the older

The honors

whose opinion
musical world.

thing

which

had

Criticism was put

of the house had been to flight; the resisting
a most polite tall
whose politeness

taken off their

gentlemen were
feet, and there seemed a

general impulse to fling their arms about
Austrian
gentleman,
may be seemed to be the overflowing of his affec each others' necks, as in Schiller's Hymn
Joy, indeed, was the sentiment
judged from the views we have lately tion for his Maestro upon all his guests, (an to Joy.
expressed respecting the whole modern exhibition of sentiment, by the way, which of it ; besides that, it had little other ; it
The deepest in mu added much to the completeness of the was the perfect gratification of the senses,
tendency of music.
sic we knew to be not of the order which occasion,) while De Meyer himself threw and seemed to do one a physical good.

With

what

feelings

makes triumphal

little

we

went,

processions

Its true Holy Land

world.

through

the

lies quietly

remote from these thronged public routes,
its miracles

are far less dazzling, its celebrlties reserved by God.
Bach and Bee
never

thoven

had the

into

the

current
and No one stopped to consider that it was
The pictures in the not the deepest sphere of musical ex

sociable

shop windows are unlike each other, and
unlike him, with the exception of the

French caricature,

which

characteristics

has really

of the

look

to hear something

performance.

pression ; to regret any other sentiment
would have been sheer pedantry. Enough
conventional

men,

hit

that men, cold, stiff,

he

intimacy by
the naturalness of the thing, into a per
He is the only
fect "fougue ai-eugle."
who ever made us think of
musician

en- j wears when in the intensest climax of his

We went prepared to be aston
and delighted,

ished

'

succesi of these ' certain

cosmopolitans ! they were too deeply
gaged.

himself

made one of us.

He is a short, stout, jovial,

man, of light, flying
healthy
looking
which might compare with
Liszt and •hair, and full, blue German eyes. He
Thalberg in point of execution, though congratulates himself on his advantage
less perhaps in sentiment and in the in being the only one of the great pian

were

surprized

into joyous

Handel,

not

for

course,

but

for

religious
infallible

grandeur,
health

of
and

power.

The next piece was a " Fantasie on
We were not ists who is fat ; this enables him to bear
disappointed.
the immense amount of physical exertion the drinking song from Lucrezia Borgia,"
The genial, hearty manners of the man and nervous excitement, which is the in style his own as before, only with still
established at once a most free and famil
In greater contrasts, if possible, of passages
greatest wonder about his playing.
iar relation between him and his guests. deed his physique is extraordinary ; he is of unimaginable delicacy with others of
and comfort did away all \ himself a Grand Piano, and can stand tremendous weight, and with yet more'
Hospitality
stiffness, and created that happy harmony ' any amount of violent vibration without
uncontainable raptures on the part of the
of circumstances in which every mind any symptom of exhaustion.
His face after one of these
He has hearers.
flings itself into its own easiest musical nerves equal to all the will and passion exertions looks electric, as if you could
deeper

qualities

of Art.

so that theie is no gene and
nothing lost ; for every man must cease
to he a critic, and forget that he has any
character to stand upon, and listen like a
careless,
child, or music
all-accepting
attitude,

will

turn

away

her glowing

face

there are in him ; he can safely dare to not approach him without getting a shock.
" Na
do all that he can do, the want of which Then he sported with our Yankee
of
freshness
which
had
the
Airs,"
condition seems to be all that prevents tional

! many from doing great things.
What new musical curiosities to him, and fur
j more would smothered genius ask for nished theme enough for some very mag
from than to have his nerves?
In fact he is ical capriccii. The Overture to William
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is

if;

in

a

a

?

It

is

;

;

it

;

My neighbor, he who groans and toils,
The serf and slave, on bill and plain,

Of Europe, or of India's soils, —
On Asia, or on Afric's main, —
Or in Columbia's marshes deep,

Where Congo's daughters bleed and weep.
Poor, sobbing thing, dark as thy sire,
Or mother sad, heart-broken, lorn —
And will they quench
sacred fire? —
And shall that child from her be torn
'Tis done — poor wrecks, your cup
gall

;

?

is

,

is

;

a

is

The bright green isles, 'mid oceans blue
Or rocks, where clouds and tempests roll
In awful grandeur near the pole.

Yet ye're my neighbors, each and all.
Who
my neighbor? Is
he
Who moves triumphant down the vale,
While shouting myriads bend the knee,
And poison all the passing gale
With adulation's rankest breath,
To one whose trade
that of death —

Yes; he's my neighbor — he and they
Who press around yon gallant steed,
That, in the frenzy of the fray,
Has crowned his rider's ruthless deed —
Crushed out life's slowly ebbing flood,
And stained his iron hoofs in blood
!

POETRY.

The gallant chief
passing by,
And crowds on crowds hang round his way,
And youth has lift the voice on high.
And age has bared his locks of gray
is

MY NEIGHBOR?

;

?
;

?

Thy neighbor who son of the wild
" All who, with me, the desert roam
a

The freeman sprung from Abram's child,
Whose sword's his life, tent his home —
Whose steeds, with mine, have drank the well,

And gentle forms, like birds on wing,
Are passing by and worshipping
!

IS

WHO

My neighbors all — each needs

:

;

!

!

:

0

a

a

sigh.
Each in due form friendly prayer —
"O! raise the low, bring down the high
tell me, thou,
Thy neighbor who?
To wisdom's point, and fix them there
—
With burning cheek, and eyes of flame
Where men are men, and pomp and pride
" The iron breast.— the dauntless brow —
Arc marked, and doomed, and crucified."
The souls that Persia could not tame;
The free — the brave — by me led on —
Thou art my neighbor, child of pain;
"
The conquering bands of Marathon
And thou, lone pilgrim, steeped in wo
Of Hagar and of Ishmael."

;

;

Who were thy neighbors; name them, thou, Our neighbor she, with frenzied brain,
Whose pangs we little reck or know
The sire of academic lore —
Who loved while hope and reason shone,
There's something on thy noble brow
Nor ceased to love when both were gone.
Bespeaks spirit that can soar
a

went to hear Leopold De Meyer,
prepared for powers of execution entirely
new to us, and our utmost expectations
were realized.
We have never taken
much pleasure in hearing the piano.
It
ranks deservedly high among the instru
ments because it combines so much.
It
can give us the idea of any kind of music,
In
but, in no kind, the full enjoyment.
rich and complicated music we want the
orchestra to satisfy the sense as well as
the mind ; in simple, deep strains we feel
its incompetency of tone to represent
what is inmost.
From its keys music
may be studied and appreciated, but not
really heard.
" But this poverty disappeared beneath
the hands of De Meyer, who draws from
the piano surges and torrents of sound,
and, by his wonderful energy and fire, fills
the ear as with twenty instruments.
" It was magical when the delicate pas
sages came sparkling like rills and iets to
swell the torrent of the main stream.

in every clime
Our neighbor's home
Of sun-blight tint, or darker hue, —
The home uf man since ancient lime,

?

A

is

a

It

;

it

it

" We

And burst the cerements of the tomb!
Then bid earth's rising myriads move
From land to land on wings of love.

it

we could scarce

on the testimony of our eyes and fullness and boldness, rapidly accumulated
ears.
This was truly great music, and and vigorously dissipated, would find an
exhilaration in De Meyer, such as attends
converted the most experienced and cau
the ascent of mountains, the whirl of the
tious judges.
dance, or swift career upon
noble steed.
We describe the experience of that In this age of half feelings, and low,
We attempt imperfect organizations, this impression
evening simply as it was.
of such fullness of vital energy
to us
no criticism ; we venture no conjectures
not oppressive, but refreshing.
whim
as to how De Meyer may compare with sical introduction to such an entertainment
Liszt or Thalberg ; we care not to settle was onr of the most sentimental of Italian
seemed when this great horse
his rank as a composer or performer. airs.
began to run, he would shake off regret:
Whatever
his sphere may be, he exerts
and sadness in
moment, as the hawk
the power of genius in that sphere, and
might all memory of the song of the
therefore must he in harmony with true nightingale.
" We never heard any thing so sus
A certain air of
genius in all spheres.
tained
as the excitement of the Danse du
vanity about him we can readily forgive ;
Serail.
That dance danced itself dead
he accepts the fashions of the times, and
before the last light went out.
The
But that his music is Marche Marocaine
frankly shows it.
very bold and im
seems like a French conception
a genuine thing, and that his skill quite posing
distances all that we have heard, is true of savage things, but large in its grasp
Thus does the
and crashing in its tread.
and undeniable.
We heard him also at
tramp of cavalry break the silence of the
his first concert ; still the spell succeeded. wild caves and tombs of the desert, and
We are thankful for the prodigy, but cymbals clang wild barbaric mourning
the change of eras on the march.
faithful yet to our Beethoven, and content and
" The air and gesture of the musician.
fixed
stars.
with the
as he plays, are as good as the music.
But why all this talk ! A writer in His smile
blurt", cordial, a little vain,
the New York Tribune has said in a few but not, we should say, with petty vanity.
words precisely what we would have said, His whole body plays, and his hair sticks
out, full of electricity.
just the
if we had had the power of saying just the
though, indeed, we
right length now
thing we thought and felt ; and we make doubt whether
ever grows any longer
no apology for laying it before our read
sympathizes too much with his playing
to have time to grow."
ers.
credit

a

admirably

altogether a feat which

's

compli

theme and every note
distinct and individual ; and

is

extremes ; exceedingly

yet every

's

cated,

is

opposite

in

out in

a

the whole

of the modern piano style ;
it was a perfectly successful marriage of

;

and wrought

the extreme

is

gether a subject from Bach with one from
Handel,

is

yet of a breadth and fire

entirely irresistible.
But the master piece of the evening
was a Fugue, in which he twisted to

in

compositions,
and plain in

a

simple

is

its construction,

original

it

most
though

in

one of his
and a work,

Each note fell like a spark, yet perfectly I The echoes tell — while Plato smiles,
finished as a flower.
The full passages " The free of Doric lands and isles."
were direct and strong as the storms of
our neighbor?
Ask at Rome
Nature herself; it seems as if human' Who
hands could hardly do more to subserve The in.11Mr bust — the mouldering heaps;
At Ctesiphon, the Paithian's home —
the will of a human mind.
" But it seems to us not just to speak of His bow's now broke, his charger sleeps —
the execution of this artist by itself, as
At every mound that awes or shocks,
were
mere knack, or acquired skill,
From Indus to the Grampian rocks.
while
the expression of
powerful
A voice comes o'er the northern wave —
individuality, or at least of powerful
stincts.
There
no spirituality, no deep A voice from many palmy shore —
intellectual expression
those who always Our
" The free— the brave—
neighbor who
seek
music the expression of the more
Our brother clansmen, red with gore,
refined and elevated part of our nature,
Who battled on our left and right, .
must, of course, go away disappointed.
as wide as the Wiih fierce goodwill and giant might."
But the range of music
world, and those who take pleasure
Who, then,
our neighbor? Son of God,
the flood of vital energy, rising to
very
In meekness and in mildness come! —
the triumphs of the will
high point —
— in sensations of extraordinary richness, 0! shed the light of life abroad,

it

Tell opened under bis hands into a grand
Then
descriptive orchestral performance.
came his famous " Marclte Marocaine,''
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And if ODtlii) green earth there be
One heart hy baleful malice strung,

A
A

breast that harbors ill to me,
slanderous, false, reviling tongue, —
My neighbor he — ind I forgive ;
O ! may he turn, repent, tod live.

THE STRUGGLE FOR FAME.

If

This theory will shed a flood
of light upon the most important questions

failure might thy soul oppress,
And fill thy veins with heaviness,
And make thee love thy kind the less ;

cred use.

Thy fame might rivalry forestall,
And thou let tears or curses fall,
Or turn thy wholesome blood to gall; —

such deplorable ignorance prevails.
In treating a subject of so much

hitherto unsolved, and in relation to which

Pause ere Ihou tempt the hard career —
Thou'lt find (he conflict too severe.
And heart will break, and brain will sear.

ADVICE TO AN ASPIRANT.
' Legends of the Isles and other
[From
Content thee with an humbler lot ;
Poems,' by Charles Mackay, author of ' The
Salimandrine,' &c.
Black wood and Sons, Go 'plough thy field, go build thy cot,
Nor sigh that thou must be forgot.
1746.]

And if thou hast a voice within,
That ever whispers ' work and win,'
And keeps thy soul from aloth and sin :

If

thou canst plan a noble deed,
Ami never flag till it succeed,
Though in the strife thy heart should bleed

If

thou canst struggle day and night,
And, in the envious world's despite,
Still keep thy cynosure in sight :

If thou canst bear the rich man's scorn ;
Nor curse the dny that thou wert born
To feed on husks andtie on corn :
If

thou canst dine upon a crust,
And still hold on with patient trust,
Nor pine that fortune is unjust :

If thou canst see with tranquil breast,
The knave or fool in purple dressed,
Whilst thou must walk in tattered vest :
If

thou canst rise ere break of day,
And toil and moil till evening gray,
At thankless work for sctnty pay :

If

In thy progress to renown,
Thou canst endure the scoff and frown
Of those who strive to put thee down :

If

thou canst bear th' averted face,
The gibe or treacherous embrace,
Of those who run the self-same race :

If

thou In darkest days canst find
An inner brightness in thy mind,
To reconcile thee to thy kind —

words

a variety of

to which

such a diversity of terms exist to express
those views, that if we are not careful to
which we employ, we
may excite prejudice or be entirely mis
understood, by using expressions to which
the reader attaches a different meaning

define the words

If

Begin thy perilous career.
Keep high thy heart, thy conscience clear ;
And walk thy way without a fear.

as to avoid

are attached.
So many
significations
views of human nature are taken, and

If

thou wouldst win a lasting fame;
thou ili' immortal wreath wouldst claim,
And make the future bless thy name ;

the meaning of terms, so
the confusion which arises

define clearly
from using

im

to be done is, to

portance, the first thing
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rigbts, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsions all tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render every conditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
Applicationof Christian principles,of UniversalIus
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activelife.
Dm.CHAWICino.
POSTAGE ONCE MORE.

— We

sometimes

on which the postage

receive remittances

is not paid ; often they are from
and the money nncurrent.

a dis

The

tance

discount on such bank notes when not too
severe, we are willing

to lose,

but the

postage we shall hereafter, in all cases
deduct from the credit in favor of the
who inflicts it upon us.
friends will please not to forget this.
person

Our

from

The term Passion,

ourselves.

example,
common
sentiment

of repulsion,

erroneous

impressions

those

for

which we must adopt, as it is a
and popular one, may excite a

who

look

give rise to
minds of

or
in

the

particularly

upon

the

false development of the human passions
in our incoherent societies, and who, mis
taking the false developments of the Pas
the Passions
themselves— the

sions for
effect

for

living

sources

cause — condemn

the

of action

in

the

the

human

soul, instead of condemning a false Social
Order, which perverts them and develops
them wrongly.

By the Passions, we understand those
springs of action, those motive powers,
those spiritual forces in Man, which con
stitute

the elements

or component

parts

THEORY OF THE HUMAN PASSIONS.
The Science of the Human Passions —
those springs of action — those spiritual
forces implanted in Man by the Creator, —

of a Unity or Whole, called the SOUL,

of all the sciences,
for it lies at the foundation of them all.
Possessing a knowledge of this science,
by a proper application of the powers of

ties,

is the most important

thought

we

can

solve

intricate

many

problems which

now are veiled in dark
ness, — for the Passions are the generat
ing causes of all facts and phenomena
relating to the industrial,

artistic, political,

of human

and

which,

variously

in our
termed,

moral

—

theories,

Affections,

are

Loves,

Feelings, Faculties, Instincts, Propensi
and so forth.
As we need one
general name which will comprise -all the
faculties or elements of the soul, we have

adopted the term PASSION ; but for con
venience sake, we shall sometimes employ
the terms Affections,
Attractions,
and
Loves of the Soul, to express the Pas
sions.

The Passions or Affections of the Soul,

the sentient and intelligent
in Man ; they are the sources of
Being made also in the image of the all his acts and deeds, of all his percep
Whatever obstacles control,
tions and thoughts, from the least to the
Divine Mind, and each passion repre
Thine hour will come — goon — true soul!
Thou'lt win the prize, thou'lt reach the goal. senting some attribute or quality of that greatest: hence they form his very life
The body is merely the im
Mind, they offer us a mirror of the uni and being.
If not — what matters ? tried by fire,
verse, and reflect the laws of universal plement and mechanism of the soul and
And purified from jow desire,
creation or movement ; and, as a conse its affections, through and by which it
Thy spirit shall but soar the higher.
quence, the science which explains the communicates with and operates upon the
Content and hope thy heart shall buoy,

And men's neglect shall ne'er destroy
Thy aecret peace, thy inward joy.
But if so bent on worldly fame,
That thou must gild thy living name,

And snatch the honors of the game,

And hast not strength to watch and pray.
To seize thy time, and force thy way.
By aome new combat every clay ;

social,

and religious
existence.

spheres

constitute
principle

Passions, is a key to unlock the higher
mysteries which transcend this terrestrial
world and its interests.

material world or the world
which it dwells,
kingdoms

of nature, in

and over which

and its

it is designed to exercise the

But it is particularly in the, study of the function of an intelligent Supervisor and
problems of the DESTINY OF MAN Overseer.
ON EARTH, the true Organization of So
The active and sentient, the willing,
ciety, and the elevation of mankind from thinking, and conscious principle in Man,
social discord and misery to social unity is ONE ; it is of one essence, and one na
great

and happiness,
human

that

the theory

passions is precious

of the ture, but to this principle,

and of a sa

have given a> a whole

philosophers
as many different
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According to this view it will be seen
composing it ; tered upon ; but the human mind does
it the Soul, the Mind, not appear yet to be advanced enough for hat we consider Man as a being composed
this.
For the present, let us content of three parts or principles ; first, the
the Spirit, the Vital Principle, the Sen
tient and Conscious
Principle, and so ourselves with the popular expression — Soul, the passional principle — Love and

names as to the faculties
they have called

SOUL.

forth.

Intelligence

;

second,

the aromal

body,

This living Essence, the powers and
By the Soul we shall understand, then, which is the immediate envelope of the
phenomena of which are constantly man that living and feeling, that active and Soul ; and third, the external material
ifested to us, although its nature yet re thinking principle, which constitutes our jody, which is the covering of the aro
mains undiscovered by men of science, indivisible being and personality.
mal, and enables the Soul to dwell in and
View
we will call the SOUL.
By it we desig ed in its totality, or Unity, it is one eter act upon the terrestrial world, with which
t is conjoined while inhabiting the surface
nate that Unity in man which embraces nal and immortal Love or Passion, con
all the attributes of Feeling and Intel
nected with God throughout eternity, and of the planet.
The Soul, or spiritual Unity in Man, is
ligence, or of Love and Wisdom.
cooperating with and serving him wher
In German this Unity is called Seek; ever it may be placed, — whether on the divisible into twelve radical springs of
in French, Ame; in Italian, Anima, and surface of planets encased in bodies of action, which we shall call Passions, —
in Latin, Animus.
The terms in those flesh, or in higher spheres in a more sub the nature and functions of which, or the
and destinies assigned to
employments
languages, which correspond to the En
limated form , — every where performing
them by the Creator, it is our purpose to
glish word, Mind, are, in German, Geist ; some useful function in the universe.
These twelve radical Passions
in French, Esprit; in Italian, Spirito ; and
As regards the other constituent ele examine.
the
or elements
of
in Latin, Mens. In the choice of words by ments of that compound being, Man, — constitute
parts
the native instinct of mankind to designate we say compound because he is composed the Soul, just as the twelve notes of
this spiritual unity, such were selected as of body and soul, — let us state very music constitute the parts or elements of
which we take of the sound, and the prismatic rays constitute
The Passions are
We shall examine it more fully the elements of color.
the variety or multiplicity
in the Unity,
formed of the soul when they gave it a in its proper place.
name.
It is supposed that Soul and Seele,
We believe, and we base our opinion called Soul, — the individualities of this
The analysis of the
are derived from a word that signifies air, upon various high authorities — upon the collective Whole.

expressed

some quality or attribute that
to the idea which
they

corresponded

wind,

breath :

authority

for

hut

there

is also

that

believing

good

it

signifies
that which is separated or severed from.

In one case, the primitive
the

soul,

would

breath ; in the other,
essence which

idea formed of

be that
that

it was air or
it was

that

could

be separated from
Both
the body and was distinct from it.
of these ideas of the spiritual principle in
man are, as will be readily conceded,

briefly

the view

subject.

Animal Soul gives us the twelve radical Loves or
Passions, as the synthesis of those Loves
in
vestigations of some of the profoundest or Passions, gives us in turn the Soul.
The Soul is a Unity, one and indivisible
minds, and upon the science of universal
analogy — that the Soul is enveloped in a in its nature and essence, but two-fold in
covering of imponderable fluid, or what its mode of operation and manifestation.
(By We will touch briefly on this dual action,
we should call an aromal body.
discoveries

Magnetism,

Aroma,
known

Galvanism,

in

upon

the

and

physiological

we understand all known and un while engaged in these general reflections,
a few of and point out an error which has been
fluids,
imponderable

which are known under the names of
We require a more heat, light, electricity, magnetism, &c.)
of the nature and These aromas are the animating forces of
complete knowledge
material nature, and the agents of the
essence of the soul, than the mere suppo
sition that it is air or wind, or that which Divinity in creation ; a knowledge of this
will throw
is separated from the body and exists kingdom,
yet unexplored,

vary unsatisfactory.

after death.

The terms Ame, Anima,

Animus,

open to the human mind new and impor
This
truth.
are tant sources of scientific
word aromal body forms the immediate cover

traced by some back to the Greek
Anemos, which also signifies wind ; others

ing, the receptacle,

the vase, so to say,

suppose they express the idea of animal
The latter
life — the vital principle.

of the Soul, and obeys its will with per

conception of the nature of the soul is
as vague and unsatisfactory as the former,

by a most subtle and powerful agent.
The aromal body is covered in turn,

fect pliancy,

which

would

only be done

It is supposed
that the Soul is composed of two distinct
committed in regard to it.

of which

natures,

one

feeling,

and constitutes

other,

intellectual

is
the

sentient

Will

;

or
the

or thinking, and con
Hence the various

stitutes the Reason.

have been employed to de
note this double nature of the Soul, among
others the following :
terms which

Soul,
Love,
The Will,
Feeling,

Mind,
Wisdom,

Passion,

-Intelligence,

Reason,
Understanding,

The Head.
The Heart,
substance of
and yet the world has not gone beyond with
a body of inferior
this in its knowledge of the real essence the same nature as the material world The two principles expressed by these
which it is designed to come in contact terms are but two modes of action or
of the soul.
The Soul itself does not come in manifestation of the Soul, — engendering
The terms, Mind, Mens, express, ac with.
with crude matter, — with the
body of flesh and blood, — no
or is u--1nH. As a mere abstract con more than does God, the soul of the uni
ception of the nature of the soul, it is verse, with the primal or ultimate matter
probably the most appropriate of those of which the earth or planets are com
The Soul acts upon its aromal
posed.
which we have noticed.
In the study of the original meaning of body, which mediately governs the exter
words, we find the primitive conceptions nal material body, — communicating to it
of different races as regards the nature ol the desire of the soul, and controlling it
the spiritual principle in man, but they according to its will, in a manner analo
We shall gous to that in which the Creator, by
are indefinite and incomplete.
have no true and perfect definition of the means of the imponderable or aromal
Soul, until the most serious and profound fluids, governs the operations of the ma

cording to the opinion of a profound phi
lologist, the idea of that which is internal,

studies of its nature and essence are en

contact

external

terial universe.

two great orders of phenomena, which
have appeared like two distinct natures,
and have led most observers to suppose
that it was

formed,

as we said, of two

distinct principles.
Of these two modes of manifestation
with their phenomena, the first embraces
what are called the feelings, sentiments,
attractions, and impulses ; these consti
tute the active principle or aspect of the

Soal : the second embraces the ideas,
and perceptions, which consti

thoughts,

tute its passive principle or aspect, and
form what is called the Intelligence,
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\
thoughts and ideas are derived from the era of doubt and denial, and as the stone, — predicted by the prophets, fore
of the affirmative and shadowed in the highest instincts of man
or Affections ; when the , commencement
latter have acted and ft It, then the per constructive period of human history, it kind, and now, more than ever, felt to be
"
ceptions and images which remain and it. Mr. Godwin's idea that at so important a reality; the structure of that kingdom,
em
after the passional a crisis, Providence cannot have left the founded on Unity in Universality,
become permanent

All

the

Passions

in

form ideas

have passed away,

emotions

are generated, for ex

and human rights

race without

of equality

Ideas

the Intelligence.

leaders.

'

leaders are bracing all forms of faith and all varieties
of character, reconciled in diversity by

clearly comes to a consciousness of itself,

of friendship in whom its highest
and philanthropy ; ideas of justiee, of' veloped, — men who,
the head of the great
honor, of hierarchal order and iif dignity,
Feeling i manity, seeing where
are generated
by ambition.
by the sentiments

ample,

Thcse

those in whom the time, as it were, most

Universal

Association.

Such is a meagre outline of the book,
at which we trust will soon be laid complete

impulse is best de
thus

standing

procession

of Hu

we are and what

before the public.
It will be welcomed
by a large circle of readers.

thought,
passion intelligence, ! lies before us, are charged with the office
NEVER DESPAIR.
The true Reformer
wisdom, and the two constitute the of communicating to us more or les-s dis
double aetion of the Soul.
They are tinctly our present duty and destiny. ought never to despair. Let him remem
states of this unitary spiritual principle;
The chief characteristic of this epoch is ber that error alone can fail, and that the
in one state the Soul is active, and is its tendency, every where apparent, to truth he serves can only be obscured for
Does the world scorn him and
passion ; in the other, it is passive, and is , L'nity in Universality,
and the men in a season.
mock at him as one by one his cherished
whom this tendency is most fully ex
intelligence.
are frustrated,
and the labor of
Among the radical pnssions, there are pressed are SWEDF.NBORG, FOURIER, and hopes
Heed it not, noble
those which analyze, compare, and com GOF.TIIE.
In these three eminent persons years seems fruitless?
love for them
bine, — not only passions and shades of is summed up the great movement to heart ! Thy exceeding
thee is not wasted; not
passions, but also thoughts and ideas, and wards Unity in Universality
in Religion, that thus despise
from the latter draw conclusions, which Science, and Art, which comprise the vain thy yearning to bless them that an
swer thee with sneers ! It is not for the
constitute
These
knowledge.
powers whole domain of human activity.
thou workest, but for the ages ; fear
perform the functions which are attributed
In speaking
of Swedenborg
as the day
to Reason, which it is supposed is "some Teacher of this century in Religion, some j not that the ages shall lose the harvest of
Commit thyself to the Provthing apart from the Pas-ions, and gene of the most obvious considerations are j thy deeds.
idence
that
guides all things ; faint not
:
rates all our thoughts and ideas, drawing his northern origin, his peculiar education,
them from some high source far above his inquiries in the physical sciences, and I though thy bare and weary feet are torn
the impulses of the Soul, and that hence the progress of his mind from the natural with brambles ; over the path that with
it should control and govern them ac as a basis through the imaginative meta thy life thou beatest out, Humanity shall
come hereafter in triumph and in joy !
cording to its own standard and its own physical, up to the spiritual; the possi
dictates.
bility of supernatural
communications ;
precedes

love

We shall see the error and incomplete
ness of all these views of Reason, of its
functions,

and its

antagonism

with

the

Passions : we shall see that there is unity
and that all the
between the two,
thoughts and ideas of the understanding
are derived from the Passions or Affec
tions : those of a

material

order,

the five senses or material passions;

from
those

of a moral order, from the spiritual pas
They are com, ued and combined

sions.

by their mental powers, which correspond
to the popular idea of Reason.

The old war of Passion and Reason, of
desire

and duty,

is to cease, and peace

and concert of action

to be established

of the precious
results of the theory of the Passions will

betweeen

them.

One

be to show how this can be effected, and
the conflict

of man with

himself,

or of

Passion with Reason, be ended.
Swedenborg

has treated the relation of

and thought, or of passion and
intelligence, in a very beautiful manner.
affection

It

is a most interesting question to many
minds, and in future articles we trust we

shall be enabled to explain it clearly.
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lations, laborious and enlightened writers
have devoted themselves to establishing the

MISCELLANY.

NUMBER

1845.
from that which
civilization

26.

his nature, the degree of

to which

he belongs, and the

of different nations, to proving moral law under which he lives, tended
OF SYNTHESIS OR THE UNITY
their relationship.
The result of these to produce.
They may even determine a
OF THE SCIENCES.
researches has been to demonstrate that development contrary to that law, that is,
(Concluded.)
is a collective being, which produce a moral or intellectual mon
Humanity
N U M BEE V.
The cause of
develops itself progressively ; whose suc strosity, error or crime.
An illustrious
man in an admirable cessive phases the various civilizations
this is not in the nature of the being, bat
book, M. Ampere, in his Philosophy of the indicate, and all of whose parts are indis- in bis medium, which has caused him to
Sciences, has given a synoptical table of solubly connected in time and space.
depart from the conditions peculiar to the
the classification of human knowledge.
In
Humanity is one, and yet it is Tuied. society in which he lives, and to return to
that table, the cosmological and noologi- It is one, because the same elements are the general conditions common to all men,
solidarity

cal

sciences

the

are

developed

two
these,

found in all its groups ; it is varied, be
cause these elements exhibit themselves

were,

in

upon

of

to all times, to all places.

We will not carry this examination any
it differently developed, because the further : these facts suffice ; for our read
up ; on each side they are of very idea of Humanity is in them manifest
ers, doubtless, have already perceived that
lines ;

parallel

different

drawn

each

upon

sciences

are,

as it

the

same number and correspond ex
actly, one by one.
Now, in this table,
history occupies the same place in the
series,

noological

that

zoology

does in

ed or incarnated in different degrees ; but,
from one extremity to the other of the
historte'teries, ttteee degre*B~tmseeea isnjh
other

and

melt

together

insensible

by

we are only repeating respecting history
what we have said respecting zoology.
^vTience it follows, tl.it these two so
enc*s have attained to analogous results.

of shades, because Humanity is progreistrt.
Now, what is true for ihese two
some of the results, to which the histori
That which has been recognized as sciences in particular, is also true for the
the

An examination

cosmological.

two great branches to which they belong ;
has likewise
respecting Humanity,
been proved of the various groups, the both the one and the other have reference
We to facts which are analogous, and we
nations, into which it is divided.
seems to us hardly credible that such an have seen in the different nations so many cannot doubt tlu.t they will, one day, form
hut a single science.
analogy should not have been remarked, collective individuals
analogous to Hu

cal

sciences

have now arrived, confirms

true

this correspondence.
It confirms it in such a manner that it

that it should

not

have become

already

the common point of view
ralists

of both natu

and historians.

in proclaiming
human
and the unity of God, pro
thereby the unity of the human

Christianity,

manity, each of which has been developed
manner, has passed through
the same phases, and of which the parts
in a similar

brotherhood

are equally solidary.
The law which governs

claimed

ment of the nations of Humanity

family ; and those historians,
these

latter

demonstrate

years,
the

have

who,

in

undertaken

to

solidarity

of

nations

the develop
is equal

Not
ly applicable to the individual man.
only does the same law govern him, but
the same materials constitute him, the
same power animates him, his history is

Time and space are both wanting

to

subject in its vast extent.
While limiting ourselves to history and
zoology, we recognize that there exists
embrace

this

them a connection similar to
that which we have mentioned in physics,
heat and light, and
between electricity,
between

that they are destined, some day, to find
themselves in a relation like that in which
the progress of physics will place those

the unity of history, draw their
strongest arguments from Christianity on divisible into the same number of ana different branches of science.
Having reached this point, we think
this point, as on all others, in which they logous phases. A man is similar to a
we have put it out of doubt, that the
have accomplished any thing great. Their nation, to Humanity.
work is certainly not less glorious from be
In society, the beings are one and tendency to association which is shown to
ing produced under the influence of so high varied, one, by the nature of their con exist between the different cosmological
and

an inspiration.

Moreover

the Christian

stituent elements ; varied, by the degree

sciences, also draws

zoology and history

idea Has had no less difficulty in penetra
ting into science than into practice ; il is

of development of these elements. Now, towards each other, and that its ultimate
of those elements is result will be to constitute a single
the development
by the circumstances
the beings live.

but a short time since our whole histori

determined

cal horizon was bounded by the Greeks
and Romans, and we rejected all solida

midst of which
circumstances

rity with

able ; they

what

preceded them ; but al

ready such ideas are far from us : in mat
ters of art and of religion,

in all social re

are

may

favorable
stifle or

cosmology

science,

embracing

noology,

as primary divisions.
SECT. 5.

or unfavor

bring

both

in the
Those
out the

native powers of the being ; they may de
termine in him a development different

and

This tendency is not limited even to the
vast field over which we have passed, and
we should voluntarily make it impossible
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perfect

analogy

in that

which

manifests itself in social relations and in
the moral ideas of individuals.

From the sixteenth century, man, who
.imtil theft had studied science from books
atodmasters, assumed the office of creating
science for himself, of going beyond

the

;

f

were forced into the arbitrary

outlines of

ystems a priori, future science will rest
pon facts well studied ; in the same man-

er, while the idea of government forraer- academy can only be consolidated .nothing
y altogether coercive, compelled men by can break k.
still but short time since industry
orce to enter into its system, at this day
t tends to entire dependence upon the was abandoned to blind routine, each per
son continuing to employ the process he
consent and association of men.

After having
In a word, in social matters, individuals
walked on(fer the direction of guides, the
Moment esme for him to walk alone, to are facts ; and as scientific unity will rest
All of upon facts well observed, so future social
grow, at his own risk and peril.
human life then became a great experi
unity will result from the association of

old

masters

and books.

he highest speculations, on the other,
they mingled In the most humble labors
now the alliance of the workshop and the

;

its

a

The movement \»e describe in science
has

a

fioned.

racted an alliance not less unexpected
act t« be better known ; that isolated exstenee has caused each individual to be and worthy of the greatest attention they
into the domain of industry.
While, formerly, badetter developed.
understood and poorly confirmed facts Thus, on the ene hand, they tended to

hart found in use in the branch in which
no one even thought
lie was engaged
;

if

is

we Mopped

we aim at

at the results we have men-

It

at the conclusion

to arrive

of interrogating

itself

which,

science,

for fatts, and

busied solely in searching

would,
ndividuals likewise developed ; that is to caring little for their application,
been say, conscious of tnemselves and of the in most cases,- hardJy have known what to
At this day, on 'the contrary,
He did in scienti collective work for which they are created. answer.
deposited within him.
some manner, an art of
there exists,
SECT. 6.
fic things, only what he was doing every
In fact,
where
else, and thus the history ol
We have followed through the different making industrial discoveries.
any other
had

in

ment, man proceeded without
guide than the light which

himself by his own efforts.
result

of scientific

The different sciences, originally

Thus,- as the

experience

is

to de

;

'(i

rated and considered

as foreign

sepa

to each

of industry are
of the most absolute dependance

in
a

science is the very image of the history ol iranches of human knowledge the ten
human life.
Experimental
science is the dency, the existence of which we prowork of man emancipated
intellectual
we can no longer re
to establish
fiord guardianship,
endeavoring to form tain any doubts- of its reality.

some branches

state
upon

the sciences, and especially upon physics
The one could not stop,
and chemistry.
the other

without

stationary:

becoming

Now, instead of seekiag an improvement

is

to be done.

The most empirical
benefits.

soon be an entirety

the state of unity, is the doctrine of th
collective man developed and constitutec

duality,

from the fact of being united iu
witness, for example, thi
single system
fact respecting electricity and magnetism

ameliorations,

a

most

all

its

Agriculture, for example, will

Par
fonnd them
this
great error.
i.iUir sciences do not lose their indiri
is
a

those most

arts,

abandoned to routine, have shared

two cognate facts.
Synthesis
that is, the constitution of the sciences in

:

therefore

ascertains what

in

;

it

dual experience in practical life bacbeen to the sciences
will result from their as
demonstrate the solidarity of men and the sociation.
necessity of their association.
Scientific
Some believe, some have even written
Synthesis and association in social life are that to associate the Sciences
to con

is

is

i*

is

de
monstrate the solidarity of facts, and to other, are only different branches of one in industry at baaari4, an audience
lead to the formation of a science which and the same science.
manded of science, and the question
contains them all, so the result of indivi
the SYNTHESIS of el stated, after which science examines and
That science

its

scientific

important

Al

art.

discoveries,

its

its new processes, are due

to science.

sciences.
Synthesis
cular

the reduction ol the parti
and causes of each

facts, laws

science,

to one sole fact,

strangers towards each other, even ene
mies.
Then, in proportion as they hav
been developed, they have come in con
tact ; they have felt that there were rela

one sole cause.

tions

the social Synthesis.

the parcelled study of phenomena is t
be found in the isolated development o
individuals.
That study has caused eac

cannot be rendered

sterile

mency of the seasons?

by the incle

They have

ways been men of science.
perseverence of Parmentier

that the cul

to the

is

:

it

is

,

it

is

Synthesis

the creed of future society.

CHAPTER
At

who extracted sugar from the beet-root
those are scientific men who endeavor to

:

them,
that they wen
to each other, and at last, in ou
day, they end by demanding association
Now, the same utility which existed i

Who has introduced
weight of wheat
into the food of man several plants which

The history of science
the perfect tivation of the potatoe
due
Chapimage of human life the Synthesis of the tal who has given the means of improving
was
sciences
the intellectual expression of the quality of wines:
chemist
is

between

kindred

one sole law,

so as to obtain more Hour from the same

a

isolatedly, each in his own path.
As th
facts of science were distinct and withou
bonds of union,
so men have bee

particular

II.

Tendency to Application.
the same time that the sciences be-

came united among themselves, they con-

extend the cultivation

of Indian corn, and

who, at this moment, are calculating the
chances of the introduction of new plant,
a

have advancec

govern

From every point of
view, we see that agriculture
destined

the madia sativa.

is

individuals

which

is

These

laws,
is

facts.

into its constitutiv

the past fifty years?

al

abstract

that' is,

during

Who has improved the art of grinding',

is

individuals,

horticulture

It

experimental study of facts governed by
those laws and produced by those causes.
the sum of the general
Synthesis
's

neglecting the connections o
facts, busied in stating them individually
so we have seen society dissolve itself int

?

fie men,

it

is

1

a

?

is

;

'

in

occasioned

by

;

Who calculated the losses
use over al
fallows, still
The past history of science, its preseh these two sections of physics do not cease most all France in 1783? Who has de
condition, its future destiny, may thus be each to have its proper existence, although termined the best system of rotation?
stated : the study of individual facts, th
Who has explained and popularised its
they are now reduced to the same princi
study of their relations, and then after a ple
They
theory and extended its practice
witness moreover, the conductibicomplete knowledge of those facts, thei
due
lity and radiation of heat, orders of pheno-' were men of science. To whom
association, leading to the knowledge
o mena, each of which must be the object of the introduction of wool-bearing animals
a unitary principle which governs them.
to Daubetiton.
The
special study, although they are both but of the Spanish breed
Now, this history is exactly that of ou particular cases of 1n; same fact.
increase in the cultivation of downs? to
im , .'! doctrines and social relations.
I
Is
not to naturalists that
the science of laws and Bremontier.
Synthesis
the same manner as we have seen scienti
first causes, so far as they result from the we owe almost all the developments of
in the state of unity.
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leave no furnaces

routine.

On

every side, men of science are engaged,
some in determining the valun of manures,
some that of rotation ; these study the

serve to refine more castings him.
permits him to employ in the
than the furnaces themselves can produce ; cultivation of his noble faculties the time
by means of mechanical processes, woolen which he substracls from manual industry,
rags are unravelled, twisted and spun, and and thus withdraws the laboring classes,

with the addition of fresh wool are used
of soils, analyze them, make ex to make a coarse cloth : the indigo is ex
periments of all kinds; those give the tracted from the same rags.
An excel
theory of manures, of rotation.
At this lent combustible is made from coal dust

reduced,

day, almost all agricultural operations can
be performed by mechanism ; there are
machines for threshing, sowing, cropping,

the most powerful
and fraternity.

manual labor.

It applies itself especially to the mul
of motive powers ; galvanism,

tiplication

It

from the manufacture

of light

joyments

and im

"•ell-being of all, diminishes

of luxury, assures the material

fineries becomes a powerful manure.
It substitutes simple processes, easily

useless,

is

of dangers, increases immensely that of
riches.
Thanks to science, nothing
finds

nothing

the

employs

voltaic

pile

to

extract

minerals.

possession of the laws and

upon the rail-ways.

missive

ves

brious.

are the gilders are snatched fiom

which at a certain point indicate the fall
ing of 'the water level in the boilers ; now

man has only by his

to combine conformably to those
laws and powers, the agents which, sub
his -orders, will

to

world to him and govern

subject the
according to his

luxury and reduces the desires and his needs.

by

Many ancient tra
God
wool has already been ditions relate that man was created
brought down to the former price of cot to be the sovereign of this globe, his
what those traton
the most common woods receive minister upon the earth
universalizes

cost of all things

;

It gives to its machines a kind of intel
ligence; now there are floating whistles

Placed

;

tions arc possible at immense distances.

premature

death.

It

places

communica

chances.

intellect

;

Distant

near, instantaneous

brought

a

it,

towing

thing

opposing

science

powers of the world,

in

employed

every

employments,

man against

It renders unhealthy occupations salu
It has made healthy the factories
sels ; condensed air will soon rival steam of soda and white lead.
Thanks to
is

lost,

different

twenty

thus,
applied, for those which required a great and
dif
twei.ty
consequently,
material force ; thus it accomplishes the ferent agents, fitted to fulfil
the same
piercing of rockt) by chemical means ; it function, and preserve the well-being of

that power which gilds a watch in move
ment,

the amount

pervious .fabrics, the water of soap-houses
to make gas ; the Mack residuum of re

is

What science has effected for agricul
ture, it has accomplished also for a multi
tude of other branches of industry . in all
it has introduced some easy, economical
processes, fruitful in results ; every where
it succeeds in diminishing the amount of

agent of human unity
universalizes the en

gas serves to make varnish

residuum
ing

separate men, and becomes

in

roots.

tances which

by

and drawing

mowing

The wash of starch factories
and clay.
is used in the manufacture of beer ; the

to the character of
hitherto,
material agents, from the slavery which
weighs them down.
abolishes the dis

It

action

it

become

It

to

in

of

in

draw

rotten

sea-weed.

Sugar is extracted from Indian corn, from
the cactus, fecula, straw, rags; cloth is
made from wood, stone, metal, glass, &c.

gages in any one of them without
end, completely transforming it.

in the

a

to the least

the most repugnant

;

excessive labor
fort

to'render

is

in

which

which

is

the strength

and the being

to

he has

created,

submissive to his voice, fulfils
he imposes upon it.
Ma
chines are beings of the same order as
natural beings
they are, like them, ap
the functions

plications of the forces and laws of the
world
only the latter emanate from God,

ef

pur
salu

ted by man, agents docile for the execu
tion of his will, destined to subdue for
him the world, over which his knowledge
removes all
of the laws which govern
doubt of his right of sovereignty.
The truth of these views will appenr
we pay attention to the
more evident
connection which exists between the his
tory of scientific application and that of
is
a

in

by

;

agents

in

makes use of what was formerly lost j
The gases collected from the part

wasted.

it;

form,

There
perfect analogy
fine, to substitute the labor of pure science.
industry
like science,
for that of man, and between them
like
science,
divisions,
isolated
began
of
man
to
session
pot
consequently,
put
,

It

possible

suit attractive, the most unhealthy,

potash from molasses, and beer from po- ; brious
inanimate
la toes.
.

;

a

parts, is nearly sufficient for all the wants plication is, absolutely to banish empiric
of the natives : science, to increase the ism from all the arts, to elevate practical
to reduce
scientific dignity
public riches, does what the savages do industry to

or

animate

gives

But such as they
the former from man.
The facts which we have cited embrace are, they are a true caste of slaves crea

space sufficiently large to enable us to
Often, in savage countries, a plant, an draw general conclusions.
They indicate
animal, thanks to a skilful use of all its that the ultimate result of scientific ap

to escape destitution ; thus, it transforms
fecula, by turns, into gum, sugar, beer,
alcohol, vinegar, oxalic acid : it extracts

breathes into

Man

them.

govern

kneads

it,

nettles,

peat, dimg,

which

matter,

if

thistles,

takes

which

his intelligence

assigns

will end

in

straw,
saw-dust,

man of the forces of the world, according
to the laws

it

wood,

that science belongs, henceforth, to
all professions, that
has sure and econo
mical processes for all, that
never en
it

of bay,

to

it

as well as rags, serve henceforth for the
manufacture of paper, paper is also made

it,

in

;

at the present day, its tendency to applica
acoustic arrangement of buildings.
It knows how to employ a multitude of tion they show that this tendency has,
truth, all the extent which we attribute
substances for the same use; old cables

which govern phenomena.
The applica
tions of science are only the use made by

it

irpn rails: we measure the dynamic effects did not deceive ourselves when we stated,
of machines in motion ; we determine the as one of the characteristic facts of science

con

we call

the attention of the reader.
Science has
come to the study of the laws and forces

it,

a

It

would be easy to increase these ex
vehicles upon the roads ; the resistance of
water in canals and rivers ; that of the air amples to
great number, but the above
againet wagons ; the curves to be given to are doubtless sufficient to show that we

its complete revelation
this sole fuet, to which

it

and vessels which

Still
tained

;

gives : we know exactly the strength of a cannot be overturned,
manure ; we calculate the draught ol cannot be sunk,

splendors of the future

;

in

it

;

;

By its means, sure processes are sub> of houses or the manufacture of furniture,
stituted for routine : we know positively or uses prepared woods, conflagrations
renders lace
what is the value of this or that method are no longer possible
of beating, what per cent, of caioric it combustible
constructs vehicles which

?

it

:

It

which

;

magnificent colors
silver plate may one ditions relate of the past, science promises
themselves ; day be found
tne future,
the abode of tin- poorest to realize
wind mills which
regulate
themselves peasant.
Evidently, far from exaggerating, we
without the help of man , machines which
But who, at this
diminishes the chances of accidents
are below the reality.
compose in typography.
wherever
employs iron in the building day, oould li»ve a complete idea of the
syphons,

unity,

Scientific

facts were
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just most distinguished men of the social hie
rarchy; each day increases the number
of its disciples, and it is evident that not
that the present tendency of the sciences, a single one of its processes is to remain
forever in the hands of empiricism.
considered in their application, is :
The consequences of this fact are im
First, to multiply the functions of each

at

strangers

first

industry were
we have seen

mense;

•gent ;
Second,

to

multiply

the

number

of fulfilling

agents capable
functiofl,

In order

other,

to each

special branches of
without connection ; but

to

the

ito social range,

its

same the highest social instrument
to the lowest functions,

philosophic
descending

and the latter, on

This double fact is analogous to what their side, elevating themselves to the for
*e have seen produced in the domain of mer, are, certainly, events capable of caus

appreciate

compare some historical

progrert

the

to

data with present

facts.

In antiquity, science was considered as
a privilege ; it was a special gift of God,
a means of government.
In aU the East, the science nf religion
government was the exclusive

Science, that is,

of value, deserves attention.

to

has been made, it is desirable

which

and of

of the priests, the masses being
In India,
ignorance.

privilege

in -profound

kept

alone could teach the word

the Brahmins

pore science, in which each fact has come ing the blindest to reflect upon and com of God, the Settreas could not teach it,
to have a connection with many orders of prehend the measure of progress which has but they had the right to read it in the
Now, as in scientific matters, the been effected as well as that which is yet Vedam ; the class which came immediate
facts.
to take place.

relations,

say, in unity, or the formation

that is to of human industry.

of indus-

It is 'evident, in fact,
synthesis.
the progress of science shows the

dustrial
since

intimate solidarity of the different branch
es of industry, and the numerous advan

not

of

land of change.

ID

the sixteenth century,

the found

Babour,

er of the Mogul Empire, in India,

after

holds the key of all the fountains whence

giving his son advice full of wise experi
ence, when he came to speak of the peo

the human

ple, said

This science which

understanding can be filled,
has the disposition of all material
enjoyments, which tends to satisfy both
body and mind at once, which embraces
which

tages in respect to quantity, beauty of heaven and earth in its powerful arms,
products, and economy, which result from this Science finds all its glory in becom
their alliance, that there is no possibility
ing popular, in bringing
itself within
of understanding the extent of those ad reach of all intellects, in adopting a lan
vantages, but on condition of supposing guage simple and easy of comprehension.
that alliance formed.
We must therefore
form to ourselves the idea of all branches

The East

must not be spoken

" Each vulgar man
so at the
bottom of his soul, and by no change can
is

in their true

placed

and
speak of
in their presence.

it

Tendency to Popularization.
So that, in order properly to
All the Sciences, in becoming associat
industry.
conceive the future destiny of industry,
ed, tend to constitute one sole science, by
we most imagine its different branches applying themselves to the transformation

a

III.

CHAPTER

of

it,

branches

:

different

he become

a

of the

solidarity

must not read it ; fi

classes conld not even

the lowest

nally,

is

facts and specialities,
so the facts above cited show the intimate

ly after the warriors

scientific

together

man of the world

— the

tu

lip grows in the garden, the briar and the
thistle in desert soil."
whoever revealed

In Greece,

the mys

teries incurred the penalty of death.
is

result of this tendency has been to class

in our day, thanks to Christianity there
no longer any doubt, that the light to

To the artizan, to the man of the world,

is

I

it

is

can be
science
equal in all men, and
to the student, 10 women, to children, to affirmed that science will in fact become
of labor of the same nature, associated philosophers,
it speaks their own lan
add that tln.i
the inheritance of all.
and coordinate, working together on the guage and places itself at that point of will take place whenever science
really

Moreover,
reference only to
having
what has been accomplished, we can ap
preciate the value of the application of ance, which can be read in a few hours;
science to industry, by showing what has in a multitude of cheap journals, in pub
been its result upon the social position of lic and gratuitous
lectures, whither all
the mechanic.
classes,^ all ages press to listen to -teach

According to Aristotle, "mechanical ings which are illustrated

and beautiful experiments ; of the Synthesis
will be denied that
in free public museums in which immense
can be
popular doctrine, from the ve
riches gathered together during centu
will be an essentially scien
ry fact that
ries, by money, and by labor, are united tific one.
Science,
said,
not suita

by numerous

it

;

in

a perfect order ; in libraries

equally

pursuits."
public and free, where all persons are ad
Plato agrees with 'this sentiment. mitted to come and converse with the fin
" Nature," says he, "has not made us est minds of all
In the academies,
ages.

to be shoemakers ; such

occupations
grade those who exercise them."

"

" Nothing

honorable,"
says
can come out of a workshop."

de

Cicero,

btich was the feeling of the most illus
trious mon of antiquity,
respecting the
industrial professions.

as in the universities,
schools,

under all

as in the primary
science strives

forms,

to penetrate and extend its roots into 'all
minds, and at this day, this magnificent

ble for
them,

the masses
and

useful

powerless
to

perhaps

cannot act
to direct

certain

upon
them;

number

of

will necessarily
Synthesis
remain without an echo among the peo
ple, unknown to them, or at least looked
adepts,

your

upon with that
they regard

indifference

things

with

which

having no connection

movement is far enough advanced for us with them
they have' neither time nor
to foresee that a day will come when the disposition for scientific studies.
treasures which God has placed in the
The chief defect
these objections

Industry, elevated by the contact of mind of each man will no longer remain
science, is now as much honored, as it barren for want of the
vivifying contact
was formerly despised ; it has a place in of science, that
spiritual light, in the ab
the Council of State, in the Institute ; it sence of which
every soul languishes, as
his its professorships,
its schools ; it do the beings of the material world in
counts among its members some of the the absence of the
light of the sun.

is

says Xeno" for excluding from public office
phon,
all those who are engaged in industrial

is

and adverse to

it

ignoble

often heard against the various sciences,
will doubtless not be wanting in the case

in

are

Many will exclaim at such an asser
tion; the objections which we have so

it

professions

virtue."
" There is good reason,"

and supported

ness.

it
it is

comes a social one.

view which is useful to each.
It diffuses constituted, whenever the Synthesis has
itself in books, the daily diminishing been brought into form; then, and then
price of which seems to have reached the only, all intellectual
monopoly will be
last limits possible ; in little pamphlets, abolished, for science will have attained
of a convenient size and attractive appear the highest degree of evidence and clear

;

be

a

Here again

question

a

scientific

is

of one township.

see that the

;

territory
we

to be found in an error incessantly renew
ed by those who are opposed
idea

of social

to every

re-organization.

men, who have faith in the future,
any fact whatever
their antagonists

respecting

When
affirm

that future,

pretend to test ita vaJue
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was necessary to retam ismoreolaiedly in the preceding period
over the expression of that notion
habit-

while still weak from fasting and

ually

like

easy of comprehension.

question

by

to those which

judge of that regimen,
by examining
what would happen, if the invalid should
it,

a

by

when

pretend

revealed

the analysis,

and which

tlie

synthesis will confirm, to wit, that water

is ;

his health,

1

he has recovered

what reg

must follow,

requires men of science,
a special fitness for it, and
the whole time of those who undertake
it; but the result, the interesting result
such

by profession,

it

who, having asked a physician
imen a certain invalid

plified, since the result of this new task
is, to unite many data, many facts
one.
The new notions are complex, each of
them
itself recalls
certain number of

a

by determming what would happen if it
c'isted in our present society ; like those

is composed of two gasses united in sim

The study

which

we arrive at sequently,
water.

Soon

govern them.

We have cited

is

is

in more points of view than

child

idea

precise

of

particular fact; let ua
science, anatomy for example.
Is not anatomy still at work describing

tion undergoes a new degree of simplifi
In fact, society resembles that invalid and cation.
An immense multitude of facu,

that

to have

the possession of the latter, and the ques

now cite

in the announce

often comprehended

a

not devote

himself to any one of them at the first mo
ment he
placed under their influence.

a

•pil, because the latter could

a

it,

;

who

and not less

its terms,

is

• !

also,

schoolmaster

in

simple

ri

suffering;

a

this beautiful
fact of
ple proportions,
of chemistry, will be within reach of every
would not believe that the pursuits of
connections
the transition between the one
nothing will be esier than to ac
per years will ever be proper for his pu- search after facts, and that after the laws quire an exact knowledge of
and con
attempt

the facts which

a

of facts

look upon objects from

a

scientific

langnage

simplified

necessity,

a

as

That epoch

It

it

it

it,

in

it

a

if,

;

,

is in

;

duty.

is a

loudly proclaimed
a

it,
it
;

if

if,

in
a

it

is

,

it

;

it

;

it

in

it

four great classes have been constructed
on one and the same plan, with the same
materials, and under the government of

right,

our own.

that the infinite variety of
these beings consists, not in the existence
in some, of things, of organs, absolutely
one sole idea

to the others, but in the varied
employment of things common to all ao
that these four classes can he represented
by the same sum of materials, which ac
cording as they are disposed in euch or
foreign

;

riod,

multi

During this pe

a

it

;

a

ex
capacity in those who embrace
each
acts the sacrifice of all their time
of the sciences demands special men to

a

it,

it,

if

Ihis so large number of diverse beings,
in
few words;
can be expressed
shall be acknowledged that these
fine,

tude of social questions.

a

more to allow them to become indifferent,

makes use of fewer peculiar terms.
of the edifice we wish to
There exist as many particu Thenceforth science feels itself cramped
construct.
has so long
the retirement in which
lar data as there are facts, and as each of
The lived unknown
requires, for its life,
those facts has different faces.
no long
work then is, to place facts in the mind, the free air, the liphl of day
reveals itself
isolated facts, without union, without con er fears examination,
eminent men
nection, and to learn the greatest number without hesitation to all
do not disdain to address the crowd
The study of the sciences
possible.
special fine the popularization of the sciences
requires
then
profession

the materials

tebrated animals, quadrupeds, birds, rep
tiles, fish, is reduced to a smgle formula
the differences of
the connections,

because they already touch upon

;

is

Then
after and the discussion of facts.
nothing to be done but to collect
there

;

more elevated point of view.
During this period, in fact, the sciences preliminary labor, anatomy rises to the
for
crowd of great search after connections and laws
attain the possession of
which, far example, the organization of all the verand brilliant generalizations,

is

the search

tific men, the public will remain absolute
strangers, indifferent to its progress.
after thia
will be far otherwise,
But

by

a

in

filled

by

in the first phase of their

that which

is

history,

offer to their investigation
and as, for the moment,
must remain solely in the hands of scien

different facts

broad

The sciences
character of perfection.
proportion as they are perfected, are sim
are from interesting only special students, ex
Obscurity and complexity
plified.
met with only at the commencement of cite the attention of atl classes, never
the sciences,

time

for

ly

enlarge

of
will
multitude of

the

if,

number

they

;

greater
also,

all

those who are interested

;

the inseparable

with

on the other,

will demand moreover

it

is

Simplicity

It

it

rich

that the highest degree of generalization
making
will likewise be the highest degree of er and
simplicity.

a

on the one hand, they relieve
advantage
the mind, while at the same time they en

small
special men, consequently but
can be in
state
number, can attend to
forward.
to carry
to comprehend

it

so

The notions

it

are generalized,

serves

have a double

are now acquired,

a

as they

proportion

from it.

new facts.

also to interpret
which

a

can be observed at each page of their his
tory, to become more and more simple in

result

not only to explain those facts, fiom. the
was deduced, but
knowledge of which

:

it
is

character of the sciences, and one which

sufficient to have

clear and precise understandmg

it

just.

We speak of the Synthesis of the Sci
ences, that is, of the Science which will
result from the comparison and fusion of
Now,
the constant
special sciences.

a

it
is

in

the first case or the indif

it

is

inconsistency

law, and

is

son

not only with regard to the ment of

it

ference in the second, that our compari

particular facts, amassing descriptions of
word, the materials
of that parts, gathering, in
men,
Scientific
law, in order to have the explanation of for the future edifice?

one, and

a

a

1

is

.

it

a

manner, will produce either a
We can cite thousands of facts in sup such
fish;
bird, a reptile or
there
quadruped, or
exclusively, to attend to each port of what we have just said
attend to
say, anatomy arrives at such, at so
During the whole of no science which will not serve us as an if,
of its sections.
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it
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it

ceaees to
generalization, then
example, no facts, among those that have brilliant
that period likewise, entirely uniutelligefew, for, from that
ble,to the masses, and useless to them, been sufficiently studied, which will not be the possession of
becomes interesting and
Confined to confirm our assertions.
For one fact, let very moment,
remains foreign to them.
from that
seldom re us take water
all the operations which intelligible to a great number
laboratories, its existence
ceases to be for
vealed beyond the circle of the learned must be gone through with to acquire an moment, for example,
Nothing, thence
of the sub eign to philosophy.
who cultivate it, except by means of the exact chemical knowledge
be more easy than an initiation
will
forth,
unin
difficult,
the
discov
and
around
stance
are
thrown
by
complicated
splendor
into its mysteries, into its wanders; the
fact
but teresting to the mass of men and intellig
ery of some extraordinary
small
will be reduced to
so are the apparatus whole of
few
when this splendor has passed away, the ible only to
expressed.
data,
simply
of
be
acted
number
to
bodies
into
the
before,
to be employed,
forgetfulness.
science falls, as
true also
true of anatomy,
What
This period, however protracted, has an upon, the processes of analysis, the com
of chemistry, of all the
things done and of astronomy,
end as we have said, the moment comes parative experiments,
What can be more complex
hundred times, sciences.
done again, ten times,
when, from the search after particular
to fix
than the labors which have served
multituds of points of view,
facts, we pass to the search after their from
the world,
of
of
the
system
basis
the
The study
much sim
then the study
connections
very varied conditions.
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IN ILLINOIS.
successively
through
ASSOCIATION
what can have mere imperiously require* raent,
HOME or THE INTEGRAL PHALANX.
What, conditions, in which the different groups
the concurrence of special men?
Saugamon Co., III., Oct. 20th.
live in a permanent man-»
on the other hand, more simple, more placed below
the If. Y. Tribune.
To the Editor
same
that
the
physiological
the
ner
finally,
susceptible of becoming popular, than
We wish to apprise the friends of As
And as to laws govern normal and abnormal facts. sociation that the INTEGRAL PHALANX,
announcement of its laws?
chemistry, who besides a chemist could Here then are the numerous sections of having for the apace of one year, wan
small dered like Noah's dove, finding no resting
united, reduced to
have undertaken: the search after the num physiology
place for the sole of its foot, has at length
and
simple
rendered
data,
of
number
of
chemistry?
substances
organic
berless
Union was formed
habitation.
found
Who else could have been interested in telligible to all. Then, at the same time on the 16th October inst., between
and
going on, the lines of the Sangamon Association
or rather the
them, have comprehended them ? But that this work
when these researches have terminated in demarcation, placed between animals and Sangamon Association was merged into
its members having
the two king the Integral Phalanx
such simple formulas as we have bufore vegetables, are effaced
abandoned its name and constitution and
one,
the
than
make
more
mentioned, who would not be in a state doms no longer
become members of the Integral Phalanx
to appreciate them, who would not be in same data become applicable to both. by placing their signatures to its pledges
the Phalanx
adopting their
Thus numberless multitude of facts are and rules
terested in them?
We were defeat
few phrases of
perfect Domain as its Home.
Thus facts are complex, obscure, de expressed
ed, and we now believe very fortunately
of an irresistible attraction. for us, in
void of interest, only so long as they are simplicity,
location in Ohio.
securing
badly known ; they become simple, clear, Once in possession of these formulas, in
We have, during the time of our wander
which
gained some experience,
interesting when they have been the flb- stead of marching at hazard, of losing ings,
It is the same ourselves in the labyrinth of numberless we could not otherwise have gained, and
ject of profound study.
without which we were not prepared to
with the sciences ; there are none which facts, we direct our course among them
location.
Our mem
settle down upon
Now,
ex
cannot become accessible to all.
with a sure step, we comprehend,
We now know,
bers have been tried.
this labor of simplification which we per
plain, and are interested in each of them. what kind of stuff they are made of.
Those who have abandoned us in conse
ceive in the interior of each science,
We do not wish to carry this examina
" with us
quence of onr difficulties, were
takes place outwardly
also with these tion any further; what precedes suffi
but not of us," and would have been a
and de hindrance to onr efforts.
sciences, that is, the sciences, tending to ciently shows that simplification
They, who are
association among themselves, do, from velopment are two blended facts
the continually
after " the fleshhankering
pots of Egypt," and are ready to abandon
this very fact, tend to simplification.
sciences, and we may thence conclude,
Take, for example, botany and zoolo as we affirmed at the beginning, that the the cause upon the first appearance of
difficulties, had better stay out of Associ
gy; take, in the latter, descriptive zoolo highest degree of perfection in science, ation. If they will embark in the cause,
and
gy
anatmny, comparative anatomy, will also be the highest degree of simpli
every Association should pray for difficul
ties sufficient to drive them out.
We
fossil anatomy, foetal anatomy or embryo- city.
need not only clear heads, but also true
Here are several
geny, and teratology.
There can be no doubt then, that sci
hearts.
We are by no means sorry for
sciences which we suppose in their infan
ence may become accessible to all.
the difficulties which we have encountered
cy, each busied with the research after
Thus, as we have before said, synthe and all we fear
that we have not yet
its particular facts, each studied by spe sis
the science of the principles which had sufficient difficulties to try our souls,
and
show
the
principles by which we are
cial men, accessible to them alone, indif rule and govern the particular sciences
actuated.
ferent to the public.
These sciences ad the body of abstract, general laws, -which,
We have now
home, embracing 508
vance, and as we have just said, each of being particularized,
become the special acres of as good land as can be found
them, in advancing, becomes simplified.
laws of each science.
What precedes within the limits of " Uncle Sam's" do
This is not all ; their aggregate also is shows that this science, while
the minions, fourteen miles Southwest from
Springfield, the Capital of the State, and
simplified ; for here is zoology, originally
the
in
-is
the
most
most
simple,
highest,
in what
considered the best county
separated from anatomy, now making on telligible
an immense labor and wealthiest portion of the State.
of all.
Our
ly one with it ; here are descriptive anat was required to build
Domain can be extended to any distance,
up,
fitting dis
three
miles
at
embracing
square,
an
aver
omy and comparative anatomy connected position of mind
sufficient to under
age of from five to seven dollars per acre,
together ; here are the same facts recog
stand it.
has all the simplicity of an
as we wish to make additions.
We have,
nized as applicable to both living and fos elementary science;
knows
how to however, at present, sufficient land for our
sil anatomy ; here faetal anatomy comes take all forms, all languages, to address purposes.
consists of high rolling pra
to unite itself to the league formed by the even children, and make itself understood irie and woodlands adjoining, which cartnot be excelled in the State for beauty of
preceding sciences ; and the same is true by them.
scenery and richness of soil, covered with
respecting monstrosity.
Henceforth some
We can understand, moreover, with
luxuriant growth of timber, of almost
simple formulas will replace an immen
what an admirable fruitfulness,
such
every description, — Oak, Hickory, Su
sity of different data ; they resume them, science must endow the mind into which gar-Maple, Walnut, &c. &c.
The land
well watered, lying upon Lick Creek,
recall them, explain them; henceforth all
descends.
While
leaves nothing be
with springs in abundance, and excellent
these sciences' will be reduced to this da yond it,
will speak to the masses, in
well-water
at the depth of twenty feet.
tum, at once so grand, and so simple that language of beautiful
with The land under proper cultivation, will
simplicity,
every one can understand
before which concise formulas, of man himself, of the produce one hundred bushels of corn to
no one can remain indifferent, which is, world in which he lives, and of God, the the acre, and every thing else in propor
tion.
There are five or six comfortable
that all animals, living and fossil, belong Supreme Cause of man and of the world
buildings upon the property, and
tempo
to one sole and the same successive and of God whom
will have studied in his rary frame building, commenced by the
progressive creation
that all the beings works; of the world, which
intended, when
will have Sangamon Association,
finished, to be 360 feet
of this vast series are formed upon the subdued of man, whose own work
24 feet, (124
is.
feet of
to be two stories high)
uow
same plan that the aggregate of this se What can speak more
worthily of God, being erected for the accommodation of
ries forms
complex, individuality, analo
of man and of the world?
families.
gous and parallel to
simple individual
The whole Domian is, in every partic
ular, admirably adapted to the industrial
formula which
the key to the key of
... ..
.
ICr A Christian profession saves manv development of
Phalanx.
The rail
the whole of classification
that each
?o"d name in thigPlife, but never
road connecting Springfield with the Illi
individual,
m the course of its develop- in the next.
nois river runs within two miles of the
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think they are doing justice to themselves
and advancing the great work of Man's
Social
We want those
Regeneration.
who have
clear
of the
perception
dire curses of Civilization
and who are
animated
true love for Associative
We do not believe that men
principles.
associated together ami actuated by no
other motive than a love for money «an
ever carry out the principles or realists
the blessings of Association.
With regard to religious sentiments
our Rules guarantee perfect freedom in
We want those wlie
opinion and action.
are willing to 'do unto others as they would
have others do unto them' but we wish
them at the same time to be free from
partisan feeling and sectarian prejudice.
If they are not, they had better remain in
state of society better suited and more
congenial lo their feelings and principles
until they learn that 'sectarianismi
not
religion.
We are ready at all times to give infor
mation of our situation and progress, and
true and
we pledge ourselves to give
correct statement of the actual situation
of the Phalanx. We pledge ourselves
that there Shall not be found a variance
between our written and published stitements and the statements appearing upo>
our records.
Those of our members flow
upon the ground are composed principal
of the former members of the San£aWe expect a number
rfion Association.
of our members from Ohio this Fall, and
We
the Spring.
many more of them
and
for information
have applications
membership fiom dillerent directions, and
expect large accession in numbers aird
We can
capita) during Uie coming year.
extend our domain to suit our own con
venience, as, in ihrs laml of prairies and
pure atmosphere, we are not hemmed in
by Civilization to the same extent that
We have elbowexists in other States.
no danger of trampling
room, and there
upon each others' toes and then fighting
about it.
a

Civilization itself. The distance between
Civilization and Association
cannot be
There must necessapassed at one leap.
i rilv be a transition period and any set of
" Rules,"
hampered up
(or Constitution
and destroyed by a set of Hy Laws ;) in
tended for the government of a Phalanx,

by
a

There is a steam saw and flouring mill withiu a few yards of our present
East boundary, which we can secure on
fiir terras and shall purchase, as we will
need it immediatly.
But we will not occupy more time with

Domain.
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The citizens of this State are well pre
They are, to a
pared lor Association.
great extent, free from the prejudices and
pervade every nook and
bigotry which
There
here
corner of the older States.
spirit of inquiry,
feeling of liberality,
before which spurious Ciulization cxunot
We say to all
long make headway.
friends of Association, come VVeet; to
the land of suckers' and liberal opinions.
But we say, at the same time, don't come
for your
until you are convinced
terest and the interest of the cause of As
If you
sociation that you should come.
are not yet tired of paying onerous inter
ests and rents and thus expending all your
energies to afford food for the horse leech
appetites of the land-sharks of Civiliza
for the sake of your own satisfac
tion
tion, remain and pay interest and renU
Then, come,
until you are tired of it.
we don't suit you, form Phalanxes
and
If you
under rules to suit yourselves.
can go into an organism of Groups and
twenty-four hours, you can do
Series
so here as quick as any other place, and
you do progress thus rapidly and suc
ceed, we will not only extend to you our
beet wishes, but will also acknowledge
a
that you are not only alioad of us
knowledge of (he Science of Association,
but that you are also ahead of Nature her
self iu her most minute and in her vastest
you have
But seriously,
operations.
operated
have
which
had difficulties

if
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a
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a description, as those who feel sufficient
will visit us and examine during the transition period, and which
ly interested,
for themselves.
We " oiee no man," have no analogical reference to the Hu
and although we are called ''Infidels" man form, will 1)3 worse thnn useless.
by those who know not what constitutes They will be an impediment instead of an
either Infidelity or Religion, we intend to assistance to the progressive movement of
No Phalanx can ever be or
of HOLY a Phalanx.
obey at least this injunction
The Sangamon Association had ganized under them. The child cannot
WRIT.
been progressing
slowly, prudently and : leap to manhood in a day, nor a month,
determined
not to involve land, unless there is a system of training
cautiously,
themselves in pecuniary difficulties, and j suited to the different states through
this was one great inducement to our un which he must pass in his progress to
ion with them.
We want those whose manhood, his
can never be de
" bump of caution " is fully developed. veloped. If anenergies
Association
will violate
Our knowledge of the progressive move every scientific principle taught by Fou
ment of other Associations has taught us rier, pay no regard to analogy, and at
a lesson which we will try not to forget. tempt an organism of Groups and Series
We are convinced that we can never suc- before any preparation is made fur
and
ceed with an onerous debt upon us.
We! then run intii anarchy and confusion, and
trust those who attempt
miy be more become disgusted with their efforts, we
successful than we could hope to be.
hope they will have the honesty to take
\\e are also convinced that we cannot the blame upon themselves and not charge
advance one step towards associative uni
lo the science of Association.
that the proper develop
state of anarchy and con
Convinced
ty, whilst
tusion, and that such a state of things ment of Phalanx could never be affected
" Constitution
be avoided.
We will therefore not under the government of
attempt even a unitary subsistence, until and By Laws," which had 113 analogical
we have the number necessary to enable reference to the human form, \ve have
us to organize upon scientific principles,
adopted Pledges and Rules of Progress,
and in accordance with Fourier's admira
and
their formation aime4 at an ana
We believe we
ble plan of industrial organization.
The logical arrangement.
frpm have succeeded.
will have
Phalanx
If we have not, we
store-house,
which all the families can be supplied at wish to correct them, and hope they will
charged be examined, criticised and corrected by
the wholesale price, and have
to their account.
Wo have confidence that, under
better that the differ
others.
ent families should remain separate for the government of our Rules of Progress,
successful development of a Phalanx
five years, than to bring them together
and
We will try
under circumstances worse than Civiliza may be effected.
We have confi
Such
course will unavoidably
profit bv experience.
tion.
create confusion and dissatisfaction, and dence in the ability and integrity of our
has done President to direct the operations of the
we venture the assertion that
go in every instance where
has been at Phalanx so long as we think proper to
retain him in the station which he now
Under onr Rules of Progress,
tempted.
will be seen that until we are prepared fills.
the duty of every member
We make
to organize, we will go upon the system
beof Association;
to study" .the Science
of Hired Labor, we pay to each individu
.
•
proper knowledge
full compensation for all assistance lieving that without
labor or other services, and of the Science we can never be prepared
rendered
A part of every
fair price for what he re- to act well our part.
charge him
convenient, will be devoted to
eeives from the Phalanx, the balance of evening,
ssociearnings, after deducting the amount of instructions upon the Science of
what he receives, to be credited to him ation and to the examination of our Rules
of Progress.
as Slock, to draw interest as Capital,
" Pledge
be money or prop
To Capital, whether
Objections have been made to
fair price, we allow ten 2," in which the members pledge them
erty pat in at
This plan selves to remain three and one half years
per cent, compound interest.
finish
will be pursued until our Edifice
was supin order to test the system.
ed and we have about 400 persons, ready posed that those who thus pledged them
to form
temporary organization.
selves would remain until the system was
fairly tested but we attempt to hold no
Fourier teaches us that this number
he has taught the truth one who
disposed to violate his pledge
necesssary, and
worse than folly to and eveiy dissatisfied member has had and
of the science,
ever shall have the privilege of withdraw
course contrary to his instruc
pursue
ing from us, as by remaining he would
tions.
there
any one who under
dead weight upon our efforts.
stands the science better than Fourier did only be
safe,
himself, we hope he will make the neces Conscious that our position so far
We and that by using the necessary precaution
sary corrections and send as word.
intend to follow Fourier's instructions un and energy we will gradually move for
then we will ward until we have realized all the bless
til we find they are wrong
As to an attempt to or ings of health, individual liberty and per
abandon them.
ganize Groups and Series until \ve have manent happiness, proceeding from com
we persuade
the requisite number — have gone through bined action as their pivot
a proper system of training and erected no one either to remain with us or join
an edifice sufficient for the accomodation us, unless he can do so in perfect ai>
of about 400 persons, every feature of our cordance with his own feelings and wish
Rules of Progress forbids it. We believe es but we are at the same time ready
to extend the right hand of fellowship
that the effort will place every Phalanx
union with us, can
that attempts
in
situation worse than to all those who by
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hopes that it may yet
to the dissemination of doc
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if

subject of their own condition, and talked
South
with as much zeal as
upon
it

can scatter fire-brands

mad-man

a

is

a

for you, but you
to reflect, that,

seriousness

cotton planter does of the tariff.
Here, again, they were looking to your

Carolina

strictly
whole

so much talk upon any other notions as offering the great remedy, and
that they
assure you unequivocally
have upon this wild idea of
as
subject,
were talking openly of the necessity of
Fourier or somebody else about Associa
tion, the organization of industry, and the Association and self-dependance as a de

about
laborers themselves are thinking
them, and running into the wildest fan
cies on the subject of their rights anc
power

to obtain them as they say
its own

and to secure to industry

profits

They protested

against any desire to injure their employ
ers and only asked that justice should be
done them so far as the actual state of
which

admit,

affairs would

they

frankly

was not all that they ultimately
aimed at.
was satisfied that this was
granted

have seen
an ordinary
strike.
strikes before, but never heard the rights
not

I

is

the people are with you in your notions
but all seem to be talking of them, anc
most ominous, the
what as said before

tendencies

inevitable

the

against

I

it

it
o

body seems to know something about
not by any means that the better part

fence

of the factory system.

I

In steamboat, stage-coach, and rail
road car, at hotels and in private circles,
comes up in a thousand forms, and every

like.

of man preached and the whole existing
organization of society assailed by mere
operatives.

I

I

I

journey,

am convinced that this part

of the blame falls rightly on you and
almost felt that
In fact,
your school.
some of the ragamuffin orators who es
their means together and aid each other poused the cause of the factory girls,
seem to think that a prairie mighi
hundred anc
be better cultivated by
fifty families or more, who should all pu

three times a* much

fencing

each laboring without

assistance, and los

his

ing

while

crops

he

to do, an

encloses

his

farm.

At Pittsburg, the matter seemed to have
found the factories
come to
head.
closed and the girls assembling
that

tending
much

not been

completely

by

have made an impression on my
the force of their logic had
nullified

their

of good grammar and
graceful
delivery.
They denied that the condition
of the laborer was always the best when
want

a

in

than by the same families scattering
hundred and fifty log cabins, with

one

would

own mind

if

to build one large and elegant house anc
in
farmer like manner

I

a

Some

the manufacturing capitalist was making
recollected that some
the most money.
thing of the same kind had forced itself

as

hours

ten

at any

children,

and con
was

day
rate,

upon

as slaves

under

my

observation

plantation.
cotton

does

on

to large

belonging

cents

eighteen

the

seem

southern

to me

that
when

planters
a

If

am not without

would

even

they
ing facts, just for all the world as
and philosophers.
had been politicians
They seemed profoundly interested in the

Now all this may

good joke

in all

reasoning,

and other nonsense

competition,"
no better.

be a very
ought

was astonished to hear these poor people
employing arguments and stat

better

I

to the

will but communicate the modus operandi,

be applied
trines which

"

which

being

It

adequate
parent instrumentalities
effects which I have witnessed.

I

than

"cooperation"

about

want to fence the land

know by what magic you of the Associa
live School, have contrived to scatter th
seeds of your pestilent heresies through
out the whole breadth and length of the
land, in so short a time, and with no ap

put myself among them at Pittsburg,
order to satisfy myself how far the
confess that
evil had progressed, and

is

I

ife.

a

now for information.

write

talk

I

I

possible by
the belief that
some means to improve their condition in

have

they

have

sinuate

no earthly concern and which can have no
other effect than to make them disconten
They are filled with
ted and unhappy.

their

To the Harbinger :
I have just made the tour of the West
ern States, passing up the Lakes to Chi
cago, through the state of Illinois 'bi
land to St. Louis, and back home by the
Ohio River, Pittsburg, and Philadelphia

with which

you must admit that
direct tendency to

in turn

make laboring people reflect on their conwhich
lition, to set Item
thinking,
always unfortunate for them, and to in

ives, and put men and women who are
to thinking upon hours
of labor, food, clothing, and other mat
ters of the kind,

think

rour doctrines

mere producers,

a

AT THE WEST.

ml

rou have by some diligent and effective
means agitated down to the very opera-

a

ASSOCIATION

With
prove the existing order of things.
he most reprehensible indifference to the
irice of bank-stocks and cooking stoves,

I

against you, we ask you, for the sake of
the great cause in which we are all labor
diffi
ing, to search for the cause of these
culties, and, if they are found to originate
or in at
in an improper organization,
tempting to organize too hastily, we ask
you to examine, correct and extend the
We
benefit of your experience to others.
have not yet made our experiment, and
will at all times be thankful for the expe
rience of others, and will try to profit by
We do not claim that our Rules are
it.
perfect, but we wish to make them so ;
being firmly convinced that the Science
taught by Fourier will ultimately lead us
into true Association, if we follow it as a
science, and that we must have some cor
rect rules of progress to govern us during
the transition period from Civilization to
We would urge all the
Association.
friends of Association to exert themselves
with unwearied and unwavering energy
feeling ol
Whatever
in the great cause.
indifference may exist, whatever opposi
tion they may meet with from ignorance,
and scoffs and sneers of the
bigotry,
" would be witty," the great principles
of Combined Action, Attractive Industry,
the grand social law that governs univer
sal movement, are silently and gradually
gaining gruund and sooner or later must
and will be crowned with universal and
The night is passed
triumphant success.
and, although darkness still prevails, the
dawn is breaking.
The Ploughshare and Pruninghook wil
be continned from its second number anr
published from the Home of the Integra
in a few weeks, as soon as a
Phalanx
press can be procured.
The Secretary of the Integral Phalanx

it
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our ancestors.

great deal
had no intention of
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and fair dealing
have not yet detect
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action, and as

on strict justice

and
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these subjects,

safety of the community is, that every thing
should be kept as
is.
deprecate
agitation and venerate the wisdom of

I

ing some imprudent

the pine woods and ridges where no cot
ton
raised.
But
never reason upon

commenced, my only

to learn of you,

if

attempt

might

I

to thinking and prudent
sift the subject to the
bottom and certify the world of the hairbrained and preposterous nature of every
who

I

not confined

men,

1

is

a

I

is

;

I

it

that your new-light notions are that
guise
ruined their health, stultified thei:
extensively sapping old and time honored minds, &c.
do not charge this
Now
axioms of political science and of social dreadful state of affairs directly on you
and what
organization
most of all to and yours, because
have read your pub
be deplored, your influence for agitation lications with
view to catch you advis

is

it,

a

it

is

Courier and Enquirer, the New York twelve years of age, ought to be requirec more pushed and flogged than the same
Express, the Herald, and other anxious to work, that
was inhuman to keep slaves when cotton
at five and
half
guardians of the national morals. It is a them on their feet in
confined atmos cents, and that they are always worse
fact and there is no use in trying to dis phere twelve hours or more in a day
treated than the slaves of poor men in

ob

you make

a
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THE MUMMERY OF MEDICINE. —
some
impossible to deny that there
tough reading in the world.
Egyptian
—
most
hieroglyphics puzzle
Etrus
people
can inscriptions cannot be read by those
who run — and — to ascend from anti
quity upwards — even the contemporary
John
pothooks and hangers wherewith
Chinaman labels his tea boxes — are by
no means lucid in their signification.
But
neither sculptured
stones from Egypt
nor vases from Etruscan tombs — nor tea
boxes ornamented with the most mystic
devices of China ink — are more obscure
in the tale they would tell than the Hale
slips of paper which the doctor tells us
to carry to the apothecary, and, on " the
shut our eyes and open our mouth prin
ciple," swallow the mysterious sobstances, solid or fluid, represented by the
equally mysterious writings in question.
But the medical profession
learned
profession, and its members use Latin
learned language.
because Latin
few " general
We should like to hear
"
quiet chat
indulging in
practitioners
on Sir Jamea Graham's new medical bill,
the
or on mesmerism and homoeopathy
We should
vernacular of the Cesars.
learned
was
see how deep the
profession
But who says
in the learned language.
Their Latin
write
Latin?
that doctors
DO more Lat;n than,
English .they
is
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was called out of
boy, who had been
with malice aforeIf guilty, he must have been
tliouqht.
in the habit of going to executions. —
Ten thousand came to dabble in the poor
blood.
That was the
young creature's
ever handled
youngest fellow creature
m the way of our business and
beau
tiful child he was too, as you have seen
by the papers, with
straight nose, large
blue eyes, and golden hair.
have no
heart, no feelings;
who has in our call
But those who came to see me
ing?
that
tender youngster,
strangle
have
hearts and feelings
as we once had.
—
Have!
no— had
for what they saw
was fit to make them as hard as your
servant and master.
They saw that stripling lifted fainting,
on to the gallows
his smooth cheek the
color of wood ashes — his little limbs
trembling, and his bosom heaving sigh
the body and soul were
after sigh as
parting without my help.
This was downright murder for there
was scarcely any life to take out of him.
When
began to pull the cap over his
baby face, he pressed his hands together,
(his arms you know were corded fast to
his body,) and he gave me a beseeching
look, just as calf will lick the butcher's
But cattle do not speak
hand.
this
creature muttered
Pray, sir, don't hurt
me.'
My dear, answered
you should
have spoken to my master
I'm only
and must do as
am bid.'
journeyman,
This made him cry, which seemed to
relieve him, and
do think
should have
cried myself
had not heard shouts
from the crowd — 'poor lamb! — shame,
murder!'
'Quick.' said the Sheriff.
The Rev. gentleman
Ready,' said
gave me the wink — the drop fell — one
kick — and he swayed to and fro, dead as
the feelings of the Christian
people of
England.
The crowd dispersed, some swearing,
some weeping with passionate exclama
tions, some cursing as
hell had broke
loose
and some laughing,
while they
cracked jokes on you and me and the
They had come for
dangling corpse.
the sight.
They would come to see an
angel murdered.
They had come to get
drunk with strong excitement
they went
back reeling and filthy with the hot de
bauch.
They had come to riot in the
passions of fear and pity they went back,
some in fever of rage, some burning with
hate, some hardened in heart, like me or

a

A few years ago,
town to hang a little
convicted of killing

is

A

BOY.
BY AN ENGLISH HANGMAN.

It

EXECUTION OF
WRITTEN

is
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a

the

it
is
a

upon

is

thing

a

every

good old basis of let well enough alone.

is

favor of keeping

the peo

enthusiasm

CHARITY.

thousand persons recently
Twenty-five
petitioned the French Chamber of Dep
uties to inquire into the condition
of
the laboring classes.
Perhaps some bril
at the head of
liant French "count"
it.
If not, ten chances to one some
French millionaire will become its guard
An
ian saint, as the inquiry goes on.
to be repeated in France
so the work
that has been done over and over again
For half
century there have
England.
been in the latter country continued com
missions -to inquire into the condition of
The descriptions
the laboring classes.
half century ago will apply, verbatim et
The
to their condition now.
literatim,
latter
miserv increased only in degree,
kind.
The very last of the sort —
not
that of Ireland — but tells what all knew
before, of
frightful mass of pauperism,
The state of
crime and wretchedness.
the laboring classes in Prance may, or
may not, have been exhibited as often as
that of the same classes of England.
But the laborers there are in want of
the same sort of food that they are in
England, or elsewhere.
And what food do they want?
sickening to read the prescriptions these
lords ana aristocrats nro continuatly writ
The
ing out for the laboring classes.
holiday
sports — the
bath tubs— the
church education societies — the thousand
plans of charities with which the British
press abounds, are so many mockeries of
their situation — so many aggravations of
They ask out justice.
their disease.
They ask that their labor shall not be
taxed to support aristocratic pomp. They
ask that their rights shall be restored to
If these professed philanthropists
them.
would know what these laboring classes
petition
demand,
let them recur to
worth presenting — the THREE MILLION
stated clearly
Here
chartist petition.
asked manfully
their wrongs, and here
their rights.
may all be summed up
And where was
one word — JUSTICE.
the benevolence of my Lord Ashley, the
democracy of Macauley, the patriotism of
the promoters of soup societies, when
All
this famed petition was presented?
Universal suffrage
arrayed against
annual parliaments
equal representation
— these are the main points of their de
mand.
They knew that with these
grand levers to work with, these labor
peace
ing classes would, constitutionally,
with
legislators,
ably, vote hereditary
and
expensive
their enormous pensions
useless body
establishment,
church
and by so doing abolish that tremendous
leech upon their la
as
taxation that
for equality of
bor.
Their demand
stead
steady demand, and
rights;
ily resisted.
This neglect of justice — this magnifi
now the British
that
cent almsgiving,
exceedingly well treated of in
hobby,
the following remarks from the Westmin
They will apply to other
ster Review.
—
regions than Great Britain
in

their

in

and exciting

JUSTICE BETTER THAN

in

want to

I

ple,

by

I I

a

only
personal friendship, and
get at the means of convincing

It

;

I

a

intend to treat yon kindly, on account of

" Combined with prevalant and
grow
ing conviction that much amendment is
called for in the condition of the masses,
the relation between rich and poor, be
tween
and employed — be
employers
tween capital and hbor, in short, —
lamentable want of diligent
and sober
thinking, as to the source of existing
evils, and the direction in which
the
amendment should be sought.
The be
nevolent have trusted to the guidance of
their kindly impulses
and the public
mind has followed the guidance of the
benevolent, instead of taking counsel of
the wise.
Hence
the one pervading
blunder which
has vitiated
all
nearly
their
schemes.
Charity — in various
forms, in one or other of its multiplied
disguises — seems to be the only panacea
which
occurs to the great
especially
the well-meaning great of our metropolis.
One party advocates
more liberal poor
law
another, shorter hours of labor, to
be enforced by law
in the view of some,
allotments are the one thing needful
while young England suggests almsgiv
the magnificent and haughty style
ing
of the feudal ages and Lord Ashley com
mits his latest solecism, in getting up
society for the protection of distressed
needlewomen.
The same vulgar, shal
low, aristocratic error runs through all.
Every one thinks of relieving, no one of
The prevailing
removing, the mischief.
idea evidently
(as, indeed,
naturally
will be among men so unknowing and so
as
our
to give
lofty
great philanthropists)
benefits to an inferior, not to do justice to
fellow man.
There
something es
sentially pauperising in all their concep
tions.
pervades alike the factory and
mining legislation of Lord Ashley, the
" cricketing " condescension of Lord John
Manners, and the insulting rewards and
prizes offered by ostentatious landlords to
the hampered farmers and the starving
We are weary of this cuckoo
peasantry.
cry — always charity, never justice — al
ways the open purse, never the equal
measure." — Boston Statesman.

in

form

;

your

in

give

in

their own respect,
you all sunk down
ready to make light of pain and blood,
corrupted by the indecent show, and more
vulgar minds, as well as in some
fit than ever to make work for us — the
stances, as
must confess, to the mom judge and the hangman.
refined.
Yon certainly have infected
O, wise law makers who think to soft
— to make
some of the profoundest intellects in the en the hearts of the people
them gentle and good — to them give
land.
and
feeling of respect for themselves
To tell you
bit of
secret myself,
others,
showing them
sight like this
have some idea of turning editor; but

no secret of

a

the means by which you
of doctrine to the most
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iti,
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fne

of the days when hax, pax, that is dear to life. Their reward for all
have only half translated the tongue they great tolerance
and useful this is starvation to themselves and their
luminous
similar
and
max,
of
Eng
out
it
taken
employ ; they have
and vigor. children, or the hitter bread of.forced char-"
vogue
were
in
great
sentences
lan
other
it
into
any
lish without putting
provided by hearts as
beseech you, the last ity, grudgingly
we
then,
Drop,
too,
Our
Sangrados,
guage in particular.
connect science with non- cold as polar ice, and dealt out bv hands
which
links
—
swal
us
make
they
to
injury
add insult
'
— the doctor with the Diddler fami- , that would fain strangle the recipients of
low their nasty slufls, and call them
What a commeuwill do as much good when j the churlish morsel.
;
rhubarb
ly
insist
They
boot.
to
names
barbarous
]
as in dog Latin ; senna j lary is this on the popular dogma that
in
English
ordered
their
as
horrid
as
Latin
being
their
opon
more agreeable as Fol. sen.; j honest industry ever meets with its fitdrugs ; not only is the draught nauseous I is not a bit
Of old it was said that he
Apoth- ting reward
of
tartar as BUar. Pot.
cream
nor
formula
the
but
taste,
of
to
species
.,s*.. JhiM,
,• aHministP.rfiri must be ccarief can understand " to be made into who would not work, neither should he
under which
wil
draught," just as well as Fiat Haustus; eat now, he who works, or who
revolting to another.
will not re- ling to work, cannot get food, except as
not our principal ob and even the most ignorant
But bad Latin
" the mixture to a pauper.
jection to our friends of the college ofI qnire more spelling over
adds
And
sad to think upon.
Even
they be taken at bed-time," than they would
and physicians.
rg
surgeons
to read and understand Mist, h. s. xumtla. to the gloom which the contemplation of
Ciceronian
prescriptions,
could
so black
picture excites, when we ob
which they can't, or, at all events, won't, —Douglas Jcrrold's Shilling Magazine.
serve that we are treading in the same
we ask, what would be the CMt bano of
road which has led the people of England
We are not Romans but Eng
doing so.
According to
BRITISH PAUPERISM.
vast quagmire — that we are fol
into
Write as you speak. You ask writer
lishmen.
the
.....
Magazine,
in Blackwood's
^
the identical ignes fatui which
us to put out our tongues, and to let you numoer Of paupers in Great" liritain is lowing
that great race to the miry gulf,
you jind 4^00,000, or one-seventh part of the en- have led
feel our pulse, in plain English
whose insatiable wants are stayed not by
the one too white, and the other too fast. tire population of the empire.
The pro
empires — the terrible Serswallowing
Why don't you tell us the names of the portion
In England 1,500,as follows
would seem are
bonian bog, in which
drugs we must swallow, to restore the 000 in ireiand 2,300,000;
in Scotland,
to be engulfed " the hopes of all men in
fine red of the one, and moderate the 200,000.
Since 1815,
period of only
nation." — Cincinnati Enquirer.
jog-trot of the other, in plain English too thirty years, there has been raised for the every
or Mys relief of the poor in England alone up
Medicine-men,'
Gentlemen,
-or about one
and their wards of £200,000,000,
tery-men,,' as the Ojibbeways
On the
of dollars.
million
thousand
red brethren of the wilderness call you
has been demonstrated, by
there has been from time -immemorial a other hand,
By EDGAR
considerable quantity of humbug in your the returns of the income tax, that there The Raven and other Poems.
A, POK.
New York and London
profession, the still existing remnants of are seventy thousand persons in the em
$200,000,which we would fain see purged off. In pire whose annual revenue
Wiley and Putnam, 161 Broadway
This mon
times of yore, when people called you 000, or about £2,300 each.
Waterloo Place, pp. 01.
leeches aud chirurgeons,
strous inequality of human"' condition,
you added
Mr. Poe has earned some fame by vari
coun
good many of the tricks of the juggler remarks the Concord Freeman, in
to your legitimate craft.
You were then try the richest and most industrious the ous tales and poems, which of late has
certain black
the prime professors of Alchemy, of As
alarming to the become notoriety through
world has ever seen,
the principal conjurors and ma last degree, and almost shakes one's faith
trology
guard warfare which he has been waging
for its greatest effect
gicians of the olden time, ere the advent in divine justice
and newspaper critics
of Herr Doblsr and tho Wizard of the aeea in tiia prodigious incre&ce of immor against the poets
would he
in
robes
crime.
During the last forty of New England, and which
and
flowing
North you masqueraded
ality
tenfold most charitable to impute to insanity.
and long beards, and carried white wands years, crime has increased at
ob
like the stewards at
charity dinner
greater rate than population.
Judging from the tone of his late articles
vious that a state of things so radically
mysterious jargon, both
yon used
A general in the Broadway Journal, he seems to
medical and your magical practice
wrong cannot long continue.
it
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a
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in it
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son against the old time-honored

But what

South to do with

affairs

only
a

!

at least,

in

He shows himself

Poe

this magnifying

tyrant

North

have

of
or

apropos to

poet
mirror

in

North.

the

this,

of his

To him facts lose their

own importance.

;

a

;

a

to him
primrose is
literality
and Edgar Poe,
more than
primrose
barren

plagiarisms
Boston
a

insulting
coarse editorials
tresses,

grand

audience,

against

and getting

meanwhile,

favorite authors,

in

detecting

of

part of a spy in

the constabulary

acting

inditing
edi

respectable

singed

himself the

nothing less than the hero
mystic conflict of the ele

ments.

The present volume
not entirely pure
of this controversy, else we should ignore
the late scandalous courses of the man,
and speak only of the "Poems."
The
motive of the publication
too apparent
contains

the famous

;

is

is

a

it

South and

literary

is

a

is

it

is

is

that the whole

West are doing anxious battle in his per

a

it

:

is

is
a

it is

think

it

It a

is

is

a

overturn must come, and the world will
experience even a greater shock than was
little more
felt at the outhreak in France
terrible
What
than fifty years since.
the contrast which
in the picture,
presents to the contemplative spectator.
The foreground
filled with all that can
please the eye and captivate the mind
but behind that
destiny of evil, an
accumulation
of hideous objects, which
absolutely appals the stoutest hearts that
heat in human breasts.
Tl.e wealth of
real, tangible
no dream, but
England
matter;
no exaggerated thing, like
the accounts which we have in eastern
story of accummulations of coin and pre
cious stones in the treasury of this or
solid, substantial,
that ruler — but
and an instrument of real power.
On
the other hand
the poverty of the mas
ses,
character,
poverty of so squalid
that even the mendicity of Southern Eu
rope appears happiness
by comparison
For, to appreciate the entire
with it.
evils of the case,
must be remembered,
that while the lazzaroni are practical
and almost literally
philosophers,
pro
duce nothing, the English poor are many
of them the hardest workers on earth,
and those who are idle would work, could
owes
they find employment.
England
her wealth to them.
They hijve dng
from her mines, they' have created
her factories and workshops,
they have
drawn
from the waters of every ocean
" from Zembla to the Line," and
its
accumulation have perilled every thing
in

a

,

a

e

is

a

a
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a
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a
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carrying on
you applied one to aid you
the other
yon had sympathetic powders,
and charms and enchantment
you worked
bv spell and pill hax, pax, max, was an
aid medical charm against the effect of
mad dog's bite
the not very dignified
syllables of odt, och, you held to be able
to perform cares, to accomplish
which
ointment has obtained a more
sulphur
modern celebrity.
Long ago, however,
you gave up reading your patients' symp
toms and chances, in the stars, and you
now look for the legitimate reward of
your learned labors, rather to guinea fees
than to the mystic riches of the crucible.
So far so good. You have in a measure
kept pace with the world which
moving
on around you but still, in some respects,
still you have yearn
you are lagging
ing longing for that veil of mystery,
which once hung- awe-inspiring
around
you: still
your prescriptions live the
MI!!,
of
former
your
embe»
secretaires;
in ordering a simple pill or
soothing
draught, do yon fondly, hug the glory
with whick the smne ignotum pro magnifco invests you. Of the old mystic for
mulas you still have
fond recollection.
Gentlemen your faith in spells
not yet
In ordering a dose of
quite at an end.
salts, your rulplt. mag: corresponds to ihe
ancient och, och. W never see
prescription, . setting„ forth the necessity of
beginning next day with
dram of castor
oil, the neat and appropriate sentiment
co.u0b.ed under the dim phraseology of ol.
ric. arat mane, without thinking
with

it
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Boston poem, to

which, he
with other juvenilities,
says, "private reasons — some of which
have reference to the sin of plagiarism,
gether

and others to the date of Tennyson's

poems" — have induced

lish.

him to

first

repubDoes he mean to intimate that he
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of copying. Tennyson 1 • In forms from pure white marble.
But the merit.
The great misfortune
under
we searched the poems for a poet's humility
wanting
morbid which they labor, and which indeed af
shadow of resemblance.
Does he think egotism repels you.
He can affect you fects all the argumentative parts of the
to convict Tennyson
of copying htm ? with wonder, but rarely with the thrill of " Chainbearer,'
that they are not wholly
Another of those self-exaggerations which any passion, except perhaps of pride, true. A single aspect of principle, and
have

a

'
is

;

is

vain

a

is smpeeted

which might be dignity, and which there
fore always
We fear this
interesting.

ing and worth of these poems as poetry,
we have been not a little puzzled.
We

writer even courts the state described by ally takes in.

That ill-

the heart.

" Haven,"

which you meet at the
threshold of his edifice, is a fit warning
of the hospitality you will find inside.

And yet the " Raven" has great beauty,
and has won

some renown ;

the author

The Chainbearer
or the LMltpage Man
FENNIMORE COOPER.
By
uscripts.
Two Volumes.
New York, Burgess,
Stringer & Co. 222 Broadway.
1845.
pp. 212 and 228.
(Boston, for sale by
Redding & Co.)

it

could

tendencies,

will hardly accomplish.
the Anti-rent
Upon

Mr.

difficulties,

Cooper writes in the spirit of
conserva
tive, who has no doubt of his right to the
highest rank among the " upper class,"
and whose sympathies do not extend much
except in the way of
patronage and condescension.
beyond that class,

He defend? the "rights

of property"

with so much ingenuity and good sense,
that even his pompous manner cannot des

But
troy the force of his reasoning.
we look in his pages for any defence of
the rights of man, we shall be disappoint
ed. They do not lie in his province
as

if

came from

they

boding

J.

if

not as
;

hearts in vain, because they look

popular

only be infused into the popular
mind, a thing which the " Chainbearer "

;

But they have more of effect, than of re Good only for its beauty, seeing not
That Beauty, Oood, and Knowledge, are three
pression, to adopt a distinction from musi
sisters
cal criticism ; and if they attract you to a
certain length, it is only to repulse you That doat upon each other, friends to maii,
the more coldly at last.
There is a wild j Living together under the same roof.
unearthliness, and unheavenliness, in the And never can be sundered without tears,
And be that shuts Love out, in turn shall he
tone of all his pictures,, a strange unreal
Shut out by Love, and on her threshold lie
ity in all his thoughts;
they seem to
Howling in utter darkness."
stand shivering, begging admission to our

rect our false
they

a'

if

must confess they have a great deal of "
A glorious devil, large in heart and brain,
power, a great deal of beauty, (of thought That did love beauiy only, (heauty seen
and always of rhythm and lo all varieties of mould and mind,)
frequently,
diction,) originality, and dramatic effect. And knowledge for its beauty; or
good,

Still
must be said that
the views he presents, imperfect as they
are, might
many cases balance and cor
in

:

Tennyson

that not seldom the least important one,
as much as Mr. Cooper's vision gener

is

is

prove, we suppose, his poetic imagination.
In a sober attempt to get at the mean

We have here the second of the novels far as the rights of himself and his friends
Mr. Cooper undertakes to dis are concerned, they must be provided for.
cuss the Anti-rent question, and to our He sees great danger lest false notions

we were fascinated till we read it through ; in which

reading

him.

And you
him.

count

no loss,

if,

study him to understand
would

uppermost

Charles

Lamb's

phrase, they are

"

fetch

" from Mr. Cooper's "own mind,"
have to ed
This you we can only say they do no great credit

when you had
his studies,

to their source.
is

a

it

man through

fications
spects.

other re
unexceptionable
man who now-a-days under

A

takes to instruct

the world,

upon the office with
more generous

Still the book displays
degree of pow
full praise,
beyond
you could find any thing in them beyond er, and to give
the man and his most motiveless moods, the average of Mr. Cooper's later per
the

followed

be cruelly

shall

must

enter

heart and mind of

The

expansion than his.

which such strictly
past
sided views of social duties could

day

with

any

wide

It

after

always

nature,

To our minds this
neglected by society.
defect which totally unfits Mr. Coop
is
er to be
moral teacher, were his quali
in

a

a

studied effect

is

very

sacred in their

a

is

a

his poems

in

which

a

So there

is

is

no resisting.

is

sad melody,

The grouping of incidents
in all admiration.
dexterous, the dramatic effects are tol
Mr. Poe has made critical
study of the matter of versification,, and erable, one or two scenes are even new,
succeeded in the art rather at the expense but ili'- characters are the work of jour
master; if, to use
Indeed the impression of a neyman and not of
of nature.

there

a

a lover in earnest,

a

prove

of otrange,

power

a

is

a

in
it

to

enough

though not destined to
very with regard to property may lead to even
much better than the worse events than the outhreaks which in
long immortality,
first.
Considered simply as a work of the State of New York have just called
fiction, to be tried by the standards of art, forth the sternest interference of the law,
has no very substantial claim upon our but no danger lest rights
even more

thinking,

it
is

at

it

to look

.. liv was that?

again:

it

lated

it,

or think of
some
There
of the true grief of
thing
lover,
an imagination
of a broken-heartedness
we

response.

one
meet

will not
is

a

is

is

a

is

has read

it

if

;

formances;

a

friend assures us that he answer for us to talk of protecting the
with pleasure, and we even past labor of the community, that
its
left
degree of interest in ourselves property, while its present labor
What
the fancy detected
pride of originality.
to free competition,
mercantile
which
merely fancy, the beauty which as in the discharge of our office, we made victim
which lead you no where
you could
better at bottom than the

find any thing

if

it

former.

property

must

But until
remain

security and alarm

that
in

the

be done,

constant

let the monied

educated classes come to

clear

in
and

under

standing of this fact, and we shall have
in a speedy end put to all agrarianism and

a

:

is

a

is

a

in

rights of property, administered to the
love story, as
the vehicle of
more of the art than the soul of poetry. public
molasses,
strat
in
medicine
disguised
while
he
world
the
affects
to
despise
He
not always successful.
He certainly has struck agem which
writes for it.
Besides the disquisitions upon the tenure
the style and
out a remarkable course

were only recognized and established we
should have no need of any protection for

a

mere romance.
upon our attention, than
nothing less than an essay upon the

;

it

is

aside from
only because
Edgar Poe
the path of human destiny?
he has
does not write for Humanity;

a

and

strangely

frauds and all the degradation and dis
our way through its pages.
has other, and in the opinion of grace which ages of slavery have entailed
But
the rights of the latter
Nay,
its author at least, much higher claims upon it.
is

from

illustrates

It

no feeling, which neither
nor promotes the great truths
glimmers
purposes of life, which

springs

of real estate which, like ledges
poems mark
at short intervals discontent on the part of the laboring pop
judgement most rocky country, make
their dull appearace above the surface of ulation, and every man will be able to en
familiar
severe for
young writer, and
ity with the less hac.knied portions of the book, Mr. Cooper gives us his opin joy his own without fear or trouble.
future
Mr. Cooper informs us that
He seems ions upon various points in political phi
classic lore and nomenclature/
to have had an idea of working out his losophy, which are often not without novel will bring down the exposition of
a

a

a

culture,

a

of his earliest

singular

a

imagery

very
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a

;

of Jeptha's Daughter after she knew her
When it Chasee du Jeune Henri," by Me'hul
his subject to the present time.
doom, calm, trustful, regretful and re
we shall endeavor to do it the sole upon the harp by Madame Jenny
Heller's
for signed — the death song of a sunny faith,
of
Fantasia
and
Lazare,
necessary justice.
ike
dirge of Handel's aerialised, where
the piano, played by Mr. Hermann Wolhad become
America.
majestic solemn strength
in Author-Land. By FANNY lenhaupt, his first appearance
in

a

a

appears,

and joyous,

ringing
same

Maestoso

Finale

still

but retains

of summer

character

reverie

is

and

Guerriero

legro

Al

The last movement,

solemn grace.

the
and

a

The whole Symphony
seems the work of

is

peaceful musing, — a child running home
through the sunset, smiling not laughing,
and still haunted by the dreams of noon.

understands

thoroughly

and of an artist

who

tender and delicate

very effective.

composer who
the orchestra,
his

imparts

to his

grace

own
work.

suggests

to

a

the images

from

it

only

is

is

the impression
Yet so entirely different
of music upon various minds that to speak
to express something exclusively
of
We can understand the char
individual.
acter of music which we have not heard,

it

3,

is

is

It

is

It

a

New York : Paine and
FORESTER.
The latter part of the Concert, which
1845. pp.
62 John Street.
Burgess,
was made up of the solos and overtures,
Boston: Redding and Co.
281.
Mrs. Mott has
was unworthy the first.
Dear Fanny
Sweet Fanny Forester!
a voice of very limited compass, not at
Forester ! What voice less musical than all rich, and, excepting
few full, sweet,
thine own, less musical than the birds central notes, very ordinary.
She sings
Glad
and brooks, shall answer theet
very tamely, and except for the prompt
Native of the sunchild of Nature!
orchestral
accompani
and magnificent
ahine and the fresh spring-woods, —
without ap
ment, would have retired
" ill things about her drawn
Madame Lazare and Mr. Wolplause.
From May.tltm' and the cheerful dawn ;
lenhaupt played well, but the music had
A dancing shape, an image gay,
The performance of the
no character.
To haunt, to startle, and waylay."
overtures was the best thing about them.
Not of the golden morning and the
The Symphony was the grand feature
summer flowers only, are these spells of the evening.
Symphony No.
woven ; our enchantress has deeper se op. 56, and
dedicated to Queen Vic
crets that win us but the more surely. She toria.
divided into four parts
knows the magic of the heart ; its impul
and Allegro Agi
namely, Introduction
ses of love and joy and sadness follow tato, Scherzo Assai Vivace, Adagio Canand own her as do the forests and the tabile, Allegro Guerriero and Finale Ma

It

Trippings

There can be no copy,

mind we know.

and as good acting must be seen, so good

In a estoso. The Symphony has the charm music must be heard.
word she hves; how could her thoughts of the "Songs without
Words;" the
The Symphony should have been fol
winds.

and

and richness

delicacy

differently,
lowed by something equally,
would not be too much for good

human

or Mendelsohn's,

tist would have corrected. These faults,
time and study of better models will re

profusion

on

Beethoven's*

a

and its reedy, pastoral, silvery glistening
tone deepened the impression the whole

Philharmonic.

the experiment

There

at
same evening
be great satisfaction in
once fairly tried by the
the

least there would

to be

German Opera in the

The
not
sound that implies fra- composed of good,
Keats again,
graace, a luxury and intricacy of tone, singers, Madame Otto being
like * long interlaced bower of Donna; and the performance
that
was making

of

summer

dream.

city during

to per-

of Haydn's, or Mozart's,
or Spohr's, with one of

surrounds it.
The sound of the oboe is conspicuous,

Like

listeners,

and worthy

the winter.

company

remarkable

if

a

is

exuber
Deeming affectations, much that
ant and uiifimf ln:il, muck that better ar

grace which
which

Grecian

is

many

and

not lost in the lavish

is a

?

ing at her approach
Much there may be to criticise,

combination,

it

in the happiest

performers

formaSymphony

the Prima
will be uni
and Weber's

is

in

is

it,

creatures

spirit, and most laughing health, what
gloom will not vanish at her presence,
who will not smile an involuntary l.l

It

fine.

it

child's playfulness and all a woman's ten chasteness.
Like all of Mendelsohn's
Joyous, music,
not be living also?
derness,
reminds one of Keats' poetry,
gay, loving the world, and yet more, the so full of variety and subtle melodious

;

that she draws with all a same dreamy

and the pictures

is

flowing

if

and the

a

meadows

but Heaven forbid that time at
green leaves and flowers, opening at the formly good, for Mozart's
or aught else should diminish the end upon
soft deep blue sky, and in music does not depend exclusively upon
genial and sparkling freshness of Fanny which
are
beautiful
shapes
moving. the power and cultivation of the voice for
Forester.
a simple, quiet self delight in its effect, but has
character
which
There

medy,

a

in

itself.

if

child singing songs to will be satisfactory, even
apprehended
commences with an unobtrusive through indifferent singing.
Rapetti leads
the orchestra, and the first performance
mingling of the instruments warbling
and of Der Freischutz takes place on the 1st
subdued under tone, deepening

MUSICAL REVIEW.

It

the music, like

a

is

a

study

is

slowly of December.

murous

chords,

like

a

select and fash

"

was performed at

one evening in last week.

among the mur

Mr. Jones, Miss Stone, and Miss Garcia
sang, who have had so long
the oratorio

did not hear

thread

gold

it

to

Sampson

thin

The
aims to play only the best worked upon delicate embroidery.
in the air appears and disappears like a bird
gives four Concerts

course of the winter,

"

a

the air begins to wind

Handel's

the Tabernacle

The
losing itself in foliage and flowers.
aerial and exquisite,
whole movement

in Boston.

I

is

HIIIMI-.

It

States, and

like rising

in the air and commanding constantly
wider and softer landscape.
Presently

a

took place
on Saturday evening, the twenty second
The Orchestra of this So
of November.
ciety
probably the finest in the United
Society

the Philharmonic

a

of

it

a

MUSIC IN NEW YORK.
The first Concert of the fourth season richening so that

practice in

them here and the notices

Miss Stone

and slight.

are very few
has not rever

is

a

in

it

On this evening,

a

la

,

It

is

a

Symphony
comprised
an aria from Rossini's

majestic music, full of beauty and strength
and mournful tenderness and passion, like
a proud Autumn day.
All the summer
fame and glory of Sampson
shining

hair, and blindness

of misfortune,

a

the bill A Scottish measure runs through
and
of Mendelsohn's,
moves finely with the general measured
" Stabat Mater," hurrying of the time, like a swift drop
and an aria of Mercadante's,
The Adagio
like
sung by ping of water.
to Mendelsohn's religious music.
Mrs. V. Mutt, Jr.
the overtures
might
Anacnon by Cherubini,
be movement in an oratorio, — the song
and " De

the Concert.

is

It

is

is

audience,

is

room which be
ence and dignity enough to sing Handel's
close by the end of and its spirit seemed fully to pervade the music, nor
she perfect in her part.
the only apparent performers, for they never played so Mr. Jones left his voice in the Park The
very atre some years since, but Miss Garcia
good reason why the Symphony should unitedly and well. The Scherzo
and taste.
be performed at the commencement of brief — perfectly finished and effective. sings with simplicity
ionable

comes insupportably
the first part, which

lost like his
and the sense

wo as great as his glory

THE HARBINGER.
had been, thrill through the music of that
severe simplicity
and fulness, which is
the character of Handel's genius.
It is
more

lyrical

than

the Messiah,

for the

March.
new

In the same week, M. Huber,

violoncellist

made his first appear
ance, and Mendelsohn's
Oratorio of S
Paul was performed.
o. w. c.

POETRY.
For the Harbinger.

MAGDALEN.
FROM

THE

GERMAN OF IDA, COUNTER
OF HAHN-HAHN.

At thy feet, Lord, let me kneeling

Find the Magdalen's relief,
Pouring all my tears out, feeling
All my soul at one with grief.

Not wilh balsam, with the tender
Heart's hot springs, I come to thee ;
Thee they can no honor render,
But, O Lord, they comfort me.

THE POET IN THE OLD AND THE NEW
TIMES.
BIT WILLIAM ELLEHY CHANNING.
In olden time the Poet sang,
The ancient hall wilh ballads rang,
Wandering he touched his golden lyre
By the ancestral castle's fire ;
A sacred man the Poet then,
Beloved by gods, beloved by men.
Afar the shepherd on the hill
Saw from his hight this child of skill,
And straightway left his flock to go
And greet (he bard who moved below ;
The stern mechanic dropped his work,
The hammer fell not on the berk.
The gentle ladies eat and heard
The ditties of the tuneful bird ;
With fine regard they greeted him,
He sang,— their soft eyes swam so dim
They often wept,— the Poet's song

To the heart's secret did belong.

The Poets recked not for their fare.
Their comfort was the Nation's care ;
They sang,— the doors were open wide ;
They loved, the Nation dowered the bride;
They saw the wealth around them flow
Of Princes, — 't is no longer so.
The wandering Bard no city claims,
The Nation loves not Poets's aims ;
A lonely man, he bides afar,
His halls are fields, his lamp a star,
Nature's so regal, she does wait,
And minister his ancient state.
The brook must be his mirror now,
His organ in the dark pine-bough,
For ladies eyes the floweret's dyes,
The Southern rain bis lady's sighs,

Few doors are opened when he sings,
Faint welcome with his lyre he brings,
Cold eyes avert from him their gaze,

Yet comely was the youthful Earth,

Now none doth comprehend his way,
The haze has overspread his day,
Forgotten stands he quite apart,
The life-blood of the Nation's heart;
He stands alone, the crowds goby

And many happy children there
Upon her breast reclined,
The young Earth smiled with aspect fah-,

reason and in the same way that
Milton's Samson is more lyrical than the
Paradise Lost.

ican public in a Concert at the Tabernacle,
playing the Niagara and Washington's

That scarce we deem she shone so fair,
Six thousand years ago !
And lightly tripped along
To music from a starry choir,
Whose sweet celestial song
Through Nature's temple echoed wild,
And soft as streamlet's flow,
While sister spheres rejoiced with her,
Six thousand years ago !

same

On the 26th, Ole Bull, at the request
of many friends, took leave of the Amer
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The grass the carpet of his hall,
The trees its pillars, smooth and tall.

The world suspects his idle ways,
He sits not on the hearth so wide,
For Priest and Clerk thrust him aside.

And question him with curious eye.
O, World ! thou knowest the Poet's art
Thyself,— he counterfeits thy part,
And of his age the Poet's lyre
Is instrument of pure desire;
Most joyful let the Poet be,
It is for him that all things see.
Not ever is the sunshine clear,
The herfvy clouds obscure the mere,
Not ever is the fruit-tree proud,
For worms weave oft tlieir little shroud ;
Yet smiles the sky, the tree comes green,
The Poet shall he heard and seen.

My Country ! in thy early hour

I

feel the magic of thy power;

Thy thoughts are bold, thy 'hopes are strong.
To thee the Poets shall belong ;
I mark thy love for them, and they
Shall sing thee in heroic lay !
For in thy stature there is strength,
And in thy aims an endless length;
And Bards shall praUo thy features fair.
And poesy fill all thy air,
Clear as ,hy dazzling sunshines are.
Deep as thy forests waving far.
Tribune.

THE OLD EARTH.
"The earth gives signs of age, disease
nd fickleness. It yields its increase gruilgngly, and demands an exorbitant fee lieforeiand, in toil, and sweat from the husband
man. It has ill turns, or paroxysms, when
t rouses the ocean into a tempest, and makes
port of navies, strewing the' shore with the
wrecks and carcases of men. It rocks a cuninent or sinks an island ; shaking massive
ities into countless fragments, and burying
:s wretched inhabitants in indiscriminate
uin ; anon it writhes anil groans in mortal
gony, and finds relief only by disgorging
(s fiery bowels, burying cities and villages
burning graves. The earth is old and
eeble, and must needs groan on, until it reews its prime." — Miseries and Liabiltiei of the Preient Life.
OLD Mother EARTH is wan and pale,
Her face is wrinkled sore ;
Her locks are blanched, her heart is cold,
Her garments stiff with gore ;
With fill-rowed brow and dim ead eyes,
With trembling steps and slow,
She marks the course that first she trod.
Six thousand years ago !
The Earth is old, the earth is cold,
She shivers and complains ;
How many Winters fierce and chill,
Have racked her limbs with pains!
Drear tempests, lightning, flood and flame
Have scarred her visage so,

The heavens were bright and kind ;
The azure cope above her head
In love seemed bending low ;
O happy was the youthful Earth,
Six thousand years ago !
Alas ! those children of the Earth
With hate began to burn,
And murder stained her beauteous robe,
And bade the young Earth mourn,

And ages, heavy ages, still
Have boned with gathering wo
The form of her whose life was joy,
Six thousand years ago !
Old Earth ! drear Earth ! thy tender heart
Bewails thy chosen ones;
Thou look'st upon the myriad graves
That hide their gathered bones ;
For them, by day and night, thy lean
Unceasingly must flow ;
Death chilled the fountain-bead of life
Six thousand years ago!
Old Earth! old Earth! above thy head.
The heavens are dark and chill,
The sun looks coldly on thee now.
The stars shine pale and still ;
No more the heavenly symphonic*
Through listening ether flow.
Which swelled upon creation's ear,
Six thousand years ago !
Weep not in bitter grief, O Earth?
Weep not in hopelessness!
From out the heavens a ' still small voice •
Whispers returning peace.
Thy tears are precious in the sight

Of ONE who marks their flow,
Who purposes of mercy formed,
Six thousand years ago!

Thy days of grief are numbered all,
Their sum will soon be told ;
The joy of youth, the smile of GOD,
Shall bless thee as of old ;
Shall shed a purer, holier light
Upon thy peaceful brow,
Than beamed upon thy morning hour
Six thousand yean ago !

Thy chosen ones shall live again,

A countless, tearless throng.
To wake creation's voice anew,
And swell the choral song.

Go, Earth ! go wipe thy falling lean,
Forget thy heavy wo;
Hope died not with thy fint-born sons,
Six thousand years ago !

WlLLIAM*TOWN, Ma«.
Knickerbocker.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression,n
gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsions alt tending to impoverish
the laborerand to render everyconditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can oniy comefrom the new
appiicationof Christian principles,of Universalius
tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to
commerce,to business,to activeiife.
DR. CHAIitixO.
CLOSE OF OUR FIRST VOLUME.
"With the present number of the Har
binger, we complete the first six months
since the commencement of our publica
tion.
The general favor with which our
labors have been received, both by the
friends of_the Association movement, and
by those who though not fully convinced
of the truth of our principles, are ready

School
in
and to express, with simplicity and clear- 1writers of the Associative
ness, the convictions which were forced j France, whose productions" will afford a.
upon our minds, rather than to create a j feast to those who wish for scientific in
interest by catering for the struction in regard to our doctrines.
We trust that the commencement of a
taste, or adding another echo to
new volume will be the occasion of a
the din of prevailing opinions.
We would cordially thank our friends large increase of our subscription list.
temporary
popular

who have sustained us in this free and i From the names of our writers which will
independent course ; their expressions of j be found at the head of the Index to this
approbation have cheered us.in our labors ; volume, the public may judge as lo our
and their efforts in our behalf have en resources for giving them a work which
abled

us

to

conquer

many

obstacles,

which we could not have overcome with

words
and

they have spoken in regard to us,

the

to listen candidly to their exposition,
once, a flattering reward for our past ef and with mutual good wishes for a plea
forts, and a welcome encouragement in sant day and prosperous journey.
the endeavors which we may hereafter
We propose to give our next volume
make in the same cause.
We trust that the same general character, which has
been sustained by the present.

Our lead

will be, as it has been, to
be continued ; that we may always find a advocate the cause of Associated industry,
genial circle of thinkers, on whose sympa
and the establishment of a social order on
thy we may rely, as long as we give utter
the principles of cooperation, rather than
ance to our ideas with the freshness and of competition.
We would call the atten
strength of earnest conviction ; and that tion of the public, to the scientific dis
we

may be able from time

to

and lasting value and

worthy of a generous patronage.
ICP Editors, who notice the commence

Nor would we for
get the courteous hospitality with which ment of the new volume of the Harbinger,
we have been received by our brethren of on sending us a marked copy of their
the press ; we thank them for the good paper will be supplied with an exchange.

out a severe struggle.

extended currency
they have
given to our articles ; may we cross each
is at others' path for the future, with no jostling,

the friendly relations which have subsis
ted between us and our readers may still

shall be of intrinsic

ing

purpose

time, to coveries,

which

enable

us

to institute

present such views as may Kindle a new social arrangements of a far higher, more
zeal for the progress of humanity, and in economical, more productive, and in all
spire a brighter faith in the certain and respects, more beneficial character, than

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
We insert the following extracts from, a
private letter without comment. It is itself
a commentary upon public executions, that
of barbarous ages which still dis

relic

graces our country, and gives the lie to
our professions as men and Christians.

"
" My

so

morning,
sight

DOVER, N.

H., Nov.

12.

dear S, — 1 cannot work or read this

I

I

will tell you what a strange

am looking

at from our windows.

The whole street, from top to bottom, is
actually crowded with people like a fune
ral procession, (only walking at a cheer
ful brisk pace, and dressed in their best,)
going to the jail to see poor Howard hung !
Isn't it incredible ! women and little child

The those which we have inherited from the ren too ! How little they think what a
them,
for
the
We shall watch, with the disappointment awaits
on dark ages.
immutable justice ; they aim at the estab- deepest interest, every public movement Governor has just told J. that he has re
So I suppose I shall see
prieved him.
ment of sincere and equitable relations be which hears upon the welfare of the labor
tween man and man, at the removal of ing classes ; we believe that a reform in the crowd come back again bye and bye
obstacles which now impede the advance- industry is the essential condition of all quite crest-fallen.
" What a blood-thirsty set in a Chris
iiicut of our race to thehigbest happiness, other reforms ; until this is accomplished,
speedy triumph of truth
we

principles

and good.

advocate are

founded

at the introduction of the divine order into no permanent and valuable progress can tian country ! All yesterday afternoon
human arrangements,
people were going up to see the gallows
and thus at the be hoped for ; and with an intense sym
formation of a state of society, which shall pathy with the social wrongs of the and the coffin under it.
TJie governor
fulfil the destiny of man on earth, crown masses, we shall labor for their emanci" seemed greatly shocked at seeing the
him with unwonted dignity and power, patioo, for their elevation to a true social gallows up so long before the time ; he
realize the visions of poetry and prophecy,
position, with all the zeal and devotion of said it was a refinement of cruelty he did
and demonstrate that the hopes which which we are capable.
have swelled the hearts of the wise and
As the current literature of the day, is
good in every age are no delusions of a one of the best exponents of an epoch, we
heated fancy, but founded in the ever shall continue to devote a large space
lasting nature of things.
We have at to the criticism of new publications ; and
tempted to set I'nrili these principles, not we flatter ourselves, that as we are not
in the spirit of antagonism, but with a in the interests of any bookselling house,
conviction of their adaptation to every true 01 coterie of scholars, our judgments will,
and

generous soul ; we have discussed

at least, have the merit of impartiality.
the institutions of society and the events of The favor which hag been given to pur
the day, in reference to their standard ; and Musical Review, no lees than oar own
we have the satisfaction of knowing that tastes and principles,
will lead us, as
our labors have not been without
awakening

inquiry,

effect in

and in opening new
to minds that were

heretofore,

to

make

that

a prominent

department of our paper. The translation
of Consuclo will be continued, and our
for truth.
thirsting
It has been our readers will find that this admiraule story
endeavor to preserve our pages free from loses none of its interest with its progress.
local and narrow prejudices, to consider We shall present occasional translations
subjects from a universal point of view, from Fourier, and other
distinguished

spheres

of thought

not expect.

Think what a sight

for the

poor fellow, (only twenty-three,) the black
gallows and coffin under his window, and
the jail surrounded by a crowd anxious to

The painters were there
yesterday, painting the gallows black, as
' the
they said
paint would preserve the

see him hung.

wood, so that it would

keep for another

execution.'

"

The crowd is still pouring in ; wag

ons from
ed ; one

the neighboring
went

by

towns crowd

with' six

in it, and

chaises with three ; every thing seems to
have been put in requisition lo bring peo
ple to see the show.

" This poor boy has been in jail more
than two years, and has had two trials,
He
the jury not agreeing the first time.
has had

the bringing up of a heathen,

THE
absolutely
vile

knows

had a moat

nothing;

mother, who "nsed to drive

him ont

when a child to steal for her, and punish
if he did not. He used to drink, and
commi-ed
the murder when drunk.
A

him

J.

if

projects

H

ARBINGK'R.

of 'the EJevation-,0f
I*bor,
" Foiiritritm,"

among which he reckons
because he has

"

the same sympathy with
laborers as with capitalists and no more.
We admit the impartiality of his " word,
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seizes self-evident

truths and misapplies
them to sustain preconceived and errone
ous views.
Mr. Clay would hardly be
lieve, perhaps, that he had stated precise
ly the proposition on which our doctrine
of Association rests, and 'which is alone

if he intends this word 10 pass for
a judgment, we deny his qualification to sufficient to condemn the present order of
have a glass of wine, if he wanted it. utter it.
Something more is necessary to society, because it is utterly at war with
He said he thought as he had not tasted come to a judgment upon a question which it. All the members of
the social body,
any thing of the kind for two years', he lies' so deep in the heart of social philoso
instead of being arranged upon that beau
had better not get the taste again, in case phy, as that of labor and its elevation, tiful hierarchical
system, of variety in
Jie should'nt be hung, for he had a sort of than mere independence of position, and Unity, which is the design of God in hu
hope to the last.
freedom from the bias of party ;— and this man societies, according to his law of or
" 0 ! here they come pouring down Mr.
Clay will probably discover before he der throughout the universe, are now mis
the street again, so I suppose the reprieve is many years older.
he is a philoso
placed and thrown into the most painful,
is announced ; they're coming back by pher, he .will soon see that in warring with as well as ludicrous
juxtaposition.
They
hundreds — J. has just come in, and says slavery he has but commenced the com are all at sixes and
sevens ; the head
there must have been six or seven thousand bat with one of the most hideous features where the feet
should be and the feet
He told two or which the question presents, and that where should be the head ; and a " deci
people on the ground.
" is
three oldish men who were hurrying up, when he has triumphed and blotted it out dedly
absolutely
different organization
that there was a reprieve ; one of them of existence, Proteus like, it will assume necessary to place these
unruly members
swore a good deal , and J. asked him how new shapes equally formidable ; and if he in due subordination, and to
give to each
he would feel about it if the'man were his is a philanthropist, which we trust he is, its true function and
destiny in the social
own son.
Said he, ' damn you, just the although he rather sneeringly repudiates body.
This is just what Association pro
same ; come,
don't want any of that the idea in another place, he will not cease poses to do.
And to follow the meta
damned talk ;
guess Steele won't be his efforts for " the elevation of labor," phors of Mr. Clay, we may " suppose so
governor next year.'
with the bursting of tire shackles of ciety — its privileges — its possessions —
day or two since
felt

very

weak

told him that

and sinking,

he but

he should

If

I
I

"People

have come thirty and forty

Kentucky slavery.
The True American bears as one of its
" By the 'way, none of our Dover car
mottoes, " The Elevation of Labor Moral
penters would make the gallows, and the ly and Politically."
This motto shows
sheriff had to get it made in Durham."
us exactly how far Mr. Clay's views ex-

miles to see the hanging.

its enjoyments

—

men of diffetent

to be likened to the sea,

menial and
as bodies of different density or
specific gravity, rise or fall to their proper sphere, provided there be no obstructing
capabilities

physical,

I
tend on this question, if he had never said force," which in Association there will
OF another word on the subject :— it is not not be, by virtue of that very law of order
one step in advance of the political eco on which it is based, that puts every hu
ASSOCIATION.
Mr. Clay has expressed nncli deep ab- nomy of Maltha*. >nd the shaiiowest doc man oemg into his true place in society.
horence of social injustice and oppression trines of the doctors of state who have How shall the place of any being be

CASSIUS M. CLAY, HIS

NOTIONS

in the case of the slave, that we thought
he,eherished also a corresponding devotion
to the cause of human rights and human

flourished since his day, and derived tneir
wisdom from his fount ; and let us tell

We gave him credit
progress generally.
for a deeper insight into social guilt than

less

known unless he be developed fully, men
tally, morally and physically, according
to Mr. Clay's definition of -the conditions

Mr. Clay, in our opinion, almost as heart
as any of the infamous maxims of which should regulate his position in so
that school of political economy.
But we ciety.
the wrongs of slavery ; we believed that cannot discuss this matter now.
This is the question he must consider,
What shall we think of the social and he will soon perceive that this develop
his soul swelled with a more expansive
science of him who has " no faith in ment i» utterly incompatible with the pres-.
than Kentucky Emancipa
benevolence
tion ; we supposed too that he was a clear society's ever having a very decidedly int arrangements of society, and can be
headed philosopher who, having perceived different organization from what it now secured only in those of association,
the evils of society comprehended some has, and which it has had (?) from the where integral education is guaranteed,
what of their causes and .the means of ef earliest historical times," Can it be very Mr, Clay must not as an enlightened reformer, assume with the ignorant multi
fecting their final and complete extirpa
profound t
This confession of " No faith" is in tude- that association means equality of
tion ; and not merely a partial, though a
No, this i« tho absurd doctrine
brave hearted reformer, fired with a sin deed quite sufficient to establish Mr. conditions.
But it of the one-sided devotees of democratic
gle idea, beyond the compass of which Clay's claims to social science.
his sympathies did not extend nor his agrees perfectly with the doctrine of a radicalism, which is at the antipodes of
We provide for all the
We confess our " Moral and political elevation of labor !" our doctrines.
understanding
grasp.
surprize and our regret, then, at an — that elevation which it has in old Eng sentiments of the human heart : for Am
article in the True American of Nov. land and New England ! But hear his bition, which loves honors and distinc
tions according
to merit, as well as
18th, in which Mr. Clay 'displays a super
reasons for this creed.
ficial view of the great question of social
" We believe that there are essential dif Friendship, which acknowledges equality
reform, and approaches with levity unbe ferences in the organization of men — in the wherever it meets with sympathies.
Our
senses and in the sensibilities.
That God doctrine is not equality of condition, but
coming the champion of Human Rights,
whose brow should ever be clothed with designs some for honorable places or the equality of social rights, that there may
serene

and earnest dignity,
that most
momentous of social problems — the EI.EVATION OF LABOR.

Mr. Clay sets out with the statement
that
give

he considers

"

an impartial

himself
word

qualified

to

upon several

first- places, descending down to positions
" to the gradu
be " no obstructing force
of neutrality or public indifference — as in
individual
to his true
ation
of
every
a single man, there is the head— the
Will not Mr. Clay's Famibim
body — the legs — the feet — so iu society sphere.
there
are
men filling correspondent shrink from this and make him deny his
places."

It

is curious

that his children may have
place than his neighbors '. But

owu doctrine,
to see how

the

mindi a higher
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— the

head and

every

one

by

employing

them

in

to which they are drawn
and are adapted ; and do not by a pre

ttMMe functions

honorable : " Ye are
all members one of another.'
sumptuous ipse durit that all labor shall be
From these very imperfect hints at our agreeable to all men, force the " feet" to
doctrine, Mr Clay will see that it is an perform that to which the "head" is

some labor to

ol

as we desired, but il

we have said enough to show that we are

persons of certain degrees of refinement not mistaken in our appreciation uf Mr.
essentially
of social questions,
disagreeable — which
to Clay's knowledge

is

others is neutral or indifferent,
• coarser structure." Here

because of and to lead him to their examination and
to a proper understanding of the doctrines

is another

which is deduced a wrong of Association, we shall be satisfied.
The form of the proposition
is not however exactly correct.
IEP We invite the attention not only
Mr. Clay
rather confounds the effect of art or ' re of scientific men but of mechanics and
finement'
with the quality bestowed by farmers, as well as of all to whom pro
truism

from

conclusion.

as terms in the proposition.
It found thoughts clearly expressed are
be more logical to make the terms always welcome visitors, to the article in
equal by going back to nature, and taking onr paper of to-day, upon Synthesis.
the " essential differences in the organi
We trust its length and its apparently
nature
would

of men," for the regulation of abstract character will not deter any one
We shall then see that from giving it a careful reading.
Its
with equal chances of refinement, all conclusions are of the highest importance
men will follow their natural instincts in both in a scientific and social point of
the selection of functions, and that a la view.

zation
their

bor

tastes.

be attractive

may

I

it,

— because

in the article

;

other points

I

a

agreeable

docs.

We have exceeded our limits and can
not notice

Again, he says, " you cannot make all »he True American

labor

civilisation

it

— as

I

alone competent

a

entire misunderstanding of" Fourip.rism"
when he " regards it as opposing to some
extent (these) natural laws."

I

I

the feet are alike

tions in whet is called Civilization, and to
contrast them in a moral and religion!
point of view, with Industrial Associationr.
For this purpose,
give a sketch of the
different professions and occupations in
life, and their influence upon the charac
ter and happiness -of man.
pass not
by the bar, the medical profession, .nor
the pulpit.
For why should It Bu>
thouph I attack perverted institutions,
pull down by building up : for I am not a
I endeavor to exhibit the
obstructionist.
religion of Christ as it was preached by
Him and his Apostles, and I rest wholly
on that foundation.
The pulpit itself is
sacred ; and justly so : but wolves have
entered the sheepfoH.
My work will be a small pamphlet,
very nearly the size of Parke Godwin's
Popular View ; but it will occupy new
grounds, not before presented.
I wish to
have it published at Pittsburg — for Fatv
tory people there, I think, will see in
the secret springs and concealed depend
encies which operate tolheir present and
and not only so,
increasing proetration
but they will see
sure relief,
they
choose to adftpt it.
So that, by Christmas
or New Year,
hope to offer to the pub
lic,
work, which
am sure will do no
harm, however much
may excite tem
porary ill-will against me, and ultimately,
am certain the principles contained in
will prosper and become established.
Yours,
H. H. VAN AMRINGE..

if

the sense now understood

I

there is no high and low in I of

in association

it,
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Pittsburg Journal.

to one and disa

n? The index and title page of the Be not satisfied in wishing well to thy
greeable to another, without reference to
the factitious distinctions which society present volume will be forwarded with hungry and suffering
brother,
but do
something for his welfare.
now establishes..
The " essential differ onr next number

in

people

which directs the tastes

occupations.

We

have

known
some very refined people who
have thought it a great honor to wear a
badge of distinction as an eminent butch
er of their fellow creatures, (military
glory has not yet fled from the earth ;)
and still worse we have seen that ' refine
ment
ting

'

which does not shrink

human

victims

delicate sensibilities

at immola

to minister
and luxurious

(o its
wants.

Does he need an example on the other
side, showing that that labor is not always
repulsive to the refined, which is deemed
degrading
als?

Your cook,
are they not meni

and dishonorable?

your washer-woman,

Yes, and a stigma rests upon their
But ask the first lady, ever

occupations.
so refined

and cultivated, who is still a
woman, and will she not tell you that she

likes to wash and coolc sometimes.
Per
haps not the tirst, but try another and
yon will find the taste independent of the
refinement.

This, then, gives an idea of wnat we
mean by making labor agreeable, or at
tractive.
We satisfy the natural instincts

that labor with us is not fast degenerating
to the suffering and pauper condition ol
labor in Europe.
The working people
circulate as the atmosphere, either indi
or personally,
vidually
by change of
place, or by trade and circulation of their
productions, so that every where in com
petitive society, the tendency of existing
mstitutions is to sink all classes of work
ers to an equilibrium.
We can no more
keep off the pauperism and corruption of
English Factory labor from our land, than
we can keep off the pestilence which
travels in the air.
Western
Factory
owners must run their machines for long
hours at short wages, to compete with
the east ; and the east must do the same
to compete with Europe.
The fault is
not in Factory owners, but in the insti
tutions of society.
And we see now but
the beginning of the evils which will arise,
if a preventive be not had. Men are
vrry much mistaken about the apparent
public calm.. Principles are at work in
society, and that right fast, which will
make terrible convulsions before long.
In reference to this and like subjects,
I have been writing a Book, now nearly
completed, and to be ready for the press
in about two weeks, called ASSOCIATION
AND CHRISTIANITY.
My object in the
work is to exhibit the anti-moral and antiChristian tendencies of the social institu

1
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refinement

only

of

a

as a thermom

hj

as accurately

eter measures heat and cold.
How idle
Mr. Clay must remember that it is not
is it for persons in free America to say,
'
'

6

our country,

ence.'

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

A. M., and 1-2
Leaves Brook Farm at
P. M., for HoMon, via Spring Street, Jamaica
Plains, and Roxbury.
Returning,
I.eaves
Doolittle's, City Tavern, Brattle 'Street, at
p. M. Sunday excepted.
10 1-2 A.M.,and
N. R. GERRISH.
Oct. 18, 1845.

8

PUITNEY FARM, Nov. 15, 1845.
Mir DE-IK {Jin : — Although
nbseilt
fully gratified, from the desire of filling
from Pittsburg I have been a looker on
the "honorable"
place of Sovereign of
the events transpiring there.
upon
That
the globe, " descending down to positions " strike " of the Factory girls, is a labor
of neutrality or places of public indiffer
meter, showing the condition of labor in

II.
t

may be marshalled
into such
order that a!! inmincts may be

8

ences,-"
beautiful
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